
1134. Cucurbita Pepo var. ovifera.

Var. condensata, Bailey. BUSH PUMPKINS. SCALLOP AND SUMMER CROOKNECK SQUASHES. Plant compact, little or not at all running. Of horticultural origin.

Var. ovifera, Bailey (C. ovifera, Linn.). GOURD. Fig. 1134. Plant slender, running: lvs. smaller than in C. Pepo, usually very prominently lobed: fr. small, hard and indelible, egg-shaped, globular, pear-shaped, oblate, often striped. R.H. 1894:429.—Sold in many var. by seedsmen, under the names of C. Pepo var. pyriformis, depressa, annulata, etc. See Gourd.

moschata, Duchesne (C. melonoforina, Carr.). OUSHAW. CHINA, CANADA CROOKNECK and WINTER CROOKNECK SQUASHES. Figs. 1135–37. Annual: long-running, less prickly and sometimes soft-hairy: lvs. more rounded than those of C. Pepo, but lobed, often grayish; fr. with a widening tube and large, erect lobes; calyx-lobes large, often lf.-like; peduncle becoming deeply ridged and much enlarged next the fr. Possibly of E. Asian origin.

BB. Lvs. not lobed (except sometimes on young shoots): stalks of frs. not prominently ridged.

máxima, Duchesne. SQUASH. Figs. 1138–41. Annual: long-running, the sts. nearly cylindrical, little prickly and often hairy: lvs. orbicular or kidney-shaped, commonly not lobed, the basal sinus wide or narrow, the margin shallowly apiculate-sinuate: corolla-tube nearly the same diam. at top and bottom (Figs. 1139, 1140), the corolla-lobes large and soft, and wide-spread or drooping: peduncle at maturity soft and spongy, not ridged nor prominently enlarged next the fr.: fr. very various, but not light yellow nor warty nor crookneck-shaped, usually late-ripening, the flesh orange and not stringy. Nativiety undetermined. Var. sylvéstris, Naudin. A form found wild in the Himalayan region, with fr. as large as a man’s head.

AA. Plant with perennial root.

fotidissima, Kunth (C. perennis, Gray. Cucumis perennis, James). CALABASHILLA. Fig. 1142. Perennial: long-running, scarcely prickly: lvs. large, cordate-triangular, grayish pubescent, the margin shallowly apiculate-erectate: fr. nearly as large as in C. Pepo and similar in shape, the pistillate on a peduncle 2–3 in. long: fr. size and shape of an orange, smooth, green and yellow splashed, not edible. Sandy arroyos, the N. Mex. and Colo. to Texas and Mex. and westward to Calif. R.H. 1855:61; 1857, p. 54.—In its native haunts, the root is tuberous, 4–7 in. diam. and penetrating the earth 4–6 ft. Roots at the joints. The plant has a fetid odor. Sold by seedsmen as a gourd, but the fr. does not often ripen in the northern states. Useful on arbors and small trees, when coarse vines are wanted.

ficifolia, Bouché (C. melonophéma, A. Br.). St. very long, stout, becoming somewhat woody: lvs. pale green, often marbled, in outline ovate or suborbicular, cordate at base, roundly 5-lobed and the sinus rounded: calyx-tube short and campanulate: fr. large (often 1 ft. long), fleshy, round-ridge, white-striped, the flesh white; seeds ovate, black. E. Asia, but widely cult. in warm countries for its ornamental watermelon-like frs. A var. mexicana, Hort. (C. mexicana, Spreng.), is mentioned, with seeds twice the size of those of the type, and said to grow wild in the neighborhood of Mazatlan, Mex.

C. Andrewsiana, Naudin. Allied to C. moschata: sts. long and rooting at the nodes: lvs. large, marbled with white; fls. of the form of those of C. maxima but much smaller; fr. obovoid, 8 in. long, marked with white and yellow. Uruguay. R.H. 1896, pp. 542–3.—C. californica, Torr. Canescent: lvs. thick, 2 in. across, 5-lobed, the lobes triangular and mucronate: tendrils parted to the base: fls. 1 in. or more long on pedicels 1/2–1 in. long. Calif.:

imperfectly known.—C. digitata, Gray. Perennial, the root fleshy: sts. slender and long, usually rooting: tendrils short and weak: fls. 2–5 in. long: lvs. anellus, 3–5-narrowly long-oval: lvs. 2–3 in. long on slender pedicels 1–4 in. long; fr. subglobose, yellow, 2–4 in. diam. Calif. to New Mex. —C. peumina, Wats. MOCK ORANGE. Canescent: lvs. cordate, thick, 2 or 3 in. across, palmately 5-lobed and with narrow toothed lobes; fls. 2 or 3 in. long on stout pedicels: fr. globose, 3 in. diam. S. Calif.

L. H. B.

CUDRANIA (derivation unknown). Morozov. Woody subjects cultivated for their foliage and as hedge plants. Deciduous trees or shrubs, often thorny, with alter-

1135. Cucurbita moschata.

1136. Stem of Cucurbita moschata.

Large Cheese pumpkin

1137. Fruit of Cucurbita moschata—Tonasú, a Japanese variety.
CULINARY HERBS are those herbs used for flavoring in cookery, but the term has a wide application, including species used for garnishing and sometimes as potherbs. The culinary herbs are of very minor importance in American gardens, and yet a few of them, as anise, caraway and coriander, are well and favorably known. The species are mostly aromatic. They are largely of the Umbelliferae and Labiatae. No special difficulty attaches to their cultivation, and little more may be said here than to present an alphabetical list with statements as to uses, duration of plant, and means of propagation. They all thrive in mellow fertile garden land. Usually they are grown at the side of the main garden plantation, and they may add a certain charm to the garden as well as to supply an agreeable aroma to the kitchen products. See the little book on "Culinary Herbs" by M. G. Kains, 1912.

**CULINARY PERFUMERY.**


Caraway (Carum Carvi). Umbellifera. Biennial or annual. *Uses*: Herbage eaten cooked or as salad; roots as vegetable; seeds for flavoring; oil in manufacture of perfumery and soaps. Propagated by seeds in May or early June.

**CULINARY HERBS 911**

**1138. Cucurbita maxima**

Catnip or catmint (Nepeta Cataria). Labiata. Perennial. *Uses*: As a tea forage; leaves and stems; formerly a medicinal remedy. Propagated by seeds in autumn or spring.


Coriander (Coriandrum sativum). Umbellifera. Annual. *Uses*: Seed in confectionary and as ingredient in condiments; flavor in beverages. Propagated by seeds in spring or autumn.


Dill (Anethum graveolens). Umbellifera. *Annual*. *Uses*: Seed, as seasoning, extensively for commercial pickle; oil for perfuming soap; young leaves as seasoning and salads; dill vinegar as condiment. Propagated by seeds in spring.

Fennel (Fenugreek). Umbellifera. Biennial or perennial. *Uses*: Herbage as garnishes and flavors; as salad; seeds for flavoring beverages, and for confectionary; oil as perfumery. Propagated by seeds, and grown as an annual.


Lavender (Lavandula angustifolia, L. Spica). Labiata. Perennial. *Uses*: Flowers and oil in perfumery; sometimes as condiment and in salads. Propagated by divisions or cuttings, or rarely seeds.


Marjoram (Origanum vulgare and O. Marjoram). Labiata. *Perennial*. (O. Marjoram treated as *annual*). *Uses*: Herbage for seasoning; oil in perfuming soaps, etc. Propagated by cuttings, division or layers and seeds in spring.


Peppermint (Mentha piperita). Labiata. *Perennial*. *Uses*: Oil as flavoring; perfume in soaps, etc. Propagated by division or running rootstocks.
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CABBAGE. The more or less compact leaf-formed head of Brassica oleracea; also applied, with designations, to related forms of the same species, as Welsh cabbage, tree cabbage. Closely related plants are the kales (Fig. 700), collards, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower. See Brassica.

The Chinese cabbage of this country is a wholly different specie from the common cabbages. It does not form a compact and rounded head, but a more or less open and soft mass of leaves, after the manner of Cos lettuce. It is of easy culture, but must be grown in the cool season, for it runs quickly to seed in hot and dry weather.

The culture of the cabbage antedates reliable historical record. Writers of Pliny’s time or before refer to variations in growth and character which must have resulted from selections and cultivation for many generations, under conditions very different from those which seem to be the natural habitat of the plant on the comparatively barren chalk cliffs of England, and in similar locations in Europe.

It is indeed hard to realize that the scrawny and somewhat starved-looking plant shown in Fig. 628 (Vol. I) could be the ancestral origin of such corpulent, overfed individuals as are shown in Figs. 701 to 704. Such a change in habit of growth can be accounted for only by the plant’s possession of exceptional capacity for using the more abundant food-supply furnished by cultivation for many generations, and the storing of it in a way that makes it available for man’s use rather than for the mere perpetuation and multiplication of the parent plants.

Characteristics of the plant and requisites for best development.

The cabbage is classed by botanists as a slow-growing bi-annual, and has three distinct periods of life: First, the more or less rapid growth of leaf and plant. Second, a more or less distinct resting period during which the formation of embryonic blossoms is started. Third, the growth and development of the flower and seed. The cultivated cabbages retain very persistently these distinct growing periods, but have added what might be classed as another, that of head-formation, which is in reality simply a distinct division of the first. This additional head-forming period, although essential to the plant’s value as a cultivated vegetable,
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epecially in New York, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin, near the Great Lakes, or where smaller but deep inland lakes abound, in which cabbage does exceedingly well. Generally, in common with most cruciferous plants, they do better near the sea, in such places as the Eastern Shore of Maryland, Long Island and Puget Sound regions, than in the interior or on the borders of even very large bodies of fresh water.

As the plant is a native of the temperate zone, and thrives best in it, and cannot long endure high temperatures, one does not think of it as particularly sun-loving; but there are few garden plants to which abundant sunlight is more essential and shade more detrimental than the cabbage. In its native habitat, the plants are found growing alone or in small open groups where they are fully exposed to the sun. Similar conditions are essential to its best development under cultivation so that it can rarely be profitably grown in the shade or in crowded groups or rows, and "shooting to seed" or other failure to form a head is often due to the crowding of the seedlings in the seed-row.

The cabbage is one of the grossest and least fastidious feeders of cultivated plants, and while an abundance of easily accessible food is essential for its profitable culture, it is less particular than most plants as to its proportions and physical condition, if only it has an abundance. Large crops of the best quality are often produced by the use of fresh green and uncomposted manures in almost limitless quantities. Some growers object to the use of manure from hog-pens, yet some of the largest, healthiest and best crops ever seen have been grown by the liberal use of hog manure. Strange as it may seem, abundant fertilization hastens rather than retards the plant reaching marketable condition.

The plant is more particular as to its water-supply than its food-supply, and suffers even more quickly than most vegetables from a lack of sufficient moisture in the air or soil. On the other hand, it cannot long endure an excess, particularly in the soil, and soon succumbs to wet feet. A well-drained soil which at the same time is fairly retentive of moisture is essential to profitable cabbage-culture.

Even more than with most garden vegetables, the physical condition of the soil is a most important factor in determining the development of the cabbage. Large and often very profitable crops may be grown on soils which would be classed as clay, loam, gravel, sand or muck, provided they are rich and friable, but seldom a large, or profitable crop can be grown on even a very fertile soil which after rains quickly hardens and bakes so as to be impervious to air. Permanent friability rather than superior fertility makes some soils exceedingly profitable for cabbage, while it is difficult and often impossible to grow a paying crop on others which are even richer and better watered, but which are liable to cake after every rain. This is especially true of some soils that are generally classed as a very rich clay or muck. Permanent friability is the most essential quality for profitable cabbage-culture, and the want of it the most common cause of failure to grow a profitable crop.

Varieties of cabbage. Figs. 701-704, 707.

Few vegetables show a wider range of variation. There are sorts that can be grown to edible maturity on a square foot and in 90 to 120 days from the seed, while others can hardly be crowded into a square yard or reach prime edible maturity in less than 200 days; sorts so short-stemmed that the flat head seems to rest on the ground, others in which the globular head crowns a stalk of 20 inches long; kinds in which the leaves are long, round, or broad, smooth, or savoyed, light yellowish green, dark green or so dark red as to seem black, with surfaces which are glazed, smooth, or covered with thick bloom. There are many early-maturing kinds, each having characteristics adapting them for different cultural conditions and uses, that will, in fertile soil and a temperature between 60° and 80° by day, and never below 40° at night, form salable heads in 90 to 110 or 120 days from the germination of the seed; others that mature in mid-season; still others that grow the entire season and increase in quality even while sold for winter storage.

American seedsmen offer cabbage seed under over 500 more or less distinct varietal names, a large proportion of which stand for different stocks rather than for distinct varietal forms: here only the most distinct types and the most commonly used names are mentioned.

Early York, Stemphe, Large York, etc.—Very compact, upright-growing smooth-leaved sorts which are comparatively tender to both heat and cold, and form vertically oval comparatively soft heads of excellent quality, but better suited to European than American climatic conditions and market requirements.

Early Jersey, Large Wakefield, Winnebago, etc.—Compact-growing, very solid-head sorts which are very hardy to both heat and cold and form comparatively small, but closely wrapped hard sharply conical heads which are of attractive appearance, but not of the best quality. Well adapted to the general soil and climatic conditions and very popular in America.

Enthusiasm Glory, Early Summer, Potter's Drumhead, etc.—Second-early sorts, forming small compact to large spreading short-stemmed plants, and nearly round to distinctly flat heads which mature quickly, are of good quality but not well adapted for distant shipment or winter storage.

Flat Dutch, Drumhead, Ballhead or Holland, etc.—Large, spreading comparatively slow-growing plants, forming round to oval hard heads, having the leaves very closely wrapped and overlapping in the center. They are generally good keepers, often improving not only in solidity but in quality during storage.

Savoy.—A class in which the leaves of both plant and head are crumpled or savoyed instead of smooth as in the preceding. There are varieties of all the forms of smooth-leaved sorts. The plants are hardy, but are slow to form heads, which are likely to be small and more or less open or loose-centered, but they are of superior flavor, and this class is worthy of more general cultivation in the home-garden and for local market.

Red cabbage.—A class of which there are many varietal forms, and in which the plants and heads vary from purple shaded green to deep red. The heads are generally small, but very solid and are especially suited for use as "cold slaw."
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These are but a few of the almost limitless, more or less distinct variations offered by seedsmen, yet each of them was thought by someone to be superior in some location, under some conditions, or for some purpose. The general recognition of the value of each variation, and the consequent popularity of the sorts in which the variation is best developed, are constantly changing, partly because of local conditions of climate, but more so, because of changes in transportation and market facilities and conditions.

Cultural methods.

Ideal climatic conditions are found only in very limited areas, and the common cultural practice in each locality is largely shaped by the degree to which local conditions approximate those of the glasshouse of Washington in which a well-lighted and heated greenhouse and experienced help are available, the simplest method, and one by which the very best of early cabbage can be grown, is to plant the seed in flats some sixty to ninety days before danger of killing by frost is past, and as soon as the central bud or leaves appear (which should be in ten to fourteen days) to "pick out" the plants, setting them 2 to 4 inches apart in other flats, according to the relative importance in that particular culture of earliness and cost of production. The house should be given abundant ventilation, and temperatures exceeding 70° or 80° by day and 50° or 60° at night carefully avoided. Often it will be found very advantageous, as soon as the plants are well established, to remove them to well-lighted coldframes. These should be carefully tended in order to give all the air possible, and to avoid over-heating by the sun or falling below 35° at night, and the plants transferred to the open ground as early as this can be done without danger from killing frosts. Some very successful growers plant seed in well-protected coldframes so as to secure a thin, even stand, and by careful attention secure a slow but steady growth through the winter, and the seedlings are first transplanted to the open ground as soon as danger from killing frosts is over. A common practice from Philadelphia or Baltimore southward is to sow the seed in the fall in carefully prepared beds in sheltered locations, and, as soon as the plants are large enough, to transplant them to flat-topped ridges about 30 to 36 inches from center to center, and somewhat more apart than by two or three back-furrows. These ridges usually are run east to west and the plants are set on the south, the north or the top, or sometimes in the furrow between them, depending upon the judgment of the planter as to which location will give the best result on that particular farm and exposure and in that particular season, as sometimes one and sometimes another location gives the best results. In some sections and often only on certain farms of a section this method gives large very early-maturing and profitable crops, while in different fields, even on the same farm, a large proportion of the plants so handled will be killed by frost or will shoot to seed while the others will be as good as those grown in coldframes, notably in the vicinity of Charleston, South Carolina, cabbage-plant farms have been established, from which plants in prime condition for setting in the field can be secured by the million. The location and exposure, and the character of the soil of the most successful of these farms is such that the plants are rarely killed or seriously checked by frost, but make slow growth all winter and can be pulled at any time so as to retain abundant root and vigor and be safely shipped long distances. The seed is sown and the plant-beds treated much as one would treat a bed of onions for sets or pickles, except that in many cases the rows are as close as 3 inches, or the bed receives little or no cultivation after the seed is planted.

Objections that are sometimes well founded to plants from such farms are, that they are slow "taking hold" and a large proportion of them "shoot to seed" without heading, or the heads are small and of poor quality; but such failures often come from the use by the plant-raiser of cheap and inferior seed, or from the crowded rows and careless handling, or from the farmer sending for and setting the plants too early, or from holding them too long before setting. Some plant-raisers take pains to advertise that they do not guarantee plants shipped by them before December 1 to give satisfactory results (though they often do), but that they are willing to guarantee that plants shipped by them from December 1 to April 1 will, in suitable soil and exposure and with good cultivation, produce full crops of marketable cabbage. Most farmers who use 20,000 to 30,000 plants could grow on their own farms as good plants or better than they could buy from even the best and most reliable growers, and often at materially less cost; but it is questionable whether many of them would do so, and it is not surprising that the practice of buying plants, particularly when earliness in market maturity is desirable, is rapidly extending.

The best distance between plants will depend not only upon the variety used but upon the character of the soil, kind of labor available and the condition and way in which the crop is to be marketed. Such small upright-growing sorts as Early York, Etampes, or true Jersey Wakefield, which are to be marketed when still quite soft, can be well grown set as close as 6 or 8 by 18 to 24 inches, requiring 20,000 to 30,000 plants to the acre; but in America such close planting necessitates so much hand labor that it is seldom profitable, and 8 to 12 by 28 to 30 or 36 inches, requiring from 8,000 to 15,000 or 20,000 plants to the acre, is usually found the more profitable distance.

The best method of setting, whether by hand, hand-planters, or machine, will be determined by local conditions. The plants should "take hold" in two to four days and start into vigorous growth in ten days to three weeks, the time depending upon the condition of the plants, and the way they are handled, quite as much as upon the weather. After active growth has commenced, it should continue at a constantly accelerated rate until the head begins to harden, and although toward the last the plants may not seem to increase in size, the heads will gain in weight. The cabbage suffers less than most vegetables from mutilation of the root, yet deep cultivation is undesirable because unnecessary. The essential thing is to prevent any crusting over, and the keeping of the surface in such good tilth as to permit of the free aeration of the soil.
One of the best crops of early cabbage on record was secured from what was regarded as naturally a rather unfavorable soil, but was not very heavily fertilized, but it received a shallow cultivation with a harrow tooth cultivator every day (except Sundays and on four days when the surface was so wet from rain that it would puddle) after the plants were set until the crop was in market condition.

The time of planting for fall and winter cabbage and the general cultural methods most likely to give good results in any particular location are the same for both seasons; the time of maturity being determined more by the varietal character of the seed than by method of culture. The cultural practice usually followed by neighboring and equally successful growers is often radically different. One planter may always, on some fixed day in May or June, sow seed in flats and as soon as the seedlings are well started pick them out into other flats, and then again into a plant-bed and wait for a favorable day, if necessary until August, before putting them in the field. An equally successful neighboring grower may wait until as late as the last of June and sow thinly in well-prepared seed-beds and transplant from them to the field, while still another may wait for favorable weather even until the last of July and then plant seed in place as the seed matures and seedlings are ready.

In New England, growers often drill the seed in place, and when the plants are well established cut out the superfluous ones.

The weight or quantity of seed used for a given area varies greatly, as the size of the individual seeds vary, not only with different varieties but with different lots of the same sort. Some growers expect to get plants enough for an acre from less than an ounce, while others require two to five times as much, and those who sow in place often will use four to eight ounces to the acre. Superactive crops have been known to be grown by radically different methods, and very often successful growers have some peculiarity of practice which they deem essential to the best results, but which a neighboring and equally successful grower regards as a foolish waste of labor; but, however, the practice of successful growers may differ, there are some points in which they all agree. Among these are, the use of the best obtainable seed of some particular variety which they have found by experience, or which they believe is best adapted to their conditions and is uniform in time of maturity, so that all the heads are in prime condition and may be gathered at the same time, which is an important factor in determining cost of production, while uniformity in shape, form and color are equally important in determining salability. The quality of the seed used, while not the only factor, is generally the most important one in determining the uniformity of product of any particular culture. Unchecked and constantly accelerated rate of growth are most important factors in securing the best possible development of any particular culture. Every check, whether it come from overcrowding of the seedlings, careless transplanting, or the caking and want of moisture in the surface soil, tends to divert the energy of the plant from the unnatural and excessive leaf-formation upon which its value as a cultivated vegetable depends to the more natural but less useful formation of blossoms and seed.

Harvesting.

This is the simplest and easiest part of cabbage-growing. With an easily acquired dexterity, each head in five or six rows can be cut, trimmed and tossed into a central windrow by a single well-directed stroke of a well-sharpened spade or heavy hoe. Occasionally, because of some unnatural growth of the plant, or want of attention, a head will need retrimming, but by the exercise of a little care, practically all of them can be kept in marketable shape. From the windrows, the heads are gathered and loaded loose into cars, delivered to factories or placed in storage. Yields secured vary greatly, being influenced by the sort, the quality of the seed, the character of the soil, loss from insects and disease, and usual practice of neighboring growers. The seed is sown in place or the plants are set close in the row, and as soon as they have commenced active growth and long before they have formed a distinct head, they are cut and marketed much in the same manner as spinach or kale, but this method of culture and use is very limited.

Marketing.

Cabbage greens.—In some sections, notably southern Mississippi and Louisiana, considerable acreage is grown and marketed as cabbage greens. The seed is sown in place or the plants are set close in the row, and as soon as they have commenced active growth and long before they have formed a distinct head, they are cut and marketed much in the same manner as spinach or kale, but this method of culture and use is very limited.

Early cabbage is generally considered marketable as soon as the leaves have closed into a head, even if this is still soft and loose that it would be quite unmarketable later in the season. Young, soft and immature, they soon wilt and lose all crispness and palatability; to avoid this, the earlier shipments are made in small open crates containing less than a score of heads, or sometimes in larger closed ones carrying ice, and often in refrigerator cars. Later in the season, as the heads become larger and harder, they are shipped in flat crates about 12 by 18 by 38 inches, or in ventilated burlap-covered barrels holding about two and three-fourths bushels.

Fall and winter cabbages are usually sold by the ton, of much more closely trimmed heads than are considered marketable earlier in the season, and are commonly packed and sold as a certain acreage at an agreed price per ton. While this is sometimes a very satisfactory arrangement, many careless and incompetent growers are induced to contract, and their neglected crops become infected with disease and insects which spread to the fields of even the most careful growers, and the crop in the vicinity of such factories and shipping-points soon becomes unprofitable.
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Storing.

Formerly the most common practice was to let the plants stand until danger of hard freezing, then pulling, allowing the roots to retain what earth they would, but breaking off some of the most spreading leaves and crowding the plants together (with heads all up or all down and at a uniform height), with earth packed between them, in long shallow trenches that were gradually covered with sufficient coarse straw or litter to protect from severe freezing. A variation of this method is to pull, leaving what roots and earth adheres, and set as closely and level as possible in a shallow cellar not over 3 feet deep, which after filing is covered with a roof of boards, tarred paper and litter sufficient to keep out rain and frost, and high enough in the center to allow of handling the cabbage. It is essential to success with either trench or cellar that they be located where there is the least possible danger from standing water, roots and other vermin, and as well protected as possible from severe winds and cold. Advantages of this method are that heads quite too soft to be salable become hard and firm, and that cabbages so stored retain to a remarkable degree their crispiness and flavor, and are thought by some to be even better than when fresh from the field; but when taken from the trench or cellar, they soon lose their crispiness and will not stand shipment so well as heads which were trimmed before storing. A very common method is to cut and partially trim the heads and place in piles 4 to 6 feet high and broad, and of convenient length, built over a board-covered trench which is ventilated by open ends and tiles up through the cabbage, the piles being gradually covered and the openings closed so as to prevent hard freezing (Fig. 708).

In certain sections a large proportion of the cabbages grown for late winter and early spring market are trimmed and stored in bins or on shelves in frostproof storehouses (Fig. 709).

Diseases.

Clubroot (Plasmodiophora brassicae)—A soil parasite affecting cabbage and other cruciferous plants. It thrives best in acid soils and in some cases can be checked by a liberal use of lime, but its presence in any field in destructive abundance is seldom suspected until too late to save the crop. Planting cabbage or other cruciferous crops on such a field should not be repeated for several years, during which it should have continued dressings of lime and ashes. Care should be taken to secure uncontaminated soil for seed-beds, and to destroy all affected plants before cattle have access to them, as the disease may be carried by such refuse in the manure from cattle who have eaten it.

Wild or Yellow, Black-root, Stem-root, Pustarium, Phoma.—Infec-
tious diseases which sometimes become so abundant in certain sections as to prevent the profitable culture of cabbage. They are all distributed by means of contaminated seed, by manure from cattle fed on diseased refuse, by soil carried on tools from affected field, distributed in this way should be carefully avoided. All diseased plants should be destroyed by fire as soon as noticed. The soil used in the seed-beds should be sterilized by live steam or soaked in a weak solution of formaldehyde (one part to 260 of water). The seed should be soaked fifteen minutes in the weak solution of formaldehyde, then rinsed in clear water and immediately planted.

Animal pests.

Flea beetles.—The securing of vigorous plants is sometimes pre-
vented by the attacks of innumerable flea beetles, Phyllopertha horticola. This may be prevented by surrounding the beds with frames made of 10- to 12-inch boards connected across the top with 2-inch strips and then covered with 2B- to 40-thread to the inch cheesecloth. This should be put on as soon as the seed is planted and be removed, in order to harden the plants, four to six days before they go to the field.

Cut-worms.—These are best guarded against by keeping the field perfectly clear of all vegetation for six to ten days before sowing, then mix four quarts of bran meal or flour, one cup of molasses or sugar, and two tablespoonsful of paris green, with water enough to make about the consistency of milk, and sprinkle on twenty to fifty times its bulk of fresh-out garbage and scatter over the field the night before setting the plants.

Cabbage worm.—Keep careful watch of the plants, and if the green worms appear in abundance and seem to reach full size, sprinkle or spray the plants with kerosene and whale-oil soap emulsion, or paris green and water in the proportion of four gallons of emulsion and one pound of paris green to fifty gallons of water. After the heads are two-thirds grown, powdered helebore, one ounce to two gallons of water, should be substituted for the poisonous paris green mixture.

Root-worm (Nematodes).—Although seldom very destructive need of Philadelphia, this is often the unsuspected cause of failure in the South, particularly of fall crops in light lands. The only practical remedy is the avoidance of affected fields or sterilizing the soil by freezing or live steam.

Seed-breeding and -growing. Figs. 710, 711.

It is only through careful study of the practical value and correlation of varietal differences, the exercise of great care in selection and growing of the plants, and in the saving of the seed, that this or any vegetable can be improved or even its present good qualities maintained. Under favorable conditions the plant is capable of producing abundant seed, a single plant having been known to yield thirty-five ounces, enough to plant 25 to 40 acres, but such yields are very exceptional, one or one-half to four ounces being much more common. Although botanically the plant is self-fertile, when isolated it seldom yields much and often no viable seed. It transmits very persistently through many generations any distinct variation, but often without expression, although such hitherto unexpressed variations are apt to appear in the seed of self-fertilized plants, so that such seed is frequently less uniform than that from a field of plants of the same ancestry. At least one of our popular varieties is made up of the descendents of a single isolated plant, but it is a curious fact that in the second and subsequent generations 90 per cent of the plants, although quite uniform, were very different in character from that of the selected individual from which they were descended. The originator of one of our best varieties maintains that it is essential to the production of the best seed of that sort that seed-plants of very different types should be set together, and by crossing they will produce seed giving plants of the desired type. In spite of these facts, it is thought that the practice which will give the best results with other plants is equally desirable for the cabbage, and that first a distinct and well-defined conception of the varietal form desired must be formed and the stock started from the plant or plants whose seed most uniformly developed into plants of the desired
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character, rather than from those in which it was exceptionally well developed. Often even professional seed-growers have but a very vague and constantly changing conception of what a given variety should be.

The greatest profit is not from the field that produces even a good many of the most perfect specimens, but from that in which the largest proportion of the plants are most uniformly of the desired character. In order to produce seed which will give such results, one must first form a very clear conception of what one wants in plant and head, and learn the relation between easily noted but economically unimportant qualities, and others not so easily seen but more important in determining value. Having selected a number of ideal plants, one should grow these either singly, or in groups of three or four that are nearest alike. Save and number the seed of each plant separately and plant a small sample of each number, carefully noting the numbers in which the product was most uniformly of the desired character. From the reserved seed of the numbers which most uniformly developed the desired form, one can start a field for seed raising. It is not safe, however, to rest there; one must start a new selection of the desired character so as to continually renew one's stock.

In raising seed, plantings should be made a little later than one would for fall market cabbage. As the plants develop, each lot should be repeatedly looked over and not only those which show no disposition to form a head, or one in which the inclosing leaves do not pass over the center, but also those which show any departure (even if it be only a desirable one) from the desired form, should be removed. The plants should be left in place until there is danger of the ground being closed by frost and should then be pulled, a few of the larger leaves removed and then packed into narrow trenches in sheltered and well-drained localities, taking pains to pack the earth closely about the roots and stems. Gradually, as necessary to prevent hard freezing, they should be covered with earth and with coarse litter, the aim being to keep them as cold as possible without actually freezing, and to prevent them starting into growth. As early in the spring as possible, they should be set for seed raising, giving each plant about twice the space needed for market cabbage. In setting, the plants should be more or less inclined, so that while the top of the head is but little above the surface, the roots are not buried in hard and cold subsoil. As they are set, the heads should be scarcely across the top, not deep enough to injure the sprouting center, but so as to facilitate its pushing its way through the head. Seedstalks should not be cut until they begin to shed the seed, which turns black and seems ripe before it is fully mature. The seed should be cut and stored until quite dry, when the seed can be easily threshed, cleaned, and spread not over 1/2 inch deep in full sunlight for a few days and then stored.

Commercial seed-growing.—Although one occasion-

ally sees heavily seeded plants in all parts of the United States, cabbage seed rarely proves a profitable crop, except in very limited areas along Long Island Sound, the eastern shores of New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia, and in the Puget Sound region, where the yield commonly secured varies from 300 to 700 pounds to the acre, although exceptional crops sometimes reach 1,500 to 2,000 pounds. The common method of growing does not vary materially from that described, except that very often too little care is exercised in securing stock seed, and it is sowed or the plants set so late that they fail to develop sufficiently to enable one to do very effective roguing out of inferior stock. In Holland, seed is often raised from much more matured heads than are commonly used in America and which are cut from the root, but leaving more stem than for market use, and planted so that the top is level with or slightly below the surface. Treated in this way, they root like a great cutting and form loose, well-branched plants which are not so liable to injury from wind, and are said to yield more seed than would be produced if the entire plant was used. It is possible that this method might give good results in the Puget Sound region, but it would not in the East.

W. W. TRACY.

CABÓMBA (aboriginal name). Nymphæaex. Fanwort. Submersed aquatics of the western hemisphere, used in ponds and aquaria.

Flowers small; sepals and petals 3, persistent; stamens 3-6; carpels 3-15, separate; submerged lvs. finely dissected, mostly opposite.—Six species.

caroliniana, Gray (C. aquatica, DC., not Aubl. C. viridifolia, Hort.). WASHINGTON PLANT. FISH-GRASS. Floating lvs. green, oblong-linear; fls. axillary, 1/2 in. broad, white, with 2 yellow spots at base of each petal; stamens 6. Ponds and slow streams, S. Ill. to N. C. Fla. and Texas. A.G. 15:157. —Hardy as far north as Phila. if not frozen. The commonest plant for fish-globes and aquaria; roots easily in earth, grows well, is dense and bushy, and a good oxygænator; prefers water free from lime. Prop. by cuttings set in earth in 1-2 ft. of water at 55-70° F. Commonly sold for aquaria in bunches of 6-12 shoots 8 in. long, wrapped with lead at base; without earth the bunch lasts 4-5 weeks, when it drops most of its lvs. and must be replaced. Var. roseaflora, Hort., is a form with reddish lvs., less durable, and more difficult to prop. A. G. 15:157. Var. pulcherrima, Harper, has sts. reddish purple, lvs. darker with narrower segms. and petals bright purple. Ga. The true C. aquatica, Aubl., of Trop. Amer., with yellow lfs. and nearly orbicular floating lvs., is shown in A.B. 7090.

H. S. CONARD.

CACÁLIA (ancient Greek name). Compósito. Perennial herbs of wide distribution, some of which are planted in the open for ornament.

Flowers paniculate or corymbose, the florets all hermaphrodite, with white, flesh-colored, or orange, exclusively tubular corollas, each of the 5 lobes with a midnervure; achenes glabrous; lvs. petioled, alternate. Five species in genus are considered as separate, differing in never having ray-fls. —Species about 40, about one-fourth Asian and the remainder mostly American. They need protection in the North.

ittes, Mill. A slender rather attractive perennial, with alternate, widely separated lvs. half clasping the st.: fls. orange-yellow, in heads about 1/2 in. diam., corymbose. St. Helena; perhaps not a true cacali. C. abrus and C. ittis of gardens may be Emmelia: C. cocoïdes, Sims—Emelia.

N. TAYLOR.

CACALIOPSIS (Cacalia-like). Compósito. Perennial, for garden planting.

Flowers discoid, very many-fl., of perfect yellow color; corolla rather deeply 5-lobed, the lobes lanceolate: lvs. palmate. —One species, little known in cult.
Nardosmia, Gray. Stout, 1–2 ft. high, loose, woolly, but becoming nearly glabrous: vs. nearly all radical, not unlike those of *Petasites palma*, long-stalked, 5–9-cleft or very rarely parted, the lobes dentate or cut; heads an inch high, in a loose cluster at the summit of the nearly naked st., fragrant. Pine woods, Calif. Wash.—Intro. by Gillett in 1881 as a border plant.

CACAO, COCOA: *Theobroma*.

**CACTUS, CACTI.** The plants correctly designated by this name constitute the family **Cactaceae**. Scarcely any group in the whole vegetable kingdom is more remarkable for its strange and varied forms, the beauty of its flowers, and wonderful adaptation to desert life. It is not, however, confined to desert regions; for in the moist forests of the tropics of the New World it is represented by a number of interesting forms often epiphytal or scrambling in their habit of growth, with beautiful flowers and sometimes with delicious edible fruit.

The Cactaceae are confined to America, the only apparent exception being the genus *Rhipsalis*, composed of plants with the habits of the mistletoe, growing on the trunks and branches of trees, and bearing small pulvined glutinous berries (Fig. 712). This genus, endemic in tropical America, has found its way to Africa, the island of Mauritius and even to Ceylon; and several opuntias, or prickly pears, occur on the shores of the Mediterranean, in South Africa, and Australia, where they have made themselves so thoroughly at home as to be regarded by many writers as indigenous. The Cactaceae are not confined to tropical or even semi-tropical regions. At least two species of *Opuntia* extend northward into British Columbia, and species of *Echinocereus*, *Echinocactus*, and *Mammillaria* are found in the state of Colorado. The xerophytic forms flourish especially in the southwestern United States, the Mexican plateau, the peninsula of Lower California, where there are great cactus forests, and the vicinity of Tehuacan, in the southern part of the Mexican state of Puebla, a region celebrated for its remarkable and gigantic tree-like forms related to the genus *Cereus*. For an account of the vegetation of the deserts of the southwestern states and of Mexico, the reader is referred to Frederick V. Coville's "Botany of the Death Valley Expedition," published as Vol. IV of the "Contributions from the United States National Herbarium, 1893"; Coville and MacDougal's "Desert Botanical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution—1903"; and to D. T. MacDougal's "Botanical Features of North American Deserts," publication No. 99 of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1908.

To the southward, the family extends to Chile and Argentina. Giant torch thistles and echinocacti are scattered over the pampas of Uruguay, and melon-shaped echinocacti amid the snows of the lofty plateau of Bolivia.

The genus *Mammillaria*, so well represented in the southwestern United States and Mexico, is almost absent from Central America, the representative genera of that region as well as of the warm Huasteca region of eastern Mexico being *Cereus*, *Pereskia*, *Pereskiopsis*, *Nopalea*, and *Opuntia*; while the "turk's-head" or "melon cacti" are chiefly West Indian.

The peculiar structure of columnar, opuntia, and melon-shaped cacti is undoubtedly the result of excessive dryness of the climates in which they occur, to protect themselves from which they have been obliged to store up water and to reduce their transpira-
forms they come forth from between the tubercles or from their base at the end of a dorsal groove. Usually the flowers are solitary and sessile, but in the genus Pereskia (Fig. 714) they are peduncled and often clustered. They may be tinted with rose-color, crimson, purple, yellow or orange, or rarely with copper-color or scarlet, but they are never blue. Often they are pure white at first, gradually becoming suffused with rose-color in age. In a few species they are inconspicuous, as in the epiphytal Rhipsalis (Fig. 712). Some are diurnal, others nocturnal; some open at sunrise and close at night or when the sky becomes clouded; others open at a certain hour and close at another fixed hour of the day or night; some last for only a few hours, others for a day, and some persist for several days. Some, like the "night-blooming cereus" are delightfully fragrant, while others are ill-smelling or have no perceptible odor.

The perianth is not divided sharply into calyx and corolla, although the outer floral leaves are usually sepal-like and the inner ones are true petals. In one great division of the family including Opuntia, which has been named Rotatiflorse, the perianth is more or less wheel-shaped or widely spreading (Fig. 719); in the other division, Tubuliflorse, to which Cereus belongs, the floral leaves form a tube, often remarkably long and slender, and crowned with a spreading limb. The floral leaves are not arranged in definite series but somewhat like those of a water-lily, the scale-like lower or outer leaves gradually becoming broad and petaloid as they approach the center (Fig 720). In all cases the perianth crowns the ovary, and sometimes persists after withering on the apex of the fruit (Fig. 721). The stamens are very numerous and are inserted on the petals or perianth-tube (Fig. 722). The single style is longer and stouter than the slender filaments, and usually terminates into a radially divided stigma (Fig. 723). Sometimes the stigma is conspicuously colored and issues star-like from the center of the

Veins, as in Pereskia aculeata (Fig. 714), or sessile and fleshy with only the midrib and several parallel nerves apparent as in the genus Pereskiospis. They are sometimes caducous, fleshy, cylindrical or awl-shaped, as in the genus Opuntia (Fig. 715). In the axis of the leaves are peculiar cushion-like areoles (corresponding in all probability to aborted branches) clothed with down or felt-like wool, from which spines, and, in some genera, also flowers, issue. In the genera Opuntia and Pereskiospis, the areoles also bear minute short barbed spines which will penetrate the skin and become detached at the slightest contact and are the source of annoying irritation which often persists for many hours.

The spines (Fig. 716) are not connected with the axis of the stem or branches, but emerge from the areoles. In some forms they are simple and straight, bristle-like, awl-shaped, or short and conical. In others they are bent like fishhooks or are curved and horn-like, with transverse ribs. Sometimes they are minutely downy or hairy and sometimes even plumose or feathery. They may be either naked or enveloped in a membranous barbed sheath (Fig. 717). They may be grouped in star-like clusters, with straight or curved rays spreading from a common center, or in comb-like fasicles, with the radial spines arranged in two rows on each side of a longitudinal axis (pectinate). In addition to the radial spines, there are usually erect central spines either straight and rigid, or more or less curved. One of the most striking forms is that of the organ cactus, Myrtillocactus geometrizans, in which the stout erect central spine resembles the blade of a dagger and the radials a guard for the hilt. In contrast with this may be mentioned the spines of Pelecyphora aselliformis, which resemble miniature saw-bugs, or aselli (Fig. 718).

The flowers in most cases issue from the upper portion of the areoles, but in certain mamillarias and allied
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717. Opuntia leptocaulis, showing sheathed spines.

718. Extreme condensation of the plant body.—Pelecyphora aselliformis. (Nat. Size.)

719. Opuntia flower.

720. Leuchtenbergia principis, showing transformation from scales to petals.

721. Cephalocereus fruit.
mass of stamens, as in the genus Echinocereus, in which the emerald-green star contrasts prettily with the golden-yellow or orange-colored stamens, rising from a rosette of rose-purple petals (Fig. 724). The ovary (Fig. 723), although formed of several carpels, is 1-celled. The placenta are parietal, bearing an indeterminate number of ovules, the stalks of which (funiculi) become fleshy as the seeds develop and form a sugary pulp around the seeds.

The fruits of the Cactaceae are variable in form. That of the leafy Pereskia is apple-shaped and bears a number of leaf-like bracts on the skin (Fig. 725), on which account the fruit of *P. aculeata* is called blad-apple, or leaf-apple, in the Dutch colonies, while in the British West Indies it is known as Barbados goosberry and is made into tarts and sauces like real gooseberries. In some of the Pereskiosps, the fruit is elongated and shaped like a prickly pear, with watery rind and seeds covered with cottony hairs. In Opuntia and Nopalea the fruit is commonly called prickly pear, or tuna (by the ancient Aztecs, nochtli). These fruits bear small fleshy leaves at first, like the flattened pads of the plants, and when the leaves fall off the areoles persist armed with the irritating sharp-barbed glochidia described above (Figs. 717 and 726). Many species allied to the genus Cereus bear edible fruits, usually called pitahayas. Those of the tall columnar cardones (Lemaireocereus) are covered with easily detachable tufts of wool and spines but never bear glochidia. Those of Cephalocereus (Fig. 721) are spineless. The triangular climbing forms which are often trained over garden walls in tropical countries, sometimes bear enormous juicy fruits of fine flavor (Fig. 727). Those of Echinocactus (Fig. 728) are more or less scaly. The fruits of certain species of Echinocereus, called alicoches by the Mexicans, are known to Americans as strawberry cacti, on account of the fine flavor of their juicy pulp. Those of *Echinocactus longiflorus* are known in northern Mexican markets as limas de vinaga, or cactus limes, on account of their acid taste; and the small smooth crimson fruits of many *mamillarias* are called chilitos, on account of their resemblance to small chili peppers. Very much like them are the fruits of melon cacti (Fig. 729) which issue from the dense crown of bristles like scarlet radishes or firecrackers tipped with a fuse.

The seeds of the Cactaceae vary considerably in the different groups, and are sometimes useful in making generic determinations. Thus the woolly seeds of Pereskiosps are sharply distinct from the black glossy seeds of the genus Pereskia, with which the first-named genus was at one time confused. In Opuntia and Nopalea they are flat, hard and bony, somewhat ear-shaped in the flat-jointed opuntias (Figs. 730, 733,) and usually discoid and marginless in cylindrical opuntias (Figs. 730, 735). In Cereus they are glossy black, with the testa either quite smooth or minutely pitted (Figs. 730, 732); in Echinocereus they are covered with minute tubercles or granules (Figs. 730, 734). In Echinocactus, which is not a very homogeneous group, the seeds are pitted in some species and tuberculate in others. In one section of Mamillaria (Eumamillaria) they are glossy and marked with sunken rounded pits (Figs. 730, 731), while in another section, which should probably be made a distinct genus (Coryphantha) they are frequently smooth. In the closely allied Ariocarpus they are relatively large and tuberculate. In the genus Pelecyphora, they are sometimes kidney-shaped, as in *P. aselliformis*, and sometimes of a peculiar boat-like form with a very large umbilicus, as in *P. pectinata*. In the epiphytal *Rhizocactus cassutha* they are kidney-shaped and finely granular.

The seeds of many of the species of Pachycereus (“cardones”) are used by the Indians of Lower California and Mexico for food. In southern Puebla the fruit of *Pachycereus columnar-trajonti*, called tetetzo figs (figos de tetezo) are a regular food staple, offered for sale in the markets of Tehuacán during the month of May.

Other cactus fruits of great economic importance are those of the giant Cereus of our arid southwestern region, *Carnepeoa gigantea*, locally known as pitahayas de sahuara, first brought to notice in the year 1540 by the members of Coronado’s expedition. They are not spiny like the fruits of Pachycereus and they burst open when quite ripe. The fruit of *Lemaireocereus thurberi*, known as pitahaya dulce, although much sweeter, bears clusters of stout spines issuing from tufts.
of wool. Closely allied to it is *Lemaireocereus griesei* of central and southern Mexico, which yields much nutritious fruit. The fruit of the organ cactus, *Myrilocactus geometricus*, sold in the markets as *garambulla*, either fresh or dried, must also be mentioned as of economic importance.

Of medicinal importance is the narcotic peyote or "meaical button"

Can be grown outdoors in Calif. or S. Fla.; in the N. in the temperate house. Prop. by seeds and cuttings.

**Cæsalpina** (Andreas Cæsalpinus, 1588–1603, Italian botanist). *Leguminosae*. *Brasilietto*. Including *Guianandina*, and *Poinciana* in part. Ornamental tropical or subtropical trees or shrubs chiefly grown for their showy flowers and also for their attractive finely divided foliage; some species yield tanning materials and dye-stuff.

Calyx with short tube and 5 imbricated lobes, the lowest concave and larger; petals 5, clawed, usually orbicular or obovate and nearly equal; stamens 10, curved; ovary sessile with few ovules and a slender elongated style; pod ovate to lanceolate, usually compressed, often indehiscent. About 30 species in tropical and subtropical regions belong to the subfamily Cæsalpinioidese, in which the fls. are not papilionaceous, and is allied to Gleditsia.

Cæsalpinias are armed or unarmed trees or shrubs, rarely climbers, with finely divided bipinnate leaves and conspicuous yellow or sometimes partly red flowers in the tropics, often forming terminal clusters. Some species are very showy in flower and are favorites in tropical and subtropical countries; in this country they can be grown only in Florida and southern California except *C. japonica*, which is the hardest species and will probably stand the winter in sheltered locations as far north as Washington, D. C. They are also grown sometimes in warm glasshouses.

Propagation is readily effected by seeds, which should be well soaked in warm water for some hours before sowing. A sandy soil should be chosen for the seed-bed, and lightly shaded. After the plants show the first true leaf, they should be potted off into small pots of ordinary garden soil, not too rich, made light by the addition of sand, if of a clayey nature. The plants grow very rapidly, and must be shifted into larger pots as their size requires for greenhouse culture, but in tropical climates may be transplanted into permanent positions outdoors after they reach a fair size in pots. The different species are excellent subjects for subtropical gardening during the summer months in temperate climates, provided a sunny location is given them, as they revel in rather dry very warm soil, and do not require artificial watering after being established. A rocky, sunny situation may be given *C. pulcherrima* and its variety *flava*, where they will bloom during many weeks of summer, until frost checks them, if strong plants about a foot high are selected in early summer. Care should be taken to harden off plants gradually in the house, so that they may not be chilled when transplanted outdoors. While they will do well in poor soil, an application of manure or chemical fertilizer may be given them to advantage, causing them to make a more vigorous growth and give better and larger heads of flowers. In the tropics, and also in subtropical climates, these shrubs and trees are always admired and are commonly planted for ornament. The royal poinciana (*C. regia*, but properly *Poinciana regia*, which see), and also the dwarf poinciana, or flower-fence (*C. pulcherrima*), will thrive in close proximity to the sea, and are valuable for planting in exposed coast situations. (E. N. Reasoner.)

**Phylica**. Small shrub or small tree, with very many small fls., scarcely $\frac{1}{2}$ in. long, oblong, obtuse, glabrous.
fls. light yellow, with brilliant red stamens protruding 3-5 in., in terminal racemes; sepals hairy-fringed. S. Amer. B.M. 4006 (as Poinciana Gilliesii, Hook.). F.S. 1:61. R.H. 1893:400. G.C. III. 15:73. G. 76, p. 4.—A very showy and worthy plant which bears in Calif. the popular name of "Bird of Paradise" like Strelitizia Reginæ. It will stand a temperature as low as 20° F.

**pulcherrima**, Swartz. Barbaros Pride. Barbaros Flower-Fence. Dwarf Poinciana. Shrub, with few scattered prickles, delicate, evergreen, mimosa-like lvs. with 12-18 pinne, each with 20-24 oblique-oblong lfts. less than 1 in. long, and very gaudy red-and-yellow crisped fls. on the ends of the new growth: stamens and style red, and long-exserted. Generally distributed in the tropics. B.M. 995. P.M. 3:3. G. 75, p. 594.—One of the most popular shrubs in warm climates, as S. Fla. There is a var. flava, with yellow fls.
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As soon as Caladium plants begin to lose their leaves in the fall, water should gradually be withheld until the leaves are all gone. The pots should then be removed to a position under a bench, and laid on their sides, or taken from the soil and placed in sand. During the resting period they should not be subjected to a lower temperature than 60° F., and kept neither too wet nor too dry. About the beginning of March the tubers should be started for the earliest batch to be grown in pots. Arrange the tubers in their sizes, and keep each size by itself. The largest-sized tubers will start quickest, and it is desirable to begin with these for pot-plants. Start them in chopped moss in boxes. The tubers may be arranged rather close together in the box, and merely covered over with the moss to the depth of about an inch. The new roots are made from the top part of the tuber, so it is important that this part should be covered to encourage the roots. For starting, a heat varying between 70° and 85° will suffice. As soon as a healthy lot of roots makes its appearance, the plants should be potted, using as small-sized pots as possible. The soil for this potting should be principally leaf-mold, with a little sand. In a short time they will need another shift; the soil should on this occasion be a little stronger; give a position near the glass, and shade from strong sunshine.—New forms are raised from seed, this operation being an exceedingly easy one with the caladium, as they cross-fertilize very readily. The flowers, unlike those of the Anthurium, are monocious, the females ripening first. To pollinate them, part of the spathe must be cut away. Seedlings at first have the foliage green, and it is not until the fifth or sixth leaf has been developed that they show their gaudy colorings. Propagation of the kinds is effected by dividing the old tubers, the cut surfaces of which should be well dusted with powdered charcoal to prevent decay.—As bedding plants, the fancy-leaved caladiums are gradually becoming more popular. To have them at their best for this purpose, the ground should be worked for some time previous to planting out, with a goodly quantity of bone meal incorporated with the soil. The tubers are best put out in a dormant state, as then they make very rapid progress, and eventually make finer plants than when they are first started in the greenhouse, as by this system they are too likely to sustain a check in the hardening-off process, and lose their leaves. The fine, highly colored kinds are not so well suited for outdoor work as those having green predominating in the foliage, but some of the kinds, such as Dr. Lindley and Rosini, do remarkably well. Frequent watering with manure-water is absolutely necessary to the development of the foliage, both outdoors and in. (G. W. Oliver.)
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It will be seen that most of the cultivated caladiums are considered to be forms of C. bicolor and C. picturatum. Only five species are considered in the following list: Schomburgki, 1; marmoratum, 7; bicolor, 8; picturatum, 48; H. umbelliferi, 57.

A. Blade not at all pellate, obliquely elliptical-ovate.

1. Schomburgki, Schott. Petiole slender, 4 times longer than the blade, sheathed one-third its length; blade obliquely elliptical-ovate; midrib and 4–5 acutely ascending primary nerves silvery, pale, or red; sparsely spotted above, paler beneath. French Guiana to Para.

—Runs into the following forms:

(1) Veina red.

2. Var. marmoratum, Engl. Blade dull green, with brownish red nerves, bordered with yellow.


4. Var. pictum, Engl. With white or red spots between the red veins. S. Amer.

(2) Veina silvery or green.


6. Var. subrotundum, Engl. (C. subrotundum, Len.). Lf.-blade rounded at the base, or strongly cordate, with white or red spots. Brazil.

AA. Blade distinctly pellate.

B. Lf. sagittate-oblong-ovate; basal lobes united for two-thirds their length, or more.

7. Marmoratum, Mathien (Alloctsa Roxellii, Bull. C. thrpetadum, Len.). Petiole cylindrical, 12–16 in. long, twice as long as the blade, variegated; blade 6–8 in. long, 4–6 in. wide, dark green, with irregular gray, yellowsish green and snow-white spots, glaucous-green beneath, sagittate-oblong-ovate, the upper lobe semi-ovate, slightly cuspidate, the basal ones unequal, one-third or one-half as long as the upper, connate two-thirds to three-fourths their length: spathe-bundle pale green, 2–3 in. long. Ecuador. I.H. 5, p. 59, deee.
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1. If. not as above; basal lobes united one-third their length or less.

2. Shape of If. ovate-triangular, or ovate-sagittate (8–17)

3. bicolor. Vent. (Arum bicolor, Alt.). Petiole smooth, 3–7 times as long as the blade, pruinose toward the apex; blade ovate-sagittate, or ovate-triangular, variegated above, glaucous beneath; upper lobe semi-ovate, narrowing gradually to a cuspidate point, the basal ones one-half to but little shorter than the upper, oblong-ovate, obtuse, conate one-fifth to one-third their length; S. As. intro, cult. in 1773. B.M. 520.—Very common in cult., furnishing many of the fancy-leaved caladiums. The marked varieties are as follows (9–17):

   (1) Lf.-blade and veins of one color.


   (2) Lf.-blade more or less variegated.

   (a) With a colored disk (Nos. 10–18).

   (b) Disk transparent.


11. Var. rubícúndum, Engl. (C. bicolor, Kunth.). Petiole green, or variegated green and violet; blade green, with a red, transparent, central disk, and a very narrow red line between the disk and the margin.

   (b) Disk opaque.

   (c) Purple disk.


13. Var. Kéttlerii, Engl. (C. Kéttlerii, Hort.). Petiole crimson, variegated toward the base; blade with purple disk, midrib and primary veins, sparsely marked between the veins with many small, rosy spots.

   (cc) Red disk.

14. Var. spéndens, Engl. (C. róscum, Hort. C. spéndens, Hort.). Petiole green below, red above; blade with a red disk at the middle; midvein and primary veins red-purple; green between the nerves and along the margin. Lore, 4.


16. Var. albinuclusúm, Engl. (C. Alfred Bleu). Petiole green; blade green, with red disk, midrib and primary veins, and marked clear to the margin with many large, white spots between the nerves.

   (c) Rose disk.


   (c) Light green disk.

18. Var. Houlétíí, Engl. (C. Houlétíí, Lem. C. Mooreánum, Hort.). Petiole green, the sheath and a little of the base violet-variegated; basal lobes of the blade somewhat introrse, rounded, connate one-third; blade obscurely green toward the margin, the midrib and primary veins slightly reddish, and with a pale disk marked with many irregular white spots.

   (aa) Without a colored disk.

   (b) Margins colored throughout.

   (c) Red margin.


   (cc) Yellow margin.


   (ccc) Solid white margin.


   (cccc) Spotted margin.

23. Var. Êckhartii, Engl. (C. Êckhartii, Hort.). Petiole violet-blotched at the base, green above the middle; blade green, with few rosy spots along the margin, and small white ones in the middle.

24. Var. Héndersonii, Engl. (C. Héndersonii, Hort.). Petiole variegated violet and green, reddish toward the apex; blade mostly green, reddish next the lower parts of the nerves; midrib and primary veins red-purple spotted; small red spots along the margin.

25. Var. Siéboldii, Engl. (C. Siéboldii, Hort.). Petiole violet and green, reddish toward the apex; basal lobes of the If, somewhat introrse, connate one-third their length, dark green; midrib and primary veins beautifully red-purple spotted, and a very narrow white border, marked with small purple-red spots. A.F. 8:127.

   (cccc) Purple margin.

26. Var. Houbýnánun, Engl. (C. Houbýnánun, Hort.). Petiole dirty green on the lower surface, bright red above; blade bright green, with large pale spots, and small red-purple ones between the midrib and primary veins; a red-purple spot above the base of the petiole, a pale purple line around the margin.

27. Var. bellúcidum, Engl. (C. bellúcidum, DC.). Petiole reddish, variegated with violet; blade broadly reddish purple spotted along the midrib and primary veins, and more or less marked with transparent, redish purple spots between the primary veins; a continuous purple line along the outer margin.

   (bb) Margin colored only on basal sinus.


30. Var. pccíle, Engl. (C. pccíle, Schott. C. pallídákérram, Hort.). Petiole reddish brown, or closely streaked-variegated; blade dark green; midrib and primary veins paler, often whitish; a red-purple spot where the petiole joins the blade, narrowly purple-margined in the sinus. Brazil.

31. Var. regále, Engl. (C. regále, Lem. C. Wágnérí, Hort. C. surimánumí, Miq. C. sagittáfókíí, Sieb.). Blade bright green, purple-margined at the sinus, every-
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(bbb) Margin and disk without color.

(c) Variegated green blade.

32. Var. Brongniartii, Engl. (C. Brongniartii, Lem.). Very large; petiole variegated violet and green, reddish toward the apex; blade green, except along the nerves below, where it is colored reddish, paler green between the primary nerves, deep green toward the margin; veins and nerves red-purple. Brazil, 1862. F.S. 13:1468-9. I.H. 5, p. 68, desc.


(cc) Blue-green blade.

34. Var. pictum, Kunt. (C. pictum, DC.). Petiole greenish, variegated beneath; basal lobes connate one-fifth their length; blade thin, blue-green, marked with large, irregular, usually confluent, pale yellowish semi-transparent spots. Lowe, 43.

(ccc) Colorless blade.

35. Var. Duchâtrei, Engl. (C. Duchâtrei, Hort.). The long petiole green, variegated below the middle with violet-black; blade colorless, except the midrib and all the veins, or here and there pale rosy or red-spotted, or even more or less dirty green. A.F. 8:129.

(cccc) Solid green blade.

(d) Dark green.


37. Var. Curwâldii, Engl. (C. Curwâldii, Hort.). Petiole greenish, slightly violet-blotched toward the base; blade reddish purple along the midrib and primary veins, marked between the veins with large white spots; otherwise dark green.
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(dd) Light green.

(e) Not spotted.


42. Var. rubro-venum, Engl. (C. rubro-venum, Hort. C. rubronervium, Hort.). Petiole variegated green and violet; blade small, oblong-ovoid, the basal lobes somewhat introrse, obtuse, connate almost to the middle, pale caulecent or red-green along the midrib and primary veins; veins pale red or scarlet. Para, 1862.

(ee) Spotted.

(f) With white spots.


(ff) With purple and white spots.

44. Var. Wightii, Engl. (C. Wightii, Hort.). Petiole pale green; blade very beautiful green, marked between the primary veins with large, red-purple and small white spots. French Guiana.

(ff) With red or crimson spots.


cc. Shape of blade lanceolate-sagittate.

48. picturatum, C. Koch. Petioles usually green, variegated below, elongated; blade lanceolate-sagittate, cuspidate and submucronate at the apex, the upper lobe nearly triangular, oblong or ovate-lanceolate, basal lobes over half as long, lanceolate subacute, connate one-sixth to one-fourth their length, separated by a triangular sinus; primary lateral veins 4-7, erect-spreading or spreading. Brazil.—Variable, furnishing many of the fancy-leaved caladiums.

(1) Transparent white blade.

49. Var. Bellejmei, Engl. (C. Bellejmei, Hort.). Fig. 733. Petiole greenish above, variegated violet beneath; blade slenderly hastate-sagittate, white, translucent except the green veins and nerves, with small green spots along the margin; basal lobes 1-5, or rarely one-fourth or one-third connate. Para. I.H. 7:262. A.F. 8:127. G. 2:59.

(2) Pale green blade.

(a) With transparent blotches.

50. Var. hastâtum, Engl. (C. hastâtum, Lem.). Petiole long, stout, white, violet-spotted; blade hastate-sagittate, slightly contracted above the lobes; dull, pale green, very irregularly marked with transparent blotches; basal lobe one-fourth connate, crimson margined in the sinus. Para.

(as) Opaque.

51. Var. albostratâtum, Engl. Blade greenish white along the midrib and veins, white-striped and dotted between the nerves.

52. Var. Osysânun, C. Koch. Blade white along the midrib and primary veins, with purple spots between the veins.

(3) Dark green blade.

54. Var. elegans, Engl. Petiole rosy, greenish below, variegated; blade narrowly hastate-sagittate, slightly contracted above the lobes, dark green above, broadly red or purple next the midrib and primary lateral veins; basal lobes one-fifth connate.


56. Var. Troubetskoiy, Engl. (C. Troubetskoiy, Chantin. C. Appuñçanum, Hort.). Petiole red, variegated; blade very narrowly hastate-sagittate, slightly contracted above the lobes, dark green above, broadly marked with pale red along the midrib and primary veins, and with scattered, transparent, small white or rose spots. F.S. 13:1379.

ccc. Shape of blade oblange-ovate, or oblange; plant small.

57. Húmboldttii, Schott. (C. argyróles, Lem.). Fig. 734. Petiole slender, variegated, 2 to 3 times longer than the blade; sheath slender, narrow; blade oblange-ovate, or oblange, green along the margin, midrib and primary veins, with many large and small transparent spots between; shortly and very acutely acuminate, the apical lobe or ovate, as long as the oblange-ovate-triangular, obtuse basal ones; basal lobes one-third connate, separated by an obtuse triangular sinus, the 3–4 primary veins of the apical lobe uniting in a collective nerve remote from the margin. Brazil. I.H. 5:185. F.S. 13:1345. Gng. 3:279. A.F. 10:197. Lowe, 22. C.L.A. 19:943. G. 14:501.


The following names are in the trade, or occur in the lists of dealers and fanciers, but are not identified botanically:—albanense, Barrattii, candidum, Endlichianum, Fenzliánium, Fenzliánium, Orógetis, Petóleci, Rodekéti, specósium, Thélemanítii, venosum. C. variegátorum, an escendent sciptácum.—C. odoránum, Lodd.—C.alba-moráchrous,—C. pubescens, N.E.N.B.—A new species, distinct from those already in cult. by being pubescent. Peru. B.M. 8402.

JARED G. SMITH.

CALAMAGRÓSTIS (Greek, calamos, a reed, and agrostis, a grass). Syn. Deyeuza. Gramínex. Usually tall or reed-like perennials bearing rootstocks. Including hay grasses and a few more or less ornamental species.

Spikelets 1-fl., the rachilla prolonged behind the palea as a usually hairy pedicel; lemma hairy on the callus, awned from the back.—Species about 120, distributed throughout the world in temperate and arctic regions, usually in damp or swampy soil. The species are often valuable native forage grasses. One species, C. canadénsis, Beauv., is a source of an excellent quality of native hay in the northwestern states, where it is called blue-joint. Another species, C. striética, Beauv., native of the northern states, is sometimes cultivated in a variegated form as an ornamental.

C. brevípilí=Calamovíla brevípilí.

CALAMINT, CALAMINTHA: Satureia.

CALAMÓVÍLF (Greek, calamos, a reed, and vílfa, a kind of grass). Gramínex. PURPLE BENT-GRASS. A group differing from Calamagrostis in having awnless spikelets and no prolongation of the rachilla. Species 3, in S. E. U. S. C. brevípilí, Hack., is cult. as an ornamental grass. This is a stout, tufted grass, 2–4 ft., with short, horizontal rootstocks, pyramidal purplish panicles 4–8 in. Sandy swamps in pine-barrens, N. J. to N. C. Dept. Agric., Div. Agros. 7:156; 20:84.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.

CALAMPÉLIS: Ecocérocoropus.

CÁLAMUS (Greek for reed). Palmáceae, tribe Lepidócoræ. A group of interesting, usually climbing pinnate palms of the Old World tropics, not much known to the trade although over thirty species are in the European catalogues.

Stems very slender, always more or less prickly, usually climbing and never bearing a terminal inf.: lvs. alternate, pinnate, often ending in a terminal sometimes elongated cirrus, by which they are attached to their support; lfts. narrow, with 1–5 nerves; if.-sheaths at first completely inclosing the internodes, sometimes split and open: spadix laterally attached at the summit of the if.-sheaths, often elongate and slender and frequently ending in a tail-like appendage (flagellum) which is thorny; spathes long and narrow, hardly if at all split, differing from Demonorops which has a readily opening spathe; lfs. dicoeious, paniculate or branched 2 or 3 times; corolla coriaceous, longer than the calyx in male lfs., as long as the calyx in the female: fr. globose, ovoid or ellipsoid, topped by a short permanent style.—There are more than 200 species, most of which inhabit India. See Becari's excellent monograph Ann. Royal. Bot. Gard. Calcutta 11, 1908.

Calamus is an easily grown group of palms, very ornamental, even in a young state. Some of the species have stems several hundred feet long, which enable them to unfold their leaves at the tops of the tallest trees. The leaves are peculiarly well adapted to assist the plant in climbing, having numerous hook-like processes arranged on a long continuation of the midrib of the leaf. When accommodations can be given, these plants should be selected, as their growth is rapid, and they are capable of furnishing a large conservatory quickly. Numerous suckers are produced, so that when the main stem ascends the lower part is clothed in foliage. Calamus tenuis (or C. Royéanus) and C. Rolán furnish the rattan canes. Malacca canes are furnished by C. Scipiónum.—Young plants thrive best in a rooting medium containing a considerable quantity of leaf-mold. Older plants need soil of a more lasting nature; a quantity of ground bone and charcoal in the soil may

734. Caladium Humboldtii. (No. 57.)
be used to advantage. Old well-furnished plants need enormous quantities of water. All of them require stover temperature. (G. W. Oliver.)

ciliatris, Blume. St. slender, climbing by means of long axillary leafless branches, covered with short hooked spines: lvs. 1½–2½ ft. long, 6 in. wide; ft's. 40–50 on each side, hairy; petiole 2 in. long with few hooked spines; spadix of female and male ft's. fleshy, hairy-blotched on the spadix: fr. globose, about ½ in. diam. Java and Sumatra. F. R. 1: 607. G. C. III. 21: 86.—Intro. into cult. in 1869. To be grown in tropical house.

asperrimus, Blume. St. slender, climbing by the prickly circus of the lvs. and the prickly branches: lvs. without stalks, about 18 in. long, bearing not more than 8–10 thin, papery, irregularly placed ft's, on each side of the rachis: spadix simply decumbent, about 7 ft. long, terminating in a slender prickly appendage. Mts. of Java.—Can be grown in a cooler house than the preceding.

C. Andreanum, Hort., Pill & Miiller(7) = C. calidiporus, Griff. = Demononronus Andreanum, Mart.—C. denstiblitis, Hort.—C. Aeantophoenix rubra, Wendl.—C. Lewisianus, Griff.—Demononronus Lewisianus, Mart. N. TAYLOR.

CALAMUS or SWEET FLAG: Acorus Calamus.

CALANCHÉ: Kalanchoé.

CALANDRINIA (J. L. Calandrinia, Genevan botanist, who wrote an important thesis in 1734). Portulacaceae. Fleshy, spreading or nearly trailing plants, sometimes cult. in borders and rockeries, or used for edgings in sunny places.

Flowers red or pink or rose-color, of short duration; petals 3–7; sepals 2; stamens 5 or (3 to 12); style with 3 branches: lvs. alternate, narrow.—About 60 species, Brit. Col. to S. Amer. and in Australia. Annuals and perennials, but the latter mostly treated as annuals; not much grown in gardens.

A. Fls. in a short umbel-like cluster.

umbellata, DC. Perennial, 4–6 in. : lvs. linear and hairy; fls. in a corymb, or umbel-like terminal cluster, bright crimson. Peru. R. H. 1833: 5.—The C. umbellata of gardens is hardy in many parts of the U. S.; in New York it should be planted in a well-sheltered position, or provided with ample protection in winter; sometimes it acts like the biennials, but, as seeds are produced very freely, young seedlings spring up constantly between the old plants, and one does not miss the few which may decay during the second year; the plant forms a very neat and slightly spreading tuft; fls. are produced in many-fld. umbels, terminal, numerous, and large, glowing crimson-magenta, saucer-shaped, very showy. June to Nov. Full exposure to sun, and light sandy soil, are needed to bring out the rare beauty of these plants. The fls. close up when evening comes, like the annual portulacaea, but they reopen on the following day. In the sunny sloping part of a rockery, even when quite dry, or among other low plants in a bed or border, they are highly satisfactory. Although perennial, it may also be treated like the annuals, as it flowers the first summer as freely as afterwards. Can be prop. by cuttings.

AA. Fls. in longer clusters, pedicels often more or less drooping.

discalor, Schrad. (C. elegans, Hort.). Perennial, 1–2½ ft. : lvs. fleshy; spatulate-spreading or obvate, purple beneath, gray-green above, blunt: fls. bright light purple, 2 in. across, with yellow stamens. Chile. B. M. 1535.

Ménziezii, Turr. & Gray (C. speciosa, Lindl.). Red MAIDS. Annual. 3–12 in. high, with green herbage, glabrous, or nearly so: lvs. linear, or spatulate-oblongate: fls. rose-red or purple, rather large and long-peduncled (petals ⅜ in. long). Calif., N. B. R. 1938.—Variable. There is a white-flowered variety advertised.

grandiflora, Lindl. Perennial, 1–3 ft. : much like C. discolor, but lvs. oval and pointed, narrowed to petiole, green, 4–8 in. long: fls. somewhat smaller, light purple. Chile.

spectabilis, Otto & Dietr. Perennial, 2 ft.: lvs. lance-spreading to rhombid, 1½ in. long, somewhat pointed: fls. bright purple, 2 in. across. Chile.—said to produce seed seldom; prop. by cuttings.

Bridgii, Hort. Annual, 1 ft.: lvs. linear-lanceolate, smooth: fls. many, scarlet, copper-rose or brick-red, in leafy clusters. S. Amer.


CALANTHE (Greek for beautiful flower). Orchidaceae. Sub-epiphytal or terrestrial hothouse orchids found in the eastern hemisphere, and sparingly in the western hemisphere.

Scapes erect, many-fl.d.: lvs. broad, plaited: fls. white or rose-colored, rarely yellow: pseudobulbs angulate, with grayish green sheaths in the Vestite section, but absent in the Varatrical section.—Forty to 50 species in tropics of both hemispheres.

Most of the species and the numerous varieties grown are deciduous, the foliage dying down the time of flowering, and, at this season, water is given sparingly until the flowers are formed; then the bulbs are kept in a dry warm place until signs of growth in spring. All calanthes are terrestrial and should be potted each year in fibrous loam, with a small portion of old manure and sand mixed in. Use plenty of drainage as for other orchids, and about 2 inches of soil; secure the bulbs firmly by means of part of the old wiry roots; water very sparingly until active root-action takes place; but, when in full growth, weak manure-water may be given at each watering. The young foliage is very sensitive to sun and must be shaded as soon as it develops; keep the plants near the glass and give all light possible, and the warmest treatment permitted in orchid culture. They enjoy a little heat, even in summertime, from the pipes at night. The best place to grow calanthes is a sunken, well-heated pit facing south, lowering the plant as the foliage nears the glass. Calanthe regnieri or folia is an evergreen species and may be treated similarly to the Phaius. Calanthes are easily increased by separation of the bulbs at the time of repotting. Young bulbs are often produced from the apex of old ones; old ones will start again the second year and make increase. (E. O. Orpet.)

vestita, Lindl. (C. ocellata, Hort.). Lvs. broadly lanceolate, nearly 2 ft. long, from grayish green pseudobulbs: fls. nearly 3 in. across, numerous, in racemes: petals and sepals white, all more or less overlapping, the former oval-oblong, the latter ovate-oblong; labellum flat, large, 3-lobed, the mid-lobe cleft; a yellow or crimson blotch in front of the short column; scapes from 2–3 ft. high, hairy. Blooms in winter. Malay. B. M. 4671. E. E. 3: 225. A. F. 6: 655. F. S. S. Sect. A most popular orchid. There are many forms, of which the following are the most important: Var. gigantéa, Hort. Larger in all parts: fls. white, with red eye. Var. nivalis, Hort. Fls. pure white. Var. Túneri, Hort. (C. Túneri, Reichb. f.). Fls. more numerous, labellum with a crimson blotch; blooms later in the season than the next. Var. rubro-oculata, Hort. Labellum with a crimson-pink blotch. Oct.–Feb. G. 10: 629. Var. üteo-oculata, Hort. Yellow-blotched. Var. Regnéri, Hort. (C. Regnéri, Reichb. f. C. Stevenzi-ana, Regnier). Pseudobulbs more elongated, with a depression above the middle: labellum rose-colored, with a purple blotch in front of column, less deeply

veverifíolia, R. Br. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, about 2 ft. long, from a creeping rhizome: fls. white, in dense corymbose racemes; petals obovate-spatulate; sepals ovate-oblong; labellium 4-parted, the anterior lobes usually broader than the posterior or basal lobes. Blooms May–July. Malayas. B.M. 2015.

Veitchii, Lindl. Fig. 735. A hybrid between C. rosea and C. vestita: fls. rose-colored; labellum with white spots near the base. Winter-flowering. There is also a white variety. This hybrid was raised by Veitch, in 1856. B.M. 5375. Cng. 14:134. A.F. 25:1093. Forms of this are var. bella, Hort., with pink fls.; var. nigro-oculata gigantea, Hort., with stout sts., the fls. white with an eye of reddish crimson; var. Sandhurstiana, Hort., with crimson fls.; var. Sedenii, Hort., with deep rose fls.; var. supérba, Hort., has richer color.

Masheca, Lindl. Scape 2 ft. long, with large, many-ribbed, dark lvs.: fls. 1 in. across, the segms. overlapping, deep violet, fading to lilac, the lip deep violet-purple. Summer and autumn. N. India. B.M. 4541. Var. grandiflora, Hort., is of greater size throughout.


Geo. V. Nash.

CALATHEA

CALATHEA (Greek for basket, the application not apparent). Marantaeeae. Perennial foliage plants of warmhouses, with maranta-like leaves arising in a tuft from the crown.

Sepals 3, free and equal; corolla tubular, with 3 spreading lobes; stamens 3, petal-like, 2 sterile, and 1 bearing an anther on its side (compare Canna). From Maranta the genus differs chiefly in technical characters. In Maranta the fr. is 1-seeded, in Calathea usually 3-seeded; in the former the fl.-clusters are branched and few-fl., in Calathea usually capitulate or cone-like.—Of calatheas there are more than 100 species, mostly of Trop. Amer., but a few of trop. Afr. The lvs., for which the plant is grown, are variously marked with green, brown, yellow, and white. They spring from the very base of the short st., just above the rhizome, the rhizomes themselves more or less tuberiferous (Fig. 736). Monog. by Schumann in Engler’s Pflanzenreicht., hft. II. (1902).

All the calatheas thrive in a moist tropical house in a temperature that does not go below 65° F., with a rise during the day to 90° or 95° F. For general purposes, the best compost in which to grow them is made of equal parts of good turfy loam, leaf-mold and sand. Some of the more delicate species are best grown in leaf-mold and sand only. Stagnation of the soil must be particularly avoided by abundance of drainage, as the leaf-mold rapidly rots in the bottom of the pots of most stowe plants. The close moist atmospherical conditions that these plants require can be secured only by constant syringing and damping down amongst the plants; therefore the need for abundance of drainage is apparent, whether they are grown in pots or planted out in a border. It is only by planting them out with a free root-run that calatheas may be had in their full beauty; and when so grown a collection of these plants forms one of the most beautiful examples of tropical foliage. Particular attention should be given to protecting them from all strong sunshine, the thin texture of their leaves rendering them specially liable to damage from this cause. Most of the species are of easy culture providing the above conditions are followed. Many of them spread rapidly and make quick growth; therefore they require to be potted or overhauled every spring, but when once well established, they may be fed with liquid manure once a week.—Propagation is by dividing the crowns, or by cuttings in those kinds that make secondary growths, these cuttings being taken just below the nodes. In spring, just before growth begins, is a good time for this work. Tubers may be used, if produced.

In Florida, calatheas grow exceedingly well in shady lath plant-houses. The soil should be leaf-mold and very old cow-manure added to the original natural soil. Commercial fertilizer should never be used. In very cold weather they should be covered with pine branches and leaves or pine needles. All the kinds grown form very beautiful clumps. All of them need much water while they are growing, but not in the winter if they are planted out in beds. Each spring they must be replanted in fresh soil. Then the clumps may be divided, or if large specimen plants are desired, they may be left intact. (Nehrling.)

The calatheas are a confusing group to the horticulturist, because the differences that he knows lie mostly in characters of leaf and habit and these are variable. The size of leaf and plant depends much on the treatment, and in some species the juvenile leaves are different from the mature ones. The coloration of the foliage the roots of which much on the age, and the way in which the plants are grown. However, we may roughly throw the species into two groups,—the small-
leaved and the large-leaved, although it is a question where to place such intermediate kinds as *C. Veitchiana*, *C. insignis*, *C. leopardina*, *C. Sanderiana*, *C. nigricans*, and some others to which we may arrange them in two groups by the red-marked kinds (of foliage), and by the green-, gray- and white-marked kinds, but this would not account for the juvenile and adult stages of *C. leopardina*, *C. imperialis*, *C. Chantieri*, *C. ornata* and others. The botanical classification by floral characters would be of little use to the general horticulturist. Some plants known in collections as calatheas are likely to be marantas, phryniums, monstargas, etc., or others. The radical tufted leaves and capitate inflorescence of Calathaea, and the zigzag stems and branched inflorescence and small flowers of Maranta are general characters of separation between these two genera. In the present account, the attempt has been made to draw the characters as much as possible from cultivated specimens apparently authentically named.

**INDEX.**

| Alberti, 15 | insignis, 30 |
| Bartolletti, 15, 31 | Legrelliana, 30 |
| Barcelonae, 45 | leptia, 32 |
| Binotii, 42 | Lindenniana, 28 |
| Blanchardianae, 5 | Locoula, 21 |
| Blumenbachianae, 5 | Luciana, 9 |
| conspicuae, 23 | majoris, 30 |
| crocata, 18 | Makoyana, 10 |
| croatilida, 31 | Marantella, 14 |
| discolor, 3 | micans, 4 |
| eximia, 17 | Nothofagia, 23 |
| ferox, 8 | nigricans, 40 |
| fasica, 8 | nitens, 17 |
| flavescens, 10 | noctiflora, 25 |
| Foxii, 19 | olivaris, 16 |
| Gn. 42 | ornata, 12, 35 |
| grandis, 25 | ovalifolia, 8 |
| ilhuillii, 10 | Pavinii, 2 |
| imperialis, 36 | pieta, 24 |
| insigne, 38 | princeps, 29 |
| leptia, 32 | princeps, 7 |
| long, and 1 in. wide, oblong-lanceolate, somewhat acuminate, green and shining above, the rib in the leaf-mold, white stripe, paler beneath. Brazil.—Probably the smallest cult. Calathaea. |

5. chimonobaccensis, Lind. Dwarf: lvs. oblong-ovate, 8-12 in. long, acuminate, green above and below, with a very dark green white-margined band running lengthwise the blade midway between the rib and each margin. Neighborhood of Mt. Chimborazo. I.H. 17:6.

6. Wiotiana, Makoy (*Maranta Wiotii*, Morr.). Habit dwarf, spreading with small free growths bearing only a single l.f. each; blade linear-lanceolate, slightly oblique, 4-12 in. long, undulate, acute, upper side silvery gray with a narrow band of light green around the margin; midrib green, with a row arranged pinnately, along either side of the midrib, of dark olive-green blotches or stripes; under side dull grayish green finely striated all over between the principal veins with a few, light yellowish green; petiole 3-15 in. long, erect or spreading, light green, terete sheath entirely absent. Probably Brazil.—A most beautiful species; thrives best in leaf-mold and sand.

7. trifasciata, Korn. (*Phrynium propinquum*, Poepp. & Endl.). Habit dwarf, spreading, with short free branching rhizomes: growths bearing 1 lf. only; blade cordate-ovate, unequilaterals, 3-12 in. long, apex acute, and half twisted around, upper side silvery gray shading to green at the margins and with a row on either side of the midrib of dark green stripes arranged pinnately, under light green, prominently striated on both upper and lower sides with a network of fine veins connecting all the principal midrib veins; ultimate petiole pale yellowish brown on the under side and covered with dark brown hairs in the lower half and extending for an inch or more on the apex of the petiole; petiole 3-12 in. long, light green, glabrous except in the upper inch or so; scale lvs. reddish brown. Guiana.—A companion plant to *C. Wiotiana*, to which it is closely allied, but differs in the broader and paler color of the lvs. of easy cult.

8. fasciata, Regel & Korn. Habit dwarf, compact: lvs. 10-18 in. long, reflexed; growths bearing 1-3 lvs.; blade broadly ovate or orbicular, acute or obtuse, glabrous, 5-10 in. long, slightly undulate; upper side rich dark olive-green; margin alternately marked by two or three very fine, pale greenish yellowish white bars of silvery white; under side dull grayish green; petiole 4-8 in. long, spreading, dull green, covered with short and minute brownish hairs; sheath extending up to one-half the length of the petiole, upper part terete. Brazil. Gn. 2, p. 3.—Considered by some to be a variety of *C. rotundifolia*, Korn. *C. farinosa* and *C. ovalifolia* are probably stages in the development of this plant or perhaps slight varieties.

9. Luciana, Hort. Habit medium to strong, compact, more or less tufted: growths with 2-5 lvs., usually with 3, arching over at the tips and 1 ½-3 ft. high; blade elliptic, oblique, glabrous, acute, slightly undulate, 3-12 in. long, upper side light greenish white, with a straight or zigzag margin and white and with a concentric zone of the same shade near the margin of the lfs., under side dull grayish green; petiole erect, slender, rigid, pale green, glabrous or nearly so; sheath extending from one-half to nearly the entire length of the petiole, upper part oval, slightly flattened on each side like a short few-dir. spike, peduncle 1-2-feathered bracts spreading or erect, ovate, light reddish brown, 1½ in. long; fls. in pairs, yellow; sepals thin, linear, one-third the length of the tube; corolla yellow; petals elliptic, ½ in. long, spreading, acute; the 2 petaloid aborted stamens obovate, ¼ in. long, bright yellow, 1675-6. Gn. 2, p. 3.

2. Pavoni, Korn. (C. tubispatha, Hook. f.). Two feet or less high: lvs. obovate-elliptic, short-acuminate or cuspidate, thin, greenish beneath, finely green above, and marked midway between the rib and the margin with lighter green and squarish patches of brown. Peru. B.M. 5542.

3. angustifolia, Korn. (Maranta discolor, Hort.). Habit loose, erect, only slightly spreading at apex: growths bearing 1-4 lvs. from 1-5 ft. high; blade lanceolate, unequilateral, ½-2 ft. long, rich light green with fine lines of purple-red above, rich shining red beneath; petiole erect, stout, 1-3 ft. high, rich dark red; leaf marked with light green tuberculate spots; sheath extending from one-third to one-half its length: in the juvenile form the whole of the plant is densely covered with reddish brown hairs, but in the adult plant, the blade is almost entirely glabrous. Cent. Amer. B.M. 5149.

AA. Markings of lfs, mostly on the order of green or white (exceptions in juvenile stages of Nos. 35, 36, 37 and others).

B. Lfs-blades small or short, usually less than 12 in. long.

C. Under side of lvs. green, grayish, or yellowish (violet in forms of No. 14).
and striped or blotched with bright red; style curved, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, yellow. Trop. Amer.

10. *flavescens*, Lindl. Habit tufted, glabrous in all parts; growths with 3-5 lvs., 1-2½ ft. high; blade elliptic, slightly oblique, 6-12 in. long, acute, light green above, soft grayish green below; petiole 12-18 in. long, pale yellowish green finely spotted with darker green; sheath one-third to one-half the length of the petiole at base; petioles, lower part, pale green, glabrous, short raceme; peduncle less than an inch; bracts large, elliptic, outer ones 2 in. long, bracteoles smaller, linear or lanceolate; fls. in pairs, sessile or nearly so, an inch diam.; sepal primrose, equal, lanceolate; petals large, bilobed, obovate, bright yellow. Brazil. B.R. 932.—Perhaps to be referred to *C. grandiflora*, Schum. and Thonn.

11. *Sagoreana*, Hort. (*Maranta Sagoreana*, Hort.). Habit dwarf and compact; growth bearing 2-4 lvs. usually with 3, and from 6-18 in. high, erect at first, arching towards the apex; blade lanceolate, unequilateral, 4-9 in. long, pale yellowish green with a row on either side of the midrib of arrowhead-shaped blotches of dark green which give this plant a distinct and attractive appearance. The under side is light green; petiole slender, erect, 6-12 in. long; sheath extending only to about a quarter of its length, upper part terete.

12. *vitatta*, Kearn. (*C. albo-lineata*, Hort. *C. ornatia* var. *albo-lineata* and *Maranta albo-lineata*, Hort.). Habit dwarf, compact, \( \frac{3}{4} \) to 2 ft. high; growths with 2-5 lvs.; blade elliptic-lanceolate, slightly oblique, 5-12 in. long, flat-topped, acute, upper side light green, pinnately striped with white from apex to base, underside pale dull green shaded between the veins with slightly lighter yellowish green; petiole slender, erect or spreading, 3-15 in. high, light green, glabrous; sheath extending from one-third to one-half its length, upper part terete; new fronds of a rich dark glossy green, feathered along each side of the midrib with an irregular band of pale green and with an inner zone of dark olive-green blotches and an outer one of pale yellowish green (often shading to white) between the midrib and margin; under side similarly blotched, but in shades of purple-red and rosy red; petiole \( \frac{3}{4} \) ft. long, stout, green and glabrous above, tinted with reddish brown and hairy in lower part; sheath extending from one-third to one-half the length of the petiole, upper part terete: infl."

14. *virginialis*, Lind. Lvs. soft-hairy below, broad-oval, rather blunt, 7-9 in. long, 4-6 in. broad, upper surface light green, and below, in the common form, whitish green and lighter zones shown, as on the upper surface,—or in another form, which has been distributed in gardens as *C. (Maranta) Marcellii*, under shade a light violet and without zones. Brazil. A.F. 611—Alluded to *C. Veitchiana*, but has bracts with indurated tips rather than membranaceous.

15. *Albertii*, Hort. (*Maranta Albertii*, Pynagot & Van Geert). Habit dwarf, spreading, less than a foot high; growths bearing 2-5 lvs., erect or spreading; blade oblique, elliptic, undulate, acute, 4-9 in. long, glabrous, upper side dark green feathered on either side of the midrib with a band of pale yellowish green, under side dull green suffused with light purple-red; infl. a few-fld. terminal spike; peduncle 3-4 in. long, pale green; floral bracts half reflexed outwards, orbicular or broadly oval, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; bracteoles 4-6, white, scarious; fls. in pairs, pure white; sepals half the length of the tube; petals lanceolate, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, tube \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; 2 petaloid stamens slightly longer than the petals, obovate, fertile stamen hooded and curved over the stigma; style and stigma short curved, white.
on erect densely fl., spike on peduncle 4–6 in. long; spike 2–3 in. long, with a rosette 2 in. diam., of large green, wedge, needle-like, or cuneate spreading bracts; floral bracts erect, spreading at the tips, ovate, an inch long, outer ones covered in lower part with brown hairs; fls. in pairs, primrose-white, tube ¾ in. long, slender; sepalis erect, ½ in. long, lanceolate; petals elliptic ½ in. long, reflexed; fertile stamens hooded, small, 2 absence, one longer than the petals, obovate, bilobed, with a bright violet blotch on the front; style and stigma small, curved. Peru. B.M. 5355. G.C. 1870:924. Gn. P. 2. p. 545. F.S. 16:1655–8.—A dwarf var. Fœxii, Raffill, has recently been intro. into cult. from Venezuela. It differs from and type in: (1) dwarf habit, rarely exceeding 10–12 in. high; lbs. broader, more reflexed, and with a bright rose or red midrib; the color of the markings of the lb. are darker and of a slightly different shade, the dark inner zone of green being more broken in outline, and running into the midrib: infl. smaller, but the fls. in size and color are the same as in the type.

20. Illùstris, Nicholls. (Marantà illùstris, Lindl.). Habit dwarf and compact, 6–9 in. high; lbs. spreading, growing bearing 2–5 lbs. 6–9 in. long; blade oblique, ovate, acute, undulate, 4–6 in. long, 2–5 in. broad, upper side rich dark shining olive-green, with a bluish metallic luster over the whole, the midrib being feathered on either side with dull silvery white and an irregu- lar, dark green line along the color running in the complete circle of the blade, under side dull purplish red; petiole 2–3 in. long, spreading, dull greenish brown; sheath extending to one-half to nearly the entire length of the petiole: infl. borne upon long slender leafy sts., which later become swollen and root at the nodes and change to runners, thus forming an easy means of prop: few- lb., fleshy, ovate, long fls. in pairs in axil of each bract, pure white, ¾ in. diam.; sepalis linear; petals obovate. Brazil. B.H. 25:273.

24. Picta, Hook. f. (Marantà picta, Hort.). Habit dense and compact, covered in all parts with soft velvet hairs: growths bearing 4–10 lbs. and ½–3 ft. high; blade obliquely elliptic, acute, undulate, glabrous, 3–9 in. long, upper side rich velvet olive-green, feathered on either side of the midrib, pale yellowish green, under side rich purple-red; petiole 3–15 in. long, dull green; sheath extending nearly the entire length of the petiole, the upper inch or two being terete, and rather brighter in color than the lower part: infl. a dense cone-like spike, borne on long slender terete sts. 1–3 ft. long and bearing 6–10 lbs. which are brown, and the fls. are over, becoming fleshy and rooting at the nodes, forming a ready means of prop.; bracts 1–2 in. long, erect, elliptic or ovate, pale primrose tinted with rose or violet; fls. in pairs, 1 in. diam., primrose tinted with violet. Brazil. B.M. 7074. G.C. III. 22:293.

25. Noctiflora, Hort. (Marantà noctiflora, Regel & Kœrm. M. gracilis, Hort.). Habit loose and spreading, 1–2½ ft. high; growths with 2 or 3 lbs.; blade elliptic or elliptic-ovate, 6–12 in. long, pendulous or horizontal, upper side pale yellowish green, pinnailed with green dark green bars along the principal veins, lower side light green faintly suffused with dull red, the prin- cipal veins being more strongly marked with a deeper shade of red; petiole erect, rigid, 6–18 in. long; sheath, extending to half its length, upper part terete, green. Probably Brazil.—Perhaps a true Maranta.

26. Eximia, Kœrm. (Phrýnium eximium, Koch). Habit loose and spreading; growths bearing 1–3 lbs., usually 2, and from 1–3 ft. long; blade elliptic or elliptic-ovate, acute, 6–15 in. long; upper surface alter- nately striated, with rich olive-green and light silver tissue, and arranged in the form of a feather, midrib channeled pale yellowish green, under side rich dark wine-red, glabrous above, softly tomentose with brown hairs beneath; petiole spreading, stout, 1–2 ft. long, upper part light green, reddish brown above, beneath extending from one-third to nearly the entire length of
the petiole, upper part oval or terete. Cent. Amer. Gt. 656.—One of the finest and most beautiful members of the genus.

27. rubíbara, Fenzl. Habit erect, densely tufted: growths with 3-7 lvs. 1½-4 ft. long; blades linear-lanceolate, 6-12 in. long, rich shining green, suffused with purplish red below, undulate; petiole 2½-3¼ ft. long, terete above the sheath; sheath extending from 2-10 in. of the base of the If., dull red heavily spotted with green. Probably Brazil. B.M. 7560.—Densely hairy in all its parts.

28. Lindeniiana, Wallis (C. Lindenii, Wallis & Andr). Lvs. elliptic-oblong, short-accumulate (12 in. or less long), deep green above with an olive-green zone either side of the midrib, and beyond which is a darker zone of green, the under side counterfeiting the upper side, but with purplish zones. Brazil. I.H. 18:82.—By some considered to be a form of C. roseo-picta.

29. princeps, Regel. (Mardanta princeps, Lind.). Lf. elongated or elliptical-lanceolate, 7-10 in. long, 3-3½ in. broad, light green above, with broad black-green, flaming, broken band along the middle nerve, violet-purple below. Amazon.

30. Legrelliana, Regel. Lf. elliptical, pointed, 5-6 in. long, 2-3½ in. broad, above shining green, with broad, white, flaming, broken middle band along the middle nerve and numerous broken white linear small bands between the side nerves; lower surface whitish green and marked with red and green. Colombia, Ecuador. —A new species.

31. crotalaria, Wats. Rattlesnake Plant. Lvs. oval, abruptly acute at each end, 1½-2 ft. long, and 10-12 in. broad purplish red below, undulate, acute; petiole 2-3 ft. long, curved, sheathing; peduncles 1 or 2, 8-10 in. high, bearing distichous yellow-fld. spikes. Guatemala.—Offered in Fla. The spikes suggest the rattle of a rattlesnake (Crotalus) whence the specific name.

32. Allua, Lindl. Habit erect: growths bearing 4-10 lvs. 2-4 ft. long; blade 1-2 ft. long, elliptic, arching in upper half, light green above, pale silvery-gray below, margins slightly undulate; petiole erect, often as much as 2 ft. long, green, striped with dull red on each side, the sheath extending up to within 2-3 in. of the apex, where it becomes terete. W. Indies. —Allua is a native Carib name.

33. leopardina, Regel (Mardanta leopardina, Bull). Habit strong and vigorous, quickly forming a large and fine specimen. Growth bearing 3-7 erect or spreading lvs., often as much as 5 ft. high, and arching over at the tip; blade to 20 in. long, elliptic, slightly oblique, acute, slightly undulate, and glabrous in all parts, upper side rich green in the adult stage; in the juvenile stage the lvs. are dark olive-green in the center, with a broad rich green margin of purplish green, forming a complete zone between the dark green center and margin; under side light green; petiole 1-4 ft. high, rigid, erect; sheath extending from one-third to one-half the length of the petiole, upper part terete, glabrous, shining light green. Brazil.—A near ally of C. Chantieri, but not so brightly colored in the markings of the lfs.

34. Chantieri, Hort. (Mardanta Chantieri, Andr). Habit strong and vigorous, erect, spreading and arching above; growths bearing 3-4 lvs. and reaching as much as 6 or 7 ft. high in the adult stage; blade elliptic, glabrous; in the juvenile stage the larger part of the upper side of the lfs. is a pale yellowish green with a dark green irregular band, acute; petiole 3½-4 ft. long, terete above the sheath, extending from 2-10 in. of the base of the If., dull red heavily spotted with green. Probably Brazil. B.M. 7560.—Densely hairy in all its parts.

35. ornata, Kern. (Mardanta ornata, Lind. M. regalis, Hort.). Habit vigorous, erect, spreading with age; growths bearing 1-4 lvs., blade elliptic or elliptic-ovate, acute, 1-3 ft. long, rich shining green above (in the adult stage), dull purple-red below, the lvs. in the juvenile stage all beautifully striped between the principal veins with rose or pink, which in the intermediate stage changes to white and disappears entirely in the adult; petiole erect spreading with age, often as much as 4 ft. long and thick in proportion; sheath extending from one-third to one-half its length, upper part terete, slightly downy, especially in the lower part. Guiana to Ecuador. F.S. 4:413-14.—The forms this plant assumes during the different stages of its development have been distinguished by some nurserymen who have distributed them under separate names, C. regalis, C. majestica, and C. roseo-striata all being synonymous with the species. To add to the confusion they are also known in the trade under the generic name of Maranta. The plant known as C. albo-lineata or Maranta albo-lineata, has been referred by some authors to this species, but it has no near affinity and is a different plant from C. ornata, C. imperialis or C. Sanderriana.

36. imperialis, Hort. (Mardanta imperialis, Hort.). Habit vigorous; erect, spreading in the adult stage: growths with 2-7 lvs. 6 in. to 5 ft. long; blade as much as 2 ft. long when adult, elliptic-ovate, acute, entire, shiny green above, rich purple-red below; petiole stout, erect or spreading, dull green; sheath developed about half its length, upper part terete.—One of the best species for decorative effect. This species presents a striking dissimilarity between the juvenile and adult stages of growth. The juvenile stage is much the better for horticultural purposes as the lvs. are then striped with bright rose or pink between the principal lateral veins. This color gradually changes as the plant grows stronger and becomes vigorous, with stripes on the lower lvs. first becoming white and gradually disappearing on the lvs. that are developed after the plant reaches the adult stage, until a stage is reached when all the color and stripes on the upper side of the lvs. are lost and the lvs. are a rich shining green color. The high color is again developed as soon as the plant is disturbed at the roots either for prop. or by injury.
37. *Sanderiana*, Hort. (*Maranta Sanderiana*). A species closely allied to *C. imperialis* but differing in the broader and shorter lf.-blades, darker color of the under sides of the lvs., transverse striation between the veins, the hairy character of the petioles and under sides of the lvs. here green, extending with age; glabrous above, 1-3 ft. long, blade-linear lanceolate, 3-18 in. long, undulate, acute, glabrous, upper side highly glabrous, pale yellowish green shading to rich olive green at the edges, and with a row on either side of the midrib arranged pinnately of alternate long and short blotches of dark olive-green, greenish lea. plant a compact and striking effect; under side a rich dark maroon-red; petiole 3-20 in. long, rigid, slender; sheath only developed near the base, upper part terete, green. Brazil. J.H. III. 45:218;—One of the most beautiful foliage plants in cult., and one which thrives well in a moist soil in a mixture of leaf-mold and sand.

39. *argyrophylla*, Hort. A garden hybrid. Habit spreading; growths 2-5 ft. long, 1-3½ ft. long, elliptic, silvery white, feathered with pale green above and rich reddish brown below; petiole 12-20 in. long, pale green, striped along the back side; sheath extending up to within 4-8 in. of the lf.-blade, upper part terete and slightly channeled on upper side, glabrous in all parts.

40. *nigricans*, Gagnep. Habit loose, light and elegant, erect at first, spreading with age; growths bearing 2-3 lvs. 2-5 ft. high; blade elliptic, occasionally lanceolate, acute, undulate, 12-20 in. long, rich dark velvety green above, dull red below; petiole 1-4 ft. long, erect; sheath extending along upper third of the petiole; upper two-thirds terete, dull green in color; infl. arising from center of the growth of the lvs., an erect globose spike with large foliace: bracts: fls. 2-3 in the axil of each bract, 1 in. diam., primrose in color, petals shaded with purple; tube 1 in. long; bracts green, reflexed, upper third of the leaves an umbrella-like mass under which the fls. are developed in the axils of the lower bracts. Trop. Amer. R.H. 1904, p. 576.

41. *Sophie*, Hort. Habit medium to strong; growths with 3-7 lvs. and 1-3½ ft. high; blade elliptic, acute, undulate, 12-18 in. long, rich bright velvety green with a bright yellowish green channeled midrib above, light red below; petiole erect, rigid, covered with soft tomentum; sheath extending from one-third to one-half the length of the petiole, upper part terete.—Closely allied to *C. nigricans*.

42. *zebrina*, Lindl. (*Maranta zebrina*, Sims.). ZEBRA. Plant. Fig. 738. Habit compact, 1-3 ft. high; growths broadly spreading; lvs. blade elliptic, obtuse or acute, slightly undulate, 3-5½ ft. long, upper side rich velvety green, with alternating bars of pale yellowish green and dark olive-green, under side light purple-red in the adult stage, and pale grayish green in the young stage; petiole ½-2 ft. long, pale green; sheath large, canalulate, and extending nearly the whole length of the petiole, sheath short. Variable. Brazil. B.M. 1926. L.B.C. 5:494. R.H. 1865, p. 90. S.H. 1:164. Lowe, 1.—The commonest species, occurring in nearly all collections of warm greenhouse plants.

CALCEOLARIA

Var. *Binotii*, Hort., is a stronger-growing variety with darker colored foliage, with lvs. as much as 4½ ft. long.—One of the finest and best stow foliage plants in cult., of easy culture and one that should be in all collections.

43. *pulchella*, Korn. (*Maranta tiprina*, Bull). While greater than *C. zebrina*, the lvs. lighter colored, with two series (large and small) of broad green bars. Brazil.—By some considered to be a form of *C. zebrina*.


45. *Bachemiana*, Morr. Lvs. unequilateral, cordate at the base, ovate-lanceolate or rarely oblong, attenuate to slender, smooth, silvery green, with parallel greenish or whitish markings along the primary nerves, purplish or greenish beneath. Brazil.

*C. argyrea*, Korn. Lvs. very short, unequal, oblong-lanceolate, short-ovate, from deep green and ash-colored, beneath with the same color but more yellowish, leaf and petiole.—Tall: lvs. oblong, red beneath, green above, with the nerves all prominent. Ecuador. L.H. 15:877.—C. bomboonk, Poepp. & Endl.—Ischoniopsis. C. H. 1990, p. 91. Brazil, L.H. 11:498 (as Maranta Fascinator).—C. pita, Gagnep. Eight lts.: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, 2 ft. long, 1½ in. wide, bearing twoTufts of brownish velvety red, moderately short point, and long, rich yellow, in base, petiole extending to the short, point, purple beneath, green above and marked by the same markings, upper and below, with central nerve, and with sides of petiole.—Massanassa, C. var. 22:123-3.—C. Kerchoveana, Hort.=Marana bicolar var.—C. Lapageria, Hort. Lvs. large, red beneath, the prominent veins rich brown.—C. major, Hort.—Ischoniopsis. C. var. Massaneana.—C. var. Massaneana, Hort.—Maranta bicolor var. Massaneana.—C. medica, Hort. Makoy (Maranta prasina, Bull). Lvs. oval-lanceolate and extend to both ends, dark green, with small, white, tufted from white to base to summit. Brazil.—C. muscula, Hor. (Maranta muscula, Bull). A dwarf-growing species with obliquely cordate ovate lvs. 4-6 in. long, glabrous, acute, under side purple and green marked with numerous close set transverse veins of a lighter yellowish green, 3-6 in. long, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, light green, with green brown angular blottches; fls. yellow. S. Amer. F.S. 11:1101-2 (as C. pardina); also, Lowe, 32.

L. H. K. P. RAYFIELD.

CALCEOLARIA (Latin calceolus, a slipper, alluding to the saucete flower; these plants are sometimes called lady-sippers, but the name is best used for Cyripedium). Scrophulariaceae. Showy-flowered herbs and shrubs, grown both in the greenhouse and in the open. Leaves mostly opposite, usually hairy and rugose, entire or incised or pinnatifid; corolla 2-parted nearly to the base, the lob. spathiform, thick and indurate, the lip, slipper-like, the upper lip smaller and ascending, but usually saccate; stamens 2 or rarely 3, and no rudiments (A, Fig. 739): fr. a many-seeded capa.—About 200 species, mostly from the Andes of Peru and Chile, but extending north to Mex; also 2 in New Zealand. Morris, by Kränzlin, Engler’s Pflanzenreich, lft. 28 (1907).

Many species of Calceolaria have been cultivated at one time or another, but the number now grown is few, most of the garden kinds apparently being hybrids or marked variations from specific types. The genus falls into two horticultural sections, the herbaceous kinds, and the shrubby kinds. The former are the only ones generally known in this country, being treated more or less as annuals. The herbaceous garden forms Rodigas considers to be offshoots chiefly of *C. arachnoidea* and *C. crenatiiflora*, and he has called these the true *C. arachnoidea*; the other species, the shrubby *C. crenatiiflora*; the last named is *C. crenatiiflora* (Lindl.) C. & F. (1865); syn. *C. arachnoidea*; syn. *C. crenatiiflora* (L.) Ker-Gawl. (35:54). In this work, however, the more inclusive terms *C. herbohybrida* of Voss is employed (Fig. 739); and also the corresponding *C. frutoceps* for the shrubby
CALCEOLARIA derivatives. *C. crenatiflora* seems to have left its impress most distinctly on the greenhouse forms. The calceolarias are grown for the variously colored and often spotted slipper-like flowers. The shrubby forms, grown much in England, do not thrive in the heat of the American summer.

The cultivation of the herbaceous and the shrubby kinds of calceolarias is about the same, with the difference that the herbaceous kinds are nearly always grown from seeds, while the shrubby varieties are often grown from cuttings.—Seeds may be sown from the end of March until the first of September, according to the size of the plant required. Those sown early are more easily carried through the hot months than any that are propagated in the end of May or in the month of June. Sow the seeds in shallow pans with good drainage in a compost of equal parts of sand and of the peat which is shaken out of fern-root that is to be used for potting orchids, adding about one-fourth of charcoal. All this should be sifted through a fine sieve. This material should be well mixed and placed an inch in depth in the receptacle that the seeds are to be sown in. The surface should be made as level as possible, and the seeds, after being thinly scattered over the same, may be pressed gently into the compost, covering them very lightly with sphagnum moss sifted through a very fine sieve. Water by dipping the pan in a tank of water, allowing it to soak through the holes in the bottom of the pan. This mode of watering is not so liable to disturb the small seeds, as an overhead watering with a fine rose on the watering-pot. A temperature of 60° will cause calceolaria seeds to germinate, but the sun should not strike them until the cool of autumn comes. A greenhouse with a northern aspect is best for them until the end of September, giving all the air possible day and night. From the first of October until the end of March, the plants will stand the full sun, and should then be grown in a night temperature of 40°, allowing 10° or 15° of rise during the day. For a first potting (which may be to 2-inch pots) the same mixture in which the seeds were sown is the best, and the seedlings should be big enough to be easily held between the finger and thumb; and as the plants are moved along into larger pots, equal parts of fibrous loam, fern-root, leaf-mold, sand and dried cow-manure may be used, always having this compost in as lumpy a state as can be equally and conveniently packed around the plant. When the plants are well rooted and the flowering pots are not to be watered with manure water. An ordinary handful of green cow-manure to about three gallons of water may be used, and if any of the commonly used fertilizers are to be employed for a change, the same amount of fertilizer to an equal amount of water is about right; but always water with clean water twice between these applications.—If cuttings are to be used for the propagation of calceolarias, they should be rooted in a temperature of 45° to 50°, kept shaded from the sun. Cuttings may be procured from the plants that are trimmed into shape during their growing period (in August or September) and should have two leaves attached and another joint to go in the sand. When rooted, treat them as described above for the seedlings. The varieties of the rugosa section are largely used for bedding plants in Europe.—Calceolarias are very subject to attacks of green- and white-fly; the best means of keeping these pests in check is by fumigation with hydrocyanic gas. In the evening is the best time to fumigate, and the foliage of the plants should be perfectly dry; in fact, it is better if possible to use no water at all in the greenhouse the day they are to be treated. In the hot months of summer, a cool evening should be selected and one-quarter of an ounce of cyanide of potassium, one ounce of sulfuric acid and two ounces of water to every 1,000 cubic feet contained in the greenhouse may be used. (See Fumigation.) The house at this season of the year should be opened up in forty-five minutes after the cyanide has been dropped into the liquid. Repeat at intervals of about three weeks. In winter the quantity may be doubled to the same cubic feet of space, and the house may be kept closed until morning. When opening the ventilators after fumigating in this manner, do not breathe in the greenhouse until the air has changed, say about half an hour after, as the gas is deadly to human beings. Fumigating with tobacco will kill the green-fly, but it has no effect on the white-fly. (Geo. F. Stewart.)

### INDEX.

A. Herbaceous calceolarias, some of them parents of the *florists' varieties* of this country.

B. Lvs. simple.

c. Fls. essentially yellow.

1. *crenatiflora*, Cav. (C. *pennala*, Sweet. *C. mirabilis*, Knowl. & Weson.) One to 2 ft., in the soft-hairy, terete: radial lvs ovate and long-petioled (the petioles winged at top), undulate and dentate, sometimes obscurely lobed, rugose and pubescent, paler beneath, often purplish toward the tip; st-lvs. shorter-petioled and becoming sessile above: fls. in aforking corymb, the slipper large, oblong or obovate-obovate, furrowed or crenate, hanging, yellow, with orange-brown dots. Chile. B.M. 3255.—From this species we appear to have derived the spots of calceolaria fls. 

---

739. Calceolaria herbeohybrida.
2. calceolarias, Ruiz & Pav. (C. WHEELERI, Sweet). One or 3 ft. high, the st. 4-angled: radical lvs. ovate and sometimes cordate, obtuse or nearly so, doubly crenate, rugose and hairy, whitish beneath; st.-lvs. smaller and narrower, somewhat clapping, opposite: fls. small (about half as large as in C. crenaalis), in a broad, somewhat loose corymb, the slipper somewhat oblong, clear yellow outside and marked with red inside. Chile. B.M. 2418.


4. PAVONII, Benth. An erect, strong-growing, herbaceous, or half shrubby species: st. terete, green, stout: lvs. perfoliate, on short winged petioles, ovate or elliptic, coarsely serrate, 5-9 in. long (in a vigorous plant), and a rich light green in color: st. and lvs. densely hairy. B.M. 7.18:2405. L.B.C. 15:1402. F.S.R. 2:312.

5. Burdigei, Hort. (C. hybrida var. Burdigei, Gumb.). A garden hybrid raised at Trinity College, Dublin, by Burdige between C. Pavonii on the one side and C. deflexa (C. fuchsiifolia) or possibly C. amplexicaulis on the other: plant erect: st. hairy, terete: lvs. light green, lanceolate, 5-9 in. long, serrate, winged along the petiole: infl. large, in terminal free-branching panicles: fls. 1 in. diam., rich golden yellow. G. 25:547. Gn. 47:306.—One of the finest of cool greenhouse kinds and valuable also as a bedding plant as it grows into a fine large specimen as much as 6 ft. high and branches freely from the base. Readily pro. by cuttings.

CC. Fls. purple.

6. purpurea, Graham (C. Herbertiana, Lindl.). Sts. erect, pubescent, 1-2 ft.: radical lvs. spathulate and acutish, with a strong midrib, sparsely hairy, rugose, dentate: st.-lvs. broad-cordate and clapping, less toothed: fls. in loose corymb, small, purplish or reddish violet, the slipper somewhat furrowed. Chile. B.M. 2775. B.R. 1313.—Supposed to have entered largely into purple-fl. varieties.

7. arachnoidea, Graham. St. a foot or two high, terete, branchy, woolly, with appressed hairs: lvs. oblong or lanceolate, narrowing into long-winged petioles, clasping, obscurely toothed, rugose, woolly on both sides: peduncles in pairs, forking: fls. small, dull purple, the slipper nearly globular and furrowed. Chile. B.M. 2874. L.B.C. 16:1557.

8. scabiosaeolia, Sims (C. pinnata, Ruiz & Pav. C. heterophylla, Wildl.). Often 2 ft., the st. terete, hairy, and leafy: lvs. opposite, with clasping petioles, cut nearly or completely to the midrib; lfts. varying from lanceolate to broad-oval, acuminate, ciliate, dentate: fls. very small, in small hairy corymb, pale yellow, the slipper nearly orbicular in outline. Chile, Peru, Ecuador. B.M. 2405.—This is sold by seedsmen as an annual bedding plant.

9. pinnata, Linn. Often reaches 3 ft. or more: lvs. pinnatifid or completely compound, the divisions short and nearly entire, obtuse or nearly so: fls. small, sulfur-yellow. Chile, Peru, Bolivia. B.M. 41.—The first known garden species, still sold as an annual.

10. herbellohybrida, Voss (C. hybrida, C. herbacea, C. Youngii, Hort., and others). Derivatives of the herbaceous calceolarias: mostly dwarf or small (2 ft. or less), in many colors, usually with well-inflated slippers.

AA. Shrubby calceolarias.

b. Fls. yellow.

11. integrifolia, Murr. (C. rugosa, Ruiz & Pav. C. salviifolia, Pers.). Two to 6 ft. high, branchy and bushy: lvs. glabrous, oval-lanceolate, crisped and dentate, the short petioles winged: fls. in terminal clusters, small, yellow. Chile. L.B.C. 10:942. B.R. 744, 1083.—Variable. Probably the chief source of shrubby calceolarias. Var. viscosissima, Hort. (Fig. 740), is a sticky-hairy form with sessile lvs. and showy fls.


13. amplexicaulis, HBB. A foot or two high: lvs. cordate-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate, pubescent, woolly beneath and deep-rugose above, clasping: fls. small, in an upright corymb, pale yellow and spotless, the slipper hoof-shaped. Ecuador, Peru.

BB. Fls. white.

14. alba, Ruiz & Pav. Shrubby, erect, branched, the branches opposite: lvs. linear, toothed above, with fassicles of fls. in axils: fls. small, white, of 2 very unequal lips, the upper one being very small, the throat yellow. Chile. B.M. 4187. L.B.C. 15:1402. Gn. 51:69-75, p. 6. J.H. III. 61:419.—A most beautiful species in England when planted out in a soil rich in humus, but should be shaded from hot sun. The plant dislikes pot culture. This species has recently been used by the hybridist in order to secure a race with white fls. The new hybrid C. velechii is likely to prove a great acquisition to gardens, and is partly derived from this species.

15. fruticulhybrida, Voss (C. ascendens, Hort., not Lindl. C. denata, and C. integrifolia, Hort., for the most part). Here may be grouped the shrubby garden calceolarias that are derivatives of most other species. They are marked by the prevailing under-color of yellow or orange or orange-red; sometimes they are yellowish white or dull red.


**CALÉNDULA** (Latin, calendus or calendai: throughout the months). *Compositae*. Flower-garden plants.

Small herbs, the common cultivated annual, others perennial, with alternate simple lvs., mostly large heads with yellow or orange rays, glabrous incurred achene, plane naked receptacle, pappus none, and involucral broad, with scales in one or two series, their margin usually scarios.—Some 15 species from Canary IIs. to Persia. officinalis, Linn. *Pot Marigold*. Fig. 741. Annual: 1-2 ft. high, more or less hairy: lvs. oblong and more or less clasping, entire, thickish: heads solitary: on stout stalks, large with flat spreading rays, showy, closing at night. S. Eu. B.M. 3204. V. 5:44:16:185.—One of the most familiar garden fls., running into many var., distinguished by size, color, and degree of doubling. The color varies from white-yellow to deep orange. This is the marygold of Shakespeare’s time. The fl.-heads are sometimes used in cookery, to flavor soups and stews. The calendula is the easiest culture in any warm, loose soil. The seeds are usually sown where the plants are to stand, but they may be sown indoors or in a frame and the plants transplanted. The achenes are lageniform and germinate quickly. The plant blooms the whole season, particularly if the fls. are picked. It is a hardy annual, and in the southern states will bloom most of the year. In the N. it blooms up to the first frosts, sometimes beyond. Sown as a summer or ad shrub, it makes a good winter bloomer. Florists are used in medicine as a vulnerary and anti-emetic. The flowering plant was formerly used for removing warts.
CALLIANTHEMUM (Greek, beautiful flower). *Ranunculaceae.* Two or three little herbs of the mountains of Eu. and Cent. Asia, allied to Anemone, sometimes mentioned for outdoor planting. Lvs. radical (very small or none on the st.), decomposed: fls. terminal, white or rose-colored; sepals 5, deciduous; petals 5–15, showy, with nectaries at the base. The species apparently intergrade. *C. anemonoides,* Endl. Three to 10 in. high, blooming in spring: lvs. as broad as long, triangular in outline, bipinnatifid: fls. 1½ in. or less across; sepals broad; petals narrow: rhizome somewhat fleshy. Tyrol. Useful in rockwork.

CALLICÁRPA (Greek, beauty and fruit). *Verbenaceae.* Ornamental woody plants cultivated chiefly for their brightly colored berry-like fruit appearing late in autumn; also for the attractive flowers which appear in summer.

Flowers perfect; calyx short-campanulate, truncate or slightly 4-toothed, rarely 4-parted; corolla with short tube, 4-lobed; stamens 4, of equal length; ovary 4-celled, cells 1-lobed; fr. a subglobose berry-like drupe with 2–4 stones.—More than 30 species in tropical and subtropical regions of Asia, Austral., N. and Cent. Amer.

Callicarpas are shrubs or trees, often with stellate hairs, with opposite, usually serrate, deciduous leaves and small pink, bluish or white flowers in axillary clusters, followed in autumn by small berry-like lilac, violet or red, rarely white fruits. The hardest are *C. dichotoma,* *C. japonica* and *C. Giraldis,* which may be grown even North in sheltered positions, if somewhat protected during the winter. If killed to the ground, young shoots spring up vigorously, and will produce flowers and fruit in the same season. If grown in the greenhouse, they require a sandy compost of loam and peat, and plenty of light and air. Propagation is readily effected by greenhouse cuttings in spring or summer under glass; also by hardwood cuttings, layers and seeds.

\[ \text{a.} \quad \text{Lvs. tomentose beneath.} \]


**dichotoma,** Koch (C. *gracilis,* Sieb. & Zucc. *C. purpurea,* Juss.). Shrub, 1–4 ft.: lvs. cuneate, elliptic or obovate, crenately serrate above the middle, entire toward the base, 1½–3 in. long:

743. Callicarpa japonica. (×4)
CALLICarpa


**Peduncles shorter than petioles.**

**Giraldisia.** Shrub: lvs. broadly elliptic or elliptic-ovate to 2-lipped lanceolate, 2-4 in. long, dentate, glandular beneath, and sparingly stellate-pubescent; petioles slender, ½-1½ in. long; fls. pink in dense cymes on peduncles shorter than the petioles: fr. violet. W. China.


**ALFRED REHDER.**

**CALLICHRÓA.** Lyci.

**CALLIÓPSIS.** Corcospis.

**CALLIFICHRÜA.** (Greek, beautiful princess; referring to the spathe inclosing the flowers). Written also Calliphória. Amaryllidaceae. Tender bulbs.

Distinguished from Eucharis by the stamens, the filaments being petaloid, with 3 large linear teeth on the middle one bearing the anther. The fls. are smaller than the lvs.; perianth funnel-shaped, spreading upward; stamens inserted at the throat of the tube: caps. tardily splitting.—Three species from Colombia.

Calliphühras are warm house plants and should be grown in a rich soil of loam, peat or leaf-mold and sand. Propagated by offsets. (Greek, beautiful and butterfly).

**CALLIPSÝCHE.** (Greek, beautiful and butterfly). Amaryllidaceae. Three bulbous plants from Ecuador and Peru, the lvs. produced after the yellow or greenish yellow fls., probably not in the horticultural trade. Leaves thin, oblong and stalked; fls. many in an umbel on a hollow peduncle or scapae; perianth funnelform with short tube, the segms. all equal and ob lanceolate to oblanceolate; stamens 6, much exserted, attached at the throat: fr. a deeply 3-lobed caps., with many seeds. They require the general treatment given amaryllis. C. mirabilis, Baker, has an oblong bulb 2 in. diam.; lvs. 6-8 in. broad; peduncle 2½ ft.; fls. greenish yellow, about 30 in a dense umbel; stamens three times as long as perianth and widely spreading. July, Aug. C. aurantia, Baker, has an ovoid bulb 1 in. diam.; lvs. few; peduncle ½-2 ft.; fls. bright yellow, 6-8 in the umbel; stamens green, twice the length of perianth. Autumn and winter. B. M. 1854.

**CALLIPTÉRIS.** (Greek, beautiful fern). Polygodóáceae. Ferns allied to Asplenium and Diplazium, with elongate sori formed on both sides of the veins, and the veins uniting to form meshes or areoles.—Some 15 species are known from the warmer parts of both hemispheres.

The following is the only one in cult. Culture the same as for tropical aspleniums.

**proliérra.** Bory (Asplenium decusátum, Swartz). Lvs. 3-6 ft. long, the pinnas numerous, 6-12 in. long, 1-2 in. wide, with deeply crenate margins and frequently with bulblets in the axis; veins pinnate, with the branches of contiguous veins uniting. Polynesia and Malaya.

**L. M. UNDERWOOD.**

**CALLIRHÖÉ.** (Greek mythological name). Written also Callirroée. Malvaceae. Hardy showy herbs, for outdoor planting.

Perennials or annuals: lvs. alternate, with lobed or cleft blades or more finely dissected; fls. showy, axillary or sometimes in terminal racemes, the petals irregularly cut at the apex or truncate, differing in this from the notched petals of Malva; involucre of 1-3 bracts, or wanting.— Nine species, native.

The callirhoes are of the easiest culture, and deserving of a much greater popularity. They are chiefly propagated by seeds, but the perennial species may also be propagated by cuttings.

**N. TAYLOR.†**

**A. Annual; involucel absent.**

**pedáta.** Gray. Fig. 744. Height 1-3 ft.; st. erect, leafy; radical and lower lvs. round-cordate, palmately or pedately 5-7-lobed or -parted, the lobes coarsely toothed or incised, upper 3-5-lobed or -parted, usually into narrow divisions: fls. red-purple, cherry-red, varying to lilac. On plains and in sand, S. U. S., spring and summer. R. H. 1857, p. 430.

**AA. Perennial; involucel present.**

**involucrata.** Gray. Height 9-12 in., plant hirsute or even hispid: root large, napiform: sts. procumbent: lvs. of rounded outline, palmately or pedately 5-7-parted or -cleft, the divisions mostly wedge-shaped, united, the lower to lanceolate: fls. crimson-purple, cherry-red or paler. All summer. Minn. to Texas. R. H. 1862:171 (as C. verticillata).

Var. lineáríola, Gray (C. linearíola, Gray). Less hirsute than the type: sts. ascending: lvs. smaller, 1-2 in. across, the upper or all dissected into linear lobes: fls. lilac or pinkish. Texas and adjacent Mex.—An excellent trailer, especially for rockeries. Thrives in very dry soils, the root penetrating to a great depth. A sunny position is preferable.

C. Papéis. Gray. A perennial decumbent or ascending plant with 3-5-lobed or -parted lvs. and involucre purple-red fls. S. U. S.—Useful for very dry sandy places.

**N. TAYLOR.†**

**744. Callirhoe pedata.**
CALLISTA: Dendrobium.

CALLISTEMON (Greek, kallos, beauty; stemon, a stamen; in most of the species the stamens are of a beautiful scarlet or crimson color). Myrtaceae. Bottle-Brush. Ornamental shrubs, thriving without irrigation in California, where they are hardy and much used; also planted to some extent elsewhere in warm climates and occasionally seen under glass. Page 3566.

Leaves alternate, entire, lanceolate or linear, mostly with oil or resin-dots and fragrant when crushed; fls. in dense cylindric spikes, at first terminal but the axis growing out as a leafy shoot; calyx-teeth 5; petals 5, deciduous; stamens indefinite in number, not united; anthers versatile, the cells parallel and bursting longitudinally; ovary inferior, maturing into a caps. which persists for several years.—About 25 species, natives of Austral., where they inhabit arid districts. Distinguished from Melaleuca only by the stamens, which in that genus are united into bundles. Hall, Univ. of Calif. Pub. Bot. 4:22.

The showy flower-clusters, resembling bottle-brushes in shape, and so giving the common name to the genus, are highly colored and render these shrubs very ornamental. The quantity of bloom may be much increased by judicious autumn pruning. The various species are recommended for parks, depot-yards, school-yards, and also for smaller yards if kept well pruned. Hardy only in warm-temperate districts but enduring temperatures less than 20° F.

Propagation from seeds is satisfactory; these are gathered during the summer months by allowing the capsules to open in boxes or on sheets of paper kept in a warm place; sow in early spring in finely sifted mixture of sand, leaf-mold, and loam, and cover very lightly; the ordinary cool greenhouse is warm enough. Some nurserymen state that plants from cuttings of ripened wood or of wood which is getting firm at the base will blossom earlier than seedlings; others find no advantage in this method. Although adapted to nearly every variety of soil, these plants make but slow growth in heavy clay.

\[\text{Stamens } \frac{1}{2} \text{ in. long.}\]

\[\text{Lanceolatus, DC. (Metrosideros semperflorens, Lodd.). Fig. 745. Height } 6-12 \text{ ft.; lvs. lanceolate, } 1\frac{1}{2}-2\frac{1}{4} \text{ in. long, about } \frac{1}{2} \text{ in. wide, acute, reddish when young; midrib and lateral veins prominent: spikes } 2-4 \text{ in. long, bright red, less dense than in the following species: fr. ovoid, contracted at summit. Jan.-June. B.M. 260 (as } M. \text{ citrina). Maiden, Fl. Pl. and Ferns of New S. Wales, 8. — Attains } 30 \text{ ft. in Austral. where the hard and heavy wood is used for wheelwrights' work, and for mallets. Garden hybrids between this and other species have been developed, especially in Eu.}\]

\[\text{speciöbus, DC. Large shrub: lvs. narrowly lanceolate, obtuse or acute, } 1\frac{1}{2}-4 \text{ in. long, about } \frac{1}{2} \text{ in. broad; midrib prominent but lateral veins obscure: spikes } 2-6 \text{ in. long, bright red, very dense: fr. nearly globose, the summit scarcely contracted. March–June. B.M. 1761. — The most highly colored callistemon, the golden anthers contrasting well with the dark red filaments. There are many garden forms varying in color, habit, and size.\]

\[\text{viminalis, Cheel. Tall slender tree of pendulous habit: lvs. linear-oblong: stamens slightly shorter: rim of fr. thinner. — A handsome, graceful tree, very showy when in full bloom. Grown at Santa Barbara, Calif. (Formerly referred to } C. \text{ specious, of which this may be a form.)}\]

\[\text{rigidus, R. Br. (C. linearifolius, DC.). Lvs. narrowly linear, rigid, sharp-pointed, } 2-5 \text{ in. long, about } \frac{1}{2} \text{ in. wide; midrib and marginal ribs prominent; cross-nerves often hidden by oil-dots: spikes deep red, large, dense. March–July. B.R. 393. — Stiffly branched shrub, the branches inclined to become rangy; best form and bloom secured by means of autumn pruning. In order to have fine specimen plants, cult. well and now and then give an application of commercial fertilizer.}\]

\[\text{linearis, DC. Scarcey more than an extreme form of } C. \text{ rigidus with very narrow lvs. channelled above, the midvein quite obscure: fr. more globular and contracted at opening.}\]

\[\text{AA. Stamens } \frac{3}{4} \text{ in. or less long.}\]

\[\text{salignus, DC. Tall shrub or small tree: lvs. lanceolate, acute, } 1\frac{1}{2}-3 \text{ in. long, } \frac{1}{2}-3 \text{ in. wide (much narrower in one variety), very distinctly penneineved: spikes yellow or light pink, } 1-2 \text{ in. long: fr. nearly globular, with rather large opening. Apr., May. B.M. 1821. Var. viridiformis, F. v. M. Lvs. only } 1-2 \text{ in. long, thicker, rigid; veins obscure: fls. greenish yellow. B.M. 2002.}\]

\[\text{brachyandrus, Lindl. Slender shrub, young shoots soft-hairy or whole plant gray with a soft pubescence: lvs. ovate, nearly terete, } \frac{3}{4}-1\frac{1}{2} \text{ in. long: spike } 2-3 \text{ in. long, the filaments dark red but nearly obscured by the golden yellow anthers. — The slender habit, gray foliage, and golden bloom render this shrub very desirable for ornamental planting.}\]

\[\text{Harvey Monroe Hall.}\]

CALLISTEPHUS (Greek words for beautiful crown, said to be in allusion to character of fruit). Compositae. China Aster. (See page 419, Vol. 1.) One species in China and Japan. The genus Callistemma, also erected by Cassini, is older than Callistephus, but the latter is one of the "nomina conservanda" of the Vienna code, retained because accepted and in general use for fifty years following its publication. Under both these generic names, Cassini described the China aster as \text{C. hartmanii}. It was first named by Linnæus, however, as \text{Aster chinensis}, and Nees subsequently transferred this name to Callistephus, so that the plant now would better bear the name \text{Callistephus chinensis}, Nees.

Callistephus is closely allied to Aster, from which it differs among other things, in its pappus, which is minute and forming a crown in the outer series, and of slender longer barbellate and caducous bristles in the inner series; annual, erect, hispid-hairy branching herbs, with showy terminal fl.-heads: lvs. alternate,
XXII. Carnations.—Types of the American winter-flowering varieties. (Half size.)
CALLISTEPHUS

broadly ovate or triangular-ovate and deeply and irregularly toothed; blade decurrent into a petiole, those on the upper parts becoming spatulate or narrower: heads in wild plant heterogamous and radiate, the ray-florets in 1-2 series and pistillate, the disk-florets perfect and fertile; involucre hemispherical, the bracts imbricated in many series and the outer ones large and green: fr. a compressed achene. The rays become much multiplied under cult., and they are also variable in size, shape and color. The colors are violet, purple, blue and white, the rays never being terracota and variable; slender and slender and slender, the best of the garden annuals, growing from 6 in. to 2½ ft. high. It is the Reine-marguerite of the French and the Sommeraster of the Germans.

L. H. B.

CALLISTRIS (from the Greek for beautiful). Including Frenélia and Widkirtingtonia, Pinacée. Evergreen trees or shrubs, not quite hardy in the open in England, but thriving well in the southernmost parts of the United States; allied to Thuja.

Leaves scale-like or awl-like, in whors of 3 or 4 on jointed branches, or sometimes alternate: monoeccious; sessile, catkin-like, or with a short stalk, and in whors of 3 or 4, the scales broad and sometimes petal; fertile cones of 4-8 scales, and borne on short and thick peduncles, either solitary or clustered, usually ripening the second year and often persisting after the seeds have fallen.—About 15 species in Austral., New Caledonia and Afr. Little known in cult. here.

a. Cone 6-valved.

robusta, R. Br. (Frenélia robusta, Cunn.). Cypress Pine. Rangeing from a shrub to a tree 90 ft. high: branchlets crowded, short and erect; sterile catkins ½ in. or less long, solitary or in 3's: cones solitary or few-clustered, nearly globular, about 1 in. diam.; seeds usually 2-winged. Austral.—Trees about 30 years old are said to be growing at Santa Barbara. In S. Fla. it makes good specimens, in 5 years becoming 10-12 ft. high. The tree somewhat resembles red cedar, and is reported as useful for tall hedges and windbreaks. This is one of the "pines" of Austral., the wood being used in building and for the making of furniture.

rhomboïdea, R. Br. (Frenélia rhomboïdea, Endl.). Smaller, reaching 25-50 ft.: branches somewhat slender and often drooping, angled when young: cones usually only one-half the diam. of those of C. robusta, globular, the 6 valves alternately larger and larger, the larger valves having a somewhat ovate shape and rhytid with a protuberance at the center. Austral. and Tasmania.—Timber used for telegraph poles and in construction.

AA. Cone 4-valved.


Whytei, Engler (Widkirtingtonia Whytei, M. Wood). The wood is dull reddish white, strongly aromatic, and locally used for furniture and for doors and windows. Tree attaining a maximum height of 140 ft., with a diam. of 5½ ft. at a point 6 ft. above the ground, the trunk being clear for 90 ft.: lvs. on ultimate branchlets, deltoid and closely appressed opposite; on other branchlets usually linear-lanceolate, spreading at the tips, alternate: in seedling stage linear, spreading and about 1 in. long: cones 4-6 together, about 3½ in. long and 3½-4 in. wide when open. S. E. Afr.—It grows at an altitude of 5,000-7,000 ft. on Mt. Milanj in Nyassaland and is known as the Milanj cypress or cedar. Apparently hardy in parts of Calif.

L. H. B.

CALLÓPSIS (Calla-like). Aráceae. A single species from German E. Afr.: C. Vökensii, Engler. Spathe-like that of a little calla, snow-white, 1½ in. long by 1 in. broad, the spadix partly united to it (and yellow): lvs. crowded, cordate-ovate, 5 in. long, shining, the petiole about 2½ in. long; semi-epiphytic, with creeping rhizome. Probably cult. only in botanic gardens or other collections.

CALLUNA (Greek, to sweep; the branches are sometimes used for making brooms). Ericaceae. Heather. Low evergreen shrubs cultivated chiefly for their bright rosy pink, rarely white flowers appearing in great profusion late in summer.

Leaves scale-like, opposite, in 4 rows, the branchlets therefore quadrangular: lvs. in terminal, 1-sided spikes; corolla campanulate, 4-parted, shorter than the 4-parted colored calyx; stamens 8, with 2 reflexed appendages: fr. a septicidal, 4-celled, few-seeded caps.—One species in W. and N. Eu., also in Asia Minor; in E. N. Amer. in some localities naturalized. The genus differs from the closely related Erica in its deeply 4-parted colored calyx, longer than the 4-parted corolla. For culture, see Erica.

vulgáris, Salis. (Erica vulgaris, Linn.). Fig. 746. From 1½-3 ft.: lvs. oblong-linear, obtuse, sagittate at the base, glabrous or pubescent: lvs. small, in long, erect, rather dense racemes, rosy pink, sometimes white. Aug., Sept.—Some of the most distinct of the numerous named varieties are the following: Var. álba, Don (and var. álba Hammondii), with white lvs.; var. Alpértii, Kirchn., of more vigorous growth, with rosy carmine lvs.; var. cárnea, Hort., with flesh-colored lvs.; var. pléná, Regel, with double rose-colored lvs.; var. hírsuta, Gray (var. tómentosa, Don), the branchlets and lvs. with grayish tomentum; var. náná, Kirchn. (var. píagna, Hort.), forming low moss-like tufts; var. rábra, Kirchn., with deep rosy carmine lvs.; var. prostráta, Kirchn., with the branches spreading and partly prostrate, fls. pink; var. Sáráli, Hort. (var. álba Sáréli, Hort.), fls. white, appearing late in autumn.

The heather is a very handsome small shrub, well adapted for borders of evergreen shrubberies, or for dry slopes and sandy banks and preferring sunny positions. It is also found growing well in swamps and in partly shaded situations. Cut branches keep their life-like appearance for many months.

ALFRED REHDER.


Stem usually branched, and from a coated corn, more or less leafy: petals of unequal segms., the outer ones the smaller and more or less sepallike, the 3 inner ones large and showy and bearing glands and hairs; stigmas 3, sessile and recurved; stamens 6; fls. showy, shallow-cupped on the inner segms., arching.—From 40-50 species, mostly on the Pacific side of the con-
CALOCHORTUS

Calochortuses extend to Brit- diffusion. America, and a few, belonging to a peculiar group, are found in Mexico; the remainder are natives of the United States, from Ne- braska to the Pacific Ocean. While the generic characteristics are unmistakable, the species and even varieties have most the variable inclinations as to soil, exposure and climate. The Colorado Desert and the summits of the Sierra Nevada, the heavy clay lands of Californian valleys, the volcanic soils of the foothills and the meadows of the North- west, each has its own representa- tives of this beautiful tribe. The character of the genus can be treated better by the various groups. Nearly every known species is in cultivation to some ex- tent. Some are readily grown; others present considerable cul- tural difficulties; but while there are some that probably will always be difficult to cultivate, there are many species—and the number in- cludes the very best—that can be grown suc- cessfully by anyone who is willing to give a little special care to them; and there are a few that possess such vigor and hardiness as to be adapted to extensive cultivation.

All calochortuses are hardy in the sense of with- standing extreme cold, but they will not endure alternate thawing and freezing nearly as well as the tulips. This is the paradox of their going safely through severe eastern or European winters and suffering the loss of foliage in mild ones. They should be planted in the fall, and it is better to plant late, so that leaf-growth is delayed until spring. Diverse as are their natural habitats, one soil will answer the needs of all. A light loam, made lighter with sand or sawdust, powdered charcoal, or spent tan-bark, is best. Excellent results have been secured with a mixture of equal parts of a good light loam and spent tan-bark, with a little broken charcoal. Wallace, one of the most successful English growers, recommends making a bed sloping to the south, composed of leaf-mold and road grit in equal parts, with a smaller proportion of sharp sand. The idea is to have a light and porous, not too stimulating soil, with perfect drainage. Wallace recommends covering the beds with reeds to throw off the heavy rains. The same end may be attained by such thorough drainage that the rains pass through quickly. In New York, they have been carried through the winter safely under a covering put on before the ground freezes hard. It is well to keep a few leaves about the shoots for a time and to have extra leaves at hand to be used when frost threatens. It is better to lift the bulbs as soon as they ripen, and replant in the fall. Water sparingly at all times. Under suitable conditions they are hardy and tenacious of life, but excessive moisture, either in air or ground, is not to their liking after the flowering season arrives. Theoretically, all calochortuses of Section A (star and globe tulips) should have shade, and all mariposas (AA) sunshine; but the light shade of a lath-house suits all, giving much finer bloom in the mariposas. The flowering season extends over three months, according to species.

They take well to pot culture with similar soils and treatment. While not to be forced rapidly, they con- siderably anticipate their out-of-door season. The same treatment can be used in coldframe culture, but they must not be coddled too much.

they ripen, and replant in the fall. Water sparingly at all times. Under suitable conditions they are hardy and tenacious of life, but excessive moisture, either in air or ground, is not to their liking after the flowering season arrives. Theoretically, all calochortuses of Section A (star and globe tulips) should have shade, and all mariposas (AA) sunshine; but the light shade of a lath-house suits all, giving much finer bloom in the mariposas. The flowering season extends over three months, according to species.

They take well to pot culture with similar soils and treatment. While not to be forced rapidly, they con- siderably anticipate their out-of-door season. The same treatment can be used in coldframe culture, but they must not be coddled too much.

A. Blossoms or fr. more or less nodding (unless No. 4):

b. Fls. subglobose, nodding: st. usually tall and branch- ing. GLOBE TULIPS.—These have a single long and narrow shining lf. from the base, and slen- der, flexuous, leafy stfs., the perfection of grace and outline. The fls. are exquisite in delicacy of tints. Woodland plants.

1. albus, Douglas (Cycloloboa alba, Benth.). Fig. 747. Strong. 1-2 ft. high, glaucous: fls. globular, 1 in. across; petals, 10, elliptic, carmine pink to rose, with a yellow stripe in the middle, fringed with hairs, very strongly inarched or practically closed. Calif. B.R. 1661. F.S. 11:1171.—Chaste and delicate. The form from the Coast Range is the Pearl calochortus of gardens; the form from the Sierras with fls. less strongly inarched and at length opening slightly in the C. albuc of the Coast Range.

Var. amenens, Hort. (C. amenens, Greene). Like C. albuc, but rose-colored, lower and more slender: fls. opening in full bloom. Fresno and Tulare Co., Calif.

2. pulchellus, Douglas (Cycloloboa pulchella, Benth.). Stout, glaucous, 8-16 in. usually, branching: fls. yellow, strongly inarched but parts not overlapping; sepals shorter than petals, ovate-acuminate, yellow tinged with brown on the base; petals ovate, obtuse, 1 in. or less long, narrow-yellow, with long silky hairs above the gland. Calif. B.R. 1662.

3. amabilis, Purdy. Habit like C. albuc: st. stout, usually branching in pairs: petals clear yellow, very strongly inarched so that the tips overlap each other much like a child's pin-wheel; gland lined with stiff hairs that cross each other; petals margined with a line of st. hairs. Calif. and S. B.C.

CALOCHORTUS

BB. Fls. bell-shaped, erect when open, mostly lined with hairs, the pedicels becoming recurved; st. mostly low, and fls. often more or less umbellate. STAR TULIPS. — Like the globe tulip, but smaller as a rule, and the fls. dainty open cups. All of the species resemble each other, and were first included under the name C. elegans.


7. caerulus, Wats. Similar to small plants of C. Maveänus, but lined and dotted with blue: low, 2-5-fld., the pedicels very slender; perianth ciliate inside: caps. nearly or quite orbicular. Calif., in the Sierras. Not variable.

8. elegans, Pursh. Similar to the last; petals greenish white and purplish at base, bearded, little or not at all ciliate; gland covered by a deeply fringed scale. Ore., Idaho.

Var. nánus, Wood (C. Lyaliis, Baker). Subalpine, dwarf and very slender: petals delicate cream-color, narrow and usually more acute, more hairy and ciliate. Mts. Calif., N.

9. Lóbbii, Purdy (C. elegans var. Lóbbii, Baker). St. 3 ft. high: petals white tinged green, broadly rhombic-ovate, very deeply pitted and with the pit showing as a prominent knob on back of petal. Mt. Jefferson, Ore.

10. umbélatus, Wood (C. collinus, Lemm.). Low and branching, 3-15 in. flexuose: fls. 5-10, white; petals broadly fan-shaped, nude except for a tuft of 2 or 3 short hairs at each extremity of scale, denticulate. Calif., in the Sierras.

15. uniflorus, Hook. & Arn. (C. lilacinus, Kell.). Handsome species, 4-8 in. high: fls. 4-10, on long pedicels, clear lilac, hairy only at base: caps. elliptic, obtuse. B.M. 3804. — Grows naturally in wet meadows, and makes offsets very freely. Often seen in a depauperate starved form, but responds at once to good treatment.

AA. Blossoms on stout, erect pedicels, the sts. stout and strict: fls. open-bell-shaped. MARÍPOSA TULIPS. — Excepting in B, the mariposa or butterfly tulips have slender, grassy, radical lvs., stiff, erect, sts. bearing cup-shaped fls., and sparingly leafy and with an erect caps. Bulbs small.

B. Caps. oblong, acute-angled or winged: fls. lilac or white. These are hardy species, growing in the meadows from Ore. to Mont., where they endure much cold. They form a connecting link between the giant star tulips and the true mariposas. Their lvs. are like those of the star tulips — long, broad and glossy. Like the star tulips, also, the seed-pod is handsome, 3-genered and winged. The sts. are stiffly erect; the fls. cup-shaped, not so brilliant as the true mariposas, but very delicate: the plants are hardy, healthy and vigorous, and are to be highly recommended for cold climates.


18. longébarbátus, Wats. Slender, about 1 ft. high, bulb-bearing near the base, with 1 or 2 narrow radical lvs. 2-branched and usually 2-fld.: fls. erect or nearly so, lilac with yellow at base, scarcely hairy except the long-bearded gland. Wash.

19. Höwelli, Wats. Sts. erect, 1 ft. or more, 1-2-fld.: lvs. very narrow: sepalas ovate, short- acuminate; petals yellowish white, 1 in. long, denticulate, slightly ciliate near the base, brown-hairy inside, the gland yellow- hairy. Ore.

BB. Caps. oblong, obtuse-angled.

C. Color yellow or orange or orange-red, more or less marked with brown and purple (except in forms of C. tutes): in cult. forms running into other colors.


Var. véstus, Purdy. Petals much more truncated and curiously fringed with brown hairs; reddish brown. Santa Barbara.

Var. obispoénis, Purdy (C. obispoénis, Lemm.). Fig. 748. Tall and slender, branching, very floriferous: petals yellow, verging to red at the tip and less than half the length of the orange-brown sepalas. Calif. G.F. 2:161 (adapted in Fig. 748). — Odd and bizarre.
21. **Kennedyi**, Porter. Bulb small and ovoid; st. very low, 1–4 in.; lvs. linear, tufted from the branching of the st.: fls. 2–4, in an umbel; sepal broad with a purple spot; petals red-orange to vermilion, not ciliate nor prominently hairy, purple-spotted at the center. Desert species of S. Calif. B.M. 7364. Gn. 43:108. —Brilliant and desirable, but difficult to grow.

22. **abreus**, Wats. Low, 4–6 in., with a single carinate radical fl.: petals yellow, not hairy, the hairy gland purple-bordered. S. Utah.

23. **clavatus**, Wats. Petals yellow lined with brown, the lower part bearing club-shaped (clavate) hairs, the gland deep and circular; anthers purple. Calif.—In this excellent sort we have the largest-fl., and stoutest-stemmed of all mariposas. The bulb is very large, the single bare fl. 1 or 2 ft. long: the st. is heavy, stout and zigzag. The fls. are shaped like a broad-based bowl, sometimes 5 or 6 in. across. The color is a deep, rich yellow, and the lower half is covered thickly with stiff yellow hairs, each tipped with a round translucent knob, and in the light look like tiny icicles. There are various strains: Eldorado, the largest, not so deep yellow; Ventura, very stout, deep yellow; Obispo, like the last, but the upper half of the back of each petal is olive-brown, which shows through the deep yellow of the inside, giving changeable shades.


25. **luteus**, Douglas. **Butterfly Tulip.** St. 1–10-fl., bulb-bearing near the base: lvs. very narrow: sepal narrow-lanceolate, with a brown spot; petals 2 in. or less long, yellow or orange, brown-lined, slightly hairy below the middle, the gland densely hairy. Calif. B.R. 1567.—Variable. Some of the forms are sold as C. venustus.


Var. **oculatus**, Wats. (C. venustus var. oculatus, Hort.). Petals pale or white, lilac or yellowish, with a dark spot.

Var. **robustus**, Purdy (C. venustus var. robustus, Hort.). A very bulbiferous form having white fls. luridly tinged in browns and purples. Very beautiful and also one of the hardiest.

26. **Vesia**, Purdy. **Butterfly Tulip.** Tall and large-fl., with petals more narrowly cuneate than in C. luteus var. oculatus, and the gland narrow and doubly hunched, color from white tinged through lilac to pink and lilac-purple; fl. often lacinately gashed, above the gland bearing rich maroon penicillings and markings. N. W. Calif. in adobe soil.—One of the largest-fl., showiest and most easily grown of mariposa tulips. Named by its author in compliment to his wife.

cc. Color prevailingly white or lilac, but sometimes running into yellows.

27. **venustus**, Bentham. **Butterfly Tulip.** Stout, 6–36 in.: petals white or pale lilac, with a reddish spot at top, a brown-yellow center, and brown base: gland large and oblong, usually densely hairy: caps. 1–2 1/2 in. long. Calif. B.R. 1669. F.S. 2:104. Gn. 46, p. 395.—Variable. The yellow forms (as var. sulphureus, Hort.) are often treated as forms of C. luteus. To this group of calochortuses is properly applied the Spanish name mariposa (butterfly), for their brilliantly colored fls., with eye-like spots on each petal and sepal, and other delicate markings with dots, lines and hairs, which are strongly suggestive of the wings of a brilliantly colored butterfly. Botanists have variously divided this great group of allied forms between C. luteus and C. venustus. Botanically all may be considered as either strains of one variable species or as a number of closely allied species.

Var. **Eldorado**, Purdy. The finest strain of C. venustus in cult. It occurs naturally in a wonderfully varied mixture, in color from pure white through pink, to deep glowing reds and through lilac to deep purples. In one locality a few may vary to light yellow. Some of these forms have been named var. pictus for the white form, var. sanguineus for the blood-red. The purple forms are entirely distinct from C. venustus var. purpurascens. Sierran foothills from Eldorado County to the far South. Altogether these plants comprise the loveliest group of the mariposa tulips.


Var. **roseus**, Hort. (C. roseus, Hort.). Creamy white or lilac, with an eye midway and a rose-colored blotch at apex. Gn. 46:394.

Var. **sulpuriferus**, Purdy. Taller than the type: petals light warm yellow with eye, and with a rose-colored blotch at top. Lower part of San Joaquin Valley, Calif.

28. **splendens**, Douglas. Tall and slender, 1–2 ft.: fls. 1–1 1/2 in. across, deep purple with a dark spot on the claw and with or without a gland covered with matted hairs. San Diego Co., Calif. Known in horticulture as C. splendidus var. atrovilaceus.

Var. **majus**, Purdy. Strong and tall, 1–2 ft.: fls. 2–3 in. across; petals large, clear lilac, paler below, with a
CALOCHORTUS

darker claw and scattered long white hairs below the middle. Coast Ranges, Monterey Co., Calif.

Var. montanus, Purdy. More slender than the type, often bulbiferous: lilac to salmon-pink, densely hairy with short yellow hairs about the gland. High mts., S. Calif.

Var. rubra, Purdy. Large, with deep-seated reddish bulb, 1-3 ft.: fls. reddish lilac, pink or purple; petals quilted, with short hairs on the lower third. Lake Co., Calif.

29. flexuosus, Wats. Related to C. splendens, but with sts. so weak as almost to be said to creep. The fls. are large and very brilliant, a dazzling purple, with a darker purple eye, and yellow hairs below. S. Utah.—Intro. by Purdy in 1897.

30. Palmeri, Wats. St. 1-2 ft., very slender and flexuous, 1-7-fl., bulb-bearing near the base: sepal long, narrow, recurved tips, spotted; petals 1 in. or less long, white (or yellowish below), with a broad white claw and bearing scattered hairs about the gland: caps. very narrow. S. Calif.—The C. Palmeri of dealers is sometimes C. splendens var. montanus.

31. catalinae, Wats. (C. Luronii, Wats.). Habit of C. splendens: st. 1-2 ft., branching: fls. white to lilac, or deep lilac, very large and handsome, a large round black spot at base of each petal.—A lovely species between C. splendens and C. renatus. Remarkable for blooming with the star tulip section, fully a month before any other mariposans. Native to Santa Catalina Isl., S. Calif.; also to Calif. coast.

32. Nuttallii, Torr. & Gray. Seco Lily. St. erect and stiff, 1-2 ft., bulb-bearing at base, usually with only 1 caulline fl., 1-5-fl.: sepal ovate-lanceolate, often dark-spotted; petals 1-2 in. long, white tinged with greenish yellow or lilac, with a purplish spot or band above the yellow base and hairy about the gland; anthers obtuse. Dak. and Neb. to Calif. and New Mex., having the widest range of any calochortus.—There are no more exquisitely beautiful fls. than these sego lilies (the Mormon name) of the Great Basin. Most of them are plants of the sage-brush deserts. The lvs. are generally green, the fleshy foliages, but the green fls. are wonderful in tintings. There are shades in blue, pink, lilac, and yellowish; also white. The sego lily is the State flower of Utah.


34. Gunnisonii, Wats. Fig. 749. Much like C. Nuttallii: anthers acuminate: fls. light blue or almost white, delicate yellowish green below the middle, purple-banded at the base, and bearing a band of green hairs across each petal. Rocky Mts., Wyo. to New Mex.

35. macrocarpus, Douglas. Green-banded Mariposa Lily. St. stiff, the caulline lvs. 3-5: fls. 1 or 2; sepal acuminate, sometimes spotted; petals 2 in., or less, acute, lilac with a greenish midvein, somewhat hairy. B.R. 1152. N. Calif. to Wash. and Idaho.—This fine species forms a group by itself. It has a very large bulb, a stout almost leafless st.; and a large fl. of an exquisite pale lavender, banded down the back with green. Petals long, narrow and pointed.

BBB. Caps. linear, not winged or prominently angled.

36. flavus, Schult. f. (Cyclolobthira flavæ, Lindl.). St. slender, 1-2 ft., forked: lvs. 2 or 3 below the fork, linear, long-acuminate: fls. yellow, upright; petals and sepals acute, rhombic-oblong, with a darker somewhat hairy gland, the petals hairy and usually dentilicate. Mex.


L. H. B.

CALODENDRUM (Greek, beautiful tree). Palladis, Houtt, which is the older name. Rutaceae. One of the handsomest deciduous trees at the Cape of Good Hope; cultivated in northern greenhouses, and outdoors in southern California and southern Florida.

The great panicles of white or flesh-colored fls. are sometimes 7 in. across and 6 in. deep. It is a symmetrical tree, with attractive evergreen foliage and many interesting features. Called "wild chestnut" in Afr. Prop. by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass in heat. A monotypic genus.

capensis, Thunb.CAPE CHESTNUT. Height in Afr. 70 ft.: branches opposite, or in 3's: lvs. simple, decussate, ovate, obtuse rounded or acute, parallel-nerved, 4-5 in. long, studied with oil-cysts, which look like translucent spots when held to the light: panicles terminal; peduncles usually trichotomous; calyx deciduous; petals 5, linear-oblong, 1¼ in. long, 2 lines wide, sprinkled with purple glands; stamens 10, 5 alternate, sterile, and petaloid; seeds 2 in each cell, larger than a hazel nut, black and shining. G.C. II. 19:217. Also written Caloden dron capense.

CALONYCTION (Greek, referring to the beauty of the flower, and the night-blooming habit). Convolvulaceae. Moonflower. Twining perennial herbs with large night-blooming flowers.

Flowers white or purple, fragrant, showy; sepals 5, the outer ones with horn-like tips; corolla salverform, the limb more or less flat, the tube very long and not dilated at the throat; stamens 5, exerted, style capitate and obscurely 2-lobed; ovules 4: lvs. broad, alternate.—Three species in Trop. Amer., two of which are widely cult. By some, the genus is united with Ipomoea, but it is well distinguished by the salverform rather than funneliform or bell-shaped corolla, by the exerted stamens and style, and by the night-blooming habit.

aculeatum, House (C. specicæum, Choisy. Ipomëa Bonneti, Linn.). MOONFLOWER. Fig. 750. St. 10-20 ft. high, with milky juice; lvs. 3-8 in. long, cordate to hastate, angular or 3-lobed, acute, glabrous: peduncles 2-6 in. long, 1-7-fl., equaling the petioles; corolla 3-6 in. long, 3-6 in. wide, trumpet-shaped, white, sometimes with greenish plats; fls. fragrant, usually blooming in the morning, sometimes remaining open till noon. Aug., Sept. B.M. 752. B.R. 11:889, 917 (as Ipomœa latisflora). Gn. 21, p. 238; 27, p. 473. V. 10:339. Known in gardens chiefly as Ipomœa Bona-noz var. grandiflora, Hort. (I. grandiflora, Roxbg. and Hort., not Lam.), which does not differ materially from the type. Most of the large-fl. and very fragrant forms in cult. may be referred here. Var. grandiforum, Hort., is sold under the following names: Ipomœa Childi,
CALONYCTON

I. noctiphiton, I. noctiflora, I. mexicana grandiflora, I. mexicana grandiflora alba, I. mexicana grandiflora vera. These three names represent strains of varying excellence. (C. grandiflorum, Choisy, is Ipomoea Tuba.) A form with variegated lvs. is offered. Var. heterophyllum, has lvs. 3-5-lobed and subbistate.—The moonflower is most popular as a garden plant, but it also does well trained along the roof of a low house or against a wall. It is excellent for cut-flrs. in the evening. Little grown in the open N. because it does not mature in the short seasons. It grows wild in swamps and thickets in peninsular Fla., and is probably indigenous there. Widespread in tropics of both hemispheres.

muriaturn, G. Don. (Consolovulus muriaturn, Linn. Ipomoea muriaturn, Jacq. Calonyction specism var. muriaturn, Choisy). Fls. purple, smaller than those of C. specism, the tube very slender and the expanded part of the tubenot over 3 in. broad.—Tropical regions; extensively cultivated in Japan and India, and often seen in American conservatories.

C. tateense, House (Ipomoea tateense, Brandeg.) is the third species Calonyction. It is native to lower Calif., and not in cult. C. grandiflorum, Choisy.-Ipoenea Tuba. L. H. B.

CALÓPHA

(Greek, κόλος, beautiful, and ψιχα, lentil). Leguminosae. Ornamental plants cultivated chiefly for their bright yellow flowers appearing in summer.

Deciduous shrubs or herbs, with alternate, odd-pinnate, pubescent, and often glandular lvs.; stipules scarious or heraceous, adnate to the petiole; fls. papilionaceous, solitary or in racemes; calyx tubular with 5 nearly equal teeth; standard upright; wings oblong, free, as long as keel; ovary sessile with many ovules; pod pubescent and glandular, cylindrical.—About 10 species from S. Russia to E. India.

The two cultivated species are low, prostrate shrubs, with grayish green foliage, and rather large yellow flowers in erect axillary racemes, followed by decorative reddish pods. They prefer a well-drained soil and sunny position, and are well adapted for borders of shrubberies and sandy or rocky slopes. Propagated by seeds sown in spring; the young seedlings should have plenty of light and air, as they are very liable to damp-off if kept too moist and shady. Sometimes grafted high on Carex ganna or Laburnum, forming a very attractive small standard tree with pendulous branches.

wolgarica, Fisch. Fig. 751. Two to 3 ft.; pubescent and glabular; lfts. 11-17, roundish-ovate or oval, ½-⅓ in. long; racemes long-peduncled, with 4-7 fls.; corolla over ⅔ in. long. June, July. S. Russia, Turkestan. C. grandiflora, Regel, is similar, but lfts. 17-25; racemes 10-16-fl.; corolla 1 in. long. S. Russia. Ct. 35:1251. ALFRED REHDER.

CALÒPHYLLUM (Greek, beautiful-leaved). Guttiferae. Woody plants of the Old World and American tropics, with shining leathery leaves, sometimes planted South.

Leaves parallel-veined at right angles to the midrib; fls. polygamous in many axillary or terminal clusters; sepals and petals 4-12, in 2-3 series; stamens very numerous: fr. a drupe with a single erect seed.—Sixty species. Closely related to Garcia, which, however, has only 4-8 sepals.

In India, several species are of considerable economic importance, especially C. ionophyllum, which is the source of a gum, and the seeds of which contain the well-known domba oil used extensively for lighting purposes. They must be grown in a warm-house and in a rich well-aerated soil.

Caiba, Jacq. Calaba Tree. A tree, to 60 ft.; lvs. variable, dark glossy green, 3-10 in. long; fls. in axillary racemes, white, rarely produced in cult., the petals about 3 lines long; fr. about 1 in. diam. W. Indies, perhaps intro. from the Old World. Timber and oil.

inophyllum, Linn. A medium-sized tree, with gray smooth bark; lvs. 4-8 in. long, 3-4 in. wide, shining on both surfaces: racemes in the upper axis, the fls. about ¾ in. diam. and pure white; inner sepal petal-like; fr. about 1 in. diam. yellow, smooth, almost fleshy. Trop. Asia. N. TAYLOR.

CALÔPOGON (Greek, beautiful beard, in allusion to the fringed or bearded lip). Orchidaceae. A very attractive native orchid, sometimes planted in bog-gardens and rock-gardens.

Flowers magenta-crimson, varying to white, in a loose raceme on a naked scape; sepals and petals all distinct and spreading, the lip narrow at base but broader and hairy above; column winged at summit, not attached to other parts; pollinia 2 in each anther cell.—One species, in bogs and moist meadows, Newfoundland to Fla. and westward. Cathea is an older name, but, because of its general acceptance, Calopogon is retained in the "nomina conservanda" of the Vienna code. A moist and shaded position and very porous soil are most suitable for this pretty plant, although it may do admirably in a rock-garden only slightly shaded at midday if the plants are watered very freely every day during hot or dry weather. Propagated by offsets, separated from the old tubers, but the old established plants should not be disturbed very often. Collected clumps of many native orchids are offered at very reasonable figures, and these give immediate results, while the small offsets would not be strong enough to flower for several years, and require much attention during the first year, or perhaps longer (J. B. Keller).


CALÔSCORDUM: Nothoscyridum;

CALÔTHÀMÚNUS (Greek, beautiful bush). Myrtaceae. Australian shrubs (more than twenty species) somewhat similar to Callistemon but more graceful in habit; evergreen greenhouse subjects, and hardy out-of-doors in California.

Leaves long, alternate; fls. showy, usually red, in lateral clusters; stamens united in bundles opposite the petals; anthers erect, attached by the base, oblong or linear; cells parallel, turned inwards, opening by longitudinal slits. For cult., see Callistemon.
quadrifidus, R. Br. Height 2-4 ft.; lvs. narrow, terete or slightly flattened, heath-like, glandular-dotted; fls. rich crimson, 4-merous; calyx 2-lobed in fr.; staminal bundles nearly equal, of 15-20 or more filaments. W. Austral. B. M. 1506.

C. rapunzulis, Schau. Evergreen shrub, the branches densely covered with needle-like small lvs. 2 fls. in small clusters on previous year's growth; stamens with crimson filaments and yellow anthers. B. M. 7906.

J. BURT DAVY.

CALOTROPIS (from Greek words referring to the beauty of parts of the flower). Aseapidioidea. Milkweed-like shrubs, or small trees, grown in the American tropics and one species offered in southern California.

Branching, glabrous or tomentose-canescent: lvs. opposite, subobovate, broad: fls. with 5-parted calyx glandular inside; corolla bell-shaped or somewhat rounded, 5-parted with broad lobes; crown of 5 narrow fleshy scales adnate to the staminal tube and free and recurved at the base; pollen solitary in each cell, ovate-oblong and compressed, hanging from the apex: fr. short, horned gibbos acuminate pods mostly in pairs; seeds with silky hairs.—Three species in Trop. Asia and Afr., sometimes grown under glass in collections but in this country practically confined to the tropics. The bark of C. gigantea produces a strong fibre and milky juice of a substance like gutta-percha. The silk on the seeds is used in fabrics by natives; that of C. procera is said to be exported from the Cape Verde Isls. as kapok (kapok is usually from the caiba or silk-cotton tree).

gigantea, R. Br. (Asclepias gigantea, Willd.). Giant Milkweed. Tree-like, 8-15 ft., with pale bark and woolly shoots: lvs. obovate to broad wedge-shaped: fls. rose and purple, in simple or compound umbels with involucral scales, the corolla-segments bent downwards and twisted with age: fr. 3-4 in. long; seeds broadly ovate. B. R. 58. India, and planted or escaped in W. Indies.

procera, Dry. (Asclepias procera, Ait.). Shrub or bush, to 15 ft.: lvs. more oblong and acute than those of C. gigantea, grayish: fls. white and purple in long, peduncled and umbellate clusters; corolla-lobes erect: fr. 4-5 in. long, recurved; seeds ovoid. B. R. 1702. India.

—Offered in S. Calif. and said to be known in Porto Rico as Algodon de seida. L. H. B.

CALPURNIA (after Calpurnius, an imitator of Virgil, because these plants are allied to Virgillia). Leguminosae. Trees and shrubs from tropical and southern Africa, cultivated out-of-doors in southern California and other subtropical regions.

Leaves odd-pinnate with numerous lfts.; racemes long, axillary and terminal, the peduncles often paniculate, giving rise to a splendid showy inf.; fls. yellow, the calyx bell-shaped; petals pea-like: pods membranous-winged on one side, often flattened.—Ten species.

sylvatica, Mey. Shrub, 6-10 ft. high: lvs. 2-6 in. long: lfts. in 3-10 pairs, membranous, obovate-elliptical, retuse or obtuse; fls. 2 in. long; ovary glabrous. Caffiraria.—Also rarely cult. N. as a greenhouse shrub.

lasiogynae, Mey. (C. autes, Benth.). A taller shrub, very rarely tree-like, with larger evergreen lvs., more coriaceous, more pubescent, and exactly elliptical or oblong lfts.: fls. racemose, much like Laburnum, appearing in winter, as do the fls. of most S. African plants. The silvery ovary at once distinguishes it. Natal.

N. TAYLOR.

CÁLTHA (Latin name of the marigold). Ranunculaceae. Beautiful hardy blooming marsh plants, the largest and best of which are used about water-gardens and moist parts of borders.


These have flowers on wet places near running water. Though naturally bog-plants, they succeed admirably in any ordinary border in rather rich soil. They should be introduced more liberally into the flower-garden, where they bloom very freely year after year, and usually mature a second quite abundant crop of bloom in the fall. The flowers last a long time in water, and sell readily at the cut-flower market.

The propagation is naturally accomplished by roots and by seed. The roots divide easily and several of the species send out rootstalks. The divisions may be made best in late fall or mild winter weather. If seeds are used, they must be fresh and given a moist, cool place in partial shade.

biflora, DC. No true st.: sepae slender, usually 2-fl.: lvs. as in C. palustris: sepals 6-9, nearly white or sometimes bluish: follicles at maturity distinctly stalked. Spring. Calif. to Alaska.


polyptéla, Hochst. Two ft. high; lvs. 10-12 in. across; fls. 3 in. across. Caucasus and Asia Minor.—The fls. spreads rapidly by stolons and may thus be easily prop. G. M. 69, p. 269.


CALTROPS: Traps.

CALVOA (apparently a personal name). Melastomaceae. A half-dozen or more herbs and shrubs in Trop. Afr., often succulent, with terete or 4-angled branches, enlarged nodes, long-petioled ovate 3-5-nerved lvs., and red, rosy or violet fls. in scorpioid cymes. None of them is likely to be in commerce for cult., although C. orientalis, Taub., is known in botanical gardens. It is a small shrub with 4-angled stts. producing aerial roots: lvs. nearly ovate, shining green and veined red at the base, the petioles red: fls. red, becoming violet, less than ¾ in. across.


Winter-buds small, without bud-scales, hidden by the base of petiole before the lvs. fall: lvs. opposite, petioled, entire fls. with numerous imbricate sepals and no distinct petals; stamens many, short with innate anthers; pistils many, inclosed in a hollow receptacle; fl. capsule-like, formed like the rose-hip by the calyx-tube and containing numerous achenes.—Four species in N. Amer.
These are deciduous shrubs of aromatic fragrance, with opposite rather large leaves usually rough above and brown or brownish usually fragrant flowers, terminal on leafy branchlets followed by a large capsule-like dry fruit. Except *C. occidentalis*, the species are hardy or nearly hardy North. They grow in almost any well-drained and somewhat rich soil, and succeed as well in shady as in sunny positions. Propagated by seeds sown in spring; also increased by layers put down in summer, and by suckers or division of older plants.

A. Lvs. densely pubescent beneath.

floridus, Linn. Fig. 752. Three to 6 ft. Lvs. oval or broad-ovate, acuminate, dark green above, pale or grayish green beneath, 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)–3 in. long; fls. dark reddish brown, fragrant, about 2 in. broad. Va. to Fla. B.M. 503. Gn. 21, p. 184; 33, p. 392.—This species is much cult. for its very fragrant fls, and is the hardiest of all. Var. ovatus, Lav. (C. ovatus, Ait.). Lvs. ovate to ovate-oblong, rounded or subordate at the base. L.I. 24.

AA. Lvs. glabrous beneath or nearly so; fls. slightly or not fragrant.

fertilis, Walt. (C. ferox, Michx. C. lavifolius, Willd. C. media, Loisel.). Three to 6 ft. Lvs. usually elliptic or oblong, acute or acuminate, green beneath, 2–5\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. long; fls. reddish brown, 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. broad; anthers oblong; fr. ovoid, contracted at the mouth as in the preceding species. Alleghanies; from Ga. to N. C. and Ala. B.R. 6:481.—Roots, lvs. and bark used for their antiperiodic properties. Fr. said to be poisonous to sheep. Var. glaucus, Schneid. (C. glaucus, Willd.). Fig. 753. Lvs. usually ovate or oblong-ovate, acuminate, glaucous beneath; fls. paler. B.R. 5:404. Var. oblongifolius, Nutt., with oblong-lanceolate lvs. glaucous beneath.

CALYPSO

within: column petal-like, ovate, bearing the lid-like anther just below the apex. Maine to Minn. and N.; also Eu. Abundant in parts of Ore. and Wash. B.M. 2763. G.C. II. 16:656.

CALYPTROGYNE (from kalyptró, hidden, and gyné, woman, in allusion to the half-hidden gynoecium). Palmáceæ, tribe Geonómæ. Short, almost completely stemless and unarmed palms with unequally pinnate terminal leaves.

Stems frequently stoloniferous, when present, ringed below: lvs. numerous, often with the pinnate segms. joined together, in extreme youth 4-parted instead of bi-partite as in most related genera; ftls. somewhat irregularly disposed on the rachis, broadly or narrowly scythe-shaped, running at the tip to an abrupt point, at the base revolute; petiole very short or practically none: spadix simple or sometimes branched at the base, long-stalked; spathes 2; fls. a little unequal, with 3 sepals, 3 petals and 6 stamens, the style half immersed in the spadix: fr. oblong or obovoid, 1-seeded.—About 4 species, all from Trop. N. Amer. From Geonoma, a near relative and horticulturally a much more important genus, Calyptrogyne is distinguished only by the almost stemless habit, and the purely technical character of having prominently arrow-shaped anthers. In Geonoma the anthers are pendulous, but not sagittate.

Calyptrogyne are handsome palms, seldom seen outside of large collections. Special care must be given to the soil so that it will be sweet and porous, especially after the plants leave the seed-pan. Well-drained pots and a little charcoal mixed with the soil, and the plants kept in a uniformly moist state, are conditions essential to the healthy growth of the plants. In this genus, C. Ghiesbreghtiâna is the most widely known species, another garden name for which is Geonoma Verschaffeltii. These are shade-loving palms, having leaves of comparatively thin texture, and consequently are subject to attacks of red spider unless properly cared for in regard to moisture. Calyptrogyne are most useful in a small state, old plants in general being rather leggy and poorly furnished. (G. W. Oliver and W. H. Taplin.)

glacca, H. Wendl. (Geonoma glaca, Oerst.). Practically stemless: lvs. 4–5 ft. long, the sheathing petiole brownish, about 1 ft. long; ftls. numerous, about 2–3 in. apart, with 4 principal nerves, and scarcely any secondary ones: spadix simple, differing from the following species in which the spadix is often branched, 2–3 ft. long, the pistillate ftls. half hidden in tiny pits. Cent. Amer. G.C. III. 30:179. — Not a common species, but young plants are specially attractive.

Gliesbreghtiâna, H. Wendl. (Geonoma Ghiesbreghtiâna, Lindl. & H. Wendl. G. magnifica and G. Verschaffeltii, Hort.). St. short or almost none; petiole 5 ft. long; lvs. elongate-oval; segms. in 6 pairs, unequal, almost opposite, rather remote, lanceolate, very long-acuminate, falcate, the 2 uppermost on each side very wide: spadix often branched below, the fls. half hidden in tiny pits. Chiapas, Mex. B.M. 5782.

C. sarapiquéensis, H. Wendl. St. short; lvs. 6 ft. long, Costa Rica. G.C. III. 29:217. Ivs.—C. epígera, H. Wendl. St. evident; lvs. irregularly pinnate, 3 ft. or less long, the stalks flat on upper side. Guatemala.—C. Sudártéi, Hort., is a Geonoma. N. TAYLOR.

CALYPTROSTIGMA. Dierroilla Middendorffiana.

CALYSTÉGIA: Convolvulus.

CAMARÓTIS (a vault, in reference to the cavity in the apex of the lip). Orchidáceæ. Epidiphytic hothouse orchids.

Stems elongated, with short lvs., and many-fl. racemes: sepals and petals similar, spreading; lip spurred, 3-lobed; rostellum and anther beaked; pollinia 2, upon long thin stipes.—Species 2, in E. India.

rostrata, Reichh. (C. purpúrea, Lindl. Sarcóchilus purpúrea, Benth.). Fig. 755. Sta. 2–3 ft. long, climbing; lvs. oblong-linear, bifid at apex, 3–4 in. long: racemes longer than lvs.; fls. crowded, about 1 in. diam., rose-purple, the lip somewhat darker. India. P.M. 7:25.—A scarce plant, now offered in American lists. Free-growing plant with aerial roots similar to some epidendrums. The treatment accorded to the vandas and saccalabiums with similar roots will suit the camarotis.

GEORGE V. NASH.

CAMASSIA (Quamash or Camass is the Indian name). Sometimes written Quamasia. Liliáceæ. Camass. West American spring-flowering bulbs.

Leaves all radical, long-lance-shaped, sheathing, from a true bulb that is pointed and with a rounded rather flattened base: sta. erect, 2–3 ft., bearing many bracted blossoms that open from the bottom of the raceme upward, in long succession: fls. blue, purple, white or cream, with 6 spreading 3–7-nerved segms,
6 thread-like filaments, filiform style, and 3-angled, 3-valved, several-seeded caps.—Five or 6 species in the temperate regions of W. N. Amer, from Cent. Calif. to Brit. Col. and east to Texas and Ark. They have resemblances to Scilla, but are much handsomer. The bulbs produce no offsets unless wounded. All the species vary greatly in width of lvs., size and number of fls., so that definite figures mean little. The large bulb and broad bluish lvs. of C. Cusickii, the heavy st., regular fls., and twisted old segms. of C. Leichtlinii, the irregular fl. and dropping segms. of C. Quamash, and the time of flowering of C. Howellii, are good general characters to distinguish them.

Camassias are natives of rich meadows, very wet in winter and spring but dry in summer. Water often stands on the surface at flowering time. While the very best success can perhaps be attained by giving them a rather heavy soil with abundant moisture in the early season, they are most amenable to cultivation and thrive in any loam (only avoiding too rank manures), and they are perfectly hardy. They have been thoroughly tested throughout the region from Illinois east. Plant in early fall, from 3 to 4 inches apart and 3 to 6 inches deep, and do not disturb thereafter. As cut-flowers, they are excellent as they open in long succession. Seeds grow readily, but from three to four years are required to make flowering plants.

Cusickii, Wats. Fig. 756. Bulbs very large (weighing 4–8 ozs.): lvs. numerous, broad, glaucous, somewhat undulate (15 in. long by 1½ in. wide): st. often 3 ft. high: fls. 30–100, very pale delicately blue; segms. spreading, crinkled at base, faintly 3-5-nerved. Ore. G.F. 1:174 (adapted in Fig. 756).—The very large bulb and broader and more numerous lvs. easily distinguish this species. Very easily grown.
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Quamash, Greene (C. esculenta, Lindl.). Common Camass. Fig. 757. This species varies greatly; some forms are low and slender, others 2–3 ft. high, stout and many-fl.; it can be distinguished by the irregular perianth in which 5 segms. are more or less on one side and 4 on the other; lvs. ¾ in. broad or less; fls. 10–40, varying from almost white to intense ultramarine in the varieties; segms. 3–5-nerved and a little longer than the stamens, narrow and channeled at the base; pedicels not exceeding the fls.; caps. ovate-oblong, obtuse, transversely veined. Calif. to Utah and north to Brit. Col. B.R. 1489. F.S. 3:275. Gn. 46:338 and p. 339.—Bulb cooked and eaten by the Indians. The fls. vary to white. The large ultramarine form is the one in the trade. The withered segments fall down about the pedicel irregularly.

Leichtlinii, Wats. Stout, often 3 ft. or even more in height: fls. white, cream-colored, blue or purple, nearly regular; stamens and style ascending; segms. broad and flattened at the base, usually 5–7-nerved: caps. oblong-ovate, emarginate, obliquely veined. The withered segms. of the perianth twist about the caps. like bonbons; this is an infallible distinctive mark of the species. C. Leichtlinii is not common, but is distributed from Mendocino Co., Calif., to Brit. Col. B.M. 6287 (as C. esculenta var. Leichtlinii, Baker).—In Mendocino Co., a clear blue form grows rarely in mountain meadows. In the Umpqua Valley, Ore., the type is clear cream approaching white. In the same region and farther north, a very large deep blue or purple form is found, while in Brit. Col., the cream-colored form again appears but is rare. At their best, the sts. are stiff and heavy, the fls. large and many, and the masses of bloom approach the Eremurus in beauty and are even finer in separate fls. C. Leichtlinii is the finest of all camassias. Several color forms are described, as var. atrovilicacea, deep purple, and others.

Howellii, Wats. Bulb rather small: lvs. few, 1 ft. long and less than ¾ in. wide; st. often 2 ft. high, many-fl., with spreading pedicels twice or more the length of the linear bracts: fls. pale purple, opening in the afternoon, the segms. ¾ in. long, 3–5-nerved; pedicels longer than the fls.; caps. small, broadly ovate and very obtuse. S. Ore. Intra. by Pilkington & Co., 1892.


Var. angusta (C. angusta, Hort.). Very slender, and lvs. narrower (¾ in. wide): fls. smaller, ⅕ or ⅜ in. long. La. and Ark. to Texas.

CARL PURDY.
CAMÉLLIA (after George Joseph Kame or Camellus, a Moravian Jesuit, who traveled in Asia in the seventeenth century). **Camellia**, Lam. These are chiefly grown for their showy white or red flowers and also for their handsome evergreen foliage.

Evergreen trees or shrubs with alternate short-petioled serrate lvs. and large terminal or axillary white or red fIs. followed by subglobose woody caps.: fls. large, white, perfumed; petals 5 or more, stamens numerous, more or less connate; ovary 3-5-ecelled, with slender styles connate, at least below the middle.

**Camellia japonica**

Abby Wilder.

low: fr. a dehiscent caps., with few large subglobose seeds.—About 10 species in tropical and subtropical Asia. Often united with Thea, which differs in its nodding and stalked fls. with a persistent calyx consisting of 5 nearly equal sepals. There is a monograph of this genus by Seemann in Trans. Linn. Soc. 22:337–592 (1859) and by Kochs in Engler Bot. Jahrb. 27:577–634 (1900). Illustrated monographs of the horticultural varieties are: Curtis, Monogr. of the genus Camellia (1819); Baumann, Bollweiler Camelliensammlung (1828); Chandler, Camelliae (1831); Berlès, Monogr. du genre Camellia a (1839); Verschaffelt, Nouvelle Monographie du Camellia (1848–1850): the last with 576 and the previous one with 300 colored plates.

Camellias grow like natives on sandy land and even on high pine land in central Florida, but they flower best in half-shady somewhat moist places. The half-double varieties of **Camellia japonica** do best, while the very double kinds often drop their buds entirely. The flowers suffer very much from the sun and cannot be grown much farther south than central Florida. **Camellia Sasanqua**, single, half-double and double kinds, grow much more satisfactorily than the varieties of **C. japonica**. They begin to flower late in October and early November, and the double white **C. Sasanqua** is a mass of pure white usually at Christmas time. All the varieties of **C. Sasanqua** have somewhat fragrant flowers. **C. reticulata** does equally well in Florida. It is very distinct in foliage from the two former species which have glossy leaves, while the leaves of **C. reticulata** are dull green. All the camellias are extremely slow growers if not carefully cultivated and fertilized. A mulch of old cow-manure, now and then a little commercial fertilizer, and thorough watering during the dry season several times a week start the buds into a vigorous and healthy growth. They are so extremely beautiful when in flower that all the care given them is well repaid. (N. Nehrling.)


**Camellia sasanqua**, Thumb. *(Thea Sasanqua, Nois.).* Shrub of loose, straggling habit, and with the branches pubescent when young: lvs. elliptic to oblone, ovate, bluntly pointed at the apex, crenate,

CAMELLIA  CAMPANULA


ALFRED REHDER.

Camoënsia (Louis Camoens, Portuguese poet). Leguminosae. Two species of climbing shrubs from W. Trop. Afr., with diggitly 3-foIiolate lvs., and large papilionaceous fls. Calyx top-shaped; petals with long claws, the standard orbicular or nearly so; stamens free; ovary stipitate, with many ovules, the stigma small and capitate; fr. a broad-linear flattened 2-valved pod. C. máxima, Welw., has recently been offered by an English firm. Described by Baker as "a magnificent species" and by Bull as "one of the most gorgeously beautiful of tropical climbers:" fls. obvate-oblong, 5–6 in. long, cuspitate: fls. milk-white tinged with gold and frilled on the edges of the petals, in short-stalked 6–8-flld. axillary racemes; standard projecting 4. C. x rosea, Welw., has two imperfect other flowers shorter and not more than 1 in broad: pod 6–8 in. long. Trans. Linn. Soc. 25:36. B.M. 7572. G.C. III. 20:597.

L. H. B.

CAMPANULA (Latin, little bell, from the shape of the corolla in some species). Campanulaceae. Bellflower. Haybells. Bluebell. A large group of attractively flowering herbs, containing some of the most popular garden plants, especially of hardy herbaceous perennials.

Annual, biennial or perennial, mostly the last, often small and tufted: root-lvs. usually larger than the st-lvs., and often of different shape and more or less transitory: fls. blue, violet or white, sometimes yellow; calyx 5-fld; corolla 5-lobed or 5-fld; stamens 5, free; filaments wide at the base, membranaceous; stigmas 3 or 5, filiform: caps. 3–5-valved, dehiscing on the sides or (as in Fig. 762) at the base by 3–5 small valves; seeds ova, or ovate, rather large, or in some cases very minute. For some species, nearly all in the northern hemisphere with the center of distribution in the Medit. region; about a dozen species are N. American. The species mostly inhabit swamps or moist ground, or alpine and boreal regions. Allied genera of garden value are Adenophora, Jasione, Lighthofia, Michauxia, Ostrowskia, Phyteuma, Platycodon, Specularia, Symphyandra, Trachelium, and Wahlenbergia, in which genera many species originally described as campanulas may be sought. Of these, perhaps the two best known cases are Platycodon grandiflorum, "the balloon flower," with its characteristic inflated buds, dark green, glossy, leathery lvs.; and Specularia Specularia (C. Specularioides). "Venus' looking-glass," a pretty annual, which grows in the grain fields of S. Eu., and is cult. for its violet fls. with a white eye. The calyx-tube of Specularia is relatively much longer than in any campanula. The most prominent campanulas now in cult. seem to be the forms of C. Medium, C. carpatica, C. pyramidalis, C. punctata, C. pusilla (caspitana), C. rotundifolia.

Botanically, campanulas fall into two important groups, based on the presence or absence of calyx appendages. The subgenus Medium has the appendages, and Eucodon lacks them. These appendages are often small and disguised. The genus may also be

thrown into two broad groups based on the dehiscence,—the subgenus Medium with capsule opening near the base, and Rapunculus with the openings near the top. For the horticulturist, the most serviceable classification is based on the use that he makes of the plants,—whether as a garden vegetable, as border plants, or as rock-garden ornamentals; several of the species have been attempted here. In cultivation, campanulas tend to become taller and more robust, less hairy, more branched, and more floriferous. Blue is the prevailing color in the genus. A very few have white or yellowish flowers, with no blue or violet forms. Any blue or violet-flowered form is likely to have one or two imperfect petals, and double and semi-double forms are common in three or four of the most popular species. All flowers tend to become larger and more numerous on a stem. In cultivation, the three-celled species are likely to have five stigmas instead of three, and five-celled capsules, often along with normally constructed flowers on the same plant. The height is the most variable feature of all, and in the scheme below C. carpatica, C. punctata and forms of C. glomerata especially will seem wrongly placed to many. But the characters used by botanists are well-nigh useless to the gardener, and nothing but a distinction of height can bring out the natural groupings. For each of these, the characters have been transferred from the species to the genera, for a recent garden monograph of dwarf campanulas, see Correvon, "The Garden," 59 (1901) pp. 276, 450; 60, pp. 51, 64, 111, 161, 218.

Cultivation.—The genus Campanula is extraordinarily rich in flowering garden plants of merit. The Alpine section is distinguished by a charming grace both in character of growth and size and bearing of flowers. The peach-leaved class (C. persicifolia) is characterized by the noble and beautiful form of single and semi-double blossoms carried by thin erect stems 2–3 feet high. The luster and clearness of tints of the bushy biennial Medium and calycanthema type is remarkable, while the rambling habit and the marvelous floriferousness of the varieties C. isophylla and its descendant C. Mayii, indicate the wide range of ornamental usefulness of bellflowers. Considering the good lasting qualities in a cut state and the great popularity of the flowers of long-stemmed sorts for indoor decoration, it is safe to say that at least one species is likely to be useful in any garden, and probably the greatest numbers of the species are likely to be found in those with the most finely set gardens. C. carpatica is perhaps the favorite. Of all wild forms, the best known is certainly C. rotundifolia, the true haybell, or "blue bells of Scotland." It is native in North America as well as in Europe, on rocky banks and shores.

Wherever rock-gardens are planned, alpine campanulas have become indispensable. The greater part of typical mountain inhabitants chiefly available for this purpose being spring-flowering plants, the summer flowers of campanulas are especially welcome. One of the best bellflowers for rock-gardens is C. carpatica, blue and white, with its var. compacta also in blue and white, var. cælestis, sky blue, var. pediformis, light blue, and var. Riverlea with large dark-blue bells; but there are a number of other very handsome species possessing commercial value that deserve the attention of progressive growers. The demand is for a plant material easy to handle, resistant and free-flowering. As such may be recommended for rockeries, C. garran
cosa and C. garranensis with quite blue flowers light blue. C. pusilla, in white and blue, is regarded as the hardest low-growing alpine bellflower. Excellent effect may be secured from a number of the garden hybrids, when rightly employed; plantations of C. Wilsonii, cross between C. pulsatil and C. turbinata, dark blue, 6 inches tall, and C. Bergsmeini and C. Hen-
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dersonii, 12 to 18 inches, all blooming freely from late in June to early August, are good examples. Campanula glomerata var. acaulis, a clustered-flowering low-growing form, violet-blue, June and July, answers the same need. C. dahlriana, 12 to 18 inches, dark violet-blue and white, very free-flowering, is valuable also as a border plant. Other good rockery kinds are C. fragilis (which needs protection, but makes a good pot-plant), C. pulia in sheltered position, C. Portenschlagiana, and C. rotundifolia. Many of the larger growing hybrids are good for the rock garden.

The best two representatives of the biennial class, are C. Medium and C. calycanthema, both standard garden flowers. In the northern states, especially, they do exceedingly well. When used for mass effects, their full bloom becomes a prominent feature of June. The delicate shades of pink and pale lavender, the purity of the white, and the rich tints in purple and blue are a revelation. They transplant very easily, even in an advanced state of growth, and readily respond to mild forcing under glass in spring. In a cut state, they show remarkably good lasting qualities and are of excellent value as material for filling vases. A few other good biennials native to Italy, C. sicula, C. siculoides, C. ramosissima (p. 650), C. thyrsoides.—The peach-leaved section comprises the most perfect forms of the bellflower family, although C. persicifolia has been surpassed in popular favor by the more vigorous C. grandiflora varieties in white and blue, which are really platycodons. C. isophylla, native of Italy, is not hardy in Maine and must be overwintered under glass. It is a very effective basket- and balcony-box plant, its long hanging vines being covered with large and attractive flowers in July and August. The color is a delicate light blue, while the bells of its garden descendant C. Mayii, has a deeper shade. For the South, both are valuable acquisitions for rockeries. —Of the perennial species, according to Robert Cameron, the best border plants are the following: C. carpatica and var. alba and turbinata; C. glomerata, especially var. dahurica; C. lactiflora; C. latifolia, especially its var. eriocarpa and macrantha; C. nobilis (about 2 ft. in height); C. persicifolia and its numerous vars., especially the white kinds; C. punctata (about 1½ ft.); C. pyramidalis, a very showy plant when well grown, but not quite reliable in the eastern states as to hardiness, making a good pot-plant for the cool greenhouse; C. rapunculoides, which spreads rapidly and must be so placed that it will not crowd out the other kinds of cut-flower plants that are permitted to root. Trachelium: C. Van Houttei, a hybrid, and one of the best bellflowers. —Campanulas are raised from seed and also by division or cuttings. Seeds should be started early under glass. Cover very shallow, and place the shallow seed-pans near the light in an average temperature of 60°. Shade at midday while in process of germinating; avoid over-watering and "sticky" atmosphere. Transplant seedlings into flats as soon as they can be handled. Harden young plants gradually and transfer them to the open ground in May. C. Medium, C. calycanthema, and all the C. persicifolia varieties, when grown for the cut-flower trade, should be raised on beds where they are floured and cropped the next season. They thrive best in a rather light well-manured garden soil. Some of the alpine species require a sandy humus with additions of fine limestone material. When grown for floral garden effect, the open sunny position is preferable throughout the North, while for the South half-shade will be indispensable on beds where they flower in season. Seedlings of single varieties come true to color to a high percentage. Of the semi-double and double C. persicifolia sorts, propagation is usually by division in September. C. isophylla and C. Mayii are shy seeders and are propagated by cuttings in spring. For winter pot plants, covering with straw, the green boughs are sufficient south of New York. In more northern parts, hardy campanulas require a uniform layer of leaves 2 to 3 inches thick. The annuals can be raised in the border by seeds sown late in April or May, or raised in the greenhouse and then transferred to the border. The principal annuals are C. ramosissima and var. alba, C. drabifolia, C. Erginus, C. macro stylo, and C. americana. (Richard Rothe)
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C. primulafolia and C. spicata will be found in the supplementary list, p. 650.

GROUP I. Kitchen-garden vegetable: roots radish-like:
a salad plant.

1. Rapunculus, Linn. (Rapunculus versus, Fourr). RAMPHON. Fig. 763. Biennial or perennial, 2-3 ft.: root spindle- or long-radish-shaped, ½ in. thick, white: st. erect sulcate: lower lvs. obovate, short-petioled, the narrower, linear-lanceolate, entire: fls. calyx-tube obconical, lobes lilac, in a spike or raceme; glabrous or briskly, erect, awl-shaped, a half shorter than or nearly equal to the funnel-shaped corolla. Eu., Orient, N. Asia, N. Afr.—The roots and lvs. are eaten as a salad. The seeds, which are very small, are sown in the open ground in early May either broadcast or in drills and a little sand mixed with the seed gives an even sowing. Press firmly, and water carefully. Thin out the seedlings if necessary. Water freely in hot weather. A fresh harvest may be made in June, as early-sown plants may run to seed. Roots are gathered in Oct. and may be stored in sand for winter use. "Rapunculus" means a little turnip.
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Group II. Tall or border campanulas, characteristically a foot or 1 5 in. or more high. Nos. 2–23.

A. Calyx with an appendage at the base of each sinus.

B. Caps. 5-celled and stigmas 5 (variable in No. 3).

C. Style excessively long, the stigma an inch or more long.

2. macrotysta, Boiss. & Heldr. Annual. 1–2 ft., branched from the base, hispid with rigid spreading scattered bristles: branches stout: lvs. scattered, small for the size of the plant, sessile, bristly on both surfaces; lower ones ovate-oblong, acute; upper ovate-lanceolate, recurved, ciliate, curred at the base: calyx-tube hidden by the bladdery appendages, small, broader than long; fls. solitary; on stout peduncles, 2–3 in. broad; corolla very broad and open, pale purple without, dull purple within, marked with violet, and hairy toward the base; lobes very broad, short and acute; st. Linn. Taurus in Anatolia. G. W. 15: 356 and 12. p. 209. B. M. 6394. — The very long exserted style is brown and spindleshaped before spreading open. Self-sown seeds sometimes remain a year before sprouting.

cc. Style not excessively long.


4. Médiuim, Linn. (Medium grandiflorum, Spach.) Canterbury Bells. Fig. 764. Biennial. 1–4 ft.; plant pilose: st. erect: lvs. sessile, ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, crenate-dentate: raceme lax, many-fl.; fls. violet-blue, varying to several shades and to white, 2 in. long; calyx-lobes ovate-accumulate, the appendages half as long as the ample ovate obts. lobes; corolla bell-shaped, inflated. S. Eu. G. W. M. 14:9. Two forms (aside from the single-fl.) occur; the double, Fig. 764a, with 1–3 extra corollas, and the var. calycanthema, Hort., Fig. 764d, with an enlarged spreading and petal-like outer part sometimes deeply divided and sometimes lobed or nearly entire (varying on the same plant). The var. calycanthema is the Cup-and-Saucer form (the name hose-in-hose, sometimes applied in Campanula, would better be retained for Prímula elatior); a fair percentage come true from seed; usually a stronger plant than the common C. Medium. G. C. III. 24:63. R. H. 1896, p. 301; 1897, p. 238. G. N. 5:88. G. W. 3:295. F. S. 19, p. 192. G. Z. 17: 113. Var. Więgandii, Hort. Lvs. golden yellow; fls. blue. Var. imperialis, Hort., is a very floriferous form or possibly a hybrid. — Canterbury bells are most commonly treated as hardy biennials, the seed being sown in the open border, but they do not flower the first year. The seeds can also be treated as tender annuals, the seed being sown indoors in early spring and the plants set out May 1–15. They will then flower well the first season, but always better the second year. sowings may also be made in April, May or later, in pots, boxes or beds, and plants then be transferred into some sheltered place where they can be slightly protected during the winter, and then transplanted in spring to their permanent places into good rich soil, where they will make a great show if they have had the right treatment. Let them stand 18–24 in. apart. Seedlings potted up in autumn may be brought into bloom readily indoors in spring; and even blooming plants, if not spent, may be potted direct from the garden and used in the house in autumn.

BB. Caps. 3-celled: stigmas 3.

5. alliarieolífa, Wild. (C. lamisíflóra, Bieb. C. macrophylla, Sims.) Perennial, 1 1/2–2 ft.: st. erect, striate, woolly, branched only at the top: root-lvs. large, heart-shaped, crenate, tomentose; st.-lvs. on petioles which gradually shorten upward, the highest being sessile: fls. white, nodding, on short stalks, borne singly in the axis of the floral lvs. as in C. sarmatica, but the floral lvs. larger and broader; calyx a third or a fourth shorter than the corolla, with margins rolled back, and appendages less minute than in C. sarmatica: frs. white, 2 in. long, ciliated at the margin, and with characteristic tooth-like processes at the base of each sinus. Caucasus, Asia Minor. B. M. 912. G. N. 14:9.

6. sarmática, Ker-Gawl. Perennial, 1–2 ft.; st. simple, striate, pubescent: fls. remarkable for their gray color, harsh, leathery, wrinkled, tomentose, ovate-cordate, crenate, the lower long-petioled, the upper sessile: fls. with minute reflexed appendages, and a short, densely hairy tuft. fls. about 6 on a st., nodding; corolla about 1 in. long, and 1 1/2 in. across, pale blue, marked with 5 hairy lines. Caucasus, in subalpine places. B. M. 2019. L. B. C. 6:581.

7. Grósskullí, Heuff. Has the habit and inf. of C. Trachelium, but the calyx is appended; perennial, 1 1/2 ft., branching from the base, angled, pilose: lvs. hispid, the lower cordate, unequally petioled, doubly crenate-serrate, the uppermost ovate-acute, narrowed into a petiole: calyx setose-ciliate, lobes spreading, reflexed at the apex, appendages lanceolate, a third shorter than the lobes; corolla hispid, 2 or 3 times longer than the calyx-lobes; fls. large, bell-shaped, violet, in a long raceme. Hungary. G. N. 35, p. 477. G. 27:459.

8. mirábílis, Alboff. Biennial or short-lived perennial, 1 ft. or more; whole plant forms a broad dense cone with such a profusion of bloom as almost to hide the foliage: lower lvs. 4–6 in. long, ovate or spatulate, obtuse, coarsely toothed, petiolo winged: fls. palila, erect, broadly campanulate, 2 in. across, the ovary hairy on margins, and bell-shaped, young, tipping the bud. G. W. 7714. G. C. III. 24:33; 42:144–5. G. 47, p. 192. G. N. 54, p. 54, 60, p. 58. G. W. 12, p. 445.—A very beautiful and remarkable plant.

AA. Calyx without an appendage at the base of each sinus.

B. Fls. rotate or wheel-shaped.

9. americáná, Linn. Annual and biennial, 3–6 ft.: st. erect, simple: lvs. thin, serrate, somewhat pilose;
root-lvs. ovate-acute, subcordate, petiolate; st.-lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acuminate at both ends: calyx-tube long, obconical, the teeth linear-acuminate, almost entire, spreading, shorter than the 5-ffd, wheel-shaped corolla; fls. light blue, 1 in. broad, in long spikes, solitary or in 3’s; corolla shallow, lobes pike-like outside and at the apex; style long, strongly declined and upwardly curved: caps. cylindrical, grooved. Shaded low ground in Canada to Iowa, south to Fls. and Ark.—Rarely cult. It is possible that Phyteuma canescens is still cult. as C. americana.

BB. Fls. saucer-shaped or broadly bell-shaped, i.e., the tube shallower and the limbs more widely spreading than the tube.

c. St.-lvs. linear-lanceolate, crenulate.


cc. St.-lvs. wider and coarsely toothed.


BBB. Fls. bell-shaped or tubular, not saucer-shaped.

c. Infl. a dense roundish head.

12. glomerata, Linn. One of the most variable: perennial, 1-2 ft., typically pubescent; st. erect, simple, terete; st.-lvs. 4-6 lines wide, ovate, narrowed at both ends, a small tooth; the ovate-oblong blade shorter than the petiole; upper ones sessile, ovate, acute: fls. violet-blue to white, in dense heads or glooms, 15-20 in the terminal heads, fewer in axillary ones. Eu., Armenia, Persia, Siberia; southward escaping. G.M. 14:19. B.M. 2649 is var. speciosa, which has the largest fls. L.B.C. 6:505 is var. sparsiflora, with much smaller clusters. — This is one of the earliest flowering and easiest of cult. Fls. typically dark purple, running into lighter varieties. Var. dahurica, Hort., is probably the commonest form: terminal clusters 3 in. or more thick, a very characteristic fl. The fl. has a longer tube than C. lactiflora and C. thyrsoides. G. 26:305. Var. acuâlis, Hort., is an almost stemless form with very large fls.: sts. only 3-5 in. high. G.W. 9, p. 272. Var. supérba, Hort., is a cross of the dwarf variety with var. dahurica: large heads of deep violet fls.

cc. Infl. a spike or raceme, dense or loose.

d. Color of fls. normally white or yellowish.

e. Corolla small, short-tubed.

13. lactiflora, Bieb. Perennial, 2½-6 ft.; st. erect, branching: lvs. sessile, ovate-lanceolate, acutely serrate: calyx-lobes very broad, acute, serrulate, one-half shorter than the broadly bell-shaped corolla: fls. in a loose or dense panicle, which may be 2½ in. long and thick; corolla white or pale blue, 1 in. long, nearly 1½ in. broad: caps. ovoid, erect. Caucasus, Siberia. B.M. 1973. G.C. III. 50:438. Gn. 61, p. 29; 63, p. 90; 71, p. 418; 75, p. 89. G.M. 46: 106; 48:545. Gn. W. 22.:623. The normally milk-white blue-tinged fls. are characteristic. Var. coriacea, Hort., has light blue fls.—C. celidiflósa, Boiss., referred to the above, may be a strongly marked variety. C. bisérrata, Koch, is also referred here.

14. thyrsoides, Linn. Biennial, 1-1½ ft.; st. grooved: lvs. all covered with long hairs at the margin; root-lvs. sessile, spatulate or obtusely lanceolate, 2½ in. long, ½ in. wide, in a dense rosette, lying on the ground; upper lvs. more narrow and acute: fls. 40-50, sulfur or creamy yellow, in a dense thyrs-like spike, which may be 6 in. long and 2½ in. broad; style exerted. Aps and Jura, 3,000-6,000 ft. B.M. 1290. L.B.C. 17:1644. —Intermingled with the fls. in the spike are lvs. which are longer than the fls., which is not true of C. lactiflora. Should not be confused with C. thyrsóidea, Lapeyr., which — C. speciosa, (see supplementary list). Apparently no blue or purple forms are known. The picture in B.M. shows a characteristic red-tipped calyx. Garden hybrids are reported with C. epícata (see Kew Bull. 1910, p. 322).

ee. Corolla large, long-tubed.


dd. Color of fls. normally blue or purple (with white varieties).

e. Size of fls. large.

F. Raceme pyramidal or long-conical, usually dense.

16. pyramidális, Linn. CHIMNEY CAMPANULA. Fig. 766. Glabrous perennial, 4-5 ft.; lvs. glandular-den-
tate, lower petiolate, ovate-oblong, subcordate; st-
lvs. sessile, ovate-lanceolate; calyx-lobes acuminate,
spreading, half as long as the broadly bell-shaped
corolla; fls. numerous, in pyramidal racemes, pale blue
varying to white and darker at the base. G. C. III.
32:388. Gn. 45, p. 67; 48, p. 306; 51, p. 221
(a staked pot plant); 47, p. 86 (with extensive
cultural notes); 53, p. 553; 62, p. 254; 64, p. 96; 68, p. 137;
69, p. 4; 74, p. 514. H. E. 1897, p. 298.
G.W. 1, p. 39; 7, p. 7; 11, p. 137; 13, p. 571.
Var. albê, Hort., has white fls. Gn. 74, p.
Dwarfer; fls. larger and of better substance.
The compact variety is very floriferous and
convenient for conservatory, but lacks the
characteristic erect, pyramidal habit. Gn.
73, p. 54. G. 18:64.
S. H. 2:97. C. Fér-
guesonti, Hort., is a hy-
brid of C. pyramidalis
and C. carpatica,
resembling a dwarf form
of the former in growth,
18 in.; petals more
pointed than those of
the latter: fls. bright
Ivâ. Gn. 60, p. 276.

Hybrids between C: pyramidalis and C. versicolor are
reported.

FF. Race me not pyramidal, usually looser.

17. latifólia, Linn. Perennial, 3–4 ft.; lvs. large,
doubly serrate; root-lvs. sometimes 6 in. long, petiolate,
cordate, covered with soft hairs; st-lvs. sessile, more
acuminet peduncle 1-fl.; calyx-lobes long-acuminet,
one-third shorter than the corolla; fls. 6–15 in a
loose spike or raceme about 8 in. long, erect, very large,
2½ in. long, purple or dark blue, hairy. Eu.,
Persia, G.W. S, p. 445. Var. macrántha, Sims (C. macrântha,
Fisch.) is commoner in cult. than the type, a little
hairier, with a glabrous calyx and very large fls. B.M.
eriócárpa, DC., has the st. and lvs. pilose and more pallid,
and a hirsut calyx-tube. This is a white-fl. form. It
is native to England, and is easily naturalized there
in wild gardens. The st.-lvs. are probably the largest of
any of the garden kinds, often 3½ in. long and 2 in. wide.

EE. Size of fls. small, less than 1 in. long.

18. bononiënsis, Linn. Perennial. 2–2½ ft.; sea-
brous: st. simple; lvs. serrulate, ovate-acuminet, pallid
beneath; root-lvs. cordate-petiolate; upper lvs. claspi-
ing: calyx-lobes acuminet, one-fourth shorter than the
funnel-shaped corolla; fls. normally purplish, in a long,
loose, pyramidal spike, which may be 2 ft. high with
60–100 small fls.; corolla 3½ in. long and broad. É. Eu.,
W. Siberia, and Caucasus. Var. ruthénica (C. ruthén-
ica, Biebr.), has lvs. wider and tomentose beneath.
Caucasus and Tauria. B.M. 2653. There is a white-fl.
form. The fls. are much smaller than in C. latifólia,
and the raceme is much larger.

19. rhotomádalis, Linn. Perennial, 1 ft., sometimes
2 ft.: st. simple, erect: lvs. sessile, ovate-acute, serrate:

calyx-lobes awl-shaped, one-half shorter than the bell-
shaped corolla; fls. 8–10 in an almost corymbose
raceme, the lower pedicles of which may be 3 in. long,
the uppermost 1 in. or less; corolla purplish blue, 1 in.
long, and a little wider. Mts. of Eu. B.M. 551 (as C.
asaurea). J.H. III. 50:541. Var. álba, Hort., has
white fls. G.W. 3, p. 14.—It flowers in July and
August, after which the sts. and fls. gradually drop.

20. Trachèlium, Linn. THRATWORT. Fig. 707.
Perennial, 2–3 ft.: st. angular, somewhat bristly (as
also the fls.): lvs. rough, acuminet, coarsely crenate-
dentate; root-lvs. cordate, ovate, short-stalked: calyx-
lobes erect, triangular-acuminet, one-third shorter
than the bell-shaped blue or white corolla; peduncle
1–3 fl.; fls. erect at first, at length tending to droop
in a loose raceme, which may be 12–18 in. long: caps.
nodding. Eu., Caucasus, Siberia, Japan, and run wild
in parts of N. Amer. R.H. 1897, p. 239. There is
a double-fl. form and variations in color.—One of
the commonest and hardiest of the border plants, often
running out the other campanulas, and passing under
many names, especially as C. urticifolia.

21. rapunculoïdes, Linn. Fig. 708. Perennial, 2–4
ft.: st. indistinctly pubescent or almost smooth: lvs.
rough, ovate-acuminet; root-lvs. petiolate, cordate,
crenulate; st.-lvs. serrulate: calyx a little rougher than
in C. Trachelium, the lobes long-lanceolate, at length
reflexed, one-fourth length of the oblong-campanu-
late bright blue corolla; fls. soon declined or nodding,
in long mostly 1-sided racemes or spikes, bright blue.
Eu., Caucasus, Siberia, and common in patches on old

22. versícólor, Sibth. & Smith. Perennial, 3–4 ft.;
plant glabrous: st. ascending; lvs. serrate; root-lvs.
long-petioled, ovate-acute, subcordate; st.-lvs. short-
petioled, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, calyx-teeth
acuminet, spreading, at length reflexed, one-half
as long as the corolla; fls. in long, spicate racemes; style

ccc. Infl. an open, compound panicle.

23. divaricáta, Michx. Glabrous perennial,
1–3 ft.: st. erect, slender, paniculate above: branches slender, divergent: lvs.
sparsel subserise, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate at both ends, coarsely serrate: calyx-
lobes awl-shaped, one-half shorter than the tubular, bell-shaped cor-
olla; fls. small, nodding, pale blue, in a very open and compound panicle; style straight, exserted.
Alleghanies, from Va. to Ga.—Rare in gardens.

Group III. Low-growing or rock-garden cam-
panulas, mostly less than a foot or 15 in.
high. Nos. 24–49.
A. Calyx with an appendage at the base of each sinu,
often minute or disguised in form.
B. Throat of corolla spotted violet.

24. punctátâ, Lam. (C. nobilis, Lindl.). Named from the spotted whithis
IW, the purplish spots being inside and
showing through faintly in the fresh fl. but

706. Campanula pyramidalis.
707. Campanula Trachelium. (X ½)
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more plainly in the dried specimen: like C. alliari-folia. Perennial, 1 ft., with long and loose hairs: upper lvs. nearly sessile, and more sharply toothed than the lower; calyx-lobes one-third as long as the corolla, longer, looser and hairier than in C. alliari-folia, and the margins more much recurved; peduncle 1–4-ft.; fls. nodding; corolla cylindrical, 2½ in. long, white, spotted within, strongly ribbed. Siberia, Japan. G.C. III. 38, supp. Aug. 26: 42-96. Gn. 73, p. 423; 75, p. 458. G.M. 51:781. G. 29:595.—C. nobilis has been considered distinct. In F.S. 3:247 the corolla is dark violet without, the limb hairy, while in B.M. 1723 (C. punctata) the corolla is white outside and not bearded. In F. S. 6:593 (C. nobilis var. alba) the limb is not bearded and the st. is red, and not hairy. The three pictures show great differences in foliage, pubescence and appendages. This is one of the most interesting of all campanulas, and is, unfortunately, more quantit than beautiful. The spotted throat readily separates it from other campanulas.

bb. Throat of corolla not spotted.

c. Sts. commonly 1-ftd.

25. Van Houttei, Carr. Perennial, 2 ft.: root-lvs. long- petioled, roundish cordate, more or less lobed; st.-lvs. sessile, oval-lanceolate, irregularly bi-dentate, 2½–4 in. long, more or less villous, strongly nerves: fls. usually solitary, nodding at the end of a small branchet, 2 in. long, half as broad, indigo-blue, or violet; calyx-lobes linear, spreading, 1 in. long.—A garden hybrid resembling C. punctata. Intro. into France 1878 by Thibaut and Keteleer. Var. pallida, Hort., has pale lavender fls.

26. Allionii, Vill. Perennial, 3–5 in.: rootstock slender, creeping underground, sending up sts. at intervals of ½–1 in.: lvs. few, about 7 on a st., 1–2 in. long, linear-lanceolate, sessile, slightly hairy, entire, midrib distinct, lower ones in a whorl of about 5, upper ones similar but more erect: calyx-lobes lanceolate, half as long as the corolla, the appendages ovate, reflexed, one-third the length of the calyx-lobes; fls. purple, with a rare white variety, only one on a st., inclined or nodding, 1½ in. long, and as broad across the mouth, probably the largest for the size of the plant of any campanula. A very local species, found only in the western Alps. B.M. 6588. G.C. III. 52:52. Gn. 60, p. 51.

cc. Sts. usually several-ftd.

d. Margin of corolla bearded.

27. barbata, Linn. Perennial, 6–9 in.: st. pilose: lvs. villous, entire or nearly so; root-lvs. tufted, lanceolate; st-lvs. few, ligulate, 5–4-ftd.; fls. nodding, pale blue; calyx appendage ovate, obtuse, half as long as the lobes; corolla bell-shaped, shorter than in C. Allionii, and with a bearded mouth. Alps. L.B.C. 8:788. G.C. III. 48:388. Gn. 48, p. 297. G.W. 12, p. 447. —There is a white-ftd. form, but apparently no purple. Readily distinguished from C. Allionii by the different colored, bearded and shorter fls., which are rarely borne singly, and by the dense, soft hairs of the st. Alps, 2,400–6,000 ft., widely distributed; mts. of Norway, and the Carpathians. Becomes coarse when grown in rich ground.

dd. Margin of corolla not bearded.

e. Fls. erect.

28. mollis, Linn. Perennial, velvety gray, 6–8 in.: sts. procumbent, about 2-ft.: root-lvs. tufted, obovate or spatulate; st-lvs. ovate or round: fls. loosely panicled; calyx-lobes lanceolate, erect, half shorter than the glabrous, bell-shaped corolla; appendages minute, shorter than the calyx-tube; corolla erect, dark purplish blue or lavender, with a white throat, the tube long, segms. short, broad, spreading, acute. Spain, Crete. B.M. 404.—Rock or border plant.
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EE. Fls. nodding.

29. alpina, Jacq. Perennial, 3–8 in.: st. furrowed: lvs. smaller than in C. barbata, more narrowly lanceolate, entire, hairy: fls. typically deep blue, bell-shaped, with broader and shorter segms. than in C. barbata; calyx-lobes proportionately very long, surpassing the fl.-bud, and nearly as long as the flower, but widely spreading. Alps of Austria, Lombardy and Transylvania, 6,000–7,000 ft. altitude. B.M. 957. J.H. III. 29:5.—There is a white-ftd. var. The plant has a characteristic shaggy appearance from the hairy lvs. Easy of cult.

768. Campanula rapunculoides. (×54)

30. sibirica, Linn. (C. Höhenackeri, Fisch.). Biennial or perennial, sessil-eose-pilose: st. erect, simple, panicked above: lvs. crenulate; root-lvs. petioled, obovate, obtuse, st-lvs. lanceolate-aequinata: calyx hairy, the lobes long-accuminate, a third shorter than the corolla; calyx appendages like the lobes but half shorter and reflexed; fls. 25 or more, violet, with a longer and narrower tube than in C. alpina, and longer divisions of the limb. N. Asia, Caucasus, W. Eu. B.M. 639. R.H. 1861:431.—The type is rare, but var. eximia, Hort., is somewhat commoner: it is dwarfer, much branched, with long, serbrous lvs. and pale bluish to violet fls. Var. divergens, Willd., has larger fls. and broader lvs. than the type. G.C. III. 16:597. C. sibirica usually does best when treated as a biennial.

AA. Calyx without appendages.

b. Fls. very wide-sparing, i.e., rotate, wheel-shaped, almost flat.

c. Blossoms all erect.

31. Waldsteiniana, Roem. & Schult. Perennial, 4–6 in.: st. rigid, glabrous: lvs. fleshy, sessile, gray-green,
lanceolate, slightly serrate-dentate, the lower obtuse, the upper long-acuminate: calyx-lobes awl-shaped, spreading or recurved, one-fourth shorter than the corolla; fls. 5-9 in a corymbose raceme 1½ in. long, ½ in. wide, pale purplish blue; corolla rotate, almost starlike, with a dark spot in the throat; pistil large, white, twice the length of the corolla, with a yellow stigma. S. Austria. Gn. 8, p. 173. C. 18:81. G.W. 12, pp. 446, 710. C. Tommasiana, Hort., is an allied plant, with very wiry growth and pendent pale blue fls. C. Stañosfeldii, Hort., is a supposed hybrid, perhaps between C. Waldsteiniana and C. carpatica.

32. ramosissima, Sibth. & Smith (C. Lorei, Polk.). Annual, 1 ft. or less, branching: lower lvs. obovate and crenate; upper lvs. narrow, entire; fls. violet with white base and blue intermediate parts, erect on long simple pedicels. Eu. B.M.2581. Var. álba, Hort. Fls. white.

cc. Blossoms not all erect.
d. Habit trailing or pendulous.

33. frågilis, Cyrill. Perennial, 4-6 in.: st. diffuse, trailing; root-lvs. long-petioled, roundish-cordate, obtusely dentate, or crenately lobed; st.-lvs. smaller, scattered, the uppermost ovate-lanceolate; fls. pale purplish blue with a white center, ⅓ in. wide, in loose corymbs; calyx-lobes linear-lanceolate, acuminate, erect, almost equaling the corolla; style exserted: caps. ovoid. Italy. B.M.6504. P.M. 11:25. G.C. III. 43:378. Gn. 8, p. 174; 47, p. 278; 63, p. 53. G. 18:120. G.W. 2, p. 381. Var. hirsuta, DC. — This is the best species for hanging-baskets, window- and veranda-boxes, and for covering large stones in the rockery. Prop. by cuttings in spring, the roots being too fragile to divide well. Not so hardy as C. gargánica.

34. gargánica, Tenor. Perennial, 3-6 in.: st. diffuse, with pendent branches: lower lvs. reniform-cordate, crenate-dentate; upper lvs. ovate-acute, dentate: raceme lax; peduncles 1-2-fld.; calyx-tube spheroid, the lobes spreading, a third or fourth shorter than the glabrous blue rot corolla. Mt. Gargano in Italy, and elsewhere. B.R. 1768. Gn. 48, p. 265; 45, p. 25. G.M. 54:664. G.W. 4, p. 255. Var. hirsuta, Hort., is a hairy form. — This is the best species for hanging-baskets, window- and veranda-boxes, and for covering large stones in the rockery. Prop. by cuttings or by division.

DD. Habit not trailing or pendulous.

35. Etánes, Linn. Perennial, more or less pubescent, 5-6 in.: lvs. cordate, coarsely and acutely dentate, lower rotund, others ovate-acute: raceme lax; calyx-tube spheroidal, the lobes spreading, linear-lanceolate, somewhat unequal, a half shorter than the rotate purplish corolla; style exserted. Piedmont. Gn. 60, p. 64.—Rare rock-plant for light, stony soil.


BB. Fls. broadly bell-shaped, less widely spreading than in B, wider than in BB (except perhaps in No. 40).

c. Height 2-3 in.

37. Raineri, Perpenti. Perennial, 2-3 in.: sts. suberect, branching: branches 1-3-fld.: lvs. subsessile, ovate, distinctly serrate, the lower smaller and obovate: calyx-tube obconical, the lobes long-acuminate, erect, half shorter than the broadly infundibuliform corolla: fls. large, solitary, erect, dark purplish blue; style short, not exserted: caps. obovate. Mts. N. Italy. F.S. 18:1908. Gn. 60, p. 163.—One of the choicest rock-plants, but somewhat rare. Several forms of the hybrid C. Wilsonii are often cult. under this name, but their lvs. are lighter green and less tomentose than C. Raineri. Thrives in a well-drained, sunny position.

cc. Height more than 2-3 in.

d. Style not exserted.

38. Tenrèri, Moretti. Perennial, 8-12 in.: glabrous; st. ascending or prostrate: lvs. leathery; root-lvs. long-petioled, ovate, subcordate, irregularly serrate; st.-lvs. petiolate, ovate-acute, coarsely serrate: calyx-lobes linear-lanceolate, spreading, half as long as the broadly bell-shaped corolla: fls. racemose, blue: caps. spherical. Apennines, near Naples.—This is referred by botanists to the Grecian species C. versicolor, which is typically taller, but is kept distinct by Correvon and others. In the garden, C. Tenori resembles C. pyramidalis in foliage and fl., but is shorter.
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with pallid fls. is rarer. Var. Wilsonii, Hort. (C. Wil-sonii, Hort.), is a hybrid of var. turbinata and C. pulba, with the large fls. of the former and the hand-like foliage of the latter: it is compact, dwarf, and small, ovate, very hairy lvs., with crenate-serrate margin. Gn. 60, p. 219. Var. haylodgensis, Hort. (C. haylodgen-sis, Hort.), is a garden hybrid, probably between C. carpatica and C. esculenta. Raised by Anderson Henry, Hay Lodge, Edinburgh. Height 6-9 in.: root- lvs. tufted, roundish cordate, slightly dentate; st.-lvs. light green, ovate-cordate, conspicuously toothed: fls. light blue, bell-shaped, few, at the ends of sts. Var. pelvisfornis, Hort., from Crete, has very large, pale lilac, almost saucer-shaped fls. R.H. 1882, p. 509. G.C. III. 41:64. Var. Hendersonii, Hort., is often referred to var. turbinata, but is more robust; there is doubt as to its origin, C. pyramidalis or C. alliarisf603 possibly having played some part in it: lvs. ovate and ovate- cordate, 1½ in. long, ¾ in. broad, slightly hairy on both sides, folded upwards, serrate; petioles 1-1½ in. long: fls. dark blue, 1½-2 in. wide, in short, 6-9-fld. racemes. G.W. 8, p. 65; 14, p. 581. Var. rivularia, Hort. Fls. dark blue, 2-3 in. across: sts. 12-15 in. long but spreading; parts of corolla often 6 or 7. G.M. 43:627. Var. compacta, Hort., is supposed to be a hybrid between C. carpatica and C. Waldsteiniana (No. 31).—This species is very variable in height and in shape of fls.

DD. Style exserted.

40. isophylla, Moretti (C. floribunda, Viv.). Perennial: st. suberect; lvs. all of same form, petiolate, roundish cordate, crenate-dentate: calyx-lobes acuminate, half shorter than the broadly bell-shaped or saucer-shaped corolla; fls. pale blue, 1 in. or more wide, corymbose; style exserted: caps. ovoid. Italy. B.M. 5745. Gn. 49, p. 483; 48, p. 207.—A desirable basket or rock plant in sun or half shade. The white form, Var. alba, is most excel- lent: free-flower- ing. C. Mayi, Hort., is supposed to be a derivative of this species: lvs. soft, and woolly. Choice.

BBB. Fls. bell-shaped.

C. Style exserted.

41. Scolleri, Hook. Perennial: 3-12 in.: st. simple or branched; lvs. acutely serrate, somewhat his-ute; lower ones ovate-acute, petiolate, middle ones ovate-lanceolate; up- per ones linear-lanceolate, sessile; calyx-lobes awl- shaped, erect, one-third shorter than the corolla; fls. pale blue, racemose, or more or less paniced; style exserted: caps. ovoid. N. Calif. to Puget Sound.—The capsular valves are a little above the middle, while in C. carpatica and C. persicifolia they are near the apex.

CC. Style not exserted.

D. Color dark purple.

42. pulba, Linn. Fig. 770. Perennial, 3-8 in., tufted or in clumps, showy: st. normally 1-fld.: lvs. glabrous,

crenulate-dentate; lower ones short-petioled, ovate-rotund; upper sessile, ovate-acute: calyx-lobes long- acuminate, erect, half shorter than the bell-shaped, nodding corolla. MtS. of Austria. 4,000-6,000 ft. In B.M. 2492 the calyx-lobes are short-acuminate, a sixth as long as the corolla. L. B.C. 6:534. Gn. 63, p. 440. C. pulba, Hort., is supposed to be a hybrid between C. turbinata, with habit of former; 5 in.: fls. glistening purple-blue. Gn. 66, p. 203.

DD. Color not dark purple, but violet or blue (varying to white.)

43. drabifolia, Sibth. & Smith (C. attica, Boiss.). Annual, hspid, 3-4 in.: lower lvs. oblong or elliptic, dentate, tapering into a petiole: fls. large, blue and lighter on the tube, bell-shaped, on forking sts. Greece.

44. rotundifolia, Linn. HARE- BELL. HAIRBELL. BLUE BELLs OF SCOTLAND. Fig. 771. Perennial, 6-12 in.: root-lvs. petiolate, orbicular or cordate, crenate-dentate; st.-lvs. linear or lanceolate, usually entire: calyx-lobes awl- shaped, erect, a third shorter than the bell-shaped bright blue cor-olla; fl-buds erect. Eu., Siberia, N. Amer. Gn. 53:42; 62, p. 59. Gn. M. 14:10.—This is one of the most cosmopolitan of all campanulas, and the true harebell or bluebell of literature. In the wild it is usually slenderer and taller than in the garden. In shady woods it often grows 2 ft. high. The type has a white-fld. variety which is much less popular, but G.C. 1861:606 shows an excellent pot-plant of it. Var. alaskana, Gray. Dwarf, leafy, to the top: radical lvs. cordate, lowest st.-lvs. ovate and the upper ones becoming lanceolate: calyx-lobes attenuate, becoming deflexed; corolla ½-1½ in. long. Alaska. Var. arctica, Lange. Rigid, 1- to few-fld.: corolla 1 in. long, the calyx-lobes very slender and soon spreading or withering. Canada north. Var. carpatica, DC. Heritage whitish pubescent. Var. Höftii, Hort. (C. Höftii, Baun.,) has larger fls. than the type and stouter sts. The lower st.-lvs. are lanceolate, remotely dentate, the upper linear entire: calyx-lobes longer than in the type, a half shorter than the corolla. The white-fld. form is not as vigorous. [771] The most pronounced variant is var. soldanelliflora, Hort. (C. soldanella, Hort.). Fig. 772. With semi-double blue fls. split to the base into about 25 divisions. F.S. 18:1880. Gn. 60, p. 162. This curious variation is unique in the genus. The alpine soldanellas are famous among travelers for melting their way through the ice. They have fringed blue fls.—The name C. rotundifolia seems singularly inappropriate until one finds the root-lvs. in early spring, C. stenocodon, Boiss. & Reut., by some referred to C. rotundifolia, is more slender and with nar- rower st.-lvs.: fls. long and narrow, tubular, rich lilac-purple. Alps.
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R.H. 1908, p. 225.—Dwarfer than C. rotundifolia, with root-lvs. never reeniform, shorter-petioled, and lasting until the flowers. Perennial, quite leafy, dense mat, and blooming from June till Oct. The European trade catalogues usually offer C. cespitosa and C. pusilla separately, and doubtless plants of distinct horticultural value are passing under these names, but there seem to be no sufficient botanical characters to distinguish them. Correvon says that C. pusilla differs from C. cespitosa only by its less stoloniferous character. Var. alba, Hort., has white fls. G.C. III, 48:96. G.C. 72, p. 143; 75, p. 308. G.M. 54:466. Var. pálfida, Hort., has pale blue fls. G.M. 53:612.

47.

exigua, Schleich. Perennial, glabrous, height 4-5 in.:

stems slender, 1-ft., root-lvs. spatulate; upper lvs. linear; calyx-lobes bristly, spreading, at length reflexed, at base densely covered with the bell-shaped corolla, bell divided to about half their depth, with a round hole at the base of each sinus, which easily distinguishes it from C. pulla and all other campanulas. Rare in Alps. B.M. 7385. L.B.C. 6:561. G.C. 60, p. 64.—A rare rock-plant. Likes cool, moist air, and not too full exposure to sun.

BBBB. Fls. tubular, often long and narrow.

48.


49.

Erlins, Linn. Annual: plant hibisc: height 3-9 in.:

lvs. small, glossy, 15-35 in broad, corollate, deeply cut, the pointed lobes conspicuous: fls. sessile, pale blue with a light center, tubular, 35 in. broad, with acute narrow lobes; style long, conspicuous, colored like corolla; racemes long, semi-prostrate, 10-12-ft. Medlar.—Rare, short-lived rock-plant; also for edgings and pots.


WILHELM MILLER.

L. H. B.†

CAMPANUM.ÈÆ (variant of Campanula). Campanulaceae. Twining or loose-growing perennial herbs, with rhizomes or tubers, rarely grown in greenhouses. Locally, mostly opposite, sessile, petioled: fls. yellowish or greenish, broadly bell-shaped, 4-6-lobed: fr. a berry.—Five species occur in the Himalayan and E. Asian region and the Malay Archipelago. C. javanica, Blume, and C. infixa, Clarke, both with yellowish brown-veined fls. are mentioned in gardening literature, and the fls. are about 1 in. in the former the calyx is nearly free from the berry, which is hemispherical; in the latter the calyx is adnate to the berry, which is ellipsoidal; both are twiner. C. grdeiflora, Hort., is of the genus Leptocodon, and C. lancelota, Sieb. & Zucc., is a Codonopsis.

CAMPHORA: Cinnamomum.

CAMPIÓN: Silene.

CAMPSIDIUM (alluding to its similarity to Campsis). Bignoniaceae. Ornamental vines grown for their bright orange flowers and also for their handsome evergreen finely pinnate foliage states. Habitat unknown. Evergreen shrubs, high-climbing, without tendrils and without rootlets, with odd-pinnae, opposite lvs. and tubular, orange, slender-peduncled fls. in terminal, loose and short racemes: calyx turbinate, 5-toothed, glandless; corolla tubular, slightly ventricose, straight, with 5 short equal lobes; stamens, 4, the 2 longer with the anthers exerted; anther-sacs parallel; disk cupular, flat: fr. a narrow caps. with many winged seeds.—Two species in Chile and in the Fiji Isls.

They are adapted only for subtropical regions and do not seem to bloom readily, but even without flowers they are worth planting for their foliage alone. In Old World gardens, they are sometimes cultivated as stove plants, but C. validiflorum, judging from its habitat, might do better in the cool greenhouse. Propagated by greenwood cuttings under glass. For further culture, see Campsis. Campsidium filicifolium, from the Fiji Islands, has needle-like leaves, finely pinnate, but the foliage is cut down by frost almost every winter, but it is a strong grower and worth planting for the foliage alone. C. validiflorum has proved to be a very poor grower and is very difficult to keep in health for any length of time. (H. Nehrig.)

validiflorum, Seem. (C. chilense, Reissek & Seem. Técoma validifolius, Phil.). Climbing, to 50 ft.: branches narrow, hairy, glabrous; lvs. 11-13, sessile, elliptic-oblong, 11/4-31/2 in. long, serratete near the apex or almost entire: racemes pendulous, 6-10-ft;
CAMPSIS


filicifolium, Van Geert (Tecoma filicifolia, Nichols.). Climbing evergreen shrub: lvs. odd-pinnate, 5 in. long; lfts. 19-25, ovate, with 2 or 3 lobes on each side, the larger lobes sometimes dentate. Fiji Isls. F. 1874:280.

ALFRED REHDER.

CAMPISIUM


chinensis, Voss (Tecoma grandiflora. Delaun. T. chinensis, C. Koch. Bignonia chinensis, Lam. C. adrepens, Lour.). CHINESE TRUMPET-CREEPER. Fig. 775 (adapted from Gardening). Climbing shrub, with few or no aerial rootlets: lvs. odd-pinnate; tively used for decoration of the veranda, and Tecoma stans. That and Campsis chinensis are the two showiest bignoniad species that are being a clinger, flowering abundantly in May and June, while the first one is a large climbing bushy species opening its immense cor cans of vivid yellow flowers the latter part of November and early in December. The Chinese trumpet creeper, C. chinensis, is the most floriferous and gorgeous. In the writer's garden a large pine stump, about 16 feet high, in May and June is completely covered with masses of brilliant fiery orange-scarlet flowers which can be seen at a distance of half a mile. The flowers are much larger, more brilliant and much more abundantly produced than those of the native C. radicans. It is sometimes infested by a voracious caterpillar, which devours the leaves greedily. The blue grasshoppers also attack the lower foliage. C. chinensis grows well in the poor sandy soil, perfecting luxuriant shoots 25 to 30 feet long in one season if well fertilized. The native trumpet creeper, C. radicans, is very common in the southern woodlands and fields. There is a great variety in the brilliancy of the blossoms. This is an excellent plant for covering the bare trunks of pines. (H. Nechling.)

**HYBRIDA**, Schneid. (Técoma hybridiss., Joun. T. internédia, Schelle. T. radicans grandiflora atropurpurea, Hort. T. Princei grandiflora, Hort. T. chinensis aurantiaca, Hort.). Hybrid between the two preceding species: somewhat climbing, often forming a bush with straggling branches; lfts. 7–11, ovate to elliptic-ovate, usually pubescent along the veins beneath; lfts. in terminal loose panicles; calyx divided for about one-third into ovate long-acuminate lobes much shorter than the corolla-tube; corolla funnel-form-campanulate with orange-yellow tube and scarlet limb, about 2 in. across and 3 in. long. July–Sept. Garden origin. S.T.S. 1:47. M.D.G. 1904:123.—The lfts. are almost as large and showy as those of C. chinensis and the plant is hardier.

**CAMPTOSORUS** (Greek, bent suri, alluding to the irregular arrangement). *Polypodiaceae*. Two species of hardy ferns, with simple pointed lvs., which take root at the apex, and are hence known as "walking-leaf ferns." A single species is native mostly on lime-bearing rocks, and an allied species is known from Japan and N. Asia. *Rhizophyllum*, Link. Fig. 776. Lvs. evergreen, simple, tapering from a heart-shaped base, 4–12 in. long; veins forming meshes near the midrib; suri irregularly scattered, linear, straight or bent. Canada to Ala. —Sometimes grown in rockeries and wild gardens.

L. M. Underwood.

**CAMPYLOBÔTRYS**: *Hepatiza*.

**CAMPYLONEÛRON**: *Polypodium*.

**CANADA**: British North America.

**CANAIKRE**: *Rumex hymenosepalus*.

**CANÂNGA**: *Canangium*.

776. Camptosorus rhizophyllum. (X1/2)

**CANÂNGIUM** (Makassar, kananga; Malay, kenanga). *Annonáceae*. Perfume-yielding tropical trees. Closely allied to Desmos but differing in having the apex of the connectives of the stamens prolonged into a point, instead of being broadened into a hood-like covering for the pollen-sacs: sepals 3; petals 6 in 2 series, valvate, nearly equal, flat, linear; stamens many, closely crowded on the convex torus, the connective produced into a long tapering point; carpels indefinite, clustered in the center of the mass of stamens; ovules in 2 columns or apparently in a single column; style linear or linear-oblong, terminating in an obsew swelling; ripe carpels (fr.) several, pedicellted, ovoid or oblong and more or less constricted between the seeds. The name Cananga, usually applied to this genus, was used by Aublet in 1775 for an entirely different genus, and cannot therefore be valid for the present one. Baillon recognized this fact, and proposed the name Cananguim, without, however, coupling it with specific names. It was taken up by Sir George King in his *Annonaceae of British India*, 1893, and was applied by him to the celebrated ylangylang tree, *Canangium odoratum*.

**odoratum**, King (Uvória odoráta, Lam. Unôna odoráta, Dunal. *Canânga odoráta*, Hook. f. & Thoms.). *Ylangylang*, *Ilangylang*, *Alangilang*. *Moso'oi*. *Moto-oi*. Fig. 777. A tree bearing a profusion of greenish yellow fragrant lfts. with long narrow petals, from which the celebrated ilangilang is made. The tree is found in S. India, Java, the Philippines, the Malay Archipelago, and many islands of the tropical Pacific. It occurs spontaneously as well as in cult., and its seeds are widely scattered by fruit-pigeons and other birds. In the Samoan Isls. it is much beloved by the natives, who make garlands of "moso'oi" with which to adorn themselves, and they celebrate its fragrance in their songs. The lfts. yield a fragrant volatile oil known in commerce as the oil of ilangilang, usually obtained by steam distillation. The natives use a much simpler process in securing oil for anointing their heads and bodies. Lfts. are put into coconut oil and, after remaining a short time, are replaced by fresh ones,
the oil being subjected to a gentle heat. “Macassar oil” is prepared in this way, fls. of *Michelia Champaca* being often added to those of the ylangylang.

Brandisannum, Safford (Unūna Brandisana, Pierre. Unūna latifolia, Hook. f. & Thoms., not Dunal). A tree endemic in the forests of lower Cochín China and Cambodia, with very fragrant fls. resembling those of *C. odoratum* but with the petals relatively broader, constricted at the base, and thicker, and the lvs. usually coriaceous at the base and tomentose beneath, instead of rounded at the base and pubescent beneath: the fr. resembles that of the preceding species but with fewer seeds arranged almost in a single row, but on close inspection seem to be biseriate. The fls. yield a perfume similar to that of the true ylangylang of commerce.

W. E. Safford.

Canařina (from the Canary Islands). Campanula-laceae. Cool-house tuberous-rooted herb closely allied to Campanula, but with the tubes of the calyx and corolla grown together, and the floral parts in 6’s.

Three species. C. Campánula, Lam., is a tender perennial from the Canaries, about 6-8 ft. tall, with drooping, infused buds and solitary, bell-shaped fls. more than 1 in. long and 1½ in. wide, dull yellow, flushed and veined with dull purple-brown: the lobes of the corolla strongly reflexed: lvs. hastate, coarsely repand-dentate: fr. a fleshy berry. B.M. 444.—Intro. by Franceechi in 1895.

**Canybirdflower**: Tropaeolum. **Canygrass**: Phalaris.

Canaulía (an aboriginal name). Including Malocchia. Leguminoseae. Bean-like plants, some of them producing edible seeds and some more or less grown for ornament.

Prostrate trailing or twining herbs, with pinnately 3-foliolate lvs.: fls. in axillary racemes or fascicles, often large, violet, rose or white, with bell-shaped, 2-lipped calyx, papilionaceous corolla, 9 stamens united and 1 free for all or part of its length: pods large and ribbed on edges.—A dozen species, widely distributed in warm countries.

canisformis, DC. (C. gladiolata var. canisformis, DC.)

Jack Bean. Chickasaw Lime. Figs. 485 (Vol. I). 778. Glabrous or nearly so: lfts. ovate-oblong or ovate, mucronate: upper lip of calyx longer than the tube, recurved and notched: keel blunt, curved: seeds white, with a dark raphe. Tropics of both hemispheres.—B. M. 4027. A.G. 14: 84.—Grown in the southern states for stock, but the pods make passable snap beans when not more than 4-6 in. long. In warm countries it is a bushy plant, with little tendency to climb. The pods reach a length of 10-14 in., the walls being very hard and dense when ripe: the halves of the pod, when split apart, roll up spirally often into an almost perfect cylinder. The large white turbid beans, bearing a very prominent brown seed-scar, are packed crosswise the pod, imbedded in a very thin white papery lining. The fls. are small and light purple, resembling those of the cowpea (but larger) and of the various species of Dolichos. The lfts. are large and broad (5-8 in. long and half or three-fifths as broad), strongly veined and dull, dark green, abruptly pointet and smooth. Beans said to be used as a coffee substitute.


L. H. B.

Candelillo: *Euphorbia antisipathética*.

**Candleberry, Candlenut**: Aulurites.

**Candollea** (A. P. De Candolle, 1778-1841, famous botanist of Geneva, Switzerland). Candollæceae; formerly referred to Dilleniaceæ. Herbs or woody plants sometimes grown under glass or in the open far South for the mostly yellow flowers.

Shrubs or undershrubs or herbs, mostly glabrous: lvs. simple, mostly narrow, sometimes with margins revolute: fls. few or solitary at the ends of the branches; sepals and petals 5; stamens many, united into 5 bundles or sets, each set bearing several anthers; carpels 2-3-5, with 1-3 ovules in each.—As now understood, probably 90-90 species, mostly W. Australian, but 1 in Trop. Asia and S. China and 1 in the E. Indies. Little known in cult., but the following Australian species are now offered.

tetrándra, Lindl. Shrub, with branches angular, pubescent: lvs. narrow-oblong to oblong-ovate, obtuse or short-acuminate, 2½ in. or less long, clasping, margins not revolute: fls. much larger, paler yellow, the petals 1 in. long and the acute sepals ½ in. long: fr. with orange aril. B.R. 29:50.—Offered as a greenhouse plant.

cuneisformis, Labill. Erect shrub, 6 ft. and more, with short crowded branches that are somewhat hairy when young: lvs. oblong-cuneate to obovate, truncate or few-toothed at apex, 1 in. long: fls. bright sulfur-yellow, sessile in the crowded floral lvs.; sepals about ½ in., and the notched petals somewhat longer. B.M. 2711.—Offered in S. Calif., where it blooms March—June.

L. H. B.

**Candytuf**: *Iberis*.

**Cane-brake**: Species of *Arundinaria* (treated under Bamboo).

**Canistrum** (Greek, a basket). Bromeliaceae. Ephiphytic or terrestrial hothouse plants, requiring the treatment of billbergias.

Leaves in a dense tuft, acute, spineous on the margin: infl. compound, in a cup of lvs., on a very short st. as in *Nidularium*, or on a longer exerted st.; fls. usually green, rarely golden or blue.—A genus of about 10 species, natives of Brazil. They are sometimes referred to *Nidularium*.


**amazonicum**, Mez (*Karatas amazónica*, Baker. *Nidularium amazonicum*, Lind. & André. *Aechmea amazónica*, Hort.). Lvs. 3-5, 10-20 in. long, and radiate wide at the middle, greenish brown above and light brown beneath, not spotted or searly, the bract-lvs. greenish brown: fls. white, with a green tube, in a dense head.


**George V. Nash.†**

**Cánna** (name of oriental origin, of no application). *Cannaceae*. Popular tall ornamental plants, prized for their stately habit, strong foliage and showy flowers; much used for bedding.

Stout, unbranched: fls. mostly red or yellow, in a terminal raceme or panicle, very irregular: caps. 3-loculed and several- to many-seeded (Fig. 779, p.); sepals
The culture of canna is simple and easy. They demand a warm, friable, rich and moist soil. They are injured by frost, and therefore should not be planted out until the weather is thoroughly settled. For dense mass effects, set the plants not more than 1 foot apart each way, but if it is desired to show individual plants and their flowers at the best, give three times that amount of room to a single plant. Pick the flowers as soon as they wilt, to prevent the formation of seeds (which causes the plant to lessen flowering), and keep the plants in tidy condition. Give the soil and treatment that produce the best results with Indian corn.

New varieties are raised from seeds. The seeds usually germinate slowly, and sometimes not at all, unless the integument is cut or filed, or is softened by soaking in water; these precautions taken, they germinate quickly. Sow late in winter, in rather strong bottom heat, in flats or pots. Prick out, and give plenty of room. They should make blooming plants the first year.

Commonly, cannas are propagated by dividing the rootstock. This rootstock is a branchy mass, with many large buds. If stock is not abundant, as many plants may be made from a rootstock as there are buds, although the weak buds produce weak plants. Leave as much tissue as possible with each bud. These one-bud parts usually give best results if started in pots, so that the plant is 6 to 12 inches high at planting time. The commercial canna plants are grown mostly in pots. If one has sufficient roots, however, it is better not to cut so close, but to leave several strong buds on each piece (as shown in Fig. 784). These pieces may be planted directly in the ground, although more certain results are to be secured by starting them in the house in boxes or pots. If strong effects are desired, particularly in shrub borders, it is well to plant the entire stool. In the fall, when the plants are killed by frost and the tops have dried a few days, dig the roots, and let them dry, retaining some of the earth on them. Then store them on shelves in a cellar that will keep Irish or round potatoes well. Take care that the roots do not become too warm, particularly before cold weather sets in; nor too moist. Well-cured roots from matured plants usually keep without much difficulty. If they do not hold much earth, it is well to throw a thin covering of light soil over them, particularly if they are the highly improved kinds.

Cannas are commonly used only in formal beds, but most excellent effects may be secured by setting them singly or in very small clumps in the hardy border or amongst shrubbery. Against a heavy background of green, the gaudy flowers show to their best, and the ragged effect of the drying flowers is not noticed. They also make excellent centerpieces for formal beds. The tall-growing canna, with small and late flowers, have given way almost wholly to the modern race of Crozy or French dwarf canna, which usually remain under 4 feet high, and give an abundance of large early flowers. The canna always must be used for bold planting effects, because the flowers

---

**779. The parts of the Canna flower.**

A generation or two ago, cannae were grown for their foliage or mass-effect. They were tall and long-jointed, with small and late flowers (Fig. 780). An old-time garden race of tall cannae was C. Annaci, raised by M. Année, of France, from seeds of the true C. neapolitana, sown in 1848. The flowers from which the seeds were taken probably had been pollinated by some other species, most likely with C. glauca. In 1803, a new race appeared, as the result of the union of C. iridiflora with C. Waraenwiczii. This hybrid was known as C. Ehmannii (and C. iridiflora hybrida). This was of intermediate stature, with showy foliage and better drooping flowers. Under this name plants are still sold, but they may not be identical with the original C. Ehmannii. This race has been variously crossed with other species and forms, and from innumerable seedlings there have been selected the dwarf and large-flowered cannae (Figs. 781, 782), which have now practically driven out the old tall small-flowered forms. These dwarf cannae are often known as French cannae, from the country of their origin; also, as Crozy cannae, from a renowned breeder of them. Within recent years, another race of cannae has arisen from the amalgamation of our native C. Baccida with the garden forms and with C. iridiflora. These have come mostly from Italy and are known as Italian cannae; also as orchid-flowered cannae. The flowers are characterized by soft and flowing iris-like outlines, but they are short-lived. Of this class are the varieties Italia (Fig. 783), Austria, Bavaria, Burgundy, America, Pandora, Burbank and others. For a sketch of the evolution of the garden cannae, see J. G. Baker, Journ. Roy. Hort. Soc. Jan., 1894; also, for the history of the Italian race, Revue Horticole, 1895, 516, and Gardeners’ Chronicle, Dec. 14, 1895; Kränzlin, cited above.
have not sufficient durability to be very useful as cut-flowers. As individual blooms, the flowers are not usually attractive, but they are showy and interesting in the mass and at a distance. The new race of Italian or Flaccida canna has more attractive flowers, but even these are most useful when on the plant.

It is impossible for the gardener to determine species of canna in the common garden forms. In fact, the species are little known except in herbaria and as wild plants growing in their original habitats. The monographers do not agree as to the definitions of what have been described as original or wild species. The following account of species is included more for the purpose of showing the range within the genus and of making a catalogue of leading botanical names than to set specific limits or to indicate what species-forms are in cultivation. The Crozy experiments began with crossing C. Warscewiczi with a variety of C. nepalensis of gardens (C. flaccidiflora) having large yellow flowers and very long creeping tubers; and some of this progeny was crossed with C. aureopicta (a garden form). The recent attractive orchid-flowered canna spring largely from the C. flaccidiflora forms.

INDEX.

A. Petal-like staminodia none.

1. paniculata, Ruiz & Pav. (C. exelaea, Lodd.). St. very tall, slender, glabrous: lvs. oblong or ovate and acute, green and glabrous above and pubescent beneath: racemes lax, disposed in a square panicle, the fls. in 2's; sepals lanceolate, ½ in. long, obtuse; petals lanceolate, yellow-green, 2-3 in. long, lip rather longer than the petals, crimson. Subsequent to Anes.

AA. Petal-like staminodia 2.

b. Plant woolly-pubescent on the sheaths and sometimes on the lf-blades.

2. compacta, Roscoe. St. tall, stout, and green: lvs. many, oblong to ovate and acute: raceme simple and densely many-fl., the racis 3-angled; sepals ovate, ½ in. long, narrowly lanceolate and long-acuminate, 1½ in. long, red-yellow: staminodia oblongate, slightly emarginate, 1½-2 in. long, scarlet or deep orange-red; lip broad-linear, emarginate, red-yellow. S. Amer.

3. lanuginosa, Roscoe (C. Achras, Litt.). St. green, woolly, 4-6 ft., densely lvd.: lvs. ovate-oblong, acute, green: raceme long and contracted, many-fl., simple, the bracts obuse, small and green; sepals ovate-lanceolate, greenish red, ½ in. or less long; petals long-lanceolate, 1½ in. long, tinged with red; staminodia entire, red or red-yellow: lip the same color, and revolute. Brazil, Peru. B.R. 1358.


5. pâlida, Roscoe (C. Murilisânea, Bouché). Plant medium height: lf-blade elongate-elliptic, acuminate and filamentous at end, sometimes white-margined: raceme simple and narrow, the bracts broadly oblong-cuneate; sepals ovate and obtuse, green; petals lanceolate and acuminate, greenish-sulfur-color; lip linear, 2-dipped, revolute pale yellow, spotted. W. Indies and N. S. Amer.

bb. Plant glabrous on sheaths and lf-blades.

c. Lvs. of 2 colors.

6. discolor, Lindl. (C. rotundifolia, André). St. stout, 6-10 ft., purple and glabrous: lvs. very broad-oblong, acute, the lower ones sometimes 3 ft. long, dark green and purple-margined, red-purple beneath: fls. in a deeply forked panicle of lace racemes, the bracts small and oblong; sepals lanceolate, obtuse, ½ in. long, green, tinted with purple; petals lanceolate, acuminate, 1½ in. long, pale green tinted with rose; staminodia entire, 1½ in. long, bright red, exterior yellow; lip lanceolate and emarginate, brick-red. Cent. and S. Amer. B.R. 1231. C. concina, Bouché, a pale yellow, often emarginate lvs. narrowed at both ends. S. Amer.

cc. Lvs. unicolored, green.

d. Fls. narrow, the parts connivent.

7. lutea, Miller (C. commutata, C. floribunda and C. densifolia, Bouché. C. maculata, Link. C. sulphurea, Hort.). St. slender and green, 3-4 ft., distantly foliated: lvs. oblong or broad-lanceolate, acute: raceme lax, simple or rarely forked, the small green bracts oblong and obtuse; sepals oblong, ½ in., green, white-margined; petals lanceolate, pale yellowish white, 1½ in. long; staminodia yellow, often emarginate, 1½-2 in. long; lip linear, pale yellow, emarginate. Mex. to Brazil. B.M. 2085. L.B.C. 7:646. C. Tinei, Tod., perhaps a hybrid, apparently is to be associated with this species.

Var. aurantiaca, Kränzl. Fls. orange; lip yellow.

8. variabilis, Willd. (C. cárnea, Roscoe). St. green, 3-6 ft.; lvs. broad-lanceolate or elliptic, acute, bright green; raceme simple and lax; the small bracts oblong and obtuse; sepals lanceolate, green, ½ in. long; petals lanceolate, acuminate, concave, 1½ in. long, pale flesh-color; staminodia 2, spatulate-linear, mostly entire, variable in color but mostly orange or rose; lip linear or ligulate and entire: caps. small, globose. S. Brazil, the particular place unknown.
CANNA

9. *hümili*, Bouché (*C. exigua*, Bouché). Low, 3 ft. or less; slender; lvs. short-petioled, the blade oblong, acute or short-acuminate, glabrous above and below, 10–16 in. long; raceme sub-simple (rarely paniculate), bearing fls. large for size of plant (about 3 in. long); sepals very unequal, ovate-oblong; petals long-lanceolate, concave, conate at base into a tube, scarlet; staminodia spatulate, more or less 2-lobed at apex; lip rather narrow, about 2½ in. long. Farther India, China, etc. *C. cinnabarina*, Bouché (*C. fulgida*, Bouché), is a related species but larger and with yellow and scarlet rather smaller fls. Mex., Cent. Amer., W. Indies.


11. *orientális*, Roseo (*C. flavescéns*, Link). St. slender, glabrous, 3–4 ft.; lvs. ovate-oblong, a foot or more long; raceme lax, simple or forked, the bracts oblong; sepals oblanceolate, obtuse, ½ in. or less long, pale green and rose-tinted; petals lanceolate, acuminate, 1½ in. long, pale rose; upper staminodia 2½ in. or less long, bright red. often emarginate; lip red-yellow: caps. globose and very small. Malaysian tropics.

12. *polycláda*, Wawra (*C. ezimia*, Bouché. *C. carénis*, Huber). St. tall and very slender: lvs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acute: fls. (often in pairs) in a long, much-branched panicle, the bracts nearly orbicular; sepals lanceolate, ½ in. long; petals long-lanceolate and unequal, acuminate, the longest about 2½ in. in purple; staminodia acute, scarcely longer than the petals; lip oblongate, scarlet-spotted. Brazil.

AAA. Petal-like staminodia 3 (exception in No. 18).

B. Lvs. lanceolate: fls. mostly yellow or orange.

C. Petals deflexed.

13. *fáscica*, Salisb. (*C. gláca* and *C. angústi-fólia*, Walt.). St. green and glabrous, 4–6 ft., very leafy below: lvs. ovate-lanceolate to narrowly elliptic, acute, green: raceme simple, lax and few-fl., the bracts very small; sepals lanceolate or obl. long, acuminate, 1 in. long, green; petals broadly linear-lanceolate to obovate and reflexed, to 3 in. long (as is also the tube); staminodia ovate, sulfur-yellow, 2–3 in. long by 1½ in. broad; lip large, yellow. Swamps S. C. to Fl. near the coast. L.B.C. 6:562.

14. *Finetmanni*, Bouché. St. green and glaucoius, 4–5 ft.; lvs. oblong or ovate-elliptic and acute, bright green: raceme few-fl., and rather dense, the bracts green and oblong; sepals oblong, ½ in., green; petals lanceolate, acuminate, greenish yellow, 1½–2 in.; staminodia obtuse and entire (or 2-lobed at apex), 2–3 in., yellow; lip linear, strongly reflexed, yellow, mottled red: caps. large. Mex. and Cent. Amer.

15. *pedunculáta*, Sim. (*C. Buché*, Weim. *C. reflexá*, Nees). St. tall, slender, green and glaucoius, 3–6 ft.; lvs. oblong-lanceolate, 4–6 ft. long; stam. long-spreading pedicels, the bracts small, oblong and obtuse; sepals oblong, small and green; petals linear-lanceolate, greenish yellow, reflexed, 2 in. long; staminodia emarginate, about 2 in. long, pale yellow; lip oblongate, yellow: caps. globose, small. W. Indies, S. Amer. B.M. 2323. L.B.C. 7:622.

cc. Petals erect.

16. *gláca*, Linn. (*C. Schéeliandlána*, Bouché. *C. Amné*, André. *C. mexiçana*, and *C. stolónfora*, Bouché. *C. lanceoláta*, Lodd.). St. green and glaucous, 3–6 ft., from a long and stoloniferous rhizome: lvs. green and glaucous, oblong-lanceolate and very acute, tapering both ways (the middle of the blade 4–6 in. wide), white-margined: raceme lax, simple or forked; sepals ovate-obtuse, green, ½ in. long; petals linear-lanceolate, yellow-green, 1½–2 in.; staminodia emarginate, 2½–3 in., yellow, not spotted; lip linear or obovate-oblong, emarginate, pale yellow: caps. oblong, 1½–2 in. long. W. Indies, S. Amer. *Var. rúbro-lutea*, Hort., has fls. deep yellow tinted red, or in some portraits represented as deep purple. B.M. 3457.

17. *fóniela*, Bouché, from Mex. and Cent. Amer., has the petals all free, whereas they are united in a tube in *C. gláca*, and with curved sulfur-yellow fls. *C. leucocára*, Bouché, S. Amer., has petals united into a short tube, the fls. small, pale orange with broad leafy style. *C. violácea*, Bouché, habitat unknown, has petals united in short tube, about 2 in. long, strongly gaping, plant deciduous-woolly above.

BB. Lvs. broadly oblong or elliptic: rhizome tuberos.

C. Plant low or medium in height (mostly 6 ft. or less).

D. Staminodia at apex.

18. *coccínea*, Miller (*C. ríbara*, Wild). St. slender, green, 4–5 or sometimes 6 ft.; lvs. oblong, or oblong-lanceolate, and acute: raceme simple and lax, with small green, orbicular bracts; sepals lanceolate, ½ in. or less
CANNABIS

—C. heliconiifolia, Bouché, Texas to Venezuela, has the staminodia more or less convoluted: fls. orange-red: lvs. long-petioled, more or less woolly, oblong-lanceolate; plant 7-8 ft. Var. xalapénis, Kránl (C. zalapénis, Bouché), has narrower lvs. and smaller stature.

DD. Staminodia large (5 in. or less long), united into a tube.

E. Fls. pendulous, rose-colored.

24. iridiflora, Ruiz & Pav. St. green, 6-12 ft.: lvs. broad-oblong, bright green, slightly pubescent beneath; racemes paniculate, drooping; fls. large, beautiful rose-color; tube of corolla and staminodia as long as the blade; sepals lanceolate, 1 in. long; corolla-lobes lanceolate, 2½ in. long; 3 upper staminodia somewhat longer than the corolla-lobes, obvate, nearly or quite 1 in. broad, rose-crimson; lip narrow, deeply emarginate, rose-crimson. Andes of Peru. B.M. 1968. B.R. 609. L.B.C. 10:905. R.H. 1861:110.

784. Stool of canna, showing how it may be divided.

EE. Fls. erect-spreading, white and red.

25. liliiflora, Warc. St. robust, green, 8-10 ft.: lvs. many, oblong, green, 3-4 ft. long, spreading from the st. at a right angle; fls. in a corymbose panicle; sepals linear, as long as the tube of the corolla; corolla-lobes lanceolate, 2-3 in. long, pale green, the tube of equal length; 3 upper staminodia white, united into a tube for half their length, the blade obvate and spreading; lip ob lanceolate, as long as the staminodia. Colombia. R.H. 1884:132. F.S. 10:1055-6.—A fine species. The white fls. finally become tinged with brown; lonicera-scented.

L. H. B.

CÁNNABIS (the ancient Greek name). Moríceae. Hemi. A widely cultivated fiber plant, and also used occasionally as an ornamental subject, being grown from seeds and treated as a half-hardy annual.

Hemp is docious: staminate fls. in axillary panicles, with 5 sepals and 5 drooping stamens and no petals; pistillate fls. in short spikes, with 1 sepal folding about the ovary: lvs. digitate, with 5-7 nearly linear, coarse-toothed lfts.: fr. a hard and brittle achen. C. sativa, Linn. probably native in Cent. Asia, is now escaped in many parts of the world: tall, rough and strongly-smelling, 8-12 ft.: lfts. 5-11, linear-lanceolate, toothed, the upper lvs. alternate and the others more or less opposite. Only one species, but various forms have received specific names. In gardens, the form known as C. gigantea is commonest; this reaches a height of 10 ft. and more. The seeds are usually sown where the

CANNABIS

long, green tinged with red; petals lanceolate, acuminate, 1½ in. long, pale scarlet; staminodia 2, long and narrow, mostly emarginate; lip yellow-spotted; caps. globose and small. W. Indies, Cent. and S. Amer. C. formosã, Bouché, Brazil, has 3 unlike staminodia.

DD. Staminodia 2-lobed.

19. sylvestris, Roscoe (C. portoricensis, Bouché). Plant stout, 4–5 or 6 ft.: lvs. long-oblong or long-oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, bright green, to 2½ ft. long and often-third as wide; raceme slender, usually square-rooted, rarely simple; fls. narrow and elongated, red; sepals lanceolate and acute, ½ in. long; petals much longer, lanceolate and very acuminate; staminodia sub-equal, narrow-acute; lip narrow, strongly revolute. W. Indies, Cent. Amer. C. limbata, Roscoe (C. pátens, Hook. C. acuminatíllata, Lodd. C. floríbunda, C. varígata, C. recurvata, C. látia and C. ventricídia, Bouché), of S. Brazil, has unlike staminodia, the largest being 2-lobed, the medium one emarginate, the other entire, all red with yellow margins. B.R. 771. L.B.C. 449.

CC. Plant tall, often up to 10 ft. (No. 21 perhaps excepted).

D. Staminodia of medium length (3 in. or less).

E. The staminodia not united.

20. edulis, Ker (C. esculentá, Lodd. C. rubricaulis, Link). Rootstock thick and edible: st. stout, 8–12 ft., purple: lvs. large, oblong, or ovate-oblong, green or bronze, 1–2 ft. long: raceme lax, forked or simple; fls. red or brick-red, usually in pairs, the bracts orbicular or oblong; sepals oblong-lanceolate, ½ in. long, tinged with red; petals oblong-lanceolate, 1½ in. in staminodia entire or emarginate, 2½ in. long, bright red or orange; lip bright red or yellow-red: caps. large. W. Indies, S. Amer. B.M. 2498. B.R. 775.—Starch is procured from the roots, and for this purpose the plant is widely cult. in the tropics.

21. Warsewiczii, Dietr. (C. sanguinea, Warc.). St. claret-purple and glaucescent, 6–4 ft.: lvs. oblong and acute to less claret- or bronze-tinted, ½ ft. long and nearly one-half as broad; raceme simple and rather dense, with ovate, brown, glaucous bracts; sepals lanceolate, ½ in., glaucous purple; petals lanceolate, acuminate, nearly 2 in. long, reddish and glaucous; staminodia oblong-lanceolate, entire, 2½–3 in. long, bright scarlet; lip oblong-lanceolate, emarginate, bright scarlet. C. Warsewiczii, Brazil. B.M. 4854. C. Sellió, Hort. (C. pátens, Baker), of S. Brazil, is tomentose: sepals ovate; petals oblong-lanceolate, united into a tube; staminodia strongly reflexed, one 2-parted.

EE. The staminodia united into a tube, or at least connate at base.

22. Lúmbertii, Lindl. (C. péppipí, Bouché). St. stout, very tall (to 10 or 11 ft.): green and glabrous, 12–14 ft.; lvs. oblong-lanceolate to elliptic, green, acute: raceme simple or forked, lax and few-fld., the bracts large and oblong, green; sepals lanceolate, pale purple or lilac, ½ in. long; petals lanceolate, acuminate, 1½ in. long, purple; staminodia unlike, ovate, entire, scarcely longer than the petals, connate at base, bright crimson; lip bright crimson-purple: caps. oblong, large. W. Indies, S. Amer. B.R. 470.

23. latifólia, Miller (C. gigantea, Desf. C. macrophylía, Hort. C. neálecta, Weinn. C. gemélla, Nees. C. Altensémbii, Bouché). St. stout, very tall (10–16 ft.) pubescent: lvs. ovate or ovate-oblong, acute, green, but purplermarginated, the lower ones 3–4 ft. long; fls. in several racemes forming a panicle, the bracts oblong or the lower ones becoming several inches long; sepals oblong and green, ½ in. long, very unequal, petals lanceolate, acuminate, 2 in. long, scarlet; staminodia united into a tube, entire at apex or one of them 3-lobed, somewhat twisted, brick-red; lip brick-red: caps. large. S. Amer. L.B.C. 7:634.

785. Stool of canna, showing how it may be divided.
flowers corymbose; calyx campanulate, of 5 (rarely 3) sepals, which are much shorter than the long tubular corolla; stamens inserted at the base of the corolla, but exceeding it in length.—Six species in S. Amer. One kind is recommended in Eu. as a coolhouse shrub. No tenderer than fuchsia. Prop. by cuttings in sand under a bell-jar.

capricifolia, Juss. (C. depêndens, Pers.). Much-branched shrub, about 4 ft. high; branches more or less downy: lvs. very variable, generally oblong-ovate, acute, tapering at the base, entire or serrate, downy or glabrous: fls. 5–8, drooping vertically, in a kind of leafy, terminal corymb; calyx pale, membranous, green-streaked, 5-toothed, a fourth shorter than the corolla-tube; corolla long-funnel-shaped, the tube 2½ in. long, red, usually streaked; limb of fringed, obovate, crimson lobes which are much shorter than the tube; stamens included. Peru. Apr. May. B.M. 4582. F.S. 7:650. R.H. 1858, p. 294. R.B. 27:181.—One of the choicest of European greenhouse plants. Very liable to red spider.

c. bicolor, Lam. Distinguished from the above by the entire lvs. which are shorter, about 1 in. long, and the solitary fls. with a short, yellow tube, the limb not fringed. The fls. droop, but not vertically. Peru. B.M. 4729. F.S. 4:343. Probably less desirable than the above.—C. purpurea, Jacq. Lvs. generally broader and more toothed than in C. bicolor: fls. as many as 17, in an erect, terminal, compound corymb; calyx red-tinted, nearly half as long as the yellow corolla-tube; corolla about 1½ in. long, with a white limb; stamens long, exerted. Peru. B.M. 4386. F.S. 4:388.

WILHELM MILLER. N. TAYLOR.†

caprifolium: Cynodon.

capristis, Linn. Fig. 785. Spiny shrub, 3 ft. high, often straggling and vine-like: lvs. roundish or ovate, deciduous: fls. borne singly, alternately, and fading before noon; sepal 4; petals 4, oblong, clavell, wavy, white, 1½ in. long; stamens 40–50; filaments purple above, perhaps the chief beauty of the plant. B.M. 291. —What seems to be the long style with a short unopened stigma, is really the elongated peduncle or torus topped by the pistil, which has no style and a minute stigma. Var. rupestris (C. rupestris, Sibth. & Smith) is a spineless form.

Mitchellii, Lindl. A much-branched shrub, usually very spiny, and more or less densely tomentose: lvs. ovate-oblong, 1–1¾ in. long, narrowed into a short petiole: fls. few, axillary, white or yellowish, followed by a tomentose globular berry 2 in. diam. Sand plains of Austral.—Suitable for dry places outdoors in S. Calif.

c. acuminata, Lindl. St. shrubby, with flexuous, smooth branches: lvs. petioled ovato-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. large, solitary, white, the conspicuous stamens 3–4 times as long as the petals. China. B.R. 1326. WILHELM MILLER. N. TAYLOR.†

capricifolium: Loniceræ.

c. capristis, Linn. St. shrubby, with flexuous, smooth branches: lvs. petioled ovato-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. large, solitary, white, the conspicuous stamens 3–4 times as long as the petals. China. B.R. 1326. WILHELM MILLER. N. TAYLOR.†

c. capristis, Linn. St. shrubby, with flexuous, smooth branches: lvs. petioled ovato-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. large, solitary, white, the conspicuous stamens 3–4 times as long as the petals. China. B.R. 1326. WILHELM MILLER. N. TAYLOR.†

capristis, Linn. St. shrubby, with flexuous, smooth branches: lvs. petioled ovato-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. large, solitary, white, the conspicuous stamens 3–4 times as long as the petals. China. B.R. 1326. WILHELM MILLER. N. TAYLOR.†

786. Normal 2-loculed fruit of Capsicum, in cross-section.
Ivs. flesh corolla Ivs. lobed, duncles ones varieties. Golden Emperor, large, paratively either size, DC.). Coral or pbconical Suff. It The nials. Kept. of loculed Var. Var. Var. 787. annuum, usually Calyx Upright, CAYENNE. Fr. erect, or CAYENNE. Heroaceous, about 3 ft. Chile. CARAGANA (Caragan, its Mongolian name). Legu- minöse. pea tree. Ornamental shrubs chiefly known for their bright yellow flowers; some species are also used for hedges.

Leaves abruptly pinnate, often with persistent spiny-pointed rachis; its small, entire; stipules deciduous or persistent and spiny: fls. papilionaceous; standard upright, like the wings with long claws; keel obtuse and straight; stamens 10, 9 connate, I free; ovary scarcely stipitate: pod linear, terete, straight, 2-valved, with several seeds. —More than 60 species from S. Russia to China, most of them in Cent. Asia. Monograph by Komarov in Act. Hort. Petrop. 29:179–388 (1908), with 16 plates. The caraganas are deciduous unarmed or spiny shrubs
with yellow, rarely whitish or pinkish flowers axillary and solitary or fascicled, followed by linear pods. The cultivated species are quite hardy, except a few Himalayan species. They grow in almost any soil, but best in a sandy soil and sunny position, and are well adapted for shruberies. *C. arborescens* is the only one which grows into a small tree, and is of upright habit, like *C. frutescens*, which is about half as high and more graceful; most of the other species are low shrubs, of usually spreading habit. *C. arborescens* is one of the best hedge shrubs for the prairies of the Northwest.

Propagation is by seeds sown in fall or in spring; if kept dry during the winter, soaking in tepid water for two or three days before sowing will be of advantage; also increased by root-cuttings and layers, or by grafting on seedling stock of *C. arborescens* in spring.

A. Lfts. 12–18, ½–1 in. long: *rachis deciduous.*

b. *Rachis of the lvs. deciduous: pedicles as long or longer than the lfts.*

**CARALLUM**

(Caralluma) arborescens, Lam. (C. Altigiana, Poir. C. arborescens var. arenaria, Kotschy, Hirt., Hort.). Fig. 790. From 4–6 ft.: lfts. 12–18, obovate, pubescent when young, grayish green, ½ in. long or shorter: lfts. 1 or 2, yellow, ½ in. long; pedicel about as long as the fl. Siberia, China. L.B. C. 11: 1064.—Under this name a dwarf form of *C. arborescens* is often cult. Var. megalantha, Schneid. Lfts. bright green, ½ in. or sometimes ¾ in. long: lfts. 1½ in. long.

**CARAGANA**

(Caragana) Ifts. obovate, 6–10 in. long, yellow; *rachis deciduous.*

**CARAGUATA.** One to 3 ft.: lfts. short, ¼ in.: lvs. nearly sessile; lfts. 4, approximate and almost digitate, cuneate, linear-elliptic or linear-lanceolate, glabrous, ½–1½ in. long, yellow, ½ in. long. May. N. China. G.O.H. 30.

Pygmarea, DC. (C. gracioli, Hort.). One to 3 ft.: lfts. short, ¼ in.: lvs. nearly sessile; lfts. 4, approximate and almost digitate, cuneate, linear-elliptic or linear-lanceolate, glabrous, ½–1½ in. long, yellow, ½ in. long. May. G.O.H. 30.

Pygmarea, DC. (C. gracioli, Hort.). One to 3 ft.: lfts. short, ¼ in.: lvs. nearly sessile; lfts. 4, approximate and almost digitate, cuneate, linear-elliptic or linear-lanceolate, glabrous, ½–1½ in. long, yellow, ½ in. long. May. N. China. G.O.H. 30.

**CARALUMA**

By the latest monographer referred to G. mac CURTIS, which see.

**CARAGUATA.** By the latest monographer referred to G. mac CURTIS, which see.

**CARALLUM**

(Arabian name). *Asclepiadaceae.* Low succulents, sometimes seen in collections; about 40 species, from S. Spain and Afr. to Arabia and India. They resemble stapelias, and require similar treatment. The sts. are leafless, somewhat branched, erect, 4-sided and the angles toothed; lfts. near the summit of the sts., more or less clustered, purple, brown and yellow, and other colors; corolla rotate and 5-parted: fr. long and slender follicles. The carallumas are probably not in the American trade. Some of the names that may be expected in collections are *C. alcendraens, B. Br.; C. affinis, Wildem.; C. campanulata, N. E. Br. (Boucerosia campanulata, Wight); C. commutata, Berger (sometimes grown as *C. Sprenger*); C. fanfrata, Wall.; C. invera, N. E. Br.; C. Lantii, N. E. Br.;
CARALLUMA

*C. Sprengerii*, N. E. Br.; *C. Simonis*, Berger (Boucrosia Simonis, Hort.); *C. torta*, N. E. Br.

CARDAMONIA: An incorrect or doubtful name for *Cnicus*, which see.

CARDAMINE (Greek name of a cress). *Cruciferae.* Small mostly leafy-stemmed perennials (the annual species apparently not cultivated), growing in low rich land, blooming in spring or early summer.

Flowers sometimes large for size of plant, white or purple; petals obovate or spatulate; pods linear and straight, more or less flattened, the wingless seeds in 1 row, valves usually separating elastically from the base: lvs. simple or pinnate or lyrate: root often tuberous or rhizomatous.—About 50 species, largely in boreal or alpine regions. Of easy cult. Only *C. pratensis* is much known among growers.

*pratensis*, Linn. *Cuckoo Flower.* Fig. 792. Plant slender and usually glabrous, 12-20 in. somewhat branched: lvs. pinnately divided: lfts. of root-lvs. small and rounded (½ in. or less across), those of the upper st.-lvs. oblong or even linear and entire or somewhat toothed: fls. ¼ in. long, in a corymb, white or rose-color, pretty. Eu. and Amer., in the northern parts.—In the gardens it is chiefly known in the double-fld. form, which probably has been derived from European rather than American sources. There are other forms of it. It is an excellent little plant to grow in moist places, particularly along creeks and about springs. It is also useful in drier places, as in rockeries.

*trifolia*, Linn. Attractive spring bloomer, 6 in., creeping: lvs. ternate, the toothed parts or segms. irregularly roundish: fls. snow-white, on a naked scape. S. Eu. B.M. 452.

*angulata*, Hook. Erect, 1-2 ft. high; lvs. 3-5-foliate, the lfts. ovate or oblong, and the middle one usually coarsely toothed: fls. rather large, white, in short, few-fld. racemes. Mts. of Ore. and Wash.—Intro. 1881 by Gillett.

L. H. B.

CARDAMONON: *Amomum* and *Elettaria.*

CARDIÁNDRA (Greek, heart, and man or stem; alluding to the shape of the anthers). *Saxifragaceae.* Ornamental half-shrubby plants, rarely cultivated for their white, lilac or pink flowers.

Suffruticose deciduous plants with alternate rather large lvs. and small pink, lilac or white fls. in terminal

792. Cardamine pratensis. Root-leaves not showing.

793. Fruit of Cardiospermum. (X½)

Loose corymbs surrounded by large sterile fls.: calyx-tube cupulate, adnate to the ovary; petals 5; stamens numerous with filiform filament and suborbicular anthers; ovary inferior, incompletely 3-celled; styles 3, short; sterile fls. with 3 large sepal: caps. loculicidal.—Three species in Japan and China. Tender plants, thriving in any good garden soil; best in a partly shaded and moist position. Prop. by greenwood cuttings under glass.


ALFRED REIDEN.

CARDIAL FLOWER: *Lobelia cardinalis.*

CARDIOSPÉRMUM (Greek, heart-seed, from the white heart-shaped spot on the round black seed; hence the plant was thought a cure for heart diseases). *Sapindaceae.* Tendril-climbing tropical herbs.

Leaves alternate, biter-nate; lfts. coarsely serrate: fls. small, white, polygamous or dioecious, in axillary racemes or corymb: sepals and petals 4, in pairs; stamens 8, ovary 2-celled, followed by a membranous capsule.

A dozen species widely distributed. The most popular is the interesting balloon-vine, which is a rapid-growing, woody perennial, behaving as an annual, curious for its inflated seed-vessels. Fig. 793. Prop. by seeds.

*Halicaéabum*, Linn. Fig. 794.


Height 10 ft. st. and branches grooved: lvs. glabrous, oblong-acuminate, deeply dentate: balloons an inch or more thick. Trop. India, Afr., and Amer. B.M. 1049.

—A general favorite, especially with children. Grown as a garden annual.

Hirsutum, Wild. Creeping or ascending perennial vine with densely hairy grooved st. and lvs. as in the preceding, but usually hairy on the under surface: fls. not showy: fr. pointed, hirsute; the globular chocolate-brown seed is borne on the detaching parachute-like dissemination. Afr.—A useful perennial in S. Calif. for covering arbors; evergreen and blooming continuously.

N. TAYLOR.

CARDOON (*Cynara Cardánculus*, Linn.). A thistle-like plant of southern Europe, cultivated for the thick leaf-stalk and midrib.

It is thought to be of the same species as the artichoke, and to have been developed from it by long cultivation and selection. See *Cynara*. The plant has been
introduced into South America, and has run wild extensively on the pampas. Darwin writes that "no cultivated plant has run wild on such an enormous scale as the cardoon." From the artichoke it differs in taller and more prickly growth and smaller heads. The cardoon is perennial, but it is not hardy, and is treated as an annual. Seeds are sown in spring, either in pots under glass or in the open where the plants are to stand. The later sowing is usually preferred. The plants are given on dry land, but the largest species grow in low grounds and swales, and often form much of the bulk of bog hay. Carices cover great areas of marsh land in the upper Mississippi region and are employed in the manufacture of "grass carpets" or Crex fabrics. The species are difficult to distinguish because they are very similar, and the study of them is usually left to specialists. Some of our broad-leaved native species make excellent borders and interesting clumps in corners about buildings and along walls. Of such are C. platypyla, C. plantaginea, and C. albursina. Many of the lowland species are excellent adjuncts to the pond of hardy aquatics. Others have very graceful forms, with drooping spikes and slender culms (Fig. 798). The following native species, and probably others, have been offered by collectors: C. aurea, C. eburnea, C. flava, C. Grati (one of the best), C. hystricina, C. lupulina, and its var. pedunculata, C. lurida, C. paupercula, C. penn-sylvanica, C. plantaginea, C. Pseudo-Cyperus, C. retroversa, C. Richardsonii, C. riparia, C. Tuckermanii, C. uriculata, C. vulpinodora. The species present no difficulties in cultivation if the natural habitat is imitated. Propagated readily by seed sown in late fall (germinating in spring) or by division of the clumps.

795. Leaf of Canada thistle.—Carduus arvensis or Cirsium arvense.

Rich soil and should have abundant moisture supply, for they must make continuous and strong growth. When the leaves are nearly full grown, they are tied together near the top, straw is piled around the head, and earth is banked against it. This is to blanch the plant, for it is not able to stand if so treated. From two to four weeks is required for the blanching. The procedure is necessary, as that adopted for the blanching of celery or endive. If the plants are late, they may be dug just before frost and blanched in a storage pit. The plants are usually grown 2 to 3 feet apart, in rows which are 4 feet apart. They are sometimes grown in trenches, after the old way of growing celery. Cardoon is very little known as a vegetable in America except among foreigners.

796. Carex (C. scoparia), with androgynous spikes and lenticular achenes. (X1). N. Amer.

CáRDUS (the ancient Latin name of these plants). Compositae. Thistle. Spiny-leaved annual, biennial or perennial herbs, sometimes grown in borders and rock-gardens for the interesting habit and the heads of purple or white flowers.

Carduus is sometimes united with Cirsium, but is here kept distinct, being separated chiefly by non-plumose or only indistinctly serrate pappus-bristles (see Cirsium). The common weedy thistles are referred either to Carduus or Cirsium, depending on the definition of the genus. Fig. 795 shows the spiny leaf of one of these. Under the restricted use of the name, Carduus comprises about 80 species, from the Canary Isls. to Japan. For C. benedicti, see Cirsus.

acanthoïdes, Linn. A much-branched perennial about 18-24 in. high: lvs. bright green, pinnately parted, the nerves very prominent beneath, spinose-margined: the solitary heads long-peduncled, the fls. purple and showy. S. Eu.—Scarcely known in Amer.

C. Maricänus, Hort., is a silybum, and C. Tauricum, Hort., is a Cirsium. Both are advertised in England, but are unknown in Amer.

N. TAYLOR.

CáREX (name of obscure origin). Cyperaceae. Sedge. Grass-like perennials of very many kinds, a few of which are grown in bogs or as border plants.

Flowers unisexual, in spikes, the stamine naked and subtended by a bract or scale, the pistillate comprising a single pistil inclosed in a thin sac or perigynium; monoeccious or rarely dioecious; st. or culms solid, not jointed, mostly 2-ranked: lvs. grass-like but 3-ranked. One large group has 2 styles and a lenticular achene, and the spikes are commonly androgynous or contain both sexes (Fig. 796); another division has 3 styles and a triangular achene, and the spikes are commonly unisexual, the staminate being above (Figs. 797, 798).

Carices are very abundant in cool temperate regions, both in species and in individual plants. There are more than 500 known species. Many of them grow

797. Carex (C. lurida), with staminate terminal spikes and trigonous achenes. (X 1/2). N. Amer.
CARICA

(C. Vilmorinii, Mott. C. Vilmoriniana, Hort.). Densely tufted, with many very narrow lvs., and filiform culms 1½ ft. or less high; spikes 3-7, the terminal staminate, linear and short-stalked, the lateral pistillate (or perhaps staminate at base), oblong or cylindrical and dense-fld., about 1 in. long, and with aristate scales: perigynium 3-angled (stigmas 3), lanceolate, attenuate at base and with a 2-toothed sebaceous beak. New Zeal.—A good hardy edging plant when a tufted grassy effect is desired.

Buchananni, Berger (C. ruida, Boott, var. Buchananni, Kuek.). Allied to the preceding: densely tufted: lvs. leathery, semi-terete, very narrow, brown-red; spikes 3-6, the terminal staminate, and linear-cylindrical, long-stalked, the lateral pistillate and cylindrical, ½ in. long, densely-fld.; perigynium plano-convex (stigmas 2), produced into a long margined scabrous deeply bidentate beak. New Zeal.—Grown for its reddish foliage.

Gardnerti, Kunth (C. vulgaris, Fries; var. Gardnerti, Boott). Culms erect, 1-2 ft.: lvs. long and grass-like: staminate fls. in terminal spikes: pistillate fls. in 2-3 cylindrical, sessile or sub sessile spikes: perigynium lenticular, small, very short-beaked, obscurely 2-toothed, finely nerved, longer than the narrow scale.

Japan, Austral. New Zeal.—Useful for bog planting.

Fraseri, Andr. (Cymophyllus Fraseri, Mack.). Lvs. 1 in. or more broad, stiff, but with no midnerve, flat and thick, evergreen; culm 16 in. or less high—bearing at its summit a single whitish spike which is staminate at top: perigynium ovoid, thin and inflated. Rich mountain woods, Va. B.M. 1391 (as C. Fraseriana).—Rare, and a very remarkable plant.

C. Æneas, Nees. Robust, with curving lvs. to 2 ft. long and 3½ in. broad; fr. berry-like (whence the name), crimson or vermilion, in clustered spikes standing well above the lvs. India. G. 1:461. Useful for pots or for planting in a conservatory, for its ornamental fr., but probably not now in cult. conservatorially.—C. gigante variegato is offered abroad as a “very elegant, showy and charming” carex.—C. riparius, Curt., a rank-growing lowland species of wide distribution, is sometimes grown in a variegated-iv. form. The name has no botanical standing.—With the extension of wild gardening, and particularly of bogs and water-gardening, many other species of Carex may be expected to appear in the trade lists.

L. B. L. B.

CÁRICA (a geographical name). Papayaceae. PAPAYA. Small, rapid-growing, unbranched trees, commonly grown in greenhouses as foliage plants and often bearing fruit under such conditions. Juice milky.

Leaves large, soft, long-stalked, in clusters at the top of the trunk: usually dicous, the male fls. on long axillary peduncles, funnel-shaped, with 10 anthers in the throat, the pistillate fls. larger and with 5 distinct petals and a single pistil with 5-rayed stigma, sessile in the axis of the lvs. —Perhaps 20 species, all native to the American tropics, but C. papaya is cult. throughout the tropics for its delicious edible fruits. See Papaya.

The soil most suited for carica is a rich loam, having perfect drainage. As the stem is succulent and tender, great care is necessary to avoid bruising, hence pot-grown plants are much to be preferred to seedlings from the open ground. Seeds should be selected from the best and largest fruits and sown in a well-worked bed under a slight shade. If seeds are quite old, they should be soaked in warm water before sowing. The seedling plants are delicate, and require close watching at first to avoid damping-off. As soon as plants are well up remove the shading, and after the third leaf appears they may be pricked out into a larger bed, or better, potted off in fairly rich soil. After plants are a few weeks old, and have been shifted once into larger pots, they may be set permanently outdoors in the tropics. Caricas seldom branch, but usually grow upright like a palm, hence cuttings are not often available. Sometimes small branches form, and these may be cut off as readily as most tropicaceous plants, provided the cutting is not too young and tender. This method has been found in Florida to be too slow, and what is evidently a better method of propagation, by means of graftage, has been devised by Edward Simmonds, of the Plant Introduction Field Station, Miami, Florida. Numerous shoots are formed by the buds at the leaf-scarc when a papaya tree is topped, as many as fifty or more being produced. “One of these shoots is taken when a few inches long and about the diameter of a lead pencil, is sharpened to a wedge point, the leaf surface reduced, and inserted in a cleft in a young seedling which has been decapitated when 5 to 10 inches high, and split with an unusually sharp, thin grafting-knife. At this age the trunk of the young seedling has not yet formed the hollow space in the center. Seeds planted in the greenhouse in February produce young seedlings large enough to graft some time in March; these grafted trees, which can be grown in pots, when set out in the open ground in May or the latter part of April, make an astonishing growth and come into bearing in November or December; they continue bearing throughout the following spring and summer, and if it is advisable, can be left to bear fruit into the following autumn.” Varieties of superior flavor and better size and shape for shipping, as well as hermaphrodite varieties, may now be successfully maintained. For complete description of this method see “The Grafted Papaya as an Annual Fruit Tree,” by David Fairchild and Edward Simmonds, Circular No. 119, Bureau of Plant Industry, 1913. In temperate climates, caricas have been found to be good decorative plants for both conservatory and summer bedding, the deeply cut, palmate leaves forming a striking contrast to ordinary vegetation. In bedding out, select open, sunny exposure, with perfect drainage and make the trees as friable. Constant cultivation with a light hoe will cause a

708. Carex (C. longirostris), with terminal staminate spikes and drooping pistillate spikes in a well-worked bed. No. Amer.

709. Carex Morrowii.
luxuriant growth under these conditions, and the planter will be amply repaid for his trouble by beautiful showy specimens as tropical-appearing as palms.

Papaya, Linn. (Papaya Cárica, Gaertn.). PAyPA. PAWPAW. The commonest species in cult., sometimes growing to a height of 20 ft., with large palmately 7-lobed lvs., sometimes 2 ft. across, and fr. shaped like a small, round up to 8 in. long, thick, hanging, especially from the lower axis of the pistillate plant. B.M. 2508—9. From the frs., which vary in size up to 15 lbs., and in number to the tree from 20—50, is extracted the papaya juice, which furnishes the papain of commerce. This is obtained by slashing the fr. and collecting the milky liquid in porcelain-lined receptacles, where it is allowed to evaporate. When evaporated to a granular condition, it is ready for the market and brings from $4—$6 a lb. in the crude state. The papaya has of recent years become one of the commonest table frs. of the tropics. The flesh, which is usually of a salmon-pink or yellow color, is excellent when one becomes accustomed to its peculiar flavor, and resembles somewhat a most luscious muskmelon. From its large content of papain, it may be eaten without injury in considerable quantities and assists in the digestion of other foods. As the tree grows with great rapidity in tropical climates, it may be treated as an annual, the seeds being sown in prepared beds, well cared for and transplanted to their permanent places when well established. They will then bear fr. late in the succeeding autumn. The method of graftage described on p. 663 is preferable, however. The frs. have a considerable cavity, which, in the smaller rounded frs., is well filled with the small brownish or blackish seeds. The firm skin, the firmness of which may be increased by selection, will permit of shipping to a distance. The plant is sometimes polygamous, and from such plants in Hawaii there have been bred types which appear to have great promise as a shipping fr. The green frs. are frequently used as vegetables, and the lvs., if cooked with tough meat, are said to make it tender, due to the digestive principle.

candidarénsis, Hook. f. (C. candidarénsis, Lindl.). This is a more hardy ornamental species with numerous lvs., dark green above and pale beneath, rounded-heart-shaped, 3/4 ft. across, 5-lobed to the center with pinnatifid lobes; fls. green and pubescent; fr. yellow, 3-angled, glossy, bright. B.M. 6198.

—Hardy in S. Calif., but the frs. of no value and of no market price.

quercifolia, Benth. & Hook. (Vasconcellea quercifolia, St. Hil.). Lvs. shaped like those of the English oak, palmately 3-lobed, and containing a greater percentage of papain than C. Papaya; frs. small.—Hardy in S. Calif.

gracilis, Solsn. (Papaya gracilis, Regel). Habit of C. Papaya; trunk simple, 4—6 ft. high, slender, very glabrous: lvs. 5-digitate; the lobes sinuate-lobed, the middle one 3-lobed, the whole blade suborbicular in outline, petiolar. Brazil. Gt. 1879:986.

S. C. STUNZ.†

CARÍSSA (aboriginal name). APOCYNACEAE. Very branchy spinose shrubs of the tropics of the eastern hemisphere, cultivated for ornament or hedges, but here mainly for the edible berry-like fruits.

Flowers white, solitary or in cymes; lobs of calyx and corolla 5, the 5 stamens free and included in the tube of the calyx; anthers bent; ovary simple.—About 30 species. Used abroad as greenhouse plants but grown in this country only in S. Fla., and Calif. Prop. by seeds and cuttings of ripe wood.

Carandas, Linn. CARAUNDA. CHRIST’S-THORN. EVER-green shrub or small tree, with dark green ovate or elliptic mucronate entire lvs., strong axillary spines (which are often forked) and fragrant white fls. in clusters of 2—3, the corolla twisted to the left in the bud: fr. the size of a cherry (1 in. diam.), reddish, pleasant-flavored. India. L.B.C. 7:663.—Reaches 20 ft. Half-hardy in Cent. Fla. The frs. are eaten from the hand or made into a jelly much like currants when ripe, and pickled when green.

bispinosa, Desf. (C. arduina, Lam.). AMATUNGULU. MARITZGULA. Spines strong, often 2 in. long: lvs. ovate and subcordate, mucronate, glabrous and entire: fls. white, the corolla twisted to the right in the bud. S. Afr.—A choice evergreen shrub, rather hardy, with thick camellia-like very glossy lvs.: fls. large; fragrant, white, and borne profusely and continuously: fr. dark red, size of a cherry, good. L.B.C. 4:387. Closely resembles C. grandiflora, but fls. slightly smaller and frs. in clusters; seeds lanceolate.

grandiflora, DC. NATAL PLUM. Spiny shrub: lvs. ovate-acuminate, tapering to the base: fls. large, white, fragrant, solitary and terminal, twisted to the right, heterogamous: fr. red, 1—1 1/2 in. long, resembling cranberries in flavor when cooked, and having a papery skin, milky juice and few small almost circular seeds. Sauce made from this fr. is almost indistinguishable in flavor from cranberry sauce, but the frs. ripen so irregularly, and are much along continued, as to be never made use of, but only for home-garden use unless handled on a large scale. Said to be the finest hedge plant in S. Afr. B.M. 6307.

acuminata, DC. Spines weak: lvs. smaller, ovate-acute, subcordate, mucronate; peduncles short, forked, axillary: fls. with lance-acuminate calyx-lobes, the corolla twisted to the right in the bud. S. Afr.—Perhaps not different from C. bispinosa.

C. edulis, Vahl. A straggling shrub with small purple edible fr. from Trop. Afr. Intro. from Abyssinia, but has not yet been thoroughly tested. The plant in the American trade under this name is described as much more vigorous; lvs. persistent, ovate-acuminate: frs. 10—25 in axillary clusters, white and pink, jasmine-scented; berries ovate, red but turning black at maturity. 1-seeded, follicle, R. Br., from Austral, a more open shrub than any of the preceding, the small frs. of which are edible and used for jellies, has been intro. by the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction as a possible stock for the more tender species, in the hope of extending the range of these frs.—C. spiniferum, DC., a small edible-fruited evergreen shrub from India is said to be an important element in reforestation since it persists on the poorest and rockiest soils in spite of greedily eaten by sheep and goats.

S. C. STUNZ.†

CARLINA (said to have cured the army of Charlemagne [Carolinus] of the plague). COMPOSIETEA. Low rather coarse annuals, biennials or perennials, with thistle-like foliage, large white or purplish heads, a fleshy pappus, and an outer ring of corollas bracts coriaceous, usually spiny, the inner ones colored or shiny and petal-like: fr. a silky-hairy achene. —Some 15—20 species in the Medit. region. An open sunny place and ordinary garden soil are all they require. They are capital for the sunny part of a roekery. Propagated by cuttings or seeds.

acaulis, Linn. A very dwarf hardy perennial; height 3—6 in.: lvs. glossy, pinnatifid, divided, with spiny ends: fl. rising barely above the foliage, solitary, very interesting, the scales surrounding the fl.-head being long and narrow and ray- or petal-like, silky, shiny: head 6 in. across when expanded, white. June, July and late fall. G.C. II. 13:720—1. G.L. 19:178.

acanthifolia, Linn. A white-tomentose thick-lyd. biennial, the lvs. oblong, the upper pinnatifid and spiny: fl.-heads 4 in. wide, yellowish purple. S. Eu. July and later. G.C. III. 47:68.—Little known in U. S. N. TAYLOR.†

CARLUDOVICA (Charles IV, and his Queen Louisa, of Spain). CYCLOSTACHYACEAE. Palm-like, sometimes merely herbaceous plants, of tropical America.

The plants are stemless, or sometimes with a lax creeping st., and usually have stalked, sometimes sessile, flabellate lvs.: fls. monoeious, the two sexes being on the same spadix, which is inclosed in a 4-lyd. spathe; staminate fls. with many stamens and many-
lobed calyx, 4 of them surrounding a pistillate fl.—the latter have a 4-sided ovary, 4 barren stamens, and 4-lobed calyx: fr. a 4-sided, many-seeded berry. The carludovias are usually regarded and treated as stoved palms by gardeners. They are useful for decoration. The family Cyclanthaceae is exclusively tropical American, of about 45 species and 6 genera (Stelastesylis, Carludovia, Sarcinanthus, Ludovia, Evodianthus, Cyclanthus): it is often united with the Pandanaceae or screw-pine family.

The genus is an important economic one, as C. palmata, and perhaps other species, are the source of Panama hats. In making these, the leaves are cut young, the stiff veins removed, after which the leaves are slit into shreds, but not separated at the stalk end. It is said that hats of superior quality are plaited from a single leaf, without any joinings. U. S. Dept. Agric., Fiber Investigations. Rept. 9:112 (1897).

CARNATION
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CARNATION

800. Carludovia palmata.

Carludovia palmata is the species most frequently met with under cultivation. Under favorable conditions it grows to a height of about 8 feet. All of the kinds need stoved treatment during the winter months; in summer they may be used for subtropical bedding with good results. They have a certain palm-like appearance, but the leaves are of a softer texture than any of the palms. They may be propagated by division, choosing the early spring for the operation. C. palmata seeds freely. The fruit, when ripe, has an ornamental appearance for a short time after bursting open. The seeds are very small, and should be carefully washed free from the pulp, and sown on the surface of a pan of finely chopped sphagnum moss. Germination takes place in two weeks from sowing if kept in a brisk, moist heat. The species are not particular as to soil but the drainage must be perfect, as the plants require an abundance of water when growing. (G. W. Oliver.)

A. Lvs. 3-5-lobed.

palmata, Ruiz & Pav. Fig. 800. No trunk: petioles 3-5 ft. long, glabrous, terete and unarmed; blades 4-lobed, the lobes again cut into narrow segments, dark green, gracefully spreading, and drooping at the margin. Peru. R.H. 1861, p. 36.—The common species, and a very useful plant.

rotundifolia, Wendl. Much like the last, but more compact under cult., owing to the shorter petioles, but growing much larger: petiole distinctly pubescent; blade large and orbicular, 3- or 4-lobed. Costa Rica. B.M. 7083.

elegans, Williams. Blades with 4 or 5 lobes, which are very deeply cut into straight strap-like divisions. Probably of horticultural origin.

AA. Lvs. 2-lobed.

atrovirens, Wendl. Blades very deeply 2-lobed and very deep, rich green (whence the name, dark green), glabrous. Colombia.

húmilis, Poepp. & Endl. Dwarf: blades angular, 2-lobed at the summit, the segments more or less jagged but not divided, a foot or less broad. Colombia. R.H. 1869, p. 327.—One of the best.


imperíális, Lind. & André. Caudex short and prostrate: blades with 2 ovate-lanceolate entire segments, with very prominent veins, the lobes about 5 in. wide and shining green; petiole purplish, canaliculate, tumid at the base. Ecuador. I.H. 21:166 (by error 165).

The following species are in cult. in this country but not as yet known to the trade: C. junífera, Kunth. Stemless or sometimes creeping and with a round, sparsely branched st.; lvs. alternate 1-2 ft. S. Amer.—C. violácea, André. A much cut, low plant from Cent. Amer.—C. macrópódó, Klotasch. St. scarcely 1 ft. long: lvs. finely 3-nerved, deeply 2-parted, 1 1/2 ft. Colombia.—C. microcápula, Hook. l. St. a few inches high: lvs. numerous, 10-18 in. long, split into 2 or 8-nerved segments; petiole slender, purplish at base. Costa Rica. B.M. 7263.—C. plicáta, Klotasch. St. short; lvs. divided into 2 or 1-nerved segments; petioles channelled; spadix about 1 in. long: the thick woody caudex may not rise more than 1 ft. Colombia.—C. sédánum, Cowell. St. creeping, often 25 ft. long: lvs. several at the summit, about 18 in. long. St. Kitts.

N. TAYLOR.

CARMICHÈLLA (Capt. DuGald Carmichael, Scotch botanist, who wrote on the flora of the Cape and certain islands). Leguminósz. Shrubs, leafless or usually becoming so, either erect or depressed, with reddish or purplish small fls., rarely cult. There are about 20 species in New Zealand, very difficult of delimitation. Lvs. 1- or 3-5-foliolate, wanting or deciduous after the bloom has passed: fls. in lateral racemes; calyx cup-shaped or bell-shaped, 5-toothed; corolla papilionaceous, the standard orbicular and usually reflexed, the wings oblong and obtuse and somewhat falcate, the keel oblong and incurved and obtuse; upper stamen free: pod small, leathery, oblong to orbicular. C. grandiflóra, Hook. f., is recently offered in S. Calif.: it is much-branched, to 6 ft. high, with compressed and grooved glabrous erect branches: lvs. pinnately 3-5-foliolate, appearing in spring and early summer and then caducous, the fls. glabrous and obovate-cuneate: fls. about 1/4 in. long, in drooping racemes of 5-12, white or lilac. C. odorátá, Colenso, has pubescent drooping branches, and much smaller fls. in 10-20-fld. racemes: pod smaller (1/4 in. or less long) and longer-beaked.

L. H. B.
nal, mostly solitary; petals 5, flesh-colored, very broad, beardless, margins toothed; calyx cylindrical, with scaly bracts at base. June-Aug. S. Eu.; occasionally met in the wild state in England, where it was intro. through cult. A single-fl. and undevolved carnation is shown in Fig. 801. A section of a single fl. is depicted in Fig. 802, showing the 2 styles and the 5 stamens; also the bracts at the bottom, in 2 series, beneath the calyx. In Fig. 803 some of the beginnings of doubling are shown.

**General development.** (By Geo. C. Butz.)

Theophrastus, who lived about 300 years B.C., gave the name Dianthus (Greek dioö, divine; anthos, flower) to the group, probably suggested by the delightful fragrance. The specific name Caryophyllus (Greek, caryon, nut; and phyllon, leaf) has been applied to the clove-tree (Caryophyllus aromaticus), and because of the clove-like fragrance of the carnation this name was applied to it. The name carnation (Latin, carnatico, from cara, carnax, flesh) has reference to the flesh-color of the flowers of the original type. This plant has been in cultivation more than 2,000 years, for Theophrastus (History of Plants, translation) says: "The Greeks cultivate roses, gillyflowers, violets, narcissi, and iris," gillyflower being the old English name for the carnation. It was not, however, until the beginning of the sixteenth century that the development of the carnation into numerous varieties made an impression upon its history. The original flesh-color of its flowers was already broken up into red and white. The gardeners of Italy, France, Germany, Holland and England, with their respective ideals of beauty in this flower, contributed so many varieties that in 1597 Gerard wrote that "to describe each new variety of carnation were to roll Sisyphus' stone or number the sands."

There have been many attempts at classification, but most of them, like the varieties they serve, have disappeared. Two of them are as follows: A French scheme arranges all varieties into three classes: Grenadins (Fig. 801), including those with strong perfumes, flowers of medium size, either single or double, petals fringed, and of but one color; Flemands, including those with large flowers, round and double, rising in the center to form a convex surface, petals entire, either unicolored or striped with two or more colors; Panetiers, including those with colors arranged in bands on light grounds, the petals toothed or not. The English classification of these varieties makes four categories: Selfs, or those possessing only one color in the petals; Flakes, or those having a pure ground of white or yellow and each petal bordered with a band of color at the margin. This last class has been regarded with the distinction of a race.

In the early part of the nineteenth century, English gardeners exercised very great care in the growing of carnations to mature only perfect flowers. Imperfect and superfluous petals were extracted with forceps; petals appearing out of place were arranged in a perfect imbrication; the calyx-tube was cut partly down between the teeth, to prevent excessive splitting at one side and to give more freedom to the expansion of the flower. These and many more tedious details seem to have wrought the depreciation of this flower about the middle of the nineteenth century.

All the foregoing has reference to those types of carnations that are little known or grown in America at the present day; the varieties so common in Europe are usually kept in coldframes or coolhouses during the winter, and as spring approaches the plants are brought into their blooming quarters, for no flower is expected to appear until the month of July, when there is a great profusion of blossoms, but for a short season. Therefore, they can all be classed as a summer race. They are also grown permanently in the open.

**Development of the perpetual-flowering carnation (Remontant, Monthly, Forcing, or Tree).** Figs. 805-807.

The perpetual-flowering race of carnation, which has been brought to its highest state of perfection by American growers, and which is generally regarded as the "American carnation," really originated in France, and was grown in that country from its origin in 1840 until about the year 1850, before it was introduced to America. A French gardener, named M. Dalmais, obtained a constant-blooming carnation by crossing Eillet de Mahon, which bloomed in November, with pollen from Eillet Biohon, crossing again with the Flemish carnation, the first-named sort being disseminated under the name "Atin." By the year 1846 varieties in all colors had been secured and the type permanently fixed. These were taken up and improved upon in quality by other enthusiasts, among whom were M. Schmidt and M. Alphonse Alegatiere, of Lyons, France. The latter succeeded in securing varieties with rigid stems which in 1866 were given the name "tree-carnation." M. Schmidt's most prominent varieties were Arc-en-ciel and Etoile Polaire, which were grown for several years. But the strong rigid-stemmed varieties obtained by Alegatiere, which were termed tree-carnations in 1866, proved of greater value commercially, and became more generally cultivated. About the year 1852, a native of France who had settled near New York City, imported plants of this strain, which are leafy, showing one process in doubling.
and cultivated several varieties for a number of years. About the year 1856 the firm of Dailleledouze, Zeller & Gard imported plants of La Purité, a rose-colored variety, also Mont Blanc and Edwardisi, white, and Manteaux Royal, red-and-white variegated. These were used for crossing, and the first variety produced in America, about the year 1858, proved to be a great improvement on existing varieties. It was named “Mrs. Degraw,” and with another white variety named “Flat-bush,” was disseminated about the year 1864. Other varieties followed, and the work was taken up by other growers, among whom were M. Donati, who raised Astoria, a yellow which is conceded to be the ancestor of all the yellow varieties grown today; Rudolph Heintz, who raised Heintz’s White in 1876; Chas. T. Starr, whose most famous variety was Buttercup, introduced in 1884; Jos. Tailby, whose Grace Wilder became and remained the standard rose-pink variety until the introduction of Wm. Scott in 1893; John Thorpe and W. P. Simmons, who introduced Portia, Tidal Wave, Silver Spray and Daybreak in the eighties; Sewal Fisher, whose Mrs. Fisher appeared in 1890 and became one of the leading whites; E. G. Hill, whose most notable productions were Flora Hill, the leading white for several years, and America, a scarlet; R. Witterstaetter, who obtained Estelle, Aristocrat, Afterglow and Pres. J. A. Valentine; John Hartje, who raised the scarlet Jubilee; Peter Fisher, whose Mrs. Thos. W. Lawson, Beacon, and Enchantress with its several sports, became leaders in their respective colors; C. W. Ward, who disseminated Governor Roosevelt, Harry Penn and Mrs. C. W. Ward.

The late Frederick Dorner conducted the most systematic work in developing the carnation, and succeeded in producing a strain which is recognized as the highest development of the American carnation. His records, which cover a period of 22 years, contain a complete list of the many thousands of crosses made during that time. This strain is distinguished for its easy-growing habit, its freedom and steadiness in producing blooms, the diversity of colors and its adaptability to commercial growing. His labors produced such varieties as Wm. Scott, Mme. Diaz Albertini, White Cloud, Mrs. Geo. M. Bradt, G. H. Crane, Lady Bountiful, White Perfection, Pink Delight, White Wonder and Gloriosa, all leaders in their respective colors.

Through the rapid strides in its development, after being introduced in this country, the carnation established itself as one of the leading flowers for commercial growing and now stands second only to the rose in commercial importance. Not only does it share equally with the rose the bench space in most large growing establishments, but many large ranges are devoted entirely to the carnation. Growing methods have been perfected by the carnation specialists until the practices employed during its early history have been entirely superseded. Since its first arrival in America, over 1,200 varieties have been introduced, and the quality has been improved until the highest developed varieties produce blooms measuring 4½ inches in diameter and are carried on rigid stems 3 feet long.

In 1891 the American Carnation Society was organized to promote the interests of the carnation. By holding exhibitions annually it has assisted materially in popularizing the flower. A system of registering new varieties is in operation, which prevents confusion in nomenclature.

From this country, the improved strain of the perpetual-flowering carnation has returned to European countries, being grown in increased quantities each year and displacing all the older types of carnation for commercial growing.

Culture of outdoor or flower-garden carnations. Fig. 808.

Americans are not sufficiently aware of the excellence of some of the forms of the flower-garden or border carnation. While perennial, like the greenhouse carnation, many of them bloom profusely the first year from seed and are described as annuals. The Marguerite type is one of the most useful. These forms bloom by midsummer from early-sown seeds, and with some protection the plants will pass the winter in the open and bloom again the following spring. The Margaret strain, distinct from the Marguerite, bears double flowers, sulfur-yellow, and also blooms the first season from early-sown seed. The Chabaud strains behave similarly. The Grenadins (Fig. 801) bloom the first year from seed. They pro-
duce fine singles, of simple form and strong fragrance, although more than half of any sowing from improved seed may produce various degrees of double bloom. Riviera Market and others bloom in autumn from spring-sown seeds. The culture of the hardy or flower-garden carnations is very simple. Their profusion of summer bloom makes them desirable.

The Picotee class (Fig. 804) is little known in this country. It is a hardy perennial in England, and the fine strains are often propagated by layers (Fig. 809). They also do well from seeds, blooming freely the second year.

The Malmaison strain, which was the leading carnation in England before the advent of the Perpetual-flowering strain, has been found of little value in this country. On account of its large size it was used to some extent for breeding purposes, but with unsatisfactory results.

The border carnation is a more condensed and bushy plant than the long-stemmed few-flowered plant seen in the American greenhouses, although there are different families or groups of them as there are of phlox or snapdragons. Some forms are dwarf and some tall-growing.

American methods of culture for indoor bloom.

The modern method of propagating the carnation for commercial growing is by means of cuttings which are taken from either the blooming stock or from plants that are grown for cuttings alone. The old method of layering (Fig. 800) would prove too slow in increasing stock for present-day needs. Millions of cuttings are rooted each season for planting the houses for blooming purposes. So much depends on the quality of the cuttings in keeping up the vitality in the stock that expert growers have learned to discriminate in their selection. The best cuttings, if taken from the blooming stock, are those from near the middle of the flower-stems (Fig. 810). These will not only show greater vitality than those taken higher up or lower, but they will prove more floriferous. The tip cuttings are likely to give a flower-bud immediately and, if this is pinched out, develop into a weak plant. Those taken from the base develop a large spreading growth known as "grassy." The cuttings are severed by an outward pull and are afterward trimmed of all surplus foliage before being inserted in the propagating sand. Have a sharp knife with which to trim and a pail of fresh water into which to throw the cuttings as they are trimmed. Make a smooth cut at the base, near the joint, so that the lower pair of leaves will peel off readily, leaving a half-inch of clear stem to go into the sand. Shorten those leaves which turn outward, leaving those which stand fairly upright. The removal of part of the foliage is to avoid crowding in the bench and also to prevent flagging while the cutting is giving off more moisture through its leaves than it is taking up through the stem. The cuttings are inserted in the sand about $\frac{3}{6}$ inch deep in rows across the bench, placing the cuttings about $\frac{3}{4}$ inch apart in the row and the rows about 2 1/2 inches apart, according to the size of the cuttings. Use a putty knife for making the cut in the sand. The sand is kept constantly moist and the cuttings are protected from both the sun and drafts by means of muslin curtains. Frequent spraying should be avoided, though it must be resorted to at times to prevent flagging on warm windy days. The most favorable conditions for propagating are usually secured during the months of December, January, February and early March. During that period, ventilation is limited and a fairly even bottom-heat is easily maintained. Keep a bottom temperature of about 60°, while the overhead temperature should be about 53°. Any bench that can be protected from sun and drafts will prove satisfactory.

The bottom of the bench may be of wood or tile, the latter being preferred on account of more perfect drainage and a greater retention of warmth. The sand should be 3 inches deep after being packed down by means of a tool made from a 2-inch plank about 6 inches wide and

12 inches long with an inverted V-shaped handle. In about four weeks the cuttings should be ready for potting (Fig. 811). Those that come out of the sand February 15 or earlier should be potted first into 2-inch pots and later on shifted into larger pots as needed. Those potted later may be placed directly into 2 1/2-inch
pots and left until planted out, the object being to keep the young plants growing steadily until they are planted in the field. Stunted, pot-bound plants will be slow in breaking and are likely to develop stem-rot in the field. Use a moderately light soil and only fairly rich.

When the young plants begin to run up to flower, they should be topped back to about four joints above the pot (Fig. 812). A low-branched plant will stand up better and will give less trouble in supporting later on. A second topping may be necessary before planting-out time, on early-propagated stock. A slight hardening-off of the young plants before planting out is beneficial, though not essential. This is usually done by placing the plants in coldframes about two weeks prior to planting them in the field. Late April or early May is the time for planting in the field, according to latitude and climate. A rich loam, inclined to sandiness, produces the finest plants in the shortest time. In a heavy soil the growth will be heavier, but slower and less branching. Set the plants about 8 inches apart in the rows, and if hand-power is to be employed in cultivating, space the rows about 16 inches apart. Space farther if horse-power is to be used.

When a large business is done in young plants or rooted cuttings, a part of the stock is grown especially for cuttings alone. These plants are pruned the same as those for blooming, but are not allowed to bloom. As the shoots begin to run up to flower, they are broken off a few joints higher up than is done when topping in the field. The young shoots which result from these breaks are taken off for cuttings, the very finest cuttings being secured in this way. These are trimmed and handled the same as those taken from the flower-stems.

When packing cuttings for shipping, moist sphagnum moss is used in which to pack the roots. Cut papers (newspapers are used mostly) into sheets about 10 by 18 inches. Lay a strip of moss about 3 inches wide across the middle of the paper lengthwise. Then lay the cuttings side by side with only the roots on the moss. When twenty-five have been laid on, begin to roll from one end until all the cuttings have been taken up. Then turn in the lower part of the paper and continue to roll until the end of the paper has been reached and tie around with any kind of cord. There is little difference in the returns from plants grown for cuttings and those grown for blooms, providing a fair market is found for each.

In shipping plants from the field, the soil is all shaken from the roots. The plants are then set upright in the shipping-cases with moist moss between the roots, a layer of damp moss having first been placed on the bottom.

Carnations are grown successfully on both raised and solid benches. Perfect drainage is essential, and must be provided for, if solid beds are to be used. There will be no difference in the quality or the quantity if both are properly handled.

By the end of June the old blooming plants will become exhausted, and refilling the benches to receive the new plants from the field will be in order. Clean out the old soil, whitewash the inside of the benches with hot lime and allow to dry before refilling with the new earth. Four inches of soil is enough, and should be of equal depth all over the bench, especially along the edges. The soil should be fairly moist, but not wet when the plants are set, so that the roots may draw moisture from the soil rather than have the soil draw the moisture from the soil.
roots. On the other hand, soil for potting or planting should never be handled while in a wet condition. If too dry at the time of filling the beds, water, and let stand long enough to dry to the proper state before planting.

Apply a light shade of lime or whitening to the glass, to break the fierceness of the summer sun until the plants become established. This shade should not be too heavy, nor intended to darken the house, else a softening and weakening of the growth will result. Lift the plants carefully by means of a spade and leave a ball of soil about the size of the fist on the roots. This ball of soil will greatly assist the plant in re-establishing itself in its new quarters. However, no serious harm will be done should all the soil crumble from the roots without breaking the roots to any considerable extent. Set the plants just about as deep into the soil as they stood in the field and space them about 9 by 12 inches, if plants are of ordinary size. Larger plants may need more, smaller plants less space. It should be borne in mind that the highest quality may be expected only when the plants are not crowded.

After setting a few hundred plants, water each plant individually, saturating the soil thoroughly around each plant, but do not soak the whole bed until the roots become active and the surface of the soil has been worked over and leveled off, which will be about ten days after planting. Spray the plants overhead several times during each day to prevent wilting. Keeping the walks wet will also help to maintain a humid atmosphere until the roots are able to supply the plants with moisture. This transplanting is an ordeal during which the plants are unable to draw on the roots for support until they have taken a new hold on the soil, and wilting must be prevented by artificial means during this time. To allow severe wilting means loss of foliage and a loss of vitality, which results in inferior quality in at least the early part of the season.

As soon as the soil has been leveled off, and most of the weeds gotten rid of, the supports should be put in place. Large growers use one of two styles of supports, or a combination of the two. Wires run lengthwise between the rows, with cotton strings crosswise, placing two or three tiers one above the other to suit the height of the plants is extensively used. Another device is the carnation support, consisting of a wire frame about the size of a plow ring to surround each plant.

Yield of bloom.—Plants that were benched in the latter part of July, or early August, which is the time to plant for best results, should begin to yield blooms early in September. If flowers are not desired so early, the stems may be broken off about the time the bud appears, but no general topping should be done after the plants are housed, if a steady cut through the season is desired. Cut the blooms during the early part of the day. They are then fresh and retain their natural colors, much of which would be bleached out of the delicately colored sorts by the sun during a warm day. Place in water at once in a cool room as near 50° as possible. Sort the blooms in separate colors, making two or three grades of quality, tying them into bunches of twenty-five blooms. Cut the stems even at the bottom and replace in water. Avoid crowding the blooms while they are soaking up water, as they will increase 25 per cent in size during the first twenty-four hours in water.

During a season, running from September to the end of the following June, an average cut of twenty blooms per plant may be expected from most varieties. Varieties differ somewhat, according to the size of the blooms, the smaller-flowered sorts usually being the freer bloomers.

The preparation of the soil for growing carnations is of the greatest importance. Choose a piece of land which has not been tilled for some years, if possible. If covered with a heavy sod, all the better. The soil should be a loam of good substance, with an inclination toward sandiness. Break this sod in the fall and leave in a rough state during the winter. In the spring plow again and sow to cowpeas or some other leguminous crop. After plowing this under in the fall, manure heavily and leave until the following spring when it should be plowed again. This soil should be in first-class condition for use the following summer. In working or handling soil, always bear in mind that to handle it while it is wet is to ruin it for immediate use. Only freezing will restore it again. If it will crumble readily, it is safe to handle. Soil which has been prepared in this manner will be rich enough to carry the plants until after the first of the year, when light feeding may be given. Feeding should be done judiciously during the short days of winter, to avoid softening the plant and bloom. Pulverized sheep manure, dried blood and wood ashes are used mostly for this purpose. The manure and blood improve the size and quality of the bloom, and the ashes strengthen the stem.

Ventilation and temperature.—The carnation being a cool-temperature plant, abundant fresh air and ventilation should be provided for. A steady temperature is essential to success in growing carnations. Splitting of
the calyx may usually be traced to either irregular temperature or to over-doses of feeding. Any point between 48° and 52° will prove a satisfactory night temperature for most varieties, providing it is evenly maintained. The temperature should be 10° higher during the day. Care should also be exercised, when building, in placing the ventilators, so that the atmosphere in the house may be changed without causing cold drafts to strike the plants. By placing the ventilators alternately on both sides of the ridge, this may be accomplished. The side ventilators are used only during mild weather.

The modern type of carnation house runs east and west, is of even span and is 30 feet or more in width, having ventilators on both sides of the ridge and in the side walls, if houses are detached. Many ranges are connected by gutters 6 feet or more from the ground. When economy in ground is necessary, this is a good plan, but such ranges always contain some benches inferior for graving stock on account of the shade cast by gutters. The single detached house is ideal. See Greenhouse.

Varieties.


Diseases.

Stemrot (Rhizoctonia) is the common wet stemrot which does perhaps more damage than all the other diseases combined, and it is also more difficult to control than any of the others. Its presence does not manifest itself until its damage is wrought, and the plant is seen to wilt and die. The cause of the disease is a fungus which exists in the soil, and which will lie dormant in the soil for several years if there are no plants to attack. Hence no carnations should be planted for several years in soil which is known to have this fungus present. Species of Fusarium cause a slow rot of the heart of the plant; the treatment is the same as above.

Carnation-rust (Uromyces carpophragmidis) is more common than stemrot, but more easy as destructive. A slight swelling of the outer tissue of the leaf is the first sign of its presence. Later on this bursts open, releasing a brown-colored powdery substance, comprising the spores by which the fungus is propagated. Keeping the foliage dry and the atmosphere buoyant and bracing will prevent the appearance of this disease. Spraying with Bordeaux mixture has been found effective in combating this disease after it has gained a foothold.

Fairy-ring (Heterosporium echinatum) is perhaps the most destructive of

815. Carnation flower showing a well-shaped calyx that will seldom burst.

816. Cross-section of carnation flower showing reproductive organs.

817. Carnation flower Pink Delight, showing nearly entire-edged petals.
The Fig. 816 is a section of a flower showing the reproductive organs; a shows the pod which encases the ovules or forming seeds, b. From the tip of the pod rises the style which has usually two, but frequently three curved ends, or stigmas, c. When the stigma is in the proper stage to be fertilized, which is indicated by the fuzzy appearance of the upper part, the pollen, which is the powdery substance released by the anthers, d, is applied to the fuzzy parts. To prevent self-fertilization, these anthers should be removed from flowers intended to be pollinated, before the pollen is released. Within one to three days, if fertilization has taken place, the bloom will wilt, the ovary will begin to swell and within a week the seed-pod can be seen to increase in size. As soon as the bloom has wilted, the petals should be removed and the calyx slit down the sides to prevent water from standing inside the calyx and causing the pod to decay. In six to eight weeks the seeds will be ripe and should be sown at once. Each seed may prove to be the beginning of a variety which will be one of the milestones of progress in the improvement of the carnation. No one should be discarded until it has bloomed. The seedlings should be potted as soon as the first pair of character-leaves appears. Later on they may be shifted into larger pots and bloomed, or they may be planted in the field and marked as they bloom and only the promising ones housed in the fall. The selecting of the plants for further trial is of the very greatest importance and requires a thorough knowledge of the subject. There are many points in the make-up of a first-class carnation, and a combination of as many of these as is possible to get in one plant is the object sought. No carnation has ever been found which was perfect in every way. The hybridist must be able to judge correctly as to the relative value or less represented in certain characteristics shown by a seedling plant. This discrimination between the desirable and undesirable calls for the clearest judgment, and a valuable variety might be discarded through the failure of the grower to see its good points.

Among the seedlings will probably appear variety of colors, shapes and sizes of bloom, different types of growth, perfect in some respects and faulty in others. From these the hybridist is to select those which most nearly represent his ideal of the perfect carnation. This ideal should be of a pleasing shade of color, pure in tone, so as to hold when the bloom ages. The form should be symmetrical, resembling as nearly as possible a half sphere with just enough petals to fill the bloom nicely without crowding. The petals may range from the smooth-edged, as seen in Fig. 817, to the deeply-serrated, as seen in Fig. 818. The texture of the petals should be such as will resist bruising. The color should be strong clove. The size should be as big as possible under ordinary culture. The calyx should be strong and large enough to hold the petals firmly at all stages of development. The stem should be 30 to 36 inches long, and strong enough to hold the bloom erect. The plant should have a free-growing habit, throwing blooming shoots freely after a shoot is topped or a bloom is cut. It should also be healthy and disease-resistant. The American Carnation Society uses the following scale of points for new varieties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calyx</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragrance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most uniform results have been secured by confining the breeding to separate colors; as, for example, crossing white with white, red with red or crimson, pink with pink, and so on. This method has been proved to produce the largest percentage of self-colors, which are considered the most valuable commercially in this country.

New varieties are frequently secured by sporting or mutation. A variety of a certain color may produce a bloom of another color, and by propagating the cuttings from the stem which carried the odd bloom a new variety is established. The securing of a new variety in this way is purely a matter of good fortune, as no method for causing the sporting is yet known.


A. F. J. BAUR.

CARNÉGIEA (named for Andrew Carnegie, philanthropist). *Cactacea.* The giant tree cactus of Arizona, California and Mexico.

Large columnar plants, usually single, strongly ribbed, with numerous spines, those from flowering and sterile areoles quite different: fls. borne from the upper areoles, diurnal, pink or white, white: fr. an oblong edible berry; seeds black and shining.

*gigantēa,* Brit. & Rose (Cereus giganteus, Engelm.). *Subvario.* (Plate III, Fig. 819.) A tree 20-60 ft. high, usually single, but sometimes with one or more branches: ribs in mature plants 18-21: fr. 2-3 in. long. B.M. 7222. A.G. 11:461, 528.—In rocky valleys and on mountainsides, S. Ariz. and Sonora, with 2 stations in Calif. reported, but probably not to be found, petals white: fr. an oblong edible berry; seeds black and shining.

CAROB: *Ceratonia.*

CAROLINÆa: *Pachyrh.*

CARPENTÉRiÀ (after Professor Carpenter, of Louisiana). *Sanziafragacea.* Ornamental shrub cultivated for its large fragrant white flowers.

Evergreen: lvs. opposite, petioled, usually entire: calyx 5-parted; petals 5; stamens numerous; ovary almost superior, 5-7-celled; styles 5-7, connate at the base, with linear-oblong stigmas: fr. a many-seeded dehiscent caps, with numerous oblong seeds.—One species in Calif.

This is a highly ornamental evergreen plant, with rather large opposite leaves and showy white and fragrant flowers in loose and terminal corymbs. Hardy only in warmer temperate regions. It requires a well-drained, light and sandy soil, and sunny, somewhat sheltered position; it especially dislikes moisture during the winter, and its perishing is more often due to an excess of moisture than to the cold. Propagated by Greenwood cuttings under glass in

819. Flower of Carnegies gigantea. (X 1/2)
CARPENTERIA
summer, and by suckers, which it produces freely; also, by seeds sown in spring.

CARPENTERIA

CARPINUS (ancient Latin name). Betuláceae. Hornbeam. Trees cultivated for their handsome foliage, assuming bright autumnal tints; also for the light green attractive fruit-clusters.

Deciduous trees or rarely shrubs: winter-buds conspicuous, acute with many imbricate scales; lvs. alternate, petioled, serrate, with deciduous stipules: fls. monocious; staminate catkins pendulous, each scale bearing 3-13 stamens, 2-forked at the apex; pistillate catkins terminal, slender, each scale bearing 2 ovaries, the bracts and bractlets of each subtending a large leafy, more or less 3-lobed bract, embracing the small, nut-like fruit at their base.—About 20 species, most of them in Cent. and E. Asia, 5 in Eu. and W. Asia and 1 in N. and Cent. Amer. Monogr. by Winkler in Engler, Pflanzenreich, Betuláceae, hft. 19, pp. 24-43, quoted below as W. 19.

The hornbeams are trees usually with dense round head, rarely shrubby, with medium-sized, bright green ovate to lanceolate leaves and rather insignificant flowers appearing with the leaves and followed by pendulous catkins consisting of large bracts bearing a small nutlet in their axil. The wood is very hard and close-grained, and is very much used in making tools and other small articles. The handsome foliage is rarely attacked by insects, and assumes a yellow or scarlet color in fall. The most beautiful are C. cordata, with large leaves, and C. japonica, of graceful habit and with elegant foliage. The European hornbeam bears severe pruning well, and is very valuable for high hedges; it was formerly much used in the American gardens for this purpose; it makes, also, an excellent game cover, as it retains its withered foliage almost throughout the winter.

The species are of comparatively slow growth and thrive in almost any soil, and even in dry, rocky situations; most of them are quite hardy North. Propagated by seeds, sown usually in fall, germinating very irregularly; if they do not appear the first spring, the seedbed should be covered until the following spring with moss or leaf-mold, to keep the soil moist. If intended for hedges, the seedlings should be transplanted after the first year, and allowed sufficient space to prevent them from growing into slender tall plants, unfit for hedges. The varieties of rarer species are grafted in spring under glass, or in the open air on seedlings of one of the common species.

A. Lvs. with 7-15 secondary veins: mature catkins with spreading narrow bracts.

caroliniana, Walt. (C. americana, Michx. C. virginiana, Michx. f.). American Hornbeam. Blue Beech. Fig. 820. Bushy tree, rarely 40 ft.; lvs. ovate-oblong, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, sharply and doubly serrate, glabrous at length, except in the axils of the veins beneath, 2-4 in. long: fr.-clusters peduncled, 2-4 in. long: bracts ovate or ovate-lanceolate, 3½-1 in. long, with 2 broad and short unequal lateral lobes, and a much longer middle lobe, usually serrate only on one margin. E. N. Amer., west to Minn. and Texas; also, in Mex. and Cent. Amer. S.S. 8:9447. Em. 1:199. Gn. 24, p. 418.—Bushy tree, with dense, but slender and often somewhat pendulous branches, and dark bluish green foliage, changing to scarlet or orange-yellow in fall.

Béutilus, Linn. European Hornbeam. Tree, to 60 or 70 ft.; lvs. similar to those of the former, cordate or rounded at the base, ovate or oblong-ovate, of somewhat thicker texture, and the veins more impressed above: fr.-clusters 3-5 in. long: bracts over 1½ in. long, with ovate, lateral lobes, and much longer oblong-lanceolate middle lobe, the margins almost entire or remotely denticulate. Eu. to Persia. H.W. 2:17, pp. 31-33. W.B. 29. F.S.R. 3, p. 153. Gn. 24, pp. 418, 419, 420.—The most remarkable of the garden forms are the following: Var. Indica, Ait. (var. alsó(Ait., Hort.). Lvs. inversed or lobed, smaller. Gn. 24, p. 419. Var. purpurea, Dipp. (var. fastigiatá, Hort.). Of upright growth. Var. purpurea, Dipp. Lvs. purplish when young, green at length.—1t grows into a taller tree than the American species, although the former is of more vigorous growth when young; more compact, develop into a large tree throughout the winter.

AA. Lvs. with 15-25 pairs of veins: mature catkins with loosely appressed ovate and dentate bracts, of cone-like appearance.

japónica, Blume (C. Carpinus, Sarg. C. pyramidáris, carpus Carpinus, Sieb. & Zucc.). Tree, to 50 ft.: young branchlets pubescent: lvs. reddish brown when unfold, oblong-ovate or oblong-lanceolate, 2-4 in. long, acuminate, rounded or subcordate at the base, unequally serrate, with 20-24 pairs of veins deeply impressed above, bright green and glabrous above, beneath brownish pubescent on the veins at first, finally glabrous or nearly so: mature catkins ovoid-oblong, 2 in. long, slender-peduncled; bracts imbricated at the base including the nutlet. Japan. G.F. 6:365. R.H. 1895, p. 427. S.I.F. 1:24.—A very graceful species and quite hardy; sometimes cult. under the name C. laxiflóra, which is an entirely different species with the lvs. having only 10-14 pairs of veins.

cordatá, Blume. Tree, to 40 ft.; young branchlets hairy at first, soon glabrous: lvs. ovate or oblong-ovate, acuminate, distinctly cordate at the base, 3-6 in. long, unequally serrate, with 15-20 pairs of veins deeply impressed above, pubescent on the veins beneath or glabrous: mature catkins 2-3 in. long, slender-peduncled; bracts not imbricated at the base, but with an opposite bractlet about as long as the nutlet. Japan. Manchuria, Korea. G.F. 8:296. S.I.F. 1:24.—A very handsome species and quite hardy.

CARPINUS

Winkl.) Shrubby tree; lvs. ovate, acute, 1-2 in. long, with 10-12 pairs of veins. N. China.—C. virginiana, Michx. f.—C. caroliniana.—C. yedoensis, Maxim. Small tree; branchlets and lvs. beneath pubescent; lvs. ovate-elliptic or ovate-lanceolate, with about 12 pairs of veins, 2-3 in. long. Japan. S.I.F. 2:11. ALFRED REHDER.


Deciduous: lvs. alternate, long-petioled, serrate; fts. dienceous; sepal 5, broadly ovate, pubescent outside; petals wanting; stamens numerous, shorter than the sepals; ovary 1-celled with numerous ovules, rudimentary in the staminate fts.; styles 3-4, 3-lobed, short and spreading: fr. a dehiscent caps.; seeds winged.—One species, or possibly two, in Cent. China.

This is a medium-sized tree very much resembling Idesia in appearance, the petalous flowers with large white sepals in terminal corymbs or short racemes, the stamine usually many-flowered, the pistillate few-flowered, rarely solitary, and with large capsular long-pointed fruits. It has proved fairly hardy at the Arnold Arboretum. Propagated by seeds; can probably also be propagated like Idesia by Greenwood and root-cuttings.

calycina, Franch. Tree, to 30 ft., with a wide-spreading flat head; lvs. elliptic or ovate to oblong-obovate, 3-6 in. long, short-acuminata, rounded at the base, lustrous on both surfaces, glabrous, crenately-serrate; sepals broadly cordate-ovate about 3⁄4 in. long and nearly as broad, white; caps. 2-2 1⁄2 in. long, pubescent. Cent. China. R.I.H. 1896, p. 498. ALFRED REHDER.

CARROT (Daucus Carota, Linn.). Umbelliferae. Garden vegetable, grown for its elongated subterranean crown-tuber.

The carrot is native of Europe and Asia, and one of the bad introduced weeds of eastern North America (Fig. 821). The improved sueulent-rooted garden varieties are thought to be descended from the same stock, though this has been denied. It seems probable that the horticultural improvement of the species was begun in Holland, and it is said that the cultivated forms were introduced thence into the gardens of England during the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The carrot is now very generally, though not extensively, cultivated everywhere, both for culinary purposes and for stock-feeding. It is sometimes forced under glass, but to no great extent. Carrots are most useful in culinary practice for soups, stews, and salads, and as this class of cookery has never been reasonably popular in America, this vegetable has not received the attention it deserves.

The carrot is hardy and may be planted as soon as the ground is in fit condition to be properly prepared for seeding. When grown as a market-garden or truck crop, this early seeding is essential to maximum returns. The best soil for carrots is a medium to light loam, rich, friable and comparatively free from weeds. As the seed is slow to germinate, it is a good plan to sow some quick-germinating seed with the carrot seed so that the rows may be noticed in time to keep them ahead of weed growth. Lettuce serves well for this purpose. When the carrots are thinned, this lettuce is pulled out. The carrot seed is best sown in rows 12 to 15 inches apart, using enough seed to produce a plant every inch or two along the row. When the carrots are 3 to 5 inches high, they should be thinned to stand 3 inches apart in the row. The only further culture necessary is frequent watering to conserve soil-moist, and to prevent weed growth. The early crop should be ready to pull and bunch for sale seventy-five days after sowing. Early carrots are an important crop on the market-garden and truck-farm. They are pulled as soon as they have attained sufficient size and tied into bunches of three, six or seven roots, according to the size of the roots and the market demands. The earlier the crop and the more active the demand, the smaller the roots which may be salable. A later sowing is made for the main or winter crop or for live stock. This may be from four to six weeks after the first sowing. The crop is handled in the same manner as the early crop except that it is allowed to continue growth as long as the weather is suitable. It is then pulled, the tops cut from the roots and the roots placed in frost-proof storage for winter sale.

The expense of production of carrots is considerable, but the returns are usually satisfactory. The fall crop should yield 500 to 1,000 bushels to the acre. Truck-growers of the South ship many bunched carrots to the large northern markets in March, April and May, where they meet a ready demand at prices ranging from 35 cents to $1 per dozen bunches.

There are several distinct market types of carrots, the variation being chiefly with respect to size and shape. The smaller varieties, as they mature more quickly, are used to some extent for the early bunching, while the larger kinds are always more popular in the general market.

The varieties of carrots differ chiefly in respect to size and grain, with differences in earliness closely correlated. The following are now favorite varieties:

French Forcing (Earliest Short Horn).—One of the smallest and earliest; root small, almost globular, orange-red.

Oxheart or Guaranda.—Small to medium in size; root 2 to 4 inches long, growing to a blunt point, of good quality and popular in some sections for an early bunch carrot.

Chantenay.—Large to medium in size; root 3 to 5 inches long, more tapering than Oxheart; of good quality and a better carrot for the bunched crop than the above.

Dawners Half-Long.—Six to 8 inches long, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, at top tapering to a blunt point; the most popular garden carrot grown.

True Dawners.—A long carrot, 8 to 12 inches; tapering to a slender point like a parsnip; grown more for live-stock or exhibition purposes. The Half-Long has largely displaced it as a market sort chiefly because of the greater ease with which the latter strain is handled.

Half-Long Scarlet.—Top small, roots medium size, cylindrical, pointed; much used for bunching.

Early Scarlet Horn.—Top small, roots half-long, somewhat oval, smooth, fine grain and flavor; a favorite garden sort.

Large White Belgian.—Of much larger size than the above-named varieties, of less delicate flavor and coarser texture; a popular variety for live-stock.
CARROT

The variation in the different strains of carrot seed is marked and it is important to secure seed from carefully selected roots true to shape and color. Carrot seed may be produced in any location in which the crop of roots is grown successfully. The carrot may be successfully forced under glass and is grown in this way to a limited extent. The small early varieties are used, such as French Forcing, Early Persian, Early Scarlet Horn and Golden Ball. These will usually be grown as a catch-crop between tomatoes or cucumbers. When grown in this way, the carrot is one of the most delicious of all vegetables, and deserves much wider popularity. See Forcing.

The field cultivation of carrots for live-stock differs little from the garden or horticultural treatment except that earliness is not desired, and the longer-rooted later-maturing kinds are mostly used; and less intensive cultivation is employed. See Vol. II, Cyclo. Amer. Agric., p. 540. F. A. Waugh and H. F. Tompson.

CARTHAMUS (Arabic name, alluding to the color yielded by the flowers). Compositae. Hardy annuals. Plant 2-3 ft. high, with spiny lvs.; involucre with spreading and leafy outer scales and the inner ones more or less spiny; receptacle chaffy; corolla 5-fid, nearly regular, smooth, expanded above the tube: achenes glabrous, mostly 4-ribbed, the pappus none or scale-like.

—A genus of 20 species, from the Canary Isls. to Cent. Asia. Of easiest cul., from seed. tincórius, Linn. (Cárthamus tincórius, Falk.). Safflower. False Saffron. One to 3 ft. high, glabrous, branched; lvs. ovate, spiny-toothed, almost as broad as long; fl.-heads with upward-tapering involucre, and a globular crown of orange florets. Asia.—Florets used like saffron; they have diaphoretic properties and have been used for dyeing, especially silks; and in making rouge. N. Taylor.

CARYELLA: Ornithogalum.

CÁRUM (probably from Caria, in Asia Minor). Umbelliferae. Glabrous annual or perennial herbs, some of which yield aromatic and edible garden products. Leaves pinnate: fls. white or pinkish, small, in compound umbels with involucres and involucels, the calyx-teeth small: fr. ovate or oblong, more or less ribbed, glabrous, or sometimes hispid: root usually tuberous or filiform. Twenty or more species, widely distributed in temperate regions. The genus is variously defined and understood. C. Petroselinum, the parsley, is here kept under the genus Petroselinum.

Cárví, Linn. CÁRÁWAY (which see). St. slender but erect, furrowed, 1-2 ft.; lvs. pinnately decompound, with thread-like divisions. Old World.—Sometimes runs wild.

Gárdneri, Gray. St. solitary, 1-4 ft.; lvs. pinnate or the upper ones simple, with 3-7 linear lfts., the upper lfts. usually entire, but the lower ones often divided: fr. with long style. Dry hills, in Calif. and Nev. and to Brit. Col.—Intro. in 1851, by Gillett, as an ornamental plant. Roots tuberous and fusiform. L. H. B.

CÁRUMBÍUM: Homalanthus.

CÁRYA (Kárya, Greek name for the walnut tree). Syn., Hícória. Juglandáceæ. HICKORY. Trees grown for their handsome foliage and strong habit, and some species for their edible nuts. Deciduous; branches with solid pith: lvs. alternate, without stipules, with 3-17 serrate lfts.: fls. monoeccious, apetalous, appearing with the lvs.; stamine fls. in axillary, slender, pendulous catkins, each fl. with 3-10 stamens, borne in the axil of a 3-lobed bract; pistillate fls. in a terminal, 2-10-fl. cluster or spike, consisting of a 1-celled ovary inclosed by a 4-lobed involucre: fr. globular to oblong, with a husk separating into 4 valves and a bony nut, incompletely 2-4-celled.—About 18 species of hickory, all in E. N. Amer. from Canada to Mex.; the Chinese species recently described by Dode from nuts only is probably not a Cárya. See Rep. Mo. Bot. Gard. 7, pp. 28-12, pls. 1-23, and Rep. of U. S. Dept. Agric., Div. Pomol., Nut-Culture (1896), cited below as U. S. N. C. (the first number referring to the plate, the second and third to the figure). By some, Hícoria is considered to have priority, but Cárya is retained as one of the "nomina conservanda" of the Vienna code of nomenclature, because of its long-established usage.

The hickories are hardy ornamental, usually tall trees with rather large, deciduous odd-pinnate leaves, small greenish flowers, the stamine ones in conspicuous pendulous racemes, and with rather large green dehiscent fruits inclosing a mostly edible nut. The hickories are among the most beautiful and most useful trees of the American forest, and are all very ornamental park trees, with a straight, sometimes high and slender trunk and a large, graceful, pyramidal or oblong head of usually light green foliage, turning from yellow to orange or orange-brown in fall. They are hardy North except C. Pecan, C. aquatica and C. myristicformis, but C. Pecan thrives rarely in Massachusetts in sheltered positions. Most of the species have heavy hard strong and tough wood, much valued for many purposes, especially for handles of tools, manufacture of carriages and wagons, also for making baskets and for fuel. The nuts of some species, as C. Pecan and C. oéta, also C. laciniosa and some varieties of C. glabra and C. alba, are edible, and are sold in large quantities, mostly gathered from the woods, though in later years orchards of improved varieties have been planted. A large number of insects prey upon the hickory, attacking the wood, foliage and fruit, for which see the Fifth Ann. Rep. of the U. S. Entom. Com., pp. 285-329. There are also some fungi sometimes causing an early defoliation of the trees. The hickories generally thrive best in rich moist soil, but some, especially C. glabra, C. alba and C. oéta, grow equally well in drier localities. They are of rather slow growth, and difficult to transplant if taken from the woods; therefore the seeds are often planted where...
the trees are to stand, but if grown in the nursery and transplanted several times when young, trees 6-10 ft. high may be transplanted successfully.

Propagation is usually by seeds stratified and sown in spring in rows about 3 inches deep; named varieties may be grafted in spring in the greenhouse, on potted stock of C. cordiformis, which seems to be the best species for this purpose, veneer- or splice-grafting being usually employed; sometimes also increased by root-sprouts. For further horticultural advice, see Hickory-nut and Pecan.

INDEX.

A. Scales of buds valvate, 4-6: fr. with winged sutures; nut usually thin-shelled: Ifts. 7-15, usually falcate.
B. Nut mostly elongated, almost terete; husk thin, splitting to the base; kernel sweet; cotyledons entire or only notched at the apex.

1. Pecán, Engler & Graebn. (Juglans Pecán, Marsh. Hicória Pecán, Brit. C. illinoensis, Koch. C. oliveriformis, Nutt.). Pecan. Fig. 823. To 170 ft., with branches pubescent when young; bark deeply furrowed, grayish brown: winter-buds yellow: Ifts. 11-17, short-stalked, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate or doubly serrate, tomentose and glandular when young, usually glabrous at length. In: leaves, laminary catkins almost sessile: fr. 3-10 in clusters or spikes, oblong, 1½-3½ in. long; nut ovoid or oblong, smooth, brown, irregularly marked with dark brown, 2-celled at the base; kernel sweet. From Iowa and Ind. south to Ala. and Texas; also in Mex. S.S. 7:338-9. A.G. 12:273-275. U.S.N.C. 8, 9—This species is the most important as a fr. tree, and many named varieties are cult. in the southern states, but it is tender N. The wood is less valuable than that of the other species. Hybrids are known of this species with C. cordiformis, C. alba and C. laciniosa, for which see Rep. Mo. Bot. Gard. 7, pls. 23-24 and Gng. 2:228. See Pecan.

2. myristicaefórmis, Nutt. (Hicória myristicaefórmis, Brit.). Nútze Hickory. Tree, to 100 ft., with dark brown bark, broken into appressed scales: winter-buds brown: Ifts. 5-11, short-stalked or almost sessile, ovate-lanceolate, the uppermost much larger and ovate, serrate, searly-pubescent beneath when young and with brown scales above, at length dark green above, silvery and lustrous beneath, 3-6 in. long; staminate catkins peduncled; fr. generally solitary, short-ovoid or obovate, about 1½ in. long; nut ovoid, reddish brown marked with irregular spots and stripes, thick-shelled, 4-celled below; kernel sweet. From S. C. to Ark. and Mex. S.S. 7:342-3.—A very decorative species on account of its handsome foliage, but not hardy N.

bb. Nut usually so broad as long, compressed, with irregularly angled or reticulate surface, thin-shelled, 4-celled below; kernel bitter; cotyledons deeply 2-lobed.

3. aquática, Nutt. (Hicória aquática, Brit.). Water Hickory. Bitter Pecán. Usually small tree, rarely to 100 ft., with light brown bark separating into long, thin plates: winter-buds dark reddish brown: Ifts. 7-13, sessile or short-stalked, lanceolate, long-acuminate, finely serrate, yellowish tomentose when young, glabrous at length: fr. 3-4, ovoid to broadly ovate, 1¼ in. long; husk thin, splitting to the base; nut ovate, much compressed, irregularly angled and ridged, dull reddish brown; kernel very bitter. From Va. to Ill., south to Fla. and Texas. S.S. 7:344-5. U.S.N.C. 12, 7-8.

4. cordíformis, Koch (Hicória mínima, Brit. C. amára, Nutt.). Bitternut. Swamp Hickory. Tree, to 100 ft.: bark grayish brown, broken into thin scales; young branches and petioles glabrous; winter-buds bright yellow: Ifts. 5-9, ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate, acuminate, densely serrate, pubescent when young and glandular, almost glabrous at length, 3-6 in. long; fr. 2-5, broadly ovate or subglobose, winged from the apex to the middle, ½-1¼ in. long; husk thin, splitting somewhat below the middle; nut slightly compressed, roundish, abruptly contracted into a short point, smooth, gray; kernel bitter. Que. to Minn., south to Fla. and Texas. S.S. 7:340-1. Em. 226.—A valuable park tree, with handsome rather broad head, growing in cult. more rapidly than other hickories.

A. Scales of buds imbricate, more than 6: fr. not or slightly winged at the sutures; nut usually thick-shelled, 4-celled below; Ifts. 3-9, not falcate, the uppermost larger and generally obovate.
B. Buds small, ½-1/4 in. long; husk thin; nut slightly or not angled.
C. Lung, glabrous or only slightly pubescent while young: nut not or only slightly angled, thin-shelled.

5. glabra, Sweet (Hicória glabra, Brit. C. porcina, Nutt.). Pignut. Figs. 824, 825. Tree, occasionally to
to the base; nut usually brownish, not angled; kernel mostly astringent. Maine to Ont. and south to Fla., Ala. and Miss. S.T.S. 2:179. A.G. 11:386-7. U.S.N. C. 12, 5.—A very handsome park tree, with rather narrow-oblong head, and slender often pendulous branches. A very variable tree.

6. ovalis, Sarg. (Sycipoa ovalis, Wang. Hicoria microcarpa, Brit., H. glabra var. microcarpa, Trel.). SMALL PIGNUT. FALSE SHAGBARK. Figs. 826-829. Tree, similar to the preceding: bark close and furrowed on young trees, shaggy on old trunks: branches first hairy, soon glabrous: frs. 5-7, sessile, oval, oblong or ovate, 3-6 in. long, acute or acuminate, rounded or narrowed and unequal at the base, coarsely and shallowly toothed, glabrous; terminal frs. cuneate at the base, short-stalked: fr. subglobose to short-oblong, 3/4-1 in. across, densely scaly and slightly winged, tardily splitting nearly to the base; nut slightly flattened, often broader than high and usually rounded at the apex, sometimes slightly angular, brownish, shell rather thin; kernel small and sweet. Mass. to Wis., south to Ga., Ala., and Miss. A.G. 11:381-388, 7, 8. U.S.N.C. 12, 9. 6. Var. obcordata, Sarg. (J. obcordata, Muhl. J. porcina var. obcordata, Pursh. C. microcarpa, Darl.). Fr. nearly globose or ovoid; nut angled, broader than high, sometimes obcordate. S.S. 7: 334, figs. 5, 6, 7, 9. Var. odorata, Sarg. (Hicoria glabra var. odorata, Sarg.). Frs. generally broader, ovate or oblong-ovate, glanular: fr. subglobose or higher than broad, with distinctly winged sutures, splitting freely to the base; nut gray, very slightly ridged, slightly higher than broad. Conn. to Pa. and Mo. S.S.

cc. Bark shaggy, light gray; branches and petioles glabrous or pubescent: husk very thick, separating to the base; outer bud-scales persisting through the winter.

9. laciniösa, Engler & Graebn. (Hicoria laciniösa, Sarg. H. acuminata, Dipp. C. sulcata, Nutt.). Big or Bottom SHELLBARK HICKORY. King-Nut. Tall tree, occasionally to 120 ft.; branchlets orange-red; lfts. 7-9, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, pubescent when young, usually glabrous at length, 4-8 in. long; fr. generally oblong, 1 3/4-2 1/2 in. long; nut yellowish white, oblong, but sometimes as broad as long, slightly compressed and obscurely 4-angular, pointed at both ends; kernel sweet. N. Y. to Iowa, south to Tenn. and Okla. S.S. 7:348-9. U.S. N. 11.

10. oväta, Koch (Hicoria oväta, Brit. C. alba, Nutt.). SHAGBARK HICKORY. Also LITTLE SHELLBARK HICKORY, although the latter name by some is applied to the preceding. Figs. 530, 531. Tree, occasionally to 120 ft.; lfts. generally 5, sessile, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, densely fimbriate, pubescent and glandular when young, glabrous at length, 4-6 in. long; fr. subglobose, about 1 3/4-2 1/2 in. long; nut white, oblong to broadly obovate, 4-angled; kernel sweet. From Que. to Minn., south to Fla. and Texas. S.S. 7:346-7. Em. 217. U.S.N.C. 10. A.G. 11:386. 6, 9; 387, 3: 388, 11. Gg.n. 7:51. A.F. 14:339.—Next to Pecan the best as a fruit tree, especially for northern states, where the pecan is not quite hardy. Several named varieties are in trade, of which probably var. Halësii, Hort., with large, thin-shelled nut, is the best known. An ornamental tree, often very picturesque; the stout branchlets forming a rather broad, usually somewhat open, head. Var. Nut-\-talli, Sarg. (C. microcarpa, Nutt. in part). Fr. smaller; nut rounder, usually obcordate, much compressed and prominently angled, about 3/4 in. across. Mass. to Pa. and Mo. Nut-\-tall, Silv. N. Am. 1:13. Var. fraxinifölia, Sarg. Lfts. lanceolate or nearly oblong-obovate, the terminal one 5-6 in. long and 3 1/2-4 in. wide: fr. generally smaller, ovoid, pointed, 1 3/4 in. long; nut long-pointed. W. N. Y.

C. arkanäsana, Sarg. Allied to C. glabra. Tree, to 70 ft.; bark dark gray, scaly; branchlets pubescent; lfts. 5-7, lanceolate, densely pubescent when unfolding, glabrous at maturity, 4-7 in. long; fr. ovoid or obovate; husk usually splitting to the middle; nut slightly oblong; shell very thick and hard; kernel small. Ark. and Okla. S.T.S. 2:181.—C. Böckleii, Durand (C. texana, Buckl., not DC.). Allied to C. alba. Tree, to 50 ft., with dark, furrowed bark; lfts. 7, lanceolate or oblong-obovate, pubescent on the veins below, 3-6 in. long; fr. subglobose or ovoid, 1 3/4 in. across; husk thin, splitting to the base; nut reddish brown, veined; shell hard; kernel sweet. Texas to Okla. and Ark. S.T.S. 2:182.—C. carinöse-\-sepötrönenöla, Engler & Graebn. (Hicoria carinöse-\-sepötrönenöla, A. A. H.). Allied to C. ericoides. Branchlets slender; lfts. 3-5, lanceolate, glabrous; fr. smaller; nut thin-shelled. N. C. to Ga. S.S. 14:730.—C. Gereenä, Sarg. Allied to C. coriöndöse-\-sepötrönenöla. Vl. G. (featured). Fruit yellowish; lfts. usually 5, elliptic-oblong to lanceolate, densely scaly beneath, 2-3 1/2 in. long; fr. obovate, about 1 in. long; husk tardily splitting to the base; nut obovate or subglobose. Fla. S.T.S. 2:177.—C. megäcödra, Sarg. Closely related to C. glabra. Bark close: buds larger.

829. Habit of the small-fruited pignut, Carya ovalis.

830. twig of Carya ovata, the shagbark hickory. The cross-section is to show structure, not to show Carya ovata, a good horticultural fruit. (Natural size.)

lfts. to 8 in. long; fr. broadly obovate, to 1 1/2 in. long; husk thick, tardily dehiscent to the middle; nut ovoid; kernel white; fr. about 1 ft. long, S. Y. to Mo. and Fla. S.T.S. 2:180.—C. meßöchöna, Engelm. Tree, with shaggy bark and tormentose-pubescent lfts.; fr. depressed, with rather thick husk and broad, sharply 4-angled, white nut. The only species not native to the U. S.—C. texana, DC. (Hicoria texana, Le Conte). Similar to C. Pecan, but lfts. broader, less falcate, almost sessile; nut smaller, much darker, with somewhat rough surface; kernel bitter. S. Y. 8. 14:719.—C. texana, Buckl.—C. Böckleii.

ALFRED REHDER.

CÁRYOCAR (from the Greek word for nut). Carya-\-cardööse; formerly included in Ternströömoööse, and by some referred to Rhizöoloöse. Trees, or rarely shrubs, of about 10 species in Trop. Amer., one of which is well known for its large edible nuts. Lvs. opposite, digitately 5-5-foliolate, leathery, often serrate: frs. bractless, in terminal racemes; calyx deeply 5-\-parted, the lobes orbicular and strongly imbricate; petals 5-6, imbricate; stamens many, somewhat joined at the base; ovary 4-5-celled; fr. drupaceous, with a hard stone or stones and very large seeds. C. nuöferömen, Linn., produces the sour-\-nut or butternut of the American tropics. Although native of Guiana, it is cult. in some of the W. Indies is.; tree, attaining 100 ft. or more, producing durable timber used chiefly in ship-building: lvs. trifoliolate, the lfts. elliptic-lanceolate, glabrous: frs. large, purple, the stamens white and very numerous; fr. several inches in diam., nearly globular or becoming misshapen by abortion of the contents, containing 2-3 hard-shelled nuts the size of a hen’s egg, and which are flat-kidney-shaped, warty and reddish brown; kernel or meat white, with a nutty or almond-like flavor, and yielding oil when subjected to pressure. B.M. 2727, 2728. The nuts now and then appear in northern markets. The closely allied C. vil-\-löösen, Pers., of Guiana and Brazil, is reported as a notable timber tree; and the oily pulp surrounding the seed is eaten boiled and the kernel of the seed is eaten raw.

L. H. B.

CARYÖPHÜLLUS, the clove tree, is now referred to Eugenia.
CARYOPTERIS (Greek for nut and wing). Vernácea. Ornamental woody plants grown for their lavender-blue flowers profusely produced in autumn.

Deciduous small shrubs: lvs. opposite, short-petioled, somewhat ovate, usually entire; spathes campanulate, deeply 5-lobed with lanceolate teeth, spreading and somewhat enlarged in fr.; corolla 5-lobed, with short cylindric tube and spreading limb, 1 segm. larger and fringed; stamens 4, exerted, 2 of them longer; style slender, 2-parted at the apex: fr. separating into 4 somewhat winged nutlets.—About 6 species in E. Asia. These are glabrous, pubescent or tomentosum with small blue or violet late flowers. Free-flowering and very valuable for their late blooming season; not hardy North; even if well protected they will be killed almost to the ground, but the young shoots, springing up freely, will flower profusely the same season. They require well-drained and sandy soil and sunny position; if grown in pots, a sandy compost of peat and leaf soil or loam will suit them, and will flower in the greenhouse until midwinter. Propagated readily by cuttings of half-ripened wood in summer or fall under glass, and by seeds sown in spring.


C. mongolica, Bunge. Lvs. lanceolate, almost entire: eymes with fewer but larger fls. R.H. 1872:450.

CARYOTA (old Greek name). Palmácææ. Fish-tail Palm. Spineless monocarpic palms with tall stout ringed trunks, at length bearing suckers.

Leaves disposed in an elongated terminal fringe, ample, twice pinnately divided; segms. at the base of a long petiole; leaflets oblong, folded, irregularly toothed, plicate, folded back in the bud; midveins or primary nerves flabellate; petiole terete below; sheath keeled on the back, fibrous along the margins: ligule short: spadices usually alternately male and female; peduncle short, thick: branchlets lanceolate; spathes 3–5, not entire, tubular; bractlets broad: fls. rather large, green or purple; fr. the size of a cherry, globular, purple.—Species, 9. Malaya, New Guinea. Austral. G.C. II. 22:748.

These palms are remarkable for the delta-shaped or fish-tail-shaped leaflets, which make the graceful, spreading fronds very attractive. They are excellent warmhouse palms, very useful for decoration, particularly when young. They are frequently planted out in protected places for the summer. C. urens, the wine-palm of India, yields, when full grown, about twenty-four pints of wine in twenty-four hours. The beverage is very wholesome and a valuable article of commerce. There being so many different genera to choose from in selecting plants for moderate-sized conservatories, the members of this genus are not very popular for providing small specimens. In a high, roomy structure, however, they are among the most ornamental of the tribe. They are quick-growing, with large broad leaves, finely cut up, the small divisions resembling the tail of a fish; hence the name “fish-tail palm.” After reaching maturity the plant begins flowering at the top, and continues downward until the vitality of the stem is exhausted. Suckers are freely produced by some species, but these, as a rule, do not become so robust as the parent stem, owing probably to the soil becoming exhausted. Seeds are offered by most dealers. The young plants should be grown in a warm, moist atmosphere, the soil consisting of loam with about one-third of its bulk leaf-mold and sand in equal parts. They sometimes lose their roots if kept too cool and wet in winter. Prop. is by seeds and suckers. (G.W. Oliver.)


urens, Linn. Wine-Palm. Toddy-Palm. Caudex stout, even in cult. specimens 60–80 ft. high and 18 in. thick, much higher in the wild, not soboliferous: lvs. 18–20 by 10–12 ft.; pinne 5–6 ft., curved and drooping, very obliquely truncate, acutely serrate, the upper
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Rumphiâna, Mart. Lvs. 2-pinnate, several feet long, the pinnules thick, sessile, 6 in. long or nearly so, oblong. Malaya. Var. Albertii, Hort. (C. Albertii, Muell.), is in the trade. It is large and free-growing, the lvs. being 16–18 ft. long and two-thirds as broad; fls.-segms. fan-shaped and oblique, toothed.

C. Blancot, Hort., from the Philippines, has been listed in the American trade. It is probably a form of C. urens.

JARED G. SMITH.

CASAREEP: Biligha.

CASCARILLA: Croton.

CASHEW: Anacardium occidentale.

CASIMIROÁ (named in honor of Cardinal Casimiro Gomez de Ortega, Spanish botanist of the eighteenth century). Rutáceæ. Evergreen trees, one of which is grown for the edible fruit. Leaves alternate, long-petioled, digitate, 3–7-foliate; lfts. petiolate, lanceolate, entire or slightly serrate, smooth or pubescent beneath: fls. regular, poly-
CASSABANANA: Sissoo.
CASSANDRA: Chamadaphne.
CASSAYA: Manihot.

CASSEBEERA (from a German botanist). Polypropodes. Small Brazilian ferns allied to the maiden-hair, but rarely seen in cult. There are 3 species: sori terminal on the veins, oblong or nearly globose; indusium white with the margin and distinct from it. They require hothouse conditions. C. pinunata, Kaulf., has fronds 6 in. long, pinnate, the pinnas linear-oblong and crenate. C. tripyntha, Kaulf., has 3-5-parted fronds, the parts linear-oblong and crenate. C. gleichenioides, Gardn., has two-pinnate fronds, the pinnules 4-cornered.

CÁSIA (ancient Greek name). Leguminosæ. Senna. Herbs, shrubs or trees, a few of which are in cultivation in America, as border plants and under glass.

Leaves even-pinnate: fls., nearly regular (not papilionaceous), with the nearly equal calyx-teeth mostly longer than the tube; corolla of 5 spreading, nearly equal clawed spreading petals; stamens 5-10, frequently unequal and some of the anthers abortive, the good anthers opening at the top; br. a stalked pod which is either flat or terete, containing numerous seeds and often compressed crosswise. Species nearly or quite 400 in the warmer parts of the globe, some of them in cool temperate regions. See page 3566.

The cassia delights in a sunny exposure. Most of those cultivated in the United States are herbs or herb-like shrubs, attractive for the finely cut foliage and the showy flowers. Some of them are cultivated only in the extreme South. C. corilobos is probably the best garden subject. Cassias are summer bloomers, for the most part. Propagation is mostly by divisions and seeds, the annual species always by seeds.

Senna leaves, used in medicine as a cathartic, are derived from various species, chiefly from C. acutifolia of Egypt, and C. angustifolia of India and other Old World tropics. The "Cassia lignea" of pharmacopoeas is the product of a Cinnamomum. Cassia pods of commerce, used in medicine, are the fruits of C. Fistula. Many of the species contribute to therapeutics. Some of them provide tanning materials.

A. Hardy border plants: fls. 5 or more pairs.

maryándica, Linn. Wild Senna. Perennial, glabrous or nearly so, sts. nearly simple; fls. 5-10 pairs, oblong or lance-oblong and entire, short- acuminate or nearly obtuse; fls. in axillary racemes near the tops of the sts. and often appearing as if paned, bright yellow, wide open: pods linear, flat. New England, west and south, mostly in wet soil.—Grows 3-4 ft. high, and has attractive light green foliage.

Chamecerista, Linn. (Chamecerista nitians, Moench). PARTRIDGE PEA. Annual, erect or spreading, 2 ft. or

less high; fls. 10-15 pairs, small, narrow-oblong, mucronate, sensitive to the touch: fls. large, 2-5 together in the axils, canary-yellow and 2 of the petals purple-spotted.—Dry soil, Maine, south and west. Sometimes known as Magothy Bean and sensitive pea, and formerly recommended as a green-manuring plant. See Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 309, for account and picture.

AA. Tender plants, grown far south, or under glass: fls. few or many.

b. Tree, with woody indehiscent pods.

Fistula, Linn. Pudding-Pipe Tree. GOLDEN SNOWDROP. Lvs. large, the fls. 4-8 pairs, and ovate-acuminate; fls. in long lax racemes yellow. The pedicels without bracts: pods cylindrical, black, 3-4-fruited, 1-2 ft. long, containing 1-seeded compartments. India, but intro. in W. Indies and other tropical countries. Sparsingly cult. S.—Furnishes the cassis pods of commerce.

grándis, Linn. PINK SHOWER. Lvs. 10-20, oblong, abrut at either end, more or less pubescent beneath and above: fls. in long racemes axillary or terminal, colored, without bracts subtending the pedicels: pod 3 in. or less long, compressed-cylindrical, glabrous, transversely rugose. Trop. Amer.; offered in S. Calif., and grown in many tropical countries.

BB. Shrubs or herbs, with or without indehiscent pods.

Sophéra, Linn. (C. schinifolia, DC. C. Sophóra, Auth.). Shrub, 6-10 ft.: fls. 6-10 pairs, lanceolate-acute: fls. yellow on many-fld. axillary and terminal peduncles, which are shorter than the lvs.: pod thin, boat-shaped. Oriental tropics. Introd. in S. Calif.

corymbosà, Linn. C. floribunda (Hook.). Shrub, half-hardy in middle states, 4-10 ft.: fls. 3 pairs, oblong-lanceolate and somewhat falcate, obtuse or nearly so: fls. yellow, in long-stalked, small axillary and terminal corymbos. Argentina. B.M. 633. G.C. III. 31:232. Gn. 50, p. 139. J.H. III. 61:139. G. 25:553. H.F. II. 3:232. C. W. 5, p. 421; 6, p. 391—The best-known garden species, being an excellent conservatory plant for spring, summer and autumn bloom. It is an old favorite, now coming again into prominence (as C. floribunda and var. A. Boehm, corruptly entered into C. Boema) as a pot-plant, as a tub specimen for lawns, or for pruning in the border; winters readily in a dormant state in a cool greenhouse. It is easy to cultivate, and once in the garden is sure to produce a race of flowers which could be made to grow as a tree-flowering shrub.

tomentosà, Linn. Shrub, 10-12 ft.: fls. 6-8 pairs, oval-oblong and obtuse, white-tomentose beneath: fls. deep yellow. Mex.— Said to be a good winter bloomer in S. Calif., and naturalized in some parts.

artémisioideà, Gaud. Bushy shrub, soft-canescent and gray all over: fls. 3-4 pairs, very narrow-linear: racemes axillary, 5-6-fld., the fls. sulfur-yellow; pods flat, shining brown. Austral.—Intro. in S. Calif. Withstands drought.

sifóra, Linn. Shrub, 4-8 ft.: fls. 6-10 pairs, oblong-oblong or obovate-oblong, very obtuse but mucronate: fls. large, yellow, on 2-4-fld. peduncles, which are shorter than the lvs.: pod 3 in. or less long, oblong-linear or narrower, membranaceous. S. Amer. and W. Indies. B.M. 810.—Sparingly cult. in greenhouses.

C. tenjovà, Wild. Shrub, glandulous: fls. 3-4 pairs, ovate-oblong or obovate-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. yellow in terminal and axillary racemes; pod leathery, 2-5 in. long, nearly cylindrical. Tropics.—Intro. in S. Calif. see Cordia: Linn. H. Mém. Soc. du. 6:59. Annual or subshrub, widely distributed in the tropics as a weed, the seeds used as a substitute for coffee; it is the "pedegosa" and "negro coffee" of Afr.; fls. 4-12 pairs, ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, linear late, and a gland near the base of the pericarp; racemes short and few-fld.: pod glabrous, oblong-linear compressed or nearly cylindrical; the small seeds produced abundantly.—C. spicata (L.) Varg., shrub 3 ft., much branched: fls. bright yellow, very large. S. Amer. Recently catalyzed in S. Calif.—Others of the numerous species of Cassia are likely to appear in cult., perhaps with some of the species of Cajan; but as a whole, the genus is not rich in horticultural subjects.

L. H. B.
CASSINE (a name said to have been used by the Indians in Fls.; see *Ilex Cassine*). Cestraeeae. Some 20 or less erect, climbing glabrous shrubs of the Cape region in Afr., apparently not known in cult. in this country. Lvs. opposite, thick, entire or serrate: fls. small, white, in axillary clusters; calyx 4-5-parted, minute; petals 4-5; stamens 4-5, on the disk, which encircles the ovary: fr. a 1-2-seeded drupe, with a hard pit. *C. Colpoon, Thunb.* (or *C. capensis var. Colpoon*) is the ladlewood of the Cape, the wood being used in the making of small articles. *C. Maurocienia, Linn.* (now placed in a separate genus, *Maurocienia capensis*, Sond.) is the Hottentot cherry. H. I: 655 2.

CASSIOPE (Greek mythological name). *Ericaceae*. Ornamental small shrubs sometimes cultivated for their handsome delicate flowers.

Evergreen: lvs. very small, usually scale-like and opposite, rarely alternate and linear: fls. solitary, axillary, or terminal; calyx small, 5-parted; corolla campanulate, 5-lobed or 5-cleft; stamens 10, the anthers with recurved appendages; style included; fr. a 5-valved caps. with numerous minute seeds.—Ten species in arctic regions and high mountains of N. Amer., N. Eu., N. Asia and Himalayas. Formerly included under Andromeda.

Cassiopeae are graceful, delicate plants, adapted for rockeries, flowering in summer. They are of somewhat difficult culture, and require peaty and sandy soil but well-drained soil and partly shaded situation, though *C. hypnoides* grows best in full sun, creeping amongst growing moss. Drought, as well as dry and hot air, is fatal to them. Propagated readily by cuttings from mature wood in August under glass; also by layers and by seeds treated like those of Erica.


ALFRED RIEBER.

CASSIPOURÉA (a native name in Guiana). *Rhizophoraceae*. Perhaps a dozen or less species (if the African Dactylotepetalum is included in the American Cassián in Trop. Amer. and in Afr., one of which is now offered. Glabrous trees or shrubs: lvs. ovate or whorled, stalked, somewhat leathery, oblong or lanceolate, entire or somewhat crenate: fls. small or medium in size, white, solitary or fascicled in the axis; calyx 4-5-lobed; petals 4-7, imbricate, linear or spatulate, inserted in the cup-like disk; stamens 10-30; ovary 2-4-celled: caps. ovoid, somewhat fleshy; tardily dehiscent, the cells 1-seeded. *C. verticillata*, N. E. Br., Natal, a handsome tree, with very shiny foliage: lvs. about 4 in. long and half as broad, in 3’s or 4’s, lightly crenate-serrate or almost entire; petals 5-7, exerted, very narrow; stamens 10-14.—A rare mangrove-like tree, less hardy at considerable elevations away from the coast. Offered in S. Calif.

L. H. B.

CASTALIA: *Nymphaea*.

CASTANEA (ancient Latin name). *Fagaceae*. Chestnut. Fruit and ornamental trees, grown for their edible nuts and also for their handsome foliage and attractive flowers.

Deciduous trees, rarely shrubs: lvs. alternate, serrate to lacerate: fls. monoecious, the staminate ones with 6-parted calyx and 10-20 stamens, in long, erect, cylindrical catkins; the pistillate ones on the lower part of the upper catkins, usually 3 together in a prickly involucre; ovary 6-celled: fr. a large brown nut, 1-7 together in a prickly involucre or bur; winter-buds with 3-4 scales: branchlets without terminal bud.—About ten species in the temperate regions of N. E. Amer., Eu., N. Afr. and Asia.

The chestnuts are very attractive when in bloom. The handsome foliage is generally not injured by insects or fungi, but the whole tree is attacked by a serious disease known as the chestnut bark disease which has spread rapidly during the last years, chiefly in New York, Pennsylvania and the eastern states. It was first discovered in 1904. It is caused by a fungus, *Endothia parasitica*, which penetrates the bark, develops its mycelium in bark and sapwood, finally girdles the branch or trunk and causes the death of the portion above the infected place. The presence of reddish pustules on the infected area is a sure sign of the presence of this fungus. The cutting and destroying of the infected parts seems so far the only way of checking the spreading of the disease. This disease was without doubt imported from plants from eastern Asia, as the disease has been discovered recently in China on *C. mollissima*. The latter species and *C. cretasa* seem much more resistant than the American and European varieties and there is much hope for a successful selection and breeding of resistant varieties and for keeping this disease under control, as it is done successfully in China.

*C. dentata* and *C. sativa* are large-sized trees, while *C. pumila* and *C. cretasa* usually remain shrubby. The coarse-grained wood is much used for furniture, railway ties and fence-posts, as it is very durable in the soil. The chestnut is extensively cultivated in Europe and eastern Asia and also in this country for its edible fruit. It grows best in well-drained soil on sunny slopes, and even in rather dry and rocky situations, but dislikes limestone soil. The American species is perfectly hardy North, while the European species is somewhat tenderer. Propagated by seeds, sown in fall where there is danger of them being eaten by mice or squirrels; otherwise they should be stratified in boxes and buried 1 or 2 feet deep in a warm soil until early spring, when they are sown in rows about 3 inches deep. If growing well, they can be transplanted the following fall or spring 2 or 3 feet apart from each other, and planted after three or four years where they are to stand. They are also increased by layers in moist soil. Varieties are usually worked on seedling stock or on sprouts by whip grafting above the ground when the stock is just beginning to push into leaf. Crown-grafting, root-grafting are also sometimes practised, but no method gives wholly satisfactory results, and usually only one-half take well. See Chestnut.

333. Castanea dentata. (X 3/4)
CASTANOPSIS

1. Branchlets glabrous or at maturity: lvs. usually glabrous at maturity, often with close white tomentum while young.

2. Branchlets pubescent at first with close white tomentum: lvs. usually glabrous at maturity, often with close white tomentum while young.

3. Lvs. pubescent or nearly glabrous even while young. Dentata, Borkh. (C. americana, Raf.). Fig. 833. Tree, occasionally 100 ft.: lvs. cuneate at the base, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely serrate, nearly glabrous when young, 6-10 in. long and somewhat pendulous; fls. of heavy fragrance, in June or July: nuts about 1/2 in. wide. S. Maine to Mich., south to Ala. and Miss. S.S. 9:440-1. Em. 187. G.F. 10:373. F.E. 14, p. 30; 29, p. 895.—The tallest, most vigorous-growing and hardest species. The nuts, though smaller, have a better flavor than the European varieties. Lvs. said to have sedative properties; in whooping-cough; bark astringent, tonic, febrifuge.

C. castanea Makino). C. sativa var. pubinervis, Makino). Fig. 833. Shrub or tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. elliptic or oblong-lanceolate, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, coarsely serrate, or the teeth reduced to a long, bristle-like point, slightly pubescent on the veins when young, glabrous at length or only pubescent on the veins beneath, 3-7 in. long, erect: nut over 1 in. wide. Japan, China. S. I. F. 1:34.—Shrubby and very precocious; it usually begins to fruit when about six years old. Hardy as far north as Mass.

CASTANEA

a. Nuts 2 or more in one involucre and more or less compressed, usually broader than high.

b. Branchlets pubescent: lvs. pubescent, or nearly so, when young, with astringent flavor after the fall. Castanea

c. Lvs. pubescent or nearly glabrous even while young.

dentata, Borkh. (C. americana, Raf.). Fig. 833. Tree, occasionally 100 ft.: lvs. cuneate at the base, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely serrate, nearly glabrous when young, 6-10 in. long and somewhat pendulous; fls. of heavy fragrance, in June or July: nuts about 1/2 in. wide. S. Maine to Mich., south to Ala. and Miss. S.S. 9:440-1. Em. 187. G.F. 10:373. F.E. 14, p. 30; 29, p. 895.—The tallest, most vigorous-growing and hardest species. The nuts, though smaller, have a better flavor than the European varieties. Lvs. said to have sedative properties; in whooping-cough; bark astringent, tonic, febrifuge.

cc. Lvs. stellate-tomentose beneath while young.

sativa, Mill. (C. visea, Gaertn. C. Castanea, Karst. C. vulgaris, Lam.). Fig. 834. Tree, 50-80 ft.: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, often truncate or rounded at the base, coarsely serrate, slightly pubescent or tomentose beneath when young, nearly glabrous at length, 5-9 in. long, erect: nut over 1 in. wide. June. From S. Eu. and N. Afr. to China. Gn. 27, p. 292; 50, p. 389. Gnm. 3:209. G.W. 8, p. 350, 385.—There are some garden forms with variegated lvs., and others of which var. asplenifolia, Lodd., with lacinately cut and divided lvs. is the most remarkable. Of several varieties cult. for their fr., Paragon, a precocious kind, and Nunno, a variety with very large fr., are the most extensively planted in this country. See Chestnut.

crenata, Sieb. & Zucc. (C. japonica, Blume. C. sativa var. pubinervis, Makino). Fig. 833. Shrub or tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. elliptic or oblong-lanceolate, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, coarsely serrate, or the teeth reduced to a long, bristle-like point, slightly pubescent on the veins when young, glabrous at length or only pubescent on the veins beneath, 3-7 in. long, erect: nut over 1 in. wide. Japan, China. S. I. F. 1:34.—Shrubby and very precocious; it usually begins to fruit when about six years old. Hardy as far north as Mass.

Vilmoriniana, Dode. Tree, to 80 ft.: branchlets glabrous: lvs. oblong-lanceolate to lanceolate, long-acuminate, usually rounded at the base, the teeth mostly reduced to slender bristles, quite glabrous even while young, 4-7 in. long: fr. globose-ovate, about 1/2 in. thick and slightly longer. Cent. China.—A valuable timber tree. Recently intro. by the Arnold Arboretum. ALFRED REHDER.

CASTANEA of commerce: The nuts of Bertholletia.

CASTANEA (Castanea and opis, chestnut-like). Fagaceae. Ornamental trees or shrubs sometimes cultivated for their handsome evergreen foliage.

Closely allied to Castanea, but pustulate fls. usually on separate catkins, sometimes solitary; ovary 3-celled; fr. ripening the second year: involucre somewhat tuberculat.; winter-buds with many scales; terminal bud present: lvs. evergreen, entire or dentate.—About 25 species, chiefly in the tropical and subtropical mountains of Asia, and 1 in W. N. Amer., which is the hardest, and is sometimes cult.; also several Chinese species have been recently intro. into cult., but their names have not yet been determined. For prop. see Castanea.


335. Japanese Chestnut—Castanea crenata. (X3/4)

384. Castanea sativa. (X2/3)
ornamental tree with beautiful foliage, hardy only in the warmer temperate regions, but the shrubby form is much harder.

**CASTANOPSIS**

*CASTANOSPÉRMUM* (chestnut seed, because of the taste of the seeds). *Leguminosae.* A genus of 2 species, one of which is a tall Australian tree, with odd-pinnate lvs., the lfts. broad, thick, entire: fls. large, yellow-orange, in lateral or axillary loose racemes which are usually about 5 in. long; petals 4; stamens free; ovary long-stipitate, many-ovuled: pod 8–9 in. long with 4–5 seeds larger than Italian chestnuts, globular. *C. australe,* Cunn., is the species known locally as “Moreton Bay chestnut.” The seeds are roasted and eaten. Intro. in S. Calif., but not common. The other species is New Caledonian, and apparently not in cult.

**CASTILLÈJA** (a Spanish botanist, D. Castillejo). *Scrophulariaceae.* PAINTED-CUP. Herbs with showy bracts in a terminal head or spike, sometimes cultivated. Flowers small, solitary, in terminal gaudy-bracted spikes; corolla tubular, sometimes flattened laterally, 2-lipped; lower lip smaller, more or less 3-toothed; stamens 4: lvs. alternate, entire or cut—upwards of 30 species in U. S. and Mex., and 1 in N. Asia. Castilléjas are little known in gardens. They are more or less root-parasitic.

*coccinea,* Spreng. Biennial or annual, 1–2 ft., hairy: radical lvs. clustered, ovate or oblong, mostly entire; st.-lvs. laciniate or cleft, and the middle lobe of the bright scarlet bracts dilated: corolla pale yellow, about the length of the calyx. Low grounds and grassy places, Canada, south.


*affinis,* Hook & Arn. Perennial, 1–2 ft.: lvs. narrow-lanceolate, entire or the upper ones toothed at apex: fl.-bracts becoming short and broad, red: spike lax below. Calif., in moist soils.—Intro. 1891 by Orcutt.

**CASUARINA**

*foliolosa,* Hook. & Arn. White-woolly perennial, 1–2 ft., the base woody: lvs. small (1 in. or less long), narrow-linear, crowded or fascicled: bracts 3-parted; spike dense. Calif., in dry soils.—Intro. 1891 by Orcutt.

*inteíra,* Gray. Perennial, 1 ft. or less, tomentose: lvs. grayish, linear, 3 in. or less long, entire: bracts of the short spike linear-oblong or obovate-oblong, entire or sometimes incised, red or rose. Texas to Ariz. and Colo.—Has been offered in Germany.

L. H. B.

**CASTILLÒA** (for Castillejo, the Spanish botanist). *Moráceae.* Laticiferous trees, of which *C. elastica* Cerv., is one of the important rubber-producing plants. There are 2 or 3 species, in Cuba and Cent. Amer. Lvs. alternate, short-petioled, often large, entire or toothed: plant monoeccious, the sexes borne in the same cluster; sterile fl. with no perianth, stamens numerous and crowded, with scales intermixed; fertile fls. with 4-lobed perianth, including the short-styled ovary: fr. a crustaceous pericarp containing a pendulous seed. The cult, of *C. elastica* for rubber is described in Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 557.

**CASTOR BEAN, CASTOR-OIL PLANT:** *Ricinus.*

**CASUARÎNA** (said to be derived from *Casuarius,* the Cassowary, from resemblance of the branches to the feathers). *Casuarináceae.* BEEFWOOD. She-OAK. Odd slender-branched leafless trees and shrubs grown in warm regions and rarely seen under glass. They are thintopped trees of striking appearance.

Casuarinas are usually classified near the walnut and hickory tribes, although very unlike them—or other known plants—in botanical characters. They are jointed and leafless plants, somewhat suggesting equisetums in gross appearance. Flowers are unisexual; staminate in cylindrical terminal spikes, each fl. consisting of a stamen inclosed in 4 scales, 2 of the scales being attached to the filament; pistillate fls. in dense heads borne in the axils, and ripening into globular or oblong cones, composed of 1-ovuled ovaries subtended by bracts: fr. a winged nutlet.—About 25 species in Austral., New Caledonia and E. Indies. The species fall into 2 groups, those having cylindrical and verticillate branches, and those having 4-angled and only imperfectly verticillate branches. The species bear small toothed sheaths at the joints.

Beefwood is planted in the extreme South for its very odd habit, and also to hold sands of the seacoast. The wood burns quickly, and is very hard and durable. The redness of the wood has given the popular name of beefwood.—The species are remarkable for rapid growth. They grow well in brackish and alkaline soils. Propagated by seeds and by cuttings of partly ripened wood.

*equisetifólia,* Linn. Fig. 857. Tree, becoming 150 ft. high in favorable climates, and a most rapid grower: branches drooping, pale green, simple, terete or nearly so, the internodes very short (less than ¼ in.); sheath-teeth 7 (6–8) lanceolate and appressed; staminate cone nearly terete; pistillate cone short-peduncled, ellipticolid, about ½-in. diam. Widely distributed in the farther Old World tropics, and the best-known species in this country (in S. Fla. and Calif. and south). Gm. M. 7:21. L.B.C. 7:607.—The wood is valuable for many purposes. The casuarinas are known as “oak” in Austral.
Cunninghamiana, Miq. Tree with slender branches, much like C. equisetfolia, but cones smaller, about 1½ in. diam., globular and very irregular, with prominent valves. Austral.—Described as a rapid-growing tree in Calif., with strong and dense growth and numerous fine branches with very short internodes.


torulosa, Dry. (C. tenuissima, Sieber.) Reaches 70 or 80 ft.: branches erect, capillary, mostly terete, internodes short: sheath-teeth 4, very short, triangular appended: staminate cones filiform; pistillate cones clipesoidal, 8–10-sided. Austrail.

sumatrana, Jungh. Shrub with dense very slender branches which are sharply angled, the internodes often very short, the sheath-teeth short: cone large, elliptical or globose, the valves thick and concave-truncate at apex. Sumatra.—Offered in England, and the branches said to be useful for bouquets; very much branched. L. H. B.

CATALPA (the Indian name of C. bignoniioides). Bignoniaceae. Ornamental trees, often cultivated for their handsome flowers appearing in large and showy panicles in summer, and for their heavy foliage.

Leaves usually deciduous, opposite, long-petioled, entire or coarsely lobed: fls. in terminal panicles; calyx splitting irregularly or 2-lipped: corolla campanulate, 2-lipped, with 2 smaller and 3 larger lower lobes; fertile stamens 2, curved, with diverging anther-sacs, not exceeding the tube of the corolla; style 2-lobed at the apex, slightly longer than the stamens: fr. a very long cylindrical capsule, separating into 2 valves, with numerous small oblong compressed seeds bearing a tuft of white hairs on each end.—About 10 species in N. Amer., W. India and E. Asia, of which 6 are hardy in the northern temperate regions.

Catalpas are deciduous or rarely evergreen trees with opposite or sometimes whorled, long-petioled, large

grow in almost any somewhat moist soil, and are hardy as far north as New England. Propagated by seeds sown in spring, in the North, best with slight bottom heat, or by cuttings from ripe wood, the varieties often by softwood cuttings in early summer or by grafting on seedlings or on roots under glass in spring; also increased sometimes by layers and root cuttings.

a. Infl. paniculate: lvs. usu. pubescent, with simple hairs.

b. Fls. yellow, striped inside orange and spotted dark violet, less than 1 in. long.


BB. Fls. white, with 2 yellow stripes inside, and spotted purplish brown, 1½–2 in. long.


hybrida, Spaeth. (C. Teasii, Penhall. C. Teasii-teas, Dode). Hybrid Catalpa. Hybrid between C. bignonioides and C. ovata. Large tree, intermediate between the parents: the lvs. resemble more those of C. ovata, and are purplish when unfolding, but much larger and slightly pubescent beneath, while the fls. are more like B. bignonioides, but smaller and with the infl. often twice as long. Originated at J. C. Teas’ nursery at Baysville, Ind. G.F. 2:305. Gt. 47:1454. G.W. 3, p. 569.—A very valuable tree, flow-

AA. Infl. racemose; pedicels very slender, 1-1 1/2 in. long, occasionally the lower ones with 2 or 3 fls.
BB. Les. pubescent or tomentose beneath, with branched hairs.

Fårgesi, Bur. Tree, to 60 ft.: lvs. ovate, acuminate, rounded at the base, entirely, slightly pubescent above, densely beneath, 3-6 in. long: racemes pubescent, 7-10-fld.; fls. about 1 1/4 in. long, rosy pink with purplish brown dots in throat; pod to 2 ft. long, 1/4-1 1/2 in. thick. W. China. Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris III. 6:3.

Ducloéii, Dode (C. Duchéennis, Dode). Tree, to 80 ft.: lvs. ovate, acuminate, usually rounded or subcordate at the base, with purple spots in the axes of the veins beneath, 5-8 in. long and often 4 or 5 in. broad; racemes 5-15-fld. the lower branches sometimes with 2 or 3 fls.; fls. rosy pink with orange markings in throat, 1 1/2-1 1/4 in. long; pod about 2 ft. long and 1/4-1 1/2 in. thick. Cent. China.

Búngei, C. A. Mey. Small tree: lvs. narrowly triangular-ovate, entire or with 1 or few pointed teeth near the base, long-acuminate, truncate or sometimes broadly cuneate at the base, with purple spots in the axils beneath, 3-5 in. long and not over 3 in. wide; racemes 3-12-fld.; fls. white with purple spot, 1-1 1/4 in. long: pod 15-15 in. long. N. China. Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris III. 6:4.—Has proved perfectly hardy at the Arnold Arboretum. Var. heterophylla, C. A. Mey. (C. heterophylla, Dode). Lvs. with several pointed teeth near the base: racemes 3-5-flld.

C. longifolium, Sims. Tree to 50 ft.: lvs. oblong-ovate, coriaceous; fls. small, white. W. Indies; often planted as shade tree in Cuba.

ALFRED REIDER.

CATAÑANCHE (Greek name, referring to ancient custom of using the plant in making love-philters). *Compositae. Annual or perennial garden herbs, grown for the bålo. Leaves crowded at the base of the st., and linear or lanceolate: head long-peduncled, blue or yellow: achene oblong, ribbed and usually villose or setose: pappus of 5-7 lanceolate long-acuminate scales.—A half dozen species in the Medit. region. Of easiest cult. in all, particularly if light. Prop. by seeds and division. Useful for cutting.


L. H. B.

CATASÉTUM (Greek for downward or backward, and bridge). *Orchideaeae. Epiphytic or terrestrial orchids, requiring hothouse conditions.

Stems short fusiform: lvs. plaited, membranaceous: scapes basal; fls. in racemes, globose or expanded; labellum fleshy; column erect, provided with sensitive appendages which, when touched, cause the pollen-masses to fly out; pollinia 2. The genus includes *Mon- achanthus* and *Mysanthes*. There are about 50 or 60 species in the American tropics. The flowers are in racemes or spikes, firm in texture, and white or in shades of green, yellow, brown or purple. Catasétums are not much cultivated, since most of the species are not showy, but they are interesting to the botanist and amateur because of the striking ejection of the pollen-masses. Gardeners often have trouble with catasétums, but they are not difficult to grow if given good care. They need a high temperature, long period of rest, and free supply of water during the growing season. They are grown in both pots and baskets. Readily propagated by dividing the plants at the base; also from very ripe pseudobulbs cut in pieces and put in sand. For culture, see Orchids.

A. Fls. white.


**840. Catalpa speciosa in fruit. (X 3/4)**

AA. Fls. yellowish, more or less marked with brown or red.


**fimbriátum**, Lindl. & Paxt. Pseudobulbs 2-3 in. long; raceme pendulous, 5- or more-flld.; fls. 2 1/2 in. across; sepals whitish or pale yellow, closely barred with red. Brazil. B.M. 7158. A.F. 6:609. Var. aúreme, Hort. Fls. pale green, slightly marked with rose, center of lip deep golden yellow.

**longifólium**, Lindl. Pseudobulbs deflexed: lvs. narrow and glaucous, reaching 5 ft.: fls. on drooping, compact spikes; sepals and petals greenish yellow tipped with dull red; lip helmet-like, orange-yellow. Guiana.—Epiphyte.

AAA. Fls. essentially red or brownish.

**decipiens**, Reichb. f. Fls. 1 1/2 in. across; sepals and petals lanceolate; red-brown and spotted; lip saccate, yellowish outside and red-brown inside. Venezuela. A.F. 6:609.

AAAA. Fls. many-colored, grotesque.


CATASETUM

Fls. ivory-white; scap of lip deep yellow. Colombia.—C. Garnettii, Rolfe. Allied to C. barbatarum. Fls. small; sepals and petals yellow when young; lip white, then flushed, yellowish. Argentina.—C. lindleyi, Schltr. Fls. small; sepals and petals yellow, with purple spots; lip white, at base yellowish. Brazil.—C. castellianum, Rolfe. Fls. small; sepals and petals yellow, with purple spots; lip white, at base yellowish.

CATCHEU

Fls. creamy white; leaves long and slender. Chile.—C. rosea, Cogn. Fls. small; sepals and petals white, at base yellowish; lip white, at base yellowish. Brazil.—C. latifolia, Cogn. Fls. small, the sepals and petals white, at base yellowish; lip white, at base yellowish. Argentina.—C. valida, Rolfe. Fls. small, the sepals and petals yellowish; lip white, at base yellowish. Brazil.—C. exilis, Rolfe. Fls. small, the sepals and petals yellow; lip white, at base yellowish. Argentina.—C. gregaria, Rolfe. Fls. small, the sepals and petals yellow; lip white, at base yellowish. Brazil.—C. rosea, Cogn. Fls. small, the sepals and petals yellow; lip white, at base yellowish. Argentina.—C. valida, Rolfe. Fls. small, the sepals and petals yellow; lip white, at base yellowish.

CATERPILLARS

The worm-like pods of Scorpiurus vermiculatus, Linn., S. subtilissima, Linn., and others (Leguminosae), are sometimes used as surprises in salads and soups; and for that purpose they are cultivated in parts of Europe, and seeds are sold in this country. They are sometimes catalogued as Worms. They are annuals of the easiest culture. The pods of Medicago scutellata, Mill., and others are known as Snails. The pods are not edible. European plants. A.G. 13:681.

CATERSELLA

Mark Catesby, 1679–1749, author of natural histories of parts of N. Amer. Rubiaceae. Shinpy flours of the W. Indies and one (B. parriflora) reaching the coast of Fla., of 6 species, one of which is offered in the trade: lvs. small, opposite or fasciculate, mostly ovate or oblong; fls. axillary and solitary, white, sometimes showy, 4-merous; corolla funnel-shaped, with short lobes; stamens 4, inserted in the tube: fr. a globular berry. C. spinosa, Linn., offered in the trade, is a slow-growing evergreen shrub from the W. Indies: lvs. ovate to obovate, nearly as long as the straight spines: fls. yellow, large and conspicuous, the corollas tube tapering down to the middle, and then very narrow or filiform, the segments much shorter than the tube: berry ovoid, yellow, edible. Recommended for hedges.

CATHA

(Carabean name). Celastraceae. One evergreen spineless shrub of Arabia and Afr., and cult. in warm countries for the lvs. which are said to possess sustaining and recuperative properties and which are eaten by the Arabs or used in the preparation of a beverage. C. edulis, Forsk. (Celastrus edulis, Vahl). Khat, Cappa. Glabrous, to 10 ft. lvs. opposite, or on the leafy shoots alternate, thick, narrowly elliptic or oblong-elliptic, ovate, or oblong-ovate, serrate, narrowed to the short petiole, 4 in. or less; clusters 6-leaved; peduncles; calyx 5-lobed; petals 5; stamens 5, borne on a disk: fr. an oblong or clavate caps., 3-valved, 1-3 seeded, ½ in. long. Recently offered in this country.

CATMINT or CATNIP: Nepeta.

CATÓPSIS (Greek compound, of obscure application). Bromeliaceae. Fifteen or more species in Trop. Amer., with strap-shaped or lanceolate mostly rostrate lvs. and spike-like racemes of white, yellow or yellowish fls. terminating a scape, very little known in cult.; some species separate to base; stemless shorter than the calyx; stigma subglose. They require the cultural conditions of the erect tillandsias. C. nitida, Griseb. (Tillandsia nitida, Hook.,) from W. Indies and S., is 6-18 in. tall, with oblong-mucronate shining green lvs. in rosettes, and white fls. in slender spikes. C. pendentiflora, Wright, from Peru, is recently intro., with oblong-elliptic lvs. (6 in. long) in a rosette and with thin dentilicate margins, and white pendulous short-stalked fls. on a race-mosely branched scape 1½ ft. high.

CAT-TAIL: Typha.

CATTELYA

(William Cattley, an early English horticulturist and naturalist). Orchidaceae. Epiphytic orchids, requiring intermediate temperatures. Pseudobulbs ovoid, clavate, fusiform or cylindrical, short or elongate, smooth or furrowed, bearing 1-3 lvs.: lvs. coriaceous: fls. single or in clusters, borne usually at the apex of the pseudobulb, rarely on a leafy stem. It is growing from the West Indies. Fls. white or yellowish, with sepals and petals similar or the petals much broader, membranous or fleshy; lip usually 3-lobed; lateral lobes commonly forming a tube enclosing the column, rarely the lateral lobes small; column clavate, fleshy; pollinia 4.—A genus of about 40 species, natives of continental Trop. Amer., especially numerous in Brasil and in the Andean region. Innumerable hybrids and horticultural forms have been named, those of the labiata group alone running into hundreds. Showiest of all orchids, and of great commercial value.

The growing of cattelyas.

The cattleyas are indigenous to the western hemisphere only, Central and South America being the regions in which they abound, particularly in the latter, from the different countries of which large quantities are imported yearly. During the last few years the collecting and importing of cattleyas into the United States has assumed large proportions, owing to a continually and steadily increased demand, not only by amateurs but also by the trade in general. There are two particular reasons for this increased demand: first, the exquisitely beautiful flowers, combined with size and marvellous colors adapted for decorations at all sorts of functions, are never so popular; second, their easy culture. Florists and amateurs alike are beginning to realize that, after all, orchids are plants, and if only treated in a commonsense way they are far easier to grow than a good many other plants, and especially so the cattleyas, provided some attention is paid to their requirements.

Cattleyas, as a whole, delight in a genial atmosphere, with all the air possible when the outside temperature will permit. In summer, from May on to the end of October, air should be admitted day and night; but there are no temperatures to be prescribed for these months. Later, when artificial heat has to be depended upon, 60° to 65° at night and 75° to 85° during the day, the earliest species to flower may be kept at the warmer end, and the later summer-blooming species, such as C. Mossie and C. gigas, may be wintered at the cooler end of the structure; thus beginning in autumn with C. labiata, C. Peruvianana, C. Trioana, C. Schradtleri, C. Mossie, C. M. 'Trioana' and last of all, C. gigas, in their regular order of bloom, these may be treated according to their season of flowering. One cannot change the
time of blooming of a cattleya, that is to say force it as other plants may be forced, without injury to the plants and a poor quality of bloom, but they are often retarded by systematic cooler treatment.

The best potting material is the soft brown osmundine, used alone with no sphagnum moss unless it is possible to make this moss live, and even then it is of no benefit to the plants except as an index to the presence of moisture. Moss that is dead and inert is a detriment in the potting material of all orchids. The one imperative thing in the potting of cattleyas is that they be made perfectly firm in their receptacles; if loose potting is practised, the young roots are injured easily and this is a handicap and may be material like a sponge, holding too much moisture in suspension for the plants to do well, and, given a time when the roots do not dry out quickly, all will soon die.

Newly imported cattleyas, as they arrive from South America, are usually much dried up, due to the treatment given before shipment to avoid loss by decay or fermentation on the way. If the plants are washed well with soap and water, placed in an airy shaded house for a few weeks and allowed to plump up again, roots will soon be seen starting. At this time, pot each piece in a receptacle suitable to the size of the plant (never let it be too large, but always err on the minimum when in doubt), fill the pots half full of drainage if common flower-pots are used, and fill up with osmundine to the top, pressing this material in with a blunt-pointed stick so that the plant will be firm. Moisture from this time on for weeks may be applied by spraying overhead during bright days. If the pieces are large, baskets are preferable to pots, as there is more aeration through the material and the plants may be suspended and space economized. Newly established plants often bloom the first year, and one may get an idea of the infinite variety found among the plants, as no two are alike. Some districts known to collectors produce better forms than others, in fact, in certain localities, the plants found produce flowers of very inferior quality. It is becoming more difficult to collect orchids, especially cattleyas from their native habitats, transportation not having improved and the distance to travel being greater each time. In consequence of this, hybridizers are giving more attention to the reproduction of fine forms true to themselves, with considerable success, and should the supply of wild plants fail, there cannot now, in view of the well-understood and successful methods of raising cattleyas, be a time when the plants will be unobtainable. Considering the variation found among the wild plants, it is to be expected that how raised seedlings will vary; but if the best-known forms are used, and these only are worth the trial, one may expect a large measure of success.

In our climate there is no period when the cattleyas should be kept dry at the roots. The plants are either getting ready to bloom, incrop, or recuperating from, and these three periods cover the year. One does not have to resort to dryness to attain ripening as do the European cultivators, and failure here is often traceable to foreign training or text-books.

Established plants should be repotted at least every second year. This is as long as the osmundine will remain suitable for the roots to ramify in, and if the plants are grown in pots, immerse the same a day before if the roots are dry, or most of them will remain attached to the pots. Remove all decayed portions of material and roots, wash with clean water, and repot as with newly imported plants, remembering always that a size too large often proves fatal to success. Plants that have been newly potted must not be placed among others that have not received attention, but all should be put in a situation in which they can be treated to little water at the roots for several weeks until the weather is such that there is no danger of their becoming overwatered. Cattleyas should be attended to in this respect in the winter months, taking first C. labiata, as it is the first to start growing, then C. Trianae; the later kinds may be potted before flowering with less injury than afterwards, if done with care.

In hot weather, cattleyas should always be watered in the evening or latter part of the day. A generous spraying overhead will supply the moisture at a time when the roots get most of it, as may be seen by an examination in early morning. There is no danger of injury if an abundance of air is supplied. One has only to be careful during such times as the atmosphere outside is surcharged with moisture, then it is wise not to use any moisture inside even for a week at a time. This is when the dreaded "black spot" disease is often seen. It usually begins at the union of leaf and bulb, and when first seen, amputation must be practised to a point below infection, and dry sulfur and powdered charcoal applied at once as an absorbent. A small can of this ought always to be ready to hand, for if the disease gets down to the rhizome, several bulbs will be affected at once, and it is often difficult to save the plant. The disease is also highly infectious and may easily be transmitted to a healthy plant by means of a knife used to cut off diseased parts of another.

Apart from seeds, the propagation of cattleyas is a slow process to be accomplished only by the cutting of the rhizome between the bulbs, leaving at least three of the leading ones and separating the older ones according to their strength or the dormant buds at the base that are visible. A clean cut or notch that almost severs the rhizome is the best, leaving the parts where they are until new growth and roots are made, then potting in small receptacles, wiring or stakes the little pieces firmly. Apart from the three last-made bulbs on the rhizome, the older ones are a source of weakness to the plants and are better removed, and in the case of valuable forms utilized as above. This is the way all duplicates of the many albino varieties have been obtained. There are many white cattleyas bearing the same name, as C. Trianae alba or C. Mossae Wagneri, for many have appeared among importations, but these differ in each individual and unless a plant is increased by division one cannot be sure of the same thing.

Opinions are divided as to the "feeding" of orchids. It is certain that when rain-water is saved in cisterns for the plants, and these happen to be in the vicinity of cities where soot collects on the roofs of the houses, the
plants show unusual vigor and in consequence of this, many have practised the use of fertilizers in exceedingly dilute proportions in all the water used on the plants, and some have had surprising results. The temptation, however, is always present that if a little is good, more would be better, and herein lies the danger. When plant-foods are used in solution, they should be considered only as sufficient to make the difference between rain-water and that which comes out of a pipe.


With a number of plants of each of the above kinds, it will be seen that it is possible to have a succession of flowers from one end of the year to the other.

E. O. Orpet and John E. Lager.

The following American trade names belong to Laelia: C. crispa, C. lobata, C. marginata, C. pumila. See also, the list of hybrids at the close of Cattleya. For C. aurantiaca, see Epidendrum.

The cattleyas enter into various generic hybrids: consult, for example, Brassocattleya, Brassocattleya, Brasso-Laelia-Cattleya, Epicattleya, Laeliocattleya.

Of several of the following species, there are named varieties in the American trade, varying in stature, habit and particularly in the color of the flowers.
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Acadiana, 1, 31.
Alba, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 22, 26, 27.
Aberdeen, 12, 13.
Alexandra, 9.
Amerisana, 14.
Amethystina, 34.
amethystoglossa, 20.
Aquini, 24.
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Brandieri, 13.
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cerules, 9, 13, 16.
candida, 13, 27.
Currieri, 4.
choeocoon, 13.
chrysoglossa, 4.
citrina, 16.
colostis, 9.
Cookiwcnn, 14.
coudondiensis, 9, 13.
croacta, 7.
Danae, 10.
delicatea, 13, 26.
Dixon, 11.
Dolase, 3.
Dowiana, 4.
Dubbysciasman, 29.
dulcis, 9.
Elasiot, 30.
Eulandii, 7.
enfendelis, 13.
extia, 18.
Euleria, 9.
Elrodiana, 4.
Dubuysciasman, 29.
dulcis, 9.
Eulasiot, 30.
Eulandii, 7.
enfendelis, 13.
extia, 18.
Euleria, 9.
Elrodiana, 4.
Dubuysciasman, 29.
dulcis, 9.
Eulasiot, 30.
Eulandii, 7.
enfendelis, 13.
extia, 18.
Euleria, 9.
Elrodiana, 4.

CATTLEYA

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Inf. terminal.
B. Lateral lobes of lip small or wanting, the column exposed.
C. Peduncle short, from a very short spathe or naked: pseudobulb fusiform, short. 1. Acadiana
CC. Peduncle long, from a large spathe: pseudobulbs long. 2. bicolor
BB. Lateral lobes of lip large.
C. Corners recurved, exposing column. 3. dolosa
CC. Corners not recurved, concealing column.
D. Pseudobulbs 1-fed.
E. Plants large: pseudobulbs fusiform or clavate: fls. large.
F. Sepals and petals yellow: lip ample, rich purple, beautifully veined and reticulated with gold. 4. Dowiana
FF. Sepals and petals not yellow.
G. Petals about twice as broad as the sepals which are markedly undulate.
H. Tube narrowly cylindric, the limb not striped. 5. Lawrenceana
HH. Tube cylindric-funneliform, the limb bordered with white and streaked with darker color, with a median yellow line. 6. maxima
GG. Petals 3 times or more as broad as the sepals which are not undulate or but slightly so.
H. Lip with a large orange blotch in the center, surrounded by circles of white and purple in order. 7. Eldorado
III. Lip with other color arrangement.
1. The lip about as wide as or wider than the petals.
J. Tube of lip yellow; sepals and petals undulate.
JJ. Tube white or colored other than yellow.
K. Border of limb white, the center bright purple variegated with violet. 9. Mississi
KK. Limb without white border.
L. Throat with a yellow or white eye on each side. 10. Luedemania
LL. Throat without eye on each side.
M. Color of tube white, the same as petals; limb purple-crimson.
MM. Color of tube and limb bright purple; throat with 3 yellow spots... 12. Warszewiczii
II. The lip narrower than petals.
J. Lip much shorter than the tube, the margin relatively but little crisped. 13. Trianae
JJ. Lip about as long as the tube, the margin much crisped.
K. Throat with a golden eye on each side. 14. labiata
KK. Throat without eye.
L. Margin of limb different in color from the center.
M. Petals longer than the sepals and lip; fls. 4–5 in.
N. Petals shorter than the sepals and lip; fls. 1–3 in.
O. Petals longer than the sepals; fls. 4–5 in.
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gloriosa, 12.
Goodsoever, 12.
Goosensiana, 12.
grandiflora, 12.
granulosa, 12.
gratitiana, 12.
guttata, 20, 28, 30.
backbridgiana, 12.
Harrisoniana, 27.
Harrisoniana, 27.
Harrisoniana, 27.
HGoksonl, 16.
Holordi, 12.
Holmesii, 12.
Holzelti, 12.
Imperialis, 12.
inocenos, 24, 26.
intermedia, 24, 26.
Jawoensiana, 4.
Karwinski, 12.
Kleider, 20.
labiata, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11.
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.
Lachenl, 11.
Lambbeana, 11.
Lawrenit, 1.
Lea, 13.
Lemoinei, 12.
Leocephali, 22.
leucoglossa, 11.
libanea, 18.
Locudilee, 24, 26, 27.
Lowie, 11.
Lucdulmenniana, 10.
luteola, 18.
macroriza, 11.
manulata, 27.
majestica, 11.
Malowa, 10.
Marla, 13.
maritima, 24.
Mauusengania, 12.
Macluse, 11.
maxima, 6.
Mendelli, 11.
Mets, 13.
Meyeri, 18.
modesta, 18.
Mooreana, 13.
Morgani, 11.
Mossia, 9.
Naldereana, 14.
Nigrescens, 1.
sobolius, 34.
CATTLEYA

KEY TO THE SPECIES, continued

MM. Petals about as long as sepals and lip; fls. 6–7 in. across.... 16. Gaskelliana
LL. Limb not marginated. 17. Warneri
EE. Plants small; pseudobulbs ovate or oblong; fls. small, yellow... 18. Luteola
DD. Pseudobulbs 2–3 in.
EE. Peduncle pendent, bearing usually a single yellow ft.; lip entire...... 10. citrina
EE. Peduncle erect, bearing 2–10 ft. or more; lip usually 3-lobed.
F. Ground-color of sepals and petals not green nor brown.
G. With large purple spots.... 20. amethystostylus
GG. Not spotted
H. Fls. 5–10; sepals and petals not fleshy.
I. Lip emarginate; blooms in fall................. 21. Bowringiana
II. Lip acute; blooms in spring.................... 22. Skinneri
HH. Fls. 2–6; sepals and petals fleshy.
I. Middle lobe of lip much broader than tube............. 23. Victoria [regina]
II. Middle lobe of lip not broader than tube.
J. Color of sepals and petals pale or white; petals the same width as dorsal sepal...... 24. intermedia
JJ. Color of sepals and petals marked; petals broader than dorsal sepal.
K. Lateral lobes of lip and petals acute.... 25. violacea
KK. Lateral lobes of lip and petals obtuse.
L. Lip distinctly 3-lobed, the nerves of the disk smooth........... 26. Lodigessii
LL. Lip indistinctly 3-lobed, the nerves of the disk rugose-thickened..... 27. Harrisoniana
FF. Ground-color of sepals and petals brown........ 28. Leopoldii
FFF. Ground-color of sepals and petals green.
A. Lip warty or papillate.
B. Pseudobulbs 1-in.; lateral lobes of lip separated, exposing column..... 33. Walkeriana
BB. Pseudobulbs 2-in.; lateral lobes of lip forming a tube, concealing column........ 34. nobilior

1. Aclaínia, Lindl. Sts. 4–5 in. tall, bearing 2 or 3 lvs. 2–3 in. long; peduncle with 1 or 2 fls. 3–4 in. across; sepals and petals similar, obtuse, greenish yellow, marked with spots of black-brown; lip fleshy in the middle, somewhat funnel-shaped, lateral lobes small, curved over the column, the middle lobe large, broadly reniform, undulate, rose-purple with darker veins. Brazil. B.M. 5039. C.O. 23. There is a var. nigréscens.

2. bcf color, Lindl. Pseudobulbs cylindrical, deeply striate, 1–3 ft. tall, 2-lvd.; lvs. 4–6 in. long, oblong-lanceolate; peduncle with 2–6 fragrant fls. 3–4 in. across; sepals oblong, acute, usually olive or bronze-green, the lateral falcate; petals like the sepals but undulate; lip crimson-purple, sometimes white-margined, the lateral lobes wanting, the middle lobe recurved, oblong-cuneate, bilobed, channeled in the center. Brazil. B.M. 4909. C.O. 10. O.R. 10:305.

3. dolosa, Reichb. (C. Walkeriana var. dolosa, Veitch). Pseudobulbs 4–6 in. long, usually 2-lvd., the lvs. oblong; peduncle 1–2–3 ft.; sepals and petals rose-purple to lile, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, the petals cuneate-ovate; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes erect, the middle lobe reniform, emarginate, amethyst-purple. Brazil. G.C. II. 5:430–1. V.O. 2:49. A.G. 11:159.

4. Dowiana, Batem. (C. labiata var. Dowiana, Veitch). Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft. tall, furrowed, 1-lvd.; lvs. up to 1 ft. long; peduncle 2–3 ft.; fls. 0–7 in. across; sepals and petals nanking-yellow, the sepals lanceolate, acute, less than half as wide as the undulate petals; lip ample, about as long as the petals, the tube yellow, striped with purple, the limb crisped, velvety, dark purple, finely and beautifully veined with golden lines which radiate from the median lines. R.H. 1869:30 A.F. 25:593; 21:838; 30:1078. C.L.A. 11:45; 19:343. Costa Rica, where it was discovered by Warscewicz.— It was rediscovered in 1864 by Mr. Arec, who sent plants to Eu., where they were purchased by Messrs. Veitch & Son, in whose establishment they flowered for the first time. Var. aurea, Williams & Moore (var. chrysanthya, Hort.), has the sepals and petals deep yellow and the golden veins on the lip more copious and anastomosing. Colombia. A.F. 6:503; 12: 10. F.R. 1:76. C.O. 2a. O.R. 19:17. Var. jenseniá Hort. A large and handsome form. Var. róstita, Hort. Sepals creamy white, tinged with purple; petals rose-purple, tinged with yellow.

5. Lawrenceána, Reichb. Pseudobulbs 12–15 in. tall, strap-shaped, compressed, furrowed, 1-lvd.; lvs. oblong, 6–9 in. long; peduncle 5–8–9 fls.; fls. 4–5 in. across; sepals and petals pale rose-purple to almost white, the sepals linear-oblong, the petals elliptic-oblong, undulate, about twice as wide as the sepals; lip with a narrowly cylindrical tube, colored externally like the sepals and petals, the limb purple with a maroon blotch. Brit. Guiana. B.M. 7133. R. 1:12.

6. máxima, Lindl. Pseudobulbs about 1 ft. tall, claviform, furrowed, compressed, 1-lvd.; lvs. oblong, 5–10 in. long; peduncle 3–6–9 fls.; fls. 4–5 in. across; sepals and petals lilac or pale rose, acute, the sepals lanceolate-ligulate, the petals about twice as broad as the sepals, undulate or crisped; lip as long as petals, the limb crisped, pale rose or crimson-purple with a median yellow stripe, from which radiate darker purple spots, the border white. Ecuador and Peru. B.M. 4902. F.S. 20:2136. F.R. 1:298. C.O. 13.

7. Eldorádo, Lindl. (C. labiata var. Eldorádo, Veitch). Pseudobulbs 6–8 in. tall, stout, 1-lvd.; lvs. oblong, 8–12 in. long; peduncle with 1–3 fragrant fls. 5–6 in. across; sepals and petals pale rose lilac passing to white, the sepals lanceolate, acute, the petals oval-rounded, undulate; lip longer than lateral sepals, externally the same color as petals, the limb crisped, emarginate, a large central orange blotch surrounded by zones of white and purple. Brazil. F.S. 18:1826. C.O. 26. Var. crocata, Hort. Sepals and petals white or pale rose, the orange spots of lip expanded in a broad line to the base. Var. Wallisii, Hort. (C. Willisi, Lindl.) Fls. pale white except golden spot on lip. C.O. 264.

8. Réx, O'Brien. Pseudobulbs 8–14 in. tall, claviform or fusiform, furrowed, 1-lvd.; lvs. up to 1 ft. long, oblong; peduncle with 3–6 fls. 6–7 in. across; sepals and petals cream-white, the sepals acutish, linear-oblong, the petals obtuse, as long as sepals but 3 times their width, oval-rhomboid, undulate; lip about as long as lateral sepals, the same yellow, white, the sepals lanceolate, acutish, long to limb crisped, the front part margined white surrounding...


10. Ludemanniana, Reichb. f. (C. labiata var. Ludemanniana, Reichb. f. C. Düssenisi, Warn. C. speciosepsina, Hort. C. Roekz., Reichh. f. C. Malouenda, Lind. C. Basseti, Hort.). Pseudobulbs clavate, 8-12 in. tall, 1-lvd.: lvs. oblong, 6-10 in. long: peduncle 2-5 fls.; fls. 5-6 in. across; sepals and petals rose-purple, suffused with white, the sepals oblong, acute, the petals elliptic, undulate; lip with the tube of same color as petals, the front lobe crisped, emarginate, amethyst-purple, the throat with 2 yellow or white blotches, separated by lines of amethyst-purple. Venezuela. C.O. 21. Var.


CATTLEYA

out, yellow, the middle lobe crisp, whitish on margin, the side lobes sometimes streaked purple inside. Brazil. B.M. 5032. F.S. 23:2479.


20. *amethystoglossa*, Lindl. & Reichb. f. (C. guttata var. *Prinzi*, Reichb. C. Prinzi, Hort. C. guttata var. *K6te66ri, Houl.). Pseudobulbs 1-2/5 in. long, elliptic-oblong, peduncles 8-8-fld.; fls. 31-41/5 in. across; sepal and petals white, suffused with rose-purple, spotted amethyst-purle, especially on the upper half, the dorsal sepal linear-oblong, the lateral sepal, the petals ovate, rounded at apex, lip much shorter than the petals, the lateral lobes erect, purple at apex, the middle lobe broader than long, emarginate or 2-lobed, violet-purple, the radiating ridges papillose. Brazil. B.M. 5683. R.H. 1899:210. G.C. III. 38:185. Var. Sanderse, Hort. An eelmy white form.


23. *Victoria-regina*, O'Brien. Pseudobulbs -1-11/2 ft. tall, somewhat compressed and clavate, 1-2-flvd.; lvs. 3-6 in. long, oblong or elliptic-oblong: peduncle bearing 2-5 fls., rarely more, 5-6 in. across; sepal purple a little tinged with yellow, striated with darker purple, oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, the petals purple tinged with violet, obliquely striated with darker purle, elliptic-oblong, obtuse, undulate; lip distinctly 3-lobed, the lateral lobes exteriory white or flushed with rose, violet-purple at the obtuse apex and inside, the front lobe reniform, bright rose-violet, crispet, the disk yellow streaked purple. Pernambuco. G.C. III. 11:805. O.R. 3:178; 8:361. R. 2:85. C.O. 3-Said to grow wild in company with *C. labiata* and *C. Leopoldii* var. *pernambucensis*, and considered by some a natural hybrid between the two. The variability of 1 or 2 lvs. on a pseudobulb points in this direction.


26. *L6d6g6sii*, Lindl. (C. Arembergii, Scheidw. C. **intermédia** var. *variegata*, Hook.). Pseudobulbs 8-12 in tall, cylindrical, 2-flvd.; lvs. 4-5 in. long, oblong-elliptic: peduncle bearing 2-5 fls. 3-41/2 in. across; sepals and petals rose-lilac, oblong-elliptic, the lateral sepals somewhat falcate, the petals a little broader than the sepals, undulate; lip shorter than the lateral sepals, distinctly 3-lobed, the tube externally colored like petals, internally whitish, the lateral lobes rounded, undulate, the front lobe nearly orbicular, pale amethyst, strongly crisped, the disk whitish passing into yellow at the base. Brazil. C.O. 18. O.R. 15:145.- There is a white form. Var. *alba*, Hort.-Fils. bluish white. Var. *innocens*, Hort. Fls. milky white. Var. *spěndens*, Hort. Fls. with bright purplish rose sepals; lip white inside, pale lilac outside; disk and side lobes pale purple.


28. *Leopoldii*, Versch. (C. guttata var. *Leopoldii*, Lindl. & Reichb. f.). Pseudobulbs 15-30 in tall, fusiform, 2-3-flvd.; lvs. 6-8 in. long, oblong-elliptic: peduncle bearing 10-25 fls. 3-4 in. across; sepals and petals brown, oblong-sesne, purple-spotted, the lateral sepals somewhat falcate, the petals undulate and a little broader than the sepals; lip strongly 3-lobed, the
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lateral lobes acute, the front lobe broadly cuneate-obcordate, undulate, bright amethyst-purple, the tube paler, the disk covered with small tubercles and elevated papillate lines. S. Brazil. C.O. 15. F.S. 14:1471–2.


30. **guttata**, Lindl. (C. elatior, Lindl.). Pseudobulbs 18–30 in. tall, cylindric, 2-lvd.: lvs. 5–9 in. long, oblong-elliptic: peduncle bearing 5–10 fls. 3–4 in. across; sepal and petals yellowish green, spotted deep purple, the sepals obtuse, the lateral somewhat falcate, the petals undulate, broader than sepals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes white externally, acute, the front lobe amethyst-purple, spotted purple, pale yellow. B.M. 1906.


32. **Förbesii**, Lindl. (C. vestátis, Hoffm.). Pseudobulbs 8–12 in. tall, cylindric, 2-lvd.: lvs. 4–5 in. long, oblong: peduncle bearing 2–3 fls. 5–6 in. across; sepal and petals a pale yellowish green, obtuse, undulate, sepal oblong-ligulate, undulate, especially in the petals; lip distinctly 3-lobed, the tube pale yellow outside, inside a bright yellow streaked with red, the terminal lobe small, sissile, orbicular, undulate, pale yellow, with a bright yellow center marked with purple. S. Brazil. B.M. 3265. C.O. 11. B.R. 953.

33. **Walkeriana**, Gardner (C. bulbósa, Lindl. C. Garderiana, Reichb. f. C. princeps, Rodr.). Pseudobulbs 2–5 in. tall, oval-fusiform, furrowed, 1-lvd.: lvs. 2–5 in. long, oblong-elliptic: fls. 1–3, very fragrant, 3–5 in. across, on a scaly st. arising from the base of the pseudobulb; sepal and petals pale rose-lilac or a deep purple-rose, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, acute, the petals lanceolate, wide, obtuse; lip a little shorter than sepals, fleshy, 3-lobed, the lateral lobes rose, separated, exposing the column, the front lobe nearly orbicular, emarginate, crisp, violet-purple, the disk yellow, streaked with bright purple. Brazil. B.R. 33:42.

34. **nobilior**, Reichb. f. (C. Walkeriana var. nobilior, Veitch). Pseudobulbs 3–5 in. tall, oval-fusiform or nearly clavate, furrowed, 2-lvd.: lvs. 2–4 in. long, elliptic-ovate: fls. 1 or 2, on a sealy st. arising from the base of the pseudobulb, very fragrant, 3–4½ in. across; sepal and petals purple-lilac, acute, the sepals oblong, the petals ovate-rhomboid, about twice the width of the sepals; lip fleshy, about as long as lateral sepals, 3-lobed, the tube the same color as the petals, the front lobe broad, fleshy, rounded-reniform, scarcely undulate, the disk yellow, many-costate. Brazil. G.C. II. 19:729. I.H. 30:485.


CAULIFLOWER (Brassica oleracea, Linn., var. botrytis, DC.). A form of the common cabbage species, producing an edible head of a well-formed and condensed flowers and flower-stems (the word cauliflower means stem-flower); it will hybridize with the cabbage and form some very interesting freaks. See Forcing.

A perfect “cudril” or head of cauliflower is one in which the parts are so adjusted to one another that it looks almost homogeneous. Such a condition is most commonly found in the young or partly developed heads. As soon as segmentation begins to take place, the cudril has reached full development and maturity from the market-gardeners’ standpoint. The breaking-up of the cudril is an indication of the formation of floral parts. The value of the cudril depends on its symmetry and form; and the length of time that it will hold without beginning to break up into distinct parts.

Not all plants produce perfect curds. Growers recognize a peculiar form which is known as the “ricy” cudril illustrated at a in Fig. 845. Another form, which is equally undesirable is a segmented cudril between the segments of which leaves appear, and the cudril shown at b. A head in perfect condition is shown at c. Segments are apparent in c, but the development of the cudril is almost ideal and the head as a whole is very nearly perfect. It is the aim of the seed-grower as well as of the gardener to produce plants which will result in curds of the type shown at c.

Cauliflower is the most fastidious and exacting member of the cabbage family. It is less tolerant of adverse soil and climatic conditions than any of its near relatives. This accounts, in a great measure, for its limited cultivation and the fact that it is grown only in certain localities. When well grown, however, it is one of the most profitable market-garden crops. Because of its
intolerance to heat, it is grown in the open so as to take advantage of the cool seasons of early spring and autumn. It is one of those crops, therefore, which is less adaptable than those having a greater range of heat-endurance. If the season happens to be favorable the amateur may have good luck, but if the season proves severe the most expert grower may fail.

A rich loamy soil, thoroughly charged with available plant-food is suited to this plant. Light thin sandy soils or those extremely heavy and retentive are, as a rule, not well suited for this crop. The soil should be one which does not dry out quickly but which will furnish the plants a constant supply of moisture. High-grade cauliflower is quite as dependent upon careful handling of the plants and a constantly available supply of moisture as high-grade celery. Among the fertilizers, none is better than well-decomposed manure from the horse-stable, thoroughly incorporated with the soil at the time of preparing it for the crop.

If commercial fertilizers are necessary, quick-acting ones are most desirable, except it is thought that sulfate of potash is preferable to muriate. The nitrogen-content of the fertilizer, however, should be in the form of nitrate of soda or sulfate of ammonia rather than in a slow-acting form. If a fertilizer is to be used, a portion of it should be scattered over the field before the plants are set. An application of 500 pounds to the acre at this time, applied broadcast, and a side dressing about the time "buttons" begin to form, will prove an advantage. The side dressing may be at the rate of 500 pounds, making a total application of 1,000 pounds to the acre. A good fertilizer is one carrying 3 to 4 per cent of nitrogen, 6 to 8 per cent of phosphoric acid and about 10 per cent of potash.

Cauliflower plants in northern latitudes are handled so as to prepare them either for an early or a late crop. The early crop should be started at the same time as early cabbage, or a few days later. Cauliflower plants cannot, however, be started in the autumn and successfully wintered in coldframes, as can early cabbage plants. Plants so handled are less likely to give a desirable product. The best early-crop plants are produced from hotbed or greenhouse propagated stock started in a mild temperature and grown so as to produce a sturdy broad-leaved plant to be set in the field a few days later than the early crop of cabbage. Young cauliflower plants are less hardy than young cabbage plants and, for this reason, planting in the open must be somewhat delayed.

For the late cauliflower crop in the North, seed-beds are prepared on the shady side of a building or in a partially shaded situation and handled in same manner as seed-beds for late cabbage, the late crop in the Long Island region being placed in the open the last days of June or early in July.

The early crop is usually grown on a smaller scale than the autumn crop. Plants grown in the hotbed are usually transplanted and the transplanted plants carried and set in the field by hand. The distance between the rows should be sufficient to permit of cultivation with horse-power implements, but the plants need not be set more than 18 inches apart in the row. A row of cauliflower, transplanted during the drier parts of the season and, largely on this account, growers prefer to use a transplanting machine so as to water the plants at the same time they are set. A convenient distance between the rows is 3 feet, with the plants 20 to 24 inches apart in the row, depending upon the quality grown.

It is the old adage that "the only good hedge is one that goes up every day" applies with equal force to cauliflower. Cultivation should be of such character as to prevent the formation of a crust and to discourage the development of weeds. The maintenance of a soil-mulch by shallow cultivation which shall not disturb or severely prune the roots of the plants is desirable.

Cauliflower is subject to the same enemies and diseases as cabbage. Clubroot and mildew are two of the most annoying diseases. The aphis, root-maggot and the green cabbage-worm and the cabbage-looper are annoying pests. The delicacy of the curd requires that the plants be kept free from insects which devour any portion of the plant.

Cauliflower requires more careful field attention than that required by any other garden crop except those that are blanched either by tying or banking. The young curd of the cauliflower, as soon as it has reached the size of a hen's egg, should be carefully protected from the elements by adjusting the leaves in such a manner as to prevent discoloration by the action of sun or rain. The expert growers accomplish this and at the same time indicate the stage of maturity of the plants by different methods of folding the leaves together over the curd or by tying them with different tying materials. A different method being used each time the field is gone over. To illustrate: the earliest developed curds may be protected by tying the leaves together with rye straw, the next later size may be indicated by folding the leaves together over the plant, while the third may be indicated by tying the leaves together with universally three operations will be sufficient to care for the entire season's crop. As soon as the curds have reached the desired market size, which varies greatly with different producers and somewhat also with different varieties and is to a degree dependent upon the season and fertility of the land, the plants are harvested by cutting the heads with at least two or three whorls of leaves attached.

After the heads have been cut and a sufficient number assembled in one place to justify packing, they are trimmed by using a large knife to sever the leaves just above the edge of the curd so as to form a border or "ruche" of leafstalks with a point of the blade attached about the curd. This border of stiff green leafstalks about the white curd gives it a very attractive appearance.

After the curds have been properly trimmed, which varies somewhat with different operators, they are protected by the use of tea paper, either white or brown, placed over the head in such a manner as to protect it from dirt and contact with its neighbors. The curds are then packed in crates or barrels, the California and Florida product being largely packed in crates holding one dozen heads in a single layer. If the heads are to be packed in barrels, a layer of excelsior is first placed in the barrel and the wrapped heads, curd down, are carefully placed so as to form a layer resting upon the excelsior over the bottom of the barrel. The next row of curds is placed stem end down and curds up; on top is placed another cushion of excelsior and the operation repeated until the barrel is filled in such a manner as to
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leave the last row with the stem end upward, over which a
cushion of excelsior and a burlap cover are placed.

Ventilated barrels are ordinarily used for this purpose,
but for long-distance shipment the smaller crates hold-
ing a single layer of heads have proved most advan-
tageous.

During late years, the marketing of this crop has been
very greatly facilitated and the returns to the growers
considerably enhanced by a cooperative method of
sale which has taken into consideration a more ex-
tended distribution of the crop than formerly. In this
the Long Island Cauliflower-Growers' Association and
the California Vegetable-Growers' Union have both
been very helpful.

One of the handicaps in the cultivation of cauliflower
has been the entire dependence of the American
growers on foreign seed, little or no cauliflower seed
having been produced in this country and that in the
open only in the Puget Sound region. The seed has been
expensive and not always to be depended upon.
The greatest care should be given to securing a per-
fectly reliable stock of seed.

Broccoli.

Broccoli, which is a long-season cauliflower, is in all
respects like cauliflower except that its vegetative parts
are somewhat coarser, the heads somewhat smaller, and
it does not form an edible curd early in its life as does
cauliflower.

Broccoli is cultivated only in climates having a mild
winter; when it can be planted the summer before and

Broccoli is cultivated only in climates having a mild
winter; when it can be planted the summer before and

carried through the winter to form heads early the fol-
lowing spring. It is a popular plant in all parts of
France and particularly in England. It is undoubtedly
the parent type of the cauliflower, the cultivated varie-
ties of cauliflower being short-season forms.

For best results, the seed should be sown at the same
time in pans of coarse sand, the plants trans-
planted to the field about the same time, so that they
will make their vegetative growth during the late
summer and autumn. Where winters are mild, the plants
can be left in the open, but in more rigorous climates
at the approach of cold weather, a small number of
plants can be lifted with earth adhering to the roots,
stored in a suitable root-cellar, and the following spring
transferred to the open to form heads.

L. C. CORBETT.

CAULOPHYLLUM (Greek, stem-leaf). Berberi-
dáceae. Blue Cohosh. Two species of perennial herbs
(sometimes combined with Leontice), one in E. Amer.
and the other in Asia, the former sometimes removed
from the woods to cult. grounds. Rhizomatous: st. en-

dy, stolons, leaves to 3 ft. long; pericarp usually small
and sessile: fls. small, yellow-green, pinnate; sepals 6,
subtended by 3 or 4 bracts; petals 6, much smaller than
the sepals and appearing like glands or scales; stamens 6;

ovary soon bursting, freeing the 2 ovules which
develop into depressed-globular berry-like seeds (with-
out pericarp). C. thalictroides, Michx., Fig. 846, is the
American species, a smooth or glaucous plant of
rich woods from Canada south, 2-3½ ft. high. The
plant is always attractive because of its trim growth and
interesting habit; in Sept. and later, when the foli-
age is dead, the drupe-like seeds stand erect on the dry
stalks and afford one of the richest and best of deep
blues.

L. H. B.

CAULÍTEA (Sir P. Caulay, 1802-1871, British natu-
ralist). Zingiberáceae. About a half-dozen Himalayan
species closely allied to Roscoea, differing in the
spherical rather than narrow fr., and the spicate infl.
Probably not in cult. in this country. C. íutea, Royle
(Rosea butea, Royle. R. grclitis, Smith). Erect or
leafy perennial herb, 1½ ft. or less: lvs. narrow-lanceo-
late, slender-tipped, reddish underneath: fls. 2 in. or
less long; corolla yellow; calyx reddish purple, the linear
segms. prominent, the lateral ones spreading or reflected
and the dorsal one erect and with an incurved erect
staminode under it. Treatment of Alpinia and Roscoea.

CAYAN: Acacia Cavenia.

CAJENNE PEPPER: Capsicum.

CAJUTÍA JAPONÍCA: Cissus japonica.

CEANOTHUS (ancient Greek name). Rhamnáceae.
Ornamental woody plants grown for their profusely
produced white, blue or pink flower-clusters.

Deciduous or evergreen shrubs or trees: lvs. alter-

ate or sometimes opposite, short-petioled, serrate or

entire, usually 3-nerved, with small stipules: fls. per-
fect, small, 5-merous, in small umbels forming pani-
cles or racemes; sepals often incurved, colored; petals
clawed, spreading recurved; filaments slender;
disk annular; ovary partly adnate to the calyx-tube,
3-celled; style 3-cleft: fr. a 3-celled drupe, dry at length
and separating into 3 one-seeded dehiscent nutlets
— Nearly 50 species in N. Amer., chiefly in the Pacific
coast region.

These are free-flowering shrubs, some especially
gardening valuable, for their late
flowering period. Many of
them are hardy only in the
warmer temperate regions,
but C. americanus, C. ovatus,
and C. Pendleri are hardy
North, while the numerous
hybrids of C. americanus
are only half-hardy, and

even if protected they are
killed to the ground in the
North, but the young shoots
will usually flower the same season. The safest way,
however, to have good free-flowering plants of these
beautiful hybrids will be, in the North, to dig them up
in fall, store them away in a frost-proof pit or cellar,
and plant them out again in spring. Pruning of the
late-flowering species will be of advantage; about one-half
of last year's growth may be taken away. They grow
in almost any soil, but best in a light and well-drained
one, and most of the Californian species prefer a sunny
position. Propagated by seeds sown in spring and by
cuttings of mature wood in autumn, inserted in a cold-
frame or greenhouse; softwood cuttings also grow
readily if taken in early spring from forced plants.
Sometimes increased by layers, and the varieties and
hybrids by grafting on roots of C. americanus under
glass in early spring; the cions must be fresh and with
leaves, taken from plants kept in the greenhouse
during the winter.
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846. Seed—berries of blue
cohosh, Caulophyllum thalictri-
oides. (×1/4)
A. Leaves alternate. (Nos. 1–13.)
B. Margin of leaf serrate or crenate.
C. Foliage glabrous beneath or slightly pubescent.
D. Flos: white, versus, deciduous.
E. Peduncles slender, at the end of the new growth.

1. americanus, Linn. Fig. 847. Low, erect shrub, to 3 ft.; leaves: ovate, usually acute, finely and irregularly serrate, bright green and dull above, paler and pubescent beneath, 

2. ovatus, Desf. (C. ovatus, Bigel.). Low shrub: flos: elliptic to elliptic-lanceolate, obtuse or acute, crenate-serrate, nearly glabrous, glossy above, 1–2 in. long: infl: like the former, but usually smaller.

3. sanguineus, Pursh (C. sanguineus, Nutt.). Tall shrub, with purple or reddish glabrous branches: flos: orbicular to ovate or obovate, obtuse, serrate, nearly glabrous, 1–3 in. long: flos: in rather long, narrow panicles, on stout, leafless peduncles, axillary, from branches of the previous year. May, June. Brit. Col. to Calif. B.M. 5177.

DD. Flos: blue or pink, rarely white: flos: usually half-evergreen.

4. hybridus, Hort. Hybrids of garden origin, chiefly between C. americanus and C. thyrsiflorus: between C. ovatus and C. thyrsiflorus and between C. americanus and C. azureus; the hybrids of the first group may be classified under C. roseus, Koehne, of the second under C. pallidus, Lindl., and those of the third group under C. Arnoldii, Hort. Some of the most distinct are: albo-pilosus, with white double flos:; adoxoideus purpureus, fl: blue, foliage purple when young; Arnouldii, flos: sky-blue, in large panicles; Glaire de Versailles, with bright blue, large panicles (M.D.G. 1903: 485); Glaire de Plantières, fls: dark blue, in large panicles; Victor Joubet, fls: deep blue, darker than in the preceding, one of the hardiest hybrids; Col de Provence, flos: deep blue, profusely produced (R.H. 1903: 332); Marie 2:9, fls: flesh-colored; rossae, flos: pink (R.H. 1875: 30); pallidissimus, fls: pale blue, versus: green and pubescent below (B.R. 26:20).


cc. Foliage tomentose or densely pubescent beneath: half-evergreen or evergreen (see also C. hybridus).


DD. Branchlets and the veins beneath nearly glabrous: flos: very obtuse: flos: white.


EE. The flos: violaceus or hirsute on both sides, usually green beneath.

9. hirsutus, Nutt. Shrub or small tree, with villous branches: flos: broadly elliptic or ovate, rounded or subcordate at the base, obtuse or acute, with glandular teeth, ½–2 in. long; flos: deep blue to purplish, in narrow panicles 1–2 in. long. April, May. Calif.—Called "wild lilac" in Calif. Var. Òrcutti, Trel. (C. Òrcutti, Torr.). Flos: blue, paler: fr: loosely villous.

BB. Margin of leaf entire or nearly so (sometimes serrate on vigorous shoots).

10. Òéndleri, Gray. Low, prostrate and spiny shrub: flos: oval, rounded or nearly acute at both ends, entire, rarely finely serrulate, grayish green, minutely tomentose beneath, ½–1 in. long; flos: white: in short racemes, terminal, on short, lateral branchlets. June, July. From S. D. to New Mex. and Ariz. R.H. 1901, p. 423. M.D.G. 1908:208; 1912:499.—A very graceful and free-flowering shrub of almost creeping habit, well adapted for covering dry, sandy banks; half evergreen and hardy N.

cc. Shrubs tall, upright.

b. Branchlets terete or slightly angled, rarely spiny.

CEDREL:

CEDREL: Cedrus, Juniperus.

CEDAR: White: Thuja, Chamaecyparis.

CEDAR, WEST INDIAN: Cedrela.

CEDREL (from Cedrus, the wood resembling that of Cedrus). Meliaceae. Including Toona. Ornamental trees, grown for their handsome foliage; some are valuable timber trees.

Cedrelas are tall ornamental trees with large pinnate foliage, well adapted for avenues:C. sinensis is hardy as far north as Massachusetts; the others are hardly only in southern California and in the Gulf states except C. odorata, which is tender even there. The wood of some species, particularly of C. odorata, is known as cedar wood, and much valued for making furniture and boxes. They thrive best in rich loam, and are propagated by seeds or by cuttings of mature wood, and, also, by root-cuttings, all with bottom heat.

CEANOTHUS

12. divaricatus, Nutt. Tall, erect shrub, with usually glaucous branches and often spiny; lvs. ovate, obtuse or nearly acute, glaucous and glabrous or grayish tomentose below, 1/2-1 in. long; fls. pale blue, sometimes whitish, in 2-5 in. long, narrow panicles. April-June. Calif. Gn. 74, p. 425 (habit).

DD. Branchlets angled, spiny.

13. spinosus, Nutt. Tall shrub, sometimes arborescent; branchlets glabrous; lvs. elliptic to obtlong, thinly coriaceous, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, very coarsely or minutely epatulate, gminate, in small clusters, 1/4-1 1/2 in. long; fls. light blue to almost white in large terminal panicles 4-6 in. long. Spring. Cent. and S. Calif., Coast Range and down to sea-level. S.S. 13:621.

AA. Lvs. opposite, persistent.

14. cuneatus, Nutt. Tall, much-branched shrub; lvs. spatulate or cuneate-obovate, mostly obtuse, entire, minutely tomentose beneath, 1/4-1 in. long; fls. white, in small clusters along the branches. March-May. Ore. to Calif. B.H. 8:170.

15. prostratus, Benth. Procumbent shrub; lvs. cuneate, obovate or spatulate, coarsely and pungently toothed, sometimes only 3-pointed at the apex, often much longer when young, 1/2-1 in. long; fls. blue, in clusters, terminal on short branchlets. Spring. Wash. to Calif.


ALFRED REHDER.

CANGA RUBBER: Manihot.

CÉBATHA: Cecodula.

CECRÓPIA (from Greek word referring to use of the wood of some species in making wind instruments). Moraceae. Milky-juiced trees, with petal-like leaves, sometimes planted in grounds in tropics and warm countries.

Leaves large, alternate, long-petioled, the blade circular in outline; segms. or lfts. 7-11: dioxious; fls. very small, sessile in cylindrical heads or receptacles, which are arranged in umbels; calyx tubular and petals 6; stigma 1, ovary 2; fertile fls. with free ovary and divided stigma: frs. small 1-seeded nuts combined into short spikes.—Species about 40, from Mex. to Brazil. C. peltata, Linn., is the trumpet-tree of the W. Indies and S. It is a middle-sized tree with lvs. 1 ft. across; hollow branches used for the making of wind instruments. The juice of some species yields rubber. The hollow stems are often perforated by ants, which nest and rear their young in them.

palmata, Willd. Fig. 484. A characteristic tree of the farther W. Indies (and planted somewhat in S. Fla.), with a single long weak thin trunk and at the top a few horizontal or deflexed awkward branches bearing at their ends large palmate lvs. with divisions like thumbs, the trunk and branches partitioned at the nodes: lvs. 7-11-lobed to the middle, white-tomentose beneath, the lobes oblong-obovate and blunt.—The tree attains a height of 50 ft.; wood soft; branches more or less hollow; grows rapidly, like an herb; often covering areas that have recently been burned over.

L. H. B.

848. Cecropia palmata.
cedronellæ, Alfred. Ornamental. 

sinensis, Juss. (Toona sinensis, Roem. Ailanthus floréscens, Carr.). Tree to 30 ft.: lvs. long-petioled, 10-20 in. long; lfts. 10-22, oblanceolate-lanceolate, acuminate, slightly and remotely serrate, light green beneath, 4-8 in. long: fls. white, in very long, pendulous panicles; ovary glabrous; 5 subulate staminodes alternating with the stamens: fr. oblong or obovate, about 1 in. long. June. China. R.H. 1891, p. 574-5; 1875, p. 87. Gagn. 4:1. M.D.G. 1902:495. F. 1876, p. 175. F.E. 13, p. 1. - Ornamental tree, with large feathery foliage; very valuable for avenues; similar to ailanthus, and nearly of the same hardiness, but of more regular and dense growth, and without the disagreeable odor when flowering. Ailanthus can be easily distinguished by the few coarse teeth near the base of the lfts., each bearing a large gland beneath (Fig. 849).

serrata, Royle (Toona serrata, Roem.). Tree, to 70 ft.: lvs. usually odd-pinnate, 15-20 in. long; lfts. 15-25, ovate-lanceolate or ovate-acuminata, irregularly serrate, glaucous beneath; panicles longer than the lvs., pendulous; fls. fragrant, often 6-merous; ovary glabrous. Himalayas, to 8,000 ft. altitude. Royle. Ill. 25. Collett, Flor. Smll. 82.—This is probably the hardest of the tropical species. Sometimes united with C. Toona.

cc. Margin of lvs. entire: panicles shorter than the lvs.

Toona, Roxb. (Toona ciliata, Roem.). Tree, to 70 ft., nearly evergreen: lvs. abruptly pinnate; lfts. 10-20, usually opposite, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, sometimes undulate, 3-6 in. long: fls. white, honey-scented, 5-merous; ovary hairy; seeds winged at both ends. Himalayas. Wight., Icon. 161. Brandis, Forest Fl. 14.

odorata, Linn. West Indian Cedar. Tree, to 100 ft.: lvs. 10-20 in. long; lfts. 12-20, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, entire, bright green on both sides, 4-6 in. long; panicles shorter than the lvs.: fr. oblong, 1½ in. long; seeds winged below. W. Indies.—The cedar wood comes mostly from this species. Wood brown, fragrant, the source of the cigar-box wood of commerce. It is a very durable wood, and is much prized in the W. Indies in the manufacture of cabinets, furniture, canoes, and other articles. In the W. Indies known as “cedar.”

BB. Lvs. densely pubescent beneath.

fissilis, Vell. Tree: lvs. 10-15 in. long, abruptly pinnate; lfts. 18-24, opposite, nearly sessile, oblanceolate-acuminata: panicles pubescent, longer than the lvs.; calyx pubescent outside; petals fulvous to white; ovary glabrous. Brazil, Paraguay. St. Hilaire, Fl. Brazil. 2:101.—According to Franceschi it does better at Santa Barbara than any other species of this genus.

aa. Lfts. 6-10, finely ciliate.

Dugèsii, Wats. Tree: lvs. 10-15 in. long; lfts. cuneate, ovate-lanceolate, long and slender acuminate, nearly entire, shining above, pale green and glabrous or nearly so beneath; 4½ in. long; panicles rather compact, much shorter than the lvs. Mex.

ALFRED R. REHDER.

CEDRONÉLLA (a little cedar, from the odor of C. triphylia, a species from the Canary Islands sometimes called “Balm of Gilead”). Laubión. Herbs or shrubs, sometimes planted in borders in the middle and southern parts of the United States.

Four species allied to Draccocephalum, to which the first 2 belong according to Bentham. Engler and Prantl consider the genus monotypic, containing only the third species below. The 2 native kinds described are evergreen, compact, free-flowering border perennials, with aromatic lvs. and numerous showy purplish pink fls. with blue stamens, and borne in dense whorls on long racemes or spikes: calyx a trifle oblong, 5-toothed; corolla-tube exserted, the limb 2-lipped; stamens 4, the anthers 2-celled.—They are not quite hardy. N., and should have a sheltered sunny position, or a little winter protection. The first 2 prop. by division of the root, the last by cuttings.

cana, Hook. Height 2½-3 ft.; sts. hard, square, subshrubby; branches numerous, especially at the base, opposite, hoary with a minute pubescence: upper lvs. small, ½-1½ in. long, entire, hoary, numerous near the fls., ovate; lower lvs. larger, cordate-ovate, dentate-serrate: spikes numerous; whorls dense, 15- or more-fl.; corolla 7 in. long, limb 5-cleft, the lowest lobe largest, crenate, revolute. June–Oct. Mex. and New Mex. B.M. 4018.

mexicana, Benth. (Gar-douqua betonicóides, Lindl.). Height 1-3 ft.: root creeping; lvs. 1½-2½ in. long, oval-lanceolate (the lower ones cordate), crenate-dentate, becoming purplish below, ptedoed: fls. very like the above, bright pink. Mex., Mts. S. Ariz. B.M. 3860.—Rarer in cult. than above; lvs. larger, longer and fewer. Intro. into cult. in 1839.

triphylia, Moench (Draccocephalum canariénsis, Linn.). Balm of Gilead. Shrubby, 3 to 4 ft.: lfts. 3, oblong or lanceolate: fls. purple or
white, in loose spicate whorls. Aromatic plant from
Canary Isls.
C. pellita, Lindl. Similar to C. mexicana, but differing in having
abnormal pale red fls. B.H. 1846:29. It is sometimes confused
with C. mexicana.
N. TAYLOR.†
CEDRUS (Kedros, ancient Greek name). Pinaceae.
Cedar. Trees grown for their persisting foliage and
striking habit; they are also valuable timber trees.
Large evergreen trees, with quadrangular, stiff,
fasciculate lvs.: fls. monocious, the staminate
forming cylindric catkins: cones ovate or
ovate-oblong, thick, 3-5 in. long, with
broad, closely imbricate, bracts, attaining
maturity in 2 or 3 years; seeds winged.
Three closely allied species in
N. Afr., Asia Minor and
Himalayas.
The cedars are large ornamental conifers, with wide-
spreading branches, very distinc
in habit from most other
conifers. They are usually con
considered tender, but a hardy race of Cedrus Libani has been
recently introduced by the Arnold Arboretum
from the highest elevation where the species occurs in
Asia Minor; the plants have stood all the winters since 1902
protected at the Arnold Arboretum
and have proved perfectly hardy. It
is very gratifying that one is now able to grow so far north the
famous cedar of Lebanon which, aside from its beauty,
is of peculiar interest for its historic and religious
associations. The race of Cedrus Libani commonly
cultivated is rather tender, more tender than C. atlantica which may be grown as far north as New York in
sheltered positions, while C. Deodara can be grown
safely only in California and southern states. The very
durable and fragrant wood of all species is highly valued.
The cedars prefer well-drained, loamy soil, and will
also grow in sandy clay, if there is no stagnant mois
ture. Propagated by seeds sown in spring; the var
cieties by veneer grafting, in late summer or in fall, on
seedlings of C. atlantica; or, in warmer regions, on C.
Deodara; they grow also from cuttings, if the small
shoots are selected which spring occasionally from the
old wood. Plants of this genus are the true cedars;
but trees of other genera are often called cedar. See
Chamaecyparis, Juniperus, and Thuja; also Cedrela.
A. Branches stiff, not drooping: cones truncate, and often
convex at the apex.
atlantica, Manetti. Fig. 850. Large, pyramidal
tree, to 120 ft., with upright leading shoots; lvs.
mostly less than 1 in. long, usually thicker
than broad, rigid, glaucous green: cones 2-
3 in. long, light brown. N. Afr.
W. 6, p. 408. Gt. 37, p. 195.
Gt. 61, p. 449.
Var. glauca, Carr. Foliage
glaucous, with silvery hue; a
very desirable and vigorous
form. Gng. 8:275.
Var. fastigiata, Carr.
Of upright columnar habit.
R.H. 1890, p. 32.
Libani, Loud. Fig. 851. Large
tree, with wide-
spreading, hori
zontal branches,
forming a broad head
when older, leading shoot
podding; lvs. 1
in. or longer,
broader than thick, dark or
bright green, sometimes blu
ish or silvery:
cones 3-4 in.
long, brown.
Lebanon, Ta
rus, S. Anatolia and
N. Afr.
Gng. 5:65.
Var. nana, Loud. Dwarf. Form.
AA. Branches and leading shoot pendulous: cones oblique.
Deodara, Loud. Tall tree, of pyramidal habit, to 150
ft.; lvs. 1-2 in. long, dark bluish green, rigid, as thick
as broad: cones 3½-5 in. long, reddish brown.
F.S.R. 2, pp. 201-4. Var. brerifolia, Hook. With shorter
lvs. and smaller cones. Cyprus. Var. glauca, Carr.
(var. argentea, Veitch). Foliage of blue or silvery hue.
Var. nana, Loud. Dwarf. Form.
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882. Ceiba Casearia, the great silk-cotton tree at Nassau.


ALFRED REIDEBER.

CÉIBA (aboriginal name). Bombacaceae. Silk-Cotton, Kapok. Ceiba. Trees, one of which is widely known in the tropics for its great size as a shade tree, and for the "cotton" of its seed-pods. Eriodendron is a more recent name.

Leaves digitate, with 5-7 entire lfts.: fls. medium to large, rose or white, on 1-fld. peduncles, solitary or fascicled; calyx cup-shaped, truncate or irregularly 3-5-lobed; petals oblong, pubescent or woolly; staminal tube divided at the apex into 5 or 10 parts, each part bearing a stamen; ovary 5-celled: fr. a coriaceous caps., pubescent within and bearing obovoid seeds embedded in a wool-like or cotton-like fiber.—Allied to Bombax and Adansonia, from which it differs in having 5 parts in the staminal body or column, rather than a much more divided column bearing many stamens on each division. Ten or more species, mostly in Trop. Amer., extending to Asia and Afir.

Casearia, Medic. (C. pentandra, Gaertn. Bombax pentandra, Linn. B. guineense, Schum. & Thoun. Eriodendron anfractuosum, DC. E. occidentale, Don. E. orientale, Kostel. Zylon pentandra, O. Kunze.). Silk-Cotton Tree. Ceiba. Pochotes. Figs. 872, 873. Great tree, reaching 100 ft. and more, and having immense horizontal far-spread branches and wide-flung thin buttresses or flanges: trunk spiny when young; branches verticillate: lfts. 7, arising from a nearly circular plate or disk at the top of the petiole, lanceolate-acuminate, undulate, smooth, each 4-8 in. long: fls. white or rose, the corolla 2-3 in. long; petals oblong-obtuse, hairy outside: caps. 4-8 in. long, 5-valved, bearing many woolly seeds. Tropics of Asia, Afr., and Amer. B.M. 3360.—One of the characteristic and well-known trees of tropical countries. The wings of some of the old trees run far in all directions, sometimes being prominent 30 ft. or more; note the picture (Fig. 882) of the well-known tree at Nassau on the island of New Providence. The wood is used to some extent in interior construction, but is soft, white and brittle. The cotton-like material in the pods is used in beds and pillows and for stuffing-life-buoy, but it cannot be spun into threads; it is the "kapok" of commerce. Offered in S. Calif. and Fla., as a tree of rapid growth.

grandiflora, Rose. Tree. 15-20 ft., 8-12 in. diam., the branches with short prickles: petioles 2-4 in. long; lfts. 3-5, glabrous, oblong, cuneate at base. entire or slightly serrulate, 2-3½ in. long; petals white, silky, 4-5 in. long, strap-shaped; stamens 5, the filaments 3½ in. long and each with 2 anthers: caps. oblong, 4½ in. long. Trop. W. Mex.—The fls. are fleshy; they change to brown. Listed in S. Calif.

CELASTRUS (Kelastros, ancient Greek name). Celastraceae. Woody plants grown chiefly for their brightly colored fruit; some also for their handsome foliage. Shrubs, usually climbing, with alternate, petaled, usually deciduous and serrate glabrous lvs.: fls. polygonal, 5-merous, inconspicuous, greemish white, in axillary or terminal panicles or racemes; calyx 5-parted; petals small, oblong-ovate; disk entire or crenate; stamens short; ovary superior; style short with 3-lobed

CELASTRUS

853. Leaves and fruits of Ceiba Casearia, the silk-cotton tree. (×¼)
CELERIAC

fls. long. rate, 854. 2-4 fruits grower, to 2-4 ovate-lanceolate, Fig. 854. times as walls: valuable shrubs, and Amer. (adapted

CELASTRUS

orbiculatus, Thunb. (C. articulatus, Thunb.). Fig. 854. High-climbing shrub: lvs. cuneate, suborbicular to oblong or obovate, acute or acuminate, crenate-serrate, 2-3 in. long: fr. globular, orange-yellow, with crimson seeds, Japan, China. B.M. 7599. G.F. 3:550 (adapted in Fig. 854). A.F. 9:534. G.C. III. 23:29; 43:242. Gng. 5:119. M.D.G. 1902:306. Var. punctatus, Rehd. (C. punctatus, Thunb.). A less vigorous grower, with smaller, elliptic lvs.—C. orbiculatus is of more vigorous growth than the following species, and fruits very profusely, but the frs. are hidden by the foliage, and are not very conspicuous until the lvs. have fallen, while C. scandens bears its frs. above the lvs.

cc. Fls. and fr. in terminal panicles.


CELERIAC

paniculatus, Wild. (C. dependens, Wall.). Branches brown with numerous small white lenticels, pendulous: lvs. obovate-oblong or obovate, sometimes to 5 in. long: frs. in terminal pendulous panicles 4-8 in. long. Himalayas.—Not hardy N.

AA. Under side of the lvs. bluish white.

hyepoleucus, Warb. (C. hypoleucus, Hemsil. Erythrospermum hypoleucum, Oliver). Glabrous shrub, climbing to 20 ft.: branches angular, finely lenticellate; lvs. broadly ovate or roundish, abruptly short-acuminate, crenately serrate: terminal panicles 4-6 in. long: fr. subglobose, nearly ½ in. thick, on thick short stalks, yellow with orange seeds. N.W. and Cent. China. H.I. 23:2206.—Even without fr. effective on account of its large foliage; has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

BB. Lvs. 4-6 in. long and 3-5 in. broad:

angulatus, Maxim. (C. latifolius, Hemsil.). Glabrous shrub, climbing to 20 ft.: branches angular, finely lenticellate; lvs. broadly ovate or roundish, abruptly short-acuminate, crenately serrate: terminal panicles 4-6 in. long: fr. subglobose, nearly ½ in. thick, on thick short stalks, yellow with orange seeds. N.W. and Cent. China. H.I. 23:2206.—Even without fr. effective on account of its large foliage; has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

855. Celastrus scandens. (×½)

854. Celastrus orbiculatus. (×½)

ALFRED REHDER.

CELERIAC (Apium graveolens, Linn., var. rapaceum, DC.). Umbelliferae. Fig. 856. An offshoot of the celery species, producing an edible root-part instead of edible leaves.

Celerina is very little grown in this country, and to Americans is almost unknown, but it is much prized in Europe. Here it is cultivated chiefly where there is a foreign population. Fifteen or twenty varieties are mentioned in the seed catalogues, but there is very little difference in the various sorts, some seedsmen even making no distinction between varieties, but cataloguing the plant simply as celerine.
In general, the culture is the same as for celery, except that no blanching is required, since it is the enlarged root that constitutes the edible part. Sow the seed during the spring in a well-prepared seed-bed, preferably in a more or less shaded location. A coldframe or a spent hotbed is a good place. The seed is slow to germinate, and must be kept well watered. When the plants are 2 or 3 inches tall, they should be transplanted; about 3 inches apart each way a good distance to place them at this handling. Later, again transplant them to the open ground, in rows about 2 feet apart and 6 or 8 inches distant in the row. The soil should be a rich light loam well supplied with moisture. The seed may be sown where the plants are to remain, and thinned to the required distance, but stronger, more stocky plants are secured by transplanting as directed. Plants thus treated will be ready for fall and winter use. If they are desired for earlier use, the seeds may be sown in a mild hotbed and transplanted to the open.

Aside from frequent tillage, celeriac requires but little attention during growth. It is a frequent practice with growers to remove a little of the earth from about the plants after the root has become well enlarged, and to cut off the lateral roots. This tends to make the main root grow larger, smoother and more symmetrical in shape. For winter use, the plants may be protected with earth and straw to keep out frost, or packed in moist sand and placed in a cool cellar.

The principal use of celeriac is for the flavoring of soups and stews, but it is also served in several other ways. It may be boiled and eaten with a white sauce, like cauliflower; as a salad, either first being cooked as beets or turnips, or else cut up into small pieces and used raw; when boiled, sliced and served with oil and vinegar, it forms the dish known as "celery salad." An extract may be obtained from it which is said to have medicinal properties.

Just how long celeriac, or turnip-rooted celery, has been in cultivation is unknown. Its history as a garden vegetable can be traced definitely as far back as the middle of the seventeenth century, although writers for a century or more previous to this time made references which would seem to relate to this vegetable, but the identity is obscure. Its origin was probably the same as that of the common garden celery, of which it is doubtless a state wherein the root has become enlarged and edible. This form is supposed to be the one most remotely removed from the wild state.

H. P. GoulD.

CELERIAC to 857.

856. Celeriac trimmed for market (X1/2); also an untrimmed root, on a smaller scale.

CELERY (Apium graveolens, Linn.) Umbelliferae.

A major garden vegetable, grown for its blanched leafstalks which are eaten raw and also used in cookery. Biennial, sometimes annual, plants: if-stalks 6–15 in. long, bearing 3 pairs and a terminal lift. coarsely serrated and teretly lobed or divided. The fl.-stalks are 2–3 ft. high, branched and leafy; fls. white, inconspicuous and borne in compound umbels; seeds very small, flattened on the sides, broader than long. An acrid, pungent flavor characterizes the wild plants.

The genus Apium is variously understood. As mostly accepted, it comprises some 15 or 20 species of annual or perennial glabrous herbs with pinnate or pinnately compound lvs., and small greenish white fls. in compound umbels with teeth wanting; petals ovate or rounded. The species are distributed widely in temperate regions and in the mountains of the tropics. A. graveolens is the one important species to the horticulturist. Var. rapaceum is celeriac, a form or race in which the crown of the plant is thickened and turnip-like (see Celeriac). The wild celery plant is not stout, nor are the fl.-stalks thickened, as they are in the domesticated races. It grows 1–2 ft. high when in bloom, in marshy places near the sea, on the coasts of Eu., Afr., and Asia; and it has run wild from cult. in some parts of N. Amer.

Celeriac probably was not cultivated until after the Middle Ages, and the varieties now grown so extensively have been developed within the past thirty-five years. It is not many years since this vegetable was regarded as a luxury and sold at prices that could be paid only by the wealthy, but today it is one of the standard vegetables and is produced in enormous quantities for home and markets. The industry is often highly profitable on muck areas, and thousands of acres of this land are used for celery-culture in Michi gan, Ohio, New York, Florida and California. Intensive market-gardeners of the North regard it as one of their most profitable crops, and results are especially satisfactory if the land can be irrigated. When good markets are available, celery is an excellent crop to follow early garden crops, such as peas, beans, beets, bunch onions, radishes and other vegetables that mature in ample time to allow the after-planting of celery to mature. Soils that have been previously cropped the same season should be manured liberally before celery is planted.

Types and varieties.

The methods of cultivation and handling of celery depend so much on the variety that this part of the subject should be discussed at the outset. Celery may be classified into two general groups—green varieties, and the so-called self-blanching varieties. Formerly, the green kinds were grown almost exclusively, but commercial growers soon discovered that the self-blanching varieties possess certain cultural advantages that make them highly desirable from a business point of view. They are more easily blanched, and this is probably the most important consideration when the crop is to be grown for commercial purposes. This is particularly advantageous in the summer crop, and equally appreciated by those who plant large areas for the late market. When boards are used for blanching, more than twice as many plants may be set on an acre as when green varieties are employed and the crop bleached with earth. It is

857. The Boston ideal.
universally conceded, however, that the light-colored varieties are somewhat inferior in quality to the green sorts. For this reason it is a mistake to rely wholly on self-blanching varieties in the home garden. Many home gardeners plant the light-colored kinds for summer use only, and green varieties for fall and winter use.

In some regions, a plant with a much-branched base is desired as in Fig. 857; but in general a less spreading or a lighter plant is grown, as in Fig. 858. These differences are due to the matters of the way in which the plants are grown, as to room in seed-bed and field.

White Plume is one of the best known of the self-blanching varieties. It is vigorous in growth and attains a greater height than Golden Self-blanching, and, for this reason, does not meet with as great favor among commercial growers. The quality is also inferior to Golden Self-blanching.

Golden Self-blanching is by far the most popular of American varieties. It is a favorite with amateurs and constitutes probably 90 per cent of all the celery grown in the United States. The plants attain a height of 14 to 20 inches, and are compact and stocky. The stems are short, thick, easily blanched to a creamy white, and the foliage is abundant.

Rose-ribbed Golden Self-blanching has a tingue of rose-color on the ribbing of the stems, which makes the variety attractive for the home garden. It is not grown largely for commercial purposes.

Giant Faced is an old green-stem variety that is not surpassed in quality. In rich moist soils the plants attain a height of 30 inches or more. It is a favorite of home gardeners who take pride in producing tall, tender stalks of the highest quality.

Winter Queen is a more popular green variety among commercial growers than Giant Faced. It does not attain such a great height and grows more compactly, so that less space is required between rows, and the crop is more convenient to store.

French Success is a very stocky compact winter variety that possesses excellent keeping qualities.

Boston Market is famous for its excellent quality. It is grown extensively about Boston in the home gardens and for commercial purposes. It is low, compact, crisp, tender and of the best flavor.

Many other varieties are planted to some extent, but the most important have been mentioned.

Soils.

As previously stated, great commercial plantations are on muck soils, although the business is not confined to such lands. The mucks usually provide ideal conditions for the culture of celery. The plant thrives in soils abounding in vegetable matter, and as mucks contain 60 per cent or more of organic matter this requirement is fully met. A Kalamazoo (Michigan) muck soil, used extensively for celery, analyzed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand and silextes</td>
<td>19.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxide of iron</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesia</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pottas</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soda</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphuric acid</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphoric acid</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate acid</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic matter (containing 2.53 per cent of nitrogen)</td>
<td>63.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Properly prepared mucks are loose and friable, and this is a great advantage in transplanting and in performing all tillage operations. The land is easily plowed, harrowed, leveled, marked and cultivated, and the work of ridging the plants is accomplished with the greatest ease. The depth of the water-table in muck lands varies greatly, but about 3 feet is considered most favorable; at this depth the plants never suffer from drought.

It is universally conceded that muck soils provide the best conditions for the extensive cultivation of celery, the crop is grown with entire success on a great variety of soil types. In fact, the plants thrive in any friable soil which is adequately provided with moisture, plant-food and vegetable matter. Near all the northern cities of the United States may be found plantations of limited area that return excellent profits. This is particularly true in sections devoted to the most intensive types of market-gardening, when stable manure and commercial fertilizers are used almost lavishly. With this system of soil-management, the ground soon changes its physical properties and in some cases approaches the muck soils in mechanical composition. It is not uncommon to find small areas on various types of soil, cultivated intensely, which make a gross return of $1,000 or more to the acre. These results indicate the great possibilities of the home garden for the production of celery. There is no reason why every gardener, whatever his type of soil, should not be fully successful in growing a bountiful supply of the choicest celery for the home table.

The reclaiming of new muck lands is often an expensive undertaking. The land must be cleared of brush and sometimes timber. Drainage must be provided by means of tile or open ditches. The land is often acid, and lime should be employed to correct the acidity. For a year or two other crops than celery should be planted to get the land in the proper physical condition. The first plowing should be done in the fall so that the land will be exposed to frost during the winter. Corn is an excellent crop to plant the following spring. There should be repeated cultivation throughout the summer to destroy any other vegetation that may start.

Other types of soil should be prepared as in the usual way for the small garden crops. Fall plowing, after large quantities of manure have been added, is often desirable when an early crop is to be started the following spring. Soothing harrows and plank drags should be used to make the soil fine and smooth preparatory to planting. All preparatory tillage operations should be conducted with a view to conserving soil-moisture, which is exceedingly important to celery throughout the period of growth.

Fertilizing.

As previously stated, it is important for land that is to be planted in celery to abound in vegetable matter. There must also be an abundance of available plant-food in order to secure a rapid and vigorous growth. When applying either manure or commercial fertilizer, the grower should bear in mind that this is a shallow-
rooted plant and the materials should not be placed at great depths.

All classes of growers, whether they are producing on a garden or field scale, and whatever their type of soil may be, recognize stable-manures as the best fertilizer that can be applied for this crop. Stable-manures are the most satisfactory because they furnish both organic matter and plant-food. It is often desirable to supplement stable-manures with commercial fertilizers, but the success of this crop will be far more certain if reliance is placed on barn-manures rather than chemical fertilizers.

An effort should be made to have the manures near the surface of the ground, and this can be accomplished by applying rotten or composted manure after plowing and working into the soil with a disc-harrow. If coarse fresh manure must be used and partially decayed manure is not available, it is preferable to apply it before plowing. Market-gardeners often apply thirty to forty tons to the acre, although smaller quantities give excellent results, especially if fertilizers are used in addition to the manure. Ten tons of manure on muck land is a decided advantage over no manure, even when fertilizers are used in large quantities.

Probably no commercial grower of celery should attempt to produce this crop without the use of at least some commercial fertilizer. When stable-manures are used lavishly, a little acid phosphate, nitrate of soda or potash will often give increased profits.

When stable-manure is not used at all, or perhaps in very small amounts, commercial fertilizers should be used with freedom. Two tons of a high-grade fertilizer to the acre is not an unusual application, and some of the most intensive growers use larger amounts. If the smaller areas, from which a gross return of $800 to $1,200 to the acre is expected, there should be no hesitancy in spending $100 to $125 an acre for manure and fertilizer. Celery requires much nitrogen and the mixed fertilizer applied before planting, or afterwards as a side-dressing, should contain not less that 4 per cent of this element. There should also be an abundance of potash and phosphoric acid. A fertilizer containing 4 per cent of nitrogen, 8 per cent phosphoric acid and 10 per cent potash should meet the requirements of this crop in all soils, when applied in sufficient quantity.

Some growers have found it highly desirable to apply nitrate of soda or complete fertilizer as side-dressings after the crop is well started. These applications may vary from 100 to 200 pounds to the acre and should be made at intervals of about three weeks.

Starting the plants.

The greatest care should be exercised in procuring seed, for inferior seed may result in pithy or hollow stalks, a poor stand of plants in the seed-bed, seedlings of low vitality, or a large percentage of seed shoots. Only the most reliable dealers, those who have a reputation for furnishing first-class seed of the varieties desired, should be patronized. To make certain of securing good seed, some careful growers import their seed directly from foreign producers, which, however, is unnecessary if the proper precautions are taken in the selection of a responsible seedsman. Practically all of the seed of the small-fruited varieties is grown in France, while most of the seed of green varieties is produced in California. As there is never absolute certainty of securing entirely satisfactory seed, some growers follow the excellent practice of buying in large amounts, sufficient to last several years. Only a small quantity of the seed is planted the first year to determine its real merit, and if found satisfactory there is sufficient quantity on hand to last several years. If kept in sealed jars in a room where the temperature does not vary greatly, the germinating power will be retained at least seven years.

Celery seed is very small. An ounce contains about 70,000 seeds, and with the very best conditions should produce at least half this number of plants. It is most safe, however, to plant over a much greater number than 10,000 plants to the ounce, because many of the seeds usually fail to germinate and the plants at first are very small and easily perishable. The seeds are slow to germinate. They should be planted in fine soil which, if possible, should be kept constantly moist but never wet.

Seed for the early crop is seldom sown soon before the first of March. If checked in growth at any time, there is great danger of the plants producing seed shoots which renders them unsalable. Plants started the first of March will, with proper care, be ready for market in August. Earlier sowing is possible and sometimes desirable, but adequate facilities must be provided to avoid crowding the plants, which invariably results in checking the growth. Some gardeners have found it to be profitable to start the plants the latter part of February, finally transplanting into frames, where the crop is matured.

Seed for the early crop may be sown in the beds of the artificially heated frame or greenhouse. Many growers use flats or shallow plant-boxes, which are placed in the hotbed or greenhouse. While broadcasting of the seed is often practised, it is better to sow in drills 2 inches apart. The furrows should be very shallow, as the seeds should not be covered with more than ½ inch of earth. Muck mixed with a small amount of sifted coal-ashes, sand and a little bone-meal, is most excellent for starting plants under glass. After sowing and lightly covering the seed, a piece of burlap over the bed, and water it. Keep the bed covered with burlap or a piece of cloth until the plants begin to come up. Do not water more than necessary to keep the bed moist. When the plants appear they will need plenty of light, sunshine and fresh air. A temperature of 70° to 75° is most favorable to germination, but 10° lower should be maintained if possible after the plants are up. Higher temperatures, however, will do no harm if the proper attention is given to ventilation.

When the rough leaves appear, the seedlings should be transplanted into beds or preferably flats, spacing the plants 1½ inches apart. Sturdy plants will be developed if they are set 2 inches apart. The flats may be about 2 inches deep and half filled with
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rotten manure, the remainder of the space being filled
with good rich soil. The manure will furnish ideal
conditions for the roots of the young seedlings and
make it possible to transplant them to the open ground
with blocks of earth and manure so that there will be
practically no check in growth. If earliness is an
important consideration, this method of treatment is
highly important. Young celery plants require con-
siderable nursing, and it will not do to take them from
warm greenhouses or hotbeds to coldframes before the
season is well advanced. They will suffer even
more than tomato plants from low temperature. One
of the most successful of our American growers invari-
ably plants from the greenhouse to the open ground,
but on an early date, around May 10.
Spraying the seedlings several times with bordeaux
mixture may be the means of avoiding loss from fungous
diseases.

Seed for the late crop should be sown in the open
ground or in protected beds as soon as the spring in the
soil can be prepared. Delay in starting the plants is
often responsible for a failure of the late crop. It is
not so easy to control moisture in the outdoor seed-
beds. If overhead irrigation lines are available, there
will be no difficulty in this matter. The beds are often
shaded with brush or lath screen. Small beds may be
kept covered with moist burlap. When starting on a
large scale, the rows may be a foot or more apart.
Thinning is often necessary to secure stocky plants. The plants may be set where they are to mature any time after they have
attained a height of about 3 inches. Ordin-
arily seedlings started out-of-doors are trans-
planted directly to the permanent bed or
field without an intermediate shift, although
this is an advantage in developing stronger
plants with better roots. If the plants attain
a height of 5 inches or more before they are
set in the field, the tops should be cut back
before transplanting.

Planting in the field.

As previously indicated, plants for the early
crop should not be set in the open ground
until about May 10 in the latitude of Philadelphia and
New York. There is danger of injury from hard frosts if
this is not done. In this case it may result in a large percentage of the plants producing seed
shoots, thus rendering them unsalable. Seedlings for
the late crop may be transplanted in permanent quar-
ters any time after June 20.

The time of planting in the field will depend largely on the locality. For example, Golden Self-
blanching may be set out three or four weeks later than Giant Pascal and have time to mature fully
before hard freezing weather is likely to occur. Many
commercial growers do not transplant the late crop
until nearly the first of August. In most parts of the
North, it is better to transplant early in July. The
early plantings may be followed on this account.
Transplanting in the field.

There are the greatest variation in the planting dis-
tances for celery. Some of the most intensive growers
plant 7 or 8 inches apart each way. Others prefer to
space the rows one foot apart and the plants stand
4 inches apart in the row. When such close
planting is followed, it is known as "the new celery-
culture" (Fig. 859). The plants stand so close together
when this method is used that they Blanch themselves
and it is unnecessary to use boards or other devices.

"The new celery-culture" is better adapted to greenhouse and coldframe use, where the plants can be
watered by sub-irrigation. When plants stand so
close together, there is little circulation of air and heart-
rot or other diseases are likely to occur in hot moist
weather. The possibilities of a small area by use of
this method are very large and the system appeals
to growers who have only small tracts of land to
cultivate.

A more common practice is to space the rows 18
inches to 2 feet apart and to set the plants 4 or 5 inches
apart in the row. This method is now almost univer-
sal. It is employed for Golden Self-blanching when boards are to be used for blanching the crop. When trans-
planted 4 by 24 inches apart, about 60,000 plants are
required to set an acre. If horse implements are to be
used in planting, it is better to allow at least 28 inches
between rows.

Some growers prefer to plant Golden Self-blanching
in double rows 6 inches apart, placing the plants 4 or 5
inches apart in the row. This plan is not universally
popular because it is not favorable to the full develop-
ment of every plant. Boards are also used for blanch-
ing when this system of planting is followed.

When soil is to be used for blanching, more space
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must be allowed between rows. Formerly the almost
universal practice was to allow 6 or 7 feet between rows.

With tall-growing varieties, such as Giant Pascal, this
is not too much space to provide sufficient soil for
blanching. When lower-growing varieties, such as
Winter Queen, are used, the rows need not be more
than 4 or 4½ feet apart to give sufficient space for
blanching with earth. The larger varieties of the green
type should not be planted quite so close together in
the row as Golden Self-blanching; for the best develop-
ment of the plants, it is better to space them 5 or 6
inches apart in the row.

Growers who plant both early and late varieties
often alternate the rows. The early variety is removed
first, of course, and then there is 4 feet or more of space
between the rows of late varieties which are blanched
with earth. Transplanting should proceed as rapidly
as possible without undue exposure of the roots to the
air. If the plant-beds are watered twenty-four hours
in advance of transplanting, the plants may be removed
with less injury.

Subsequent tillage practice in the North.

Celery is often inter-cropped with other vegetables.
One of the most common plans is to plant five rows of
onions about a foot apart as early in the spring as the
ground can be prepared. The fifth row is pulled for
bunching, and celery is planted instead of the onions.
This is a most excellent combination for muck soils
where good markets can be found for both crops.
Radishes are also excellent to precede celery. If
desired, the small button-shaped varieties may be
used, every fifth row to be planted in celery and later-maturing varieties of radishes in the four rows between.

Frequent tillage is necessary for the best results with celery. As it is a shallow-rooted plant, tools that run at considerable depth should be avoided. For horse tillage, there is nothing superior to the spike-tooth cultivator in general use. If the plants are small, great care should be exercised to avoid throwing dirt on top of the hearts. If the ground contains many weeds, more or less hand work will be required between the plants in the rows.

The mulching of soils with horse-manure has been a very popular and profitable practice in recent years. It has been shown in the laboratory as well as in field practice that a fine mulch of 3 or 4 inches of horse-manure conserves moisture more perfectly than the most thorough tillage. The mulching of celery in the field not only conserves moisture but it reduces the labor of tillage and also furnishes nourishment to the plants. The rains carry liquid food to the roots and a more rapid growth invariably follows. Considerable hand labor is required, of course, to place the manure between the rows, but this is probably no greater than the labor needed to till the crop when a mulch is not used.

It is customary to use fresh horse-manure, which has been aerated in thin layers for a few days before making application. The ground is completely covered, although the manure is not allowed to touch the plants. The mulch may be applied immediately after planting or, as some prefer, the plants may be tilled for ten days or two weeks and the mulch then applied. Very few weeds will appear if 3 or 4 inches of horse-manure is used.

Irrigation makes the crop more certain, and it is also a means of securing larger and more vigorous growth and consequently better quality. Most of the intensive growers of the East are prepared to irrigate. Various methods are employed. Some who cultivate very small areas use the hose or other sprinkling device. The method that is now in most common use is the overhead system of irrigation, providing for parallel pipe lines about 50 feet apart (see Irrigation). These are turned at will by means of levers at the ends and the water is thrown out at any desired angle through small nipples placed about 4 feet apart on the lines. It is important to do the watering if possible in the evening or at night so that the foliage may be as dry as possible during the day. It is also important to make thorough applications, as it is not advisable to water more frequently than absolutely necessary.

**Blanching.**

All American markets demand celery with creamy white stalks. This light color is secured by causing the plants to grow with the stalks in the dark, or nearly so, in covered frames. In order to develop chlorophyll. When boards, earth, paper, tile or other means are used, most of the leaves are not covered, and growth is not hindered in the least.

Green varieties are blanched almost exclusively by the use of earth. There should be no ridging until the weather is cool and, therefore, this operation is not usually undertaken until early in September at the North. At first the ridging should be only a few inches high, but later should extend to the full height of the stems. Finally, the rows are ridged so that only the tops protrude above the ridges, as shown in Fig. 861. Special tools are available for this operation and the work may be done very rapidly.

The early crop is secured mostly by means of boards, although paper (Fig. 860) and other devices are sometimes used. Hemlock, pine and cypress lumber are used for this purpose in various parts of the country. The boards need not be more than 10 inches wide, although 12-inch boards are commonly used. They may be of any convenient length, say 14 to 16 feet long. To prevent warping and splitting, cleats about 3 inches wide and \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch thick should be nailed at each end and in the middle of the boards. The boards are placed on edge, one on each side of the row and brought as close together as convenient at the upper edge and secured by means of wire hooks. Sometimes stakes are driven at the sides, although wire hooks are more convenient. The hooks should be 6 or 7 inches long and may be made of heavy fence wire. From ten days to two weeks is required for proper blanching with boards. As the crop is sold, the boards are shifted from place to place so that they may be used several times during the season. When not in use, the boards should be stored under cover or stacked in piles with strips between them. With good care, boards that are sound when purchased will last fifteen years.

**Harvesting and marketing.**

The harvesting of the celery crop when grown in coldframes usually occurs in the month of July. If the climate is not too severe, it is possible to have celery ready for market the latter part of June. The late crop, which is produced without the use of boards, is not usually ready for market until August. It is lifted with forks or perhaps cut with a sharp knife just beneath the surface and conveyed to the packing-house where it is prepared for market. In some sections the roots are not trimmed at all, the plants being tied in bunches of a dozen and packed in a standard crate such as is shown in Fig. 862. These crates are 24 by 24 inches at the base, and contain six to sixteen dozen plants, depending on the size of the celery. The height of the crate may be varied to suit the height of the celery. Another form of celery crate is shown in Fig. 863. In some regions, the roots are trimmed into tapering cubes as shown in Fig. 864. A very convenient method of bunching is to place three plants side by side, tapering the roots as indicated, tying the tapering roots tightly and then securing the tops. Formerly twine was used almost entirely for bunching, while in recent years many growers have found it desirable to use either blue or red tape, which gives the celery a more attractive appearance on the market. Michigan growers and other producers of celery in the Great Lake district use small crates of very thin lumber. These vary in size and range about as follows: 6 by 12 by 24 inches; 6 by 12 by 24 inches; 2 by 20 by 24 inches; 6 by 26 by 24 inches and 6 by 30 by 24 inches. The number of bunches in the crates depends on the size of the celery and of the crate, but varies from four to twenty-four dozen. For local markets, the plants may be tied in bunches of the most popular size and packed in any crate of convenient form and size.
A large percentage of the late celery crop is placed in city cold-storage houses. It is packed with the roots on, and there is very little trimming. Golden Self-blanching keeps fairly well in cold storage, or at least the hearts are presentable when they come out of storage. This is the product that now meets the general demand of the large cities until celery begins to arrive from Florida.

In the North, this crop is very commonly stored in trenches. The trenches are dug in well-drained ground and must be deep enough to accommodate the plants so that the tops will not extend more than about 2 or 3 inches above the trenches. The celery will keep better if the trenches are not too wide. Ordinarily they are not more than 8 or 10 inches wide. The plants are lifted and stood as close together in the trench as possible. Some growers prefer to place a little earth over the roots, although this is not necessary. If the tops of the plants are dry when stored, and if the plants are not permitted to wilt by being in the sunshine, they should keep in perfect condition in the trenches. Boards are nailed together in the form of a trough and placed over the trenches as rapidly as they are filled. Early in the season, and especially if the weather is quite warm, it is an advantage to provide additional ventilation by placing stones or blocks under the edges of the trough. As the season advances and the weather becomes colder, these should be removed when necessary, earth, or, better, manure, thrown over the boards to give additional protection. Four or 5 inches of manure will protect the crop thoroughly in most sections until Thanksgiving and perhaps Christmas, depending on the weather. Two kinds of trench storage are shown in Figs. 865, 866.

The late crop is often stored in coldframes of sufficient depth to receive the plants. The frames are usually covered with boards lapped in roof fashion, and straw or manure is placed over the boards when necessary to give additional protection.

Ordinary house cellars, which are well ventilated and not too warm, may be used for storing a limited quantity of celery. Various types of houses have been built for keeping the crop. Cement or brick structures are perhaps the most serviceable. It is important to provide ample ventilation in structures of this kind. In some regions, as around Boston, pits are constructed. The sides of these should be about 2 feet high and the roof may be constructed in an oven-fashion or simply a shed roof against some other building. Boards are also used for the roofs and covered with straw or hay to give protection during cold weather.

Enemies.

Celery does not have any serious insect enemies. Diseases are much more destructive and difficult to control. The most important diseases are the blights (Cercospora apií and Septoria petroselini var. apií), leaf-spot (Phyllosticta apií), and rust (Puccinia bülata). The application of bordeaux mixture in the seed-bed will help to control some of these diseases. Many growers also find it necessary to make frequent applications of Bordeaux mixture in the field to prevent serious losses. The complete control of diseases in the field may be the means of avoiding loss in storage. The earlier applications of bordeaux mixture are regarded as the most effective. Rotation is also desirable in preventing losses from disease.

R. L. WATTS.

Celery-growing in the South.

The method of raising celery seedlings is not the same in the South, and especially in Florida, as it is in the North. Sowing is done in July, August, and September, at a time of the year when there is continued warm weather, and frequent beating rain. A place is chosen for the seed-bed near the celery field, usually a plot at the edge. The size of the area to be planted will determine the extent of the seed-bed. The width of the seed-bed varies from 18 to 36 inches. Rows are sown across it, making it possible to weed and keep the earth worked from both sides. Immediately after sowing, pieces of heavy burlap (usually old fertilizer sacks) are placed over the beds to conserve the moisture, cool the soil, and to protect the seeds against the beating of heavy rains. The seed-beds are sprinkled as often as is necessary to keep the surface moist.

After the seeds have germinated and the seed-leaves have pushed their way through the ground, the sacking is removed and a screening of cheese-cloth is placed over the bed. Some beds may be covered with cheese-cloth parallel to the surface of the soil. In other cases, a wire is run lengthways over the middle of the bed, and the cheese-cloth is placed over the wire and secured at the sides like a roof. The covering is about 8 to 12 inches above the bed, which gives room for the circulation of air. The beds are kept moist by repeated watering, applied directly through the cheese-cloth. As soon as the plants are 2 or 3 inches high and are well greened, they will be strong enough to stand direct sunlight and will shade the ground sufficiently to keep it from drying out rapidly.

The best variety.

Formerly nearly all varieties of which seeds were offered by seedsmen were planted. In recent years, however, all have been nearly eliminated except the Golden Self-blanching. The seed of this variety is very high in price and, in years of scarcity, seed supplied under this name is often found to be more or less untrue to type. Seed of low-germinating quality is often found to contain many plants that will make unwelcome vegetation, probably because the undesirable green and red strains that may occur in the Golden Self-blanching variety are more resistant to deterioration than the true type.

Planting and blanching.

Blanching is secured entirely by the boarding-up method. For this purpose, second- or third-grade cypress boards are used; these low-grade boards usually have defective parts or are filled with worm-holes so as to be obtainable rather cheaply. The expense of the lumber, notwithstanding, is so great that it becomes necessary to plant the celery in double rows. Two rows are planted 8 or 10 inches apart, and the plants set 6 or 8 inches apart in the row. By alternating the settings in the two rows, additional space is secured for the plants.
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A space of 30 to 40 inches is allowed between the sets of double rows. As soon as the celery has reached the proper stage of growth, or the market has arrived at a condition in which it is thought wise to ship the celery, the boards are placed alongside the plants and held in place by stakes driven into the ground. Further to exclude the air and light, a small quantity of soil is plowed against the bases of the boards, although this is unnecessary when the soil is sufficiently mellow. The tops of the boards are placed firmly together so that only a part of the foliage extends above them. With the Golden Self-blanching variety, it is usually a few days until the celery is sufficiently blanched and crisp to make a good vegetable.

Fertilizer.

In the preparation of the field, large quantities of fertilizer are used. Stable manure is not a favorite, unless it can be applied to the land early enough to become thoroughly rotted before the celery plants are set. The quantity obtainable, however, is usually so small and the price so high in the South that commercial fertilizers have largely replaced it. The quantity of fertilizer applied may range up to $80 or even $125 worth per acre (of the formula given on page 704).

Irrigation.

In the most productive celery regions, sub-irrigation systems (as described under Irrigation) are established. The laterals are laid 15 to 25 feet apart, according to the contour of the land, and the notion of the grower. The irrigation system at the same time serves as a drainage system. This makes it especially convenient, since abundant artesian water is present in nearly all the celery-growing sections far south. The system has been found so convenient that a large amount of damage has been done by over-irrigation, not only in carrying off much soluble fertilizer, but also by water-logging the soil and thus driving the roots of the celery plants so near the surface as to be constantly liable to injury. In the hands of careful celery-growers, however, the system is the best that has been invented.

P. H. Rolfs.

Celery-growing in California.

There are two principal celery-growing districts in California,—Orange County, which is situated in the swamp lands south of Los Angeles; and the northern district, which includes the peat or swamp lands along the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers between Sacramento and Stockton.

Several varieties of celery have been tested in this state, but the Golden Self-blanching is most popular and profitable.

Seedling.

In California the seed is sown in the open ground, but, owing to its extremely small size, it is difficult to get a good stand unless the ground is well pulverized. It is commonly estimated that enough plants may be grown on 1 acre of seed-bed to plant 20 acres in the field. To produce healthy, vigorous plants, heavy watering is the rule at first, but, as soon as the plants have begun to grow the quantity of water is reduced, and it should never be allowed to stand on the surface of the bed. In order to accomplish this the land must be well drained. The seed is usually sown in March, April or May.

Irrigation and drainage.

Although not nearly so much water is required for the plants in the field as in the seed-bed, celery plants cannot stand drought at any stage of their growth; a well-controlled irrigation system is imperative, except where the water-table is close to the surface.

Good drainage is as important as irrigation, for, if water is allowed to stand in the field even for a short time, the plants will suffer seriously. As most of the California celery land is low and the ordinary drainage is poor, an extended system of tile drainage has been laid in nearly all celery fields, especially in Orange County, to prevent losses from standing water.

Subsequent tillage.

When the plants are large enough to be transplanted, they are pulled from the seed-beds, placed in tin pans and hauled to the field, where they are planted 6 inches apart in the furrows 3½ feet apart. The depth of the furrow is the same as that of the plant the set is somewhat varied, depending on the soil-moisture and the size of the plants. The average depth is from 3 to 5 inches.

After the plants have been set in the field for about three weeks or a month and have recovered from the transplanting, the field is “crowded.” This operation consists in moving the earth away from the young plants so that they will have more air around them and to kill what weeds have grown so close to the plants that it is impossible to reach them with the cultivator.

As the earth between the rows of plants is left in a ridge after the plants have been “crowded,” a large wooden roller, which extends across several rows, is now used to flatten down these ridges and to pack the soil more firmly. The roller is used only when the plants are small, otherwise they would be injured by being crushed. If the plants have grown so large that there is danger of injury by this rolling of the middles, the ridges are smoothed down by the cultivator.

When the plants are 12 to 15 inches tall, earth from between the rows is drawn up to them. This is termed “splitting.” This should be done carefully, for, if the earth is put too close or too high up on the plants, they will become tender and weak, especially if the weather is hot. The object of “splitting” is gradually to encourage the plants to grow tall and straight instead of spreading out. This operation is repeated twice in the season, the first time when the plants are 14 to 16 inches tall and the second time just before banking. This last “splitting” also aids blanching.

Blanching.

Practically all the celery grown in California is banked with earth for blanching. Banking is done when the celery is reaching its maturity and is nearly ready for shipment. This is the last field operation before the crop is cut. When the celery is banked for the first time, the earth is not drawn very high on the plants, but each time the field is banked the soil is drawn higher so as firmly to hold the leaves together and in an upright position. If celery that has been banked for the last time is not harvested shortly, it will soon become “punky.” The length of time that it can safely be left in the bank depends upon the character of the soil, the weather conditions, and upon the condition of the plants themselves. Celery on sandy soil will keep much longer in the bank than on heavy clay loam or peat soil. If the celery has not matured or if the weather is hot or moist, its keeping quality
will be injured. Holding too long in the bank will result in a wilted and 'punky' product.

Harvesting and shipping.

When the celery is ready to harvest, a cutting machine is used which cuts off the plants just below the crown, leaving a few roots attached. The plants are then lifted and shaken from soil, trimmed and thrown in piles by laborers, who are usually Japanese. Another gang of men then place the plants in crates, marking on each crate the number of dozens it contains. More men follow, nail the crates securely, load them on wagons which transport them to the railroad siding, where they are ready for shipment and distribution to the various markets in the United States and Canada.

The celery is packed in the fields in crates 22-by-24-inch base and 18 to 24 inches in height, according to the quality. One of these crates holds from five to ten dozen celery plants. An ordinary car holds from 160 to 165 of these crates. The shipping of the crop starts in October and continues through March, but the bulk of the crop is harvested during November, December and January. The earlier shipments come into competition with celery from Michigan and other middle western states, and the later shipments come into competition with celery from Florida. A very efficient system of marketing has been developed by means of various associations of the growers which have representatives in the leading markets in the United States so that the celery is shipped to points of greatest demand.

Enemies.

The most important disease in California is the late blight (Septoria petroselini var. apii), which has done an immense amount of damage in the past but is now handled successfully by most of the growers. Spray with Bordeaux mixture. For early blight (Cercospora apii) keep plants growing thriftily and spray with Bordeaux. (For a detailed account of the diseases of celery in California see Bulletin No. 208, published by the University of California.) STANLEY S. ROGERS.

CELMISIA (a name in mythology). Compòsizae. More than 40 New Zealand perennial herbs, and 1 in Austral. and Tasmania, some of which may be expected in botanic gardens and collections. Lvs. radical and in rosettes, or densely imbricated if borne on the sts., usually tomentose: heads large and solitary on a long or short scape, with imbricate pubescent or glandular bracts in several series; one in single row, always white. The celmisias are characteristic plants of New Zeal., covering the mountain slopes and valleys, especially in the South Isl., with the showy daisy-like fls. Probably none is regularly in cult.

L. H. B.

CELÓSIA (Greek, kelos, burned; referring to the burnt look of the flowers in some species). Amaranthaceae. Cockscobem. Popular garden annuals, grown for the showy agglomerated flower-heads and sometimes for colored foliage.

Alternate-leaved annual herbs, the lvs. entire or sometimes lobed, mostly narrow: fls. in dense terminal and axillary spikes, the spikes in cult. forms becoming densely flescled and often the sts. much fasciated; perianth very small, sub-parted, dry, the segms. oblone or lanceolate, erect in fr.; stamens 5, the filaments united at base: fr. a circumsessile utricle, with 2 to many seeds.—About 35 species, all tropical, in Asia, Afr. and Amer.

There are two main types of celosias, the crested form and the feathered or creamy ones. The crested celosia is very stiff, formal and curious, while the feathered sorts are less so, and are used to some extent in dried bouquets. The creamy sorts are grown abroad for winter decoration, especially under the name of C. pyramidalis, but to a small extent in America. The crested cockscomb is less used as a summer bedding plant than formerly, but it is still commonly exhibited in pots at small fairs, the object being to produce the largest possible crest on the smallest plant.

For garden use, the seeds are sown indoors in early spring, and the plants set out May 1 to 15. If the roots dry out, the leaves are sure to drop off. The cockscomb is a moisture-loving plant, and may be syringed often, especially for the red-spider, which is its greatest enemy. A light, rich soil is needed.

a. Spikes crested, monstrous.

Celosia cristata, Linn. Cockscobem. Fig. 867. Height 9 in. or more: st. very glabrous: lvs. petiolate, ovate or somewhat cordate-ovate, acute, glabrous, 2–3 in. long, 1 in. wide: spikes crested, sub sessile, often as wide as the plant is high: seeds small, black, shining, lens-shaped. Tropics. Gn. 13, p. 251. R.H. 1894, p. 58.—There are 8 or 9 well-marked colors in either tall or dwarf forms, the chief colors being red, purple, violet, crimson, amaranth and yellow. The forms with variegated lvs. often have less dense crests. A. japónica, Mart., little known to botanists, is said to be a distinct garden plant with branching, pyramidal habit, each branch bearing a ruffled comb.

AA. Spikes plumy, feathery, or cylindrical.

argentéa, Linn. Taller than the above: lvs. shorter-stalked, narrower, 2–2½ in. long. 4–6 lines wide, linear lanceolate, acute: spikes 1–4 in. long. erect or drooping, long peduncled, pyramidal, or cylindrical. India.—This species is considered by Voss (in Vilmorin's Blumen gärtnerei) to be the original one from which the crested forms are derived. He makes 9 botanical forms, to one of which he refers C. cristata. The range of color is even greater in the feathered type than in the crested type. The spikes are very various in form and habit. Various forms are shown in Gn. 6, p. 513; 9, p. 149; 17, p. 331 (all as C. pyramidalis). R.H. 1857, p. 78, and 1890, p. 522 (as C. pyramidalis).

Hüttoni, Mart. Height 1–2 ft.: habit bushy, pyramidal: st. sulcate-striate: lvs. reddish or crimson, lower ones lanceolate, sub sessile: spikes red, cylindrical, oblone, obtuse, 1½ in. long; perianth-segments oblone (not lanceolate, as in C. argentea). Java.—A foliage plant, and less common than the 2 species above.

C. spicata, Hort.—(2), said the C. spicata, Speng.; perhaps some form of C. cristata.—C. Thompsonii magnifica, Hort., is a trade name and apparently without botanical standing.

CELÉSIA (Olaus Celsius, 1670–1756, a Swedish orientalist). Scrophulariaceae. Herbs, with yellow fls. in terminal racemes or spikes, closely allied to Verbasum, but has only 4 stamens, and they are of 2 sorts. About 40 Old World species, mostly from the Medit. region.

WILHELM MILLER.
Only C. crćtica, Linn. f. is known in Amer., and that very sparingly. It is a hardy or half-hardy biennial, with alternate lvs., of which the lower are slightly pinnate and lanceolate, and the upper ovate-lanceolate, toothed and clasping; fls. large (nearly 2 in. across), and somewhat as in Arrirrhinum, yellowish, with dark markings in the center and conspicuous deflexed stamens. Stout hairy plant, 3-6 ft. high, from Crete. B.M. 964.—A very showy plant well worth much wider cult. See page 3566.

C. pönica, Hort. Has whitish lvs. and pure white fls.

CÉLTIS (ancient Latin name). Ulmaceæ. NETTLE-TREE. Woody subjects grown chiefly as shade or lawn specimens.

Trees or rarely shrubs, sometimes spiny; lvs. alternate, petiolate, stipulate, deciduous or persistent, usually oblique at the base and 3-nerved: fls. polygamous-monocious, inconspicuous, apetalous, 4-5-merous, axillary, the staminate in small clusters on the lower part of the branchlets, the fertile solitary in the axis of the cuneate at the base, oblong-lanceolate or ovate, acuminate, usually falcate, smooth above, 2-4 in. long: fr. orange-red, nearly globular, ¼ in. thick, on slender pedicle, longer than the petiole; stone pitted. From S. Ill. to Texas and Fla., west to Mo. S.S. 7:318. G.F. 3:41, figs. 9-11. Mn. 7:225, 227.

A. Lvs. entire, or rarely with few teeth, thin, at length glabrous.

mississippiensis, Bose (C. longa, Wild. C. integri-ßòla, Nutt.). Tree, 60-80 ft.: lvs. unequally rounded or

C. occidentalis (×1⁄2). (Detail ×1⁄4)

lvs. on the upper part of the branchlets, with a 1-celled superior ovary crowned by a 2-parted style and with 4-5 short stamens: fr. a 1-seeded, small drupe, edible in some species; embryo with broad cotyledons.—Seventy species in the temperate and tropical regions of the northern hemisphere, of which a few hardy ornamental species are cult.

The nettle-trees are valuable as shade trees or as single specimens on the lawn, mostly with wide spreading head and light green foliage, which is rarely seriously injured by insects or fungi; they thrive in almost any soil and even in dry situations; they are of vigorous growth when young, and are easily transplanted. The straight-grained wood is light and elastic, easily divided, and much used for the manufacture of small articles and for furniture; that of C. australis is valued for carving. Propagated by seeds, soon after maturity; also by layers and cuttings of mature wood in fall; rarer kinds are sometimes grafted on C. occidentalis.

A. Lvs. entire, or rarely with few teeth, thin, at length glabrous.

B. Ovary and fr. glabrous.

c. Branchlets usually and lvs. more or less pubescent, at least when young.

d. Fr.-stalts slender, longer than petioles: lvs. usually rough above: stone pitted.

e. Under surface of lvs. glabrous at maturity.

occidentalis, Linn. Fig. 868. Large tree, occasionally 120 ft.: branchlets glabrous or slightly pubescent: lvs. oblique and rounded at the base, ovate-acuminate, pubescent when young, usually rough above, sometimes smooth at maturity, usually entire toward the base, light green, 2-6 in. long: fr. orange-red, ¼-½ in. long, on slender pedicle, longer than the petiole. S.S. 7:517. G.F. 3:40 (adapted in Fig. 888) and 43. Em. 304. Mn. 7:231, 233. A.G. 20:240, 531.—Very variable species. Var. crassifolia, Koch (C. croassifolia, Lam.), has firm, very rough and large lvs., to 5 in. long, usually coriaceous at base and more strongly serrate. Michx. Hist. Arb. 3:228.

EE. Under surface of lvs. pubescent.

australis, Linn. Tree, to 60 ft.: lvs. oblique, broadly cuneate or rounded at the base, ovate-oblong, long-acuminate, pubescent beneath, 2½-5 in. long: fr. over ½ in. long, dark purple, sweet; pedicels 2-3 times longer than the petioles. Medit. region to Persia. H.W. 3:40, p. 11.—Not hardy N.

Helleri, Small. Tree, to 30 ft.: branchlets pubescent: lvs. ovate or ovate-oblong, obtuse or acute, truncate to subacute at the base, rough above, grayish and pubescent or tomentose, and reticulate below, 2-3 in. long: fr. ½ in. thick, light brown, on pubescent pedicels about ½ in. long and rather stout. Texas.—Sometimes planted as a street tree in Texas.

d. Fr.-stalts rather stout, as long or slightly longer than petioles; lvs. grayish green beneath: stone smooth.

sinensis, Pers. (C. japonica, Planch.). Tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. usually rounded or cordate at the base, broadly ovate to oblong-ovate, acuminate, serrate-dentate, pubescent when young, pale or glaucous and prominently reticulate beneath, 2-4 in. long; fr. dull orange-red; pedicels rather stout, not much longer than the petioles. China, Japan. S.I.F. 1:36.—Has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

c. Branchlets and lvs. quite glabrous: stone smooth.

d. Foliage bluish or grayish green.

Tournefortii, Lam. (C. orientalis, Mill., not Linn.). Tree, to 20 ft., or shrub: lvs. ovate, acute, usually rounded or subcordate at the base, 1½-3 in. long, of firm texture, not reticulate, sometimes pubescent; fr. reddish yellow, about ¼ in. across, its stalk about as long as petiole, ½ in. long or somewhat less. Greece, Sicily and Asia Minor.—Not quite hardy N.; attractive on account of its bluish green foliage.

d. Foliage bright green, lustrous.

Bungeana, Blume. Tree: lvs. usually rounded at the base, ovate, acuminate, crenate-serrate, nearly glabrous when young, green and shining on both sides, 1½-2½ in.: fr. purplish black, small; pedicels longer than the petioles. N. China.—Hardy, and a very distinct species, with dark green and glossy foliage.

BB. Ovary and fr. pubescent; subtropical, tender tree.

Kraussiana, Bernh. Tree: lvs. oblong-ovate, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, crenate-serrate, pubes-
XXIV. Coelogyne cristata, one of the popular and easily grown orchids.

—Hardly only 8.


ALFRED REHAER.

CEMETARY GARDENING. Treated under Landscape Gardening.


A. S. HITCHCOCK.

CÉNIA (Greek for empty, in allusion to the hollow receptacle). Compositae. Low herbs from S. Afr., with the aspect of mayweed. Head small and rayed, the ray-fils. pistillate, the disk-fils. compressed and 4-toothed, the receptacle gradually enlarged from the top of the peduncle, and hollow. About 8 species, none of which are of much horticultural value. C. turbinata, Pers. (C. pratnosa, DC.), is a common weed in Cape Colony and it is occasionally seen in American gardens. It is annual, diffusely branched, and a foot or less high, with finely dissected, soft, almost moss-like foliage, and long-peduncled, small, yellow heads. Of easy cult. United with Cotula by Hoffmann in Engler & Prantl.

L. H. B.

CENTAUREA (a Centaur, famous for healing). Compositae. CENTAURY. DUSTY MILLER. BACHELOR'S BUTTON. CARNATION. KNAPWEED. The perennial species with alternate leaves, useful for bedding, vases, baskets and pots, and for borders and edgings; species many and various.

Involucre ovoid or globose, stiff and hard, sometimes prickly: receptacle bristly: marginal florets usually sterile and elongated, making the head look as if rayed. Differs from Cnicus in having the achenes obliquely attached by one side of the base or more laterally.—Species about 500, much confused, mostly in Eu., Asia and N. Afr., 1 in N. Amer., 3 or 4 in Chile. Several Old World species have become weeds in this country. J.H. 43:76. The species are of simple cult., coming readily from seeds. Many of the perennial species have more excellent border plants, and their blue, and purple heads are welcome additions to the border of yellow-flowering composites.
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969. Lower leaf from a young plant of Centaurea Cinera (x Æ)
970. Radial leaf of Centaurea gymnocaeris (x Æ).

A. DUSTY MILLER.—White-tomentose low plants, used for bedding or for the sake of their foliage.

1. Cinera, Linn. (C. candidissima, Lam.). Fig. 869. Perennial: sts. erect, 3 ft., branched, the entire plant white-tomentose: lvs. almost all bipinnate (except the earliest), the lower petioled, all the lobes linear-lanceo- late, obtuse: scales of the ovate involucre appressed, with a membranous black margin, long-ciliolate, the apical bristle thicker than the others: fls. purple. S. Italy, Sicily, etc.—Much used as a bedding plant, not being allowed to bloom. The first lvs. of seedlings are nearly entire (as shown in Fig. 869), but the subsequent ones become more and more cut. Grown both from seeds and cuttings. Seedlings are very apt to damp off unless care is taken in watering.


3. gymnocaeris, Morris & DeNot (C. argentea, Hort. C. plumosa, Hort.). Fig. 870. Perennial: entire plant covered with velvety white pubescence: sts. 1½-2 ft. high, erect: lvs. bipinnate: segms. linear, entire, acute: fl.-heads small, in a close pani- cle, mostly hidden by the lvs.; fls. rose- violet or purple: C. caprea. V. 4:337.—Very ornamental on account of its velvety finely cut lvs. Much used, like No. 1, for low foliage bedding: lvs. more compound, and usually not so white.

4. Clementea, Boiss. Perennial, the entire plant densely white-woolly: sts. erect, branching, with few lvs.: root-lvs. petioled, pilate, the lobes ovate-triangular, sharp-pointed; st.-lvs. sessile: fl.-heads terminal on the branches, globose; involucre scales with scarious, ciliate margins, scarcely spiny; fls. yellow. Spain.

AA. CORNFLOWER, or BACHELOR'S BUTTON.—Tall-growing annual, with very narrow lvs., grown for the showy fls.

5. Cyanus, Linn. (Cyanus arvenis, Moench.) BLUE-BOTTLE. BLUE. BACHELOR'S BUTTON (see also Gom- phrena). CORNFLOWER. RAGGED SAILOR. FRENCH Pink. Fig. 571. Annual, slender, branching, 1-2 ft. high, woolly-white when young: lvs. linear, entire or the lower toothed, sometimes pinnatifid: fls. blue, purple, pink or white, the heads on long, naked sts.: involucral bracts rather narrow, fringed with short, scarious teeth. S. E. Eu. Ot. 38, p. 641; 39, p. 537. V. 5, p. 44; 13:361. One of the most popular of garden lfs., variable. It is perfectly hardy, blooming until frost.
and coming up in the spring from self-sown seed. The following are varieties of this: Pure White; Victoria, a dwarf, for pots and edgings (Gn. 40, p. 147); Emperor William, fine dark blue; flore pieno, with the outer disk-fls. converted into ray-fls.; nana compacta, dwarf. (Gt. 44, p. 150.) Centaurea Cyanus is one of the "old-fashioned flowers," everywhere well known and popular. It often escapes from gardens.

AAA. Sweet Sultans.—Straight-growing smooth annuals or perennials, with dentate lvs., grown for the large fragrant heads.


Var. albla, Hort. (C. Margaritae, Hort.) Fls. white. Gn. 19, p. 337; 54: 372. A.G. 13: 607. This form, known as C. Margaritae, is pure white and very fragrant. It was intro. by an Italian firm in 1891. Var. rubra, Hort. Fls. red. Gn. 54: 372.—A popular, old-time garden fl., with long-stalked heads; of easy cult. It does not bear transplanting well.—C. imperialis, Hort., is said to be the offspring of C. moschata and C. Margaritae, intro. into the American trade in 1899. Gn. M. 13: 74. Plants are said to inherit the vigorous free growth of C. moschata, being of the same easy cult. and forming clumps 3–4 ft. high. The fls. resemble C. Margaritae, but are twice as large and abundantly borne on long sts. from July until frost. They range through white, rose, lilac and purple, are fragrant, and if cut when first open will keep 10 days. C. M. Hort., intro. 1899, resembles C. imperialis, but the fls. open sulfur-yellow, become lighter, and are tipped with rose. All sweet sultans do best if the bloom is secured before very hot weather.


AAAA. Other Centaureas of various kinds, occasionally grown in hardy borders, for their lvs. or imposing stature. See page 3567.

b. Foliage green on both sides.

c. Lvs. pinnate or bipinnate.

8. splendenrs, Linn. (C. Margaritacea, Ten.) Perennial: sts. erect, branched: lvs. smooth, the lowest bi-
CENTAUREA


15. dealbata, Willd. Perennial: sts. sub-erect, 8–24 in. high: lvs. white-villous beneath, glabrous above, the lower ones 1–1 1/2 ft. long, petioled, pinnate, the oblong-lance lobes coarsely cut-toothed or auricled at the base; lvs. sessile, pinnate, with oblong-lance lobes: fls. solitary, or in a raceme: C. alpina. Linn. A low plant with a spiny calyx and silvery lvs., is cult. in England. Not known in Amer. — C. pulcherrima, Willd. (Echopappus pulcherrimus, Hort.). A stout hardy perennial, 2 1/2 ft. with brilliant rose-colored lvs. is known in the trade. — C. rigidifolia, Hort. Stout perennial, 2 1/2 ft., with crimson heads is apparently C. orientalis, Linn.—Not much known in U. S. N. TAYLOR.

CENTAURIA: Xanthiata.

CENTAURY: Sabatia.

CENTRADÉNIA (Greek for spurred gland, alluding to the anther glands). Melastomaceae. Tropical herbs or sub-shrubs grown in warmhouses for their showy colored leaves and pretty flowers. Branches angled or winged: lvs. petiolate, opposite, lanceolate or ovate, entire, ridged: fls. with 4-lobed calyx, 4 petals, 8 stamens, and a 4-lobed ovary, pink or white, in axillary or terminal clusters.—Species 4–6, in Mex. and Cent. Amer. They fall into 2 groups, those with very unequal stamens, and C. floribunda with nearly equal stamens.

CENTRADENIAS are very showy and desirable plants. The stems are often colored. They like rich leaf-mold with sharp sand, and brisk heat. Give a light but shady position. Strong plants are much benefited by liquid manure, and such applications give better colors in both flowers and fruit.

grandifolia, Endl. Branches 4-winged: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, strongly 3-nerved, brilliant red beneath, long-pointed and curving at the end: cymes many-fl., shorter than the lvs., the fls. light rose, rotate, the petals very obverse, the stamens unequal. Mex. B. M. 5228.—The plant grows 2 ft. high, and blooms in winter. Very showy, and the species usually cult. The cut branches hold their color a long time, making the plant useful for decorations.


ovata, Klotzsch. Lvs. ovate-acute, smooth and shining, pale beneath, 3-nerved: fls. pink in large terminal clusters. Cent. Amer.


L. H. B.†

CENTRANTHUS (Greek, spurred flower). Valerianaceae. CENTRANTHUS. Annual and perennial herbs, one of which is frequent in old gardens.

Leaves opposite, entire, dentate, or pinnatifid: fls. in dense clusters, small, red or white, terminating the branches; calyx cut into 5–15 narrow divisions, enlarging after flowering; corolla slender-tubed, 5-parted, spurred, at the base, 1 stamn; lvs. with a pappus-like crest.—About a dozen species in the Medit. region, some of them sometimes half shrubby. C. ruber, the common garden species, sometimes escapes and becomes more or less spontaneous.

rubé, DC. RED VALERIAN. JUPITER'S BEARD. Perennial, 1–3 ft., smooth and glaucous, forming a compact and floriferous bushy plant: lvs. ovate to lanceolate, some of them toothed at base but mostly entire; numerous, deep crimson to pale red, fragrant. Eu. E.—A very handsome old garden plant, too much neglected; blooms all summer; excellent for cutting. Increased by division; also by seeds. There is a white-flowered form (var. albus).

angustifolius, DC. Perennial, glaucous, to 2 ft., simple or some-what branched: lvs. linear-lanceolate or linear, very entire, nearly perfoliate: fls. clear rose, fragrant. S. Eu.—There is a white-flowered form (var. albus).

macrophilus, Boiss. Annual, of easy cult. in any good soil: 1–2 ft.: lvs. ovate, glaucous, toothed: fls. larger than in the last, deep
CENTRANTHUS

Sub-shrubs, hemispherical, with lanceolate segms. Recurred at the tips. R.H. 1858:200. Native country unknown.—Described from a cult. specimen and said to be a hybrid of C. fastuosus and Siphocampylus betulaeformis, but seems to show little influence of the latter, which has larger petioles and peduncles, more coarsely toothed lvs., longer calyx-segms., and a yellow-tipped corolla.


CEPHALANDRA

874. Cephalaria occidentalis. (X1/2)

occidentalis, Linn. Fig. 874. Shrub, 3-12 ft., sometimes tree-like: lvs. long-petioled, ovate or oval, acuminate, glossy above, glabrous or slightly pubescent below, 3-6 in. long; heads about 1 in. diam., long-peduncled, 3 or more at the end of the branches. July-Sept. From New Brunswick south, west to Ont. and Calif. Em. 394. R.H. 1889, p. 280. S.S. 14:711. Var. angustifolia, André. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, usually in 3's. R.H. 1889, p. 281.


ALFRED REHDER.

CEPHALÁRIA (Greek for head, alluding to the capitule flower-clusters). Dipsaeece. Coarse annual or perennial herbs planted to some extent in herbaries. Much like Dipsacus, but the heads less spiny and mostly smaller; heads terminal, ovoid or globular, bearing many 4-petalled yellowish, white, or bluish florets; stamens 4, perfect; style filiform: fr. a 4-8-ribbed achene, the calyx-border often remaining on its summit.—About 30 species in the Medit. region, N. and S. Afr. and W. Asia; also in Abyssinia. Lvs. entire, dentate, or lobed. They are not much planted in Amer., but they make striking subjects for summer bloom, and the long sts. make them useful for cut-fls. The bloom is something like that of scabiosa. Of simple cult.; grown readily from seeds.

alpina, Schrad. Perennial; tall and widely branched, 5 or 6 ft.: lvs. pubescent and pinnatifid, the segms. cut...
and decurrent: fl.-heads sulfur-yellow; involucre with 8 aristate teeth. S. Eu.—A good coarse plant for summer bloom. Hardy N.

leucanthe, Schrad. Perennial: lvs. pinnate-parted, the lobes linear or oblong; fls. in subglobose heads, creamy white, in autumn. S. Eu. Variable.

taxiflora, Schrad. Annual, slender, 2-3 ft.: lower lvs. lyrate; the stems and the terminal one large; upper lvs. pinnate-parted into linear-lanceolate divisions: fls. in globular heads on long peduncles, the ray-corollas bluish and disk-corollas whitish (fls. said to be yellow, in trade lists, to bloom June-Aug. and plant perennial). Greece and eastward.

tatrica, Schrad. Perennial, 6 ft., rank, with striate sts., united to the rear border, where strong effects are developed, with showy cream-white, flat heads in July and Aug.; lvs. pinnate, the lfts. broad lanceolate and serrate. Russia, Asia Minor and E.—Grows readily, and is increased by seed or dividing the clumps.

L. H. B.

CEPHALOCÉREUS (referring to the crown of long hair). Syn. Pilocéreus. Cactaceae. Mostly large columnar plants, single or branched, usually characterized by an abundance of waxy, long white hair developing at the top or on one side near the top: fls. nocturnal, small, thick, fleshy, naked: fr. small, globular berry, naked: seeds black.—Some 16 or more species are known.

The culture of the species is similar to that of the arboreous species of Cereus. The species of Cephalocereus are not highly collected among cacti, and are rarely seen elsewhere, except in the case of C. senilis, of which enormous quantities are shipped to Europe by commercial dealers. See Succulents.

senilis, Pfeiff. (Pilocéreus senilis, Lem.). OLD MAN CACTUS. Columnar, reaching a height of 35 ft. and a diam. of 1 ft., branching at the very base, the branches becoming parallel with the parent: ribs 20-30, very little elevated; areoles bearing 20-30 white, wavy bristles 2-5 in. long; later appear also, at first 1, then 3-5 strong, yellowish spines: fls. very numerous in the cephalium, nearly 4 in. long, red outside, reddish white within: fr. violet, 2 in. long. Cent. Mex. R. H. 1850, p. 560; 1890, p. 128.

Sartorius, Brit. & Rose (Pilocéreus lonnati, of aut. not of Lem.). Tree-like, attaining 40 ft. in height: branches divaricate: cult. plants usually 3-4 in. diam.: ribs 8-8, rounded, glaucous: radial spines 7-9, spreading, ½ in. long, honey yellow; central twice as long and stronger: areoles of the sterile st. with more or less hairs, which in the fruiting area are very numerous, many bearing 1-3 spines: fls. solitary 1 ft. long; fls. 3 in. long, imbedded in the wool, turbinate, green-red outside, rose-red within: fr. dark red, depressed-globose. Mex. R. H. 1862, pp. 427-30.

Röyenii, Brit. & Rose (Pilocéreus Röyenii, Rümpl. P. floccosus, Lem.). Columnar, branching, reaching 15 ft. height, 2-3 in. diam.: ribs 9-10, obtuse, bluish, pruinose: spines 12-16, rigid, divaricate, bright amber-yellow: flowers large, yellowish: fruit with an inch long, nearly straight; the sterile branches long hairs are found on areoles, on the fertile bract these are more numerous and aggregated: fls. and fr. as in the last species, but lighter in color. Isl. of St. Croix.

Hoppentédtii, Schum. (Pilocéreus Hoppentédtii, Web.). Columnar, simple, slender, reaching a height of 30 ft.: ribs numerous, more than 16; radial spines 14-18, very strong; centrals 5-8, the lower longest: fls. 3 in. long, at first yellowish, then white: cephalium of 1-2 in. long tufts of yellowish hairs, forming a narrow bract on the north side of the plant: fls. 3 in. long, bell-shaped, whitish, with rosy tips. Mexico.

polyphus, Brit. & Rose (Pilocéreus polyphus, Salm-Dyck. Céreus Nickelsii, Hort.). Column,

CEPHALOTAXUS

attaining a height of 50 ft. and a diam. of 1½ ft., rarely branching: ribs 10-22, sharp-angled, shallow, the old sts. perfectly cylindrical: spines small and bristle-like, less than ½ in. long; radials 5-6; central usually 1; spines of the flowering area 2-3 in. long, curved: fls. large, trumpet-shaped, dark red: fr. red, sealy. Mex.

coparús, Brit. & Rose (Pilocéreus scoparius, Poselg.). Tree-like, richly branched, 25 ft. high, 1 ft. diam.: radial spines 12-15, very short; centrals 7-8, not much longer; in the flowering branches the spines change to longer stout bristles and the areoles are crowded, forming a briefly cephalium: fls. small, bell-shaped, reddish: fr. size of a hazelnut. Near Vera Cruz, Mex.

exerens, Rose (Pilocéreus exerens, Schum. P. virens, Lem.). Branching at base, 3-4 ft. high, 2-3 in. diam., tapering above: ribs 4-6, obtuse, the sterile shoots with short, sparse, woolly hairs at the top; spines commonly 7: radials, very short, 1-3: centrals 4 times as long; woolly hairs much more abundant on the blooming plant: fls. about 3 in. long, trumpet-bell-shaped, without wool or spines. Brazil.—Not common, if occurring at all, in cult. in U. S. The following species have been reported or may be expected in cult.: none is as yet a common species.


J. N. Rose.

CEPHALOTÁCHYUM (Greek, head and spike). Grantiaceae. A few species of grasses of the bamboo tribe in E. Indies and Madagascar, one of which (C. pergracile) has been offered in this country. Tall shrubs: spikelets in dense solitary heads at the ends of the branches or in scattered glomerules, the heads bristly with the subtending lvs.; stamens 6; empty glumes 1-2; style long, 2-3-cleft: fr. elongated and beaked. C. pergracile, Munro. Forty ft., sts. 2-3 in. thick: lvs. 14 in. or less long: an elegant species, growing in Burma. It is offered in S. Calif. In Fla., it loses most of its lvs. in winter, but the new growth in spring and summer is very attractive; it is said not to do well there on high dry pine land, preferring moderately moist soil; it needs much water in summer, and responds readily to fertilizer.

L. H. B.

CEPHALOTÁXUS (Greek, head; Taxus-like plant). Taxaceae. Yew-like plants, grown for their handsome evergreen foliage. Columnar or shrubs, with congested clusters, to 20 ft., with 2 broad, glaucous lunes beneath, arranged in 2 rows: fls. dioecious, staminate in 1-8-fld., short-stalked clusters, pistillate consisting of a small cone with several bracts, each bearing 2 naked ovules: seed inclosed in a fleshy envelope, drupe-like, about 1 in. long, reddish or greenish brown. From allied genera it may be easily distinguished by the resin-canals in the center of the pith; and by the glaucous lunes beneath from Taxus, which has the lvs. yellowish green beneath; and from Torreya by the glaucous lunes being broader than the 3 green lines, while in Torreya the glaucous lines are narrower than the green ones.—Six closely allied species from Himalayas to Japan.

These are ornamental evergreen shrubs, in appearance very like a yew, but of more graceful habit. Not hardy North, or only in very sheltered positions. They thrive best in a somewhat moist but well-drained sandy loam, and in partly shaded situations. Propagated by cuttings, the wood or long. Propagated by cuttings, the wood or long. Imported seeds usually do not germinate until the second year, increased also by cuttings in August, under glass, and by veneer-grafting in summer, on one of the species or on Taxus baccata. For cions and cuttings, terminal shoots should be chosen, which form regular plants with whorled branches like seedlings, while cuttings from lateral branches grow into irregular, low, spreading shrubs.
CEPHALOTAXUS

A. Lvs. 2-3 in.: branchlets yellowish green, pendulous.

Fortunei, Hook. Lvs. tapering gradually into a sharp point, usually falcate, dark green and shining above: fr. greenish brown, obovate. N. China, Japan. B.M. 4496. F.S. 6:355. R.H. 1878, p. 117. —This is the most graceful species with long and slender branches, attaining in its native country 50 ft. in height, in cult. usually remaining a shrub.

AA. Lvs. 1-2 in. long.

B. Base of lvs. cuneate; lvs. loosely 2-ranked.


BB. Base of lvs. truncate; lvs. very closely set.

Oliveri, Mast. Shrub or small tree: lvs. strictly 2-ranked, rigid, broadly linear, spiny-pointed, about 1 in. long, bright green with 2 broad white bands beneath, the midrib scarcely elevated: fr. ovoid or obovoid, shortly apiculate, about 1/3 in. long. Cent. China. II. 1933 (as C. Griffithii). G.C. III. 33:226. —Differs from the other species in the very closely set rigid lvs.

ALFRED REHDER.

CEPHALOTUS

CEPHALOTUS (Greek, head-shaped, in reference to the knob-like swells behind each anther). Cephalotaceae, a monotypic family near Saxifragaceae. The one species C. folliculiris, Labill. (Fig. 875), is abundant at King George's Sound and Swan River in S. W. Austral. From there it has frequently been intro. into cult., and is now met with in American collections. The short creeping rhizomes form 2 sets of lvs. each season: a set of 4-6 flat spatulate lvs., and later as many dainty pitchered lvs. that are richly colored green, crimson or purple, and white. The pitchers are 1/4-1 1/2 in. long, are covered externally with minute alluring seeds, and these with the coloring attract insects. They slip from the smooth-ribbed rim into the cavity, and there are digested by ferment liquids poured out by special glands. The erect spike bears an interrupted spike of small white apetalous fls., each with a 6-parted calyx, 12 stamens, and 6 separate 1-seeded carpels. The plant grows best under a bell-jar, and in a pot amongst fine sandy loam that is covered by sphagnum moss. The lower part of the pot should stand in a vessel with about 1/3 in. of water, and the whole should be placed in a south greenhouse near the light, when the pitchers assume richest colorings. Prop. is easily effected by separation of small pieces of rhizome that bear 1 or 2 lvs., also by seeds that mature not unfrequently under cult. R. B. 23, p. 233. I.H. 27:391. P.S. 3:290. G. 23:340. G. W. 5:390. J.H. III. 35:260. J. M. MACFARLANE.

CERASTIUM (Greek for horn, alluding to the shape of the pod). Caryophyl- laceae. Moose-ear Chickweed. Decumbent annuals or perennials, used in rockeries or for bedding and borders.

Pubescent or hirsute herbs, rarely glaucous: lvs. small, opposite, entire: fls. white, borne in terminal, dichotomous cymes; sepals 5, rarely 4; petals as many, emarginate or 2-cleft; stamens 10, rarely fewer; styles 5, rarely 4 or 3, opposite the sepals: caps. cylindric, often curved, dehiscing at the top by 10, rarely 8. —About 100 species of world-wide distribution according to the largest delimitation of the genus; by some authorities reduced to 40 or 50 species.

Cerastiums are of easy culture in ordinary garden soil. They are propagated by divisions or by cuttings taken after flowering and planted in a shady place. They are more or less used for edgings and in rockeries.

a. Lvs. green, merely pubescent.

arvense, Linn. (var. oblongifolium, Hoff. & Brit.). StARRY GRASSWORT. Fig. 876. Perennial, low, much branched and matted: sts. 8-12 in. long: lvs. oblong or lanceolate, pale green, pubescent, obtuse, 3/4-1 1/4 in. long, 1/2 in. wide: fls. very numerous, appearing in Apr. and May; petals 5, deeply bifid: caps. twice as long as the calyx.—A species of very wide range, growing mostly in dry rocky places from Labrador to Alaska and south to Ga. and Calif.; also in Asia and Eu. Gn. 71, p. 504. —Recommended as a bedding plant, for its mat-like habit, covered with white bloom. Var. compactum, Hort., is hardly in S. E. Canada.

purpurascens, Adams. Perennial, hairy, pubescent, cespitose, about 4 in. high: lower lvs. oblong, narrowed into the petiole; upper lvs. linear-lanceolate: cymes dichotomous or often simply umbelliform; fls. white; petals twice as long as calyx, ovate-oblong: caps. cylindric, twice as long as calyx. Asia Minor.—Hardy.

875. Cephalotus folliculiris.

876. Cerastium arvense.
CERASTION

AA. Lvs. silvery or grayish, 
B. Caps. equaling the calyz.

glançescens, Blume. St. up to 30 ft. and about as thick as one's wrist: lvs. 6–7 ft. long, of 14–18 sessile, erect or spreading lfts. which are 8–10 in. long, 2½–3½ in. wide, opposite above, alternate below: spadix from the axis of the upper lvs.: spathe 2-horned, 4–6 in. long. Java.

C. concolor, Blume. Similar, with 10–14 lfts., relatively broader than in C. glançescens. Sumatra.—C. Findleyanus, Hort. Lvs. 2–4 ft. long, clear pale shining green. Hab.(.), A.G. 15:106.—C. Micholitsiana, Hort. Very elegant plant, the st. greatly tomentosum, distinct scattered spines; lfts. oblong, the lfts. remote, linear-oblong, acute, shining on the under surface.—Horticulturally the most attractive of the group.

N. TAYLOR.

CERATÔNIA (Greek for horn, in reference to the large pod). Leguminosæ. Carob. A handsome evergreen tree, bearing large pods that are used somewhat for human food but chiefly for forage.

One of the Cassia tribe: calyx-tube disk-bearing, somewhat top-shaped, the segms. 5 and short; petals 6; stamens 5: pod long (4–12 in.), compressed, thick and coriaceous, indehiscent, filled with a pulpy substance, bearing obovate transverse seeds. C. Silíqua, Linn. (Figs. 877, 878), the only species, is now widely distributed in warm countries, being grown both for shade and for the edible pods. It reaches a height of 40–50 ft.: lvs. pinnate, shining, the 2–3 pairs of lfts. oval and obtuse; lfts. in small lateral red racemes, polygamous, the trees said to be variable in sexuality at different ages. It thrives well in S. Calif. and S. Fla. The dry pods are occasionally seen in the fruit stands in northern markets. There are many varieties, differing in the size and shape of pod. The Carob is known also as Algaroba, Karoub, Caroubier, and St. John's Bread. The last name records the notion that the seeds and sweet pulp are respectively theROSS and wild honey which St. John found in the wilderness. The dry valves or pods have been supposed to be the husks that provided the subsistence of the prodigal son. See G.F. 3:318, 323. The seeds are said to have been the original carat weight of goldsmiths.

L. H. B.

The carob is of much importance as a farm crop throughout the Mediterranean basin and other hot and semi-arid regions. According to Alphonse de Candolle, its original home was about the eastern end of the Mediterranean, including the southern coast of Asia Minor and Syria and perhaps Tripoli. Its cultivation began in historic times, and was diffused by the Greeks in Italy and Greece and was carried by the Arabs west as far as Spain and Morocco. In all these countries the large pods, rich in protein and sugar, are a very important forage crop, being eaten with avidity by all kinds of stock, besides furnishing considerable sustenance to the poor in times of scarcity, and are also used for the manufacture of syrups and different fermented drinks. Some Spanish of the Caramaca tribe, brought to the island of Cyprus. Thousands of tons are annually imported into England where they are ground for stock-feed. A. Aaronsohn, Chief of the
Jewish Experiment Station in Palestine, says that an acre of carob trees on arid soil yields a much greater quantity of food matter than an equal area planted with the best alfalfa. He gives the sugar content at 40 percent and in some varieties even higher, and the protein content as 7 to 8 percent. The French and Portuguese writers give somewhat lower percentages, but this seems to be much a matter of climate and varieties. The analysis published by Rivière and Lecoq points to a high digestive coefficient, and nutritive value a little higher than oats; it is estimated that 147.5 kilograms of carobs equals 100 kilograms of wheat (a kilo is nearly 2 1/4 pounds).

The first introduction of the tree into this country on a considerable scale was by the U. S. Patent Office from Alicante, Spain, in 1854 and from Palestine in 1859. About 8,000 plants, grown from seed in Washington, and were distributed during the spring of 1860, mostly in the southern states. Some of these plants probably found their way to California, as a number of old trees are growing in various parts of that state from San Diego on the south to Napa and Butte counties on the north. The latest importation was in June, 1911, from Valencia, Spain, by the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction of the Department of Agriculture. This shipment consisted of cuttings of six of the leading varieties grown in that district which are now being propagated by budding at the Chico (California) Introduction Field Station and will soon be available for distribution.

Centuries of cultivation have given rise to a large number of varieties, differing in quality of pods, vigor and productiveness and adaptability to various soils. The species is either dioecious or monocious. All trees in California are of course seedlings and, as far as examined by the writer, monocious, although Aaronsohn states that the best kinds in Palestine are dioecious, and a sufficient number of staminate trees, therefore, must be planted with those varieties to pollinate the female trees. In the province of Algaria, Portugal, seventeen named varieties are cultivated and as many in France and Spain. The best of these should be introduced into this country.

The carob tree thrives only in a warm climate, the range being about the same as that of the orange, but with a little protection for two or three winters, the range can be considerably extended. At the Government Field Station at Chico, several varieties have survived temperatures of 18° to 22°, while others when young have been killed to the ground by the same degrees of frost. The old trees scattered about the Pacific Coast States show that a large area is adapted to it.

In France, Spain and Portugal, the carob grows in most kinds of soil, except in stiff clay or wet ground, and even in gravel if fertile and permeable to the roots. The crop is sufficiently valuable to make it worthy of the best soil and treatment.

The carob is usually grown from seed and afterwards budded to the best varieties. It can be raised from cuttings, but requires bottom heat and careful treatment. At the Chico Field Station, where thousands of seedlings are grown, the best success is had by planting under glass sooner than later. Quicker development of a tree is obtained by first planting in seed in water for three or four days or until they begin to swell. The tree is difficult to transplant and usually fails unless moved with a ball of earth. The best results are had by growing the plants in pots or in "flats" in tenacious soil, as is the practice with eucalyptus, when the trees are cut apart and lifted with squares of earth attached. At Aleppo, in Syria, the growers make pots of a mixture of clay and cow-dung which, dried in the sun, are strong enough to hold the earth in which the seeds are planted. When ready to put into the orchard the pot is sunk where the tree is to stand. As soon as the pot becomes moist from contact with the earth, it is readily permeable by the roots.

While the carob is a rather slow grower, it lives to a great age and should be planted not less than 35 to 40 feet apart, with interplanting of peaches or other growths for income until the carobs begin to bear. In Algiers and Tunis, it is often planted as a border tree, for which its beauty and utility admirably fit it. When well established, the seedlings are budded with the best varieties. If buds are taken from bearing trees, fruit may be expected in three or four years. In California seedlings bear when six to eight years of age. While it is eminently a dry-climate tree, two or three summer irrigations will greatly aid in hastening fruiting and increase the yield. It will respond to the same good treatment that is given to a well-kept fruit orchard.

The crop matures in September and October and, as with most other fruit trees, it is most abundant every second year. When ripe, the pods turn brown and begin to fall. Those that fail to drop are easily knocked down with bamboo or other poles.

Aaronsohn gives the crop in Palestine in good years at an average of 450 pounds to the tree, and states that he has seen wild stocks fifteen to eighteen years after grafting give a yield of 900 to 1,000 pounds of pods. Du Breuil gives the yield in southern France at 220 pounds and mentions single trees at Valencia, Spain, that produce as high as 1,380 kilograms, or 3,040 pounds. Rivière and Lecoq report the yield of trees in Algiers at 100 to 300 kilograms, or 220 to 660 pounds. Francis de Mello Lotte gives the crops of mature trees on deep fertile soil in Algeria as follows: at Fes, 2,000 to 3,000 pounds each. As the pods are equal in nutrients to barley and superior to oats for feeding and fattening cattle, sheep, hogs, and horses, and the yield is from three to four times the weight per acre of grain, it is evident that few crops will give the farmer an equal value.

G. P. Ruxton.

CERATOPÉTALUM (Greek, horned petal). Cunoniaceae; by some, Cunoniacese is included in Saxifragaceae. Drought-tolerant trees or shrubs.

Glabrous and resinous trees and shrubs; i.e., opposite, compound, with 1-3 digitate Ifts.; fls. small, white, rose or yellow, in terminal branching cymes or panicles; calyx-tube short, 5-lobed; petals 0, or, if present, laciniate; stamens 10, with connectives: fr. small and achenes-like, both with pellucid calyx-lobes, 1-seeded.—Two or 3 species, in Australia.

gummiferum, Smith. Tree. 30-40 ft.; Ifts. 3, lanceolate, serrulate, narrowed at base, shining and strongly nerves: petals deeply 3-5-lobed, not exceeding the calyx.—Said to thrive in a peaty soil, and to prop. by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass. L. H. B.
CERATOPTERIS (Greek, horned fern). *Ceratopteris* teridiacea. Very succulent tropical ferns, forming also a distinct family. They are the only truly aquatic plants among true ferns and grow floating or rooted under water in the mud or sometimes only occasionally flooded. The lvs. are borne in rosettes, the sterile spreading, often floating, the fertile more erect, 2-4-pinnate, with very slender rolled-up pod-like segms.: sporangia very large, borne separately along the veins and covered by the revolute margins somewhat hairy in *Pteris*.—Species very few. Best grown by planting in pots, slightly submerged. Reproduced by buds which arise from all parts of the lvs. New plants must be developed each season. Useful in ponds and aquaria.

pteridoides, Hook. Fig. 879. Sterile lvs. broadly deltoid, short-stalked, the margins irregularly lobed, floating; the fertile lvs. taller, completely divided into long whip-like segms.: sporangia with a very small annulus, and containing 32 spores. Fla. to S. Amer.

thalicroides, Brongn. Sterile lvs. narrowly deltoid, long-stalked, 1-2 pinnatifid into deltoid segms. not floating; fertile lvs. similar but with linear segms.: annulus well developed. Old World tropics.

R. C. BENEDICT.

CERATOSTIGMA (Greek, horned stigma). *Plumbago* Indicae. Diffuse glabrous perennial herbs or subshrubs, one of which is in cultivation as a bedding and border plant.

Ceratostigma differs from Plumbago in having no glands on the calyx, stamens adnate to the corollatube, fls. in dense clusters rather than spiccate, and other technical characters: lvs. alternate, lanceolate or obovate, more or less eiliate: fls. mostly in terminal heads, blue or rose; calyx tubular, deeply 5-peltate, the lobes narrow; corolla salver-shaped, the tube long and slender, the limb spreading and with 5 obovate obtuse or retuse lobes; stamens 5, attached on the corolla-tube: fr. a 5-valved caps. inclosed in the calyx.—Species 4 or 5, in N. China, Himalayas, Abyssinia.

plumbaginoides, Bunge (*Plumbago Larpente, Lindl. Valeridia plumbaginoides, Boiss.*). Herb, 6-12 in., the st. red and branchy: lvs. entire, strongly ciliate on the edges: fls. with a deep blue limb, the 5 lobes minutely toothed, collected in dense heads or umbels. China. B.M. 4487. F.S. 4:307.—A hardy bedding plant, producing profusely of its deep blue fls. late in fall; very valuable. Needs covering in winter in the N.

Under the name *C. Pohlia*, a dwarf and creeping shrub, with delicate lavender fls., is mentioned in British journals as coming from high elevations in W. China and giving promise as an outdoor subject.

L. H. B.

CERATOZAMIA (Greek for horned capsule). *Pedaliaceae*. Tropical African glasshouse herbs.

Leaves opposite, ovate: calyx 5-parted; corolla 2-lipped, the lower lip very long in proportion to the upper: fls. in pairs in the axils: caps. 2-horned.—Five species. *C. trifoba*, Mey., is occasionally grown in S. Fla., and it may be adapted to glasshouses. It is a tall herb (5 ft.), with the habit of foxglove, probably biennial, hairy and rather fleshy: lower lvs. stalked, broadly ovate or almost round, the upper sometimes broadly angular and even 3-lobed, both kinds crenate-dentate: corolla 3 in. long, blue or violet-blue, pubescent, deflexed, the lower lobe prolonged. Handsome. B.M. 6974.—Could be grown in temperate house N. in sandy loam.

N. Taylor.

CERATOZAMIA (Greek, horned Zamia; referring to the horned scales of the cones, which distinguish this genus from *Zamia*). *Cycadóideae*. Handsome Mexican foliage plants, with eye-like leaves, but less cultivated in American palm-houses than *Cycaea*.

Trunk erect in age, crowned by a whorl of pinnate eye-like lvs. which are petiolate and unarmed: fls. in cones borne from among the lvs., the cones often stalked: seeds rare and little known.

—Six species. Best raised from young imported plants, but rarely prop. by seeds, or by offsets from the slow-growing trunk. Burn out the center of the plant with a hot iron, and a number of offsets will spring from the trunk and the crown; these may be used for prop.

mexicana, Brongn. Fig. 880. Trunk thick, short, covered with the remains of fallen fl.-stalks: lvs. rich, dark green, pinnate, on prickly petioles 5-6 in. long, which are shaggy when young; flts. very numerous, 6-12 in. long or more, lanceolate: cones produced annually on separate plants; female cones 9-12 in. long, 4-6 in. thick, the scales 2-horned; male cones narrower, longer, on a hairy stalk, the scales with 2 small teeth. Mex. Gn. 9, pp. 308-9.—An excellent decorative plant, best grown in sandy loam. Give freely of water and heat in spring and summer, but keep cooler and drier in winter. Somewhat tender although grown in Cent. Fla.


N. Taylor.

CERCIDIPHYLLUM (Cercis and phyllon, leaf; the lvs. resemble those of *Cercis*). *Trophochondráceae*. Tree grown for its handsome foliage and habit.

Leaves deciduous, usually opposite, petioled and palmately nervd: fls. dioecious, inconspicuous, apetalous, solitary; stamine nearly sessile, bearing numerous stamens with slender filaments; pistillate pedicellate,
consisting of 3-5 carpels, ending in long, purplish styles and developing into about ¼ in. long, dehiscent pods, with many seeds.—One species in Japan and W. China. Hardy, ornamental, shrubby tree of pyramidical and, when young, almost fastigate habit, with handsome, light green foliage, purplish when unfolding, turning bright yellow or partially scarlet in fall. It prefers rich and moist soil, and grows rapidly when young. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring, and by greenwood cuttings, taken from forced plants in early spring, or by layers; cuttings from half-ripened wood in summer, under glass, grow also, but not very well.


CERCIS (Kerkis, ancient Greek name). Leguminosae. JUDAS Tree. RED-BUD. Trees or shrubs grown for their pink flowers profusely produced early in spring before the leaves; very interesting, also, in mode of branching, as seen in mature trees.

Leaves deciduous, alternate, petioled, palmately nerved, entire: fls. papilionaceous, pedicelled, pink or red, appearing before or with the lvs., in clusters or racemes from the old wood; calyx 5-toothed, red; petals nearly equal, the uppermost somewhat smaller: pod compressed, narrow-oblong, narrow-winged on the ventral suture, many-seeded.—Seven species in N. Amer., and from S. Eu. to Japan.

These trees and shrubs are very ornamental, with handsome distinct foliage and abundant showy flowers in spring, very effective by their deep pink color. They are well adapted for shrubberies or as single specimens on the lawn, and attain rarely more than 20 or 30 ft. in height, forming a broad, irregular head when older. Only C. canadensis is hardy North, while C. chinensis can still be grown in sheltered positions near Boston, but is occasionally injured in severe winters; the others can not be grown successfully farther north than New York. They grow best in rich sandy and somewhat moist loam, and should be transplanted when young, as older plants can hardly be moved with success. Young plants, four or five years old, produce flowers freely and may be recommended for forcing, especially C. chinensis and C. racemosa, which are the most beautiful of all. Propagated by seeds, sown in spring, best with gentle bottom heat; sometimes increased by layers, or by greenwood cuttings from forced plants in early spring; C. chinensis grows also from greenwood cuttings in summer under glass.

a. Lvs. abruptly and short-acuminate.

b. Fls. in clusters: lvs. usually pubescent only beneath near the base.


chinensis, Bunge (C. japonica, Sieb.). Fig. 883. Tree, to 50 ft., shrub in cult.: lvs. deeply cordate, roundish, with a white, transparent line at the margin, suborbicular, glaucous, shining above, 2-5 in. long: fls. 5-8, purplish pink, ¼ in. long: pod 3-5 in. long, narrow. China, Japan. F.S. 8:849. Mn. 2:139. G.F. 6:476.—A very beautiful species, with the fls. nearly as large as those of C. Silikuastrum and more abundant.

bb. Fls. in pendulous racemes.

racemosa, Oliv. Tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. broadly ovate, truncate or subcordate at the base, pubescent beneath,
CERCIS

AA. Lvs. rounded or emarginate at the apex, usually broader than long.


CERCOCÁPUS (Greek, tail and fruit; the fruit with a long, hairy tail). Rosaceae.

MOUNTAIN MAHOGANY. Small trees or shrubs but rarely grown for their attractive evergreen or half-evergreen foliage and the peculiar feathered achenes. Leaves alternate, persistent, rather small: fls. inconspicuous, apetalous, whitish or reddish, in the axils of fascicled lvs.; calyx-tube cylindrical, elongated, abruptly expanded at the apex into a cup-shaped deciduous, 5-lobed limb bearing 15-30 stamens with short filaments; ovary 1-celled, inclosed in the calyx-tube, with a long exserted style: fr. a 1-seeded achene, surmounted by the persistent, long and hairy style.—Small genus of about 10, mostly rather local species, in the Rocky Mts. from Mont. south to Mex. and in Calif.

The cercocarpuses are not particularly ornamental, yet they are attractive with their small evergreen dark foliage and their feathery tailed fruits; they are adapted for planting on dry rocky or gravelly slopes in arid temperate regions, as they thrive under very unfavorable conditions. The very heavy and close-grained wood is manufactured into small articles, and valued as fuel and for making charcoal. C. ledifolius and C. parvifolius are the hardest and stand frost to zero, while C. Traskiae can be grown only in southern California. They may be cultivated in any well-drained soil in sunny positions, and propagated by seeds or by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass.

AA. Margin of lvs. toothed: fls. 2-5 in a cluster.

n. Lvs. oval to suborbicular, usually rounded at the base.

Traskiae, Eastw. Tree, to 25 ft.: lvs. coarsely sinuate-dentate above the middle, lustrous above, tomentose below, 1-2½ in. long; achene with the style 2-2½ in. long. Santa Catalina Isl., Calif. S.S. 13:635.

BB. Lvs. usually cuneate-obovate, smaller.

parvifolius, Nutt. Bushy tree, to 25 ft.: lvs. dull green and pubescent above, pubescent or tomentose beneath, ½-1¼ in. long, with veins 2-4-5 pairs in pairs: bark 2-3 in. long. From Neb. and Ore. to Low. Calif. and W. Texas. S.S. 4:166. H.I. 4:323.—D. M. Andrews, of Colo., who handles this shrub, writes of it as follows: “Mountain mahogany, 6 feet. A nearly evergreen rosetaceous shrub of peculiar and attractive habit of growth. Fls. white, early, followed by the long, plumose achene, which are 3-5 in. long, strangely curled and twisted, arranged above and on each side of the slender branches, so that at a little distance they have an appearance suggestive of ostrich plumes. Easily transplanted, and thrives anywhere.”


AA. Margin of lvs. entire, revolute: fls. solitary or in pairs.

ledifolius, Nutt. Tree, to 40 ft.: lvs. lanceolate, coriaceous, lustrous and glabrous above at maturity, pubescent below, resinous, ½½ in. long, veins obscure: style 2-3 in. long. From Wyo. and Wash. to S. Calif. and New Mex. S.S. 4:165. H.I. 4:324.

ALFRED REIJER.

CEREALS (Ceres, goddess of agriculture). The agricultural grains, properly those of the grass family: maize or Indian corn, kafr, wheat, emmer, spelt, rice, oats, barley, rye, sorghum (for grain); popularly held to include buckwheat, but not accurately so. Consult Vol. II, Cyclo. Amer. Agric.

CÉREUS (from the Latin, but of uncertain application). Cactaceae. Usually arborescent, columnar cacti with the surface covered with spiny ribs.

Flowers large, borne singly along the sides of the st.; fl.-tube slender and, as it decays, cutting off from the ovary; petals numerous; stamens numerous; style single, thick: fr. a large, naked, fleshy berry; seeds small, black. The genus Cereus, as it has generally been treated, contained more than 100 species which differed greatly in habit, armament, lvs. and fr., and was one of the most complex and difficult of the family. As now understood, it contains species of uniform habit, with similar lvs. and frs., while a number of species of very different habit have been referred elsewhere. Even as here treated, more than half of the species are anomalous. Until the lvs. and frs. have been studied, it seems best to leave them in Cereus. The species are all from S. Amer.

Only a few species of true Cereus are grown in this country, and most of these are grown under glass. The flowers do not compare in size and attractiveness with those of the so-called night-blooming Cereus, which is described elsewhere under the genus Selenicereus. Several of the species have cistate and other abnormal forms which make them desirable to certain growers. C. lepidotus is a rather common cultivated species in certain of the West India Islands, where it grows to considerable height, and several of the species are grown in Europe along the Riviera, where they reach great size. With us, however, they do not grow very rapidly. They are easily propagated from seed or by cuttings. See Suculentas.

The species treated in the first edition of this work that are not here given may be looked for under the following genera: Acanthocereus, Aporocactus, Bergerocactus, Carnegiea, Cleistocactus, Escontria, Harrisia, Heliocereus, Hyllocereus, Lemariaocereus, Lophocereus, Myrlilocactus, Oreocereus, Pachycereus, Ruthbunia, and Selenicereus.
INDEX.

Alacriportanus, 11.

A. Sta. erect, 2 in. or more diam.

1. Cereus. Web. A gigantic species, reaching a height of 20–30 ft., and sometimes even 50 ft., and a diam. of 12–10 in.; sparingly branching above; in young growth dark green, becoming gray or bluish: ribs 15–20, or in young plants only 9–10: areoles about ⅝–¾ in. apart, large, brown, becoming yellowish and finally gray: radial spines 10–13, about 1 in. long, the under one or lowest pair straight, subulate, the others curved; centrals mostly 4, the under and upper ones the longest, rows 12, 15, length, straight or curved; the young spines are clear brown, often with alternating rings of light and dark tissue, later gray, bulbose at the base: fls. from the lateral areoles about 6 in. long, white. Argentina.—This is the giant cereus of the Argentine desert, as Carneapica gigantea is of the certain N. American deserts. It is not a true Cereus.

2. Cândicans, G. Web. Sta. upright, low, cylindrical, bright green, 2½–3 ft. high by 6–8 in. diam.; freely branching from the base: ribs 10, obtuse-angular: areoles about ⅝–¾ in. apart, large, depressed, white, becoming gray: radial spines 11–14, spreading, at first thin, needle-form, later stronger, stiff, straight, about ¾ in. long; central solitary or later 5–4 additional ones appearing above, stronger, reaching a length of 1¼ in., sometimes somewhat curved; all the spines horn-colored, with tips and bases brown, later becoming gray: fls. long, funnel-form, resembling those of Echinopsis, 10 in. long by 6 in. diam.: fr. spherical to ellipsoidal, about 3 in. diam., red, somewhat spiny, flesh white. Argentina.—Not a true Cereus.

3. Lepanchoerus, Lem. Related to C. candidans, of a taller growth, cylindrical, 3–6½ ft. high by about 3 in. diam., at first simple, but later branching at the base; in new growth bright green, later dirty green: ribs 10–11 or occasionally 15; conspicuously erenate, later blunt and but little crenate: areoles medium size, about ½ in. apart, yellowish white, becoming gray; above each areole 2 radiating grooves form a letter V: radial spines 11–14, spreading, straight, sharp-pointed, about ⅝ in. long, clear to dark amber-color; some are strong and rigid, while others are bristle-form; centrals mostly 4, somewhat longer, stronger and deeper colored, with brown bases, becoming dark gray, about ¾ in. long: fls. from the previous year's growth, about 8–10 in. long by 6 in. diam., white. Argentina.—Not a true Cereus.

4. Spachianus, Lem. Sta. upright, at first simple, later profusely branching at the base, branches ascending parallel with the main st., 2–3 ft. high by 2–2½ in. diam., columnar: ribs 10–15, obtuse, rounded: areoles about ½ in. apart, large, covered with curly yellow wool, becoming white: radial spines 8–10, ⅝–¾ in. long, spreading, stiff, sharp, amber-yellow to brown; central solitary, stronger and longer; all the spines later becoming gray: fls. about 8 in. long by about 6 in. diam., white. Argentina.—Not a true Cereus.

5. Chilénus, DC. (Cactus chilénus, Colla). Sta. strong, upright, simple (so far as known), about 2½ ft. high by 3½–5 in. diam., cylindrical to somewhat clavate, bright, clear green: ribs 10–12, obtuse: areoles about an inch apart, large: radial spines straight, sharp, rigid, at first 9, but later 4 others appear above these; centrals mostly 4, seldom but a single one, bulbose at the base; the young spines are brown honey-yellow, becoming white, with dark tips, and finally gray: fls. from the upper lateral areoles about 6 in. long, white, resembling those of Echinopsis. Chile.—This is not a true Cereus.

6. Euphorbia, Haw. (C. Olfersii, Otto). Columnar, simple, 10–16 ft. high by about 4½ in. diam., in young growth pale green, changing with age to gray-green: ribs 8–10, separated by sharp grooves, sharply angled, becoming flattened in older growth: areoles about ½ in. apart, small, white to gray: radial spines mostly 6, the under one the longest, reaching a length of over an inch, strong, yellowish brown to black, the upper ones shorter and bristle form; central solitary, in young plants twice as long as the radials; all the spines finally become gray: fls. from near the crown, ½–4 in. long, beautiful flesh-red, remaining open for 24 hours. Brazil. R. H. 1885, p. 279.—This plant is insufficiently understood; it may be a form of some species of Cephalocereus.

The following species of Euphorbia, which we have not observed, are described as Euphorbias:

C. ruizii, 12.
C. variabilis, 24.

7. Sépium, DC. (C. Rosetti, Hasge.) Upright, columnar, about 3 in. diam.: ribs 9, separated by sharp, somewhat serpentine grooves, obtuse, above the areoles, 2 radiating, slightly curved grooves form a letter V: areoles ½–¾ in. apart, comparatively large, slightly sunken, yellowish, later gray: radial spines 9–12, radiate, nearly ½ in. long, straight, subulate, tolerably sharp, slightly thickened at the base, clear brown, with darker stripes; central solitary, reaching 1¼ in. long, straight, porrect, later somewhat deflexed, clear brown; later all the spines become gray. Andes of Ecuador.—Near Borzicaetus; needs further critical study.

8. Tetrcananthus, Labour. Upright, arborescent or bushy, freely branching, young branches leaf-green, later gray-green: ribs 8–9, low, arched: areoles medium-sized, slightly sunken, about ½ in. apart, white to gray: radial 5, later 7, radiate, about ½ in. long, straight, subulate, stout, white, with brown tips and bases, later ash-gray; centrals 1–3, under one largest and porrect, when young yellow and translucent, later gray: fls. resemble those of C. tortuosa. Bolivia.—This species should doubtless be referred to Eriocereus.
9. Hankeanus, Web. Upright, robust, not branching (so far as known), young growth bright green, later dark green, about 2 in. diam.; ribs 4-5, compressed, about 1½ in. high, conspicuously crenate, with an S-form line passing from each areole toward the center of the st.: areoles, ½—1 in. apart, horizontally elliptical to heart-shaped, brown, becoming gray below and yellow above: radial spines 3, needle-like, stout, sharp-pointed, about ½in. long, amber-colored when young, turning to brown; central solitary, straight, porrect, ½in. long, stronger than the radials, horn-colored; later all the spines become gray: fls. 4-5 in. long, white. S. Amer.

10. macrogönnus, Otto. Arborescent, sparsely branching, reaching a height of 20 ft. (in cult., 6 ft. high by 3-5 in. diam.), branches columnar: ribs mostly 7, seldom 8-9, thick, slightly undulate, obtuse and with convex faces, about 1 in. high, bluish green, frequently having a depressed areole near the base: areoles about ½ in. apart, large, gray: radial spines 6-9, radiate or spreading, strong, subulate, ½in. long, horn-color, later black; central spines 1-3, somewhat stronger and longer than the radials, more or less conspicuously porrect: fls. from the lateral areoles near the end of the branches, 2½ in. long, white: fr. dry, globose, 2 in. diam. by little more than 1 in. long. Brazil.

11. peruvianus, Haw. (C. monoculosus, DC.). HEDGE CACTUS. Fig. 884. Tall, 30-50 ft., branching freely toward the base, columnar, 4-5 in. diam., new growth dark green and glaucous, becoming a dull green with age, and, in old age, the color changing from green to grey; ribs 5-8, compressed: areoles ½-1 in. apart, in new growth covered with conspicuous, curly brown wool, becoming gray: radial spines about 6-7, about ½½—1½in. long; central solitary, reaching a length of 2½ in.; the number of spines increases with age to as many as 20, all are rigid, brown: fls. abundant, from the lower part of the st., white, nocturnal, 6-7 in. long by 5 in. diam. S. Amer. G.C. III. 24:175 (var. monstrosus).

Var. Alacriportanus, K. Schum. (C. Alacriportanus, Mart.). Of somewhat weaker growth, low, and less conspicuously pruinose in the new growth, which is consequently nearly clear green. S. Brazil.

12. Jamacaru, Salm-Dyck (C. validus, Haw.). Sts. upright, robust, rigid, 12–16 ft. high by as much as 6 in. diam.; young growth azure-blue, turning dark green with age, glaucous: ribs 4-6, thin, compressed, crenate: radial spines 5-7, stiff, needle-like, clear yellow with brown points, and brown and finally black, about ½½—1½ in. long; centrals 2-4, somewhat stronger, porrect, ½-3 in. long; fls. large, 10 in. long by 8 in. diam., white, nocturnal. Brazil. Venezuela.

13. chalybicus, Otto. Sts. upright, branching above, arborescent, azure-blue and pruinose, later dark green, 1½—4 in. diam.: ribs 6, in young growth very much compressed, later depressed till the st. is nearly cylindrical: areoles about ½ in. apart, dark gray-brown: radial spines mostly 7, about ½½ in. long; centrals 3-4, similar but somewhat stronger and a little longer; all the spines are pointed, stiff, when young are black, later brown to gray with black tips, bulbose at the base: fls. very similar to those of C. cæruleascens. Argentina.

AA. Sts. erect, less than 2 in. diam.

b. Ribs of st. of 10 or more.

14. isogenus, K. Schum. St. upright, columnar, about 1-1½ in. diam., in young growth light green to yellow-green, later darker: ribs 15-16: areoles approximate, white, turning gray: radial spines as many as 20, spreading, at first clear or dark yellow, becoming white, and finally gray, bristle-like; fls. about ½ in. long, centrals 6–8; two of these are somewhat stronger and stiffer, about ½in. long, small, one directed upward and one downward, yellowish brown to dark honey-color; later gray, as in the radials. S. Amer.

15. splendens, Salm-Dyck. Columnar, slender, short, rigid, more or less branching from the base, reaching a height of about 2 ft. and about 1½ in. diam., light to yellowish green: ribs about 10–12, rounded: areoles prominent, about ½in. apart, tawny, becoming white, tomentose: radial spines 8–12, radiating, yellow and light brown, becoming gray; centrals 1–3, scarcely larger than the radial, yellowish to white; all the spines slender, bristle-form, about ½½—1½in. long.—C. Cavendishii has been referred to this species, but with some question.


16. platygonus, Otto. At first upright, later somewhat reclining, branching, at the base about 1 in. diam., tapering in the new growth: ribs 8, low, arched: areoles about ¼ in. apart, very small, yellow, becoming gray, subtruded by a small 3-angled bract: radial spines 12–15, spreading, bristle-form, little more than ½in. long; central solitary, slightly longer and stronger; all the spines at first yellow-brown, changing to white or gray with age.

17. cæruleascens, Salm-Dyck (C. Ländbecki, Phil.). Arborescent or shrubby, 3-5 ft. high: sts. 1½—1½ in. diam.: ribs usually 8, obtuse: areoles approximate, white bud soon becoming black: spines rigid: radial spines 9—1½ in. long; base: is ½—1½in. long, stronger black or white: fls. from the side of the thorn, slightly curved, 6–8 in. long by 6 in. diam., tube bronze-green, corolla white or occasionally rose-pink: frs. ellipsoid, pointed at both ends, about 3 in. long and half that in diam., bright red, with blue glaucous covering. Argentina. B.M. 3022.

18. Bridgedei, Salm-Dyck. Upright, tall, columnar, simple or later branching at the base, bright green when young, becoming blue to gray-green, 1½—2 in. diam.: ribs 5–7, very broad and low: areoles ½½—1½in. apart, yellowish to gray: spines 3–5, radiating, the under one, or seldom the upper one, the longest, 1½ in. long, stiff, sharp, straight, dark honey-yellow, with brown tips, becoming gray with age.

Var. lageniformis, K. Schum. (C. lageniformis, Forst.). Spines more numerous, somewhat longer.

19. azureus, Parm. (C. Sédelléi, Lehm.). St. upright, tall, slender, columnar, branching from the base in the young, fresh bluish green, later dark green with gray, glaucous covering, about 3–4 ft. high and about 1 in. diam.: ribs 5–7, rounded, enlarged at the areole: areoles about ½½–1½ in. apart, elevated, large, abundantly woolly when young: spines 8–18, nearly alike, about ½½—1½in. long, stiff, slender, needle-form to bristle-like, black; the 2–4 central ones somewhat longer; fls. 8–12 in. long, obliquely attached to the st., slightly curved, white. Brazil.

20. cássius, Otto. Upright, columnar, branching at the base, somewhat tapers above; in new growth, beautiful light blue, ribs numerous, 1½–2 in. long, slightly bluish, about 1½ in. diam.: ribs 5–6, separated by sharp grooves, about ½in. high, compressed, faintly crenate, becoming depressed in older growth: areoles about ½in. apart, small, yellow at first, later becoming white and finally gray: radial spines 8–10, sometimes more appressed; later, radiate, light amber-color, brown at the base, the lower pair the longest, mostly about ½in. long; centrals 4–7, like the radials but usually somewhat stronger, longer and darker: all the spines thin, needle-form, flexible, sharp; later, light, horn-color, finally gray. S. Amer.(?)
CEREAUS

21. Bönpandli, Parm. Sts. at first upright, later clambering over rocks and bushes, about 1 to 1½ in. diam., branching and spreading, in new growth commonly of a bluish or purplish green, later gray-green: ribs 4-6, sharp, compressed, crenate, separated by broad, concave faces; later the ribs become much depressed, so that the st. is sometimes nearly cylindrical; the ribs commonly run spirally around the axis of the st.: areoles ½-1½ in. apart, at first considerably depressed, later shallower, white, becoming gray: radial spines 4-6 (later 1-4 more appear), straight, spreading, the largest about ½-1 in. long, stout, subulate, pointed, under one needle-form and shorter; central solitary, straight, stronger, 1 in. long, deflexed or porrect; the stronger spines are white, with tips and bases brown, when young beautiful ruby-red, later all are gray, with black tips and bulbous bases: fls. from the lateral areoles about 10 in. long, white, nocturnal: fr. nearly spherical, about 2 in. diam., mammate, dark carmine-red. Paraguay, Brazil, and Argentina.

22. tortuus, Forbes (C. atropurpureus, Haage). Sts. slender, weak, at first upright, but later reeled, reaching a length of 3-4 ft., and 1-1½ in. diam.: ribs commonly 7, sometimes but 5, rounded, low, separated by regular serpentine grooves: areoles about 1 in. apart, large: radial spines 5-8, about ½-1 in. long; centrals 1-4, about ½-1½ in. long; all the spines slender, rigid, red-brown when young, becoming ashy with age: fls. from the previous year's growth, about 6 in. long, trumpet-shaped, tube olive-green and spiny, in the axils of the reddish green scales; outer petals pale green, tinted with brown; inner petals clear white: fr. spherical, brilliant red without and white within, mammate, bearing a few spines on the summits of the lower mammules. Argentina.

23. Mártilinis, Labour (C. monocanthus, Hort.). At first upright, later requiring a support: freely branching from the base, branches long, reaching nearly 5 ft., ¾-1 in. diam., slightly tapering, dark green: ribs 5-6, separated by serpentine grooves, contracted between the areoles; sometimes the ribs are not evident, when the st. is cylindrical: areoles about 1-1½ in. apart, white: radial spines 5-7, reddish, short, bristle-form, with bulbous bases or short conical, usually about ½ in. long; central solitary, mostly deflexed, ½-1 in. long (in young growth, frequently not longer than the radial), subulate, robust, light brown or white, with lower tips black: fls. from the older growth sts., 8-9 in. long, clear white, nocturnal: fr. spherical (very similar to C. tortuus), pointed, dark carmine-red, about 2 in. diam., mammate, a few spines on the mammule toward the base of the fr. Argentina. R.H. 1890, pp. 658-9. —This species is commonly sold under the name of C. platygonus.

24. Pitjáya, DC. (C. pernambucensis [farnambucénis], Lom. C. formosus, Salm-Dyck. C. variabilis, Pfeiff.). By recent authorities referred to the genus Acanthocereus. St. at first simple, later branching, in young growth with light green, turning grayish green with age, pointed, ¾-1½ in. diam.: ribs 3-5, commonly 4 areoles about 1 in. apart, large, bearing a conspicuous amount of curly hair, about ½ in. long, in new growth: radial spines 5-7 and a solitary central one, uniform, about ½-½ in. long, amber color and to finally grayish; fls. from the older growth, large, about 8 in. long, slightly curved, white, nocturnal. Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentina, Chile and Colombia. B.M. 4084. —C. grandidis, Haw., according to Weber, is but a larger form of this species.

CERINTEH

25. Martínus, Zucce. Of bushy growth, branching, reaching a height of 3 ft. and more: branches slender, provided here and there with aerial roots, cylindrical, about ⅝ in. diam.: ribs commonly 8, straight, separated by sharp grooves, very low: areoles ¼-⅓ in. apart, small, white; radial spines spreading, clear honey-yellow, at base brownish, later whitish and becoming gray, about ¼ in. long; centrals 3-4, similar, only somewhat stouter and darker: fls. usually abundant, straight or slightly S-shaped, 4-5 in. long, scarlet-red: fr. spherical, reddish green, covered with briers. B.M. 372. Mexico. B.M. 4072. —C. cincinnati, Jacquin. (C. cincinnati, Salm-Dyck.) Sts. solitary, ½-2 ft. lon.

AAA. Sts. weak, clambering over rocks or other plants, and without aerial roots.

AAA. Sts. more or less climbing by means of aerial roots.

26. Martínus, Zucce. Of bushy growth, branching, reaching a height of 3 ft. and more: branches slender, provided here and there with aerial roots, cylindrical, about ⅝ in. diam.: ribs commonly 8, straight, separated by sharp grooves, very low: areoles ¼-⅓ in. apart, small, white; radial spines spreading, clear honey-yellow, at base brownish, later whitish and becoming gray, about ¼ in. long; centrals 3-4, similar, only somewhat stouter and darker: fls. usually abundant, straight or slightly S-shaped, 4-5 in. long, scarlet-red: fr. spherical, reddish green, covered with briers. B.M. 372. Mexico. B.M. 4072. —C. cincinnati, Jacquin. (C. cincinnati, Salm-Dyck.) Sts. solitary, ½-2 ft. lon.

AAA. Sts. weak, clambering over rocks or other plants, and without aerial roots.

AAA. Sts. more or less climbing by means of aerial roots.

CERINTEH (Greek, keros, wax; anthos, flower: the ancients thought that the bees visited the flowers for wax). Boraginaceae. Annual or perennial herbs from Europe and Asia Minor, with alternate glaucous leaves and showy purple bracts.

Calyx deeply divided, the tubular corolla with 5 very small reflexed lobes, usually differently colored from...
XXV. Celery.—The cultivation under field conditions, at the hilling-up or banking stage.
CERINTHE

the tube.—About 6 species. The best species is *C. retorta*, which has a unique appearance in the garden, and is strongly recommended for more general cult. It is a hardy annual of easy cult.

retorta, Sibth. & Smith. Honevort. Fig. 885. Height 1½ – 2 ft. lvs. glaucous, ovate, obliquely-ovate-spatulate; upper lvs. amplexicaul, with 2 round ears, on the flowering branches gradually becoming smaller and closer together until they pass into purple bracts, which form the chief attractive feature of the plant: fls. when fully blown protruded beyond the bracts; corolla tubular-club-shaped, yellow, tipped with a purple gem, with a small, spreading teeth; frs. smooth but not shining. Greece. B.M. 5264. Gn. 41:212. For a garden review of the other honeyworts, see Gn. 41, p. 212.

C. majus, Linn. A showy annual 6–15 in. high; lvs. clasping the stem, green, beneath, red; flowering plants *Medit.* below, Caryopteris, *Wl*., *Wl*. beyond ally. 

Wilhelm Miller.

N. TAYLOR.

CEROPÉGIA (Greek, wax and fountain, the flowers having a waxy look). Asclepiadaceae. Greenhouse vines of Africa and Asia.

Stems fleshy, erect and twining among the other plants in nature, or pendulous; lvs. opposite; sometimes in the S. African species wanting; fls. medium-sized, the corolla more or less inflated at the base, straight or curved; corona something as in our common milkweeds, double.—A genus of 100 species, a dozen of which are known in Old World collections but only the following in the Amer. Many of them have tuberous roots, and need a season of rest and dryness. May be grown in a compost of loam, leaf-mold or peat, and sand. Temperate house is the best for the two following. Prop. by cuttings in spring over bottom heat. Odd and handsome.

Woodii, Schlecht. With many slender prostrate or trailing sts.; lvs. fleshy, about 1½ in. long, almost rosety: fls. in pairs, axillary on stalks, 3–7 in. long; corolla slightly curled, about ¾ in. long, pink or with dark lines below, the upper part sometimes purplish. Natl. G.C. III. 22:357; 37:244 (desc.). B.M. 7704.


A. barbertoniánsis, N. E. Br. Lvs. somewhat variegated with pale green along the veins; fls. similar to *C. Woodii*. Transv.:—C. *Vikiannia*, Linn. Corolla tube-pale green, with dark blotches; lobes greenish with a zone of white and dark purple in the middle. Uganda.


N. TAYLOR.

CÉROPTERIS (Greek, wax fern). Polypodiaceae. Hot-house ferns of rather small size, interesting for the peculiar way in which the leaves grow.

A rather small group somewhat related to Pteris, characterized most conspicuously by having the under surface of the lvs. covered with a colored powder, often silver, white or bright yellow (so-called silver and gold ferns). The sporangia are borne in indefinite lines and are unprotected by any indusium. The species of Ceropteris have in the past been classified under the generic name Gymnogramma, but fern students are now generally agreed in separating it as a distinct genus.

INDEX.

1. **Powder commonly yellow:** lvs. about as broad as long.

A. **triangularis**, Underw. (Gymnogramma triangularis, Kaulf.). Fig. 886. Lf.-blades 2–5 in. wide and long, on stalks 6–12 in. long, dark green above, below deep golden yellow, or occasionally white; lower pinnae much larger than the others, deltoid; the upper lanceolate. Calif. to Brit. Col. Gn. 48, p. 444.—A white-powdered variety with a viscid upper surface and coarser cuttings (var. viscosa, D. C. Eaton) is found in S. Calif.

Bb. **Powder yellow:** lvs. lanceolate, several times as long as broad.

2. **chrysophylla**, Link (Gymnogramma chrysophylla, Kaulf.). Lfs. 12–18 in. long, with blackish stalks and rachises, the segms. slightly pinnatifid at the base; powder golden yellow. W. Indies to Brazil. R.H. 1856:201. G.C. III. 23:373.—Often considered a var. of *C. calomelanos*. Var. Laucheana (Gymnogramma Laucheana, Hort.), has triangular lvs. except in its sub-variety gigantea. Gn. 48, p. 437.

Bb. **Powder yellow; lvs. lanceolate, several times as long as broad.**

3. **sulphurea**, Fée (Gymnogramma sulphurea, Desv.). Lf.-blades 6–12 in. long on chestnut-brown stalks, the pinnae long, tapering, less than 1½ in. wide at base, the pinnaules compact, with 3–7 divisions; powder sulphuryellow. W. Indies.

4. **argentea**, Baker (known only under the name Gymnogramma decomposita, belongs in Ceropteris). Lvs. 1½ ft. long, 1 ft. broad, deltoid, quadripinnate or even 5-pinnate; pinnae close, lanceolate, with the ultimate divisions linear and 1-nerved; powder rather scanty. Andes. F.R. 2:25. G.C. III. 11:365. F. 1874, p. 148.

AAA. **Powder white:** lvs. lanceolate.

B. **Segms. acute.**

6. **calomelanos**, Underw. (Gymnogramma calomelanos, Kaulf.). Fig. 887. Stalks and rachises nearly black: lvs. 1–3 ft. long, with lanceolate pinnae; segms. often with a large lobe-like auricle at the upper side of the base. W. Indies to Brazil. A.G. 14:303.—The most variable species of the genus. C. *magnífica*, Hort., is probably one of the many garden varieties. Var. *sulphurea*, is here considered a distinct species. (See No. 2.)

Bb. **Segms. obtuse, rounded.**

7. **peruviana**, Link (Gymnogramma peruviana, Desv.). Lvs. 6–12 in. long, 3–5 in. wide, with dark
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bloom continuously. For a monograph of the West
Indian species (about 20) see O. E. Schulz, in Urban,
Symbolds, Antillane, vi, p. 249-270 (1900-1910).
Cestrum are among the most useful of
flowering shrubby greenhouse plants, and they
may be grown either as pot-plants, or planted against the
back wall or supports of a greenhouse, where, if given
a light position, they will produce an abundance of
flowers from January to April. The Mexican species
will do well in a winter temperature of 45° to 50°, but
the species from Central America require stote
temperature. They are propagated by cuttings taken in
February or early in March and inserted in sand in a
warm temperature, keeping them somewhat close until
rooted, when they should be potted in a light soil, after
which they may be grown in pots, shifting on as often
as required, or planted out in the open ground toward
the end of May in a sunny position, where, if kept
pinched back to induce a bushy growth and attention
is paid to watering, they will make fine plants by the
first of September. They should then be lifted and potted
in a light rich soil and kept close and shaded for a
few days, and then transferred to their winter quarters.
After flowering, the plants should be given a rest for
a month or six weeks, gradually reducing the supply of
water to induce the leaves and wood to ripen, after
which they should be cut well back, the old soil shaken
off, and the roots trimmed back, and then either potted again or planted out for the summer. While
in the greenhouse, cestrets are very subject to the
attacks of insects, especially the mealy-bug. (E. J.
Canning.)

A. Fls. red.
èlegans, Schlecht. (Habrothænnus èlegans, Brong.);
Fig. 888. Tall and slender, half-climbing, the branches
pubescent: lvs. ovate, lanceolate, long-acuminated, of
medium size, pubescent beneath: fls. red-purple, swollen

887. Ceropteris calomelanos. (X 1/3)
in. long, 4 in. wide, the lower pinna much the largest;
pinnules imbricated; texture rather thin. Venezuela.
Var. Wettenhalliana, Moore (G. Wettenhalliana, Hort.), is a garden variety, with pale sulfur-yellow
powder.
L. M. UNDERWOOD.
R. C. BENEDICT.

CERÓXYLON (Greek, teaz and wood, i.e., wax-tree).
PalÌnææ. Wax-Palm. Tall palms with ringed stems
and pinnate leaves.
Spineless, the trunk covered with wax: lvs. clustered
at the top, 15-20 ft. long when full grown, equally
pinnate; pinna long, rigid, sword-shaped, bases recurved and tips pointed, dark green above and glaucous beneath, the petiole very short and sheathed; fls.
mostly unisexual, on spikes nearly or quite covered by
the simple spathe; fl.-parts 3; stamens 9-15; seeds as
large as a hazel-nut, round, bony, inclosed in a soft or
crumbling integument.—Perhaps 4 or 5 species in the
Andes of Colombia and Ecuador.
andicolum, HBK. (Iriartea andicola, Spreng. I.
Beethovenia cerfera, Engl.) The celebrated wax-palm of
the Andes, and a good greenhouse subject: said to
reach nearly 200 ft.; trunk slender, swollen at the mid-
dle: lvs. 6-8 in., the crown, the under sides silvery-
scurfy.—The wax covering of the trunk gives it a
marble-like and columnar appearance. The wax, used
as an ingredient in the making of candles, is an article
of commerce. It is said that Diplothemum caudovens
(Ceréoxylon primum, Hort.) is sometimes sold for
the wax-palm by plant dealers. C. ferrugineum, Regel, is
probably referable to Iriartea. It appears not to be
in the trade. C. andicolum is a free grower under cult.,
and is a very ornamental subject. It thrives in a
warm moist house, and the seeds also germinate well
under similar conditions.

CESPEDESIA (named in honor of Juan Maria
Cespedes, priest of Bogota). Orchidææ. Tall handsome
grlabrous trees, sometimes grown in the juvenile state
in bothhouses.
Leaves alternate, large, coriaceous, mostly obovate
to lanceolate and narrowed at base, entire, or crenate:
fls. yellow, showy, in large terminal bractless panicles;
sepals 5, small and deciduous; petals 5; stamens 10 to
many; fr. a 5-valved caps.; seeds very small.—Species
probably 6-10, in S. Amer. and Panama.
discolor, Bull. Lvs. large, lanceolate, drooping, hand-
somey colored on young growths in bright brown or
tan tinted with rose and veined with yellow. Gn. W.
20:618.—A comparatively recent intro. to cult. in
England.
L. H. B.

CÉSTRUM (old Greek name). Inel., Habrothænnus.
Solanaææ. Greenhouse shrubs (or low trees) some
of them with a climbing habit, and grown in the open
in southern California and elsewhere Southwestern
America.
Leaves alternate and entire, usually rather narrow:
fls. tubular, in axillary or terminal cymes, red, yellow,
greenish or white, often very fragrant; corolla salver-
shaped or somewhat trumpet-shaped, the long tube
often enlarged at the throat, 5-lobed, exceeding the
bell-shaped or tubular 5-toothed calyx; stamens mostly
5, all perfect, attached in the tube: fr. a scarcely
succulent mostly reddish or blackish berry, derived from
a 2-celled stipitate ovary and seeds few or reduced to
1.—Probably 150 species, in Trop. and Subtrop. Amer.
They are much grown in warm countries, where they
bloom continuously. For a monograph of the West
Indian species (about 20) see O. E. Schulz, in Urban,
Symbolds, Antillane, vi, p. 249-270 (1900-1910).
Cestrum are among the most useful of
flowering shrubby greenhouse plants, and they
may be grown either as pot-plants, or planted against the
back wall or supports of a greenhouse, where, if given
a light position, they will produce an abundance of
flowers from January to April. The Mexican species
will do well in a winter temperature of 45° to 50°, but
the species from Central America require stote
temperature. They are propagated by cuttings taken in
February or early in March and inserted in sand in a
warm temperature, keeping them somewhat close until
rooted, when they should be potted in a light soil, after
which they may be grown in pots, shifting on as often
as required, or planted out in the open ground toward
the end of May in a sunny position, where, if kept
pinched back to induce a bushy growth and attention
is paid to watering, they will make fine plants by the
first of September. They should then be lifted and potted
in a light rich soil and kept close and shaded for a
few days, and then transferred to their winter quarters.
After flowering, the plants should be given a rest for
a month or six weeks, gradually reducing the supply of
water to induce the leaves and wood to ripen, after
which they should be cut well back, the old soil shaken
off, and the roots trimmed back, and then either potted again or planted out for the summer. While
in the greenhouse, cestrets are very subject to the
attacks of insects, especially the mealy-bug. (E. J.
Canning.)

A. Fls. red.
élegans, Schl. (Habrothænnus élegans, Brongn.);
Fig. 888. Tall and slender, half-climbing, the branches
pubescent: lvs. ovate, lanceolate, long-acuminated, of
medium size, pubescent beneath: fls. red-purple, swollen

888. Cestrum élegans. (X 1/3)
near the top of the tube, in loose clusters which nod at the ends of the branches, the lobes ciliate. Mex. F. S. 2:82.—One of the old-fashioned greenhouse shrubs, blooming almost continuously. There is a form with variegated lvs. Var. Smithii, Hort. Bull.) has beautiful blush-rose fls., profusely produced through summer and autumn. Gn. 62, p. 242, dese.

fasciculatum, Miers. Spring bloomer, with larger fls. than those of C. elegans, and more compact, nearly globular fl-clusters, the cluster subtended by small lvs. as if an invulcre: lvs. ovate. Mex. B. M. 4183 (and probably the C. elegans, B. M. 3659.).

Newell, Nichols. (H. Newell, Veitch.) Fls. bright crimson, larger and more brilliant than those of C. elegans and C. fasciculatum. Gn. 34:106.—A free-growing plant, originating from seed by Mr. Newell, Downham Market, England. Evidently an offshoot of one of the preceding species.

AA. Fls. orange or yellow.

aurantiacum, Lindl. Of half-climbing habit: lvs. oval to ovate, more or less undulate: fls. sessile in a panicule, orange-yellow. Guatemala. R. H. 1858, p. 238.

Pseudo-Quina, Mart. Glabrous: lvs. membranaceous, ovate, obtuse or acute, narrow at base: peduncles articulated at apex, axillary or in congested 4-6-fld. clusters; corolla slender with acute lobes, much longer than the toothed calyx. Brazil.—Said to have marked medicinal qualities. Differs from C. Parqui in having glabrous filaments and pedicellate fls.

AA. Fls. white, greenish, or cream-yellow.

Pârqui, L’Her. Shrub, half-hardy, nearly glabrous: lvs. lanceolate to oblong, petioled, short, acuminate: fls. sessile, long, tubular, with a wide-spreading limb, in an open panicle, greenish yellow, very fragrant at night. Chile. B. M. 1770. Adventive in Fls.

diurnum, Linn. Quick-growing evergreen shrub, minutely pubescent or glabrous: lvs. oblong and shortacute, thickish and glabrous, shining above: fls. white, very sweet-scented by day, in axillary long-peduncled spikes; corolla-lobes roundish and reflexed: berry nearly glabrous; filaments erect and not dentate. W. Indies.

nocturnum, Linn. Night-blooming Jessamine. Shrub, 1-5 ft.: branches brownish, very slender or flexuose, glabrous or nearly so: lvs. thinner, ovate or elliptic, prominently acuminate: fls. creamy-yellow, very fragrant by night; corolla-lobes ovate and blunt: berry ovoid-oblong; filaments denticulate. W. Indies.

pübens, Griseb. Sts. and lvs. woolly-pubescent: fls. greenish, much like those of C. nocturnum and also fragrant at night. Argentina.

auriflûm, L’Her. Glabrous shrub: lvs. ovate to oblong, glossy, thick: fls. greenish yellow and changing color (sometimes described under cult as pure white), in erect heads, slightly fragrant; corolla-tube club-shaped, tapering gradually; corolla-lobes ovate-roundish and blunt; filaments toothed: berry ovoid. W. Indies. S. Amer.—Much planted in S. Calif. L. H. B.

CHÆNOMÈLES (Greek, gaping ray: the marginal corollas often ray-like). Compositae. West American low herbs or undershrubs sometimes planted in the open for ornament.

Leaves alternate and mostly dissected: fls. yellow, white or flesh-colored on solitary peduncles or in loose cymes; florets of one kind, but the marginal ones with a more or less enlarged limb; involucre campanulate; receptacle flat and generally naped: pappus of toothed or entire scales (wanting in one species).—About 20 species, of which 3 have been intro. as border plants; but they are little known to gardeners. Of easy cult. Prop. by seeds or division.

A. Pappus of entire or nearly entire persistent scales.

tenuifólia, Nutt. Small, tufted annual, white-pubescent when young but becoming nearly or quite glabrous: 1 ft.: lvs. once or twice pinnately parted, the lobes linear or filiform: heads ½ in. high, lemon-yellow. S. Calif.

Douglasii, Hook. & Arn. Perennial, 3-15 in. high, usually white-woolly when young: lvs. broad, bipinnately parted into slender and crowded, obtuse lobes: heads 1½-2 in. high, white or yellowish, usually in crowded, cymose clusters. Mont. south and west.—Variable. Var. arctois, A. Nelson, is often sold for the type. It has more finely divided lvs.

AA. Pappus of imbricate and deciduous scales, or even wanting.

teremisifólia, Gray. Tufted annual, 1-2 ft., rusty pubescent and somewhat sticky on the under side of the lvs., glandular hairy above: lvs. twice or thrice pinnately parted into short-linear or oblong lobes: heads ½ in. high, the involucres viscid, the florets white or cream-color. S. Calif. N. TAYLOR.

CHÆNOMÈLES (Greek chaeinm, to gape, to split, and melos, apple: the fruit was supposed by Thurnberg to split into five valves). Rosaceæ, subfamily Pomoæ. Woody plants, grown chiefly for their handsome brightly colored flowers appearing early in spring; formerly commonly included in Cydonia.

Shrubs or small trees, sometimes spiny: lvs. persistent or deciduous, alternate, short-petioled, serrate: fls. solitary or fascicled, before or after the lvs., sometimes partly staminate: calyx-lobes entire or serrate; petals 5; stamens numerous; styles 5, connect at the base; fr. 5-celled, each cell with many seeds.—Four species in China and Japan. See page 3567.

These are ornamental plants, nearly hardy North except C. sinensis, which can be grown only South. C. japonica and C. macrophylla, with handsome glossy foliage and abundant flowers in early spring, varying in all shades from pure white to deep scarlet, are highly decorative, and especially adapted for borders of shrubberies and for low ornamental hedges. The fruit of all species can be made into conserves. They thrive in almost any soil, but require sunny position to bloom abundantly. Propagated by seeds, usually stratified and sown in spring; also readily increased by root-cuttings made in fall or early spring, and rarer kinds or less vigorous-growing varieties are grafted in the greenhouse in early spring, on stock of the Japanese or common quince; they grow also from cuttings of half-ripened or nearly mature wood, under glass, and from layers.

A. Fls. solitary, with reflexed serrate calyx-lobes, with or after the lvs.: stigmas small. (Pseudocorydalia.)


AA. Fls. in leafless clusters, nearly sessile, before or with the lvs.; calyx-lobes erect, entire: stigmas large. (Chænemoles proper.)

B. Lvs. lanceolate or narrow-lanceolate, pubescent beneath while young.

cathayénis, Schneid. (Pyrus cathayénis, Hems. Cydonia cathayénis, Hemsl.). Shrub, to 10 ft.: lvs. lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acute, finely and sharply serrate, 2½-4½ in. long and ½-1½ in. broad;
petioles about ¼ in. long: fls. in clusters, red, 1½ in. across; styles pubescent at the base; petals distinctly clawed: fr. oblong-ovoid, 6–7 in. long, with a cavity at each end. Cent. China. H.L. 27:2657, 2658.—Closely related to the following species, but lvs. much narrower; less hardy.


---

### CHÉNOMELES


**CHÉNOSTOMA** (paping mouth, in allusion to the shape of the corolla). *Scrophulariaceae*. African herbs or sub-shrubs sometimes planted in greenhouses, or in the open in mild climates.

Leaves simple, mostly opposite: fls. axillary or terminal-racemose, showy; stamens attached to the throat of the corolla, more or less exerted; style filiform and club-shaped, and obtuse at the apex; corolla tube swollen in the throat, with a 5-lobed spreading limb: fr. a caps. with numerous seeds.—Recent authors combine this genus with Sutera, which, in the enlarged sense, comprises more than 190 species in Afr. and the Canary Islands. *Chenostoma*, as separately limited, has 25–30 S. African plants with white, yellow or red fls. axillary or in terminal racemes, lvs. usually opposite, mostly dentate, 4 didynamous stamens which are exerted rather than included as in typical Sutera and the top of the style club-shaped and stigma obtuse rather than 2-lobed.

**hispidum**, Benth. (*Sutera brachidactyla*, Roth). Small perennial, sometimes an under-shrub, with opposite, oval or oblong, toothed lvs., and bluish-white or rose-white star-like fls. ¼ in. across, in dense clusters. S. Afr. J. H. III. 33:636.—An old and deserving greenhouse house or pot-plant, but rarely seen at present. It blooms almost continuously, the fls. sometimes hiding the foliage. Prop. by seeds or cuttings, either in fall or spring. Begins to bloom when 4–6 in. high. To be recommended for windows, and for summer vases. It has been listed as *Chenostoma hispidum*. In S. Calif., it is a half-hardy dwarf shrub (12 to 20 in. high and withstanding 4–6 degrees of frost), recommended for edgings.

**CHÆROPHYLLUM** (Greek-made name, referring to the agreeably scented foliage). *Umbelliferae*. Scented herbs, annual, biennial or perennial, glabrous or hisurate, often tuberous-rooted, of 30–40 species in the northern hemisphere, one of which is cult. Lvs. pinnately or ternately compound, the segments also toothed or cut; fls. small, white, in a compound many-rayed umbel; calyx-teeth 0: carpels with 5 more or less apparent ribs, the beak 0 or much shorter than the body. *C. bulbosum*, Linn., of Cent. Eu. and the Caucasus, biennial, is the turnip-rooted chervil. (See *Ceréus*). St. hay, at least in the tuber, swollen below the joints, the root tuberous (and edible): lvs. much compound, the ultimate divisions very narrow.

CHAMÆCERASUS

Chætospærum bears hard-shelled frs.: lvs. persistent, trifoliate; fls. pentameres with 10 free stamens; ovary 8-10-celled, with numerous ovules in each cell; cells filled with spongy vesicular tissue; seeds hairy, the cotyledons aërial in germination: first foliage lvs. opposite.—Only one species is known.

glutinosa, Swing. (Limónia glutinosa, Blanco. Ångle decíndra, Navas. Ångle glutinosa, Merrill.) Tabog. Fig. 890. Petioles margined; lateral leaflets small, sessile, scarcely one-third as long as the terminal one; spines slender, straight, sharp, axillary usually in pairs in the axil of the lvs.: fls. rather large, occurring singly; or in few-fl. clusters on longer slender pedicels in the axil of the lvs.: fr. oblong, 2-3 x 1½ in. with a thick leathery rind longitudinally ribbed, 8-10-celled; it contains numerous flattened hairy seeds, 3½ to 4½ in. immersed in a watery tissue. Native to the Isl. of Luzon, Philippine Archipelago. Ill. Blanco, Fl. Filip. ed. III, pl. 124. Vidal y Soler, Sinop. de fam. Fl. pl. 25. Bull. Soc. Bot. Fr. 58, Mem. 8d. pl. 5.—The tabog is a rapid-growing tree when young, and in a warm greenhouse shows a vigorous root-growth. This species is being tested as a stock for use in commercial citiculture. Experiments have shown that oranges, lemons, grapefruits and kumquats grow well when budded or grafted on young tabog plants.

WALTER T. SWINGLE.

CHALCAS (from Greek for copper, as the wood has a copper-colored grain). Murrëa of Koenig. Rodacce. Small spineless trees or shrubs, suggested as a stock for citrus fruits.

Leaves pinnate, alternate; fls. large, 4-5-merous, solitary or in terminal or axillary cymes; ovary 1-5-celled, with 1 to several ovules: seeds white, woolly or glabrous, cotyledons aërial in germination: first foliage lvs. opposite.

exótica, Millsp. (Murrëa exótica, Linn.). Orange Jessamine. A small tree with pale bark, twigs and petioles usually puberulous: lvs. pinnate; leaflets usually 5-9, ovate, obtuse or obtusely acuminate, often emarginate, dark green above, paler below: fls. fragrant, campanulate, 5-parted; petals white; stamens 10, free; ovary 2-celled, style deciduous: fr. subglobose, 2-½ in. long, pointed, red. Ill. Beddome, Outlines Bot., pl. vii., Wight, Ic., pl. Ind. I, p. 90.—The orange Jessamine is commonly grown in greenhouses on account of its abundant and very fragrant fls. These are often to be seen along with the mature red fr., which makes a striking contrast with the panicles of white fls. and delicate foliage. The root-growth of this species is remarkably vigorous under greenhouse conditions. Lemons can be budded on it and make a rapid growth. It is being tested as a stock for the common citrus fruits in situations in which a vigorous root-system is desired.

WALTER T. SWINGLE.

CHAMÆBATIA (Greek, dwarf, and bramble, alluding to its bramble-like flowers). Rosaceæ. A woody plant, grown for its handsome white flowers and for the finely divided aromatic foliage.

Low shrub, clothed with glandular pubescence: lvs. alternate, stipulate, tripinnatifid, persistent: fls. in terminal corymbs, white; calyx-tube broadly campanulate; petals 5; stamens numerous; pistil solitary, with short style and deciduous stigma: fr. a small drupe inclosed by the persistent calyx.—One species in Calif. Ornamental shrub of agreeable aromatic odor, with graceful foliage and showy white fls. in June and July. It can be grown only in warmer temperate regions, and thrives best in sandy well-drained soil and sunny position. Prop. by seeds sown in spring and by greenwood cuttings under glass.

foliolíosa, Benth. Two to 3 ft.: lvs. nearly sessile, oval or ovate-oblong, closely tripinnately dissected, 1½-2½ in. long: fls. white, ¾ in. wide, in 4-8-fld. panicles; one of the first shrubs to burst into leaf. It is hardy as far north as Mass., but, like other plants from the same region, it dislikes an excess of moisture, particularly during the winter, and is likely to be killed by it. It prefers a sunny position and a well-drained soil, and likes limestone, but grows nearly as well without; it is not a plant for dense shrubberies. Propagated by cuttings of half-ripened wood taken with a heel in August with slight bottom heat; usually by seeds sown in spring, and treated like those of spirea.


ALFRED REHDER.

CHAMÆCERASUS: Lonicera.
CHAMÆCYPARIS (chamai, dwarf, and kyparissos, cypress; referring to its affinity). Pináceæ. Trees or shrubs grown for their handsome evergreen foliage; also valuable timber trees; Retinosporas, in part. Evergreen, with opposite scale-like lvs. in 4 rows, densely clothed the compressed branchlets: fs. monocular, small; pistillate inconspicuous, globose; staminate yellow or red, oblong, often conspicuous by their abundance: cones small, globular, with 6–11 bracts, each bearing 2, or rarely 3, winged seeds, ripening the first season. Closely allied to Cupressus, which differs in its larger cones maturing the second year, the bracts containing 4 or more seeds, and in its quadrangular branches and minutely denticulate lvs.—Six species in N. Amer. and E. Asia, all very valuable timber trees in their native countries. Highly ornamental evergreen trees of pyramidal habit, of which only C. thyoides is fully hardy N., while the Japanese species house is preferred, but dwarf forms always should be grown from cuttings, as they often lose their dwarf habit if grafted. The so-called retinosporas of the gardens, with linear, spreading leaves, are juvenile forms, which have retained the foliage of the seedling state. There are similar forms in Thuja. For their distinguishing characters, see Retinospora. For the numerous gardens forms, see Beissner, Handb. der Nadelholz., 2d ed., pp. 528–574, quoted below as Beissner.

a. Lvs. green on both sides or paler beneath.


AA. Lvs. with glaucous or whitish marks beneath: branches with horizontally spreading ramifications.

lawsoniana, Parlatore (Cupressus Lawsoniana, Murr. C. Boursiri, Decene. Lvs. mostly in fascicles, to 200 ft., with horizontally spreading and usually pendulous branches: branchlets front-like arranged, flattened: lvs. closely appressed, obtuse or somewhat acute, usually bright green, with a gland on the back: staminate catkins bright red (yellow in all other species); cones subglobose, bluish brown, and often glaucous. From Ore. to Calif. S.S. 10:531. Gt. 2:327. S.M. 2, p. 49. F.E. 23:309; 33:559. G.W. 10, p. 42. Beissner 541. G. 1:121; 7:129.—This is one of the most beautiful conifers and very variable, about 50 garden forms being cult. in European nurseries and collections. The following are some of the best: C. filbo-spíca, Beiss. Tips of branchlets creamy white, of


pisífera, Sieb. & Zucc. (Cupressus pisífera, Koch. Retíno- spora pisífera, Sieb. & Zucc.). SÁWARA CYPRESS. Fig. 891. Tree, to 100 ft., with horizontal branches: branchlets flattened, distichously arranged and somewhat pendulous: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, pointed, shining above, with whitish lines beneath: cones globose, 1-1.5 in. diam., brown. S.Z. 122. G.C. II. 5:237. C.L.A. 11:311.—This is next to C. thyoides the harde- est species, and some varieties are much cult., while the type is less planted. Var. aérea, Carr. Yellow foliage. G.W. 1, p. 303. Var. filífera, Beissn. (Retíno- spora filífera, Stand.) C. obtusa filífera, Hort.). Branchlets elongated and slender, threadlike, gracefully pendulous, with distant branchlets and lvs. Very decorative form. G.C. II. 5:237. G.W. 1, p. 301;

CHAMÁDAPHNE (chamai, dwarf, and daphne, the laurel in ancient Greek, alluding to its dwarf habit and evergreen leaves). Syn., Cassándra. Ericácceae. LEATHER-LEAF. Small plant, rarely cultivated for its early white flowers and evergreen foliage.

Low shrub, with evergreen alternate small lvs.: fls. nodding in terminal leafy racemes; calyx small, 5-lobed; corolla urceolate-oblong, 5-lobed, with 5 included stamens; authors 2-pointed: fr. a depressed-globose, 5-lobed caps. with numerous seeds.—One species in the colder regions of the northern hemisphere. Low, hardy, ornamental shrub, valuable for the earliness of its pretty white fls. It thrives best in a peaty and sandy, moist soil. Prop. by seeds sown in sandy peat, only slightly or not covered, and kept moist and shady; also by layers and suckers and by cuttings from mature wood in late summer under glass.


CHAMÁDÈOREA (Greek, dwarf and gift). Palmácceae. Spineless, erect, procumbent or rarely climbing usually pinnatisect or pinnate palms.

Trunks solitary or cespitose, slender or reed-like: lvs. simple, bifid at the apex or variously equally-pinnatisect; lobes broad or narrow, straight or oblique, acuminate, plicate-nerveed, usually callous at the base, the bases of the leaflets folded back or recurved; petiole usually cindried; sheath tubular, oblique at the throat: spadices among or below the lvs., simple or punicately branched; spathes 3 or many, often appearing much below the lvs., alternate, sheathing, elongated, split at the apex, membranous or coriaceous, usually per-}

sistent; pistillate fls. very small, solitary, in small pits in the spadix: fr. small, of 1–3 globose or oblong-obtuse carpels, coriaceous or fleshy.—Species about 60. Mex. to Panama. G.C. III. 23:410, and Dammer’s articles in G.C.III. 38:42–44 (1905), and 36:292, 245 (1904).

Peat or leaf-mold, loam and sand in equal parts, with a little charcoal added, form the best soil.

The species common in cultivation are quick-growing. They are well suited for planting out in greenhouse borders. The sexes are on different plants; therefore several should be planted in a group if the handsomely colored fruit is desired. All of the kinds require warm temperature in winter. Increased from seeds. Of the many species, only a few appear in the American trade. (G. W. Oliver.)

INDEX.


A. Lvs. simple.


AA. Lvs. pinnate.

B. Plant becoming of climbing habit.

2. desmoncéides, Wendl. Lvs. 2–3 ft. long, with drooping, narrow lfts. a foot long, and glaucous petiole; plant tending to climb after it becomes a few feet high. Mex.

BB. Plant not climbing.

1. c. St. or trunk evident.

2. Lfts. 40–60, glaucous on both sides.

3. glaucófolía, Wendl. Fig. 895. St. 20 ft.: lvs. long, pinnate; lfts. 40–50, narrowed, long and slender, dark green, glaucous: fls. on a tall spadix which often exceeds the lvs. and comes out from between them. Guatemala. G.F. 8:507 (adapted in Fig. 885).—Horticulturally one of the best of all chamedoreas.

DD. Lfts. less than 40, bright green, at least above.

E. Spadix appearing among or with the lvs., not conspicuously caule.

4. Sartorí, Liebm. St. 8–14 ft., ringed, clothed above with if-sheaths: lvs. 3–3½ ft. long; petiole terete, sulcate, dilated at the base; sheath, petiole and rachis white on the back; lfts. 12 in. long, ½–2 in. wide, alternate, falcate, acuminate, narrow at the base, sometimes almost confluent: spadix among or just below the lvs. Mex.

5. elegáns, Mart. St. strict, 6 ft. high, scarcely more than 1½ in. thick, closely ringed, often sending out
CHAMÆDOREA

roots from above the base: lvs. 6–8 in a cluster, broadly lanceolate; lfts. about 14, the upper pair sometimes confluent, acuminate, straight: fls. reddish orange: fr. globose. Mex. B.M. 4845.

EE. Spadix appearing much below the lvs., conspicuously cauUine.


7. elatior, Mart. (C. Karvinskátna, Wendel.), St. 20–30 ft. high, lvs. 0 ft. long, the sheath 15 in. long; lfts. 15 or 16, the lower very narrow, opposite or nearly so, the upper lanceolate, acuminate at each end; petioles 1½–3 ft. long; spadix simply branched, appearing at least 6 ft. below the lvs.; fls. reddish orange: fr. globose, ovoid. Mex.—Intro. by Franceschi in 1898.

8. Arenbergiana, Wendel. (C. latifolia, Hort.). St. slender, 5–6 ft., green; lvs. usually only 5 or 6, erect-spreading; lfts. 10–15 pairs, alternate and drooping, very long-pointed, plicate and many-ribbed: fls. yellowish white. Guatemala. B.M. 6888.

cc. St. or trunk none.


C. arenbergiana, Mart. St. bamboo-like, stiff and simple, about 9 ft. high; lvs. bright green, spreading, about 2½ ft. long. Mex. Not common in the trade but grown in fanciers' collections.—C. bambusoides, B. Mart. Stts. tufted, thin, reed-like, with feathery light green lvs. Honduras.—C. formosa, Hort. A showy pinnate-lvd. palm of unknown botanical status. G.C. II. 5:24.—C. geniculata, Mart. St. 4 ft.; lvs. simple, deeply cut, about 9 in. long; spadix from among the lvs. long-pendulous. Guatemala. Gn. 24, p. 244; 90, p. 592.—There are said to be a number of unidentified species scattered about Calif.

JARED G. SMITH.

N. TAYLOR.†

CHAMÆLIRIUM (dwarf or ground lily, a Greek combination). Liliáceae. Sometimes spelled Chamamirion. Rhizomatous whitish flowered hardly plant, sometimes plagiotropic and hemiherbaceous.

Erect, tall unbranched herb 2–4 ft. high (or perhaps 2 species), inhabiting low grounds from Mass. to Fla. and W.: rootstock tuberous: diaceous, the sterile plant less leafy than the other: lvs. radical and caudine, the lowermost spathulate, the upper lanceolate, narrowed at the base: lvs. small (½ in. across, in a slender terminal raceme; segms. of perianth 6, white, narrow, 1-nerved, withering and persistent; sterile lvs. with 6 stamens, and fertile lvs. with rudiments of stamens; ovary 3-celled and 3-styled: fr. a 3-valved capsule.

Iteum Gray (C. carolinianum, Willid. Chamamirion carolina, Hort.). BLAZING-STAR. DEVIL'S-BRTH. Vari. alb. a good height (6 in. to 3 ft. or more), with most of the lvs. at the base: raceme spike-like, 4–12 in. long; lfs. yellowish white, in effect, fruiting pedicels ½ in. or less long.—A good perennial, blooming May–July, thriving in moist shaded places.—C. obovale, Small, by some considered not to be distinct, has larger lfs. and fruiting pedicels ½ in. or more long.

L. H. B.

CHAMÆMELUM (small apple, suggested by the odor of the fls.). Composita. Under this name one plant is offered. The genus is by many included in Anthemis, however, the sub-group being distinguished by very short or absent pappus, sometimes making a 1-sided border, ray-fls. fertile, and other minor characters. C. caucasicum, Boiss. (Pyrethrum caucasicum, Biebr.), is listed, with white daisy-like fls. about the size of a marguerite, of trailing habit, very free-flowering, recommended for the rockery: perennial, 1–1½ ft. high, smooth, not strong-scented: st. ascending from a rhizome or procumbent or sub-erect: fls. oblong, pinnatisect, the segms., cut into linear-subulate parts: fl.-heads large, terminal; involucre-scales oblong-obtuse, margined. High mts. in the Caucausus; variable.

CHAMÆPÆCÉ: Carduus.

L. H. B.

CHAMÆRANTHEMUM (dwarf and flower, from the Greek). Acantáceae. Three or 4 Brazilian small herbs, allied to Eranthemum, but readily distinguished by the 4 (instead of 2) stamens. Lvs. large and membranaceous, entire, variously marked: fls. showy, white or yellow, in bracteate clusters.—Grown chiefly for the beautiful foliage; greenhouse subjects. C. igneum, Regel (Eranthemum igneum, Lind.), is in the American trade. It is a low spreading greenhouse plant (cult. of Eranthemum and Justicia), with dark green lvs., with the veins and sometimes the margins richly banded with orange or yellow: fls. small. F.S. 17:1722.

N. TAYLOR.†

CHAMÆROPS (Greek for dwarf bush). Palmaeae, Tribe Sabalaceae. Low fan-leaved palms.

Caudices creeping, branched from the base and clothed with the bases of the Lf.-sheaths: lvs. terminal, rigid, semi-orbicular or cuneate-flabellate, deeply

laciniate, the lobes narrow, bifid, plicate; no rachis; ligule very short; petiole slender, bi-convex, the margins smooth or rough; sheath split, reticulate, fibrous; spadices short, erect compressed; branches short, densely fl.: spathes 2–4, broad, thickly coriaceous, the lower ones split, the upper entire; bracts small, subulate; bractecte none: primary spadix branches bracted: fls. small, yellow: fr. globose or ovoid, 3-sided toward the base, brown or yellow.—Species 1 or perhaps 2. Medit. region. From Helixophyllum, an American relative, it may be distinguished by its bracted spadix. The common C. humilis is widely cult., and very variable. Many of specific-made names represent forms of this species. Of such cases are evidently the garden names C. arborescens, C. argentea, C. canariensis, C. elata, C. elegans, C. farinosa, C. gracill, C. littoralis, C. nivea. G.C. II. 23:410.

The best soil for these palms is fibrous loam two parts, leaf-mold and sand one part, with good drainage. Propagated by suckers and by seeds. These are among the hardiest of all palms, and are well suited to greenhouses where a high temperature is not kept up. (G. W. Oliver.)

humilis, Linn. Fig. 896. This is the only palm native to Eu. St. 1–1½ ft. high: lvs. ragged, fibrous; margins of the petioles armed with, out, straight or hooked spines; blade subarborescent, truncate or cuneate at the base, rigid, palmately multifid; segms. acuminate, bifid. Medit. B.M. 2152. R.H. 1892:84 (showing habit and a colored plate of the fr.)—Reaches 20 ft. in a rather arborescent variety. Var. dactylocarpa,

896. Chamaerops humilis.
CHAMÆROPS

Becc., is interesting for its elongated fru. shaped like a date. Offered by Montarioso Nursery in 1912.


JARED G. SMITH. N. TAYLOR.†

CHAMOMILE: Anthena.

CHAPTÁLIA (J. A. C. Chaptal, 1756–1831, agricultural chemist). Compósita. Low perennial herbs, with white or purplish frs. on naked scapcs, blooming in spring and summer; heads radiate, the ray-frs. pistillate, and the disk-frs. perfect, but some or all of them sterile; involucre campanulate or turbinate, of appressed and imbricated bracts; pappus of soft capillary bristles: achenes oblong or fusiform, narrowed above, 5-nerved. —Twenty-five American species. The only species in the American trade is C. tómentosa, Vent. (Thyrodan-thena semisemisoculare, Kuntze), of N. C. and south. Of this the scapo is 1 ft. or less high, and the heads in all the fru. are purple-rayed: lvs. oblong or oblanceolate, more or less remotely denticulate, rather thick, white-tomentose beneath. Intro. as a border plant. B. M. 2267. N. TAYLOR.†

CHARD (ch pronounced as in charge). Swiss Chard. Sea-Kale Beet. A form of the plant (Beta vulgaris) which has produced the common beet; known as Beta Cicla (p. 496). See Beet and Beta.

The beet plant has given rise to two general types of varieties: those with thickened roots (the beet of America, the beet-root of European literature); and those with large pulp or thickened leaves (but whose roots are small and woody). The latter type is known under the general name of leaf-beets. These leaf-beets may be arranged into two sub-groups: (1) Common or normal leaf-beets, or spinach beets, in which the leaf-blade is large and pulp, and is used as spinach; chard, in which the petiole and midrib are very broad and thick, is a form of this, although the name is sometimes used as synonymous with the general edible leaf-beet group. (Fig. 897); (2) ornamental beets, of which the foliage is variously colored.

Chard is of the easiest culture. Seed is sown in spring, as for common beets. The broad petioles, or chards, may be gathered from midsummer until frost. These broad white stalks or ribs are used as a pot-herb; and, if desired, the leaf-blades may be cooked with them. The dish is usually more attractive, however, if only the chards are cooked. If cutting of the leaves is carefully performed, a succession may be had till cold weather. Chard is an attractive vegetable when well grown, but is little used in this country.

L. H. B.

CHÁRIEIS (Greek, elegant, from the pleasing flowers). Compósita. Attractive hardy flower-garden annual.

A small, branchy plant, 6–12 in. high, with blue or red aster-like frs., on long sts.: plant pubescent or hispid: lvs. oblong-spatulate or oblong-lanceolate, entire or remotely denticulate; heads many-flowered, radiate, the ray-frs. pistillate, the disk-frs. perfect: achene obovate and compressed, those of the disk with plumose pappus: involucre scales in 2 rows.—One species, in the W. Cape region. Known as Kaulfussia in gardens. The genus Kaulfussia was founded by Nees in 1820; in 1817, however, the plant was described by Cassini as Charieis heterophylla.

heterophylla, Cass. (C. Nephi, Hort. Kaulfussia amellodole, Nees). Figs. 898, 899. Rays blue, disk yellow or blue. An excellent subject of easy cult. in any garden soil. Var. atrovilacea, Hort., has dark violet frs. Var. kermsina, Hort., has violet-red frs. Sow seeds where the plants are to grow; or they may be started indoors and the plants transplanted to the open. L. H. B.

CHARLOCK: Brassica; also Raphanus.

CHARLWOODIA: Corydina.

CHASTE TREE: Vioex.

CHÁVICA, kept distinct in part by recent authors, is accounted for under Piper.

CHEAT, or CHESS: Bromus.

CHECKERBERRY: Gaultheria.

CHEESES: Vernacular for Malva rotundifolia.

CHEÊLÁNTHES (Greek, lip-flower, alluding to the indium). Polypodiáceæ. Semi-hardy or hothouse ferns of small size.

Plants often hairy or woolly, with the sori terminal on the veins and covered with a roundish indium.—Some 60 or 70 species are known, nearly a third of which are natives of the W. and S.W. United States, one species as far east as Conn. They are of easy cult., enjoying a position near the glass, and disliking strong, close heat and syringing or watering overhead. Most of the

species grow naturally in dry rocky situations. They are among the few ferns to be found in dry regions. Commercially valuable only from the fern collector’s standpoint.
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CHEILANTHES

1. **californica**, Matt. (Hypolepis californica, Hook.). Lvs. densely cespite from a short creeping rootstock, 2-4 in. each way, on stalks 4-8 in. long, quadripartitifid; ultimate segms. lanceolate, incised or serrate. Calif.

2. **meifolia**, D. C. Eaton (Hypolepis meifolia, Baker). Lvs. cespite, with slender brown stalks 5-7 in. long, the lamina 2-3 in. each way, 3-4-pinnatifid, with finely cut segms. ½ in. wide. Mex.

3. **microphylla**, Swartz. Lvs. 4-10 in. long, on stalks nearly as long, from a short, creeping rootstock, bi-tripinnate: sts. glossy, rusty-pubescent on the upper side. Fla. and New Mex. southward.

5. **hirta**, Swartz. Lvs. densely cespite, with short, scaly stalks which are brownish, like the rachides; pinnae numerous, rather distant bipinnatifid, the segms. with much incurved margins. The lvs. are usually 6-15 in. long. Cape of Good Hope. Var. *Eliisia*, more commonly cult.

6. **lanosa**, Wats. (C. vestita, Swartz). Fig. 900. Lvs. cespite, with stalks 2-4 in. long, slightly hairy, as are the segms., tripinnatifid, 4-10 in. long, 1-2½ in. wide, the pinnae lanceolate-deltoid: indusia formed of the ends of roundish or oblong lobes. Conn. to Kans. and Ala.—Hardy.

7. **Cooperae**, D. C. Eaton. Lvs. 3-8 in. long, bipinnate, the stalks covered with nearly white hairs, each tipped with a gland; pinnales roundish ovate, crenate and incised. Calif. to Mex.

8. **gracillima**, D. C. Eaton. Lace Fern. Lvs. cespite, 1-4 in. long, borne on the nearly equal dark brown stalks, bipinnate; pinnae with about 9 pinnales, finally smooth above. Idaho to Calif.—Hardy

9. **Clavelandii**, D. C. Eaton. Lvs. 4-8 in. long, tripinnate, dark brown beneath, with closely imbricate, ciliate scales, which grow on both the segms. and the rachides; segms. nearly round, the terminal larger. Calif.

---

**CHEIRANTHUS**

D. Upper surface of segms. pubescent.

10. **tomentosa**, Link. Lvs. 8-15 in. long, on stalks 4-6 in. long, everywhere covered with brownish white hairs, tripinnate; terminal segms. twice as large as the lateral. Va. to Ariz.

C. Lvs. covered beneath with scales, but not woolly.

11. **Fendleri**, Hook. Lvs. 3-6 in. long, borne on the chaffy stalks, rising from tangled, creeping rootstocks, tripinnate; rachis with broadly-ovate white-edged scales, which overlap the subglobose segms. Texas, and Colo. to Calif.

CCC. Lvs. covered beneath with both scales and wool.


A native species worthy of cult. is *C. lanceopoda*, Link, from Texas, with broadly-deltoid-ovate lvs.—*C. undulata*, Hope & Wright. Dark green fronds, softly pubescent. China. G.C. III. 34:397. (desc.)

L. M. UNDERWOOD. R. C. BEDFORD.

**CHEIRANTHUS** (derivation in dispute, but probably from Greek for hand and flower). Crucifera. Flower-garden perennials, with large purple, brown, orange or yellow fragrant bloom.

Leaves alternate, entire, on a strict or upright st.: lateral sepals sac-like at the base: valves of the pod with a strong mid-nerve. Much confounded with Matthiola, and the genera are not sufficiently distinct. In Cheiranthus, the lvs. are acute, hairs 2-parted and appressed, stigma more spreading, pod more flattened and seeds not thinned; and the fls. are prevalingly orange or yellow—Probably a score of species, in the Canary and Madeira Isls., Medit. region and E. and in N. Amer. The garden species are confounded; a critical study may find that some of them belong to Erysimum or other genera. The genus hybridizes with Erysimum.

Cheiri, Linn. WALLFLOWER. Fig. 901. Perennial, slightly pubescent, 1½ ft.; lvs. lanceolate and entire; acute. Fls. large, mostly in shades of yellow, in long, terminal racemes; sweet-scented. S. Eu.—An old garden favorite, blooming in spring. Although a woody perennial, it is best to renew the plants from seed, for they begin to fail after having bloomed one or two years. Seedlings should bloom the second year; in England, Christmas bloom is secured from seeds sown in Feb. There are dwarf and double-flowered varieties,
and innumerable forms in various shades of yellow, brownish, and even purple. Not prized so much in Amer. as in Eu. A common plant on walls in England.

**CHEIRANTHUS**

_alphus**, Linn. St. strict and simple, 1 ft.: lvs. lanceolate, somewhat dentate, stellate-pubescent; pods spreading on short pedicels; fls. lemon-yellow, spring. Norway, Lapland.

**mutabilis**, L'Her. More or less woody, 2-3 ft.: lvs. linear-lanceolate and pointed, obscurely serrate; fls. white, cream-colored or yellowish, becoming darker and striped. Madeira. B.M. 195.—It is doubtful whether the plant known in cult as *C. mutabilis* is this species.

**Marshallii**, Hort. Perhaps a hybrid, 1-1½ ft.: lvs. spatulate and crowded below, more scattered and narrower above; fls. orange.

**Allioni**, Hort. Said to be a hybrid: 12 in. or less: fls. brilliant orange, profusely produced in spring and summer and sometimes so freely that the plant exhausts itself and becomes practically biennial.

**kewensis**, Hort., is valuable as a winter-blooming greenhouse plant, prized for its fragrance and its dark-colored fls. In 1897 at Kew a cross was made between *C. mutabilis* of the Canary Isls. and a yellow wallflower, the cross being known as *C. hybridus*; and this in turn was crossed with a red wallflower, producing the plant known as *C. kevensis*. It has the bushy character of *C. mutabilis*; racemes upright; fls. about 1 in. across, brown in bud, or expanding brownish orange inside and reddish brown outside, all turning pale purple with age. Prop. by cuttings. G.C. III. 35:123.

902. Chelone glabra. (×30)

**CHELODÔNION** (Greek for tortoise or turtle: the corolla fancied to resemble a reptile's head). *Scerophulariaceae*. *Turtle-Head*. Several North American perennial herbs, with showy flowers in short spikes or in panicles, of which some are now sold by dealers in native plants. Allied to Pentstemon.

Upright smooth branching plants: corolla more or less 2-lipped or gaping, white or red, the upper lip arched and conspicuous and notched; anthers 4, woolly, and a rudiment of a fifth stamen: seeds winged: lvs. ovate, serrate.—Four species, in N. America. Half-shaded places are preferable for these easily cultivated plants. Very dry grounds should be avoided, from the fact that they are best in swampy places. In the ordinary border they should have a very liberal mulch of old manure in their growing season: 4-5 in. thick is none too much: the surface roots will feed in this compost, and the plants are not so liable to suffer from drought when thus protected. (J. B. Keller.)

A. Fls. in terminal and axillary close spikes.

B. Lvs. elliptic to broad-ovate, long-petioled.

**Lyoni**, Pursh. Plant. 2-3 ft. high: lvs. broad to nearly cordate at base, thin, evenly serrate; fl-braets minutely ciliate; fls. rose-purple. Ms., Va. and S.

**bb.** Lvs. lanceolate or oblong, short-petioled.

**obliqua**, Linn. Two ft. or less: lvs. 2-8 in. long, broad-lanceolate or oblong, very veiny, sharp- or deep-serrate or cut; fl-braets ciliate: fls. deep rose. Damp grounds, Ill., Va., S.

**glabra**, Linn. (C. obliqua var. alba, Hort.). Fig. 902. One to 2 or more ft. high, more strict: lvs. mostly narrower, acuminate, appressed-serrate, nearly sessile, not very veiny: fl-braets not ciliate: fls. white or rose-tinted. Wet grounds: common.

AA. Fls. in a loose thrys or panicle.

**nemorosa**, Douglas (Pentstemon nemorosa, Trautv.). Two ft. or less high, of unpleasant odor: lvs. ovate and acute, sharp-dentate, sessile or nearly so; fl-braets none; corolla 1 in. long, violet-purple. Calif. and N. B.R. 1211.

**C. barbata** of gardens is Pentstemon barbatus. *L. H. B.*

**CHENILE PLANT.** A proposed name for *Acalypha hispida*, better known as *A. Sanderi*. *L. H. B.*

**CHENOPÔDÎUM** (goosefoot, alluding to the shape of the leaves). *Chenopodiaceae*. *Goosefoot*. Widely dispersed weedy herbs, with very inconspicuous greenish flowers, some of which occur in gardens as oddities or for ornament, and others are pot-herbs of very minor importance. Spinach, beet, and orach are allied plants. Plants of various habit, mostly erect; fls. perfect, bractless, sessile in small masses and these clusters arranged in spikes or panicles; calyx 4-5-parted, petals wanting; stamens usually 5; styles 2 or 3.: seed lenticular: lvs. alternate. The calyx sometimes enlarges and becomes succulent and colored, including the fl., and the glochercules may then look like berries.—Perhaps 60 species in all parts of the globe, annuals and perennials, sometimes woody. Many of them are field and garden weeds. They are mostly mealy or
CHENOPODIUM

Glandular herbs, often with strong odor. Some of them are used as pot-herbs or "greens."

A. Fls. in dense heads or glomerules which become berry-like and bright red in fr.

B. capítatum, Aschers. (Búttum capítatum, Linn.). Stra
berry BLATE. Annual, erect and becoming diffuse or spreading, branching, glabrous or nearly so: lvs. soft, hastate-ovate, toothed, stalked: fr.-clusters large and becoming fleshy, in an interrupted spike, the upper part less.

B. Plant shrubby, spineosect.

nitriáceum, F. Muell. Rigid, much-branched, often prostrate shrub or undershrub, mealy-white: lvs. linear-oblong or linear-spatulate, obtuse, entire, 1 in. or less long, often clustered: fls. clustered in dense or more or less interrupted spikes and panicles, greenish. Austral.—Offered in Eu.

B. Plant herbaceous.

Bónus-Henricus, Linn. (Búttum Bónus-Henricus, Rebšb. & Good Kina HENRY. MERCURY (by corrup-

B. Plant herbaceous.

purpuráscescens, Jaqc. (C. Attríplica, Linn. f.) Vigoro-

cc. Species annual.

purpuráscescens, Jaqc. (C. Attríplica, Linn. f.) Vigor-

cc. Species annual.

Quinúla, Wildl. QUINOA. Erect, stout, st. furrowed, 4-5 ft.: lvs. triangular-ovate, sinuate, long-petioled, angulate-pinnatifid, glaucous: fls. small and green, in dense axillary and terminal farinose clusters arranged in panicles: seeds very large. W. slope of the Andes. B.M. 3641. —A very important plant in W. S. Amer., the seeds being used as food. There are white- and red-fruited forms. Sometimes cult. in this country as a curiosity. Allied to C. album, the common pigweed.

Botrys, Linn. FEATHER GERANIUM. JERUSALEM

Oak. Erect, glandular-pubescent and viscid, aromatic, 1-3 ft. high, with pinnatifid long-petioled lvs. and long, feather-like, ending spikes, for which it is used in vases and baskets; pretty. Eu., and widely naturalized although not usually becoming abundant.

Many weedy chenopods invade cult. grounds. C. album, Linn.; the common pigweed or lamb's quarters, is a favorite for "greens."

This species runs into many forms, chief of Eu. and Asia, has seeds that are said to be edible. C. Vulstro, sparsely intro. from Eu., has the smell of stale fish. C. ambrosioides, Linn., Mexican or the "seadly", has an offensive smell. C. xanthi, Gray, wormseed, are frequent; they contain strong essential oils. The weedy species are variable, and puzzling to the systematist.

L. H. B.
successfully introduced into southern California where it finds the most favorable conditions in the foot-hills near the coast.

The cherimoya grows in the form of a small tree, usually about 15 or 20 feet high. The flowers are remarkably uniform, but vary somewhat in size. They are often solitary or in two's or three's, while those of the bullock's heart (Annona reticulata) and the sugar-apple (A. squamosa) are usually clustered. The leaves are always velvety on the lower surface. The following varieties, based upon the form of the fruit, are recognized:

1. Finger-printed cherimoya (forma impressa). This form was the first to be figured (Feuillée. Pl. med. Journ. Obs. 3: append. 24, pl. 17, 1725). The fruit, conoid or subglobose in shape, has a smooth surface covered with concave U-shaped areoles resembling finger-prints in soft wax or putty. It is one of the best varieties, with sweet juicy pulp of good flavor, and with relatively few seeds.

2. Smooth cherimoya (forma levia), called in South America "chirimoya lisa" and in the market of Mexico City, "anon." Fig. 903. It is this form which is so often mistaken for Annona glabra and A. reticulata on account of the general appearance of the fruit and the common name "anon," which is also applied to the fruit of the last-named species. This is one of the finest of all the cherimoyas.

3. Tuberculate cherimoya (forma tuberculata). Fig. 904. One of the commonest forms, in which the fruit is heart-shaped and bears small wart-like tubercles near the rounded apex of each areole. To this group belongs the "golden russet" cherimoya grown in the orchard of C. P. Taft at Orange, California. It is the form most frequently found in the Peruvian markets and is represented in prehistoric pottery from the graves of that country.

4. Mammillate cherimoya (forma mammillata), called in South America, "chirimoya de teetillas." This is the form successfully established on the ranch of Charles F. O'Brien, in the northwest section of Santa Monica, southern California. It is also the common form of the Nilgiri Hills of South India, and is one of the best forms grown on the Island of Madeira.

5. Umbonate cherimoya (forma umbonata), called "chirimoya de puas" and "anona picuda" in Latin America. In this form the skin of the fruit is comparatively thick, the pulp more acid than in other forms, and the seeds more numerous. It has the flavor of pine-apple and is one of the best for producing cooling drinks and sherbets. The fruit is oblong-conical in shape, with the base more or less umbilicate and the surface studded with protuberances, each of which corresponds to a component carpel. To this form should be referred the "Horton" cherimoya, grown in the vicinity of Pasadena, California.

Very recently there has been received from Florida an interesting fruit borne by a hybrid, the result of pollinating the stigmas of a cherimoya with the pollen of Annona squamosa. The fruits of this plant are very broad, resembling those of A. Cherimola in shape, but glabrous like those of A. squamosa. The fruit resembles that of A. Cherimola in form, but with the protuberances very distinct and covered with a glaucous bloom like that of A. squamosa. The seeds are distinct from both species, larger than those of A. squamosa and also lighter colored than those of A. Cherimola; and the pulp is very juicy, with the fine slightly acidulous flavor of the cherimoya.

For the propagation and culture of cherimoyas, see Annona. W. E. Safford.

CHERRY

Several kinds or types of small stone-fruits ripening in late spring and in summer, widespread and popular in domestic and commercial use. Fig. 905. 906-910. Plate XXI.

Sweet and sour cherries have been domesticated from two Old World species: cultivated sweet cherries having come from Prunus avium and the sour cherries from Prunus Cerasus. Varieties of these two species, and hybrids between them, now eneclere the globe in the north temperate zone and are being rapidly disseminated throughout the temperate parts of the southern hemisphere. For centuries, probably from the beginnings of agriculture, cherries have been valuable fruit-producing trees in Europe and Asia,—inhabitants of nearly every orchard and garden as well as common roadside trees in temperate climates of both continents.

Coming from the Old World to the New, the cherry has played an important part in the orcharding in temperate regions of the western hemisphere. In North America, varieties of one or the other of the two cultivated species are grown from Newfoundland to Vancouver Island on the north, southward to the Gulf of California, Texas and Florida, probably yielding crops in a greater diversity of soils and climates on this continent than any other tree fruit.

Sour cherries are suited to many environments, thriving in various soils and withstandin rather better than most orchard fruits heat, cold and atmospheric dryness, and though they respond to good care, yet they thrive under neglect better than most other tree fruits. Sour cherries also have fewer insect and fungal troubles than other tree fruits, being practically immune to the dreaded San José scale. Sweet cherries, however, are much less easily grown. Sweet varieties are all somewhat fastidious as to soils, are lacking in hardiness to both heat and cold, are prey to more insects than sour cherries and subject to nearly all of the fungous ills to which stone-fruits are heir, suffering in America in particular from brown-rot and leaf-spot.
Sweet cherries can be grown with commercial success in but few and comparatively limited regions, although the localities adapted to sweet varieties are rather widely distributed.

The cherry is probably the most popular of temperate climate fruits for the home yard, being planted more commonly than any other tree-fruit, in the many regions in which it is grown, in the dooryard, garden and along the roadside. The characters, other than those already named, that commend it for home plantations, are, early bearing after planting, early ripening in the season, regularity in bearing, great fruitfulness and ease of culture. It is more than a home fruit, however, and is largely grown for the markets, for canning and for preserving.

In America, the consumption of cherries is being greatly increased by the fashion of adding them preserved to many ices and drinks. The demand for canned cherries has also increased enormously in this country during the last few years. In Europe, wine is made from cherries, "kirschwasser," a spirit, is distilled from the fermented fruit pulp, and in the Austrian province of Dalmatia a cordial called maraschino is made by a secret process of fermentation and distillation. This liquor is imported to America in considerable quantities to flavor preserved cherries which become the well-known "maraschino cherries" of confection and delicatessen shops.

Other species.

Several species of cherries other than the two named have more or less horticultural value. Prunus Padus and Prunus Mahaleb of the Old World furnish fruits sometimes used for culinary purposes but much more cultivated, in their various forms, as ornamentals; the latter furnishes a stock upon which orchard varieties are now most commonly budded. Prunus Besseyi, Prunus pumila and Prunus pennsylvanica are species from North America, the first two having varieties cultivated for their fruits and all three being used as ornamentals and for stocks. Prunus Pseudo-Cerasus and Prunus tomentosa from Asia are much grown in China and Japan as ornamentals, for their fruits and as stocks, and should find favor in Europe and America for these purposes. In recent years many new species of cherries have been discovered in Asia. E. Koehne, one of the best authorities on the genus Prunus, places 120 species, nearly all from Asia, in the subgenus Cerasus to which belong the orchard cherries (Mitt. Deut. Dendrol. Gesell., 1912:168-183). A few of these have already been introduced in America by the United States Department of Agriculture, and from them one is sure to find valuable horticultural species to be used for their fruits, as ornamenals, as stocks, and for hybridization with species already domesticated.

Propagation.

Both orchard and ornamental cherries are commonly propagated in Europe and America by budding on Mazzard or Mahaleb stocks and in Japan, where cherries are much grown, on Prunus Pseudo-Cerasus. When exceptional hardiness is required, seedlings of the Russian sour cherries may be used or those of Prunus Besseyi or Prunus pennsylvanica. Undoubtedly the Mazzard is the best stock for regions in which cherries can be grown commercially. Upon the Mazzard, varieties of either sweet or sour cherries make larger, thriftier, longer-lived and more productive trees.

The Mahaleb, on the other hand, is the best stock from the nurseryman's point of view. It is more easily budded, harder, freer from insects and fungi as it stands in the nursery before budding, and the buds more quickly develop into salable trees. But the advantages of the Mazzard are so much greater for the fruit-grower that he should accept only trees on this stock unless hardiness be a prime requisite. Cherries are set in the orchard at two years from the bud.

The cultivation and handling.

Sweet cherries are most profitably grown on high, comparatively light, sandy, gravelly or even stony loams, while sour cherries do best on somewhat heavier soils. The former are set 22 to 24 feet apart; the latter 16 to 20 feet. Both respond to care in cultivation which, in brief is: early spring plowing, frequent cultivation until the first of August with a cover-crop sown just before the last cultivation. Cover-crops are various— a favorite one in New York and Michigan is a half bushel of oats or barley, and twelve pounds of clover or twenty pounds of winter vetch. In Delaware and New Jersey the cowpea is much liked as a cover-crop.

Cherry trees are usually headed 2 or 3 feet from the ground with a tendency to head them lower—half the above distances; in the lower-headed orchards there seems to be no inconvenience in tilling with modern implements. Nearly all commercial growers form the head with five to seven main branches about a central trunk, but some prefer to remove the central stem, especially in sweet varieties, leaving a vase-formed head. After the head is formed, the subsequent pruning is exceedingly simple, consisting of cutting out an occasional injured or crossed branch and now and then heading-in a long whip-like growth.

In soils well adapted to cherry-growing, commer-
cial fertilizers are little needed. Good cultivation, the yearly cover-crop and an occasional dressing of stable-manure furnish an abundance of food. If, with this treatment, the trees fail to make sufficient growth, and if the drainage be good, the grower should experiment with fertilizers containing potash, phosphoric acid or nitrogen to see which, if any, his trees may need.

Cherries are picked with stems on, the sweet a few days before fully ripe, the sour when practically mature. Some growers guard against breaking the fruit-spurs for the next year by using picking scissors. Cherries are variously packed in boxes and baskets but the container is usually a small one and much art may be displayed in placing in layers, facing, and in making the package in all ways attractive. Fruit for canning must be carefully picked but is sent to the cannery in trays holding one or two pecks.

The chief commercial plantations in eastern America are found in New York, New Jersey, Delaware, northern Ohio and western Michigan. Sweet-cherry growing is precarious because of natural obstacles, and sour cherries are so easily grown that through very abundance their sale is often difficult. Yet with both success has been attained by many, the profits ranging as high as $300 to the acre.

Special difficulties.

The cherry is attacked by a dozen or more fungi. Of these, three are serious pests. The brown-rot, *Sclerotinia fructigena*, attacks the flowers, leaves, twigs and most disastrously the fruits at ripening time. Leaf-blight, *Cylindrosporum Padi*, produces diseased spots on the leaves, which for the most part drop out, giving a shot-hole effect and eventually causing the foliage to drop prematurely. A common and striking disease of the cherry is black-knot, *Ploevergitha morbos*, characterized by wart-like excrescences on shoots and branches which at maturity are black; affected parts sooner or later die.

The text-books give no less than forty insect enemies of cherries, of which the plum-curculio, *Conotrachelus nenuphor*, the peach-borer, *Sanninoidea exiiosa*, and the San José scale, *Aspidiotus perniciosus*, on sweet cherries, must be combated. All of the pests named, both fungi and insects, are more destructive to plums and peaches, and the reader is referred to these fruits for treatment which is much the same as for the cherry.

Sweet cherries suffer severely in the South and the Mississippi Valley, and somewhat in the North, from sun-scald, either directly from the sun's rays or from alternate freezing and thawing in winter or spring. The injury is manifested by the bursting of the bark and the exudation of gum on the south and west sides of the tree. Some immunity from such injuries may be obtained by protecting the trunks with boards or other screens. "Gummosis," or a flow of gum from the wood, often follows injuries of various kinds and the work of insects and fungi in both sweet and sour cherries.

Types and varieties.

There are now about 600 varieties of cherries grown in America and Europe, and the names of as many more that have passed from cultivation remain. These are variously grouped, but the following simple classification takes in the common orchard sorts:

A. *Prunus avium*

1. The *Hearts*.—Large, heart-shaped, soft-fleshed, sweet cherries, light-colored as represented by Governor Wood and dark as in Black Tartarian.

2. The *Bizarreus*.—Large, sweet, heart-shaped and colored as in the previous group but with firm, crisp and crackling flesh. Well represented by Napoleon (Fig. 909) and Yellow Spanish as light-colored members of the group, and by Schmidt and Bing as dark sorts.

3. The *Dukes*.—Somewhat smaller cherries than the *Hearts* and *Bizarreus*, softer in flesh, light-colored and usually sour or nearly so. This group is placed under *Prunus avium*, but there can be no doubt that the widely varying Dukes are hybrids between *Prunus avium* and *Prunus Cerasus*. May Duke and Reine Hortense serve as illustrations of the group.

Aa. *Prunus Cerasus*.

1. The *Amarelles*.—Rather small, light-colored, sour cherries with colorless or nearly colorless juice, produced on upright trees, represented by Early Richmond and Montmorency (Fig. 910).

2. The *Morellos*.—Also comparatively small and very sour but dark in color and with dark-colored juice and trees with a drooping habit, represented by English Morello and Louis Philippe.

In spite of the great number of varieties, the cherry, of all stone-fruits, seems most fixed in its characters. Thus, the difference between tree and fruit in the cherries of the several groups is comparatively slight and many of the varieties come nearly true to seed. So, too, cherries, although probably domesticated as long ago as any other of the tree-fruits, are now most of all like their wild progenitors. Notwithstanding this stability, there are probably rich rewards to be secured in breeding cherries by those who will put in practice the discoveries of recent years in plant-breeding, and will hybridize especially the various groups of the two species now cultivated and introduce wholly new blood from wild species. So little effort has been directed toward improving cherries, and the material seems so promising, that it would seem that with proper endeavor the coming generation may have a new and greatly improved cultivated cherry flora.

U. P. Hedrick.

The cherry in California.

In commercial importance, the cherry is least of the fruits of the temperate zone grown in California on a commercial scale—not considering the quince and
XXVI. Sweet cherry in flower and fruit.
nearly, of which the product is almost insignificant. This is not because the finest cherries cannot be grown, but because the avenues for the disposition of the product are so wide as for other leading fruits. Recently there are indications that these avenues will be widened, for, in the year 1912, 244 carloads were profitably shipped in a fresh state to eastern markets, and in 1911 a product equivalent to 243,010 cases (each containing two dozen 2½-pound cans) of canned cherries were disposed of to advantage. In 1910, there was largely shipped the barreled cherries in sulfur water to eastern bottlers who put up maraschinio cherries in competition with importations, but this business seems to have transgressed the pure food laws and declined. Until it is demonstrated that such distant demands will increase, present plantations will not be largely extended. Cherries are costly in picking and packing, and the chance of low price in a local market, over-supplied whenever the trees do their full duty, the grower does not enjoy. Cherry-drying has never seemed warranted on a large scale, because of the large amount of labor required to the pound of product; and the grower has had no recourse when the canner and local censors would pay only the cost of picking and boxing. A good shipping demand seems, therefore, the measure of the extension of California's cherry interest, and the early ripening of the fruit, which permits its sale during the blooming season of eastern cherry trees, is the leading surety of such demand. On several occasions cherries have been shipped from the Vacaville district overland, on March 31, but the usual opening date is about two weeks later, and thence onward later varieties, and from later regions, may be shipped until July, if found profitable. But, although there is plenty of good land upon which to multiply the present total of three-quarters of a million trees, the cherry regions of California are restricted. It is one of the most exacting of all trees, and is profitable only when its requirements are respected. About one-half of the present acreage lies in valleys opening upon the bay of San Francisco, where deep and moist, but well-drained alluvial soil fosters strong and sound root-growth, and modified atmospheric aridity favors leaf and fruiting. On similar deep and moist soils, however, the sweet cherry enters the hot interior valleys to certain limits, chiefly along the river bottoms. It abhors dry plains. In dry air it usually refuses to fruit, although, if the soil be moist, it may make stalwart tree-growth. In foot-hill valleys it sometimes does admirably, both in growth and fruiting, and in mountain valleys, above an elevation of 2,000 feet, on good soil, and in the greater drainage, it is sometimes experienced every year at proper elevations, the tree becomes very thrifty and profitable to the limits of local markets. The tree seems to have no geographical limitations in California; wherever suitable soil and weather conditions occur, it accepts the situation—the Dukes and Morellos succeeding until a few years ago for the Hearts and Bicarreaus, but the latter, only, are of commercial account.

Cherry trees are grown by budding upon Mazzard and Mahaleb seedlings—both being largely imported. It is customary to plant out in orchards at the end of the first year's growth from the bud, though two-year-old cherry trees can be more successfully handled than other two-year-olds. The trees are headed at 1 or 2 feet from the ground, cut back to promote low branching for two years, and then allowed to make long branches, and not usually shortened, so long as thrifty and healthy. The tree, in a good environment, is, however, a very hardy tree, and will endure pruning to almost any degree. There are many trees which have made a very broad but not usually high growth, bearing 1,000 pounds of fruit to the tree, and a few others which have even doubled that figure, while others have been dwarfed and trained en espalier. The commercial orchards are, however, uniformly of low trees, approximately of vase form in exterior outline, and with branches curving outward without shortening.

The cherry is very readily grafted over by the usual top-grafting methods, and large orchards have been thus transformed into varieties more acceptable for canning or shipping. Cherries are grafted by the Kiefer variety, which is a natural mutant of 'Black Tartarian.' Early Purple Guigne, Chapman and Knights Early Black are grown in early-ripening localities. Black Tartarian, Lewelling and Bing are the mainstay for black cherries. The Napoleon Bicarreau (locally known as Royal Ann) is the ideal for a white cherry, and almost excludes all others, although the Rockport Bicarreau has some standing. Of the Italian grown, the Black Tartarian and Napoleon (Fig. 900) constitute 70 per cent of the crop, and probably 90 per cent of the amount marketed.

California-grown cherries attain large size; the canner's requirement for fancy fruit is a diameter not less than ¾ of an inch, and for No. 3 not less than ½ of an inch. Wholesale prices usually range from $40 to $60 a ton for black and $80 to $120 for white, but occasionally canners have paid as high as $160 a ton for white cherries. The higher rates can be expected only in years of short crops.

Edward J. WICKSON

CHERVIL. A term applied to two umbelliferous plants that produce edible parts, neither of which is well known in America. The name is sometimes applied, also, to the sweet ciciely.

Salad chervil or leaf chervil is Anthriscus Cerefolium, Hoffm., a native of Caucasus, southern Russia and western Asia. It is annual, reaching 1½ to 2 feet high. The neat and aromatic leaves are used like parsley, which they much resemble. The flowers are deep purple, with oval cut leaflets; and there are varieties with much cut and curled foliage. The cultivation of salad chervil presents no difficulties. Leaves are ready to use in six to ten weeks from seed-sowing, and any good garden soil is congenial. It thrives best in the cooler and moister part of the year. In hot weather, seeds would better be sown in a shaded place.

Tuberosus or turnip-rooted chervil is Chersophyllum bulbosum, Linn., of southern Europe. (See Chersophyllum.) It is biennial, like the radish and carrot. The roots are like small carrots in shape (4 to 5 inches long), but are gray or blackish, and the
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flesh is yellowish white and of different flavor. The roots are eaten as carrots are, either boiled or in stews. The one difficulty in the growing of tuberous chervil is the fact that the seeds germinate very early, or even not at all, if kept dry over winter. It is customary, therefore, to sow them in the fall, although they do not germinate until spring. If they are to be reserved for spring-growing, they should be stratified (see Seedage) or kept in sand. In four or five months after germination, the roots are fit to use, although they improve in quality by being left in the ground. The roots keep well in winter.

L. H. B.

CHESTNUT

Three species of tree or true chestnuts are cultivated in this country for their nuts,—the European Castanea sativa, the American Castanea dentata, the Japanese Castanea crenata. See Castanea. The horticultural characters that distinguish these three types are as follows:

European chestnut.—Tree large, with a spreading but compact head, stocky, smooth-barked twigs and large glossy buds of a yellowish brown color; leaves oblong-lanceolate, abruptly pointed, with coarse sometimes incurred serrations, thick and leathery, generally pubescent beneath when young, but green on both sides when mature. Burs very large, with long branching spines, and a thick velvety lining. Nut larger than American chestnut, sometimes very large, shell dark mahogany-brown, pubescent at tip, thick, tough and leathery; kernel inclosed in a thin tough and astringent skin: quality variable from insipid, astringent to moderately sweet. The leaves remain on the trees until late in autumn, but are more susceptible to the attacks of fungi than the American and Japanese species. At least one variegated and one cut-leaved variety are grown as ornamentals. This species is variously known as European, French, Spanish and Italian chestnut (Castanea sativa), and sweet chestnut of English writers. It is an inhabitant of mountain forests in the temperate regions of western Asia, Europe and north Africa, and is esteemed for its nuts in Spain, France and Italy, where they have constituted an important article of food since an early day. Introduced to the United States by Irénée Dupont, at Wilmington, Delaware, in 1808, although recorded by Jefferson, under the designation "French chestnut," as grafted by him on native chestnut near Charlottesville (Monticello), Virginia, in 1773.

American chestnut (Castanea dentata).—Fig. 911. A tall straight columnar tree, in forests reaching a height of 100 feet and a diameter of 3 to 4 feet; when grown in the open, forming a low round-topped head of slightly pendulous branches. Leaves thinner than in C. sativa, oblong-lanceolate, acute, long-pointed at the apex, coarsely serrate except toward the wedge-shaped base, green and glabrous on both surfaces, changing to bright clear yellow later in autumn. The staminate flowers open in June or July after leaves have attained full size, and exhale a sweet, heavy odor, disagreeable to many persons, and sometimes causing symptoms of hay-fever. The two- or three-flowered involucres of pistillate flowers are on short stout peduncles at the bases of androgy nous aments which bear toward their tips scattered clusters of staminate flowers. Burs smaller and spines sharper than in C. sativa. The nuts, usually two or three, rarely five to seven, are usually broader than long, and much compressed by crowding, although sometimes nearly oblong and approaching cylindrical. They are of a bright brown color, covered at the apex with thick pale tomentum, which sometimes extends nearly to the base of the nut. The nuts are sweet and agreeable in flavor, the best among chestnuts, and are marketed in large quantities from the forests of the Appalachian region. Occurs in eastern North America, Maine to Georgia, westward to Michigan, Mississippi and Louisiana. Gradually receding from its southern areas from causes not yet understood. A few selected forms have been propagated by grafting.

Japanese chestnut (C. crenata).—Fig. 912. A dwarfish close-headed tree of slender growth, said to attain a height of 50 feet in Japan, with small buds: leaves smaller than other chestnuts, lanceolate-oblong, usually pointed, with a truncate or cordate base, finely serrated, with shallow sharp-pointed indentations, whitish tomentose beneath, pale green above, less subject to injury by fungi than other species. Burs small, with a thin papery lining and short widely branching spines. Nuts large to very large, glossy, usually three, sometimes five or seven in a bur, usually inferior to the other chestnuts in quality, although good when cooked, and in a few varieties excellent in the fresh state. Many cultural varieties are recognized. Introduced to the United States in 1876 by S. B. Parsons, Flush ing, New York.

Aside from these three types, there are certain dwarf and small-fruited castanews known as chinquapins. The two native chinquapins may be contrasted as follows (page 682).

911. Native wild chestnuts. (X 3/4)
food and marketed in considerable quantities. The species is sparingly introduced to cultivation and in its native state is a being somewhat grafted upon in place with the choice varieties of chestnuts. It has some promise as a dwarfing stock but is subject to the troublesome fault of suckering rather abundantly. Two named varieties, the Fuller and the Rush, have been published and somewhat propagated. (Upper part of Fig. 913 illustrates common chinquapin bur, and nut in natural size. Apparent intermediates between this species and the American chestnut, probably of hybrid origin, are found in various localities from Pennsylvania southward and westward to southern Arkansas and eastern Texas, in some localities attaining truly arborescent proportions. (Lower figure in Fig. 913 illustrates bur of hybrid chinquapin.

Buck chinquapin (C. alifolia).—A shrub, rarely more than 3 feet in height, forming small thickets, by means of stolons, in sandy barrens. South Atlantic states, westward to Louisiana and Arkansas. Distinguished from C. pamila by larger, oval-lanceolate, mostly obtuse leaves, which are but slightly tomentose beneath, and by its larger nuts, which ripen earlier.

The cultural range of Castanea in America is not well defined, but extends from Florida and Texas to Massachusetts and Wisconsin, and on the Pacific slope. The three species cultivated in America thrive best on dry, rocky or gravelly ridges or siliceous uplands, but some on heavy clays and on limestone soils unless deep, dry and rich.

Propagation of chestnuts.

Propagation of species is by seeds. Certain types reproduce their striking characteristics in their seedlings, but varieties are perpetuated by grafting, occasionally by budding. Seeds for planting should be free from insect larvae, and should not be allowed to dry out before planting. They may be planted in drills in fall on deep and well-drained loam, or, to avoid damage by rodents, may be stratified in damp sand until spring. Nuts held in cold storage at 15° F. from October to April have germinated well at Washington, D. C.

Young trees destined for removal to orchard should be transplanted in nursery at one year old, to promote symmetrical development of root system. Grafting may be done on any of the species of Castanea, and on some of the oaks, notably the chestnut oak, Quercus Castanea, though the durability of grafts on the oak is questionable. Where the chestnut is indigenous, bearing orchards of improved varieties are quickly secured by cutting down and removing the timber, and grafting the young sprouts which sprout in abundance about the chestnut stumps (Fig. 914). Recently the chinquapin has been similarly used with good success where chestnut does not occur. Grafting may be by splice method on one-year-old seedling roots; by splice or cleft at crown on two- or three-year trees in place; or by veneer, splice or cleft methods on one- to three-year-old sprouts or branches. Top-working of old trees is uncertain and practised only in special cases. Clions should be dormant, and work may be done at any time after freezing ceases, but in trunk- and branch-grafting best results are secured by most grafters if work is done after leaves begin to unfold. Two- or three-bud scions are preferred. The fitting of cion to cleft or splice and the waxing should be carefully done. If stakes or waxed muslin are wrapped about the stubs, the danger of loss by summer cracking of wax is lessened. In cleft-grafting young sprouts or seedlings, the stub should be cut 2 or 3 inches above the departure of a branch, to prevent too deep splitting of cleft. Two or three weeks after growth begins the waxing should be inspected and repaired if cracked. If grafts make rank and brittle growth they should be pinched, and if in exposed situations, tied to stakes to prevent breaking out of cions. Budding is sometimes practised, usually by use of dormant buds inserted in shoots of previous year, when the bark "slips" after growth has begun in spring. There is a growing conviction in the minds of close observers that certain of the popular varieties, especially Paragon, under certain conditions do not find the American chestnut a congenial stock. In several orchards, Paragon, when grafted on native sprouts, although apparently making a good union at the start, has within eight to ten years developed weakness at the point of union, followed by loss of vigor and death of the top without other apparent cause than lack of congeniality of cion to stock. For this variety, at least, the grafting upon seedling stocks grown from nuts of the variety appears advisable.

The chestnut is admirably adapted to ornamental planting, either singly or in groups on suitable soils.

The native species is successfully used as a roadside tree in many sections outside of its natural range. It requires a space of at least 40 feet for development when thus used, the European species 30 feet, and the Japanese 20 feet. If in orchard, the last-mentioned may be planted as close as 20 feet, and thinned when the trees begin to crowd, thus securing several crops of nuts from land otherwise unoccupied.

Care of chestnut orchards.

Planted orchards are yet few in America, most of the extensive commercial efforts having consisted in the grafting of sprouts on rough lands where the American chestnut is indigenous. On such lands no cultivation is attempted, the branches and undesired sprouts being held in check by occasional cutting in summer, or by pasturing with sheep. Much care is necessary
to protect against damage of the sprouts by fire on such land. Clean cultivation, at least during the first few years, is probably best in planted orchards, although heavy mulching may be found a satisfactory substitute.

The Japanese and some of the American varieties of the European species require thinning of the burs on young trees to avoid over-bearing, with its consequent injury to the vitality of the tree.

Special difficulties.

Leaf diseases are apparently subject to control by bordeaux mixture, but for the weevils, which damage the nuts previous to maturity, no satisfactory remedy has yet been discovered except the yarding of poultry in sufficient numbers to destroy the adult insects and their larvae when they reach the ground.

The most serious difficulty confronting the present or prospective chestnut-grower in North America is the chestnut-bark disease which, during the last decade, has worked havoc in the native chestnut forests throughout a region of country extending from central Connecticut through southeastern New York, New Jersey, and eastern Pennsylvania into northern Delaware, northeastern Maryland and northern Virginia. As this region contains most of the commercial plantings of improved chestnuts they have also suffered severely, especially since about 1908. The distribution of the native chestnut, together with the known distribution of the disease February 1, 1912, is shown on the accompanying map (Fig. 915), which was prepared by Metcalf to accompany a special report on the disease in response to a resolution of the United States Senate.

This disease, caused by a parasitic fungus (Diaporthe or Endothia parasitica), attacks trees of all ages and kills by girdling at various points. It is known to attack all species of chestnut and chinquapin grown in this country, although some, at least, of the Japanese varieties, are practically resistant, so far as observed. A few cases of the disease have also been found on living trees of the chestnut oak in Pennsylvania, though with less evidence of destructive effect than on chestnut.

The disease is spread by the spores of the fungus, which are sticky, and are carried by rain, insects, and man, and probably by birds and small mammals. It is known to have been carried on nursery stock for long distances and is easily transported on newly cut timber and cordwood from which the bark has not been removed. Infection frequently occurs through wounds made by bark-borers.

Although first attracting attention in New York City in 1904, it appears certain that it had secured a firm foothold in southeastern New York, including Long Island and adjacent portions of Connecticut and New Jersey, prior to that time, there being some indication that it was introduced from Japan, although satisfactory evidence of this is still lacking. The presence of the disease in chestnut forests in China was discovered by Meyer in 1913, where, upon an unidentified species of chestnut, it is reported to be less virulent than in American chestnut forests.

For several years after publication of the cause of the disease by Murrill, in 1906, little effort was made in a systematic way to accomplish its control until 1911, when the legislature of Pennsylvania appropriated $275,000 for this purpose and inaugurated a state-wide, two-year campaign of eradication. The work is being done in cooperation with the Federal Department of Agriculture which, since 1907, has been investigating the disease with a view to developing effective methods of controlling it. Several other chestnut-producing states are also giving more or less attention to the problem. Up to the present time, systematic cutting out of infected trees coupled with destruction of their bark by fire has proved the only practicable control method. This is being vigorously applied in Pennsylvania and those portions of Maryland, West Virginia, and Virginia in which the disease has appeared.

In forests, the disease is exceedingly difficult to eradicate after it has once gained a foothold, owing to the minute examination of the entire tree which is required to locate infections in their early stages. In any district in which there is a general infection of the forests, the only practicable course is to clear off the timber while it is sufficiently sound to be merchantable. The relative disease-resistance of the Japanese chestnuts, coupled with their precocity and productiveness, renders them now the most promising sorts for the American chestnut-grower. Planted in sections
outside of the native range of the American chestnut, they may reasonably be expected to remain practically free from the diseases and pests especially if care is exercised to prevent its introduction from infested regions on nursery stock or cions. The poor flavor and eating quality of most of these varieties is their worst fault, but in view of their wide range of variation in this respect, the problem of producing resistant varieties of good quality appears relatively simple. The few trees of Korean and Chinese chestnuts thus far grown in the eastern United States are apparently quite resistant to the disease and therefore of much Inferiority. Several important varieties of the European group in America, are the following:

Anderson.—Flushing, N. J. Bur medium to small; nuts of medium size, bright reddish pubescent at tip; and one half of the nut. Tree a strong grower, with medium to small leaves. Very productive.

Bartram.—Milltown, Pa. Bur medium to small; nut medium, thickly pubescent at tip, dark brown; thickly pubescent at tip and over half of the nut. Tree vigorous, spreading, with large leaves, productive.

Combes (Marron Combaile).—France. A large and handsome, bright brown striped nut, with little tomentum at tip; and two, sometimes but one in a bur. Somewhat grown in California, where it was introduced from France about 1870.


Chesnut.—Plymouth Meeting, Pa. Bur large, with thin husk; nuts large, usually three to a bur; dark brown, ridged, heavily pubescent at tip; quality very good. Tree vigorous, spreading, very productive.

Dagobert.—Camden, Del. Bur medium; nut medium to large, dark brown, thickly tomentose, usually three in a bur; quality good. Tree vigorous, spreading, productive; a seedling of Ridgely, Delaware.

Darlington.—Wilmington, Del. Bur medium to small; nut medium to large, usually three in a bur; dark, distinctly striped, thickly tomentose at tip; growth vigorous. One of the earliest to ripen of this group.

Dover.—Dover, Del. A seedling of Ridgely. Bur medium; nuts medium, of light color, heavily tomentose. Tree vigorous, spreading, productive.

Nouilliard.—France. A large, handsome variety from central France, and there considered very productive and valuable. Has been tested in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and California, without marked success in any locality.

Numbro.—Morrisville, Pa. Bur medium to large, from two to three in a bur; bright brown striped, thinly tomentose, of good quality. Tree compact and drooping, rather uncertain in bearing.

Paragon (syn., Great American; Sober Paragon).—Germantown, Pennsylvania, Pa. Bur very large; nut large, usually three in a bur, broad, plump, thickly tomentose at the tip; slightly over two-thirds of sun; color dull brown, quality very good. Tree hardy, spreading, vigorous, with narrow, coarsely serrate leaves and a narrow base; subject to leaf-blight, but very productive. The most widely planted and most uniformly successful variety of chestnut yet cultivated in the United States. Possibly a hybrid with C. catesbaea.

Quercy (syn., Marron Quercy).—France. A beautiful, medium-sized nut, commended in parts of California for its precocity, earliness, productivity and quality.

Ridgely (syn., Du Pont).—Dover, Del. Bur medium; nut medium, thickly tomentose, slightly tomentose, dark, of very good quality. Tree vigorous, with narrow, coarsely serrate leaves and from blight, spreading, very productive, hardy.

Scott.—Burlington, N. J. Bur medium; nut medium, slightly pointed, usually three in a bur; glossy, dark brown, slightly tomentose at the tip. Tree open, spreading, very productive; said to be resistant to blight. Also a grey-green large and bearing early.

Japanese Group.—Though most of the imported Japanese chestnuts have been found of poor quality for eating in the fresh state, the product of seedling Japanese varieties is quite good. One of the best of this type, is equal to the European nut in this respect. The Japanese varieties in general have the advantage, also, of greater precocity and productivity, larger size and earlier maturity of nut, greater freedom from injury.

Varieties of chestnuts.

The varieties of the three species, although possessing many points in common, differ sufficiently in important characteristics to justify separate grouping for cultural discussion. As chestnut-culture is now in this country, it seems best to append descriptions of all the varieties which are in the American trade. For fuller discussion of cultivated chestnuts, see Nut Culture in the United States (Bull. Div. of Pomology, U. S. Dept. of Agric.), from which Figs. 913 to 918 is adapted; Nut Culturist, A. S. Fuller, 1896; European and Japanese Chestnuts in Eastern United States, G. Harold Powell (Bull. Del. Exp. Station), 1898; Nut Culture for Profit, Jno. R. Parry, 1897.

American Group.—Although the wild nuts exhibit wide variations in size, form, quality, productiveness, and season of ripening, but few varieties have been dignified by names and propagated. Solitary trees are frequently sterile, although productively, and staminate and pistillate flowers, apparently requiring cross-fertilization to insure fruitfulness. This is especially true of plantings of this species on the Pacific slope, where productive trees are reported to be rare. The susceptibility of the American chestnut to insect and leaf diseases, as pointed out by Powell, and the injury to nuts by larvae of weevils, are drawbacks to its extensive culture.

The following varieties are propagated to some extent:

Dulens.—Bowling Green, Ky. Large, and of fine quality. Original tree productive, though isolated.

Griffin.—Griffin, Ga. A large, very downy nut, of good quality.

Hathaway.—Little Prairie Ronde, Mich. A large, light-colored, sweet nut, annually productive, frequently having five to seven nuts to the bur.

Ketchum.—Mountainsville, N. Y. Above medium in size, oblong, tomentose sweet. Tree productive and vigorous in heavy sod at fifty years of age.

Marshall.—Coleman's Falls, Va. A large, high-flavored nut, bearing three nuts to the bur.

Otto.—Otto, Tenn. Large, oblong, very downy at tip, very sweet, and rich.

Pennsylvania XV.—New York. First fruited at Alton, Ill. Nuts medium to large; somewhat rounded, usually three in a bur; of dull brown color, downy at tip; quality excellent. Tree a very rapid grower, and a heavy bearer, opens late.

Watson.—Fay, Pa. Medium to large, slightly downy, compressed, very good.

Japanese Group.—It is a significant fact that, during the century that has elapsed since the introduction of this species, the imported named varieties of Europe have not found favor in eastern America. Seedling trees have been found productive and profitable at many points in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, however, and these form the basis of the culture of the species east of the continental divide. West of the Rocky Mountains, several of the choice French "Marrons" are reported to succeed in California and Oregon. Among the most important varieties of the European group in America, are the following:

Anderson.—Flushing, N. J. Bur medium to small; nuts of medium size, bright reddish pubescent at tip; quality good. Tree vigorous, spreading, with large leaves, productive.

Barron.—Milltown, Pa. Bur medium to small; nut medium, thickly pubescent at tip, dark brown; thickly pubescent at tip and over half of the nut. Tree vigorous, spreading, with large leaves, productive.

Combes (Marron Combaile).—France. A large and handsome, bright brown striped nut, with little tomentum at tip; and two, sometimes but one in a bur. Somewhat grown in California, where it was introduced from France about 1870.


Chesnut.—Plymouth Meeting, Pa. Bur large, with thin husk; nuts large, usually three to a bur; dark brown, ridged, heavily pubescent at tip; quality very good. Tree vigorous, spreading, with large leaves, productive.

Dagobert.—Camden, Del. Bur medium; nut medium to large, dark brown, thickly tomentose, usually three in a bur; quality good. Tree vigorous, spreading, productive; a seedling of Ridgely, Delaware.

Darlington.—Wilmington, Del. Bur medium to small; nut medium to large, usually three in a bur; dark, distinctly striped, thickly tomentose at tip; growth vigorous. One of the earliest to ripen of this group.

Dover.—Dover, Del. A seedling of Ridgely. Bur medium; nuts medium, of light color, heavily tomentose. Tree vigorous, spreading, productive.

Nouilliard.—France. A large, handsome variety from central France, and there considered very productive and valuable. Has been tested in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and California, without marked success in any locality.

Numbro.—Morrisville, Pa. Bur medium to large, from two to three in a bur; bright brown striped, thinly tomentose, of good quality. Tree compact and drooping, rather uncertain in bearing.

Paragon (syn., Great American; Sober Paragon).—Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. Bur very large; nut large, usually three in a bur, broad, plump, thickly tomentose at the tip; slightly over two-thirds of sun; color dull brown, quality very good. Tree hardy, spreading, vigorous, with narrow, coarsely serrate leaves and a narrow base; subject to leaf-blight, but very productive. The most widely planted and most uniformly successful variety of chestnut yet cultivated in the United States. Possibly a hybrid with C. catesbaea.

Quercy (syn., Marron Quercy).—France. A beautiful, medium-sized nut, commended in parts of California for its precocity, earliness, productiveness and quality.

Ridgely (syn., Du Pont).—Dover, Del. Bur medium; nut medium, thickly tomentose, slightly tomentose, dark, of very good quality. Tree vigorous, with narrow, coarsely serrate leaves and from blight, spreading, very productive, hardy.

Scott.—Burlington, N. J. Bur medium; nut medium, slightly pointed, usually three in a bur; glossy, dark brown, slightly tomentose at the tip. Tree open, spreading, very productive; said to be resistant to blight. Also a grey-green large and bearing early.

Japanese Group.—Though most of the imported Japanese chestnuts have been found of poor quality for eating in the fresh state, the product of seedling Japanese varieties is quite good. One of the best of this type, is equal to the European nut in this respect. The Japanese varieties in general have the advantage, also, of greater precocity and productivity, larger size and earlier maturity of nut, greater freedom from injury.
CHESTNUT

by leaf diseases and nut-eating insect larvae. As productivity and carliness are the most important points in chestnut-culture at the present time, this type is the most important to commercial nut-growers because the yield of chestnuts hybridize, the disease-resistance of varieties that have originated from seed produced within the habitat of the American chestnut must be regarded as doubtful until thoroughly tested. Information as to the place of production of the seed from which the several varieties originated is therefore of importance in selecting varieties for planting. The more important named varieties are as follows:

**Apha.**—New Jersey. Bur medium; nuts medium to large, generally three in a bur; of fair quality, ripening early. Tree very productive and vigorous. Originated in New Jersey from seed of Parry.

**Bata.**—New Jersey. Bur small; nut medium, light brown, smooth, slightly tomentose at tip, good; ripening early. Tree upright, very vigorous and productive. Originated in New Jersey from seed of Parry.

**Biddle.**—New Jersey. First fruiting in Maryland.

medium; nut large, bright brown, broad, rather thick tomentose, two to five in a bur; of medium season and fair quality. Tree rather productive. Grown from imported seed.

**Black** (syn., Dr. Black).—New Jersey. First fruiting in Maryland. Bur large; nut medium to large; three to seven in a bur, generally irregular in shape; dark brown, slightly tomentose, very early and of good quality. Tree round, close-headed, vigorous, productive. Grown from imported seed.

**Boone.**—Villa Ridge, Ill. Fig. 917. A hybrid between Giant and a native chestnut. Bur of medium size; nuts large, usually three in a bur; light brown color, rather heavily tomentose; quality very good. Tree vigorous, precocious and productive, nuts ripening early. Considered difficult to propagate.

**Coe.**—California. A large, very sweet variety, but recently disseminated. Tree upright, somewhat spreading. Grown from imported seed.


**Giant.**—Japan. A trade name, under which a number of varieties have been imported from Japan. See Japanese.

**Hale** (syn., Eighteenth Months).—California. A newly introduced variety; having a large, dark brown nut of excellent quality. Very precocious. Grown from imported seed.

**Kent** (syn., Extra Early).—New Jersey. First fruiting in Delaware. Bur small; nut medium to large; dark, usually three in a bur; very early, of good quality. Tree round-headed, precocious, productive. Grown from seed of an imported tree.

**Kilmer.**—New Jersey. First fruiting in Delaware. Bur very large; nut very large; bright, light brown, slightly ridged, of excellent quality, midseason. Tree upright, open, spreading, moderately vigorous, productive. The largest chestnut yet brought to notice. Grown from seed of an imported tree.

**Mammoth.**—A trade name for the imported Japanese nuts and trees, not restricted to any particular variety.

**Martin** (syn., Col. Martin).—New Jersey. First fruiting in Maryland. Bur large; nut to very large, broad, bright reddish brown, slightly tomentose, three to five nuts in a bur. Midseason; of good quality. Tree vigorous, open, spreading, moderately vigorous, productive. Grown from imported seed.

**Parry.**—Japan. Bur very large; nut very large, one to three in a bur, broad, with apex sometimes depressed; dark brown, ridged, of fair quality. Tree moderately vigorous, open, spreading, with large leaves. One of the largest and most beautiful of this group. Selected for propagation as the best of 1,000 imported grafted Japanese chestnuts.

**Prodlc**.—Japan. Bur small; nut medium, rather long, striped, three in a bur; early. Tree vigorous, compact, with small narrow leaflets.

**Reliance.**—New Jersey. Burr medium; nut medium to large, rather long, light brown, ridged; midseason, and of fair quality. Tree vigorous and productive; inclined to overbear, and needs thinning. Seeding of Parry.

**Success.**—New Jersey. Very large; nut very large, usually three in a bur; midseason; of rather poor quality until cooked. Seeding of Parry. Tree upright, productive.

**Superb.**—New Jersey. Bur large; nut large, brown, broad, usually three in a bur; very early and of fair quality. Tree vigorous and very productive. Seeding of Parry.

Wm. A. Taylor.

CHEVALIÈRA, CHEVALIÈRIA, CHEVALLIERA, CHEVALLÉRIA. The species in the American trade are Sachem.

CHICKPEA: *Cicer*

CHICKWEED: *Cerastium and Stellaria.*

CHICORY, or SUCCORY (*Cichorium intybus,* Linn.). *Compositae* Fig. 918. A native of Europe, naturalized in America and familiar to many as a weed, is a pot-herb, a salad, and the leading adulterant of coffee. It can be cultivated profitably. Sixteen varieties were included in the late nineties and the early years of this century as an American farm crop. Prior to that year, its cultivation as an adulterant and substitute for coffee was largely prevented by the prejudice of the principal consumers, our foreign-born population, who insisted that American was inferior to European root, and also by the low tariff, which allowed the root to enter duty free, or with a very small impost. During 1898 and 1899 advantage was taken of a protective duty, and several factories were erected, for which farmers grew the roots. For a few years our home market was supplied from American fields. But even the substitution of horse-power for manual labor, improved plows and cultivating implements for crude ones, machine-digging of the roots for hand-digging, efficient slicing machines, and improved evaporating kils did not make the business satisfactory. There was not enough money in it either to growers or to manufacturers, so it has been abandoned.

Chicory will probably succeed wherever the sugar beet is grown in this country, the climatic requirements being similar. In general, it may be said to thrive upon all stone-free soils that will produce paying staple crops, except clays, lightest sands and mucks. The first are too hard, the second too dry, the third too rich in nitrogen and too sour. The surface layer of soil should be deep, the subsoil open and well drained. If the water-supply is sufficient, high land is as good as low land of the same texture, though too dry for profitable grain-growing, the former may yet be made to produce chicory; but if too wet for cereals, the latter will generally be found unsuitable for this root. The fertilizing of the land should be the same as for root crops, nitrogen being used sparingly, potash and phosphoric acid rather freely—one and one-fourth to one and one-half times as much of the former and two and one-half times the latter as has been removed by the preceding crop. It is best to apply these fertilizers to preceding crops that do not make heavy demands upon them. In rotation, chicory is classed with root-crops, and should be preceded by a small grain, since this is harvested in the spring to fall plowing. Clover should not immediately precede, since it leaves too much nitrogen in the soil. The ground being warm, fairly moist, thoroughly

917. Boone chestnut.

918. Improved chicory root. (× 54)
prepared by deep plowing, harrowing and scarifying with a weeder, the seed, which must be fresh and clean, is sown rather thickly but covered thinly, in drills 18 inches apart.

There are but few well-defined varieties of this plant used for field culture, and even the garden sorts are not so stable as could be desired. Of the former group, Magdeburg, Brunswick and Schlesischen are the principal; of the latter, Witloof (so-called), Red Italian, Broad-leaved, Improved Variegated and Curled-leaved are best known. Witloof and Barbe de Capucin can be produced from any variety, the difference being brought about by the method of growing.

Chicory has no specific enemies in this country, and is troubled by only a few of the general-feeding insects, such as cut-worms and wire-worms. From six to ten tons is the general acre yield, although with good management fifteen tons may be produced. The cost of growing and the returns are about as follows: Rent, wear of tools, etc., $5; preparation of land, $4.50; seed, 75 cents; cultivating and tending, $15; harvesting and delivering, $12; total, $37.25. And price per ton, $7.

From a purely horticultural standpoint, chicory is of interest as a root, a pot-herb, and a salad plant. The young tender roots are occasionally boiled and served with butter, pepper and salt, like young carrots, but they have never become widely popular in this form. As a pot-herb, the young leaves are equal to things grown in Europe. They are cut when 6 to 8 inches long, boiled in two waters to remove the bitter flavor, and served like spinach. As a salad, chicory is famous in three forms: Common Blanched, Barbe de Capucin and Witloof. Barbe de Capucin is comprised of small blanched leaves. Witloof is a more solid head. The pink, red, and curled varieties make a very pretty appearance, and, if well grown and served fresh, are delicious, there being only a slightly bitter flavor. The method of growing for salads is the same as for endive.

For Barbe and Witloof, well-grown roots are dug in October, trimmed of unnecessary roots and of all but an inch of top. For Barbe, the roots are laid horizontally in tiers in moist earth, the whole forming a sloping heap, the crowns of the roots protruding an inch or so. Since darkness is essential, a warm vegetable cellar is the usual place selected to grow this vegetable, which requires three or four weeks to produce its fine white leaves. These are cut when about 6 inches long, eaten as a salad, boiled like kale or cut up like swaf. If undisturbed, the roots will continue to produce for several weeks. The most rapid way to produce Witloof is to plunge the roots (shortened to 5 inches) in spent tanbark, or such material, and cover with 2 feet or more of manure, the space under a greenhouse bench being used. In about two weeks, heads resembling cos lettuce may be dug up, boiled like brussels sprouts, or served as salad. If the roots be left in place, protected from the light, but uncovered, a crop of leaves resembling Barbe may be gathered. Sowing and planting of the vegetable is the same as for garden roots, as beets and carrots. It is a pity that these vegetables are so little known in this country. Witloof is a popular winter vegetable in the larger cities of the East. Much of it is imported from Europe.

Chicory has run wild along roadsides and in dry fields in many parts of the country, and is considered to be a bad weed. However, the handsome sky-blue flowers (Fig. 962), which open only in sunshine, are very attractive.

M. G. KAINS.

CHILDIÀSIA WERCLEI; Hidalgoa.

CHILIÀNTHUS (a thousand flowers). Loganiaeae. Four or 5 S. African trees or shrubs, very closely allied to Buddleia, from which it differs in having stamens

exserted from the short tube: lvs. opposite, entire or dentate, nearly always tomentose or scaly; fls. very numerous, in dense terminal cymes or panicles; calyx and corolla deeply 4-parted, the latter usually yellowish. Unknown to the American trade. The plants known as Buddleia salicifolia, Jacq., and B. saligna, Willd., are Chilianthus arboreus, Benth. (which is probably identical with C. oleaceus, Burch.).

CHILÓPSIS (Greek, lip-like). Bignoniaceae. One deciduous shrub or low tree, often planted in southern California and other parts.

Allied to Catalpa: differs in having 4 anther-bearing stamens and 1 rudiment, a more trumpet-shaped corolla and with jagged lobes, and lvs. linear and often not opposite.

lineáris, DC (C. saligna, Don). Slender-branched, 10-20 ft.: fls. handsome, bignon-like, in a short terminal raceme; corolla 1-2 in. long, 5-lobed and crimped, the tube and throat lilac, and 2 yellow stripes inside. Dry districts from S. Texas to Calif., and in Mex.—From its narrow-lanceolate or linear lvs., it is known as desert willow; also called flowering willow and mimbres. There is a white-fl. form.

L. H. B.

CHIMÁPHILA (Greek, winter-loving; green in winter). Eriócaee. Pipissiewa. Perennial small plants, interesting for the white or pinkish flowers and the evergreen foliage, but little cultivated.

Half shrubby or herbaceous, with creeping st.: lvs. evergreen, serrate, in irregular whorls: fls. nodding, forming a terminal, few-flowered umbel, on long naked peduncle; petals 5, spreading; stamens 10, the anthers opening with 2 pores at the apex, the filaments short, dilated; style short, with a peltate stigma; fr. a dehiscent, deeply furrowed, 5-celled capsule, with numerous minute seeds.—Four species in N. Amer., Eu., and N. Asia to Japan; formerly united with Pyrola. Low evergreen plants, with pretty white or reddish fls. in summer. They grow best in a light sandy soil, mixed with peat or leafmold, and prefer a half-shady position. Prop. by division of the creeping rootstock. Useful in wild borders.

a. Lvs. broadest above the middle.

umbelláte, Nutt. (C. corymbósae, Pursh). Five to 12 in. lvs. 3-6 in a whorl, short-petioled, cuneate-lanceolate to oblong-ovate, sharply serrate, dark green and shining above, 1-2 in. long: fls. 4-7, white or reddish, 3½-3½ in. wide. N. Amer., from Canada to Mex., Japan. B.M. 778. L.B.C. 5:463. Mn. 7:161.—Lvs. said to be employed in rheumatic and kidney affections.

aa. Lvs. broadest below the middle.

maculátá, Pursh. Fig. 919. Lower and less branched than the foregoing: lvs. usually in 3’s, ovate or oblong-
lanceolate, sparsely and sharply serrate, variegated with white along the nerves, 1-2 in. long; fls. 2-5, white, ½in. wide. From Canada to Ga. and Miss. B.M. 897. Mn. 9:1. G.C. III. 32:318.

Ménziesii, Spreng. Slender plant, 3-8 in. high; lvs. alternate or in 3’s, ovate to oblanceololate, acute at both ends; 3-½ in. long, sharply serrate, sometimes variegated: fls. 1-5, white, ½in. across; filaments with a round dilated portion in the middle. Brit. Col. to Calif. ALFRED REHDER.

CHIMONANTHUS: Meralia.

CHINA ASTER: Aster.

CHINA-TREE: Melia.

CHINA WOOD-OIL: Alnus amelanchieri.

CHINESE LANTERN PLANT: Physalis.

CHINESE SACRED LILY: Narcissus.

CHINKAPIN, CHINQUAPIN: Chestnut and Castanea.

CHIOCÔCCA. Rubidaceæ. Snowberry (which the name means in Greek). Shrubs, mostly climbing or trailing, of Trop. Amer. (a half-dozen or so species), and 3 in. in the extreme S. Fla. In axillary panicles, the corolla funnelform and 5-parted; stamens 5, inserted on the base of the corolla, the filaments cohering at base; style filiform, the stigma club-shaped; ovary 2-3-loculed, becoming a slowly globular 2-seeded drupe. C. racemosa, Linn., of the Fla. Keys and S., is sometimes cult. in hothouses for its panicles of yellowish white fls. and the white frs.: lvs. ovate to lanceolate, thick and shining, entire: drupes ½in. diam.: twining, glabrous. C. anguiflora, Mart. (C. brachiata, Ruiz & Pav.), of S. Amer., the root affording a native snake-bite remedy, has appeared in cult. (under the name var. acutiflora): woody, with erect branches; lvs. ovate, 3 in. or less long, sharp-acuminated: fls. ½in. long with recurved lobes, in axillary panicles shorter than the lvs.—In S. Fla. or on the Keys, 2 other species occur, but they apparently are not in cult.: C. dba, Hitchcock. Large, erect or reclining: lvs. elliptic to ovate: fls. white, often becoming yellow. C. pinebrum, Brit. Small trailing: lvs. mostly elliptic to oblong: corolla always white.

L. H. B.

CHIÓGENES (Greek, snow, offspring; referring to the snow-white berries). Ericaceæ. Snowberry. Creeping plant, rarely grown in rockeries for the carpet effect of the evergreen foliage and for the attractive white berries; with small alternate 2-ranked lvs. and inconspicuous axillary fls.; corolla short-campanulate, 4-cleft; stamens 8, included, with short filaments, anthers opening by a slit: berry white, many-seeded.—Two species in the colder regions of N. Amer. and Japan. Slender trailing evergreen, in appearance much like the cranberry; rarely cult. Thriving best in moist and peaty soil, in a shaded position, creeping amongst growing moss. Prop. by seeds, by division or by cuttings in Aug. under glass. The American species, C. hispiflora, Torr. & Gray (C. serpylliflora, Salisb.), has hirsute branches and ovate or oval, ¾-½in. long ciliolate lvs., greenish white fls. and white berries, ¼in. across, usually hirsute.

ALFRED REHDER.

CHIONÁNTHUS (Greek for snow and flower; alluding to the abundance of snow-white fls.). Oleaceæ. FRINGE TREE. Woody plants grown for their profusely produced white flowers. Shrubs or low trees, with deciduous, opposite and entire lvs.: fls. in loose panicles from lateral buds at the end of last year’s branches, white, diceseous or only functionally diceseous; calyx 4-cleft; corolla divided nearly to the base in 4 narrow petals; stamens 2, short;

ovary superior, 2-celled; style very short with a 2-lobed stigma: fr. a 1-seeded oval drupe.—Two species in E. N. Amer. and China. Ornamental shrubs, with large, dark green foliage, and very showy white fls. in early summer. The American species is almost hardy N., but requires a somewhat sheltered position; the Chinese may be more tender, but has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum. They thrive best in a location free of what moist and sandy loam, and in a sunny position. Prop. by seeds sown in fall or stratified; increased also by layers and by grafting under glass or budding in the open air on ash seedlings (in Europe, Praconia Ornamental is preferred); sometimes by cuttings from forced plants in early spring.

virginica, Linn. Fig. 920. Large shrub or slender tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. oval or oblong, acuminate, pubescent beneath when young, mostly glabrous at length, 4-8 in. long; panicles 4-6 in. long, pendulous; fls. functionally diceseous; petals 1 in. long: fr. dark blue, ovoid, ½in. long. May, June. From Pa. to Fla. and Texas. L.B. C. 13: 1264. Gt. 16: 564. Mn. 2: 154. G. F. 7: 325. A.G. 22: 362. F. E. 29: 733. Gray, Fig. 10: 227. V. 10: 227. G. W. 8, p. 293. M.D.G. 1899: 412, 413; 1900: 413; 1907: 73, 337.—Variable in shape and pubescence of the lvs., and several varieties have been distinguished, but none of them sufficiently distinct for horticultural purposes. The stamine plants are showier in flower on account of their larger panicles and broader petals, but lack the attractive pendulous blue frs. in autumn. Root-bark tonic, febrifuge, laxative; reputed narcotic.


ALFRED REHDER.

CHIONODÔXA (Greek, snow and glory). Liliiiaceæ. GLORY-OF-THE-SNOW. Very early-blooming hardy bulbs, flowers and leaves appearing together. Closely allied to Scilla, but differs, among other characters, in having a short tube to the corolla: fls. blue (running into white and red forms), with recurved spreading acute segms., dilated filaments, and small or capitulate stigma.—Four species, Crete to Asia Minor. These are among the best of early-flowering plants, blooming in February, March and April, according to the locality, with the early snowdrops and scillas. Since their introduction to cultivation by Mau in 1877, they have been widely cultivated under the popular name of “glory-of-the-snow,” in allusion to their early-blooming habit. C. Lucilii is the most widely cultivated species. This varies much, for there are blue flowers whose petals are more or less deeply tipped with blue, shading to white at their bases. C. Lucilii also occurs with pure white flowers, and in reddish and pink forms. C. sardensis has smaller flowers of a deeper tone of blue and without the white markings of the petals. There are two varieties of this, one with white
and the other with black stamens. C. grandiflora is the largest-flowered of the group, the type being slaty blue with dark lines down the center of the segments; however, like others of the genus, there are pink and white forms sometimes found in collected bulbs, although somewhat rare. C. Tmolusii, one of the kinds sent out by Whittall of Smyrna some years ago, is very like C. Lucilize in form but of a deeper blue and a distinctly later flowering habit. Chionodoxas hybridize with Scilla, and the hybrids are sometimes known as chionoscillas.—Chionodoxas thrive in any fertile soil, well drained and not too heavy, and in any exposure, the main requisite for growth being that they have light and an adequate supply of moisture while growing and until the foliage is ripened. The bulbs should be planted about 3 inches deep, and closely, say an inch or less apart. Lift and replant about the third year. They need no winter covering. They-flower well in pots in winter in a coolhouse temperature. Must be forced only gently, and given abundance of air, light and moisture. They are increased by offsets and seeds, which they produce freely. Under favorable conditions they increase rapidly by self-sown seeds. Preferably, seeds should be sown in a frame, and may be expected to germinate the following winter. Under ordinary conditions, self-sown seeds germinate early in the year, or late winter. (J. N. Gerard.)

**Lucilize**, Boiss. Fig. 921. Bulb ovoid, brown-coated: lvs. long and narrow, 2 or 3 with each st.; scape 3-6 in. high, bearing a dozen or less bright blue, more or less hanging, white-centered fls. Asia Minor and Crete. B.M. 6433. Gn. 28, p. 179.—Runs into many forms, one of which has white fls. C. gigantea, Hort., is a larger form of it, distinct in habit. C. grandiflora, Hort., is a large garden form, with fls. violet-blue and white in the throat. Var. Förbesii, Hort., somewhat taller and bearing more fls. C. amabilis Leichtlinii, Hort., is a very handsome form, 2 weeks later than the others: fls. 1½ in. across, with broad full segms. of soft creamy white shaded rose-purple. C. Tmolusii, Hort., is a late-blooming form, bright blue and white, apparently a variant of C. Lucilize.

**sardénisis**, Drude. Fls. 2-6, smaller, much darker blue with no white in the eye, the perianth-limb twice longer than the tube: lvs. channeled. Sardis. Gn. 28:178.—Probably a form of C. Lucilize.

**crética**, Boiss. & Held. Slender: fls. smaller and fewer (1-2 on a scape) than C. Lucilize, white or very pale blue. Crete.—Of little horticultural value.

**Áellenii**, Hort. (Chionoscilla Áellenii, Hort.). Perianth segms. cut to the base: habit of C. Lucilize, but the white eye is indistinct. Supposed natural hybrid of Scilla bifolia and Chionodoxa Lucilize. G.C. III. 21:191. There is said to be another C. Áellenii that is a direct selection probably from C. Lucilize, very like var. grandiflora. Chionoscilla Penrhy is another Chionodoxa x Scilla hybrid, the exact parentage not being stated.

**CHIONODORA**

**CHIRONODOXA**

**CHIONOSCILLA**

Hybrids of Chionodoxa and Scilla: consult these genera.

**CHIRANTHODENDRON** (Greek, signifying handflower-tree). Sterculiaceae. Odd-flowered ornamental tree of Mexico and to be expected in West Indies and elsewhere in cultivation.

A monotypic genus, which together with the Californian *Fremontodendron* forms the remarkable group *Fremontodendron*. The fls. are devoid of a corolla, but in its place have a large deeply 5-petaled cup-shaped calyx, concave at the base, in which there are 5 glands which secrete an abundance of honey; stamens united together for about one-third their length, above which they separate into 5 rays bearing linear anthers which dehisc by a longitudinal groove; style issuing from the center of the stem and terminating in a pointed stigma: fr. a woody caps. with 5 valvate dehiscent lobes: foliage linden-like and densely clothed with stellate hairs.

**platanoides**, Baill. (Cherostemon platanoides, Humb. & Bonpl.). The celebrated *Macpalxochi- prunier*, or HANDFLOWER TREE of the Mexicans; also called MANO DE MICO, MONKEY'S HAND, and DEVIL'S HAND. Fig. 922. The remarkable feature of the fl is the form of the bright red stamens, which resemble the fingers of a human hand and are tipped with appendages like claws; from the base of the fingers issues the style which is more or less like a thumb. A single tree growing near the city of Tulcua was known to the ancient Mexicans, who regarded it with superstitious veneration. It was of great age and was supposed to be the only tree of its kind in the world. But an entire grove of the trees was discovered in Guatemala on the slope of the Volcano de Agua, near the town of Antigua. It is said in pre-Columbian times the specimen had been brought. This established itself on the slope of the volcano of Tulcua, where the conditions of soil and climate were similar to those of its original habitat.

**CHIRITA** (Hindostani name). Gesneriaceae. Plants much like gloxinias and streptocarpuses. A genus of 100 species, none of which is in the American trade. They are natives of E. Asia and are herbs or low undershrubs with opposite, often unequal lvs.; fls. in shades of purple and blue, tubular, in clusters on the tops of short scapes. For cult., see *Gloxinia*.

CHIRITA

CHIRONIA (classical mythological name). Gen-tianaceae. A dozen or so soft perennial herbs or shrubs of Afr., rarely seen in collections of greenhouse material. Fls. in shades of red and purple, terminal, with a salver-form corolla and short tube: lvs. opposite, sessile, on single or branching sts. Most of them are from the Cape region.

CHIVE, or CHIVES (written also Cive). Allium Schoenoprasum, Linn., a perennial plant native to Europe and the northern borders of the United States and northward. See Allium. The leaves of chive are used green as seasoning in soups, salads and stews. Chive grows 6 to 8 inches high, making dense matts of narrow hollow leaves, and blooming freely in violet-colored heads, which scarcely overtop the foliage; bulbs small, oval. The plant makes an excellent permanent edging, and is worth growing for this purpose alone. It is easily propagated by dividing the clumps; but, like other tufted plants, it proflits by having the stools broken up and replanted every few years. It rarely seeds. It thrives in any garden soil. The leaves may be cut freely, for they quickly grow again.

CHLIDÁNTHUS (delicate flower, from the Greek). Amaryllidaceae. Tropical American summer-flowering bulbs. Allied to Zephyranthes. Flowers erect, yellow, fragrant, in a small 2-bracted umbel, terminating a solid scape, long-tubed, with wide-spreading segms.; stamens 6, inserted at the throat, the filaments unequal and dilated at base: fr. a 3-valved capsule: lvs. long and strap-shaped: bulb tunicate.—Three or four species. Mex., and S. Amer.

Chlidanthuses are increased by offsets or by seeds. The bulbs should be kept dry and cool during winter and in spring started in a moderately warm house. After flowering care must be taken to have the bulbs make their annual growth. They may either be grown in pots plunged in ashes, or planted out where they can be watered occasionally during dry weather. Like other similar plants, they will benefit by a mulching of spent hops or rotted manure. (G. W. Oliver.)

fragans, Herb. (C. lituus, Voss). Bulb large and ovoid: lvs. about 6, appearing in spring or early summer with the fls., narrow, glaucous, obtuse: fls. 4 or less in each umbel, 3 in. or less long, nearly sessile, erect on a 2-edged scape or peduncle 10 in. or less high. Andes. B.R. 640. F.S. 4: 326.—A good summer-blooming plant.

Ehrenbergii, Kunth. Somewhat taller: fls. yellow, nearly horizontal, distinctly stalked, the 3 outer segms.

E.חודשיה, צורת. מצומצמת יותר מפלי. התפרשותיים באביב, עם מינים ארוכים ולבנים. קינורBATChelsea с.י.ויוס. (G. W. Oliver.)

 Eğitimsegmens. צורה. לול יפה, זהוב-ירוק, ארוך-לבנים, עם 3 עלים שסווגים בבסיסם. מאכלס הנוי: צורת. הפרק החשוב יותר הוא בקיץ, עם מספר גדול של פליים מתוכו. קינורBATChelsea с.י.ויוס. (G. W. Oliver.)

CHLORÁNTHUS (green flower). Chloranthaceae. Tropical herbs, shrubs or trees, one of which is sometimes grown under glass in the North.

Perennial aromatic herbs or evergreen shrubs, withjointed sts. opposite simple lvs., and small, inconspicuous fls., in slender terminal spikes: perianth represented by a single scale, in the axil of which is the 1-loculed ovary and mostly 3 united stamens (the side stamens sometimes obsolete).—Some 10 species in the eastern tropics. Two other genera (Ascarina and Hedyosmum) comprise the family Chloranthaceae, of the pepper-like series of plants.

brachystachys, Blume. Shrub used for pot-growing, reaching a height of 1-2 ft., bearing glossy foliage and small yellow berries: stamen single in each fl.: lvs. long-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate.—Tropics and subtropics, Ceylon eastward. There is a variegated-leaved form.

CHLÓRIS (the goddess of flowers). Gramineae. Finger-Grass. Annual or usually perennial grasses, sometimes grown for decoration.

Plants with flat blades, compressed sheaths and digitate unilaterial spikes; spikelets with 1 perfect fl. and 1 or more rudimentary sterile lemmas on the prolonged rachilla.—Species about 40, in the warmer regions of the world. A few are cult. for ornament on account of the attractive infl. Of simple treatment.

élegans, HBK. Fig. 923. Annual, 1-3 ft.: uppermost sheaths usually inflated around the base of the infl.; spikes 6-12, pale or yellow, 1-3 in. long; lemma fusiform, 1 line long, short-pilose at base and along the lower half of the keel, long-pilose on the margins near the apex, the awn about 5 lines long; rudiment cuneate, twice as long as broad, the single awn somewhat shorter than the awn of the perfect floret. Mex. Dept. Agric., Div. Agrost., 7: 192; 20: 102.

polydactyla, Swartz (C. barbarát, Nash). Fig. 924. Perennial, 1-3 ft.: spikes several; awns 2-3 lines; rudiment triangular-truncate, the 2 awns about as long as the awn of the perfect floret. Tropics of both hemispheres.


radiata, Swartz. Perennial, 2-3 ft.: spikes several, about 3 in. long; spikelets slender; lemma slightly ciliate on callus and near apex, the awn rudiment narrow, acute, the single awn about half as long as the awn of the perfect floret. W. Indies.

CHOISYA


C. grédiáta, Dur. = Leptochilus virgátus, Beauv. This has been recommended as an ornamental.—C. grédiáta, Swartz, and C. gredáta, Vavér, both handsome species from Fl., have been recommended for cult. as ornamentals.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.

CHLORÁCÓN (Greek for green and bell, alluding to the flowers). Asclepiádáceae. Twiner, one of which is planted far South.

Large plants with opposite cordate entire heavy lvs., notched stipules and purplish or greenish fls. in axillary panicles; calyx 5-parted; corolla rotate-bell-shaped, the 3-veined, purple and with 3–6 margins and central stripe green, and bearing long-flowered lobes; corona-lomented; anthers connoting over the capitata stigma. Guinea to Natal. B. M. 5898. G. C. III. 18:243.—It is now cult. in S. Fl., and S. Calif. The roots are used medicinally in Natal, under the name of mundi. The plant is an interesting greenhouse climber, but not handsome.

L. H. B.

CHLOROPHYLUM (name means, in Greek, green plant). Liliáceae. Rhizomatous herbaceous plants, one of which is familiar in greenhouses.

Very like Anthéricum, but differing in the thickened filaments of the stamens and the 3-angled or 3-winged caps.: infl. often denser; lvs. broader, often oblate-ovate and petiolate; seed disk-like.—Some 60 or more species, in warm parts of Asia, Afr., and Amer. Consult Anthericum and Paradoxa.

élátum, R. Br. (Anthericum varigátum, A. vitátum, A. picturátum, A. Williamsii, Hort.). Root fleshy and white; lvs. freely produced from the crown, often 1 in. wide, flattish and bright green, or in the garden varieties with white lines along the margins, and often (var. picturátum) also with a dark blue border near the base. scape terete and glabrous, 2-3 ft. high, branched; lvs. white, ½ in. long, with revolute obalate segments, which are obscurely 3-nerved on the back. S. Afr. F. S. 21:2240–1.—A valuable and common plant for vases and pots, and sometimes used in summer borders.

Three species that recently have been mentioned in horticultural literature are: C. amaníense, Engler, from German E. Afr.; 10 in.; lvs. lanceolate-acuminate, 10 in. long and 3½ in. or less broad, somewhat fleshy, bronze, with white margin; fls. greenish-white, in cluster 6 in. long.—C. cómbum, Wood (Natal Plants, fig. 270), from Lake Albert, Cent. Afr.: (proliferous; lvs. radial, linear, deep green, 2 ft. long; lvs. small, white, soon fading, usually in 4’s in a branched cluster 3 ft. long.—C. ëggypti, De Wild, Congo; lvs. in a basal tuft, lanceolate, petiolate, about 18–20 in. long, 2–3 in. long; lvs. greenish-white, about ¼ in. long, in a bracted raceme 2–3 ft. long.

L. H. B.

CHLORÓPSIS BLANCHARDIANA: Trichólius.

CHLORÓXYLON (green wood). Greek). Rutáceae. One species of moderate-sized tree of India, slightly intro. in this country, C. Swéténia, DC. (Swéténia Chloróxylon, Roxbg.). Young parts gray-puberulent; lvs. abruptly pinnate, the lfts. 20–40, oblique and obtuse and entire; lvs. small, 5-merous in terminal and axillary purplish-pubescent panicles; calyx only lobed; petals clawed, spreading; stamens 10; disk a 10-lobed pubescent body, in which the stamens are inserted: fr. a coriaceous 3-celled capsule. Heartwood fragrant, with a beautiful satiny luster, whence the name "Indian Satin-wood." An interesting tree for trial on the southern borders of the U. S.

L. H. B.

CHOCOLATE: Theobroma.

CHOISYA (J. D. Choisy, Swiss botanist, 1790–1859). Rutáceae. One Mexican shrub, C. terna, HBK., grown in S. Calif. and S. Fl., and sometimes under glass. It grows 4–8 ft. high, making a compact free-blooming bush, with opposite ternate lfts., the lfts. lance-obovate or oblong, thick and entire with pellucid dots; fls. in a terminal, forking cluster, white, fragrant, orange-like (whence the vernacular name "Mexican orange"), 1 in. across, with pellucid dots. R. H. 1869:330. Gn. 50, p. 203. J. H. III. 34:253.—A handsome shrub, worthy of greater popularity. It will endure several degrees of frost, and should succeed in the open in many of the southern states. Blossoms in S. Calif. at different seasons; it can be made to bloom, it is said, every two months by withholding water and then watering liberally, as is done with roses in S. France. Hardy against a wall in parts of S. England.

L. H. B.
CHOKE-CHERRY: Frœus demissus (West) and P. virgiana (East).

CHONDROBÔLEA (compound from Chondrorhyncha and Bollea). A genus established to contain hybrids between these genera. See also Bollea-Chondrorhyncha.

CHONDROPÆTALUM: hybrids of Chondrorhyncha and Zygodacca; see those genera.


GEORGE V. NASH.

CHRÖSÍA (Ludwig Choris, born 1795, artist of Kotzebues expedition). Bombacaceæ. Spiny trees of S. Amer. (3 species), one of which is somewhat cult. Lvs. alternate, digitate, of 5-7 entire or serrate lfts.: fls. large, with 5 linear or oblong petals, the pedunules axillary or racemose; staminal tube double, the outer one short and with sterile anthers; ovary 5-ovuled; fr. a pear-shaped caps. with many silky seeds. C. speciosa, St. Hil., of Brazil, the "foss silk tree," is cult. in S. Calif., and is adapted to warm glasshouses. It is a medium-sized tree, allied to Ceiba and Bombax. Lfts. lanceolate, acuminate, dentate; calyx irregular, shining outside, but silky inside; petals obtuse, yellowish and brown-striped at the base, pubescent on the back. The soft silk or cotton of the seed-pods is used for pillows and cushions. L. H. B.

CHRÖZIEMA (fanciful Greek name). Sometimes spelled Chrozema. Leguminosæ. Evergreen cool-house small shrubs grown for the showy pea-like yellow, orange and red, usually racemose flowers; spring- and summer-blooming.

Woody plants of diffuse or half-climbing habit, with thick and shining simple often spiny-toothed lvs. and pea-like red or yellow fls.: calyx-lobes 5, the 2 upper ones mostly broader; petals clawed, the standard very broad, keel short; stamens not united; pod short, not constricted.---About 15 species, in Austral, 3 of which appear to be chiefly concerned in the garden forms. Handsome plants for the cool greenhouse, less popular in this country than abroad. When not grown too soft, they will stand slight frost at times. Grown in the open in S. Calif. and S. Fla. They are grown in a rather plenty soil, after the manner of aloeas, and may be rested in the open in summer. They are excellent for training on pillars and rafters.

Chrozemias are among the most attractive spring-flowering plants, and they are not difficult to grow. Cuttings should be secured in March from medium-ripened wood and may be either potted singly in small pots, or several placed together in larger pots. The former method has the advantage, because when cuttings are well rooted in the small pots, they may be shifted along without so much disturbance to the roots. The cuttings root readily in a mixture of two parts sharp sand and one of peat, sifted through a fine sieve. They should be placed in a tight case or covered with a bell-glass in a temperature of 55° to 60° by night. A rise of 10° in the day will be sufficient. The mixture that protects them from drafts should be opened a few minutes now and then to change the air. For potting chrozemias in the early stages, equal parts of good peat and sharp sand is about right. When a 5 or 6-inch pot is reached, much less sand should be used,—just enough to hold the earth without the pot and the peat may be in a rather rough state, just small enough to be conveniently used in potting. The potting should be firm, as loose potting is bad for all kinds of hardwood plants. Keep the plants shaded from the sun during the hot months, and use the syringe freely. Also pinching must be attended to from their early stages to insure a good bushy plant. It is best not to stop the plants after August, as they will begin then to set buds. A plant in a 5- or 6-inch pot may be grown the first year if properly attended to. The plants should be wintered in a night temperature of 40° with a rise of 10° or 15° during the day. The second summer, and from that on as long as the plants are kept, they do better if plunged in a bed of clean coal-ashes out-of-doors, provided there is no danger from frost; by so doing, a much shorter-joined growth will be the result. Plants well established in their pots may be fed with liquid manure until they set buds. A 3-inch potful of cow- or horse-urine to two and one half or three gallons of water, will be sufficient, and for a change a handful of soft-coal soot to the same amount of water; but always water twice with clean water between applications. Brown scale sometimes gets a foothold on chrozemias and it may be eradicated by fumigation with cyanide of potassium. Red-spider may be kept down with the syringe. (George F. Stewart.)

VARIUM, Benth. (C. elegans, Hort.). The common cult. species, in several forms: erect, 4-6 ft., pubescent on under side of lvs. and on branches: lvs. cordate-ovate, undulate and prickly-toothed, 2 in. or less long; flowers small, many pubescent; standard dull, purple-red. B.R. 25:49. Garden forms are C. Chândleri, with yellow-red standard, and blood-red wings, the fls. large and numerous; and such names as grandiflorum, macrophyllum, latifolium, flordium, multisferum. C. Lövi, Hort., is a form of this species, with larger and brighter-colored fls.

cordatum, Lindl. (C. supérum, Lem.). Tall slender glabrous shrub (7-10 ft.), with weak branches: lvs. cordate-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, 2 in. or less long, small-toothed and more or less prickly: fls. many; standard scarlet-red, wings and keel purple-red. B.R. 24:10. 1.I.:29. Var. rotundifolium, Hort., has rounder lvs. Var. splendens, Hort., is offered.

illicifolium, Labill. Fig. 925. Low and diffuse, weak, glabrous, the branches slender and erect or drooping; lvs. ovate to lanceolate, 1 in. long, often cordate at base, thick, coarsely veined, strongly undulate and with prickly teeth or lobes: fls. in few-fld. loose racemes, orange-red in spring and summer. B.M. 1032 (as C. nanum). B.R. 1515 (as C. triangulare). L. H. B.

CHRISTMAS FLOWER: Euphorbia pulcherrima.

CHROSPÉRMA: Zygadenus.

CHROZÖPHORA (Greek, color-bearing, on account of their use). Euphorbiaceæ. Dye-yielding herbs. Lvs. alternate, stellate hairy: fls. monococcous; staminate calyx 6-parted, valvate; petals free; styles biparted;

925. Chorizema illicifolium. (x ½)
CHRYSANTHEMUM

ovary 3-celled, 3-ovuled. — Nine, species chiefly of Old World deserts. C. tinctória, Juss. (Cróton tinctórius, Linn.), Turnsöle, a Medit. annual, formerly used for its blue dye, is listed in some European catalogues.

CHRYSALIDOCÁRPUS (Greek for golden fruit). Palmaid, tribe Aréceae. Spineless stoloniferous fan palms, with medium fasciculate ringed stems. Leaves pinnatifide, long-acuminate; segms. about 100, bifold at the apex, the lateral nerves remote from the midrib; fr. usually violet or almost black. — Species 1, which is a popular florist's plant. Madagascar. Treated as a part of Hyophorbe by Engler and Prantl, but here kept distinct, as it is commonly known as Chrysalidocarpus by cultivators.

lutescens, Wendl. (Hyophorbe indica, Gaertn. H. Commersoniana, Mart. Aréca lutescens, Bory). Fig. 926. St. 30 ft. high, 4–6 in. diam., cylindrical, smooth, thickened at the base: lvs. very long; segms. almost opposite, lanceolate, 2 ft. long, 2½ in. wide, acute, with 3 prominent primary nerves, which are convex below and acutely 2-faced above. Bourbon. A.G. 13: 141. A.F. 4:566. — In growing Chrysalidocarpus (or Aréca) lutescens in quantity, it will be found a good plan to sow the seeds either on a bench, in boxes or seed-pans, so prepared that the seedlings will remain in the soil in which they germinate until they have made 2 or more lvs. The first if made above the soil is small, and if plants are potted off at this stage they must be very carefully watered in order not to sour the soil. In the preparation of the receptacles for the seed, a little gravel in the bottom will be found good, as the roots work very freely through it, and when the time comes to separate the plants previous to potting, it is an easy matter to disentangle the roots without bruising them. Probably the plan which works best is to wash the soil and gravel entirely from among the roots. Pot in soil not too dry, and for the next few days keep the house extra warm and humid, and the plants shaded from the sun without any moisture applied to the soil.

JARED G. SMITH and G. W. OLIVER.

CHRYSANTHEMUM (Greek, golden flower). Including Pyrethrum. Composite. Plate XXX. A diverse group of herbaceous and sub-shrubby plants, mostly hardy, and typically with white or yellow single flowers, but the more important kinds greatly modified in form and color, grown in the open or flowered under glass in fall.

Annual or perennial herbs, sometimes partly woody, glabrous or loosely pubescent or rarely viscid, usually heavy-scented: lvs. alternate, various, from nearly or quite entire to much dissected: heads many-fl., terminating long peduncles; radiate (rays sometimes wanting): disk-fls. and mostly fertile; ray-fls. pistillate, mostly fertile, the ray white, yellow, rose-colored, toothed or entire; receptacle naked, flat or convex; involucres imbricated and appressed, mostly in several series, the margins usually scarios; achenes of disk- and ray-fls. similar, striate or angled or terete or more or less ribbed, those of the ray-fls. often 3-angled; pappus 0, or a scale-like cup or raised border. — Probably nearly 150 recognizable species, in temperate and boreal regions in many parts of the globe, but mostly in the Old World.

The genus Chrysanthemum, as now accepted by botanists, includes many diverse species so far as general appearance is concerned, but nevertheless well agreeing within themselves in systematic marks and by those same marks being separated from related groups. The marks are in large part set forth in the preceding paragraph. Bentham and Hooker make two sub-groups of which about six include the garden forms, based chiefly on the way in which the seeds are ribbed, cornered, or winged, and the form of the pappus. The garden pyrethrum cannot be kept distinct from chrysanthemums by garden characters. The garden conception of Pyrethrum is a group of hardy herbaceous plants with mostly single flowers, as opposed to the florists' or autumn chrysanthemums, which reach perfection only under glass, and the familiar annual kinds which are commonly called summer chrysanthemums. When the gardener speaks of pyrethrums, he usually means P. roseum. Many of the species described below have been called pyrethrums at various times, but they all have the same specific name under the genus Chrysanthemum, except the most important of all garden pyrethrums, viz., P. roseum, which is C. coccineum. The feverfew and golden feather are still sold as pyrethrums, and there are other garden species of less importance. The botanical conception of Pyrethrum is variously defined; the presence of a rather marked pappus-border on the achene is one of the distinctions; the pyrethrums are mostly plants with large and broad heads either solitary or in loose corymbose clusters, the rays usually conspicuous and commonly not yellow, and the fruits five- to ten-ribbed. Hoffmann, in Engler & Prantl "Naturlichen Pflanzenfamilien," adopts eight sections, one of them being Tanacetum (tansy) which most botanists prefer to keep distinct.

Although the genus is large and widespread, the number of plants of interest to the cultivator is relatively few. Of course the common garden chrysanthemum, derived apparently from two species, is the most useful. The insect powder known as "pyrethrum," is produced from the dried flowers of C. cinerariafólium and C. coccineum. The former species grows wild in Dalmatia, a long narrow mountainous tract of the Austrian empire. "Dalmatian insect powder" is one of the commonest insecticides used in America. C. cinerariafólium is largely cultivated in France. C. coccineum is cultivated in California, and the product is known as bunsch.

There are over one hundred books about the garden chrysanthemum, and its magazine literature is probably exceeded in bulk only by that of the rose. It is not the flower of the East, as the rose is the flower of the West.
Aside from oriental literature, there were eighty-three books mentioned by C. Harman Payne in the Catalogue of the National Chrysanthemum Society for 1896. Most of these are cheap cultural guides, circulated by the dealers. The botany of the two common species has been monographed by W. B. Hemley in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, series III, vol. 6, pp. 521, 555, 585, 652, and in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society, vol. 12, part I. The great repositories of information regarding the history of the chrysanthemum, from the garden point of view, are the scattered writings of C. Harman Payne, his “Short History of the Chrysanthemum,” London, 1883, and the older books of F. W. Burbidge and John Salter. For information about varieties, see the Catalogue of the Chrysanthemum Society (England) and the List of Descriptive, and supplements thereto, by O. Meulenaere, Ghent, Belgium.

There are a number of rather expensive art works, among which one of the most delightful is the “Golden Flower of Chrysanthemum,” edited by F. Schuyler Mathews, Prang, Boston, 1890. “Chrysanthemum Culture for America,” by James Morton, Clarksville, Tenn., published in New York in 1891, was the first authentic American work. Within the past few years have appeared “The Chrysanthemum Manual,” by Arthur Herrington, “Smith’s Chrysanthemum Manual,” by Elmer D. Smith, and recently “Chrysanthemums and How to Grow Them,” by L. I. Powell.

Aside from the florist’s chrysanthemum (C. hororum), no particular skill is required in the growing of these plants, although great perfection is attained by some gardeners in the handling of individual plants of the varieties (C. frutescens). The hardy border perennial chrysanthemums may be either small-flowered rugged forms of C. hororum, as the “hardy pompons” and also the “artemisias” of old gardens, or they may be other species. Some of these other species are the “pyrethrums” of gardens, and some (as the C. maritimum and C. uliginosum class) are the “moon daisies” and “moonpenny daisies” of the hardy perennial plantation. Some of the very dwarf tufted kinds (as C. Tchihatchevii) make excellent edging plants. The moon daisies deserve to be better known for mass planting and bold lines when a great display of heavy white bloom is wanted. Most of them bloom the first season from early-sown seed. The Shasta daisy and its derivatives are of the moon daisy group. They all profit by a covering of coarse mulch in the fall. See Pyrethrum and Marguerite.

The annual chrysanthemums are easily grown flower-garden subjects, suitable for a bold late display in places where delicate and soft effects are not desired.

**INDEX.**

1. *carinatum*, Schousb. (C. tricolor, Andr. C. maticarioides, Hort.). Fig. 927. Glabrous annual, 2–3 ft. high, much branched; lvs. rather fleshy, pinnatifid; fls. in solitary heads which are nearly 2 in. across, with typically white rays and a yellow ring at the base; involucral bracts carinate (keeled). Summer. The two colors, together with the dark purple disk, gave rise to the name “tricolor.” The typical form, intro. into England from Morocco in 1708, was pictured in F.S. 11:1099. In 1858 shades of red in the rays appeared in a strain intro. by F. K. Burridge, of Colchester, England, and known as C. Burridgeanum, Hort. (see F.S. 5:1965, which shows a ring of red on the rays, making a rather red coloration of the margin of the disk, and F.S. 13:1313, which shows the same C. venustum, Hort., in which the rays are entirely red, except the original yellow circle at the base). G. 2:307. Gn.W. 24:675. C. annulatum, Hort., is a name for the kinds with circular bands of red, maroon, or purple. R.H. 1869:450. C. Dinnetti, Hort., is another seed-grower’s strain. There are full double forms in yellow margined red, and white margined red, the fls. 3 in. across (see R.H. 1874:410), under many names. See, also, Gn. 26, p. 440; 10, p. 213; 21:22. R.H. 1874, p. 412. S.H. 2:477. G.W. 14, p. 99.—The commonest and gaudiest of annual chrysanthemums, distinguished by the keeled or ridged scales of involucre and the dark purple disk.

2. *coronarium*, Linn. (Anthemis coronaria, Hort.). Annual, 3–4 ft.; lvs. bipinnately parted, somewhat clasping or eared at the base, glabrous, the segms. closer together than in C. carinatum: involucral scales broad, scarios; rays lemon-colored or nearly white. July–Sept. MeL. 3:390. C. G. II. 19:541.—The full double forms, with rays reflexed and imbricated, are more popular than the single forms. This and C. carinatum are the common “summer chrysanthemums.” This is common in old gardens, and is also somewhat used for bedding and for pot culture.

3. *ségetum*, Linn. Corn Marigold. Annual, 1–1½ ft.; lvs. sparse, clasping, oblong to oblanceolate, variable, the lower petioled and the upper clasping; monochions coarse or fine, deep or shallow, but usually only coarsely serrat, with few and distant teeth, the lower ones less cut: bracts of involucro broad, obtuse; rays obovate and emarginate, golden yellow. June–Aug. Eu. N. Afr., W. Asia. Escaped in waste places. Gn. 18, p. 195. R.H. 1896, pp. 448, 449. Var. grandiflorum, Hort., is a larger-fl. form of this weed, which is com-

---

**927. Chrysanthemum carinatum, the form sold as C. Burridgeanum. (X⅔)**

---

**C. carinatum, C. coronarium and C. ségetum are the common sources of these annuels. They are hardy and rugged; and they need much room.**
mon in the English grain fields. Forms of the plant are cult.; the var. Cloth of Gold, J.H. III. 12:445, is one of the best. Var. pumilum, Hort., very compact, 8 in. high. This species is much less popular than P. carinatum and P. coronarium. It is forced to a slight extent for winter bloom.

4. multifidum, Desf. Glabrous and glaucous annual, 6–12 in. high; sts. numerous, simple or branched, stout, terete; lvs. fleshy, variable, usually linear-spatulate, 1–3 in. long and ½–3/4 in. broad, very coarsely toothed or lobed, sometimes shorter, with few narrow-linear, acute, entire segms. about 1 line broad: rays much shorter and rounder than in C. segetum, golden yellow. Algeria. B.M. 6930.—Rarer in cult. than the last. Said to be useless as a cut-fl.

AA. Plant perennial.

b. The florist's chrysanthemum, and wild progenitors or near relatives, grown as pot or bench subjects because the seasons are not long enough, in the N., for full maturity in the open; rays of many forms and colors in cult.; heads often double: lvs. usually lobed or strongly notched.

5. morifolium, Ram. (C. sinense, Sabine). Fig. 928. Perennial, one of the sources (with C. indicum) of the large florist's chrysanthemums; wild plant shrubby, erect and rigid, branching, few-indv.: lvs. thick and stiff, 2 in. long, densely white-tomentose beneath, variable in shape from ovate to lanceolate, cuneate at base, margin entire or coarsely toothed: outer bracts of involucre thick, linear, acute, white-tomentose; fl.-heads small, with yellow disk and white rays somewhat exceeding the disk. China. G.C. III. 31:302 (adapted in Fig. 928). Var. gracile, Hemsl. Lvs. thin or only moderately thick, palmately lobed or pinnately lobed, dentate, the teeth often mucronate: outer involucral bracts herbaceous, linear and acute, varying in pubescence; rays white, pink or lilac, equaling or exceeding the disk. China, Mongolia, Japan.

6. indicum, Linn. Fig. 929. Much like the last, but lvs. thin and flaccid, pinnately parted, with acute or mucronate teeth: outer involucral bracts broad and scarious except the herbaceous midnerv; rays yellow, shorter than diam. of the disk. China and Japan. B.M. 7874. G.C. III. 8:505; 22:342; 31:303 (adapted in Fig. 929).—This species is not native to India, and therefore Linnaeus' name is inappropriate. Abroad, C. indicum is often used in a wide sense, to include C. morifolium. In recent years, both C. morifolium and C. indicum have been grown in England from wild stock, and from such studies of them the present descriptions and figures are drawn. From these plants it is supposed, by endless variation and by hybridization, the highly developed glasshouse or florist's chrysanthemums have come, a group that may be distinguished as C. hortorum, Figs. 938–50.

7. ornatum, Hemsl. (C. maripinatum, Hort.). Allied to the above two species, and perhaps a form of C. morifolium: bushy plant, 3–4 ft.: lvs. palmately lobed, ovate in outline, white-tomentose beneath and on the margin, 1 ½–2 in. long; fl.-heads loosely corymbose, 2 in. or less across, the disk yellow and rays white and broad; bracts of involucre in about 3 series, all similar, white in center, purple-brown on margin: achenes small, oblique, glabrous. B.M. 7905. G.C. III. 35:51. Gt. 71, p. 53; 73, p. 90.—A recent introduction; grows well in the open in England, but does not bloom unless taken indoors.

BB. The garden pyréthrums and others; heads usually not highly doubled and modified.

c. Lvs. cut to the midrib or nearly so.

d. Heads borne in corymb, t.e., flat-topped, dense clusters.

e. Rays yellow.

8. achilleæfolium, DC. (Achillea aurea, Lam.). Perennial, 2 ft.; st. usually unbranched, except along the creeping and rooting base: sts. and lvs. covered with fine soft grayish white hairs, oblong in outline, about 1 in. long, ½ in. wide, finely cut: rays 7–8, short, a little longer than the involucre. Siberia, Caucasus. Rare in cult. Less popular than the achileæs, with larger fl.-clusters.

ee. Rays white.

9. corymbosum, Linn. (Pyréthrum corymbosum, Wild.). Robust perennial, 1–4 ft.; st. branched at the apex: lvs. sometimes 6 in. long, 3 in. wide, widest at middle, tapering both ways, cut to the very midrib, the segms. alternating along the midrib. Eu., N. Afr., Caucasus. G.C. II. 20:201.—Rare in cult. Segms. may be coarsely or finely cut, and lvs. glabrous or villos beneath.
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10. Parthenium, Pers. (Pyræthrum Parthenium, Smith. Parthenium Matricaria, Gueck.). Feverfew. Fig. 930. Glabrous strong-scented perennial, 1-3 ft., much branched in the taller forms; lvs. ovate or oblong-ovate in outline, pinnatisect or bi-pinnatisect, smooth or slightly pubescent; segms. oblong or elliptico-oblong, pinnatifid or cut, the uppermost more or less confluent; fl.-heads small, many, stalked, corymbose; disk yellow; rays white, oblong, equaling or exceeding the disk. Eu. to the Caucasus.—Some authors regard this as one widely variable species; others make at least two species, one of them (C. procumbent, Vent.) being the Caucasian form, distinguished by more deeply cut lvs., longer-peduncled heads, and rays longer than the disk rather than equaling it (as in C. Parthenium type).—There are double-fld. and also discoid forms. Var. aureum, Hort. (P. aureum, Hort.), is the Golden Feather commonly used for carpet-bedding. It has yellow foliage, which becomes green later in the season, especially if fls. are allowed to form. It is used for edgings and covers. Var. aureum crispe, Hort., is dwarf, compact, with foliage curled like parsley. Var. selaginoides, and var. lacinatum, Hort., are distinct horticultural forms. Var. glaucum, Hort., has dusty white foliage, and does not bloom until the second year. Intro. by Damman & Co., 1895. All these varieties are prop. by seeds. The feverfew is common about old yards, and is much employed in home gardens as edging. In its undeveloped and prevailing forms, it is one of the "old-fashioned" plants.

DD. Heads borne singly on the branches or sts. (or at least not definitely clustered).

E. Height less than 1 ft.

11. Tchihatchewii, Hort. (C. Tchihatcheffii, Hort.). Turfing Daisy. Densely tufted perennial for carpet-planting dry, waste places; height 2-9 in.; sts. very numerous, rooting at the base; foliage handsome dark green, finely cut, the segms. linear, persisting into winter; fl.-heads solitary on axillary peduncles, borne profusely for several weeks; rays white, disk yellow. Asia Minor. R.H. 1869, p. 380, desc., and 1897, p. 470. Gn. 26, p. 443.—Prop. by division of roots or simply by cutting the rooted sts., but chiefy by seeds. Highly recommended abroad for spring and early summer bloom in edgings and low formal plantings. Said to thrive in dry places and under trees.

EE. Height more than 1 ft.

F. Group of greenhouse plants (at the N.), shrubby at the base; sts. branched at the top; rays white or lemon.

G. Foliage not glaucous.

12. frutescens, Linn. Marguerite. Paris Daisy. Figs. 931, 932. Usually glabrous, 3 ft. high, perennial; lvs. fleshy, green; heads numerous, always single; rays typically white, with a lemon-colored (never pure yellow or golden) form. Canaries. G.C. II. 13:561; III. 35:216. Gn. 12, p. 255; 17, p. 5; 26, p. 445; 70, p. 310. Intro. into England. 1869. This is the popular florists' Marguerite, which can be had in flower the year round, but is especially grown for winter bloom. Var. grandiflorum, Hort., is the large-fld. prevailing form. The lemon-colored form seems to have originated about 1880. Under this name an entirely distinct species has also been passing, yet it has never been advertised separately in the American trade. See No. 13.

Gg. Foliage glaucous.

13. anethifolium, Brouss. (P. fanenulaceum, Steud. P. fanenulaceum var. bipinnatifidum, DC.). Glaucous Marguerite. Fig. 932. Perennial; rarer in cult. than C. frutescens (which see), but distinguished by its glaucous hue, and by the way in which the lvs. are cut. The segms. are narrower, more deeply cut, and more distant than in No. 12. The lvs. are shorter petioled. Canaries.—This species is doubtless cult. in American greenhouses as C. frutescens. A lemon-fld. form is shown in R.H. 1845:61 but called C. frutescens.
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**FF.** Group of hardy outdoor herbs: sts. usually unbranched: rays white or red, never yellow.

a. Foliage not glaucous: fls. sometimes double.

14. coccineum, Willd. (= Pyrethrum roseum, Bieb., not Web. & Mohr. = Pyrethrum hieridum, Hort.). Fig. 933. Glabrous perennial, 1-2 ft. high; st. usually unbranched, rarely branched at the top: lvs. thin, dark green, or in dried specimens dark brown: involucral scales with a brown margin; rays white or red in such shades as pink, carmine, rose, lilac, and crimson, and sometimes tipped yellow, but never wholly yellow. Caucasian, Persia. F.S. 9:917. Gn. 26, pp. 440, 443. Cng. 2:7, 5:309. R.H. 1807, p. 521. Not B.M. 1810, which is C. coronopifolium. The first picture of a full double form is R. H. 1864:71. —This species is the most important and variable of all the hardy herbaceous kinds. There have been perhaps 700 named horticultural varieties. There is an anemone-fl. form with a high disk. The species is also cult. in Calif. and France for insect powder. C. alternifolium, Hort., is said to be a good horticultural variety with dark crimson fls. The C. roseum of Weber & Mohr being a tenable name, Hoffmann proposes Ascherson's name, C. Marschalli, for the P. roseum of Bieberstein; but Willdenow's C. coccineum is here retained.


15. cinerariifolium, Vis. Glaucous perennial, slender, 12-15 in. high: st. unbranched, with a few short, scattered hairs below the fl.; lvs. long-petioled, silky beneath, with distant segms.: involucral scales scarious and whitish at the apex. Dalmatia. B.M. 6781.—Said to be chief source of Dalmatian insect powder. Rarely cult. as border plant. Common in botanic gardens.

cc. Lvs. not cut to the midrib, pinnatifid or coarsely toothed (except perhaps in No. 92).

d. Heads borne in clusters, mostly flat-topped

16. Balsamita, Linn. (= Tanacetum Balsamita, Linn. = Pyrethrum Balsamita, Wild. = Balasmita vulgaris, Wild.). Costmary. Mint Geranium. Sometimes erroneously called "lavender," from its sweet agreeable odor. Tall and stout perennial: lvs. sweet-scented, oval or oblong, obtuse, margined with blunt or sharp teeth, lower ones petioled, upper ones almost sessile, the largest lvs. 5-11 in. long, 1½-2 in. wide: pappus a short crown. W. Asia.—Typically with short white rays, but when they are absent the plant is var. tana
cetoides, Boiss. Fig. 934. Rayless. This has escaped in a few places from old gardens: it seems to be the prevailing garden form.
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hybrid) is an early-flowering very floriferous race, with several strains of fls., mostly large and pure white, although in one form the buds are reported as lemon-yellow but opening white; various sub-varieties are now offered. It is a good summer and autumn bloomer, and usually hardy in the northeastern states.


—It blooms the first year from seed or division, and has been forced for Easter somewhat as Hydrangea paniculata can be treated. Excellent for cut-fls. The blossoms should be cut soon after opening, as the disks darken with age. The plant needs a rich moist soil; it deserves a greater popularity.

20. Leucanthemum, Linn. (Leucanthemum vulgare, Lam.). WHITEWEED. OX-EYE DAISY. Fig. 937. Glabrous perennial erect weed, 1–2 ft. high: root-lvs. long-petioled, with a large, oval blade and coarse, rounded notches; st.-lvs. lanceolate, becoming narrower toward the top, serrate, with few distant and sharper teeth. (Var. pinnatifidum, Lec. & Lam., has more divided lvs.): head terminal, showy white. June, July, Eu., N. Asia; Gn. 70, p. 176.

—One of the commonest weeds in the eastern states, being characteristic of worn-out meadows. The daisies are not cult., but they are often gathered for decoration, and make excellent cut-fls. The plant is very variable, and forms adapted to flower garden uses will probably be developed. Rayless plants are sometimes found.

21. nipponicum, Hort. (Leucanthemum nipponicum, Franch.) Differs from others of this set in being shrubby at base and lvs. broadest above the middle: to 2 ft., the sts. strong, simple, few-fld.: lvs. thick, oblong-spatulate to oblanceolate, sessile, irregularly denticulate but entire at base, 3–4 in. long, pale beneath: fl.-heads 2–3½ in. across, with a hemispherical involucre of oval obtuse bracts; rays bright white, linear, minutely 5-toothed; disk pale greenish yellow. Japan. B.M. 7660. R.H. 1905, p. 47. F. E. 20: 434.—Hardy in the N., in the root, but the sts. killed down by frost; has the general appearance of C. lacustre. A large beautiful flower species, producing its large flowers in late August.

22. arcticum, Linn. Low perennial, 3–15 in., glabrous or nearly so: lvs. cuneate, long-tapering at base, toothed or cut at the apex, sometimes 3–5-lobed, the uppermost ones small and very narrow and nearly entire: involucre-bracts broad and brown-margined; rays clear white, about 1 in. long; pappus wanting. Arctic Eu., Asia and Amer.

—An attractive very hardy species, making a clump of dark green foliage and producing in autumn many large white fls., sometimes tinged lilac or rose.

C. coronopifolium, Wild. = C. roseum. — C. grande, Hook f. (Plagiis grandiflorus, L'Her.). Stout, leafy-stemmed perennial of Algeria, 2–3 ft.: lvs. oblong to linear-oblong, often lyrate, coarsely toothed; fl.-heads large, solitary, rayless, golden yellow, to 2 ft. across. 1886; Gn. C. paniculatum. Wild. Shrubby, smooth, from the Canaries, with cuneate lobed lvs., the parts lanceolate or linear and toothed or entire: fl.-heads solitary, the rays white and disk yellow; allied to C. frutescens; variable.—C. involucratum, Linn. = Matricaria involucrata. — C. macrocephalum, Waldst. & Kit. Perennial herb, 3 ft.: lvs. very large, nearly sessile, pinnatisect, the lobes lanceolate and coarsely toothed; heads very many, corymbed; rays white with a yellowish tinge, the disk yellow. June, July: an outdoor plant. Hungary. G.W. 12, p. 410.—C. Meetti, Hook. f. Herbaceous, with woolly rootstock, 1½ ft.: lvs. about 1 in. long, triangular to oblong, pinnatifid: fl.-heads 1½ in. diam., long-stalked; rays 3-toothed, white, with red disk heads. Mex. Morocco; summer in the open. B.M. 5997.—C. multiflorum, Hort. Fls. greenish white; said to be a cross between a single-flowered chrysanthemum and C. Pallassianum (Pyrethrum Pallassianum, Maxim. of N. America, apparently not a garden species).—C. oedrochenum, Makr. Glabrous, undershrub of the Canaries: lvs. obovate-cuneate, coarsely toothed: rays pale yellow.

C. parthenium, Wild., a form of C. Parthenium.


WILHELM MILLER.
L. H. B.†

Types of the common chrysanthemum.

The common chrysanthemums of the florists (C. hortorum) are often called “large-flowering,” and “autumn-flowering,” to distinguish them from the hardy outdoor sorts, although
neither of these popular names is entirely accurate or distinctive. They are the blended product of C. indicum and C. morifolium, two species of plants that grow wild in China and Japan. The outdoor or hardy chrysanthemums are derived from the same species, being less developed forms. The florist's chrysanthemum is not necessarily a greenhouse subject; but it is bloomed under glass for protection and to secure a longer season. Ten to fifteen dominant types of chrysanthemums have been recognized by the National Chrysanthemum Society of England. The words "types," "races," and "sections," have always been used by horticulturists to express much the same thing, but types can always be defined clearly, while sections cannot, and the word race should be restricted to cultivated varieties that reproduce their character by seed, which is not the case with the large-flowering chrysanthemums. The following explanation and scheme, it is hoped, will clearly set forth the main types, and explain some of the many terms that confuse the beginner. The horticultural sections are wholly arbitrary, being chiefly for the convenience of competitors at exhibitions, and therefore changing with the fashions. The present classification is based on the form of the flower, as each type can be had in any color found in the whole genus.

A. Single forms: rays in 1 series, or few series: disk low and flat.

1. The Small Single Type.—Fig. 950. Fls. about 2 in. across, star-like, i.e., with the rays arranged in one series around the yellow disk. "Single," however, is a relative term, and in Fig. 950 there is more than one series of rays, but this does not destroy the "singlesness" of effect. All fls. are either single, semi-double, or double, but all the intermediate forms between the two extremes of singlesness and doubleness tend to disappear, as they are not desired.

2. The Large Single Type.—Like the preceding, but the fls. 4 in. or more across, and fewer. The large and small single types are practically never grown outdoors and are best suited for pot culture, each specimen bearing 20-80 fls. They are also grown by florists in considerable quantity for cutting.

b. Fls. (florets) small, numerous, regular.

3. The Small Anemone Type.—Commonly called "Pompon Anemone." Fig. 938. Fls. 2-3 in. across, and usually more numerous than in the large anemone type. All the anemone forms are essentially single, but the raised disk, with its elongated tubular fls., usually yellow but often of other colors, gives them a distinct artistic effect, and they are, therefore, treated as intermediates in character between the single and double forms. Like the single forms, they are less popular than the double kinds, and the varieties are, therefore, less numerous and more subject to the caprices of fashion.

BB. Fls. large, fewer, regular.

4. The Large Anemone Type.—Fls. 4 in or more across and fewer. Heads must have large size, high neatly formed centers, and regularly arranged florets, the disk being composed of long tubes or quills and the rays flat and horizontally arranged.

BBB. Fls. large, few, irregular.

5. The Japanese Anemone Type.—Fig. 939. Fls. 4 in. or more across, and irregular in outline; fantastic and extreme anemone forms.

AAA. Double-fl. forms: rays in many series; disk absent or nearly so.

b. Fls. small; rays short.

6. The Pompon Type.—Figs. 940, 949. Fls. 1-2 in. across. The outdoor kinds are likely to be small, flat and button-like, while those cult. indoors are usually larger and nearly globular. Fig. 940 shows the former condition. It is from one of the old hardy kinds long cult. in the gardens as "Chinese" or "small-flowered" chrysanthemums, and commonly supposed to be the product of C. indicum, as opposed to the "Japanese" or "large-flowered" kinds intro. in 1862, which marked a new era by being less formal and more fanciful than any of the preceding kinds. Pompoms are little cult. under glass in Amer., being regarded mostly as outdoor subjects.

bb. Fls. large.

c. Blossoms hairy.

7. The Hairy Type.

—Fig. 941. Also called "Ostrich Plume" and "Japanese Hairy." The famous prototype is the variety Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, pictured in Gn. 35, p. 307, which was sold for $1,500 in 1888, and started the American chrysanthemum craze. White fls. with long hairs are very delicate and pretty, but the hairs are often minute, and on many of the colored fls. they are
considered more curious and interesting than beautiful. So far, nearly all hairy chrysanthemums are of the Japanese Incurved type. Since the hairs are on the backs of the florets, they show best in incurved types.

cc. Blossoms not hairy.

d. Rays reflexed.

8. The Reflexed Type.—
   Also called "Recurved." Fig. 942. The reflexed forms can be easily broken up into 3 types. (a) the small and regular, (b) the large and regular, and (c) the large and irregular types. The latest standard requires that reflexed flowers have hemispherical heads, with no trace of thinness in the center, and broad overlapping florets.

DD. Rays of various shapes: forms diverse.

11. The Japanese Types.—The word "Japanese" was originally used to designate the large-flowered, fantastic kinds, intro. by Robert Fortune from Japan in 1862. It has never been restricted to varieties imported directly from Japan, but has always included seedlings raised in the western world. Before 1862, all florists' fls. in England were relatively formal and small. The informal, loose, grotesque, Japanese chrysanthemums, intro. by Fortune broke up the conventional era, and the demand for large specimen blooms that resulted in fls. shows all over the world reached Amer. in 1889. The "Japanese section" now means little more than "Miscellaneous." The 10 types previously mentioned can be rather accurately defined, but the Japanese section is purposely left undefined to include everything else. All the tubular and quilled sorts are now included in it, although formerly kept distinct.

Relative importance and uses of the foregoing types.—

In general, the large-flowered forms are more popular than the small-flowered forms, especially at exhibitions, where great size is often the greatest factor in prize-winning. Types 9, 10 and 11 are the most important in America, especially the Japanese section. The flowers of types 9 and 10 are likely to be more compact and globular, and hence better for long shipments than the looser and more fanciful types. Types 9, 10 and 11 are those to which most care is given, especially in disbudding and training. They are the ones most commonly grown by the florists for cut-flowers, and whenever one large flower on a long stem is desired. The anemone-flowered forms are all usually considered as curiosities, especially the Japanese anemones, which are often exhibited as freaks and oddities. The single and anemone-flowered forms are used chiefly for specimens in pots with many small flowers, but all the other types are used for the same purpose. For outdoor culture, the hardy pompons, with their numerous small flowers, are usually better than the large-flowering or Japanese kinds.

As an indication of the constant change in standards of appreciation, may be cited the present popularity of short-stemmed chrysanthemums (Fig. 944) as distinguished from the greatly elongated stem that was exclusively desired some years ago; and also the demand for bushy many-flowered plants, producing small bloom as compared with the former excessively large detached flowers.

The current English classification.

The Floral Committee of the National Chrysanthemum Society (of England) in 1912 published the following "new classification of Chrysanthemums" (published also in American Florist, Sept. 21, 1912, by Elmer D. Smith):

SECTION I. INCURED (Fig. 945).

The distinguishing characteristics of this section are the globular form and regular outline of the blooms. The flower should be as nearly a globe as possible, as depth is an important point in estimating its value. The florets ought to be smooth, rounded, or somewhat pointed at the tip, of sufficient length to form a graceful curve, and be regularly arranged. A hollow center or prominent eye are serious defects, as also are a roughness in the blooms, unevenness of outline and a want of freshness in the outer florets.

The section is now subdivided into:

Sub-section (a).—Large-flowered varieties.

Sub-section (b).—Medium- and small-flowered varieties.
SECTION II. JAPANESE

Japanese varieties include a wide range of form, size, and color. Their florets may be large, flat, fluted, quilled or tubulated, of varying length, from short, straight, spreading florets, to long, drooping, twisted or irregularly incurved. In breadth the florets may vary greatly, ranging from those an inch in width to others scarcely broader than a stout thread. Some also either have the tips of the florets cupped, hollowed, curved or reflexed.

**Sub-section I.** Japanese.
(a) Large-flowered varieties.
(b) Medium-flowered varieties.
(c) Small-flowered varieties.

**Sub-section II.** Incurred Japanese.
(a) Large-flowered varieties.
(b) Medium- and small-flowered.

**Sub-section III.** Hairy Japanese.
Reflexed section to be deleted as these varieties are now referred to other sections.

SECTION III. ANEMONES (Figs. 947 and 948; also Figs. 938, 939).

The distinctive characteristics of anemone varieties are their high, neatly formed centers and regularly arranged ray-florets. There are two distinct sets of florets, one quilled and forming the center or disk, and the other flat and more or less horizontally arranged, forming the border or ray. The flowers may have the ray or guard florets broad or twisted, or narrow, and forming a fringe, but should be so regularly arranged as to form a circle round the center, the latter should be a hemispherical disk, with no trace of hollowness and every floret in its place.
(a) Large-flowered, i. e., with a diameter of 3 inches and upwards.
(b) Small-flowered, i. e., with a diameter of less than 3 inches.

SECTION IV. POMPONS (Fig. 949; also Fig. 940).

Pompon varieties have blooms that may be somewhat flat or nearly globular, very neat and compact, formed of short, flat, fluted or quilled florets, regularly spreading or erect, the florets of each bloom being of one character.
(a) Large-flowered, i. e., with a diameter of 2 inches and upwards.
(b) Small-flowered, i. e., with a diameter of less than 2 inches.

SECTION V. SINGLE (Fig. 950).

Single varieties may be of any size and form; but the florets, whether short and rigid or long and drooping, should be arranged sufficiently close together to form a regular fringe.

**Sub-section I.** Varieties with one or two rows of ray florets.
(a) Large-flowered, i.e., with a diameter of 3 inches and upwards.
(b) Medium and small-flowered, i.e., with a diameter of less than 3 inches.

**Sub-section II.** Varieties with three to five rows of ray florets.
(a) Large-flowered, i.e., with a diameter of 3 inches and upwards.
(b) Medium and small-flowered, i.e., with a diameter of less than 3 inches.

**Sub-section III.** Anemone-centered varieties.

SECTION VI. SPIDERY, PLUMED AND FEATHERED.

Varieties in this section have small or medium-sized flowers of eccentric shape, but most frequently of a light and graceful character; some have threadlike florets, and some have broader florets, but they may be either erect, horizontal or drooping and of various shapes and colors.

**Culture of the florist's chrysanthemum (C. hortorum).**

The first step towards success in chrysanthemum-culture is good healthy cuttings, and as they become established plants they should receive generous culture throughout their entire growing season. This requires close attention to watering, airing, repotting, and a liberal supply of nutriment.

Chrysanthemums are propagated in four ways,—by cuttings, division, seeds, and grafting. By far the most important is the first, because it is the most rapid. It is the method of the florists. In localities in which the plants can remain outdoors over winter without injury, they may be increased by division. This system is practised more by amateurs than florists, being the easiest method for the home garden but not rapid enough for the florist. Propagation by seeds is employed only to produce new varieties, and is discussed at length elsewhere (page 764). Grafting is seldom practised. Skilful gardeners sometimes graft a dozen or more varieties on a large plant, and the sight of many different colored fls. on the same plant is always interesting at exhibitions.

**Section I. Culture of chrysanthemums for cut-flowers.**

This account is intended to describe the method chiefly employed by florists, the plants being grown in benches under glass.

1. Propagation by cuttings.—Plants of the preceding year afford stock from which to propagate the following season. They produce quantities of stools or suckers, which form excellent material for the cuttings. These are usually taken from 1½ to 3 inches in length, the lower leaves removed, also the tips of the broad leaves, then placed in propagating-beds close together, where they are kept continually wet until rooted. To insure a large percentage, the condition of the cuttings should be moderately soft. If the stock plants are allowed to become excessively dry, the cuttings are likely to harden, and thus be very slow in producing roots. Single-eye cuttings may be used of new and scarce varieties when necessary. These are fastened to a tooth-pick with fine stemming wire, allowing half of the tooth-pick to extend below the end of the...
cutting, and when inserted in the cutting-bed the end of the cutting should rest upon the sand. It requires more time to produce good plants by this system than when fair-sized cuttings can be taken, but it is often of service when stock is limited. The propagating-house should be well aired, and it is advisable to change the sand after the second or third batch of cuttings has been removed, to avoid what is termed cutting-bench fungus. The cuttings should never be allowed to wilt, and this is avoided by giving abundance of air, and when the temperature reaches over 70° from sun heat, by shading with some material, either cloth or paper. Fig. 951 shows a good form of chrysanthemum cutting.

2. Planting.—Cuttings should not be allowed to remain in the cutting-bench after the roots are ½ inch in length, or they will become hardened, which will check the growth. As soon as rooted, they should be potted into 2- or 2½-inch pots, using good mellow soil, with a slight admixture of decomposed manure. Most of the large flowers are produced under glass, and the bench system is generally employed, which consists of 4 or 5 inches of soil placed upon benches. In these benches the small plants are planted 8 to 12 inches apart each way, from the latter part of May to the middle of July. Those planted at the first date usually give the best results. The soil should be pounded rather firm either before planting or after the plants have become established.

3. Soil.—There are many ideas as to what soil is best suited for the chrysanthemum, but good blooms may be grown on clay or light sandy loam, provided the cultivator is a close observer and considers the condition of the soil in which they are growing. Clay soil, being more retentive of moisture, will require less water and feeding than soil of a more porous nature. The chrysanthemum is a gross feeder, and, therefore, the fertility of the soil is very important in the production of fine blooms. Each expert has a way of his own in preparing the soil, but as equally good results have been secured under varied conditions, it is safe to conclude that the method of preparing the soil has little to do with the results, provided there is sufficient food within their reach. All concede that fresh-cut sod, piled late the preceding fall or in early spring, with one-fourth to one-fifth its bulk of half-decomposed manure, forms an excellent compost. Many use 1 or 2 inches of manure as a mulch after the plants have become established. Others place an inch of half-decomposed manure in the bottom of the bench. This the roots find as soon as they require it. Good blooms have been grown by planting on decomposed sod and relying on liquid applications of chemicals.

4. Feeding.—No definite rule can be given for this work, as so much depends on the amount of food incorporated in the soil. If the soil be very rich, the liquid applications should be only occasional and very dilute. There is more danger of overfeeding by the use of liquids than by using excessively rich soil. Each grower must depend on his own judgment as to the requirements, being guided by the appearance of the plants. When the leaves become dark-colored and very brittle, it is safe to consider that the limit in feeding has been reached. Some varieties refuse to bud when overfed, making a mass of leaves instead. Others show very contorted petals, giving a rough unfinished bloom. Still others, particularly the red varieties, are likely to be ruined by decomposition of the petals, called "burning," especially if the atmosphere is allowed to become hot and stuffy. The same result will follow in dark weather, or when the nights become cool, if the moisture of the house is allowed to fall upon the blooms. Under such conditions, the ventilation should remain on during the night, or heat be turned in according to the outside temperature.

5. Watering and shading.—Let the foliage be the index to watering. If it appears yellow and sickly, use less water, and see that the drainage is perfect. There is little danger of over-watering as long as the foliage is bright green. A little shading at planting time is not objectionable, but it should be removed as soon as the plants are established. It is often necessary to shade the pink and red flowers, if the weather continues bright for some time, to prevent their fading.

6. Training.—When the plants are 8 inches high, they should be tied either to stakes or to jute twine. In the former system, use one horizontal wire over each row, tying the stake to this after the bottom has been inserted into the ground. Two wires will be necessary when twine is used, one above the plants and the other a few inches above the soil to which the twine is fastened. From the first of August until the flowers are in color, all lateral growths should be removed as soon as they appear, allowing only the shoots intended for flowers to remain. The above remarks refer to the training of benched chrysanthemums as grown by florists for cut-flowers. Other kinds of training are described under Section II, pages 763-4.

7. Disbudding.—No special date can be given for this work, as much depends on the season and the earliness or lateness of the variety to be treated. Buds usually begin to form on the early sorts about August 15, or soon after, and some of the late varieties are not in condition before October 10. Golden Glow and Smith Advance among the large-flowering, and several of the early-flowering of the hardy varieties, are exceptions to the foregoing, as they will set buds in June and July that will develop very good blooms during the month of August and later. The advent of these kinds has advanced the flowering season four to six weeks. The object of removing the weak and small buds and retaining the best is to con-
CHRYSANTHEMUM

centrate the whole energy of the plant and thereby increase the size of the flower.

There are two forms of buds, crowns and terminals. A crown bud (Fig. 952), if not covered by another terminal bud, is formed first, never second, and is provided with lateral growths which, if allowed to remain, will continue their growth and produce terminal buds later. Terminal buds come later, always in clusters (Fig. 954), and are never associated with lateral growths, and terminate the plant’s growth for that season. If the crown bud is to be saved, remove the lateral growths as shown by Figs. 952, 953, and the operation is complete. If the terminal bud is desired, remove the crown and allow one, two or three (according to the vigor of the plant) of the growths to remain. In a few weeks these will form a cluster of buds, and, when well advanced, it will be noticed that the largest is at the apex of the growth (the one saved, if perfect, as it usually is), and one at each of the leaf axils (see Fig. 955). The rejected buds are easiest and safest removed with the thumb and forefinger. Fig. 956. Should the bud appear to be one-sided or otherwise imperfect, remove it and retain the other. In removing the buds, begin at the top and work down. By so doing there are buds in reserve, in case the best one should accidentally be broken, while if the reverse course were taken, and the best bud broken at the completion of the work, all the labor would be lost. A few hours’ disbudling will teach the operator far the buds should be advanced in order to be disbudded easily. Early and late in the day, when the growths are brittle, are the best times for the work. Some growers speak of first, second and third buds. The first is a crown, and usually appears on early-propagated plants from July 15 to August 15. If removed, the lateral growths push forward, forming another bud. In many cases in which the crowns are removed early, the next bud is not a terminal, but a second crown, which is termed the second bud. Remove this, and the third bud will be the terminal. Plants propagated in May and June usually give the second and third bud, not forming the typical crown. Those struck in July and planted late give the terminal only. Most of the best blooms are from second crown and terminal. Pink, bronze and red flowers from first crowns are much lighter in color than those from later buds. They are large, but very often abnormal to such an extent as to be decidedly inferior. This is doubtless due to the plant of food utilized in their construction, owing to the long time consumed in development. The hot weather of September and October must have a detrimental effect upon the color.

Enemies.—Green aphis (Aphis rugofumaculata) and the black aphis (Macrosiphum sanboni) are sometimes very troublesome. They may be controlled by spraying with “Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract, one part to 800 parts water with soap added. Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas is also widely practised by commercial growers. In moderately tight greenhouses, use one ounce potassium cyanide for each 3,500 cubic feet of space for all-night fumigation. For Cabbage Red Spider (Tetranychus binaculatus) becomes injurious if neglected. It may be easily controlled by spraying with water, using much force and little water to avoid drenching the beds. The use of sulfur has also a beneficial effect.

Thrips. (See Carnation).

Leaphopper (Philonthus ferralis) is frequently very abundant in some parts of the country. It is essentially a greenhouse pest although it can live out-of-doors. The greenish whitish striped eaters, 3/4 inch in length when full grown, feed on the under side of the leaves which they roll or tie together. The moth is pale brownish with an expanse of about 3/4 inch. The leaphopper is usually noticed when the temperature is highest. It can be controlled by spraying with arsenate of lead. It is advisable to begin the work early in the season when the insects are less numerous and the plants are small. Care should be taken to hit the under surface of the leaves.

The tarnished plant-bug (Leptoglossus pratensis) often injures the blossom buds by its feeding punctures. This causes wilting and blind growths. The bugs may be excluded from greenhouses with screens. Out-of-doors no satisfactory means of control has been devised. But it has been noticed that plants growing in partial shade are less subject to injury.

Grasshoppers are sometimes injurious. They may be controlled by the use of arsenate of lead or by hand-picking.

Diseases.—Damping-off in the cutting-benches is not uncommon. See Damping-off, page 606. Rust (Puccinia chrysanthemi) is the only serious fungous disease of the chrysanthemum. It is characterized by the reddish brown pulmonary masses on the foliage consisting of the spores of the fungus. The disease is usually not destructive but may make the foliage unsightly. Any leaves appearing diseased should be removed promptly. In watering care should be taken not to wet the foliage, as moisture on the leaves allows new infections. Leaf-blight (Cylindrosporum) and leaf-spot (Septoria) occur on mature or languishing foliage and usually do little damage.

Section II.—Culture of chrysanthemums in pots.

The same principles are employed in pot culture as when planted upon the bench, with the exception that the plants are generally allowed to produce more blooms. The most popular type of pot-plant for home growing, or for sale by florists and intended for home use, is a compact, bushy plant, 1 to 2 feet high, branched at the base, and bearing four to twenty flowers averaging 3 to 4 inches across. They are here called “market plants,” “single-stem plants” are also popular. Great quantities of large flowers (say twenty to one hundred) are rare. Plants grown on a potted plant, except for exhibitions. Such plants are commonly called specimens, and the three leading forms are the bush, the standard and the pyramid, the first mentioned being the most popular.

1. Market plants.—Dwarf plants of symmetrical form, with foliage down to the pots, are the most salable, and when thus grown require constant attention as to watering and stopping, allowing each plant plenty of room to keep the lower leaves in a healthy condition. Cuttings taken June 1 and grown in pots, or
planted on old carnation benches or in spent hotbeds (light soil preferable), and lifted by August 15, will make very good plants 1 to 1½ feet high. The reason for lifting early is to have them well established in their flowering pots before the buds are formed.  

2. Single-stem plants.—Same culture as market plants, except that they are restricted to one stem and flower. Those from 1 to 2 feet in height are more effective and useful than tall ones. For this reason, many prefer plugging the pots out-of-doors where they have the full benefit of the sun and air, making them more dwarf than when grown under glass.

3. Pot-plants for cut-flowers. — Culture same as for specimen plants, except that the nipping should be discontinued July 1 to give sufficient length to the stems. If large flowers are desired, restrict the plants to eight or ten growths. Such plants can be accommodated in less space than specimens, when the chief object is symmetry.

4. Bush plants.—For large bush plants, the cuttings should be struck early in February, and grown along in a cool air house, giving attention to repotting as often as necessary. The final potting into 10- or 12-inch pots generally takes place in June. They are potted moderately firm, and watered sparingly until well rooted. As soon as the plants are 5 or 6 inches high the tips should be pinched out, to induce several growths to start. As the season advances and the plants make rapid growth, pinching must be attended to every day up to the latter part of July, to give as many breaks as possible and keep them in symmetrical form. By the middle of August (if not previously attended to), staking and getting the plants in shape will be a very important detail. If stakes are used, they must be continually tied-out, as the stems soon begin to harden, and this work can be best accomplished by looking them over daily. Light stakes of any material may be used. Many other methods are in use, such as wire hoops and wire framework, to which the growths are securely tied.

5. Standards differ from bush plants in having one stout self-supporting stem, instead of many stems. They require the same culture as bush plants, with the exception that they are not stopped, but allowed to make one continuous growth until 3, 4 or 5 feet high, and are then treated the same as bush plants. They require the same attention as to stopping and tying to secure symmetrical heads.

6. Pyramids are only another form of bush plants, and it is optional with the grower which form he prefers.

Section III.—Culture of chrysanthemums for the production of new varieties.

The object of seed-saving is the improvement of existing varieties. It is not conclusive, however, that all seedlings will be improvements; in fact, it is far from this, as the greater proportion are inferior to their antecedents. Only those who give the most careful consideration to cross-fertilization are certain of marked success. Hand-hybridized seeds possess value over those haphazardly pollinated by wind and insects only according to the degree of intelligence employed in the selection of parents. What the result will be when a white flower is fertilized with a yellow one, the operator cannot determine at the outset. It may be either white, yellow, intermediate, or partake of some antecedent, and thus be distinct from either. Improvements in color can be secured only by the union of colors, bearing in mind the laws of nature in uniting two to make the third. Red upon yellow, or vice-versa, may intensify the red or yellow—give orange or bronze, as nature may see fit. The operator is more certain of improving along other lines, such as sturdiness or dwarfishness of growth, earliness or lateness of bloom, or doubles or of flowers. The selection of those most perfect in these particulars is very sure to give similar or improved results. Always keep a record of this work showing the parents of a seedling. The satisfaction of knowing how a meritorious variety was produced more than pays for the trouble, and may lead to further improvements along certain lines.—The operation begins when the flower is half open, cutting the petals off close to their base with a pair of scissors, until the style is exposed. Should the flower show signs of having disk or staminate florets, remove these with the points of the scissors and thus avoid self-fertilization. When the styles are fully grown and developed, the upper surface or stigma is in condition to receive the pollen. By pushing aside (with the thumb) the ray-florets of the flower desired for pollen, the disk-florets which produce the pollen will become visible. The pollen may be collected on a camel’s-hair pencil or toothpick and applied to the stigma of the flower previously prepared. If a toothpick be used, never use it for more than one kind of pollen. By allowing the camel’s-hair pencil to stand in an open-mouthed vial of alcohol a few moments after using, it may be again used, when dry, upon another variety without fear of the pollen of the former operation affecting the present.—Cuttings struck in June and July and grown to single bloom in 4-inch pots are the most convenient for seedling. Such flowers, if not given too much food are more natural and furnish an abundance of pollen, as well as being easier to trim than the massive blooms produced for the exhibitionable. The pollinating should be done on bright, sunny days, and as early in the day as possible. As soon as the seed plants are trimmed, they should be placed by themselves to avoid fertilization by insects, and should there remain until the seeds are ripe. Keep the plants rather on the dry side, and give abundance of air. Seeds, which ripen in five to six weeks, should be saved without delay, and carefully labelled. In sowing seeds, they should be covered very lightly and kept in a temperature of 60°. When the seedlings are large enough to handle easily, remove to small pots, or transplant farther apart in shallow boxes. Chrysanthemums flower the first season from seed.

Section IV.—Varieties.

Of the long list of new varieties sent out each year, but few are retained after the second year’s trial. This is probably due to the fact that most American growers are more interested in the commercial value of the flower than the curious forms or striking colors they present. Exhibitions have not reached the people here...
as in England and France. There are a few varieties that have stood the test for several years; such as Ivory, 1889; Geo. W. Childs, 1892; Golden Wedding, 1893; Major Bonnaffon, 1894; Yanomsa, 1896; W. H. Chadwick, 1900; K. Shiga and Nagoya, 1899; Mrs. H. Chadwick, Col. D. Appleton and White Bonnaffon, 1900. There are many other varieties that have stood the test for four or five years.

It is not the purpose of this article to recommend varieties of chrysanthemums, but the following list includes the best varieties known in North America at the present day. The list will be valuable as showing a serviceable classification, and also for reference when other varieties have come into existence:


A few of the commercial section are suitable for this purpose, especially when the schedule calls for twelve or more blooms of a kind for one vase and at exhibitions at which artificial supports are prohibited. The best are as follows: White: May, Good Hall, Michael, Merza, Mrs. David Syne, Naomah, Wm. Turner, Yellow: F. S. Vallis, Lenox, Mrs. Geo. Hunt, Mrs. J. C. Neill, Yellow Miller. Pink: Mrs. W. H. Chadwick, Little Bright, Toby, H. B. Brownhead, Wm. Duckham, Wells’ Late Pink. Bronze: Mrs. H. Kahn, Mrs. H. Kahn, Mrs. H. Kahn, Supreme, Mrs. H. Davis. Red: J. W. Molyneux, Pockett’s Crimson, W. Wood- 

mason.

A few of the commercial section are suitable for exhibition. We have employed Mr. W. H. Chadwick, Mrs. H. Kahn, Mrs. H. Kahn, Mrs. H. Kahn, Supreme, Mrs. H. Davis. Red: J. W. Molyneux, Pockett’s Crimson, W. Wood- 

mason.

Section VI.—Culture of chrysanthemums out-of-doors.

The kinds most suitable for out-of-door culture are those making abundance of rhizomes or underground stems, which withstand the winter and furnish the new growths for the successive years. The Pompons are more hardy than the large-flowering sorts, and, as the hardiness is of vital importance to those interested in this subject, especially north of the Ohio River, it should be fully considered in selecting for this purpose. It is more practicable to choose varieties which perfect their flowers early, during August, September and October when grown in the northern states, as the buds are less likely to be injured while in a soft growing state by frost. In the South many of the later varieties will live over and be satisfactory, owing to the contin-uation of mild weather. In the past few years, some improvements in this section have been attained, many of which are the results of crosses between the Pom-pons and the large-flowering Japanese, in which the progeny have combined the hardiness and dwarf habit of the former with the larger and more irregular-formed flowers of the latter, producing aster-like flowers rather than the symmetrical form of the pompons. All of the types may be successfully grown out-of-doors if provi-sion is made to protect the buds, blooms and roots from severe frost. The temperature of the early autumn will protect the blooms, but the roots will require artificial heat or should be removed to the greenhouse or frame where the temperature can be maintained a few degrees above freezing. In growing exhibition blooms out-of-doors, all the important details, such as watering, airing, disbudding, feeding, throughout England for many years. Here they are kept under glass the entire season, while in England the climate permits them to be grown out-of-doors during the summer months. By this method, the roots are more closely confined, which has a tendency to produce short-jointed plants with stouter stems, and perfect contacts; those plants may be treated according to its needs, especially when liquid fertilizers are neces-sary to promote the max-imum in size and finish. The other factors that lead to the successful exhibit are full consideration of the require-ments of the schedules, so as to select the best varieties for the various classes, and a complete knowledge of packing and staging the blooms. Dur-ing the past decade, those originating new varieties have scrutinized more closely in making a decision, and, as the commercial and exhibi-tion varieties are almost an entirely different standpoint, these two sections are drifting farther and farther apart. Size is the foremost quality from the exhibition point of view.

At the present time (1912), the varieties generally shown in prize-winning exhibits are as follows: White: May, Good Hall, Michael, Merza, Mrs. David Syne, Naomah, Wm. Turner, Yellow: F. S. Vallis, Lenox, Mrs. Geo. Hunt, Mrs. J. C. Neill, Yellow Miller. Pink: Mrs. W. H. Chadwick, Little Bright, Toby, H. B. Brownhead, Wm. Duckham, Mrs. H. Kahn, Mrs. H. Kahn, Supreme, Mrs. H. Davis. Red: J. W. Molyneux, Pockett’s Crimson, W. Wood- 

mason.

Section VII.—Culture of chrysanthemums for exhibition.

This branch in which the highest standard must be attained if the slightest hope of success at the exhibition is entertained, requires a thorough knowledge of the plants and the art of disbudding, so that the methods presented here will bring them to the highest state of perfection. The methods are not very different from those employed in the production of high-grade commercial blooms. The most successful growers usually propagate earlier, and if grown on benches they are also planted earlier to make the flowers possible. The finest blooms are those produced on the private estates, as the grower has charge of a few hundred plants, giving them his undivided attention, so that every need is provided at the proper time. During the past few years, the majority of such expert growers have adopted a system of growing in pots, each plant restricted to one bloom, which is practically the same method as the one used
staking and tying, must be complied with, if the grower expects to be rewarded for his efforts.

The oldest of the outdoor types are the Pompoms, which produce from forty to one hundred buttons an inch or two across, with short and regular rays. Such plants can be left outdoors all winter.

Since the large-flowering or Japanese types have come in, numberless attempts have been made to grow them outdoors, but with poor results. The greenhouse varieties are not so hardy. In the North they are likely to be killed by the winter. Their flowers usually lack in size, depth and symmetry, largely because there are more of them on a plant than a florist allows for his best blooms, but chiefly because they do not have so much care in general as is given to plants under glass, where space is precious. For the very best results, chrysanthemums must be flowered under glass, and they need the greatest care and forethought practically all the year round. Half-way measures are unsatisfactory. Thus it happens that the Japanese varieties are usually unsatisfactory out-of-doors, and the Pompoms are chosen by those who can give very little care to plants and would rather have many small flowers than a few large ones. This also partly explains why no two dealers recommend anything like the same list of Japanese varieties for outdoor culture. Nevertheless, it is possible to grow excellent flowers 4 and 5 or even 6 inches across outdoors, but it requires staking, disbudding, and some kind of temporary protection, as of a tent or glass, during frosty weather. Fig. 957 shows a cheap and simple structure of coldframe sashes resting on a temporary framework. In severe weather a canvas curtain can be dropped in front, and the window of a warm cellar in the rear opened to temper the air.

For general outdoor culture, however, when no special care is given to the plants, the Japanese kinds are usually less satisfactory than the Pompoms. These Pompoms are a much-neglected class since the rise of the large-flowered Japanese kinds, but they are quite anything else in our garden flora. Their vivid and sometimes too artificial colors harmonize with nothing else at Thanksgiving time, and they are so strong and commanding that they should have a place by themselves. It is not uncommon for the flowers to be in good condition even after several light falls of snow, and they may be considered the most resistant to frost of any garden herbs. In fact, their peculiar merit is blooming after the landscape is completely desolated by successive frosts. The flowers are not ruined until their petals are wet and then frozen stiff. They are essentially for mass effects of color, and great size is not to be expected. Masses of brown and masses of yellow, side by side, make rich combinations. The whole tribe of crimsonos, amaranths, pinks, and the like, should be kept by themselves, because their colors are variable and because they make a violet or purplish contrast with yellow, which few persons can find agreeable.

Chrysogonum

CHRYSOBACTRON (golden wand, from the Greek). Liliaceae. Two New Zealand rhizomatous herbs, usually classed with "bulbs" by gardeners, bearing many small yellow fls. in a long raceme on the top of an elongated scape; plant often dichotomous or polygamous; perianth 6-parted, the segms. nearly equal; stamens 6; caps. 3-celled and 3-valved. The genus is now commonly united with the S. African Bulbinella, the combined species becoming 13 or 14. C. Hookeri, Colenso (Bulbinella Hookeri, Benth & Hook., now the accepted name. Anthéricum Hookeri, Colenso) is in cult. in this country. It is a hardy plant 2-3 ft. high, with sword-like foliage; fls. ½ in. diam., bright yellow, perfect, on slender pedicels, the segms. linear-oblong, and obtuse and spreading. B.M. 4602.—Cult. in the ordinary border, and treated like the asphodel, they do well. But they are improved in rich, deep and rather moist soil; strong clumps 4 or 5 yrs. old are then at their best and are very excellent plants. After that they should be divided. Prop. by division or seed. Blooms in June and July.

J. B. KELLER and L. H. B.

CHRYSOBALANUS (golden acorn, from the Greek, referring to the fruit). Rosaceae. Bushes or trees, planted far south for ornament; fruit often edible. Leaves thick and coriaceous, entire, glabrous: fls. white, rather small, in axillary or terminal short cymes; calyx 5-parted; petals 5, clawed; stamens 15 to many, some of them perhaps sterile: fr. a dryish-pulpy drupe, with stone pointed at base and ridged.—Two species in tropics of Amer. and Afr., reaching Fla., and another one in S. U. S.

Icaco, Linn. Coca-Plum. Icaco. On coasts and along streams in S. Fla., to S. Amer., and also in Afr., and is sometimes planted in the extreme S. (and in the tropics) as an ornamental shrub and for its sweetish but insipid and dry plum-shaped frs. which are sometimes used for preserves. It is a mere bush on the northern limits of its distribution, so ramifications, but in extreme S. Fla. it grows to a height of 25-30 ft. Lvs. glossy, thick, obovate (sometimes obcordate): fls. small and white, in axillary erect racemes or cymes; calyx 5-eleft, pubescent; petals 5; stamens about 20; fr. 1-seeded, 1-1½ in. long, varying from nearly white to almost black, globular or nearly so. Wood close-grained and heavy, hard, brown or reddish. It is best prop. by seeds, but may also be had from cuttings of half-ripened wood. C. pellocarpus, Meyer, the small-fruited cocoa-plum, is a smaller plant, with smaller lvs., petals spathulate, drupe obovate or oblong, about half the size of that of C. Icaco; it grows in exposed S. Fla. and farther south; simply not planted. C. oblongifolius, Michx., occurs from Ga. to Fla. and Miss. It is a low shrub, spreading widely by means of underground sts.: fr.-blades longer than broad, sharp-tipped: fr. ovoid or obovate, about 1-1½ in. long: not in cult.

CHRYSÓCOMA: Lénográios. CHRYSÓDÍUM: Elaphoglossum.

CHRYSÓGONUM (Greek-made name, golden knee or joint), Compositae. A few composites, of which C. virginianum, Linn., is a perennial yellow-flld. plant of S. Pa. and south; sometimes cult. as a border plant. It blooms in spring or early summer on sts. which become 1 ft. high, the heads being solitary and pedun-
ced in the axes or some of them terminal: lvs. opposite and basal, ovate and mostly obtuse, crenate. Prop. by creeping rootstocks and runners. Of little merit horticulturally.

**CHRYSOPHYLLUM** (Greek, golden leaf, in reference to the color of the under surface of the leaves). *Sapotaceae*. Handsome trees, grown far south for fruit and for ornament.

Juice milky: lvs. alternate, thick and stiff, usually shining and copper-colored or golden beneath with silky pubescence, with many parallel cross-veins: fls. small, sessile or stalked, clustered at the nodes or in the axils; calyx mostly 5-parted; corolla tubular-campanulate or somewhat rotate, mostly 5-lobed, without appendages; stamina as many as the corolla-lobes, and staminodia 0; ovary 5-10-celled: fr. fleshy and usually edible, 1- to several-seeded.—About 60 species in tropics, the larger part American.

The various species of Chrysophyllum have beautiful broad green leaves, with under surfaces of a silky texture, varying in color from a silvery white through golden to a russet-brown, and are well worth a place in the conservatory as ornamental trees. By giving them sufficient room, they will bear fruit in the course of a few years, under glass, which in the case of *C. Caimito*, the star-apple of tropical America, is edible, and well liked even by people of a temperate climate. All species are strictly tropical, and cannot be grown where frosts occur unless properly protected. Propagation is ordinarily effected by seed, which readily germinate if planted when fresh, and it is stated that all species may be grown from cuttings of well-ripened shoots placed in strong, moist heat. The soil most suited for their growth is of a sandy character, and if not of a good quality should be well manured, using a considerable proportion of potash in the fertilizer for fruiting specimens. They seem to do well on a great variety of soils, however, that are sufficiently well drained, wet land not agreeing with them. (E. N. Reasoner.)

*Caimito*. Linn. *Star-Apple*. *Cai-mito*. Fig. 958. Thick-headed evergreen, to 50 ft.: lvs. oval or oblong, silky-golden beneath; corolla-tube twice as long as the calyx; stigma 8-10-crenate or -lobed; fls. purplish white. W. Indies, Panama, Cent. Amer. I.H. 32:567. A.G. 11:405.—The fr. is the size of an apple, symmetrically globose and smooth, hard; a cross-section shows the star-shaped core, whence the common name; it varies from white to purple in color of skin and also of flesh. The pulp is delicious (used uncooked) if the fr. is allowed to remain on the tree until ripe. It has large, pumpkin-like dark seeds. It is very impatient of frost.

**oliviforme**, Lam. (C. *monophrumen*, Swartz). *Sat-in-Leaf*. To 35 ft.: lvs. like those of *C. Caimito*: fls. white; stigma 5-crenate; fr. ovoid-oblong or oval, 1-seeded by abortion of ovules, blackish, 1½ in. long, said to be insipid. S. Fls. and S. B.M. 3303.—Sparsely transferred to grounds as an ornamental tree.

**imperiale**, Benth. (Theophrastro imperialis, Lindl.). Plant strict and simple, to 20 ft. or more, unarmed: fls. obovate-oblong to oblong-oblongate, 3 ft. long, on large plants very sharply serrate: fls. yellowish green, small, in clusters along the trunk, the cluster sessile but the fls. pedicellate; corolla rotate, 5-lobed, thick: fr. 5-angled, nearly globular, size of a small apple, with a hard thick flesh; seeds 1 in. long and ½ in. wide, compressed. Brazil. B.M. 6823. I.H. 21:184. Gt. 1854:433.—This species was grown 30 years before its genus was determined, but upon flowering in European gardens it was found to be a Chrysophyllum (by some referred to Martiusella, which see). L. H. B.

**CHRYSOPÖGON**: *Sorghastrum*.

**CHRYSÓPSIS** (golden appearance, from the heads). *Compositae*. Mostly low and hairy perennials, sometimes planted in borders: heads of medium size and many-fld., usually with numerous yellow rays; involucre bell-shaped or hemispherical, of imbricated narrow bracts: achenes compressed, bearing a pappus of numerous hair-like bristles. About 20 species of Chrysopsis are known. Mex. and N. *C. villosa*, Nutt. (C. *Baldnderi*, Gray), is one of the species in the trade. It is widely distributed from Ill., west, north, and south: 1-2 ft., grayish pubescent: fls. oblong to lanceolate, entire or few-toothed: heads usually at the ends of leafy branches, aster-like in shape. Extremely variable, and has several named forms. Mn. 7:101. Var. *Rüteri*, Rothr., is larger and later. Of value as a border plant. Cult. the same as aster. Perennials, but bloom the first year from seed, if sown early.


N. TAYLOR.†

**CHRYSOSPLÉNIUM** (name from golden and spleen, referring to some old medicinal tradition). *Saxifragaceae*. *Golden Saxifrage*. Low semi-aquatics, sometimes used in bog-planting. *C. americànum*, Schrv., is a native plant creeping in mud. Sts. forking, bearing roundish or cordate small mostly opposite lvs., with very small, nearly sessile, greenish, inconspicuous fls. Sarcely known in cult. and, except for wet places where a cover or carpet is wanted, of no value horticulturally.

**CHRYSÖSÖRUS**: *Cynosuroides*: *Laportea*.

**CHUFA**. The edible subterranean tubers of *Cyperus esculentus*, Linn. (which see) much prized in the South. Fig. 999. *Chufa—Cyperus esculentus*. (X½)
CHUFA

959. Chufas are eaten raw or baked, or used for the making of coffee. The plant is sometimes cultivated in the North, but it will not withstand the winter. The tubers are oblong, ½ to ¾ inches long, cylindrical, hard. The plant is grass-like, and in the North does not flower. Tubers are planted in the spring, and the new crop is ready for digging in the fall. It thrives easily in loose and warm soils. The nutty flavor of the hard tubers is very agreeable.


CHYSIS (Greek for melting, in allusion to the pollen-masses). Orchidaceae. Orchids, pendulous from trees; grown in hothouses.

Stems fusiform, leafy, thickening after the Ivs. drop; fls. fleshy, in short racemes, which are produced freely in the axils of the young growth; the sepals and petals similar in shape, the lateral sepals with the foot of the column forming a long foot; lip, pointed to the column foot, lamellate longitudinally; the lateral lobes upright, loosely surrounding the column; pollinia 8.—About 6 species in Trop. Amer. Cult. as for Vanda, in baskets, pans or pots. They require tropical temperature when growing, then cooler.

A. Ground-color of fls. yellow.

aurea, Lindl. Fls. 5–8, about 2 in. across; sepals and petals yellow, oblong-oval; lateral lobes of lip yellow, the middle lobe white, downy, spotted with red and yellow. S. Amer. B.H. 1937, B.M. 3617.

lavis, Lindl. Fls. 8–12, about 2½ in. across; sepals and petals yellow, tinted above with lines of purplish-carmine; sepals oblong, the dorsal one inflexed, the lateral falcate; lip yellow, marked with red. Mex.

Chelissonii, Hort. Fls. 5–7, about 2½ in. across; sepals and petals yellow, with a large blotch of reddish brown at the apex; lip yellow spotted with red. Hybrid: C. bractescens x C. lavis. P.M. 1875:297.

AA. Ground-color of fls. white.


Limninghei, Lindl. & Reichb. Fls. 4–7, 1½–2 in. across; sepals and petals white, with an apical blotch of purple; lip with lateral lobes yellow, marked with reddish purple on the inside, the middle lobe white, streaked with bright purple. Mex. B.M. 5265. I.H. 7:240. C.O. 3.

Sedeni, Hort. Fls. 3–6; sepals white; petals white with an apical rose-purple blotch; lip with the side lobes sulfur-yellow, purple-streaked within, the middle lobe white, streaked with amethyst. Hybrid: C. Limninghei X C. bractescens. GEORGE V. NASH.

CIBÓTÍUM (Greek, a little seed-vessel). Cyathaceae. A small group of tree-ferns from Mexico and Polynesia, with bivalved coriaceous indusia, differing from Dicksonia in having the outer valve entirely distinct from the leaf. For culture, see Dicksonia.

C. Barometz is the plant that gave rise to the wonder stories of the Barometz or Scythian lamb (Fig. 961), which, according to Bauhin, 1630, had wool, flesh and blood, and a root attached to the navel. The plant was said to resemble a lamb in every respect, but grew on a stalk about a yard high, and turning about and bending to thebage within reach, and then pined away with the failure of the food until it died. In 1725 Breyne, of Dantzig, declared that the Barometz was only the root of a large fern, covered with its natural yellow down and accompanied by stems, which had been placed in museums in an inverted position, the better to represent the appearance of the legs and horns of a quadruped.

Young plants of C. Schiedei and C. regale are frequently offered by florists at a stage before the trunk has developed and when the leaves are about four or five feet long. They require greenhouse conditions for successful culture.

A. Outer valve of the indusium larger, or the valves subequal.

gaia, Hook. & Arn. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, tripinate; pinnae about 6 in. long, taper-pointed; segments close: outer valve of indusium larger, broader than the inner: veins one- or twice-forked. Hawaiian Isls.

Barometz, J. Smith. Scythian Lamb. Trunkless: lvs. scented, tripinate, the lower pinnae ovate-lanceolate; pinnae short-stalked, 4–6 in. long, with falcate segments; valves of the indusium nearly equal: veins prominent, rarely forked. China.

960. Chysis bractescens. (×½)

961. The Scythian Lamb; reproduced from an old book.

See Cibotium Barometz.

AA. Outer valve of the indusium smaller than the inner.


regale, Lindl. Trunk 10–12 ft. high: lvs. oblong-deltoid, tripinate, with pinnae 18–24 in. long; pinnae sessile, with close, falcate, deeply incised segments; veins pinnae in the lobes. Mex.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.
R. C. BENEDICT.
CICCA: Phylanthus.

Cicer, (old Latin name for the vetch). *Lega-
mínax.* Pea-like annual or perennial herbs, with 5-parted calyx, the lobes being nearly equal or the 2 upper ones somewhat shorter and con-
nivent, oblong turbid 2-valved pod, mostly 1-fl. peduncles, odd-pinnate lvs. and toothed lfts.: standard ovate or nearly orbicular, wings obvo-
vate and free, keel rather broad and incurved: fls. white, blue or violet: terminal lf. often represented by a tendril or spine.—A dozen or more species, with a Mediterranean-Asian range. C. arsteniinum, Linn., the Chick-Pea or Gar-
banzo, is sometimes cult in vegetable-gardens for the edible ripe seeds. It is an annual and is cult, the same as bush beans. It withstands dry weather well. It grows 2 ft. high, making a bushy, hairy plant; seeds are planted as soon as warm weather comes, usually in drills, the plants standing 8-12 in. apart. Lvs. with small, roundish lfts.: fls. white or reddish, small, axil-
ary. Seed roundish, but flattened on the sides, with a projection on one side, shaped like a

CICHÓRIUM (from an old Arabic name). *Compúsite.* Seven or eight herbs, one of which is chicory and one endive. Perennial, biennial or annual, branch-
ing and diffuse when in bloom, mostly with deep hard roots, milky juice and alternate lvs. and sessile axillary and terminal fl.-heads: fls. several to many in the head, all ligulate and perfect, blue, purple or white; involucris double; pappus of bristle-like scales.—Mostly in the Mediterranean region and to Abyssinia. Intybus, Linn. Chicory. Succory. Fig. 962. Stout deep-rooted tall perennial (3-6 ft.): lvs. broadly oval, ob-
lanceolate or lanceolate, hairy, rapidly becoming very small toward top of plant so that the branches appear nearly naked and wand-like, more or less clasping and the lower ones runcinate: fls. bright azure-blue, 1 ½ in. or more across, closing about noon; pappus about 8 times shorter than fr. July-Oct.—Now a widespread weed of hard roadsides and fields, but producing one of the clearest of light blues and worthy a place in the fl.-garden. Recent experi-
ments promise attractive color forms. For cult. for the root and for the salad lvs. see Chicory.

Endivia, Linn. Endive. Annual or biennial: lvs. many at the base, oblong, lobed and cut, smooth: st. 2-4 ft., branching, grooved: fls. pale blue; pappus about 4 times shorter than fr. India; but by some thought to be a derivative of C. intybus, derived from *C. dicarvatum* of the Medit. region. For cult. as a salad plant. see Endive.

CINCHONA: Kaempferia.

CINCHÓNICA (from the Countess Chín-
chon, wife of a Spanish Viceroy of Peru, who was cured of fever in 1538 by the

CIMICIFUGA, Linn. *cimex, a bug; fugere, to drive away.* Ranunculaceae. Bugbane. Tall hardy herbaceous perennials, ornamental, but bad-smelling, suited for the backdrop of plantings or for partially shaded places in the wild gardens. The leaves and tall plants are admired in the hardly border. Leaves large, compound: fls. white, in racemes; sepals 2-5, petaloid, deciduous; petals 1-8, small, clawed, 2-lobed or none: follicles 1-8, many-seeded or stalked: stigma broad or minute. Allied to Actaea.—About 10 species, natives of the north temperate zone, practically all of which have been used in gardens. Cimicifugas thrive in half shady or open places in any good garden soil, but are much taller and more showy if the soil is very black and rich. Propagated by seeds and division of roots in fall or early spring. Seeds should be sown in cool moist soil soon after ripening.

CIMICIFUGA, Linn. *cimex, a bug; fugere, to drive away.* Ranunculaceae. Bugbane. Tall hardy herbaceous perennials, ornamental, but bad-smelling, suited for the backdrop of plantings or for partially shaded places in the wild gardens. The leaves and tall plants are admired in the hardly border. Leaves large, compound: fls. white, in racemes; sepals 2-5, petaloid, deciduous; petals 1-8, small, clawed, 2-lobed or none: follicles 1-8, many-seeded or stalked: stigma broad or minute. Allied to Actaea.—About 10 species, natives of the north temperate zone, practically all of which have been used in gardens. Cimicifugas thrive in half shady or open places in any good garden soil, but are much taller and more showy if the soil is very black and rich. Propagated by seeds and division of roots in fall or early spring. Seeds should be sown in cool moist soil soon after ripening.

ameri cáná, Michx. (Actéa podocarpa, DC.). Slender, 2-4 ft. high: lvs. pale beneath: fls. in elongated raceme; petals 2-horned; pedicles nearly as long as the fl.; follicles short or none; seeds O. 1 row, chaffy; stamens and pistils usually in same fl. Aug.–Sept. Moist woods N. Y. and S.

fodida, Linn. Lvs. bipinnate, terminal lft. 3-lobed: petal of the white fls. often tipped with anthers; no stami-
nodia; follicles 3-5; seeds very chaffy. Summer. Siberia.—Following forms are more commonly cult.

cinchónica (from the Countess Chin-
chon, wife of a Spanish Viceroy of Peru, who was cured of fever in 1538 by the

CIMICIFUGA, Linn. *cimex, a bug; fugere, to drive away.* Ranunculaceae. Bugbane. Tall hardy herbaceous perennials, ornamental, but bad-smelling, suited for the backdrop of plantings or for partially shaded places in the wild gardens. The leaves and tall plants are admired in the hardly border. Leaves large, compound: fls. white, in racemes; sepals 2-5, petaloid, deciduous; petals 1-8, small, clawed, 2-lobed or none: follicles 1-8, many-seeded or stalked: stigma broad or minute. Allied to Actaea.—About 10 species, natives of the north temperate zone, practically all of which have been used in gardens. Cimicifugas thrive in half shady or open places in any good garden soil, but are much taller and more showy if the soil is very black and rich. Propagated by seeds and division of roots in fall or early spring. Seeds should be sown in cool moist soil soon after ripening.

CIMICIFUGA, Linn. *cimex, a bug; fugere, to drive away.* Ranunculaceae. Bugbane. Tall hardy herbaceous perennials, ornamental, but bad-smelling, suited for the backdrop of plantings or for partially shaded places in the wild gardens. The leaves and tall plants are admired in the hardly border. Leaves large, compound: fls. white, in racemes; sepals 2-5, petaloid, deciduous; petals 1-8, small, clawed, 2-lobed or none: follicles 1-8, many-seeded or stalked: stigma broad or minute. Allied to Actaea.—About 10 species, natives of the north temperate zone, practically all of which have been used in gardens. Cimicifugas thrive in half shady or open places in any good garden soil, but are much taller and more showy if the soil is very black and rich. Propagated by seeds and division of roots in fall or early spring. Seeds should be sown in cool moist soil soon after ripening.

Var. dissecta, Gray (C. spicáta, Hort.). Lvs. more compound than the type; small white fls. closely packed on lateral and terminal branches. Lasting until Sept. Conn. to S. Pa. J.H. III. 33:951.


CINCHÓNICA (from the Countess Chin-
chon, wife of a Spanish Viceroy of Peru, who was cured of fever in 1538 by the

CIMICIFUGA, Linn. *cimex, a bug; fugere, to drive away.* Ranunculaceae. Bugbane. Tall hardy herbaceous perennials, ornamental, but bad-smelling, suited for the backdrop of plantings or for partially shaded places in the wild gardens. The leaves and tall plants are admired in the hardly border. Leaves large, compound: fls. white, in racemes; sepals 2-5, petaloid, deciduous; petals 1-8, small, clawed, 2-lobed or none: follicles 1-8, many-seeded or stalked: stigma broad or minute. Allied to Actaea.—About 10 species, natives of the north temperate zone, practically all of which have been used in gardens. Cimicifugas thrive in half shady or open places in any good garden soil, but are much taller and more showy if the soil is very black and rich. Propagated by seeds and division of roots in fall or early spring. Seeds should be sown in cool moist soil soon after ripening.
Some of the species are lofty trees, others are mere shrubs. They grow isolated in various districts of the Andes, at elevations ranging from 2,300-9,000 ft., and between 22° south and 10° north latitude. Lvs. opposite, with deciduous stipules; fls. much frequented by humming-birds, fragrant, white and pink in color, growing in terminal panicles; calyx small, 5-toothed, and persistent; corolla has a long tube with 5 short spreading valvate lobes, hairy at the margins; sta- mens 5, included in the corolla; ovary 2-celled, with very numerous ovules inserted on linear axile placenta: caps. opening septicidally from the base upwards; seeds small, numerous, flat and surrounded with a wing. —

There are 30-40 confused species. Specimens are sometimes seen in collections of economic plants, but they are not horticultural subjects. From the pharmacopoeial point of view there are two distinct kinds of cinchona bark: (1) Cinchona, also called yellow cinchona and calisaya bark, which is probably the bark obtained from Cinchona Ledgeriana, Moens, and hybrids of this with other species of Cinchona. The bark secured from these sources is said to contain 6 to 7 per cent of alkaloids, of which one-half to two-thirds is quinine. (2) Cinchona rubra, or red cinchona, which is obtained from Cinchona succirubra, Pavon, or its hybrids. In this bark the alkaloid cinchonidine exists in greater proportion.

The cinchona trees are considered to yield the maximum of alkaloids at six to nine years of age. The bark of the trunk and roots is removed; the latter is used mostly in the manufacture of quinine. Effort has been made to adopt the spelling Chinchona, although Lin- neus, in founding the genus, used only one h: see


The febrifuge reached Spain as early as 1639. Knowl- edge of it was spread by the Countess of Chinchon, how it was called Countess’ powder and Peruvian bark, and also Jesuits’ bark, from the knowledge of it spread by Jesuits. The word quinina is derived from the name by which it was known in Peru, quinaquina, or “bark of barks.” In 1849, trees were sent by the Jesuits to Algeria, but the experiment was not success- ful. In 1852-3, Hasskarl successfully introduced living plants into Java. In 1859, Clements R. Markham was entrusted by the government of India with the task of collecting plants and seeds on the Andes, and establishing them in India. In his fascinating book “Peru- vian Bark: a popular account of the introduction of Chinchona cultivation into British India” (1880), Markham recounts the difficulties in South America and his final success. Cinchona is now grown commer- cially in India and also in Jamaica, but most of the commercial product is secured from trees grown in Java; it is also cultivated in New Zealand and Aus- tralia. C. Ledgeriana, Moens (C. Calisaya, Wedd., var. Ledgeriana, How.), is a small tree with small, thick elliptical lvs., reddish beneath, and with yellowish not fragrant fls., and a short caps. C. succirubra, Pav., has large and thin broad-elliptic lvs., purple- red calyx and rose-colored petals, and an elongated caps. C. officinalis, Hook. f., has oval-lanceolate acute shining lvs., and rose-colored silky fls. It is sometimes seen (in some of its forms) in collections. Var. Condaminea (C. Condaminea, Humb. & Bonpl.) is one of these forms and has been intro. in S. Calif. and said to be easily grown there. —

L. H. B.

Cultivation of cinchona. (By Wm. Fawcett.)

The seedlings may be raised either in boxes or in beds. The boxes should not be more than 3 or 4 inches deep. Three-quarter-inch drainage-holes should be made in the bottom, about 6 inches apart. Whitewash the boxes or dust them inside with lime. Put pieces of broken flower-pots over the drainage holes, and cover the bottom with gravel to a depth of 1 inch. The soil should be made up of one-third leaf mold, one-third good soil and one-third fine river gravel. These should be thoroughly mixed and passed through a 1/4-inch sieve. Fill the boxes to within 1/4 inch of the top, and slightly water. Sow the seed evenly, and sprinkle over it some of the sifted soil, only just covering it. The boxes should be under shade, sheltered from rain, and watered every day with a very fine spray from a watering-can. The seedlings will appear in three or four weeks. If the seeds are sown in beds, they require the protection of a roof sloping south, and supported by posts 4 feet 6 inches high on the north, and 3 feet 3 inches on the south side. The sides may also have to be covered in. The breadth of the beds is 3 feet. The roof projects beyond the south posts sufficiently to keep off direct sunlight, and in the summertime, at any rate, a narrow north roof must be added at right angles. If the sheds are built under the shade of tall trees, the roof is needed only for shelter from rain.

When the seedlings are 1 1/2 to 2 inches high, they should be transplanted into nursery beds, made up in the same way as for seeds. In transplanting, use a wooden peg 4 or 5 inches long, 3/4 inch thick at one end and tapering to a dull point. A seedling is picked up with the left hand from a bundle brought from the nursery beds, a hole is made with the peg in the right hand, big enough to receive the roots without bending or crushing them. The soil is then pressed closely over the rootlets with the peg. Two inches between each plant is enough room. At first the plants should be shaded, but
when they are twice or thrice as high as when transplanted the shading may be gradually removed to harden them for putting out in their permanent positions. The soil and subsoil should be free and open to insure good drainage; newly cleared forest land on a hillside is the best for Cineraria trees. In Jamaica, Cinchona officinalis flourishes best at an elevation of about 5,500 feet, with a mean annual temperature of about 60° F., ranging from a minimum of 46° to a maximum of 75° and with a total annual rainfall of 120 to 150 inches.

The distance when planted out in their permanent positions is 3 by 3 feet, and as soon as they begin to interweave with each other's growth they should be thinned out just sufficiently at first to prevent this. The bark of those cut down may be worth stripping if the price of bark is high.

Several methods have been used in taking the bark from the trees. In South America, the tree is uprooted, and the whole of the bark may be taken from both root and stem. A second plan is used if shoots spring from the root; the trunk is cut through above the ground, the bark stripped, and the stump left to coppice, one or two of the shoots being allowed to grow. The third method is to make the same tree yield bark in successive seasons. For this purpose longitudinal layers of the bark are removed from the trunk, and the exposed surface is sometimes covered with moss; the bark renews itself, and the "renewed bark" is as rich (or richer) in alkaloids as the original. In this way, by taking successive strips of bark in different years, the tree yields a continuous supply of bark.

CINERÀRIA (ash-colored, from the Latin, referring to the gray foliage). *Compositae.* Herbs or under-shrubs, closely allied to Senecio, from which they are separated chiefly by technical characters of the achene. The genus is variously understood by different authors. As limited by Bentham & Hooker, and also by Engler & Prantl, it comprises about 25 South African species, and the common garden Cineraria becomes a Senecio (S. cruentus, DC.). The genus Cineraria differs from Senecio in having a cone-like rather than branched style, and a usually flattened or many-angled rather than terete achene; the species are herbs or sub-shrubs with yellow-flowered heads.

The Cineraria, or florists' cinerarias (Fig. 964) is now much modified by cultivation. There are two views of its origin, one holding that it is a direct development of *C. cruenta*, Mass. (*Pericallis cruenta*, Webb. & Berth.), B.M. 406; the other that it is a hybrid, into which *C. cruenta*, *C. Heritieri*, *C. populifolia*, and perhaps others, have probably blended. These are all natives of the Canary Islands. For important literature respecting the origin of the garden cineraria, see Nature, 51:461, 605; 52:3, 29, 54, 78, 103, 128; 55:341. G.C. III. 3:654, 657; 17:588, 655, 742; 18: 80, 186; 29:297.

The florists' cinerarias run in white, and in shades of blue, pink and purple-red. There is promise of yellow-flowered strains by hybridizing with yellow senecios or related plants.

See *Senecio for Cineraria acanthifolius*, *C. candidissima*, and *C. martiana*. To the garden or florists' cineraria (*C. cruenta*) belong the horticultural names *C. grandiflora*, *C. kewensis*, *C. nana*, *C. stellata*, and others. There are full-double forms (see R.H. 1874, p. 47; 1886, p. 41. F.S. 22:2347-8. I.H. 32:556.)—*C. flavescens*, Hort., is a garden hybrid between *Cineraria "Feltham Beauty"* and *Senecio auriculatus* (Gn. 53:252). It is a compact grower, originating with James Veitch & Sons, giving promise of a new strain of winter-blooming plants: ffs. creamy yellow, the younger blooms almost canary yellow; if peculiarly constricted at the middle and much enlarged at the top.—*C. hybrida*, Hort., is a hybrid between *Senecio cruentus* and *S. tussilaginis*, with white ffs. having pale blue tips on the rays and purplish centers. G.M. 55:337.—*C. stellata*, Hort., now a popular race of florists' cinerarias, has open spready panicles of star-like single ffs. Fig. 965. Most excellent.

The true yellow-flld. South African cinerarias seem not to be in cultivation, although *C. pendula*, Hook. f., has been recorded in horticultural literature within recent years: slender and climbing, with lax paniculate inflorescence, pale red flower-stems and five golden yellows rays in each head. B.M. 7799. Elegant greenhouse climber.

L. H. B.

**Cultura de las floristas' cinerarias.**

The single hybrid cinerarias are among the most useful and beautiful of all greenhouse flowering plants. The ease with which they can be raised, the little heat required, together with their free-blooming qualities, brilliant and various-colored flowers, which last for a considerable time in blossom, make them popular with most people possessing even only a small greenhouse. Though they are herbaceous in character and may be propagated by cuttings or division of the roots, the florists' cinerarias are best treated as annuals, raising them from seed each year and throwing away the plants after flowering. Although one may save one's own seed, the cinerarias, like most hybrids, will degenerate both in size and quality of the flower after one or two generations unless they are crossed; therefore, unless one cares to cross one's own plants, it is best to purchase fresh seed from some reliable firm that secures its stock from hybridists. For florists' use, or when a succession of
these flowers is required, two sowings of seed should be made—the first about the middle of August, and the second a month later. The seed should be sown in pans or shallow boxes 1 foot square; these should be well drained, and the soil should consist of one part fine loam, one part leaf-mold, and one part clean sharp sand or peat. The surface should be made very fine and pressed down evenly. The seed should then be sown evenly and rather thinly, and covered with sand about the eighth part of an inch. This will in a great measure prevent the seedlings from what gardeners term "damping off," which they are very apt to do if the atmospheric conditions become at all stagnant. The seed-boxes or boxes should be carefully watered with a fine rose and then placed in some cool shaded place, such as a frame placed on sifted coal-ashen on the north side of a wall or building, where they will germinate in about a week or ten days. As soon as large enough to handle conveniently, the seedlings should be potted into thumb-pots and grown on as rapidly as possible, shifting on into larger size pots as often as required, never allowing them to become the least pot-bound, or suffer in any way during the season of growth. The soil should consist of half leaf-mold and half fine fibrous loam, with a good sprinkling of silver sand, until the final shift into their flowering pots, when the soil should be three parts fibrous loam and one part well-decayed cow-manure or pulverized sheep-manure. About the first of October the plants should all be removed to the greenhouse, where the atmosphere should be kept cool and moist, but not stagnant. If a rainy spell should set in, a little artificial heat should be given to cause a circulation of the atmosphere, and as autumn advances the temperature should be kept about 45° at night, with a rise of 10° by day. Liquid stimulants should not be given until the flower-buds begin to appear, when they are greatly benefited by an occasional watering of clear liquid cow- or sheep-manure. The plants should be well in bloom after the holidays. If bloom is wanted in late fall or early winter, seed may be sown in May, keep the plants growing all summer, but do not let them bloom till they are established in 5- or 6-inch pots.

The Star cineraria (Fig. 965), now popular, is an open grower, 2 feet, not having the large solid masses of lower-heads of the older larger-flowered kinds. The bloom is single and mostly smaller, and the rays are separated as in a wild aster. These plants go under the name of C. stellata. They are very free flowering, and as pot plants are more decorative than the large-flowered types; they meet the present demand for simplicity. In color they have the same range as the ordinary florists' cinerarias; and there are cactus-flowered strains, with narrow rolled petals. The star cinerarias require the same handling and treatment as the others.

Double-flowered varieties of cineraria are not commonly grown, neither are they so beautiful as the single varieties. They may be propagated by seed or by cuttings, the latter being the best method, as a large percentage of seedlings are sure to turn out single, which will be inferior in size of flower as compared with the best single varieties. Double-flowering varieties must be propagated each year to secure the best results. As soon as the plants have finished blossoming, the flower stalks should be cut away to induce the plants to make fresh growth, which, as soon as large enough for cuttings, should be taken off and inserted in an ordinary propagating bed, where they will soon root, after which they should be potted and shifted on as often as required, growing them during the hottest months in as cool and shaded a position as can be provided.

Cinerarias are very subject to the attacks of greenfly. To keep these in check, the house in which they are grown should be fumigated with tobacco about once in ten days, or tobacco stems placed among the plants if fumigating is objectionable; or the cyanide treatment used. See Diseases and Insects.

Of the different species of Cineraria from southern Europe (properly Senecio), C. maritima is perhaps the best. It is of a dwarf habit, with tomentose, silver, pinnatifid leaves, and is a most useful subject for edging flower-beds. It is not hardy in the North, consequently must be treated as an annual, sowing the seeds early in March in the greenhouse, afterward treating it as an ordinary summer bedding plant. The other species from south and eastern Europe do not prove hardy North, and if grown should be treated as tender annuals, planting them in the herbaceous borders for the summer. The species from the Cape of Good Hope require greenhouse treatment, the culture being the same as for the common cineraria, although, from an ornamental point of view, most of them would hardly pay for the room they would occupy.

Edward J. Canning.

CINNA (old Greek name for a kind of grass). Gramineae. Tall perennials with flat leaf-blades. Spikelets 1-fld., numerous, in nodding panicles, the
XXVII. Coconut in flower and fruit. Southern Florida.
CINNA

rachilla prolonged; lemma short-awned below the apex. There are two species, C. arundinacea, Linn., with contracted panicle, the spikelets 2½ lines long, (Dept. Agric., Div. Agr. 7:140; 20:79) and C. latifolia, Griseb. (C. pendula, Trin.), with open panicle, the spikelets 2 lines long. Both species are native in cooler parts of N. Amer.

A. S. Hrncicock.

CINNAMONUM (the ancient Greek name). Lauraceae.

Evergreen trees and shrubs of Asia and Australasia, with aromatic leaves and wood, of which a few are cultivated in the extreme southern United States.

Leaves usually thick, mostly opposite, strongly 3-nerved or pinnate-nerved; buds not sealy (exception in C. Camphora); fls. usually perfect, with 9 (or less) perfect stamens in 3 unlike rows and a row of imperfect ones; perianth short-tubed, segms. 6 and nearly equal: fr. a small 1-seeded berry, in the cup-like perianth.—Upward of 50 species, among which are plants yielding cinnamon (C. zeylanicum), camphor (C. Camphora), cassia-bark (C. Cassia), and other aromatic and medicinal products. Various species may be expected in collections of economic plants, but most of them are not strictly horticultural subjects. It is possible that some of the species introduced into this country are passing under the proper names; possibly C. Temala, Fr. Nees, widely distributed in the Far East, may be confused in our cultures.

The genus Cinnamomum embraces tropical and semi-tropical shrubs and trees, which are mostly of economic value, and in one or more cases are valuable shade trees for lawn and street planting. The leaves are evergreen, usually of a rich shining green, and in C. Camphora have a silvery blue color on the under surfaces. C. Camphora, the camphor tree, is hardy in the lower Gulf states, and is now being extensively planted, both as shade tree and for gum. C. Cassia is not quite so hardy, but withstands a temperature of 20° F. without injury, and has been planted in Florida for manufacture of its various products,—oil, gum, buds and cinnamon bark. C. zeylanicum, is likely to be extensively grown in Mexico and the West Indies.—The various species are usually propagated by seeds, which are sown as soon as ripe in a shaded bed, the seedlings being transplanted when very small into pots and kept thus growing until permanent planting out. The species, without exception, are very difficult to transplant from the open ground, and hence pot-grown plants are almost a necessity. Cuttings of half-ripened wood of the species may be rooted in the spring in moderate heat, following the usual method of preparation, and planting in coarse sand. The soil best suited to cinnamomums in general, and C. Camphora in particular, is sandy loam, although a heavy loam, when well prepared, answers fairly well. The sandy soil of Florida, when moderately manured, suits all species so far tried admirably. (E. N. Reasoner.)

Campphora, Nees & Eberm. (Campophora officinarum, Nees. Laurophora Camphora, Linn.). CAMPHOR TREE.

Stout tree with enlarged base, to 40 ft.; lvs. alternate, ovate-elliptic, acuminate, not large or very thick, pinkish on the young growths, with a pair or more of strong side veins; buds sealy; fls. small, yellow, in axillary panicles; perianth membranaceous: fr. a drupe the size of a large pea. China, Japan. B.M. 2658.—A handsome dense-topped tree when young, becoming bare below with age; withstands some frost. The young growth is very attractive. It is hardy in central peninsular Fla., where it thrives well if attention is given to fertilizing and pruning. If it does not thrive in wet soils Camphor is a common roadside planting in S. Calif. Commerical camphor is extracted from the wood.

zeylanicum, Nees. CINNAMON TREE. Small tree (20–30 ft.); lvs. very stiff, 4–7 in. long, ovate to lanceolate, glossy, 3–5-nerved, obtuse or somewhat acute, reticulate on under side: fls. small (½ in. long), yellow-white, in loose somewhat silky clusters, which often exceed the lvs.; fr. ¾ in. long, dry, pointed. India, Malayia, and widely dispersed in tropical countries as a cult. plant. B.M. 2028. I.B.C. 1:91.—Variable; and many forms have been described.

Cassia, Blume. CASSIA-BARK TREE. Handsome tree: lvs. stiff, 3–6 in. long, oblong to nearly lanceolate, usually acuminate, glossy, 3-ribbed; pedicel slender; fls. very small, in terminal or axillary silky-tomentose panicles 3–6 in. long; fr. size of a pea. China.—Young branches somewhat 4-angled. Hardy and successful in central peninsular Fla. (Nehrling), thriving best in moist and rich land, and making especially fine specimen trees near residences where in time it receives applications of fertilizer and water.

pedunculatum, Presl. Glabrous tree: lvs. thick, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, 3-nerved, glossy above; pedicel to ¾ in. long; blade 2–5 in. long and somewhat glaucous or areolate beneath: fls. very small (½ in. or less) in long, in axillary corymbs that about equal the lvs.; perianth glabrous outside and whitish-puberulent inside; the lobes ovate-oblong, berry globose-oblong, ¾ in. long. Japan.—This species is said to have been intro. at Los Angeles some 35 years ago, where a handsome tree still exists, seedlings of which are to be found in other parts of S. Calif. In central peninsular Fla., this species and C. Louieri are hardy and attractive, thriving particularly well in rich and rather moist land.

Loueri, Nees. CASSIA FLOWERING TREE. Middle-sized tree, glabrous: lvs. opposite or alternate, rigid, elliptic or oblong, attenuate-acuminate; pedicel to ¼ in. long, the blades 3–5 in. long; fls. very small (there is a variegated-lvd. form). China.—Perhaps a form of the last, with nerves on upper side of H. less prominent or sunken, and other minor differences.

CINNAMON FERN: Oxymunda.

CINNAMON VINE: Dioscorea.

CINQUEFOIL: Potentilla.

CIPUÑA (origin of name unexplained). Iridaceae.

Four Trop. American bulbous plants, rarely grown under glass. Allied to Nemastylis: fls. with 6 parts or petals, the inner 3 being much smaller, white or light blue, borne in terminal heads, single or clustered. The species likely to be in cult. is C. paludosus, Auct., with white fls. and radical linear-lanceolate lvs.; bulb conical-globose. B.M. 646 (as Marico). Prop. by seeds and off-sets; to be kept on the dry side through winter.

CIRCÁEA (Circe, the enchantress). Onagraceae.

ENCHANTER’S NIGHTSHADE. Six or seven herbs of low or moist woods in North America and other temperate and cold regions of the northern hemisphere, two of which have been offered for growing in shady places and about garden bogs.

Perennials, small and soft: lvs. opposite and stalked: fls. perfect, small, and white, in terminal and lateral racemes; calyx-tube hairy, prolonged beyond the ovary, 2-lobed; petals 2, notched: fr. a small, bristly bur. They are interesting little plants, but not showy. Of easy cult. in shady, damp spots.

Luteoliana, Linn. Erect and branching, 1–3 ft., the st. swollen at the nodes: lvs. ovate-acuminate, more or less rounded at the base, somewhat toothed; pedicel slender, reflexed in fr.: fr. 2-celled, bristly. Woods, E. pacifica, Aschers & Mag. From 6–12 in., from a little tuber; smaller than the above, lvs. less acuminate, fls. smaller, fr. 1-celled and less bristly. Wyo., west.

L. H. B.

CIRRHÉA (from Cirrus, a tendril). Orchidaceae.

About a half-dozen Brazilian orchids, of no special importance, one of which, C. vulgaris purpurea, Lindl., is sparingly offered abroad, and two or three others of
CIRRILÆA longissimum, Hodkeri in. 774
narrow lous 2-winged free ciliate; removed season num contains chosen, or do Liberal compost temperature B.R. lines.

CIRRÔPETALUM (tendril petal, alluding to the narrow lateral sepals). Orchidaceæ. Epiphytes, grown in baskets or on blocks in a greenhouse.

Pseudobulbs from a creeping st.: dorsal sepal free; lateral sepals much longer than the dorsal, cohering except at the base; petals much shorter, often ciliate; lip entire, usually recurved; column short, 2-winged at the apex; pollinia 4. — About 90 species in Trop. Asia, Mascarenes I., and Australia.

Being of rambling habit, with creeping rhizomes, cIRRôpetalum may be grown in baskets sufficiently large to afford plenty of growing surface, and suspended from the roof where they will get abundant light and free access of air to the roots, which is equally essential. Liberal allowance must be made for drainage, which should consist of either broken potsherds or charcoal, the latter being preferable, as it is light, durable and contains nothing detrimental. Two-thirds osmundine, or other clean fiber, and one-third chopped live sphagnum moss, well mixed together, afford a good compost; and after this has been carefully tuck'd in about the roots and interstices, the plant should be held firm while the compost is being added, and until reestablished. This compost should be used rather sparingly to prevent over-watering. Many of the smaller-growing species do very well on orchid blocks, firmly attached, with a small quantity of compost beneath them. During the winter months, little or no shade is required. The temperature may range from 58° to 65° F. by night, with about 10° rise through the day, or even a little more, with sun-heat, will do no injury. No artificial heat is necessary in summer, except in extreme cold or wet weather, but a shaded moist location should be chosen, as is afforded in the cattleya or palm department. When the plants are dormant, light syringing overhead will keep the compost moist and the plants in healthy condition, but as the growing season advances, a liberal quantity of water and copious syringing in bright weather will be necessary. The stock is increased by division, the most judicious method being to cut through the rhizome with a sharp knife, about three pseudobulbs behind the lead, just before growth action, allowing the part to remain until the dormant eyes start to grow, when it may be removed and treated as an established plant. A little extra heat and moisture at this period will prove beneficial with the weak plants. All are of moderately easy culture. (Robert M. Grey.)


Picûratûm, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovoid, about 2 in. long, angled: lvs. 3–5 in. long, linear-oblong: scale with sheath pale yellowish-green, red-speckled; umbel 10–15-fl.; sepals and petals green, the dorsal sepal erect, obtuse, red-speckled, with a thread-like purple-knobbed summit, the lateral sepals linear; petals small, rounded, curled; lip blood-red, obtuse. India. B.M. 6802.


CÎRSIUM (old Greek name, referring to the use of the plant in an ailment). Compositæ. THISTLE. Prickly-leaved plants (largely biennial) of bold habit and showy purple, pinkish, white or even yellowish heads, sometimes planted in wild gardens.

The thistles are botanically confused. By some authors, Cirsium is combined with Carduus, but others keep it distinct because of the plumose or feathery pappus (which is most constant on the inner florets); and this disposition is here accepted. The cirsiums are herbs or subshrubs, more or less spiny: lvs. alternate, sessile, often pinnatifid: fls. large, mostly terminal; involucre ovoid or spherical, with many rows of imbricated often spiny-tipped scales, many-fl.; florets all tubular and alike (seldom more or less dizeiceous).

More than 120 species of annuals, biennials or perennials, widely spread in the northern hemisphere.

Other generic names partaking in the confused usage are Carbenia, now a synonym of Cnicus; Chamaene, now a section of Cirsium; and Cinus (which see), a genus of one species, distinguished by sterile marginal florets, pappus of ten long bristles and equal numbers of shorter spines and of horned teeth, and achene attached obliquely near the base rather than squarely on the base.

A number of the thistles are field and pasture weeds. The most penicilus of these weeds is the Canada thistle, C. arvense, Scop. (Carduus arvensis, Riches., Fig. 966. The common thistle or pasture thistle (Fig. 966) is a stately biennial, and very decorat
CISUS (Greek name of ivy). Vitaceae. Mostly tendril-climbing shrubs, a few of which are grown in the open, and others under glass for the handsome often colored foliage.

Very like Vitis (with which some authors unite it): adapted a mixed group botanically, and capable of good definition only when certain groups or subdivisions are removed from it. For the characters of related genera, see Ampelopsis, Parthenocissus, Vitis. As constituted by Gilg in Engler & Prantl’s “Pflanzenfamilien,” the genus includes Cayratia but which might well be kept distinct. This subgenus of which two or three interesting species from China and Japan are in cult, differs from Cissus proper in the always compound lvs., which are usually pedate, the axillary infl., the thin or even membranous disk, the 2-4-seeded fr., and the plants mostly herbaceous. Excluding Cayratia, Cissus is known by usually simple lvs., 1-seeded fr., and the disk being deeply 4-lobed or separated into 4 gland-like bodies. From Ampelopsis, as that genus is characterized in this work, Cissus differs in the 4-merous fls., often herbaceous, and fleshy st., the 1-seeded rather than 2-4-seeded fr. and in the disk not being cup-like and not irregularly lobed. From Vitis, it differs in its purplish fls., its excentric petals (the corolla not falling off as a cap), the 4-parted disk, its 1-seeded mostly dry and inedible fr., and other characters. Cissus comprises probably 200 species, widely dispersed in tropical regions and a few of them reaching extra-tropical areas (as in the southern U. S.): mostly climbers by means of tendrils without enlarged or disk-like ends, rarely erect shrubs or even perennial herbs, sometimes with greatly thickened sts. either under ground or above: lvs. alternate, simple or compound, with tendril (if present) opposite or at same node: fls. usually perfect, in mostly umbel-like cymes that are terminal or axillary; in 4’s, the petals at length spreading and falling separately; disk around the ovary 4-parted or -separated; style long and mostly slender rather than conical: fr. typically a dryish 1-seeded berry (2-4-seeded in Cayratia).

In cultivation there are very few species of Cissus, and these are mostly the tendril-climbing Vitis-like species grown under glass for the handsome foliage. The best known is C. discolor, although other species are likely to become widespread and popular in greenhouses. The fleshy-stemmed erect species are some times grown in botanical collections for the cactus-like forms and for illustrations in adaptive morphology. The species are readily propagated by cuttings.

INDEX.

1. japoica, Willd. (Cayratia japonica, Gagnep.). Herbaceous, glabrous or minutely puberulent, the branches striate, climbing by tendril: lvs. pedately 5-foliate, long-stalked, the lfts. lanceolate or obovate-oblong, serrate: fls. in a long-pended 2-3-forking cyme, greenish; petals ovate-triangualr, blunt: berry size of a small pea, 2-4-seeded, the seeds 3-angled or best keeled... Japan, China, Austral.—Appears to be root-hardy N., when covered.

2. oligocarpa (Vitis oligocarpa, Lev. & Van. Cayratia oligocarpa, Gagnep.). Differs from the above in the acuminate and more sharply and closely serrate lfts., which are puberulous when young; anthers orbicular. China.—Very recently intro.

3. adenosorus, Sprague. Herbaceous, climbing by tendrils, slender, fleshy root tuberous: lvs. red and decorative, 3-foliate, petioled, 3-6 in. long, hairy;

CISAMPELOS (Greek for ivy and vine). Menispermaceae. Mostly twining plants, shrubs and herbs, one of which is cultivated far south. Leaves various, mostly coriaceous or reniform, often petalate, alternate: fls. in axillary racemes or clusters, the plant dioecious; sterile fls. with 4 sepals and 4 petals united, the anthers 2-5 on a staminal column or disk; fertile fls. with 2 united fleshy sepals, subtended by a sepallike bract, and solitary ovary, with 3 styles: fr. a subglobose drupe, with a flattened and tuberculate stone. Many species or distinct forms in tropical regions, but many of them are evidently forms of the widely distributed C. Pareira, Linn. This plant, as C. heterophylla, DC., and under other names, is cult. in S. Fla. and the tropics. It is known as VELVET-LEAF and FALSE PAREIRA. It is an exceedingly variable vine, with downy round-cordate or peltate entire or lobed lvs.: fls. very small sterile fls. in stalked corymbs and the fertile in large-bracted clusters, and a hairy or glabrate nearly globular red drupe. It occurs in all tropical countries. “Pareira brava” of the pharmacopoeas is derived from the root of the related perennial climber, Chondrodendron tomentosum, of Peru and Brazil. Whether the genus Cissampelos contains 20 or 70 species depends mostly on the rank given to the many forms of the cosmopolitan C. Pareira.

L. H. B.

CIRSIUM

CIRSIUM is the genus name of the genus of plants belonging to the family Cichoriaceae. The plants in this genus are herbaceous or subshrubs, growing from tubers, rhizomes, or underground stems. The leaves are usually alternate, simple, and entire or parted. The flowers are usually perfect, often showy, and may be solitary or in racemes, heads, or cymes. The petals are usually 5, and the ovary is inferior, usually with 3 styles.

The genus Cirsium contains about 170 species, distributed throughout the temperate regions of the world. Many species are cultivated as ornamentals, especially in Europe and North America, for their showy flowers and attractive foliage. Some species are also used in landscaping and as groundcovers.

The illustrations and descriptions provided in the text are related to species within the genus Cirsium. The text mentions the characteristics of the plants, including their tuberous or rhizomatous growth, alternate or parted leaves, and showy flowers. It also provides information on the cultural requirements of these plants, such as their desire for full sun, well-drained soil, and occasional deadheading to encourage new growth and prevent seed pods from forming.
CISSUS

fls. stalked, ovate, abruptly acuminated, coarsely serrate, green with sunken nerves above and red with prominent nerves beneath; fls. light yellow, in a loose panicle or cluster about 4 in. long, the pedicels recurved after flowering; petals oblong, much reflexed (about ¾ in. long): berry globose, ½ in. diam., dark purplish black. Trop. Afr. (Uganda). B.M. 8278.—A quick-growing plant requiring warmhouse conditions. Readily propagated by cuttings. It must have a season of rest, usually in spring or early summer. If wanted for winter growth, temp. must be about 75°. It thrives in rich somewhat moist soil and responds to small applications of fertilizer now and then. The plant is very susceptible to root-knot. Variable. Known to some as “trailing begonia.”


9. antarctica, Vent. (C. Baudiniána, Brousse.). KANGAROO VINE. Upright shrub, but the branches climbing by tendrils, hairy: lvs. rather thick, glossy, ovate to oblong, sometimes more or less cordate, very short-acuminated, mostly toothed or notched, green: fls. greenish in few-fl.d., axillary clusters: fr. a globular or few-seeded berry, said to be edible. Austral. B.M. 2488.—Valuable for cool greenhouses, but does not withstand frost. Grows well on walls in darkish and neglected places.

10. siccoideae, Linn. Tall, tendril-climbing, pubescent, the branches terete or compressed, tuberculate or smooth, striate: lvs. ovate or oblong, often coriaceous at base, margin more or less serrate with bristle-tipped teeth or even cut, thickish, green: infl. coriaceous, opposite the lvs., the fls. small, and varying from greenish white to purplish: fr. an obovate, 1-seeded black berry. Very widely distributed in Trop. Amer., and exceedingly variable, and often confused with Flacca. The C. argéntéa of horticulturists is var. ovátá, Baker, which has glabrous ovate or oblong-ovate remotely serrate and somewhat glaucous lvs. Called “season vine” in tropics.

It is probable that some of the plants listed as Cissus belong to other genera, and some of the trade names are unidentifiable botanically.—C. disco-riences, Hort. Lvs. oblong-acuminated, more or less cordate at base, silvery white and shining over the upper surface. Brazil. Warmhouse climber.—C. discolor, Baker, which has glabrous and glaucous, oval-acuminated and narrower, reddish beneath and silvery veined, is a Cissus. Brazil. Warmhouse climber.—C. discolor, Lindl., has large ovate-cordate silver-blotched lvs.: a glabrous climbing shrub with tetra branches. Colombia.—C. pedáphyllophorá, Lindl., is a Piper.—C. Veltheim, Hort., is a Parthenocissus.

L. H. B.

CISTUS (ancient Greek name). Cissáceae. Rock Rose. Low shrubs grown for their red or white hairy flowers.

Plants usually with villous and glandular tomentum, aromatic: lvs. opposite, mostly persistent, entire, the opposite petals connate at the base; fls. large, in terminal and axillary cymes at the end of the branches, rarely solitary, white to purple; sepals 3 or 5; petals 5; stamens numerous; style elongated or short with a
CISTUS

large 5-10-lobed stigmas: caps, many-seeded, splitting into 5 valves.—About 20 species in the Medit. region and many natural and garden hybrids. Monograph by Grosser G. Engler, Pl. med. Europ. 14, pp. 10–32 (1903) and an illustrated monograph by R. Sweet, Cistinea (1825–30) quoted below as S.C.

The cistuses are ornamental flower-bearing shrubs, usually only a few feet high, with very showy purple or white flowers similar to a small single rose, appearing in early summer. They are hardy only in warmer temperate regions, but many of them will stand 10° of frost without injury, and C. laurifolius and C. vulgus var. tauricus even more. They thrive best in a well-drained soil, mostly preferring limestone soil, and in a sunny position; the dwarf species are well adapted for rockeries with southern aspect. They do not bear transplanting well, and should be grown in pots until planted out. Some species yield ladanum, a resin used in perfumery. Propagated by seeds sown in spring in pans or boxes and the young seedlings shaded; increased also by layers and cuttings in spring or late summer, inserted in sandy peat under glass. In the Old World, the cistuses are important garden plants, but they also live little known in America.

INDEX.

Species


A. Color of fls. purple or red.
B. Fls. 1½–2 in. wide; petals imbricate.
C. Lvs. penninerved, 3-nerved only.
D. Petals without a dark blotch at the base.


2. heterophyllus, Desf. Erect, to 2 ft.: lvs. short-petioled, elliptic-ovate, or bark-veined, green on both sides and slightly hairy, ½–1 in. long; fls. 1–3, 2 in. wide; petals red, yellow at the base. N. Afr. S.C. 6.—More tender.

Dd. Petals with a dark blotch at the base.


cc. Lvs. 3-nerved to the apex.


bb. Fls. 1 in. wide; petals not imbricate.


AA. Color of fls. white: lvs. 3-nerved.

b. Sepals 5.

c. Lvs. nearly sessile: plant very gluttonous: fls. usually solitary.


cc. Lvs. distinctly petiolated: fls. several.


9. laurifolius, Linn. Fig. 909. Shrub to 6 ft.: lvs. petiolated, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, glabrous above, whitish or brownish tomentose beneath, 1–2½ in. long: fls. 3–8, 2–3 in. wide; petals with yellow blotch. June–Aug. S. W. Eu. Gn. 53, p. 131; 84, p. 234. G.M. 34: 95. S.C. 52.—The hardiest species.

bb. Sepals 5.


969. Cistus laurifolius. (X½)
CISTUS


CITRANGE


CITRANGE

Large shrub. Fls. may be fragrant, with the entire saccate often spinose-dentate lvs.: fls. white or sometimes yellow, odorous, small, in spiciform terminal or axillary racemes; calyx 5-toothed or -lobed; corolla-tube cylindrical, the limb broad and 5-lobed, the lobes spreading and obovate; stamens 5, included, inferior, the anther lobes broad, 4-polllineate, the filaments didynamious; ovary more or less 4-celled, each cell 1-seeded; style often 2-lobed: fr. a flabby drupe, partly inclosed in the calyx.—About 20 species, Mex. to S. Amer.

Cinaereum, Linn. Tree, to 20 ft., the branches 4-angled and becoming cylindrical; lvs. elliptic-oblong or oval-ovate, usually obtuse or acute, glabrous or slightly pubescent beneath; fls. white, in long lax and nodding spike-like racemes; calyx unequally lobed; corolla-tube twice as long as calyx: fr. nearly globular, becoming black. W. Indies. L. D. 7: 493.

*quadrangularare*, Jacq. Larger tree, the branches permanently 4-angled: lvs. elliptic-oblong: fls. white, calyx nearly truncate. W. Indies.—These two species are here defined as understood by Grisebach, as it is probable that the plants in cult. were determined on that basis. Schulz, however (Symbole Antillana), refers C. cinerum, Linn., to C. *fruticosum*, Linn.; and C. *quadrangularare*, Jacq., to C. *spinumosum*, Linn. C. *quadrangularare* or *fruticosum*, at least in part, he refers to C. *fruticosum*; and C. *cinerum*, Jacq., to C. *spinumosum*. What are the plants catalogued cannot be determined without a bringing together of material.

*illicifolium*, H.B.K. Low shrub, very branchy, not spiny, the branches 4-angled: lvs. elliptic-oblong, narrowed into a short petiole, entire or spinose-dentate, thick, the margin revolute, shining above and pubescent beneath; fls. white, in a short terminal raceme; calyx 5-toothed; corolla scarcely exceeding the calyx, the lobes pilose: drupe size of a pea. Ecuador.

**barbierivus**, Cham. Spiny shrub, the branches 4-angled: lvs. obovate or elliptic-lanceolate, acute or obtuse or retuse, narrowed into a petiole, nearly entire, glabrous and shining above and paler and somewhat pilose beneath, bearded at the axis of the nerves; fls. white, in a terminal laxly-branchy raceme. Brazil, Uruguay. 

L. H. B.

CITRANGE (from *Citrus trifoliata* and orange by synecocope: *Citrus* *trifoliata* [orange]. *Rubocarpea*. A hybrid between the common orange and the hardy trifoliata orange, *Poncirus trifoliata* (*Citrus trifoliata*). Citrages have trifoliate lvs., but the lateral lfts. are much smaller than the terminal one: lvs. semi-decimuculose, falling completely only during a very severe winter; frs. borne on new wood in spring, very large, white, sometimes over 2⅝ in. diam., but with long and narrow petals, which vary much in size in different citranges: frs. variable, from 1-4 in. diam., globose, or depressed-globose, red-orange or lemon-yellow, smooth or hairy, the pulp abundant and very juicy, acid or subacid, with an agreeable aromatic flavor; peel often full of a disagreeably flavored essential oil.

The citranges are very cold-resistant if in a dormant condition, being able to stand temperatures as low as 15° or even 10° F. without injury. They are not adapted to commercial culture but are of much interest for home use in the cotton-belt of the southern states where the winters are too severe to permit of the culture of oranges or other citrus fruit. The flowers are showy and fragrant and the handsome fruits are used for making ade and for culinary purposes. The first successful hybrids between these plants were made by the writer at Eustis, Florida, in March, 1897, where eleven were secured. These remarkable hybrids were named citranges by H. J. Webber and the writer in 1905 (Yearbook, Department of Agriculture for 1904).

The principal varieties now grown in the southern states are:

**Rusk** (Fig. 970).—This is the most precoce of the citranges and has the smallest fls. and smallest (1½-2 in. diam.) and reddest frs. Young grafted trees often bear in 3 years. The foliage is dense and dark green. The frs. are thin-skinned, aromatic, juicy, and almost seedless. The peel contains a disagreeable oil and care must be taken to keep this out of the juice of the fr. Many thousand trees of this variety are now growing in the southern states and are prolific bearers.

**Colman**.—This is very unlike all the other citranges. The frs. are large, 3½-4⅞ in. diam., lightly yellow, and with a thick fuzzy peel, usually nearly seedless; the pulp is greenish, juice abundant, strongly acid, agreeably aromatic. It can be used for ade.

**Morton**.—The largest of the citranges, fr. often weighing more than 1 lb. Fr. round, resembling a large orange, rind medium, pulp sprightly acid, with a peculiar taste, usually seedless. Tree a vigorous grower, cold-resistant.

**Saunders**.—A small-fruited variety. Frs. 2½-3½ in. diam. with 5-10 seeds, orange-yellow, peel thick with prominent oil-glands. The thick skin of this hybrid makes it keep well.

970. Rusk citrange. (×3)
The juice is sharply acid. This is probably the most cold-resistant of the citranges tested as yet.

**Etonia.**—This hybrid is remarkable for its profuse bloom. The large white fragrant fls. make this a good ornamental in the cotton-belt; frs. small, very few.

**Cunningham.**—This resembles the Colman in having fuzzy frs., which are, however, small and nearly spherical. The juice is sharply acid, aromatic, and makes very good ale.

**Scheeresi.**—Similar to an orange in appearance, 2-3 x 2½-3½ in., light yellow, rind medium thick, bitter, pulp tender, translucent, juice with a sprightly acid flavor, aroma pleasant. Tree very vigorous and prolific. Foliage dense. WALTER T. SWINGLE.

**CITRON (Citrus Medica, Linn.). Rutaceae.** Fig. 971. A large lemon-like fruit with a very thick peel and a small amount of very acid pulp; the peel is candied and used in confectionery and for culinary purposes.

The citron is grown in the Mediterranean regions, especially in Corsica, and large quantities are preserved in brine and shipped to the United States to be candied. The Corsican citron of commerce was introduced into this country in 1894 by David Fairchild for the Division of Pomology of the United States Department of Agriculture, and it has been grown to some extent in California.

The plant usually is propagated by cuttings but it can be grafted on rough lemon or other stock. In the region of Valencia, in eastern Spain, the citron is used in propagating oranges, since citron cuttings strike root more easily than oranges. A piece of citron twig is grafted into branches of orange which are afterwards set as cuttings whereupon the citron strikes root and later on the orange. Then the roots are exposed and the citron roots cut away, leaving the orange growing on its own roots.

The citron can be planted and cultivated much as the lemon in cool equable climates, such as in the coastal region of southern California. In Corsica, the trees are kept low and trained in vase form, but otherwise treated like lemons.

There are but few citron orchards in the United States; one at West Riverside, California, about 10 acres in extent, is perhaps the largest.

The Etrog or sacred Jewish citron, used by the Jews at the Feast of Tabernacles, has small greenish yellow fruits which, if they are of exactly the prescribed size, form and color, may bring as much as $5 or $10 each. This variety is grown principally in the island of Corfu. See Citrus and Etrog.

The word citron is also applied to the preserving watermelon: see Citrullus and Melon, Water.

WALTER T. SWINGLE.

**CITRÅPSIS (Limonia & Citropsis, Engler). Rutaceae.** African Cherry Orange. Very interesting and as yet little-known citrus trees, of interest for use in hybridizing and for stocks, also promising as ornamentals.

Small spiny trees: lvs. compound, 3-12 in. length; lfts. 3, 5 or even 7, coriaceous; petioles and rachis usually very broadly winged; fruiting twigs sometimes with unifoliate lvs.: spines usually paired, sometimes single: fls. large, white, in the axis of the lvs., tetramerous (rarely 5-merous), with 8 free stamens: frs. small, ¾-1½ in. diam., borne in tufts in the axis of the lvs., bright orange-colored, with an agreeable odor and a pleasant flavor, 3-4 celled, with a single seed in each cell; in some species filled with pulpy vesicles full of pleasantly flavored juice.

There are several species of this interesting genus in the tropical forests throughout central Africa. These plants, because of their sweet high-flavored fruits borne in tufts like cherries and their unusually large compound leaves, should prove very interesting for use in hybridizing. Tests made in the greenhouses of the Department of Agriculture, at Washington, have shown that at least two species of Citropsis can be budded readily and grow very well on the common citrus stocks. This genus is undoubtedly closely related to Citrus. See desc. in Journ. Ag. Research, 1:419-496, w. figs.

**Preussii, Swingle & M. Kellerman (Limecia Preussii, Engler. L. Demeisii, De Wild?). Lvs. 3-5-foliate, with very broadly winged petioles and rachis; lfts. large, broadly oval: fls. large, axillary; style long, slender, broad at the base: frs. small, apiculate. Kamerun.**


**Schweinfurthii, Swingle & M. Kellerman (Limonia Schweinfurthii, Engler. Limonia ugandensis, Baker).** Fig. 972. A species named from sterile leafy twigs collected by Schweinfurth at Uganda at the headwaters of the Ghazal branch of the Nile. Lvs. 3-5-foliate; lfts. narrowly lanceolate, acute at both ends: fls. large, usually 4-merous; style rather short and thick: frs. lime-like, 1¼ in. diam., sweet. Sudan, Uganda, Congo.

**gabonensis, Swingle & M. Kellerman (Limonia gabonensis, Engler).** Lvs. of medium size, sometimes unifoliate like orange lvs., sometimes 5-7-foliate; rachis narrowly winged; lfts. caduate: fls. small, borne on long pedicels, 4-merous; style not broad at base: frs. globose, small, about 1 in. diam., almost dry, having only rudimentary pulp-vesicles; seeds large. French Congo, Kamerun.

WALTER T. SWINGLE.

**MAUDE KELLERMAN.**
CITRULLUS (diminutive of Citrus, said to be in allusion to the shape of fruits and color of flesh resembling those characters in fruits of the orange or citron). Cucumis Cucumis. Annual or perennial tendril-bearing herbs of three or four species, one yielding the watermelon and one the colocynth.

Climbing or long-trailing, hispid or rough, with 2-3-parted tendrils, often with a strong odor: Ivs. alternate, petiolate, mostly round-orbulate in general outline, deeply 3-5-lobed, and the divisions often again lobed, and the segms. commonly obtuse: fls. monocious, solitary and pedunculated in the lf.-axils, the corollas 5-lobed; stamens 3, included and united or cohering by the anthers, and rudiments of stamens in the pistillate fls.; pistil 1, the ovary ovoid or globose, bearing a short style and 3-lobed stigma: fr. a globular pepo, morphologically 3-ceiled, usually smooth and with a hard rind.—Trop. Afr. and Asia, 2 of the species now widely distributed in warm and tropical countries.

vulgâris, Schrad. Watermelon (see Melon, for culture). Annual, glabrous or pubescent: Ivs. not rough, either deeply or moderately divided, the sinuses open and obtuse: fr. in the wild state from the size of an apple to that of a man's head, sweet or slightly bitter. Trop. and S. Afr.—When the fr. is sweet and edible (C. Caffer, Schrad.), it is the watermelon, or “kafr watermelon” of S. Afr.; when bitter (C. amarus, Schrad.), it is the “bitter-apple” of S. Afr. The fr. now varies widely in cult., in size, season, shape and quality. The soft pink flesh is much prized in its natural state for eating. A form with hard and inedible white flesh is known as the “citron,” and the rind is used for the making of preserves (as is the rind of the true citron).

Colocynthis, Schrad. (Colocynthis officinalis, Schrad. Cucumis Colocynthis, Linn.). COLOCYNTH. BITTER-APPLE. Perennial (in the wild), the st. angular and rough: Ivs. rough, 2-4 in. long, 3- or 7-lobed, the middle lobe sometimes ovate, the sinuses open and the fr. in general form like that of C. vulgaris: ovary villous: fr. globose, green-and-yellow variegated, about 2-4 in. diam., intensely bitter; seeds small (½ in. or less long), smooth. Trop. Asia and Afr., now widely distributed in Afr. and the Medit. region.—The dried frs. are used in medicine (as purgative), being imported from Turkey and Spain. Sometimes cultivated in this country as a curiosity or in collections of economic plants; culture for official purposes has been attempted in New Mex., but the fr., although larger than the official product, is reported to be less active.

L. H. B.

CITRUS (ancient name of a fragrant African wood, afterward transferred to the Citron). Rutaceae. Citron. Lemon. Orange. Small evergreen, more or less spiny trees or shrubs, grown for their edible fruits, and also attractive in foliage and flower.

Leaves glandular-dotted, persistent, apparently simple (in reality unifoliate compound Ivs.), borne on more or less winged or margined petioles, which are usually articulated with the blade and at their attachment to the twig; spines usually present, borne singly at the side of the bud in the axis of the Ivs.: fls. clustered or rarely solitary in the axis of the Ivs., or in small lateral or terminal cymes or panicles, white or pinkish purple in the bud; petals 5 (rarely 4 or 6) thick, strap-shaped, not clawed at the base, imbricated; stamens numerous (16-70) at least four times as many as the petals, polyadelphous, cohering toward the bases in a few bundles; ovary 8-15-celled, with a prominent usually deciduous style containing as many tubes as there are cells in the ovary: fr. a hesperidium, globose, oval or oblate-spheroid, the segms. filled with juicy pulp composed of stalked pulp-vesicles; seeds 1-8 in a cell, oval or oblong, ½-3½ in. long, with a pungent testa and thick fleshy cotyledons, usually with adventive embryos arising as buds from the nucellar tissue of the mother plant. Natives of Trop. and Subtrop. Asia and the Malay Archipelago.—Half a dozen species are commonly cult. and have given rise to very many varieties as well as numerous hybrids, making the delimitation of the species exceedingly difficult. See Citrange, Citron, Elrog, Grapefruit, Lemon, Lime, Limequat, Orange, Pomelo, Tangelo.

The nomenclature here followed is based on the writer’s treatment of the species of Citrus in ‘Plants Wilsonianae.’ The fewest possible number of changes have been made consistent with presenting a clear account of the genus. A careful study of Citrus and the genera most nearly related to it has shown that the trifoliolate orange differs in so many and such important characters that it seems necessary to recognize it as a separate genus (Poncirus). The same is true of the kumquats and the Australian limes.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.

AA. Winged petiole much smaller than the blade of the fr.: seeds small or medium sized: fls. usually in clusters.

BB. Lvs. apparently not jointed between blade and petiole, oblong-serrate; petiole wingless: fl.-buds tinted reddish; fr. with a very thick peel, fragrant, pulp acid. 1. Medica

CC. Fl.-buds tinted reddish on outside: petioles merely margined; Ivs. corrugate; fr. oval, more or less apiculate. 2. Limonias
CITRUS

CC. Fl.-buds white: petals more or less winged.
D. Frs. oval, often slightly papillate, small, 1–1 1/2 in. diam., greenish-yellow when ripe, thin-skinned, smooth: f.s. small. Petioles plainly winged; tvs. small, papillate or more or less puncate, obtuse: spines short, very sharp

3. aurantifolia

DD. Frs. globose, depressed globose, rarely oval or pyriform, never papillate, orange-colored, or if yellow, frs. large and thick-skinned.
E. B. of fr. very large, pale yellow when ripe: tvs. pubescent when young: petals broadly winged

4. grandis

ER. Size of fr. medium or small, orange or orange-yellow.
F. The fr. with a solid core and a light skin; pulp sweet: petals slightly winged... 6. sinensis
FF. The fr. with a hollow core when fully ripe, skin papillate or, if tight, pulp acid and petals broadly winged.
G. Skin tight; petals bluntly winged: pulp acid... 5. Aurantium
GG. Skin loose: petals only narrowly winged or margined.
H. The fr. borne singly at tips of branches, small; segms. 7–10, pulp very acid: tvs. pale beneath. 8. mitis
III. The fr. borne in axes of the tvs.; segms. 8–10, pulp sweet; dark green beneath... 7. nobilis

1. Médica, Linn. (from Media whence the species first came to the notice of the ancient Greeks and Romans). Cirtion. Fig. 971. A shrub or small tree, with long irregular branches: thorns short, stout and stiff: tvs. rather pale green, large, oblong, 4–6 or 7 in. long and 1 1/2–2 in. wide, bluntly rounded at the tip with serrate margins, not articulated with the petals, which are wingless: frs. large, reddish tinted when in the bud, usually in terminal panicles, or clustered, in the axils of the tvs.; petals large, white above, reddish purple below; stamens numerous, 30–40 or more; ovary tapering gradually into the often persistent style: fr. large, oval or oblong, 6–10 x 4–6 in., bluntly apiculate, often rough or bumpy, lemon-yellow when ripe; skin very thick, fragrant; pulp scanty; acid; seeds oval, smooth, white inside. The lemon is very sensitive to cold because of its ability to grow at low temperatures, which causes it to start to ripen before being ready, with a few days of warm weather in winter. It is found in all tropical and warm subtropical regions, especially in Sicily, where large quantities of the frs. are exported to the U.S. In this country the lemon is widely cultivated, in California and to a much smaller extent in Florida. The frs. are gathered just before they ripen while still green in color and often before they attain their full size and are then ripened in curing-houses, in which temperature and humidity are artificially controlled. The juice is used for making lemonade, for cooking, and the arts; the peel is used in cooking and the oil extracted from it is used in cooking and perfumery. The principal cult. varieties have rather small smooth frs. The more important varieties listed here: Eureka. Frs. oval-oblong, medium size, usually seedless, ripening early: tree small, nearly thornless. Genoa. Frs. oval, pointed at base and tip, ripening early, seedless: tree dwarf. Lisbon. Frs. oblong, with a large papilla at the tip, few-seeded; tree medium size, thorny; a vigorous grower. Villa Fremont. Frs. oval-oblong, medium to large, apex abruptly papillate, seeds numerous: tree of good size, nearly thornless. Kennedy. Frs. oval, with a very small papilla, thin-skinned, nearly seedless. Ponderosa. Frs. very large, sometimes weighing 2 1/2 lbs., with a neck at the base; seeds numerous. Everbearing. Frs. large, abruptly papillate at the tip, with a narrowed neck at the base, rough all over; seeds rather numerous: everbearing, borne on a straggling bushy tree that sprouts from the roots. Grown for home use in Florida. Rough (Florida Rough). A tree of doubtful origin, occurring wild in the Everglades of S. Fla.: frs. round-ovate, very rough, apex papilla, surrounded by a depressed ring; seeds numerous: tree large and vigorous. The frs. of this variety are useless for commercial purposes, but the seeds are in considerable demand by

Nooten. C. Médica var. digitata, Auct., not Lour. Po Shu Kan (Chinese). Bushukan (Japanese). Fig. 973. Differs from the common citrus in having the segms. of the fr. separated into finger-like processes. The frs. are very fragrant and are used by the Chinese and Japanese for perfuming rooms and clothing. It is sometimes grown as a dwarf potted plant for ornament. It should be intro. into this country.

2. Limonía, Osbeck (from Arabic limin, a lemon). C. Médica var. Limón, Linn. C. Limonium, Risso. Limonia. Fig. 974. A small tree with long irregular branches: thorns short, stout and stiff: tvs. rather pale green, elongate-ovate, pointed at the tip, with serrate or sub-serrate margins; petals wingless but sometimes narrowly margined, articulated both with the blade and the twig: frs. rather large, solitary or in small clusters in the axils of the tvs., reddish-tinted in the bud; petals white above, reddish purple below; stamens 20–40; ovary tapering into the deciduous style: fr. oval or oblong, with an apical papilla, 3–5 x 2–3 in. with 8–10 segms., lemon-yellow when ripe, with a prominently glandular-dotted peel, often more or less rough and moderately thick; pulp very abundant, very acid; seeds small, oval, smooth, often few or none, white inside.

CITRUS 781

974. Citrus Limonia. (X 1/2, fr. 1/4)

973. Fingered citron... Citrus Médica var. sarcodactylis. (x 1/4)

Var. sarcodactylis, Swingle Citrus sarcodactylis v.
nurseriesmen as the tree makes an excellent stock for very poor sandy or calcareous soils. See Lemon.

3. aurantiifolia, Swingle (Limonia aurantiifolia, Christmann, C. aurantiifolia, Auct. not Risso). Lime. A small tree, with rather irregular branches: spines very sharp, short, stiff; lvs. small, 2-3 in. long, elliptic-ovate, crenate, rather pale green; petioles distinctly but narrowly winged; lvs. small, white in the bud, occurring in few-fig. axillary clusters; petals white on both surfaces; stamens 20-25; ovary rather sharply set off from the deciduous style: fr, small, oval or round-oval, 1½-2½ in. diam., often with a small apical papilla, with 10 segms., greenish yellow when ripe; peel prominently glandular-dotted, very thin; pulp abundant, greenish, very acid; seeds small, oval, smooth, white inside. The lime is perhaps the most sensitive to cold of any known species of Citrus. Even a few days of moderately warm weather in winter suffice to force it into a tender and succulent growth that is killed by the slightest frost. It is found in all tropical countries, often in a semi-wild condition. It is cult. in the warmest parts of Fla., especially on the Keys. Large quantities of the fr., picked when still green and often not full-sized, are packed in barrels and shipped to the cities of the N. U. S., where they are extensively used for making limeade. Large quantities of bottled lime juice are exported from Montserrat and Dominica Isls. in the West Indies and used on shipboard for preventing scurvy. Limes are too thin-skinned to keep well and are not processed as are lemons. It is usually prop. from seed—rarely from cuttings. The principal varieties grown in the U. S. are: Mexican (West Indian). Frs., small, smooth, often with a slight apical papilla; seeds few: tree small, very spiny, usually branching from the base. This variety, almost always grown from seed, is the only one planted on any considerable commercial scale. Tahiti (Persian?). Frs., large, smooth, with a broad apical papilla; seedless, about the size and shape of an ordinary lemon: poor keepers. See Lime. Hybrids: Sweet (C. limetta, Risso). Frs. about the size of a lemon, with a sweet and insipid pulp. Commonly grown in the W. Indies and Cent. Amer. Limequats are new hardy hybrids between the common Mexican lime and a kumquat; these hybrids vary much in size, shape and flavor, but some are about the size of a lime and have abundant very acid pulp. See description under Limequat.

4. grandis, Osbeck (C. Aurantium var. grandis, Linn. C. Aurantiifolia var. decumana, Linn. C. decumana, Swingle) (or Pomello) Shaddock. Pommele. Fig. 975. A large round-topped tree, with regular branches: spines, if present, slender and flexible, rather blunt: lvs. large, dark glossy green above, oval or elliptic-oval, with a broadly rounded base; petiole broadly winged, more or less cordate: lvs. axillary, borne singly or in clusters, large, white in the bud; petals white on both sides; stamens 20-25, with large linear anthers; ovary globose, sharply delimited from the deciduous style: fr. very large, 4-6 in. diam., globose, oblate spheroid or broadly pear-shaped, smooth, with 11-14 segms., pale lemon-yellow when ripe, peel ½-¾ in. thick, white and pithy inside; seeds usually very numerous, large, flattened and waxy, white inside.—The grapefruit (or pomelo) is now one of the most appreciated citrus frs. grown in the U. S. The culture of this delicious fr. was limited to the Fla. pioneers until some 25 years ago, when the consequences of this imprudence were made. Since then, there has been a steady increase in the area devoted to this fr. in Fla., and plantings have been made in Calif., Ariz., and the West Indies. The pummelo of India, called shaddock in Fla., is not grown on a commercial scale, but occurs in many tropical countries. The grapefruit is usually served as a breakfast fr. or for dessert, is a vigorous grower, even on light sandy loam soils and is coming increasingly into use as a stock upon which to graft other citrus frs. The young trees are tender, but the mature ones are well protected by a dense canopy of lvs. and may stand more cold than an orange tree. The grapefruit is much like the orange in its ability to resist cold and is much less likely forced into a new growth by a few warm days in winter than the lime or lemon. The varieties of grapefruit grown in the U. S. have almost all originated in Fla., where the early settlers prop. this tree from seed, thereby originating many slightly different varieties, the more important of which are listed here: Duncan. Fr. large, keeps well on the tree, seeds few: tree rather hardy. Hall (Silver Cluster). Frs. medium size, produced in large clusters; seeds numerous. Triumph. Fr. small or medium size, early; tree rather tender. Does not succeed well but bucked on sour orange stock. McCarty. Fr. large, late, borne in California. A variety recently found in the Indian River region of Fla. Besides these standard varieties of grapefruit of the Fla. seedling type a large number of other similar varieties are cult. locally in the state, such as the Bowen, Excessor, Josselyn, Leonardi, Manyville, May, McKinley, Standard, and many others. The following varieties differ more or less widely from the old Fla. seedling type. Marsh. Frs. large, depressed globose, often seedless; pulp subacid, less bitter than in the other varieties. This variety, though it originated as a seedling in Fla., is best adapted to cult. in Calif., where any of the ordinary Fla. varieties do not succeed well. Pernambuco. Frs. large, skin very smooth, light-colored, late; seeds abundant. Intro. from Pernambuco, Brazil, to the U. S. by the U. S. Dept. of Agric.—The shaddocks or pummelos are seldom cult. in the U. S. The Trease variety from the Bahama Isl. has large pyriform frs., with pink flesh of good flavor and abundant seeds: the tree is tender. A pummelo from near Canton, China, is imported into San Francisco on a small scale by the Chinese resident there. The frs. are pyriform, very thick-skinned, not pink within; seeds numerous. Some seedlings of this variety are to be found at various points in the U. S., with excellent growth, and make excellent stocks upon which to graft other citrus frs. Many other sorts of pummelos are known from Asia and the Malay Archipelago and some have been intro. for trial by the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction of the U. S. Dept. of Agric. The true grapefruit seems to be scarcely known outside of U. S. and the W. Indies. See Grapefruit and Pomelo.

5. Aurantium, Linn. C. vulgaris, Risso. C. Bigaradia, Risso. C. Aurantium var. Bigaradia, Hook. Fr. Sour or Seville Orange. Fig. 976. A medium-sized tree, with a rounded top and regular branches: spines long but flexible and blunt: lvs. light green when young, medium-sized, 3-4 in. long, tapering to the somewhat wedge-shaped base, and more or less acuminate at the tip; petiole broadly winged: frs. medium-sized, axillary, single or clustered, white in the bud; petals white on both sides, very fragrant; stamens 20-24; ovary globose, slightly delimited from the deciduous style: fr. 2½-3¾ in. diam., globose, slightly flattened at the base, somewhat但不缺乏，为研究者提供了丰富的素材。根据这种材料的收集，可以为研究和开发工作提供更加明确的方向。
tip, with a hollow core when fully ripe; pulp acid, membranes with a bitter taste, segms. 10–12; seeds cuneate-oval, flattened, with raised lines, white inside.—The sour or Seville orange is grown all over the world. It is able to withstand more cold than most of the other citrus frs. and is rarely forced into new growth by warm weather occurring in winter. The sour orange is found in a thoroughly naturalized condition in many parts of Fla. where it doubtless was brought by the Spaniards. Most of these wild sour orange trees were dug up and transplanted for use as stocks when orange-culture was being rapidly extended some 25–30 years ago. The Seville orange, as its name would indicate, is grown on a commercial scale in the vicinity of Seville, whence the frs. are shipped in large quantities to England and Scotland for use in making orange marmalade, for which this species is best adapted. The petals yield a valuable perfume, oil of Neroli, which is produced in the south of France and the Italian Riviera. The peel of the fr. is sometimes candied and, when fresh, yields an essential oil. The sour orange is grown in a small way in Fla. for home use, the frs. being used for making “orangeade.” In the U. S. the sour orange is used almost exclusively as a stock on which to bud other citrus fr. trees. The seeds are in demand by nurserymen at a good price for this purpose. The sour orange is well adapted to grow on a great variety of soils but is especially well fitted for low wet soils, where it is valuable because it is immune to the mal di gomma or foot-rot so destructive to the common orange and lemon on such soils. There are no named varieties of the sour orange in cult. in the U. S. —Mutations: The so-called *Citrus myrtifolia*, a narrow-ldv. form with spineless twigs and short internodes, bearing small flattened sour orange frs. is a mutation arising from the root of the sour orange. *Chinotto* (the Chinoise of the French confectioners). This is a broader-ldv. form of the above described mutation. It is cult. along the northern shore of the Medit. from Genoa to Toulon, yields the small green frs. used for candying. This variety, which should be called the Chinotto, is being tested in the U. S. and may prove adapted for commercial culture on a small scale in this country. Hybrids: *Bittersweet*. A good-sized tree occupying a place is usually called by this species and the following. Frs. oblong, flattened at the ends; pulp sweet, but the membranes separating the segms. have a bitter taste. The fr. ripens very late on some trees and keeps well on the tree.

6. *sinensis*, Osbeck (*C. Aurantium* var. *sinensis*, Linn. *C. Aurantium*, Lour. et Auct., not Linn.). C. *sinensis* (Ox.) Osb. (an old var. of species, with a rounded top and regular branches: spines, when present, slender, flexible, rather blunt: lvs. medium-sized, rounded at the base; pointed at the apex; petiole narrowly winged, articulated both with the blade and the twig; fls. medium-sized, smaller than those of the sour orange, white in the bud; petals white on both surfaces; stamens 20–25; ovary subglobose, clearly delimited from the deciduous style: fr. subglobose or oval, pith solid, pulp sweet, membranes not bitter in taste, segms. 10–12 or 13 in number; seeds cuneate-oval with rugose margined plane surfaces, white inside.—The common or sweet orange is widely cult. in all the tropical and subtropical regions of the world. It is rather tender, not so hardy as the sour or Seville orange, but much more cold-resistant than the lemon or lime. A very few orange trees occur in a semi-wild state in S. Fla. Sweet oranges were doubtless intro. into Fla. by the Spaniards nearly four centuries ago, as they were prop. by locally raised frs. until within the last half-century, many local varieties have arisen there. Orange-culture has reached its highest development in S. Calif., where it constitutes one of the most important agricultural industries. Fla. is second only to Calif. in the extent and value of the orange groves, while some oranges are grown in favored spots in La., Texas, and Arix.—Oranges are the best known and probably the most highly esteemed dessert fr. A few are used in cooking and the peel is sometimes candied. An essential oil is also pressed from the peel. The sweet orange is commonly used as a stock on which to graft other species of citrus frs. It grows well on light well-drained loam or sandy loam soil. It is subject to the mal di gomma or foot-rot. Very many varieties are in cult. Some of the prop. oranges grown in the U. S. are listed here. (1) Florida seedlings, varieties originated in Fla. as a result of prop. oranges from seed, mostly strong-growing trees: *Parson Brown*. Frs. medium-sized, very early. *Pineapple*. Frs. medium or large, very juicy; seeds rather numerous; midseason: tree a strong grower.

*Homosaosa*. Frs. medium-sized, very juicy; a good bearer and keeper: tree nearly thornless. *Madam Vinous*. Frs. medium or large; pulp coarse-grained, juicy; midseason. *Nonpareil*. Frs. rather large; flattened; pulp fine-grained, juicy: tree vigorous. Also Arcadia, Summit, Foster, Hick, Magnum Bonum, May, Old Vini, Osecola, Stark, Whittaker, and very many others of the same general type. (2) Florida mutations or hybrids—new sorts originated in Fla., usually differing in some striking way from the old Fla. seedling oranges, perhaps through hybridization with foreign varieties. *Boone* (Boone’s Early). Frs. medium size, strongly oval or oblong, very juicy, very late, keeping well on the tree: lvs. with thorns varying in width. *Fruit* oval; *oil* oval, juicy, ripening very late and holding very well on the tree, even until late summer. A variety newly intro. into cult. *Drake Star*. A rare variety with variegated foliage; usually a poor bearer but sometimes bearing a good crop of excellent fr. (3) Mediterranean varie-
ties, largely intro. into Fla. by Sanford and Lyman Philips, about 30–40 years ago: *Arraya*; very large or medium-sized; peel red-orange; pulp streaked with red when fully ripe, juicy; seeds rather few: rather late; tree vigorous, nearly thornless, prolific. *St. Michael*. Frs. medium-sized, oblong, red-blotched when ripe; flesh wine-red; seeds few; rather early. *Jaffa*. Frs. large, oblong, juicy; seeds few. Possibly not the same as the celebrated orange of Jaffa, Palestine. *Mediterranean Sweet*. Frs. large, oval, juicy, late: tree nearly thornless. *Majorca*. Frs. round or slightly flattened, juicy: rather late. *Hart* (Hart’s Tardiff). Frs. round or slightly oval, medium to large size, juicy; seeds few; ripens very late; similar to the next and thought by some to be identical. *Valencia* (Valencia Late). Frs. medium to large, oval or rounded, juicy, nearly seedless, very late. A prolific variety, largely grown in Calif. and held in cold storage until early autumn. There are many other Medit. varieties of nearly or quite as much value as some of the above, such as *Cowan*, *Du Roi*, *Joppa*, *Paper Rind*, *Prata*, *Salt Blood*, *St. Michael* (Blood), etc. —The navel oranges all show a second smaller more or less included fr. formed at the tip of the main fr. Many varieties are of foreign origin. *Washington* (Bahia, Washington Naval). Fr. large, rounded slightly, pointed at apex; flesh firm, juicy; skin
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very tough; seedless; early midseason. The most famous variety of oranges intro. from Bahia, Brazil, by Wm. Saunders of the U. S. Dept. of Agric. in 1870. Its cult has steadily extended in Calif. until it is the principal variety grown there. It does not succeed well in Fla. Thompson (Thompson’s Improved Navel). A smooth-skinned hard-fleshed variety found by A. D. Shamel to arise as a mutation from the preceding, to which it is inferior in quality though better in appearance. Australian. Frs. large, coarse; tree vigorous, but a shy bearer. Also found by Shamel as a variation of the Washington Navel (Bahia). Surprise. Fr. medium-sized, rounded or even slightly flattened, juicy, early, seedless. A variety originated by E. S. Hubbard, of Fls. Double Imperial. Fr. small or medium-sized, navel hidden; pulp firm; seeds few or none. An Brazilian variety, said to fruit well in Fla. when budded on trifoliate orange stock. There are many other varieties of navel oranges occasionally grown on a commercial scale. In Calif., among others, Golden Nugget and Navelencia; in Fl., Egyptian, Melitensis, and Sustain are known. There are doubtless many more navel oranges which should be tested. See Orange. Hybrids: Citranges are hardy hybrids between the common sweet orange and the trifoliate orange, Poncirus trifoliata. The principal varieties are the Rusk, Morton, Colman, Savage, Cunningham and Saunders. See description under Citrange.

7. nobile, Lour. KING ORANGE. Small trees, with slender twigs and pointed leaflets with very narrowly winged or merely margined petiolar: fls. small, white; stamens 18-24: fr. with a loose peel and a hollow pith; seeds usually green inside.—This species comprises several well-marked groups; the original of Lour. was undoubtedly something very like the King orange, a medium-sized tree with long upright branches, with dark bark, having large depressed globose fr. with a rough thick not very loose skin; segms. usually 12-13; seeds rather numerous, large like those of a sweet orange, white inside. See W. A. Taylor, Yearb. Dept. Agric. 1907, pl. 34. This variety was found by Loureiro growing in Cochin China in the latter half of the 18th century and described in intro. by Mrs. A. R. Magee, of Riverside, Calif., in 1850, from Saigon, Cochin China, which introduction became known as the King orange. It has frs. of large size, very juicy, and of delicious vinous flavor. Its rough skin seems to be no obstacle to its ready sale at good prices.

Var. deliciosa, Swingle (C. deliciosa, Tenore). MANDARIN ORANGE. A small tree, with slender branches, willow-like lvs., with merely margined petiolar: fls. small; frs. depressed; lvs. yellow or reddish orange, with a very loose peel; seeds small, beaked, bright green within.—This variety comprises the many varieties of Mandarin oranges, including the so-called tangerine varieties. These are delicious dessert frs., attractive in appearance and easy to handle because of the loose skin and the easily separable segms. Aside from the greater ease of preparing them for the table, Mandarin oranges are used exactly as are common oranges. The principal varieties grown in the U. S. are the following: Mandarin (China, China Mandarin, Willow-leaved). Fr. medium-sized, 2-3 in. in diam., depressed-globose, early, orange-yellow; very juicy; sweet; seeds abundant. Oneco. Fr. medium to large, orange-yellow, midseason. Intro. from India in 1888. Tangerine (Dancy’s Tangerine). Fr. red-orange, medium size, depressed-globose, juicy; seeds rather abundant; midseason: tree of good size; lvs. much broader than those of the Mandarin variety. Other Mandarin oranges are occasionally grown, especially in Fla., such as the Beauty Orange, King Kurn, and Mikado. Hybrids: Tangolas, are a striking new group of citrus frs. Sampson, the first tangelo to be grown commercially, was obtained by the writer in 1897 by crossing the tangerine with Bowen grapefruit; it is unlike either parent in quality, being more like a choice moderately flavoured sweet orange. Many other tangos are now being tested. See Tangelo.

Var. unshiu, Swingle (C. nobile subsp. genuina var. unshiu, Makino). SATSUMA or UNSHIU ORANGE. A small spineless tree, with a spreading dwarf habit: lvs. broad, abruptly narrowed toward the apex, with strongly marked veins on both faces; fls. small, very abundant; fr. depressed-globose, 2-3 1/2 in. in diam., deep orange; pulp orange, very juicy, of a peculiar but agreeable flavor; pith hollow; segms. 9-13; seeds often lacking, when present only few in number, broadly top-shaped, not beaked as in the Mandarin oranges, greenish within.—This very marked orange seems to constitute a botanical variety distinct from the King or the Mandarin oranges. It is commonly grown in Japan, whence it was intro. by Geo. R. Hall in 1876, according to H. H. Hum, “Citrus Fruits and Their Culture,” p. 112. 1909. The Satsuma orange is one of the hardest of all edible citrus frs. Budded on the trifoliate orange, it can be grown in many parts of the Gulf Coast region, where it is otherwise grown, but except citranges are killed by cold. The Satsuma can be grown best on the trifoliate orange stock. It grows on sweet stock but does not produce as much nor as good fruit and is not so hardy. It makes only a stunted growth on sour orange stock and soon dies. It cannot be grown satisfactorily on light sandy land or on black waxy lands with feet. It is the only non-citrange sweet orange does not grow well. It could be grafted on Rusk citrange for the black waxy lime soils of Texas.

8. mitis, Blanco. CALAMONDIN ORANGE. A small tree, with upright branches: lvs. broadly oval, pale green below like those of kumquat; petiole narrowly winged: fls. small, angular in the bud, borne singly at the tips of the twigs: fr. small, depressed globose, deep orange-yellow when ripe: segms. 10, easily separable; pulp very acid; seeds few, small.—This tree, a native of the Philippine Isls., is commonly cult. in Hawaii, where it is wrongly called “China orange.” It was intro. into Fla. by the U. S. Dept. of Agric. from Panama, and was for a time distributed by nurserymen under the name T. platypus. It is very hardy, probably as hardy as the Satsuma, or even more so. It can be budded on sour orange or on trifoliate orange stock. A promising fr. for home use, for culinary purposes and for making ade.

9. changensis, Swingle. Fig. 978. A small tree, with long slender spines: lvs. narrow, with oblong broadly winged petals nearly or quite as large as the blade: fls. white; stamens 20, coherent in bundles: fr. lemon-shaped, 3-4 in. long, with a very broad low apical papilla surrounded by a shallow circular furrow; segms. 8-11; pulp acid, of good flavor; seeds very large, thick, cuneate-ovate, 1/2-3/4 in. long and 1/2-3/4 in. thick, white within.—This interesting new species, not closely allied to any other of the known members of the genus Citrus, is native in highlands of S. W. China. It is the northernmost evergreen tree of the citrus group and grows at high altitude, 3,000-5,000 ft. It is able to withstand considerable cold in winter, so it is very likely to prove of value in breeding new types of hardy substrates for the lemon. R. H. Wilson, who collected excellent material of this plant for the Arnold Arboretum, is endeavoring to secure it for trial in U. S.

C. bergamia, Risso. BERGAMOT. A small tree: lvs. oblong-oval, with long, winged petiolar: fls. small, white, very fragrant: frs.
pyriform, 3-4 in. diam., thin-skinned, pale yellow when ripe; pulp acid; seeds oblong, many. Extensively cultivated in California for the prevents, which are removed from the peel and used in making Eau de Cologne and other perfumes. — C. matriz, see Papada.— C. japónica, see Kumquat.— C. fassendra, Risso. Utarete Orange. A dwarf plant with finely-lobed leaves, and lemon-scented fr. orange in color with a mawkish taste. Commonly grown by florists as an ornamental pot-plant. Rarely used as a stock for drying common citrus fruits. It is not a native of Tahiti as the name would indicate, but is probably of hybrid origin. — C. trifoliata = Ponecrius trifoliatum.

WALTER T. SWINGLE.

CLERÁNTHUS (Greek, klados, branch, and anthos, flower; alluding to the branching, which distinguishes this genus from Anthemis). Compóstis. An annual yellow-rayed herb, sometimes planted in the open garden and grown on the base plant forking manner; a fl. terminates each branch, whereupon 2 new branches start from directly beneath the fl.; each of these is temporarily stopped by a fl., and so on: involucre hemispherical; receptacle conical or oblong, with scales about fls.; ray-fls. pistillate, disk-fls. perfect. One species allied to Achillea and Anthemis.

arbusicus, Cass. (C prolixferus, DC. Anthemis arbútica, Linn.). Glabrous, 2-3? ft. high; lvs. alternate, pinately parted; lobes linear, trifid; fl.-heads solitary, bracted. S. Spain and Morocco. — A free-flowering heavy-scented plant of easy culture.

L. H. B. t

CLADÓTHÁNÁMUS (klados, branch, and thamnos, bush, from the Greek). Erígóma. Shrubs, rarely cult. for their handsome pink fls. Erect, with many virgate branches: lvs. deciduous, alternate, entire; fls. pink, terminal, 1-3, nodding; corolla divided to the base or nearly so into 5 oblong petals; stamens 10: caps. 5-6-celled. — One or 2 species in Pacific N. Amer., from Alaska to Wash. Hardy, with handsome rather large pink fls., in summer, rarely cult. They will probably grow best in peaty and sandy soil, in a half-shady position; prop. by seeds or by cuttings of soft wood under glass, and by layers.

C. pyroletes, Bong. Shrub. 4-10 ft.; lvs. nearly sessile, obovate-lanceolate, mucronulate, glabrous, pale green, 1? 2½ in. long; fls. solitary, with 5 separate petals, 1 in. across. Alaska to Ore. G.F. 19:215. B.M. 8355.— C. campanulatus, Greene. Accented to this species differs from the preceding chiefly in the petals being united at the base and the anthers opening with a pore at the apex, and occurs in Wash., while C. pyroleotes is found in the mountains from Ore. and Washington; not different from C. pyroletes; possibly C. campanulatus was based only on an abnormal form.

ALFRED REHDER.

CLADÁSTIS (Greek, brittle branch). Virginita of gardens. Legumínóseae. Yellow-Wood. Trees grown chiefly for their large panicles of white flowers and for their handsome foliage.

Deciduous; winter-buds naked, several superposed and concealed during the summer in the enlarged base of the petiole; lvs. alternate, odd-pinnate, with few rather large entire short-stalked lfts.: fls. in long, usually panicled racemes, white, papilionaceous; calyx campanulate, 5-toothed; stamens 10, nearly free; pod narrow-oblong, compressed, 3-6-seeded, with thin membranaceous valves. — Four species in N. Amer. and E. Asia. Hardy and ornamental in flower. A. B. and Washington, not different from C. pyroleotes; possibly C. campanulatus was based only on an abnormal form.

ALFRED REHDER.

CLÁRKA (Capt. Wm. Clark, companion of Lewis, explorer of the Rocky Mt. region and beyond, 1806). Onagraceae. Flower-garden annuals. Herbs, with alternate mostly entire lvs., and showy fls. in the upper axis or in terminal racemes: fls. regular, the calyx tubular, the petals 4, narrow at the base and entire or lobed, wide-spreadng; stamens 8, the alternate ones short or rudimentary; stigmas 4, large and spreading: pod oblong or linear, 4-sided. — Half dozen or more species in W. N. Amer. See also Eucaridium.

Clarkias are hardy annuals of easy cultivation. They thrive in a warm, light soil, either fully exposed to the sun or in partial shade. They are useful for low masses or for edgings; also for vases and baskets. They have been much improved by domestication.

A. Stamma (8) all perfect: lvs. broad.

Elegans, Douglas (C. unguculata, Lindl. C. nertífolia, Hort.). Fig. 797. From 1-6 ft. high, glabrous or nearly so, the stamens reddish and glaucous, simple or sparingly branched: lvs. broad-ovate to linear, remote-dentate; fls. purple or rose-colored, running into white vats; double forms in cult.; claw of the petal about as long as its rhomboidal entire limb: caps. sessile. B.M. 3592. B.R. 1575. R.H. 1845:385. Mn. 1:22. — One of the commonest annual lvs.

Rhombódea, Douglas. Not so tall and more slender: lvs. thin, lance-oblance or ovate-oblong, entire: claw
often toothed, shorter than the rhomboidal limb; caps. stalked. B.R. 1881. R.H. 1804:151(7).—Not much cult.

AA. Stamens 4 perfect and 4 rudimentary; lvs. very narrow.

culchella, Pursh. Fig. 980. One ft. to 18 in. high, branching, often tufted and dwarf, the sta. mostly pubescent: lvs. narrowly lance-oblong to linear, narrowed into a petiole, entire: lvs. lilac, running into white vars.; petals 3½ in. or less long in wild plants, with 3-widely spreading lobes and a pair of recurved teeth on the claw: caps. stalked. B.R. 2981. B.R. 1109. R.H. 1845:358, 557.—Common in cult. There are several-double and dwarf forms. Var. holopetala, Voss (C. integripetala, Hort.) is a garden form or race with entire petals. There are also dwarf forms of it. The garden names kermerina and limbaia belong with C. pulchella.

L. H. B.

CLARY. The dried leaves of Salvia Scarea, which are used for seasoning. Other species of Salvia have been used for the same purpose. See Salvia.

CLAUCENA (a personal name). Rudaceae. Small inermorous trees; lvs. pinnate: fls. in terminal panicles or loose racemes; ovary raised on a short disk, 4-5-celled, with 1-2 ovules in each cell; style short, deciduous; stamens 8-10: fr. 4-5-celled, with usually 1 seed in each cell; cotyledons aerial in germination, first foliage-lvs. alternate or opposite.

Lansium, Skeels (Clau- sena Wampi, Oliver. Quinquaria Lansium, Lour. Cookia Wampi, Blancee). WAMP. Low spineless tree with spreading branches: lvs. spirally arranged, pinnate; lfts. 5-9, ovate-elliptical, 3-5 in. long, petiolate, light green, shiny above: fls. 4-5 in each axil, white in large terminal panicles; ovary villose, 5-celled, with 1 ovule in each cell; style short; stamens 10: fr. ovate-globose, about 1 in. long; skin glandular, pubescent; seeds green.—The wampi is a native of S. China, where it is commonly grown for its lfs. It is cult. to some extent in Hawaii and could probably be grown in the warmer parts of Fla. and Calif. It can be grafted on grape-fruit and other species of Citrus, which makes it desirable to test it as a stock for common citrus lfs.

WALTER T. SWINGLE.

CLARY (Don José de Viera y Clavijo, of Madrid). Syn. Harta. Myrtaeaceae: by Mez separated in the family Theophrastaceae. Thirty and more tropical American evergreen unbranched trees or shrubs, a few of which are sometimes grown in the greenhouse. The sts. are simple, often spiny, bearing at the top a cluster of large rigid, simple, entire or spiny-toothed lvs.; fls. 4-5 in each axil, polygamous, dioecious in axillary racemes; calyx 4-5-parted, the segments round; corolla white, yellow or orange, the tube short and fleshy, the limb mostly spreading and 4-5-lobed; stamens 4 or 5, the filaments often united in the sterile fls.; staminodia 4 or 5, being scales in the throat; ovary fusiform, narrowed into a short style, the stigma entire or capitate: fr. several-seeded, berry-like. The clavijas thrive in a peaty potting soil, and prop. by cuttings of halfripened growths. They are odd plants. The features are here given as apparently understood by horticulturists.

AA. Lvs. entire, or only apand.

nobilis, Mez. (C. clavijas, Decne.). Plant 4-5 ft.: lvs. long-petioled thick, 1½ ft. or less, elliptic or oblong or ob lanceolate, entire, acute or semi-acute: fls. yellow, with a very large disk, ¾ in. long, the corolla fleshy, in drooping racemes 2-4 in. long. Venezuela. B.M. 8928 (as C. Ernestii, Hook., f.).

integripolia, Mart. (Theophrastia integrifolia, Pohl). Allied to C. longifolia, differing chiefly in the less rigid, broader and entire leaves, longer petioles and larger lvs. Lvs. distinctly petioled (petioles ½-1 in. long), obovate-oblong to lanceolate-oblong, acute and mucronate, cuneate at the base, quite entire or slightly undulate, 5-15 in. long: racemes erect, 5-7 in. long: fls. larger than in C. ornata, on slender pedicels, 3-merous; appendages of the corolla rounded, short. Brazil.

grandis, Decne. (Theophrastia macrophylla, Lind., not Link. T. grandis, O. Kuntze). Lvs. large (to 3 ft.), long-oblong, narrowly pale-margined, entire or subulate-repand: petiole thick and dark violet, the secondary nerves slender and simple or forked: fls. orange-yellow, in short and erect racemes; calyx-lobes orbicular and nearly glabrous, the corona 5-lobed. Colombia.

AA. Lvs. serrate, often spiny-toothed.

longifolia, Mez. (C. ornata, Don, Theophrasta longifolia, Jacq.). Plant 10-20 ft.: lvs. many, in a crowded head or tuft at the top of the st. oblong-spatulate to lanceolate, leathery, narrow and stalked, acute, spiny-toothed, 1½ ft. or less long: fls. orange- or saffron-colored, fragrant, in drooping racemes 4-10 in. long. Venezuela, Colombia. B.M. 4922. B.R. 1764. Blooms in June and July.

spinosa, Mez. (C. Riedeliana, Regel). Plant 5-6 ft.: lvs. stout and erect: lvs. obovate-lanceolate, sessile, 20 in. or less long, spinose-serrate: fls. orange-yellow, in slender racemes 5-8 in. long. Brazil.

fulgens, Hook, f. Plant 3 ft. or more, very stout: lvs. spatulate-obovate, narrow, remotely toothed near the apex, narrowed into a very short petiole, very coriaceous, 1 ft. or so long; fls. deep red, with yellow disk, handsome, in erect racemes 4 or 5 in long. S. Amer. B.M. 5626. C. latifolia, Radl. (Theophrastia latifolia, Wild.). Lvs. gracefully elliptic, petioled, narrowed at both ends, mucronate-serrate: racemes erect. Colombia.

L. H. B.

CLAYTÔNIA (after John Clayton, of Virginia, one of the earliest American botanists upon whose collections Gronovius based the Flora Virginicae. Pertulaceae. SPRING BEAUTY. Little smooth succulent herbs sometimes transferred to gardens for their bright flowers. Perennials with slender, 2-lvd. sts. from a deep, globular corr. and loose racemes of white or rose-colored fls. with deeper veins, appearing among the first wild fls. and lasting only a few days. The genus is characterized by its oval, persistent sepals and 5 stamens. Plants can be secured from dealers in native plants. They can be naturalized in moist places, and do well in half-shady spots at the bottom of a rockery. For C. parrelfolia, C. parrelflora and C. parrelplata, see Montia.)

L. H. B.
CLEMATIS, Linn. Plant 4–8 in. long, often forcing an irregular way through the leaf-mold of damp, rich woods; lvs. linear-lanceolate or linear, 2–6 in. long, including the gradually tapering base; fls. larger and more numerous than in C.globifera, white, tinged with pinkish. Col. to Atlantic and south to Gulf. B.M. 941. L.B.C. 7:643. caroliniana, Michx. Lower and fewer-fl.-lvs. 1–2 in. long, oblong, oblong-lanceolate, somewhat spatulate, or even ovate-lanceolate, with a blade 1–2 in. long, abruptly contracted into a marginal petiole; fls. smaller than in the preceding and more deeply colored. Minn. to Atlantic and south to N.C.—Should be borne only in cool places above 1,000 ft.
lanceolata, Pursh. About 4 in. high; lvs. oblong or lanceolate, ½–1½ in. long, the base broad or narrow; petiole as long as the blade: raceme. short-peduncled; petals emarginate or almost obcordate. N. W. N. Amer.—Considered by some to be a mere form of the preceding.

WILHELM MILLER.
N. TAYLOR.

CLEISÔSTOMA (Greek, closed mouth, referring to the structure of the spur). Orchidaceae. Epiphytic orchid from Central America.

Stems leafy: lvs. coriaceous, flat or nearly terete: sepals and petals adnate to the column, spreading; labellum with a large sacate spur; column short, thick; pollinia 2. From E. Asia and Austral.—A genus comprising in the neighborhood of 40 species, which suggest Saccabium. The plants are very little known in Amer. They require the treatment usually given Aërides. The leading species are C. cressifólium, Lindl., from India, with small green rosy-lipped fls. in nodding panicles, and thick recurved lvs. 10 in. long. J.F. 4:397; and C. ringens, Reichb. f., Philippines, with yellowish white purple-lipped fls. with orange spot on the label. C. longiflorum, D.R. & S., in the neighborhood of 20 species, with orange-lipped fls. with 1–2 in. long. C. Divoniiàrum, Reichb. f., is a Trichoglottis; C. multiflorum, Hort., is probably Aërides multiflorum. C. secundum, Rolfe, a recent introduction from Java, has light rose-pink fls. that are turned sideways, the front lobe of the lip rose-purple, borne on a scape 2–4 in. long; lvs. lance-oblung, about 4–5 in. long and 1½ in. broad.

CLEISTÁNTHUS COLLINUS: Leatherryges.

CLEISTOCÁCTUS (closed Cactus, referring doubtless to the peculiar flowers). Cactaceae. Slender columnar cacti, with few branches and many-ribbed: fls. short and narrowly curved, orange-red; ovary covered with small appressed bracts bearing hairs in their axils; filaments somewhat exerted and grouped together near the upper lip: fr. spineless; pulp white; seeds slightly punctate.—About 14 species have been described in this genus.

Baúmannii, Lem. (Céréus Baúmannii, Lem. C. colubrinus, Otto). Sta. dark green, slender, flexuose, columnar, reaching a height of 6 ft. and a diam. of 1–1½ in., the few branches ascending, slender, parallel with the main stem: ribs 12–16, rounded: areoles close together, brown: spines fine, slender, very sharp, 15–20, fascicled, white to yellow or yellow-brown, about ½ in. long; sometimes a single one from the center reaches a length of 2½ in.; fls. numerous, tubular, zygomorphous, 2½–3 in. long by about ½ in. diam. throughout, red or sometimes with orange-red petals and red tube. Uruguay, Paraguay and Argentina.

J. N. Rose.

CLÉMATIS (Greek name of a climbing plant). Ranunculaceae. Familiar garden plants, prized for their handsome and often very showy flowers followed in many species by attractive feathery-tailed fruits. Climbers, or erect or ascending perennial herbs, more or less woody: lvs. opposite, mostly slender-petioled, usually pinnately compound, lobed, or in some species entire and rarely sessile: sepalas usually 4 or 5, sometimes more, valvate in the bud, rarely imbricate, petaloid; petals none (or small in Atragene sect. 80) in smaller whorls, as petaloid staminodes); stigmas many; pistils many: achenes in a head, 1-seeded; style persistent, long, plumeo, silky or naked. Fig. 983.—About 150 species of very wide geographical distribution, most abundant in temperate regions. About 20 species found native in N. Amer. and about 80 in E. Asia. Les Clematites, Alphonse Lavallée, Paris, 1884; referred to below by "Lav."—The Clematis as a Garden Flower, Thomas Moore and George Jackman, London, 1872; referred to below by "M. & J."—Clematiss, Drs. Jules Le Bele, in Bull. de la Societé d'Hort. de la Sarthe; republished in The Garden (vol. 53), June-Oct., 1898.—O. Kunst, Monogr. der Gattung Clematis in Verh. Bot. Ver. Brandenburg. 26 (1885).—A. Gray, Fl. N. Amer. 1:4–9, 1895.—Finet & Gagnepain, Contrib. Fl. As. Orient 1:1–42 (1905).

The culture of clematises. (K. C. Davis.)

A rich soil of a light, loamy character is the best for clematises, and a little mixture of lime will make it better. The soil must be well drained, and must be kept rich by at least annual applications of horse- or cow-manure. On dry, hot soils cow-manure is best, while on heavy soils a thorough dressing of rich leaf-mold would best serve the purpose. Mulching with straw or well rotted manure for one or two years will help to increase the strength of the plants and the size of the flowers. In dry seasons, spraying is always helpful during the growing period.

Clematisses belonging to the Montana, Patens, Florids, and Lanuginosa types should be pruned in February or March, by cutting away all weak, straggling and overcrowded branches. The first three mentioned flower from the ripened wood; it is essential, therefore, that in order to secure blossoms, enough of the strong one-year-old wood should be retained. Viticella, Jackmanii and Lanuginosa should be vigorously cut back, say in November; they blossom from the new shoots. Those of the Patens type should be pruned very little, soon after the flowers have disappeared, by simply trimming off useless branches and seed-bearing peduncles.

Clematises of the vigorous climbing varieties are used in many places to cover walls, roof-trees, mounds, arbors, balconies, trellises, small buildings, etc., and in fact, many other places the ingenious gardener will think of. For pot culture in the greenhouse, and for conservatories, the less vigorous species are best suited. All the many varieties and hybrids of the Patens and Lanuginosa types, including Henryi and the forms of Jackmanii, are well adapted to this use, as well as for outdoor purposes. The dwarf and more bushy species are used in greenhouses to some extent, but are found principally in borders or on large rockeries. Of the latter J. B. Keller says: "Their flowers are not so large as we see them in most of the climbers, yet they are the indispensible in the hothouse, for the prolific bloomers and free growers in ordinarily rich, deep garden soil. There is room for improvement in this class, however, and specialists, who hitherto have done so much for the climbers, ought to direct their efforts now to the long-neglected bush clematises. A noble beginning has been made, resulting in the large-flowering C. Durandii, but we expect more of them in the future." See special notes on culture and hybridizing qualities after the descriptions of some of the species and varieties.

The most common method of propagation is by grafting. Roots of C. Flammula or C. Viticella are used; the Diospyros rhamnoides as understock (A. for the former, O. for the latter), the stems being put in the ground under glass, and are used before the wood is entirely ripe. Cions taken from plants grown in the
garden in summer are rarely successful. The grafts, in pots or trays, are grown in a moist coolhouse, over gentle bottom heat. Another method of propagation, involving less labor but usually successful, is to take cuttings of nearly ripe wood, grown under glass, and treat them as the cions first above mentioned, without the roots. The latter method is practised preferably in summer in gentle hotbeds; shading, spraying, and later on airing, must be strictly attended to. Layering is practised when large old stools are at hand. The knife is not used in the operation, but a twist of the stem will split the inner bark lengthwise. Every other joint is thus treated, pegged down, and covered with soil. It is best to leave the layers undisturbed until the following spring.

Many of the species are often propagated by seed, and many new varieties have thus been secured. The number of hybrids is almost countless; in this account are carefully recorded those in the American trade which are traceable to their origin. The clematis is subject to a very serious disease, due to the depredations of a nematode worm in the roots. This trouble is most serious under glass and alongside buildings where the ground does not freeze deep. The parasite is probably distributed in the soil adhering to pot-grown plants. It is probable that hard freezing kills the parasite. There is no remedy, so far as known, for affected plants. Using only soil which has been frozen is to be recommended to the propagator.

The kinds of clematis. (Jackson & Perkins Co.)

The hybrid varieties of Clematis, commonly known as large-flowering sorts, are, when successfully grown, among the most beautiful of Hardy climbing plants. The commercial propagation and growing of most of the large-flowering varieties, however, is attended with so many difficulties and disappointments that it has never been very generally attempted by nurserymen or florists in this country. At the present time there are scarcely half a dozen houses on this continent who attempt the propagation of clematis to any considerable extent, and it is only within the past thirty years that clematises have been commercially grown even by this limited number. Prior to that, practically all of the large-flowering clematises planted in this country were imported from Europe, the major part being supplied by Holland, whose moist atmosphere and black soil produces large, vigorous plants, but whose climatic conditions are so entirely different from those usually found in this country that the plants often failed to adapt themselves to their new surroundings, and did not thrive to the extent that their good size and vigorous condition seemed to give promise.

The propagation of clematis throughout Europe is usually effected by grafting pieces of well-ripened, year-old wood upon roots of almost any of the more vigorous-growing species, Clematis Flammula being most commonly used. In this country, on the contrary, the method commonly pursued is by means of cuttings from young wood, stuck in sand, with gentle bottom heat, usually during May or June. So far as concerns the comparative vigor and desirability of plants produced by these two methods, there is small choice between them. Propagation by cuttings is, in this country, the more rapid and economical way; further, it removes the possibility, sometimes realized in grafted plants, of sprouts being thrown up from the roots, and, if in the hands of an unimformed amateur, entirely "running out" the variety grafted in; thus considerable annoyance is avoided.

Clematises hybridize so readily that the number of varieties resultant from various crosses forms a long list. But while so many have been dignified with names and places in the catalogues of nurserymen, yet the varieties of large-flowering clematis that have proved so valuable as to secure permanent places for themselves in popular demand can almost be counted upon one's fingers. There are many varieties possessing most beautiful shades and variations of coloring that fail to attain popularity, chiefly on account of deficiency in two essential characteristics—vigorous habit of growth and abundance of bloom. Clematis Jackmanii, purple, originated in 1802, by Mr. George Jackman, was one of the first hybrid clematises introduced, and still stands as the most popular, and, of its color, the most valuable variety yet known. The variety, Madame Edouard André, a deep rich crimson, is distinct and novel, being at this time about the best large-flowering sort of a truly crimson shade. It is not quite so vigorous habit as the Jackmanii, but its flowers are similarly massed, though not produced in quite such profusion. Clematis Madame Baron Veillard is a distinct variety. It is of exceedingly vigorous habit, and the flowers are quite freely produced, though, being more dispersed over the plant, they do not make so much of a show as do varieties whose flowers are closely massed. The flowers are of very large size and of a light rose-color, shaded with lilac. Of white varieties, Henry, Mrs. George Jackman and Lanuginosa Candida, all of them introduced long ago, still remain about the most desirable ones known. Ramona, deep sky-blue, is a variety bred from early springs, the parent five years ago. It is of extra-large size, often 9 to 10 inches across, of very vigorous habit and free-flowing.

Of double-flowered varieties, Duchess of Edinburgh, white, is the best known in this country, and about the most desirable. Veitch is a double-flowered variety with flowers of lavender-blue, but has shown a steady bloomer and of weak habit. Mme. Grange (purplish violet), Star of India (purple), Velutina Purpurea (purple), and Vitisella Venosa (reddish purple), are all desirable varieties.

Although they are in reality slightly less hardy than the Florida and Patens types, varieties of the Lanuginosa, Vitisella and Jackmanii types, which produce their flowers from young growing wood, are recommended for northern localities. Plants of these types, even if frozen back to the ground, will still produce a good show of flowers, since, as stated, they bloom from the recent vigorous wood, even if the old tops are killed. Indeed, they need to be pruned back considerably anyway to induce a free growth of young vigorous blooming wood. With plants of the Patens and Florida types, however, which blossom from year-old wood, a severe freezing back of the plants would destroy the crop of flowers for the year.

Of the small-flowering varieties, Clematis paniculata (white), introduced from Japan, has proved to be a wonderfully valuable acquisition in this country, and has become exceedingly popular. It is of remarkably vigorous habit, often making a growth of 20 to 25
feet in a season. It seems thus far to be entirely free from disease, is delightfully fragrant, and so floriferous that the blossoms form a dense sheet of bloom, remaining in full beauty for several weeks. The foliage is very thick and heavy, thus making it very desirable for covering porches and arbors. Crispa (blue) and texensis (red) are species with very pretty, bell-shaped flowers. They are easily grown and do well in almost all situations.

To grow clematis most successfully, they should be given a good depth of loamy soil, with a fair supply of well-rotted manure spaded in and thoroughly distributed through the soil. In hot, dry weather, the plants should be regularly watered in order to obtain the greatest number of flowers possible, for the plants are very susceptible to injury by drought. A point of great importance, especially in caring for newly set plants, is to provide a firm support for them to climb upon. A solid wooden or metal trellis is preferable, for the reason that it prevents the plants from being whipped about by the winds, which often results in breaking the stalks just above the ground or else in cracking the outer bark of the stalks and rendering them more liable to the attacks of insects and fungous diseases. Training the vines upon strings, or a pliable support of any kind, is not to be advised for this reason. Propagation of the hybrid varieties is effected both by cuttings and by grafts. All of the type varieties grow readily from seed.
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key to the species.

A. Sepals upright, forming a tubular or urceolate fl.; stamens upright, appressed, pubescent; or sepals more spreading and fls. with petaloid staminodes.
B. Fls. without petaloid staminodes.
C. Less. simple: herbaceous, not climbing.
D. Color of fls. purple or blue.
E. The 1st, thin, acute, sessile 1. integroflora
EE. The less. subcoriaceous, reticulate, usually petaloid 2. Fremontii.
DD. Color of fls. yellow 3. ochroleuca
CC. Less compound.
D. Lfts. entire: fls. solitary.
E. Plants upright, herbaceous.
EE. Shape of lfts. lanceolate: lfts. bipinnate or ternately compound.
FFF. Shape of lfts. ovate: lfts. pinnate.
GG. Aromatic.
EE. Plants climbing, shrubby.
FF. Styles not plumeous in fl.
GG. The 1st erectulae, usually with terminal lft.
HH. The less. reseculae, 8. crispa
FF. Styles plumeous in fl.
GG. FIs. axillary, with the pedicels much longer than the fls.
H. Sepals outside pubescent, dull.
I. Lfts. subcoriaceous, reticulate.
HH. Lfts. membranous, indistinctly veined.
I. Viorna.
HH. Sepals outside glabrous, bright scarlet.
EE. Lfts. terminal and axillary, the latter with the pedicels shorter than the fls.
DD. Lfts. serrate: fls. usually clustered or pinnate.
EE. Plants herbaceous, upright: fls. clustered, often nearly sessile.
F. FIs. blue or violet, in axillary clusters.
FF. FIs. white, usually in an elongated terminal panicle.
GG. Chromatic.
EE. Plants climbing, shrubby.
FF. Lfts. pinnate.
GG. FIs. yellowish white, in panicles.
HH. Nutans.
GG. FIs. reddish purple, 1-3, axillary.
FF. Lfts. bipinnate: lfts. small, deeply lobed, usually less than 1 in. long: fls. white.
GG. FIs. small, in axillary fascicles, blue, violet, red or white, usually large.
DD. Lfts. entire: fls. on the new growth after the lvs., solitary or in 3s.
AA. Sepals spreading; stamena more or less free.
B. Stamens glabrous or only with a few hairs below the anthers (or hairy at the base only in No. 19).
CC. FIs. scabrosa, in 3s, or in axillary fascicles, blue, violet, red or white, usually large.
DD. Lfts. entire: fls. on the new growth after the lvs., solitary or in 3s.

AA. Sepals spreading; stamena more or less free.
B. Stamens glabrous or only with a few hairs below the anthers (or hairy at the base only in No. 19).
CC. FIs. scabrosa, in 3s, or in axillary fascicles, blue, violet, red or white, usually large.
DD. Lfts. entire: fls. on the new growth after the lvs., solitary or in 3s.
Clematis

E. Plant herbaceous, upright; sepal bricate in bud; stamens pubescent at the base. 

EE. Plants woody, climbing; sepal valvate; stamens glabrous.

F. Achene with short style; pedicels longer than the sepal.

G. Number of sepals 4; fls. open campanulate, usually 1-3 in. across.

H. Style glabrous; fls. 1-2 in. across, often in 3's. 

III. Style pubescent except at the apex; fls. 1 in. or less across. 

III. Style pubescent except at the apex; fls. 2-4 in. across. 

II. Campaniflora

FF. Achene with long plumose style.

G. Pedicels shorter than sepal; lvs. simple or ternate.

GG. Pedicels longer than the sepal; fls. from last year's wood in spring or early summer; lvs. ternate or pinnate.

DD. Fts. or lvs. serrate; fls. in axillary clusters, or solitary on last year's branches with the lvs. in spring, white or pink.

E. The sepal with a small involucre below their base; fls. nodding, open campamulate.

F. Lvs. simple; fls. yellowish. 

FF. Lvs. ternate; fls. greenish yellow, spotted red inside. 

EE. The sepal without involucre.

F. Lvs. pinnate; fls. small, about 1/2 in. long. 

FF. Lvs. ternate; fls. 1-3 in. long.

G. Lvs. glabrous or sparingly pubescent.

GG. Lvs. pubescent beneath, less so above.

CC. Fts. in terminal or axillary panicles or cymes, rarely 3 (if solitary, with bracts at the middle of the pedicel) white, rarely pinkish; sepal 4 (sometimes 6-8 in No. 37) usually small (except in No. 37).

D. Lvs. 3-foliate; lfts. always entire, often sub-coriaceous or coriaceous.

E. The fts. from the old wood from scaly buds. 

EE. The fts. from the new growth.

F. Lvs. oval or ovate-oblong. 

G. Filaments as long or shorter than anthers; lfts. round or subcordate at the base.

GG. Filaments longer than the anthers; lfts. cuneate at the base.

DD. Lvs. pinnate or bipinnate (if 3-foliate, lfts. lobed or dentate or fls. discoides).

E. The fts. perfect.

F. Lvs. entire or nearly entire, or 3-lobed; anthers linear, much longer than broad.

G. Plant herbaceous, upright.

GG. Plant climbing, half-woody.

H. The lvs. pinnate. 

II. The lvs. bipinnate. 

FF. Fts. serrate, occasionally nearly entire; anthers oval or oval-oblong, not more than twice as long as broad (longer in Nos. 37 and 38).

G. The fls. 1-3, long-stalked, 2-3 in. across; lvs. pinnate.

GG. The fls. in panicules or cymes, not exceeding 1 in. diam.

H. Lvs. ternate or biternate; fls. 1/4 in. across, in many-fld. cymes.

II. Lvs. usually bipinnate; lfts. at base, lanceolate; tails of fr. about 4 in. long.

IIHI. Lvs. pinnate; tails longer.

1. Sepals glabrous inside; lfts. pubescent beneath.

2. Sepals pubescent inside and outside; lfts. glabrous or nearly so. 

EE. The fts. discoides.

F. Foliage deciduous; sepal 3.

G. Fts. appearing on the young wood in summer, less than 1 in. across.

H. Lvs. ternate; fls. 2-3 in. long.

II. Lvs. pinnate; fls. 1-2 in. long. 

I. Plant glabrous; lfts. rounded or subcordate at the base. 

II. Plant pubescent; lfts. truncate or cuneate at the base. 

GC. Fts. on last year's branches from scaly buds in early spring, 1 1/2 in. across.

GG. Fts. on last year's branches from scaly buds in early spring, 1 1/2 in. across.

CC. Fts. evergreen; lvs. ternate; sepal 5.

BB. Stamen pinnate; fls. yellow or yellowish, nodding; achene with plumose tails.

C. Lvs. pinnate or bipinnate.

D. Fls. usually several 1-2 in. across, pale yellow; lvs. bluish or grayish green; lfts. usually entire, often lobed.

E. Lfts. often oblong or lanceolate; sepalpubescent making. 

EE. Lfts. usually ovate or oval, pale bluish green; sepal glabrous inside.

DD. Fls. solitary, 2-3 in. across, on stalks to 10 in. long; sepalpubescent, usually lanceolate, serrate, green.

CC. Lvs. biternate; lfts. serrate, green; fls. solitary.

Section VIORNA.

Group CRISPÆ.


The following are supposed to be hybrids of this species: C. cylindrica, Sims (×C. crispa. C. integrifolia var. diversifolia, Hort. C. integrifolia var. pinnata, Hort.). Lvs. more or less irregularly lobed or pinnate; fls. solitary, cylindrica-campanulate with the sepal more or less recurved from the middle, blue or bluish-violet. B.M.
2. Frémontii, Wats. Fig. 981. Closely allied to C. ochroleuca, but with lvs. 3–4 in. long, nearly sessile, either entire or with a few coarse teeth; fls. often drooping; sepals thick, purple, nearly glabrous, except the tomentose edges; styles when young downy rather than feathery. July, Aug. Mo. to Colo. G.F. 3:381 (adapted in Fig. 981). G.W. 14, p. 565.


4. Douglassii, Hook. Has habit of C. integrifolia, about 2 ft. high; st. and petioles angled and ribbed: lvs. twice pinnately or ternately compound; fls. narrow-linear or lanceolate; fls. tubular or bell-shaped, 1 in. long; sepals recurved, deep purple within, paler without. June. In mts., Mont. to New Mex.—Intro. 1881. Var. Scotii, Coulter, has the lfts. ovate- or oblong-lanceolate. A hybrid of C. Douglassii var. Scotii x C. texensis is C. globulosa, Hort., with deep purple pitcher-shaped fls. Gn. 75, p. 472.

5. aromatica, Lenné & C. Koch (C. carvidea var. odorata, Hort.). Slender, herbaceous or somewhat climbing, reaching 6 ft. high if supported: lvs. 3–7 ovate, nearly entire lfts.: fls. solitary, terminal; fragrant, 1 1/2–2 in. across; sepals 4, spreading, reflexed, reddish violet; stamens white. July–Sept. Nativity, perhaps S. France. It is thought by some to be an old garden hybrid, probably C. Plamnula x C. integrifolia. R.H. 1877, p. 15. Lav. 9.

6. crispa, Linn. A slender climber, reaching 3–4 ft.; lvs. very thin; lfts. 3–5 or more, variable in outline and sometimes undivided, often 3-lobed: fls. purple, varying to white, cylindrical or bell-shaped, 1–2 in. long; points of sepals recurved; styles of fr. hairy but not plumose. June–Sept. Va. to Texas. B.M. 32:60. B.M. 1892. I.H. 2:78 (as C. campansifora). G. 30:503. 34:147. V. 6:379. Lav. 14.—This and the allied species are fragrant. A hybrid of this species is C. cylindrica, Sims (x C. integrifolia). See No. 1. A number of hybrid forms, the offspring of a cross between this species and C. texensis are figured and described in M.D.G. 1898:500 and one as "blue bells" in Gn. 49, p. 189.


9. Viorna, Linn. Fig. 982. Climbing, 8–10 ft., sparingly pubescent or glabrous; lvs. not glaucous nor coriaceous: lfts. subcordate-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, slightly reticulated: fls. solitary, on long peduncles, pitcher-shaped; sepals 4, 1 in. long, variable in color, often dull purple, thick and leathery, finely pubescent outside, tips often recurved; styles plumose when mature, 1 in. long. June–Aug. Pa. to Ala. and westward. Lav. 17. Gn. 43, p. 240.


GROUP TUBULOSEA.


A hybrid of this species is C. luteoviolacea, Schneid. (var. Davidiana x C. Vitalba). Half-climbing, to 6 ft.: fls. long, bluish white, first tubular with the sepals finally spreading. G.C. III. 31:34. Another hybrid is C. Davidianna x C. stans (Linn.) of which Lemoine advertises several named forms varying from light to deep blue; very floriferous.

13. stans, Sieb. & Zucc. (C. heracleaefolia var. stans, Hook.) Herbaceous, upright, to 6 ft.: branches grayish pubescent: lfts. broadly ovate, lobed and coarsely
toothed, more or less pubescent: fls. in terminal panicles sometimes 2 ft. long and in axillary clusters, whitish or bluish white, tubular, with revolute sepal, less than ½ in. long, deciduous. Sept., Oct. Japan. B.M. 6810.—Used chiefly because of the striking foliage and its late-blooming qualities. Var. Lavallei, Schneider. (C. Lavallei, Decne.). Fls. ½–¾ in. long, monocious.

**Group Connate.**


15. **asiatica**, Maxim. Climbing, to 12 ft.: young growth viscid: lvs. pinnate with 3-foliolate or 3-fld. segms.; fls. ovate to ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate, serrate, glabrous or sparingly pubescent on both sides, 1¼–2½ in. long: fls. axillary, solitary or in 3’s on stalks 1–3 in. long, campanulate, reddish purple, about ¾ in. long; sepal with recurved tips, as long as the stamens. Aug.–Oct. Cent. and W. China.

16. **bistifolia**, Turcz. Slender, climbing: lvs. bipinnate, pubescent; lfts. finely cut, usually unequally 3-lobed and deeply incised; siliques oblong or oblong-rounded lobes, ½–¾ in. long; fls. 1–3, axillary, on slender stalk, whitish, tubular, ½ in. long; sepal with recurved tips: achenes pubescent with long plumose tails. Fl. 5, p. 186; 45, p. 241. R.H. 1869, p. 10. —This is the form usually cult.; the type with much more finely divided foliage is very rare in cult.

**Group Atragene.**

17. **verticillaris**, DC. (Atragene americana, Sims). Fl. 983. Trailing or sometimes climbing, 8–10 ft.: usually 4 trifoliate lvs. from each node; lfts. thin, ovate, acute, toothed or entire, somewhat cordate: fls. solitary, blue or purple, nodding at first, 2–4 in. broad when expanded; 4 thin sepal, silky along the margins and veins; staminodes spirulare, narrow, scarly half as long as sepal. May, June. Woodlands, Va. to Hudson Bay, west to Minn. B.M. 887.—Intro.

1818. Var. clematiana, Gray. Sepals narrower and more pointed than in the type. Rocky Mts.


**Clematis**


**Section Pseudanemone.**


**Section Viticella.**

20. **Viticella**, Linn. Climbing 8–12 ft.: lvs. sometimes entire, but usually divided into 3 nearly entire lfts.: fls. 1½–2 in. diam., growing singly on peduncles or sometimes in 3’s; sepal 4, blue, purple or rosy purple, obovate, pointed, reflexed; stamina yellow: fr. with rather short glabrous tails. June–Aug. S. Eu. to Persia. R.H. 1890, p. 183; 1876:110; 1879:350 (vars.), B.M. 565. G. 22:310; 8:399. H.W. 3, p. 15. Lav. 7.—This is the type of one of the leading groups of garden clematises, and is one of the parents of the Jackmanii type of hybrids.

The following are garden varieties:

Var. albiflora, Kunze, Fls. white.


**Lady Bovill**, Jackman (C. Lady Bovill, Hort.). Fls. cup-formed, sepal being concave and little or not at all recurved at the ends, fls. 4 in. across; sepal 4–6, grayish blue; stamina light brown. M. & J. 15. R.H. 1876:190.

Var. marmorata, Jackman (C. marmorata, Hort.). Fls. rather small, with 4 broad sepal, light grayish blue with darker veins, 3
Clematis eriostemon. (X ½)


Hybrids of this species are: C. venosa, Krampen, see C. Viticella; C. Lomosemia, see C. lanuginosa.

23. lanuginosa, Lindl. (including var. pallida, Hort.). Climbing only 5 or 6 ft.: lvs. simple or of 3 lfts., corolate-acuminete, woolly beneath: fls. erect on stout stalks shorter than the sepals, woolly in the bud, the largest of the wild species, being 6 in. across; sepals 5 or 6, broadly ovate, leathery, rather flat, overlapping, lavender or bluish gray; center of stamens pale reddish brown; styles plumose. Summer, North near Nanking, China. F.S. 8:811. I.H. 1:14. Lav. 1. M. & J. 4: F. 4:363. H.F. 1855:1. 1854:225. G.C. III. 20:23. G. I, p. 257. Gng. 5:38.—It is to this species, more than to any other, that the beauty and popularity of the garden varieties and hybrids are due. The finest hybrids, including C. Jackmanii and its section, and C. Lawsoniana, contain more or less of the blood of C. lanuginosa.

Forms of C. lanuginosa are: Var. candida, Lemoine (C. candida, Hort.). Like the type, except that the simple lvs. and lfts. of the compound lvs. are much larger, and the fls. are larger, being 7–8 in. across, and white with a purplish shading around the margins. F.M. 5:310. V. 6:225.—Lady Caroline Neville, Crips. Fls. 6 in. across; sepals reddish mauve, very broad. G.C. II. 27:53. Gn. 59, p. 266.

Marie Leduc, Crips. Resembles the last, but has 8 sepals, more pointed, and darker in shade.


Sensation, Crips. Fls. like the type, but with 6–7 grayish blue sepals, 6 in. across; Madame Emile Sorbet, Paillet. Fls. bright blue. R.H. 1879:291.

Madame Van Houtte, Crips. Late-blooming; sepals pale blue, becoming white. Madame Thibault, Pl. very abundant.—Thought to be a hybrid with C. Viticella.

The President, Noble. A rich violet-blue flt.


Robert Hanbury, Jackman. Sepals bluish lilac, flushed at the edges with red, and the bar reddish tinted with red. Gn. 24:123.

This species has given rise to numerous beautiful hybrids which in many cases are the product of so much intercrossing that it is impossible to recognize the exact parentage. By far the most important group of these hybrids may be classed under C. Jackmanii, which, however, by some is considered not a hybrid, but a species intro. from Japan.

Clematis

987. Clematis Jackmanii.


Other hybrids of C. lanuginosa are the following: C. Durandii, Comte (C. interjecta × C. Jackmani), the author gives C. lanuginosa X clematideae as the parents, R.H. 1880:1100.

C. Lanuginosa, C. interjecta, Upright, to 6 ft.; tvs. simple, petioled, flowers 4 in across, usually 4 or 5 rarely 6, red-purple. R.H. 1880:276. G. 31:257.—Here belongs probably C. Pelliretii, C. lanuginosa x C. Jackmani, a hybrid, a probable cross of C. lanuginosa X C. Jackmani; flowers small, red-purple, usually with 4 or 5 petals, and rarely 6, length of sepals 1 in., mostly 5 petals, G. 31:247. 1872. H. 1884:144. Villa de Lyon, Morel. Fls. 5 in across, purple, usually with white stamens; sepals usually 6-8, broad, red, amaranth-red. R.H. 1888:194.

C. Lanuginosa, C. interjecta, the author gives C. lanuginosa X clematideae as the parents, R.H. 1880:1100.
Clematis

Section VITALBA.

Group CIRRHOSÆ.

25. **ciriòsa**, Linn. Climbing, to 10 ft.; glabrous; lvs. persistent, slender-petioled, simple, ovate to ovate-oblong, crenately serrate, 1-1 1/2 in. long; fls. 1-2 on the old wood, axillary, whitish, open panicleuate, nodding, 1 1/2 in. across, with a short involucre below the sepals; achenes with long plumose tail. Spring. S. Eu., Asia Minor. B.M. 1910. L.B.C. 19:1806.—Tender, only for warmer temperate regions.

26. **baledrica**, Rich. (C. calycina, Ait.). Closely allied to the preceding; lvs. ternate; lfts. incisely serrate, often deeply 3-toothed, 1-1 1/2 in. across, on slender stalks 1-2 in. long; sepals 4, spreading, with a few short reflexed hairs below; achenes—glabrous, with long plumose tail. June. W. China.—Vigorous and floriferous species; has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.


29. **spóneri**, Rehd. & Wilson (C. montàna var. sericea, Franch.). Climbing, to 20 ft.; lvs. ternate; lfts. ovate or oval, usually rounded at the base, with 1 or 2 tooth on each side, silky pubescent above and beneath, 1-3 in. long; fls. 1 or 2, white, 3-4 in. across on pedicels 3-6 in. long; sepals broadly obovate, densely pubescent outside: achenes pubescent, with long plumose tail. Spring. W. China.—Beautiful species; has proved hardy hardly at the Arnold Arboretum.

Group RÉCTAE.

30. **Armandii**, Franch. Climbing, to 15 ft.; lvs. ternate, evergreen, glabrous; lfts. ovate to ovate-oblong, acuminate, rounded or subcordate at the base, entire, 4-5 in. long, coriaceous: lfts. white, 1-2 1/2 in. across, with obovate-obovate sepals, in loose axillary

988. Clematis Lawsoniana var. Henryi, a derivative from C. lanuginosa. (X/40)


There are hybrids of this species with C. intégrifólia for which see No. 5, C. aromática, and with C. Vitícélla, see C. violacea under No. 20.  

Group EuvýtaLëE.  


38. apífólia, DC. Climbing, to 10 ft.: branchlets pubescent: lvs. terminal, long-petioled; ifs. usually ovate, coarsely serrate and sometimes 3-lobed or occasionally the terminal ternate, glabrous above, pubescent on the veins beneath: ifs. in axillary, many-fl. short cymes, white, about ½ in. across; sepals pubescent on both sides: achenes pubescent with plunose tails. Sept., Oct. Japan. Var. obútisidentátá, Rehd. & Wilson. Ifts. broader, usually truncate or subulate at base, less deeply serrate with shallow rounded teeth, more pubescent. Cent. China. Resembles C. grato in the shape of the ifs.  
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43. ligusticifólia, Nutt. Allied to C. virginiana, but having 5–7 lfts., of firmer texture, rather more pubescent, variable in form and margin, but usually 3-lobed or coarsely toothed, 1–2 in. long; fls. white, ⅝ in. across, in terminal and axillary panicles; styles densely silky-pubescent, with long, straight hairs. Aug. Mo. to New Mex. and Brit. Col. Intro. 1881. Var. californica, Wats., has no marked difference: lvs. usually smaller and perhaps more tomentose.

44. Drúmmondii, Torr. & Gray. Climbing: at. and lvs. ashy pubescent; lvs. pinnate; lfts. coarsely cleft, on the segms. more or less flaring and sometimes toothed, ½–1 in. long; fls. disciveous, white, ⅜ in. across, in 3-fld. cymes or sometimes solitary; styles becoming 2–4 in. long. Sept. Dry ground, Texas to Ariz.

45. lajánthá, Nutt. Climbing; tomentosulose: lvs. ternate; lfts. roundish, few-toothed, tomentosulose on both sides or glabrous above, 1–2 in. long: fls. 1–3, axial-
ing, to 10 ft.; young branches slightly villous or nearly glabrous; lvs. green, pubescent; lfts. oblong-lanceolate and acuminate, irregularly serrate with spreading teeth, sometimes 3-lobed or 3-parted, 1-3 in. long: fls. solitary, bright yellow, nodding, 3 in. across; sepals glabrous, except at the margin, acuminate or obtusifoliate; achenes with very long plumose villosity, bearing the end of the 1-cm. long style. W. China. B.M. 7710. R.H. 1902:525. G.W. 14, p. 651.—Very handsome with its showy bright yellow lfs. and later in summer with its large heads of feathery frs.; hardy.

50. serratifolia, Reich. (C. koreana, Hort., not Komarov). Shrubby climber: lvs. bipinnate, bright green, glabrous; lfts. ovate-lanceolate, irregularly serrate at the margin, acuminate, 1-1/2 in. long; fls. 1-3, axillary, long-stalked, yellow, nodding, 2 in. across; sepals glabrous, except at the margin: achenes with long plumose tails. Aug., Sept. Korea.—Handsome and quite hardy. The true C. koreana belongs to the Atragene group and has petaloid staminodes.


Hémlester, Bail. Climbing to 20 ft.; young branches pubescent at first, becoming soon glabrous: lfts. slender, petioled, ovate to oblong-ovate, acuminate, denticulate, glabrous above, brownish pubescent on the veins beneath, 2-4 in. long: fls. white, about 3/5 in. across, 4-12 in stalked axillary cymes; ovaries brownish globular, black, 1/5 in. across. Cent. China. H.I. 29:2808.

Integrifolia, Maxim. Quite glabrous: lfts. ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, finely serrate or entire, dark green above, glabrous beneath, 1-3/2 in. long.


K. C. Davis.

Alfred Rehder.†
CLEMATICLETHRA

fats, solitary or in 2-3-fld. cymes on slender stalks, white, 1/2-3in. across; fr. globose, black. W. China.

ALFRED REHDER.


Sub-shrubs or annual herbs, simple or branched, glabrous or glandular, with simple lvs. or 3-7 lfts., and white, green, yellow or purplish fls. borne singly or in racemes; petals entire, with claws. Seventy tropical species, in both hemispheres. The genus is distinguished from Gynandropis by its short torus, which often bears an appendage, and by the 4-6, rarely 10, stamens.

The garden cleomes are chiefly interesting for their long purple spidery stamens and showily colored petals. They succeed in sandy soils and sunny situations, and can be used like castor-oil plants to fill up large gaps in a border. C. spinosa is the best, and has lately been planted considerably in public parks amongst shrubbery. Propagated by seeds, which are produced freely in long slender pods borne on long stalks.

A. Lfts. more than 3.

spinosa, Jacq. (C. pingens, Wildl. C. gigantea, Hort., not Linn.). GIANT SPIDER PLANT. Figs. 993, 994. Clamy, strong-scented, 3-4 ft. high; lfts. usually 5, sometimes 7, oblong-lanceolate, with a pair of short stipular spines under the petioles of most of the lvs., and in the tropics some little prickles on the petioles also; fls. rose-purple, varying to white; petals 4, obovate, clawed, 2/3 in. long; stamens 2-3 in. long, blue or purple. N. C. to La. (naturalized from Trop. Amer.) and eastern provinces. B.M. 1840. G.C. III. 4: 115. A tender biennial north, but annual in the tropics. The plant recently intro. as C. gigantea is not the true species, which is a green-flld S. American plant as yet apparently unknown in the trade in this country. C. spinosa differs widely in the extent and character of its spines. The lfts. vary in the development of the style; Fig. 994 shows a fully perfected style.

speciosissima, Depe. Annual or half-shrubby, sometimes 5 ft. high; its strongly hairy without spines; lfts. 5-7, lanceolate, dentate, narrowed at the base, conspicuously hairy on both sides; fls. light purple or purplish rose. July to fall. Mex. B.R. 1312.—Said to be the showiest of cleomes. Under this name a very different plant is passing, the lfts. of which have only minute hairs but rather numerous spines.

AA. Lfts. 3.

serulata, Pursh (C. integrifolia, Torr. & Gray). ROCKY MOUNTAIN BEER-PLANT. Glabrous, 2-3 or even 6 ft. high; lfts. 3, lanceolate to obovate-oblong, entire, or rarely with a few minute teeth; bracts much narrower than in C. spinosa: petals rose, rarely white, 3-toothed; receptacle with a flat, conspicuous appendage. Along streams in saline soils of prairies. — In cult. over 30 years as a bee-plant.

C. dentroidea, Schult. Tree-like, 10-14 ft.: fls. blackish purple. Brazil, B.M. 3296. — C. gigantea, Linn. Shrubby, 3-5 ft. downy; lfts. 7, lanceolate, lance-oblong or oblanceolate, fls. shorter than petiole: fls. greenish; petals linear, 2 in. or more long, cohering by their margins and opening only on one side; sepals long-linear, glandular, becoming resolute. Thomson. B.M. 3137. — C. speciosa, H.B.K.=Gynandropis.

N. TAYLOR.

CLERODENDRON (Greek, chance and tree: of no significance). Includes Staphondanth and Volkmäria. Verbenacææ. Greenhouse climbers and hardy shrubs and other ornamental plants, grown for the showy white, violet or red flowers.

Shrubs or trees, often scantly lvs. opposite or verticillate, mostly entire or not compound: fls. in mostly terminal cymes or panicles; calyx campanulate or rarely tubular, shallowly 5-toothed or 5-lobed; corolla-tube usually slender and cylindrical, the limb 5-parted and spreading, the lobes somewhat unequal; stamens 4, affixed on the corolla-tube, long-exserted and curved; style exserted, 2-3ft. at the end; ovary 4-1oculed: fr. a drupe inclosed in the calyx. — About 100 species, in the tropics, mostly of the eastern hemisphere.

Clerodendrons are divided into two garden sections, those with a shrubby habit, and the twining kinds. The culture is about the same for both kinds. They may be grown from seeds or from cuttings of the half-ripened wood. In either case, use 2-inch pots filled with a mixture of equal parts of leaf-mold or peat and good sharp sand. Place a cutting or a seed in each pot, and press moderately firm. Leave the pots in a light close place, and after the growing season keep in a night temperature of 65°. Clerodendrons may be flowering in any size pot desired, and some of the species, notably C. Balfourii (or properly C. Thomsonii), can be had in flower from Easter until late September. This species is probably the best and most useful, either for decorative work or exhibition purposes; when it is grown in large pots, a good rough material may be used for potting. A good stiff fibrous soil with about one-third part of decayed manure is best. When the season's growth is completed, gradually withhold water for two months and lower the night temperature from 65° to 55°. Many of the leaves under the above treatment drop off, and the wood will become firm. If plants are wanted in flower about Easter,
give them a thorough soaking with water about January 1, and raise the temperature again to 65° by night, keeping it rise during the day to 75° to 80°. Syringe the plants two or three times a week, which will encourage the young growths to start all over the ripened wood. When this takes place, the plant will either have to be repotted or fed liberally with liquid manure and fertilizers, repeating usually resulting in larger growths. When feeding is resorted to, a handful of green cow-manure to a watering-pot containing two and a half or three gallons of water is sufficient; and if any of the popular fertilizers are used for a change, a small handful to the same amount of water will answer. Water twice in between with clean water.

Plants for a succession may be started when the first are beginning to show the crimson at the end of the flower, and so on until the end of July or first of August.

—Clerodendrons are not subject to insect pests if kept thoroughly syringed during their growing season. If this is neglected, the shrubby kinds may become affected with brown-scale or mealy-bug, which should be immediately treated with the usual hydrocyanic gas fumigation. (George F. Stewart.)

INDEX.

Balfouri, 1.
Bungei, 15.
coronaria, 4.
delictum, 1.
fallax, 13.
Fargesii, 7.
fortunatum, 18.
fragrans, 4.
incense, 10.
incinum, 1.
A. Plant of twining habit.
1. Thomsone, Balfour (C. Balfouri, Hort.). Fig. 995. Tall, twining, glabrous evergreen shrub: lvs. opposite, oblong-ovate and acuminate, strongly several-nerved, entire, petiolate: fls. in axillary, and terminal forking lax cymes; calyx strongly 5-angled, narrowed at the apex, white; corolla-limb light crimson and spreading; corolla-tube 1 in. long; stamens 3 in long. W. Afr. B.M. 5313. R.H. 1867: 310; 1902: 504; G.M. 45: 172.

3. speciosum, Hort. A garden hybrid between C. splendens and C. Thomsons, intermediate in habit and foliage: the fls. are produced in profusion, are dull red, and are continuously borne throughout the summer months; old calices more or less persistent, and ornamental pale red after fls. are past.—As figured in R. H. 1873, 471 and Gn. 1877, 404, this recedes very little from typical C. splendens, according to Baker, but the C. speciosum hybrid of J. H. 1869, 328, is intermediate between C. splendens and C. Thomsons.

AA. Plant of erect or self-supporting habit.
B. Corolla-tube not much if any longer than the calyx: fls. white or light blush.

4. fragrans, Vent. (C. coronaria, Hort. ? Volkmamia fragrans, Vent.). Pubescent, half shrubby, with angled branches, 3–5 ft.; lvs. broadly ovate, with truncate or cordate base, acuminate, coarsely toothed: fls. white or blush, in terminal, compound, hydrangea-like corymb, usually double, deliciously scented. China, Japan. B.M. 1834.—Very desirable and fragrant plant for the coohouse.

5. infortunatum, Gaertn. (C. vischoeum, Vent.). Height 5–7 ft., pubescent, with square branches: lvs. opposite and stalked, corolate-ovate, acuminate, entire or toothed, hairy: fls. in a loose villous terminal panicle, white, with a flesh-colored center, flaring, the tube projecting beyond the loose, hairy, large, 5-angled calyx. E. Indies. B.M. 1805.—Fls. sweet-scented. Greenhouse.

6. trichotomum, Thunb. (C. serotinum, Carr. Volkmamia japonica, Hort. nut. Thunb.). Fig. 996. Slender but erect, graceful, pubescent sub-shrub, 4–10 ft. high or even higher: lvs. mostly opposite, soft and fleshy, ovate-acuminate, narrowed at the base, very closely serrate or entire, hairy: fls. white, with a reddish brown calyx, on forking, slender, red-disk peduncles, the corolla-tube sometimes twice as long as the calyx; segmens of calyx turning red and affording pleasing contrast to bright blue frs. Japan. B.M. 6561. Gn. 45: 504; 51, p. 320; 75, pp. 67, 447. G. 26: 492. J.H. III. 55: 355. F.E. 29: 653. R.H. 1867, p. 351.—A very handsome, hardy shrub or small tree. In the N. it kills to the ground, but sprouts up if the crown is protected.

7. Fargesii, Dode (C. trichotomum var. Fargesii, Hort.). A recent shrub, reported as being hardy in England, rapid-growing: lvs. dark green or purplish, opposite, petioled, the blade ovate and acute or acuminate, strongly veined, abruptly narrowed at the base, entire: fls. in panicles in summer, whitish, fragrant; sepal lance-ovate, becoming reflexed: fr. globular,
8. inermé, Gertn. Tall shrub or becoming small tree: lvs. opposite or ternate, obovate or elliptic, entire, scentless, privet-like, 1½ in. or less on long: fls. white, fragrant, on 3-7-fld. axillary peduncles; corolla-tube ¾ in. long, the lobes very short: fr. ½ in. long, smooth, separating into 4 parts. India, where it is said to be used for hedges.—Offered in S. Calif.

9. tomentosum, R. Br. Shrubby and erect (often becoming a small tree), pubescent, often purplish: lvs. opposite and petioled, ovate-elliptic to sub-lanceolate, short-acute-acuminate, 2-4 in. long, entire or sparingly toothed, pubescent on both sides, but thinly so on the under side: fls. in opposite, forking compact clusters, the calyx not enlarged, the slim, corolla-tube long-exserted (3-4 times length of calyx), and the clear white corolla-lobes reflexed-curved; anthers yellow, protruding. Austral. B.M. 1518.—Cult. in S. Calif.

10. macrocéphalon, Hook. f. (C. indicum var. macrocéphalon, Baker). Elegant erect shrub, finely pubescent: lvs. opposite, oblanceolate-oblong, acuminate, notched or pinnatifid: fls. in a nearly sessile terminal cyme or head, pure white; calyx green, very small; corolla-tube very narrow, 4-5 in. long, hairy, the limb 1-sided, ½ in. long; filaments 2 in. long, red. E. Afr. B.M. 6935.—Cult. A plant of merit, but the handsome fls. are short-lived.

11. Siphonanthus, R. Br. (Siphonanthus indica, Willd.). TURK'S TURBAN. TUBE-FLOWER. Shrub, 2-8 ft. high, open-branched: lvs. opposite or verticillate, nearly sessile, narrowly lanceolate, entire or nearly so: fls. long-tubed and white (tube 3-4 in. long) in very large terminal racemes, the lobes 2½ in. long, obvate-oblong: fr. a showy, red and purple berry, which persists a long time. E. Indies. Hardy in Fla.

CC. Fls. red, orange or distinctly lilac.


13. fallax, Lindl. Flg. 997. A highly ornamental species: st. erect, shrubby, branching after flowering, bluntly 4-angled: lvs. large, cordate-ovate, hairy, rich dark green, often 1 ft. in length and supported by a stout hairy petiole: infl. erect, often 18 in. or more in length; fls. bright scarlet, numerous: 1½-2 in. diameter, tube narrow, lobes reflexed. Java. G.C. III. 45:324. Gn. 59, p. 179. Desc. G.W. 10, p. 247.—Should be in every collection of greenhouse plants, as it may be induced to bloom practically all the year round; it should be given a fairly light position, with slight shade from strong sun.


15. fécundum, Bunge (C. Büngei, Steud.). Shrub, 3-6 ft., pubescent, spiny, of a dwarf spreading habit, sparsely branched: lvs. opposite, broad-ovate and acuminate, stalked, coarsely toothed, often 1 ft. long, dark green above and red-hairy beneath: fls. rosy-red, ¾ in. across, tube 3-4 times as long as calyx, in a dense capitulate corymb 4-8 in. across. China. B.M. 4880. F.S. 9:863. G. 27:452; 30:361.—Cool greenhouse; hardy in middle and southern states. August. Killed to the ground in the latitude of Philadelphia, but sprouts up and blooms. Fls. not petid, but name given because of the odor of the bruised lvs. Spreads by suckers from the root, and soon forms a mass of beautiful free flowering growths. L. H. B.

CLETHRA (ancient Greek name of the Alder, transferred to this genus on account of the resemblance of the leaves). Clethraceae. WHITE ALDER. Shrubbs or small trees grown for their handsome spikes of white fragrant flowers appearing in summer.

Leaves alternate, usually serrate, deciduous or persistent: fls. white, in terminal often panicked racemes; petals 5, erect; stamens 10; caps. splitting into 3 valves, many-seeded.—About 25 species in Amer., E. Asia, Madeira. Only a few, hardly deciduous species are generally cultivated; valuable for their showy spikes of white fragrant fls. appearing late in summer. They grow best in a moist, peaty or sandy soil. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring in pans in sandy and peaty soil, and by Greenwood cuttings under glass, growing best if transplanted from forced plants in early spring and placed in slight bottom heat; also, in—
creased by layers and by division of large plants. Handsome when forced under glass.

A. Lvs. deciduous: stems exserted.

a. Racemes usually solitary; stems pubescent.

acuminata, Michx. Tall shrub or small tree, to 15 ft.: lvs. petiolate, oval or oblong, acuminate, rounded or narrowed at the base, sharply serrate, pubescent beneath at least on the veins, 3-7 in. long: racemes usually solitary, nodding; sepals acute; style glabrous. July–Sept. Alleghany Mts., Va. to Ga. L.B.C. 15:1427.

b. Racemes usually panicked.

c. The lvs. with 7-10 pairs of veins, 1½-4 in. long: sepals oblong; stems glabrous.

tomentosa, Lam. (C. alnifolium var. tomentosa, Michx.). Fig. 998. Shrub, 2-8 ft.: lvs. short-petioled, obovate, acute or short-acuminate, cuneate, serrate usually above the middle, pubescent above, tomentose beneath, 2-4 in. long: racemes few or solitary; style pubescent. Aug., Sept. N. C. to Fla. and Ala. B.M. 3743. G.F. 4:65 (adapted in Fig. 998). R.H. 1912, p. 519.

alnifolium, Linn. Sweet Pepperbush. Shrub, 3-10 ft.: lvs. short-petioled, cuneate, obovate or oblong, sharply serrate, mostly glabrous or nearly so, 2-4 in. long; lvs. flattened glandular, usually cuneate, osmiolata, var. barbinervis, Fargesii, cuneate, oval, or cuneate-lanceolate, long; sharply toothed or minutely serrate, below: About S. c. barbinervis, Fargesii, cuneate, Alnifolium, cuneata, acuminata, arborea, C. monostachya, Zucc.).

b. Lvs. with 7-10 pairs of veins, 1½-4 in. long:

barbinervis, Sieb. & Zucc. (C. canescens, Authors, not Reinw.). Shrub or tree, to 30 ft.: branches glabrous: lvs. petiolate, cuneate, obovate or oblong-obovate, acuminate, sharply dentate-serrate, pubescent beneath at least on the veins, 3-6 in. long: racemes panicked; lvs. fragrant; pedicels about as long as the lvs.; sepals obtuse; filaments glabrous. July–Sept. E. Asia. Gt. 19:654.

Fargesii, Franch. Shrub, to 12 ft.: young branchlets tomentose or nearly glabrous: petioles ½-2 in. long: lvs. oblong-ovate or elliptic-oblong, acuminate, broadly cuneate or rounded at base, sharply serrate, slightly pubescent beneath or nearly glabrous, 3-6 in. long: lvs. white, in panicked racemes 5-7 in. long; sepals pointed; filaments hairy, style glabrous. Cent. China. —One of the most ornamental species on account of its very long racemes.

AA. Les. evergreen: stems included.


ALFRED REHDER.

CLEYERA (after Andrew Cleyer, Dutch physician of the seventeenth century). Ternstraminæceæ. Greenhouse evergreen shrubs distinguished by the petals free or scarcely united, the pinnate anthers, the numerous ovules, and scarcely bracted lvs.: sepals 5, with 2 bractlets; petals 5; stigmas 2–3; berries 2–3-celled.—About 9 species.

CIANTHUS

occhnacea, DC. (C. japonica, Sieb. & Zucc.). Height about 6 ft.: lvs. oval-oblong, acute at both ends, veined above, entire, Himalayas.—A tender shrub rarely cult. in northern greenhouses. In the S. it is cult. outdoors. It has glossy foliage, fragrant, creamy white, fragrant fls., borne in June, and red berries, which last all winter.—C. japonica was distinguished by De Candolle by its oblong-lanceolate lvs., which are veinless, and minutely serrate at the apex. Var. tricolor, Hort., has dark green lvs., with grayish markings, and a margin of white and rose, the variegation being more brilliant in younger lvs.

WILHELM MILLER.

CLIANTHUS (Greek, glory-flower). Leguminosæ. Glory Pea. Glory Vine. Parrott’s Bill. Tender half-trailing shrubs, with large, showy flowers of unique appearance. Swainsonia is an allied genus, but its general appearance is very different and it has acuminate, not obtuse petals. Interesting plants, with pinnae lvs. of many lfts., and fls. in racemes; scarcely papilionaceous: pod stalked, many-seeded.—Two or 3 species.

Clianthus Dampieri is somewhat difficult to grow on its own roots. In Germany, a method has been found whereby it is as easy to succeed with this species as with the better-known C. puniceus. The method consists of using small seedlings of C. damieri, with the leaves excised as stocks; these are cut out near the soil and seedings of C. Dampieri, while in the cutelyon stage, are separated from the root, the base cut wedge-shape and inserted in a cut made in the cuticle stock. While the union is taking place, the pots should be placed under a bell-jar. C. puniceus is an old-fashioned greenhouse plant, grown sometimes to cover rafters or trellis work, but more frequently trained around stakes placed about the edge of the greenhouse. Flowers, not very unlike those of the common Erythrina, are freely produced in hanging clusters. Cuttings rooted in early spring may be grown into good-sized plants during the summer. Water should be given sparingly during the dull months. Pruning, repotting and tying the shoots should be done just before the growth begins. A sharp lookout should be kept for the red spider, frequent syringings being the only remedy for this pest. Propagated by seeds and cuttings. (G. W. Oliver.)

Dampieri, A. Cunn. Glory Pea. Fig. 999. Height 2–4 ft.: plant glaucous and hoary, with long whitish silky hairs: stts. slightly tinged with red; petioles longer than in C. puniceus: lfts. 15–21, nearly opposite, sessile, usually acute; stipules larger than in C. puniceus: fls. 4–6 in a raceme, large, drooping, about 3 in. long, rich crimson or scarlet, with a handsome velvety, purple-black area on the raised center. Austral. B. M. 3551. R.H. 1589:230. Gt. 48, p. 372. Gt. 20:86. Var. germanicus, Hort., is also sold, and is probably var. marginatus, Hort., which has one petal white, margined scarlet. See Gn. 37:298 and p. 299 for an account of granting this species on stocks of C. puniceus. Var. tricolor, Hort. Keel white except the tip, which is bright scarlet. Gn. W. 20:409 (dese.)

puniceus, Banks & Soland. Parrott’s Bill. Red Kowhai. Height 3–6 ft., may reach 30 ft. A branched plant glabrous: lfts. 16–28, each with a very short petiole, alternate (at least toward the end of the lft.), blunt or
XXVIII. Stowell Evergreen sweet corn.
CLITORIA This fls. WILHELM MILLER, N. TAYLOR.†

CLIDÈMIA (old Greek name). Melastomaceae. About 100 Trop. Amer. sp. of hort., incl. rather unimportant plants in a family famous for its foliage plants. Lvs. broad, entire, 5–7-nerved, opposite, petioled: fls. in panicles or axillary clusters, white, pink, or purple; petals 5 or 6; stamens 10 or 12: branching shrubs, mostly hairy. C. vitattà, Lind. & André, has large, oval, pointed lvs. with 5 strong nerves, and a narrow band of white down each side of the midrib. I.H. 22:219. R.H. 1876, p. 233.

CLIFF BRAKE. Pellaea.

CLİFTONIA (after Dr. Francis Clifton, an English physician, d. 1736). Cyclirrceae. BUCKWHEAT TREE. Glabrous evergreen shrub or small tree, rarely cult., for its early appearing racemes of white or pinkish fragrant fls.: lvs. alternate, short-petioled, with smooth edges, entire: fls. in terminal racemes; sepals and petals 5–8; stamens 10, shorter than the petals, the filaments flattened below; ovary superior, 3–4-celled, with a 3–4-lobed nearly sessile stigma: fr. indehiscent, ovoid, with 3–4 wings and as many seeds. The only species in A. monophylla SARG. (C. ligustrina, Spreng. C. nitida, Gaertn. Mylocdryum biglandulatum, Sims). Occasionally 50 ft. tall: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, cuneate at the base, dark green above, 1½–2 in. long; racemes 1–2½ in. long; fls. white or pinkish, fragrant, about ½ in. across: fr. ½ in. long. Feb., March; fr. in Aug., Sept. Ga. to Fla. and La.; swamps. S.S. 2:62. B.M. 1625.—Little known in cult., and now not in the trade, but well worth cult. for its early, delicate and fragrant fls.; also the buckwheat-like frs. are attractive. Hardy as far north as Philadelphia. Thrives best in humid sandy and peaty soil. Prop. by seeds and probably like Cyrilla by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass with slight bottom heat.

ALFRED REHDER.

CLIMBERS are distinguished from twiners by having some means of attachment, as tendrils or other special devices, while twiners rise by twisting their stems round their support. In a wider sense, the word is often used synonymously with “vines,” including all plants that use other plants or other objects for support, by whatever mechanism or method. By “trailers,” nurserymen commonly mean low-growing vines, and by “climbers,” tall-growing vines. See Vines.


CLINOSTIGMA (Greek, incline stigma). Palmaeae, tribe Arceae. Low spineless palms with the habit and somewhat the appearance of small kentias; feather-leaved.

Trunks not over 8 ft., usually conspicuously ringed: lvs. usually 3–4 ft. long, rarely more, and pinnate; lfts. scythe-shaped, or lanceolate, 2-parted or obliquely truncate at the apex, not revolute at the base; rachis sealy, convex beneath, grooved above: fls. monoeccious in the same spadix, sessile along its branches, the male usually 2 together, the female solitary; spadix long and usually much branched; in the male there are 3 imbricate outer segms. and 3 valvate inner segms. to the perianth, with 6 stamens surrounding an abortive ovary: fr. obliquely globular.—Species 3, one from Austral., one from Samoa, and another from Fiji. Only the following is known in cult., and it is a rare palm. Its graceful lvs. and convenient dwarf habit should commend it to the trade. For cult., see Kentia.

MOOREÀNÜM, F. Muell. (Kentia Mooreana, F. Muell.). Dwarf palm, 3–4 ft. high: lvs. 3–4 ft. long, sessiles, numerous, about 1 ft. long, longitudinally plicate when young: spadix at first closely sessile, very much branched when older. New S. Wales, confined to Lord Howe’s Isl.—This graceful and recent palm resembles Hovea Forsteriana somewhat in habit of growth, but its arching lvs. spread wider, and its stam. are dark purplish, and its pinne tough and leathery. The palm is free and clean in growth.

N. TAYLOR.

CLINTONIA (after DeWitt Clinton, the famous Governor of New York and promoter of the Erie Canal). Liliaceae. A small group of low-growing, herbaceous plants of North America and Asia, with a few tufted, broad shining leaves, and usually umbels of flowers. Perianth-segms. equal or nearly so; stamens 6, inserted at the base of the perianth-segms.: ovary 2–3-celled with 2 to several ovules in each cavity: fls. on scape: root-stocks slender: fr. a globose to ovoid berry. For C. pulchella and other species of the abandoned genus Clintonia of Hort., see Downingia a very different genus belonging to Campanulaceae.

Clintonias grow in cool, moist woods, and fanciers can secure them from some dealers in native plants. It is difficult to tell the species apart by the leaves.

A. Scape bearing an umbel of fls. B. Fls. greenish yellow.

borealis, Raf. Height 1–2 ft.: fls. 3–6, nodding, green, margined yellow. Labrador to Winnipeg and south to N. C. B.M. 1403 (as Smilacina borealis).—This is one of the choicer plants of cool, moist woods, known to plant lovers chiefly by its handsome umbels of blue berries found in autumn, which are borne above the large, dark green, shining lvs. The commonest species, but not easily grown below elevations of 1,000 ft.

bb. Fls. white, with green spots.

umbellulata, Torr. Fls. 10–20 or more, smaller than in C. borealis, erect or nearly so, white, with green or purplish spots. Alleghany Mts. from N. Y. to Ga. B.M. 1155 (as Smilacina borealis).—This species has the smallest fls. of the group, and is the only one that has but a single pair of ovules in each cell of the ovary.

BBB. Fls. deep rose.

Andrewsiana, Torr. One to 1½ ft. high, bearing 4 sessile, oblong, acute lvs., and 20 or more nearly erect fls. which are in dense umbels. Calif., to S. Ore., in deep, cool woods, in clay of soil rich in mold. B.M. 7092.—The showiest of the group. Cult. to some extent.

AA. Scape bearing 1 white fl.

unifòra, Kunth. The only species in which the scape is shorter than the lvs.: fls. nearly erect; rarely there are 2 fls.: lvs. narrow, obovate-lanceolate, hairy. Calif. to Alaska.

WILHELM MILLER. N. TAYLOR.†

CLITORIA (derivation recondite). Leguminòsae. BUTTERFLY-Pea. Glasshouse vines with pea-like flowers; and also hardy perennials. A widespread and variable genus of 30 species allied to Centrosema, and characterized by the calyx-tube being cylindrical and longer than the lobes: standard narrowed at the base, not appended on the back; stamens in one group, the anthers all alike; style often bearded. The most important garden plant is C. Ternatae, a warmhouse annual twiner, reaching 15 ft., and requiring no special cult. It has very showy blue fls.
CLITORIA

A. Lfts. 5.

Ternatea, Linn. (C. carulea, Hort. Ternatea vulgaris, HHK.) Lfts. 5, oblong, obtuse, short-petioled: fls. 1 in. or more long, rich blue, with beautiful markings, especially on the standard. B.M. 1542. Gn. 38:132. P.M. 7:147 and 13:79.—Name from Ternate, one of the Molucca Isls, and not from ternate, meaning 3-leafed.

1000. Clivia miniata.

Hardy in Cent. Fla., where it is usually a biennial. C. albta, Hort., is a white form. More or less double forms have been known for over a century.

AA. Lfts. 3.

mariana, Linn. Hardy perennial, smooth, erect, or slightly twining, 1–3 ft. high: lfts. 3, obovate or ovate-lanceolate: fls. light blue, 2 in. long, on short peduncles; pod straight, few-seeded. Summer. Dry banks, N. Y. to Fla. and west to Mo. Also India and Burma.—Rarely sold by dealers in native plants.

arborascens, Ait. St. shrubby, the rusty colored branches twining: lvs. trifoliolate, the lfts. elliptical or oval: fls. racemose, showy, purple, the standard more than 2 in. long. Trop. Amer. B.M. 3165.—An excellent warmhouse climber, grown chiefly in botanic gardens.

WILHELM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.

CLIVIA (after a Duchess of Northumberland and member of the Clive family). Syn. Imanophyllum. Amaryllidaceae. Tender bulbous plants with handsome evergreen foliage and showy, bright red or red and yellow flowers in large umbels.

Bulb imperfect, mostly of old fl.-bases: perianth funnelform, curved or straight, the segms. much longer than the tube; ovules 3–6 in each cell; fr. a berry, differing in this from the capsular fr. of Nerine.—Three species from S. Afr. J. G. Baker, Amarabdaceae, p. 61.

Clivias make excellent house plants, but, like amaryllis, are too costly to be very popular. They have the advantage over amaryllis of having attractive foliage all the year round, and are more certain to bloom well. They have thick, fleshy roots, like an agapanthus. All the species are well worth growing, because of their handsome umbels of flowers, produced during the spring and early summer months. Clivia miniata is the species most commonly grown. There are several distinct forms of this, with larger and deeper colored flowers. Established plants may be grown in the same pots for several years, if the plants are fed during the growing period with weak liquid manure. In potting, the soil given should be of a lasting nature, not easily soured, nor likely to become sodden. In arranging the drainage, place one large piece, concave side down, over the hole, and around this arrange several smaller pieces. Over these place one or two handfuls of pieces small enough to go through a No. 2 sieve. The best time to pot is after the flowers have been produced. The plants should then be kept for some time in a humid atmosphere to encourage growth, receiving an abundance of water after they are well started. After growth has been completed, they will winter safely in an ordinary greenhouse temperature (not under 40°), if kept rather dry at the root. For propagation, choose old plants which have become crowded in their pots, so that the entire plant can be pulled to pieces. After trimming the roots, put the growths in small pots and keep in heat, to encourage root action. Clivias are well suited for planting permanently in the front part of greenhouse borders. The soil for this purpose should be rich and well firméd about the roots. Withhold water as much as possible during the resting period, or the plants will produce leaves at the expense of the flowers. (G. W. Oliver.)

AA. Fls. pendulous; perianth narrowly funnel-shaped.


N. TAYLOR.

CLOTBUR

A. Fls. erect; perianth broadly funnel-shaped.

miniata, Regel (Imanophyllum miniatum, Hook.). Fig. 1000. Lvs. 16–20, in a tuft, sword-shaped, tapering to a point, 1 1/2 ft. long, 1 1/2–2 in. broad: fls. 12–20, in an umbel; perianth erect, bright scarlet, with a yellow throat; tube broadly funnel-shaped, longer than C. nobilis; segms. about 2 in. long, the inner ones broader than the outer; stamens shorter than the segms.; style not exserted: berries ovoid, bright red, 1 in. long. Natal. B.M. 4783. R.H. 1839, pp. 126–7; 1899:250, and 1894, p. 572. F.S. 9:494; 28:2373. I.H. 26:343; 36:50; 37:102; 40:177.—I. cyranthiflorum, Van Houtte (F.S. 15:1877), is a hybrid between this species and the next. It has a curved perianth, with the inner segms. of the limb twice as broad as the outer; stamens longer than the corolla. R.H. 8:250 (dec.). Var. aurea, Hort. Fls. yellow with a deeper shade at base of the segms. Var. striata, Hort. Lvs. freely variegated.

N. TAYLOR.
CLOVER. Species of *Trifolium* (Leguminosae), particularly those that are useful in agriculture. The word is also applied to species of related genera, as Medicago. The sweet clover is *Melilotus*. Bush and Japan clover are *Lespedeza*. Prairie clover is a *Petalostemon*.

About 300 species of *Trifolium* have been described. These are widely dispersed in temperate climates. The flowers are papilionaceous but small, and are disposed in dense heads or spikes. The leaves are digitately or palmately 3-lobed. The common European red clover is *T. pratense*, Linn., now thoroughly naturalized in North America, but supposed not to be native here. It is valuable both for stock feed (as pasturage and hay), and also as a green manure. As a manure crop, to be plowed under, it is particularly useful because of its deep root-system and its power (in common with other leguminous plants) of fixing the nitrogen of the air by means of its roots. Fig. 1004 illustrates the root system. Fig. 1002 shows the root of a fifteen-month-old plant that grew in hard clay soil. It is 22 inches long, and some of the root was left in the ground. The mammoth red clover (*T. medium*, Linn.) is perhaps an offshoot of *T. pratense*. It is usually a larger plant, with zigzag stem, entire and spotted leaflets, and longer-stalked head. White clover, or shamrock, is *T. repens*, Linn., introduced from Europe, and supposed to be native to North America as well. Alsike clover, *T. hybridum*, Linn., is of Old World nativity. The crimson or scarlet clover (*T. incarnatum*, Linn.), Fig. 1003, an annual from southern Europe, is now much grown as a catch- or cover-crop in orchards. See *Clove-crops*. It is also highly ornamental, and is worthy the attention of the florist. For agricultural discussion of the clovers, see Vol. II, Cyclo. Amer. Agric. L. H. B.

CLOVES are the dried flower-buds (Fig. 1004) of a handsome tree of the myrtle family, *Jamaica Caryophyllus* or *Eugenia caryophyllata*, better known as *Caryophyllus aromatics*, a native of the Spice Islands, but now cultivated in the West Indies and elsewhere. See *Eugenia*. *Caryophyllus*, the ancient name of the clove, means "nut-leaf."

The carnation, or "clove pink," was named *Dianthus Caryophyllus* because of its clove-like odor, and it has become the type of the great order Caryophyllaceae, which, however, is far removed botanically from the Myrtaceae. The word "gilliflower" is a corruption of Caryophyllus, and, until Shakespeare's time and after, was applied to the carnation, but now-a-days it usually refers to certain cruciferous plants of the genera *Cheiranthus* and Matthiola.

The clove bark of pharmacy is secured from *Dicyococcus caryophylatus*, of Brazil, one of the Lauraceae. The word clove is used among gardeners for a small secondary bulb employed for propagating, specially for the little bulb that forms in a scale-axil of a larger bulb.

CLUB-MOSS: *Lycopodium*.


J. B. S. Norton.

CLÝSTÔSTOMA (Greek klytos, splendid or beauteous, and stoma mouth; alluding to the beautiful flowers). *Bignoniaceae*. Ornamental vines, grown for their beautiful flowers. Evergreen shrubs, climbing by leaf-tendrils: Ivs. opposite, with 1 pair of short-stalked entire Ifts., the rachis elongated into a slender simple tendril, sometimes wanting: fls. in 2's, axillary, or terminal or in panicles; calyx campanulate with 5 small or subulate teeth; corolla funnelform-campanulate with imbricate rounded lobes; stamens 4, with spreading anther-cells; disk short; ovary conical, warty, 2-seeded, with...
the ovules in 2 rows: caps. compressed, prickly, septicated, with numerous nearly orbicular winged seeds.—About 8 species in S. Amer., usually described under Bignonia in horticultural writings. Closely related to Bignonia, from which it differs chiefly in its simple slender tendrils, the short disk, the small or subulate calyx-teeth and the prickly pod. Suited for cult. in subtropical or tropical regions only, or as a stove plant in the N. For cult. and prop., see Bignonia.


purpureum, Rehd. (Bignonia purpurea, Lodd.). Large climber: fls. sometimes 3, ovate-oblong or obovate-oblong, short-acuminate, bright green above, paler below, entire, occasionally toothed, about 3 in. long; fls. on axillary 2-fld. peduncles or sometimes in clusters; calyx tubular-campanulate, with short triangular teeth; corolla mauve-colored with white eye, with a rather slender tube 1 in. long, lobes spreading, orbicular-obovate. Uruguay. B.M. 5800. G.C. III. 24:399.

ALFRED REHDER.

CNICUS (Latin name of Saflower, early applied to thistles). Composite. Blessed Thistle. A monotypic genus allied to Centaurea, and distinguished from it botanically by its heads being quite sessile and surrounded just below by bristly leaves. Its habit in the garden is very different from the bachelor's button, being thistle-like, and more interesting than ornamental. A hardy annual low-growing herb, rough, branching and pilose. Once thought to counteract poison. Culture easy. Fit for wild gardens and rockeries.

benefidctus, (Linn. Carduus benedictus, Authors. Centaurta benedicta, Linn. Carbena benedicta, Adans.).

Fig. 1005. Height 2 ft.: fls. alternate, sinuate-pinnatifid, oblong, the lobes and teeth spiny: heads terminal, yellow, 1 in. wide, the fls. exclusively tubular. Medit. regions and Caucasus. Sometimes cult.; also seen in waste places of S. Atlantic states and Calif. as a weed adventive from Eu.

C. rhapiflora, Hemsl., S. Mex., has recently been cult. abroad. It is described as a handsome plant with deeply cut spiny-toothed lvs. about 2 ft. long, gray-tomentose beneath; st. colored, much branched: fl.-heads 3-3½ in. long, the involucral bracts scarlet and spine-tipped; fls. scarcely exerted, the filaments carmine. Under the above definition of Cnicus, this plant must fall in another genus. It has been placed in Carduus by E. L. Greene, as C. rhaphilepis.

N. TAYLOR.

COBÆA (after Father Cobo, Spanish Jesuit of the seventeenth century, naturalist, and resident of America for many years). Syn. Rosenbæriga. Sometimes incor-rectly spelled Cobœa. Polemoniaceae. Attractive climbers, one or two species commonly grown in the open and under glass for the large bell-shaped flowers.

Shrubby plants climbing by fl.-tendrils, but known in cult. as herbs: lvs. alternate, pinnate: calyx large, 5-parted; corolla bell-shaped, the limb 5-lobed: caps. 3-valved, angled: fls. solitary on long peduncles, bracted at the base.—A genus of about 10 Trop. American climbers (monographed by Brand in Engler's Pflanzenreich, lft. 27, 1907), of which C. scandens, a tender perennial plant, is amongst the dozen most popular vines commonly treated as annuals. This is the only genus of climbers in the order. Prop. by seeds which should be placed in moist earth, edge down. It is a rapid grower.

scandens, Cav. (Rosenbergia scandens, House). Figs. 1006-1008. Height 10-20 ft.: fls. in 2 or 3 pairs, the lowest close to the st., and more or less eared: fls. bell-shaped, 1½ in. across, light violet or greenish purple, with protruding style and stamens: tendrils

1006. Cobœa scandens. (X½)
branched. Mex. B.M. 851. F.S. 14:1467.—There is a white-flld. form (C. alba, Hort.), and one with variegated lvs., var. variegata, Hort.—The terminal lft. is represented by a tendril (Fig. 1007). Sometimes there are indications of tendrils on other lfts. (Fig. 1008), making the plant an interesting one for students of morphology.

stipulāris, Benth. (Rosenbërgia stipulāris, House). Resembles the preceding species but the sepals ovate, tapering to a broadly acuminate apex (the sepals of C. scandens being broadly ovate or suborbicular). Mex.

COB'EAA


macrostōma, Pav. (Sometimes erroneously written macrostema and macrostemma.) Sts. climbing 6-10 ft.: lvs. alternate, of 3 pairs of obovate lfts.: fls. solitary, on a 2-lvd. long peduncle, the petals yellow-green; stamens at least 1½ in. longer than the corolla. Guatemala. B.M. 3730.

C. minor. Marten & Gallootti. A small vine of which little is known but cult. in Amer. in botanic gardens and fanciers’ collections. It has small fls., borne on stalks shorter than the lvs. Mex.—C. Pringlei, House (Rosenbergia Pringlei, House). A glabrous, high-twining vine: lfts. 6, the basal pair oblong-lanceolate, hastately clasping; peduncles 4-5 in. long; calyx lobes green, herbaceous, scarcely 1 in. long and half as broad; corolla pure white, 2 in. long; stamens exserted less than ½ in. Mex.

COB'NUT: Corylus.

CO'BURGIA: Stenomeleson.

COCOA. The leaves of Erythroxylon Coca, used in medicine. Sold chiefly as a fluid extract. Cocaine is the famous local anesthetic. See Erythroxylon.

COCCÍNIA (Latin, scarlet; referring to the ornamental gourds). Cucurbitaceae. Tender perennial vines, usually with tuberous roots, grown for ornament mostly indoors.

Leaves angled or lobed, sometimes glandular: fls. white or yellowish, large, staminate and pistillate on different plants or sometimes on different branches of the same plant; calyx short, often campanulate: fr. a small, scarlet gourd, sometimes marbled, with an insipid pulp.—Twenty species from the tropics of Asia and Afr. A. Cogniaux in DC., Mon. Phan. 3:528. C. cordifolia is treated as a tender annual, requiring an early start and no special cult. The genus is sometimes referred to Cephalandra.

a. Tendrils simple: male fls. solitary; lvs. small.

cordifōlia, Cogn. (C. indica, Wight & Arn.). Height about 10 ft., perfectly smooth: lvs. small, 1-2 in. long, glossy, ivy-like, short-petioled, obtusely angled: fl. white, bell-shapéd, the staminate solitary: fr. roundish at both ends, about 2 in. long, 1 in. thick. India.

A. Tendrils bifid: male fls. in racemes: lvs. large.

palmā, Cogn. (Cephalandra palmā, Lond.). Attaining 30 ft.: lvs. large, 3-4 in. long and wide, long-


C. Dister, André, with palmate lvs. and handsome scarlet frs., may be in cult. S. Afr. R.H. 1906:268.

WILHELM MILLER.

c. NO-TAYLOR.

COCCOLÓBA (Greek, lobed berry, referring to the ends of the pear-shaped fruit). Sometimes spelled Coccolobis. Including Campēdora. Polygonaceae. Tropical shrubs, trees or rarely tall woody climbers, grown for their fruits and usually large glossy leathery leaves.

Leaves alternate, always entire: fls. small, in axillary or terminal spike-like racemes, usually some shade of green or yellow-green; sepals 5, herbaceous; petals 0; stamens 5, exceeding the perianth: fr. berry-like, with a small stone, often edible.—About 125 species in the American tropics and reaching to Fla. C. platyclada is now referred to Muehlenbeckia, which see.

Coccoloba uvifera, the sea-grape or shore-grape of the West Indies, bears an edible fruit, and has particularly beautiful foliage. It is the most important of the genus and is offered by dealers in tropical plants. It will not stand the frost and its cultivation out-of-doors is limited to the frostless region of California and Florida. It can be easily grown in any greenhouse North. All species are easily propagated by seeds, which are very plentiful with most of the species. Some species may be increased by cuttings of ripe wood, which root easily in sand under the usual conditions, in a frame or propagating-house. Layering may also be employed to increase the stock. The various species grow naturally in both clayey and sandy soils, preferring moist rich earth, and a high temperature. C. uvifera frequents the seashore, and is found growing in sand and broken shells apparently lacking altogether in plant-food. Rich sandy soil of a light character seems to be best for all the species so far known in cultivation. Plants are readily transplanted from the open ground, but pot-grown plants are to be preferred. (E. N. Reasoner.)

uvifera, Linn. Sea-GRAPE. Shore-GRAPE. UVADEL Mar. Fig. 1009. Tree, reaching 20 ft. or more, with many flexuous branches: lvs. large, often 5 in. long by 7 in. wide, broadly heart-shaped, wavy margin,
COCCOLoba

floridana, Meissn. (C. laurifolia, Jacq.). PucEON Puum. Tree, 25-30 ft.; lvs. 1⅔-3 in. long, 1-2 in. wide, ovate or elliptical, glabrous, narrowed at both ends, obtuse, margin slightly recurved: berries small, ⅓ in. long, pear-shaped, edible, but not marketable. S. Fla., the Bahamas, and northern coast of S. Amer.

COCHLEARIA

1009. Cocculus urviferas. (X½)


C. caracasana, Meisn., or a closely related species, has recently been intro. to the trade by Franceschi, of Santa Barbara, Calif. It is described as having “larger fr. than other known species, like a good-sized plum.” Venezuela.

WILHELM MILLER.

n. N. TAYLOR.

COCCOTHRINAX (a berry and Thrinax, in reference to the berry-like fruit). Palaeeoce. Small or medium-sized palms, with fan-leaves. 

Trees (or rarely stemless) with slender sts., clothed above with the persistent petiole-sheaths.; lvs. terminal, pale beneath, thin and brittle, divided into narrow, acute, 2-parted obliquely folded lobes; petioles compressed, slightly rounded and ridged on the 2 surfaces, thin and smooth on the margins: spadix interfoliar, paniculate, shorter than the petioles: fls. perfect, minute, solitary; perianth cup-like, obscurely 6-lobed, deciduous; stamens 9, exerted; ovary superior, ovoid, 1-celled; fr. berry-like, subglobose, 1-seeded, in ripening becoming thick and juicy, shining black or purple-black; albumen channeled.—A genus of a few species, made from Thrinax; Fla. and S.

GÁRBERI, Sarg. (Thrinax GáRberi, Chapm. T. argéntea var. GáRberi, Chapm.). SILVER-PALM. Stemsless: lvs. only 10-12 in. across, fan-shaped, silvery beneath. An attractive dwarf palm, early showing its characteristic form, native on shore of Bisayee Bay, Fla.; perhaps a degenerate form of C. jucunda, Sarg. (Thrinax argéntea, Chapm., not Roem. & Sch.), which has lvs. 20-32 in. across; it bears the fls. on rigid spreading short pedicels, the perianth is white, anthers light yellow, and ovary white: fr. ½ in. or less diam., becoming succulent and bright violet and later almost black and shining, ripening 6 months after the flowering; petiole slender, flexible, rounded on upper side and obscurely ribbed on lower side, extending as a thin undulate rachis that ends in a short obtuse point.

L. H. B.

COCCULUS (diminutive of kokkos, berry; the fruit being berry-like). Syn., Cebatha, Epibateria. Menispermaceae. Shrubs grown for their handsome foliage and the ornamental red or black fruits. 

Twining or erect: lvs. alternate, petiolar, entire or lobed, with entire margin, deciduous or persistent, palmined: fls. inconspicuous, discicous, in axillary panicles or racemes, sometimes terminal; sepals, petals and stamens 6: carpels 3-6, distinct, developing into berry-like, 1-seeded drupes; see recent. Lm.—About 12 species in N. Amer., E. and S. Asia, Afr. and Hawaii, chiefly in tropical and subtropical regions. Only a few species are cult., thriving in almost any somewhat moist soil; the evergreen kinds are sometimes grown in pots, in a sandy compost of peat and loam. Prop. by seeds or by cuttings of half-ripened wood in summer, under glass, with bottom heat.

“Cocculus indicus” is the trade name of the berries used by the Chinese in catching fish. The berries contain an acrid poison, which intoxicates or stuns the fish until they can be caught. The berries are imported from the East Indies to adulterate porter, and “Cocculus indicus” is a trade name with druggists, not a botanical one, just as “Cassia lineae” is a trade name of a kind of cinnamon bark, derived, not from a cassia, but from a species of Cinnamomum. The name “Cocculus indicus” was given by Baunin, but binomial nomenclature began later, with Linnaeus, in 1733. The plant which produces the berries is Anamiria Cocculus, carolinus, DC. (Cebatha caroliniana, Brit. Epibateria caroliniana, Brit.). CAROLINA MOONSEED. A rapid-growing, twining shrub, attaining 12 ft., with pubescent branches: lvs. long-petioled, usually ovate, sometimes cordate, obtuse, entire or 3-, rarely 5-lobed, pubescent, glabrous above at length: petals emarginate; fr. red, ½ in. diam. Along streams from Va. and Ill. to Fla. and Texas.—Decorative in fall, with its bright red fr. Not hardy north of N. Y.

TRIBUS, DC. (C. orbiculatus, Schnetz. Cebatha orbiculata, Kuntze. C. Thinbergii, DC.). Slender climber with pubescent branches; lvs. broadly ovate to oblong-ovate, truncate or subcordate at the base, obtuse, often emarginate, usually entire, pubescent on both sides; petals bifid at the apex: fr. bluish black, about 3½ in. thick, on short-stalked axillary clusters. Japan. B.M. 8489. I.T. 6:231.—Quite hardy at the Arnold Arboretum; keeps its lvs. green until very late in autumn.


ALFRED REHDER.

COCHLEARIA (Greek, cochlear, a spoon; referring to the leaves). Crucifera. More or less fleshy seaside small herbs, including secrvey-grass and related things; scarcely cultivated.

Annual or perennial. lvs. simple: lvs. small, white, yellowish or purplish, in racemes: fr. an inflated silicle, with very convex valves, the seeds several in each cell and usually 2-rowed.—About 15 species in Eu. and N. Amer. Formerly the horse-radish was referred here, but it is now placed by some in Radicula, by others in Roripa, and by still others in Nasturtium.
COCHLEARIA

COCONUT

officialis, Linn. Scurry-grass. Hardy biennial, 2-12 in. high, but cult. as an annual: root-lvs. petioled, cordate; st.-lvs. oblong, more or less toothed and sometimes with a short- or long-pointed tip; early spring; calyx-lobes erect. Arctic regions.—Prop. by seed, which is small, oval, slightly angular, rough-skinned, reddish brown. The germinating power lasts 4 years. The green parts of the plant are strongly acid, and have a tarry flavor. The seed is sown in a cool, shady position, where the plants can stand. The lvs. are rarely eaten as salad, but the plant is mostly grown for its anti-scorbutic properties. Not to be confounded with water-cress.

dánica, Linn. Fig. 1010. Annual, scarcely 6-8 in. high: lvs. rounded, kidney-shaped, scarcely 1 in. in large specimens, usually much smaller. North temperate and arctic regions. L.B.C. 15:1482. It is covered in early summer with a profusion of small white fls. A valuable plant for ornamental northward.

N. TAYLOR.*

COCHLIOĐA (Greek for spiral, in reference to the structure of the l.f.). Orchidóceæ. A small group of orchids found at high elevations in South America, little grown, requiring treatment given Odontoglossum. Pseudobulbous: fls. bright rose-color or scarlet, in long racemes; sepals equal or the side ones more or less joined; petals much alike; lip clawed, the blade spreading and the side lobes rounded and perhaps reflexed, the middle lobe narrow.—Some of the species are retained by various authors in Odontoglossum and Mesopodium.


vulcánica, Benth. & Hook. Peduncles more or less erect: fls. larger than in the preceding, bright rose-color; labellum 3-lobed, provided with 4 ridges. Peru. B.M. 6009.

C. brasiliéntis, Rolfe. Pseudobulbs tufted, oblong; lvs. oblong-lanceolate; sepals erect or arching, with 6-13 greenish fls. Brazil.—C. gigante, Rolfe. Natural hybrid between C. Noetzliána and C. rosea. Fls. cinnamon-red with yellow crest; sepals lanceolate; petals elliptic-oblong.

OAKES AMES.

COCHIJOGLÓSSA. Orchidóceæ. A garden hybrid between Cochliódia Noetzliána and Odontoglossum scep-trum or O. prænitens, known as Cochijoglossa moorte-beekiensis. Fls. star-shaped, the petals and sepals yellow with pale brown spots; lip has the characters of that of Odontoglossum scep-trum, but a little longer and less attractive. Shows no marks of Cochliódia Noetzliána.

COCHIJOSTÉMA (Greek, spiral stamens). Commelínaceæ. Curious and gorgeous plants cultivated under glass. Cochliostemas are epiphytes, with the habit of Billbergia and great axillary panicles of large fls. of peculiar structure and beauty. They are stemless herbs from Ecuador, with large, oblong-lanceolate lvs., sheathing at the base, and fls. which individually last only a short time, although a succession is produced for several weeks; sepalis 3, oblong, obtuse, concave; petals 3, nearly equal, wider than the sepals, margined with long hairs; staminodes 3, villous, 2 erect, linear, the third short, plumose; staminal column hooded, with incurved margins, inclosing 3 spirally twisted anthers; style slender, curved.—Gardener recognize 2 species, although they are considered by some botanists as forms of one. Recorded as the most beautiful cult. plants of the family.

These are handsome stove-flowering perennial plants, closely related to the commelinas, and are of comparatively easy culture, thriving well in ordinary stove temperature in a mixture of two parts loam and one part fibrous peat, with a little well-decayed cow- or sheep-manure added when potting mature plants. They like a copious supply of water at the roots during the summer months, and at no season must they be allowed to become dry. Propagation is effected by division of the plants in early spring, or by seeds, to obtain which the flowers must be artificially fertilized.—They seed freely when fertilized at the proper time. Only a few of the stronger or larger flowers should be allowed to bear seed. Sometimes a simple shaking of the flower-stalk will accomplish the necessary work of fertilizing, but it is safer to employ the regular method to insure thorough impregnation. The seeds ripen within six weeks' time, and they can be sown soon thereafter, in shallow pans of light, peaty soil, and placed in a warm, close atmosphere until germinated. As soon as the seedlings are large enough, they should be potted singly into thumb-pots, and shifted on as often as they require it, when they will flower in six to twelve months. The chief reason why cochliostemas are grown in America so little is, probably, that it is necessary to keep a much more humid atmosphere in stove-houses than in England, and this is very much against all stove-flowering plants, causing the season of blossoming to be very short. (Edward J. Cumming.)

A. Lvs. red beneath: panicée hairy; fls. very fragrant.

odoratissimum, Lem. Lvs. lighter green above than in C. Jacobinum, and deep purplish red beneath, narrow, and with a similar margin: fls. very numerous; sepals more leaf-like, hairy, green, with a reddish tip. I.H. 6:217. R.H. 1869, p. 170.

AA. Lvs. green beneath: panicée not hairy; fls. less fragrant.

Jacobinum, C. Koch and Lind. Height 1-3 ft.: lvs. in a rosette, spreading or recurved, dilated and sheathing at the base, margined brown or purplish, 3-4 ft. long, 6 in. broad at the base, 4 in. broad at the middle: peduncles stout, white, tinged purple, 1 ft. long: bracts large, opposite and wide-spreading, 3-4 in. long: acuminate at the apex: panicée-bracteate, 4-6 in. long; fls. 2-2½ in. across; sepals purplish; petals violet-blue. Autumn. B.M. 5705. R.H. 1868:71. G.C. 1868:323,desc. F.S. 18:1837-9.

WILHELM MILLER.

COCHLOSPÉRMUM: Maximilianæa.

COCKLE. In North America, a name for Lychnis Githago, or corn-cockle, a familiar handsome-flowered weed of wheat-fields. The name is also applied to the darnel, Lolium temulentum.

COCKLE-BUR: Xanthium, a weed.

COCKSCOMB: Celosia.

COCKSFoot GRASS: Barnyard Grass, Panicum Crux-Galli.

COCA: Products of Theobroma Cacao.

COCOA PLUM: Chryobalanus Iaco.

COCO-GRASS: Cyperus rotundus.

COCONUT. Plate XXVII. Figs. 1011, 1012, 1014, 1015. The coconut, Cocos nucifera, is the most important of cultivated palms. Its hearl, or nut, when regarded as in the same genus, are natives of tropical America. For this and for other reasons which have been presented by Cook, it must be believed that the coconut is a native of America, and that it was carried westward across the Pacific in prehistoric times. While the nut will float and retain its power of germination for a considerable time, its propagation from island to island in known cases has practically always been the deliberate work of men, and it is probable that men were
also responsible for its crossing the Pacific. It was a cultivated plant in Polynesia and Malaya, and in many places the chief crop, at the time of the discovery of this part of the world by Europeans. But it reached Ceylon recently enough so that its introduction is a matter of fairly reliable legend. It is now grown in all tropical countries except the interior of continents. Its cultivation extends somewhat beyond the tropics, both north and south, but its growth at these extremes, in Florida, India and Madagascar, is not thrive enough to give it any industrial importance. Within the last two decades, the rise in the price of oils and the discovery of new uses for coconut-oil have caused a tremendous increase in the area devoted to the plantation and cultivation of coconuts.

Climatic conditions favorable for the coconut.

The coconut makes on the climate the characteristic demands of a typically tropical plant. It thrives where the mean annual temperature is 72° F. or higher, and where there are no great differences in temperature between seasons. Except where supply of ground water makes it independent of local rainfall, the coconut demands an annual rainfall of at least one meter (about 40 in.); and this precipitation should be well distributed through the year. In most of the best coconut countries, the rainfall is considerably more than one meter. The coconut can endure exceedingly drying conditions for short periods, and is accordingly adapted to the intense light of the seashore, to resisting strong winds, and to enduring salt water about its roots for short periods of time. Moreover, it will live through prolonged droughts. But long dry seasons cut down the crop; and the damage done by droughts lasts for as much as two or three years after the return of rain. A dry season of five or six months every other year will keep the crop at all times down to not more than 40 per cent of what it would be if the supply of water were constant. If there is an ample supply of soil-water, dryness of the atmosphere is favorable to the best production. Seacoasts usually have higher land back of them, and the ground-water from the higher country circulates through the soil toward the sea. Near the shore it comes near enough to the surface to be reached by the roots of the coconut. For this reason, coconuts thrive on the seashore under climatic conditions that prevent good development in the interior. This is the principal ground for the idea that coconuts thrive only near the sea. Around the bases of volcanoes in the interior, similar soil conditions are met with, and such localities are admirably adapted to this crop.

Propagation and cultivation.

The coconut is produced only by seed. Nuts for this purpose should of course be selected from conspicuously good trees. They are usually planted in seed-beds, although, on a small scale, there are various other local methods of handling them during germination. The best treatment is to take them from the tree when the plume is not more than 6 inches high, which will usually be after about six months. To avoid the expense of keeping the groves clean while the trees are small, it is common practice to leave the nuts for a longer time in the seed-beds, but the transplanting of older seedlings, even with the greatest practical care, sets them back for several months. In the Jaffna district of northern Ceylon, the nuts are transplanted from the first seed-beds to others in which they have more room, and are not put in their permanent places until they are three or four years old.

In the first years after the coconuts are transplanted, it is good policy to raise catch-crops between the trees. But these crops should be so chosen that they will not compete with the coconut for light or water; and from the profit they pay, a return should be made to the soil of fertilizers at least sufficient to replace what they have removed. By the time the grove is four years old, the coconuts will shade the ground and it will no longer be possible to raise catch-crops on a large scale. Then, but not before this time, it is good practice to use the grove for pasture. The returns from live-stock should be at least sufficient to pay for keeping the plantation in good condition and cattle will themselves do a large part of the work in keeping down the other vegetation. Pasturing of other live-stock in coconut groves is in general not to be recommended. It is not customary anywhere in the tropics to give to coconut plantations such cultivation as is given to orchards in temperate countries. It has even been believed that any but the most shallow cultivation would be detrimental by destroying the roots near the surface, and that machine-cultivation was likely to be too expensive to be profitable, in view of the time that it would have to be kept up before the coconut begins to pay returns. Limited experience in the Philippines indicates that real cultivation produces very much the same results with coconuts as it does with other crops. Coconuts respond, as do other crops, to the application of manures containing potash, nitrogen, and phosphorus. So far as the very limited evidence shows, the demand for these three fertilizing elements is in the order given. With ordinarily good treatment, coconuts will come into bearing in seven or eight years. Single trees of standard varieties will bear fruit in five years, while others will require ten. If the coconut is treated as a wild crop, which is by no means uncommon, and little or no attention is given it after the first three years, it will be ten or fifteen years as a rule, before a full crop is produced and even then the crop will be an inferior one.

Pests.

With the increase in the industry in the tropical world, and with the increase in commerce, there have been created conditions favorable to the development and spread of pests. Twenty years ago, serious coconut pests were practically unknown, and only eight years ago, Prudhomme, in an excellent general treatment of the coconut industry, listed as serious pests only two or three insects and no other organisms. There are now known as serious pests various species of Rhynchophorus, known as palm weevils; Oryctes called the rhinoceros beetle; a scale, Aspidiotus destructor, closely related to the San José scale; at least two fungi, and the organisms causing bud-rot. The latter have been determined in the West Indies to be Bacillus Cola and in India to B. polymorpha. Besides these, there are a large number of minor or local pests, including weevils and other beetles, the
larve of moths and butterflies, insects of other groups, and fungi. Damage is also done in places by crustaceans, and by rats and other higher animals. Forests made up of one kind of tree practically do not exist in nature in the tropics, and when such forests are made, as has been done with the coconut, the prevention of devastation by pests will be accomplished only by greater care than is ordinarily demanded to protect the crops of temperate lands.

**Varieties.**

A very large number of varieties of coconuts is known in different parts of the tropics, but a careful comparative study of their merits has never been made on a large scale and with nuts from many different sources. The best experiment began less than a decade ago in Madagascar. In several localities in the Philippines, there are strains of very large nuts, of which, as a plantation average extending over years, 3,300 produce a ton of copra. In favorable seasons the production has been at the rate of a ton from 2,500 nuts. There are reports of similar large nuts from other countries, but not enough to make a yield on a plantation scale. In the parts of the Philippines having the greatest coconut industry, it requires 5,600 to 6,000 nuts to produce a ton of copra, and the same figures apply to Ceylon and various other coconut countries. In still other places the nuts are so small that 7,000 are required to the ton. There are varieties characterized by shape and color which seem not to be related to the yield either of copra or oil. The nuts of the Laccadive and Maldives Islands are reputed to produce a particularly good fiber. Throughout the eastern tropics, coconuts are locally used to produce liquor. For this purpose, early maturing varieties that are likely also to produce very small nuts, but numerous clusters, are selected. There are varieties in Ceylon and the Philippines which bear at the age of four years, while the varieties in extensive cultivation and used for the production of copra can none of them be relied upon to produce a crop in less than seven years and not in less than ten years unless properly treated. A Philippine variety known as Makapuno has the interior of the nuts completely filled with a soft, sweet tissue, used as a table delicacy. Such nuts sell locally for about 10 cents, while the ordinary nut is worth 2 or 3 cents.

**Uses and products of the coconut.**

The local uses of the coconut are almost unlimited. Besides being of practical utility in a very large number of ways to the people of the Malay-Polynesian region, it has, as a result of its practical importance, acquired a prominent place in the rites and superstitions of the people of this part of the world. Thus Murray tells of a tribe of Papuans, among whom it is not proper for a man to eat a person whom he has killed, this privilege being reserved for his associates; but a man may eat the heart of his own victim if he sits on one coconut and balances himself with his feet on two others while he prepares and devours it.

The products of great industrial importance are toddy and its derivatives, coir, and copra and its products.

**Todd3y** is an usual English name of the fresh beverage obtained from the unopened flower-clusters. In the Philippines it is known as “tuba.” The mode of securing it differs somewhat in the three countries in which it is used, on a commercial scale, the Philippines, Java and Ceylon. In all of them, the spathe is bent down gradually and the tip is then cut off. A thin slice is afterward cut off with a sharp knife, usually twice a day. After a few days of this treatment, the irritation results in a flow of sap from the cut surface. This sap, in the form of a bamboo tube from which it is collected, as a rule twice a day, and a very thin slice is removed from the end at each time of collection. This continues until the whole inflorescence has been removed by the series of slices. The amount of toddy collected depends on the vigor of the tree, on the weather, and on the skill of the workman. Under fairly favorable conditions, a good workman will secure a quart or more a day from one inflorescence. The technique of this business seems to be better developed in the Philippines than elsewhere, with the result that more toddy is secured in a given time from the tree.

The toddy is used as a fresh beverage or as a source of alcohol, or less frequently of sugar, or still more rarely of vinegar; it is also a common source of yeast in the East Indies. The toddy, as it falls from the cut branch, contains about 16 per cent of sucrose. This inverts very rapidly if permitted to do so, and the invert sugar is in turn rapidly fermented to alcohol. In parts of the Philippines, the production of strong liquor in this way is a business of some importance. If sugar is to be produced, care is taken to keep the vessels clean and approximately sterile, and the inversion is often prevented by the use of tanbark from one of the mangroves, usually Bruguiera. If alcohol is the product desired, the same bamboo tubes are used over and over without cleaning. In the Philippines it is common practice to connect the trees used for this purpose with bridges of bamboo on which the collectors pass rapidly from tree to tree. In other countries each tree is climbed by itself.

(Nat. size at this stage.)
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**Coir** is produced for local use in many parts of the world, but as an article of commerce comes chiefly from Ceylon. This fiber was the old staple cordage material of the Polynesian region. As a fiber material, it is conspicuous for its elasticity, being able to stretch 20 or 25 per cent without exceeding the limit of elasticity. It is also remarkable for lightness, for resistance to decay, and for the short length of the individual cells. It is accordingly a valuable fiber for use in ropes subject to abrupt strains, for calking boats, and for a stuffing fiber. Its stiffness and durability make it especially serviceable for the manufacture of mats, and this is its chief commercial use.

**Copra.—** The principal coconut product exported from most producing regions is copra, which is the dried meat or hard endosperm of the fruit. To produce the best copra, nuts should be thoroughly and uniformly ripe, and this condition is best guaranteed by permitting them to ripen on the trees until they fall, and then to collect and use them at frequent intervals. However, it is far more common practice to harvest them before they fall, going through the groves at regular intervals. This is most commonly done every three months. The nuts are cut down in various ways. The simplest method is the use of a long pole made of detachable joints of bamboo and bearing at the top a sharp and recurved knife. A nut-gatherer then goes from tree to tree and cuts down the nuts that are ready, without leaving the ground. This method is the local one used in certain parts of the Philippines.
Elsewhere in the Philippines and in many other places, the practice is to climb each tree, using notches cut at convenient heights for this purpose. If these notches are cut with sufficient care, it probably can be done without real damage to the tree, but in practice such care is not usually taken, and the notches are very often centers from which decay later on are sometimes trained for this purpose; and from Sarawak, these trained monkeys are occasionally exported to the Straits settlements. In some of the islands of the south seas, the entire nuts, husk and all, are split into halves with an axe, and in Ceylon a machine for this purpose has come into limited use. Elsewhere, the first step in the preparation of copra is the removal of the husks. This is usually done with the aid of a piece of iron, three cornered and moderately sharp, mounted on an erect stick and standing at about the height of the knee. This implement is in universal use in the Philippines and elsewhere in the East, and has of late years come into use in the tropics of the New World. A machine to remove the husks has also been invented, but the most that is claimed for it is that a workman can husk a thousand nuts a day, and this is only the standard day's work for a nut-husker in the Philippines by the old method. After the removal of the husk, the nut is split into two halves by a sharp blow with a heavy knife. The water is allowed to run out on the ground.—Methods of drying copra fall under three heads: sun-drying, grilling-drying, and kiln-drying. Centrifugal dryers have also been tried and are said to give good results. Sun-drying, generally speaking, is a good one where the climate is such that the drying can be trusted to go on without interruption. Under favorable conditions it produces the finest grade of copra, Cochin sun-dried being the standard of excellence. Most Philippine copra is grilled-dried. A hole is dug in the ground on which is placed a grating usually made of bamboo, and the whole protected by a roof. Coconut husks and shells are used for fuel. The heat and smoke rise directly from the fire to the coconuts. Sun-drying takes usually five to nine days; if more than this is required, the method is unsafe. Smoke-drying is finished as a rule in a single day or in parts of two days. The average fair copra is considered as acceptable when a third of the product of unripe nuts, it ferments with a considerable loss of oil, and this fermentation is decidedly checked by smoking. Kilns for drying coconuts are of various patterns in different countries, and if properly handled always produce a high grade of copra. There is one kiln in the Philippines which handles more than three tons of copra at a charge, and dries it in six or eight hours. By all methods, it is customary to make two stages of the drying, one immediately after the nuts are opened, and the other after the meat has shrunk enough to be easily removed from the shells. The ultimate use of copra is the manufacture of oil, an industry which has been developed to the greatest extent in France. In all coconut countries this is a large business in manufacturing oil. This is done by various primitive methods, some of which produce a food or toilet product of the highest possible quality. In the manufacture of such oil, the utmost care is taken and the product is of premium quality. Oil for wider distribution is manufactured with less care, by methods characteristic of the different countries. To prepare oil for world commerce, such establishments as have long been used in European countries, and to a less extent in the United States, have more recently been founded in the producing lands. The oil has a variety of uses. It was formerly consumed almost entirely in the manufacture of soap and candles. Principally during the last decade, methods of-refining trunks have been developed by which excellent butter-substitutes are made. As the butter produced in this way is palatable and most digestible, and is cheaper than real butter, these products have found a ready sale, with the result that there has been a great increase in the demand for good grades of copra and a consequent improvement in the general quality of the product, and an increase in the price of all grades. It seems probable that the market will for some time continue to increase more rapidly than the supply.

Other products.—A well-known product is desiccated coconut. Among producing countries, Ceylon is the only one which has taken up the manufacture of this article. It is prepared directly from the fresh meat of ripe nuts. Very large numbers of coconuts are also put upon the market of temperate countries as "coconuts," usually after the removal of the husk. The United States is the chief market for these nuts and the export of them has had a considerable effect on the business in lands situated where delivery in the United States is economically possible, that is in the West Indies and to a much less extent in the islands of the Pacific. An exportation of this kind is also assuming large proportions with Australia as a market. For all kinds of coconut produce, Ceylon long held a paramount place and the business of producing coconuts, copra and oil, as well as coir, and desiccated coconut, has reached a better development in Ceylon than anywhere else. However, during the last few years, the Philippines have far outstripped Ceylon in the production of copra.

The export from the Philippines in the year ending June 30, 1912, was more than 160,000 tons. In this year, copra was for the first time the foremost export of the islands, taking from abaca the place which it has held almost without interruption for the last fifty years.

E. B. COPELAND.

CÓCOS (Portuguese, monkey, from the nut, which suggests a monkey’s face). *Palmaceae*. This genus includes the coconut tree, *C. nucifera*, and a few pineapple palms cultivated for ornament in the North under glass, and in southern Florida and southern California as avenue and ornamental trees. See page 3567.

In New or talla copra the small, much-cleft, ringed spineless trunks, often clothed with the bases of the lbs.: lvs. terminal, pinnate; segms. ensiform or lanceolate, equidistant or in groups, 1- to many-nerved, entire at the apex, or with 1 lateral tooth, or more or less deeply lobed, the margins smooth, recurved at the base; rachis 3-sidied, acute above, convex on the back; petiole concave above, smooth or spiny on the margins; sheath short, open, fibrous: spadices erect, at length drooping, the branches erect or drooping; spathes 2, the lower one the shorter, split at the apex, the upper one fusiform or elavate, woody, furrowed on the back; bracts variable; fls. white or yellow; fr. large or medium, ovoid or ellipsoidal, terete or obtusely 3-angled, often fibrous-coated as in the coconut.—Species 56 in Trop. and Subtrop. S. Amer., 1 in the tropics around the world. The genus is allied to *Maximiliana* and *Attalea*, and distinguished by its male fls. having lanceolate or oblong, included stamens, and a 1-seeded fr. *G.C. II.* 23:439.

The coconut is the example most commonly cited of dispersal of seeds by water. Its buoyant, impervious husk is said to enable it to cross an ocean without losing its germinating power. Its structure is interesting and at first puzzling. Although it is a dry, indeliscent, one-seeded fruit, it seems very unlike an achene, as
COCOS

for example, in the Composite. Structurally, it is more like a drupe, for the fibrous husk is formed from the outer part of the pericarp, and the hard shell inclosing the meat from the inner. In other words the husk is exocarp and the shell endocarp. The milk of the coconut is known as "coconut milk." In the central grappe it is the endosperm which affords most of the material used for human food. Only a part of the liquid matter of the coconut solidifies, and the milk is left in the center. The eyes of the coconut (Fig. 1011) mark the positions of the micropyles, and germination takes place only through them. Palm fronds are three-carpeled and each carpel in Cocos has one ovule. The marks of the three carpels are seen in Fig. 1011, but only one ovule develops into a seed. Fig. 1012 tells the story of the growth of a coconut. In a, the young nut is enveloped by three petals and three sepals. At b, the pericarp has far outgrown the sepals and petals. Sometimes the floral envelopes remain when the nut is picked. Coconuts, like many other fruits, often grow to a considerable size without pollination, and then perish.

Of the species cultivated for ornament, C. Weddelliana is by far the most important. It is sold in great quantities from 3- and 4-inch pots when the plants are 12 to 15 inches high. They are favorite house-plants, as their culture is easy, and they grow slowly and retain their beauty a long while. They are much used in fern-dishes. As a house-plant, C. Weddelliana is probably the most popular species of all the smaller palms. It is especially suitable for table decoration. In distinguishing tropical from subtropical regions, the coconut is an excellent guide. It flourishes best where frost is never known, although there are magnificient specimens at Miami and Palm Beach, Florida, both places having rare but sharp frosts. The oil extracted from the nuts is an important article of commerce. The fiber refuse is much used by florists and gardeners. Being open, spongy, very retentive of moisture, clean and easily handled, it is a favorite material in which to root bedding-plants and to start very small seeds; but it is not used for permanent potting. See U. S. Dept. Agric., Bull. of Div. of Ent. (new series) 35:20-5, for a report of diseased coconuts.

For culture of Cocos under glass, see Palms.

Cocos in Florida.—The species of the C. australis group (as known in the trade) are dry-land palms, the best and most beautiful palms adapted to poor sandy soils in Florida. In moist and rich ground they are subject to diseases, particularly to blight. On dry land, they thrive with great vigor, and although slow growers, they are strikingly beautiful specimens when only a few years old. They look best in groups of five or even a dozen planted together (about 12 to 15 feet apart). After they have formed trunks 5 to 10 feet high they are very impressive, particularly when the background consists of tall bamboos or dark evergreens such as Magnolia grandiflora or live-oaks. All the species of this group have leaves more or less glaucous, silvery white or bluish green. The leaflets are often very hard to the touch—very rigid. The petiole at its base is provided with short blunt spines. The roots are brown and quite numerous, but the root-system is very shallow, the trunks do not rest deep in the ground as is the case with the Sabal and Phoenix species, and for this reason they are easily blown over or they acquire a leaning disposition. In planting these palms, they should be set in a saucer-like cavity, which can be filled up gradually. Both young and old plants are equally fine, but November and December is always advisable to plant only young specimens. Few palms require so little care and fertilizer as these Cocos species. A good application of stable manure or a mulch when the rainy season begins helps them along wonderfully, or they may be fertilized with a combination of equal parts of cow manure, phosphoric acid and potash. The flowers are always increased in a club-like spathe varying in size from a large walking-stick to a baseball club. These spathes burst open with a crack and reveal the much-branched flower-spike, varying in color from a creamy white, yellowish, lavender-crimson to a deep violet. The fruits also vary in size and color. Some of them are not larger than a large pea, others as large as a plum, some are yellowish and others orange and red in color. (H. Nehring.)

Cocos in California.—After passing through a severe test during the first week in January of the year 1913, the several species of Cocos palms are in a condition in which one may safely judge of their comparative hardiness. In the Cocos palms found in local gardens are two very distinct groups. These two groups may each contain but one species having several varie-

1013. Cocos Weddelliana.
only one at all common. To these may be added the true C. australis, not known here in the trade at all, a tall-growing species, and not the dwarf one commonly sold under this name. J. Harrison Wright, of Riverside, has grown this novel species and assures the writer of its hardiness in his garden where C. plumosa succumbs in comparatively mild winters. These notes are based upon a close study of these species and varieties as observed during the past few winters in the gardens of Los Angeles and Pasadena in Southern California. (Ernest Braunton.)

INDEX.

aurea, S. corona, 2.
australis, 2, 7. corona, 2, 11.
butryophora, 2. cucumis, 8.
bryaca, 5. flexuosa, 2.
campestris, 12. insignis, 13.

A. Filamenta present on the rachis.

1. eriospatha, Mart. St. 9-15 ft. high, 10-14 in. thick, capitably thickened with the persistent bases of the petioles: lvs. ample, glaucous, finely pectinate; margins of the rachis with excurrens filaments; segms. about 1 in. apart, the lower elongated, linear, 20-24 in. long, very long-acute, the upper narrowly linear, short, attimeate, 1 ft. long, 2 lines wide, all rigid, faintly nervous-steriate; spadix thick, branched but very compact. S. Brazil.—"The hardiest of the genus and one of the hardiest palms in S. Calif. Fronds bluish: fr. pulp tastes like apricots."—F. Franceschi, Santa Barbara. Some of the C. australis of the trade may belong here.

AA. Filamenta absent.

B. Rachis abruptly contracted above the insertion of the lowest lfts.

2. flexuosa, Mart. St. 9-12 ft. high, 2-3½ in. diam., arcuate-ascending, naked just above the base, those densely clothed with dead petiole bases: lvs. lax, 3-6 ft. long; petiole flat above, arcuate, at first tomentose, later smooth; rachis abruptly narrow above the insertion of the lowest lfts.; segms. 70-90 on each side, rigid in opposite groups, the middle 10-14 in. long, ½ in. wide, the upper 4 in. long, ¾ in. wide; spadix long-pedunculated and rather loose. Brazil.—Cult. in northern greenhouses. Similar in habit to S. plumosa, but with more finely cut lvs., and in S. Eu. considered to stand more frost. Probably the C. flexuosa planted in this country is not the true species C. flexuosa of Martius, but of Hort., a hardy form of C. Romanzoffiana, Cham., which latter according to the late Barboss-Rodriguez is a polymorphic species including, besides this flexuosa type, all our garden forms known as C. plumosa, Hook., C. corona, Hort., not Mart., C. butryophora, Hort., C. Datil, Griseb. & Drude, and C. australis, Mart. The foregoing description has been drawn from Martius and not from cult. specimens. The true C. flexuosa of Martius is a slender-stemmed palm from tropical Brazil.

The true C. australis of Martius is native in Paraguay; it is like C. plumosa in appearance but harder.

BB. Rachis not abruptly contracted.

C. Lfts. flaccid.

D. Arrangement of lfts. equidistant.

3. Weddelliana, Wendel. (Glazioua Martiüna, Glaz., to which genus Martius considers the species to belong). Fig. 1013. St. 4-7 ft. high, 1½ in. diam., densely covered with persistent sheaths: lvs. equally pectinate-pinnatisect, 3-3½ ft. long; petiole 8-20 in.; sheath coriaceous-fibrous, glabrous or tomentose, with slender brown hairs, at length evanescent; blade 2-3 ft.; segms. about 30 on each side, widely spreading, the middle 5 in. long, 2 lines wide, subequidistant, glaucous beneath; rachis filiform at the apex, brown-sealy: spadix equaling the lvs., stiff and erect. Trop. Brazil. R.H. 1873, p. 434. I.H. 22:220. A.G. 16:345.—The most important of small ornamental palms for the N.

DD. Arrangement of lfts. in groups of 2-4.

4. plumosa, Hook. St. 30-36 ft. high, 10-12 in. thick, ringed at intervals of a foot, clothed near the apex with remnants of the dead petioles: lvs. erect-spreading, 12-15 ft. long, recurving; petiole a third to half as long as the blade; segms. linear-acuminate, sparse, solitary or mostly in groups of 2-4, 1½ ft. long, deflexed near the apex: spadix usually 3 ft. long and much branched, the branchlets pendulous. Cent. Brazil. B.M. 5180.—The chief avenue palm of the genus. A quick grower, ultimately 50 ft. high in S. Fla. and Calif. The slender smooth lobes and heads of graceful recurving lvs. make this a very attractive tree.

cc. Lfts. rigid.

D. Form of lfts. sword-shaped.

5. butyracea, Linn. Sts. very tall, naked: lvs. pinnate; lfts. simple: spathe cylindrical-oblong, 4-6 ft.; spadix as long as the spathe, 4-6 ft.; branches of the spadix about 1 ft., thickly clustered and somewhat pendulous. Venezuela.—Rare and perhaps confused with Scheelea butyracea. Little known, although long ago described.

6. Romanzoffiana, Cham. Sts. 30-40 ft. high, somewhat fusiform above: lvs. about half as long as the cauline, the withered ones deflexed, pendent, the upper spreading, often arching; segms. conduplicate at the base, ensiform: spadix about 6 ft. long, at first inclosed in a stout pendulous spathe which appears among the lowest lvs. S. Brazil near the sea; according to recent characterizations, it comprises a wide variety of forms, as explained under No. 2.

1014. Coconut germinating.

1015. Coconuts.
CODIUM

DD. Form of Ifts. linear: apex obtuse; petiole glaucous.

7. australis, Mart. Pindo Palm. Height about 30 ft.; st. erect, columnar, equal, strongly annular above; lvs. 9–12 ft. long, the sheath fibrous and glabrous; petiole naked; segms. linear, glaucous, rather rigid: fr. as large as a pigeon’s egg, outer pulp sweet, edible, seed oily. Paraguay. C. australis var. brasileira. A.F. Mart. 1870, R. Mart. 15. —A good grower. Cult. under glass and outdoors in Fla. and Calif.


DDD. Form of Ifts. narrowly lanceolate.

E. Les. long, 6–15 ft. in mature specimens.

F. Petiole spinose-serrate: segms. of Ift. less numerous.

9. Yatay, Mart. St. 12–15 ft. high, over 1 ft. diam., naked below, covered with dead sheaths above: lvs. recurved, spreading 6–9 ft.; sheath 1 ft. long, fibrous at the mouth; petiole 1½ ft. long, spinose-serrate, the spines increasing in length towards the lower end of petiole; segms. 50–60 on a side, crowded below, then equidistant, linear-lanceolate, the uppermost long-setaceous filiform, the middle ones 2½ ft. long, 2–5 in. wide, the upper 20 in. long, 2½ in. wide, all rigid, glaucous beneath: spadix about 4½ ft. long with at least 150 branches. Brazil, Argentina.

FF. Petiole not spinose-serrate: segms. of Ift. very numerous.

10. Balsamod Dutt, Drude & Griesb. St. 30 ft. high, 8–12 in. diam.: lvs. 12–15 ft. long; sheath about 1½ in. long; petiole 1½ ft. long, ¾ in. thick, in 3½ in. linear-acuminate, glaucous, densely crowded in groups of 3 or 4, 150–100 on each side, the lowest 2 ft., middle 2½ ft. and apical 1 ft., the uppermost filiform, all narrow, stiff and rigid, the dried lvs. glaucous green or whitish: spadix 3½–4½ ft long with at least 300 spirally twisted branches. Argentina. The lvs. are edible resembling those of the date palm. Hardier in S. Calif. than C. plumosa, C. flexuosa, and C. Romanoffiana.

11. coronata, Hort., not Mart. Trunk at length 18–30 ft. high, 8 in. diam., erect, deeply ringed: lvs. erect-spreading, 6–9 ft. long, short-petioled, arranged in a close, 5-ranked spiral, the long-persistent bases of the petioles forming a spiral-twisted column below the crown: If-segments, in groups of 2 or 3, folded together from the base (conduplicate), linear-lanceolate, coriaceous, densely crowded, about 100 on each side; midrib 4-sided below, 3-sided above: spadix about 2½–3 ft. with not more than 60 branches. Brazil.

EE. Les. shorter, 3–4½ ft. in mature specimens.

F. Apex of Ifts. obtuse.

12. campesiris, Mart. St. 8–10 ft. high, thickened, scaly; lvs. spreading, triangular-recurved, rigid, 3½–4½ ft. long; rachis elevated, triangular-recurved, convex below; segms. narrowly lanceolate, 30–40 on each side, obtuse at the apex and shortly cordate-acuminate: spadix about 2½ ft. long, with 10–14 branches. Brazil. C. aequatoria, the hort. name, known in cult. in N. Amer. Hardier than C. acuta. Popular in Calif. as N. C.

FF. Apex of Ifts. acuminate.

13. insignis, Mart. (Glaziovina insignis, Hort.). St. 3–6 ft. high, 1½ in. diam.: lvs. 4½–6 ft. long; sheath densely brown-lanate; petiole shorter than or equaling the sheath, a fourth or fifth as long as the rachis; segms. equidistant, 50 on each side, narrowly lanceolate, obliquely acuminate and caudate, silvery glaucous beneath: spadix about 3 ft. long, with about 50 branches. Brazil.

The following are trade names of rare or botanically little-known plants, not sufficiently described: C. Alphonsi = C. Arechavalleanum Barbl., is described as somewhat like C. Romanoffiana but taller and making larger crowns. It is a native of Uruguay, —C. Blumen- dlichiana var. flaccida = C. Romanoffiana var. pecatorum. C. eriospatha, Hort. G.C. III. 27: 203 figures C. Geriva, a remarkable Coccus (7) with 4 branches. Nothing is known of this plant. C. geriva, Roden = C. botryophora, Mart. C. Maximiliana, Hort. = C. odorata, Rodr. St. short: lfts. in 3’s or 5’s, linear-lanceolate: petioles spiny; fr. yellowish green or pink, pulp scented. Brazil. R.H. 1893, p. 345.—C. pulposa, is supposed to be very like C. eriospatha. This species is scarcely known in this country. —C. varunana (Mart.) —N. Taylor.

CODIUM (probably from Greek for head, the colored leaves being used for crowning-wreaths, or from the Malayan name). Crown-Crocus. VARIEGATED LAUREL. Tropical shrubs or trees grown for the variegated and interesting foliage, as greenhouse plants or for summer bedding outdoors. The leaves alternate, simple, somewhat thick and leathery, pinnately veined, glabrous; juice somewhat milky. Fls. yellow. The racemes are usually 6-9 ft. long, covered with petals, calyx imbricate, stamens 20–30, erect in the bud; pistillate fls. apetalous, ovary 3-celled, 3-ovuled. —Six species of Malay and Pacific Isls., not closely related to any other commonly cult. Euphorbiaceae. Differ from the true crotons in the erect stamens, glabrous foliage and more or less milky juice.

The almost endless variety of codieums (or crotons of gardens) are probably all drawn from one botanical species, greatly varied by selection and crossing. Although a great many of these bear Latin binomials they intergrade so that it is often difficult to separate them or to make a reliable classification; however, they may be grouped conveniently as below. Totally different leaf forms and color variations often appear on the same plant. The latest botanical treatment is by Pax in Das Pflanzenreich, hft. 47, and is followed in this article.

The true crotons are prized chiefly for the varied and brilliant markings of the leaves. The young leaves are usually green and yellow, changing later to red, although in some the markings remain yellow or with red only in the petiole. They are usually kept not over 2 to 3 feet high, but if given opportunity will grow into considerable trees in the greenhouse. They are good subjects for massing in the open and develop most brilliant colors in our bright hot summers; however, they will not stand frost.

Codieums (or crotons, as they are popularly known in America) are beautiful plants with many forms of handsome and odd foliage, of the most brilliant colors. The colors range from almost pure white to light and deep yellow, orange, pink, red and crimson, in the most charming combinations. In some cases one color predominates, as in Carrière (yellow), Czar Alexander III. (crimson), Hawkeri (light yellow). These varieties of distinct coloring make beautiful specimens in gardens and are most used for use in jardinières of appropriate color. As exhibition plants they are very effective, and may be grown to specimens 5 or 6 feet high, or even larger. In smaller sizes, codieums are much used as table plants, for which purpose well-colored tops are rooted and grown until they are from 12 to 15 inches high. These are the varieties most used for this purpose. Codieums are very attractive in vases and window-boxes, and for mantel and table decorations. They are also
very valuable as bedding plants. Planted in clumps or masses, the effect of the combination of rich colors is charming. They should be planted in any good, rich, not too heavy soil, and regularly syringed to keep down red spider. They color best when fully exposed to the sun, and should not be planted out until about the 10th of June in the neighborhood of New York and Philadelphia. If something is needed to make the beds look attractive early in the season, it is a good plan to plant pansies in April, to remain until it is time to plant the codieums. Some of the tender varieties, such as Reclitii, albicans, and a few others, are inclined to burn in the extremely hot weather, but nearly all the sorts do well bedded out. Among the very best for this purpose are Queen Victoria, Dayspring, Baron Rothschild, Andraeanum, Lady Zetland, Carrièrei, Barryi, Hawkeri, fasciatum, anietumene.—The house culture of codieums is very simple. It is neces-

1016. Codieum variegatum Baronne de Rothschild. (An example of form platyphyllum.)

sary that a night temperature be maintained of 70° to 75°, and that the air be kept moist by frequent syringings. Cuttings of half-ripened wood may be easily rooted at any time from October until June, a bottom heat of 80° being just what they need. When very fine specimens are desired, root strong and shapely tops by making an incision in the stem and tying moss around the wounded part; it will be rooted ready to pot in about three weeks. By this method all the foliage may be retained, and a perfect plant will result. The more light the plant receives, the better will be the color; but with some kinds of glass it is necessary to shade lightly to prevent burning of the leaves. They may be grown finely in a house glazed with ground glass, which admits the light and does not require shading. It is well to syringe two or three times a week with tobacco water, to kill mealy bug and red spider. Little's Antipest, or any emulsion of coal-oil, is a good insecticide for codieums. New varieties from seed, the result of crossing existing sorts, are continually being raised. Seed ripens freely under glass in North America, and there is no doubt that the list of about eighty choice varieties now in cultivation will be largely added to in the near future. (Robert Craig.)

variegatum, Blume, var. pictum, Muell. Arg. (C. medium, Baill. C. variegatum var. genuinum,

CODIEUM

Muell. Arg., in part. C. pictum, Hook. Cròton variegatus, Linn. Cròton pictus, Lodd. Phylloaere Codieum, Lour.). Lvs. ovate to linear, marked with various colors, entire or lobed.—Cult. throughout the Old World tropics as well as in Eu. and Amer. The wild form with green lvs. is var. molluscum, Muell. Arg. (C. molluscum, Deene.). B.M. 3051. L.B.C. 9:870.

a. Foliole plane or recurved, entire, not appendiculate.

b. Les. 2-5, rarely 4 times as long as broad, usually broadest above the middle. Form platyphyllum, Paz.

c. The les. with practically no red coloration.

Hort. vars.: aureo-maculatum, aureo-marmoratum, Baron Frank Seiller, Barry, Bergmanni, Bruce Findlay, Carrièrei, Delight, Exquisite, fasciatum, fuscatum, Golden Queen, grande, Hawkeri, Henryannum, Hookeri, invictum, Jamesii, lacteum, magnificolium, maximum, medium variegatum, Orvilia, ovalifolium, Princess Waldeck, superbians, tournoifendia, Truffautii.

cc. The les., at least when older, red colored.

Hort. vars.: Andraeanum, acubaeofolium, Austiniarianum, Baronne James de Rothschild (Fig. 1016), B. Compte, Beauty, Dayspring, Dornmannianum, Hildeanum, Le Tar, Magnificent, Marquis de Guadiaro, Me Lucien Linden, Mortii, Mrs. Joston, Nestor, Newmanni, Pen- ninicki; pictum, Pilgrimi, Prince Henry, recurvifolium, Reidii, Reginae, roseo-pictum, Stewartii, Williamsii.

ccc. The les. broad, color not specified.

Hort. vars.: Compte de Germiny, d'Haeenei, Dr. Friedenthal, Hendersonii, Kreutzeanum, Makoyanum, marmoratum, Prince Royal, Sanderi, Seemanni, Sinai, Stroemanni, verum, Watsonii.

bb. Les. lanceolate to narrowly lanceolate, 5 or more times as long as wide. Form ambiguum, Paz.

c. The les. with practically no red coloration.


cc. The les., at least when older, red-colored.

Hort. vars.: albicans, amabile, Bloomfieldii, Chal- lingerii, Chantrieri, chrysophyllum, Cooperi, Duvetii, Duvivieri, Flamingo, Hanburyanum, imperiale, inimita- bile, insign, Jubilee, Lady Zetland, lancifolium, Mac- farlanei, magnificum, Massangeanum, multicolor, musaicum, Nevillia, princeps, Queen Victoria, recurva- tum, Sunshine, triumphans, triumphans Harwoodia- num, Vervaei, Victory, Veitchii, Youngi.

ccc. The les. medium width, lanceolate, color not specified.


nn. Les. linear, 1 cm. (2½ in.) or less broad. Form tanosium, Muell. Arg.

cc. The les. with practically no red coloration.

Hort. vars.: aigbirthei, aureo-punctatum, Dodg- sone (in part), elegantissimum, Elvira, gloriosum, Her- mon, Johannis, Phillippii, superbum, Van Oosterzeei.

cc. The les. with red color, at least when old.

Hort. vars.: Brasgasanum, elegans, majesticium, Mrs. Dorman, 'nobile, Princess of Wales, Rodeckianum, ruberrimum, sceptre.

ccc. The les. narrow linear, color not specified.

Hort. vars.: Donai, Fascination, Grayii, Kissingii, lineare, pendulimum.
CODIÆUM

AA. Foliage lobed, or with margin crisped or spirally twisted, or with a hair-like or leaf-like apical appendage.

B. Leaves entire, with margin crisped, or the whole leaf spirally twisted, without appendage. Form crispum, Muell. Arg.

Hort. vars.: caudatum tortile, Chelsonii, Cronstadii, Elysian, Eyrei, Katharina, Madam Seilliere, Rex, spirale (in part) (Fig. 1019), Warrenii.

BB. Leaves more or less 3-lobed, at least constricted in the middle (panduriform). Form lobatum, Pax.

C. The leaves panduriform or indistinctly lobed.

Hort. vars.: Bismarkii, irregular, lyrumant, montifontainense, multicolor, Princess Matilda, Russelii, Thomsonii.

CC. The leaves distinctly 3-lobed.

Hort. vars.: Craigii, Disraeli, Evansianum, Fred Sander, Goldkist, hastiferum, illustre, Lord Derby, maculatum Katonii, trilobum.

BBB. Leaves constricted to the midrib, or with the apically projecting midrib, bearing a second or even third plane, or cuculate, lamina. Form appendiculatum, Celak.

Hort. vars.: Dodgsonii, interruptum (Fig. 1018), elegans, irregular, Laingii, Mrs. McLeod, paradoxum, Prince of Wales, spirale (Fig. 1019).

BBB. Leaves constricted to the midrib, or with the apically projecting midrib, bearing a second or even third plane, or cuculate, lamina. Form appendiculatum, Celak.

The following varieties are in the American trade or frequently cultivated in this country. A great many variations in spelling of names occur, chiefly due to different terminations to agree with either Croton or Codium. Such slightly different forms of names have been omitted. The brief descriptive phrases do not include the more important characters given in the above classification. When yellow and red are both mentioned, the foliage is generally at first yellow-marked and later the yellow changing to red with ground-color green or dark red-green. The measurements are approximate, and of course, more or less unreliable and show respectively width and length of leaves in inches. It is intended here to account for the Latin-form names, that might be confused with tenable species-names; but practically all the prevailing vernacular names have been inserted.

1017. Codium Disraelii.
   (An example of form lobatum.)

CODIÆUM

Alipherth Gem (= following?);
Alipherthiense. Yellow midrib and spots, 3/4 x 11.
A. F. 16:255.
Gg. 9:19.
Alligana. White variegated, crimson beneath, 3 x 18.
A. allo-variegatum. Yellow center changing to white, 1 x 12.
A. F. 16:255. Gg. 9:19.
Implia ("often called variable"). Lvs. often distorted and curved to one side, variegated with yellow and two distinct shades of green and red, 1/4 x 11.

1018. Codium interruptum.
   (An example of form appendiculatum.)

A. insularense. Yellow midrib and cross veins, 1 x 11.
A. onychophorum. Yellow, red-blotched, 2 1/2 x 8. I.H. 19, p. 327.
A. aureo-maculatum. Yellow-spotted, 1 3/4 x 2 1/2.
A. aureum. Yellow-marked.
A. Baron Adolph Seilliere. Lvs. large, veins pale yellow, soon white.
A. Baron James de Rothschild (Baron Rothschild, etc., Baron A. de Rothschild (?)). Fig. 1018. Yellow, red veins, etc., 2 1/2 x 7.
B. Buxy. Yellow, changing to white, midrib, veins and dots, 2 x 7.
B. Comptes. Large, yellow, red, blotches, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. Burtonii. Yellow, red-blotched, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothchild. (Baron Rothschild).
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
B. C. Rothschild, variegated, 2 1/2 x 7.
CODIUM

Euphorbe.


Flambeau. Medium length, lanceolate.

Flamingo. Irregular yellow central stripe, 1/4 x 8.


Golden King.

Goldie. Yellow veins, 3-lobed, 3 x 10.

Grande. MIDRIB GAP.

Graptop. Resembling Majesticum.

Hamburanum. Yellow, rose marks and blotches, 2 1/2 x 15. Gng. 7:254.

Harwoodianum (Triumphans Harwoodianum). Yellow, crimson midrib.


Invicta.

Interruptum.

Jamesii.

Magnolifolium.

Lady Katonii.

Inimitabilis.

H Grande.

Flambeau. 7:137.

in.

103.

643.

718.

149.

97.

2:163.

1872.

161.

367.

2:163.

190.

241.

G.Z.

61.

23.

1877.

50.

107.

199.

126.

199.

1068.

22.

1874:154.

149.

1867.

19.

81.

1898:240.

Nevillise.

Mrs. McLeod.

Mrs. Weismanii.

Mrs. Zetland.

P.F.G. 1882:240.

Pictum. Lvs. broad-oblong-acuminate, less than 10 inches long, bases of green and blackish on red. B.M. 2051.

Punctatum. Superbissimum. Sunbeam?

Rayata. Lvs. broad, red blotch, base nearly white, petioles red.


Recursifolium. Lvs. acuminate, recurved at the tip, yellow, red veins and blotches.

Regina. Lvs. short and broad, yellow, crimson and brown colored. F. 1879, p. 59.

Rediit. Yellow, red variegation and veins, rose tints, 4 x 8.

A.F. 22:442.

Rubro-pictum. Yellow, with red blotches and yellow, 3 1/4 x 12, sometimes twisted and appended.

Ruso-pictum. Yellow, red, with green blotches between veins.

I.H. 20:364; 43, p. 159.

Ruberrimum. Crimson marked with creamy white, linear.

Rubro-lanceolatum. Yellow, with crimson tints, oblong-lanceolate, "1 in. to 1 1/4 in. long.

Rubro-seriatum. Scoparia. Lvs. linear, yellow spots, red midrib.


Splendens. "Lvs. broad, yellow and dull red on green."

Stewartii. Yellow veins and margin, midrib and petiole red.

Sunshine (Sunbeam?). Yellow, red veins and smoking, 2 x 9.

Superbissimum.


Thomasi. Irregular central yellow area or all yellow, sub-trifoliatus, 2 x 9.

Tortilis. See Caulatum tortile.

Tortile. Lvs. oblong spatulate, margin sinuous, center yellow, lower surface reddish.

Triumphans. Lvs. oblong, green and red.


Victory. Yellow, red midrib and blotches, 2 1/4 x 12.


Williamsii. Yellow, red and pink variegated, ovate-oblong, 3 x 12.

Wilsonii. Green overspread with yellow, linear lanceolate, 1 x 18.

Yanqui. Irregular yellow, red blotches, 1 x 15. Gn. 4, p. 129.

CODLON

In England, used to mean a small, green, half-wild, or inferior apple. It is used in distinction to grafted or dessert fruit. It is about equivalent to the American popular use of the word "crab." The word is used in England as the name of a particular variety or group of varieties, as Keswick Codlin. The word codlin is known in America only in connection with the apple-worm insect, the codlin-moth. Sometimes written Codling.

CODONANTHE (Greek, bellflower). Geissorhiza. A dozen or more trailing or scented herbs or subshrubs of Brazil, Guiana, Cent. Amer., and W. Indies, 1 or 2 of which may be found in choice collections of stowe plants. Plants with long branches, opposite entire, or nearly so, thick mostly small lvs., and whitish fls. Borne singly in the axils: corolla with a declined or curved tube, the throat broad or open, and the limb with 5 rounded nearly equal lobes, exceeding the 5 narrow lobes of the calyx; stamens attached in corolla-tube, not exerted: fr. berry-like. C. gricolis, Hanst., with round green, somewhat spotted orange fls., and bl. often blotched red beneath, is the species most likely to be seen. Cult. of Geissneria and similar things. L. H. B.

CODONOPSIS (Greek, bell-like, alluding to the shape of the flowers). Campanulacea. Twining or decumbent perennials, more or less hardy in the open, with showy white, whitish or greenish flowers.

Herbs, with tuberous rhizomes: lvs. alternate or irregularly opposite, petiolate, mostly crenate; fls. axillary or terminal, stalked; calyx-tube hemispherical, the fls. with 5-lobes leafy; the lvs. broadly tubular or bell-shaped, 5-parted (rarely 4- or 6-parted); stamens free, the filaments dilated at base; stigma 3-5-lobed: fr. a dry or somewhat fleshy 3-5-valved caps.—Eighteen or 20 species in Cent. and E. Asia. A few of the species may occur in choice border-colonies; they need protection N.

Ovata, Bent. Six to 12 in., decumbent and branches becoming erect: lvs. ovate, small (3/4 in. or less long), both alternate and opposite, acute or obtuse, hairy, short-petioled: fls. pale blue, speckled inside, 1/4 in. or less long, broadly bell-shaped, on long terminal peduncles. Himalayas.—Offered in England; half-hardy to hardy.


ÇELIA (Greek, kokos, hollow; referring to the pollen masses). Orchidaceae. Epiphytic orchids of minor importance; culture of Epipendrum.
be held about the roots. Place in the shady part of a warm house until root-action begins; but, during the hot summer months, the varieties of C. cristata may with great benefit be placed in a frame in a shady place out of doors, there to remain until danger of frost in October. Treated in this way, the plants will bloom much better. They should all be placed on inverted pots when outside to exclude vermin. When brought indoors the bulbs will be finishing up for bloom, and as they are terrestrial plants, weak manure-water should be given at every watering. A glance at the roots and their structure will show how they differ from the epiphytal orchids such as the cattleyas. Célogyne, being evergreen, should never be quite dry at the roots, or shrivelling will result; this always is the case after flowering or repotting; but, when growth commences, they soon plump up again. It is often desired to grow these plants in baskets. Space can then be made for them overhead in the cool-houses in winter, bringing a few at a time into warmth, thus having succession of bloom for three months for cutting, house or conservatory decoration, where they last a long time. There are more than 100 kinds of célogyne, many of which are but of botanical interest. C. pandurata, C. Dayana and C. Sanderiana are warm-house plants and should be kept at a minimum temperature of 60° in winter. C. nervosa, C. flaccida, C. nitida, and C. Massangeana are coolhouse plants, often grown in collections; but C. cristata and its forms are the most valued, especially the variety maxima once so scarce, but now plentiful; this makes large bulbs and longer spikes of bloom. The Chatsworth variety, by some considered the same as maxima, hololeuca or alba as it is most often known in gardens, is a pure white form, perhaps the whitest of all orchids. This is inclined to ramble, owing to the length of rhizome between each bulb or growth, and pays attention in repotting frequently; it is also the latest to flower. C. Lemoniana has a pretty lemon-yellow blotch on the lip instead of the usual orange and is very pretty by contrast with the other forms. When it is desired to increase the stock of plants, the back bulbs taken off at potting time may be planted similar to the other pieces and will grow on, but cannot be expected to bloom for two years. (E. O. Orpet.)

**INDEX.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alba, 1, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asperata, 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barbata, 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatsworth, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cirina, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corrugata, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cristata, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayana, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flaccida, 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forstermannii, 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hololeuca, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lactea, 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemoniana, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massangeana, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxima, 5, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAYERIANA, 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nervosa, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitida, 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocellata, 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pandurata, 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasil, 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salmonicolor, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanderiana, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speciosa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomentosa, 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY TO THE SPECIES.**

A. Racemes with fls. opening in succession.
   Aa. Racemes with fls. opening all at once.

B. Scope of the raceme naked between the pseudobulb and lowest fl.-bract.
   Bb. Scope of raceme with 1 or few scales between pseudobulb and lowest fl.-bract.

C. Imbricated bracts below fls. several, close.
   Cc. Imbricated bracts below fls. several.

D. Keels of lip extending into broadly ovate front lobe.
   Dd. Keels of lip not extending into ovate front lobe.

E. Scape of raceme with 1 or few scales between pseudobulb and lowest fl.-bract.

**CÉLOGYNE (hollow piatil). Orchidaceae.** Popular epiphytic warmhouse orchids of the eastern hemisphere.

Pseudobulbs tufted or at intervals on the st.: fls. in racemes, opening simultaneously or in succession; sepals and petals similar, spreading or reflexed; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes erect, inclining the slender column, the middle lobe flat or recurved, keeled; column slightly curved, winged above; pollinia 4.—Species about 115, distributed from N. India to Ceylon, middle China, and in the islands of the Indian Ocean. The botanical details of Célogyne speciosa are shown in Fig. 1021. At the top is a general view of the fl. Below, on the left, is the column, front and side view. In the center is the lip, with the column lying along its top. Below the lip, on the left, is the stigma. To the right, on the bottom row, are the pollinia, front and back view; and at the right center are separate pollen masses.

Célogynes may be grown in pots, baskets or pans, using pots for small plants, and larger receptacles when the plants require them; but when a pan larger than 12-inch is necessary, it is best to use perforated ones so that the material may be well aerated and not become unsuitable for the roots. All the species are of rambling habit and large specimens may soon be had by growing on, provided the material at the roots is kept in a sweet healthy condition. When, however, it becomes necessary to divide a plant, this is best done directly after flowering, carefully separating the running shoots, cutting off about three of the last-made bulbs with all the roots attached, planting these in suitable-sized receptacles, being very careful to point the growing end away from the edge, or toward the center, so that they will not so readily outgrow again. The material to use is osmumine with a little sphagnum moss if it can be made to grow, packing all very firm about the roots so that too much water will not

---

**CÉLOGYN**

nealed above, arching: fls. 2 in. long, erect, 3 or 4 in number, with the mid-lobe of the lip orange-colored. Guatemala. B.M. 6628.
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2. láctea, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate, somewhat 4-sided, sulcate, 2-lvd., 3 in. long: lvs. up to 10 in. long, 2 in. broad: fls. 6-12; sepals and petals spreading, cream-white, the sepals oblong-obovate, acuminate, the petals much narrower, linear-longiinate; lip about as long as petals, the lateral keels semi-oval, truncate, the middle lobe about equaling one-half the whole length of the lip, triangular at the apex, acute, reflexed; keels 3, undulate, extending to the center of middle lobe. Burma.

3. flácida, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate, angulate, 2-3 in. long: lvs. lanceolate, about 8-10 in. long: raceme 7-12-fld., cream-white, the sepals oblong, the petals linear-oblong; fls. 1½ in. across; sepals and petals pendulous; lip with 3 ridges, the lateral lobes white, streaked red-brown inside, the middle lobe reflexed, acute, a bright yellow blotch on the disk. Nepal. B.M. 3318. B.R. 27:31. C.L.A. 6:166.

4. barbátà, Griff. Pseudobulbs about 2 in. long, ovate: lvs. broadly lanceolate, 10-12 in. long: raceme 6-10-fld.; sepals and petals white, the sepals ovate, the petals linear-oblong; the petals linear-oblong; the middle lobe of lip brownish inside, curiously fringed with brown; crests 3. Khasia hills.

5. niúda, Hook. f. (C. ocelítá, Lindl.). Pseudobulbs pyriform or nearly so: lvs. up to 1 ft. long, narrowly lanceolate; racemes erect, 5-8-fld.; lvs. 2 in. across, white, the sepals oblong, the petals linear-oblong; lip with bright orange-yellow spots on each of the lateral lobes and 2 smaller spots at the base of the mid-lobe; disk with 3 keels, the front lobe of lip with 5. Himalayas, at an elevation of 7,000 ft. B.M. 3757. C.L.A. 1:55. Var. máxíma, Reichb. Racemes longer; fls. larger. J.H. III. 32:25.

6. nervósa, A. Rich. (C. corrugáta, Wight). Pseudobulbs ovate-pointed, 2½-3 in. long: lvs. 6-12 in. long: racemes 3-6-fld.; fls. white, 2-2½ in. across; sepals and petals nearly equal, oblong and acute; lip with the lateral lobes striped red inside, the middle lobe ovate, acuminate; disk yellow, with 3 white fringed keels. India. B.M. 6001.

7. Sanderíana, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate and wrinkled or costate, 2-3 in. long: lvs. a foot long; fls. about 6 in a pendulous raceme; 2-3 in. across, white; sepals lanceolate-acuminate; petals narrower; lip with the side lobes striped with brown inside and with a yellow blotch, the middle lobe oblong, acute, reflexed, undulate; disk bright yellow, with 6 fringed keels. India. J.H. III. 44:75.

8. Förstermannii, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs cylindrical ovate; lvs. up to 1 ft. long: racemes 6-12-fl.; fls. 2 in. across, white; sepals and petals lanceolate; lip with 3 denticulate keels, the middle lobe elliptic, acute; disk marked with yellowish brown. India.


10. Dayána, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs cylindriciform, 5-10 in. long: lvs. up to 2½ ft. long, oblong-lanceolate: racemes many-fl., pendulous; fls. 2-2½ in. across; sepals and petals pale yellow, margins reflexed, the petals much narrower than sepals; lip with 6 erect ridges fringed with brown, the lateral lobes brown, streaked with white inside, the middle lobe nearly quadrate, reflexed, apiculate. Borneo. G.C. III. 15:695. A.F. 35:380.

11. tomentósa, Lindl. Pseudobulbs elongated, ovoid, 2-3 in. long: lvs. up to a foot long; 3-5-flowered; raceme pendulous, tomentose; fls. 15-20, 2-2½ in. across; sepals
and petals pale orange-red; sepals lanceolate, petals linear-lanceolate; lip with lateral lobes oblong, rounded, streaked with red on inside, the middle lobe reniform or transverse-elliptic, sessile; keels 3, crenulate, lateral ones converging in the middle lobe and sometimes bearing 2 branches. Perak, Borneo, Sumatra.

12. Massangénæa, Reichb. f. Fig. 1022. Pseudobulbs pyriform, 3–5 in. long: lvs. elliptical, large, tapering towards the base; racemes many-fl., pendulous, pubescent; fls. 2–3 in. across; sepal and petals pale yellow, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, the petals linear-oblong; lip with lateral lobes brownish within, lined or streaked with yellow, mid-lobe with a verrucose brown and yellow surface from which extend 3 deltoid scales. Assam. B.M. 6979. C.O. 4.


14. Mayeriána, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate-oblong, about 2 in. long, compressed, 2ted.: lvs. 8–10 in. long, cuneate-obovate: raceme 8–10-fl., erect or nodding; fls. about 2½ in. across, green, veined black-brown; sepals oblong, acuminate, the petals shorter and narrower, the margins reflexed; lip nearly as long as the mid-lobe white, linear-lanceolate; the veins of the column, the middle lobe sessile, oblong-elliptic, crisped; keels 3, papillose. Singapore.

15. asperata, Lindl. C. (L. Owii, Pkt.). Large species (18–24 in. high): pseudobulbs ovate-oblong, 5–6 in. long or more: lvs. up to 2½ ft. long, lanceolate, acute: raceme 7–10-fl., pendulous; fls. 3 in. across, cream-white; lateral lobes white, the petals white, the lateral lobes white, streaked red-brown inside, the middle lobe nearly orbicular, the crisped margin pale yellow streaked red-brown; disk with 2 or 3 orange-red warty ridges. Borneo. P.M. 16:227. G.C. III. 46:34.

16. Páshshí, Hook. f. Like No. 13, but racemes not drooping, pseudobulb 4-angled, 4–6 in. long: lvs. up to a foot long lanceolate, acuminate; B.M. B.M. 4-7-fl., ereth.: fls. about 2 in. across, pale yellow-green; sepals lanceolate, acuminate; petals linear-lanceolate; lip fiddle-shaped, black-spotted, the middle lobe apiculate, undulate; disk with 5 raised lines. Moulemin. B.M. 3323.

leaves curl noticeably. Its flavor is not considered superior to that of the ordinary Arabian coffee.

Mocha coffee, with its shorter internodes and smaller flowers, fruits, and leaves is a distinct variety. The "beans" are much less oval and are more rounded and hold a high reputation for quality.

Normally two coffee "beans" or seeds are produced in each red cherry-like drupe. Some drupes, however, contain three beans and others only one. When only one is formed it is called "peaberry," and is oval in shape instead of being flat on one side and convex on the other as is the bean when two are produced. The peaberries are sorted out by machinery and are sold at a fancy price on account of being a little different in appearance from the other coffee, but any claim to superiority of flavor is without foundation. There is one variety of coffee that produces a number of beans in each drupe, and the corolla-segments may range up to ten. As the number of beans increases, the size and the attractiveness of appearance decrease, so that this is a very undesirable variation.

The fruits require six and one-half to seven months to ripen and the ripening of the coffee, in relation to the blossoming, extends over several months. Where the West Indian or wet process for curing the coffee is followed, the ripe cherries are picked every fortnight. While fresh they are passed through a machine which pulps and separates the coffee in its parchment from the pulp. The former is then fermented and washed to remove a slimy covering. After thorough drying in the sun or in heated driers, the parchment coffee may be stored or it may have the thin brittle parchment or horn-skin and the silver-skin removed by special machinery. If desired it may be further polished and artificially colored. After being sized and having the better grades cleaned of inferior beans, it is ready for roasting. In some places where the dry or old preparation is followed the coffee is allowed to ripen and much of it to fall from the trees and lie on the ground until all can be collected in one picking. It is then dried in the sun without preliminary preparation.

Although coffee has been used as a beverage for hundreds of years by a few persons, as a world beverage it is comparatively modern. In 1825 the estimated production did not exceed 218,255,400 pounds. In 1906–1907 the production was estimated as 3,164,041,920 pounds, or an increase of 1,350 per cent in eighty-one years.

Brasil produces about three-fourths of the world's coffee crop. Then follow in order of importance Venezuela, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, Haiti, Salvador, Dutch East Indies, Porto Rico, British India, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and other countries.

In Bulletin No. 79, Bureau of Statistics, United States Department of Agriculture, may be found a very extensive bibliography of coffee. In the Netherlands the per capita consumption is more than 15 pounds; in the United States under 1½ pounds; in Japan .003 pound.

A. Corolla 5-parted, sometimes 4-parted.

b. Segms. of corolla narrow: lvs. oblong, 4–5 in. long, 1½ in. wide.

arábica, Linn. Common of Arabian Coffee. Fig. 1024. Lvs. 3–6 in. long, rather thin, oblong, nearly 3 times as long as broad, more or less abruptly contracted near the apex to a point about 1 cm. of corolla over twice as long as wide: fr. a 2-seeded, deep crimson berry, but the "berries" or beans of commerce are the seeds. The commercial varieties of coffee are based largely on the size, shape, color and flavor of the seeds, and hence the type is variable, but the typical fr. may be considered to be oval and 1½ in. long. Indigenous in Abyssinia, Mozambique and Angola; supposed to have been intro. in early Mohammedan times from Abyssinia to Arabia, whence it became known to Europeans in the 16th century. This species furnished until recently the entire commercial product.

B. M. 1308. Gug. 6–55. —A variegated form, var. varie-gáta, Hort., is more showy than the type. It is offered by dealers in tropical plants. As coffee grows wild in Afr. it is a small tree 10–15 ft. high, with the trunk 9–12 in. thick at the base. Often cult. under glass in the N. for its economic interest, and in S. Calif. it is a good outdoor ornamental shrub esteemed for its shining lvs., fragrant white fls., and red berries.

BB. Segms. of corolla wide: lvs. ovate.

bengalén, Roxb. Bengal Coffee. Lvs. ovate, barely twice as long as broad, acute, but not having a long, abrupt point: lvs. in 2's or 3's; segms. of corolla barely twice as long as wide.

libérica, Hiern. Liberian Coffee. Lvs. longer than in C. arabica, and wider above the middle, with a proportionately shorter and less abruptly contracted point: lvs. 15 or more in a dense cluster; corolla-segms. usually 7. Trop. Afr. Trans. Linn. Soc. II 1: 17. (1876). G.C. II. 6: 105. R.H. 1890. pp. 104–5. —Saô to be more robust and productive than C. arabica, with berries larger and of finer flavor. It is a more tropical plant than the common coffee, and can be grown at lower levels.

Zanguebária, Lour. (C. zanzibarënsis, Hort.). A glabrous, erect, closely branched shrub or small tree, to 6 ft., the branches silky lvs. ovate or obovate, obtuse or shortly pointed, 2–4 in. long, ¾–1½ in. wide, the lateral veins about 6 pairs: fls. white, axillary, in dense clusters; corolla-lobes 6–7: berry red, turning black.

BB. Fls. solitary or in 3's: lvs. long-pointed, 2½–5 in. long.

stenophílla, Don. Lvs. 4–6 in. long, 1–1½ in. broad, narrower than in C. arabica, with a relatively longer and more tapering point: corolla-segms. usually 9. W. Afr. B. M. 1745. —This is said to yield berries of finer flavor than the Liberian coffee, and quite as freely, but the bush is longer in coming into bearing. This is a promising rival to the C. arabica of commerce. Seeds have been distributed by British botanical gardens, but are not known to be for sale at present in Amer. C. madagascariënsis, Hort., and C. robusta, Hort., are names of uncertain status.

WILHELM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.1

COFFEE BERRY. A name of Glycine hispida, which should be abandoned in favor of soybean. Various leguminous seeds are used as coffee substitutes and are so named; cf. Cassia, Canavalia and others.
COFFEE PEa

COFFEE PEa. A western name for chick pea, 
_Cicer arietinum_, which is used as a substitute for coffee.

COFFEE-Tree: _Gymnocladus_.

COHOSH: _Actaea_. The blue cohosh is _Caulophyllum_.

COHUNE: _Atalea Cohune_; it is a source of oil.

COIR: Fiber of coconut, which see.

COIX (an old Greek name). _Gramínez_. Tall, broad-leaved, branched grasses with bead-like inflorescence, one of them grown in gardens.

Plant loose-growing: at the end of each peduncle is an indurated, globose, or oval, hollow head, developed from a leaf-sheath; from an orifice at the tip projects the staminate spike: pistillate fls. inclosed in the head, the styles projecting.—Species about 3, E. Indies, the following widely distributed in all tropical countries.

Lácrýma-Jobí, Linn. Job's Tears. Fig. 1025. Annual, 2–4 ft.: the beads or "tears," pearly white to lead-color, containing the seed, are about ½ in. long. Dept. Agríc., Div. Agróst., 20:14.—Cult. for ornament and as a curiosity. The hard bony brs. are used as beads and made into necklaces, to which are attributed marvellous properties. Var. _áurea zebrina_, has yellow-striped blades. A. S. Hitchcock.

CÓLÁ (native name). _StereólaCéeza_. COLA. Also called Kola, Korra, Gorra. One species is much grown in the tropics for the stimulating cola nut.

The genus consists entirely of plants with unisexual or polygamous fls. in axillary or terminal clusters: calyx 4–5-cleft; petals none: fr. of 4–5 leathery or woody oblong carpels.—Probably about 40 species, of Trop. Afr. trees chiefly interesting for the cola nuts, which are said to sustain the natives in great feats of endurance. The tree grows on the east coast of Afr., but is rarely on the western coast, and is now cult. in the W. Indies. Within the tropics the trade in this nut is said to be immense. It has become famous in the U. S. through many preparations for medicinal purposes and summer drinks. The seeds are about the size and appearance of a horse-chestnut, and have a bitter taste. Although repeatedly intro. to Kew, England, the plant never flowered there until 1868.

Colas require a rich, well-drained soil. Those introduced into the West Indies and other parts of America, especially _C. acumínata_, thrive best on a sandy loam. The trees are grown from seeds, which are large and fleshy, keeping well for some weeks after ripening. As the tree is difficult to transplant, the seeds may be planted singly in small pots, and the young trees kept growing thus until wanted for permanent planting. Propagation may also be effected by cuttings of ripe wood, which should be placed in bottom heat, and treated in the usual way. (E. N. Reasoner.)

_acumínata_, Schott & Endl. About 40 ft. high in Afr., resembling an apple tree: lvs. alternate; petiole 1–3 in. long; blade 4–6 in. long, 1–2 in. broad, leathery, with prominent veins; flowers brownish; older lvs. entire, obovate, acute; younger lvs. often one or two cut near the base about half way to the midrib: fls. yellow, 15 or more in axillary and terminal panicles, about ½ in. across, with a slender green tube and a showy yellow 6- or 5-cleft limb, which is a part of the calyx: fr. 5–6 in. long. B.M. 5009.

N. TAYLOR.†

CÓLAX (Greek, _parasite_). _OrchidáCéeza_. Epiphytic orchids, much like _Lycaste_.

Pseudobulbous: fls. in an upright raceme, arising from the base of the new shoot; sepals and petals similar; the lateral sepals forming a distinct foot with the base of the column; lip 3-lobed, clawed, with a transverse hairy process; pollinia 4.—A Brazilian genus of 2 species.

JUGOSUS, Lindl. (Mazillária jugósus, Lindl. _Lyctáste jugósus_, Benth.). Pseudobulbs ovoid, 2–3 in. long, 2-lvd.: lvs. 5–9 in. long, lanceolate: raceme 2–3-flsd.; fls. 2–3 in. across; sepals white, obtuse, oval-oblong; petals white, obovate-oblong, spotted and barred with violet-purple; lip white, shorter than petals, the side lobes streaked violet-purple, the middle lobe semi-circular, with numerous pubescent keels, streaked and blotched violet-purple. B.M. 5661. I.H. 19:96.

C. tríperus, Rolfe. Ovary 3-winged; disk of lip bearing a broad fleshy callus. Brazil.

GEORGE V. NASH.

CÓLICHICUM (from Colchis, a country in Asia Minor, where the genus is most plentiful). _LiliáCéeza_. MEADOW SAFFRON. AUTUMN CROCUS. Autumn flowering, rarely spring-flowering, bulbous plants with crocus-like blossoms.

Leaves either all radical, or radical and cauline, sometimes ciliate, appearing in early spring and usually dying down by June: fls. various colored, very beautiful; perianth tubular, varying from purple to white (there is 1 yellow-flsd. sort), the limb 6-parted; stamens 6, inserted on the perianth; ovary 3-celled, many-ovuled: capsule ovate-oblong in most of the species, the seeds globose.—A difficult genus, very much confused botanically, but horticulturally well known and popular. They are narcotic and poisonous. J. G. Baker, Jour. Linn. Soc. 17. 1880. G. B. Mallett, in Flora and Sylva, 1:108, 1903, has an excellent horticultural account of the genus.

Colchicums are most charming and interesting plants of easy culture. The bloom comes in August and September, at a season when the herbaceous beds begin to lose their freshness, and, although individual flowers are fugacious, others follow in quick succession, thus prolonging the time of flowering. Opening, as they do, without foliage, some help is required from the greenery of other plants; for this purpose any low-growing, not too dense kind, may be used, such as the dwarf artemisias, sedums, or _Phlox subulata_. Colchicums are most effective in masses, which can be established by thick planting, or as the result of many years' growth. They can be grown in rockwork, in beds, or in grass which is not too thick nor too often mown; they will thrive in partial shade, but succeed best in an open sunny border. They should be planted in August or early September, in deep well-enriched soil, a light sandy loam, with the tip of the long bulbs 2 to 3 inches below the surface; some protection should be given in winter. They remain in good condition for many years, and should not be disturbed unless they show signs of deterioration, fewer flowers and poor foliage. Then
Colchicum

they should be lifted and separated, just after the leaves die, end of June or early July. This is the usual method of propagation, but they can also be increased from seeds, sown just after ripening. June to July; the seedlings may not appear until the following spring. Seedlings bloom when three to five years old. The bulbs are obtainable from the Dutch growers at moderate prices, and they must be imported early; otherwise they are apt to bloom in the cases. *C. autumnale*, with rosy purple flowers, is a well-known and the most commonly cultivated species. There are numerous varieties, of which the best are the white, the double white and the double purple. Belonging to this same group and not differing much except in size and shading of the flower, are *C. byzantinum*, *C. montanum*, and *C. umbrosum*. *C. speciosum*, a native of the Caucasus, is the finest in every way of the genus. The flowers are much larger and of better shape, and the color, a rosy pink, is much more delicate; the habit of growth is robust, and the plant is most easily handled. *C. Parkinsonii* is distinct from the above varieties inasmuch as the flowers are tessellated, purple and white, giving a curious checker-board appearance which is unique; the leaves are much smaller and are wavy. *C. agripinnatum*, *C. Bivonea*, *C. cicicicum* and *C. Sibthorpiii*, are other species having checked flowers more or less similar to *C. Parkinsonii*. *C. Bulbocodium = Bulbocodium versum*. Monograph by J. G. Baker in Jour. Linn. Soc., vol. 17 (1880). (B. M. Watson.)
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1026. Colchicum autumnale. (X 3/4)

A. Blooming in spring: lvs. appearing with the fls.
B. Color rosy lilac: size of anthers small.
C. Anthers oblong, purple.
1. Montanum, Linn. (C. Bertoloni, Stev.). An important and valuable species, with many synonyms and variations. Baker makes 7 forms. Corm ovoid, 3/2-1 in. thick, the tunics brown, membranaceous, the inner ones produced to a point 2-4 in. above the neck: lvs. 2-3, rarely 4-6, linear or lanceolate, about 2-3 in. long at the time of flowering, finally 6-9 in. long; fls. 1-4, in spikes and umbons. Oct.-Nov. Medit. region, from Spain to Persia. B.M. 6443.—It appears in early spring with the snowdrops and crocuses.

2. Crociflorum, Regel, not Sims nor Schott & Kotschy. Corm ovate-oblong: lvs. all radical, sheathing at the base, a few sometimes on the st., flat and linear, margins minutely and usually distantly toothed: corolla white, with violet-purple stripes, especially within, the tube about 2 in. long, the limb scarcely 1 1/2 in. long; style exceeding the stamens. Feb., March. Cent. Asia.

CC. Anthers linear, yellow.

BB. Color yellow: size of anthers large.
4. Buteum, Baker. This is the only yellow-fl. form in the genus, all the others ranging from purple to white. Although it belongs to the Medit. group, with lvs. and fls. produced at the same time and in spring, it is a native of W. India at an elevation of 7,000-8,000 ft. Corm tunics dark brown, sometimes almost black: lvs. 3 or 4, wider and more tapering than in No. 1, at the time of flowering 3-4 in. long, finally 6-7 in. long. B.M. 6153.—Very desirable.

dd. Lvs. ascending.

E. Margin of lvs. wavy.
7. Agrippinum, Baker (C. tessellatum, Hort.). Corms a trifle thicker than in No. 5: lvs. 3-4, 6-9 in. long, 12-15 lines wide, margin wavy: fls. 2-4 from each spathe. F.S. 11:1153.—This is a marked form of *C. variegatum*, of garden origin, which until November, and is very hard to be preserved with us, in that for the most part the roote waxeth lesse and lesse every yeare, our cold Country being so contrary unto his naturall, that it will scarce shew his flower; yet when it flowreth any thing early, that it may have any comfort of a warm Sunne, it is the glory of all these kindes.'

EE. Margin of lvs. flat, not wavy.
8. Bivonea, Guss. Lvs. 6-9, nearly 1 ft. long, 9-15 lines wide, rather hooded at the apex, margin flat, not wavy: fls. 1-6 from each spathe, rose-purple all over, but more distinctly and finely checkered with a darker color, 4-6 in. long. Medit. region. Var. superbum, Hort., an excellent form, is advertised in English catalogues. F.S.R. 1:105.
CC. TESSELLATION LESS DISTINCT.

9. Sibirænum, Baker. Easily distinguished from Nos. 5, 7, and 8 by the much broader segms. of the perianth, and by the lvs., which are nearly erect, obtuse, and not at all wavy: lvs. 5-6, dull green, finally 1 ft. or more long, 1½-2½ in. wide, narrowed gradually to the base; spathe striped with green, and tinged with lilac at the tip; fls. 1-3 each from spathe; perianth-tube often 6 in. long. Mts. of Greece. B.M. 7181. F.S.R. 1:108. —A large, cup-shaped fl., showing no open spaces between the broad, overlapping segms. Very handsome.

BB. PERIANTH NOT TESSELLATED.

C. Size of fls. large, 3 in. or more across.
D. Lvs. broad, 3-4 in. wide.
E. Number of fls. 1-4.

10. speciosum, Stev. Corn 2 in. thick, the largest of the genus: st. 1 ft. high: lvs. 4-5, 12-15 in. long, 3-4 in. wide, narrowed from the middle to the base, shining green; fls. 1-4 from each spathe, violet, with a white eye, but varying almost to pure pink, often 6 in. across. Caucasus. B.M. 6078. F.S. 23:2385. F.M. 1876:235. Gn. 11:80.—Commonly considered the finest species of the genus; blooms Sept. and Oct. VAR. maximum, Hort. Plant 7½ in. high.

EE. Number of fls. 12-20.

11. byzantinum, Ker-Gawl. Closely allied to the above, but with wider lvs., smaller and paler fls., and broad, short anthers: st. 6 in. high: lvs. 5-6, oblong, dark green, striate, 9-12 in. long, 3-4 in. wide: fls. smaller than in No. 10, usually 3-4 in. across, lilac-pur-ple, and often 12-20 from each spathe. Transylvania and Constantinople. B.M. 1122.—Corn large, depressed. C. cilicicum, Hort., has rosy fls., somewhat tessellated. G.C. III. 23:35.

DD. Lvs. narrow, 1-2 in. wide.

12. Bornmüllerii, Freyn. Lvs. elliptic-lanceolate, 3-4 in. long, 1-2 in. broad: fls. 8 in. long and 5 in. across, the limb pale rose or lilac-rose at first, subsequently deeper purple, the corolla-tube white. Asia Minor. Early spring.—One of the rarest and finest of the group, suitable for the rock-garden.

13. autumnale, Linn. Fig. 1026; 442, p. 433. St. 3-4 in. high: lvs. 3-4, rarely 5-6, 9-12 in. long, 1½-2 in. wide: fls. 4, rarely 5-6, from each spathe, purple, with a white variety, about 4 in. across; perianth veined. Eu. and N. Afr. B.M. 2673 (as C. crociflorum). —Possibly the commonest in the American trade. It has beautiful double forms in purple and pure white. F.S. 19:1938.

14. Decaisnei, Boiss. Corn ovate, membraneous; lower lvs. broadly lanceolate, the upper ones narrower and acutish, entire, 1-1½ in. broad: fls. pale-rose, or flesh-colored, the tube elongate-elliptic, the stamens a little shorter than the perianth; anthers yellow, linear; style only slightly exceeding the stamens. N. Afr. and the eastern Medit. region. Nov.-Jan.—Planted in masses with C. crociflorum for rock-gardens, it is very effective.

CC. SIZE OF FLS. SMALL, ABOUT 2 IN. ACROSS.

D. NUMBER OF FLs. FROM EACH SPATEH MORE THAN 1 OR 2.
E. Perianth-segms. acute.

15. Tröddii, Kotschy. Corn medium-sized; lvs. 3-4, 6-12 in. long, 9-12 lines wide, dark green above; fls. 4-5 or even 12, lilac-purple, about 2 in. across; perianth segments lanceolate-acute. Cyprus. B.M. 6901 shows a pure white variety.

16. fasciculare, Boiss. Corn oblong: lvs. 5-7, broadly lanceolate, channeled, the apex acutish, frequently ciliate, about 1 in. wide: fls. many, in clusters, the corolla 2½ in. long, white, 6-10-nerved; stamens equaling the corolla, but slightly exceeded by the style branches. Feb. Syris.

EE. Perianth-segms. obtuse.

17. umbrosum, Stev. Corn small: lvs. 4-5, 6-9 in. long, 9-12 lines wide: fls. 1-5 from each spathe, lilac, about 2 in. across; perianth-segms. ob lanceolate, obtuse, with 8-12 veins. Caucasus.

DD. Number of fls. from each spathe 1 or 2.

18. alpinum, DC. (C. montanum, All. not Linn.). Lvs. 2, rarely 3, nearly erect or spreading, 4-8 in. long, 3-6 lines wide, obtuse, channeled, shining green, narrowed from the middle to the base: fls. 1 or 2 from each spathe, about 2 in. across, lilac; segms. ob lanceolate, obtuse, 3-4 lines wide, with 10-15 veins. Mts. of France and Switzerland.

C. giganteum, Hort. A plant with magnificent pink fls.—Is not certainly referable to any species. The name appears in several catalogues, but is unknown in botanical literature. See F.S.R. 1:108.—C. hydropilum, Hort. An early spring-flowering spe- cies; bulb size of a walnut; lvs. and fls. appearing together, the fls. bright clear rose and taller than the lvs., the latter growing after the fls. are gone and attaining a length of 6 in.; fls. in clusters of 3-5; stamens half as long as the segms. Taurus Mts. G.C. 120:52.—C. sieberi, Hort. A late autumn-flowering species with rich reddish purple fls. Asia Minor.—C. veratrifolium, Hort. Similar to some of the forms of C. speciosum, but earlier in flowering, WILHELM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.

COLDFRAME. An unheated covered frame (see Frame) used (1) for the starting of plants in spring in advance of settled weather but not so early as in a hotbed; (2) for receiving plants from a hothed or greenhouse, holding them as an intermediate station until they may go in the field; (3) carrying hardy plants over winter, as spinach, lettuce; (4) providing a general store-place for hardy or semi-hardy stuff from house and garden; (5) affording a propagating-bed in spring and summer for seeds or cuttings. Usually the coldframe is topped with glass, as is the hotbed, but prepared paper or cloth is sometimes used. Coldframes are usually of temporary construction.

L. H. B.

COLD-STORAGE, REFRIGERATION, RETARD-ING. Dealers in bulbs, cut-flowers, nursery stock, fruits and vegetables employ cold-storage to retard the growth of bulbs and plants, or to preserve cut-flowers and produce, by using specially constructed sheds, refrigerators, ice-boxes, or the public cold-storage warehouses. The nursery stock thus stored can be packed and shipped from the cold to warmer parts of the country in good season for planting, when it would be impossible to dig and ship such stock without the storage system. Sheds for the storage of nursery stock have earthen floors, are ventilated and lighted from the ridge-and-furrow roof and heated to exclude frost, the maximum temperature being 35° to 40°. Large trees are stood upright, the smaller stock usually laid lengthwise in compartments. The roots are covered with sphagnum, or a mixture of sphagnum and excelsior or cedar shingle-tow; the shingletow or excelsior alone will not make good covering for this purpose. See Nursery.

The roots and bulbs commonly placed in cold-storage are those used by florists for forcing, such as lily bulbs, lily-of-the-valley pips, and the like. By placing these in cold-storage, growers can secure a continuous suc- cession of bloom throughout the year. Lily bulbs are stored in the original cases packed in soil, the cases being clefted to provide circulation of air, and held at 34°. The multisulrum and formosum varieties of Lilium longiflorum can be held in storage three to four months, and the giganteum type of this lily ten to eleven months, L. auratum four months, L. speciosum and varieties eight to twelve months. The size (circumference) of storage lily bulbs and number of bulbs to the case are as follows:
COLD-STORAGE

*Coleus* longiflorum and its varieties *multiflorum*, *formosum* and *giganteum*, 6- to 8-inch, 400; 7- to 9-inch, 300; 9- to 11-inch, 200; in *L. longiflorum giganteum* there is an 8- to 10-inch size which runs 225 to the case; *L. auratum* 8- to 9-inch, 100; 9- to 11-inch, 100; *L. speciosum*, 8- to 9-inch, 200; 9- to 11-inch, 100; 11- to 13-inch, 75. Lilly-of-the-valley pies are packed in a mixture of sphagnum and sand, one-fourth of the latter being used to three-fourths of the moss and held at 28°. These are packed 500, 1000 and 2000 to the case and can be kept in storage eleven months. Canna roots, dahlias and gladioli should be held at 35° to 40°.

Cut-flowers, such as roses, carnations, orchids, violets, and lilies, used by florists, are preserved for varying periods in ice-boxes or refrigerators, the usual temperature being 35° to 40°. Peonies cut when the buds show color, leaves removed from the lower part of the stem wrapped in paper, and the lower bare portions of the stems placed in water, will keep several weeks at a temperature of 32° to 33°. *Lilium candidum* in bud can be treated the same way.

Fruits and vegetables are stored at 33° to 35°. Warehousemen say that cold-storage merchandise keeps best and is easiest to handle in packages containing about a bushel. See Storage.

Michael Barker.

**COLE.** A generic name, little known in North America, for plants of the cabbage tribe; cole-oil is secured from species of *Brassica*.

**CôLEA** (Sir G. Lowry Cole, Governor of Mauritius). *Bignoniacæce.* Glabrous evergreen trees or shrubs of Madagascar, Mauritius and the Seychelles, members of which may occur in collections of warmhouse (or stove) plants. Lvs. opposite or verticillate, pinnate, with many entire lfts.: fls. medium-sized, yellow, white or rose-color in lax or dense cymes or fascicles; corolla funnelform, somewhat bilabiate, with 5 rounded spreading lobes; perfect stamens 4, didynamous.—Probably 15 species, but little known in cult. They thrive in a fibrous earth and prop. by means of mature shoots in sand over bottom-heat.

**CôLEUS** (Greek for sheath, referring to the monadelphous stamens). *Labiâceae.* Common window-garden and greenhouse showy-leaved herbs, and a few less known species grown for the handsome flowers. Herbs or small shrubs, annual or perennial, upright: lvs. opposite, dentate or serrate, petioled or sessile: st. 4-angled: fls. mostly blue or lilac, in terminal spike-like racemes, small and middle-sized and usually bluish, the 5-toothed calyx deflexed in fr.; corolla bilabiate, the lower lobe longer and concave, and inclosing the essential organs; stamens 4, didynamous and declinate, the filaments united into a tube, the anther-cells confluent; ovary 4-parted, subtended by a gland-like disk, the style 2-lobed.—Probably 150 species, in the tropics of the eastern hemisphere, being especially abundant in Afr., E. India and adjacent isls. Some species produce tubers that are eaten in the same way as potatoes.

The common coleuses are of the most easy culture. They root readily from short cuttings, cut either to a joint or in the middle of an internode (Fig. 1027). Few conservatory plants are more ready to root than this. They may be rooted any time of the year when new wood is to be secured. Formerly coleuses were much used for bedding, but the introduction of better plants for this purpose has lessened their popularity. They require a long season, as they are likely to burn in the hot summers of the interior country; they have a weedy habit. However, they withstand shearing and therefore are useful for carpet-bedding. The leading variety for this purpose is still the old Golden Bedder, whose golden yellow foliage is used as filling for fancy designs.—Coleus plants make excellent specimens for the window-garden and conservatory. Best results are secured when new plants are started from cuttings each spring. They also grow readily from seeds, many interesting leaf-forms and colors arising. The old plants become leggy, lose their leaves, and lack brightness of color. They are very subject to mealy-bug. They are also liable to root-gall (the work of a nematode worm), as shown in Fig. 1028. When plants are thus affected, take cuttings and burn the old plants, and either bake or freeze the earth in which they grew.

A. Common garden coleus, with red, purple, yellow, green and variegated foliage.

**Blumei**, Benth. (C. Verschaffeltii, Lem. *C. scutel- larioides* var. *Blumei*, Miq.). This species, founded on cult. plants in Java, is probably to be regarded, as now understood, as an assemblage or combination of species. The horticultural forms are perhaps derived in part (as suggested by Briquet and by Koorders) from *C. laciniatus*, *C. bicolor*, and others; and perhaps they are to be considered also in connection with *C. atropurpureus*, Benth., of Malaysia, and its relatives. The entire garden material needs to be worked over in comparison with authentic native oriental specimens. Portraits of *C. Blumei* of botanical interest are: B.M. 4754. I.H. 27:3-7; 35:46; 39:164. F.S. 22:228778. A soft perennial herb or sub-shrub, growing 2-3 ft. high, little branched: lvs. ovate, narrowed or broad at base and long-acuminate, sharply and nearly regularly toothed, variously colored with yellow, dull red and purplish. An extreme form of this is var. *Verschaffeltii*, Lem., Fig. 1030, which is more robust and branchy, the leaves more brilliantly colored, acute but not acuminate, truncate or even cordate at base, and irregularly cut-dentate, with rounded teeth, giving the margin a crispy effect (I.H. 8:290). In some forms, the lvs. are laciniate.
AA. Other species of Coleus, now and then in cult. (Still other species may be expected to appear in the trade.)

**Coleus** Rhamnaceae.

**Colletia** mahdnii, Baker. Tender shrub, 2-3 ft. high: sts. pubescent: lvs. cordate-acuminate, coarsely crenate, lower ones 7 in. long: fls. bright blue, in racemes which contain as many as 18 forking cymes with about 10 fls. in each. Cent. Afr. B.M. 7672.—Considered to have much merit for cult., either under glass, or in the open far S. Winter.

**shirénasis**, Baker. Perennial herb, densely pubescent, 3 ft., much like the above in habit: sts. angular, pale green turning to brown: lvs. glandular, pungently aromatic, broadly ovate, acuminate, membranous, 2-3 in. long, deeply crenate, pubescent beneath but sparingly above fls. dark blue (also described as light blue), in large erect terminal panicles. Cent. Afr. B.M. 8024.—Winter.

**Mahdnii**, Baker. Shrub, to 2 ft., pubescent, the branchlets slender: lvs. petaled, ovate, acute, 2-3 in. long, crenate, membranous, pale and finely pubescent beneath and green and nearly glabrous above: fls. small, purple with golden anthers, in a large graceful panicle. Cent. Afr.—Winter.

**Pénzigi**, Damm. Soft perennial herb, white-hairy: lvs. ovate, membranous, narrowed abruptly at base, crenate; petiole winged: fls. bright lilac (also described as ashy blue) in a long and lax racemose panicle, the whors being about 8-ft. Nile Land. L. H. B.

**Colc-root**: Aledia farinosa.

**Collobium** (neck and lip, referring to a peculiarity of the fl.). Orchidaceae. *Two terrestrial orchids, of Java and Borneo, rarely cult., requiring the treatment given Catasaetum. Lf. single, plicate: fls. or clusters racemose, on a tall scape; lateral petals attached to the foot or base of the incurred column; lip at its base encircling the column (thence the generic name); pollinia 2. C. nebulosum, Blume. Sts. fleshy, about 2 in. long: fl. broadly ovate, acuminate, the petiole rounded: scape about 2 ft., erect; fls. numerous in scattered clusters or whors, spurred, about ½ in. long, the lip 3-lobed, white and a little fringed, the sepals and petals greenish with reddish margins. Java. C. sin-pice, Reichb. Lf. oblong, acute, wavy, green with darker blotches: fls. racemose at the apex of the scape; lip white; sepals and petals greenish yellow with purple and brown blotches. Borneo.

**Collards**. A kind of kale. Probably several somewhat different plants pass as collards, the characteristic being that they produce tufts or rosettes of leaves that are removed and used as greens. Usually referred to Brassica oleracea var. acephala. See Brassica.

1031. Collards.

In the South, a form of the plant known as Georgia collards is much grown for domestic use and the southern market. The plant grows 2 to 4 feet high and forms no head, but the central leaves often form a kind of loose rosette. These tender leaves are eaten as a pot-herb, as all other kales are. Fig. 1031, shows a Georgia collard, with a heavy crown. The seeds of collard may be started in a frame under glass, or in a seed-bed in the open. As far south as the orange-belt, they are usually started in February and March, in order that the plants may mature before the dry, hot weather. Farther north they are started in July or August and the plants are ready for use before cold weather. Trans-plant to rows 3½ to 4 feet apart, and 3 feet apart in the row. Till as for cabbage.

Young cabbage plants are sometimes eaten as "greens" under the name of collards; and cabbage seeds are sown for this specific purpose. In the North, where heading cabbages can be raised, collards of whatever kind are not greatly prized.

L. H. B.

**Collétia** (Philibert Collet, 1643-1718, French botanist). Rhamnaceae. Odd spiny shrubs grown under glass, and in the open in California and other warm regions.

Leaves small and simple (or wanting), opposite: branches short, often flattened, arranged in opposite pairs, thickened, spiny (sometimes called lvs.): fls. small, perfect, yellowish or white, nodding on 1-ft. pedicels, single or fascicled in the axis or beneath the flattened divaricate spines; calyx bell-shaped or tubular, 4-5-parted; petals 4-6 or 0, inserted on the calyx; stamens 4-6; disk joined to calyx-tube, inconspicuous or the margin rolled-in; ovary 3-lobed and 3-celled, standing in the disk, the stigma 3-lobed: fr. a coriaceous dry drupe-like caps.—About a dozen species in S. Amer., mostly in the tropical parts. The collecting is said to start readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood, as well as from seeds. They are to be grown as single or detached specimens, because of their oddity.

**cruciata**, Gill. & Hook. (C. hörria, Hort.). Very curious shrub, 3-4 ft., with elliptic flattened very broad-spiny deciduous branches: lvs. few, elliptic, entire: fls. small, white, a few together at the base of the spines, borne profusely in spring. S. Brazil, Uruguay. B.M. 3033.

**spinosa**, Lam. Shrub, to 10 ft., with strong awl-shaped very sharp spines: lvs. elliptic, small, sessile, serrate, mostly vanishing at blooming time: fls. larger, urn-shaped, borne singly or nearly so beneath the spines. S. Brazil, Uruguay.

**ulicina**, Gill. & Hook. Smaller, 3-4 ft.: spines as in C. spinosa, but more numerous, thicker, and hairy: fls. cylindrical, in clusters near tops of the branches. Anies of Chile.

**Éphédra**, Vent. Small stiff bush: branches erect, spiny: lvs. wanting: fls. (in very early spring) sessile at
COLLETA

the nodes, spicate-glomerate; calyx top-shaped, the lobes spreading. Peru, Chile. L.B.C. 19:1830.—Reported as cult. in Calif. L. H. B.

COLLAGUAYA (Chilean name). Euphorbiaceae. Small trees of the Chilean region, scarcely in cult., although the fragrant wood of some species is used. Seeds of this and related genera which have springing movements, due to contained insect larvae, are sometimes known as "jumping beans." Juice milky; fls. monocious, apetalous; calyx imbricate or none in staminate fls.; stamens 1–5; ovary 2–4-celled, cells 1-ovuled. The following may be expected in botanical collections, although probably not in the trade: C. odorifera, Molina. Lvs. serrate, ovate to oblong. C. brasiliensis, Kloetsch. Lvs. serrulate, linear-lanceolate. C. integrifina, Gill. & Hook. Lvs. linear, entire.

J. B. S. NORTON.

COLLINI A (after Zaecheus Collins, American philanthropist and promoter of science, Philadelphia, 1764–1831). Scrophulariaceae. Hardy flower-garden annuals mostly from California and western North America. Leaves simple, verticillate in 3’s, or opposite: fls. in the axils, solitary or in whorls, racemose in some species; calyx bell-shaped; corolla deeply bi-labiate; stamens 4, the fifth rudimentary and glandular.—About 23 species. They are not far removed botanically from Dentstemon and Cheleone. From the former, the genus differs in having the fifth sterile stamen reduced to a mere gland.

The collinisias are free-flowering and of the easiest culture. They may be sown outdoors in the fall in welldrained soil, and will bloom earlier than if sown in spring. Their flowers borne in midsummer range in color from white through lilac and rose to violet, with clear, bright blue also, at least on one lip of the flower. There is no yellow.

a. Fl-stalks very short, giving the clusters a dense appearance.

bicolor, Benth. Fig. 1032. Height 1–2 ft.: hairy, glabrous, or sticky: stks. weak and bending; lvs. more or less toothed, and oblong or lanceolate, sessile, finely toothed, opposite or in 3’s: fls. typically purple and white, with 5 or 6 well-marked color varieties. Var. albí, Hort. (Fig. 1033), has pure white fls., or the lower lip greenish or yellowish. Var. multicolor, Voss (C. multicolor, Lindl. & Paxt.), has variegated fls., the same fl. being white, lilac, rose or violet on either lip or both. Var. multicolor marmórita, has the lower lip white, suffused lilac, and upper lip light lilac, spotted and striped carmine. Calif., below 2,000 ft. B.M. 3488. P.M. 3:195. B.R. 1743.—This is the most widely distributed and variable species, and the one on which the genus was founded. Calif., mostly in moist ground.

BB. Corolla less strongly declined; throat much longer than broad.

bartsiaefólia, Benth. Height 1½ ft., the st. usually stiff and simple: sticky and somewhat glandular, rarely hairy: lvs. from ovate-oblong to linear: fl.-wbrls 2–5, purplish or whitish; seeds not wrinkled. Calif.

AA. Fl-stalks ½in. long or more, giving the clusters a looser look.

vénta, Nutt. Height about 6 in.: lvs. ovate or oblong, or the lowest rounded and slender-stalked, and the upper ovate-lanceolate and partly clasping: whorls about 6-fl.; fl.-stalks longer than the fl.; throat of the corolla as long as the calyx; lower lip bright blue; upper lip white or purplish; seeds thick, not flattened, oblong, arched. Moist woods, W. N. Y. and Pa. to Wis. and Ky. B.M. 4927.

grandiflóra, Douglas. Height 4–12 in.: lvs. thickish, the lowest roundish and stalked: whorls 3–9-fl.; fl.-stalks about as long as the fl.; lower lip deep blue or violet; upper lip white or purple; throat of the corolla racemo-like, as broad as long, or as long as the upper lip: seeds roundish, smooth. Shady hills of Calif. B.R. 1107.

WILHELM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.*

COLLINSÔNIA (after Peter Collinson, English botanist, correspondent of Linnaeus and John Bartram). Labiatae. HORSE-BALM. HORSE-WEED. STONE-ROOT. Native perennial herbs.

Plants of small importance horticulturally, with large, odorous, ovate, serrate, mostly long-stalked lvs., thick roots, and simple or panicled, naked, terminal racemes of yellow or whitish fls.—Three species in E. N. Amer., one of which is sometimes offered by dealers in native plants, but is not especially ornamental. They are of simple cult.

canadènsis, Linn. Citronella. Height 2–4 ft.: lvs. 4–9 in. long, broadly ovate to oblong: racemes panicled; calyx in fl. 1 line, in fr. 4 or 5 lines long; corolla light yellow, lemon-scented, ½in. long. Rich woods, Canada to Wis., Kans., and south to Fla. L. H. B.

COLLÔMIA (Greek for glue, alluding to the mucilaginous character of the wetted seeds). Polemoniaceae. In Assa Gray’s late treatise, Collomia is included with Gilia, although at first kept distinct by him (Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts. & Sci. XVII, 223), and this disposition is followed here, particularly since none of the species seems to be known in the trade as Collomia. Engler & Prantl keep the genus distinct, however, ascribing to it eighteen species from western North America and Chile. Such as are cultivated will be found in this Cyclopedia under Gilia. The Collomias are annual, biennial and perennial.

COLOCÁSIA (old Greek substantive name). Aracé. Perennial herbs with coriaceous-peltate leaves, which are often handsomely colored in cultivation; grown under glass, and one of the forms much used for planting out when large-leaved tropical effects are desired; also grown for the edible tubers.

Plants tuborous or with an erect caudex: fl-blades peltate-ovate or sagittate-cordate, basal lobes rounded: blade of spathe 2–5 times longer than tube; spadix shorter than spathe, terminating in a club-shaped or subulate appendage destitute of stamens. Differs from Alocasia and Caladium in floral characters—Species 5. Tropics.

Alocasia includes the plants known as Caladium esculentum, which are much grown for subtropical bedding. C. odorata (which is an Alocasia) has very large,
thick stems, which may be wintered over safely without leaves, or at most with one or two, the stems, to save space, being placed close together in boxes. *C. esculenta* rests during the winter and is kept under a greenhouse bench or anywhere out of the reach of frost. All of the tall-growing colocasias are of the easiest culture. As they are very rapid growers they are not much grown in greenhouses, but are chiefly planted outdoors for summer display. They do best in damp rich soil. The dwarf species and forms are suited for pot growth, but little is seen of them except in public gardens. Consult *Caladium* for further treatment. (G. W. Oliver.)

Colocasias furnish the much-cultivated taro of the Pacific tropics, this edible product being the large starchy roots. From it is made the poi of Hawaii. In Japan and other countries the tubers of colocasias are much cultivated, and are handled and eaten much as we use potatoes (see Georgeon, A. G. 13:81). The young leaves of some kinds are boiled and eaten. The dashen is of the same group. It has been recently introduced from tropical America, and is receiving considerable attention for cultivation in the South. The tubers may also be forced for the tender shoots. Cf. Bull. 164 Fur. Plant Ind. U. S. Dept. Agric. (1910); and subsequent publications of Off. Foreign Seed and Pl. Intro.

*antiquorum*, Schott. Lvs. peltate-ovate; basal lobes half as long as the apical one, connate two-thirds to three-fourths their length, separated by a broad, triangular, obtusish sinus. India. B.M. 7364.


Var. *illustris*, Engler (C. *illustris*, Hort.). *Black* *Caladium*. Petioles violet; blade more oblong-ovate, with black-green spots between the primary veins. F.M., 1874:107.—Very beautiful in masses, but has offensive odor.

Var. *esculenta*, Schott (*Caladium esculentum*, Vent. *Colocasia esculenta*, Schott). *Elephant*’s *Ear*. Fig. 1034. Spadix with an appendage half as long as the stamine infl.: lvs. bright green, often 3 ft. or more long, nearly as wide. Hawaii and Fiji. G. 2:62, 571; 7:44.

*affinis*, Schott. Blade thin, membranaceous, rounded-ovate or ovate, the apical lobe scarcely a fourth or a third longer than wide; basal lobes connate most of their entire length, bright green above, glaucous beneath; blade only 4–6 in. long. Himalaya.—Not hardy in Cent. Fla.


—not hardy in Cent. Fla.


**Márchalli**, Engler (*Alocasia Márchalli*, Hort. *A. hybrida*, Bull). Hybrid, probably of *C. affinis* and *C. antiquorum*. Larger in all parts than *C. affinis*. The petioles pale green, very slightly emarginate, with large, confluent spots.


**COLOCYNTH**: *Citrus.*

**GEORGE V. NASH†**

**COLOR IN FLOWERS.** The range of simple color among flowers is not very extensive. There are singular and almost unaccountable intervals in that range where color is conspicuously absent in every genus. Indeed, there is no such thing as a pure green flower, nor a pure blue one, neither is there any flower to match the remarkable blue-green or green-blue so familiar in the plumage of certain birds; this has no existence at all in the vegetable world. The range of color, therefore, among flowers is strictly circumscribed. A simple color is a hue not complicated with any other tint or shade or hue. Roughly described, the hues comprise: yellow, gold-yellow, orange, scarlet, red, crimson, magenta, purple, violet, and ultramarine; these together with blue, peacock-blue, green, and yellow-green (hues which do not appear in the floral world) compose a circle of color from which all tints and shades are derived. Fig. 1035. In other words, the admixture of black, a shade. Fig. 1036. A reduction of the range of hues given above to its simplest terms would comprise only yellow, orange, red, purple, blue, and green, six primary colors. Fig. 1037. Although pioneer investigators of the nature of color

![1035. The intermediate hues.](image-url)

resolved these six hues into three—yellow, red, and blue—the restriction was made at the cost of absolute purity in the other three hues which they chose to name secondary colors. There is no possible way of producing absolutely pure orange, violet, or green, by a combination of pigments.
The generic character of flower-colors is comprehended in the hues just named, although such names are of little consequence so long as identification of color, and as a consequence the name of a particular hue is largely determined by a consensus of public opinion, which, very naturally, is not always correct.

Classification of colors.

It is essential, therefore, to accept both popular and scientific estimates of color if the subject is to be considered in its relation to flowers. The scientific determination of simple colors is expressed by certain arbitrary numbered lines in the spectrum. Thus, yellow is at line 580, gold-yellow at 605, orange at 630, scarlet at 655, red at 680, green at 530, peacock-blue at 505, violet at 430, ultramarine at 455, and blue at 480. These numbers indicate the wave-lengths of the respective hues, with the micron (one-millionth part of an inch) as the unit. This identification of color, however satisfactory from a scientific point of view, is both intangible and impracticable in every other respect. The flower-petal or the artist's pigment matched with the spectrum is the only proper medium through which to convey an adequate knowledge of a given hue to the layman, and it must be remembered that everyone is hypothetically the layman who is not directly associated with the particular science or art under consideration. The colors of certain flower-petals as matched with the spectrum lines are as follows:

- Yellow (580): Enothera biennis, Brassica nigra, Ranunculus acris, Helianthus decapetalus, a single dandelion ray.
- Gold-yellow (605): Rudbeckia hirta, golden calendula.
- Gold-yellow (635): Kerria japonica.
- Gold-orange (600): Golden eschscholtzia.
- Gold-orange (615): Crocus susianus.
- Orange (635): Tropaeolum majus (deepest orange hue), the common type.
- Scarlet (645): Mimulus crozy canna, scarlet geranium and tropaeolum, berry of Coralina canadensis.
- Red (650): Red azalea, red carnation, tube of Rhododendron nudiflorum.
- Crimson—Crimson peony, American Beauty rose (dulce).
- Magenta.—Magenta cineraria, Polygala sanguinea.
- Purple.—Purple cineraria, Mimulus ringens.
- Violet (425).—Viola cuculata and Campanula rotundifolia (light).
- Violet (430).—Verbenas crinoides.
- Ultramarine violet (440).—Centaura Cyanus, the bluest phase (light).
- Ultramarine blue (455).—Sciila sibirica (light).
- Ultramarine blue (435).—Gentiana Andrewsii, (bluest tip of petal).
- Blue (475).—Myosotis palustris, bluest phase (pale).

Such a list is manifestly imperfect; to state the case accurately, few flowers are “on the line;” three of the colors have no numbered lines, and many of the plant species or varieties are not and can not be explicitly cited. For example, the red carnation must be a red and not a scarlet-red variety, and its coloring should match that of the Rhododendron nudiflorum tube; the same rule applies to the red gladiolus. It is equally the case that many flowers show only a modification or a dilution of the hue they are chosen to represent; the blue of the forget-me-not at best is extremely dilute.

A list of artists’ pigments is more to the point. It has the great advantage of nomenclatorial fixity and it does not include hues subject to change. The representative colors are:

- Lemon, zine, ultramarine, pale cadmium, and light malori yellows.
- Medium cadmium and malori gold-yellows.
- Cadmium orange and deep malori orange-yellow.
- Orange mineral.
- Scarlet-vermilion.
- Carmine or alizarin lake (no single pigment is exactly normal red), these incline to scarlet.
- Crimson lake.
- Magenta: a mixture of crimson and mauve lakes in nearly equal parts.
- Mauve lake: a true purple.
- Violet ultramarine.
- Guimet’s French ultramarine.
- Cobalt blue.
- Emerald-green.

The color harmonies.

If the simple colors, yellow, orange, red, purple, blue, and green, are arranged in a circle (Fig. 1037), those lying opposite each other harmonize by reason of absolute contrast. Blue and orange, for example, are complementary colors and theoretically they balance each other. It by no means follows, however, that a mass of orange nasturtiums and blue forget-me-nots must therefore look well together; the very massing of such hues would make that impossible in spite of the fact that the misty grayish character of a clump of blue forget-me-nots is the reverse of aggressive. But the orange of the nasturtium is obtrusive to the last degree, and its environment should be as colorless as possible—even to the point of dull gray or white.

If these simple colors in the circle are again separated by intermediate hues (Fig. 1035), so about three of the latter lie between the six original colors, the result will be a circle of twenty-four divisions, having the effect of a rainbow. This will perfectly illustrate the principle of color harmony and color discord. Besides the opposing colors which harmonize by contrast, there are neighboring colors which harmonize by analogy.

For example, any four or five colors lying side by side in the circle are bound together harmoniously by reason of their near relationship. Therefore, all these four or five colors may be combined—and nature does combine them—with esthetic results. But skip over four of the colors and attempt a combination of the first and sixth, and the result will prove to be a discord, the bond of relationship is broken, and the eye is disturbed by the aggressiveness of two colors between which there is evidently no bond of sympathy. It
would be safe to say, therefore, that the circle demonstrates the fact that its colors situated at right angles with each other are discordant and those lying nearly parallel with each other are harmonious.

This is the theoretical side of color harmony. The practical side is scarcely different; it simply modifies the theory. Brilliant blue and orange, which are theoretically harmonious, are scarcely as agreeable in each other's company as the rule would imply. The trouble, however, lies with the brilliancy. The golden calendula and the deep purple aster in association are violent and aggressive. Remove the one and the other and substitute pale-tinted flowers of these hues and the result will be harmonious.

Flower families are very likely to sustain harmonies of analogy. Hyacinths, sweet peas, and nasturtiums represent groups with very nearly related hues or tints. There is a predominating influence of crimson-pink among sweet peas, of lilac among hyacinths, and of orange among nasturtiums, yet the influence at times (in a particular variety) is wholly wanting and is replaced by an analogous tint or hue. It would be a rather nice bit of color adjustment which would result in a harmony superior to that of a careless grouping together of flowers gathered at random from any one of these three genera.

But the theory that analogous colors harmonize is correct only when not carried to excess. Attempts to force deep-hued flowers into harmony often lead to contrary results. A range of color from crimson to ultramarine depends for its harmony upon the careful grading of intermediate hues. Such colors, in full force, might do violence to each other. It is tempting the hardness of a diamond to pound it with a hammer. It is taxing crimson too heavily to expect it to show its beauty in the presence of strong violet! The effort should rather be to merge the individualities of the crimson and the purple flowers into a group and effect a play of color between the two.

The theory that colors at right angles on the wheel are discordant is also subject to some modification. Relatively the right-angled colors must be crude and strong to affect the eye objectionably. Yellow and red in the rose is an agreeable color-combination. Yellow and red dahlias crowded together are certainly harsh and unneighborly.

A country bouquet of asters, marigolds, fuchsias and dahlias is bad, because the country garden is not a part of it. Atmosphere, space, and a stretch of green foliage make a world of difference.

It is wisest to try the effect of one color upon another before allowing two or three strong hues to wage war with each other. It will be found quickly that white is a peacemaker, and green is an invaluable mediator. With these colors at command, the chances of discord are reduced to a minimum. Everything also depends upon simplicity in color-combinations. It is questionable whether a combination of more than two colors can be ever esthetically a success. The adjustment of many colors needs the hand of an expert.

The restriction of color in flowers.

The very strict limitation of range in flower-colors demands careful study if it would be thoroughly understood. Augustin Pyramus de Candolle divided flower-colors into two classes, which he named xanthic (red, scarlet, crimson, purple, and violet), and cyanic (green-blue, blue, ultramarine-violet, violet, purple, and red). Further, he explained, flowers of the yellow (xanthic) series could pass into red or white but never into blue, and those of the blue (cyanic) series could pass into red or white but never into yellow. The theory is correct but it requires both modification and revision. Gold-orange must evidently displace yellow, and ultramarine-violet displace blue as series names; furthermore, the passage into red should not exceed scarlet-red in the xanthic series, or crimson-red in the cyanic series. Pure red logically should be the zero point between the two divisions, and not be included in either unless otherwise connected by analogous hues.

Gold-orange and ultramarine-violet are respectively the type-colors of the two series because each occupies a median position with equal influence on either hand. Red, occupying the median position between the two series, should and does exercise an equal influence on both; a casual glance at the chromatic scale demonstrates the fact. Neither the xanthic nor the cyanic series can exclusively claim the respective yellow and blue in absolute purity, for the cogent reason that among flowers yellow is associated with both these divisions, and a true blue scarcely appears at all. Further, if pure red is the zero point between the two series, then the consistent red of the xanthic order is scarlet-red, and that of the cyanic order is crimson-red; a pure red or pure yellow flower, therefore, consistently belongs to either order according to its xanthic or cyanic congener.

The best proofs of the above statements are to be found among the flowers themselves. Asters belong to the cyanic group, but there is no blue aster. Tropaeolums belong to the xanthic group, but there is no pure yellow nasturtium; there are, however, ultramarine-violet asters and gold-yellow nasturtiums. There is a pure yellow, a golden orange, but no white marigold (Tagetes); the species are xanthic. The family Cruciferae is cyanic; it includes pure yellow, deeper yellow, and magenta flowers. The genus Hyscinthus is cyanic; it includes no blue flower, but many which are purple, violet, cyanic red, and modified yellow. Viola tricolor is cyanic; it includes a strong yellow along with intense purple and violet-ultramarine flowers. The genus Zinnia is xanthic; it includes no true yellow flower but many which range through all reds into cyanic crimson. The genus Rosa is cyanic; its flowers range from pure red to magenta-crimson, develop a strong, modified yellow, fuse yellow with crimson, but never approach the xanthic gold-orange. The genus Chrysanthemum is xanthic; its flowers range from pure yellow to scarlet, and range from scarlet-red to cyanic red-crimson.

Species belonging to the cyanic group invariably produce white flowers which have an albino origin. Species of the xanthic order produce white flowers which are not albino but which in variously displayed degrees of some strong, pure xanthic hue. For example, geraniums are white, red, scarlet, and pink, but never gold-orange or golden yellow. Carnations are white, red, and cardinal-red, but never scarlet, or orange. Chrysanthem-
XXIX. Cranberry-picking in a New Jersey bog.
mums are yellow, white, and pink, but never orange or scarlet. Dahlias are scarlet, red, crimson-red, and even pure yellow, but never pure gold-orange, or orange. It is perfectly evident from the foregoing examples that the range in a given genus, or species, is limited to what may be termed the swing of the pendulum upon the chromatic scale (Fig. 1038). The swing may extend over a quarter of the dial, rarely it does more. If it happens that two colors are developed, like violet and yellow, it will still be found that there is but one pendulum-swing and not two. Violet will be associated with contiguous hues, but yellow will be developed quite alone.

This, it is reasonable to believe, is direct evidence of a dual or treble origin of color in a flower group. Yellow cannot be evolved from violet, or vice versa. Necessarily, if white appears in a xanthic group, it must have evolved alone and independent of any color range in that group. Undoubtedly the range of contiguous colors itself has evolved from a median hue which has spread out, fanlike, in graded variations within strict limits. Naturally, such statements conflict with the old theory that all flowers were originally yellow, but they are not inimical to the idea that the color one might have been yellow, and later hues magenta, violent ultramarine, scarlet, and gold-orange. It is important to keep in mind the fact that a steamboat is not evolved from a locomotive.

It is further evident that yellow belongs quite as little to the xanthic as it does to the cyanic series, or, to put it more strongly, it belongs to neither. Its origin, independent of any range, was undoubtedly the elimination of blue from chlorophyll. Hence, it is not surprising to find it in some modified form associated with both series, and in the cyanic series isolated. The flora of the northeastern United States is essentially cyanic. Twenty-one per cent is yellow, 21 per cent magenta and 22 per cent white; the remaining 58 per cent xanthic and 28 per cent cyanic—the last mostly pink and light violet. The record is significant and points directly either to an arrested color development, or to a depauperate color condition in an inclement region; the former seems the more likely. An aggregation of cyanic-flowered plants are found in the northern temperate zone, and of xanthic-flowered plants in the torrid zone.

Color activity. Color results from a play of light upon a surface which reflects and absorbs certain rays. It is a significant fact that the red end of the spectrum comprehends those hues which are produced by the caloric rays of the sun, and the violet end those hues which are produced by the actinic rays. It is not surprising therefore that the coloring of vegetation is intense, and that xanthic flowers predominate under the equator. A separation of cyanic and xanthic flowers follows almost identically the thermal lines which band the great continents of the northern hemisphere, cyanic color prevailing north, and xanthic color south of the line marking 50° F. In a word, xanthic flowers belong to a very warm, and cyanic flowers to a temperate or cold climate. That they should become mixed in a narrow zone between the extremes is only natural; the rule, therefore, is in no way compromised thereby. That yellow, too, should appear in both cyanic and xanthic groups is not at all surprising. In the spectrum it holds a median position between the red and the violet ends; it is neither a hot nor a cold color, and has consequently evolved from its primitive condition in a constituent of the green in chlorophyll under any and all temperatures. That is the only way to account for its isolation when connected with cyanic groups.

It would appear, then, that magenta, violet, and ultramarines, together with gold-orange, orange, and red, are primitive colors quite as well as yellow and white. In what order they appeared upon the earth in the petals of flowers, it would be difficult to determine, but it is reasonable to think they appeared as original colors, in weak, perhaps, but absolute purity. Otherwise, the remarkable limitation of color-range must be accounted for by a less logical theory. Upset this limitation, and attempts to produce a blue rose, yellow aster, white nasturtium, or green carnation, should prove successful. Recognize the limitation, and the futility of such attempts becomes at once apparent, and the possibility of improving existing ‘strains’ of color is illimitable. At some time or other in the distant past the law of limitations fixed the range of flower-colors; no new law of elasticity has since developed to remove the boundaries and thus aid the floriculturist in his ambition to produce what would prove to be a mere novelty. See Standards of Color.

F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS.

COLUMNEA (after Colunna or Colonna, Italian writer on plants, sixteenth century). Gesneraceae. Tropical American shrubs and climbers, sometimes grown under glass in choice collections. Flowers widely gaping, showy, often 2 in. long: lvs. opposite, nearly equal, or widely unequal, solitary or numerous, axillary, stalked or not, without bracts or with bracts in an involucre: corollas scarlet, carmine or yellowish.—A group of 100

1039. Columnnea gloriosa. (×3)
species of which half a dozen mostly red- or orange-fl., are cult. abroad and may be known to a few fanciers at home, but are not advertised by the dealers. They are warmhouse evergreens requiring the treatment of Trichosporum (Aschynanthus).

Schiédéna, Schlecht. The best known species. It has handsome scarlet fls. 2 in. long, sometimes variegated with yellow. It is an herbaceous plant from Mex. B.M. 7405. P.M. 9:31.

gloríosa, Sprague. Fig. 1039. An epiphytic perennial herb: lvs. ovate or ovate-oblong; fls. axillary, solitary, scarlet and yellow. Costa Rica. B. M. 8378.


Epiphytic undershrub or herb: fls. scarlet. Costa Rica. B.M. 8344. N. TAYLOR.†

COLÜTEA (Kolouetea, ancient Greek name). Leguminóse. BLADDER SENNA. Shrubs grown chiefly for their attractive yellow or brownish red flowers and the ornamental bladder-like pods.

Deciduous, with alternate, odd-pinnate lvs.: lfts. many, rather small; stipules small: fls. papilionaceous, in axillary, few-fl., long-peduncled racemes, yellow to brownish red; calyx campanulate, 5-toothed; standard suborbicular with 2 swellings above the claw; 9 stamens connate, 1 free: pod inflated, bladder-like, many-seeded. About 15 species in the Medit. region to Abyssinia and Himalayas. Ornamental free-flowering plants of rapid growth, with pale green or glaucous foliage and yellow or brownish red fls. during summer, followed by large, usually reddish-colored and decorative pods. They grow in almost any soil, but prefer a tolerably dry and sunny position; not quite hardy N., the hardest being C. arboreascens. Prop. by seeds sown in spring or by cuttings of mature wood inserted in fine in sandy loam; rarer species and varieties are sometimes grafted on C. arboreascens in spring under glass.

A. Fls. yellow: pod closed at the apex.

arboreascens, Linn. Fig. 1040. Shrub, to 15 ft.: lfts. 9–13, elliptic, dull green, mucronulate, usually slightly pubescent beneath, ½–1 in. long: fls. 3–8, about ½ in. long; wings nearly as long as the keel, flat. June–Sept. S. Eu., N. Afr., N. B.M. 81.—Lvs. have keenly serrate properties. Var. crispa, Kirkbr. Dwarf, with crisped lvs. Var. bullata, Rebh. (C. bullata, Hort.). Dwarf and compact: lfts. 5–7, obovate or nearly orbicular and somewhat bullate.


AA. Fls. orange-yellow or brownish red; wings shorter than the keel.

média, Wild. Shrub. To 10 ft.: lfts. 7–13, obovate, grayish green or glaucous, ½–¾ in. long, nearly glabrous; fls. 3–6, orange or reddish yellow, the standard with brownish markings; pod closed at the apex. June–Sept.—Probably hybrid of garden origin between C. arboreascens and the following, often cult. under the names of the following species.

orientális, Mill. (C. crúenta, Ait.). Shrub, to 6 ft.: lfts. 7–11, obovate, glaucous, thickish, ½–¾ in. long, nearly glabrous; fls. 5–9, reddish yellow or brownish red; pod closed at the apex. June–Sept.—Probably hybrid of garden origin between C. arboreascens and the following, often cult. under the names of the following species.

Santalacex. Perhaps a half-dozen leafy herbs or subshrubs, one in Eu., and others in N. Amer., more or less parasitically attached to the roots of other plants, one or two of which may be of interest to horticulturists. Lvs. alternate, almost sessile: fls. whitish or greenish, small, perfect, in terminal cymes or umbellate panicles; calyx 4–5-ecleft, lined or constricted
COMMELINA
(bears the name of early Dutch botanists). Also written Commelina, Commelínáceæ. DAY-FLOWER. Perennial or annual herbs, of which a very few are cultivated in the open or under glass for their interesting flowers. Upright, spreading or procumbent, usually more or less succulent, often rooting at the joints: lvs. alternate, sessile or short-petioled, clasping the st., if subtending the sessile fl.-cluster and forming a clasping folded spathe: fls. opening for a day, mostly blue (varying to white and rose), irregular; outer perianth parts (calyx) 3, colored, 2 of them near the petiole; fls. in each (petals) 3, one of them small and 2 broad and with long claws; stamens usually 6, but only 3 of them fertile; filaments not hairy: fr. a 2-3-celled cap, on a recurved pedicel.—Nearly or quite 100 species, in warm regions around the globe, a few of them reaching cool-temperate climates. Tuberous herbaceous perennial. The hothouse species appear not to be offered in this country or to be much cult. Allied to Tradescantia and Zebrina. Commelinas are mostly of easy culture, thriving well in any light rich soil. The evergreen strobile and greenhouse species are readily propagated in March or April by cuttings inserted in an ordinary propagating bed and kept close for a few days, while the tuberous-rooted half-hardy herbaceous species may be propagated either by division of the tubers or by seeds sown in a frame early in April and afterwards transplanting the seedlings in the herbaceous border. In the fall, they should be lifted and the tubers stored away in the same manner as dahlias. Of the tuberous-rooted species, Commelina coelestis is perhaps the best, its bright blue flowers being very effective, especially when planted in masses. (Edward J. Canning.)

A. Plant hardy in the open.

COMMELINA coelestis. (X½)

COMMELINACEAE.

COMMELINA, Linn. (C. Jellicoi, Wldp. C. Sellowiana, Schlecht.). Creeping, rooting at the joints, glabrous or practically so: lvs. lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, acute or acuminate, the fl.-sheaths often ciliate: spathe-fl. acute or acuminate, broad at base, petiolated: fls. few, in each floral cluster, ½ in. or less across, blue: caps. 3-celled and 5-seeded. N. J. southward and widely dispersed in other parts of the world.—Sometimes offered as an outdoor plant. A rose-colored form is reported.

COMMELINA purpurea, DC., from Madagascar. Lvs. narrow, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, evergreen: fls. small, brilliant red, the long-exserted stamens forming the chief feature of beauty; the handsome loose spikes often in panicles; part of the fl. in 10's. B.M. 2102. L.B.C. 6:563.—Handsome. C. butyraceum yields a butter-like substance, used by the Kabier as food. C. squamiger in recent years has attained some prominence as a reputed anti-opium remedy.

N. TAYLOR.†

COMFREY: Symphytum.

COMMELINA (Ivs. 1041), 6–18 in. high, in dry mostly open ground in the eastern states, is an attractive plant when allowed to spread naturally in patches in waste places: rootstock not showing above ground (C. Richardsoniana, Fern., has a superficial root-streak); lvs. thin, oblong, pale beneath: fls. whitish.

L. H. B.

COMARÉLLA: Potentilla.

COMAROSTAPHYLIS: Arctostaphylos.

COMBRETUM (an old Greek name). Rosaceae. One species allied to Potentilla, and often referred to that genus but differing in the lateral style unknown in Potentilla. C. palustris, Linn. (Potentilla palustris, R. Br.) is perhaps the best, its bright blue flowers being very effective, especially when planted in masses. (Edward J. Canning.)

A. Plant hardy in the open.

COMMELINA coelestis. (X½)

COMMELINA, Linn. (C. Sellowiana, Schlecht.). Creeping, rooting at the joints, glabrous or practically so: lvs. lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, acute or acuminate, the fl.-sheaths often ciliate: spathe-fl. acute or acuminate, broad at base, petiolated: fls. few, in each floral cluster, ½ in. or less across, blue: caps. 3-celled and 5-seeded. N. J. southward and widely dispersed in other parts of the world.—Sometimes offered as an outdoor plant. A rose-colored form is reported.

COMMELINA 835

COMMELINA (Ivs. 1041), 6–18 in. high, in dry mostly open ground in the eastern states, is an attractive plant when allowed to spread naturally in patches in waste places: rootstock not showing above ground (C. Richardsoniana, Fern., has a superficial root-streak); lvs. thin, oblong, pale beneath: fls. whitish.

L. H. B.

COMARÉLLA: Potentilla.

COMAROSTAPHYLIS: Arctostaphylos.

COMBRETUM (an old Greek name). Rosaceae. One species allied to Potentilla, and often referred to that genus but differing in the lateral style unknown in Potentilla. C. palustris, Linn. (Potentilla palustris, R. Br.) is perhaps the best, its bright blue flowers being very effective, especially when planted in masses. (Edward J. Canning.)

A. Plant hardy in the open.

COMMELINA coelestis. (X½)

COMMELINA (Ivs. 1041), 6–18 in. high, in dry mostly open ground in the eastern states, is an attractive plant when allowed to spread naturally in patches in waste places: rootstock not showing above ground (C. Richardsoniana, Fern., has a superficial root-streak); lvs. thin, oblong, pale beneath: fls. whitish.

L. H. B.

COMARÉLLA: Potentilla.

COMAROSTAPHYLIS: Arctostaphylos.

COMBRETUM (an old Greek name). Rosaceae. One species allied to Potentilla, and often referred to that genus but differing in the lateral style unknown in Potentilla. C. palustris, Linn. (Potentilla palustris, R. Br.) is perhaps the best, its bright blue flowers being very effective, especially when planted in masses. (Edward J. Canning.)

A. Plant hardy in the open.

COMMELINA coelestis. (X½)

COMMELINA (Ivs. 1041), 6–18 in. high, in dry mostly open ground in the eastern states, is an attractive plant when allowed to spread naturally in patches in waste places: rootstock not showing above ground (C. Richardsoniana, Fern., has a superficial root-streak); lvs. thin, oblong, pale beneath: fls. whitish.

L. H. B.

COMARÉLLA: Potentilla.

COMAROSTAPHYLIS: Arctostaphylos.

COMBRETUM (an old Greek name). Rosaceae. One species allied to Potentilla, and often referred to that genus but differing in the lateral style unknown in Potentilla. C. palustris, Linn. (Potentilla palustris, R. Br.) is perhaps the best, its bright blue flowers being very effective, especially when planted in masses. (Edward J. Canning.)

A. Plant hardy in the open.

COMMELINA coelestis. (X½)

COMMELINA (Ivs. 1041), 6–18 in. high, in dry mostly open ground in the eastern states, is an attractive plant when allowed to spread naturally in patches in waste places: rootstock not showing above ground (C. Richardsoniana, Fern., has a superficial root-streak); lvs. thin, oblong, pale beneath: fls. whitish.

L. H. B.

COMARÉLLA: Potentilla.

COMAROSTAPHYLIS: Arctostaphylos.

COMBRETUM (an old Greek name). Rosaceae. One species allied to Potentilla, and often referred to that genus but differing in the lateral style unknown in Potentilla. C. palustris, Linn. (Potentilla palustris, R. Br.) is perhaps the best, its bright blue flowers being very effective, especially when planted in masses. (Edward J. Canning.)

A. Plant hardy in the open.
COMMELINA

AA. Plant tender or only half-hardy.

tuberösa, Linn. Diffuse and branching, from a tuberous root: lvs. narrow-lanceolate, 2-3 in. long; spathhe-long, broad-lanceolate pointed lvs. and blue fls. (2-10 together) on elongating axillary pubescent peduncles; spathhe-ovate, folded; sheaths ciliolate. Mts. of Mex.—Runs into several forms. Var. álba, Hort., has white fls. Var. variegátá, Hort., has fls. blue and white. C. celéstis is a half-hardy plant, in the N. requiring protection of a greenhouse, although it may be planted out. Prop. by seed, cuttings and tubers.

L. H. B.

COMPARÉTTIA (Andreas Comparetii, 1746-1811, Italian botanist). Orchidaceae. A small group of graceful epiphytes.

Pseudobulbs, 1-3-lvd.: racemes simple or branched; fls. small, lateral sepals united in a single piece, lengthened at the base into a conspicuous horn; lateral petals concoloring; labellum large, produced into a double spur, which is hidden in the horn made by the sepals; column free, semi-terete, erect; pollinia 2.—Four species, Mex. to Brazil. Grown on blocks or in baskets in a light intermediate or warmhouse.


macroplétócron, Reichb. f. Fls. 10 or more, 2 in. across, dorsal sepall whitish, often spotted with purple; midlobe of labellum cleft, suborbicular, magenta-rose, dotted at the angled base; spurs conspicuous. Colombia, B.M. 6679. Var. punctátássima, Hort., has the fls. copiously rose-spotted. C.O. 1. GEORGE V. NASH.

COMPASS PLANT: Silphium.

COMPOST. Mixed and rotted vegetable matter, particularly manure and litter, used as a fertilizer and amendment.

The mixture of bulky fertilizing materials known as compost, while of little importance to the general farmer, plays an important part in garden practices. Many of the garden crops must be made in a very short time, or are of delicate feeding habits. Their food, therefore, must be easily assimilable. It is good practice to pile all coarse manures, sods, weeds, or any rubbish available for the purpose, in big flat heaps (Fig. 1043), to ferment and rot before being applied to the garden soil. If desired, chemical manures, especially superphosphate (dissolved bone or South Carolina rock) and potash (muriate or kainit), may be added to make the compost the richer. By spading orforking the heaps over a few times at reasonable intervals, a homogeneous mass is easily obtained, which can be applied in greatest liberality without fear, or more sparingly, in accordance with the needs of the particular crop. Of equal, if not still greater importance, is the compost heap which gives soil for greenhouse benches, flats, hotbeds and coldframes. This compost is principally made of sods shaved off a rich pasture or meadow and piled in alternate layers with stable manure, more of the latter being used for forcing succulent crops, and less in growing plants which should be short and stocky, like cabbage or tomato plants. Garden litter may be added to the pile, as leaves and trimmings. All compost heaps, during dry weather, need frequent and thorough moistening with water, or, better, with liquid manure. Turn several times during the year, to ensure thorough rotting of the materials. T. GREINER.

COMPTÉRIS. The only published reference to this generic name and species is in G.C. III. 29: May 21, 1901, suppl. 2, where its introduction to cultivation by L. Linden is noted. The name Comptéris may be a corruption, or the plant may have been a young form of some known form. The description below is quoted from The Gardeners’ Chronicle.

C. Brazaiana, Hort. Intro. in Eu. about 1900, as a remarkably distinct large fern with long bipinnate fronds narrow at base and broad across the middle and tapers to a narrow point; barren pinnae oval or oblong and simple; fertile pinnae distinctly lobed.

R. C. BENEDICT.

COMPTONIA (Henry Compton, Bishop of London, patron of horticulture, died 1715). Myricaceae. A small native shrub, useful for covering banks and to grow on sterile sandy and stony soil.

The genus is allied to Myrica, and by some not regarded as sufficiently different in botanical characters to justify separate generic rank: branching brown-twiggled bush, dioecious or monocious, with globular fertile catkins, the 1-celled ovary surrounded by 8 linear persistent scales or bractlets: lvs. long-oblong, pinnatifid: fr. a bur-like axillary head of few small nuts. The only species is C. asplénifólia, Gaertn. (C. peregrína, Coulter. Myrica asplénifólia, Linn.) SWEET FIR. In dry, sterile soil in the E. and N. U. S.; also in the trade. It is an attractive undershrub (1-3 ft.) with fern-like, scented foliage and brownish heads of imperfect fls.: roots long and cord-like: stamine catkins 1 in. or less long, slender, in clusters at the ends of the branchlets.

L. H. B.

CONÁNDRON (cone-shaped anther). Geeniádaceae. Almost stemless herb with radical glabrous rugose lvs. Diffs. from Streptocarpus, its nearest horticultural relative, in having a straight, not twisted pod. For cult. see Streptocarpus. It should be grown in shade and is hardly only south of N. C.

C. ramondioides, Sieb. & Zucc., of Japanese mountains, is the only species. It is an interesting little tuberous-rooted herb, with oblong, rugose, irregularly toothed root-lvs. and scapes bearing 0-12 white or purple, dodecatheon-like fls.: cymes nodding or drooping pubescent; corolla 1 in. diam.: seeds very minute.
CONANDRON

B.M. 6484.—This is one of several groups of rare and widely scattered herbs, of which Randonia, Haberea, Wulfindia, Didymocarpus, Shortia and Schizocodon are examples. Conandron is adapted to growing in shady rockeries. Scapes less than 1 ft. high. Little known in cult., but is in the trade. N. TAYLOR.

CONEW-BLUE: Rubiebeckia. Purple Cone-Flower: Echinacea.

CONÈGA (from an East Indian vernacular name). Verbenaceae. A few species of climbing shrubs in Burma and the Malay peninsula: lvs. opposite and entire, small in peduncled capitate cymes which are combined in large terminal panicles, the bracts at the base of the cyme-peduncle large and often showy, calyx funnel-form, 5-toothed; corolla-tube slender, seldom much exceeding the calyx, hairy in the throat, 2-lipped, the upper lip of 2 narrow upright lobes and the lower of 3 shorter broader lobes; stamens 4, exserted; ovary incompletely 2-celled: fr. a small roundish nearly dry drupe. C. tomentosa, Roxb., is grown in India and is said to be suitable for growing in a stove or warm conservatory in Britain: a strong climber, conspicuous for the pink and changing tints of the large elliptic persistent bracts in the loose woody terminal panicles: lvs. 3 in. long, ovate-acute, soft-hairy beneath; corolla white; calyx hairy. Burma. G.C. III. 54:399.—Evergreen: infl. retained for several weeks. Allied to Petroz volubilis.

CONIFERS: Arboriculture.

CONIORMÁMÉ (Greek, dust-line). Formerly Dictyogonum. Polygodiiaceae. A few Japanese and Pacific island ferns, with naked sori, which follow the course of the free or reticulated veins. The species are sometimes referred to Gymnogramma. Strong-growling indoor-ferns, useful for specimen plants.

japónica, Diels. Lvs. simply pinnate or bipinnate at the base, 1½—2 ft. high. The pinna 6—12 in. long and an inch wide; sori extending from the midrib to the edge. Japan and Formosa.—Also known as Gymnogramma japonica. An interesting fern of rather strong growth and very distinct in appearance. Grows best in a moderate temperature—for example, 50—60°—and requires an open and well-drained soil of peaty character.

R. C. BENEDICT.

CONIUM (Greek name). Umbelliferae. Two weedy biennial plants, widely distributed. C. maculatum, Linn., is the poison hemlock, "by which," as Gray writes, "criminals and philosophers were put to death at Athens." It is a rank, much-branched European herb which has run wild in E. N. Amer., and which has been offered in the trade as a border plant. It is biennial, rank-smelling, and poisonous, and is scarcely worth cult. although the finely cut dark foliage is highly ornamental. It grows from 2—4 ft. high, and has large umbels of small white fls. See Poisonous Plants.

In North America the word hemlock is used for the hemlock spruce, Tsuga.

CONOCÉPHALUS (Greek, cone head). One of the liverworts (Marchantiacese), with broad flat forked evergreen thallus, growing on moist banks, like a moss. C. conicus, Dumort., is sometimes offered by florists as a cover for rockeries, but can scarcely be said to be a cultivated plant.

CONOCÉLIUM: Eupatoriaceae.


CONSERVATORY. Primarily a glasshouse in which plants that have been brought to perfection—usually in other greenhouses—are to be placed for display or to be kept in condition.

The conservatory should be as near the residence as possible; if not an architectural unit of the house, it may be connected by a corridor or pergola. The size of the conservatory depends on the size of the family; some are as small as 3 by 10 feet, while others are as large as 35 by 75. The aspect or side of the dwelling best suited to a conservatory is on the east, and preferably against a gable, so that sliding snow from the roof of the dwelling will not give trouble. If this is not convenient, the glass roof of the conservatory must be protected with snow guards. A lean-to house is subject to great fluctuations if placed against the south side.

Since much attention has been given to the building of conservatories within the past few years, they can now be made attractive in architectural design, and at the same time only the best possible conditions for the well-being of the plants. A curvilinear roof is usually more attractive and is better for the plants than a flat roof, but abundant ventilation must be provided. The roof glass should be ground or, frosted, as plants remain in flower much longer under a subdued light than when exposed to direct sunlight. Even ground glass is not sufficient in summer, some shading being required; roller shades are hard to adjust and not altogether practicable; whitewash applied to the glass outside is unsightly and damages the painted wooden strips in which the glass is laid. The following has been found to be an excellent shading mixture: Sixteen ounces white lead, thirty-eight ounces turpentine, two ounces linseed oil; apply to the glass outside with an ordinary paint-brush. The advantages of this mixture are that it is not unsightly, is easily applied, and dries off as winter comes on.

The heating of a conservatory is an important matter, since even night temperatures must be maintained as in other greenhouses. This can easily be arranged if the dwelling is heated by hot water, which is the best for any conservatory; but with steam or hot air it is more difficult; if possible when these methods of heating the dwelling are used, a separate small hot-water system should be installed for the conservatory. The temperature of the air to be kept depends upon the plants grown in them. Palms, ferns, orchids and ornamental-leaved plants generally require a night temperature of about 60°. Flowering plants, such as chrysanthemums, azaleas, primulas and bulbs, do better in a temperature of 45° to 50° at night with a rise of 15° to 20° for both classes of plants by day before opening the ventilators, and these, in winter especially, must be opened with caution, admitting the outside air very sparingly.

The floor of a conservatory may be of tiles and the interior may be arranged with rugs and easy chairs in the center with the plants arranged on tables around the outside or over the heating-pipes. The catalogue of the principal greenhouse builders show some very artistic arrangements, both inside and outside.

A conservatory is often a part of a commercial greenhouse establishment, being in effect the display house or room into which interesting and perfected plants are brought for inspection; and in some instances conservatories are often attached to florists' stores, not only as a display house but because plants will keep in much better health and condition for a much longer time than in the ordinary conditions of the florist's store; but commonly the word is used as above to designate an adjunct to a home.

EDWARD J. CANNING.
CONVALLARIA (old name Lilium convallium, derived from convallis, a valley). Liliaceae. LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY. A dainty herb, much prized for its erect racemes of white delicately-scented flowers; perennial.

Leaves radical, from a horizontal rootstock, producing upright parts or pipes (Fig. 1041); fls. white (sometimes pink-tinted), small and short-bell-shaped, with short blunt recurved lobes, nodding, in a short, radical, raceme (Fig. 1045), the stamens 6 included, style 1 (Fig. 1046); fr. a global, small few-seeded red berry. —Commonly considered to be only one species, native in Asia, Eu., and in the higher mts., Va. to S. C.; of several similar races or types.

Lily-of-the-valley is much prized for its delicate, sweet-scented flowers. The rhizome and roots are sold in drug-stores; they are poisonous in large doses; in small doses used as a heart tonic. The plant is popularly supposed to be the one referred to in the Sermon on the Mount, but this is not to be determined. It is essentially a shade-loving plant.


The plant is hardy, and is easily grown in partially shaded places and moderately rich ground. Old beds are liable to run out. The roots and runners become crowded, and few good flower-stems are produced. It is best to replant the beds every few years with vigorous fresh clumps, which have been grown for the purpose in some out-of-the-way place. Five or six strong pigs, with their side growths all cut off, will form a good clump in two years if not allowed to spread too much. The mats of clean foliage make attractive carpets under trees and in other shady places. If the bed is made rich and top-dressed every fall, it may give good results for four or five years; and plants in such beds thrive in full sunshine. One form has pretty striped foliage, very ornamental in the early part of the season. Lilies-of-the-valley bloom early in spring. They run wild in many old yards, in cemeteries, and along shady road-sides. There are double-flowered forms; also one (var. proligicans) with racemes 2 feet long. (J. B. Keller.)

For culture as a florist’s flower, see Lily-of-the-valley.

Recent studies of this genus by E. L. Greene, have distinguished 3 other species: C. japonica, Greene, representing the Japanese form of the plant; rootstock very short and stout; lvs. 2 only, sub-elliptic, cuspidately acute, bright green with no trace of bloom on either surface; peduncle short, about equaling the bases of the lvs.; raceme few-fl.; the bracts small, ovate-lanceolate; perianth widely open, broadly bell-shaped or almost saucer-shaped; stamens large, very short, the very obtuse anthers longer than the filaments.—C. globosa, Greene. Heritage lilac, without trace of bloom; lvs. with a more fibrous and less fleshy anatomy than those of C. majalis, and of shorter duration, disappearing by the end of summer; perianth urn-shaped (not bell-shaped); stamens inserted about the middle of the perianth, extending horizontally (rather than verticillately, as in C. majalis). Probably N. C., but described from plants growing in a wild garden in Washington, D. C.; later-blooming than C. majalis.—C. majalis var. graminifolia, Greene. Offered from Greense, it is very similar to C. graminifolia var. major, which has been sold as the 'Grass Lily'. It has taller, bluer, more and narrower leaves, and is a more straggly plant; but the flowers are larger and bloom earlier. The plant is rather tender, and is sometimes confused with the true C. graminifolia, which is a native of N. C., and is often sold as such. It needs a good rich soil and a cool situation.

INDEX.

1045. Raceme of Lily-of-the-valley. (Natural size)

CONVOLVULUS (Latin, convolvulo, to entwine). Convolvulaceae. Includes Calystegia. Bindweed. Annual and perennial herbs, grown mostly in the open; some are twiners.

Sometimes suffrutescent, twining, trailing, erect or ascending, with filiform, creeping rootstocks; lvs. petiolate, entire, toothed or lobed, generally cordate or sagittate; fls. axillary, solitary or in cymes, mostly opening only in early morning; corolla campanulate or funnelform, the limb plaited, 5-angled, 5-lobed or entire.—A genus of about 175 species, widely distributed in temperate and tropical regions. Convolvulus and Calystegia are no longer kept separate. As Convolvulus Sepium is the type of both genera, they are therefore synonymous. When the fls. of C. occidentalis are borne singly, the calyx bracts are broad and Calystegia-like; when borne in clusters the bracts are greatly reduced.

The species thrive in a variety of soils without especial care. The greenhouse species do best in a soil with considerable fiber. The hardy perennials are usually propagated by dividing the roots, otherwise by cuttings or seeds, the tender species preferably by cuttings. C. tricolor is the most important of the hardy annuals. It may also be started in the greenhouse, and makes an excellent plant for the hanging-basket. All are vigorous growers, and may become troublesome weeds in some places if not kept within bounds. C. japonicus and C. Sepium should be used with caution. This is the chief reason why the hardy perennials are not often found in well-kept gardens, except along wire fences or lattice screens, where the turf is laid up close so as to allow only a narrow border for the roots. The double-flowered form of C. japonicus is seen to best advantage in half-wild places, or on rocky banks, where shrubs make but a stunted growth. Here it will grow luxuriantly, forming graceful festoons from branch to branch, and covering the ground with a pretty mantle of green.

C. purpureus, the common morning-glory, and many related species are to be found under Ipomoea.

1046. Section of flower of Lily-of-the-valley, laid open to show the parts. (X2)
CONVOLVULUS

A. Calyx with 2 membranaceous bracts at the base: peduncles usually 1-fld. (Calystegia.)
B. St. prostrate, 8 in. to 2 ft. high: peduncle usually shorter than the lvs.

1. californicus, Choisy (C. villosus, Gray. Calystegia villosa, Kellogg). Plant densely white-villosely throughout: st. prostrate, scarcely twining: lvs. slender-petioled, reniform-hastate to sagittate, the upper acuminate, 1 in. or less long, the basal lobs often coarsely toothed: bracts oval or ovate, completely inclosing the calyx: fls. cream-yellow, 1 in. long. Calif.—Perennial.

2. malacophyllus, Greene. Similar to the preceding but foliage velvety or pubescent. Calif.—Perennial. Other closely related Californian species are C. sazicola, Eastw., C. deltoides, Greene, C. Berrý, Eastw. and C. atriplicifolius, House.

bb. St. twining or trailing, 3-10 ft. high: peduncle exceeding the lvs.

3. japonicus, Thunb. (Calystegia pubescens, Lindl.). CALIFORNIA ROSE. Fig. 1047. Hardy perennial herbaceous twiner: growth very vigorous, often 20 ft.: whole plant more or less densely and minutely pubescent: lvs. hastate, lanceolate, obtuse or broadly acute, with angular or rounded lobs at the base, variable, occasionally without lobs, rarely sharp lanceolate: fls. bright pink, 1-2 in. broad, produced freely during the summer months and remaining expanded for several days. Japan and E. Asia. The double form is now naturalized from S. E. N. Y. to D. C. and Mo. P.M. 13:243. F.S. 2:172. B.R. 32:42.—The double form is completely sterile, with narrow wavy petals, irregularly arranged, the outer somewhat lacerate. A valuable decorative plant for covering stumps and walls. In rich soil the roots spread rapidly, and will smother out all other plants unless confined in tubs. The Calystegia pubescens of Lindley has been wrongly referred to Ipomaa hederaeceae, but the two plants are very different, the former being perennial and the latter annual. See Journ. Hort. Soc. 1:70 (1846). The plant is commonly confounded with C. Sepium.

4. occidentalis, Gray. Hardy perennial, herbaceous or with suffrutescent base: st. twining, several feet high, glabrous or minutely pubescent: lvs. from angulate-cordate, with a deep and narrow sinus, to lanceolate-hastate, the posterior lobs often 1-2-toothed: peduncle 1-fld. or proliferously 2-3-fld., bracts ovate or lanceolate, usually completely inclosing the calyx, variable; corolla white or pinkish, 1-2 in. long; stigmas linear. Dry hills, Calif.—Listed as early as 1881.
COPIROSMÁ

1049. Convolvulus tricolor. (XX§)

COPIAÍFERA (from copaiba, Brazilian name of the balsam derived from some of these trees). Syn. Copaíba, Leguminossæ. Sixteen or more spineless trees of Trop. Amer., and Afr., with abruptly pinnate lvs., mostly white, not papillomaceous fls. in panicles, interesting because several of them produce an oleo-resin known as copaiba. They are not in cult., except now and then in collections of economic plants.

COPERNÍCIA (from Copernicus). Palmáceæ, tribe Coriphææ. Tall fan-palms with their trunks frequently thickened above the base.

COPRA (after Joseph Cooper, English gardener). Amaryllidáceæ. Tender bulbous plants with the habit of Zephyrantes but night-blooming.

COPRÓSMÁ (Greek name referring to the fetid odor of the plants). Rubiáceæ. Shrubs or small trees, often trailing, of New Zealand, Australia and Polynesia, sometimes planted for the pretty fruit or variegated leaves.

COPROSMA are greenhouse plants in the North, but they are rarely cultivated. Propagated by hardened cuttings. The soil which is found among kalima roots, mixed with good loam and sand, if necessary, will suit these plants. Cuttings should be rooted in moderate heat in spring, before growth begins. If placed under a handlight or propagating-frame, care must be taken to prevent damping, which will kill the cuttings.

(W. G. Oliver.)
COPROSMA

Baëri, Endl. (C. Baueriana, Hook. f.) Shrub or small tree, in exposed and rocky places in its native habitat sometimes not more than 1-3 ft. high and with branches nearly prostrate, in better conditions often a round-topped tree 20-25 ft. high: lvs. thick, shining green, 1-3 in. long, wide-ovate or oblong, obtuse or notched at the apex, the margins usually revolute: male fls. in dense heads on short axillary peduncles; females 3-6, the heads with shorter peduncles; calyx very small; corolla of female fls. tubular, 4-lobed. New Zeal.—In cult. there are two forms, both with variegated lvs.; one has lvs. broadly blotched creamy yellow, at times the green disappearing altogether (var. variegata or picturata); the other (C. Stöcklii, Hort.) has lvs. blotched yellow-green on a deeper ground. C. Baueri is a favorite in S. Calif., and probably the only one grown there; thrives near the sea.

acerta, A. Cunn. Low and spreading, much branched, with minute lvs., small white fls., and pretty sky-blue drupes or berries. New Zeal.—Once cultivated in Calif.

Petrice, Cheesem. Prostrate and creeping, forming mats, the branches to 1/2 ft. long: lvs. 1/2in. or less long, linear-oblong or -ovate, rigid and thickish: fls. solitary, on the ends of short erect branchlets, the males 4-toothed and without calyx, the females smaller, irregularly toothed and calyx wanting; plant deciduous, mostly purplish. N. Zeal.—Bunches of it are used for hedges.

CÖPTIS (Greek, to cut, from the cut leaves). Ranunculaceae. Hardy perennial herbs of the cooler parts of the northern hemisphere, sometimes planted in boggy and moist places.

Low, stemless plants, with slender rootstocks: lvs. radical, compound or divided, lasting over winter: lfs. white or yellow, scapose: sepals 5-7, petal-like; petals 5-6, small, linear, hood-like; stamens numerous: carpels stalked, few, becoming an umbel of follicles.

Eight species, only one of which is native. They are used for hedges in gardens. The bitter roots yield the tonic medicine known as “gold thread,” also a yellow dye. The plants should have peaty soil, with a little sand, and prefer shade, in damp situations. They are rather hardy. The roots withstand severe winters, being native of the cooler parts of the northern hemisphere. If the plants are grown too freely they may become weedy.

The plants are easily propagated in either early spring or late fall, the former being preferred. Seeds may be sown when ripe, before they become old, and will grow readily in moist but well-drained soil. They should be only slightly covered with soil but the surface should be kept moist by a close covering with leaves or paper, and partial shade is preferred. The seedlings may be transplanted at any time after the leaves are large, by keeping plenty of soil about the roots.

CORDIA

trifolia, Salisb. No st.: rootstock yellow: lvs. compound, long-petioled; lfts. broadly obovate, cuneate, obtuse, the teeth mucronate; fl.-st. slender; sepals white, with yellow base; petals small, club-shaped: follicles 3-7, spreading, equalled by their stalk; seeds black. May-July. Adirondacks and westward. L.B.C. 2:173.—Neat and pretty, with shining lvs.

K. C. DAVIS.

CORALLORHIZA (Greek for coral-root). Orchidaceae. Corall-Root. Low orchids, growing in woods and pastures on roots, destitute of green foliage, the plant usually brownish or yellowish and inconspicuous. The flowers small, somewhat 2-lipped, usually obscurely spurred at the base; sepals and petals nearly alike; lip small, slightly adherent to the base of the column; pollinia 4.—Species few, in N. Amer., Eu. and Asia. The coral-roots have little merit as garden plants, although very interesting to the student. They may be grown in rich, shady borders. Two species have been offered by dealers in native plants. C. multiflora, Nutt. (Fig. 1050), is purplish, 1/2 ft. or less high, 10-30-fl., lip deeply 3-lobed: grows in dry woods in northern states; C. Mertensiana, Bong, scape many-fl., 8-15 in. high, the lip entire and broadly oblong: occurs in Brit. Col. and north to Alaska. C. odontorhiza, Nutt., provides what is known as crawley-root, said to be used for its diaphoretic and febrifuge properties: it is a slender plant, in woods S., but extending north as far as Canada, light brown or purplish, 6-7 in. tall: lip nearly or quite entire, white spotted with crimson.

CORAL-PLANT: Jatropha.

CORAL-ROOT: Corallorhiza.

CORAL-TREE: Brusthina.

CÖRCHORUS (name refers to some reputed virtue, as an eye remedy, of one of the species). Tiliaceae. Shrubs or herbs of the tropics, two of which supply jute.

The jute plants are C. capsularis Linn. and C. olitorius, Linn. The latter differs from the C. capsularis in having an elongated, not semi-globose, pod. B.M. 2810. They are annual plants, natives of Asia but cultivated throughout the tropics, growing 10-12 ft. high, with a straight st. as thick as the little finger and branched only at the top. Fls. small, yellow, with 4-5 glandless petals and a slender caps, or sometimes the caps is globose. The young shoots of both are used as pot herbs. C. olitorius is much grown for this purpose in Egypt, and is known as Jews' mallow. Jute is made from the fibrous bark of these and other species of Corchorus. It is released from the stalk by retting in stagnant pools. See Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, pp. 282, 507.

C. Balducis, Fedde, has very recently been mentioned in foreign horticultural literature. It is described as a perennial, woody at the base: lvs. linear-elliptic, pilose above and white-tomentose beneath: fls. solitary, axillary and minute. Italian Samoiland.

The corchorus of trade lists is likely to be Kerria.

CÖRDIA (an early German botanist, Valerius Cordus, born 1515). Boraginaceae. Warm-climate trees, shrubs or almost herbaceous, sometimes planted.

Leaves mostly alternate, petiolate, entire or dentate: fls. in dense heads or clusters or scorpion cymes, perfect or polygamous, the corolla usually white or orange; calyx tubular or campanulate, toothed or lobed; corolla tubular, funnelform or salverform, lobed, the parts and the stamens 4 or more; style 4-lobed: fr. a drupe which is 4-loculed and usually 4-seeded. —Species about 250 in tropical and sub tropical regions, mostly
CORDYLINE

in the western hemisphere. Some of them are vines; some are herbaceous above the base. Species confused.

The cordias are greenhouse plants with showy flowers of easy culture. Grown in the open in the extreme South. Propagated by cuttings of firm wood and by seeds.

CORDYLINE

Sebesténia; Linn. (C. speciosa, Willd.). Geiger Tree. Tall evergreen shrub or small tree, hairy, with rough, ovate, entire or undulate stalked lvs.: fls. 1-2 in. long, orange or scarlet, stalked, in large open terminal clusters, the crumpled corolla-lobes and stamens 6-12: drupe inclosed in the hazel-like husk formed by the persistent calyx. Keys of Fla. and south. B.M. 794.

Gréggii, Torr. Much-branched shrub, to 8 ft.: lvs. less than 1 in. long, pale, obovate, obtuse, dentate, rugose, long-cuneate at the base: fls. more than 1 in. across, white, in few-fl.d. contracted capitate clusters but becoming looser as flowering proceeds; corolla-lobes obtuse; stamens 5 or 6, scarcely half the length of the corolla. Mex. Var. Pélimeri, Wats. (Fig. 1051), adapted from G.F. 2; 233) has more broadly funnel-form corolla, the limb 1/4 in. broad: lvs. somewhat larger, ovate-oblong and abruptly cuneate at the base, acute or obtuse at the apex. Mex.—Deserving of planting in the southwest country, if hardy.

Other cordias are likely to come into cult. in the southern country. Some of them yield drugs, many of them produce useful timber, and some have edible fru. There are numerous species in Porto Rico and others of the W. Indies.—C. Princetii, Tenore. Tall: lvs. dark green; fls. white. S. Amer.—C. Méja, Linn., from Trop. Asia and Austral., is one of the best woods for kindling fire by friction, and is useful in many other ways. L. H. B.


Stems tall, often woody and palm-like, bearing large crowded lvs., to the striking variegation of which the group owes its value; fls. panicled; stamens 6; pedicels articulated; perianth 6-parted; ovary 3-celled: fr. a berry.—Cult. for the ornamental foliage. The horticul-
tural forms and names have become very numerous. The various species are in the trade under Drácea, which see for a key to the species of both genera combined. From Drácea, Cordyline differs in the ovary containing several ovules in each cell, and the solitary pedicels being provided with a 3-bracted involucre.

In the following paragraphs, the initial D. indicates that the plant in question is known in the trade as a Drácea, and C. that it is known as a Cordyline (see Drácea). For a monograph, see Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc. 14: 538 (1875).

Of cordylines or dráceas, propagation is usually effected by cutting the ripened stems or trunks, from which all leaves have been removed, into pieces from 2 to 4 inches long. These are laid either in very light soil or in sand in the propagating-bed, where they receive a bottom heat of about 80°, being barely covered with sand or moss (Fig. 1052). The eyes soon start into growth, and, as soon as they have developed about six leaves, these shoots are cut off with a small heel and again placed in the propagating-bed until rooted, after which they are potted off into small pots in light soil, kept close until they become established. They are then shifted on into larger pots as soon as well rooted. Theydelight in a mixture of three parts good turfy loam and one part well-decayed cow-manure, with a liberal sprinkling of sharp sand. A warm, moist atmosphere suits them best while growing, but towards fall the finished plants must be gradually exposed to full sunshine and a dry atmosphere, which develops their high colors. The kinds enumerated below are similar as are mainly grown in large quantities for decorative purposes, and are sold principally during the winter months, especially during the holiday season, when plants with bright-colored foliage are always in strong demand: C. amabilis.—A strong-growing form with broad green foliage, which is prettily variegated with white and deep rose. One of the hardest varieties, either for decorations in winter or for outdoor work, vases, and the like in summer. D. fragrans.—An African species with broad, massive, deep green foliage which makes noble decorative plants, being frequently grown into specimens from 6 to 8 feet high. Its foliage is of heavy texture, making it a useful plant for the dry atmosphere of a living-room. Two handsomely variegated forms of the above are D. Lindeni and D. Matsangaena, both very desirable varieties. C. terminalis.—This is the most popular species, and is grown in immense quantities. The foliage on well-matured plants is of an intense rich crimson marked with lighter shadings. C. australis (commonly called C. indica).—Used principally as an outdoor decorative plant in summer, being extensively used for furnishing vases, window-boxes, and the like. It succeeds best when planted out in the open border during summer, potted in the fall and stored during winter in a cool greenhouse. It is propagated almost exclusively from seed, which germinates freely if sown during the early spring months in sandy soil, in a temperature of 60° to 65°, growing them on during the first season in small pots. These, if planted in the open border the second season, make
fine plants for 6- or 7-inch pots. There are a number of varieties of C. australis among them several handsome variegated bronze-colored forms, which, however, are but little distributed yet. Among the principal variegated species and varieties of the above which are grown in a commercial way are: Baptistii, Shepherdii, stricta grandis, Youngii, Goldiciana, Lord Wolseley, De-Smetiana, Sanderiana, Godseffiana, and Mandsana. (J. D. Eisele.)
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G. W. 12, p. 230.

Cordyline australis—C. indivisa of the trade.

AA. Foliage of petioloed lbs.

B. Lvs. oblanceolate; petioloeb broad.

4. rubra, Hugel. Slender, 10-15 ft. high; lvs. contiguous, ascending, 12-15 in. long. 18-21 lines wide above the middle, thick, dull green both sides, distinctly costate; veins oblique; petioloed broad, deeply grooved, 4-6 in. long; panicle lateral, nodding; pedicels very short; bracteoles small, deltoid, perianth lilac, 4½-6½ lines long, inner segms. longer than the outer; ovules 6-8. Country unknown.—Cool-house, vases. D. Bruditis, Hort., was a garden form of this species. R.H. 1897, pp. 514, 515. G.C. III. 22:285.

BB. Lvs. lanceolate; petioloed narrow, nearly terete.

5. Haageana, Koch (C. Marchisoniae, F. Muell.). Slender and small Ivs. C. ougress, ascending, oblong-falcate, 4-8 in. long, 2-2½ in. wide at the middle, acute, base rounded or deltoid, thick, dull green throughout, distinctly costate; veins slender, oblique; petioloed 4-6 in. long, deeply channelled: panicle lateral; pedicels 1½-2 lines long; perianth 4½-5½ lines long, tinged with lilac; ovules 6-8 in each cell. Austral.

5. terminalis, Kuth. Long and slender, 3-8 ft. high; lvs. contiguous, ascending, green or rarely colored, 12-30 in. long, 2½-5 in. wide, elliptical or eliptic lanceolate, acute, thickish, distinctly costate; veins frequently unequal, strongly oblique; petioloed 4-6 in. long, deeply channelled: pedicels very short or none; bracteoles deltoid, membranous; perianth 5-6 lines long, white, lilac, or reddish, segms. short; ovules 6-10 in each cell: berry large, red. E. Indies. A.G. 16:361. B.R. 1749. Var. cannsefolia, Baker (D. and C. cannsefolia, Hort.). Lvs. oblanceolate, 12-15 in. by 2½-4½ in.; perianth 2 lines long; segms. twice the length of tube. Var. fereae, Baker (D. and C. fereae, Hort.). Lvs. narrow, oblanceolate, 2-2½ in. broad, dull purple or variegated; petioloed short: fits much as in the typical form, but redder and often smaller. B.M. 2053.—C. Gruyfoglii is a form with lvs. tapering both ways, recurved, striped with red, pink or white; white on lower part of l.f. and margin of petioloed. I.H. 19, p. 249. 

Var. Ti, Baker (D. brasiliensis, Schult. C. Eschscholziana, Mart.). Robust: lvs. large, mostly oblong, 4-6 in. wide; panicle large, lower branches compound; perianth 6 lines long, lilac; segms. as long as the tube. —D. imperialis, Hort., is a form with lvs. arching or erect, thick, deep metallic green, ralied all over with bright crimson or pink, handsome. D. reginae, Hort,
belongs here. The varieties of this species in cult. are almost innumerable. Names that have been used for those in the American trade, usually considered as horticultural species, though many of these names are now no longer used, are as follows: C. amabilis. Lvs. broad, shining deep green, in age becoming spotted and suffused with rose and white. C. Grandiflora. Lvs. oblanceolate, recurved, deep bronze-green, edged with rose-carmine below; petioles tinged with purple. C. anerifénsis. Lvs. very broad, deep bronze-red, with some white. C. Baptístii. Fig. 1664. Lvs. broad, recurved, deep green, with some pink and yellow stripes; st. also variegated. 1.H. 26:353. C. Cantrellii. Lvs. broad, dark green, with some white. C. béllá. Lvs. small, purplish, marked with red. C. Cantrelli. Lvs. dark metallic crimson, young ones bright carmine. C. Coéperi. Lvs. deep wine-red, gracefully recurved; common in cult. C. Fraséri. Lvs. somewhat erect, broad, oblong, abruptly acute, blackish purple with bloom, margin below with a deep rosy lake stripe extending down the petiole. C. Gládstonii. Lvs. broad, brilliant crimson. C. hybrida. Lvs. broad, variegated, deep green margined with rose, in age deep rose, creamy white in young lvs. C. jardíniére (C. terminalis alba x C. Guillfoelii). Lvs. very small and compact, narrow, green, broadly margined with white by. C. métálica. Lvs. erect-arching, oblong, when young uniform coppery purple, in age dark purple-bronze; petioles same. F.M. 1872:24. C. nigro-rubra. Lvs. narrow, linear-lanceolate, dark brown with rosy crimson center, young often entirely rose. C. norwoodianus. Lvs. striped with yellow, green and crimson, last color principally confined to the margin; petioles brilliant. C. Robinsoniana. Lvs. long lanceolate-acuminate, arched, light green, striped with bronze-green and brownish crimson. 1.H. 26:342. C. Schúldii. Lvs. broad, C. Scotti. Lvs. broad, arching, deep green, crimson edged; said to be a hybrid. C. Youngii. Lvs. broad, spreading, when young bright green streaked with deep red and tinged with rose, in age bright bronze. C. Youngii var. rosea, Hort. Green, tinged with pink, white or carmine. C. Youngii var. álba, Hort. Variegated with white instead of red. Crosses with C. Scotti are known as C. stricta, C. albo-lineata, Mrs. George Pullman, Mrs. Terry; with C. norwoodianus, as Little Gem. C. angustá, Hort. (C. terminalis var.). Lvs. narrow, arching, dull dark green above, purplish beneath. A slender form.—C. angustá, F.M. 1872:24. C. angustá lanceolata, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. large, bronzy, Hort. Lvs. bronzy with white and pinkish stripes.—C. Bidens. Hook. Lvs. very long, linear-lanceolate, 3-5 ft. long, 2-3 in. wide, petioled, green, glaucous beneath; veins conspicuous. G.C. III. 18:613.—C. Berberéy, Hort.—(?).—C. Cassana, Hort. (C. terminalis form).—C. Chénardii Hort. (form of C. terminalis). Lvs. large, glossy dark green, almost black, becoming suffused and edged with crimson. I.H. 19, p. 90.—C. compta, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. recurved, broad, dull green, with bronze and rose stripes in age.—C. Dénisé, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Dwarf; lvs. broad, bronzy purple.—C. Elízabeth, Hort.—C. ezélius, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. broad, arching, bronzy, margined with crimson.—C. Frédérique.—(?).—C. fruteccentis.—(?).—C. gloriosa Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. large and broad, a peculiar bronze-orange hue.—C. helýchilois, F. MueLL.—(C. terminalis. C. heléchilos, Otto & Diet.—C. terminalis. C. heléchilois, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. large and broad, bronzy pink, becoming darker.—C. Mánner-Böttchén, F. MueLL.—C. terminalis. C. Mögli, Hort. Lvs. green, margined with red; young lvs. wholly red.—C. porphyrophylla, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. deep bronze purple, glaucous beneath.—C. Pét, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. medium width, bronze green, flushed purple and streaked with carmine; résee, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. recurved, broad, dark bronze green, margined with pink;—C. Rúmpilik.—(D).—C. Scélimoa.—(?).—C. septívía, Sema.—C. terminalis.—C. Sídka, K. Kunz.—C. splendens, Hort. (C. terminalis form). Lvs. large, broad, bronzy green, shaded with rose-carmine.—C. zeólítica, Hort.—C. rubra. K. M. Wiegand.

CORÉMA (Greek, a broom, in allusion to its bushy habit). Emperpetræa. Broom Crowberry. Two species of low herb-like shrubs from E. N. Amer. and S. W. Eu. and the Atlantic Isles, of which the American spe-
cies is rarely cult. in botanical collections. Closely allied to Empetrum and differing chiefly in the apetalous fls. arranged in terminal heads, and in their upright bushy habit. Cult. and prop. like Empetrum. C. Conradii, Torr., is a much-branched shrub, to 2 ft. high, with crowded linear lvs. about 3½ in. long; fls. inconspicuous, in terminal heads, the stamens with long exerted purple stamens: fr. a small berry-like drupe, usually with 3 nutlets. H.I. 6:531. Hardy. N.—C. album, D. Don, has obtuse lvs. with revolute edges and resinous dots: fls. pink: fr. white to purple. S. W. Eu., Azores. ALFRED REHDER.


CORÉOPSIS (Greek, signifying bug-like, from the fruit). Including Callüpsis, Compositae. Tickseed. Annual or perennial herbs, flowering in summer or autumn, nearly all natives of eastern North America, some of them popular as flower-garden subjects. Leaves opposite or rarely alternate: heads pedunculate and radiate; the broad involucre with bracts of 2 distinct series, the outer narrower or shorter and more herbaceous, the inner broad triangular-ovate or oblong, thin, yellowish green or purplish, and striate; receptacle chaffy; rays very showy, yellow, particolored or rarely rose, neutral; disk-fls. yellow, dark or brown; pappus of 2 weak bristles or scales, or a low crown or none; achenes often winged.—The genus differs from Bidens only in the reduced or obsolete, not stiff-awned pappus, and fls-segms. not serrate. Many of the species are in the trade under the name Calliopsis. Other genera with this peculiar involucre are Hidalgoa, Dahlia, Thelersyne, Cosmos, and Leptosyne. All the kinds are of easiest cult. The perennialis are hardy border plants. The annuals are raised in any garden soil, and bloom freely with little care. They are all showy plants, of 50-70 species.
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COREOPSIS

a. Rays cuneate, lobed.

b. Disk yellow; rays rose-purple.

1. rösea, Nutt. Perennial: diffusely branched from slender, creeping rootstocks, 1–2 ft. high, smooth: lvs. all narrowly linear, entire or with a few linear teeth or lobes: heads small, about 1 in. broad or less, short-peduncled; rays narrowly wedge-shaped, lobed at the apex; achene narrowly oblong, wingless; pappus an obscure border. Mass. to Ga.

BB. Disk and involucre dark purple; rays yellow or parti-colored, wedge-shaped and lobed.

c. Outer involucral bracts very short, lanceolate or triangular.

d. Lvs. entire: achenes with lacerate wings and setiform pappus.

2. angustifolia, Ait. (C. dichóoma, Michx. C. limítólia, Nutt.). Perennial: strict and tall, 1–3 ft. high, glabrous, sparsely branched at the summit: lvs. entire, thickish; basal oblongate to narrowly spathulate, long-petioled; lower cauline elliptical on long petioles; upper narrowly spatulate or linear, sessile or reduced to bracts: heads 1–1 1/2 in. broad; rays entirely yellow. S. U. S.

DD. Lvs. divided: achenes and pappus not as above.

3. cardaminefolia, Torr. & Gray. Annual: low and diffusely much branched from the base, 6–24 in. high, glabrous: numerous basal and lower cauline lvs. petioled, pinnatifid, divisions several pairs, short, oval, elliptical, rarely linear, often again divided; upper cauline nearly sessile with narrower and fewer divisions: heads as in No. 5, but smaller, and often entirely dark: achenes broader, winged; pappus minute or none. S. U. S. Gn. 29, p. 498; 37, p. 203.


c. Outer involucral bracts narrowly linear, about equaling the inner.


BBB. Disk yellow or brown; rays entirely yellow (except No. 7); peduncels long.

c. Style-branches acute or obtuse, not acuminate: dark lines at base of rays.

7. coronáta, Hook. Annual: low and often weak, 12–24 in. high, much branched from the base, sparsely hirsute: lvs. thick; the basal usually numerous, petioled, pinnatifid or entire, divisions elliptic, rather obtuse, lateral divisions smaller; the cauline lvs. few, spatulate, often entire: heads 1 1/2–2 in. broad; rays with a few dark lines above the orange base; outer involucre a third to a half shorter than the inner; achene orbicular, broadly winged, often echinate, with a thickened calyx at base and apex on inner face; pappus very minute. Texas. B.M. 3460. S.H. 1:270. Gn. 26, p. 461; 29, p. 499.

cc. Style-branches cuspidate-acuminate: rays entirely yellow.

8. pubéscens, Ell. (C. aurículáta, Schkuhr & Hort., not Linn.). Perennial: tall, 1–4 ft. high, branched above, pubescent or nearly glabrous, leafy throughout: lvs. thickish, oval to lanceolate, very acute, petioled or nearly sessile, entire or with small, acute, lateral lobes; basal few: heads 1 1/2–2 1/2 in. broad; outer involucre nearly as long as the inner: achenes and pappus similar to those of the next species. S. U. S. Gn. 37, p. 202.

9. lanceoláta, Linn. Fig. 1056. Perennial: low, 1–2 ft. high, sparingly branched, glabrous or nearly so, leafy toward base: lvs. few, large, oblong-spatulate to linear, petioled, barely acute, upper entire, lower usually pinnatifid, divisions very distant: heads 1 1/2–
2½ in. broad; peduncles very long; outer involucre equaling the inner or one-half shorter: achene orbicular, papillose, broadly winged; pappus of minute scales or obsolete. E. U. S. Gn. 25, p. 165; 33, p. 7; 37, p. 203. G.W. 10, p. 22. V. 18:102.—Used extensively for cut-fls.


Var. villosa, Michx. (C. oblòngifólia, Nutt.). Lvs. spatulate-obovate to oblong, villous, as is also the st., with jointed hairs.


aa. Rays elliptical, entire or toothed at apex.

b. Color of rays pale yellow: lvs. petiolated.

11. tripteris, Linn. Perennial; very large and stout, 4—8 ft. high, branched above, glabrous: lvs. petiolated, 8 in. or less long, trifoliate, or rarely irregularly 5—7-foliate, divisions lanceolate: heads medium, rays pale, disk-fls. yellow or dark purple: achene oblong, narrowly winged; pappus a filibrate border. Cent. U. S.

bb. Color of rays deep yellow: lvs. sessile.

c. Lvs. 3-leaf to below middle; base entire, 3-ribbed.

d. The lvs. 3-divided, divisions entire, ¾—1 in. broad.


c. Lvs. divided to the base.

d. The lvs. 3-divided, divisions entire, ¾—1 in. broad.

13. mágior, Walt. (C. senífolia, Michx.). Perennial; tall and stout, 2—3 ft. high, pubescent, much branched above: basal lvs. wanting, lower cauline small, upper 2—3 in. long, palmately 3-divided, divisions equal, lanceolate, acute: heads 1½—2 in. broad; rays deep yellow; disk-fls. yellow: achenes obovate-elliptical, winged, summit 2-toothed. S. E. U. S.


dd. The lvs. dissected, divisions ½—3 lines wide.

14. delphínifólia, Linn. Perennial; glabrous, branched above, 1—3 ft. high: lvs. sessile, 2—3 in. long, basal wanting, ternately divided, divisions dissected into linear:filiiform segms., which are 1—3 lines wide: head 1½—2½ in. broad; disk dark: achen oblong:obovate, narrowly winged; pappus-teeth short. S. E. U. S.

15. verticilláta, Linn. (C. senífolia, Ehrh.). Perennial; sparingly branched, 1—3 ft. high: basal lvs. wanting; cauline, sessile, similar to the last but segms. only ½—¾ lines wide: heads 1—2 in. broad; disk yellow: achenes oblong:obovate, narrowly winged; pappus nearly obsolete. E. U. S.


K. M. WIEGAND.

CÓRIANDER: Coriànder.

CÓRIÁRIA (corium, skin, leather; a shrub used for tanning leather was described as frutes coriarius, by Pliny). Coriáriaceæ. Shrubs or perennial herbs grown chiefly for their ornamental fruits.

Leaves deciduous, entire, 3—9-nerved, opposite and distichous: fls. polygamous-monocious in slender racemes, small; petals and sepals 5; stamens 10: fr. berry-like, consisting of 5 1-seeded nutlets inclosed by the enlarged and colored petals.—About 8 species in Himalayas and E. Asia, Medit. region, N. Zeal. and S. Amer. Ornamental shrubs or herbs, with slender arching branches imitating pinnate lvs., and with very showy yellow, red or black fr. The lvs. of some species are used for tanning leather; the frs. are poisonous in some species, edible in others. C. japonsica, has proved hardy with slight protection in Mass., and C. terminalis seems to be of the same hardiness; the other species are more tender. They grow in almost any good garden soil, and prefer sunny position. Prop. readily by seeds and Greenwood cuttings in summer under glass; also by suckers and layers.

japonsica, Gray. Fig. 1037. Shrub, 2—3, sometimes to 10 ft.: branches quadrangular: lvs. nearly sessile, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, 3-nerved, smooth, 2—4 in. long: fls. in axillary racemes from the branches of last year: fr. becoming bright red in summer, changing to violet-
black when ripe. Japan. B.M. 7509. G.F. 10:343
(adapted in Fig. 1057). S.I.F. 2:58. R.H. 1913, p. 79.

**terminalis**, Hemsl. Herbaceous or suffrutescent, 2-3 ft.; branches quadrangular; lvs. very sessile, broad-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, 5-9-nerved, seaboards on the veins beneath, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, glabrous. lvs. in terminal racemes. 

Suffruticose, from the old wood; fr. black, poisonous. Medit. region. Yields a black dye.—**C. nepalensis**, Wall. Shrub, 8-10 ft.; lvs. 3-5-nerved, glabrous; lvs. broad, fr. black. Himalayas. —**C. armenum**, Forest. Suffrutescent, procumbent; racemes axillary, on young branches. B.M. 2470.—The wine-berries shrub or the natives. The berries yield a pleasant drink, but the seeds are poisonous. Source of the New Zeal. root-poison, which is very destructive to human and animal life, according to Goode and Burchard. Allied to C. japonica. Shrub to 18 ft.; lvs. oval or broadly elliptic, abruptly short-pointed, 1½-3 in. long; fr. black. Cent. China.

**CORIARIA** (ancient name, transferred). *Primulaceae*. Two low thyme-like herbs of S. Eu., sometimes planted in rock-gardens, but apparently not in the trade. Lvs. small, alternate, linear, spreading or recurved, the margin revolute: lvs. lilac or rose-purple, in terminal dense racemes. C. olympica and C. monspeliense. Linn., of the Medit. region, is 6 in. high, much branching and spreading, the stts. thickly covered with the little narrow lvs.

**CORK-TREE**: Quercus.

**CORKUS**: Sorbus.

**CORN, MAIZE** (SWEET and POP). A tender annual cultivated for its grain, which is used both for human and live-stock food, and for the herbage which is used as forage. As a horticultural crop, it is grown primarily for the unripe grain or for pop-corn.

The word "maize," Spanish *maíz*, is derived from the name Mahiz, which Columbus adopted for this cereal from the Haytians. Maize has not yet been found entirely wild. Its close relationship to a native Mexican grass called teosinte, *Euchlaena mexicana*, is indicated by the known fertile hybrids between this species and maize as pointed out by Harshberger. Teosinte and the only other species which show close botanical relationship to maize are indigenous to Mexico. In fact the evidence all shows that maize is of American origin, although its original form has not yet been discovered, nor has its evolution from other types been completely traced. DeCandolle concludes that maize is not a native of the Old World but is of American origin, and that it was introduced into the Old World shortly after the discovery of the New, and then was rapidly disseminated. Very early in the exploration and settlement of the New World, the whites learned from the natives the use of maize as food. Several of the Indian names for preparations of food from this cereal were adopted or adapted by the settlers and passed into the English language,—as for example hominy, samp, and succoetach. In the English-speaking colonies, maize was grown as a field crop under the name Indian corn, but later the tendency was to drop the word Indian so that this cereal is now known in American agriculture and commerce by the simple word corn. The word corn has thus come to have a specific meaning on this continent which does not attach to it in the British Isles. Corn now ranks first among the agricultural products of the United States, both in the area devoted to its cultivation and in the value of the annual crop. The types known in garden culture in this country are the sweet corns and the pop-corns; the other types, which are more strictly agricultural, may be designated as field corns. Sweet corn and pop-corn are also grown as field crops in comparatively limited areas, the sweet corn either as a truck crop or for canning, and the pop-corn to supply the demand for this product in our domestic markets. Only the types of sweet corn and pop-corn will receive attention in this article.

**Botanical classification.**

*Zea* almost uniformly has been considered by botanists as a monotypic genus, its one species being *Zea Mays*. But *Z. Mays* is an extremely variable species, including groups which are separated by definite characteristics. As a working classification, that proposed by Sturtevant is the best which has yet appeared. He describes seven "agricultural species." These are *Zea tunicata*, the pod corns; *Z. eteca*, the pop-corns (Fig. 1058); *Z. indurata*, the flint corns; *Z. indentata*, the dent corns; *Z. amylacea*, the soft corns; *Z. saccharata*, the sweet or sugar corns (Figs. 1058, 1059, 1060); *Z. amylea-saccharata*, the starchy sweet corns. *Z. canina*, Wats., is a hybrid form, as shown by Harshberger. *Z. Mays*, Linn., belongs to the natural order of grasses or Gramineae. Culms 1 or more, solid, erect, 1½-15 ft. tall, or more, terminated by a panicle of staminate fls. (the tassel); internodes grooved on one side; branches ear-bearing or obsolete; lvs. long, broad, channeled, tapering to the pendulous tips, with short hyaline ligules and open embracing sheaths; fls. monocious, awnless, usually proterandrous; stamine fls. in clusters of 2-4, often overlapping; 1 ft. usually pedicelled, the other sessile or all sessile; glumes herbaceous; palea membranaceous; anthers 3, linear. The ear contains the pistillate 6-fls. on a hard, thickened, cylindrical spike or spadix (cob), which is inclosed in many spathaceous bracts (husks); spikelets closely sessile, in longitudinal rows, paired in alveoli with hard, corneous margin; fls. 2 on a spikelet, the lower abortive; glumes membranaceous; style single, filiform, very long (silk); ovary usually sessile; ear variable in length and size, often distichous; grain variable in shape and size. The color ranges from white through light and dark shades of yellow, red and purple to nearly black.

1058. Kernels of corn on the cob—sweet corn behind, pop-corn in front. (X\(\frac{1}{2}\))
Sweet corn (Zea mays). Figs. 1058–1060. This is a well-defined species-group, characterized by horny, more or less wrinkled, wrinkled or shankled kernels, and generally well-matured or translucent appearance. Sturtevant, in 1899, lists sixty-one distinct varieties. He gives the first variety of sweet corn recorded in American cultivation as being introduced into the region about Plymouth, Massachusetts, from the Indians of the Susquehanna in 1779. Schenck, in 1854, knew two varieties. It appears, therefore, that the distribution of sweet corn into cultivation made little progress prior to the last half of the nineteenth century, green field corn having largely occupied its place prior to that period.

Sweet corn is predominantly a garden vegetable, although the large kinds are sometimes grown for silage or stover. As a garden vegetable, it is used when it has reached the "roasting ear" stage, the kernel then being well filled and plump but soft, and "in the milk." The kernel is the only part used for human food. When sweet corn is used as a fresh vegetable, it is often cooked and served on the cob. Dried sweet corn, though never an important article of commerce, was formerly much used, especially by the rural population. It is gradually being generally abandoned for canned corn, for other cereal preparations or for other vegetables, but recently desiccated corn has been put upon the market and is finding sale in certain districts, particularly in the South and in mining and lumber camps. It is practically unknown outside North America.

In the last quarter of the last century, canned sweet corn came to be an important article of domestic commerce in the United States and Canada. The total pack for the United States and Canada for the year 1898 was 4,398,563 cases, each containing two dozen two-pound tins. The following statement shows the number of cases packed for the United States for the five-year period from 1907 to 1911:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>6,653,744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>6,779,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>5,787,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>10,065,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>14,301,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparatively little of this corn was sent abroad, most of it being consumed in the States, Canada, and Alaska. In 1911 Iowa took first rank in the output of canned corn with a pack of 2,774,000 cases, which was nearly 20 per cent of the total output of the United States for that year. Illinois, New York, Maryland, Maine, Ohio, and Indiana followed in the order named. The seven states packed about 88 per cent of the total output of this country in 1911. These figures are the best obtainable and give a general idea of the progress and distribution of the corn-canning industry. Maine produces as good canned corn as is put on the market and grows the crop largely in localities having too short a season to mature the seed.

Sweet corn is commonly grown for canneries under contract, the canning company supplying the seed and guaranteeing it to be good and true to name, while the farmer agrees to grow a certain specified acreage and deliver the whole crop to the canner at a stipulated price. In Iowa the price now paid the grower is about $7 per ton of good ears. A yield of three to four tons to the acre is considered good. The ears are snapped from the stalks with the husks on and hauled in deep wagon-boxes to the canneries. The stalks, when preserved either as ensilage or as stover, make excellent fodder. The over-ripe and inferior ears, being unmarketable, are left on the stalks and thereby materially increase their value as a stock food. The stover keeps best in loose shocks, as it is liable to mold when closely packed in large stacks or bays.

As a field crop, sweet corn is grown most extensively on medium heavy loams that are well supplied with humus or organic matter. It luxuriates in rich warm soils. The crop rotation should be planned so as to use the coarse manures with the corn, which is a gross feeder. On the more fertile lands of the central corn-belt, nitrogenous manures may not always be used to advantage with corn, but in the eastern and southern states, where the soil has lost more of its original fertility, stable manure may often be used profitably with this crop at the rate of 8 or 10 cords to the acre, or possibly more.

In the northern part of the corn-belt in the central and western states, that is to say north of the Ohio and Missouri rivers, deep fall plowing of corn land is generally favored, but in experiments at the Illinois and Indiana experiment stations, the depth of plowing has had little influence on the crop. In sections of the eastern states, shallow plowing late in spring is favored, especially if the land be in sod. In warmer, drier regions, as in parts of Nebraska and Kansas, listing has been much practised on stubble ground. The listing plow, having a double mold-board, throws the soil into alternate furrows and ridges, the furrows being 8 or 9 inches deeper than the tops of the ridges. The corn is planted in the bottom of the furrow, either by means of a one-horse corn-drill or by a corn-drill attachment to the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow through the hollow leg of which the corn is dropped.

Great care should be used to secure seed-corn having high vitality as a precaution against the rotting or weak germination of the seed in the soil, should the season be cold and wet after planting. Select the seed-ears early before any hard frosts have come. At this time the large, early, and well-matured ears can be distinguished from the rest of the crop, as the husks about the early-maturing ears will have started to turn brown. Early maturity is a vital point to consider in selecting seed-ears and this quality should never be sacrificed for the size of late unmatured ears. In selecting seed for a field crop, seek systematically for stalks having little or no growth of stalks and bearing single, large, and early-maturing ears. For garden use, seed from more productive stalks is desirable, even though the ears may be smaller. The seed-ears should be dried at once by artificial heat so that the seed may better withstand unfavorable conditions of temperature or moisture. In many localities so-called kiln-dried seed is much in favor.

In the North, sweet corn should be planted as early as can be done without involving great risk of loss from frosts or from rotted seed in the soil. In New York, field-planting is generally done from May 10 to May 20; in central Minnesota from May 10 to May 30. The ground having been plowed and prepared so as to make a seed-bed of fine, loose soil 3 inches deep, the seed should be planted to a depth of 1 to 3 inches. The drier and looser the soil, the greater should be the depth of planting. In planting small fields, the ground may be marked in check-rows so that the hills planted
at the intersection of the rows will stand about 3 feet 4 inches to 3 feet 6 inches apart each way, and the corn planted by a hand-planter, which each time it is thrust into the ground drives; these are the runner furrow-openers and the disc furrow-openers. The former are less satisfactory on soil land or in fields covered with trash, as the runners will often ride out and leave the seed uncovered. It is better to use the disc furrow-opener on such land; besides opening the furrow better, it also pulverizes the soil about the seed. Field corn is often planted in drills by planters adapted to this purpose, but sweet corn should be in hills so that the surface of the ground may be kept loose and entirely free from weeds.

Till for the purpose of retaining soil-moisture as well as till for disease control requires from frequent cultivation, pulverizing the surface of the soil so that it will act as a mulch to retard the evaporation of soil-moisture. Tillage should begin as soon as the planting is done, using the slanting-tooth harrow and the weeder types of implements until the corn is nearly 6 inches high, providing that the weeds are small and the ground is friable. After this, time the spading in of the planters or the two-horse cultivators, having preferably three or four shovels on a side, are generally used, depending somewhat upon the kind of soil to be cultivated. This type of two-horse cultivator is preferable to the double-shovel type which was formerly much used. The two-horse revolving disc cultivator is sometimes used in damp, weedy ground. One great objection to this type is that too much earth is thrown toward the corn and the middles between the rows are usually left either untouched or bare of the loose soil which is needed for a mulch. For the later cultivations the two-horse surface cultivator is coming more and more into general use.

Till at intervals of seven to ten days. At first the cultivator may run from 2 inches deep near the plant to 4 inches deep midway between the rows. Each successive cultivation should gradually increase in depth towards the middle between the rows; throw 1/2 to 3/4 inch of soil over the roots in the weeks ahead.

At the last cultivation the cultivator may be kept a little farther from the corn. It should leave the soil pulverized to a depth of 2 to 3 inches over the entire field. The earlier cultivation may be deepened, if necessary, to kill weeds, even though some corn roots are severed, but cutting the roots by deep cultivation near the plants late in the season is to be especially avoided. Till the soil until the corn gets so large as to prevent the use of a two-horse cultivator. Occasionally a later cultivation, with a one-horse cultivator, may be necessary if heavy rains leave the surface soil hard and stony. Crops will grow on the sward of grass, cover-crops or crops of winter wheat or rye are sown in the cornfield and cultivated in with the last cultivation. The seed is covered deeply by cultivating it in because the weather is apt to be dry at this period. The lower part of the furrow-slice is thus left compact, furnishing a compact seed-bed, in which small grains will grow.

The cultivation of sweet corn in the garden should follow the general lines indicated for field culture, but stable manure and commercial fertilizers may be used more liberally. Except on very fertile soils, it is well to put a small amount of a complete commercial fertilizer in the drill. This will not disturb the sod and help the corn. A fertilizer which has a large amount of nitrogen in quickly available form should be chosen for this purpose. Dwarf early-maturing varieties may be planted, for early use, as soon as the ground is sufficiently dry and warm. A little later, when the ground is warmer, the second-early main crop and later varieties may be planted. Later succession plantings insure a supply of green corn till frost kills the plants.

Corn is not grown commercially as a forcing crop. Attempts to force it in winter have not given encouraging results, but it may be successfully forced in spring following any of the Midwestern vegetables which are grown under glass, providing the houses are heated so as to maintain the minimum night temperature at 65° F. Provide good drainage. Give a liberal application of stable manure and thoroughly mix it with the soil. In the latitude of New York the planting may be made as early as the first of March. As soon as the first leaf has unfolded, the temperature may be allowed to run high in the sun, if the air is kept moist by wetting the floors and walls. The glass need not be shaded. Keep night temperature close to 65° F, not lower and not much higher. After the silk appears, jar the stalks every two or three days, when the atmosphere is dry, and thus insure abundant pollination. For varieties like Cory, give edible corn in about sixty days when thus treated. Corn may be forced in the same house with tomatoes, eggplant, and other vegetables which require similar range of temperature.

Varieties of sweet corn.

Some of the desirable varieties for the garden, the market, and for canning are listed below. These varieties are named to show the range of variation and to indicate the leading groups or types, rather than to recommend these particular kinds. New varieties are continually supplanting the old.

For the home garden.—Extra-early: Golden Bantam, an extra-early sort, has recently become very popular, on account of its productiveness, good flavor, and desirable size for table use, and because the kernels separate very easily from the cob; many plant it in succession so as to cover the entire season with this variety alone. Peep O'Day and Minnesota are other good extra-early varieties. Second-early: Early Crosby; Early Evergreen. Medium or standard season: Hickox Improved, Stowell Evergreen, White Evergreen. Late: Black Mexican, Country Gentleman.

For market.—Extra-early: Cory (red cob), White Cob Cory, and Eric Trukey Adams, which, though not a sweet corn, is largely grown for early use. This last-named variety is recommended in the South because of its comparative freedom from the attacks of the ear worm. Second-early: Shaker, Crosby, Early Champion; Early Adams also is extensively grown for market, though not a true sugar corn. Mid-season and Late: Stowell Evergreen, Country Gentleman, Late Mammoth, Egyptian.

For canning.—Stowell Evergreen is the standard variety for canning factories everywhere. Country Gentleman is also grown to a considerable extent for factory canned crops. Other varieties that are used for canning include Early Evergreen, White Evergreen, Egyptian, Potter Excelsior, and Hickox Improved.

Diseases and pests of sweet corn.

The most widespread and destructive disease of corn in the United States is the smut produced by the parasitic smut-fungus, Ustilago Zonata. The rough head smut, Ustilago Reiliana, also attacks maize. Soot causes most injury when it attacks the ears. The grains are transformed into a mass of dark-colored smut spores, and become exceedingly swollen and distorted out of all semblance to their normal outlines. Infected ears may be thrown away at any growing point of the plant from early till late in the season, hence treatment of seed corn by fungicides is of no value as a
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remedy for corn smut. The destruction of smutted parts of the plants, and taking especial care that the smut does not become mixed with manure which is used for the corn crop, are measures which may be expected to lessen the prevalence of the disease. No remedy is known.

Another disease of sweet corn in the United States is the bacterial blight caused by *Pseudomonas Stewartii*. It has been found in New York, New Jersey, and Michi-

gan, but thus far has been seriously destructive only on Long Island on early dwarf varieties of sweet corn. It is a disease which completely dries up the whole plant, as if affected by drought, except that the leaves do not roll up. The fibro-vascular bundles become distinctly yellow, and are very noticeable when the stalk is cut open. The disease attacks the plant at any period of growth, but is most destructive after the silk appears. No remedy is known.

These two diseases are of the most economic importance in the United States. Two others of somewhat minor importance which deserve mention are rust and leaf blight. The leaf-blight fungus causes round, brownish, dead spots on the foliage. The maize rust, *Puccinia sorghi*, is found principally where rainfall is abundant, and on compacted, coarse, or corn belt. The fungus is similar in nature to that which causes the rust of small grains. It cannot be controlled economically.

Over 200 species of insects are known to be injurious to corn, either to some part of the growing plant or to the stored product. The corn ear worm, known South as the cotton-boll worm, is especially injurious to sweet corn. It burrows in tender green corn, ruining the ear for either canning or market purposes. It is known to do serious damage as far north as western New York and central Iowa. Recent experiments in dust-spraying promise well. Spraying is done weekly, beginning when silks appear, using equal weight powdered lead arsenate and lime. Shallow fall plowing to kill pupae is a partial remedy. Wire-worms, northern corn-root worms, white grubs, and certain other grass insects attack corn plants. One of the best preventive measures is to plant the rotation so that corn does not immediately follow any cereal or grass crop.

**Pop-corn (Zea everta, Sturt.)**. Fig. 1058. Pop-corn is characterized by the excessive proportion of the corneous endosperm and the small size of the kernel and ear. The kernel split laterally shows the chit and corneous matter enveloping, and in some cases a fine, starchy line. The small size of the kernel and the property of popping makes identification certain. This species-group extends throughout North and South America and has claims for prehistoric culture.

The preparation of the ground recommended for sweet corn holds for pop-corn. Tillage should be started early in the spring to conserve as much of the soil-moisture as possible, thus protecting the crop against possible injury from drought later in the season.

On good clean ground the pop-corn is very often drilled, dropping the kernels 6 to 8 inches apart in the row. If a bed corn, it is check-rowed with the rows 3 feet 4 inches apart and from four to six kernels in the hill. The ordinary corn-planters are used with special plates for pop-corn planting. For dwarf varieties of pop-corn such as the Tom Thumb, when planted in home gardens and tilled by hand, the hills may be as near together as 2½ feet.

Pop-corn is much slower in germinating than field corn and the plant is not so vigorous a grower. Shallower cultivation is recommended just as for other corns, especially for the later cultivations, since deep cultivating cuts too many roots.

Pop-corn is planted earlier than field corn. It should be planted deep enough to reach the moist soil, usually 1½ to 2 inches, but in a dry season it may need to go 3 inches deep.

The White Rice, which is grown more extensively for market than any other variety, mixes with field corn readily. The resulting hybrid types have larger ears and larger, smoother kernels and give heavier yields than do the pure pop-corns. These hybrid types were for a time quite in favor with the commercial growers because of their greater yield. Now they are being discriminated against by the buyers because of their inferior quality, and the tendency among the growers is to get back to the pure types, even though they give smaller yields.

Pop-corn matures earlier than field corn. For this reason in many sections of the country it is regarded as a surer crop. In the region about Odebolt, Iowa, where pop-corn is grown more extensively than in any other district in the world, harvesting sometimes begins as early as the middle of September, but more often it is delayed till the first of October or later to let the corn dry on the stalk. There are two methods of harvesting. One is to snap the corn and pile it in the crib, then shuck it during the winter. However, this is not generally practised because it takes more crib room. The other and common method is to pick and shuck the ears from the standing stalks directly into the wagon, the same as with field corn.

On account of the heavy expense of hand-picking, some are now using the harvesting apparatus called the corn-picker and busker. Opinions differ as to the economy of using this picker. The rows should be long and the corn should stand up well to justify its use. For hand-picking the price per bushel usually ranges from 10 to 12 cents. A good hand can pick about forty bushels in a ten-hour day if the corn is good.

It is very important to the picker that the corn be thoroughly dried. After it is picked it is placed in the crib which usually has ventilators through the center. These extend along the middle of the floor, are slatted to admit air, and are about 1½ feet wide by 2½ feet high. The corn is usually left in the crib during the winter season. Sometimes it is marketed on the cob. Formerly it was a common practice to ship it on the cob in sacks, but now it is generally held over winter in the crib, shelled the next spring, and shipped in two-bushel sacks. It is usually marketed from June to September. It is ready to use for popping just as soon as it is dry enough. It can be popped immediately after it is gathered if the season is dry and the corn is allowed to dry sufficiently in the field. Usually it is left on the stalk till it is so dry that it shells some when thrown into the wagon.

Various companies make a practice of contracting for a certain number of acres of pop-corn at a certain price in the spring of the year. The farmer may know just what price he will get for his corn in the fall or at some stated time at which it is to be delivered. The contracting firm does not as a rule supply the seed but does specify the grade of the corn and objects to the coarse hybrid types.

The prices for corn in the ear are ruling from 1 cent to 2 cents a pound; for shelled corn from 1½ cents
to 3 cents a pound. Pop-corn is considered a very profitable crop and less likely to fail than field corn because it matures earlier. A good return to the acre would be twenty to twenty-five bushels of ear corn, worth from $20 to $50, averaging about $30. Field corn in the same region averages about fifty-five bushels, worth usually from $20 to $25 an acre.

Varieties.

In 1899, Sturtevant described twenty-five varieties of pop-corn. Tracy, in his "American Varieties of Vegetables for the Years 1901 and 1902," enumerated fifty-four varieties. The rice pop-corns are generally used for commercial plantings. White Rice is now the leading commercial variety of pop-corn, since it gives the greatest yield and also brings the highest price on the market. In the noted region about Odebolt, Iowa, this variety is grown almost exclusively. The following list includes the leading varieties:

White Rice.—Ear 4 to 8 inches long. This vigorous, late variety is widely cultivated. With other rice corns, it is characterized by deep, tapering, beaked kernels.

White Pearl.—Ear 4 to 8 inches long. Matures somewhat earlier than Rice and later than Dwarf Golden. Kernels round and silvery white.

Dwarf Golden.—Ear 1 to 3 inches long. An early-maturing sort, with broad, golden yellow kernels. A favorite garden variety.

Golden Tom Thumb.—Ear 2 to 2½ inches long. An ornamental variety for home gardens. The stalks only grow to a height of about 20 inches. The kernels are bright and golden yellow.

Other kinds of pop-corn worthy of mention are Golden Queen, Silver Lace, and California Yellow.

CORN COCKLE: Lychnis Gilba.  
CORNEL, CORNELIAN CHERRY: Cornus mas.  
CORNFLOWER: Centaurea Cyanus.

CORN POPPY of Europe is the weed of the grain fields from which some of the garden poppies have been raised, Papaver Rheas.

CORN-SALAD (Valerianella olitoria, Poll.). Valerianacea. A spring and summer salad and pot-herb plant. Annual: mature plant 4-6 in. tall, forking: radical lvs. tufted (the parts used), oblong and obtuse, narrowed at the base, entire or few-toothed; st.-lvs. narrow, often clasping: fls. very small, in small terminal cymes, whitish; fr. (seed) nearly globular, gray, not crested. S. Eu. V. Ericaropa, Desv., of S. Eu. and N. Afr., is sometimes cult. as salad; lvs. longer and lighter-colored: fr. (seed) flattened, pale brown, crested. Known also as lamb’s lettuce, fetticus, and vetticost.

Sow the seed of corn-salad in early spring, at the time of the first sowing of lettuce, and make successional plantings as often as desired. For very early salads the seeds are planted in September, and the young plants are covered with a light mulch and wintered exactly as spinach is often managed. Sow in drills a foot or 18 inches apart and cover lightly. Work the ground thoroughly, and give an abundance of water. The leaves may be blanched, but are usually eaten green. It matures in sixty to sixty-five days during good spring weather. Only one variety is offered by most American seedsmen, but several sorts are known to European gardeners. It is sometimes used for a pot-herb, being served like spinach, but is chiefly valuable for salads. It is rather tasteless, and is not so popular as cress or lettuce on that account, but persons who prefer a very mild salad, or who would rather taste the salad dressing, will doubtless fancy corn-salad.

It is best served in mixture with other herbs, as lettuce, water-cress or white mustard. It is easy to grow. There are no special enemies.  

CORNUS (ancient Latin name of Cornus mas). Cornaceae. Dogwood. Woody plants (one or two infrequently cultivated herbs), grown for their attractive flowers and fruits; some species also for the winter effect of their brilliantly colored branches.

Shrubs or trees, rarely herbs: lvs. opposite, rarely alternate or whorled, deciduous, entire; fls. small, 4-merous, usually white, in terminal cymes (Fig. 1001) or heads; calyx-teeth minute; petals valvate; style simple, filiform or cylindric; ovary inferior, 2-celled; fr. a drupe with a 2-celled stone.—About 40 species in the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere and one in Peru. Monograph by Wangerin in Engler, Pflanzenreich, hft. 41, pp. 43-92, quoted below as Wang.

The dogwoods are hardy ornamental shrubs with handsome foliage, often assuming a brilliant fall coloring, and with attractive flowers and fruits. Nearly all are very desirable for planting in shrubberies. They grow nearly as well in shady places under large trees as in sunny exposed situations, and thrive in almost any soil. One of the most beautiful in bloom is C. florida, with extremely showy flowers in spring. C. racemosa is one of the best for shrubberies, blooming profusely in June. The red-branched species, as C. alba, C. Amomum, C. Baileyi, C. sanguinea are very attractive in winter. Propagated by seeds, which usually do not germinate until the second year. The species with willow-like soft wood, as C. alba and its allies, grow readily from cuttings of mature wood, while the others are sometimes increased by layers. They are often grown in this country from nearly ripened cuttings.
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(Fig. 1062), handled in frames in summer. Horticultural varieties of other species are mostly budded in summer on seedlings of the type, or grafted in early spring in the propagating-house.

Various species of Cornus have many interesting uses. Our native C. florida, which in flower is the showiest member of the genus, furnishes a useful substitute for quinine. The bark of all parts contains the same substances found in cinchona, but in different proportions. It is inferior in effectiveness and more difficult to secure in large quantities. It is sometimes possible to ward off fevers by merely chewing the twigs. The powdered bark makes a good tooth-powder, and the fresh twigs can be used for the same purpose. The bark mixed with sulphate of iron makes a good black ink. The bark of the roots yields a scarlet dye. The wood, being hard, heavy, and close-grained, is good for tool handles. The cornelian cherry has pulpy fruits resembling cornelian in color and about the size and shape of olives, for which they can be substituted. The ripe fruits are soft and rather sweet. The name dogwood comes from the fact that a decoction of the bark of C. sanguinea was used in England to wash mangy dogs. The small red berries of C. suecica (not in the trade) are eaten by the Esquimaux.
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A. Plants, shrubs or trees.
B. Fls. in cymes or panicles without involucre. (Svidia.)
C. Foliage alternate; fls. in umbel-like cymes, cream-colored.

1. alternifolia, Linn. (Svidia alternifolia, Small). Fig. 1063. Shrub or small tree, to 25 ft.: lvs. slender-

petioled, elliptic or ovate, usually cuneate, acuminate, nearly glabrous above, pale or whitish beneath, and appressed pubescent, 3–5 in. long: cymes 1½–2¼ in. wide: fr. dark blue, globular, ¾ in. across, on red peduncles. May, June. New Bruns. to Ga. and Ala., west to Minn. S.S. 3:216. Em. 463. Wang. 51.—Of very distinct habit, the branches being arranged in irregular whorls, forming flat, horizontally spreading tiers, as in the picture. A variety which shows this habit more distinctly than the common form is var. umbraeulifera, Dietck. Var. argentea, Temple & Beard, is a form with white-marked foliage. Var. ochroleuca, Redh., has yellowish frs.


cc. Foliage opposite.
D. Fr. white or blue.
E. The fls. in umbel-like flat cymes.
F. Color of fr. white or bluish white.
G. Under side of lvs. with appressed hairs, glaucous.


4. alba, Linn. (C. tatarica, Mill.). Shrub, to 10 ft., with usually erect st. and bright blood-red branches, mostly with glaucous bloom when young: lvs. obtuse at the base, ovate or elliptic, somewhat bullate or rugose above, acute, 1½–2¼ in. long: cymes dense, small; disk

petioled, elliptic or ovate, usually cuneate, acuminate, nearly glabrous above, pale or whitish beneath, and appressed pubescent, 3–5 in. long: cymes 1½–2¼ in. wide: fr. dark blue, globular, ¾ in. across, on red peduncles. May, June. New Bruns. to Ga. and Ala., west to Minn. S.S. 3:216. Em. 463. Wang. 51.—Of very distinct habit, the branches being arranged in irregular whorls, forming flat, horizontally spreading tiers, as in the picture. A variety which shows this habit more distinctly than the common form is var. umbraeulifera, Dietck. Var. argentea, Temple & Beard, is a form with white-marked foliage. Var. ochroleuca, Redh., has yellowish frs.


cc. Foliage opposite.
D. Fr. white or blue.
E. The fls. in umbel-like flat cymes.
F. Color of fr. white or bluish white.
G. Under side of lvs. with appressed hairs, glaucous.


4. alba, Linn. (C. tatarica, Mill.). Shrub, to 10 ft., with usually erect st. and bright blood-red branches, mostly with glaucous bloom when young: lvs. obtuse at the base, ovate or elliptic, somewhat bullate or rugose above, acute, 1½–2¼ in. long: cymes dense, small; disk

petioled, elliptic or ovate, usually cuneate, acuminate, nearly glabrous above, pale or whitish beneath, and appressed pubescent, 3–5 in. long: cymes 1½–2¼ in. wide: fr. dark blue, globular, ¾ in. across, on red peduncles. May, June. New Bruns. to Ga. and Ala., west to Minn. S.S. 3:216. Em. 463. Wang. 51.—Of very distinct habit, the branches being arranged in irregular whorls, forming flat, horizontally spreading tiers, as in the picture. A variety which shows this habit more distinctly than the common form is var. umbraeulifera, Dietck. Var. argentea, Temple & Beard, is a form with white-marked foliage. Var. ochroleuca, Redh., has yellowish frs.

gg. Under side of lvs. with woolly hairs.
5. Baileyi, Coutl & Evans. Fig. 1065. Erect shrub, with reddish branches: lvs. ovate to lanceolate, acute or acuminate, white beneath, with woolly and appressed hairs, 2-5 in. long; fls. in small rather compact woolly cymes: stone of the white fr. much broader than high, compressed and flat-topped. Pa. to Minn. and Wyo. G.F. 3: 463 (adapted in Fig. 1065).—A very handsome species of upright growth, with dark red branches, blooming nearly all summer, and of a distinct grayish hue due to the slightly upward curled lvs. The fall color of foliage and winter color of twigs are unequalled. Well adapted for sandy soil. Early observed on dunes, S. Haven, Mich., but brought to the attention of systematists from specimens collected in extreme N. E. Minn. in 1886.
ff. Color of fr. blue or bluish, sometimes partly white or greenish white.
g. Lvs. densely woolly-pubescent beneath.
7. rugósa, Lam. (C. circinátá, L’Her.). Shrub, 3-10 ft.: the young branches green, blotched purple, older ones purplish: lvs. orbicular or broadly ovate, acute or short-acuminate, slightly pubescent above, pale and densely pubescent beneath 2-6 in. long: cymes rather dense: fr. light blue or greenish white. May, June. Em. 464. Wang. 61.—Bark has medicinal properties.
8. Amómum, Mill. (C. serícá, Linn. C. corílea, Lam.). Shrub, 3-8 ft., with purple branches: lvs. usually rounded at the base, elliptic-ovate or elliptic, dark green and nearly glabrous above, pale green beneath, usually with brownish hairs on the veins, 2-4 in. long: cyme compact: fr. blue or sometimes partly white. June, July. Mass. to Ga., west to N. Y. and Tenn. Em. 466.—Bark has medicinal properties. Var. variegátá, Hort. Lvs. variegated with yellowish white.
9. oblíquá, Raf. (C. Púrpusí, Koehne). Shrub, similar to the preceding, usually broader and more loosely branched: branches purple to yellowish red: lvs. usually narrowed at the base, elliptic-ovate to elliptic, dark green and glabrous above, glaucous beneath, on the veins usually with whitish or brownish hairs, 2-3½ in. long: cyme compact: fr. blue or partly white. May, June in the S., July in the N. Que. to Minn. and Kans. south to Pa., Ill. and Mo. S.T.S. 1: 39. R.H. 1888: 444 (as C. stolonífera).

EE. The fls. in broad panicles: fr. white or pale blue.
10. racemósá, Lam. (C. candidíssima, Marsh., not Mill. C. paniculátá, L’Her. C. oblongátá, Hort.). Shrub 6-15 ft., with gray branches: lvs. cuneate, ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, acuminate, appressed-pubescent or nearly smooth, whitish beneath, 1¾-4 in. long: petals white, lanceolate: fr. white. May, June. Maine to N. C., west to Minn., and Neb. Wang. 58 (as C. femíná).—Free-flowering; very handsome when in bloom, and with its white frs. on red peduncles in fall.
11. féminá, Mill. (C. strictá, Lam. C. fastigiatá, Michx.). Shrub, to 15 ft., with purplish branches: lvs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, sparingly and minutely appressed-pubescent, green on both sides, 1½-3 in. long: petals white, ovate-lanceolate: fr. pale blue. April, May. Va. to Ga. and Fla.—Tender N. Closely allied to the former, and perhaps only variety.

DD. Fr. black (green in a var. of No. 16).
e. Fls. in broad panicles.

above and nearly glabrous, glaucous beneath and sparingly appressed hairy, with 6-8 pairs of veins, 2½-6 in. long: panicle rather loose, 3-6 in. across; style below the stigma abruptly enlarged into a disk: fr. bluish black. Aug. Japan, Cent. China. S.T.S. 1: 41. S.I.F. 1: 77. R.H. 1875, p. 305. F. 1876, p. 123.—One of the handsomest dogwoods on account of its large lvs. and large panicles of white fls.; not quite hardy N.

EE. Fls. in umbel-like cymes: lvs. green beneath.
f. Lvs. with appressed hairs beneath.
14. paucinéríavis, Hance (C. quinquenéríavis, Franch.). Shrub 4-6 ft.: young branches quadrangular, usually reddish brown: lvs. short-petioled, of firm texture, oblong-obovate to elliptic-lanceolate, acute, cuneate at the base, dark green above, paler beneath with appressed hairs, with 3-4 pairs of veins, 1½-3½ in. long: cymes long peduncled; style thickened below the apex:

1065. Cornus Baileyi. (Spray x ½)
15. *pumila*, Koehne (C. *más* var. *nana*, Dipp.). Dense shrub, to 6 ft.; branchlets terete, glabrous; lvs. crowded, broadly ovate to oblong-ovate, short-acuminate, abruptly contracted at the base, dark green and nearly glabrous above, paler and appressed-hairy beneath, 1 1/2 - 3 1/2 in. long; cymes long-peduncled, 2-3 in. broad; style thickened below the apex; fr. black. July. Origin unknown.

Handsome with its dense dark green foliage, particularly when dotted with the white fl. clusters; has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

**FF.** Lvs. with woolly hairs beneath: branches purple.


**DD.** Fls. in dense heads or umbels, with an involucre.

**c.** Color of fls. yellow; involucre yellowish, not exceeding the fls. (Macrocarpium.)


18. *officinalis*, Sieb. & Zucc. Shrub or small tree, to 15 ft.: lvs. elliptic, acuminate, pale green beneath and with large tufts of dark brown hairs in the axils of the veins: fls. like those of the former; pedicels longer than the involucre: fr. scarlet, oblong. Japan, China. S.Z. 50.—Very similar to the last.

**cc.** Color of fls. greenish yellow, sessile, with a showy white involucre, much exceeding the fls.

**D.** Frs. in dense clusters, but individually distinct. (Benhamidia, Cymoxylon).


20. *Nuttallii*, Audubon. Tree, to 80 ft.: lvs. ovate or obovate, usually pubescent beneath, 4-5 in. long: involucre white or tinged with pink, 4-6 in. across; bracts 4-6, oblong or obovate, sometimes red, mostly acute: fr. bright red or orange, crowned with the broad, persistent calyx. Brit. Col. to S. Calif. S.S. 5: 214-15. Gnn. 6: 274. B.M. 8311. G. 27: 360.—This species surpasses the former in beauty, but is more tender, particularly while the plants are young, and has rarely been successfully cult. outside of its native country.

**DD.** Frs. connate into a globular fleshy head. (Benhamamia.)

CORNUS


III. 30:213. M.D.G. 1898:568.—Evergreen tree, with showy fls. and frs.; hardy only S.

AA. Plants love herbs: fls. in dense heads, with a white (or pinkish) involucr. (Arctocrania, Chamoxeripedium.)

23. canadensis, Linn. Herb. ½-¾ ft. high, with creeping rootstock: lvs. whorled, sessile, elliptic or obovate, glabrous or nearly so, 1-3 in. long; head greenish, long-peduncled; involucre white, 1½ in. wide: fr. bright red, globose. May—July. N. Amer. south to Ind., Colo., and Calif. B.M. 880. G.C. III. 47:363.—Handsome plant for half-shady places.


ALFRED REHDER.

CORÓKIA (from the native name). Corñaceae. Evergreen shrubs, adapted to outdoor planting in the S. Upright, with tortuous or straight branches and black

bark: lvs. alternate or fasciilded, stalked, entire: fls. perfect, small, yellow, in axillary or terminal clusters; calyx-tube top-shaped, the limb 5-lobed; petals 5, each with a scale at base; stamens 5: fr. an ovoid or oblong 1-2-celled drupe. Three or four species in New Zeal. C. Cotoneáster, Raoul, is offered abroad as a bush of curious growth, very attractive when covered with its very small yellow star-like fls.: rigid, densely branched, 4-8 ft., the branches crooked and interlaced, tomentose: lvs. 1 in. or less long, the blade orbicular to obovate or oblong-ovate, obtuse or emarginate, shining above, flat, stalked. B.M. 8425. I.T. 2:73. L. H. B.

CORONILLA (Latin, a little crown: from the arrangement of the flowers). Leguminbss. Crown Vetch. Shrubs and herbs, some grown in the hardy garden and some in greenhouses, for their yellow or purple bloom. Annuals or perennials, often woody, smooth or rarely silky-hairy, with odd-pinnate lvs., entire lfts., and purple or yellow fls. in peduncled heads or umbels; calyx 5-toothed; corolla papilionaceous, the standard orbicular and the keel incurved, wings obovate or oblong; stamens 9 and 1: pod jointed, terete or 4-angled; seeds oblong.—Species about 20, Medit. region and Canary Islands, W. Asia. The shrubs C. gracilis and C. gracilis are useful in S. Calif. and the southern states. The species are occasionally grown in borders. C. gracilis is sometimes grown under glass for spring bloom, after the manner of Cytisus. All are of easy cult.

a. Fls. yellow.

b. Plant herbaceous.


bb. Plant shrubby, at least at base.

c. Clade of the petals much longer than the calyx.

Emerus, Linn. (Emerus major, Mill.). ScorpióNN+ A. Fig. 1069. Dense, symmetrical shrub, 3-5 ft. high, the branches green and striate: lvs. deep glosy green; fls. 5-7, obovate; stipules small: peduncles 3-5-fl.; fls. large, 5-fl., tipped with red. Blooms freely, May—July. Showy, half-hardy. S. Eu. B.M. 445. Gng. 5:36.—Evergreen in southern states.

emeroides, Böiss. & Sprun. (C. Emerus var. emeroides, Wohl.). Bush, 3-6 ft.: branches glabrous or soft-hairy; lfts. 2-3 pairs, heart-shaped; peduncle 2-3 times as long as the fl., the umbel 5-7-fl.; fls. yellow; claw of petals about twice as long as the calyx: pod 2-3 in. long, very narrow. April, May. S. Eu.

cc. Clade of petals scarcely exceeding the calyx.

júnea, Linn. Glabrous gray-green shrub: branches rush-like, terete, nearly naked: lfts. 3-7, linear.

1069. Coronilla Emerus.

1068. Cornus Kousa. (X.)

855
oblong, obtuse, somewhat fleshy, scattered; fls. golden yellow, in 5-7-fld. umbels: pod hanging, lance-linear. 

**minima**, Linn. Glabrous, diffuse, soft gray-green sub-shrub, 3 or 4 in. high, procumbent; fls. 7-13, ovate, obtuse or retuse, scattered or at base of plant; fls. golden yellow in 7-8-fld. umbels, sweet-scented. In dry sands. E. B.M. 2170.

**glabra**, Linn. Glabrous shrub 2-4 ft. high; stipules small, lanceolate; fls. 5-7, obovate, very blunt, glaucous; fls. 7-8 in each umbel, yellow, heavy-scented. S. Eu. B.M. 13.—One of the common garden shrubs of S. Calif., flowering all the year. There is a variegated form.

**AA Fls. white and pink.**

**viminalis**, Salisbury. Trailing shrub; stipules soon deciduous, ovate, membranaceous; fls. 13-21, obovate, notched, glaucous; umbels 6-10-fld.; fls. palered or white with a red stripe on the banner. Algeria.—Promising as a florists' plant for cut-fls. Fls. all the year in S. Calif.

**varia**, Linn. CROWN VETCH. Fig. 1070. Straggling or ascending smooth herb, 1-2 ft. high; lvs. sessile; fls. 11-25, oblong or obovate, blunt and mucronate, 1⁄2–1⁄2 in. long; peduncles longer than lvs.; fls. in dense umbels, 3⁄4 in. long, pinkish white. June-Oct. E. B.M. 258. G. 5:337.—Trailing plant for hardy herbaceous border.

JARED G. SMITH.
L. H. B.†


**CORTADERIA**

**speciosa**, Ait. (C. cardinallis, F. Mueller). Tender shrub, 2-3 ft. high; branches slender, brown, opposite, covered with minute rusty hairs; lvs. opposite, about 1 in. long, elliptic, about a fourth as wide as long, wrinkled, dark green above, whitish below, margin entire, recurved; peduncles opposite, axillary, longer than the lvs., 1-fld., with a pair of leafy bracts; fls. 11⁄2 in. long, pendant, tubular, bright scarlet, with a very short limb of 4 spreading, greenish yellow segments; calyx small, cup-shaped, with 4 almost obsolete teeth; stamens 8, exserted, about 3⁄4 in. B.M. 1012.—There are several varieties.

**alba**, Andr. Fig. 1071. A compact and much-branched shrub, 3-4 ft., the branches rusty-tomentose; lvs. variable, orbicular to obovate or elliptic, very blunt, 1⁄2-1 in. long; fls. white or pink, 2 or 3 together, not over 1⁄2 in. long, and not so showy as preceding. B. R. 515.—Offered in S. Calif.

WILHELM MILLER.
N. TAYLOR.†

CORTADERÍA (from Cortadero, the native name in Argentina). Gramíneas. PAMPAS-GRASS. Large reed-like perennials with numerous long, narrow blades and a large striking plume-like inflorescence. Species six, South America. See *Gymnium*.

**argentea**, Stapf (Gymnium argentum, Nees). Pampas-Grass. Culms numerous, in large thick tussocks, 3-6 ft. high, excluding the panicle: lvs. mostly basal, the upper sheaths gradually elongated; blades firm, long and slender, very searous on the margins, 1⁄4–1⁄2 in. wide, tapering to a slender point: panicle large, compact, 1-3 ft., silvery white or in cult. varieties tinged with purple, diocious; spikelets 2-3-fld., the pistillate silky with long hairs, the staminate naked; glumes white and papery, long and slender; lemmas bearing a long slender awn. A.G. 14:323. G. 1:412. 

**Quila**, Stapf (Gymnium Quila, Nees. G. jubatum, Lem. G. arcuato-nebulosum, Hort.). Differ from pampas-grass in the rather laxer, more graceful plume, with longer, more flexuous, nodding branches, somewhat smaller spikelets, and more delicate glumes, and in the longer, very slender stamnodes of the pistillate fls.: plumule lavender-colored, 1-2 ft. long, the spikelets 3-5-fld. B. M. 7607. G. C. III. 26:102. Gn. 15, p. 179; 55, p. 93. R. H. 1885, p. 200; 1899:52, 53.—Grows in a dense tuft; perennial, but with biennial culms; the plant has been killed by a temperature of 5° F. Intro. by Lemoine, of
CORYDALIS


A. S. Hitchcock.

CORTUSA (named by the herbalist Matthioius after his friend Cortusus, professor of botany at Padua). Primulaceae. Seapose, perennial, pubescent herbs with obovate, alate, and purple umbel

late fls. C. Matthioli, Linn., from the Swiss Alps, has long been a choice and delicate but not very popular plant, suited for shady parts of the rockery. It was long considered the only species of the genus. It is a herbaceous perennial, about 6 in. high, pubescent, rhizomatous, with a few long-stalked, coriaceous, lobed, dentate leaves, and a slender scape bearing an umbel of about 7 small, rosy purple, drooping fls., which appear in early spring. B.M.987. L.B.C.10:956. It has some resemblance to Primula cortusoides. The genus has possibly 4 species, and is distinguished from Primula and Androsacea by its stamens attached to the base of the corolla, and its long-acuminate anthers. Its culture is similar to that of the hardy primulas, but it needs winter protection in the northern states. Prop. by division of the roots.

CORYANTHES (Greek, korys, helmet, and anthos, flower, referring to the shape of the lip). Orchidaceae. Epiphytic orchids requiring greenhouse conditions.

Pseudobulbs: lvs. plicate, lanceolate: fls. in racemes; sepals spreading, dilated, flexuose, conduplicate, lateral ones largest, distinct at the base; petals small, erect; lip large, tridentate, basal portion forming a hood, continued into the column; distal portion bucket- or pouch-like; column pointing downward, elongated, terete, bicornute at the base, apex recurved; pollinia 2, compressed, caudicule linear, arcuate. The bucket part of the lip is provided with a spur-like structure, by means of which the bucket overflows when about half full of a secretion which drops from a pair of glands near the base of the column. The fls. of the species known are not lasting, the sepals being of such delicate texture that although at first they fully expand, they soon collapse and become unsightly. Although much interest attaches to the species of Coryanthes, the genus is not generally cult., since the fls. last too short a time and are not particularly brilliant. This complex genus, which is closely related to Stanhopea, is represented by several interesting species inhabiting Trop. Amer. For cult. see Stanhopea.


maculata, Hook. Fls. in a drooping raceem; sepals and petals dull, pale yellow, bucket blotched on the inside with dull red. B.M. 3102; 3747. B.R. 1783. F.S. 8:755 (as C. Albertina). A.F. 30:325. C.O. 1. Var. punctata, Hort., has the petals and sepals bright yellow, speckled with red, the hood yellow, blotched with red.- Orange, the pouch pale, speckled and spotted with red. Demerara. C. Cobbi is an unsplotted form of this. C. Bulboidea, Hort. Similar in habit to a stanhopea, but a long pendulous scape bearing 2 or 3 large, and curiously shaped fls. Peru.—C. leucocorys, Rolfe. Sepals yellowish green, marked with brownish purple, the petals white, marked with light purple, the lip white with the bucket marbled with light rosy purple. Peru. Lind.7:293.—C. Mastersiana, Lehnn. Raceem erect; fls. 2 or 3. C. bicornutus, var. spotting. Colombia. G.C. III. 39:19.—C. Scander, Hort. A very large-fl.d. plant allied to C. macrantha.—C. spicata, Hook. Raceem of 2 or 3 fls.; sepal and petals yellow, lip brown-red; leaves yellow. Brazil. G.C. III. 36:106. B.M. 2755 (as Gongora). C.O. 2.

GEORGE V. NASH. †

CORYDALIS (Greek, lark, the spur of the flower resembling a lark's spur). Fumariaceae. Hardly plants allied to the Dutchman's breeches.

Erect or prostrate herbs, usually perennally rooted, but often annuals; lvs. lobed and finely dissected in nearly all the species; fls. racemose, often yellow, less frequently blue, purple or rose; petals 4, spurred as in the Dutchman's breeches; stamens 6, in 2 groups. — Ninety species, natives of the north temperate regions. They are all of easy cult. They prefer full light but will grow in half-shade. Prop. by division or seed.

INDEX

A. Fls. chiefly purple or rose, sometimes tipped yellow.

b. Plant perennial: root tuberous; st.-lvs. few.


2. Allenii, Fedde. A perennial caulescent herb, with glaucescent foliage: lvs. usually alternate with finely divided segms., the whole if not over 10 in. long: fls. showy, rose-colored, pendulous, on a terminal densely-fld. raceme that is usually about the height of the lvs. N. W. N. Amer.—Perhaps not hardy in the northeastern states.

bb. Plant annual: root fibrous; st.-lvs. many.

3. glauca, Pursh. Annual, 1-2 ft. high, very glaucous: lobes of the lvs. short, pinnate at the naked summit of the branches; fls. bare of spatula: coned፡raceems about 3-4 in. long, or purplish with yellow tips; spur short and round: caps. slender, linear; seeds with minute, transverse wrinkles. Summer. Rocky or sterile ground, Nova Scotia to Rocky Mts., and even Arctic coast, south to Texas. B.M. 179 (as Fumaria). Not advertised for sale, but probably worth cult.

AA. Fls. chiefly yellow.

b. Foliage not tomentose.

c. Plant perennial: root tuberous or woody; st.-lvs. few or none.

d. The fls. at least 1 in. long.


5. thalictrofloria, Franch., not Jameson. Rhizome woody, elongated: lvs. large, long-petiolate, rigid, but spreading, the pinnae of the finely dissected lvs. petiolulate; fls. yellow, in large racemose, opposed, which are opposite the lvs.; segms. persistent, ovate.—A very showy species from China, the foliage strongly resembling Thalictrum.

6. Wilsonii, N. E. Br. A glabrous, often glaucescent perennial, with a rosette of radical much-dissected lvs. about 5 in. long: fls. in an erect raceem 7 in. high, which is usually leafless; corolla deep canary-yellow, about 1 in. long, the blunt spur about ½ in. long. G.C. Ill.
Corydalis

35-300.—Useful for the Alpine garden and more profuse bloomer than C. tomentosa, its nearest relative. China.

**DD. The fls. not over \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long.**

7. *cheilanthifolia*, Hemsl. A small low perennial with radical, fern-like, much-dissected, erect lvs. about 8 in. long: scape usually taller than the lvs., bearing numerous fls. not over \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, yellow. China. May.—Suitable for moist places in the alpine garden. Probably unknown in U. S. as it is a rare plant in nature.

**cc. Plant annual or biennial: root fibrous: st-lvs. numerous.**

**D. Height of plants 2 ft. or more.**

8. *opicharpa*, Hook. f. & Thoms. Root fibrous, the st.-5 ft. and branched: lvs. pinnatisect, 4–8 in. long, and glaucous beneath: fls. yellow, in many-fld., lax racemes which are opposite the lvs.; sepals orbicular, finely toothed and fimbriate. Moist valleys of the Himalayas.

**dd. Height of plants usually less than 1 ft.**

E. Raceme spike-like; fls. almost sessile.

9. *curvisiliqua*, Engl. Probably a biennial: commonly more robust than *C. aura*, ascending or erect, 1 ft. high or less: fls. golden yellow, over \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, in a spike-like raceme; spur as long as the body, commonly ascending: caps. quadrangular, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; seeds turgid to lens-shaped, with acute margins densely and minutely netted. Woods in Texas.

**EE. Raceme not spike-like; fls. pedicellate.**

10. *aura*, Wild. Annual. 6 in. high, commonly low and spreading: fls. golden yellow, about \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, on rather slender pedicella in a short raceme; spur barely half the length of the body, somewhat deerted: caps. spreading or pendulous, about 1 in. long; seeds 10–12, turbid, obtuse at margin, the shining surface obscurely netted. Rocky banks of Lower Canada and N. New England, northwest to latitude 64°, west to Brit. Col. and Ore., south to Texas, Ariz. and Mex.; not Japan.—The western forms have the spur almost as long as the body of the corolla and pass into


11. *lutea*, DC. Erect or spreading, 6–8 in. high, annual, or forming a tufted stock of several years duration; fls. green, much-petioled: segms. ovate or wedge-shaped, and 2–3-lobed: fls. pale yellow, about \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, in short racemes; spur short: pod \( \frac{3}{4} \) or \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long. Stony places of S. Eu., and runs wild in Eu.

**BB. Foliage tomentose.**

12. *tomentosa*, N. E. Br. A low rock-loving perennial, with a rosette of radical lvs. 4–7 in. long, oblong in outline and tomentose, the tomentum whitish pink, pinnae finely dissected: racemes erect, 5–7 in. tall; corolla about \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, light canary-yellow, the spur very blunt and about \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long. China.—A good plant for the rock-garden.

*C. angustifolia*, DC., is a little-known perennial with bi-tenuately divided lvs. and flesh-colored fls.—*Pumaria angustifolia*, Bieb. G.C. III. 35:307.—*C. ochra*, Schweigg. & Kort. (probably a form of *C. tuberosa*, DC.) is somewhat larger than *C. bulbosa*, with pretty fls. varying into purplish and white. Koeh. One ft. high, blooming June–Sept.: fls. yellow-white, the spur yellow–orange, linear; petiole winged. Italy.—*C. Scordari*, Hook. grows 3 ft., and is cult. in some European gardens. W. Amer.

N. TAYLOR†

**Corylopsis** (*Corylus* and *opisus*, likeness; in foliage resembling the hazel). *Hamamelidaceae*. Woody plants, grown chiefly for their yellow fragrant flowers appearing in early spring and for the handsome foliage.

**CORYLOPSIS**

Deciduous shrubs, rarely trees: lvs. alternate, strongly veined, dentate: fls. in nodding racemes with large bracts at the base, appearing before the lvs., yellow; calyx-lobes short; petals clawed, 5; stamens 5, alternating with entire or 2–3-parted short staminodes; styles 2; ovary half-superior, rarely entirely superior: fr. a 2-celled, dehiscent, 2-beaked caps., with 2 shining black seeds.—About 12 species in E. Asia and Himalayas.

These are low ornamental shrubs, with slender branches and pale bluish green distinct foliage; all are very attractive in early spring, when covered with numerous nodding spikes of yellow, fragrant flowers. Not hardy north of New York, except in sheltered positions. They grow well in peaty and sandy soil. Propagated by seeds sown in spring, best with slight bottom heat, and by cuttings of half-ripened wood in summer under glass; also by layers, rooting readily in moderately moist, peaty soil.

**a. Fls. in many-fld. racemes.**

**b. Petals obvolute to oblong-obovate.**

**c. Young branchlets and lvs. beneath pubescent, at least on the veins.**


**cc. Young branchlets glabrous; lvs. glabrous or only with a few silky hairs on the veins beneath when young.**


**nn. Petals with the blade as broad or broader than long.**

**Willmotiae**, Rehd. & Wilson. Shrub, to 12 ft.: lvs. oval to obovate, cordate or truncate at the base, sinuate-dentilicate, glaucous beneath, 3–4 in. long: racemes 2–3 in. long; petals suborbicular; calyx glabrous; nectaries 2-parted, slightly shorter than the sepals. Cent. China. G.M. 55:191 (as *C. multiflora*). *platypetala*, Rehd. & Wilson. Shrub, 3–8 ft.: young branchlets with scattered glandular bristles: lvs. on glandular petioles, ovate or broadly ovate, cordate or subcordate at base, sinuate-dentilicate, on both sides sparingly silky-hairy when young, soon glabrous 2–4 in. long: racemes 1–2 in. long; petals hastate-shaped, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. broad; nectaries emarginate at the apex; stamens and styles much shorter than petals; calyx glabrous. Cent. China. Var. Revis, Rehd. & Wilson. Branchlets and petioles without any glands. W. China.—Less showy than most other species.
CORYLUS


C. gracilisii, Hemsl. (C. himalayana, Hook., not Griff.). Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.; young branchlets and lvs. beneath densely pubescent: lvs. subcordate; racemes 1–2½ in. long; stamens and styles much shorter than the obvolute petals. Himalayas. B.M. 6779.

ALFRED REHDER

CORYLUS (ancient Greek name). Betulaceae. HAZEL. Filbert. Cobnut. Woody plants grown for their handsome rather large foliage and some species for their edible nuts.

Deciduous shrubs, rarely trees: lvs. alternate, stipulate, petioled, serrate and usually more or less pubescent: lfs. monecious, appearing before the lvs.; stamine in long, pendulous catkins, formed the previous year, and remaining naked during the winter (Fig. 1073), each bract bearing 4 divided stamens; pistillate included in a small, scaly bud with only the red styles protruding (Fig. 1074): fr. a nut, included or surrounded by a leafy involucre, usually in clusters, at the end of short branches. - Fifteen species in N. Amer., Eu. and Asia, all mentioned below. Monograph by Winkler in Engler, Pflanzenreich, hft. 19, pp. 44–56 (1904), quoted below as Winkl.

Numerous varieties are cultivated in Europe for their edible nuts. They are also valuable for planting shrubbery, and thrive in almost any soil. The foliage of some species turns bright yellow or red in autumn. Propagated by seeds sown in fall or stratified and sown in spring; the varieties usually by suckers, or by layers, put down in fall or spring; they will be rooted the following fall. Budding in summer is sometimes practiced for growing standard trees, and grafting is spring in the greenhouse for scarce varieties. They may also be increased by cuttings of mature wood taken off in fall, kept during the winter in sand or moss in a cellar and planted in spring in a warm and sandy soil. Illustrated monograph of the cultivated varieties by Franz Goeschke, Die Haselnuss (1887). See, also, bulletin on Nutch. by the U.S. Dept. of Agric. For the culture of the nuts, see articles Filbertes and Hazels.

INDEX.

ameciana, 7.
atropurpurea, 4.
aurea, 4.
avellana, 4, 8.
californica, 12.
calyculata, 7.
chinesis, 3.
columia, 2, 3.
Críta-Gallí, 6.

A. Husk or involucre consisting of 2 distinct bracts (sometimes partly connate).

B. Involucre densely spiny: lvs. nearly glabrous.

1. ferox, Wall. Tree, to 30 ft.: young branchlets silky-hairy: lvs. oblong to obovate-oblong, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, doubly serrate, glabrous except on the veins beneath, with 12–14 pairs of veins, 3–5 in. long: involucre tomentose, forming a spiny bur about 1½ in. across, longer than the small nuts. Himalayas. Winkl. 45. Var. thibética, Franch.

CORYLUS


b. Involucre not spiny.

c. Bracts of the involucre deeply divided into linear lobes, much longer than the nut: tree.


5. póntica, Koch. Shrub: lvs. cordate, roundish ovate or broad-oval, doubly serrate, pubescent beneath: involucre finely pubescent, with few glandular hairs at the base, campanulate, somewhat longer than the nut, with large spreading lobes: nut large, broad-ovate. W. Asia. F.S. 21:2223–4 (as C. Colúnra).-From this species the cobnuts seem to have originated; also the Spanish nuts are probably mostly cross-breeds between this species and C. Avellana or C. maxima, or between the two latter species.

ee. Lobes of the bracts entire or sparingly dentate, triangular.


1073. Winter catkins of filbert.

1074. Pistillate flowers of Corylus rostrata. (Natural size)
CORYLUS

7. americana, Walt. Shrub, 3-8 ft.; young branchlets pubescent and glandular bristly; Ivs. slightly cordate or rounded at the base, broadly ovate or oval, irregularly serrate, sparingly pubescent above, finely tomentose beneath, 3-6 in. long: involucre compressed, exceeding the nut, the 2 bracts sometimes more or less connate, with rather short, irregular, toothed lobes; nut roundish ovate, about 1/2 in. high. From Canada to Fla. west to Ont. and Dak. Var. calyculata, Winkl. (C. calyculata, Dipp.). Involucre with 2 very large bracts at the base.

AA. Husk or involucre tubular, narrowed above the nut and forming an elongated beak.

B. Involucre finely pubescent outside with rather wide gradually narrowed beak.


ALFRED REHDER.

CORYNOCARPUS (Greek, club-fruit, alluding to the shape), Anacardaceae; by Engler made the sole representative of Corynocarpaceae. A very few New Zeal. and Polynesian evergreen trees, one of which is intro. in Calif. Glabrous: Ivs. large, alternate, simple and entire, without stipules: fls. perfect, small, white, green, inodorous, in terminal or subterminal panicles; calyx-lobes petal-like, unequal, 2 exterior petals much like the calyx-lobes: stamens 5, opposite the petals and shorter: staminodia 5, petal-like: fr. drupaceous, narrowly ovoid, 1-seeded, the pulp said to be edible; seed very bitter, poisonous. C. laevigata, Forst. New Zealand Laurel. Attractive leafy tree, 30-40 ft., the trunk sometimes more than 2 ft. in diam. Ivs. to 8 in. long, elliptic-oblong or oblong-ovate, with a short stout petiole, margins slightly recurved, suggesting those of Magnolia grandiflora: fls. very small, greenish or whitish, short-pedicelled, in a terminal branched panicle; petals concave, little exceeding the calyx-lobes: drupe 1 1/2 in. or less long, orange-colored, fleshy, plum-like. N. Zealand. Not far from the sea. B.M. 4379. —C. similis, Hemsl., and C. disimilis, Hemsl., from New Hebrides and New Caledonia respectively, are not listed among cult. plants.

L. H. B.

CORYNOPHALLUS: Hydrocone.

CORYNOSTYLIS (Greek, describing the club-shaped style), Violaceae. A monotypic genus of woody climbers, with alternate Ivs. and terminal racemes of long-stalked violet-like fls. C. Hybanthus, Mart. & Zucc. (Calyptrion Aubletii, Ging. Corynostylis Aubletii, Hort.), is native of Trop. Amer. The Ivs. are 2-5 in. long, ovate, or orbicular, bright green, serrate: fls. white, in axillary showy racemes which are contiguous along the st., long-squarred, 2 or 3 times as large as a violet, the spur half-twisted. F.S. 21:2213. B.M. 5960.—A handsome, vigorous warmhouse climber, and cult. in the open in S. Calif. Prop. by cuttings and seeds.

CORYPHA (Greek for summit or top,—where the leaves grow), Palmaeae, tribe Coryphae. Tall fan-leaved palms with a spineless stout trunk.

Leaves terminal, large, orbicular, flabellately divided to the middle into numerous linear-lanceolate segms.; segms. induplicate in the bud; rachis none; ligule small; petiole long, stout, concave above, spiny on the
XXX. Chrysanthemum.—Two of the florist’s types.
CORYPHA

margins; sheaths split: spadix solitary, erect, paniculately much branched; spathes many, tubular, sheathing the peduncle and branches; fls. green, the plant dying after once flowering and fruiting; frs. as large as a cherry, with a fleshy pericarp.—Species 6, Trop. Asia and Malay Archipelago. G.C. II. 24:390. These fan-palm species usually appear the same as Chamaerops and Livistona. They are warmhouse plants, prop. by seeds. Large fans, umbrellas and tents are made of the talipot palm by the natives of Ceylon. Coryphas are but little grown commercially, the growth of young plants being slow. Good kipper baskets with wide, flat, stable manure, a night temperature of 65° and abundant moisture, are the chief requisites in their cult., with a moderately shaded house during the summer.

elata, Roxbg. (C. Gehônga, Blume). Fig. 1076. Trunk straight, 60–70 ft. high, 2 ft. diam., spirally ridged; lvs. sub-lunate, 6 ft. long by 13 ft. wide, palmately pinnatifid, folded lengthwise along the main midrib; petiolo 3–5 ft. tall, with spines along its margins often in pairs: spadix sometimes 20 ft. long, with spreading branches. Malabar coast and Ceylon. A.F. 12:313. Gnr. 5: 213.—Lvs. used as a substitute for paper.


CORYSÁNTHES (helmet-flower, Greek). Orchid.-aceae. Not to be confounded with Coryanthes. Fifteen or more terrestrial orchids of Austral., New Zeal. and Malaysia, little cult. Dwarf, delicate, tuberculous-rooted or fleshy-rooted herbs, bearing a solitary broad lf. and a large solitary fl.: upper sepal large, helmet-shaped; lateral sepals free, linear or linear-oblanceolate; petals obtuse, with the spines along their margins often in pairs; lip large, tubular at base, the margins inclosing the column, the upper part extended into a broad reflexed limb; pollinia 4. C. pietá, Lindl., Malaya, is 3–4 in. high: upper part of fl. deep purple and yellow, and lower part white; fls. four segregated on a bract at base of ovary. C. Ímbita, Hook. f., Java, is mostly even lower, with fl. purple and white, the ovate-ordlate lf. with reticulating white veins. B.M. 5357.

CORYTHOLÔMA (referring to the helmet-shape). Gesneriáceae. By some referred to Gesnera: a half-hundred or more leafy-stemmed tuberous herbs of Trop. S. Amer., with mostly red or speckled tubular fls. in terminal umbels or racemes, or solitary or few in the axis: lip of corolla erect, con-cave; disk 5-lobular; stamens didynamous. It is doubtful whether any of the species are in the trade. C. macrópódum, Sprague, recently mentioned, is a glandular-hirsute herb, 6–9 in. high, from a subglobous tuber: lvs. 3–5 in. across, suborbicular-fls. in solitary axillary cymes, 5–7-fl., cinabar-red, the corolla-tube about 1 in. long and nearly cylindric, the limb only slightly 2-lipped, the 3 lower lobes blotched purple. S. Brazil. B.M. 8228.—A handsome little plant. These plants are probably to be handled after the manner of gloxinias and similar things.

COSMÁNTHUS: Phaceida. COSMÉA: Cosmos. COSMIDÜM: Thelesperma.

COSMOPHÝLLUM: Podachantrium.

CÓSMOS (from the Greek word with a root idea of orderliness; hence an ornament or beautiful thing). Syn., Cosmánea. Compositæ. Annual or perennial herbs, now popular as flower-garden subjects. Often tall, usually glabrous: lvs. opposite, pinnately cut in the garden kinds fls. large, petioles with wide, flat, strongly incurved purple, with one yellow species, and white horticultural varieties, long peduncled, solitary or in a loose corymbose panicle: achenes glabrous: chaff of the receptacle in C. bipinnatrus with a long and slender apex, in other species with a blunt and short apex.—Perhaps 20 species, all Trop. American, mostly Mexican. The genus is distinguished from Bidens chiefly by the seeds, which are beaked in Cosmos but not distinctly so in Bidens, and by the color of the rays, which in Cosmos is typically some form of crimson, while in Bidens the rays are yellow or white.

The "black cosmos" (C. diversifolius) is, perhaps, better known to the trade as a Bidens or Dahlia. It has the dwarf habit and dark red early flowers of some dahlias, but the achenes are very puzzling. They resemble those of Bidens in being four-angled, and not distinctly beaked. They are unlike Bidens, and like Cosmos, in being not distinctly compressed on the back. They resemble both genera in having two rigid persistent awns, but, unlike these genera, the awns have no retrorse barbs or prickles. The achenes are linear, as in Cosmos and all our native tropical species of Bidens; but, although narrowed at the apex, they are not distinctly beaked, as in most species of the genus Cosmos. The plant is, perhaps, nearest to Bidens.

Until 1895 there were in the two leading species only three strongly marked colors: white, pink and crimson. These and the less clearly defined intermediate shades have come from C. bipinnatrus and the yellow forms have come from C. sulphureus, which was introduced in 1896. At first cosmos flowers were only an inch or two across. The best varieties now average 3 inches, and sometimes reach 4 or 5 without thinning or disbudding. Pure white flowers are common, as are white and yellow, and the orange-reds, but, although wild, some of the cultivated varieties are clear white. The group is lacking in bright deep reds. There are no full double forms of cosmos as yet, and, as regards strongly marked types of doubling, the cosmos may be decades behind the China asters. In the single forms, flat, incurved, or cupping, and reflexed flowers are to be looked for. Stellate forms are now offered; and also dwarfs, and other varieties.

It is a mistake to grow cosmos in too rich soil, as one gets too vigorous growth and too few flowers, which are also late. A sandy soil is to be preferred as being earlier, and not too rich. It is well to pinch out the leading shoots of young plants in order to make them bushy and symmetrical, instead of tall and straggling. In the case of the results it is necessary to sow seed indoors in April and transplant outdoors as soon as danger of frost is past. Seed sown in the open ground often fails to produce flowers in some northern localities before frost. The early frost kills the typical species, but some of the new strains are said to resist a degree or two of frost.
a. Rays white, pink or crimson: disk yellow.

bipinnatus, Cav. Fig. 1077. Glabrous annual, 7-10 ft. high: lvs. cut, lobes linear, remote, entire; involucral scales ovate-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. white, pink or crimson: seeds smooth, with an abrupt beak much shorter than the body. Mex. B.M. 1535. Gn. 41:10. R.H. 1892:372.—The older and commoner species. C. hybrida, Hort., is presumably a trade name for mixed varieties of C. bipinnatus, but see G.F. 1:474 for note.

AA. Rays yellow: disk yellow.
sulphureus, Cav. Fig. 1078. Pubescent, 4-7 ft. high, much branched: lvs. often 1 ft. or more long, 2- or 3-pinnately parted; lobes lanceolate, mucronate, with rachis and midrib ciliate or hispid; pinne alternate, entire or 2-3-toothed: peduncles 7-10 in. long, naked: outer involucral bracts 8, linear, acuminate, green, 2 lines long; inner ones 8, oblong, obtuse, scarios, 5 lines long; fls. 2-3 in. across, pale, pink or golden yellow: rays 8, broadly obovate, strongly 3-toothed at the apex, ribbed beneath; anthers of the disk exerted, black, with orange tips: seeds linear, 1 in. long, including the slender beak. Mex. G.F. 8:485 (adapted in Fig. 178).—Intro. 1896; parent of the yellow forms.

AAA. Rays dark red: disk red.
diversifolius, Otto (Bidens arosanguinea, Ortg. B. dahliodes, Wats. Dahlia Zimapani, Roezl). BLACK COSMOS. Tender annual, 12-16 in. high, with tubers more slender, and requiring more care in winter than those of common dahlias: lvs. pinnately parted; lfts. 5-7, entire or slightly serrate, the terminal lfts. largest: peduncles each bearing 1 head 6 in. or more above foliage: rays dark velvety red, sometimes tinged dark purple. Mex. B.M. 6227. Gt. 1861:347. F.C. 2:47. J.H. III. 33:403. Var. superba, Hort., is sold.—Prop. almost exclusively by seeds. WILHELM MILLER.†

COSSIGNIA (Jos. Fr. Charpentier de Cossigny, 1739-1789, French naturalist). Sapindaceae. Shrubs or little trees of about 3 species, sometimes mentioned for cult. in warmhouses. C. pinnata, Comm., of Mauri-
tius, has white fls. in terminal panicled corymbs, and odd-pinnate lvs., with 3-5 oblong and entire lfts.

COST-ACCOUNTING. The keeping of profit-and-loss records, and the drawing of conclusions from them for the improvement of the business.

In recent years, the application of cost-accounting and efficiency methods to farming operations has opened practically a new approach to the discussion of agricultural problems and is forcing a reorganization in practices and in the sub-divisions of the business. Careful and extended studies have not yet been made of the efficiency principles in most horticultural occupations; but the suggestions drawn from orchard records may show the nature and scope of the work.

Annual inventory.

There is no single account that is more important than the annual inventory. This inventory should list the land and each important building separately. The total value of these items should equal the value of the farm. It should list each cow, horse and important piece of machinery separately. All the cash, notes, mortgages and accounts due the farmer should be recorded with his property. A separate list should be made of all notes, mortgages or accounts due to others. The difference between these and the value of property owned gives the net worth of the farmer. A comparison of the net worth at the beginning and end of the year shows the gain or loss for the year unless money or property has been added to the business from some other sources or taken from it.

Cost-accounts.

But an inventory does not show on which enterprises gains or losses have occurred. Usually a business is made up of both profitable and unprofitable enterprises, or of enterprises that are unequally profitable. In order to know how to develop the business to the best advantage, it is important to know which enterprises pay best for the use of land and labor. Cost accounts also have very many uses aside from determining the relative profitability of different enterprises. If all the time spent, labor costs, and other costs, and the receipts are known, it is often possible to see ways of changing the management of a crop so as to increase profits.

In order to keep a complete cost-account with any crop, it is necessary to know all the labor of men, teams and machinery for the crop; to know all receipts and expenses caused by the cropping, and to keep track of any outlays contributed to the crop from the farm or other enterprises, also whatever this crop contributes to other enterprises.

A work-report of the time of man and horse should be kept in an ordinary account-book. At the end of the year, the total time is charged to each crop-account in the ledger. The ledger should have wide pages, so that there may be room for full descriptions. The left-hand page is used for charges, and the right-hand page for credits.

Each evening one should record any cash spent during the day under the proper crop or enterprise. The number of hours that have been spent on each enterprise for both man and horse labor are also recorded in the form shown on the next page. For convenience, the horse time is reduced to terms of one horse. A three-horse team working 10 hours is put down as 30 hours. If one desires, he may keep an account with only one enterprise. It is better to keep accounts with all the enterprises on the farm, so that one may early each part of his business and the business as a whole.

The best method of discussing the subject is to show an account as kept by a farmer. The following account with a 3-acre apple orchard was kept by a New York farmer in 1912:—
## Work Report for Apple Orchard—Three Acres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Man</th>
<th>Horse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 1</td>
<td>Manured</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 8</td>
<td>Pruned</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Brush hauled and burned</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Sprayed</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 31</td>
<td>Cleaned and put up sprayer</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 19</td>
<td>Thinned</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 7</td>
<td>Picked</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 11</td>
<td>Hauled barrels</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Picked and packed</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Hauled to station</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Picked and packed</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 20</td>
<td>Hauled to station</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Picked and packed</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Picked up drops</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Got ready for shipping</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Hauled to station</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 10</td>
<td>Hauled manure</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total hrs. and mins... 492 45 196 15

### Left-hand Page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Inventory—barrels on hand</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 25</td>
<td>100 lbs. arsenate of lead</td>
<td>$8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 5</td>
<td>100 lbs. arsenate of lead</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 bbls. lime-sulfur, $5; freight 28 cts.</td>
<td>8 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20</td>
<td>3 loads manure</td>
<td>1 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 1/2 loads manure</td>
<td>3 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 11</td>
<td>Freight on barrels</td>
<td>6 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 barrels</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Barrels, 60 cts.; freight, 25 cts.</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 8</td>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>2 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2</td>
<td>Post-cards for advertising; Adv., “Apples for sale”</td>
<td>3 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>2 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Use of ladder</td>
<td>40 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>493 hrs. man-labor @ 18.3 cts.</td>
<td>90 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196 hrs. horse-labor @ 13.5 cts.</td>
<td>26 07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196 hrs. equipment-labor @ 5.1 cts.</td>
<td>10 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on costs</td>
<td>3 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Gain</td>
<td>$288 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>$430 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Right-hand Page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 11</td>
<td>4 empty barrels sold</td>
<td>$1 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1 bus. King, $1; 1 bus. Snow, 75 cts.</td>
<td>1 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12 bus. drop apples</td>
<td>0 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2 empty barrels</td>
<td>1 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1 bus. Spy, 1 bus. Baldwin</td>
<td>2 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25 bus. drops</td>
<td>6 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 25</td>
<td>Mrs. Franklin, 7 bbls. Baldwin, 2 bbls. King</td>
<td>35 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 bbls. Cream, 4 bbls. Spy, 1 bbl. Spitz</td>
<td>9 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
<td>1 bbl. King, $2.25; 1 bbl. Baldwin, $1.85; 1 bbl. Spy, $2.75</td>
<td>6 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2 bbls. Baldwin</td>
<td>3 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 bus. Baldwin culls</td>
<td>7 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12 bbls. Baldwin, $26.30; 4 bbls. Greening, $8.25; 1 bbl. Spy, $2.50; 1 bbl. Wagen</td>
<td>75 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2 bbls. Baldwin</td>
<td>1 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3 bbls. (1 bbl. King, 2 bbl. Baldwin, 1 bbl. Greening, 1 bbl. Spy)</td>
<td>11 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>5 bbls. Baldwin</td>
<td>5 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 bbls. Hubbardston, 6 bbls. Baldwin</td>
<td>7 85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kept for home use; 3 bus. Snow, 20 bus. Baldwin</td>
<td>11 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 bus. drops to chickens</td>
<td>2 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total | $340 42

This mere keeping of cost-accounts is not the end. The accounts must be studied. The following are a few of the facts that the farmer used in the preceding records and the suggestions derived from them:

### Total Crop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Bushels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greening</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbardston</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spy</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carried forward | 611

### Total Crop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Bushels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greening</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbardston</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spy</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carried forward | 611

From the foregoing records he was able to determine the yields per tree of different varieties.

Yields per acre good apples, 214 bushels.
Yield per acre culls and drops, 33 bushels.
Per cent of culls and drops, 14.
Total receipts, good apples, less cost of barrels, $233.07.
Average price per bushel, good apples, without barrels, 36 cents.
Hours of man-labor, per acre, 164.
Hours of horse-labor, per acre, 65.
Profit, per acre, $17.
Profit, per hour of man-labor, 10 cts.
Cost, per bushel, good apples, without barrels, 28 cents.
Profit, per bushel, 8 cents.
It will be seen that the cost of barrels was very high owing to buying late in the season. Ten cents a barrel extra was more than equal to the profit on a barrel of apples, or one-third the entire profit. Usually the profit on an enterprise can be greatly changed by small changes in cost.

The profit per acre is in addition to pay for use of land. If all the profit is expressed in terms of land, the orchard paid $27 per acre rent, or gave a profit of $14 per acre.

If the profit is all expressed in terms of labor, the orchard paid 28 cents per hour for time spent on it, or gave a profit of 10 cents per hour.

Records similar to those given above may be kept with each crop or enterprise on the farm. If this is done, an account is kept with horses from which the cost of an hour of horse-labor is determined. At the end of the year, the labor on each crop for the year is charged at this rate. Similarly, the cost of man-labor is found and charged. The cost of machinery-labor is charged in proportion to the hours that horses worked for the enterprise. This is how the costs per hour given above were determined. But if a complete set of accounts is not kept, the charge for labor of men and horses is placed at the usual rate of pay for such work in the region, including the cost of board. References:


"Farm Accounts," J. A. Vye.

G. F. Warren.

COSTMARY: The raywise form of Chrysanthemum Balsamita, known as var. lanastroides.

COSTUS (old classical name). Zingiberaceae. Spiral Flag. Perennial thick-rooted tropical herbs, cultivated under glass for their flowing-limbed showy flowers, which are in terminal bracteate spikes.

Stems short or tall and leafy (plant rarely acaulescent), roots often tuberous; fls. golden yellow, red, saffron-colored or white; corolla tubular, cleft, not showy; 1 staminodium, enlarged and bell-shaped, usually with a crispy limb, and forming the showy part of the fl. (called the lip), cleft down the back; ovary 3-lobed; filaments petaloid. — About 100 species, widely distributed in the tropics. More or less fleshy plants, prized in warm-houses, and grown in the open in S. Fla. and other warm regions. Monogr. by Schumann in Engler's Pflanzenreich hft. 20 (1904).

This interesting genus of tropical herbs thrives in any rich moist soil, but luxuriates in that of a gravelly or sandy character, when under partial shade. The plants are readily propagated by cutting the canes, or stalks, into short pieces off an inch or two in length, and planting in sifted peat, or fine moss and sand, covering but lightly. The roots may also be divided, but this is a slow means of propagation. Specimens require rather high temperature to bring out the rich colors of the leaves, which in some species are prettily marked with a purplish tint, and are usually arranged spirally on the ascending stem. This gives rise to the name "spiral flag." (E. N. Reasner.)

speciosus, Smith. Somewhat woody at base, 4–10 ft. stout, erect; fls. oblong or obovate, acuminate, nearly 1 ft. long, silky beneath; bracts red; fl. large, with a flowing white limb and yellowish center, 3–4 in. across, not lasting. E. Indies. I.H. 43:56. Gn. 47:166.


Few species of Costus are offered in this country, but others may occur in special collections.—C. Friderichsenii, Petersen, 6 ft. or more: fls. sessile, lanceolate, acuminate, 1 ½ ft. or less long; bracts bright yellow in thick terminal spikes. Fls. 52:15–21. Cent. Amer. (?).—C. microdactus, Gagnep., 5–6 ft.: fls. spirally placed, lanceolate; fls. very small with red tube and orange-red yellow-tipped lobes, the lip tubular and purple, in cone-like spikes 3 in. long. Martinique. —C. muscitique, Hort. Lvs. obliquely lanceolate, 4–5 in. long, dark green, marked and tessellated with silvery gray. W. Afr. —C. zebrinus is very likely the same as last. L. H. B.


Deciduous shrubs or trees with a strong-smelling juice: lvs. slender-petioled, entire, without stipules: fls. dioecious or polygamous, small, greenish or yellowish, in large and loose terminal panicles; the pedicels of the numerous sterile fls. lengthen after the fls. have dropped and become clothed with spreading hairs; petals 5; twice as long as the pointed calyx-lobes, the 5 stamens shorter than the petals, inserted between the lobes of the disk; ovary superior with 3 short styles: fr. a small compressed oblique-ovate dry drupelet with the style on one side. —

Two species, one in N. Amer. and one in S. Eu. to Cent. Asia. Formerly usually included under Rhis, which differs chiefly in its usually compound and more or less serrate lvs., the globose fr. with terminale style, the absence of plumose pedicels and in the milky juice. Often planted, particularly the European species, for its loose feathery panicles which give almost the effect of a dense cloud of smoke, from which the shrub derives its name. The panicles of the American species are much less showy, but the autumnal coloring is more brilliant. Both species hardy as far north as Mass., the American being somewhat more tender. They prefer a sunny, and in the hedges a sheltered position and well-drained soil, and are adapted for planting in dry and rocky ground. Prop. by seeds; also by root-puttings and layers.

Coggyria. Scop. (C. Cotinus, Sarg. C. Cocejo, C. Coccina, C. Cotinus, Linn.) Smoke-Tree. Fig. 1079. Spreading, rather dense shrub, to 15 ft.: lvs. slender-petioled, oval or ob-
COTONEASTER

Branches pendulous. Var. pubéscens, Engler. Lvs., at least beneath, and often also the young branches, pubescent.

americanus, Nutt. (C. cotinoides, Brit. Rhus coti- noides, Nutt.). Upright shrub or small tree, to 35 ft.: lvs. gradually narrowed at the base, obovate to elliptic-obovate, rounded at the apex, silky beneath when young, at maturity glabrous or nearly so, 4-6 in. long: panicles 5-6 in. long, with short and rather inconspicuous pale purple or brownish hairs. June, July. Ala. to W. Texas and E. Tenn. S.S. 3:98, 99.—The autumnal tints orange and scarlet, as in the preceding species, but more brilliant. ALFRED REHDER.

COTONÉÁSTER (cotoneum, quince, and aster, similar; the leaves of some species resemble those of the quince). Rosaceae, subfamily Pòmeae. Shrubs, rarely small trees, chiefly grown for their ornamental red or black fruits and some species also for their foliage which turns brilliant colors in autumn.

Leaves alternate, deciduous or persistent, short-petioled, entire, stipulate: fls. solitary or in cymes, terminal, on short lateral branchlets, white or pinkish; petals 5; stamens about 20: fr. a black or red pomaceous drupe, with 2-5 stones.—About 40 species, in the temperate regions of Eu. and Asia, also in N. Afr., but none in Japan.

Cotoneasters are ornamental shrubs, many of them with decorative fruits remaining usually through the whole winter, while only a few, like the hardy C. huphehensis and C. multiflora and the tender C. frigida, and also C. racemiflora and C. salicifolia, are conspicuous with abundant white flowers. Of the species with decorative red fruits, C. tomentosa, C. racemiflora and C. intergrírma are quite hardy, and C. Simonsii, C. acuminata, C. rotundifolia, C. microphylla and others are hardly at least as far north as New York, while C. frigida and its allies are the most tender. The foliage of some of the species assumes brilliant colors in autumn; dark crimson in C. Simonsii, C. horizontalis, C. divaricata and C. Dielsiana; scarlet and orange in C. foveolata, bright yellow in C. Zabelii. The half-evergreen C. horizontalis and C. adpressa, and the evergreen C. Dammeri and C. microphylla, with its allied species, are well adapted for rockeries on account of their low, spreading or prostrate habit. Cotoneasters thrive in any good, well-drained garden soil, but dislike very moist and shady positions. Propagation is effected by seeds, sown in fall or stratified; the evergreen species grow readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood in August under glass; increased also by layers, put down in fall, or by grafting on C. vulgaris, hawthorn, mountain ash or quince.

INDEX.

acuminata, 3, 5.
acutifolia, 12, 13.
adpressa, 1.
appendicata, 10.
bullata, 6.
buscafolia, 23.
calcarea, 16.
commixta, 15.
commixta, 21.
Dammeri, 22.
Dielsiana, 10.
divaricata, 4.
elegans, 10.
flavescens, 20.
florbunda, 6.
Fontanesii, 18.
foveolata, 11.
fruits, 21.
gladiolus, 24.
glabra, 20.
horizontalis, 1, 2.
humilis, 22.
hupehensis, 17.
integerima, 7.
italic, 23.
Lvs., 12.
marmelos, 6.
major, 10.
melanocarpa, 15.
microcarpa, 18.
microphylla, 23, 24.
multiflora, 6.

D. Habit prostrate.


D. Habit upright.

E. Lvs. small, not exceeding 1 in., nearly glabrous beneath.


6. bullata, Bois. Spreading shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. ovate, acuminate, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, rugose and finally nearly glabrous above, reticulate, pale grayish green and pubescent beneath: fls. pinkish, few; calyx glabrous: fr. red, subglobeus, with 4-5
COTONEASTER


cc. Under side of lvs. whitish or grayish tomentose:
young branchlets densely pubescent.

d. Les. ¾–2½ in. long, rounded at base.

7. intégerrima, Medikus (C. vulgáris, Lindl.). Shrub, to 4 ft.: lvs. ovate or oval, acute or obtuse and mucronulate, glabrous and dark green above, whitish and at length greenish tomentose beneath, ¾–2 in. long; cymes nodding, 2–4-fl.; fls. pale pinkish; calyx glabrous outside: fr. glabular, bright red. May, June; fr. Aug. Eu., W. Asia, Siberia. H.W. 3, p. 73, figs. a–f.


dd. Les. about 1 in. or less long, slightly pubescent above.

e. Apex of lvs. mostly obtuse, base rounded.

9. Zábelii, Schneid. Shrub, to 6 ft. with slender spreading branches; lvs. oval to ovate, dull green and loosely pubescent above, grayish or yellowish tomentose below, on young plants sometimes more glabrescent and acutish, ¾–1¼ in. long: fls. 5–9 in loose corymbs, pinkish; calyx villous outside, with obtuse teeth: fr. ovoid, red, about ¼ in. long, with 2 stones. May; fr. in Sept., Oct. Cent. China.

ee. Apex of lvs. mostly acute, base often cuneate.


nn. Fr. black or nearly black.

c. Lvs. acute or acuminate, pubescent or nearly glabrous beneath.

d. Upper surface of lvs. glabrous and somewhat lustrous: calyx slightly pubescent or glabrous.


dd. Upper surface of lvs. pubescent, at least when young, dull green: calyx pubescent.


cc. Lvs. obtuse or acutish, tomentose beneath.


AA. Petals spreading, white, roundish: fr. red. (Chenopetalum.)

b. Fls. in many-fl. corymbs: upright shrubs.

c. Lvs. broadly ovate or oval, obtuse or acute, ¾–1½ in. long, deciduous.

d. The lvs. glabrous beneath at maturity.

16. multifóræ, Bunge (C. reféixá, Carr.). Shrub, to 6 ft. with usually slender, arching branches: lvs. broad-ovate, usually acute, slightly tomentose at first beneath, soon becoming glabrous: cymes very numerous, 6–20-fl.; calyx glabrous, fr. orange-red, ½ in. across. May, Spain, W. Asia to Himalayas
COTONEASTER

COTONEASTER
M.D. G. 1914: 7. Very decorative in bloom, and hardy,
but less free fruiting. Var. calocarpa, Rehd. & Wilson.
Lvs. larger and narrower, slightly hairy below fr. larger,
nearly fan. across, freely produced. W. China.
DD. The Ivs. tomentose beneath.
17. hupehensis, Rehd. & Wilson. Fig. 1081. Shrub,
to 5 ft., with slender spreading branches, villous while
young Ivs. ovate to elliptic, obtuse or acutish, mucronulate, rarely emarginate, above finally glabrous, thinly
grayish tomentose beneath, J^-l in. long: corymbs very
numerous, with 6-12 or more white fls.; peduncle and
calyx villous; anthers yellow: fr. red, subglobose, about
M.D.G. 1914 6 (as C. acutifolia var.) .One of the handsomest species in bloom; hardy as far north as Mass.
:

:

:

18. racemiflSra, Koch (C. nummula^ia, Fisch. & Mey.
C. Fontanesii, Spach). Shrub, to 4 ft., with erect or
spreading branches, rarely prostrate: Ivs. roundish or
broad-ovate, obtuse or acute, whitish or grayish
tomentose beneath, glabrous above: cymes very short-

peduncled, 3-12-fld.; peduncle and calyx tomentose:
fr. red.
May, June. From N. Afr. and W. Asia to
Himalayas and Turkestan. R.H. 1867 31. Very decorative and hardy. Var. soongarica, Schneid. Lvs. oval,
Var. microcarpa,
usually obtusish, less pubescent.
Rehd. & Wilson. Similar to the preceding, but fr.
ovoid, smaller. Var. orbicularis, Wenz. (C. Wheeleri,
Hort.). Low and divaricate: Ivs. roundish or obovate,
:

y%-%m.

long:

cymes

3-6-fld.

Length of Ivs. y^-iy^ in.: corymbs 1 in. across or less.
Ivs. elliptic- to ovate-oblong, mucronate at the apex,
glabrous above, densely grayish white-tomentose
beneath: calyx tomentose: fr. red, globose-ovoid, J^in.
long with 2 stones. S.W.China. R.H. 1907:256. G.
:

but tender.
Ivs.

1%~4

in.:

corymbs 1-2 in. across.

20. salicifdlia, Franch. Half-evergreen shrub, to 15
ft.: young brarichlets floccose-tomentose: Ivs. elliptic-

oblong to ovate-lanceolate,, acute or acuminate,
rugose and glabrous above, floccose-tomentose beneath,
1 J^-3 in. long: fls. white in dense corymbs 1-2 in. across:
fr. subglobose, bright red, J^in. across, with 2-3 stones.
Wilson (C. rugdsa, Pritz.). Lvs. broader and shorter,
elliptic-oblong, dull green above, more woolly-tomentose beneath: fr. larger, usually with 2 stones. Cent.
China. Var. floccdsa, Rehd. & Wilson. Lvs. oblong
to oblong-lanceolate, floccose-tomentose beneath while
young, later becoming partly glabrous and glaucous,
bright green and lustrous above: fr. larger, usually
with 3 stones. W. Chkia. This species is very handsome, particularly in autumn when studded with its
clusters of bright red berries. The var. floccosa which
has been advertised as var. glaciosa (misspelled for
floccosa) seems to be the hardiest and most desirable.

Large half-evergreen shrub, to 20
ft.: Ivs. oblong, acute at both ends, glabrous above,
tomentose beneath when young, 2-4 in. long: cymes
long-peduncled, very many-fld., pubescent: fr. scarlet.
April, May. Himalayas. B.R. 15:1229. L.B.C. 16:
1512. One of the most beautiful in fl. and fr., but
not hardy N.
21. frigida, Wall.

BB. Fls. 1-3: low prostrate or trailing shrubs :
c. Lvs. green beneath.

Ivs.

peduncles about Hin. long.
cc. Lvs. glaucous or whitish tomentose beneath.
23. rotundifolia, Wall. (C. microphylla
tfva-ursi,
Lindl. C. prostrata, Baker). Low or prostrate shrub:
Ivs. nearly orbicular or broadly oval, dark green above
and somewhat pubescent, loosely pubescent beneath or
glabrescent and glaucous, J^-J^in. long: fls. 1-3, about
J^in. across: fr. bright red, subglobose, more than J^in.
across. Himalayas.
May, June; fr. Sept. B.R. 14:

1187. Var. lanata, Schneid. (C. buxifdlia, Baker, not
Wall. C. Wheeleri, Hort.) Lvs. elliptic to elliptic-oblong,
Gn. 55:186. R.H. 1889, 348, fig. 4.
(fls. in bud).

Wall.
24. microphylla,
Low, prostrate shrub,
densely branched Ivs. cuneate-oblong or obovate, acute,
shining above, densely pubescent beneath, J^in. long: fls.
usually solitary; calyx pubescent: fr. bright red. May,
L.B.C. 14:1374.
June.
Himalayas.
Var. thymifSlia, Koehne (C. thymifblia,
4, p. 165.
G.C. II.
and fr. smaller. R.H. 1889:348, fig. 2.
Hook. (C. congesta, Baker). Lvs. glabrous beneath,
:

Allied to C. frigida.

Lvs. broad-elliptic:

fr.

dark brown, globose. Himalayas. L.B.C. 16:1522. C. ambigua,

D.

DD. Length of

usually mucronulate, glabrous or nearly so, about 1
long: fls. usually solitary; calyx sparingly pubescent
or nearly glabrous: fr. bright red. May, June; fr.
Var. radicans, Schneid.
Lvs. often obovate, slender-petioled: fls. 1-2, on
in.

C. afflnis, Lindl.

cc. Lvs. elliptic to oblong, acute at both ends,
subcoriaceous.

867

persistent.

22. Dammeri,
Schneid.
humifusa, Duthie).
(C.
Prostrate shrub with trailing often rooting branches:
Ivs. elliptic, usually cuneate at the base, obtusish and

elliptic-ovate to rhombic-ovate, villous beneath: fls. 5-10; calyx
slightly pubescent or nearly glabrous: fr. ovoid, black. W. China.
C. amcma, Wilson. Related to C. Franchetii. Dense shrub, to 5
ft.: Ivs. ovate or elliptic, usually Vivo., long: corymbs 6-10-fld.;

Yunnan. G.C. III.
sepals acuminate: fr. globose, orange-red.
Franch. =Pyracantha angustifolia. C.
51:2.
C. angustiffilia,
apiculata, Rehd. & Wilson. Related to C. Simonsii. Shrub, to 6
ft.: Ivs. orbicular to roundish ovate, apiculate, bright green and
lustrous, nearly glabrous, J^-H i n long: fr. nearly sessile, globose,
C. bacilldris, Wall. Related to C. frigida. Lvs. smaller, usually
glabrous beneath at length: fr. dark brown. Himalayas. C.
buxifdlia. Wall. Related to C. rotundifolia. Lvs. elliptic, slightly
pubescent above at first, grayish tomentose beneath: fls. 24, J^in.
C. dlsticha,
Lange. Related to C. Simonsii. Half-evergreen, upright shrub, to
4 ft.: Ivs. suborbicular to broadly obovate, apiculate, sparingly
pubescent above, nearly glabrous beneath, y$n. or less long: fls.
Himalayas. C.
1-2; calyx glabrous or nearly so: fr. scarlet.
Harroniana, Wilson. Related to C. salicifolia. Shrub, to 6 ft.:
Ivs. elliptic-oblong, sometimes oval, 1-2 in. long, densely villous
beneath: corymbs \Yi in. across. S. W. China. C. Henrydna,
Rehd. & Wilson (C. rugosa var. Henryana, Schneid.). Related to
C. salicifolia. Shrub, to 12 ft.: Ivs. thinner, elliptic-oblong to
oblong-lanceolate, 2-3 Yi in. long, and about 1 in. broad, pubescent
and only slightly pubescent above, densely grayish pubescent
G. C. III. 46:339 (not good). M.D.G. 1914:15. C. ignava,
Wolf. Related to C. melanocarpa. Shrub, to 5 ft.: Ivs. ovate or oval,
greenish white beneath, pubescent, 1-2 in. long: fls. 8-13, pinkish;
calyx pubescent at the base: fr. dark reddish brown, nearly black.
E. Turkestan. Yearb. For. Inst., Petersburg, 15:240. C. Lindleyi,
lata. Shrub, to 15 ft. : Ivs. elliptic to ovate-oblong, thicker, rugose
above, pubescent beneath, at least on the veins, 2-5 in. long:
corymbs many-fld.; fls. white or pinkish; calyx sparingly pubesC. nitens, Rehd.
cent: fr. black, with 4-5 stones. W. China.
Wilson. Related to C. divaricata. Lvs. broadly oval or roundish
ovate, glabrous and lustrous above, H~ Yi^- long: f r ovoid, purplish
C. obscura, Rehd. & Wilson.
black, stalked, pendulous. W. China.
Related to C. acuminata. Shrub, to 10 ft.: Ivs. elliptic-ovate,
-

&

-

finally glabrous
in. long: fr. dull

yellowish gray-tomentose beneath, 1-2
l
brownish red, ovoid, Am.
long, usually with 3

above,

C. Pyracdntha, Spach=Pyracantha coccinea.
stones. W. China.
C. rdsea, Edgew. Related to C. integerrima. Shrub, with slender
upright branches: Ivs. elliptic to ovate-oblong, nearljr glabrous,
1
in. long: fls. 4-9, pinkish with
grayish green beneath, 1-1
slightly
spreading petals: fr. subglobose, dull red. Himalayas.-^-C. SuAllied to C. integerrima. Lvs. elliptic-ovate,
vestrii, Pampanini.
1-2
in.
long: calyx
densely hairy and cream-colored beneath,
C. uniflora,
Siibescent
unge. Allied to P. vulgaris. Lvs. oval to oval-oblong, glabrous

A
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COTTON belongs to the genus Gossypium (name used by Pliny), of the Malvaceae. The species are now much confused, but it is generally agreed that the sea island cotton is of the species G. barbadense, Linn. The upland cotton is probably derived chiefly or wholly from G. hirsutum, Linn. The former is native in the West Indies. The nativity of the latter is in dispute, but it is probably Asian. The cotton flower is mellow-looking, like a subtending involucre of three large heart-shaped bracts. The carpels or cells of the pod are three to five. These carpels break open, and the cotton covering of the seeds makes a globular mass,—the cotton boll (Fig. 1082). Cotton is not a horticultural crop, and is therefore not considered in this work. The reader will find "The Cotton Plant" (published by the Dept. of Agric., Bull. 33), a useful monograph. Consult Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 247.

COTTONWOOD: species of Populus.

CÓTULA (Greek, small cup, the bases of the clasping leaves forming a hollow or basin). Compositae. Small diffuse or much-branched strong-smelling annual or perennial yellow-flowered herbs, a few of the perennials sometimes used as carpeters in rock-gardens.

Leaves alternate, toothed, lobed or pinnatisect; heads pedunculate, hemispherical or bell-shaped, many-fld., and discoid; or outer or marginal florets nearly or quite apetalous, usually pistillate and fertile; disc-florets 4-toothed, fertile or male; torus nuted; pappus not evident: achenes glabrous, compressed.—About 50 or 60 species, largely in the southern hemisphere.

dioica, Hook. f. (Leptinella dioica, Hook. f.). Sts. glabrous or slightly hairy, 1 ft. or less long, creeping: lvs. solitary or tufted, not thick or stiff, stalked, 2 in. or less long, linear-obovate to spatulate, obtuse, serrate to pinnatifid or even pinnate: heads on axillary naked peduncles that are longer or shorter than the lvs., unisexual, the males 3/4 in. or less diam., and the females a little larger: achenes obovoid, smooth. New Zeal.—Very variable. A compact dwarf carpeter.

Muñérier, Kirk. (C. potentillifolia, Hort.? Leptinella potentillifolia, Muell.). Sts. long and rather stout, creeping and rooting, the branches ascending and somewhat villous towards the tips: lvs. 2-5 in. long, stalk and all, linear-obovate, deeply pinnatifid, glandular-dotted: heads on peduncles that usually are shorter than the lvs., bisexual, about 3/4 in. diam.: achenes concave, rounded and 4-angled. New Zeal.


COTYLEDON (a name used by Pliny, meaning a cavity, having reference to the concave or cup-like leaves of some kinds). Crassulaceae. Succulent herbs or shrubs, rarely annual, grown mostly for their oddity, but some of them making good winter bloomers in pots and some used for summer bedding because of the stiff, thick foliage; some are half-hardy North.

Habit very various, rosetulate or erect, sometimes of a scandent tendency: branches and lvs. thick and fleshy: lvs. opposite or alternate, petiolate or sessile: calyx 5-parted, as long as or longer than the corolla: corolla tubular, cylin- or urn-shaped, sometimes 5-angled, the parts or petals 5, erect or spreading, connate to the middle, longer than the usually 10 stamens; ovary of 5 free carpels, each with a narrow scale at base; fls. erect or pendant, sometimes showy, in terminal racemes or cymes. Differs from Sedum in the connate petals.—Species about 100, in Calif. to Texas, and Mex., Afr., Asia and Eu. See I.H. 10:76 for an account of many of the species. Some of the species make dense rosettes of stiff lvs. on the ground and send up a small bracted scape; they remind one of the house-look (Sempervivum tectorum and related species).

As above defined, Cotyledon comprises the broad group habitually known under that name. Recently, however, Britton and Rose have revised the group, excluding Cotyledon from America, reinstating Echeveria and Pachyphytum for some of the American species and making new genera for others, as Dudleya, Othonna, Urbinia, Stylophorum etc. For the former nomenclature of the gardener, the cult. species are here brought together under Cotyledon, and they are also listed at other places under their new generic names.

Cotyledons are little known in this country except among fanciers and for carpet-bedding. Culturally, there are two groups,—the greenhouse kinds and the bedding kinds. The greenhouse kinds are well represented by C. gibbiflora. It is attractive both in foliage and flower. It may be expected to begin bloom in January or February. Its period of bloom is short, after which it may be propagated. The top of the main shoot (or of strong side shoots) may be cut off with 2 or 3 inches of stem, and stood in pots so that the cut end will rest on moss in the bottom and the leaves on the rim of the pot, using no earth; fine roots will soon form and the young plant may then be repotted into dryish soil. The old stems of this and similar tall kinds may be placed rather close together in shallow boxes, when it is desired to propagate them. And as they are hardy in a place, where they will form small growths along the stems; these, when large enough, may be put into boxes of dry sand, and potted in thumb- or 3-inch pots when they have made a sufficient quantity of roots. This species should be kept in a warmhouse in winter, where it is rather dry and not exposed to drip. C. fulgens is a good greenhouse species, producing showy waxy red flowers in winter; also C. cocinea. For this purpose the large plants should be lifted from the beds and carefully potted, as they make a much finer growth in the open ground than when grown in pots.—When it is desired to increase the low-growing carpet-bedding kinds on a larger scale, the plants may be lifted from the ground, keeping them in dry soil and cold. They may either be boxed in dry soil and kept in a cool dry house, or placed thickly together in a frame, taking care that no drip is allowed on the plants, and giving no water. The most convenient time for propagation by leaves is during the months of November and December, when the full work of rooting soft-wooded plants is over. Leaves rooted at this time will make plants large enough for planting out the following season. They will take from three to four weeks to root, according to the kind. The leaves must be taken from the plant as follows: Grasp each leaf between the fingers, and give it a gentle twist first to one side then to the other until the leaf comes off, taking care that the dormant bud in the
axil of the leaf accompanies it, otherwise the leaf will root but a plant will not form from it. Make a depression about 2 inches deep in the center and 4 inches wide across the sand-bed, in this lay two rows of leaves with their bases touching each at the bottom of the depression; give no water until the small roots make their appearance, and only slightly afterwards. When the little plants are large enough they should be boxed, using sandy loam, and kept in a temperature of not less than 60° F. at night.—For summer bedding purposes the following have been employed very successfully, being lower growers: *C. atropurpurea*, *C. fulgens*, *C. cocinea*, *C. fascicularis*, *C. gibbiflora* var. *metallica*, *C. Pachyphyllum*, *C. Peacockii*, *C. Purpusii*, *C. roseata*, *C. secunda*, *C. secunda* var. *glaucar*, *C. mexicana*. (G. W. Oliver.)

Other species of Cotyledon occur in collections of succulent plants, but the following probably represent those of commerce in this country.
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crowded on sterile shoots, somewhat fleshy, linear or linear-spatulate, obtuse, ½ to ⅞ in. long; fls. few short-pedicelled, cymose; sepals free, linear, obtuse; petals plane and strongly coherent, forming a tube, ¼ in.; or less long, the lobes ovate, acute; Erect. S. Mex.—One of the dozen or so species of Altamiranos (see p. 267, Vol. I), in that genus becoming A. mexicana, Rose.

BBB. Leaf broader, flat, often very fleshy.

c. Calyx minute. (Urbinia.)

12. agavoides, Baker (Echeveria agavoides, Lem. Urbinia agavoides, Brit. & Rose). Small and compact: lvs. densely rosetulate, purplish, crowded and very sharp-pointed, pale gray-green on both sides, papillosus: fls. 4–6, orange, on long pedicels; sepals several times shorter than the corolla. Mex.—Useful for carpet-beddings.

c. Calyx evident or prominent.

d. Petals always appended at insertion of stamens. (Pachyphytum.)

13. Pachyphytum, Baker (Pachyphytum bracteatum, Klotzsch). Silver-BRACT. Somewhat shrubby, very succulent, pale glaucous blue throughout: lvs. clothing upper part of st., more or less rosetulate, large and thick, spreading, obovate, obtuse or obtuse-pointed, the scars from the fallen lvs. orbicular: fls. in spikes 4–6 in. long on lateral peduncle and very sharp-pointed, in the large calyx which is about 1 in. long; stamens 5 large and 5 small. Mex. B.M. 4951.—A singular plant, blooming in summer. 1 ft.

dd. Petals not appended.

E. Corolla strongly 5-angled. (Echeveria.)

F. Color of plant (or of lvs.) dark purple.


FF. Color green, or ordinarily glaucous (except var. of No. 19).

G. St. wanting or nearly so (acauliscent species).


GG. St. evident, often tall (cauliscent species).


18. fulgens, Baker (Echeveria fulgens, Lem.). St. 4–8 in. tall, but bearing long leafy fl.-branches: lvs. obovate-spatulate, pale glaucous green, clustered; fls. bright red with yellow base, in nodding racemes. Mex.
24. lanceolata, Benth. & Hook. (Echeveria lanceolata, Nutt. Dudleya lanceolata, Brit. & Rose). Green or slightly glaucous, acaulcent: lvs. in a rosette, lanceolate, acuminate, slightly mealy; st.-lvs. or bracts small, obtuse, glaucous, brown, hoary, narrowly oblanceolate: fls. red and yellow; calyx-lobes broad-ovate, \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long; corolla \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. or more long. S. Calif.

25. californica, Baker (D. Cotyledon, Brit. & Rose. Sedum Cotyledon, Jacq. Echeveria californica, Baker). Plant acaulcent, tinged red: lvs. in a rosette, concave, ligulate, lanceolate, acute, glaucous, mealy, slightly yellowish, 8 in. long, pale yellow, or \( \frac{1}{2} \) ft. long, with short, ovate, clasping lvs. or bracts and bi- or trifid racemes. Calif.

Many garden names occur in Cotyledon, some of which are unidentifiable and some of which probably represent hybrids.


26. COUROUPITA (vernacular name in Guiana). Lecythidaceae. Trees of Trop. Amer. (about 9 species) sometimes planted as oddities or for shade, particularly for the curiosity of the great ball-like frs. borne on the trunk. Lvs. alternate, oblong, reticulate, entire or crenate-serrate; fls. showy and odd, borne in racemes, often from the trunk and larger branches; calyx-tube top-shaped, the limb 6-lobed or divided; petals 6, somewhat unequal, spreading and more or less incurved, borne on a disk; stamens many, in 2 sets: one series forming a ring or cup in the center of the fl. and about the single 5-7-celled ovary, the other longer and rising from one side like a fringed palm or ladel over the pistil, large, nearly or quite globular ball, coriaceous or woody, indehiscent, with many seeds imbedded in the pulp. C. guianensis, Aubl. CANNON-BALL TREE. Figs. 1084, 1085. Tall soft-wooded tree in Guiana, where it is native: lvs. oblong-obovate, elliptic or broad-lanceolate, acute, entire or wavy, or mucronately toothed: fls. usually less than 2 in. long, yellow and red-tinged on the exterior and crimson-like within, very showy, in racemes 2-3 ft. long; fls. nearly or quite globular, 6-8 in. diam., reddish, hard on the exterior, pulp inside, with very disagreeable odor when ripe. B.M. 3153-9. —Sometimes planted in the tropics in hedges and elsewhere. Slighter fr. used for utensils, and the pulp said to be eaten by negroes and to be used for the making of beverages.

L. H. B.

COUSSAPOÁ (Caribbean name). Mordacée. Fifteen to 20 milky-juiced trees or shrubs of Trop. S. Amer., 1 or 2 sometimes grown under glass, but apparently not in the American trade. They are sometimes scented and epiphytic, like other Pilocereus, sending down branches and completely enveloping the supporting tree and strangling it. Lvs. alternate, stalked, thick, penni-nerved or 3-nerved, entire; fls. dicccious, in globose heads, the peduncles solitary or in pairs and axillary, the male clusters few-fl. and often panicleate, the females on shorter peduncles: fr. oblong, becoming succulent and with the including thickened perianth forming a multberry-like multiple fruiting body. C. dealbata, André (Ficus dealbata, Hort.), is described as a very beautiful greenhouse subject, with coriaceous elliptic lvs. 1 ft. long and half as broad, white-silky beneath and deep green above. I. H. 17:4.

L. H. B.

COVER-CROPS. Green temporary crops, grown for the purpose of improving the soil, either as protection or to be turned down as green manure; word used chiefly in s p e a k of fruit-growing operations.

The use of cover-crops has become an essential part of orchard management. The name is derived from the fact that the seed is sown in the fall or late summer, and sufficient growth results so that the ground is covered and protected during the winter. The crops are grown for their effect upon the orchard, not for the direct value of the crop. The term was first used in this connection by Bailey, Bulletin No. 61, of the New York Station at Cornell, p. 333, December, 1903.

Cover-crops make use of the available plant-food at a time when the trees are beginning to use it less and less. In this way, food that otherwise might be lost is stored up until it becomes available to the trees the following spring through the rotting of the cover-crops. The presence of the cover-crop, with its mat of roots, also prevents soil-wash and erosion with its accompanying loss of plant-food. The lepomes, through the action of the bacteria found in their root-nodules, are able to add to the total amount of nitrogen present in the soil. This is the only way in which cover-crops increase the total supply of the plant-food elements, but the decay of the cover-crops increases the nitrogen in the soil and, by the activities thus set up, the locked-up plant-food is released in a soluble form and thus the total available plant-food is increased. The ability of a soil to absorb and retain water is greatly increased in proportion to the humus that the soil contains. For this reason, soils rich in humus are less likely to be injured by erosion from the rapid-run off of the rainfall and less liable to suffer from drought. In soils plentifully supplied with moisture and plant-food, the trees are likely to continue growth so long that the wood does not mature and harden before winter, thus rendering them liable to injury during a severe winter. Such trees used to bear fruit or so deeply in quality and in color. To produce mature, well-colored apples, it is essential that excessive growth after midsummer be prevented.

The best means of doing this is to grow a crop in the orchard that will compete with the trees for the food and water. Soil protected by a cover-crop does not freeze so quickly or so deeply when uncovered, and therefore the tree roots under a cover-crop are less likely to be injured by freezing and by heaving. Many
of our best fruit soils contain a large proportion of clay. When the humus-content of such soils becomes low, they are stiff and difficult to work and they dry out and bake quickly. Plowing under cover-crops restores the needed humus. This is important from the farm-management point of view. The period of time during which a clay field may successfully be plowed may frequently be doubled by thus increasing the humus supply. As the physical condition of the soil is bettered, the rootlets of the tree can more easily penetrate it in their search for food, and this larger feeding area means a greater supply of food. Orchards that are to be cultivated should be plowed as early as the land can be worked, in order to prevent excessive loss of moisture through evaporation and the demands of any growing cover-crop. This is especially true when rye, clover, or vetch are grown. Fall plowing is seldom advisable, as much of the benefit of the cover-crop is then lost. The time of seeding depends upon the needs of the fruit and the supply of moisture available. In seasons of plentiful rainfall the cover-crop should be put in early, but in a period of drought the trees need all the moisture there is in the soil and the seeding should be late. In the North Atlantic States, the cover-crops are planted from the latter part of July to the middle of August.

Kinds of cover-crops.

In general, cover-crops may be divided into the leguminous or nitrogen-gathering, and the non-leguminous crops.

1. Leguminous cover-crops.—Red and mammoth clover, Canada field peas, and winter vetch are used in the northern states; soybean, cowpeas, crimson clover, and vetch in the central and southern states.

2. Non-leguminous cover-crops.—Rye, oats, wheat, and barley; rape and turnips; buckwheat and nearly all weeds.

Average quantity of seed per acre.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>2 to 2½ bushels.</th>
<th>1½ bushel.</th>
<th>1½ bushels.</th>
<th>2 bushels.</th>
<th>3 bushels.</th>
<th>1½ to 2 bushels.</th>
<th>4 bushels.</th>
<th>½ to 1 bushel.</th>
<th>2 to 2½ bushels.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1½ to 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckwheat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1½ to 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover, red</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15 to 20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover, mammoth</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15 to 20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover, crimson</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowpea</td>
<td>1½ to 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 to 5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millet</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 to 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 to 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 to 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnips</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 to 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Combinations of cover-crops.—An ideal cover-crop should possess certain characters. It should make a vigorous vegetative growth by fall so as to furnish an abundance of humus and to hasten the maturity of the trees. The seed should be of such a nature that it will come well when planted at a time of year when the soil is warm. Preferably, the cover-crops should winter over. All these characters are seldom found in a single crop and hence, combinations are desirable. Thus buckwheat, which makes a quick growth, does not live through the winter as does the slower-growing rye, so the two combine well. The following combinations are frequently used:

- Cow (red or mammoth). 10 pounds.
- Winter vetch. 15 pounds.
- Oats. ½ bushel.
- Cowherb turnips. ½ pound.
- Buckwheat. ½ bushel.
- Oats. 1 bushel.
- Rye. 1 bushel.

In the peach orchard, where large annual growth is not desirable, or in apple orchards making excessive growth, the leguminous crops should be used sparingly, if at all.

C. S. Wilson.

COWANIA (after James Cowan, an English merchant, who intro. many Peruvian and Mexican plants into England). Rosaceae. Some 4 or 5 small shrubs from the S. W. U. S. and from Mex., with small crowded lvs. and handsome white or purple fls.; rarely cult. in botanical collections. Closely related to Fallugia, but differing in the absence of bracts at the base of the calyx. Cult. and prop. like Fallugia, but apparently more tender: like that plant well adapted for planting in rockeries. C. mexicana, Don (C. Stansburiana, Torr.), has small crowded cuneate 3-7-lobed lvs. and white fls. about 1 in. across. C. picata, Don (C. purpurea, Zucc.), has incisely serrate lvs. and purple fls.

Alfred Rehder.

COWBERRY: Usually means Vaccinium Viola-Idaea. In parts of Scotland, Comarum palustre.

COW-Herb: Saponaria Vaccaria.

COWPEA. Fig. 1086. The American name for the cultivated forms of Vigna catjang, Walp. (1839), and

Vigna sinensis, Endl. (1848), two of the Leguminosae allied to Dolichos and Phaseolus; grown for forage, and the seeds used somewhat for human food.

From Phaseolus (the common bean) Vigna differs in not having a spiral keel, and from Dolichos in its lateral introrse stigma which lies opposite to a recurved protruding terminal style beak. In other than American literature, the cowpea is known as China bean and black-eyed bean. Botanically it is a bean rather than a pea. The cowpea is a rambling tender annual, native to India and Persia, Its cultivation also extended to China at a very early date. In this country it is extensively grown in the southern states, as a hay crop for stock and as a dry shell bean for human consumption. It is also invaluable as a green-manure crop (see Cover-crops). Including both the true cowpeas (Vigna sinensis)

and the catjanges (V. catjang), Piper lists 270 varieties. As a class the catjanges may be distinguished from the true cowpeas by the smaller size of the seeds and pods and by the latter rising upright throughout their growth period, never becoming strictly pendulous even after ripening. At the present time the true cowpeas are much more widely grown than the catjanges but the latter may yet come into more prominence on account of the resistance to the weevil of their small hard seeds. The cowpea is to the South what clover is to the North and alfalfa is to the West. It is sown broadcast after the manner of field peas. From three to five pecks of seed are used to the acre. See Cowpeas, Farmers' Bulletin No. 59, U.S. Dept. of Agric., by Jared G. Smith; Bulletin No. 102, pt. VI, and Bulletin No. 229 of the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agric.; Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 260. For a botanical discussion of the cowpea and its taxonomic relatives, see *Vigna*.

GEORGE F. FREEMAN.

**COWSLIP.** The true English cowslip is *Primula officinalis*. The plant wrongly called cowslip in America is the marsh marigold, *Caltha palustris*. The “American cowslip” is a popular name for *Dodecatheon meadia*. The name “Virginian cowslip” is sometimes used for *Mertensia virginica*.

**CRAB'S-EYE VINE:** *Abrus*

**CRAB-APPLE** in its widest sense means a small apple. The crab-apples of botanists are particularly fruits of *Pyrus bacca*.

**CRAB-GRASS:** One of several names for *Elesine indica*; also for certain Panics, as *P. sanguinale* (or *Dipartina sanguinale*).

**CRÅMBÉ** (old Greek substantive). *Crambe*. Herbs or sub-shrubs, one grown in the vegetable-garden, and one or two in the hardy herbary.

Annuals, biennials or perennials, with thickened stems, and more or less fleshy leaves, glaucous; leaves mostly large, more or less cut, lyrate or pinnatifid; stems small, white, fragrant, in paniced racemes: fr. 2-jointed, indehiscent, the lower joint st.-like and seedless, the upper one globular and 1-seeded.—About 20 species in Eu., Asia, and 1 in Patagonia. Of easy cult.

**cordifolia**, Stev. Excellent foliage plant, withstanding the winters in the northern states; lvs. very large and heavy, and cordate and ovate, toothed, glabrous or nearly so; lvs. small but very numerous, in great branchy panicles 5-7 ft. high and nearly as broad. Magic masses of root-lvs. Caucasus. Gn. 50, p. 349. Gng. 4:291.—For the first 2 years from seed the plant makes only lvs.; but the third year it may bloom to fruit, after which the plant usually becomes weak and dies.

**maritima**, Linn. *Sea-Kale*. Perennial, smooth, stout, to 2 ft.; lvs. large, heavy and cut, more or less fringed or cleft, glaucous green; lvs. many, white, broad, homestemed, in a tall panicle, in May. Coasts of Eu.—Grown as a garden vegetable. See *Sea-Kale*.

C. juncos, Bleb. Biennial; small species with white lvs. in an attractively slender-branched panicle. Siberia.—C. Kochiophyllum, Boiss. Perennial; lvs. somewhat hairy, the radical ones cordate-ovate with rounded dentate lobes, the st.-lvs. few, ovate-oblong, lobed. W. Asia.—C. orinorica, Jacq. Perennial, said to be grown in the Caucasus; lvs. nearly hairless; roots thick. Caucasus. Gn. 50, p. 349. Gng. 4:291.—For the first 2 years from seed the plant makes only lvs.; but the third year it may bloom to fruit, after which the plant usually becomes weak and dies.

**CRAST** (old Greek substantive). *Craspedium*. Biennials, with many small white flowers, in a globular panicle, the stalks becoming woody and stout; the lvs. large and ovate, of a dark yellowish-green color; the privet hedge. Also known as *Clapp's Craspedium*. The flowers are often used in May to celebrate the first flowers in spring, and in May they are used in the wreaths for the Dead on May 8th. The flowers are also used in the making of wreaths for the Dead on May 8th, and in May they are used in the making of wreaths for the Dead on May 8th.

**Cranberry**. A name applied to trailing species of the genus *Vaccinium* (*Eriococcus*); much grown in North America for the fruit. Plate XXIX.

Of the true cranberries, there are two species in North America, the small *Vaccinium oxycoccos*, and the large *V. macrocarpon*. (Fig. 1057), is now cultivated on thousands of acres in the United States and this cranberry culture is one of the most special and interesting of all pomological pursuits. This cranberry grows wild only in North America, where it is native to acid swamps in the cooler parts of the United States and in Canada. Here it trails a slender vine, and small oval evergreen leaves over the sphagnum and boggy turf, and the firm red berries which ripen during September and October often persist on the vines till the following spring, and longer. The curve of the slender pedicel in connection with the bud just before the blossom opens, with its resemblance to the head and neck of a crane, is said to have suggested the name cranberry which is now shortened to cranberry.

The low-bush cranberry, or wolfberry (*V. vitis-idea*), is much used in Nova Scotia and other parts, and is gathered and shipped in large quantities to Boston; but it is not cultivated. This berry is also common in Europe, where it is much prized. The various varieties of this fruit imported into the United States from various sources is considerable.

The ideal bog for cranberry-culture should have the following qualifications: (1) Capability of being drained of all surface water, so that free water does not stand higher than 1 foot below the surface in the growing season. (2) Soil that retains moisture through the summer, for cranberries suffer greatly in drought. (3) Sufficient water-supply to enable it to be flooded. (4) A fairly level or even surface, so that the flooding will be of approximately uniform depth over the entire area. (5) Not over liability to frosts.

The water of the streams and pools in the acid swamps or bogs, which are the natural habitat of the cranberry, is usually, but not invariably, of a brownish or amber color, and some of the most common associate plants are the swamp huckleberry or blueberry (*Vaccinium corymbosum*), the cassandra or leather-leaf (*Chamaedaphne calyculata*), the red maple (*Acer rubrum*) and the swamp cedar (*Chamaecyparis thyoides*). There are three centers for the production of cranberries in the United States: Massachusetts, where cranberry-culture began and from which came the most berries; New Jersey second; and Wisconsin third. While the culture is in most respects similar in these three centers, each has its own characteristic methods of preparation and care of the bogs. There is also an important and growing cranberry industry in Nova Scotia.

**The cranberry bog.** Figs. 1088-1090.

To insure success in cranberry-culture, a prime requisite is to locate the bog on soil on which wild cranberries or some of their common associate plants flourish. This is usually a black peaty formation from a few inches to 7 or 8 feet in depth, overlying sand which in turn is frequently underlain by a "hardpan" that is nearly impervious to water and the presence of which had much to do with the formation of the peat. Another requisite is to make sure of an ample supply of water, preferably of the brownish color, for winter flooding and for protection from frost in spring and fall. Flooding at special times is also the safest and surest weapon against many kinds of insects.
Without an ample supply of water, cranberry-culture is so hazardous as hardly to be worth undertaking.

The building of the dams is the first step necessary for the improvement of a bog. A foundation for these should be made by digging a trench entirely through the peat, even if it should be 8 feet or more thick, to the clean sand, and this trench should be filled with sand free from all foreign material; above this foundation, embankments are built of clean sand and faced up with sods of live turf to prevent their being washed by the waves of the lake formed. The dams should be sufficiently high to yield the higher parts of the bog a foot deep, which will frequently make the water in the deeper parts 3 to 6 feet or more in depth. Gates or flumes must be constructed at the lowest point in these dams to provide for drawing the water off the bog and provision made for surface drainage. The latter is generally accomplished by opening the natural stream, if there should be one, or by digging an open ditch through the natural drainage center of the piece of land being improved. Side ditches should be dug leading into the stream, or main ditch, in sufficient number to drain off all surface water; they may be made from 1 to 3 feet deep, according to the character of the land to be drained. A reservoir built above the bog is very desirable in facilitating control of the water. In frosty Wisconsin it is considered almost necessary to have three times the area of the bog in reservoir to insure the crops. If a bog is situated on a stream subject to high water, provision must be made for keeping the flood water from the bog, as the crop would be destroyed if it were flooded during blooming time or seriously injured by flooding at any time during the active growing season. Winter flooding of cranberry bogs is to prevent heaving and winter-killing. The water is put on about the first of December or after the vines have become thoroughly redden by cold weather.

Cranberry bogs, being always lower than the surrounding land, are peculiarly liable to damage by frost, serious loss frequently occurring when an ordinary farmer would not dream of danger, and a good supply of water is the only preventive that has been found efficient. The time of starting growth in the spring may be controlled by the time the water is drained off, and the earlier spring frosts may be avoided while an ample supply of water permits reflooding when a later severe frost threatens. Reflooding about the first of June, provided the water has not been withdrawn earlier than May 5 to 10, will also furnish protection from a number of damaging insects and will not injure the crop, provided care is taken that the water does not stand on any part of the bog more than forty-eight hours. If a bog should become seriously infested with insects later in the season, it is occasionally profitable to sacrifice what remains of the year's crop and clear the bog of insects by flooding. This sometimes results in a greatly increased yield of berries.

Damage from a light frost in the fall, before the berries are picked, may be prevented by raising the water in the ditches and about the roots of the vines. Protection from a heavy frost requires covering the plants with water, but this will cause immature berries to rot and should be done with great caution or the damage from water may be greater than it would have been from frost. During summer the irrigation of the crop is accomplished by holding the water low or high in the ditches, as the varying season may demand.

Preparation and tillage.

Before cranberries are planted, the land must be cleared of all its natural growth, the stumps and roots removed and the ground leveled to a greater or less extent. The more nearly level a bog is made, so that proper drainage is provided for, the more economical it is in the use of water and the easier it is to provide the optimum amount of irrigation during the summer. The first cost of such perfect leveling, however, may be prohibitive or it may require the removal of all the good peat so as to form a considerable area, leaving nothing but pure sand in which the cranberries will not grow well. In many places, the removal of the natural growth may be accomplished by cutting off the tops of the bushes and trees so that they will not extend above the surface of the water and flooding for two years, thus killing all vegetation. While this flooding entails loss of time, it is much easier and cheaper to clear away the dead roots and stumps than live ones, and when no sand is applied to the surface, as is the rule in New Jersey, it greatly lessens the expense of keeping the bog free from weeds for there are no live roots in the ground to send up suckers. In some places, as in most of Wisconsin, this method of drowning out is impracticable, because the surface soil, in which are the roots of all the living plants, will separate from the more perfectly decomposed peat below and rise to the surface of the water in floating islands making death to vegetation by drowning impossible. In such situations the ground must be trenched and all roots and stumps grubbed out. In either case the roots and stumps are best disposed of by piling in heaps and burning. In Massachusetts, it is the custom to cover the cleared and leveled bog with 3 to 5 inches of sand, which makes it still easier to keep the bogs free from weeds and acts as a moisture-retaining mulch for the

1088. A Massachusetts cranberry bog.—Picking the fruit.
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underlying peat. Where sanding is practised, it is the custom to apply a fresh coat of sand an inch or less in depth every two or three years; this keeps the vines short and close.

Cuttings for planting are secured by mowing vigorous vines from an old bog with a scythe. These cuttings, preferably not more than 8 or 10 inches long, are thrust diagonally into the surface of the bog from 12 to 14 inches apart. Not more than 3 or 4 inches of the top should be exposed, and if the bog is sanded, care should be taken that the cutting extends well into the muck below. As the vines grow they send out runners in all directions, netting the ground completely over. These sometimes grow as much as 6 feet in length and root in the soil at frequent intervals. From the runners grow upright stems which, in time, cover the bog with a solid mat of vegetation. The uptights are preferably not more than 6 inches high but under some soil conditions grow to a foot or more when the fruit is likely to be scanty. From the time of planting, three to five years must pass before the ground is matted over and a crop may be expected.

The character of the growth of cranberry vines precludes any cultivation in the ordinary sense of the word. The care of the bogs consists in keeping them free from other plants, which is accomplished almost entirely by hand-pulling; the regulation of the irrigation water, and preventive and curative measures for the many diseases and insect enemies to which they are subject.

Fertilizing of cranberries has met with considerable success in increased crops, various brands of commercial fertilizer having been employed. The subject is not well understood, however, and is attracting the attention of many thoughtful growers and their scientific helpers in the state experiment stations.

The pretty little pinkish white flowers of the cranberry open during June, when the bogs are not flooded, but the holding of the winter water till May throws the fullest bloom into the early part of July.

Diseases and insects.

Spraying with bordeaux mixture is very generally practised to prevent "scaid," a fungous disease which has been especially injurious to the growers of New Jersey and which was so named because it was long thought to be caused by the scalding effect of the hot sun shining on berries wet with dew. As it is seldom possible to run heavy spraying machinery over the bogs, spraying involves the use of very long lines of hose or the laying of pipe lines, or both, the spraying of each property being a separate engineering problem.

Insects of many kinds attack the roots, the leaves, the blossoms and the fruit of the cranberry. Knowledge of the life history of each of these is necessary for successful warfare against it, and detailed information is best secured from the various bulletins of the United States Department of Agriculture and the agricultural experiment stations of New Jersey, Wisconsin and Massachusetts. More varieties of insects may be successfully combated with water than with any other one thing, as already explained. Arsenical poisons are expensive to apply, of indifferent success in destroying insects on the bogs, and they are suspected of being an actual poison to the vines.

Varieties.

There are now many varieties of cranberries in cultivation, all of them having been selected from wild vines or vines that appeared naturally in cultivated bogs. These varieties vary in shape, color, size, productiveness, time of ripening and adaptation to different soils. Some of the forms are shown in Figs. 1091-1093. The most generally cultivated are the Early Blacks and the Howes, both of which originated in the Cape Cod district and which together make about 50 per cent of the berries marketed from all three of the cranberry states.

The Early Blacks are ready to harvest about the first of September both in Massachusetts and New Jersey, and the last vine of the Howes are seldom picked before the middle of October. As the pickers advance over a cranberry bog, they pick clean as they go and do not go back for successive relays of ripening berries as with most other small fruits.

Picking and grading.

In Massachusetts most of the picking is done by a scoop, by which the berries are raked from the vines. When the vines are short, the uptights not tangled, and the picker is experienced, berries can be harvested in this way very rapidly and with very little damage to either fruit or vines. The bogs are kept in good condition for "scooping" by pruning every three or four years with a rake the teeth of which are knives placed about 6 inches apart. The scoop (Fig. 1094) is also used to a considerable extent in New Jersey and Wisconsin but in these states a great many berries are still picked by hand.

Some of the berries, especially in Massachusetts, are cleaned and packed on the bog as they are picked, and sent directly to market, but this immediate packing tends to poor keeping. Most cranberries, after picking, are put in boxes which are packed in well-ventilated storehouses. Here they are kept from a few days to several months and the cleaning and packing for market is done immediately before they are shipped.

The machine which has been the standard for cleaning cranberry for many years is provided with a fan to blow away all grass, pieces of vine, dried-up berries or anything of like nature that may have gotten in the berries while being picked. The berries are then allowed to roll down a series of steps; those that are sound are elastic and will bounce like little rubber balls. There are bands of cloth stretched above the steps in such a way that when a berry bounces in the right direc-
tion it is received on the cloth and slides down into the box placed for the good berries without more bouncing. The rotten berries having lost their elasticity are not able to bounce over the cloth partition that separates the good from the bad. With berries that are nearly spherical and not too juicy this machine works very well, provided there are no frozen berries to be taken out. Berries damaged by frost are even more elastic than sound ones and will all go into the box for good fruit. Neither will the bounce machines work well with long or oval berries; when these strike on their pointed ends they fail to bounce and there is always a considerable percentage of sound fruit found in the refuse box. As there may be anywhere from ten to thirty or more steps, it is easily understood that berries going over these machines are not in the best possible condition for long keeping after they are put on the market. Some varieties of berries which are very juicy and tender can not be put through these machines at all as the steps get so sticky with the juice that the berries will not bounce.

In 1903, a machine was patented by Joseph J. White, which avoids the defects of the bounce machines. This has since been put on the market and its use is spreading among the more careful packers of Massachusetts and New Jersey, but the more complicated machinery and greater cost have prevented its adoption by other growers. This machine is provided with a hopper into which the cranberries are emptied through a screen which removes the coarser grass and vines; from the hopper the berries are fed, single file, to screw conveyors on which they are held by trough-like guards. These guards do not quite touch the screw, leaving a crack through which the remaining bits of grass, vines and dried berries are dropped into a box placed below to receive them.

The screw conveyors pass the berries over a series of selecting plates made of somewhat resilient material, the best found so far being the selected spruce wood prepared for piano sounding-boards. These plates are tapped by small hammers placed beneath, the strength of the blow being regulated by a thumb-screw. The sound berries respond to this gentle tapping by jumping off the screw conveyor and running down a belt a few inches below, which delivers all the sound fruit at one end of the machine. The rotten berries do not respond to the tapping of the selecting plates and are carried to the ends of the screw conveyors where they drop in the same box under the machine that receives the fine grass and the like. Frozen berries are removed by this machine nearly as well as rotten ones and the shape of the berries is of no importance, while the berries only drop twice, a few inches each time, and in a much better condition for long keeping than those that go over the bounce machines. After the berries have been cleaned by machines and are nearly dry, they are placed on tables where women remove any defective berries that may have been missed by the machines.

Marketing; yield.

Most cranberries are marketed in barrels holding about 100 quarts; a few are marketed in crates three of which fill a barrel. Some dealers prefer to buy cranberries “in the chaff,” that is, just as they come from the bogs without having been run through any machine. Berries sold in this way are always packed in crates and are cleaned by the dealer, a few crates at a time, as his trade calls for them; they keep better than those that have been cleaned before being shipped.

Evaporated cranberries have been on the market for a number of years and are excellent, there being less difference between the sauce made from them and from fresh fruit than is the case with most kinds of fruit.

From the cranberry centers, the fruit is shipped in carload lots to the large cities of the United States, and from these distributed to the surrounding towns. There is also a small but steadily growing export trade.

A bog in good bearing should yield fifty barrels to the acre, but as many as 200 barrels have been secured.

In 1865 cooperative selling of cranberries was inaugurated by some of the New Jersey growers, who organized the Growers' Cranberry Co., with Joseph J. White as president and Theodore Budd as vice-president. This company was joined by a number of large New England growers and, though handling only 25 per cent of the crop, prospered greatly. Later, A. U. Kenrick organized another cooperative selling company. These two companies consolidated in 1910, forming the American Cranberry Exchange, with George W. Briggs, of Massachusetts, as president. The Exchange controls about 50 per cent of the crop of the country and has been remarkably successful in securing good prices for its members while keeping the retail price as low as during the years of fiercest competition.

History.

Cranberry-culture began about a century ago in Massachusetts on the Cape Cod Peninsula. William Kenrick, writing in 1832 in the “Orchardist,” says that “Capt. Henry Hall, of Barnstable, has cultivated the cranberry twenty years;” “Mr. F. A. Hayden, of Lincoln, Massachusetts, is stated to have gathered from his farm in 1850, 400 bushels of cranberries, which brought him in Boston market $600." In the second and subsequent editions of the “Kenrick’s Blue-Book,” and in subsequent editions, it is said that “an acre of cranberries in full bearing will produce over 200 bushels; and the fruit generally sells in the markets of Boston, for $1.50 per bushel, and much higher than in former years.” It was as late as 1850, however, that cranberry-culture gained much prominence. It was in 1856 that the first treatise appeared: B. Eastwood’s “Complete Manual for the Cultivation of the Cranberry.” About 1845, cranberry-culture began to establish itself in New Jersey.

The culture of cranberries began in Nova Scotia about thirty years ago. The first attempt consisted in improving some of the patches of wild berries found growing around the central district of the Annapolis Valley. Gradually the idea was entertained of planting new areas, and this proved successful the new industry was soon fairly established. Farmers in the vicinity of Annapolis soon took up the industry, and in the fall of 1892 the first carload of cranberries was shipped to Montreal. Since then, Nova Scotia cranberries have met with a ready sale throughout Canada.
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**Production of Cranberries in the United States in 1899 and 1909 (13th Census)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>1899</th>
<th>1909</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>Quarts</td>
<td>Quarts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>100,192</td>
<td>49,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>30,304</td>
<td>31,136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>1,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>22,714,496</td>
<td>19,104,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>34,688</td>
<td>209,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>143,408</td>
<td>221,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Atlantic</td>
<td>327,370</td>
<td>348,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>12,072,288</td>
<td>7,687,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>5,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East North Central</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>4,256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>7,552</td>
<td>1,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>13,416</td>
<td>1,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>125,336</td>
<td>124,206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>2,549,344</td>
<td>3,535,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West North Central</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>22,112</td>
<td>35,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>4,932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>6,944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1,258</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1,152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Atlantic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>18,112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1,024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East South Central</td>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West South Central</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>9,728</td>
<td>4,416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>40,964</td>
<td>23,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>10,656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>38,243,060</td>
<td>31,600,512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Literature.

The standard books on the cultivation of cranberries are Webb’s “Cape Cod Cranberries,” and “Cranberry-Culture,” by Joseph J. White; these are old books and in many respects out-of-date. The best literature on the subject is to be found in the various publications of the United States Department of Agriculture, the bulletins of the agricultural experiment stations of New Jersey, Wisconsin and Massachusetts, the proceedings of the American Cranberry Growers’ Association which have been published biennially since 1880, the reports of the Cape Cod Cranberry Growers’ Association, and the reports of the Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers’ Association.

**Elizabeth C. White.**

**CRANBERRY TREE: High-bush cranberry, Viburnum Opulus.**

**Cranesbill.** Loosely applied to the whole genus Geranium. In America it usually means G. maculatum.

## CRANIOŁARIA

*from a fancied resemblance of the pod to a skull or cranium. Martyniáceae. Coarse but interesting flower-garden annual.*

Wide-spreading, low viscid-hairy rank forking herb: lvs. large, opposite, long-petioled, broadly cordate, reniform or pellately lobed: fls. white, racemose; calyx 3-5-lobed, more or less inflated: corolla very long-tubed, the tube slender and cylindrical, campanulate at the throat, more or less 2-lipped, the 5 lobes rounded and somewhat undulate: the anterior largest; perfect stamens 4, didynamous, affixed at or near the throat; ovary 1-celled: fr. a 2-valved caps. with a long incurved beak, many-seeded.—Two species, Venezuela to Paraguay. Usually confused with Martyna, from which it is distinguished readily by having 4 rather than 2 fertile stamens and by the very long and slender corolla-

---

**Annaa, Linn. (Martynia Craniolária, Glocx.). Two feet high: lvs. palmately lobed, the margins dentate: calyx 2-bracted, cut down one side, about one-third the length of the slender straightish corolla-tube; lobes of corolla rounded and not much undulate; style 2-lobed, equaling or slightly exceeding the 2 pairs of stamens. N. S. Amer.—The thick fleshy root is preserved in sugar as a comfit; plant known as “Creole scorzonera” in S. Amer. There appears to be confusion in the seed sold as Martyna Craniolaria; some of it may be M. louisiana or other species. L. H. B.**

**CRÁSSULA (Latin thickia; referring to the thick leaves and stems). Crassuláceae. Fleshy and leafy greenhouse shrubs or herbs, grown for the grotesque appearance of some of the kinds and also for the bloom.

Variable in habit and foliage, mostly erect; rarely annual: lvs. opposite, usually sessile and often connate, fleshy, very entire and the margins sometimes cartilaginous, glabrous or pubescent or scaly: fls. usually small, white, rose or rarely yellow, commonly in cymes but sometimes capitulate, usually 5-merous; calyx 5-parted, the lobes erect or spreading; petals 5, free or joined at the base, erect or spreading; stamens 5, shorter than the petals; carpels 5, many-ovuled.—Species 150 or more, mostly in S. Afr., but a few in Abyssinia and Asia. Many species have been intro. to cult., but only a few are actually grown outside of fanciers' collections. The rosettes sometimes pass as crassulas. See *Rochea*.

The genus Crassula gives the name to the order Crassulaceae, which contains many cultivated succulent plants, and also others of widely different habit. The order is closely related to the Saxifragaceae, but differs in having the carpels of the ovary entirely free and equal in number to the petals, but the forms pass easily into the Saxifragaceae through *Francoa* and *Tettilla*, and back again through *Triætina*.

The genera, as usually treated, are ill defined, and certain species of *Sedum* cross over the lines of *Crassula*, *Cotyledon* and *Sempervivum*, while between *Crassula* and *Tillaea* no very clear distinction can be made.

Crassulas are greenhouse plants requiring a dry atmosphere during the resting-period. While making growth, they may be treated like other greenhouse plants in the way of watering, placing them in the lightest and airiest part of the house. The pots must be drained so that any surplus moisture will easily pass through. The soil should consist of sand, loam, broken brick, and a very small quantity of leaf-soil or thoroughly rotted cow-manure. Propagation is usually from cuttings. Some of the species, such as *C. falcolata*, do not give much material for this purpose, and they should, therefore, be headed over and the tops put in dry sand in the spring, allowing water only when they show signs of shriveling. The cut-over plants should
be encouraged to make side shoots, which may be
rooted after they are large enough. (G. W. Oliver.)

A. Floral parts in 4's.

quadridrifa, Baker. Fig. 1095. Perennial: lvs. oblong-
spatulate, the upper ones rounder, decussate: fls. with
their parts in 4's, panicled, white, tinged red. Cape.

AA. Floral parts in 5's, which is considered to be normal
in the genus.

b. Lvs. petioled.

cordata, Soland. Plant slender and shrubby, 1-3 ft.
et, erect or diffused and trailing as C. cordata, decumbent, branching:
lvs. stalked, roundish, crenate, glabrous, shining above:
Coryms panicle-like; fls. rosy or flesh-colored; petals
narrowed. Cape. L.B.C. 4:359 as C. cordata. —Likely to
be cult. as C. cordata.

spathulata, Thunb. Somewhat shrubby, more slender
and trailing than C. cordata, decumbent, branching:
lvs. stalked, roundish, crenate, glabrous, shining above:
corymbs panicle-like; fls. white; petals free, lanceolate, spreading. Cape.
Winter.—Closely allied to C. spathulata.

B. Lvs. not petioled (or only tapering to base).

c. Foliage glaucous.

falcata, Wendl. (Roecha falcata, DC.). Height 3-8
ft.; lvs. grown together at the base, thick, glaucous,
oblanceolate, fls. small, numerous (50 or more), in
a crimson, rarely white, dense, terminal corymb;

leatæ, Soland. Plant shrub-like, branching, tortuous
below, 1-2 ft.; lvs. narrow-oblong-lanceolate, acute,
narrowed and grown together at the base, gla-
brous, spotted along the margin: cymes panicle-like,
many-flowered; fls. white, small. Cape. Winter. B.M.
1771. L.B.C. 8:735.—A free-flowering window plant
of easy cult. There is a form with variegated lvs.
Differ from C. arborescens in the narrower acute lvs.
that are more tapering at base, and in the color of
the fls.

arborescens, Willd. Fleshy erect shrub, reaching
8-10 ft.; lvs. roundish-obovate and obtuse, tapering
to base, fleshy, flat and glaucous, dotted above, the edges
smooth: fls. rather large, rose-colored, in trichotomous
panicled cymes. Cape. B.M. 384 (as C. Cotyledon).

C. arboangulata, Barbey. Erect, 12-20 in., rigid: st. reddish,
branched at top: lvs. acute, straight or recurved, glabrous,
narrowed from base to apex, often 8 in. long, rosalate and on the
st.; fls. white, 5-flowered. Cape. B.M. 2025.

C. racemosa, Lam. Linn.—Roecha racemosa. —C. congéta, N. E. Br. Only
3½ in. high: lvs. thick and fleshy, ovate-lanceolate; fls. numerous,
densely crowded in a sessile terminal head, the petals narrowly oval,
long, white. S. Afr.—C. congéta, N. E. Br. Lvs. connivent; fls.
white, pure white in a compact narrow cluster. S. Afr.—C. decipiens,
N. E. Br. Dwarf tufted perennial; lvs. densely covered with blunt
papillae or nipple-like projections, fleshy, oblong; fls. very small,
white, in terminal 3-branched cymes. S. Afr.—C. samara, Ker-Gawl.—
Roecha acaulis. —C. solandri, N. E. Br. Only 1-2 in. high when in
bloom: lvs. in small tufts at the base and 3 or 4 pairs on
the 8-sta., bright, green, ciliate, with red-brown spots along
the margin; fls. white, 3-9 together in terminal cymes. S. Afr.—
C. samara, N. E. Br. Plant 3-6 in. high, branched at base: lvs.
in 4 rows, densely imbricated, ovate, small (½ in. or less long),
ciliate on margin: fls. white, or red outside, 5-7 in small cymes
disposed in a narrow terminal panicle. S. Afr. —L. H. B.†

CRATEÆ-ŒISPILUS: Cratæus grandiflora.

CRATÈGUS-ŒISPILUS. This name has been bestowed on a graft hybrid between Cratæus mon-
ogyna and Mespilus germanica, discovered in 1894 in
the garden of M. Dardar at Bronvaux near Metz,
Germany. Like Laborurn Adamii, which is probably
the best known of the graft hybrids, it produces at the
separate time in flowers and fruit characters between
the parents and branches resembling more or
less closely the parent plants. Two distinct forms pro-
duced on different branches of the parent tree have
been prop. and distributed under the names C. Dardari
and C. Asinerësii. The first form (C. Dardari, Simon-
Louis), has the lvs. and the frs. very similar to those of
the medlar, but the branches are spiny on the buds; the
apex in coryms, are distinctly pedicelled and have
15-20 stamens and the frs. have only 1-3 stones, measure
½-3½ in. across, and are crowned by persistent upright
convent calyx-lobes. M.D.G. 1912:101. The second
form, C. Asinerësii, Schneid. (C. Jules d’Asires, Simon-Louis) resembles more Cratæus monogyna,
but is subsept; the lvs. on the flowering branches are
usually oval to obovate and often entire, while those of
the shoots are ovate or rhombic-ovate and usually with
1 to 3 rounded or rarely acute lobes on either side; the
fls. are borne in subsepted, 6-12-fl. coryms, have 20
sterile and 1-2 styles; the fr. is subglobose and less
310. M.D.G. 1912:100.—While C. Dardari is botan-
ically more interesting, C. Asinerësii is more ornamental
and forms a handsome small tree with gracefully arch-
ing branches studded with numerous fl. clusters. It is
prop. by budding or grafting like the horticultural
varieties of Cratægus.

ALFRED REHDER.

CRATÈGUS (ancient Greek name, derived from
kratos, strength, on account of the hardness of the
wood). Rosaceæ, subfam. Pomeæ. CRATÈGUS. HAW-
THORN. Woody plants grown for their handsome foliage,
attractive flowers and decorative fruit, which in a few
species, is edible, and also for their picturesque habit:
very valuable for ornament.

Shrubs or small trees, usually spiny: lvs. alternate,
deciduous, stipulate, serrate, often lobed or pinnatifid:
fls. white, in some varieties red, in coryms, rarely
solitary; petals and calyx-lobes 5; stamens 5-50, usually
10 or 20; styles 1-5-6; fr. a drupe-like pome, with
1-5 1-seeded bony stones.—A large genus, widely dis-
tributed in the temperate regions of the northern
hemisphere, most abundant in N. Amer., where
between 800 and 900 species have been described, while
from the Old World only about 60 species are
known. There exists no recent monograph of
the genus; a systematic enumeration of the arboreous
American species will be found in Sargent,
363-504; of the species of the southern states in Small,
552-569; and of the species of the north-
eastern states in Gray’s Manual, ed. 7, p. 460-70,
and in Britton and Brown, Ill. Flor. (ed.
2) 2:294-321; for the species cult. in Euro-
pean gardens, see Lange, “Revisio Speci-
orum Generis Cratægii” (1897), quoted below as Lange.

The hawthorns are hardly ornamental shrubs and
trees, mostly of dense and low growth, with handsome
foliage, turning, in most species, to a brilliant coloring
in the fall. All mostly have attractive white flowers, pink
or crimson in some varieties of C. Oxyacantha and C.
monogyna. Most of the species have very decorative
fruit which in C. Phanopyrum, C. nitida, C. viridis, C.
CRATÆGUS

fecunda, C. pruinosæ, C. Carrierei, C. persistentæ, C. Oxyacanthæ, C. monogynæ and others persist on the trees until late into the winter, while some species, as C. Arnolidiæ, ripen their large fruits, which soon drop, in August; C. dahurica, C. sanguinea and the black-fruited C. nigra ripen about the same time, and C. submolliæa only a little later, but the earliest of all is the southern C. æsitivalis, which ripens its fruits in May. This and the blue-fruited C. brachygænæa are among the most decorative hawthorns for the southern states. The fruit of C. æsitivalis, and that of C. mexicanæ, is made into preserves and jellies; also the fruits of the Molles group are suited for jelly-making, and in South Carolina an excellent jelly similar in quality and taste to Guava jelly is made from the fruits of some species of the Flaveæ group. In Europe, C. monogynæ and C. Oxyacanthæ are counted among the best hedge plants; also many American species like C. Phæopogon, C. Cruss-galli and possibly C. macroacanthæ, C. intiricata, C. pastorum, C. rotundifoliiæa, may be used for hedges, but they are stronger growers and cannot be pruned so closely as the European species. The hawthorns grow well in exposed positions and as a rule do not like much shade; they are not particular as to the soil, but grow best in limestone soil, also in a rich, loamy, somewhat moist one, and even in strong clay. Propagated by seeds, sown in fall or stratified; before stratifying, most of the pulp may be removed by laying the fruits in shallow piles and allowing them to decay. They are sown mixed with sand or sifted soil and buried in the ground or kept in boxes in a cool cellar. The young plants should not be allowed to remain over one year in the seed-beds, as they form long tap-roots and are then difficult to transplant. Varieties and rarer kinds are easily budded or grafted on seedling stock of C. Oxyacanthæ, or other common strong-growing species.

The spines of crataegus are modified branches (see Fig. 1096). The fruits are pomes (Fig. 1097), with structure similar to that of the apple. 

ALFRED REIDEB

The American hawthorns are highly ornamental subjects for the planting of parks and private estates. The showy flowers in spring and early summer, the conspicuous red, crimson, and scarlet fruits of nearly all of them, which extend amongst the different species from August to early winter and midwinter,—and some of the species markedly retain their fruits without shrinkage of bulk or colour of the skin until early winter,—the absolute hardiness, and the bold rugged branching habits characteristic to most of them, make them very interesting objects when their leafless forms are outlined in a winter landscape. The landscape gardener cannot make any mistake in planting them in liberal quantities in private estates or public parks.

They are easily transplanted. They are much benefitted by liberal pruning when transplanted from nursery rows or from the woodland. The side branches should be pruned in severely, and as the centers of good-sized plants are likely to be full of intricate and congested branches, these should be carefully thinned. In a young state they should be grown to one stem whether they are arborescent or shrubby species. Under this treatment they make beautiful garden plants.

The American hawthorns are almost invariably found growing in heavy limestone clay. They may occasionally overlap into sandy soil. In planting them in sandy soil, it should be liberally enriched with well-ripened manure, and they should be kept well mulched.

The seeds of all of the species of American hawthorns germinate slowly. None of the species germinates before the second year after sowing, and many of the seeds in the same “flat” will not germinate before the third year. In many instances, part of the seeds germinate the second year, and the remainder during the third. The seeds of Crataegus geneseensis have been known to be dormant for three years, and all come up thickly at the same time. In some of the groups the seeds of the species germinate more freely than in others. The species in the Molles, Flabellaæ and Tomentoseæ groups germinate abundantly. The germination of the species in the Pruinosæ group have a much lower per-centage than in the former. The species in the Intricateæ group germinate badly.

The fruit can be sown broadcast in beds without any separation of the seeds, and heavily mulched until the spring of the second year, when the mulching should be removed. This method, however, is not considered good, and has been given up. The best way is to soak the fruits in water, and by maceration the seeds or nutlets are separated from the pulp, and the seeds will sink to the bottom of the tub or vessel. The seeds are then dried in the sun as they can then be handled easily. They are sown in “flats” of convenient size to handle, and piled up in the corner of the shade house and fitted tightly above each other to prevent mice getting at them. During this period of rest they must not be allowed to become dry. In the spring of the second year they are spread out to allow the seeds to germinate. Numbered zinc tags are nailed on the “flats” and the corresponding numbers with the names of the species are recorded.

The American hawthorns can be grafted readily on potted seedling stocks in the greenhouse in winter, any of the species in the Crus-galli group being good to use. They are grafted at the crown. This, however, is an unnecessary operation. All of the species of American hawthorns (and there are over 900 of them) come absolutely true from seed, and whilst they germinate slowly, they start to grow rapidly into plants of good stocky size from about two years after they germinate.

Some of the species of American hawthorns have highly colored foliage in the fall. The species in the Pruinosæ, Medioxæ and Intricateæ groups have perhaps the most highly colored foliage. Notable examples are Crataegus opulens, C. diffusa, C. maineana, C. dis-sora, C. cognata, C. conspectæa, C. promissa, C. exornata, C. perjucunda, C. fatida, and C. verecunda.

The different species vary greatly in the time of ripening their fruits and in the period of duration. In many instances the fruit drops soon after ripening and in others hangs on for a long period. A selection
of twenty-six species that would give a good fruit display from August until early or mid-winter, would be as follows: Crataegus matura, C. praeceps, C. Arnolddiana, C. Dayana, C. Robesoniana, C. pedicellata, C. gloriosa, C. Elwangeriana, C. lauta, C. submollis, C. champlainensis, C. arkansana, C. Dunbari, C. ferox, C. opulens, C. compta, C. gemmosa, C. livoniana, C. geneseensis, C. persimilis, C. maineana, C. Barryana, C. coccinoides, C. leipothylla, C. dyrobrivensis, and C. cordata. (See pp. 887–889 for some of these.)

INDEX.

J. DUNBAR.
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27. Ovate-oblong or elliptic-lanceolate, tomentose beneath. 23. mexicana

26. Ovate or ovate, acute, serrate and often lobed; fls. 2-6. 30. Vailéa

DD. The petioles, margin of lvs. and corybas densely glandular: corybas 3-5-fl. flat. 31. flavá

E. Stämens 10. 32. aprica

F. Fr. pyriform: anthers purplish. 31. flavá var. lobata

FF. Fr. globose: anthers yellow. 32. aprica

BB. Stones with furrows or irregular cavities on the inner surfaces; fr. lustrous, soft at maturity. 31. flavá var. lobata

CRATÁGUS 881

30. Rubus. 31. flavá var. lobata

FF. Fruits yellow: stamens 10. a. Foliage glabrous below: stones deeply grooved on the inner surface. 35. macrantha

GG. Foliage usually pubescent on the veins below while young: stones slightly grooved. 36. prunifolia

DD. Color of fr. black: nutlets 6: lbs. broadly elliptic to oblate, glabrous (see also No. 42 with fr. 4-fl.) 37. Dougallii

CC. Lvs. more or less distinctly lobed.

D. Length of lbs. more than 2 in.; lbs. pubescent: fr. nearly ½ in. 38. sanguinea

DD. Length of lbs. less than 2 in.; lbs. quite glabrous; fr. ½ in. or less across. 39. dahurica

AA. Veins of lbs. extending to the margin of the lobes and to the sinuses; lbs. usually distinctly lobed.

B. Fr. very small, ¼ in. long or less, red: calyx deciduous.

C. Lvs. triangular-ovate, with shallow and broad lobes, often 3-lobed: fr. subglobose, lustrous; nutlets 3-4. 40. Phoenoppyrum

CC. Lvs. ovate, deeply 5-7-lobed: fr. pubescent; nutlets 1-3. 41. apifolia

BB. Fr. larger: calyx-teeth persistent.

C. Color of fr. bluish or blue: the fr. blue, bloomy: lbs. pubescent-oblong or elliptic-oblong, lenticellate, tomentose beneath. 25. mexicana

DD. The fr. black: stones with cavities on the inner surfaces.

E. Lvs. with about 5 pairs of lobes: fr. lustrous, subglobose, juicy. 43. nigra

E. Lvs. with 3-2 pairs of lobes: fr. pubescent, dull black or purplish black. 44. pentagna

DD. Stones with cavities on the inner surfaces. 1-2.

E. Styles 3: lbs. 3-5-lobed with short and broad serrulate lobes. 45. Oxyacantha

BE. Style 1: lbs. deeply 3-7-lobed, with acute, entire or spuriously toothed lobes. 46. monogyna

DD. Stones plain on the inner surfaces. 2-5.

E. Branchlets and lbs. pubescent.

F. Lvs. with glandular teeth, pubescent. 47. tanaceticólia

FF. Lvs. not glandular-toothed, lobes often nearly entire.

G. Upper surface of lbs. dull, pubescent, under surface villous. 48. orientalis

GG. Upper surface of lbs. glabrous, lustrous, under surface finely pubescent. 49. Azarolus

EE. Branchlets glabrous: lbs. deeply lobed, glabrous. 50. pinnatifida


2. kurandéns, Sarg. Tree, to 20 ft.: branches wide-spreading, forming an irregular open head, unarmed or
with straight spines 3½-5½ in. long; lvs. oval or oblong-ovate, acute, truncate or broadly cuneate at the base, serrate and with 3-4 pairs of short lobes, pubescent on both sides at first, at maturity dull dark green and glabrous above, villous on the veins below, 2-3 in. long; corymbs villous; fls. nearly 1 in. across; fr. ovoid, bright crimson, slightly villous at the ends, ¾-1 in. long, with thick subacid flesh and usually 5 stones.


6. **Robesoniâna**, Sarg. (C. spissiiföra, Sarg.) Shrub, with numerous erect sts., to 12 ft., or occasionally small tree, to 20 ft.: spines few, stout, 1-1½ in. long: lvs. oblong-ovate, acute, or acuminate, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, sharply doubly serrate with many broad acute lobes, pubescent below on the veins while young, glabrous at maturity, sebaceous above, 2-3 in. long; corymbs pubescent, 4-6-fld., compact; calyx villous, lobes glabrous outside; fr. ovoid, scarlet, ½ in. long, with small calyx; flesh thin, mealy; stones 4-5. May; fr. Sept., soon falling. N. Y. to S. Ont. —This species was formerly sold by Eliwanger & Barry under the name C. coccinia.

### 2. **PRUNÖSE.**

7. **prunösa**, Koch (C. coccinia var. viridis, Torr. & Gray). Shrub or tree, to 20 ft.: branches spreading with numerous stout straight spines: lvs. elliptic or ovate, acute, usually broadly cuneate at the base, irregularly and often doubly serrate, with 3-4 pairs of short acute lobes, red when unfolding, later dark bluish green above, paler below, glabrous, 1-2 in. long: corymbs rather few-fld.; fls. slender-pedicelled, ¾-1 in. across; stamens 20; anthers pinkish; fr. subglobose, green and glaucous until nearly fully ripe, finely dark purple with yellow sweet flesh and 5 stones: calyx prominent with a well-developed tube. May; fr. Oct. Vt. to Va., and Ill. S.S. 13:648.

8. **Barryâna**, Sarg. Shrub, to 15 ft.: branches spreading or ascending with slender spines: lvs. broadly ovate, rounded or abruptly cuneate at the base, doubly serrate and slightly lobed, sebaceous above, glabrous and glaucous below, 2-3 in. long: corymbs glabrous; calyx-lobes entire or sparingly dentate; fls. ¾ in. across; stamens 7-10, with purple anthers: fr. obovoid, crimson with small pale dots, pruinose, ¾ in. long, with usually 3 nutlets. May; fr. in Oct. W. N. Y.

### 3. **DELTOIDES.**

9. **cocciniöles**, Ashe. Fig. 1099. Tree, sometimes 20 ft.: branches stout, spreading, forming a broad handsome head: spines thick, 1½-2 in. long: lvs. broadly ovate, acute, rounded or truncate at the base, doubly serrate, with several pairs of broad acute lobes, at first yellowish green and lustrous above, villous on the veins beneath, later dull dark green above, paler and nearly glabrous beneath, 2-3 in. long: fls. ¾ in. across, in compact 5-7-fld., sometimes slightly villous corymbs: fr. subglobose, dark crimson and lustrous, ¾ in. across, with thick subacid reddish flesh and 4-5 stones. May; fr. early in Oct. and falling gradually. Mo., Ind., and Kan. S.S. 13:674. M.D.G. 1901: 355, 359. —Very handsome small tree, the foliage tinged red when unfolding and turning scarlet and orange in autumn.

10. **speciösa**, Sarg. Shrub, to 15 ft., usually with many sts.: spines numerous, 1-2 in. long: lvs. ovate, acute or acuminate, rounded or subcordate at the base, doubly serrate and with 3-4 pairs of broad and short acute lobes, tinged red when unfolding and nearly glabrous, at maturity thick, dark green and lustrous

---

**CRATÁLEGS**

1098. Crataegus Arnoldiâna (×½). No. 3.


3. **Arnoldiâna**, Sarg. Fig. 1098. Tree, to 20 ft., with stout ascending branches forming an open head with zigzag branchlets, armed with stout spines 2-3 in. long; lvs. broadly ovate to oval, acute, truncate to broadly cuneate at the base, doubly serrate and with many shallow broad lobes, at first hairy above and soft-pubescent below; later smooth, dark green and lustrous above, slightly villous on the veins below, 2-3 in. long: corymbs tomentose; fls. ¾ in. across: fr. subglobose, bright crimson, villous toward the ends, ¾ in. long, with thick subacid flesh and 3-4 stones. May; fr. middle of Aug., soon falling. Mass. S.S. 13:668.

4. **submollis**, Sarg. Tree, to 25 ft., with ascending or spreading branches forming a broad handsome head: spines numerous, thin, usually straight, 2-3 in. long: lvs. ovate, acute, broadly cuneate at the base, doubly serrate and with 3-4 pairs of acute short lobes, sebaceous above, below at first soft-pubescent, later only puberulous on the veins, 2-3 in. long: corymbs tomentose; fls. 1 in. across: fr. pear-shaped or ovoid, bright orange-red and lustrous, ½ in. long with persistent erect calyx; flesh yellow, mealy; stones usually 5. May; fr. early in Sept., soon falling. Que. to Mass. and E. N. Y. S.S. 4:182 (as C. mollis).
above, paler below and quite glabrous, 2-3 in. long: corymb glabrous, 5-8-fl.; fls. 1 in. across: fr. depressed-globose, bright crimson and lustrous, nearly 1 in. broad, with thin yellow flesh and 5 stones. May; fr. the middle of Sept., soon falling. Mo. S.T.S. 1:35.—Very handsome with its lustrous lvs., large fls. and brilliant fr.


11. pedicellata, Sarg. Tree, to 20 ft., with rather slender spreading or ascending branches forming a symmetrical head: spines straight or slightly curved, 1 1/2-2 in. long: lvs. broadly ovate, broadly cuneate or truncate at the base, coarsely and often doubly serrate, above the middle with 4-5 pairs of short acute lobes, at maturity membranous, dark green and scabrous above, paler and nearly glabrous below, 2-4 in. long: fls. 3/5 in. across in loose slightly villous corymb; calyx-lobes coarsely glandular-serrate: fr. pear-shaped or ovoid, bright scarlet, lustrous, with conspicuous persistent calyx; flesh thin, mealy; stones 4-5. May; fr. Sept. Pa. to Conn., N. Y., and Ont. S.S. 13:677.

5. Tenuefolle.


6. Rotundifolle.


7. Inticata.


15. Buckleyi, Beadle. Large shrub or tree, often to 25 ft., with stout spreading or ascending branches and stout straight spines 3/5 in. long: lvs. broadly ovate or oval, acute, usually rounded at the base, coarsely serrate and nearly lobed with acuminate lobes, glabrous and thick and firm at maturity: corym 3-7-fl., compact, glabrous; fls. 3/5 in. across; sepals serrate toward the apex and stipitate-glandular: fr. subglobose, usually angled, about 3/5 in. across, yellowish green and flushed red or red, with 3-5 stones. May; fr. Sept. and Oct. Va. to N. C. and Tenn. S.M. 464.


8. Virides.

17. Viridis, Linn. (C. arboreascens, Ell.). Tree, to 35 ft., with spreading branches forming a round, rather compact head: spines slender: lvs. oblong-ovate to oval, acute or acuminate, serrate above the cuneate base, dark green and lustrous above, paler below, finally glabrous, 1-3 in. long: corymb glabrous; pedicels slender; calyx-lobes lanceolate, entire: fr. globose, bright red, 1 1/2-2 in. across, with usually 5 stones. Md., Va. to Ill., Iowa, Texas and Fla. May; fr. Oct., persisting through the winter. S.S. 4:187.

18. Nihila, Sarg. Tree, to 30 ft., with spreading branches unarmèd or with thin straight spines: lvs. elliptic to oblong-obovate, acuminate, coarsely serrate except at the cuneate base, often slightly lobed, dark green and lustrous above, paler below, glabrous, 1-3 in. long: corymbs glabrous, calyx-lobes elongated, entire or sparingly glandular-serrate: fr. ovoid or subglobose, dark dull red, about 3/5 in. long with thick mealy flesh and 2-3 stones. May; fr. Oct., persisiting through the winter. Ill., Kans. S.S. 13:703.—Like C. viridis very ornamental with its lustrous foliage and persistent frs.


23. **Carrièrei**, Vauv. Small tree, to 20 ft., with spreading branches and stout spines: lvs. elliptic or oblong- obovate, acute, pubescent below, glabrous above at length and lustrous, irregularly serrate, 3-4 in. long; corymb rather few-fl., pubescent; fls. large, with red disk; calyx-lobes linear, serrulate: fr. bright orange or brick-red, ovoid, about ¼ in. long, with 1-3 stones. May. R.H. 1883:108. G.C. III. 21:118, 119.—Probably hybrid between C. **Crus-galli** and C. **mexicana**, originated in France. Possibly not different is C. **Lavallie**, Herinoq, described with larger subglobose fr.

24. **persists**, Sarg. Low tree, 12 ft. or more: branches wide-spread, with numerous stout spines to 2 in. long; lvs. lanceolate to oblong-oblanceolate, acuminate or cuneate at the base, coarsely serrate above the middle, at maturity glabrous, dark green and lustrous above, pale beneath, 2-3 in. long: corymb slightly villous; fls. over ¾ in. across; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate above the middle or entire; stamens 20, anthers white; styles surrounded at the base by a broad ring of pale tomentum: fr. ovoid or slightly obovate, crimson, not lustrous, over ½ in. across; flesh thick and mealy, with 2-3 stones. May: fr. in Oct. S.T.S. 2:190.

—Of unknown origin, possibly a hybrid of C. **Crus-galli**. Raised at the Arnold Arboretum. The lvs. remain on the branches unchanged until those of all the other hawthorns have fallen and the fr. persist until late into the winter. One of the most conspicuous of winter fruiting plants.

10. **MEXICANA**.

25. **mexicana**, Sess. & Moc. (C. **hylopolis**, Koeh). Small tree, to 30 ft.; branchlets tomentose, unarmed or with short spines: lvs. cuneate-oblung or elliptic- lanceolate, obtuse or acute, crenate-serrate and often slightly lobed toward the apex, pubescent above, sometimes nearly glabrous, tomentose below, 1½-¾ in. long; corymb white-tomentose; fls. ¾ in. wide; calyx-lobes entire or with a few teeth at the apex; stamens 20, with white anthers; fr. ovoid or subglobose, or dull orange-red, ¾-1 in. thick, edible, with 3-5 nutlets. March; fr. Oct., Nov. Mex. B.R. 22:1910.

11. **PUNCTATE**.

26. **punctata**, Jacq. Fig. 1100. Tree, to 25 ft.: branches horizontally spreading, with short, stout spines or unarmed: lvs. obovate, obtuse or acute, narrowly ovate at the base, the leaves on the midrib; calyx-lobes villous, irregularly serrate, on the shoots often slightly lobed, villous below, with impressed veins above, 2-4 in. long; corymb villous; fls. large; calyx-lobes entire: fr. pyriform or subglobose, dull red, dotted, about ½ in. across, with 5 stones. May; fr. Oct., falling soon. From Que. to Ohio, Ill. and Ga. S.S. 4:184. A.F. 28:81. Var. **aurea**, Ait. (var. **zanthocarpa**, Roem. C. crocata, Ashe.) Fr. yellow.

27. **collina**, Champ. Shrub or small tree, occasionally 25 ft.: branches wide-spread, with stout spines, on the trunk with large branched spines: lvs. obovate or oval, acute, broadly cuneate at the base, irregularly, often doubly serrate, at maturity yellowish green above, purple below and glabrous except on the midrib; petals villous; calyx-lobes glandular-ciliate; anthers yellow: fr. subglobose, dull red, ½-¾ in. long, with yellow mealy flesh and usually 5 stones. May; fr. Oct. Va. to Tenn. and Ala. S.S. 13:654.

12. **ÆSTIVALES**.

28. **astivalis**, Torr. & Gray. May Haw. Apple Haw. Tree, to 30 ft., with a round compact head, unarmed or with stout straight spines 1-1¼ in. long: lvs. elliptic to oblong-oblanceolate, acute or rounded, gradually narrowed into the ½-1 in. long petiole, sinuate-dentate or crenate-serrate, at maturity dark green and lustrous above, below, particularly on the veins, densely rusty-pubescent, 1½-2½ in. long: fls. with the lvs., 1 in. across, in 2-5-fld. glabrous corymb; calyx-lobes entire or minutely glandular-serrate: fr. depressed.
CRATAEGUS

globose, fragrant, 1/4-1/2 in. across, bright red, crowned by the conspicuous calyx, with juicy subacid flesh and 3-5 stones. Feb., March; fr. May. Fla. to Ark. and Texas. S.S. 4:192.—The fr. is made into preserves and jellies.


20. uniflora, Moench (C. parvifolia, Ait. C. tomentosa, Eggleston, not Linn. C. florada, Loud.). Dense, low shrub, with numerous slender spines, rarely spineless, 3-8 ft.; lvs. on short not glandular petioles, cuneate, obovate or oblong-obovate, irregularly or doubly crenate-serrate, pubescent on both sides, at length glabrous above, 1/2-1 1/2 in. long; fls. 1/2 in. across, 1-3-fld. corymbs; calyx pubescent, with large serrate lobes; fr. pyriform or globose, yellow, 1/2 in. across, with 3-5 stones. May; fr. June. Ga. and Ala. to Fla. S.S. 4:191.

30. Vailiae, Brit. Shrub, to 12 ft., with slender straight spines; lvs. oval or ovate, acute, cuneate at the base, crenate-serrate and often slightly lobed, at maturity glabrous and lustrous above, pubescent below, 1/2-1 1/2 in. long; fls. 1/2 in. across, in 2-6-fld., pubescent corymbs; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate; fr. globose; 1/2 in. across, dull red, with 3-5 stones. May; fr. Oct. Va. to Ga. and Ala.

14. Flave.

31. flava, Ait. Tree, to 20 ft.; branches wide-spreading, with thin nearly straight spines; lvs. broadly obovate or elliptic, acute or nearly rounded, cuneate at base, coarsely and doubly serrate, on vigorous shoots usually slightly lobed, the teeth tipped with red glands, at maturity puberulous only on the veins below, about 2 in. long; petioles glandular, short; corymbs few-fld., slightly villous; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate; fls. 1/2 in. across; stamens 20, with purple anthers; fr. ovoid, dark orange-brown, 1/2 in. long, dark red and mealy flesh and 5 stones. April; fr. in Oct. Ga. and Fla. S.S. 13:693.—The true C. flava is not in cult.; the plant now cult. as C. flava is quite different and is apparently not very closely related to this species; it has so far not been found growing wild in E. N. Amer., though it was apparently intro. from the southern states. As it has not yet been determined to which species it belongs, it may be enumerated here as var. lobata, Lindl. Shrub or small tree; lvs. ovate or obovate, cuneate at the base, acute, crenate-serrate and often slightly lobed, at maturity pubescent on the veins beneath, 1-2 in. long; corymbs pubescent, few-fld.; stamens 10; fr. pyriform, green or reddish with hard flesh, and 3-3 stones. B.R. 23:1932, 1939. G.C. III. 27:404.—Tender.

32. aprica, Beadle. A shrub or small tree, sometimes to 20 ft.; with spreading branches and slender zigzag branchlets armed with thin straight spines 1-1 1/2 in. long; lvs. broadly obovate or oval, acute or rounded at the apex, narrowed into the short petiole, serrate usually only above the middle and often slightly lobed, with gland-tipped teeth, pubescent on both sides while young, at maturity glabrous, dark yellow-green and thickish, 1/2-1 1/2 in. long; fls. 1/2 in. across, in 3-6-fld. compact pubescent corymbs; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate; fr. globose, 1/2 in. across, dull orange-red, with 3-5 stones. May; fr. Oct. Va. to Ga. and Tenn. S.S. 13:698.—This species has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

15. Tomentose.

33. tomentosa, Linn. (C. Calpodendron, Medikus. C. pyriformia, Ait. C. leucophloeo, Moench. C. Châpanianii, Ashe). Fig. 1101. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft., with spreading branches unarmed or with short spines; lvs. cuneate, obovate-oblong or elliptic, acute, serrate and often slightly lobed, dull green and usually finely glabrous above, below pubescent, 2-5 in. long; corymbs pubescent; fls. and frs. 1/2 in. across; calyx-lobes serrate; fr. usually oval, dull yellow or slightly curved spines; lvs. elliptic, acute or acuminate, gradually narrowed into the stout winged petiole, coarsely and usually doubly serrate and with many short acute lobes, at maturity dark green, thickish and somewhat lustrous above, pale green and usually puberulous on the veins below, 2-3 in. long; fls. 3/4 in. across, in many-fld. villous corymbs; stamens usually 20, sometimes 15; fr. globose, bright scarlet, 1/2-3/4 in. across, with juicy sweet flesh and 2-3 stones. May; fr. Sept., Oct. Que. and Ont. to Mass. and Ill. S.S. 4:181 (as C. cocinea var macracantha).


36. pruniolasia, Pers. Shrub or tree, to 30 ft.; branches spreading or somewhat ascending, spiny; lvs. obovate, or roundish obovate, doubly serrate, glabrous or pubescent on the veins beneath when young, 2-3 in. long; corymbs pubescent; stamens 10; anthers pink; fr. red; stones with 2 furrows on the inner side, sometimes nearly plain. May, June.—Origin unknown; by some thought to be a hybrid between C. Crus-palis and C. macracantha or C. succulenta. B.R. 22:1868. G.W. 8:114. Var. variegata, Hort. Lvs. variegated with yellowish white. F.W. 1877:55.
ularly serrate and slightly lobed, more deeply lobed on vigorous shoots, at first hairy above and often also below, at maturity glabrous or nearly glabrous, 1½-3 in. long: corymb pubescent or glabrous; fls. large; stamens 20, with purple anthers; fr. ½ in. diam. May; fr. in Aug. Sept. E. Siberia. Var. chlorocarpa, Schned. (var. zanthocarpa, Regel). Fr. yellow, smaller: anthers whitish.

39. dahurica, Kochne (C. purpurea, Bose. C. sanguinea var. atalica, Loud.). Shrub or small tree: spines to 1½ in. long: lvs. ovate or broadly elliptic, acute, broadly cuneate at the base, sharply serrate, those of the flowering branches very slightly or scarcely lobed, those of the shoots distinctly and acutely lobed, glabrous, ¾-2 in. long: corymb glabrous; fls. ½ in. across; fr. subglobose, ½ in. across, orange-red. April, May; fr. Aug. E. Siberia. — The latest leafing species of all hawthorns; very graceful; hardy.

18. Coriatææ.


19. Apifolæe.

41. apifólia, Michx. (C. Marshallii, Eggleston). Shrub or small tree, rarely 20 ft., with stout spines and the branchlets pubescent when young: lvs. slender-petioled, broadly ovate or slightly pinched, glabrous or pubescent, ¾-1¼ in. long: corymbs few-fl., villous; styles 1-3: fr. ovoid, ¾ in. high, scarlet, with 1-3 stones; calyx often deciduous. April, May; fr. Oct. Va. to Flia., Ark. and Texas. S.S. 4:188.—A handsome species with graceful foliage and an abundance of white fls. in spring and small but bright-colored frs. in fall.


42. brachyacántha, Sarg. & Engelm. Tree, to 50 ft., with stout spreading branches, armed with numerous short usually curved spines, ½-3 in. long: lvs. ovate-oblong, glabrous or glabrate-involucrate, glabrous or sometimes obtuse, cuneate at the base, crenulate-serrate, rarely slightly lobed, glabrous at maturity, lustrous above, ¾-2 in. long: corymbs many-fl., glabrous; fls. ½ in. across, turning orange in fading; stamens 15-20; fr. subglobose, ½-3 in. across, bright blue and bloomy, with 3-5 stones. April, May; fr. Aug. La. and Texas. S.S. 4:177.—The only species with blue fr.; hardy only S.


22. Oxyacanthæ.

double, bright scarlet fls.; one of the most showy. I.H. 14:536. F. 1867:117. Var. aurea, Loud. (C. oxyacantha var. zanthocarpa, Lange). With yellow fr. Var. quercifolia, Loud. Lvs. with broad, rounded and cuneate lobes.—Most of the garden forms usually listed as varieties of C. oxyacantha belong to the following species: the forms designated above as the C. oxyacantha, var. quercifolia was not considered true C. oxyacantha, but referred to C. media, Bechst., a hybrid between this and the following species; the existence of hybrid forms makes the distinction between the two species still more difficult.


23. ORIENTALES.

47. tanacetifolia, Pers. Shrub or small tree: branches with short spines or unarmed, branchlets tormentose: lvs. cuneate, obturate, pinnately 5-7-cleft, with the lobes glandular-serrate, villous-pubescent, 1-2 in. long; corymb dense, 5-7-fl.; calyx-lobes large, deeply glandular-serrate; fls. large: fr. pubescent, yellow, 1 in. or more across, with laciniate bracts at the base. May, June. Asia Minor. B.R. 22:1884. G.t. 43, p. 215.


24. PUNITIFIDE.
CREPIS

nearly


ALFRED REID.

CRATÈVA

(after Crates, an obscure writer on medicinal plants, not, as sometimes stated, at the time of Hippocrates, but at the beginning of the first century B. C., since he named a plant after Mithridates). Cap- paridaceae. Tropical trees and shrubs, sometimes planted in the warm parts of the country.

Leaves 3-lobulate: frs. in corollas, usually polyga- mous, with the odor of garlic; sepals and petals 4; stamens 8-20; torus elongated; berries ovate-globose, with a slender stripe.—Ten species, around the globe. The bark of the garlic pear, C. gymandra, blisters like cantharides. C. religiosa, from Malabar and the Society Isls., is a sacred tree, and is planted in native grave- yards. The bitter, aromatic, oily lvs. and bark are used by them in stomach troubles. The above and other species are cult. in Eu. as ornamental green- house shrubs.

religiosa, Forst. f. (C. Nurrkâ, Buch.-Ham.). A spreading unarmed decumbent tree of graceful propor- tions: lvs. long-petioled, the lfts. 2½-3 times as long as broad, glabrous, in unifoliate or fascicled spikes, 4-7 in. long, yellow, or purplish yellow, the petals long-clawed.—Once cult. by Fran- ceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif., but reported by him as no longer in cult. there. Excellent greenhouse plant N. TAYLOR.

CRATEROSTIGMA

Greek, referring to character of stigmas. Scrophulariaceae. Torenia-like perennial low nearly stemless herbs of E. and S. Afr., sometimes grown under glass. Lvs. radical, plantago-like, many- nerved, purplish purple, succulent, radiating or even solitary; calyx tubular, 5-ribbed and narrowly 5-toothed; corolla tubular, 5-ribbed and 5-toothed, the tube enlarged toward the top, the limb 2-lipped, the dorsal lip concave and entire or emarginate, the other large and spreading and 3-toothed; stamens 4 and perfect, in unequal pairs; style filiform, 2-lobed and dilated at apex: fr. an oblong capsule, included in the calyx. Differs from Torenia in technical floral char- acters and in being nearly or quite stemless and with only radical lvs.—About 4 species. C. pambilum, Hochst. (Toreния auriculatifolia, Dombr.) has fr. on slender pedicels ½ in. long, the corolla-lobes pale lilac blotted with purple and veined with white: lvs. sessile, ovate, in a basal rosette, pubescent beneath and nearly glabrous above. E. Africa. F. M. 10:534.—A stemless perennial.

L. H. B.

CREPIS (Greek for Sandal; application obscure).

Composite. A large group of annual, biennial and peren- nial herbs, a few of which are now and then grown in outdoor gardens for the showy flowers.

Much like Hieracium, dif- fering mostly in the simpler involucre, white soft pappus, and beaked achen.—lvs. radial, and cauleine, the former mostly runcinate, repan or pinnaeate, the latter mostly clasping: heads pedunculate, solitary or paired. The florets perfect and ligulate, the rays yellow, orange or red: fr. a smooth achene.—Perhaps 250 species in the north temperate zone, some of them weedy and widely dispersed. Among the cult. kinds is C. sibirica, which resembles a sow-thistle in habit, and has corysts of reddish blue fls. about the size of a hawkweed, or a small dandelion. It is one of the coarser border plants, and rare. Rather light, sandy soil, and full exposure to the sun are essen- tial to the welfare of this plant. It is contented in a rather dry position, either in the rockery, or in the border. It is prop. by divi- sion. A common plant on the mose of English thatched cottages in C. vilre, a yel- low-flid. plant, resembling a dandelion. C. rubra appears to be the commonest annual species cult. abroad.

sibirica, Linn. Perennial, 2-3 ft. high, and at least as wide when in bloom: plant covered with short rough hairs; root large, fleshy; lvs. rough, wrinkled, the lower coarsely dentate, the uper, often somewhat cordate, 12 in. long, including a petiole half as long; fls. bright yellow in a strictly terminal corybb; involucr loose, hairy, July. Eu., Asia Minor, Himalayas. Gn. 53, p. 493.—The tallest and largest-flid. of the genus. Its white pulpy masses of seeds are also attractive.


rubra, Linn. Fig. 1105. Annual: height ½-1½ ft.; lvs. red, usually solitary, the involucre being hispid. An attractive little flower-garden plant. Var. albâ, Hort., has flesh-colored or whitish lvs. Italy, Greece.
CREPIS

C. barbata, Linn.—Tolpis.—C. montana, Reich. 12-18 in.; lvs. unequally dentate: fls. yellow in a large head. High mts., Switzerland, etc. Mentioned as grown in this country, but apparently not in the trade.

L. H. B.†

CRESCENTIA (after Crescenti, thirteenth century Italian agricultural writer). Bignoniacées. This genus is chiefly interesting for the calabash tree, which has no near allies of horticultural importance; yields the calabash fruit.

Tropical trees, glabrous: lvs. alternate, solitary or clustered at nodes: fls. large, tubular, with a fluted 5-cut limb, yellowish, with red or purple veins; calyx 2-parted or deeply 5-cut.—About 5 species, in Mex. and Cent. Amer. The calabash tree is a native of Trop. Amer., especially familiar in the W. Indies, and can be grown outdoors in extreme S. Fla. and S. Calif. The outer skin of the fr. is removed and the seeds and pulp from within, and the hard woody shell is used for water-gourds and for all sorts of domestic vessels, according to size and shape. The growing fr. can be made to assume various forms by skillful tying. It is a tree 20-40 ft. high, and readily distinguished from all others by its peculiar habit of growth, as it bears large, horizontal, scarcely divided branches, which bear clusters of lvs. at intervals. The tree is becoming important in the manufacture of tobacco-pipes.

Cujete, Linn. Fig. 1106. A handsome tree when growing in the open, with wide-spreading well-foliated branches: lvs. 4-6 in. long, broadly lanceolate, tapering at the base, dark glossy green: fls. solitary, pendulous; calyx 2-parted; corolla constricted below the middle, and then swollen above, malodorous when decaying; stamens 4, sometimes 5: fr. frequently 18-20 in. through. The growing tree has somewhat the habit of a Burbank plum tree. B.M. 3430.

N. TAYLOR†

CRESS. A name applied to the pungent herbage of several species of the Cruciferae, used as salad.

The leaves of the ordinary garden cress (Lepidium sativum), sometimes called peppergrass, have a pleasant pungency, somewhat like that of the water-cress, which makes the plant well adapted to be used as a popular condiment, served with salads, especially lettuce, and also for garnishing purposes. The quick sprouting habit of the seed is proverbial. Often the plants show above ground the third day after seed is sown. But if cress is wanted in its prime continuously, new sowings must be made every few days. Sow seed rather thickly in rows a foot apart, selecting any good garden loam. The reason that this useful plant is seldom seen in the average home garden is probably its liability to be attacked by hordes of flea-beetles which seem to have a particular fondness for cress pungency. But it is easily grown under glass, in flower pots, flats, or on a bench, in any light and fairly warm place and in any good soil. Grown thus it is usually free from flea-beetle injury, and goes well with forced lettuce. Seed is easily grown, either in the open or under glass. The plants are allowed to mature their seeds, are then pulled and the seed rubbed or threshed out and cleaned. There are slight variations in the form of the leaves, some of which are more or less curled, others more of the broad-leaved type.

Water-cress (Nasturtium officinale of the older books, but known as Radicula Nasturtium-aquaticum and Roripa Nasturtium in recent books). Fig. 1107, is a hardy perennial, and finds a congenial place in small, running streams, shallow pools or ditches, wintering well when covered with water. It is usually found freely, bunched, in most of our markets and at green grocers'. It grows readily from seed as well as from freshly cut pieces of branches, and soon spreads over a large area. The best product comes from clear running water.

Similar to water-cress in pungency is the upland cress (Barbarea praecoc), a hardy biennial. It also grows easily from seed sown in the open or under glass in ordinary soils and situations. The root-leaves are used for garnishing and seasoning, but they are not of the highest quality. See p. 454, Vol. I.

Other plants sometimes grown under the name of cress are Cardamine pratensis (p. 661) and Spilanthes oleracea (which see). The very pungent root-leaves of the former are said to be eaten, but apparently the plant is not cultivated for this purpose.

T. GREINER.

CRINUM (Greek name for a lily). Amaryllisaceae. Large and showy flowering bulbs, mostly tender, closely allied to Amaryllis and distinguished by the longer perianth-tube; flowers usually white or in shades of red; largely summer bloomers, but differing widely in this respect.

Stems arising from a tunicae bulb with a more or less elongated neck: lvs. mostly persistent, usually broad, sometimes several feet long: fls. few or many in a 2-bracted umbel, often very fragrant and with 3 types of coloring, pure white, banded red or purplish down the center, or flushed with the same colors; perianth salver-form or funnel-shaped, the tube straight or curved, long-cylindrical; segms. linear, lanceolate or oblong, nearly or quite equal; stamens 6, attached on the throat of the corolla, with long filiform filaments and very narrow versatile anthers; ovary 3-celled, the ovules few in each cell, the style long and filiform, somewhat bent downward, the stigma not lobed: fr. a roundish or irregular caps., at length dehiscing; seeds large, green, thick.—Probably 100 species in warm and tropical regions around the world, in moist or wet places. The crinums are amaryllis-like plants of great beauty. They are widely grown, often under the name of "lilies," some of them as greenhouse plants, some as

CRINUM
coolhouse subjects, and a few as hardy border plants. The bulbs are often very large, sometimes as much as 2 or 3 feet long, neck and all, the leek-like neck gradually tapering from the bulb proper. In some species the bulb is short and onion-like. Fig. 1108 shows forms of crinum bulbs in some species are 1 foot long and half as broad; and sometimes the leaves reach the length of 6 feet and a width of 5 or 6 inches. The flower-stalk is solid, leafless, usually arising from the side of the bulb-neck. The genus might be roughly divided into the evergreen kinds, mostly with leek-like bulbs and symmetrical star-like straight-tubed flowers; and the deciduous-leaved kinds, mostly with roundish bulbs and nodding bell-shaped more or less irregular flowers.

The crinums require so much room that they are not often seen in commercial collections in this country. They are particularly adapted to mild and warm climates, and therefore full notes on such handling of them are given here. They are not much grown in American greenhouses. The species cross freely, and many fine hybrids are known, some of them under Latin species-names.

**Hardy crinums.**

The species of Crinum require widely different culture, and their geographical distribution furnishes an important clue as to the degree of warmth required. There are two species hardy in the northern states, C. longifolium and C. Moorei, the latter being less reliable than the former but with finer flowers. These two species differ from others in blooming all summer instead of during a short period, and in the more lasting qualities of their flowers. An interesting hybrid between the two, C. Powellii, is harder than C. Moorei, and the flower, though better than C. longifolium, is not quite so showy as that of C. Moorei. The hybrid has five well-marked colors, white, rose and purplish. A single bulb of the white variety has given fifty flowering bulbs in four years. It is excellent for placing in conspicuous positions on terraces or lawns, or in corners where flowers are wanted to combine with architecture or statuary for summer effect. The Agapanthus is frequently grown also for such purposes. Of course large specimens are needed for this use, but they are easily secured and they last from year to year. The bulbs of crinums are mostly grown in Holland and in Florida. The only native species, C. americanum, the "swamp lily of Florida," makes a brilliant and striking spectacle when seen in places far from cultivation, as in the Everglades.

The most reliable of the hardy crinums in the North is probably C. Powellii. If the bulbs are planted 2 ½ to 3 feet deep (to the bottom of the bulb) in well-drained soil, the plant stands without protection in the neighborhood of New York City. Let them stand 2 to 3 feet apart. This crinum makes a very ornamental summer plant, even the strong foliage producing a tropical effect. It produces offsets very freely, but they are deep in the ground. It seems not to produce seed in the North. C. longifolium is also hardy, but is better with a covering in winter; and it is inferior to C. Powellii in leaf and flower. C. Moorei is equally hardy except that the bulbs grow near the surface and are therefore so much exposed as often to be ruined by frost. It is a very desirable summer species. It often seeds in the latitude of New York City; and these fleshy seeds germinate readily if placed on the surface of the sand. It produces offsets freely, which are used in propagation. It has very strong fleshy roots; and when grown in pots or tubs (which is a desirable practice) it should be given plenty of room. This species has a long columnar neck with a spreading cap or crown of leaves, and large white or pink flowers. C. variegatum (C. capense) is hardy south of the Ohio. There are a number of half-hardy species; and most of the greenhouse kinds make very desirable lawn or porch plants when well established in large pots or tubs.

**Tender crinums.**

There are more than fifty species of greenhouse crinums, all of them worth growing because of their handsome flowers; some of them have very ornamental foliage. Most of the species are seldom seen in this country, possibly because they occupy too much space and give a comparatively small number of flowers to recompense the grower for their upkeep. It is not necessary to keep the evergreen species growing all the time after the flowers have been produced. The plants may be put out-of-doors under a lath-house for four or five months. The soil should be of a lasting nature with good drainage so that frequent repotting will not be necessary. When the plants are in a growing state, frequent applications of manure water will be found to be beneficial. In the warmer parts of the country, many of the tropical species should be plunged or planted out in the open border, where they often give a satisfactory quantity of flowers. In winter, the plants may be carried over under the bench of a temperate house. They should be given water occasionally during April and the first half of May to encourage new root-growth. When planted out in rich soil, nearly all of them will produce their gorgeous flowers out-of-doors; and during winter they are best treated as dormant bulbs with a little more heat than given such plants as cannas and richardias, planting them out as soon as the weather is favorable. A few of the tropical crinums are grown for their foliage principally, and are often seen in public conservatories and palm-houses where they suffer but little from dense shade. The flowers of most species are exceedingly handsome but only for a comparatively short time; during the remainder of the year when out of bloom they are hosts of things that are much more ornamental. Tropical crinums should be grown in this country nearly altogether for outdoor work; we then get the best out of them because our hot summers are favorable to their growth and for the production of bloom. Those species not amenable to this treatment do not give results at all in keeping with the space and time devoted to them. (G. W. Oliver.)
The various species of Crinum belong to the most important, the most beautiful and the most popular of Florida garden plants. No plants grow so easily, with so little attention, and no plants are so floriferous and so deliciously fragrant. Some of the species, as C. zeylanicum, C. ebubescens and C. Sandderianum, are so common in gardens, that they are generally accepted by gardeners. Planted together in masses or in borders and in front of shrubbery, they look extremely beautiful. They grow best in rich, somewhat moist soil, but they are also perfectly at home in the high pineland ridges when well fertilized and cultivated. There is great confusion in the nomenclature of the plants, perhaps from being correctly named in the various catalogues. The following notes are based on many years' experience with crinums in Florida, and the names represent plants that the author considers to be proper representatives of the species.

C. abyssinicum has white flowers and is attractive, but it does not grow well in the sandy soils of Florida.

C. amabile. Very much like C. augustum in growth and the flowers also much the same, but it is considerably smaller and more compact. Even its bulbs four or five years must be replanted in fresh rich ground, and the offsets must then be removed. The flowers are white, borne in masses of profuse flowers on the C. amabile flowering in every month of the year. The perfume of the masses of flowers in spring and summer is so strong that it is noticeable from a distance. The flowers do not bear in Florida, but the pollen is fertile and can be used in cross-breeding.

C. americanum. Common along muddy banks of lakes and rivers. A very fragrant, but skeptical species valuable in hybridizing work. Flower-stem usually 3 feet high, bearing mostly four flowers. Grows well in gardens, particularly in moist soil.

C. amanum. A rather small-growing Asiatic species with long slender bulbs and white flowers tinged red on the outside. Rare. In garden practice the columnar stem-like bulb, about 12 to 15 inches long, grows mostly above the ground. In planting it should not be set deep in the ground; a few inches is sufficient. The leaves are narrow, green in color. The flowers are broad near the bulb, gradually narrowing to a sharp point at the end. Large umbels of flowers almost all at one time round, even in winter when the weather is warm, usually 20 flowers in an umbel being borne always a little above the foliage on a strong stem. The flowers are pure white, with linear narrow segments; filaments and stigma purplish red, yellowish white in the lower third. Strongly and deliciously fragrant. A rare gem among our garden flowers. Hardy all over the Gulf Coastal region, where it forms in time large and impressive clumps of tropical foliage. Bears large pea-green foliage seed abundantly. Excellent for rock garden plants.

C. augustum. "Great Mogul" of Barbados. The largest-growing of this class of crinums, flowers 6 to 8 feet in diameter and 6 to 8 feet in diameter, being not uncommon. It needs rich moist soil and a fair amount of good fertilizer. Leaves are very broad, 4 to 5 feet long, narrowing gradually to the tip, but narrow sharply at the base. Lingers occasionally for months. Flower-stem an inch in diameter, purplish gray, 4 feet high, bearing a large umbel of flowers. Flowers in bud purple, flushed with deep red; after opening, nearly twenty flowers to each umbel, giving a large mass of very beautiful and fragrant flowers. This umbel is so heavy that it soon bends over and finally lies on the ground. For this reason, it is necessary to tie it to a strong bamboo stake. It is difficult to propagate, as the offsets are formed slowly. A plant five years old has formed only two side-shoots. Although it affords good pollen for hybridizing purposes, it does not seed. Hardy in New Orleans.

C. camporum (C. caeruleum). Very distinct, with beautiful grayish green leaves and umbels of six to eight rose red campanulate flowers. The flowers are much recurved at their edges. It blooms several times each year. One plant, which grew like a club-shape, made blossoms from the 3 feet to 5 feet long. It grows wild in ponds in southern Africa and very likely needs moist soil.

C. Careagenum (offered in the trade as C. virgatum) which is regarded as a distinct species, bears also a large bulb, but not very large, and bears the name of C. grandum. This is a doubtful plant, being perhaps an old English hybrid. It is very distinct from all other crinums, bearing 20 flowers on a 3 feet stem. It is a species derived from C. grandum, but it is not a well-known species. The flowers are about 3 inches high, with a umbel of six to eight yellow flowers with a faint red band in the center. They are reddish and the stem is bright red. Bears four to five flowers.

C. carinatum. Reminds one of C. americanum, but flower-stem grayish purple on a green ground. Flowers pure white, very fragrant.

C. caespitosum. Bulbs conical, very large, 8 to 10 inches in diameter. Flowers sessile, tanplike, pink. Flower-stem short. Flowers fifteen to twenty in an umbel, white, bell-shaped, faintly keeled with pink.

C. ebubescens (usually advertised as C. fimbristilium). One of the most common species in Florida gardens. Increased by divisions of the bulb. Flowers about 2 to 3 feet tall; flower-stem 2 to 3 feet tall; purplish green, carrying usually four to six very beautiful fragrant flowers, pure white with a faint pink keel, outside purplish red. Does not bear seeds, and pollen, and is useless for cross-breeding. Found everywhere in gardens.

C. erubescens. A delightful small crinum, with small white flowers, and bearing fragrant offsets. These are very beautiful, the leaves being as ornamental as an aspidistra or a dracaena. Evergreen variety. Found in artificial culture. C. errubescens is very common.

The leaves are about 3 feet long, rich deep green with a slight bluish tint. It forms large clumps in the course of a few years. This variety is often offered for hybridization. The leaves are very attractive, and the plant is easily grown in the garden, but it does not thrive satisfactorily on dry soil. An excellent species for hybridization.

C. imbricatum. Allied to C. giganteum, but bulbs much larger and leaves rather glaucous green, strongly scented, with serrated edges. Flowers smaller, but red or purple, often appearing three times during the year. This is as beautiful as C. giganteum, but it does not form such large clumps in the course of a few years. Slightly.

C. Kunthianum. A large-growing species, with a fine rosette of bright green spreading leaves and large umbels of pure white, it is often confused with Nigromagnum is a still larger-growing plant. The flower-stem is quite short, about a foot high, bearing five or six flowers. Grows on a sandy loam, with a small stone pebble on the outside. The flowers of both are strongly fragrant.

C. longifolium. An excellent plant for hybridizing. The leaves are bright green, flowers white, appearing usually flushed with deeper red on the outside. A fine foliage plant, though flowers not very showy. The white flowers, with very fragrant offsets, and bell-shaped flowers, is a very showy plant and much superior to the type.

C. macdonaldae. Forms very large, long slender necks. A beautiful species with pink flowers, but very difficult to grow in light soils. It does not flower regularly each year.

C. martii. Bulb very large, diameter about 10 to 12 inches. The leaves are very beautiful, long and thin and very wavy. It usually flowers in March in central Florida and strongly fragrant. This plant needs rich mucky soil to do its best. It does not thrive on dry ground. It is a much skinner bloomer than C. asidiucum, with which it is confused.

C. podophylum. This is another evergreen species, almost a miniature C. martii, and very fragrant. It was vanguard green, strongly scented, with serrated edges. Bulbs only 1 inch in diameter and very short. Flower-stem about 10 inches high bearing only a few pure white flowers, strongly fragrant. Flowers only once during the summer.

C. praesthes. Bulbs 5 to 6 inches in diameter. Flowers white. Does it not grow rich soil. Rare.

C. purpurascens. This small species, with linear undulate leaves, about a foot long, usually purple to red. It thrives with caladiums, marantas, ferns, and other shade-loving plants. Flowers five to six in an umbel, usually red, in flower in March and April. Grows well in light, sandy soils. It requires a heavier soil with some clay in it, and it grows well only in a loam-house.

C. sandderianum (Milk-and-Wine Lily). Common in Florida gardens. Flowers white, keeled with bright red, deeper red on the outside. Flower-stems 3 feet high, carrying five or six flowers in the umbel. Bears no seed.

C. scabirum. One of the showiest. Flowers large, amaryllis-like, pure white, banded crimson, reminding one of Hippeastrum cultivars. Very fragrant. Forms a rosette 8 inches high one during spring and summer. Bears seed abundantly and can be easily cross-fertilized with other species. Grows well on dry pine barrens, thrives in the umbel, pure white, scented flowers, 12 inches high.


C. xanthum. One of the showiest. Flowers large, amaryllis-like, pure white, banded crimson, reminding one of Hippeastrum cultivars. Very fragrant. Forms a rosette 8 inches high one during spring and summer. Bears seed abundantly and can be easily cross-fertilized with other species. Grows well on dry pine barrens, thrives in the umbel, pure white, scented flowers, 12 inches high.

C. xanthum. One of the showiest. Flowers large, amaryllis-like, pure white, banded crimson, reminding one of Hippeastrum cultivars. Very fragrant. Forms a rosette 8 inches high one during spring and summer. Bears seed abundantly and can be easily cross-fertilized with other species. Grows well on dry pine barrens, thrives in the umbel, pure white, scented flowers, 12 inches high.

C. xanthum. One of the showiest. Flowers large, amaryllis-like, pure white, banded crimson, reminding one of Hippeastrum cultivars. Very fragrant. Forms a rosette 8 inches high one during spring and summer. Bears seed abundantly and can be easily cross-fertilized with other species. Grows well on dry pine barrens, thrives in the umbel, pure white, scented flowers, 12 inches high.
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state, white with a red stripe, when fully expanded. They usually flower in June and July after the rainy season has set in. Bears large, showy, single flower seeds abundantly and is a fine plant to be used in hybridizing.

H. NEHRING
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1109. CRINUM AMERICANUM. (X ½)

var. procercum and C. zeylanicum: fls. sterile; bulb increases by small offsets; has been sold under the name of C. augustum (Hort., not Roxb.), which is a similar but smaller natural hybrid presumably between C. bracteatum and C. zeylanicum, and has more obtuse lvs. than C. amabile.

AA. Perianth erect, salver-shaped, with lanceolate segms.: stamens spreading. (Platyster.)

b. Lvs. few, 6–12 to a bulb.

5. amercianum, Linn. Fig. 1109. FLORIDA SWAMP LILY. Bulb stoloniferous, ovoid, 3–4 in. thick; neck short: lvs. 1½–2 in. broad and 2–4 ft. long, curved, denticulate: fls. 3–6, usually 4 on an erect scape 20–30 in. high; pedicels 0 or very short; perianth creamy white, the lobes linear or lance-linear; tube greenish, equaling or exceeding the lobes. Native in river swamps Ga. and Fla. and westward. B.M. 1034.—Blooms in spring and summer, but some fls. may occur in winter far S.

6. pratense, Herb. Bulb ovoid, 4–5 in. thick; neck short: lvs. 6–8, linear, suberect, 1½–2 ft. long, ½–2 in. wide, channeled, narrowed to the point, margin entire: fls. 6–12 on a lateral compressed peduncle 1 ft. or more high; perianth white, the tube greenish and 3–4 in. long, the segms. nearly or quite as long, ½ in. broad, lanceolate; filaments shorter than segms., bright red. Low grounds, India. Summer. Var. elegans, Carey, has a longer-necked bulb, decumbent, peduncle, and tube an
inch shorter than the segms. B.M. 2592. Var. *venustum*, Carey, has about 30 fls. in an umbel. India.

7. *amœnum*, Roxb. Bulb globose, 2–3 in. diam., with a very short neck: lvs. 10–12, suberect, linear, 2 ft. or less long, rough-edged, tapering to the apex; fls. 6–12, the peduncle standing 1–2 ft. high; tube 3–4 in. long; segments white tinged red outside, 2–3 in. long, lanceolate; filaments bright red, shorter than segms. India. Summer; warmhouse. Var. *Mearsii*, Bedd. (C. *Mearsii*, Bedd.). Very small: lvs. 1 ft. or more long, 1 in. wide, very smooth; peduncle 3–5 in. long, 6–10 in. tall; fls. 6–12, on a lateral much-compressed peduncle 2–3 ft. high; pedicels sometimes an inch long; color strong purplish red outside, banded within; tube purplish; segms. lanceolate, 4–5 in. long; filaments half length of segms. red. Mauritius, Seychelles. B.M. 2597. B.R. 679.—Warmhouse; effective.

9. *erubescens*, Ait. Bulb ovoid, 3–4 in. thick, the neck short: lvs. many, curved, strap-shaped, thin, 2–3 ft. long and 2–3 in. broad, slightly rough on edges; fls. 4–12, on peduncle 2 ft. or more high, the pedicels 0 or very short; color reddish outside, white within; tube bright red, 6–8 in. long; segms. half as long as tube, lanceolate, reflexing. Trop. Amer. B.M. 1232. L.B.C. 1:31.—Summer; warmhouse.

10. *Kunthiânum*, Roem. (C. *erubescens*, HBBK., not Ait.). Bulb ovoid, 3 in. diam., with a short neck: lvs. about 20, strap-shaped, spreading, 2–3 in. broad, undulate but entire; fls. 4–5 in an umbel, the peduncle 1 ft. high; the pedestal bright red or very purplish white; tube 7–8 in. long; segms. lanceolate, 2½ in. long; filaments less than 2 in. long, bright red. Colombia. Var. *nicaraguense*, Baker, is purple outside, the segms. a little longer and lvs. longer and narrower.

11. *purpurascens*, Herb. Bulb ovoid, short-necked, 2 in. diam., stoloniferous: lvs. 20 or more, linear, thin, 3 ft. or more, prominently undulate; fls. 5–9, on a peduncle 1 ft. or less long; tube very slender, 5–6 in. long; segms. lanceolate, half as long as tube, pink or purplish; filaments bright red. *Upper and Lower Guinea, in streams and lakes, the lvs. very often floating. B.M. 6325. G.C. III. 47:114.—Amphibious; Summer; warmhouse.

12. *longifolium*, Thunb. (Amaryllis longifolia, Linn. C. *truncatum*, Herb. C. capensis, Herb.). Bulb ovoid, 3–4 in. diam.: lvs. 12 or more, strap-shaped, 2–3 ft. long, 2–3 in. wide, margins rough: fls. 6–12, pedicels 1–2 in. long; perianth tinged red on the back, and sometimes on the face, with a white variety; tube cylindrical, 3–4 in. long, about equaling the limb; segms. oblong, acute, 1 in. or less broad; stamens nearly as long as seed; B.M. 661. Var. *album*, Hort. Gt. 52, p. 123.—Probably the hardiest pure species of crinum, enduring the winter of the Middle States, if protected with litter during cold weather. Prop. by offsets or seed, which latter is produced abundantly. *C. grandifîorum*, Hort., is a hybrid with *C. Careyanum*, said to partake of the hardiness of *C. longifolium*. Sometimes described as having a short-necked bulb.

13. *Macâwani*, Baker. Bulb globular, 9–10 in. diam., with neck 6–9 in. long: lvs. 12–15, strap-shaped, thin, 2–3 ft. long, 4 in. or less broad; fls. 10–15, on a stout green peduncle 2–3 ft. high; tube curved, green, 3–4 in. long; segms. about equaling the tube, pink, oblong, acute, 1½ in. broad. Natal.—Late autumn; greenhouse, or half-hardy.


cc. Margin of lvs. ciliated.

16. *Kirkii*, Baker. Bulb globose, 6–8 in. thick, neck 6 in. long: lvs. 12 or more, 3½–4 ft. long; 4½–5 in. wide and long-tapering to a point; margin rough, veins close: fls. 12–15 on a stout compressed peduncle 1⅔–2 ft. high; pedicels 0 or very short; color white, with a very distinct bright red on the back of each oblong acute segm.; tube greenish, 4 in. about equaling the segms. E. Afr. B.M. 6512.—Probably not in commerce. See No. 17. Sept.; warmhouse.

nn. Bulbs short-necked (not considering No. 30).

c. Fls. numerous, usually more than 8 in an umbel.

17. *zebydamicum*, Linn. Bulb globose, 5–6 in. thick: lvs. 6–10, thin, sword-shaped, 2–3 ft. long, 3–4 in. wide, wavy, margin roughish; peduncle long and not very stout, often tinged red; fls. 10–20 on very short pedicels; tube 3–4 in. long, curved; segms. oblong, acute, 3–4 in. long, 1 in. broad, white with a broad red keel; stamens an inch shorter than segms. Spring to midsummer; warmhouse. Trop. Asia and Afr. B.M. 1171 (as Amaryllis ornata).—A warmhouse species. Usually sold as *C. Kirkii*, which is an allied species from E. Afr., probably not known outside of botanical gardens.

18. *variable*, Herb. (C. cassafoillium, Herb.). Bulb ovoid, 3–4 in. thick, without distinct neck: lvs. 10–12, hardly glabrous and entire, the outer perianth longer, 2 in. wide, weak: fls. 10–12, on a compressed erect peduncle 1½ ft. high, the pedicels ½–1 in. long; tube greenish, 1½ in. long; segms. white with red tinge down the keel, oblong, acute, 2½–3½ in. long; filaments red, an inch shorter than segms. Cape region. Spring.

2-3 ft. long and 3-4 in. broad, slightly scabrous on the margins; fls. 10-20, on a peduncle 2 ft. or less high; tube curved, 3-4 in. long, greenish; segms. about as long as the tube, oblong-lanceolate and acute, 1 in. broad at the middle, whitish tinged red. Trop. Asia.—An excellent species; summer; warmhouse.

20. **Johnstonii**, Baker. Bulb globose, 3-4 in. diam., without neck: lvs. about 20, long-pointed, the outer ones 3-6 ft. long and sword-shaped, the inner linear: fls. about 20 on a peduncle 2 ft. high; tube slightly curved, tinged green, 4 in.; limb shorter than tube, the segms. ovate or oblong, acute, white and tinged pink on the back; stems nearly as long as limb. Mts. British Cent. Afr. B.M. 7812. G.C. III. 50:170—Closely allied to *C. longifolium*. Fls. fragrant, 8 in. long.

21. **crassisipes**, Baker. Bulb very large, conical, without neck: lvs. sword-shaped, 3-4 ft. long, 4 in. broad and long-tapering to the apex, entire: fls. 15-20, in a stout compressed peduncle less than 1 ft. long, the pedicels 1-1 1/2 in. long; tube about 3 in. long, slightly curved, green; segms. oblongate, 1/5 in. broad, equaling the tube, ascending, white tinged red on the back; filaments purple, nearly equaling the segms. Probably Trop. Afr.

**CC.** Fls. fewer, usually less than 8 in an umbel.

**d. Segms. of perianth red, striped or tinted with red.**

22. **Sanderianum**, C. (ornatum, Bury). Bulb globose, 2 in. thick; neck short, 2-3 in. long; lvs. 10-12, thin, 1 1/2-2 ft. long, 1 1/4 in. broad, margin denticate, tapering to a long point: fls. 3-6, nearly sessile, white, keeled with red; tube 5-6 in. long, curved; segms. oblong, acute, ascending, 3-4 in. long and 1 in. or less broad; stems nearly shorter than segms. Upper Guineas. Gn. 52:122.—Closely allied to *C. scabrum*. Intermediate house; blooms at intervals.

23. **scabrum**, Herb. Bulb globose, 5-6 in. diam., with short neck: lvs. 12 or more, 2-3 ft. long, 1 1/2-2 in. wide, closely veined, margin scabrous: fls. 4-8, the peduncle 1-2 ft. high; pedicels 0 or very short; tube greenish, 4-5 in. long; segms. white with distinct red keel, oblong, acute, 3 in. or less long; filaments rather shorter than segms. Apr. May. Trop. Afr. B.M. 2180. F.S. 21:2216. A very showy and easily cult. species; spring or early summer; warmhouse. C. *Hérbertii*, Sweet (C. scabro-capense, Hort. C. Kunthianum, Hort., not Roem.). Fls. similar to *C. scabrum*, but color lighter, the plant taller and larger. Garden hybrid between *C. scabrum* and *C. longifolium*. This is a doubtful name. C. *Herbertianum*, Wall.—C. *seylanicum*. C. *Herbertianum,* Roem. & Schulte—C. *strictum*, C. virginicum, garden hybrid, resembles C. *Herbertii*, but the plant is smaller and the lvs. larger and brighter in color. See also No. 22.

24. **Caryanum**, Herb. (C. ornatum var. Caryanum, Herb.). Regarded by Baker as "scarcey more than a variety of *C. latifolium*," confused in cult.: lvs. only 4-6 in the umbel, on a subterete green peduncle about 1 ft. high; bulb globose, 3-4 in. diam., short-necked, with brown coverings; lvs. 8-10, strap-shaped, undulate, thin, 2 ft. or less long, 2-3 in. broad, the margin entire; perianth-tube curved, greenish, 3-4 in. long; segms. (or limb) about as long as the tube, oblong-acute, 1 in. broad, lightly reddened at center; stems a little shorter than segms. Mauritius and Seychelles. B.M. 2406.—Summer; warmhouse.

25. **imbriatulum**, Baker. Lvs. linear, 4-5 ft. long, 2 in. broad toward base but long-pointed, glaucous green, margins ciliated with small membranous scales; fls. 3-7, nearly sessile, on peduncle 2 ft. high; tube curved, 4-5 in. long; segms. white with distinct red keel, oblong, acute, ascending, 3 in. long and 1 in. broad; stems an inch shorter than segms. Lower Guineas. Gn. 55:92. Allied to *C. scabrum*. A different plant is passing in the trade under this name.

26. **campanulatum**, Herb. (C. aquaticum, Herb. C. cõfrum, Herb.). Bulb small and ovoid: lvs. linear, deeply channelled, 3-4 ft.: fls. 6-8, on a slender peduncle 1 ft. or more long, the pedicels 1/4-1 in. long; tube slender, 3 in. long, about as long as the campanulate limb; segms. bright rose-red, oblong, obtuse, much exceeding the filaments. Cape region. B.M. 2352.—A very distinct species; warmhouse.

27. **lineare**, Linn. f. Bulb small, ovoid: lvs. linear, 1 1/2-2 ft. long, 1/5 in. broad, glaucous, channelled on the face, the margin entire: fls. 5-6, the peduncle slender and about 1 ft. long, the pedicels 1/5 in. or less long; tube slender, 2 1/2 in. or less long; segms. 2-3 in. long, white tinged with red in center, oblong or oblongate, acute; stems much shorter than segms. Cape region. B.M. 915 (as *Amaryllis resoluta*). B.R. 625 (as *A. resoluta* var. gracillor).

28. **podophyllum**, Baker. Bulb subglobose, 2 in. or less diam., without evident neck: lvs. 5 or 6, 1 ft. long, 2 in. or less wide, oblongate, acute, thin, narrowed to base: fls. 2, sessile, the slender compressed peduncle 1 ft. long; tube 5-6 in. long, slender and curved; limb somewhat erect, the segms. oblong-spatulate, pure white; filaments nearly as long as limb. Upper Guineas. B.M. 6485.—Perhaps a form of *C. giganteum*: late autumn; warmhouse.

29. **giganteum**, Andr. Bulb globose, 5-6 in. thick, the neck short:
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lvs. 12 or more, lanceolate, narrowed both ways, 2-3 ft. long, 3-4 in. broad, veins distant, with distinct cross veinlets: fls. 4-6, rarely 8-12 on a stout compressed peduncle 2-3 ft. long; tube 5-7 in. long; segms. pure white, much imbricated, oblong; filaments purple-white, an inch shorter than segms. Trop. C, B.M. 5305. F.S. 23:2433. G.F. 4:223. L.H. 33:617.

—A very fragrant species. Var. nobile, Baker (C. nobile, Bulb) has the peduncle and fl. suffused with tinge of red. —C. giganteum is large or gigantic only in its fls.; summer; warmhouse.

30. Râträyâli, Hort. Excellent swell plant, 20 in.: lvs. ascending, strap-shaped, acute, entire; dark green; fls. in broad, many-segmed, flattened, all round or half-dried, with 6-9 red segms. ovate-elliptic, acute or sometimes erose; stamens strongly declined, nearly equaling the segms. Uganda. G.C. I. 38:11 and suppl.

31. abyssinicum, Hochst. Bulb ovoid, 3 in. thick, the neck short: lvs. about 6, linear, 1-1½ ft. long, ½-1 in. wide, veins close, margin rough, narrowed to a point: fls. 4-6, on a peduncle 1-2 ft. high, the pedicels very short or 0; perianth white, the tube slender and curved, 3 in. long, the campanulate limb of unequal length; segms. imbricated, oblong-obtuse; filaments 1 in. shorter than segms. S. Brazil. See also C. virginicum under No. 23.

32. virgineum, Mart. Bulb large and brown: foliage as in C. giganteum, the lvs. 2-3 ft. long and 3-4 in. broad at the middle, narrowed both ways, pointed; fls. about 6, sessile or very nearly so; tube 3-4 in. long; segms. pure white, convinent, acute, as long as the tube; filaments much shorter than the segms. S. Brazil. See also C. virginicum under No. 23.

EE. Pedicels 1 in. long.

33. imbricatum, Baker. Bulb very large, globose: lvs. strap-shaped, very thin, 3 ft. long, 3 in. broad at middle and narrower toward base, distinctly veined: fls. 5-6, on a stout peduncle 1 ft. or more long; tube slender and curved, 3 in. long, the campanulate limb of equal length; segms. imbricated, oblong-obtuse; filaments 1 in. shorter than segms. S. Afr.—Allied to C. giganteum.

Crinums hybridize so freely, and the progeny is so likely to be interesting, that many mongrel forms have been recorded under Latin names. It is not feasible to account for all such names here. Many of the forms are soon lost. —C. Lapidáris, N. E. Br. Bulb small; lvs. long and narrow, rough-edged; fls. 2-6, the tube 1 in. or less high; tube nearly or quite 4 in. long; segms. lanceolate, about or nearly as long as tube, white with light pink median stripe. Trop. C. var. L. Baker. Allied to C. purpurascens, the aquatic, the 20 or so strap-shaped undulate lvs. submerged: bulb small, narrow-ovoid, with many long fibrous roots: lvs. few, white, the narrow segms. recurved. Upper Guinea. B.M. 7982.—C. rhodanthum, Baker. Lvs. lorate, exceeding 1 ft. thick, ciliated; fls. many; tube 3 in. long; segms. red, lanceolate, 2½ in. long, erect-spreading and curved in upper part; stamens as long as segms., the filaments red. Cent. Afr. G.C. III. 33:315.—C. Sémuelii, Worsley. Bulb 3 in. diam. and 1½ in. long; lvs. sometimes 4 ft. long, rough-edged; fls. 3, sessile, on peduncle 1 ft. high, white slightly flushed with pink, not fragrant, 4½ in. across. Cent. Afr—C. Ya-zet, Reis. Bulb ovoid, 4 in. across, the without distinct neck: lvs. linear-lorate, 2 ft. or less long, 2 in. broad, rough-edged: fls. about 15, on peduncle 1 ft. or less high, white with red median stripes; petals funnel-shaped, 8 in. long, the tube curved and red, the segms. linear-lanceolate, and a little shorter than tube. Mosambique. R.H. 1908: 132.—C. Wimbushi, Worsley. Differs from C. Samuelii in lvs. not rough-edged. fls. on short pedicels, faintly fragrant, less lasting and with longer style. Cent. Afr—C. susuliferæ, Hort.—() L. H. B.

CRÎTHMUM (Greek for barley, from some resemblance in the seed). Umbelliferae. SAMPHIRE. A single species, C. maríum, Linn., on shores in Great Britain, W. Continental Eu., and the Medit. region, rarely planted in wild gardens or borders. It is a fleshy glabrous perennial herb, seldom more than 1 ft. high, somewhat woody at base; lvs. 2-3-ternate; segms. thick and linear; umbels compound, of 15-20 rays, involucre, the umbellules with involucels; petals very minute, entire, fugacious: fl. ovoid, not compressed, about ¼ in. long. Thrives well in a sunny situation, and will grow at considerable distance from the sea. Prop. by division, and by seeds sown as soon as ripe.

CROCÓSmium (Greek, odor of saffron, which is perceptible when the dried flowers are placed in warm water). Iridaceae. Gladiolus-like garden plant.

This genus has but one species, and is clearly distinguished from the closely allied Tritonia, but it differs in the stamens being separated at equal distances instead of grouped at one side, the form of the limb, the tube not swollen at the top, and the fr. 3-seeded, sometimes 5-seeded, instead of many-seeded.

The name of this genus is spelled Crocosmia by Baker, but it was first spelled Crocosmia. The fls. with coppery tips shading into orange-yellow are very distinct and attractive. Pax, in Engler & Prantl, combines the genus with Tritonia.

Crocós mia auréa is a showy bulbous autumn-blooming plant, which is hardly south of Washington, D. C., with slight protection, and in the North is treated like gladioli, the bulbs being set out in the spring, after danger of frost, and lifted in the fall for winter storage. It is of easy culture, and is propagated by offsets or by seeds which should be sown in pots, under glass, as soon as ripe. Corms should be stored in peat or sphagnum to prevent them from becoming too dry.

Crocus aurea. Planch. (Tritónia aurea, Pappe.). Height 2 ft.: corm globose, emitting offsets from clefts in the side: scape 1½—2 ft. high, leafy below, naked or only bracted above, compressed, 2-winged: lvs. distichous, shorter than the scape, linear, ensiform, striated, but with a distinct midrib: fls. sessile in the panicle, perhaps 25 scattered over a long season, with buds, fls. and seeds at the same time; perianth bright orange-yellow; tube slender, curved, 1 in. long; segms. longer than the tube; caps. 3-celled. Trop. and S. Afr. July—Oct. F.S. 7:702. B.M. 4335. B.R. 33:61 (Tritonia). Also interesting as one parent of a bigeneric cross resulting in Tritonia (Montbretia) crocosmegalá. Var. imperialis, Hort., Fig. 112, grows about 4 ft. high. Var. platá, Baker, has dark blotches above the base of the 3 inner segms. J. H. III. 33:567. J. N. GerarD.

WILHELM MilleR.

CROCUS (Greek name of saffron). Iridaceae. Low spring-flowering and autumn-flowering garden bulbs; showy, and well known.

Stemless plants the grass-like lvs. rising from the
CROCUS

ground or corm), with solid bulbs or corms: fis, showy, in many colors, funnel-shaped and erect, with a very long tube and 6 nearly or quite equal segms.; stamens 3, attached in the throat of the perianth and shorter than the segms.; style 3-cleft, the branches entire or forked or much filbrimated; ovary 3-loculed: seeds many, nearly gloular: fr. an oblong 3-valved caps.— Probably 75 species, many of them variable, in the S. W. Asia. They come in fall or spring, but the best-known species are spring-flowering, which are amongst the earliest and brightest of spring bloom. Crocuses force easily (see Bulb). A half-dozen crocms may be planted in a 4-in. pot for this purpose. Crocuses are scarcely known in the American trade under their native names. Usually the flowers of the common crocus close when taken out of the sun, they are not popular as window-garden or house subjects. Crocuses have been much hybridized and varied. There are many color-forms. The common crocuses of the trade have descended from C. vernus chiefly, but C. susianus, C. masiacus, C. stellarts, C. biflora and C. sativus are frequent. The Dutch bulb-growers cult. many species, and these are offered for sale in their American lists; the species are therefore included in the following synopsis. In this account, the treatment by Baker is followed (Handbook of the Irideae).

Botanically, the genus divides itself into three groups on the characters of the style-branches: the branches entire, once-forked or filbrimated at the apex, or cut into several capillary divisions. Horticultrally, the species fall into two groups,—the spring-flowering and the autumn-flowering. These groups are not so definitely separated as it would seem, however. Some of the species bloom in winter in regions in which the ground does not freeze hard; others begin to bloom in July or August; some may continue to bloom till winter comes in. Yet these two flowering periods mark very important differences in the utilization of the plants and the primary division in the following treatment is made on this basis. The colors are now much varied by cultivation and hybridizing, but they are well marked in the specific types as a rule. They run largely in yellow, white and purple.

The covering or tunic of the bulbs may be uniformly membranaceous, or it may be composed of strongly reticulated or parallel fibers. Fig. 1113. The flowers appear in thick branched tufts-like foliage leaves. The floral leaves are small and more or less dry or scarious and arise directly from the corn and may be seen as a spathes-like structure inside the leaf-tuft; this is usually known as the basal spathe. The real spathe subtends the bloom, and it is always one-flowered; this floral spathe may be one-leaved or two-leaved.

Culture.—Many forms of crocus are well known, where they are justly valued as among the showiest and brightest of winter and spring flowers. They thrive in any ordinary soil. About two-thirds of the species are classed as vernal and the remainder as autumnal flowering; but the various members of the tribe and particularly the species and hybrids usually bloom August to May were the season open. While there are numerous species interesting to a botanist or a collector, practically the best for general cultivation are Crocus Imperati, C. susianus (Cloth of Gold crocus) and the Dutch hybrids, mostly of C. masiacus. These bloom in about the order of their flowering dates: C. imperati may be expected with the earliest snowdrops. The named species, having shorter flower-tubes than the Dutch hybrids, are not so liable to injury by the severe weather of the early year. The autumnal species are not satisfactory garden plants, the flowers mostly appearing before the leaves, and the flowers easily injured. C. poecilius and C. sativus are probably the most satisfactory. The latter species has been cultivated from time immemorial, the stamens having a medi-
A. Blooming in spring (sometimes in midwinter and continuing toward spring).
B. Style-branches entire or merely toothed.
C. Fls. yellow, at least inside (varying to whitish forms): basal spathe absent.
D. Outer segms. striped or feathered outside.

1. susiusus, Ker. CLOTH-OF-GOLD Crocus. Fig. 1114. Corm 3/4 in. diam.: Ivs. 6–8 in a tuft, reaching to the fl., narrow-linear, with revolute edges and a central band of white: upper spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-segs. 1–1 1/2 in. or less long, orange-yellow, becoming reflexed, the outer ones brownish or striped on the outside; anthers orange, longer than the filaments; style-branches long and spreading. Crime. B.M. 652 (adapted in Fig. 1114).—Blooms very early, Feb., Mar.

2. chrysanthus, Herb. (not B.R. 33:4, fig. 1, which—C. Olivieri var. Suterianus). Corm small: Ivs. as high as the fl., very narrow: upper spathe 2-lvd., nearly as long as perianth-tube: perianth-tube 2–3 times as long as the segms., the latter 1 1/2 in. or less long, and plain orange-yellow (varying tinged or striped on the outside, or even nearly white); throat glabrous; anthers orange, twice as long as the roughened filaments; style-branches red-orange. Mac. Minor. Gr. 74, p. 140. Var. albidus, Hort. Fls. white. Gn. W. 26:229.

3. stellarius, Haw. Supposed to be a hybrid between C. masculus and C. susiusus, and known only in cult.: blooms with C. masculus: Ivs. only 4–6, narrow-linear, reflexed edges, white-banded: upper spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-tube short, the segms. 1–1 1/2 in. long, bright orange, the outer ones striped and feathered with brown on the back; anthers pale orange, a little longer than the filaments; style-branches somewhat overtopping the anthers. Mar.

DD. Outer segms. not striped (at least not in the specific types).

4. masculus, Ker. (C. akureus, Sibth. & Smith). DUTCH Crocus. Later: corm larger: Ivs. 6–8 in a tuft, overtopping the fl., narrow-linear, with reflexed edges and white central band; upper spathe 2-lvd., inner valve very narrow or obsolete; segms. very obtuse, bright yellow, 1 1/2 in. long, one-half to a third the length of the tube; anthers pale yellow, hastate at the base, somewhat longer than the filaments; style-branches overtopped by the anthers. Transylvania to Asia Minor. B.M. 2086.—Variable. A sulfur-yellow form is C. sulpharius, Ker. B.M. 1384. There is a striped form. B.M. 983. A cream-white form is C. luteus, Sabine.

5. ancyrénsis, Maw. Corm 3/4 in. diam.: Ivs. 3–4, as tall as the fl., very narrow: upper spathe 2-lvd., perianth-tube exerted; segms. bright orange-yellow, 1 in. or less long, not striped or colored outside; anthers orange-yellow, much longer than the filaments; style-branches red-orange. Asia Minor.—Blooms early.

6. Korolkowi, Maw & Regel. Corm globose, 1 in. diam. with matted fibers: Ivs. 8–12, very narrow, with reflexed edges and a central white band; upper spathe of 1 or 2 membranous valves: perianth-tube shortly exerted; segms. about 1 in. long, bright orange-yellow not striped, the outer ones grayish brown on the outside; anthers orange-yellow; style-branches entire and orange-yellow. Turkistan, etc. Var. dytiscus, Bowles, has the outer segms. deep brown outside and with narrower margins of yellow.

cc. Fls. lilac, purple or white.

7. biflorus, Mill. SCORCH Crocus. Corm 3/4 in. or less in diam.: Ivs. 4–6, overtopping the fls., very narrow, with deflexed edges and a white central band: upper spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-tube exerted, the segms. 1 1/2 in. long, purple-tinged, the outer ones 3-striped down the back, the throat bearded and yellowish; anthers orange, exceeding the filaments; style-branches orange-red. S. and S. E. Eu. B.M. 845.—Runs into many forms, some of them almost white. Some of the named botanical forms are: Var. argenteus, Baker (C. argenteus, Sabine. C. præcoz, Haw. C. lineatus, Jan). Less than 1/2 in. long, and with 3 or 4 small fls. more tinged with purple and the outer segms. short-striped outside. Italy. B.M. 2991 (as C. minimus). Var. pusillus, Baker (C. pusillus, Tenore). Fls. smaller than in var. argenteus, paler, the 3 outer segms. striped with dark purple. Italy. B.R. 1987 (as estrius, with petals pale purple and not striped). Var. Weldenii, Baker (C. Weldenii, Hoppe), with uniform slaty purple limb. Dalmatia. B.M. 6211. Var. Adami, Baker (C. Adami, Gay). Limb pale purple, the outer segms. 1-colored or with 3 pale purple stripes. Caucasus. B.M. 3806 (as C. annulatus var. Adamicaeus). Var. nubigenus, Herb. Segms. very small and nearly white, the outer ones 1/3 in. long, the upper one striped with purple on the back. Asia Minor. Var. Pestalozzae (C. Pestalozzae, Boiss.). Small-flid., with 1-colored whitish segms. Asia Minor. Var. Alexandri, Hort. (C. Alexandri, Velen). Fls. larger than in C. biflorus type; outer segms. flushed all over the back with bright lilac and with a narrow margin of white, or often with only feather-like stripes on white grounds. B.M. 7740.

8. arius, Herb. (C. Sibthorpius var. stiarius, Herb.). Corm globose, 3/4 in. or less diam., the tunic bristle-ringed at top: Ivs. 3–6 in the tuft, as high as the fl., very narrow, with reflexed margins and a white band: upper spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-tube little exerted; segms. 1 in. or less long, unstriped, pale or dark lilac, the throat yellow and globose, orange yellow, of the length of the slightly papillose filaments. Armenia, Kurdistan. B.M. 6852B. Gn. W. 74, p. 212. Early.

DD. Basal spathe present.

E. Throat of perianth glabrous.

9. versicolor, Ker (C. frugans, Haw. C. Reinsaudii, Reichb.). Corm 3/4 in. or less in diam., with tunics of matted parallel fibers: Ivs. 4–5, as high as the fls., otherwise like the last: upper spathe 1–2-lvd.: perianth-tube exerted; segms. 1 1/2 in. long, pale or dark purple, often striped and feathered with dark purple; throats glabrous, whitish or yellowish; anthers yellow, twice as long as the filament; style-branches, orange-yellow, equaling or overtopping the anthers. S. France. B.M. 1110.

10. banaticus, Heuff. Corm globular, 3/4 in. diam.: Ivs. usually 2, thin and flattish, and becoming 3/4 in. broad, glaucous beneath: upper spathe 1-lvd.: perianth-tube scarcely exerted; segms. 1 1/4 in. in length, bright purple, and not striped, often dark-blotched toward the tip; throat glabrous; anthers orange, a little longer than the white filaments; style-branches short, orange-yellow, somewhat fringed at the tip. Hungary.
11. Tommasinianus, Herb. Corm globular, 3/4in. diam.: lvs. appearing with the fls., narrow (3/4in. broad): upper spathe 1-lvd.: perianth-tube little exerted; segms. 1-1/2 in. or less long, pale red-blush, sometimes orange, a little longer than the white glandular filaments; style-branches short, orange-yellow. Dalmatia and Servia. Distinguished from C. vernus by its glabrous throat.


13. reticulatus, Bieb. Corm 3/4in. diam. covered with honeycombed fibers: lvs. 3-5, as high as the fl., very narrow, with reflexed edge and a white band: upper spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-tube much exerted; segms. 1-1/2 in. long, white to purple, the 3 outer ones striped; throat glabrous; anthers orange, twice the length of the orange filaments; style-branches scarlet, overtopping the anthers. S. Eu. —Varies to white.

ee. Throat of perianth pubescent or bearded.

14. vernus, All. Fig. 1115. Corm 1 in. or less in diam.: lvs. 2-4, as high as the fl., often 3/4in. broad, glaucous beneath, but green above, with reflexed edges, and a central white band: upper spathe 1-lvd.: about as long as perianth-tube; perianth-segms. 1-1/2 in. long, lilac, white or purple-stripped; throat pubescent, never yellow; anthers lemon-yellow, exceeding the filaments; style-branches orange-yellow. S. Eu. B.M. 860, 2240. R.R. 1869, p. 331. Gn. 54, p. 79. —The commonest garden crocus.

15. etruscus, Parl. Corm 1 in. or less in diam.: lvs. about 3, very narrow, as tall as the fl.: upper spathe 1-lvd.: perianth-tube short exerted; segms. 1-1/2 in. long, lilac, or the outer ones cream-colored and sometimes purple-reflexed outside; throat yellow, slightly pubescent; anthers orange, twice as long as the glabrous filaments; style-branches nearly entire, orange. Italy.

16. Malvi, Vis. Corm depressed-globose, 1 in. or less diam., with fine parallel fibers in the tunic which is slightly reticulated upward: lvs. narrow-linear, not so tall as the fl., with reflexed margins and white central band: upper spathe 2-lvd., foliaceous; perianth-tube yellow, scarcely exerted; segms. white, 1/2in. long; throat orange-yellow and bearded; anthers orange, twice as long as the filaments; style-branches orange, slightly divided at tip. Dalmatia. G.C. III. 37:163. G. M. 51:455.

bb. Style-branches filbriate at the top, or once-forked.

17. Imperati, Tenore. Fig. 1116. Corm nearly or quite 1 in. diam.: basal spathe present: lvs. 4-6, exceeding the fls., very narrow: upper spathe 1- or 2-lvd.: perianth-tube little exerted; segms. 1-1/2 in. long, lilac or even white, the outer ones buff and 3-striped on the outside; anthers yellow, exceeding the filaments; style-branches filbriate. Italy. B.R. 1993. Gn. 54, p. 79. Very early.

18. Olivieri, Gay. Corm nearly globose, 3/4-1 3/4in. diam.: basal spathe absent: lvs. 4-5, as tall as the fl., becoming 3/4in. broad: upper spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-tube little exerted; segms. bright orange-yellow and never striped, 1 1/2 in. or less long; throat glabrous; anthers orange, twice the length of the roughish filaments; style-branches orange, slender-forked. Var. Suteriannus, Baker (C. chrysanthus, Bot. Reg.) has narrower and more rolled lvs. Greece to Asia Minor. No. 2.

bbb. Style-branches cut into capillary divisions: basal spathe absent: upper spathe 2-lvd.

19. Vitellinus, Wahl. (C. syriacus, Boiss. & Gaill.). Corm 3/4in. or less diam.: lvs. 4-6, as high as the fls., narrow-linear: perianth-tube short, exerted; segms. 1 in. or less long, orange-yellow, the outer brown ingusted outside; style-branches divided into many capillary parts. Asia Minor. B.M. 6416. —Rare in cult. Var. graviolens, Baker (C. gravolens, Boiss. & Reut. C. syriacus, Baker). Lvs. narrower: outer segms. flushed with black or bearing 3 distinct stripes of black down the back.

20. Fleischeri, Gay (C. Fleischeriana, Herb. C. syriacus, Poech.). Corm 3/4in. or less diam., the tunics a dense mass of regularly interlacing fibers: lvs. about 6 to a tuft, as high as the fl., very narrow and having reflexed edges and a white band: perianth-tube not exerted; segms. 1-1 1/2 in. long, white, acute, the outer 3 slender lilac lines on the back; throat yellow and glabrous; anthers small, orange, about as long as the filaments; style-branches brick-red. Asia Minor, on limestone hills.

21. candidus, Clarke (C. Kirkii, Maw). Corm globose, 3/4in. diam.; tunics of matted parallel fibers: lvs. as high as the fl., becoming 3/4in. broad, the margin ciliated and the keel very short: perianth-tube little exerted; segms. 1-1 1/2 in. long, very white tinged yellow towards throat (which is glabrous), the outer ones tinged or feathered with purple on back; anthers orange, throat yellow, filaments; style-branches cream-white. Asia Minor. G. 31:17. Var. britis, Hort. Fls. yellow, more deeply colored at the base, 3 outer segms. veined and mottled with purple.

22. hyemalis, Boiss. & Blanche. Corm globose, 3/4in. or less diam., the tunic matted: lvs. about 4 to the tuft, as high as the fl., with reflexed margins and a white band: perianth-tube little exerted; segms. 1-1 1/2 in. long, white, with a long central purple line and three shorter lines; throat yellow, glabrous; anthers orange, twice as long as the filaments; style-branches red. Palestine. Var. Fexii, Maw, has nearly black anthers. Gn. 74, p. 188.

AA. Blooming in autumn (sometimes in late summer and continuing toward autumn).

b. Style-branches entire or very nearly so.

c. Fls. white or lilac: basal spathe present (except in No. 20); upper spathe 2-lvd.

23. sativus, Linn. SACRFFON. CROCUS. Fig. 1117. Corm 1 in. 1115. CROCUS vernus. (X3/4)
or more diam.: Ivs. 6-10, as tall as the fl., very narrow, ciliate-edged; perianth-tube little exserted; segms. oblong and obtuse, bright lilac or even white; throat pubescent; anthers yellow, longer than filaments; style-branched 1 in. or more long, bright red (the source of saffron). Asia Minor. R.H. 1895, p. 573.—The commonest fall-blooming species.

24. *hadriaticus*, Herb. Much like *C. sativus*: usually smaller-fl., pure white, the segms. pubescent at base: anthers bright yellow, more than twice longer than the white or purple filaments; style-branches short and yellow. Cilicia. G.C. III. 23:85.


cc. Fls. yellow: basal spathe present; upper spathe 1-1½ in. long.

27. *Scharojani*, Ronpr. Corm globose and very small, the tunic membranous: Ivs. developed in spring and remaining till the fl. appears; perianth-tube much exserted; segms. bright yellow, 1-colored, 1½-1¾ in. long; throat yellowish white; anthers pale yellow; style-branches nearly entire, orange-red, shorter than the stamens. Caucasus, Armenia, blooming end of July and in Aug. G.C. III. 32:321.

BB. Style-branches filimbrated or forked at the top: basal spathe present; upper spathe 1-½ in. long.

28. *longiflorus*, Raf. Corm 3½ in. diam.: Ivs. 3-4, very short at flowering time, very narrow; perianth-tube much exserted; segms. oblong and bright lilac, 1½ in. never striped; throat slightly pubescent, yellow; anthers orange, more than twice as long as the filaments; style-branches scarlet, slightly compound. S. Eu. B.R. 30:3.—Not frequent.

29. *serotinus*, Salisb. Corm 1 in. or less: Ivs. 4-6, as high as the fl., very narrow; perianth-tube little exserted; segms. oblong, 1½ in., lilac or purple, indistinctly or not at all striped; throat glabrous; anthers yellow, much exceeding the filaments; style-branches orange-yellow, filimbrated. Spain. B.M. 1:267.—Not frequent.

30. *Saitzmannii*, Gay (C. tingitanus, Herb.). Corm somewhat depressed, 1 in. diam.: Ivs. about 6, not prominent, very narrow; perianth-tube much exserted; segms. 1½ in. long, plain lilac; throat pubescent, yellowish; anthers orange, longer than the filaments; style-branches slender, orange. Morocco. B.M. 6000.

BBB. Style-branches capillary-divided.

c. Fls. white.

d. Basal spathe present.

31. *niveus*, Bowles. Very robust and vigorous: corm globose, 3½ in. diam., the tunic of fine reticulated fibers; Ivs. 6 in the tuft, equaling the fls.: basal spathe 2½ in. long; spathe 5-lvd., 4 in. long, leafy at top; perianth-tube 5½ in. long, the segms. but with an orange glabrous throat; anthers yellow, 3 times as long as the filament. Probably Greece.— Differs from *C. Boryi*, to which it is closely related, by the basal spathe being present, yellow anthers, naked filaments, and reticulated tunic.

dd. Basal spathe absent.

32. *laevigatus*, Bory & Chaub. Corm ovoid, 3½ in. or less diam., with rigid tunic broken into many small imbricated parts: Ivs. 3-4 in a tuft, as high as the fl., very narrow, with reflexed margins and a white band: upper spathe 2-lvd., very short: perianth much exserted; segms. about 1 in. long, white and 1-colored or with 3-5 stripes of lilac on the back of outer segms.; throat yellow, glabrous; anthers white, as long as the papillose filaments; style-branches yellow, exceeding the anthers. Greece. Var. *Fontenayi*, Bowles, is very late-blooming, and the fl. has a buff tint, outside finely feathered with purple, and clear lilac inside. G.M. 74, p. 176.


cc. Fls. lilac (varying to white in No. 30).

d. Basal spathe present; upper spathe 1-½ in. long.

34. *medius*, Balb. Corm globular, 1 in. or less diam.: Ivs. 2-3, appearing in spring, narrow, becoming a foot or more high: perianth-tube much exserted; segms. 1½-2 in. long, bright lilac; throat glabrous, whitish; anthers pale orange, twice the length of the yellow filaments; style-branches scarlet, with many capillary divisions. S. France.


36. *sibiricus*, Herb. Corm globular, 3½ in. or less in diam.: Ivs. about 5, appearing in fall but not maturing till spring: perianth-tube short-protruded; segms. 1½ in. long, lilac: throat pubescent; anthers bright yellow, longer than the white filaments; style-branches orange, with many capillary divisions. Spain.
XXXI. The White Spine cucumber.
CROTALARIA

37. byzantinus, Ker (C. triplinervis, Heuff.). Corn ¼ in. diam.: lvs. 2-4, developing after the fls.; peri-
anth-tube much exerted; segms. 2 in. or less long, the outer ones dark lilac and acute, the inner ones shorter and pale lilac or white. Bieb. C. 1891:156. B.R. 33:4.—
An old garden plant, but rarely seen in this country.

38. pulchellus, Herb. Corn small, somewhat de-
presse:d lvs. produced after flowering, maturing in spring; perianth-tube much exerted; segms. 1-1½ in.
long, bright lilac, more or less indistinctly striped; throat glabrous, bright yellow; anthers white, longer
than the pubescent yellow filaments; style-branches orange, with many capillary branchlets. Greece to Asia
Minor. B.R. 30:3.

39. speciosus, Bieb. Corn not stoloniferous, 1 in.
or less: lvs. usually 3, developing after the fls., thin,
very narrow, becoming 1 ft. long; perianth-tube much
exerted; segms. 1½-2 in. lilac and feathered with
darker color; anthers very large, bright orange, much
exceeding the filaments. S. E. Eu. B.M. 6141. B.R. 25:40.—Hand-
some and variable. Var. albus, Hort. Fls. white.
Var. Aichisonii, Foster (C. Aichisonii, Hort.). Fig.
1118. More graceful than the type and larger, fls. paler
in color, the segms. more pointed, divisions of stigma
more numerous and more spreading or even drooping:

L. H. B.

CROP. The product secured from an area of culti-
vated plants; as, a crop of wheat, a crop of mush-
rooms, a crop of violets. The word is used generally
for classes of products, or group, root crops, for-
ter crops, timber crops, fiber crops, flower crops, seed
crops, salad crop. It is employed also as a verb,—the
cropping of the land, to crop to fruit.

Other limitations of the word refer to duration and
inter-relations: catch-crop, a secondary crop grown
between the succession of other crops, or between
the time between a crop of radishes and a crop of cabbages;
or between the rows or stands of other plants; compan-
ion-crop, a catch-crop grown between other growing
plants, as lettuce between rows or hills of beans;
succession-crop, a catch-crop succeeding another
crop as late celery following early potatoes; cover-crop, a
crop or cover usually late in the season, or in win-
ter, to protect the land and to afford green-manure.
Rotation-cropping is a form of succession-cropping.
Double-cropping may be either companion-cropping
or succession-cropping, or both.

L. H. B.

CROSSÁNDRA (Greek, fringed anthers). Acanthaceae.
Warmhouse evergreen shrubs of minor importance.
Upright, with entire or somewhat toothed, often
verticillate lvs., glabrous, or the infl. hairy: fls. in
dense sessile spikes, red or yellow, with prominent
bracts; corolla cylindrical, more or less curved, some-
what enlarged at the throat, with a flat or spreading
oblique limb; stamina 4, in pairs.—Perhaps 20-25
species from India, Trop. Afr., and Madagascar.
The one commonly in the trade has handsome 4-sided spikes of
scarlet-orange fls.; perianth has 5 segms., the 2
upper ones being smaller; stamina 4, of 2 lengths: caps.
oblong, acute, 4-seeded. It is cult. S. outdoors to a
slight extent, and also rarely in northern greenhouses.
Should be grown in rich loam, peat or leaf-mold, and
sand. Prop. by cuttings in sand over bottom heat,
preferably under a bell-jar.

undulatifolia, Salisb. (C. infundibuliformis, Nees).
Height 1 ft., rarely 3 ft.: lvs. opposite, ovate-acute, stak-
ed: fls. scarlet-orange, overlapping one another
in dense clusters, branched, rhombic-like spikes. 3-5 in.

CROTALARIA
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C. flosa, Hook. Unbranched shrub, 6-8 in. high: st. green,
glabrous: lvs. opposite, close together, large for the size of the plant, 6
in. long, obvate-lanceolate, dark green above, pale beneath, wavy,
more obtuse than in the above; lower lvs. stalked, upper ones
sessile; corolla 4-seeded, apetalous, spur 1 in. long,
2-6 in.: st. light red, rustly pubescent: lvs. 2-4 pairs, 3-5 in. long,
eliptic, green above, with reddish, yellowish, reddish-brown
bark; stigma terminal, slender, 3-5 in. high; fls. numerous, small,
white, pale lilac, with 2 darker spots on the 2 smallest segms. and a
white eye. Guinea. B.M. 6846.—A handsome foliage plant.

N. TAYLOR.

CROSSOSÓMA (Greek, referring to a fringe-like
body on the seeds). Ranunculaceae; by Bentham &
Hooker referred to Dilleniaceae, and by Engler made
the type of the family Crossosomataceae. Four
much-branched woody plants of Mex., Ariz. and S. Calif.:
very glabrous, with grayish bark and whitish wood; lvs.
oblong or narrow, entire, alternate, nearly or quite
sesile, some of them fasicled; fls. mostly white, soli-
tary and short-stalked at the ends of the branchlets. C.
californicum, Nutt., has been mentioned in gardening
literature abroad: 3-15 ft. high: lvs. 1-5 in. long, not
much fasicled: fls. large, with nearly orbicular white
petals more than ½ in. long, the anthers long-oblong:
follicles ⅞ in. or more long, many-seeded. Isl. of Santa
Catalina. C. Bigelovii, Watts, is lower, the lvs. mostly
fasicled and fls. only half as large, the petals white or
purplish. Ariz. to S. E. Calif.

CROTALÁRIA (Greek, rattle, castanet; from the
ratting of the seeds in the pod). Leguminosae. Rattle-
Box. Annual outside herbs, and shrubs grown in
greenhouses or in the open far South.

Herbs or shrubs of various habit: lvs. simple
(auctually unifoliolate) or compound: fls. in terminal
racemes or rarely the racemes opposite the lvs.;
calyx tube short, the teeth narrow, as long as or a little
shorter than the pea-like corolla.—A cosmopolitan
genus of perhaps 250 species, in tropics and sub-
tropics mostly. Fine results, the seeds should be
started early indoors, after being soaked in warm water.
The name is sometimes misspelled Crotalaria. Green-
house kinds are subject to red spider. C. juncea yields
the Sunny hemp of the Po. Our common rattle-box, C.
sapitalla, is often a troublesome weed.

A. Lvs. apparently simple.

retusa, Linn. Annual. 1½ ft. high: branches few, short:
lvs. entire, very various in shape, but typically
ovate with a short mucro, clothed beneath with short
pubescent hairs: fls. 6 in. diameter; in a raceme, yellow,
streaked or blotched with purple; standard roundish,
notched. Cosmopolitan. June-Aug.—Intro. 1896, as
a novelty and called “dwarf golden yellow-flowering
pea,” “golden yellow sweet pea,” etc. The fls.
much less fragrant than the true sweet pea.

verrucosa, Linn. Annual, erect and nearly glabrous,
the branches and fl. stalks 4-angled; lvs. ovate, shortly
petiolate, blunted: fls. racemose, numerous, their variegat-
ted blue corollas making a magnificent show in early
spring. Cosmopolitan in the tropics. B.M. 3034.

Aa. Lvs. foliolate (compound).

b. Fls. striped with brown or red.

longirostráta, Hook. & Arn. Greenhouse plant,
herbaceous or somewhat shrubby, much branched, 3 ft.
high: branches long, slender, glabrous: petioles ⅓ in.
long; lfts. 3, ovate, acute, 4-seeded. It is cult. S. outdoors
that slight extent, and also in northern greenhouses.
Should be grown in rich loam, peat or leaf-mold, and
sand.

Prop. by cuttings in sand over bottom heat,
preferably under a bell-jar.
CROTALARIA

incana, Linn. A woody perennial, 2–4 ft., with stout round branches, the whole plant silky-hairy: lfts. 1½–2 in. long, obtuse, cuneate below, membranous: fls. 12–20 in a raceme, yellow, at least ½ in. long; pod nearly sessile, loosely hairy. Common throughout the tropics. B.R. 377.

capensis, Jacq. Stout, much-branched shrub, 4–5 ft. high: branches terete, appressedly silky; stipules when present pilose, oblate, interfoliolar, obtuse, or obtuse-obovate, glabrous or minutely pubescent on one or both sides; racemes terminal or opposite the lvs., loose, many-fl. the fls. usually more than 1 in. long; calyx and pod pubescent; wings transversely wrinkled and pitted. S. Afr.—Cult. in S. Fla.

C. Trépex, Mattei. An erect or prostrate annual: racemes lateral, often 20–50 or more; fls. small, yellowish. Italian Somalian.

Wilhelm Miller.

N. Taylor.†

CROTTON (Greek name, probably of the castor bean). 
Euphorbiaceae. Herbs, shrubs or trees of no special horticultural value; some cultivated for economic products which they yield.

Pubescent stellate or sealy: lvs. usually alternate: fls. mostly in terminal spikes or racemes, usually monoecious, sometimes dioecious; sepals usually 5–10, small, petals present at least in the staminate fls.; stamens 5 to many, incurved in the bud; ovary 3-celled, 1 ovule in each cell.—Five hundred or more species in the warmer parts of the world, chiefly in Amer. Several herbaceous species native in S. and W. U. S.

Crowfoot: Ranunculus. 

CROWN IMPERIAL: Fritillaria Imperialis.

CRUCIANÉLLA (Latin, a little cross; from the arrangement of the leaves). Rubiaceae. Crosswort. Hardy rock plants of minor importance.

Herbs, often woody at the base: branches usually long, slender, 4-cornered: upper lvs. opposite, without stipules; lower lvs. or all in whorls of 3 or more, linear or lanceolate, rarely ovate, or orbiculate, yellowish, white, rosy or blue.—About 30 species, natives of the Medit. region and W. Asia. The genus is closely related to Asperula, and is distinguished by the fls. having bracts, not an involucre, and the style-branches distinctly unequal instead of nearly equal. The first species below has lately been referred to Asperula. It is of nearly cult., preferring light, moderate loam and partial shade. A delicate plant for the front of borders, and capital for the rockery. Prop. chiefly by division, and also by seeds.

Cryp-tán-thus (Greek, for hidden flower). Borraginaceae. Niewitas. This genus includes many species referred by some writers to Erithrichium and Krynitzia, but probably none of them is in cult. They are mostly annuals, with white fls., which are usually sessile: calyx 5-parted to the base, as long as the corolla-tube; segments more or less hispid or with hooked bristles, in fr. closely embracing the nutlets, eventually deciduous; nutlets 4, sometimes 3, 2 or 1, smooth, papillate, or muricate, never rugose.—Over 60 species, in Pacific N. Amer., southward, into N. Mex. and Chile. C. glomerata, Lehm. (Krynitzia glomerata, Gray), is a coarse biennial, 1–3 ft. high: lvs. spatulate or linear-spatulate. Plains, along eastern base of Rocky Mts. C. barbigera, Greene (K. barbigera, Gray. Eririchium barbigera, Gray). Nine to 12 in. high: lvs. linear. S. Calif.

Cryp-tán-thus (Greek, for hidden flower). Brome-liaceae. Brazilian epiphytial bromeliads, differing from Aechmea and Billbergia (which see for culture) in the smaller calyx and the dense heads of flowers nearly sessile amongst the leaves.

Leaves crowded in a rosette, recurved-spreading, spinulose-serrate: fls. in a terminal head, nearly buried beneath the bracts; petals oblong, joined at the base; stamens attached to corolla-tube.—Monogr. by Mez recognizes 8 species in DC. Monogr. Plan. 9 (1896); by some, all are considered to be forms of one species.

For Croton tinctorius, see Chrozophora; for C. sebiferus, see Sapium. See also Codiaeum for the commonly cultivated crotons of florists.

Tiglium, Linn. CROTON-OIL PLANT. Physic-Nut. Purging Croton. Small tree: fls. ovate, acuminate, serrate, petiolate, varying from metallic green to bronze and orange; pistillate fls. spatulate. S. E. Asia. Blanco. Fl. Fil. 383.—The powerful purgative, croton oil, is obtained from the seeds. Offered in S. Calif. as an ornamental and curious plant.

Eluteria, Benn. CASCARILLA. Seasidé Balsam. Sweetwood. Petals in both staminate and pistillate fls.: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acuminate subcordate. Bahamas. B.M. 7415.—This species and C. Cascarilla, Benn., Bahamas and Fla., yield the cascarilla bark.

Alamánesis, E. A. Smith. Fig. 1119. Shrub, 6–9 ft. high: lvs. evergreen, nearly entire, oblong-lanceolate, upper side nearly smooth, lower side densely silvery scaly: both staminate and pistillate fls. with petals. Local in Ala., rarely cult. G.F. 2: 594 (see Fig. 1119).

B. J. B. Nortón.

Crowfoot: Ranunculus.

Crown Imperial: Fritillaria Imperialis.
CRYPTANTHUS

A. Les. not narrowed or petiolate above the sheath.

acalis, Beer (Tilliandia acalis, Lindl. C. undulatus, Otto & Dietr.). A few inches high, suckering freely: lvs. sea-green, long-pointed and spreading, weak-spiny: fls. white, nesting deep in the foliage. B.R. 1157.—A very variable plant, of which Mez recognizes the following leading types:

Var. genobus, Mez. Stemless or very nearly so: lvs. sub-elliptic-lanceolate, strongly undulate, gray-scurfy beneath, scurfy above.

Var. discolor, Mez (C. discolor, Otto & Dietr.). Stemless or nearly so: lvs. elongated, scarcely undulate, silver-scurfy below, glabrous or nearly so above.

Var. ruber, Mez (C. ruber, Beer). Produces a branching st. or trunk: lvs. short, strongly undulate, reddish.

Var. bromelioides, Mez (C. bromelioides, Otto & Dietr.). St. tall: lvs. much elongated, scarcely undulate, remotely spinulose.

Var. diversifolius, Mez (C. diversifolius, Beer). Stem-bearing: lvs. elongate-lanceolate, deep green above, silver-scurfy beneath.

zonatus, Beer. Fig. 1120. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, the margin undulate and densely serrate-spinulose, marked with transverse bands of white: fls. white.

bivittatus, Regel (Billbergia bivittata, Hook. B. viitata, Hort.). Nearly or quite stemless: lvs. long-oblong, curling, long-pointed, somewhat undulate, spiny, dull brown beneath, green above and with 2 narrow buff or reddish bars extending the length of the lf.: fls. white. B.M. 5270.

AA. Les. narrowed or petiolate above the sheath.

Behcckeri, Morr. Lvs. 10–20, oblong, pointed, canaliculate at base, very finely spiny, brownish green or rosy and spotted or striped with light green: fls. white.

C. nitidus, Bull. A recent importation from Brazil, described as a stemless species with sessile olive-green lvs., marked with a band of cream-color each side of the midrib.

L. H. B.

George V. Nasib.

CRYPTOCRINE (Greek-made name, referring to the spadix being inclosed or hidden in the spathe).

Syn. Myriolilium. Araceae. Aquatic or paludose herbs of 20–30 species in Trop. Asia and the Malayan Archipelago, rarely seen in choice collections but apparently not in the trade. They have creeping and stoloniferous rhizomes, strongly ribbed oblong or linear or ovate bracteomorphous leaves without petioles, the upper ones on the spadix stamine and the lower pistillate: spathe closed, the infl. wholly included. The species require the treatment given tender arums. C. ciliata, Fisch., 1 ft., lvs. narrow, stalked: fls. fragrant in a long tubular peduncled spadix which is fringed at the top. C. retrospiralis, Fisch., plant slender with very narrow almost grass-like lvs., and small spathe terminating in a spiral or twist. C. Griffithii, Schott, with lvs. ovate or orbicular-oblong marked with fine red lines; spathe purple. B.M. 7719.

CRYPTOGAMS are flowerless plants, producing not seeds but spores. The whole vegetable kingdom was formerly thrown into two classes, the flowering plants or phanerogams and the flowerless or cryptogams. Cryptogam means "concealed nupitals," and phanerogam "visible nupitals." These names were given when it was thought that the sexual parts of the flowerless plants were very obscure or even wanting. The word is now falling into disfavor by botanists. Cryptogams are of less horticultural interest than the flowering plants, although they include the ferns, and some interesting smaller groups, as selaginellas, lycopods or club mosses. The word cryptogam is now mostly given up by botanists as representing a taxonomic group, as the name is founded on imperfect or false analogies. The plants covered by this name are now distributed in the great divisions of thallophytes, bryophytes and pteridophytes; and the phanerogams or phanerogams are spoken of as spermatophytes (see the categories on p. 2, Vol. I.).

CRYPTOGRAMMA (Greek, a concealing line, alluding to the sub-marginal sori). Polypondaceae. Hardy subalpine ferns of both hemispheres of interest mainly to the collector.

Leaves of 2 sorts, the fertile lvs. contracted and the sori covered by the infolded margin of the segms., forming pod-like bodies. Besides our native species, a third one, C. crispa, is found in Eu., and a fourth in the Himalayas. Name often incorrectly written Cryptogramme. Cult. simple.

crocodichoides, R. Br. Rock-Brake. Height about 8 in.: lvs. numerous, 4–6 in. long, on tufted straw-colored stalks, tri-quadrrippinnatifid, with toothed or incised segms., the sporophylls with longer stalks, less divided and with pod-like segms. Canada to Colo., Calif., and northward.


R. C. Benedict.

CRYPTÔLEPS (Greek, hidden scale). Aslepiadaceae. Shrubs, erect or twining, of Trop. Asia and Afr. Lvs. opposite: fls. in a looselyforking, few-fl. cyme; calyx deeply 5-parted, with 5 scales at base; corolla with spreading limb, the tube short-cylindrical or campanulate, the lobes 8 and linear, spreading or deflexed and twisted; corona of 5 scales attached at or near the middle of the tube: follicles terete and smooth, spreading.—Species 20. Cult. only in S. Calif. and S. Fla. C. Buchánanii, Roem. & Schult. A twining shrub with yellow fls., resembling those of an echites: lvs. 3–6 in. long, leathery, shining above; cymes very short-stalked, paniculate. India. C. longiflora, Regel. Dwarf and compact growing, with long lvs. tinted with red; tubular white fls., as in Bouvardia jasminiflora. Native country unknown.

CRYPTOMÉRIA (Greek, kryptos, hidden, meros, part; meaning doubtful). Pinaceae. Ornamental evergreen cultivated for its handsome habit and foliage. Large pyramidal tree, with a straight slender trunk, covered with reddish brown bark and with verticillate spreading branches, ascending at the extremities: lvs. spirally arranged, linear-sulcate, acute, slightly curved, decurrent at the base: fls. monocious; stami-
CRYPTOMERIA

CLENCE, a species of Cryptomeria, having oblong, yellow, forming short racemes at the end of the branches, pistillate globular, solitary, at the end of short branchlets; cone globular, with thick, wedge-shaped scales, furnished with a recurved spine on the back and with pointed lobes at the apex, each scale with 3-5 narrow-winged, erect seeds.—One species in China and Japan, extensively planted for avenues, and as timber trees in the latter country, where the light and easily worked but durable wood is much used. It thrives well in New York, and thrives in sheltered positions even in New England. It seems, however, in cultivation, not to assume the beauty it possesses in its native country. With us, it looks best as a young plant, when it much resembles the Araucaria excelsa. It is therefore sometimes grown in pots. It thrives best in a rich, loamy and moist soil and sheltered position. Propagated by seeds or by cuttings of growing wood, especially var. elegans, which grows very readily. The horticultural varieties are also sometimes increased by grafting.


CRYPTOPHYRANTHUS (Greek, meaning to bear hidden flowers). Orchidaceous. A few Trop. American orchis closely allied to Masdevallia and Pleurothallis, remarkable for the almost closed fls. within which is hidden the lip, the sepal united with the base into a short tube and joined also at the apex, the petals being inside; there are openings or “windows” on either side where the sepals spread apart at their middles. The species require the cult, given Pleurothallis. Apparently none is in the American trade. C. maculatus, Rolfe (Pleurothallis maculata, Rolfe), is a little plant with numerous yellow densely crimson-spotted fls. C. Dayanus, Rolfe (Masdevallia Dayanus, Reichb. f.), and C. atropurpureus, Rodri. (Pleurothallis and Masdevallia fennestra, Hort.), may be expected; the former has upper sepal yellowish white and purple-spotted below, and the two ovaries united with the ovary orange with brown spots; the latter has dark purple solitary flowers. Moeris, Rolfe, has small dull red-purple fls. with darker lines, the lateral openings about ¼ in. long; lvs. broadly elliptic, purple beneath, about 1½ in. long.

CRYPTOPHYRM: Tricium. 

CRYPTOSTEGIA (Greek, krupto, conceal, and stege, cover; referring to the 5-scaled crown in the corolla-tube, which is not exposed to view). Aspectsiadiaceae. Tropical climbers.

Leaves opposite: fls. large and showy in a terminal trichotomous cyme; corolla funnel-shaped, the tube short.—Only 2 species, 1 from Trop. Afr., and 1 from Madagascar. The juice of C. grandiflora, when exposed to the sunshine, produces caoutchouc. See Diet. Economic Products India 2:625. The plant is cult. in India for this purpose. It is rarely cult. in Old World greenhouses for ornament. It is said to be of easy cult. in a greenhouse and prop. by cuttings.

grandiflora, R. Br. (Nerium grandiflorum, Roxb.). St. erect, woody; flowers small, with opposite, short-stalked, oblong, entire, 3 in. long, 1½ in. wide: fls. in a short spreading cyme, reddish purple, becoming lilac or pale pink, about 2 in. across, twisted in the bud: fr. a follicle. Old World, probably Indian origin, but established in the African Isls. of the Indian Ocean, especially Reunion; it is thought that it was originally a Trop. African plant, given the name by R. Br. Once cult. at Oneco, Fla., by Reasoner, and not uncommon in botanic gardens under glass. Called pulay or palay in India where it is widely cult. as an ornamental. Not important as a rubber plant.

madagascarensis, Hems!. A climbing glabrous shrub: lvs. short-petioled, leathery, variable in outline, 2-4 in. long; lvs. 2½-3 in. across, pink or whitish, not lilac as in many specimens of C. grandiflora; corolla-labres longer than the tube. Madagascar.—A very showy greenhouse climber with cymose infl.

N. TAYLOR.†

CRYPTOSTEMMA (Greek, hidden crown). Compositae. Two or 3 hoary herbs, by some united with Arctotis, apparently not in the trade, but sometimes numbered in the garden literature. It produces, as it were, a free-blooming annual with pale yellow rays and a dark brown disk, the heads on 1-fl. peduncles: lvs. pinnatifid, 3-nerved. Cape and Austral. B. M. 2252. G. C. III. 28:390, desc. C. Forbesianum, Harv., and C. nivum, Nichols. (Microthrix microeum, Less.), of S. Afr., may be more or less in cult. Both have yellow rays, in the latter the heads being solitary and the plant decumbent or creeping and the lvs. ovate or orbicular; in the former the lvs. are mostly pinnatisect, the margins revolute.

CRYPTOSTYLIS (hidden style, Greek). Syn. Zosteranthos. Orchidaceous. Eight or 10 terrestrial orchids of the E. Indies, Malaya and Austral., allied to Pogonia. Lvs. solitary or few, narrow and membranaceous, on stiff petioles: fls. rather large, racemose or spicate on simple sheathed scapes, the sepals and petals very slender or even awl-like and nearly or quite equal, lip large, sessile, the broad base inclosing the column and then expanding into a broad blade. C. arachnites, Blume. Rootstock fleshy: lvs. erect, green, lanceolate: fls. on a scape 15 in. or less high, many and spider-like, the sepals and petals green and the fleshy lip purple and mottled, pubescent and grooved. India (Ceylon, Khasia). B. M. 5381. A curious indoor orchid.

CTENANTHE (Greek, comb-flower). Marantaceae. About a dozen Brazilian plants closely allied to Calathea and Maranta, differing from the former in belonging to the 1-seeded section of the family and from the latter in having a shorter corolla-tube and different shaped fls. Sepals 3, free and equal, somewhat parchment-like; corolla-tube short but wide, the lobes 3 and nearly equal and hooded at the apex; staminal tube very short; 2 exterior staminodia petal-like, short, obovate and hooded, with lateral keeled lobes. The ctenanthes are perennial herbs with basal and cauline leaves more or less petioled, and crowded fls. in terminal spikes or racemes. They are glasshouse plants requir-
The Cucumber is a common vegetable-gem derived from an Asian species, Cucumis sativus (see Cucumis), which has long been known in cultivation. The so-called West India gherkin, which is commonly classed with the cucumbers, is Cucumis Anguria. The snake, or serpent cucumber is more properly a muskmelon, and should be designated botanically as Cucumis Melo var. Bazeusus (cf. A. G. 14:206). The "musk cucumber" is Cucumis moschata, Hort., which is probably identical with concombre musqué, referred to Sicana odorifera by Le Potager d’un Curieux, known in this country as cassabana. The Mandera cucumber is Cucumis Paillii, Fo. (Pot. d’un Curieux) but it is not in cultivation in this country. None of these is of any particular importance except the common types of Cucumis sativus. These are extensively cultivated in all civilized countries as field and as garden crops. They come into commerce as pickles packed in bottles and barrels, and are very extensively used in this form. Of late, the forcing of pickles in glass has come to be an important industry in the eastern states.

Field culture.

The common cucumber is an important field and garden crop and may be classed as one of the standard crops of the vegetable-garden. The fruit is used as a table salad, eaten raw, with the usual salad seasonings, and is pickled in large quantities. The cucumber is pickled in both large and small sizes, both by the housewife and commercially on a large scale. The small fruit, of not more than a day or two's growth and measuring from 1 to 2 inches in length, makes the most desirable and delicate of pickles. These are packed in bottles for the commercial trade and bring fancy prices. Larger sizes are pickled and sold by the keg or barrel.

The cucumber is a native of the tropics and tender of frost. It should be planted in a warm location, after danger from frost is past. For the early crop—and earliness is of prime importance to the commercial vegetable-grower—a sandy soil is preferable, supplied with an abundance of well-rotted stable manure. The seed may be sown in hills 3 feet apart with rows 6 feet apart, or may be planted by machine (the common seed drill) 6 feet apart. In either case, an abundance of seed should be used, for severe injury by insect pests often occurs in the early stages of the cucumber's life. Plants may be started under glass to hasten maturity. The seed is sometimes sown in pots or baskets or in inverted sods and these protected and so managed that the cucumber plant receives those conditions most suitable to its rapid and healthy growth. These conditions are: a temperature between 60° and 65° at night, which may be allowed to rise to 100° in bright sunshine; an ample supply of moisture; sufficient ventilation, without draft, to prevent a soft brittle growth. It is almost as important to transplant the cucumber seedlings and secure satisfactory results if the roots are disturbed. A glass-covered frame may be used over seed planted in the field, and yields good returns on labor and equipment. Any method whereby marketable cucumbers may be obtained a few days earlier, if not extravagant of time and labor, will pay handsomely.

The cucumber, in the field, should yield marketable fruits in seven to eight weeks from seed and continue in profitable bearing until frost. It is customary among commercial growers to allow two or three plants to the hill, and when grown in drills, one plant is left every 18 to 24 inches.

During the height of the growing season, which is usually in August when the days are hot and nights moist and warm, the cucumbers need to be picked every day. The fruit is ready to harvest when it is well filled out, nearly cylindrical in shape. When immature it is somewhat furrowed. When allowed to remain too long, it becomes swollen in its middle portion and cannot be sold as first quality. Cucumbers are marketed by the dozen, the field crop often bringing as much as 60 cents a dozen at the first and selling as low as 5 cents a dozen at the glut of the market. The cucumber plant is affected by serious insect pests and fungous diseases. Of the insect pests, the striped cucumber beetle is the most serious and difficult to combat. It feeds on the leaves, usually on the undersides, and appears soon after the cucumber seedlings break ground. This cucumber beetle seems to be little affected by the common remedies for chewing insects. This is probably largely due to its activity, the beetle moving to unpoisoned parts of the plant, and also to the fact that rarely, in commercial practice, is the under side of the leaves thoroughly poisoned. Arsenate of lead applied in more than ordinary strength is the most satisfactory remedy. Hammond's Slug Shot, dusted lightly over the plants, will drive the bugs away, while a teaspoonful of Paris green mixed with two pounds of flour makes an excellent mixture with which to fight the bugs. Or cover the young plants with small wire or hoop frames, over which fine netting is stretched. If the plants are kept quite free from attack till these protectors are outgrown, they will usually suffer little damage. Plants started in hotbeds or greenhouses may usually be kept free at first, and this is the chief advantage of such practices. The cucumber beetles are kept away somewhat at times by strewing tobacco stems thickly under the plants; and kerosene emulsion will sometimes discommode the young squash bugs without killing the vines, but usually not. What is known as the cucumber blight (Pseudomonas annospora cubenata) has done much to discourage the growth of cucumbers. This fungus may be repulsed by thorough spraying with Bordeaux and the plants should...
be kept covered with bordeaux throughout their growth. This will require at least three or four sprayings. The growth of the vines, which usually completely covers the ground, prevents late sprayings, which are often necessary to maintain healthy growth and insure maximum returns.

The common field varieties most popular in the United States grown for a slicing cucumber are of the White Spine type. Many of the so-called White Spine varieties now on the market are not typical of the original White Spine cucumber, which is a fruit averaging about 6 inches in length, rather blunt on both ends, with white pickles appearing at frequent intervals over the surface. The seed end is light-colored, in mature specimens almost white with whitish stripes extending toward the stem end from one-third to one-half the length of the cucumber. What is often cata-

![Cucumber image]

1122. Three prominent varieties of English or Forcing cucumber. S. Sion House; E. Duke of Edinburgh; T. Telegraph. (X3½)

logued as the Improved White Spine has become more popular among growers within recent years. This type possesses some of the characteristics of the popular English type of cucumber known as the Telegraph. The improved type has been obtained by crossing the White Spine with the Telegraph or some closely related variety. This cross has resulted in an increased length and darker green color, with a fewer number of spines and seeds and a more common tapering of the ends. All of these changes have apparently been beneficial and have been well fixed by careful selection. This is well illustrated by the cucumber of the White Spine type sold as Woodruff Hybrid.

The English type of cucumbers is raised on a small scale in this country but infrequently for market purposes.

**Forcing of cucumbers.**

The commercial production of cucumbers under glass has assumed large proportions. This crop ranks second in commercial importance among greenhouse-grown vegetable crops, lettuce only exceeding it in importance. The cucumber crop is ordinarily grown in the spring of the year after two or three crops of lettuce have been removed, and it continues to occupy the ground until the vines cease bearing, due either to poor management, pests or some similar trouble. The cucumber should come into bearing six to eight weeks after setting in the houses. It is the customary plan to plant the seed in 4- to 6-inch clay pots or about 1 inch deep before the house to be used is ready for setting. These pots are often placed over manure heat and should always be in a warm house separate from the lettuce. Two weeks should be sufficient to allow the plant a good start, two or three pairs of leaves being all the development desired before setting in the permanent house. Careful management is essential to a healthy growth, for many pests prove more serious in the glasshouse than in the field. A night temperature not below 60° F. is very essential, while the day temperature may go to 90° F. without danger in bright sunshine. The appearance of the plants will immediately indicate, to the experienced observer, the conditions under which the crop has been grown. A short stocky growth between joints with dark green foliage is desirable. There are localities in which growers make cucumbers the all-the-year-round crop in the glasshouse, usually growing crops from two seedlings during the entire season. It requires more skill to produce good cucumbers during fall and winter months than from February on, and the yield is much lighter in the late fall and early winter than for the spring crop. All cucumbers require an abundance of moisture and food. It has become a common practice in certain sections to mulch the cucumbers in the greenhouse with good quality straw manure to the depth of 3 or 4 inches and apply the water directly on the manure. This practice eliminates the packing and puddling of the soil often caused by direct heavy watering, increases the supply of readily available plant-food and gives the roots a good opportunity to grow near the surface where air is available and still be protected from the drying out which occurs when the soil is directly exposed to the sun.

The pruning and training of the cucumbers in the greenhouse is of much importance. A number of methods are in common use, one of the most common and practical of which is to stretch the wire tightly the length of the house at the base of the plants which may be set in rows 3 feet apart and 18 inches to 2 feet apart in the rows; fasten at the base of each plant a soft but strong twine known in tobacco-growing sections as tobacco twine, securing this single twine to an overhead wire running parallel and directly over the ground wire but not stretching the string tight. As the cucumbers grow, it is twined about this string to which it clings by tendrils. When the plant reaches the upper wire it is either allowed to grow at will over wires provided for an overhead support and from which the cucumbers usually hang down where they can be easily picked, or it is pruned and the encouragement of fruiting along the upright stem continued. In the meantime more or less fruit has been harvested and at each joint a lateral branch has appeared. It is necessary to cut these off. Some growers prefer to take them off back to the main stem, while others, if a cucumber is obtainable on the first joint of the lateral, nip the lateral just beyond this point.

"In the greenhouse, cucumbers are liable to damage from mite, aphis, root-gall and mildew. For the mite, syringe the plant and pick off the infested lvs.; for aphis, use tobacco fumigation and pick infested lvs.; for root-gall, use soil which has been thoroughly frozen; for mildew, improve the sanitary conditions, and then use sulfur."—Bailey, "Forcing-Book."

Yields of twenty-five to one hundred and twenty-five cucumbers have been secured from single plants. The expert growers, under normally good circumstances,
CUCUMBER

may expect to obtain a yield of six to seven dozen marketable cucumbers from a plant.

Varieties of cucumber.

There are a great many varieties of cucumbers in cultivation. This means that the group is variable, the varieties comparatively unstable, and varietal distinctions somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, there are certain dominant types which may be separated, and around which most of the varieties may be conveniently classified. The principal types are the following:

Common cucumber, Cucumis sativus.

I. English forcing type (var. anglicus): Fig. 1122. Large-fr., strong-growing, slow-maturing plants, not suited to outdoor cult.; fr. large, long, smooth, usually green, with few or early-deciduous black spines. Telegraph, Ston House, Tailby Hybird, Kenyon, Lorne, Edinburgh, Blue Gown.

II. Field varieties (hill or ridge cucumbers),

a. Black Spine varieties.

1. Netted Russian type: Small, short-jointed vines, bearing more or less in clusters, small, ellipsoidal fr., covered with many small, black, deciduous spines; fr. green, ripening to dark reddish yellow, on a cracking, chartaceous skin. Early-maturing and prolific. Netted Russian, Everbearing, New Siberian, Parisian Profile Pickle.

2. Early Cluster type: Small or medium vines: fr. small, usually less than twice as long as thick, indistinctly ribbed, green, ripening yellow, with scattered, large, black spines. Early Cluster, Early Frame.

3. Medium Green type: Intermediate in size of vine and fr. between the last and next: fr. about twice as long as thick, green, ripening yellow, with scattering, large black spines. Nichols Medium, Green, Chicago Pickle.

4. Long Green type: One of the best fixed types, representing, perhaps, one of the more primitive stages in the evolution of the group. Vines large, long and free-growing: fr. large and long, green, ripening yellow, with scattered, large, black spines. Long Green, Japanese Climbing.

b. White Spine varieties.

5. White Spine type: A strong and important type: plants medium in size, vigorous; fr. medium large, about thrice as long as thick, green, ripening white, with scattering, large, white spines. There are many selected strains of White Spine. Cool and Crisp, Davis Perfect and Fordhook Famous belong here.

6. Giant P. type: Mostly poorly fixed varieties, having large rather uniflorous vines, bearing large fr., tardily and sparsely, which are white or whitish, smooth or with scattering, deciduous, usually white spines. Chicago Giant, Goliath, Giant Pera, White Wonder, Long Green China.

Sikkim cucumber, Cucumis sativus var. eikkimensis. Plant small and stocky, much like the common cucumber; fr. large, reddish brown marked with yellow. (The Egyptian hair cucumber, of Haage's description, or we have grown it, is apparently an odd form of Cucumis sativus, and may belong here. It has a medium-sized white fr., densely covered with soft, white hair. The plant resembles the Sikkim cucumber.) Not in general cult.

CUCUMIS

pickling, the medium sorts for slicing, and the large, late varieties for ripe fruits. The White Spine varieties are great favorites for slicing, and only less so for pickling.

F. A. WAUGH.

CUCUMBER TREE: Anserhoa and Magnolia.

CUCUMIS (old Latin name). Cucurbitaceae. Tentril-bearing soft tender herbs, some of which are grown for the edible fruits.

Annual or perennial-rooted (the common cult.)

1124. Pistillate flower of Cucumis Melo. (Natural size.)

1123. Staminate flower of Cucumis Melo. (Nat. size)

Snake or Serpent cucumber, Cucumis Melo var. flavus. Vines resembling those of muskmelon; fr. very long, twisted, ribbed-cylindrical, green, tardily yellowing, covered with dense, woolly hairs.

West India gherkin, Cucumis Anguria. Figs. 1127, 1128. Vines small and slender-nosed, resembling a slender watermelon plant; fr. very abundant, small, ellipsoid, covered with warts and spines, green, tardily whitening. Good for pickles.

These varieties are mostly all good for one purpose or another. The small sorts are naturally preferred for

species annual), with large alternate entire or palmately lobed or dissected lvs.; monocious (rarely dioecious); sterile frs. in clusters, not long-stalked, the fertile ones solitary and mostly short-stalked in the axis; corolla of 5 deep aceto lobes; stamens not united; stigmas 3, obtuse: tendrils simple: fr. a pepo, mostly 3-celled, usually indehiscent, fleshy or thick, globular, oblong or cylindrical, sometimes echanate, many-seeded.—About 30 species of villous or spinescent climbers and trailers with annual st., in warm parts of the globe, most abundant in Afr. Monogr. by Cogniaux, DC. Monog. Phaner. 3. See, also, Naudin, Ann. Soc. Nat. (Bot.) IV. 11:39; 12:108.

A. The melon group: fr. smooth at maturity or only pubescent (not spiny or tuberculate).

Melo, Linn. MELON. MUSKMELON. Figs. 1123, 1124. Long-running, hairy or villous annual; lvs. large, soft-hairy, round-heart-shaped or reniform, sometimes rounded-lobed and more or less denticulate:

1125. Cucumis sativus. Staminate flower at s; pistillate at p. (× 1/4)

male frs. clustered, the peduncle short: fr. very variable, pubescent or becoming glabrous. S. Asia and Trop. Afr.—Very variable, and widely cult.

1. Subspecies or var. agréstis, Naudin. The wild or run-wild or spontaneous plant: slender: frs. small, short-peduncled, often in 2's or 3's; fr. oblong or turbinate, size of a plum, not edible.—To this subspecies

2. Subspecies of var. culta, Kurz. The many forms of the cult. melon; plant very robust; frs. longer-pedunculate, 3-5 together and large: fr. large to very large, edible: widely variable; when forced under glass the lvs. tend to be more prominently lobed. See Melon. Forms of this group may be distinguished as follows: Var. Chito, Naudin (C. Chito, Morr.). ORANGE MELON. MANGO MELON. MELON. FROM ORANGE MELON. VINE PEACH. CANTALOUP MELON. VINE VEGETABLE ORANGE. Vine less robust than that of the muskmelon, and lvs. smaller: fr. size, shape and color of an orange or lemon, without markings, with a white or pale yellow cucumber-like flesh, with no muskmelon odor. Not edible in its natural state but useful for the making of preserves (or "mangoes") and pickles. Name pronounced keeto. Cf. Bull. 15, Cornell Exp. Sta.; A.G. 14:206.—The "Lemon cucumber" offered by dealers is apparently a form of C. sativus, the fruit being nearly round with yellow and green markings and smooth skin, like the lemon.—Var. Duddaim, Naudin (C. Duddaim, Linn. C. odorattasimus, Moench.). DUDDAIM MELON. POMEGRANATE MELON. QUEEN ANNE’S POCKET MELON. VINE small, as in the last: fr. size and shape of an orange, somewhat flattened at the ends, very regular and smooth, marbled with longitudinal markings of cinnamon-brown overlying yellow, exceedingly fragrant. A most handsome gourd-like fr. and highly and delicately perfumed. Not eaten. A nearly odorless and scarlet-rind form is separated by Naudin as var. erythrocarpus.—Var. acidulus, Naudin. CUCUMBER MELON. Frs. oblong or cylindrical, mottled or unicolored, the flesh white and cucumber-flavored. No varieties in the American trade are of this group, but they are occasionally seen in botanical gardens and experimental grounds that import seeds of oriental plants.—Var. flexuosus, Naudin (C. flexuosus, Lind.). SNAKE MELON. SNAKE CUCUMBER. Fr. many times longer than broad, greenish at maturity, variously curved and furrowed. A.G. 14:206. Fr. often 2-3 ft. long, and 1-3 in. diam. Grown mostly as an oddity, but it is useful for the making of conserves. The hard-shelled snake gourd is a Lagenaria (which see).—Var. inodorus, Naudin. WINTER MELON. Lvs. lighter colored, less hairy, narrower: frs. possessing little or none of the common musk-melon odor, and keeping long. The winter muskmelons are little known in this country, although they are worthy of popularity. Much cult. in parts of the Medit. region.—Var. saecharinus, Naudin. PINEAPPLE MELON. Comprising varieties of oblong shape and sweet flesh. Not sufficiently distinct from the next.—Var. reticulatus, Naudin. NUTMEG or NETTED MELONS. Frs. softer rind, more or less netted, or sometimes almost plain or smooth. Comprises the common muskmelons, aside from cantaloupe.—Var. cantalupensis, Naudin. CANTALOUCHE. ROCK MELONS. Frs. mostly hard-rinded, more or less warty, scaly or rough, often deeply furrowed or grooved. Name derived from Cantaluppi, near Rome, a former country seat of the Pope, whither this type of melons was brought from Armenia. In the U. S. the word cantaloupe is often used as a generic name for muskmelon, but it is properly a name of only one group of muskmelons—the hard and scaly-rinded (see Waugh, G.F. 8:183).

AA. The cucumber group: fr. spiny or tuberculate (nearly unarmed in C. Sacleuxii).

sativus, Linn. CUCUMBER. Figs. 1125, 1126. Long-running, prickly: lvs. usually 3-lobed (or strongly angled), the middle lobe most prominent and often pointed: fr. prickly or muricate, at least when young, but in some varieties becoming smooth, mostly oblong, the flesh white. S. Asia. See Cucumber. Runs into many fr.-forms in cult., but not so widely polymorphous as C. Melo.—Var. Anglicus, Bailey. Figs. 1121, 1122. ENGLISH OR FORCING CUCUMBER. A product of cult. and selection, distinguished from the common or field cucumbers as follows: frs. (and ovaries) very long and slender, little if any furrowed, spineless or nearly so when grown, nearly or quite green at maturity, comparatively few-seeded: frs. very large: lvs. very broad in proportion to their length, with shallower sinuses: vines very vigorous, with long and thick tendrils.—Var. sikkimensis, Hook. f., cult. in the Himalayan Mts., but not known to be in this country; has large 7-9-oblong lvs. and cylindrical-cubeshaped fr. B.M. 6206.

Anguria, Linn. (C. echinatus, Moench. C. angurioides, Roem. C. grossulariaformis, Hort.). BUR CUCUMBER. WEST INDIAN GHERRIN. GOOSEBERRY GOURD. Figs. 1127, 1128. Sts. slender, hispid: lvs. deeply cut into 3-5 narrow obovate or spatulate divisions, watermelon-like: frs. small, the pistillate long-stalked: fr. from long stalked, often by the long stalk, cucumber-like but more spiny. Supposed to be native to the American tropics. B.M. 5817.— Cult. both for the oddity of its frs. and for the making of pickles. The gherkins of mixed pickles, however, are young cucumbers.

dipsaceus, Ehr. (C. berdusa and C. ambigua, Fenal. C. erinaceus, Hort.). DIPSACEUS GOURD. OSTRICH-EGG GOURD. HEDGEHOG GOURD. Plant and foliage like that of C. Melo; frs. long-stalked: fr. 1-2 in. long, oblong or nearly spherical, becoming hard and dry, densely beset with long scales and hairs, and looking like a bur. Arabia,

Sacleuxii, Paill. & Bois. Mandra Cucumber. Slender, hairy, whitish: Ivs. roundish-reniform, obscurely lobed and irregularly dentate, scabrous on both surfaces and grayish green: fls. solitary; males on long-filiform peduncles, the females on shorter but slender peduncles and with hairy ovary: fr. ovoid, 3–4 in. long and half as thick at the middle, somewhat scabrous, with longitudinal stripes of lighter green; seeds brown, ½ in. long. Zanzibar.—Said to be ornamental and the fruits useful for pickles.


L. H. B.

CUCURBIT: A plant of the genus Cucurbita. Sometimes shortened to Cucurb.


Annual, or the root perennial-irhizomatous, rough-hairy and scabrous, with large often palmately lobed Ivs., the tendrils bifid or multifid: fls. monoeccious, large, yellow, solitary in the axis, the stamine long-stalked, the pistillate short-stalked; corolla 5-lobed; stamens 3, arising from the bottom of the fr., and united in a column; stigmas 3, but 2-lobed; ovary inferior, enclosed in a hollow receptacle; tendrils 2-3-forked.—About 10 species in warm parts of Asia, Afr., Amer. The morphology of the pepo or gourd-fruit may be illustrated by the Turban squash. Figs. 1120–31. In this fr., there is a “squash inside a squash.” The inner part bears the corolla and the styles. It is the ovary. The corolla is attached about the edge of the inner squash, as the withered remains of Fig. 1129 show. Sometimes the withered corolla becomes detached, but hangs to the withered remains of the stigmas, as in Fig. 1130. The longitudinal section of the flower (Fig. 1131) explains the structure. The corolla is shown at c, d. The top of the ovary is at o. The stigmas are on the ovary. The part encircling the ovary outside of o) is the hollowed receptacle. Ordinarily the receptacle is closed at the top, completely confining the ovary; but in the Turban squashes the receptacle does not extend over the top of the ovary, and the ovary therefore protrudes. The older morphologists held this outer part of the squash to be adnate calyx, rather than receptacle. The cucurbits are monographed by Cogniaux, DC. Monogrh. Phaner. 3. Also by Naudin, Ann. Sci. Nat. (Bot.) IV, vol. 6. See Pumpkin and Squash.

The terms squash and pumpkin are much confused. In Europe, the large varieties of Cucurbita maxima are known as pumpkins, but in this country the fruits of this species are known usually as squashes. In America, the words pumpkin and squash are used almost indiscriminately, some varieties in all species being known by those names. The field or common pie pumpkins are C. Pepo; so are vegetable marrows; also the summer squashes, as the Scallop, Pattypan and Crookneck varieties. The Hubbard, Marblehead, Sibley and

Turban kinds are C. maxima. The Cushaws, Canada Crookneck, Japanese Crookneck, Dunkard, and Sweet Potato pumpkins (or squashes) are C. moschata. The fruit stem (as shown in Figs. 1132, 1136, 1141) is a distinguishing characteristic of the ripe fruits. C. Pepo and C. maxima, and C. moschata apparently do not intercross. C. Pepo and C. moschata have been crossed, but it is doubtful if they intermix when left to themselves. In Europe, the word gourd (or its equivalent in various languages) is used generically for cucurbits; but in this country it is restricted mostly to the small, hard-shelled forms of C. Pepo (var. ovifera) grown for ornament, and to Lagenaria vulgaris.

A. Plant annual.

b. Lea. lobed: stalks of frs. strongly ridged.

Pepo, Linn. (C. Melopepo, Linn.). Pumpkin. Figs. 1132, 1143. Annual: long-running, prickly on stam. and pedicels: Ivs. 3–5-lobed, dark dull green: corolla-tube widening upwards, the pointed lobes erect; calyx-lobes narrow, not ft.-like; peduncle very hard and deeply furrowed when mature, not enlarging next the fr.; the fr. very various in form, color, season, size. Probably native to Trop. Amer., but unknown wild.—Cult. by the Indians when Amer. was discovered, in fields of maize. For studies in the nativity.
CULINARY HERBS are those herbs used for flavoring in cookery, but the term has a wide application, including species used for garnishing and sometimes as potherbs. The culinary herbs are of very minor importance in American gardens, and yet a few of them, as anise, caraway and coriander, are well and favorably known. The species are mostly aromatic. They are largely of the Umbelliferae and Labiatae. No special difficulty attaches to their cultivation, and little more may be said here than to present an alphabetical list with statements as to uses, duration of plant, and means of propagation. They all thrive in mellow fertile garden land. Usually they are grown at the side of the main garden plantation, and they may add a certain charm to the garden as well as to supply an agreeable aroma to the kitchen products. See the little book on "Culinary Herbs" by M. G. Kains, 1912.

**Basil** (*Ogrynum basilicum*). **Labiata.** Annual. Uses: As flavor in highly seasoned dishes; as potherb and salad; as garnish; as medicine. Propagated by seeds.

**Borage** (*Borago officinalis*). **Boraginaceae.** Annual. Uses: As potherb and salad; as garnish; as medicine. Propagated by seeds.

**Caraway** (*Carum carvi*). **Umbelliferae.** Biennial or annual. Uses: As potherb and seasoning; for cakes; for pickling; as potherb; for salads. Propagated by seeds in May or early June.

**Catnip** or **catmint** (*Nepeta Cataria*). **Labiata.** Perennial. Uses: As bee forage; leaves and flowers for confectionary; as a medicinal remedy. Propagated by seeds in spring or autumn.

**Chervil** (*Anthriscus cerefolium*). **Umbelliferae.** Annual. Uses: As potherb; for pickling; for salads; for confectionary. Propagated by seeds.

**Chives** (*Allium schoenoprasum*). **Liliaceae.** Perennial. Uses: As potherb; as flavoring. Propagated by individual bulbs or division of rhizomes in early spring.

**Coriander** (*Coriandrum sativum*). **Umbelliferae.** Annual. Uses: As flavoring; as garnish in confectionary; as medicine. Propagated by seeds.

**Cumin** (*Cuminum odorum*). **Umbelliferae.** Annual. Uses: As potherb; as flavoring. Propagated by seeds in spring.

**Dill** (*Anethum graveolens*). **Umbelliferae.** Annual. Uses: As potherb; as flavoring; as garnish. Propagated by seeds in spring.

**Fennel** (*Foeniculum vulgare*). **Umbelliferae.** Biennial or perennial. Uses: As potherb and as garnish; for pickling; for salads; for confectionary. Propagated by seeds.

**Lavender** (*Lavandula angustifolia*). **Labiatae.** Perennial. Uses: As flavoring; as garnish; as medicine; for pickling; for condiments. Propagated by division or seeds in late summer or early autumn.

**Lovage** (*Levisticum officinale*). **Umbelliferae.** Perennial. Uses: As flavoring; as garnish; as medicine. Propagated by divisions or seeds in spring or autumn.

**Mint** (*Mentha piperita*). **Labiata.** Perennial. Uses: As flavoring; as garnish; as medicine; for pickling; for confectionary. Propagated by divisions or cuttings in spring or autumn.

**Marjoram** (*Origanum vulgare*). **Labiata.** Perennial. Uses: As flavoring; as garnish; as medicine; for pickling; for confectionary. Propagated by division or seeds in autumn.

**Peppermint** (*Mentha piperita*). **Labiata.** Perennial. Uses: As flavoring; as medicine; for pickling; for confectionary. Propagated by division or cuttings in early spring.
CULINARY ALFRED

CULINARY HERBS


Rue (Ruta graveolens). Rutaceae. Perennial. Uses: Leaves as seasoning and flavor in beverages; oil for aromatic vinegar and toilet preparations. Propagated by seeds, cuttings, layers or division of tufts.

Sage (Salvia officinalis). Labiatae. Perennial. Uses: Leaves for seasoning dressings, sausages, cheese, etc.; oil in perfumery. Propagated by division, layers and cuttings, also seeds.


Southernwood (Artemisia abrotanum). Compositae. Perennial. Uses: Young shoots for flavoring cakes, etc. Propagated by seed; also cuttings in early summer.


Tarragon (Artemisia dracunculus). Compositae. Perennial. Uses: Herbage as seasoning; oil as perfumery; oil-crystals as disinfectant. Propagated by seeds in spring; also cuttings, layers and divisions.

Thyme (Thymus vulgaris). Labiatae. Perennial. Uses: Herbage as seasoning; oil to perfume soaps, etc. Propagated by cuttings, layers and division.

CUMIN, or CUMMIN: The seeds of Cuminum odorum (or less properly C. Cyminum); black cumin, Nigella sativa; sweet cumin, or anise, Pimpinella Anisum. See Culinary Herbs.

CUMMINGHIA

CUMMINGHIA (after J. Cunningham, botanical collector, who discovered this conifer in China in 1702). Pinaceae. Evergreen trees cultivated for their handsome foliage.

Trunk stout: branches verticillate, spreading, pendulous at the extremities: lvs. linear-lanceolate, rigid, densely spirally arranged and 2-rowed in direction: lvs. monoeccious; staminate oblong, pistillate globose, both sexes in small clusters at the end of the branches: cones roundish-ovate, 1–2 in. long, with roundish-ovate, serrate and pointed, coriaceous scales, each with 3 narrow-winged seeds at the base.—Two species, in S. W. China and in Formosa. The species in cult. is a very decorative conifer for warmer temperate regions, much resembling the Araucaria brasiliensis. It prefers a half-shaded position and sandy and loamy humid soil. Prop. by seeds or cuttings of half-hardy wood in late summer under glass; short sprouts from the old wood of the trunk or larger branches are the best; cuttings from lateral branches grow into weak and one-sided plants.


CUNILA (origin unknown). Labiatae. A low-growing tufted, hardy native perennial of this genus is rarely cultivated in borders for its profusion of bloom.

1142. Cucurbita foetidissima.
CUNONIA (named for John Christian Cuno, who catalogued his garden in Amsterdam at the middle of the 15th century). Cunoniacae; formerly included in the Saxifragaceae. A half dozen trees or shrubs of the southern hemisphere, one of which is sometimes grown under glass.

CUPANIA: Plants Nearly 1143.

CUNONIA C. Carr. It is C. Hookeriana, which is chiefly propagated by cuttings. They are of easy culture, and the whole series is worth growing.

INDEX.

| alba, 8. | ignea, 9. |
| compacta, 8. | lanceolata, 2. |
| eminens, 1. | micropetala, 1. |
| Gelliotiana, 6. | miniata, 8. |
| hyssopifolia, 5. | pinetorum, 4. |

CUPHEA

1. micropetala, HBK. (C. eminens, Planche. & Lind.) St. shrubby, more or less branched, 1–2 ft. high; branches and calyx scabrous; lvs. oblong-lanceolate, acute at both ends, but without a distinct petiole, rigid, scabrous; lvs. borne singly in succession at a point above the axis, which distinguishes this species from all others here described; petals 6, minute; borne between the calyx-teeth, and shorter than them; calyx 12-toothed, scarlet at the base, yellow towards the top, greenish at the mouth; stamens and filaments red; ovary 2-celled, many-seeded. Mex. HBK. Nov. Gen. Sp. 6 p. 209. t. 551. R.H. 1857, p. 151. F.S. 10:994. —The picture first cited shows a 1-sided raceme, the second a panicle and the third a common raceme. In this species the calyx-tube is the attractive portion, while the petals are inconspicuous. The tube is not 2-lipped, but almost regular. See page 3567.

AA. Petals 6, but very minute and inconspicuous.

2. lanceolata, Hook. (C. Zimpanti, Roezl.) An erect sticky annual, 3–4 ft. high, the branches stout, purplish green; lvs. petiolate, opposite and alternate, ¾–3 in. long, entire; fls. axillary, solitary, purple or reddish purple, often deflexed; stamens hardly longer than the petals. Sept., Oct. B.M. 6412.—A good, showy herbaceous border plant.

3. procumbens, Cav. Annual, herbaceous, 1 ft. high, procumbent, sticky-pubescent, with characteristic purplish hairs: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, with white hairs, 1½–3 in. long, gradually decreasing in size until they become bract-like; petiole short: fls. numerous, peduncles longer than the petioles, 2 or 3 times shorter than the calyx; calyx 6-toothed, purplish at the base, green at the tip, with 12 raised streaks, and a pubescence like that of the st.; petals 6, the 2 larger ones on the upper lip of the calyx purple; filaments included. Mex. B.R.

AA. Petals 6, all conspicuous, but 2 of them much larger than the others.

4. pinetorum, Benth. Perennial and somewhat woody, usually procumbent: lvs. lanceolate, ciliate, 1–2 in. long; fls. purple, the calyx ⅜ in. long, colored; stamens 11, the filaments unequal. In sandy plains. Mex. —A useful plant S.

AAA. Petals 6, all of the same size.

5. hyssopifolia, HBK. Fig. 1143. St. shrubby: branches numerous, strigose: lvs. lanceolate, rather acute, obtuse at the base, glabrous above, strigose-pilose along the midrib and veins, as may be seen with a hand-lens: fls. with their slender pedicels scarcely longer than the lvs.; calyx glabrous; petals 6, somewhat

1143. Cuphea hyssopifolia.

1144. Cuphea Llavea.

(1X5)

Colony, is a large glabrous shrub or tree to 50 ft. its 2–3 pairs, oblong-lanceolate, sharply serrate: fls. small, very numerous, in opposite racemes, the stamens much exserted. Said to be of easy cult. in a sandy-peaty soil; prop. by cuttings of half-ripened wood. L. H. B.

CUPHIA: Biphia.

CUPHEA (Greek, curved; referring to the prominent protuberance at the base of the calyx-tube). Lythraceae. Mostly small greenhouse and conservatory plants.

Plants often clummy: lvs. opposite, rarely whorled or alternate, ovate, lanceolate, or linear, entire: the fls. are often borne in 1-sided racemes, and some of the species have a very odd look from the bold angle made by the slender ascending pedicel and the descending calyx-tube, with an odd projection at the base.—An exceedingly interesting genus of 200 species of tropical and subtropical American herbs and shrubby plants, with remarkable variations in the petals. In C. ignea, perhaps the most attractive of the group, the petals are entirely absent, and the showy part is the brilliantly colored calyx-tube. At the other extreme is C. hyssopifolia with 6 petals (the normal number in the genus), and all of equal size. Between these two extremes (shown in Figs. 1143 and 1145) are at least two well-marked intermediate types. One of these (exemplified in C. procumbens) has 2 large and 4 small petals: the other (C. Llavea) has 2 conspicuous petals and the other 4 are completely abortive. These two types are unique among garden plants. The series of intergradent forms is completed by C. cyanea, in which there are only 2 petals, and these minute, and C. micropetala in which there are 12 barely visible petals, alternating with and shorter than the calyx-teeth. In addition to the species described below, C. Hookeriana, Walp., is cult. as C. Roelfii, Carr. It has lanceolate lvs., with vermilion and orange calyx. R.H. 1877: 470. According to many American botanists, the correct name for these plants is Parsonia, Cuphea applying only to another widely separated genus. Nearly all cupheas are grown from seed and treated as tender annuals, but C. ignea is chiefly propagated by cuttings. They are of easy culture, and the whole series is worth growing.

182. C. purpurea, Hort. F.S. 4:412. R.B. 22:85, said to be a hybrid between C. miniata and C. viscosissima, is probably not distinct.

4. pinetorum, Benth. Perennial and somewhat woody, usually procumbent: lvs. lanceolate, ciliate, 1–2 in. long; fls. purple, the calyx ⅜ in. long, colored; stamens 11, the filaments unequal. In sandy plains. Mex. —A useful plant S.

AAA. Petals 6, all of the same size.
unequal, dilute violet; stamens 11, included; filaments villos; ovary 5-6-seeded. Mex.—This is the least attractive of the species here described, and is no longer advertised, but it probably still lingers in conservatories. It is readily distinguished from its showier relatives by its much smaller lvs. (less than ½ in. long) and much-branching and woody appearance.

AAAA. Petals normally 2, the other 4 abortive.

6. cyanea, Moq. & Sessé (C. striigulosa, Hort., not HBK. C. Galeottiana, Hort.). St. herbaceous, erect: branches hispid: lvs. opposite, stalked, ovate, cor- date, acuminate, villous on both sides; pedunclules alternate, race- nrose; calyx slightly hispid, scar- let at the base, yellow at the top; petals 2, clawed, spatulate; anthers and petals violet-blue.

Mex. B.R. 22:14 as C. striignolaas, Lindl.) F.S. 1:16 and P.M. 11:241 as C. striigulosa, but neither of these plates is the C. striigulosa, HBK., which is a different species, with a shaggy st.: branches and calyx clamy- hispid: lvs. ovate-oblong, acute at both ends, clammy, glabrous above, strigorse-sebaceous below: petals nearly equal; ovary about 5-ovuled.

BB. Size of petals larger, half as long as the calyx or longer.

c. Calyx 2-toothed.

7. Llavea, Lindl. Red-White-and-Blue Flower. Fig. 1144. Sts. numerous, herbaceous, hispid: branches ascending: lvs. almost sessile, especially near the top, ovate-lanceolate, striogose: racemes short, few-fld.; calyx green on the ventral side, purple on the back and at the oblique-6-toothed mouth; petals 2, large, scarlet, obovate, the other 4 abortive: stamens 11. Guatemala. B.R. 1386. J.H. III. 31:305.—It is doubtful whether the plant described by Lindley is the same as the Mexican plant originally described by Lexarza, which was said to have petals of "dilute scarlet." Lindley's plant had a green calyx, but the plant in the trade is colored. Used for baskets and bedding. Often misspelled Llave.

cd. Calyx 12-toothed.

8. minita, Bron. St. shrubby, erect: branches few, hispid: lvs. opposite, the upper ones not quite opposite, with a very short petiole, ovate, acute, entire, with white, silky hairs which are denser beneath; fls. solitary, subsessile, axillary, the peduncle adnate to the branch in such a way as to appear between and below the petioles; racemes short, few-fl., 1-sided. F.S. 2:73. P.M. 14:101. R.H. 1845: 225. R.B. 22:85. Var. álba, Hort. A white-fl, variety. Var. compácta, Hort. S.H. 2:43. Gt. 46, p. 637.—This is referred to C. Llavea of Lexarza, by Index Kewensis. The above description is from the original in F.S. 2:73. Van Houtte describes several hybrid varieties in F.S. 5, p. 487, which differ chiefly in size, color, and marking of petals. Calyx 1 in. long, hispid, green at the base, purple above, 12-toothed at the tip; petals 2, scarlet, wavy. The specific name minita means cinnamon-red, and refers to the petals.

AAAAA. Petals 0.

9. ignea, DC. (C. platycéntera, Hort., not Benth.). Fig. 1145. Branches somewhat angled: lvs. petiol, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, narrowed at the base, lightly sebaceous: fl-stalks 2-4 times longer than the fl.-stalls; calyx glabrous, shortly 6-toothed, bright red except at the tip, which has a dark ring and a white mouth; petals 0; stamens 11 or 12, glabrous. Mex. F.S. 2:180. P.M. 13:267.—This is still sold as C. platycéntera, although De Candolle corrected the error in 1849 (F.S. 5:500 c). This is a remarkable instance of the persistence of erroneous trade names.

WILHELM MILLER.
N. TAYLOR.†

CUPRESSUS (ancient Latin name from Greek, Kuparissos). CYPRESS. Pinaceae. Evergreens, cultivated for their graceful habit and the dark green or glaucous foliage; some are timber trees.

Trees, rarely shrubs, with aromatic evergreen foliage: branchlets quadrangular or nearly so: lvs. opposite, small, scale-like, appressed, minutely denticulate-cilicate, on young seedling plants linear-subulate and spreading: fls. monoeccious, minute, solitary on short branchlets; staminate ovate or oblong, yellow; pistillate subglobose: cones globular or nearly so, consisting of 3-7 pairs of ligneous, peltate scales, with a macro or boss on the flattened apex, each bearing many or numerous seeds, but the lower scales usually sterile and smaller; they ripen the second year.—About 12 species in Cent. Amer., north to Calif. and Ariz., and from S. Eu. to S. E. Asia. Monogr. by M. T. Masters in Journ. of Linn. Soc. 31:312-51 (1895). By some botanists, the allied genus Chamaecyparis is included.

The cypress are highly ornamental evergreen trees, greatly varying in habit, hardy only in California and the Gulf states. The hardest seems to be C. Macnabiana and C. arizonica, which will stand many degrees of frost in a sheltered position; also C. macrocarpa, C. sempervirens, C. funebris and C. torulosa are of greater hardness than the others. They stand pruning well, and some species are valuable for hedges, C. macrocarpa being especially extensively planted for this purpose in California. C. arizonica yields excellent timber. The cypresses seem not to be very particular in regard
to soil and situation, but prefer a deep, sandy-loamy soil. For propagation, see *Chamaecyparis*. The young plants should be removed several times in the nursery to secure a firm root-ball; otherwise they will not bear transplanting well.

INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUPRESSUS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arizonica, 7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benthami, 6, 7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>californica, 5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comptoniana, 3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cercidifolia, 11.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compacta, 5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corneyana, 8.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cornuta, 5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crispissima, 6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oedera, 6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fastigiata, 1, 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Branches and branchlets erect or spreading; branchlets short and usually rather stout.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Cones 1–1 1/2 in. across, with 6–14 scales.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Les. obtuse: bark scaly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. sempervirens, Linn. Fig. 1146. Tree, to 80 ft., with erect or horizontal branches and dark green foliage; lvs. closely appressed, ovate, obtuse, glandular; cones oblong or nearly globose; scales 8–14, with a short boss on the back, bract free at the apex. F.S. 7, p. 192. (as C. torulosa). S. Eu., W. Asia. Var. stricta, Ait. (C. fastigiata, DC. C. Bedfordiana, Hort.). ITALIAN CYPRESS. With erect branches, forming a narrow, columnar head. The classic cypress of the Greek and Roman writers, much planted in S. Eu. G.W. 9, p. 127. Gn. 33, p. 3 (as C. stricta). Var. cereiformis, Rehd. (C. fastigiata cereiformis, Carr.). A form with very short branchlets, forming a narrow and slender columnar head. Var. indica, Parl. (C. Roylei, Carr. C. Whitleyana, Hort.). Similar to var. fastigiata in habit; cones very much shorter; bract acutely mucronate at the apex. Var. horizontalis, Gord. (C. horizontalis, Mill.). Branches horizontally spreading, forming a broad, pyramidal head. The famous avenue of C. sempervirens in the Villa Giusti, Verona, Italy, is shown in Fig. 1146 (G.F. 2:464).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. guadalupensis, Wats. (C. macrocarpa var. guadalupensis, Mast.). WIDE-SPIREED TREE, 40 ft. high or more: dark grayish brown, exfoliating, brownish red below: branchlets drooping, slender: lvs. bluish green, scentless, acute or acutish, obscurely glandular: cones globose, 1 in. across or more, with 6–8 very thick strongly bossed scales. Guadalupe Isl. G.C. III. 18:62.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD. The branchlets stout: lvs. glaucous.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA. Branchlets slender, more or less pendulous: lvs. usually acute and keeled, not thickened at the apex: cones about 3/8 in. or less across (see No. 6).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. The branchlets not or only slightly compressed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CURCULIGO (Latin, curculio, weevil; referring to the beak of the ovary). Amaryllidaceae. Warmhouse and conservatory foliage plants with the habit of a young palm and an odd flower-tube. Stemless herbs, with short rhizomes, radical long narrow usually plicate Ivs., and small fls. in spikes or clusters on short scapes that may be nearly concealed at the base of the plant: perianth 6-parted, the segms. spreading and about equal; stamens 6, attached at the base of the segms.; ovary 3-celled. The genus is closely related to Hypoxis, but differs in its succulent indehiscent fr., and because in many species the ovary has a long beak which looks like a perianth-tube, but this beak is always solid, and bears on its summit the style which is in the center of the perianth.—Twelve species in eastern and western tropics of which C. recurvata is grown S. and N., being used by florists for vases, jardinières, and general decorative work, and also used outdoors in summer. It is of easy cult., but requires perfect drainage. It is a question to be determined whether the plants mostly in cult. are C. recurvata or C. latifolia; the recurved dense ovoid head of fls. quickly distinguishes the C. recurvata.

The curculigos are very ornamental plants for large greenhouses, where a high temperature is maintained. To have them looking their best they should, if possible, be planted out in a bed, where they will attain a height of 5 feet. Their gracefully arching leaves are so constructed that they move at right angles to the side with the slightest movement of the air. The variety variegata is one of the best variegated-leaved plants. While not so robust as the green form, it is more adapted to pot culture. The soil should be two parts loam and another of rotted cow-manure and sand. Drainage must be carefully arranged, as the plants need an abundance of water. The green-leaved kind stands the summers well in the neighborhood of Washington, D. C., if protected from the sun and afforded an abundant supply of water. As house-plants they are likely to suffer for lack of moisture.

Propagation is by division. The pieces, before potting, will make new roots rapidly if placed in the sand-bed of a warm propagating-house for a few days.

recurvata, Dry. Height 2½ ft. or more: root tuberous: Ivs. from the root, 1–3 ft. long, 2–6 in. wide, with a channeled stalk one-third or one-fourth the length, the blade lanceolate, recurved, plaited: scapes very rarely as long as the fl-stalks, covered with long, soft brown hairs, recurved at the end, bearing a head of drooping yellow fls., each ½ in. across; the scape is frequently only 1–3 in. long, the fls. appearing almost on the ground; bracts 1 to each fl. and about as long. Trop. Asia, Austral. B. R. 770. (with sepal abnormally long). Var. striata, Hort., has a central band of white. Var. variegata, Hort., has longitudinal bars of white.

latifolia, Dry. Fig. 1148. Height 2–3 ft.: differs from C. recurvata in having a very short-stalked erect inf., the bright yellow fls. in a dense cluster near the base of the plant: Ivs. lanceolate, 1–2 ft. long and 1–5 in. wide, the petiole 12 in. or less: fr. 1 in. long, club-shaped or pyriform, hairy, with black seeds: the plant produces numerous suckers which, when removed, are easily grown, and bloom in about a year; said to be a beautiful and hardy house-plant, more satisfactory than palms for one without a conservatory. India, Malaysia. B. M. 2034. B. R. 754. L.B.C. 5:443 (as C. sumatranca).—Variable in foliage.

G. W. OLIVER.

WILHELM MILLER.
CURCUMA

(Curcuma) Arabic name. Zingiberaceae. Curious and showy warm-house herbaceous plants with great spikes of large conecave or hooded bracts, from which the flowers scarcely protrude.

Erect herbs, the st. rising to 10 ft. from a thick tuberiferous rootstock; lvs. usually large: fls. in a dense cone-

like thyrese, borne behind conecave or hooded imbricate obtuse often colored bracts; calyx and corolla tubular, the former 2-3-toothed, the latter dilated above and with 5 ovate or oblong lobes; staminodium petal-like, 3-parted, the middle lobe anther-bearing: fr. inclosed by the bracts. The latest monograph, 1909 (by Schumann in Engler's Pflanzenreich, lft. 20), recognizes 42 species, mostly in Trop. Afr. and Asia, some in Trop. Afr. The fleshy bracts are perhaps the showiest feature of the plant, the topmost ones being colored with gorgeous tropical hues. Rhizomes of some of the species yield East India arrowroot, while others furnish turmeric. The rhizome of C. saevaria of India is very pungent and has properties similar to ginger. The genus is allied to Alpinia and Amomum.

In spring the tubers should be deprived of last year's mold and repotted in a fresh mixture of light loam, leafmold and turfy peat, the pots being well drained, and placed in a warm pit or frame in bottom heat. Water should be given sparingly until after the plant has made some growth. The young roots are soft and succulent, and are likely to rot if the soil remains wet for a long time. After flowering, the leaves soon show signs of decay, and water should be gradually withdrawn. During the resting period the soil should not be allowed to get dry, or the tubers are likely to shrivel. The plants are propagated by dividing the tubers in spring.

cordata, Wall. Lvs. 1 ft. long, sheathing, ovate, acuminate, the same color on both sides, obliquely penninerved; bracts in a cylindrical spike, the upper part forming a sterile part called a coma, which is a rich violet, with a large, blood-colored spot; fls. yellow, with a pink hood. Burn. B.M. 4453.—This is now referred to C. petirollata, Roxb., but it seems at least horticulturally distinct, with its rose-pink bracts.

petiolata, Roxbg. QUEEN LILY. Figs. 1149, 1150. Lvs. 6-8 in. long, peculiar in this genus as being more or less rounded or cordate at the base, the stalk 4-5 in. long; fls. spicate, the spikes 5-6 in. long; bracts 20-30, connate at their bases, and wholly including the pale yellow fls. Indin. B.M. 5821.—The most beautiful and showiest of the curcumas.

longa, Linn. Lvs. 2-2½ ft., the blade about 1 ft. and narrowed at the base: fls. spicate, autumnal, the spikes 4-6 in. long; bracts pale green, not wholly inclosing the pale yellow fls. India. B.R. 586.—The dried rhizomes of this furnish the well-known turmeric of India, used as a condiment and as a dye. Intro. by the Royal Palm Nurseries.

CURRANT. The currants grown for their fruit in America are derived mainly from two species, namely, the European red currant, Ribes vulgare (R. rubrum) (Fig. 1151), and the European black currant, R. nigrum (Fig. 1152). There are two promising American species, of which few, if any, improved varieties have been introduced, the swamp red currant (R. triste) and the wild black currant (R. aurantiacum). Another American species of which at least one named variety has been offered for sale is the Buffalo or Missouri currant (R. aureum) (Fig. 1154), also grown because of its ornamental flowers. The currant is not known to have been under cultivation before the middle of the sixteenth century. It is not mentioned by any of the ancient writers who wrote about fruit, and was evidently not known to the Romans.

Currants are natives of comparatively cold or very cold climates; hence most varieties succeed over a very wide area in America. They are among the hardiest of fruits from the standpoint of resistance to cold or changes of temperature, but in hot and dry sections they do not thrive, and, on this account, are unsatisfactory in parts of the southern states.

The currant is not so generally used in America as some other fruits, as few persons care for them when eaten raw, and when cooked they are usually made into jelly and consumed by only a comparatively small proportion of the people. In the coldest places where other fruits do not succeed well, the currant is more popular, and is used much more generally. It is a wholesome and refreshing fruit and deserves much more attention than it receives at the present time.

The currant does not vary so much when grown from seed as most cultivated fruits, and being so easily propagated from cuttings, it has not been improved so much as it otherwise would have been. Moreover, size in currants was not of great importance until recent years, when competition in marketing has become keen. It is only during the past fifty or sixty years

1149. Curcuma petirollata leaves. (X½)

1150. Curcuma petirollata in flower. (X¾)
that many new varieties have been introduced. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century, few named sorts
were recognized, the currant being generally known
simply under the names black, red and white.

Propagation of currants.

The usual method of propagating currants is by
means of cuttings. These root very readily and good
plants are secured after one season’s growth. The
best time to make the cuttings is in the autumn, as
currants begin to grow very early in the spring, and
once the buds have swollen they cannot be rooted suc-
cessfully. Wood of the current season’s growth is used.
This may be cut early in the autumn as soon as the
wood has ripened, from the end of August to the middle
of September being the usual time. It should be cut
in as long pieces as possible to save time in the field,
and put in a cool moist cellar or buried in sand. If the
cuttings can be made at once, it is best to do so. These
are made by cutting the wood into pieces, each about 8
to 10 inches long, although an inch or two more or less
is not of much consequence. The base of the cutting
should be made with a square cut just below the last
bud. There should be at least \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch of wood left

above the top bud of each cutting, as there should be
a strong growth from the upper bud, and if the wood is
cut too close it is liable to be weakened. A sloping cut
is best for the upper cut, as it will shed rain better, but
this is not important. When made, the cuttings should
be planted at once, which is usually the best plan, or
heeled in. If heeled in, they should be tied in bundles
and buried upside down in warm well-drained soil,
with about 3 inches of soil over them. The object of
burying them upside down is that by this method the
bases of the cuttings will be nearer the surface where
the soil is warmer and there is more air, and will callus
more quickly than if they were further down. The cut-
tings should callus well in a few weeks, and may then
be planted outside, if thought advisable. Cuttings may
be kept in good condition over winter by heel-in-
or burying in sand in a cool cellar, or after callusing
under a few inches of soil outside, they may be left
there over winter if covered with about 4 to 5 more
inches of soil to prevent their drying out. Good results
are secured with the least trouble by planting the cut-
tings in nursery rows as soon as they are made. The
soil should be well prepared and should be selected
where water will not lie. Furrows are opened 3 feet
apart and deep enough so that two buds, at least, will
be above ground. The cuttings are placed about 6 inches apart on the straight side of the
furrows and soil thrown in and tramped well about
them. When only a smaller number are to be planted a
trench may be opened with a spade. It is important to
have of the proportioned furrows filled with soil so
as more roots will be made and the plants will be
stronger. There would also be danger of the cuttings
drying up before rooting if too much of the wood is
exposed. If the season is favorable the cuttings should
callus well and even throw out a few roots by winter.
Where there is little snow in winter, it is a good prac-
tice to cover the tops of the cuttings with about 2
inches of soil, which will be a good protection for them.
This soil should be raked off in spring. In the spring,
cultivation should be begun early and kept up regularly
during the summer to conserve moisture and favor
rooting and the development of the bushes. By autumn
they should be large enough to transplant to the field.
In Great Britain and Europe, currants are often
grown in tree form and are prevented from throwing
up shoots from below ground by removing all the buds of
the cuttings except the top one before planting in the
nursery. This system is not recommended for most
parts of America as it has been found by experience
that snow breaks down currants grown in this way, and
when borers are troublesome it is not wise to depend
on one main stem.

Most of the cultivated varieties of currants have
originated as natural seedlings, little artificial crossing
having been done with this fruit. Currants grow readily
from seeds, and it is easy to get new varieties in this
way. The seeds are washed out of the ripe fruit, and
after drying, may either be sown at once or mixed with
sand and kept over winter in a cool dry place and sown
very early in the spring. The best plan is to sow them
in the autumn in mellow well-prepared and well-
drained soil, since when this is done they will germinate
very early in the spring, while if sown in the spring the
seed may be all summer without sprouting. The seed
should not be sown deep, from \( \frac{3}{4} \) to \( \frac{1}{2} \) an inch being
quite sufficient. If sown very deep they will not germi-
inate. The young plants may be transplanted from
the seed-bed to the open in the autumn of the first
year if large enough, but if the plants are very small
they may then grow another season, when they should
be planted out at least 4 by 5 feet apart, so as to give
them room enough to fruit for several seasons, in order
that their relative merits may be learned. If intended
to remain permanently, the plants should be at least
6 by 5 feet apart. The bushes should begin to bear fruit
the second or third year after planting out. Each bush
will be a new variety, as cultivated fruits do not come
true from seed. If a seedling is considered promising
it may be propagated or increased by cuttings, as
already described.

The soil and its preparation.

Currants should be planted in rich soil in order to
get the best results. The soil should also be cool, as
the currant is a moisture-loving bush. The currant
roots near the surface; hence if the soil is hot and dry
these roots will suffer. A light, well-drained clay loam
is the best for currants, although they do well in most
soils. If the soil is not good, it should receive a good
dressing of manure before planting, which should be
well worked into the soil, the latter being thoroughly
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pulverized before planting is done. A northern exposure is to be preferred, as in such a situation the currants are not likely to suffer in a dry time.

**Planting.**

The best time to plant currants is in the autumn. If planted in the spring, they will probably have sprouted somewhat before planting, and on this account their growth the first season will be checked. When the soil is in good condition, currants, especially the black varieties, make strong growth, and the bushes reach a large size; hence it is best to give them plenty of space, as they will do better and are more easily picked than if crowded. Six by 5 feet is a good distance to plant. If planted closer, especially in good soil, the bushes become very crowded before it is time to renew the plantation.

Strong one-year-old plants are the best, but two-year-old plants are better than poorly rooted yearlings. It is better to err on the side of planting a little deeper than is necessary than to plant too shallow. A good rule to follow is to set the plants at least an inch deeper than they were in the nursery. The soil should be well tramped about the young plant so that there will be no danger of its drying out. After planting, the soil should be leveled and the surface loosened to help retain moisture.

**Cultivation.**

As the currant, to do well, must have a good supply of moisture, cultivation should be begun soon after planting, and the surface soil kept loose during the summer. While the plants are young the cultivation may be fairly deep between the rows, but when the roots begin to extend across the rows, cultivation should be shallow, as many of the roots are quite near the surface.

**Fertilizers.**

After the first application of manure, no more should be necessary until the plants begin to fruit, unless other crops are grown between, after which an annual top-dressing of well-rotted barnyard manure is desirable. When only a light application of manure is given, the addition of 200 to 300 pounds to the acre of muriate of potash would be very beneficial. Wood-ashes also would make a good fertilizer with barnyard manure. There is little danger of giving the currant plantation too much fertilizer. Unfortunately, it is usually the other way, this fruit being often very much neglected.

**Pruning.**

The black and red currants bear most of their fruit on wood of different ages; hence the pruning of one is a little different from the other. The black currant bears most of its fruit on wood of the previous season's growth and it is important always to have a plentiful supply of one-year-old healthy wood. The red and white currants produce their fruit on spurs which develop from the wood two or more years of age, and it is important in pruning red and white currants to have a liberal supply of wood two years and older; but, as the fruit on the very old wood is not so good as that on the younger, it is best to depend largely on two- and three-year-old wood to bear the fruit. A little pruning may be necessary at the end of the first season after planting in order to get the bush into shape. From six to eight main stems, or even less, with their side branches, will, when properly distributed, bear a good crop of fruit. Future pruning should be done with the aim of having from six to eight main branches each season and a few others coming on to take their places. By judicious annual pruning, the bush can be kept sufficiently open to admit light and sunshine. A good rule is not to have any of the branches more than three years of age, since when kept down to this limit the wood will be healthier, stronger growth will be made, and the fruit will be better.

When to renew the plantation.

A currant plantation will bear a great many good crops if well cared for, but if neglected the bushes lose their vigor in a few years. The grower will have to judge by the appearance of the bushes when to renew the plantation; but as a currant plantation can be renewed at comparatively little labor, it is best to have new bushes coming on before the old ones show signs of weakness. At least six good crops may be removed with fair treatment, and ten or more can be obtained if the bushes are in rich soil and well cared for. When one has only a few bushes for home use, they may be reinvigorated by cutting them down to the ground in alternate years, and thus securing a fresh supply of vigorous young wood.

**Yield of currants.**

The red currant is one of the most regular in bearing of all fruits, and as it is naturally productive, the average yield should be large. Bailey, in the "Farm and Garden Rule-Book," puts the average yield at 100 bushels per acre. Card, in his book on "Bush-Fruits," says that it ought to be 100 to 150 bushels, "with good care," and reports 230 bushels. At the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Canada, the Red Dutch averaged for four years at the rate of 7,385 pounds to the acre, or over 183 bushels. The largest yield from red currants obtained at the Central Experimental Farm was in 1900, when six bushels of the Red Dutch currant yielded 73 pounds, 15 ounces of fruit. The bushes were 6 by 5 feet apart. This means a yield at the rate of 17,892 bushels to the acre, or, at 40 pounds per bushel, 447 bushels 12 pounds to the acre. The same variety in 1905, in a new plantation, yielded 55 1/4 pounds from six bushes, or at the rate of 13,431 pounds to the acre, or 335 bushels 31 pounds. These are very large yields, and while half of this amount may not be expected in ordinary field culture, the fact that such yields can be produced on a small area should be an inspiration to get more on a larger one.
The average yield of black currants has been somewhat less than the red, although individual yields have been large. The Saunders currant yielded for four years at the rate of 6,534 pounds to the acre, or over 163 bushels; the Kerry at the rate of 6,352 pounds to the acre, or over 159 bushels. The highest yield of black currants was obtained in 1905, when six bushes of Kerry planted 6 by 5 feet apart, yielded 62 pounds of fruit, or at the rate of 12,004 pounds to the acre, equal to 375 bushels, estimating at 40 pounds to the bushel.

Red and white currants.

The red currant makes excellent jelly, and its popularity is largely due to this fact. A large quantity of red currant jelly is made every year in Canada. Red currants are used to a less extent for pies and as jam and are also eaten raw with sugar. As a fruit for eating out of hand, the red currant is not very popular, but there are few fruits so refreshing. The white currants are better liked for eating off the bush than the red, as they are not so acid. The Moore Ruby is a red variety, however, which is milder than most others, and for this reason is better adapted to eating raw. The red currant does not vary so much in quality as the black.

Red currants will remain in condition on the bushes for some time after ripening, and therefore do not have to be picked so promptly as the black.

Varieties. Varieties of red currants vary considerably in hardness, the Cherry, Fay, Comet, Versailleise, Wilder and others, while bearing very large fruit, are decidedly more tender than some of the others, hence they should not be planted in the coldest parts. The Franco-German and Prince Albert currants are later than most other varieties, and when it is desired to lengthen the season, these may be planted.

Varieties of red and white currants recommended:

Red—for general culture—Pomona, Victoria, Cumberland Red, Red Dutch, Long Bunched Holland, Red Grape. Where bushes are protected with snow in winter, and for the milder districts.—Pomona, Victoria, Cumberland Red, Wilder, Cherry, Fay, and Red Cross.

White.—White Cherry, Large White, White Grape.

Black currants.

There are not so many black currants grown in America as red, but there is a steady demand for them, and it is thought there will be an increase in the future as they become better appreciated. They make excellent jelly and the merits of black currant jam have long been known.

Black currants vary considerably in season, yield and quality, and therefore it is important to know those that are the best. As most varieties of black currants drop badly from the bushes as soon as ripe, it is important to pick them in good time.

Varieties of black currants recommended: Saunders, Collins Prolific, Buddenborg, Victoria, Boskoop Giant. Of those not yet on the market which are considered equal or better than those above, the following are the best: Kerry, Eclipse, Magnus, Clipper, Climax and Eagle, and the Success, for an early variety when yield is not so important as size and quality.

Crandall currant.

This is a variety of the Buffalo or Missouri currant (Ribes odoratum). A tall, strong, moderately upright grower; moderately productive. Fruit varies in size from small to large, in small, close bunches; bluish black, skin thick; sub-acid with a peculiar flavor. Quality medium. Ripens very unevenly. Season late July to September. As this variety ripens after the others, the birds concentrate on it and get a large proportion of the fruit.

Some of the most injurious insects affecting the currant.

Currant aphis (Myzus ribis). When the leaves of currant bushes are nearly full grown, many of them bear blister-like elevations of a reddish color, beneath which will be found yellowish plant-lice, some winged and some wingless. The blisters are due to the attacks of these insects, and when, as is sometimes the case, they are very abundant, considerable injury is done to the bushes. Spraying forcibly with whale-oil soap, or kerosene emulsion will destroy large numbers of these plant-lice at each application; but the liquid must be copiously applied and driven well up beneath the foliage by means of an angled nozzle. Two or three applications at short intervals may be necessary.

Currant borer (Sesia tipuliformis). Early in June a beautiful little bluish black fly-like moth, with three bright yellow bands around the body may be seen darting about, around, or at rest on the leaves of currant bushes of all kinds. This is one of the most troublesome enemies of these fruits. The moth lays an egg at a bud on the young wood, and the caterpillar, when hatched, eats its way into the cane and destroys the pith. It remains in the wood during the winter, and the moth emerges during the following summer. Close pruning is the best remedy. Burn the wood.

Currant maggot (Epochra canaden-sis). Red, black and white currants are in some places seriously attacked by the maggots of a small fly. These maggots come to full growth just as the berries are about to ripen, causing them to fall from the bushes, when the insects leave them and burrow into the ground to pupate. Attacking currant fruit is rendered useless by the presence of the maggots inside the berries; and frequently it is not until the fruit is cooked that
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the white maggots can be detected. Gooseberries are sometimes injured but far less frequently than black and red currants. The only treatment which has given any results is the laborious one of removing about 3 inches of the soil from beneath bushes which are known to have been infested, and replacing the soil with fresh soil. That which was removed must be treated in some way, so that the contained puparia may be destroyed. This may be done either by throwing it into a pond or by burying it deeply in the earth.

**Currant worm or imported currant sawfly (Pteronus ribis).** By far the best known of all the insects that injure currants and gooseberries, is the "currant worm." The black-spotted dark green false caterpillars of this insect may unfortunately be found in almost every plantation of currants or gooseberries, every year in almost all parts of America where these fruits are grown. The white eggs are laid in rows along the ribs of the leaf on the lower side, toward the end of May. From these the young larve hatch and soon make their presence known by the small holes they eat through the leaves. Unless promptly destroyed, they will soon strip the bushes of their leaves, thus weakening them considerably so as to prevent the fruit from ripening the first year, and also reducing the quality of the crop of the following season. There are at least two broods in a season in most places; the first appears just as the leaves are attaining full growth, and the second just as the fruit is ripening. The perfect insect is a four-winged fly which may be seen flying about the bushes early in spring. The male is blackish, with yellow legs and of about the same size as a housefly, but with a more slender body. The female is larger and has the body as well as the legs yellow. For the first brood a weak mixture of paris green, one ounce to ten gallons of water, may be sprayed over the bushes, or a dry mixture, one ounce to six pounds of flour, may be dusted over them after a shower of dew. The leaves are damp with dew. For the second brood paris green must not be used, but white hellebore; or hellebore may be used for first brood, but it is necessary to kill quickly. This is dusted on as a dry powder, or a decoction, one ounce to two gallons of water, may be sprayed over the bushes. It is, of course, far better to treat the bushes thoroughly, to reduce the number of females which lay eggs for the second brood.

**Oyster-shell scale (Lepidosaphes ulmi).** Several kinds of scale insects attack currants. These plants seem to be particularly susceptible to the attacks of the well-known oyster-shell scale of the apple, and the San José scale. In neglected plantations these injurious insects increase rapidly, and a great deal of injury results to the bushes. The remedies for scale insects are direct treatment for the destruction of the infesting insect, and preventive measures, such as the invigoration of the bush by special culture and pruning, to enable it to throw off or outgrow injury. Infested plantations should be cultivated and fertilized early in the season, and all unnecessary wood should be pruned out. As direct remedies, spraying the bushes at the time the young scale insects first appear in June with kerosene emulsion or whale-oil soap, or spraying in autumn before the hard weather of winter sets in with a simple whitewash made with one pound of lime in each gallon of water, give the best results. Two coats of the whitewash should be given, the second one immediately after the first is dry. In putting on two thin coats of the wash instead of one thick one, far better results have been secured.

For the San José scale, the lime-and-sulfur wash is necessary, and must be repeated every year.

**Diseases of the currant.**

The currant is affected by very few diseases. The only ones that do much injury are the following:

**Leaf-spot, rust** (Septoria ribis). The leaf-spot fungus affects black, red and white currants, causing the leaves to fall prematurely, and thus weakening the bushes. This disease is first noticed about mid-summer, when small brownish spots appear on the leaves. These often become so numerous that they affect a large part of the foliage, causing the leaves to fall. As the disease often appears before the fruit is picked, it is difficult to control it. If the bushes are not sprayed previously. By using the ammoniacal copper carbonate the bushes may be sprayed a week or two before it is expected, without discoloring the fruit, giving a second application, if necessary. As soon as the fruit is picked, the bushes should be thoroughly sprayed with bordeaux mixture. Experiments have shown that this disease can be controlled by spraying.

**Currant antherinae** (Glceosporium ribis). This disease, which may be mistaken for the leaf-spot, affects different parts of the bush, including the leaves, leafstalks, young branches, fruit and fruit-stalks. On the leaves it is made evident during the month of June by the small brown spots which are usually smaller than those made by the leaf-spot fungus. The lower leaves are affected first, and finally the upper ones. They turn yellow and gradually fall to the ground, and when the disease is bad the bushes are defoliated before their time. On the petioles or leaf-stalks, the disease causes slightly sunken spots. The fruit is affected with roundish black spots which are more easily seen when the fruit is green. On the young wood the diseased areas are light in color and are not so noticeable. The wood is not nearly so much injured by the disease as the leaves. The spores which spread this disease are formed in pustules, the majority of which are under the upper epidermis of the leaf. Where the spores are to appear, the surface of the leaf is raised and blackened.
in spots looking like small pimples. When the spores are ready to come out the skin breaks and they escape and re-infect other parts. When the foliage drops early on account of this disease the fruit is liable to be seckled by the sun. The fruit may also wither before ripening properly, owing to lack of food or of moisture, as, the leaves having fallen, they are unable to keep up the necessary supply. The premature falling of the leaves prevents the buds from maturing properly, hence they are not in so good condition to bear fruit the next year. Spraying with Bordeaux mixture is recommended as an aid in controlling this disease. It would be wise, when currant anthracnose is troublesome, to spray the bushes thoroughly before the leaves appear. A second spraying should be made when the leaves are unfold- ing, and successive sprayings at intervals of ten to fourteen days until the fruit is nearly full grown, and there is danger of its being discolored by the spray when ripe. Paris green should be added to the mixture when the first brood of the currant worm appears. A thorough spraying after the fruit is harvested is desirable.

W. T. MACOUN.

CÚSCUTA (origin of name obscure). Cuscuta species. Dodder. Degenerate parasitic twiners, bearing clusters of small flowers. They are leafless annuals, with very slender yellow, white, or red stems, which become attached to the host-plant by means of root-like suckers. The seeds fall to the ground and germinate in the spring.—Species 100, widely distributed. As soon as the young shoot reaches an acceptable host, the root dies and the plant becomes parasitic. Failing to find a host, the plant dies. Dooders are common in low, weedy places. Some species are also serious pests, as the clover dodder, alfalfa dodder, and flax dodder. One of the common species (C. Gronovii, Wild.), of low grounds, is shown in Fig. 1158.

CUSHAW: Cucurbita moschata.

CUSTARD APPLE: Annona.

CUT-FLOWER INDUSTRY IN NORTH AMERICA.

The feature that most distinguishes American floriculture from that of Europe is the great preponderance of the cut-flower trade as compared with the sales of plants. Forty years ago the passion of Americans for cut-flowers was remarked by travelers, but however important the cut-flower trade may then have appeared it has had a marvelous growth since that time. Prior to the Civil War it would have been impossible to purchase any considerable quantity of cut-flowers in the winter season in any of the large cities. The green- houses were small flue-heated structures in which a great variety of plants was grown; hence it would have been impossible to supply a quantity of any one kind. There were no middlemen to collect even the small quantities produced in a locality, and when large numbers of blooms were required, advance notice was expected and the person wishing the flowers had to do the collecting from the various establishments. After the period mentioned, floricultural establishments rapidly increased in number and size. This growth has continued until today. Instead of being concentrated about large cities, there is scarcely a city of 5,000 or even less that does not have its florist. Not less than $100,000,000 is now invested in the cultivation and sale of cut-flowers in America. Although statistics of the cut-flowers alone are not available, a conservative estimate based on the United States census of 1910 places their annual value at $25,000,000.

From forty to sixty years ago the camellia was the most valued cut-flower, either for personal adornment or for bouquets, and sometimes as much as $1, $2 and even $5 were obtained for single flowers at the finish of the holiday season. Then came a period of decline during which they were almost forgotten except in a few private collections, but now they are seen upon the market as pot-plants. The florist of the present generation wonders how they could have been admired to the extent that they should lead as cut-flowers. Perhaps no better idea of the requirements of the former cut- flower trade can be given than to quote the record of a leading New York florist establishment for 1867 which shows a product as follows: Camellias about 45,000, bouvardias 20,000, carnations 70,000, double prim- roses 100,000, and tulip roses 50,000. Other flowers on the market in those days were daphne, abutilon, callas, sweet alysson, poinsettia, eupatorium, heliotrope and a few tea roses. The most profitable white cut-flowers, in the opinion of many florists, were Stevia serrata, Double White camellia, Calla aethiopica, Lilium candidum, Deutzia gracilis, and Double White Chinese primrose.

It will be noted that roses were not important in the cut-flower trade of this period. It is a fact that very few were grown under glass. A few florists were growing Bon Silene, Lamarque and Safrano roses, occasionally devoting an entire house to them, but more often in houses with other flowers and rapidly decreasing demand for all kinds of flowers brought good prices for roses and stimulated the florists to give this flower more attention. The time was one of changing ideals and the old formal camellia, show dahlias and Chinese chrysanthemum were passing, while new and less formal flowers were coming into favor. The flower-buying public, however, wanted something larger than the small tea varieties then grown. Every new variety from Europe that had any promise was tried, and from that day to this scarcely a new introduction has escaped a searching test as to its adaptability for culture under glass. The Marechal Niel was grown for the discriminating trade, and it continued the leading variety until it was supplanted by the everblooming, more prolific and more easily cultivated Perle des Jardins. Likewise, the hybrid perpetuals were tried, and some of them, notably General Jacqueminot, were found to force well. This variety, when it could be had for the holidays, brought $1 and $2 a bud.

The roses of this time were produced on plants grown in deep beds or in pots or boxes. The latter method enabled the grower better to time his crops, while the former involved less time and attention. The endeavor to secure the advantages of both naturally resulted in
the shallow raised bench, and this method of growing cut-flowers has been adopted for practically all now grown in large quantities; in fact, this system of cult-
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the greatest single feature which dis-
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tinguishes American floricultural methods from those of Europe. Simultaneously, it has become very generally recognized that to grow roses successfully required separate houses and a different temperature. For a long time it was thought that a special form or construc-
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tion was necessary, viz., the three-quarter span, but now the even-span house is in general use.

The present cut-flower production.

Having made these important advances in cultural methods, it needed but the introduction of the epoch-
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making rose, Catherine Mermet, to place the rose in the first place among cut-flowers. This variety came at once into great popularity with the flower-buying public and was very profitable to the growers, thereby attracting capital to the flower business. The competi-
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tion to produce and market the best quality of flowers elevated the standards in cut-flowers to a higher level. Although the introduction of Catherine Mermet did much for the flower business, it is as the parent of Bud Fillmore that she is generally remembered. These "sports" have been the leading white and pink varieties for twenty years, and have been displaced only during the last five years by White Killarney and Killarney, although many claim-
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ants arose to dispute their leadership. These roses succeeded because they were profitable with every florist who could grow roses, and it is doubtful whether we shall ever see varieties so generally successful over so wide a territory. The market is seeking a greater variety among roses than it did during the years these roses held sway, but all this is advan-
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tageous to the rose specialists. Next in importance to Bride and Bridesmaid and their successors, White Killarney and Killarney, is the American Beauty (Madame Ferdinand Jamain). This variety can be grown successfully and profitably only by growers who have special conditions. As the variety is still with-
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out a rival, it continues to be popular with the wealthy flower-buyers.

The American carnation may be regarded as the greatest contribution America has yet made to the floriculture of the world. The plant is unlike any type grown in Europe and its development is due to American plant breeders, Dorner, Fisher, Ward and many others. During the last fifty years it has been improved in form, size and productiveness. Hundreds of varieties have been introduced and the progress has been so rapid that the best have lasted but a few years. Within the last ten years the American carnation has become popular in England, and now new varieties are appearing from over the sea. The United States census of 1890 shows that roses were first, carnations second, and that the two comprised 65 per cent of all cut-flowers. This relative standing has been main-
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tained to the present time.

The development in chrysanthemums has been no less marked. From the old formal Chinese sorts, the popular fancy turned to the large informal Japanese kinds. Now a change to the single and pompon types is being experienced. The varieties of greatest com-
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mercial importance have been for the last ten or fifteen years of American origin. The English, French and,
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finally, the Australian varieties have led as exhibition flowers, but only an occasional variety has proved merited in market cut-flowers. (See Carnation, Chrysanthemum, Rose, and other special articles.)

At the present time the important cut-flowers are roses, carnations, violets, chrysanthemums, sweet peas, lilies, narcissi, orchids, lilies-of-the-valley, mignonette, snapdragons, marguerites and gardenias. A modern cut-flower establishment in the region of New York grows for its wholesale trade the following numbers of plants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roses</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthemums</td>
<td>241,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnations</td>
<td>45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilies</td>
<td>75,000 (for Easter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilies-of-the-valley</td>
<td>300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchids</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are grown in a range of houses comprising 900,000 square feet of glass requiring 8,000 tons of coal, 300 employees, 25 horses, 4 automobiles, and a 250-acre farm with a dairy of 160 cows to supply the meat required.

The past ten years have witnessed the development of the new winter-flowering types of sweet peas, and now these flowers bid fair to rival the violet and chrysanthemum for position after roses and carnations.

Orchids, particularly cattleyas, now are being grown by commercial florists for cut-flowers. Although of recent development, during the last ten or twelve years, all large establishments have an orchid depart-
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ment, while many smaller growers are specializing in their culture.

Lilies, through the means of cold storage, may now be had by low grade through the year. The varieties of Japanese longiflorums have largely supplanted the old Lilium Harrisii kind. Lilium speciosum varieties are now largely grown.

The antirrhinum is now being grown by several specialists and doubtless will yield varieties adapted to greenhouse culture.

The most important outdoor flowers for cutting are peonies, gladioli and asters. The peony is now a most important Memorial Day cut-flower, and many acres are devoted to its culture in regions in which the improved varieties mature their flowers early enough. By means of cold storage, flowers of certain varieties may be kept in good condition for as much as six weeks. The florists are enabled to have a supply of this flower for commencements, weddings, and the like, throughout the latter part of May, June and early July.

Gladioli are increasing in popularity as summer cut-
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flowers because of their keeping qualities under ordi-
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nary conditions. Not only are the white varieties use-
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ful, but the magnificently colored varieties are being used in large numbers for bouquets on dining-tables in hotels and restaurants.

The selling.

The marketing of cut-flowers is a business of itself. Many an excellent grower fails because he is not expert in selling his blooms. The cutting of the blooms must be properly done and at the right stage of development. The proper stage in the development when cutting should be done varies with the variety and the season. Roses should be cut as the petals begin to unfold, when the tip of the bud is bursting and the outer petals have reached the proper color. Carnations are picked when fully developed or when three-quarters developed. The latter stage is determined by the pistils having reached an even length with the center petals. Most flowers should be cut early in the morning, and as soon as cut should be placed in clean fresh water, after which they are carried to the cooling-room. The vases in which the flowers are placed should be deep enough to allow plunging the stems two-thirds their length in water. The temperature of the water should be 10° to 15° higher than that of the cooling-room which is 45° to 50°. The temperature is thus gradually lowered to that of the storage-room. The flowers remain in the cooling-room until the picking is done, when they are graded.

Along with the advance in cultural methods and to meet market requirements, flowers have been graded. Although the kinds of flowers grown and the quality
differ but little in the various flower markets, the grades are not yet uniform. However, this ultimately will be the result of a campaign through the Flora-Bella Delivery Association, an organization which enables a resident of San Francisco, for example, to have an order filled and delivered at an address in Boston, Montreal, Baltimore or elsewhere. The American Rose Society adopted the following grades for tea and hybrid tea roses: 9, 12, 15, 18, 24 inches of stem. Of course the flowers must be good to accord with this standard. American Beauty is graded: Specials, above 38 inches; fancy, 32 to 36 inches; extras, 24 to 32 inches; firsts, 13 to 23 inches; seconds, 8 to 13 inches; thirds all under 8 inches. On the Chicago market this variety is rose: Specials, above 36 inches; 30-, 34-, 24-, 20-, 18-, and 12-inch stems. Carnations on the New York market are usually graded into fancy, extras and firsts. Fancies are all perfect blooms, from 2 1/4 to 3 1/4 inches in diameter, with straight stems 14 to 24 inches or more in length. Extras are those blooms which fall short in one or the other of the above requirements. Firsts comprise all merchantable flowers which do not pass as extras or fancies. During the grading, all the leaves from the lower 6 inches are stripped off as well as any side shoots in the axil of the remaining leaves. Chrysanthemums are graded as small, medium, fancy and special. Whatever the grades used in any market, it is important that they be definite, and that the grower use care in grading his own products.

The present methods of the growers in disposing of their flowers to the retail florist are as follows: The large wholesale growers maintain wholesale stores of their own, dealing with the retailers direct and conducting a shipping trade. The growers at a distance from the city market usually consign to the wholesale commission merchant, who in turn ships to the florist. These two classes of florists keep in close touch with their customers, even those at a distance, by the ordinary means of communication and in some cases by traveling representatives. The smaller growers living close to a large city adopt any one of five methods, that is, (1) form a cooperative association with an expert salesman to sell the flowers; (2) organize a flower-market and operate a flower-stand; (3) consign the flowers to a commission florist; (4) supply certain retailers regularly; (5) operate their own retail stores. The particular method to be adopted in any individual case depends upon the local conditions and the business ability of the grower. The grower-specialist usually will find it more remunerative to arrange with retailers better able to dispose of his high-class product.

The development of the methods of packing and handling flowers has been a great factor in the business. In the old days flowers were brought to market, or as was more often the case, the retailers went to the growers and carried them into the city in market baskets. They were delivered to the customers in the same way. When flowers were to be shipped, which was seldom, any convenient box was adapted to the purpose. At present the florists employ wooden and folding paper boxes for different classes of trade. There are in various sizes adapted to the kind of flower to be packed and to the quality shipped. Furthermore, the package is clean, light, strong and entirely in keeping with the goods. The perfection of the railway and express service has facilitated the delivery of flowers to the consignee. Not only has this enabled growers to get their flowers to the city, but has made it possible for florists over the country to secure flowers when they do not have a sufficient supply. The great wholesale flower business of Chicago is built in a large measure upon the demand of florists in towns and cities over the vast territory extending from Winnipeg to the Gulf of Mexico, and from the Alleghenies to Florida.

The packages now used to carry the flowers to the wholesale market are either return or gift boxes; the former, are strong wooden boxes with a hinged lid 12 to 18 inches wide and 5 to 6 feet long. These packages are returned to the grower. Some do not find it profitable or possible to have shipping-boxes or crates returned and must use gift boxes which may be of wood or heavy paper. The common box used by the wholesalers in shipping flowers to distant customers when the package must be handled many times, is the light wooden box. This is made of thin wood, 1/2-inch ends and 1/4-inch tops, bottoms and sides, with two interior cleats to hold the flowers down. These boxes are made in sizes 4 to 8 inches deep, 12 to 16 inches wide, and 36 to 50 inches or more long. The boxes are first lined with paper, usually four to eight thicknesses of newspapers, according to the season. Then a layer of waxed paper is put in. Roses, whether on their way into or out of the wholesale market, are seldom bunched. Carnations, when shipped out or when sent in by a wholesale grower to his own store, are usually not bunched, but are brought through the commission florist should bunch the flowers as it facilitates handling when the flowers arrive on the market. Sweet peas, violets and similar flowers are always bunched. The number of flowers in a bunch will depend upon the requirements of the market. Usually sweet pea bunches contain twenty-five; violets, fifty or one hundred; penstemons, thirteen and carnations, twenty-five flowers. The bunches of violets are encircled by a rim of twenty to thirty leaves and the combination must be attractively done if even the best flowers are to bring a good price. Sweet peas are bunched without foliage, while most flowers bear their natural foliage.

Long-stem flowers, such as roses and carnations, when not tied in bunches, are packed one by one in rows across the width of the box, beginning at one end. The first row rests upon a pillow made of a roll of paper, and each succeeding row is separated from the preceding row by a strip of wax paper. This continues until five rows have been put in each end of the box. Five or six rows of flowers in each end constitute a layer. The flowers of each layer are covered with a sheet of wax paper, and the packing goes on until the box is filled; but only four to six layers should be put in a box.

1159. Carnations packed for shipment.
CUTTINGS INDUSTRY

Over the stems in the center are placed eight to ten thicknesses of well-saturated newspapers, after which cleats are nailed in place. This will prevent the flowers from becoming disarranged in shipping. When different grades of roses are to be packed in the same box, the specials are placed in first unless shipment has a long distance to travel, when two or three rows of the cheap, short grades should go next the end of the box. The use of danger of injury to the flowers. Each grade is separated from the next by sheets of tissue paper and the different grades are filled in until the short lengths complete the box. It should be a general rule to pack white flowers in the top of the box. Every box should contain a statement of the contents for the informed shipper. Newspaper are usually used in winter, but in warm weather the foliage of roses may be sprinkled with water or chilled ice. Carnations are cooled by jumps of ice wrapped in wet newspapers and placed between the cleats of the boxes. Violets are preserved by wrapping the stems in soft tissue paper and dipping this in cool water. Sweet peas stems are wrapped in wet cotton wool, great care is being taken to prevent wetting the blooms.

In the early days of the cut-flower business, the grower retailed his own flowers. He found time to propagate the plants, tend the furnace, grow the crops, cut the blooms, make floral designs and, if necessary, pack and ship his product. The rapid growth of the cities, making it impossible for the florist to conduct his business near the centers of trade, led to the retail florist. This man, having no glass, could open a flower stand or store in the most favorable locations, giving it his entire time. The present-day flower stores are the achievements of his skill and industry in developing the art side of the florist business.

The changing demands.

The uses to which cut-flowers are put have changed. Forty years ago the taste was for formal designs. The flowers were picked with short stems, and in the case of carnations only the open buds were cut, while the remaining buds on the stem were allowed to develop. These flowers were wired to wooden sticks for basket work or to broom-corn straws for bouquets. The details for making the formal pieces of that time will be found in Henderson’s ‘Practical Floriculture.’ That the trades of that day enjoyed a good trade is seen in the fact that on New Year’s Day, 1867, one New York firm sold $6,000 worth of flowers, and it was estimated that the total sales in the city amounted to $50,000. The same authority estimates the annual sales of flowers in New York at $400,000 and in Boston $200,000. Probably the sales of the whole country did not exceed $1,000,000. Often $200 or $300 were spent for flowers for a reception, and the spending of $1,500 for a similar purpose, as well as a $6,000 church decoration, were then the highest achievements of the profession.

The public taste of the present day is for loose, artistic arrangements of long-stemmed flowers. The popular funeral emblems are forms of the wreath which are either made of one kind of flowers or of a great variety of material. Flat sprays and bunches of flowers, and palm (sago) leaves tied with ribbon are also commonly used. House decorations consist of vases of long-stemmed flowers. Roses, carnations, chrysanthemums, peonies and gladioli are suitable for this purpose. Table decorations for dinner are also made of long-stemmed flowers in vases, with some placed on the cloth with ferns or asparagus. Bridal bouquets are arranged often in shower effects by means of narrow ribbon. A remarkable advance has been made in the use of ribbon. Instead of the florist going to the nearest drygoods store for the ribbon he needed, the present-day florist carries his own supply of specially prepared ribbon. As soon as a new shade of color appears in roses, a new ribbon is manufactured to match the color. The accessories now required to conduct a successful florist business are numerous, requiring a considerable outlay of money; and the trade in this class of floral supplies is a very large one. Every large city now has its supply houses. The kinds of flowers used throughout the United States and Canada vary very little and this is confined to varieties rather than species. The growth of the cut-flower business in Canada also has been rapid, and artificial boundaries have not divided the florists of the two countries. A good book on cut-flower culture is “How to Grow Cut-Flowers,” by M. A. Hunt. There are no works on the handling of cut-flowers. On the use and arrangement of flowers, the best literature is found in the current trade papers. Among the foreign works which may prove helpful are “Floral Decoration,” by Felton; “The Book of Cut-Flowers,” by R. P. Brotherston; and the German special journal, “Die Bindekunst.”

A. C. BEAL.

CUTTINGS, PROPAGATION BY. A cutting is the gardener’s name for a piece of stem, root, rootstock or leaf, which, if cut off and planted under suitable conditions, will form new roots and buds, reproducing the parent plant.

The word cutting, when unrestricted, is given to parts of the stem; a part or the whole of the leaf, when so used, is called a leaf-cutting; a piece of root or rootstock is called a root-cutting. The scales of some bulbous plants, as of the lily, can also be used as cuttings. A cion used in grafting might be called a cutting which unites and grows on another plant. Plants secured by division or layering are provided with roots before they are detached from the parent plants, and, therefore, are not properly cuttings. There are intermediate states between these different categories, however, so that hard-and-fast definitions do not hold.

The practice of propagating by means of cuttings, together with the discussion of the reasons, results and bearings, constitutes a department of horticultural knowledge that has been denominated cuttage, as the practices, reasons and philosophy of tilling have been called tillage.

Multiplication by cuttings is a form of bud-propagation in contradistinction to sexual reproduction, i.e.,
propagation by seeds. It is a cheap and convenient way of securing new plants. All plants cannot be profitably increased by these means. Why they differ we do not know; the gardener learns by experience what species yield a good percentage of healthy plants, and acts accordingly.

The following table will show the different ways in which cuttings are made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutting Type</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growing wood</td>
<td>Soft: e.g., verbena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hardened: e.g., tea roses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripened wood</td>
<td>Long, in open air: e.g., grape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plunged</td>
<td>Short, under glass: e.g., Japanese cedar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>Entire: e.g., echovera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divided: e.g., Begonia Rex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bulb-scales: e.g., lilies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is less variation in cutting-progeny than in seed-progeny, and therefore cuttings (or layers or cions) are used when it is desired to keep a stock particularly true to name. They are used largely for the multiplication of forms that are specially variable from seed (which have not become fixed by seed selection), and of mutations as between the different branches or parts of a plant (bud sports). Thus, the varieties of roses, chrysanthemums, carnations, most begonias, and currants and grapes can be grown from cuttings. Cuttings are also employed when seeds are difficult to secure, as in many greenhouse plants, or when propagation by seeds is difficult and cuttings are easy, as in poplars and willows.

The cutting-bed.

Under glass cuttings are commonly planted in pure sand, such as a mason would use for making mortar. Sphagnum moss is sometimes used and various substances like brick-dust, coal-ashes jadoo fiber have been tried, but without much success. Sand and well-rotted leaf-mold mixed half and half, is occasionally used for germinations, for lily scales, root-cuttings and some succulent plants.

Sphagnum is useful in rooting Ficus elastica, the base of the cutting being wrapped in a ball of moss and plunged in a bed of moss. English ivy, oleander and other plants can be struck in water, but this method is cumbersome. Peter Henderson's saucer method is valuable in hot weather: the cuttings are planted in sand, kept saturated and fully exposed to sun.

In the open air, a well-protected place, a part of the frame-yard, for example, should be chosen for a cutting-bed. The aspect should be southerly and the soil must be well drained. The soil should also be trenched to the depth of 23½ to 3 feet, all poor material removed and additions of humus, in the form of peat, leaf-mold or well-rotted barnyard manure incorporated. Provision for watering should be easy. If the soil is a heavy clay, add sand.

Structures in which cuttings are started.

Figs. 1160-1165. Large establishments have one or more houses set apart for this and similar purposes called "propagating-houses." In smaller places a propagating-bed or bench can be made at the warmest end of the warmest house. It should be placed over the pipes where they leave the boiler, and, in order to secure bottom heat when needed, the space between the bench and the floor should be boarded up, having a trap-door to open on cold nights (Fig. 1160). Cutting-frames inside a greenhouse are also shown in Fig. 1161. Side partitions should also be provided to box in all the heat from the pipes under that part of the bench. Good dimensions for such a bed are, width 3 feet, length 6 feet or any multiple of six thus making it simple to use a hotbed sash when confined air is wanted. The depth of the frame should be from 6 to 10 inches in front and about the same behind. The bottom of the bed may be either wood, slate or metal and should be well drained: place a layer of potsherds first, then moss, and from 2 to 3 inches of sand on top. The sand should be clean, sharp and well compacted: before planting it should be watered if at all dry. It is sometimes advisable to have the bed filled with moss (sphagnum), into which pots or boxes containing cuttings are plunged: the moss should be moist, neither too wet nor dry, and well packed.

In many cases, when large quantities of one sort of easily struck cuttings are to be planted, the ordinary greenhouse bench covered with sand is sufficient (Fig. 1162).

Hand-lights and bell-glasses are sometimes used under glass for small quantities of cuttings instead of frames. They may be of every convenient size up to 12 or 15 inches in diameter. The important point is that...
provision for good ventilation be always provided; if
too much water accumulates inside the glass it can be
wiped off with a cloth. They are somewhat obsolete
devices for providing a close atmosphere and intensifying
bottom heat. The modern gardener finds that
sunlight and shading with papers put directly over the
cuttings is quite sufficient for all plants except a few
difficult subjects. Figs. 1163–1165 illustrate
forms of hand structures. Out-of-doors cold-
frames are employed for
striking cuttings in summer. They are made
of concrete or plain
and are about 5½ feet wide,
18 inches deep
behind and 12 inches in
front. They are of any
convenient length, which is a multiple of three and
are covered with standard hotbed sash. Instead of
coldframes, light hotbeds are sometimes employed for
rooting cuttings in the open air in summer. They
entail more care and the results do not offset the gain.

_Cuttings of growing wood._ Figs. 1166–1171.

These cuttings are made either of the soft growing
tips, as in coleus (Fig. 1166; also Fig. 1027, p. 827),
salvisa, verbena (Fig. 1167), geranium (Fig. 1168) and
others, or, of the same wood in more mature condition,
but by no means ripe, as in tender roses (Fig. 1169),
and _Azalea indica_. The cuttings of
plants like _Euphorbia pulcherrima_,
erica, _epacris_, are used in the soft
growing state, if a well-built propa-
gating-house is obtainable; but in
an ordinary house, a part of which
is used for other purposes, the older
and better ripened wood will be more
successful.

It is generally true that cuttings of
hardened wood will always root,
although they require more time
and may not make the best plants,
but it is not true that cuttings of
the soft wood will always root. In many cases, as in
the rose, they succumb before they callus, much less
produce roots. In plants of rapid growth and good
vitality, the proper condition of the soft growing wood
for cuttings can be determined by its readiness to snap,
not bend, when bent back; the hardened wood is in the
right state as long as it continues to grow.

The treatment of cuttings in both classes is prac-
tically the same. They should be planted in sand under
glass.

The wood for soft cuttings should be fresh, and pre-
cautions should be taken to prevent wilting during
making and planting; if the weather is hot, sprinkle the
floor and bench of the workroom
if they are delicate
and exposed for an hour or more, lay them between
folds of moistened paper. The average length of these
cuttings is from 1 to 3 inches, but they can be made
longer or shorter; much depends upon the na-
ture of the plant. The best growers prefer short
better; the advantage of a long
piece to begin with is
more than offset by greater danger of wilt-
ing and consequent
regression. It is not
necessary to cut to a
bud, i.e., at the node,
in the more easily

handled plants except in some herbaceous tuberous-
rooted plants, like dahlia (see Fig. 1170), and _Salvia patens_, in which a crown must be formed to insure
future growth. Make the cut where it will give the
proper length. A part of the leaves should be removed, always enough
secure a clean stem for planting,
and as many more as are needed
to prevent disastrous wilting; this factor
varies greatly. In a hardwood cut-
ting of lemon verbena all leaves are
taken off, in zonale geraniums from
the open ground few if any are left,
in coleus and verbena about one half
are removed, while _Daphne odora_,
and heath, only enough for planting. Use a sharp knife; but
scissors are handy for trimming and
sometimes for making cuttings of those small-wooded
plants which root easily.

The cuttings of plants with milky juice should be
washed before planting. Sometimes the lower ends are
allowed to dry for several hours, the tops being pro-
tected against wilting. Large and succulent cutt-
gings, e.g., of pineapple, cotyledon and cactus, should be
dried before planting by letting them lie on the sur-
face of the propagating soil for several days, or they
may be planted in dry sand at first. Under these con-
ditions a callus forms which tends to prevent decay;
but the wood must not shrivel.

Peter Henderson has introduced a method which is
likely to increase the percentage of
rooted plants, and which is desir-
able in slow-growing varieties, like
the tricolor geraniums. He advises
that the cutting should be partly severed and allowed to hang to
the parent plant for a few days; this results in a partial callus or even
roots, before the cutting is entirely
removed.

In planting cuttings, use a dibble
or open a V-shaped trench. Never
thrust the cutting directly into the
soil. Plant deep enough to hold
the cutting upright and no deeper (as in Fig. 1171),
making due allowance for the sand settling; the dis-
tance apart should be just enough to prevent them
from pressing against each other. It must be remem-
bered that they stay in the bed only until rooted. As
soon as growth begins, they are potted off. When the cuttings are inserted, the sand should be firmly pressed
about them, and they should be watered with a syringe
or with a fine rose; the forcible application of water
encourages the sand, thus ex-
cluding air, and prevents
undue wilting.

Give shade immediately,
using lath shutters outside;
cloth screens or papers placed
directly on the cuttings
within, and attend to this
very carefully for the first
few days. Lift the shades early in the after-
noon and put them on late in the morn-
ning, but keep them on during
the middle of the day, thus
gradually accustoming them to full light.

Cuttings should never suffer from dryness. The sand
should always be kept moist to the verge of wet-
ness. Ventilation should be given on bright days, but
all exposure to draft avoided. A good temperature for
propagating is from 60° to 65° F., increasing these
figures for tropical plants and reducing them for more
hardy kinds. It is debatable whether bottom heat and
confined air are advisable for cuttings of growing wood. The older gardeners employed both, but now neither is commonly used, except for tropical plants, like crton, or when a constant succession of crops of cuttings is required. There is no doubt that with this aid cuttings will root more quickly, but more skill and care are required, neglect bringing on fungous disease, which results in unhealthy plants or total loss. If bottom heat is used, the average temperature of the bed should be 10° or so above that of the air, but less will suffice. Indeed, in beds made as described above, in good weather the sand is enough warmer than the greenhouse atmosphere to answer every purpose. If a confined air is wanted, ventilation and shading must be carefully looked after, and precautions taken against the accumulation of condensed moisture within the bell-glass or frame.

Although it is tender plants, in the main, that are propagated by cuttings of growing wood, the above methods can be practised advantageously with some hardy plants. The wood, which is invariably more successful if hardened, is obtained either from plants forced for this purpose, e.g., spirea, Deutzia gracilis, or it is gathered in June and July out-of-doors, e.g., lilac, hydrangea. They should be potted off in 2- or 3-inch pots, in a rather sandy soil, when the roots are from \( \frac{3}{4} \) to \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch long. It is sometimes good economy to box them, i.e., plant them a few inches apart in flats, when not immediately required.

Some hardy perennials, like Phlox subulata, Campanula carpatica, Gentiana acaulis and the hardy candytuft, can also be easily increased in this way. Make the cuttings 2 to 3 inches long and plant in flats or pots in sand or a sandy soil in October, November or December, before any hard frost. Keep in a coolhouse and pot off when rooted. They make nice plants for planting out the following spring. Plants of this same nature can also be propagated in the open air in autumn. Make the cutting longer, 6 inches when possible, and do the work earlier, in September or in August in some cases.

Cutting of ripened or dormant wood. Figs. 1172-1174.

Many plants grow readily from twigs of the year's growth taken in fall or winter or very early spring. The "soft-wooded" plants usually propagate most readily by this means. These cuttings of mature wood may be either long or short.

Long cuttings of ripened wood in open air.—This method is used to propagate many hardy trees and shrubs, e.g., willows, currants, grapes, forsythia. Wood of the current year's growth is gathered in autumn or early winter, before severe frost, and either stored in a cool cellar, covering with moss or fresh earth to prevent drying, or immediately made into cuttings. These cuttings are usually 6 inches or more long and should contain at least two buds. It is not necessary to cut to a bud at the base, but the upper cut should be just above one. Figs. 1172, 1173. They should be tied in bundles with tarred rope, taking care to have them lie "heads and tails" to facilitate planting, and with the butts on the same level, to promote callusing. They should then be buried in well-drained soil, with the butts down and protected against frost. In early spring they should be firmly planted in V-shaped trenches in well prepared soil: set an inch or so apart, with the rows 1 or \( \frac{1}{2} \) ft. apart. The upper bud should be just at the surface; to prevent suckers the lower buds may be removed. In summer they should be dug, graded and heeled-in for winter. Some varieties will require a second or third year's growth in the nursery; others are ready for permanent planting, as willows and poplars, which often grow 6 feet the first year. This is one of the very cheapest ways of propagating, and will pay when only 25 per cent root. This method is generally used with deciduous-leaved plants, but some conifers, e.g., Siberian arbor, will strike. Remove enough twigs to get a clean stem for planting, and allow 2 or 3 inches of top above ground.

The excrescences, knots or knaurs, which are found on the trunks and the main limbs of olive trees, are sometimes used as cuttings for propagation.

Short cuttings of ripened wood. (Fig. 1174.) Cuttings of this class are used under glass with tender or half-hardy species, and sometimes with new introductions, in cases in which the grower is short of stock, and when the plant is delicate and small. The wood should be gathered before severe frost and the cuttings made and planted directly in October and November. Make them from 2 to 4 inches long (sometimes a single eye only is used), and plant with a dibble, in pure sand in pots, pans or flats (boxes about 16 inches square and 3 inches deep). If a layer of potting soil is placed under the sand, the young plants have something to feed on and do not need to be potted so soon after rooting; if this is done, drainage should be given. It is important to keep them cool until a callus is formed or roots produced. If the buds start into growth before this, the cuttings become exhausted and are likely to die. After rooting—the time required varies from one to six months—they may either be potted or the strong-growing sorts be planted out in well-prepared beds in May or June, where they are likely to make a satisfactory growth. The weaker kinds may remain a year in pots or flats, be wintered in a pit, and planted out the next spring. Some greenhouse plants, e.g., camellia, laurestinus, tender grapes,
are propagated in this way with cuttings of fully ripened wood, and others, as cactus and dracaena, with wood which is much older. They should be given the care described under the head of "Cuttings of growing wood" (p. 927), but they must not be forced too hard at first. The temperature should be regulated by the nature of the plant. The safest rule to follow is to give a few degrees more heat for propagating than the plant received when the cutting was removed.

Hardy shrubs can also be propagated by cuttings of growing wood, somewhat hardened, planted in coldframes in June and July. They are called "cuttings of green wood," and are made from 4 to 6 inches long and sometimes longer. They are closely planted in sand, or soil one-half sand and one-half leaf-mold, in rows 4 to 6 inches apart. They must be carefully watered, shaded and ventilated for ten days or more after planting. Much of the success of this method depends upon the weather; it brings in a gambling element: a few hot and dry days are dangerous. A light hosted may be used instead of a coldframe but this means more care. The rooted plants are left in the frame all winter, protected and planted out the following spring.

Root-cuttings. Fig. 1175.

The cuttings of this class are made of either root or rootstock and are useful in propagating some plants, either in the greenhouse or in the open air. Tender plants, like bouvardia, and those which are hardy but of delicate growth, e.g., Anemone japonica, are handled under glass; blackberries, horse-radish, and so on out-of-doors. The cuttings are made in autumn or winter, the roots of hardy plants being gathered before severe frost and either planted directly or kept in moss until spring. This process of storing develops a callus and has a tendency to produce buds. For greenhouse work, the cuttings are made from 1 to 2 inches long, the larger roots being selected, although the small ones will grow. They are planted in pans or flats, in soil composed of equal parts sand and well-rotted leaf-mold. Ordinarily they are set horizontally. If planted vertically, in cuttings from the true root, the end which was nearest the crown should be uppermost; if made from the rootstock that end should be nearest which grew farthest from the crown. In either case they should be covered, as seeds are covered, and the whole made firm. Root-cuttings of hardy plants should be kept cool at first and brought into heat only when ready to grow. They may be kept in a pit or cool cellar. Tender plants require the same or a little higher temperature than that in which they thrive.

In sweet potato, the tuber is cut lengthwise and laid, with the cut side down, on moist sand or moss, the edges being slightly covered. Buds develop on these edges and are removed when ready to use and treated as cuttings of growing wood, or are allowed to remain until rooted. In dracaena (see Fig. 1052, page 842)—and this applies to stems as well as root-cuttings—the buds are not taken off until rooted the original cutting remains in the sand and sometimes produces a second or even a third crop. The tuberous rootstock of Arum maculatum, and plants of like nature, can be cut into pieces, remembering that the bud-producing portion of arum is the top, and each part will grow successfully. Exercise care in watering and maintaining a good temperature.

The rootstocks of cannas are cleaned and cut into pieces 1½ to 2 inches long and planted in a warmhouse in February (Fig. 784, p. 657). As soon as buds push and roots form they are potted off and grown until the season for bedding out. Dahlias are not, properly speaking, propagated from rootstock, but by division; the plant cannot produce adventitious buds. There must always be a bit of the crown attached to the tuber. The propagation of dahlias so closely resembles the methods here described that it is perhaps well to mention it.

Root-cuttings for planting in the open ground are made from 4 to 6 inches long, and are planted firmly in V-shaped trenches or furrows in spring, being covered 2 inches or more deep. Roots as large as one's little finger are chosen, and good results are secured with plants of vigorous growth. In plants like lily-of-the-valley, common lilac, calceanthus, Scotch and moss roses, unless short of stock, it is better to encourage the natural growth of the suckers and propagate by division, but they all can be multiplied as above described.

Variation in the way the method is used, for the smaller ones from the flower-stalk being often the best. Choose those that are fully matured, and dry them for a few days on sand, but do not let them shrivel. The treatment, otherwise, is as given above for cuttings of growing wood. In gloxinia and other Gesneraceae, the whole leaf (Fig. 1176), half a leaf, or even a lesser portion, is used. When enough clear petiole is obtainable, no further preparation is needed. When a part only of the leaf is planted, some of the blade must be cut away. As a rule, no bud is developed the first season: a tuber is formed, which will grow in due time.

The common Begonia Rex is increased by leaves in various ways. The whole leaf may be planted as a cutting, keeping the petiole entire or cutting it off where it unites with the blade; or the whole leaf may be pinned or weighted to the surface of moist sand (Figs. 501-503, p. 470), and, if the principal veins are severed at intervals of an inch, a plantlet will appear at every cut. The best way is to divide the leaf into somewhat triangular pieces, each having a strong vein near the center. Plant in sand, in good temperature, and treat precisely as if they were cuttings of growing wood. Roots and buds will soon grow, and a good plant will result within a reasonable time. Pot off when roots are ½ inch long. Certain other begonias may be similarly multiplied.

Other cuttings.

The thickened scales of bulbs, like lilies, can be used for propagation. Remove the scales intact and plant upright, like seeds, in soil made of equal parts of sand and rotted leaflart (Fig. 1177). September and October are the usual months for this work. If they
are kept in a cool greenhouse, the young bulblets will appear in the course of the winter, but top growth will come later, in summer. This is a slow, laborious process, and is seldom practised except in propagating new varieties. The granular scales of achenes and plants of like nature can be used for propagating, sowing them in a sandy soil as seeds are sown; but this method is not a good one in ordinary cases. The scales of Zamia horrida have been made to produce new plants, as have also the tunicated scales of an amaryllis.


B. M. WATSON.

CYANANTHUS (Greek for blue flower). Campanulaceae. Ten or a dozen herbs, probably mostly perennial, of the high mts. of Cent. and E. Asia, with showy blue fls. terminating the ascending mostly simple hairy sts.: corolla funnelform, tubular or bell-shaped, 5-lobed; stamens free from the corolla, the ovate anthers more or less connate around the pistil: fr. a caps. with persistent calyx, loculicidally 3-5-valved: lvs. alternate, usually small, entire or somewhat lobed; C. lobatus, Wall., may be expected in collections of choice alpines: 4–5 in.: lvs. small, narrowing to base, tooth-lobed at summit: fls. bright blue, 1 in. diam., resembling a shining periwinkle fl., funnelform with reflexed lobes, the corolla exceeding the calyx-tube and hairy in the throat. B.M. 6398. Other species mentioned in recent horticultural literature are C. microphyllus, Edgew. (C. linifolius, Wall.), with slender wiry sts., small entire lvs., and fls. like those of C. lobatus but with very hairy throat and longer narrower segms.; C. incanus, Hook. f. & Thoms., with numerous wiry sts., small nearly sessile lvs., and yellow campanulate fls. with hairy calyx; the W. China form of this (var. leiocalyx) has a less hairy calyx: C. Hooberi, Clarke, is an annual with small stalked lvs. and blue fls., from China and India; has rigid sts. with short lateral fl.-branches.

L. H. B.

CYANÉLLA (from the blue color). Amaryllidaceae; it has been referred to Lièsiaceae and also to Haemodoraceae. A half-dozen or less small bulbs from S. Afr., sometimes grown in the way of axias. Plants with rhizomes or tunicate corms, radical or basal lanceolate or linear lvs., and simple or rarely branched sts.: fls. violet, rose, yellow or white, solitary or racemed-paniculate; perianth-tube 0, the segms. distinct or very nearly so; stamens 6, attached to base of segms., all perfect, often dimorphous: fr. a loculicidal 3-angled caps., on bractless pedicel. The cyaneulas are summer- and fall-flowering bulbs with us. The following are the kinds likely to be found: C. capensis, Linn. Lvs. lanceolate, undulate, st. panicled, 1 ft. fl. purple. B.M. 568. C. leucophaea, Linn. f. (C. odoratissima, Lindl.). Less branched: lvs. linear-lanceolate, acuminate, not undulate: fls. rose, changing to yellow. B.R. 1111.

L. H. B.

1178. Cyathea meridensis.

CYATHEA

CYANIDING, CYANIDIZING: Diseases and Insects, p. 1044, discussion of fumigating by hydrocyanic acid gas.

CYANOPHYLLUM: Tamar.aceae.

CYANÓTIS (Greek, referring to the blue petals). Commelinaceae. Probably 40 creeping, ascending or weak branching often woolly or hairy herbs, much like Tradescantia; they are native in warm countries about the globe. Lvs. sheathing, small or medium in size, various: lvs. in scirpioid cymes or variously disposed, mostly blue or rose-colored; sepals 3, lanceolate-carpinate, nearly equal, usually combined at base into a short tube; petals 3, also nearly equal, often connate in a tube, the limb spreading and suborbicular; stamens 6, all perfect, nearly equal; ovary sessile, 3-celled and each cell 2-ovuled. Easy of cult.; prop. by cuttings. There are few species in cult.; perennial, grown in greenhouses or warm-houses. C. hirsuta, Fisch. & Mey., from Abyssinia, villous or glabrous, has erect st., globous tubers, linear short-hairy lvs., and rose-colored perianth and blue-bearded filaments. B.M. 7785. C. barbará, Don, of E. Indies, has elongated branching nearly glabrous st., narrow-oblong or nearly linear lvs., and blue spatulate-oblong petals free to the base: ovary hisrute at apex and the style bearded. C. kewensis, Clarke, of E. Indies, is procumbent, reddish-hairy, leafy, the branches fleshy: lvs. a half or more longer than broad, sessile and amplexicaul: petals rose-purple, ovate, free; filaments bearded. B.M. 6150 (as Erythrots Beddomei). C. nodifóra, Kunth, of S. Afr., is cobwebby or woolly but becoming glabrous, the fibrous roots terminating in tuberules: lvs. narrowly lance-linear: petals blue, lightly connate. B.M. 5471. L. H. B.

CYATHEA (Greek, a cup, alluding to the indusia). Cyatheidae. A large genus of tree ferns in both hemispheres, with a globose indusium which ultimately ruptures at the apex and becomes cup-shaped. All the species in cult. have decompound lvs. Most of them are large plants, species with trunks 20–30 ft. high being common, but there are a few species that have lvs. and st. no more than 2 ft. long. Strictly speaking, the genus Apsophila is a part of Cyathea. Many other species from Colombia and the W. Indies besides those described below are well worthy of cult.

The species offer a great variety. Those of temperate regions are mostly stout and not spiny; the tropical species are more slender and in many cases densely armed with stout spines. All species are evergreen. The culture of cyathreas is simple in greenhouses. They require an abundance of water at the roots and the trunks should be kept constantly moist. The foliage lasts longer if it has been exposed to the sun during summer. Like all other tree ferns, cyathreas need little pot-room. They rarely produce adventitious growths along the trunk or at the base and more often the plants are, therefore, usually propagated by spores, which germinate freely, making attractive young plants in two seasons. (Adapted from Schneider, “Book of Choice Ferns.”)
XXXIII. Cycas circinalis, the male plant.
A. Rachiides unarmed: lvs. white beneath.

delábata, Swartz. Rachiides with pale rusty wool when young: lvs. firm, bi-tripinnate, almost pure white beneath. New Zeal.—C. Smithii, Hort., is regarded by some as a horticultural variety.

AA. Rachiides unarmed: lvs. green beneath.

Bürkeli, Hook. Stalks with tubercles near the base bearing large, glossy rusty scales; lvs. bipinnate, with broad pinnules. S. Afr.

meridíensis, Karst. Figs. 1175, 1179. Lvs. tripinnatifid, with oblong-lanceolate pinnæ and rather narrow lanceolate pinnules; segms. scaly on the ribs beneath. Colombia.

AAA. Rachiides spiny: lvs. green beneath.

medulláris, Swartz. Lvs. bi-tripinnate, densely scaly when young, with soft, deciduous hair-like scales; segms. coarsely serrate or pinnatifid, on spore-bearing lvs. New Zeal.


L. M. UNDERWOOD.

CYCAS (Greek kúkas, the name of a palm tree). Cycadaceæ. Several beautiful palm-like plants, common in cultivation under glass. Plate XXXIII.

The Cycadaceae are of great interest because they occupy a place intermediate between flowering plants and the cryptogams. Like the former they have fr. with a large starchy endocarp; but like the latter their sexual prop. is accomplished by means of spermatozoids and archegonia, corresponding to the male and female elements in animals. The plants are dioe- cious; the male fr. is in the form of an erect cone composed of modified staminal lvs. which bear on the under surface globose pollen sacs corresponding to microsporangia; the female fr. consists of a tuft of spreading carpellary lvs. having their margins coarsely notched; in the notches are situated the ovules, which are devoid of any protective covering, and correspond to macrosporangia. Pollination under natural conditions is effected by the wind. The pollen settles on the ovules and sends down a tube into the tissue of the nucellus. Archegonia are formed; egg-cells develop, and in the pollen-tube are produced spermatozoids provided with minute movable cilia by which they are propelled, very much as in the spermatozoids of animals. These are discharged over the archegonia and fecundate the egg. The discovery of spermatozoids in the cycads was made by a Japanese student, S. Ikeno, while investigating the process of reproduction of Cycas circinalis. Those of Zamia, endemic in Fla., were described and figured by H. J. Webber, who found the mature spermatozoids of the latter genus to be the largest known to occur in any plant or animal.

Most of the species of Cycas are arborecent, having a trunk marked with rings of growth and with the scars of fallen petioles. The trunk is usually simple and columnar (though sometimes it is branched), and is elongated by a terminal bud. The pinnate leaves form a beautiful terminal crown like that of a palm or treefern. Cycads are found among the fossils of many geological formations, especially in those of the early Mesozoic. The latter formations are grouped together on this account, and the geological epoch which they represent is sometimes designated as the “Age of the Cycads.”

Cycads are among the most ornamental plants of tropical and subtropical gardens. In the United States they are often designated “sago palms,” although they have nothing in common with a palm except the general habit of growth. In Florida, according to H. Nehrling who has a plantation at Gotha, near the center of the state, they thrive equally well on high pine land and in the rich soil of the low hummocks. C. circinalis is apparently the most sturdy of the cultivated species. It is almost free from diseases; but it is more sensitive to cold than C. revoluta. The latter, on the other hand, is subject to diseases in low flat wooded situations.

A third species, C. siamensis, which is comparatively rare, seems to be perfectly hardy in Florida. In cultivating cycads, Nehrling has attained the best results by keeping the weeds away from the base of the trees and loosening the soil from time to time, taking care not to injure the small network of tubercle-bearing roots surrounding the trunk. The tubercles, which are about the size of a pea, are interesting to the plant physiologist, and are apparently conducive to the plant's well-being. Nehrling gathers the pollen from the male plants and sprinkles it by hand over the female flowers to insure fertilization of the naked ovules.

Plants are propagated by seeds, which keep well for a month or more after ripening. According to E. N. Reasoner, they should be sown in shallow boxes or the greenhouse bench, lightly covered with sand, and after germination, potted off in small pots of moderately rich, light soil. The growing plants do best in partial shade. The old plants frequently send up suckers around the base of the trunk. These may be taken off when in a dormant state and rooted, care being taken to remove the leaves to guard against excessive transpiration. Growing cycads require sunshine and moisture.

The beautiful glossy leaves of cycads are used in many countries for ornamenting temples and for decorating altars. On the island of Guam they are used for palm leaves on Palm Sunday, and in the early days they were carried by children in religious processions, marching from one village to another under the guidance of the Jesuit missionaries. Cycads are popular conservatory plants, of easy culture, and tenacious of life, even when neglected for a long time. Their stems...
glossy, fern-like, stiff but gracefully curved pinnate lvs.: trunk clothed with the compacted woody bases of petioles, usually columnar and simple, but often branching when the terminal bud has been cut off, or in clusters of several springing from the base of the trunk which has been cut down; in addition to the true lvs., modified lvs. in the form of simple short subulate woolly prophylla; true lvs. 5-8 ft. long, long-petioled, the petiole bearing short deflexed spines near the base; pinnae alternate, 10-12 in. long and quite narrow, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, subdeltate, the midrib stout and prominent beneath, bright green above, paler beneath; male infl. in the form of an erect woolly cone composed of scales bearing globose pollen-sacs on the under surface and tapering at the apex into a long spine; female infl. in the center of the crown of lvs., consisting of a tuft of spreading buff-colored, woolly, pinnately-notched lvs. (carpophylls) about 6-12 in. long, spiny toothed along the margin, and bearing in the notches the naked ovules; ovules 3-5 pairs, borne above the middle: fr. about the size of a walnut, with a thin fleshy covering, and a fleshy starchy endosperm resembling that of a horse-chestnut.

S. India, Ceylon, Sumatra, Java, Philippines, Malay, E. Trop. Afr., Guam. — In Fla. the lvs. of this species are often destroyed by sharp frosts, but the trunk is rarely injured and will soon send forth new lvs. when the weather becomes warm again. Nehrling recommends that fine specimens be protected by a tent or by a house of lattice-work covered with canvas, and with the sides also inclosed if necessary. In this house a large kerosene lamp will be sufficient to keep the plant from freezing. In Tampa, Fla., this species appears to flourish, some of the specimens having trunks 6-8 ft. high. It grows best in rich moist soil and in partial shade. On the island of Guam, the nuts of this species form a food staple for the natives in times of famine following hurricanes. These are so poisonous that the water in which the kernels are soaked is fatal to animals. After having been soaked for some time and the water repeatedly changed, the kernels become harmless, and are ground up into meal and dried for future use. They are usually prepared in the form of cakes, which are said to be nutritious although rather tasteless.

dd. Lvs. less than 5 ft. long; pinnae 3-8 in. long.

média, R. Br. Nut Palm of Australia. Trunk attaining height of 8-10 ft. or sometimes twice this height, rarely branched at the top: lvs. 2-4 ft. long or more, the pinnae very numerous, straight or falcate, obtuse or pungent-pointed, flat or slightly concave above when young, prominently keeled beneath, the margins often slightly decurrent on the rachis, glabrous or slightly pubescent beneath; when young the longer ones varying from 3-8 in., the lower ones shorter and more contracted at the base, the lowest ones prickly-like, sometimes continuing to base of petiole: cones variable in size, but apparently smaller than in C. cireinatis, which this species otherwise resembles; seeds 1-1½ in. long, glabrous. Austral, along the northeastern coast; also Queensland.

cc. Scales of male infl. shortly acuminate.

Rumphii, Miq. Closely related to the preceding, but growing taller in its natural habitat, sometimes reaching a height of 20 ft. or more: lvs. shorter and with fewer lfts.: scales of male cone thickened and obliquely truncate at the tip, with a short upcurved sometimes curved point; carpophylls much longer, narrower than in C. cireinatis, with an entire or often scaled subulate tip; seeds oval or subglobose, 2-2½ in. long by 1½-1½ in. diam. Moist wooded regions of Bumna, Ceylon (possibly intro.), Andaman Isla., Nicobar, Malayas, New Guinea, and N. Austral. — This species when growing in cult. is usually much lower, and has a full large crown of lvs., with lanceolate pinnae thinner and paler than those of C. cireinatis. Much grown in tropical gardens of E. Indies; male plants rare.

bb. Modified fr.-bearing lvs. pinnate along the margins.

c. Trunk much swollen at the base: blade of carpophyll ovate-rhomboid.

siaménsis, Miq. A small palm-like tree: sts. 2-6 ft., much swollen at the base: lvs. 2-4 ft., stiff spreading; pinnae 3-8 in. long, linear mucronate-acuminate; blade of carpophyll tawny-woolly when young, at length glabrescent above, ovate-rhomboid, long-acuminate, margin deeply pinnate lacerate with scales of width about ½ in. long, with a slender terminal point of the same length; seeds 1½ in. long, obvoid-oblong. Burma, Siam, Cochin China. — Apparently hardy in Fla. It is rare, occurring in only a few gardens. It is a beautiful species, easily recognizable by its trunk which is swollen very much like that of Dasylirion, and according to Nehrling grows much faster than the species more commonly cult. It is certainly deserving of more general cult.

cc. Trunk not swollen at the base: blade of carpophyll broadly orbicular.

peclinata, Griff. Fig. 1180. A glabrous evergreen palm-like tree, to 10 ft. high in its native habitat but usually much shorter in cult.: lvs. ascending, recurved, 5-7 ft. long; pinnae 7-10 in. long, narrowly linear tapering into a minute apical spine, subdeltate; blade of carpophyll covered with dense tawny wool throughout, 6 in. long, broadly orbicular, long-acuminate, its margin deeply subulate-peckinate, stalk about equal in length to the blade with 2 or 3 pairs of ovules above the middle; spiny marginal teeth ½ in. long; terminal teeth 1½ in. long, tapering from base to ½ or 2 spinous teeth; seeds about 1½ in. long, ovoid: male cone 18 in. long, 6 in. diam., cylindric-ovoid; anther-bearing scales 1½ in. long, 1 in. diam., deltoid-clavate, the apex much thickened, abruptly acuminate, terminal point 1½ in. long, spine-like, ascending. India, Nepal, East Bengal, 2,000 ft. elevation, Assam, Martaban, in pine forests. G.F. 4:114 (adapted in Fig. 1180).

AA. Margin of pinna revolute.

b. Blade of carpophyll pectinate.

revoluta, Thunb. Sago Palm. Figs. 1181, 1182. A graceful palm-like tree or shrub, becoming 6-10 ft. high, with the trunk simple or branching: lvs. long and recurved (2-7 ft.); pinnae numerous, subopposite, curved downward, narrow, stiff, acute, terminating in a spine-like tip, dark shining green, the margin revolute; carpophylls with the blade broadly ovate, densely clothed with brownish felt-like wool, pectinate; ovules 2 or 3 pairs borne near the base: fr. ovate, compressed, red, about 1½ in. long. S. Japan. — This is the most common cycas in conservatories. It is of Javanese origin and is much harder than the preceding species. In Fla. it is a handsome tree, with the better parks and gardens, where it is suitable as a center about which to arrange other ornamental
CYCAS

shrubs. According to Nehrling, this species is of slow growth. In the male plants there are usually several heads. The male inf. is usually 18-20 in. long and cylindrical in form. The female inf. is in the form of a semi-globose head, yielding 100-200 large bright red nut-like seeds, which ripen about Christmas time. The new leaves appear all at one time, usually in May. They have a beautiful glaucous green color and at first stand erect. Young plants are easily grown from seeds. Unfortunately this beautiful species is in Fla. subject to blight for which no remedy has yet been found. It appears to thrive best in open situations; and in Cent. Fla. it grows with little care, flowering and fruiting abundantly; the nuts are eaten by the natives, and from the depth of the trunk a kind of sago is prepared for which the common name “sago palm” is given. The leaves are much used in funeral decorations.

Bédoumei, Dyer (C. revoluta, Bedd., not Thunb.). A low shrub with sts. only a few in. high; lvs. about 3 ft. long; pinna about ½ in. wide, strongly revolute; carphophylls 6–8 in. long, with the blade 3 in. long and 1 in. broad, ovate-lanceolate, tapering into a long-acuminate point, strongly dentate-lobate, bearing 2 pairs of ovules above the middle; seeds globose, 1 ½ in. diam.; male cone about 1 ft. long and 3 in. diam., very short-peduncled; antheriaceous scales long-acuminate, acumens in upper half of cone strongly deflexed, near the base of the cone ascending. —E. Madras, abundant on the hills.


W. E. S. AFFORD.

CYCLAMEN (classical name, probably from the Greek word for circle, in allusion to the spirally twisted peduncles). Primulaceae. Herbaceous and low plants, with a flatter tuber or corn, grown sometimes in the open and one of them much prized as a florist’s and window-garden subject.

Flower single, on a sepal, with usually 5-parted calyx and corolla (the parts strongly reflexed), 5 connivent stamens, with pointed sessile anthers, 1 style and stigma, and a 5-splitting caps.: lvs. cordate or reniform, long-petioled, entire or sinuate-dentate; fls. nodding or declined, purple, rose or white.—About 20 species of the Medit. region, extending to Cent. Eu. C. persicum is the source of the standard florists’ cyclamen. Most of the other species are essentially outdoor plants. They are little known in outdoor planting in N. Amer., however. The European catalogues list several species aside from C. persicum, and they are hero described; and others are included in the supplementary list that are recently mentioned in horticultural literature. Old English name sow-bread, from the tubers being sought by swine. Consult Fr. Hildebrand, Die Gattung Cyclamen, Jena, 1898; also Pax & Knuth in Engler’s Pflanzenreich, hft. 22, 1905.

All cyclamen are very beautiful, and would be much more popular were they hardly in our eastern climate. On the Pacific slope many of them probably would be perfectly at home as outdoor plants, producing a great number of flowers above the bare soil in the depth of winter before the leaves are developed.—It is, however, with the Persian cyclamen (C. persicum), which is tender, that florists have had the greatest success. There is no common winter-flowering subject of as much value for duration in bloom, variety of coloring, or wealth of color. It is preferable at all times to begin the culture of Persian cyclamen with seeds, sown in the early winter months and not any earlier for the following year. They should bloom freely about fifteen months from planting. Old tubers, such as are offered in fall with other florists’ bulbs, rarely give satisfaction as compared with a packet of seeds. It is not the nature of the plant to have all its roots dried off, as if it were a hyacinth or tulip. Our summers are rather too warm to suit cyclamen perfectly, and it will be found that the most growth is made in the early autumn. It is best to give the plants a little shade in the hot months, such as a frame outdoors near the shade of overhanging trees. This is better than growing them under painted glass, as more light is available, together with plenty of fresh air on hot days. It will be found that cyclamen seeds require a long time in which to germinate,—often two months. This is due to the fact that the seed produces a bulb or corn before leaf-growth is visible. As soon as two leaves are well developed, place the plants around the edge of 4- or 5-inch pots until every one is large enough for a 3-inch pot. The roots are produced sparingly in the initial stages, and too much potting would be fatal. After the middle of summer another shift may be given, and in September all will be ready for the pots in which they are to flower.—5- or 6-inch pots, according to the vigor of the plants. It will always be found, however, that there will be a certain percentage that will not grow, no matter how much persuasion is used. These may be thrown away, to save time and labor early in the season. In the house they should have the lightest bench. It is impossible to grow them in a warm, shady house. About 50° at night is the ideal temperature when in flower. The best soil is a light, tufty loam, with a fourth or fifth of well-rotted horse-manure, to which add some clean sand if the soil is heavy. At all times, the pots should be well drained.—The Giganteum strains of the Persian cyclamen produce the largest blooms, but at the expense of quantity. For the average cultivator it is better to try a good strain that is not gigantic. There is a recent departure in the form of crested flowers. Cyclamen come true to color from seeds, and one can now buy named varieties that will reproduce themselves almost to a certainty.—Of recent years cultivators have had much trouble with a tiny pest or mite that attacks the plants and renders them useless for bloom. Its work is done mostly after the plants are taken into the greenhouse and when about to mature into blooming specimens. If the first flowers come deformed or abnormally streaked with colors that are darker in shade, it is a sure indication that the pest is present. Presently it leaves a brown, or grayish acid gas as soon as the pest is discovered will in time eradicate it, but being very small, and able to hide under the divisions of the calyx, seldom coming out except on bright days, makes the pest a difficult one to fight. The gas cannot be used during sunshine. Tobacco stems used freely between the pots is a good preventive measure. Greenly is likely to attack the
plants at all stages of growth. In the frames the plants may be plunged in tobacco stems, and in the greenhouse they must be fumigated or vaporized with some of the nicotine extracts. Great vigilance must be exercised in growing cyclamen. (E. O. Orpet.)

INDEX.


2. coum, Mill. (C. vénrum, Sweet). Tuber smaller than in the last, globe or flattened: lvs. with or pre- vening the fls, nearly orbicular or round-reniform, entire, firm, not marbled nor variegated: fls. small, scentless, half or less as large as those of the last, purple and spotted in the throat. S. E. Eu. to Persia. B.M. 4. L.B.C. 2:108. F.S. 22:2345.—There is a white-fl. form (C. albüm, Hort.).

3. ibéricum, Goldie (C. coum var. ibéricum, Boiss. C. elegans, Boiss. & Buhse. C. vernálé, Koch). Dwarf: lvs. appearing before the fls., ovate-orbicular and rounded at the apex, entire or obscurely undulate, more or less zoned with white above: fls. purple with a darker colored throat. Caucasus.—Perhaps a geo- graphical form of C. coum. (C. Atkinesi, More, is C. coum × C. ibéricum, Hildeb. Lvs. reniform, apex rounded, more or less shining, deep green, spotted silver-white, the corolla-lobes pale rose or white and usually lined or spotted red. F.S. 23:2425.

4. libanústicum, Hildeb. Tuber globose with a cork- like covering: lvs. autumnal, the blade obcordate, sinuate, dentate or crenulate or rarely entire, marked with white above, deep violet or purple beneath: fls. fragrant; calyx-lobes oblong-acuminate, the margin lightly undulate, 5-nerved; corolla-tube somewhat globose-campanulate, the lobes lightly eared at base and broad-ovate, entire, pale or deep rose-color with a deep red T-form mark at the base; style exerted. Lebanon.

AA. Plant blooming in summer and autumn.

5. europánum, Linn. (C. Clusii, Lindl. C. átropótum, Park. C. cordifólium, Stokes. C. floribundum, Salisb. C. orbiculatum, and C. purpurascens, Mill.). Tuber with corky exterior: lvs. ovate-orbicular or reniform, entire or nearly so, with a deep and narrow basal sinus, more or less white-marbled above, purple-tinted beneath: fls. on scapes 4-5 in. high, bright red and very fragrant, not spotted; the corolla-segms. oblong-spalate (¾ in. or less long); calyx glabrous: pedicel spirally coiling in fr. Cent. and S. Eu. B.R. 1013.—Lvs. appearing with the fls., more or less evergreen. Variable.


7. africánum, Boiss. & Reut. (C. saldénæ, Pomel). Large: tuber large: lvs. ovate-cordate to reniform, coarsely toothed, pale beneath, dull and pale green marbled above: calyx pubescent, the lobes broadly ovate-acuminate; corolla nearly white, faintly rose- or purple-tinged, the segms. 1 in. long and deep purple at the base; calyx-lobes lanceolate. Algeria. B.M. 5758. F.S. 8:841.—Little known in this country, but sold by the American agencies of the Dutch bulb houses.

8. neopatúlánnum, Tenore (C. autumnálæ, Boos. C. fícarízfoliúm and C. subbasátárum, Reichb. C. heperi- fóliúm, Ait. C. vernálé, Mill.). Tuber very large, black, thick-rinded: lvs. variable, from hasteate to round-reniform, more or less wavy-pointed on the edges, green or somewhat parti-colored; calyx small; corolla pink or rarely white, the segms. short and twisted and the edges raised and white-edged at the base; calyx-lobes triangular to oblong. S. and E. Eu. B.R. 24:49. Gn. 51, p. 37.
CYCLOPHORUS (Greek, circle-bearing). Polypodiaceae. An E. Indian and Malaysian genus of simple-lobed ferns, related to some species of Polypodium. The genus is characterized by having creeping scaly root-stocks, simple fronds usually densely covered with star-shaped scales, at least on the back. The spores are round, naked, and placed so closely together as to appear often completely to cover the back of the spore. The venation consists of a very fine close network difficult to distinguish. Often listed in trade under Polypodium.

LINGUA, Desv. (Niphobolus Lingua, Spreng.). Lvs. 6-12 in long, on short stalks, the blades thick, leathery, narrowly oblong, 4-8 in long, 1-2 in broad, densely covered beneath with rusty white scales. Var. corymbifera, Hort. A form with the tips of the lvs. much forked, making the blade much broader than in the type. Var. variegata, Hort. A form with “light yellow lines about 0.19 in. wide and 0.14 in. apart, running across the fronds at right angles to the midrib. See also Polypodium.

R. C. BENEDICT.

CYCNOCHES (Greek, swan’s neck, referring to the shape of the column). Orchidaceae. Epiphytic orchids, requiring greenhouse conditions in cultivation. Pseudobulbs fusiform; lvs. plicate; fls. of 2 sexes, the perianth alike, the lip, either that of the stamine very different, with the sepals and petals narrower, the lip clawed and with finger-like projections from the side, the column much elongated and arched; polinia 2. Both sexes may be produced in the same plant. A third form of fl. is usually perfect, occasionally appears; this is intermediate between the others.—About a dozen species of Trop. Amer.

A. Perianth alike in both sexes; lip entire.

chlorochilon, Klotzsch. Pseudobulbs 5-7 in. tall; lvs. lanceolate; raceme erect, 2- or 3-fl.; fls. 4-6 in across; sepals and petals yellowish green, acute, the lateral sepals broader than the dorsal; lip obovate or elliptic, acute, a dark green depression near the triangular erect callus. Venezuela. G.C. III. 3:149. I.H. III. 35:83. R. 1:70. J.H. III. 40:404. D:173.

venriculosum, Batem. Pseudobulbs 8-10 in. tall; lvs. lanceolate; raceme drooping, 4-6-fl.; fls. 4-5 in across; sepals and petals yellowish green, acute, the petals broader than the sepals; lip white, cordate, acuminate, clawed, a black callus at the junction of the claw with the lip. Guatemala.

AA. Perianth differing in the sexes; lip with finger-like lateral projections.

aureum, Lindl. Male racemes pendulous, 8-12-fl.; fls. 2-3 in. across, yellow, red-spotted; sepals and petals similar, the former spreading, the latter reflexed; lip clawed, the dilated middle giving rise to a number of projections, forked at the end. Cent. Amer. J.P. 3:204.


peruviâna, Rolfe. Male racemes pendulous, many-fl.; sepals and petals light green, copiously brown-spotted; lip, with its projections, white. Peru. Lind. 7:301.


GEORGE V. NASH.
CYDISTA (Greek, kydistos, most glorious; alluding to the beautiful flowers). Bignoniaceae. Ornamental vines, grown for their beautiful flowers.

Evergreen shrubs, climbing by li.-tendrils; lvs. opposite, with 2 lfts., the rachis elongated into a simple slender tendril, sometimes wanting; lvs. in terminal or axillary panicles, sometimes 2; calyx campanulate-turbinate, truncate or with 5 short teeth; corolla funnel-form-campanulate, with imbricate lobes; stamens 4, inclosed, with spreading anther-cells; disk wanting; ovary linear, with numerous ovules in 2 rows; caps. linear, septicid, with numerous, nearly orbicular, winged seeds.—One or 2 species in the W. Indies and S. Amer. Closely allied to Bignonia, but easily distinguished by its simple slender tendrils, by the paniculate lfs., the usually truncate calyx and the wanting disk. Suited for cult. in tropical and subtropical regions only and as a stave plant in the N. For cult. and prop., see Bignonia.

Aequinoclitis, Miers (Bignonia aequinoclitis, Linn.). High climbing; lfts. ovate to ovate-oblong, obtuse-acuminate, undulate, lustrous, reticulate, 3–4 in. long; petioles ½–2½ in. long; calyx campanulate-turbinate, truncate; corolla white or pink, with dark pink or purplish veins, 2½ in. long. W. Indies, Brazil.—The B. aequinoclitis var. (B. R. 9:741) with yellow lfs. in elongated racemes is Anemopegia Chamberlaynei, Bur. & Schum. (Bignonia Chamberlayni, Sims B. M. 2148. F.S. 3:235. P.M. 14:3.). See page 502. ALFRED REHDER.

CYDONIA (the fruits known to the Romans as Mala Cydonia, apples from Cydon, now Canea, in Crete). Rosaceae, subfamily Pomeae. Quince. Shrub or small tree, grown for its fruit, which is much used for preserves and sometimes baked.

Branches unarmed: lvs. deciduous, alternate, petiolated, stipulate, entire: lfs. white or light pink, rather large, terminal on short leafy branchlets; petals 5; stamens numerous; styles 5, free; ovary 5-celled, cells with many ovules: fr. a 5-celled, many-seeded pome.—One species from Persia to Turkestan. The genus Chamaemes, often included under Cydonia, is easily distinguished by the serrate or crenate chartaceous lvs. and the connate styles.

1184. Twig of common quince—
Cydonia oblonga. Showing where the fruit was borne at a and b. (X3)

The quince, though not without ornamental merit, particularly in spring when studded with its large pinkish flowers and again in autumn when loaded with its golden fragrant fruits, is rarely planted as an ornamental shrub, but chiefly, though not very extensively, grown for its fruit which is made into preserves. It is of slow growth and prefers heavy and rather moist soil. It may be propagated by seeds stratified and sown in spring, but is usually increased by cuttings of one to four-year-old wood, taken in fall and stored until spring in sand or moss in a cellar or frame; also by layers and by budding or grafting on vigorous growing varieties. See Quince.


For Cydonia japonica, Pers., C. Moisii, Moore, and C. sinensis, Thouin, see Chamaemes. ALFRED REHDER.

CYMIDIUM (boat, from the Greek, referring to the shape of the lip). Orchidaceae. Handsome epiphytal, rarely terrestrial orchids, requiring warmhouse conditions.

Stems pseudobulbous or not so: lvs. coriaceous, long, rarely short, persistant: sepals and petals sub-equal, labium usually tri-lobed, adnate to the column; column; pollinia 2.—Species 30 and more, tropical or subtropical, found on mountains at high elevations in Asia, and a few species in Afr. and Austral.

These are among the most decorative of orchids when in bloom, and are attractive all the time owing to the graceful foliage seen on well-grown specimens. There are now many handsome species and varieties and these in their turn have produced, at the hands of the hybridizer, many fine decorative plants, so that a house of cymbidiums produces flowers most of the time, and these last many months in full beauty. There are few orchids whose flowers last so long, and the spikes of bloom, often 2 to 3 feet in length, are useful for decorative purposes of all kinds, either on the plants or cut. The recent species, C. insigne, is the most beautiful of all and has already lent itself to hybridization, so that to the very many known hybrids C. insigne will soon add its influence and coloring.—Cultivated cymbidiums are terrestrial, with thick fleshy roots best contained in pots. A portion of tough fibrous loam should be added to the osmundine, about half of each with plenty of broken charcoal to keep the whole pithy. The plants should be divided in May; without disturbance at the roots, but when this is necessary, great care must be taken not to injure them. Division is, in fact, very difficult to accomplish when the pots are full of roots, and it is best practice to pot the plant in a larger receptacle if the roots are healthy, washing out loose earth and removing dead portions of roots first. Cymbidiums may be grown in a temperature of 50° as a minimum in winter, must not be subjected to strong sunlight after March, and never allowed to become dry at the roots, as these are more or less active, even in winter. Being terrestrial, weak manure-water may be applied during active growth. Many species thrive well when planted out in large palm and fern houses among rocks arranged in a natural manner, and when the plants are placed so that the flower-spikes are on a level with the vision, they have a charming effect for many weeks when in bloom, and the environment suits them well. Of the few well-marked species, there are many forms that have been collected and when flowered in cultivation, proved distinct. These in some cases have been called new species, but are now being better understood; some prove to be natural hybrids, others are varieties. (E. O. Orpet.)

As. Fls. white.

Eburneum, Lindl. Sts. tufted; lvs. distichous at base, 1 or 2 ft. long, linear or lorate, bifid at apices:

1185. Cymbidium giganteum. (X 14)

AA. Fls. not white.
B. Infl. arching or erect.
C. Sepals and petals veined with red, brown or purple.
D. Ground-color of sepals and petals not white.
E. Middle lobe of lip yellow-maroon, margined yellow.


EE. Middle lobe of lip yellow, spotted.

giganteum, Wall. Fig. 1185. Fls. dull purple (brownish, or yellowish green striped with purple); sepals and petals oblong, the petals narrow and shorter; midlobe of lip reflexed, yellow, spotted with red; lateral lobes yellowish green. Nepal. B.M. 4844. P.M. 12:241.


DD. Ground-color of sepals and petals white, flushed rose.


cc. Sepals and petals not veined.

tigrinum, Parish. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate; peduncles slender, 3-6-fld.; sepals and petals linear-oblong, acute, green, spotted at base; petals often paler and with more spots than the sepals; lip with yellow, red-brown striped lateral lobes; midlobe white, transversely streaked with purple. Burma. B.M. 54574. A.G. 22:715.

grandiflorum, Griff. (C. Hoonerianum, Reichb. f.). Lvs. about 2 ft. long; acute; peduncle arching above, erect at base; fls. from 6-12, large; sepals and petals oblong, greenish; lip yellow, spotted with purple. Sikkim. B.M. 5574.

BB. Infl. pendulous.

péludum, Swartz. The leathery lvs. distichous, 2-3 ft. long, broadly linear; fls. yellowish; side lobes and midlobe of lip rose-color; the disk more or less white with yellow crests; sepals and petals narrowly oblong, with a purplish medium line. E. Indies.

Finlaysonianum, Lindl. (C. péludum, Lindl.). Lvs. en masse; raceme many-fld.; sepals and petals linear-oblong, obtuse, dull yellow, sometimes with a reddish medium line; lateral lobes of lip crimson; midlobe white, tipped with crimson. Malaysia. Var. atropupleurum, Hort. Lvs. narrower, racemes longer, with larger fls.: sepals and petals purplish, front lobe of lip white, spotted with purple. Borneo.


1185. Cymbidium giganteum. (X 14)

AA. Fls. not white.
B. Infl. arching or erect.
C. Sepals and petals veined with red, brown or purple.
D. Ground-color of sepals and petals not white.
E. Middle lobe of lip yellow-maroon, margined yellow.


EE. Middle lobe of lip yellow, spotted.

giganteum, Wall. Fig. 1185. Fls. dull purple (brownish, or yellowish green striped with purple); sepals and petals oblong, the petals narrow and shorter; midlobe of lip reflexed, yellow, spotted with red; lateral lobes yellowish green. Nepal. B.M. 4844. P.M. 12:241.


DD. Ground-color of sepals and petals white, flushed rose.


cc. Sepals and petals not veined.

tigrinum, Parish. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate; peduncles slender, 3-6-fld.; sepals and petals linear-oblong, acute, green, spotted at base; petals often paler and with more spots than the sepals; lip with yellow, red-brown striped lateral lobes; midlobe white, transversely streaked with purple. Burma. B.M. 54574. A.G. 22:715.

grandiflorum, Griff. (C. Hoonerianum, Reichb. f.). Lvs. about 2 ft. long, acute; peduncle arching above, erect at base; fls. from 6-12, large; sepals and petals oblong, greenish; lip yellow, spotted with purple. Sikkim. B.M. 5574.

BB. Infl. pendulous.

péludum, Swartz. The leathery lvs. distichous, 2-3 ft. long, broadly linear; fls. yellowish; side lobes and midlobe of lip rose-color; the disk more or less white with yellow crests; sepals and petals narrowly oblong, with a purplish medium line. E. Indies.

Finlaysonianum, Lindl. (C. péludum, Lindl.). Lvs. en masse; raceme many-fld.; sepals and petals linear-oblong, obtuse, dull yellow, sometimes with a reddish medium line; lateral lobes of lip crimson; midlobe white, tipped with crimson. Malaysia. Var. atropupleurum, Hort. Lvs. narrower, racemes longer, with larger fls.: sepals and petals purplish, front lobe of lip white, spotted with purple. Borneo.
about 4 in. across; sepals and petals ivory-white; lip ivory-white,

GEORGE V. NAHJ†

CYMBOPÉTALUM (Latin, signifying boat-petal, from the shape of its petals). Annandea. A group of plants remarkable for the fragrance of their aromatic flowers.

Flowers with the 3 inner petals having the margin incurred somewhat like the upper part of the human ear, the several-ovuled carpels forming a cluster issuing from a globose mass of stamens: fr. in the form of separate oblong berries borne on the hardened torus or receptacle and resembling that of our papaw (Asimina triloba).—Several species of them endemic in Trop. Amer. Among the species thus far described are C. brasiliensis, Benth. (Uvaria brasiliensis, Velloso). C. penduliflorum, Baill. (Unona penduliflora, Dunal). C. longipes, Diels, and C. stenophyllum, Donnell Smith.

penduliflorum, Baill. Xochinacazti. Teo-
nacazti. SACRED EARFLOWER of the Aztecs. OREJUELA. FLOR DE LA OREJA. MEXICAN EARFLOWER. Figs. 1186, 1187. A shrub or small tree with distichous, mem-
branaceous, subsessile lvs. oblongate in form, sub-
cordate and usually unequal at the base, acute at the apex; solitary fls. borne on long slender peduncles issuing from the internodes of the smaller branches; sepals broadly ovate or suborbicular, cuspitate, reflexed at length; outer petals similar to the sepals but much larger; inner petals thick and fleshy, their margin involute, causing them to resemble a human ear.—The pungently aromatic fls. when fresh are greenish yellow, with the inner surface of the inner petals inclining to orange-color, at length turning brownish purple or maroon, breaking with a bright orange-colored fracture. The tree is planted for the sake of its fragrant fls., the petals of which are dried and used medicinally as well as for imparting a spicy flavor to food. They were used by the ancient Mexicans before the intro. of cinnamon and other spices from the E. Indies for flavoring their chocolate. Though described by Hernandez more than two centuries ago, the botanical identity of the xochinacazti remained unknown until recently (Smithsonian Report for 1910, pp. 427–431, 1911). This species is native of the mts. of S. Mex. and Guatemala. A closely related species, C. stenophyllum, Donnell Smith, was discovered by Capt. John Donnell Smith in the Dept. of Quetzal-
temango, Guatemala; and another species, C. cos-
taricensis, Safford (Asimina costaricensis, Donnell Smith) was collected by Adolfo Tondus in the Dept. of Talamanca, Costa Rica, in April, 1894. Steps have been taken by the Bureau of Plant Industry to intro. into the U. S. C. penduliflorum, seeds of which have been sent from Guatemala by the American Consul-General, George A. Bucklin. The other Cent. American spe-
cies, as well as C. brasiliensis, recently collected by Henry Pittier in Venezuela, are equally worthy of cult. in the warmer regions of Fla., Calif. and the Island possessions.

W. E. SAFFORD.

CYMBOPÔGON (Greek kunbo, a cup, and pogon, beard). Gramineæ. Oil-producing grasses. The genus resembles Andropogon, of which it is considered by some a subgenus, but differs in having some of the lower pairs of spikelets in each spike staminate. The spike-like racemes are borne in pairs at the ends of the sides of the infl. and are subtended by a somewhat inflated sheath.—About 40 species, mostly of the tropics of the Old World. Several species furnish essential oils and some are cult. for that purpose. They are known under the general name of oil grasses or lemon grasses. Some of the more important are: C. Schandanthus, Spreng. CAMEL HAY. Fig. 1188. G.W. 14:595. C. Nardus, Rendle. CITRONELLA GRASS. Gn. 12:495; C. cirtatus, DC. LEMON GRASS. Gn. 12:495. For a full account of these, see Kew Bull. Misc. Inf. No. 8, 1906. See also Vetiveria.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.

CYNĂCHUM (Greek, dog strange). Asclepiadaceæ. Herbace-
ous or sometimes half woody at the base, twining, sometimes seen in gardens. In the restricted sense as limited by Bentham & Hooker, perhaps 25 species differing from Vincetoxicum in having a scale or ligule on the inside of each of the 5 parts of the crown: lvs. opposite, coriaceous or hastate; fls. small, in umbelliform or racemi-
form cymes; calyx 5-parted; corolla nearly rotate, deeply 5-cut, the lobes oblong or round-
ish; corona membranaceous, adnate to the stamen-
tube, cup-shaped or at base ringed, 5-lobed opposite the anthers and with inner scales or small lobes: follicles rather fleshy, acuminate and smooth.—The genus is mostly of S. Eu., Afr., Asia and Austral. Schumann in Engler & Prantl combines Vincetoxicum and other genera with it, making more than 100 spe-
cies in the warmer parts of both hemispheres. Vinceto-
toxicum is here kept distinct.

Acuminatîfolium, Hems. (Vincetoxicum acuminatum, Decne. V. japonicum, Hort.). MOSQUITO PLANT. CRUEL PLANT. Perennial: erect or nearly so, or the tips showing a somewhat twining habit: sts. grayish and more or less angular: lvs. opposite, broadly ovate, acuminate, short-petioled, strongly plicate-veined, entire, usually conspicuously gray-pubescent beneath:
fl.-clusters lateral (1-2 between the lvs.), shorter than the lvs.; fls. white, small, in umbel-like cymes: fr. a milkweed-like follicle. Japan.—In the fls. mosquitoes and other insects are caught, much as they are in other asclepiadaceous plants. The native Amsonia Tubernamontana is sometimes sold as this plant, and it has been figured as such. This plant attracted attention some years ago as a curious garden subject. Other species are mentioned in foreign gardening literature, but they are apparently not in the American trade. C. acutum, Linn., with cardate smooth lvs. and white or rose-colored fragrant fls., is a climber in S. Eu., reaching 10 or 12 ft. C. formosum, N. E. Br., is glabrous, with petiolate ovate, elliptic or oblong-ovate acuminate lvs.: fls. in large lateral pedunculate cymes; corolla pale green, deeply lobed; corona tubular -bell-shaped, 15-crenulate, prominent. Peru. L. H. B.

CYNARA (involute spines likened to a dog's tooth). Compositae. Artichoke and Cardoon.

Thistle-like perennial herbs, mostly coarse, and sometimes prickly: lvs. commonly large, variously lobed or pinnatisect: head large, terminating important branches, the corollas violet, blue, or white; involucre broad or nearly globular, with bracts in many series and more or less enlarged at the base; receptacle fleshy and plane, bristly; corolla slender-tubed, 5-parted, not ligulate: fr. a thick glabrous compressed or 4-angled achene with a truncate apex.

—Ten or a dozen species in the Medit. region and Canary Isls., two of which are grown as garden vegetables.

Cardunculus, Linn. Cardoon (which see). Robust, to 6 ft. tall and more; st. grooved; lvs. very large, deeply pinnatifid, grayish white above and whitish beneath, prominently spiny; heads purple-fld., with sharp-pointed scales. S. Eu., but extensively run wild on the pampas of S. Amer. B.M. 3241. In cult., the thickened lf.-stalks or ribs are blanched and used as a pot-herb, and the root is also edible.

Scolytus, Linn. Artichoke (which see). Not so stout, usually 3-5 ft.: lvs. less pinnatifid and spiny; scales of involucre broad, thickened at base, unarmcd: heads larger than in C. Cardunculus, the receptacle enlarged and fleshy.—Probably a derivative of the last.

CYNODON (Greek kyon, a dog, and odon, a tooth). Gramineae. Low creeping perennials, used for lawns and pasture.

CYNANCUM

Flowers in slender digitate spikes; spikelets 1-fl., compressed, awnless, sessile in 2 rows along one side of a slender rachis.—Species 4, in warm regions.

dactylon, Pers. (Capriola dactylon, Kunze). Bermuda-Grass. Wire-Grass. Fig. 1189. Sts. flattened, slender, creeping and rooting at the nodes, producing numerous slender or stout creeping rootstocks: blades hairy around the base: spikes 4-5, 1-1½ in. long. Dept. Agric., Div. Agrost. 20: 99.—A native of the warmer parts of the Old World, now widely distributed in the warmer parts of the western hemisphere. Cult. as a pasture and lawn grass in the southern states. Often a troublesome weed in cult. ground. A fine-ldw. form with runners above ground, much used in the S. for lawns, is called St. Luie grass. In Eu, the stolons are said to be used medically like couch-grass, principally as a diuretic.

CYNOGLOSSUM (Greek, hound's tongue, from the shape and soft surface of the lvs. of the commonest species). Borraginaceae, a widely dispersed genus of little horticultural interest, being mostly tall, coarse, weedy herbs. Lvs. alternate: fls. always in elongated, often 1-sided racemes.—Species 75. C. officinale, Linn., Fig. 1190 (stick-tight), has a bur that becomes attached to clothing and to fleece of sheep. It is a biennial weed, naturalized from the Old World; grows about 2 ft. high in pastures and waste places of the Atlantic states, and has soft-pubescent, lanceolate lvs., and dull red-purple (sometimes white) fls. in pannelled racemes. Root and herbage possess medicinal properties. C. grandis, Douglas. Once cult. from Calif., as a hardy border perennial; grows about 2 ft. high, with lower lvs. ovate-oblong, or somewhat heart-shaped at the base, acute or acuminate, 4-8 in. long, on margined petals of about the same length: upper lvs. smaller, ovate to lanceolate, abruptly contracted into shorter winged petals: fls. violet or blue. For C. appenninum, Linn., see Solenanthus. A new plant, C. furcatum, Wall., has recently been

1188. Cymbepogon Schoenanthus. (x½)

1189. Cynodon dactylon. (Natural size.)

1189. Bur of Hound's tongue or stick-tight. (x1½)
**CYNÓGLOSSUM** (Greek for dog orchid). Orchidáceae. Terrestrial orchids, grown in the warmhouse.

Flower-clusters loose; sepals and petals similar, or the petals smaller, spreading; lip spreading, 3-5-lobed, spurred; anther short, with 2 points, between which arises the middle lobe of the beak.—About 25 species, of the Mascarene Islands and tropical Africa.

The following have been in cult.: C. compta, Reichb. f. Fls. white, the disk of lip red-spotted. Natal. B.M. 8053. O.R. 19:265.


George V. Nash.

**CYNOÓRCHIS** (Greek for dog orchid). Orchidáceae. Symphyotricháceae. Orchidáceae. Epiphytic orchids, thriving in the warmhouse.

Very closely allied to Cymbidium, from which it differs in the narrower sepals and petals which are con- nertive to the middle or beyond, thus preventing the full expansion of the lip, and by the straight narrow lip.—There are 3 species, natives of the Himalayas and the Khasia Hills.

élegans, Blume. Fig. 1192. Pseudobulbs short, 2-3 in. long: lvs. linear, up to 20 in. long, streaked, pale yellow-green: raceme many-fl., dense, pendulous; fls. yellow, 1½-inch across; sepals and petals linear-oblong, the recurved tips acute; lip cuneate, 3-lobed, the middle lobe oblong, short, obtuse; disk with 2 raised orange lines. Himalayas. B.M. 7007.

**CYPERÓRCHIS** (Cyperus and Orchis, from the sedge-like appearance). Orchidáceae. Symphyotricháceae. Orchidáceae. Epiphytic orchids, thriving in the warmhouse.

Very closely allied to Cymbidium, from which it differs in the narrower sepals and petals which are con- nertive to the middle or beyond, thus preventing the full expansion of the lip, and by the straight narrow lip.—There are 3 species, natives of the Himalayas and the Khasia Hills.

élegans, Blume. Fig. 1192. Pseudobulbs short, 2-3 in. long: lvs. linear, up to 20 in. long, streaked, pale yellow-green: raceme many-fl., dense, pendulous; fls. yellow, 1½-inch across; sepals and petals linear-oblong, the recurved tips acute; lip cuneate, 3-lobed, the middle lobe oblong, short, obtuse; disk with 2 raised orange lines. Himalayas. B.M. 7007.

Mástersii, Benth. (Cymbidium Mástersii, Griff.). Pseudobulbs 4-10 in. long: lvs. up to 2½ ft. long, acute: racemes 6-10-fl.; fls. about 2 in. across, almon-dscented, ivory-white; sepals and petals oblong-linear; lip usually spotted rose-purple, the lateral lobes roundish-oblong, the middle lobe undulate, reflexed, oval;
porianth, borne in small, compressed spikes, which are variously aggregated in compound umbels, the latter surrounded by foliaceous bracts; styles and stamens 3. — A few are cult. in jardinieres, aquatic gardens and aquaria. Several others are pests in cult. fields. P. 3567.

INDEX.

alternifolius, 3. fertils, 5.
compressus, 7.
conglomeratus, 8.
diffusus, 6.
elegans, 6.
esculentus, 12.
natalensis, 4.
papyrus, 1.
puigens, 5.
rotundus, 6.
lacinus, 6.
lucidus, 6.
lucidus, 9.
variegatus, 3.

A. Basal lvs. much reduced or wanting.

b. Umbel-rays nearly 100, much longer than the 3-10 involucral lvs.

1. Papyrus, Linn. (Papyrius antiquorum, Willd.).

EGYPTIAN PAPER PLANT. PAPYRUS. Cespitose, strict, tall and stout, 4-8 ft. high; st. obtusely 3-angled, smooth; involucral lvs. only 2-10, small; 3-6 in. long, 3-12 lines wide, lanceolate, acute; primary rays of the umbel very numerous, slender, furrowed, equal and drooping, 10-20 in. long; secondary bracts prominent, filiform, 1-6 in. long; spikelets clustered and sessile, pale chestnut; scales obtuse, rachis strongly winged. Egypt, Palestine. G. N. 30. P. 348; 57, p. 105. G. M. 40:799. G. W. 2, p. 571. — For aquaria and damp soil. Not hardy N.

bb. Umbel-rays 25 or less.

c. Involucral lvs. very numerous, somewhat separated, much exceeding the umbel; rachis scarcely winged.

d. Scales broadly ovate: lvs. scabrous throughout.

2. filiflorum, Rothb. Rhizome horizontal, stoloniferous, stout: st. stout, spongy at base, 2-4 ft. high, obtusely angled; involucral lvs. 15-25, 2-5 lines wide, 6-16 in. long, strongly nerved or plicate; umbel lax, about a third as long as involucrue; spikelets very numerous, elliptic-oblong, very flat, lustrous, 2½-3½ lines long; scales firm, lustrous, scarcely striate, carinate, barely acute, closely imbricated, pale brown with dark brown area on each side. Af. — Rare in American trade. Tall and palm-like; used by the natives for wickerwork; very ornamental in water-gardens.

DD. Scales lanceolate: lvs. scabrous only at apex.

3. alternifolius, Linn. UMBRELLA PLANT. UMBRELLA PALM. Fig. 1193. Cespitose, strict, 1-4 ft. high: st. nearly terete, ribbed, smooth and tender; involucral lvs. about 20, spreading or slightly drooping, linear, 4-8 in. long, 2-5 lines wide, plain; umbel open; rays only 1-3 in. long; spikelets numerous, ovate-lanceolate, acute, very flat, 2 lines long, pale brown suffused with darker brown, dull; scales thin, very acute, somewhat nerved. Madagascar.—Much used for aquaria and jardinieres. G. N. 35, p. 573. A. G. 17:57. V. 4:159; 5:39. Var. variegatus, Hort. St. and lvs. striated with white, sometimes entirely white. Var. graculis, Hort. Plant smaller and more slender; involucral lvs. much narrower and shorter, and not so spreading.—The above description is from Boeckeler, and from a specimen from Madagascar. The plant in cult. under the name C. alternifolius may not be that species. The lvs. are too long, too scabrous and too veiny; and the spikelets are elliptic-oval, or oval, 2 lines long, and have broader and more closely overlapping scales than in the typical form. The illustrations cited are probably of the garden plant.

cc. Involucral lvs. about 3, contiguous, shorter than umbel; rachis strongly winged.

4. natalensis, Hochst. Rhizome long, stout and hard, 2 lines thick, scaly: st. solitary, 2-3 ft. high, the size of a quose-gull, triangular; lvs. 2-6 in. long, often wanting; involucral lvs. 3, only 1-3 in. long: umbel rather dense; spikelets 5-9 (rarely 12) lines long, linear-lanceolate, scarcely compressed, rigid; scales obtuse, not carinate, nervetd, shining, pale or brownish. Natal. — Decorative. Not hardy.

AA. Basal lvs. well developed.

b. Sta. very short, 3-6 in. high; umbel-rays up to 2 ft. long, weak, decumbent.

5. fértulis, Boeck. Roots fibrous: lvs. numerous, about equaling the st., 3-7 lines broad, margins strongly scabrous; involucral lvs. 6-7, short: rays falcate, pendulous, often rooting at apex; spikelets few, ochraceous or olive, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, slightly compressed, 8-10-ftd., 3-4 lines long; scales obtuse, nerved. W. Afr. G. W. 8, p. 523.—Recently intro., and excellent for hanging-baskets. The umbel-rays often bear plantlets instead of spikelets.

1193. Cyperus alternifolius or umbrella plant.

BB. Sta. longer than the umbel-rays.

c. Rachis of spikelet wingless: scales broad, much overlapping, acute or mucronate; spikelets lanceolate or lance-oblong.

D. Involucral bracts 2-6 lines broad, about 6-12 in number.

6. diffusus, Vahl (C. elegans, Hort. C. lazus, Hort.). Roots fibrous: st. solitary, 1-3 ft. high: basal lvs. many, equaling the st., 2-7 lines broad; margin scabrous; involucral lvs. 4-15 in. long, 2-6 lines broad, longer than the inf.: umbel diffuse; spikelets greenish yellow or pale brown, linear oblong or ovate-lanceolate, 3-8 lines long; scales loose, soft, dull; midrib deeply striate, cuspidate, Tropics. G. C. II. 1874:99; III. 13:41. — For table decoration. As now interpreted, C. elegans, Linn., is a more rigid plant with narrower lvs.

DD. Involucral bracts 1½ lines broad, or less, 3-6 in number.

E. Lvs. flaccid: infl. usually open; spikelets very flat; scales 1½ lines long.

7. compréssus, Linn. Roots fibrous: st. cespitose, 2-16 in. high: lvs. 2-3, slightly shorter than the st., scabrous only near apex; umbel of several pedunculate, sessile heads, or reduced to 1 sessile head; spikelets lance-oblong or lance-linear, 4-12 lines long; scales soft, carinate, acuminate, striate close. Tropics.—Cult. in Eu.
or shorter, narrow, 1/4 to 3/4 lines broad, thick and rigid; umbel congested, often simple; spikelets 5-9 lines long, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, pale brown; scales firm, with thin margins, obscurely carinate, inconspicuously striate, apiculate; midrib obscure, close. N. Afr. and S. W. Asia.—By some authors united with C. conglom-eratus, Rottb., under the latter name. There is some reason to suspect that the plant in the trade under this name may not be this species.

cc. Rachis of spikelet with scarious, winged margin; scales obtuse or obtusish, less overlapping: spikelets linear.

D. Lvs. thick, glossy.

9. lácídis, R. Br. Rhizomes short and thick: sts. stout, 2-3 ft. or even 4 ft. high, sharply 3-angled: lvs. equaling the st. or longer, 3-6 lines wide, margins scarious; involucral lvs. 3-6, the lower very broad, often 1 1/2-3 ft. long; umbel large, lax, compound; rays many, 9 in. long or less; spikelets spicte, rich deep brown, lustrous, linear, flat-tish, acute, 4-6 (rarely 7-8) lines long; wings of rachis narrow; scales loosely imbricated, few-nerved, 2 lines long. Austral.

DD. Lvs. thinner, duller.

E. Rootstock long, stout, 2-2 1/2 lines thick.

10. lóngus, Linn. Sts. 2-4 ft. high, acutely angled, stoutish: lvs. several, with long sheaths, about equaling the culm 2-4 lines wide; margins finely scarious; involucral bracts very long, often 8-24 in.: umbel lax, the rays 12 in. or less long; spikelets 3-15 lines long, linear, dull, dark chestnut-brown, rarely paler, slightly compressed; scales 1 1/2-1 1/2 lines long, obscurely striate; midrib green. Eu.—Cult. in Eu.
CYPHOKENTIA (allied to Kentia, differing, among other things, in having a lateral protuberance or tumor on the fr., whence the name). Palmacae. Feather-lvd., robust spineless palms, of very few species in New Caledonia, suitable for the warmhouse but little grown. The lvs. are terminal and pinnate-parted, the segms. long-sword-shaped and narrowed at apex, the margins at base recurved; spadix-valves 2, deciduous, bearing a long-cylindrical, globose or ellipsoidal, stigma not prominent above the base, and seeds reniform; C. macrostachya, Brongn., with long flexuose spadix branches, globose fr., lateral stigma, and usually subglobose seeds. The cyphokentias probably require the treatment given arecas.

L. H. B.

CYPHENANDRA (from the Greek, referring to the hump-shaped anthers). Solanaceae. South American spineless shrubs or small trees, one of which is sometimes grown for its edible fruit.

The genus is distinguished from Solanum chiefly by the thickened connective of the anthers: the plants are erect and usually stout and the large lvs. are entire, 3-lobed, or pinnatisect; fls. pedicellate, in racemes, scorpionoid cyme-branches, or arising below the nodes; calyx and corolla 5-lobed, the corolla somewhat rotate, the tube very short; anthers porose or acuminate at apex; ovary 2-celled: fr. an ovoid or oblong fleshy berry, many-seeded.—Some 30 or more species, of little concern to the horticulturist.

betacea, Sendt. (Solanum fragrans, Hook.). TREE TOMATO. Fig. 1195. Cult. occasionally for the egg-shaped, reddish brown, faintly striped frs., and under such conditions it becomes a tree-shaped, half-woody plant 6–10 ft. high: lvs. large, soft-pubescent, cordate-ovate, more or less acuminate, entire: fls. small, pinkish, fragrant, in small axillary or supra-axillary clusters: fr. about 2 in. long, on slender stalks, 2-loculed and seedy, musky-acid and tomato-like in flavor, agreeable to those who like tomatoes. Brazil. B.M. 3854.


L. H. B.


Leaflets acute at the apex, sword-shaped, the base often with a thickened and recurved margin; rachis stout and broad, a little convex on the lower side: spadix glabrous, with many long stout branches bearing short bracts and numerous monoeccious fls.; sepals thick and leathery, round and a little concave: fr. elongated-ovoid or rarely elliptoid.—There are only 2 species, both from New Caledonia. They have something the aspect of Kentia from which they differ in having only 6 stamens. They are almost unknown in the trade. For cult., see Kentia or Howea.

elegans, Benth. & Hook. (Kentia elegans, Brongn. & Griseb.). Rachis convex below, keeled above; lfts. alternate, not close together, scaly along the mid-nerve below, 3-nerved from the base or more or less spreading or reflexed in age, simply branched: fr. long-elliptical, acute.

fuscata, Benth. & Hook. (Kentia fuscata, Brongn.). St. clothed at the base with smooth aerial roots: fr. ovoid, attenuate above.—A tall graceful palm scarcely known outside of botanic garden collections.

N. TAYLOR.

CYPHOSPÉRMA (Greek, hump and seed). Palmae, tribe Areceae. Unarmed stout-stemmed palms with a crown of pinnately divided, terminal leaves.

Leaflets leathery, sword-shaped, the apex narrowly oblique, the base with a thickened recurved margin; rachis broad and stout, slightly convex beneath, channelled above: spadix smooth and much branched, the branches dichotous; fls. spirally disposed on the spadix, brownish, otherwise as in Cyphophexia: fr. globose or 4–5–angled.—Two species of New Caledonian palms, rare in cult. in U. S. and only doubtfully in the trade. See Cyphokentia; for cult. see Areca. The young plants have rather soft petals, but graceful, arching fr.-segs. G.C. II. 24:362.

Vieillardii, Benth. & Hook. (Cyphokentia Vieillardii, Brongn.). St. medium height: lvs. pinnatisect, the lfts. thick and narrowly sword-shaped: fr. obtuse, 4–5–angled, the seed also acutely angled.—A rare palm, known also under the names Kentia robusta and K. Vieillardii.

N. TAYLOR.

CYPRESS: Chamaecyparis, Cupressus and Taxodium.

CYPRESS VINE: Ipomea.


Stems very short, with a pair of lvs. close to or near the ground, or long and leafy: lvs. commonly many-nerved: fls. terminal, 1 to few, withering on the ovary; lateral sepals free, or united nearly or to the apex, the dorsal sepal erect; petals generally narrower, spreading; lip saccate, rarely split down the front, ovary 1-celled, with 3 parietal placenta.—Species. About 30, in the north temperate zone. For the greenhouse species formerly included here, see Paphiopedilum, and Phragmipedium.

A. Lvs. 2, opposite: lip split in front.


1106. Cypripedium pubescens. (X 3/4)
CYPRIPECTUM

japonicum, Thumb. Lvs. above the ground roundish, undulate-plicate; bract longer than the ovary; fl. terminating the scape; sepals and petals lanceolate, acuminate, greenish, dotted with red; labelium white-pink. April, May. Japan. G.C. III. 33:355.

AA. Lvs. several, alternate; lip not split.

B. Lateral sepals free.

Arietinum, R. Br. Plant about 6 in. high; slender; lvs. lanceolate; fls. small, resembling a man's head, terminal, solitary; upper sepal ovate-lanceolate, brownish green; petals linear; labelum tapering at the apex, white veined with reddish purple, clothed with white, woolly hairs near the aperture. May, Maine to N. Y., Mich. and Minn., and northward. B. M. 1509. L.B.C. 13:1240. F.S. 20:2095.

bb. Lateral sepals united nearly or to the apex.

c. Fls. yellow.

Pubescentes, Willd. Fig. 1196. Lvs. ovate, acute: petals usually twisted, much narrower than the ovate-lanceolate sepals; labelium pale yellow; staminodium triangular. Same range as the next. May, June. B. M. 911 (as C. parviflorum). A. G. 13:513. M. n. p. 5. G. C. III. 33:379; 47:369.—The rhizomes and rootlets are employed in medicine for their antispasmodic and nervine properties. Perhaps a form of the next.


—Same medicinal uses as C. pubescens.

c. Fls. white or greenish.

d. Number of fls. 1–3.

candidum, Muhl. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate; fls. terminal, solitary; sepals broader than the petals, ovate-lanceolate; petals spreading like the sepals, greenish; labelium white, striped inside with purple; staminodium lanceolate. May, June, N. Y., Pa., Minn., Mo., and Ky.


Montanum, Douglas. One to 2 ft., leafy, pubescent: lvs. ovate to broad-lanceolate, 4–6 in. long; fls. 1–3, short-pedicelled, the wavy-twistted petals brownish, the inch-long lip dull white veined with purple: ceps. erect or nearly so. Calif. to Wash. B. M. 7319.—Fragnant. Grows in clumps. Handsome.

californicum, Gray. Fig. 1198. Plants either slender or stout, varying in height, sometimes exceeding 2 ft.; lvs. ovate-alternate; flowers many, large, becoming narrowly ovate; fls. small, from 6–12 open at the same time, an inch or more apart on the st.; labelllum whitish; sepals oval, yellowish green; petals narrowly oblong, colored like the sepals. Calif. B. M. 7188. G. F. I. 1:281 (adapted in Fig. 1198). G. C. III. 41:418; 46:211.


GEORGE V. NASH.


Leaves alternate, without stipules, short-petioled, entire, glabrous, deciduous or nearly persistent; fls. small, white, in narrow slender racemes, 5-merous; stamens 5–10; ovary superior with 2 short styles: fr. a small indehiscent 2-celled caps. with 2 seeds.—Probably one variable species from N. C. to Fl. west to Texas, and in W. India and S. Amer. Plant with handsome bright green foliage, and graceful racemes of fls., hardly north to N. Y. Thrives in light sandy soil and shady position. Prop. by seeds and cuttings under glass, with slight bottom heat.

Racemiflorum, Linn. LEATHERWOOD. Shrub, occasionally tree to 30 ft.; lvs. lanceolate, oblong or oblanceolate, usually obtuse, reticulate-veined, 2–3 in. long, bright green, turning orange and scarlet in fall, but in tropical climates everywhere: racemes 4–6 in. long, erect, at length nodding. B. M. 2456. S. S. 2: 51. G. C. III. 30: 198. J. H. III. 43: 197.—The variety from W. Indies has been described as C. antillana, Michx., that of Brazil C. aurea, Vander. and a small-1vd. form from Fl. and La. as C. parvifolia, Raf.

ALFRED REHDER. 1198. Cypripedium californicum. (× 1/4)
CYRTANDRA

 CYRTANDRA (name refers to the curved stem). Gesneriaceae. A large group of tropical shrubs and trees, two or three of which are more or less known in cult. for their fls.; akin to Trichosporum (Eschynanthus); warmhouse subjects. Lvs. opposite, or alternate by failure of one of the pair, membranaceous, or fleshy or leathery: fls. usually white or yellowish, in fascicles, heads or cymes; corolla-tube cylindrical, the limb more or less 2-lipped; perfect stamens 2, and 2 or 3 small staminodia. Nearly 200 species in the islands of the Indian and Pacific oceans and in China. C. pendula, Blume. Short and stout: lvs. long-petioled, elliptic or lance-elliptic, acute, gray-striped; fls. white with brown calyx, 1½-2 in. long, the corolla inflated, and purple-dotted on lower side. Java. C. Pritchardi, Hook. Lvs. petiolated, elliptic, obtusely toothed; fls. small, white, in 3-fld. cymes. Fiji Isls.

CYRTANTHÉRA: Jacobinia. L. H. B.

CYRTANTHUS (Greek, curved flowers; from their pendulous habit). Amaryllidaceae. Tender bulbs from South Africa, known only in a few American greenhouses.

Flowers umbellate, pendulous or erect, usually red or white with green stripes; stamens inserted in the tube of the corolla; ovary 3-celled, crowded with numerous ovules, the seeds flat.—Species 20. Their cult. is like that of hemanthus and many other bulbs from the same region. They are suitable for pot culture, or for planting out in summer. The following analytical key gives an idea of the group, and its 3 subgenera.

A. Fls. many in an umbel, pendulous.

B. Lvs. strap-shaped. (Cyrtanthus proper.)

oblíquus, Ait. Bulb ovoid, 3–4 in. thick: lvs. 10–12, strap-shaped, distichous, produced after the fls., 1½–2 ft. long; scape 1–2 ft. long, stout, mottled; fls. 10–12 in an umbel, entirely drooping, odorless, bright red, with more or less yellow, and greenish tips 2–3 in. long; pedicels ½–1 in. long; style not exserted. Cape Colony. B. M. 1133. L.B.C. 10:947.

Bb. Lvs. linear. (Monella.)


AA. Fls. single, or few in an umbel, erect or slightly curved downward.


N. TATWORK.†

CYRTÓCÁRPA (Greek, curved fruit). TAPIRA. Amaryllidaceae. One or two Mexican trees, one of which bears a small fruit, likened to a cherry by the natives of Lower Calif.

Leaves alternate, compound: fls. axillary or terminal, paniculate, panicleous: fr. an oblique drupe, 1-seeded. Intro. into S. Calif. by Franceschi. Sometimes united with Tapiira (or Tapirira), from which it differs in its straight embryo and other characters.

procára, HBK. Very tall tree, with slender, terete, dark purplish, resinous branches; lvs. alternate, odd-pinnate; fls. 5–7 or 9, oblong, entire, with a very slight silkiness, especially below, very shortly stalked, 1 in. or more long, half as wide: fls. white, inconspicuous, in panicles 1–2 in. long; calyx 5-parted, entire; segms. roundish; petals 5, elliptic; stamens 10; style 1: fr. the size of an olive, edible. Mex. HBK. 6, t. 609.

CYRTÓCÉRAS: Hoya.

CYRTOSÍLUM: Oncidium.

CYRTÓDEIRA: Episcia.

CYRTÓDÓM: (Greek, a bow). Polypodiaceae. Asiatic half-hardy or greenhouse ferns of rigid habit.

Leaves simply pinnate, anastomosing veins and firm indusia fixed by the depressed center. It differs from Polystichum mainly in venation.—Three or four species known. Culture as for Polystichum, to which it is closely allied.

AA. Margins of pinnae entire or slightly unulate.

falcátum, J. Smith. Fig. 1199. HOLLY FERN. Pinnae glossy, ovate, falcate; the lower rounded or obliquely truncate at the base, 4–6 in. long, 1–2 in. wide. Japan, India.—The large thick glossy foliage makes it an excellent fern for decorations. One of the species used in fern-dishes and one of the few species which can be made to thrive under ordinary house conditions. Plants from the temperate parts of Japan will do well out-of-doors in the northeastern states if given slight winter protection. For another illustration, see article on ferns. C. Bütterfieldii, Hort., is a form of this species differing in having the pinnae deeply serrate. C. Rochfordiánum, Hort., recently advertised, is a variety of C. falcateum with fimbriated lfts. Superficially these two forms resemble C. carpytodeum somewhat, but the species are entirely distinct. It has begun to replace the original form in the dealers’ stocks.


AA. Margins of pinnae toothed or sometimes lobed.

carytodeum, J. Smith. Pinnae larger, 5–7 in. long, 1½–2½ in. wide, often auricled on both sides at the base, sharply toothed. India. R. C. BENEDICT.†

CYRTOSOPHÍA: Eulophia.

CYRTOSÍPODÍUM (Greek for curved foot, from shape of lip). Orchidaceas. Epiphytes, grown in greenhouses. Stems fusiform, bearing plicate lvs.: scapes radical, bearing numerous fls., pure yellow or spotted with crimson; sepals and petals equal, free; column semi
terete; pollinia 2, caducous short; gland ovate.—Species 3 or 4 in the tropics. They are large-growing plants, with large and showy fls. They need a rich, fibrous soil with manure. Grow in a warm or tropical house.

Andersonii, R. Br. Sts. 5 ft. high: lvs. long, lanceolate, sheathing at the base: scape often 3 ft. high, branching, bearing many yellow fls.; sepals and petals broad, bright yellow, the labellum bright green, lobe slightly concave. Specimens with over 100 fls. have been recorded. Trop. Amer. B.M. 1800.

punctatum, Lindl. Habit as above: scape from 2-3 ft. high, branching about midway, dotted with dull purple, the branches subtended by membranaceous sheathing bracts, which are lanceolate, undulating, and dotted with crimson; sepals oblong-lanceolate, undulate, greenish yellow blotched with crimson; petals similar, spotted at the base; labellum ½ in. long, fleshy, bright yellow, lateral lobes crimson, midlobe spotted and marginated with crimson; sepals green. Extensively distributed through S. Amer. B.M. 3507. F.S. 22: 2352. R.B. 30: 158. Var. Saintliegerianum, Hort. (C. Saintliegerianum, Reich. f.). Has bright scarlet spots on the bracts and fls. J.H. III. 50: 91.

Woddfordii, Sims (Cyrtopodera Woddfordii, Lindl.). Sts. fusiform: lvs. lanceolate; scape radical, bearing a many-flowered raceme; fls. greenish, with a purple labellum; sepals linear-lanceolate; petals oblong. Trinidad, Martinique. B.M. 1814.

C. palmifrons, Reichb. f. & Warn. Sts. about 2 ft. tall, clothed with the lemony yellow, pubescent, oval, fleshy sheaths: lvs. 6-8 in. long; panicle 12-15 in. long. In shady, rich borders, Brazil. B.M. 7807.

CYRTOSPÉRMA (Greek, curved seed). Aracée. A handsome warmhouse tuberous foliage plant, with large, hasteate red-veined leaves resembling an alocasia, but easily distinguished by its spiny stems.

Herbs with tubers or long rhizomes: fl.- and fl.-starks often spiny or warty: lvs. hasteate or sagittate; petioles long, sheathing at the base.—Cyrtospémera has 10-12 species, remarkably scattered in the tropics. Cult. presumably same as alocasia.

Johnstonii, N. E. Br. (Alocasia Johnstonii, Hort.). Tuberous: petiole 2-2½ ft. long, olive-green, spotted rose, covered with fleshy, spine-like warts: lvs. sagittate, depressed in the middle, 1½-2 ft. long, olive-green, with prominent and beautiful red veins above. I.H. 27: 395. G.W. 15, p. 340.—Intro. from the Solomon Isls. as Alocasia Johnstonii, but when it flowered it became evident that the plant is a Cyrtospémera.

C. flores, Lind. & N. E. Br., is a second species of this genus, figured in I.H. 30: 153, but not grown. Not the American trade. It has narrow-sagittate lvs. on slender, very prickly petioles: spathe rather large, reflexed, greenish white. Borneo.

George V. Nash.

CYRTÓSTACHYS (Greek for a curved spike). Palmae, tribe Aracée. Three or four palms of the Malayan region of stately habit, but little known in this country.

Cytisus L. Stem spineless, slender and tall, crowned by a graceful cluster of pinnately divided lvs.: flts. narrowly lanceolate, a little oblique, at the apex somewhat bifid: spadix short-peduncled, the branches more or less compressed, alternate, sometimes pendulous; fls. monoclinous, the two kinds in 1 spadix; stamens 6, rarely 12 or 15: fl. small, elongate-broad, tipped by the persistent stigma. For cult., see Arcea. The small and young lvs. of C. Renda are effective but old plants are not very attractive and scarcely known. G.C. II. 24: 362.


Láka, Bee. Petioles green, not over 4 in. long: lvs. broad, boldly arched, 3½-4½ ft. long, the lfts. nearly 18 in. long, 1½ in. wide, obliquely bifid at the apex, pale beneath. Borneo.

N. Taylor.

CYSTÀCAHÜS (Greek for bladder Acanthus, because the flowers are inflated). Acanthâceæ. Evergreen herbs of Burma and Cochín China, with showy, sessile fls. in the axils of bracts, the entire infl. more or less crowded into a terminal panicle or thyrse. Corolla- limb spreading, unequally 5-lobed, the lobes short-rotund; stamens 3, filaments 2, with a tuft of flts. Entirely 2-lipped. The lvs. entire: caps. long and narrow, almost 4-sided, many-seeded. Doubtfully distinct from Phlogacanthus.—One species is cult. This is C. turgida, Nichols. B.M. 6045 (as Meninia turgida). It comes from Cochín China: 2 ft. or less high, with prominently jointed sts. and opposite, elliptic-lanceolate lvs.: fls. white, yellow in the throat and pink-reticulated on the lobes. April. Cult. as other warmhouse acanthads. (See Aphelandra for example.) Prop. by cuttings of young wood. There are 4 or 5 species of Cystacanthus in farther India.

CYSTÓPTERIS (Greek, bladder-fenn). Polypondiace. Native ferns, with delicate foliage; deserve to be planted in the hardy fern garden.

Sori round, covered by a delicate indium which is attached under one side and opens at the other, becoming hood-like in appearance and finally disappearing. The 5 species are native in the north temperate zone. Only a cult. in shady, rich borders.

bulbifera, Bernh. Lvs. 8-24 in. long, dark green, 3-5 in. wide, widest at the base, long tapering, tripinnatifid, bearing on the under surface of the rachis a series of bulb-like bodies, which germinate and prop. new plants. Canada to N. C.—Thrives best on lime-bearing rocks. Exceptionally useful and attractive on damp rocky banks.

frágii, Bernh. Fig. 1200. Lvs. clustered, gray-green, 4-8 in. long besides the slender stalks, tripinnatifid, widest above the base. Widely distributed over the world at all altitudes.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

Cytisus L. (Greek name for a kind of clover). Leguminosae. Buum. Woody subjects, chiefly grown for their profusely produced yellow or sometimes white or purple flowers. Mostly low shrubs, rarely small trees: lvs. trifoliolate, sometimes unifoliolate, rather small, alternate, deciduous or persistent, sometimes few and minute and branches almost leafless: fls. papilionaceous, axillary or in terminal heads or racemes: yellow, white or purple; stamens 10, connate; style curved: pod flat, dehiscent, with few or many seeds; seeds with a callose appendage at the base.—About 50 species in S. and Cent. Eu., Canary Isls., N. Afr. and W. Asia. For a monograph of the genus see Briquet, Étude sur les Cytises des Alpes Maritimes (1894).

The blooms are ornamental free-flowering shrubs,
blooming most in early spring and summer. Nearly hardy North are C. hierosultras, C. supinus, C. scoparius, C. nigricans, C. leucanthus, while the evergreen species C. canariensis, C. monspessulanus, C. filipes are hardly only South. Most of the species are well adapted for borders of shrubberies, and thrive in almost any well-drained soil and in sunny position; they naturalize themselves often very quickly in dry, gravelly soil, where few other plants will grow; C. scoparius especially does so. The cytisus ought to be transplanted carefully and when young, as they do not bear transplanting well as older plants. Some dwarf species, like C. Ardoinii, C. kewensis, C. emeriflorus, C. purpureus and C. leucanthus are very handsome for rockeries. The evergreen C. canariensis and C. racemosus are much grown in the North as greenhouse shrubs, blooming profusely in early spring; also the white C. multiflorus and C. filipes make handsome pot-plants, and may be had in bloom in February with gentle forcing. For pot-plants, a light sandy loam with peat added forms a suitable compost. After flowering the plants should be cut back and repotted as soon as they start into new growth. After repotting, they are kept close and often syringed until they are established; then they ought to have plenty of air and only slight shade. When the new growth has been finished they may be put in the open air until frost is threatening. During the winter they should be kept in a cool greenhouse with plenty of light and carefully and moderately watered. From January they may be transferred gradually in a warmer house for forcing. Cuttings started in early spring, transplanted several times and then gradually hardened off, can be grown into flowering specimens for the following spring. Propagated by seeds sown in spring and by Greenwood cuttings under glass; they are also sometimes increased by layers or by grafting. As stock C. nigricans is much used, or Laburnum vulgar for small standard trees; for plants grown in the greenhouse or South, C. canariensis is a good stock.

Of cytisus, the young growths root readily in December and January in the ordinary way. They should be shifted on as they grow. Good-sized plants can be produced if shifting and pinching is not neglected. By the following winter, the winter-propagated plants should be in 5-inch pots, in which size they are most useful. Keep very cool during winter, and withhold any forcing. They flower in March, or, if kept at a night temperature of 45°, as late as April. Syringe at all times to prevent red spider. To produce good-sized plants in one year, it is best to keep them on a bench under the glass the entire summer, with slight shade. Older plants can be plunged out-of-doors during July, August and September. (William Scott.)
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| capitatus, 1. | magnifiolius, 17. | schipkowskii, 3. |
| carneus, 5. | monspessulanus, 14. | scoparius, 12. |
| decumbens, 6. | multiflorus, 12. | selenophyllum, 17. |
| elongatus, 3, 5, 13. | nigricans, 18. | sulphureus, 12. |
| Everlastiensis, 16. | ochroleucus, 12. | supinus, 1. |
| Filipes, 2. | palus, 2, 12. | |
| granuloflorus, 12. | palus, 12. | |

A. Calyx tubular, much longer than wide: lvs. always 3-foliolate: branches terete. (Tubocytisus.)

B. Fls. in terminal heads with bracts at the base, yellow to white.


2. leucanthus, Waldst. & Kit. (C. altus, Haecn.). Upright shrub, to 3 ft., with villous branches: lfts. 3, oblong-ovate, obtuse or acutish, appressed pubescent, sometimes glabrous above, ciliate, 1½ in. long; throat 3–6, yellowish white: calyx appressed-villous; standard pubescent outside: pod about 1 in. long, appressed pubescent. June, July. S. Eu. var. pallidulus, Schrad. (C. pallidulus, Kerner). Fls. pale yellow. Var. schipkowskii, Dipp. Low shrub, about 1 ft. high: fls. white. Bulgaria.—The oldest name for this species is C. altus, but as the same combination has been used by many writers for C. multiflorus, the name C. lecanthus is here used to avoid possible confusion.

BB. Fls. axillary, distributed along the branches.

c. Color of lvs. yellow.

3. hiriosus, Linn. (C. elongatus, Hort., not Waldst. & Kit. C. polytrichus, Bieb. C. rubehecus, Hort., not Fisch.). Shrub, to 3 ft., with erect or procumbent, villous, terete branches: lfts. obovate or obovate-long, villous pubescent beneath, 3½–3 in. long: fls.


c. Color of lvs. white or purple.


AA. Calyx campanulate, as long or only slightly longer than wide: branches grooved or angled.

B. Fls. axillary along the branches.

c. Lvs. simple: fls. yellow: procumbent shrubs. (Coro-

6. decumbens, Spach. Prostrate shrub, 4–8 in. high: branchlets 5angled, glabrescent: lvs. oblong-ovate,
obtuse or acutish, pilose on both surfaces, ciliate, ¼-¾-in. long: fls. yellow, 1-3; calyx sparingly pilose; standard broadly obovate, ½-in. broad: pod ¼-¾-in. long, pilose, with 5-4 seeds. May, June. S. Eu. B.M. S293. L.B.C. 8:718.

cc. Les. 3-foliolate (in Nos. 9 and 10 partly simple).

d. Plant a prostrate shrub: fls. yellow or yellowish white. (Trianthocytisus).


DD. Plant an upright shrub: foliage scarce.

e. Style slightly curved, shorter than keel: fls. white or yellowish white. (Spartothamnus).


EE. Style longer than keel, spirally incurved: fls. bright yellow or partly crimson, rarely pale, large. (Sarothamnus.)

12. scoparius, Link (Sarothamnus scoparius, Wimm. Spartium scoparium, Linn.). Scorch Broom. Shrub, to 10 ft., with erect, slender branches: lvs. short-petioled, 1-3-foliolate; lfts. obovate or oblancoate, sparingly appressed-pubescent, ½-¾-in. long: fls. usually solitary, ½-in. long; calyx and pedicels nearly glabrous; pod brownish black, glabrous, villous only at the margin. May, June. Cent. and S. Eu. G.25:169.—The tops are added to the potter's and deersteed properties. In Germany the fls. also are used medicinally. Var. Andreanu, Dipp. (Genista Andreana, Puissant). Fls. yellow with dark crimson wings. R.H. 1888:373. Gt. 40:1342. R.B. 19:129. J.H. III. 32:462.—A beautiful and striking variety. Var. albus, Loud. (var. pulchellus, Hort. var. ochroleucus, Zabel., var. pallidus, Arb. Wk.): With yellowish white or pale yellow fls. G.W. 61, p. 299; 63, p. 787. G.M. 44:580. Var. pendulius, Arb. Wk. (C. grandiflorus, Hort., not DC! (C. cantabricus, Hort., not Wild.). With slender pendulous branches. There is also a variety with double fls.—All the vars. are more tender than the type. The Scotch broom, C. scoparius, has become established in this country, as a naturalized plant, in waste places from Nova Scotia to Va.; and it is also reported from Vancouver Isl. It is also recommended by landscape gardeners for covering raw and broken places. Its yellow fls. and nearly bare sts. make a unique combination in the American landscape. Even when it kills to the ground in winter, it throws up its sts. again in the spring.

BB. Fls. in terminal racemes, sometimes umbel-like, yellow: branches very leafy.

f. Foliation deciduous: branches tere: racemes very long and slender. (Phytlocytisus).


cc. Foliation persistent: branches grooved. (Teline).

g. Les. distinctly petioled, obovate or obovate-oblong.

D. Racemes nearly excapeate, 8-9-fl., at the end of short lateral branches.


EE. Racemes longer, 6- to many-fl., secund, terminal and lateral.

F. Petioles ¼-in. long or shorter: lfs. usually obovate, less than ½-in., long.


18. linifólius, Lam. Shrub, to 3 ft., with erect, apressed-silky tomentose branches; lfts. linear or linear-lanceolate, acute, revolute at the margin, nearly glabrous and shining above, silvery pubescent beneath, ½–1 in. long; racemes short and compact; lfts. bright yellow; pod torulose. April–June. Spain, N. Afr., Canary Isls. B.M. 442.


ALFRED REHDER.

Low evergreen with alternate entire lvs. and drooping pedicelled fls. in long terminal racemes; corolla ovate, contracted at the mouth and shortly 4-lobed, with recurved lobes; stamens 8, included: caps. 4-nelled, dehiscents.—One species in W. Eu.

This is a very pretty heath-like plant, with purple or white flowers in elegant loose racemes, well adapted for rockeries or borders of evergreen shrubberies. Requires protection North during the winter, and thrives best in a peaty, sandy soil. Propagated by seeds treated like those of Erica, and by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass.


ALFRED REEDER.

DACRYDIUM (Greek-made name, referring to the tear-like exudations). Tazáceae. About 16 species of New Zealand, Austral, Malay and Chile, being trees or shrubs with closely imbricated scale-like lvs. on old wood and linear or linear-subulate spreading lvs. on young trees and lower branches, none apparently in the trade in this country but more or less grown in European arborets; allied to Podocarpus, from which it differs in having dimorphic lvs., peduncle of fr. dry or fleshy (fleshy and enlarged in Podocarpus), and the ovule becoming erect; and to Phyllocadus, which differs in having cladophylla and the true lvs. reduced to minute scales. Dacrydium is disjunct or rarely monogenous, the fls. not in cone-like structures; male fls. solitary at tips of branchlets and with the uppermost lvs., females nearly or quite terminal under the lf.-like scales; seeds nut-like, ovoid, borne in a cup-like fleshy or thin aril.—These or less spruce-like trees sometimes attain a height in their native regions of 75–100 ft. Some of the species may be expected to thrive in the southern areas.

DÁCTYLIS (Greek daktulos, a finger). Gramineæ. A perennial tufted grass with flat blades, thin prominent ligules and sheaths closed nearly to the throat, grown for forage and one form for ornament.

Panicles glomerate; spikelets 2-5-fl.; nearly sessile in dense 1-sided fascicles, these arranged in a panicle; lemmas hispid-ciliate on the keels, awn-tipped, compressed.—Species 1, north temperate regions of the Old World.

glomeráta, Linn. ORCHARD-GRASS. Fg. 1203. A coarse grass, 2–3 ft., forming large tussocks: panicle a few stiff branches, expanding in fl., afterwards appressed. Dept. Agric., Div. Agron. as a pasture and meadow grass and useful for lawns under trees. Var. varígéata, Hort., is a dwarf form of compact habit with foliage variegated silver and green; used for borders. Prop. by division; of easy cultivation.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.

DACTYLOCTÉNIUM (Greek, daktylos, finger, and kteión, a little comb). Gramineæ. FINGER-COMB GRASS. Annual grasses with spreading or creeping stems, one of which has been offered as an ornamental subject.

Spikelets several-fl., sessile, crowded in 2–6 digitate 1-sided, rather broad, flattened spikes: axis of spike extending beyond the spikelets as a naked point. Species 2, warm regions of the Old World. One species, D. aygptiunum, Richt. (D. aygptiacum, Wild. Eleuáine aygptica, Desf. Cynórietús aygptiun, Linn.), CROW-FOOT, is a common weed in Trop. Amer. The 3–5 short spikes are divericate at the summit of the culms, about 2 in. long.—It has been offered as an ornamental grass for garden cult., but has little value. Mojave Indians of S. Calif. use the grain for food. In Afr. a decoction is prepared from the seeds for inflammation of the kidneys.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.

DÆDALALÁNTHUS (Greek words, signifying an acaenthad of curious structure). Acanthaceae. Tropical shrubs or sub-shrubs, with blue or rose-colored flowers, sometimes grown under glass and most of species open in warm conservatories.

Leaves entire or scarcely dentate: fls. in bracted spikes which are sometimes paniculate, the bracts usually much exceeding the calyx; calyx deeply 5-lobed or -parted; corolla-tube elongated and slender, more or less curved, bearing an oblique spreading 5-lobed limb; perfect stamens 2, affixed in the throat, included; style slender and recurved: fr. an ovate or oblong caps., the seeds 4 or fewer.—Some 15 to 20 species in E. India and Malay Archipelago; by some authors the name Eranthemum is applied to these plants.
and what are known as Eranthemum in this work then become Pseuderanthemum.

This genus contains some tender shrubs of rather difficult culture under glass, but great favorites in the tropics, particularly in India. D. nervosus is a popular winter- and spring-blooming shrub in southern Florida. It has blue flowers an inch across, five-lobed, and shaded purple at the mouth of the tube. For culture, see Justicia.

**nervosus**, T. Anders. (Eranthemum nervosum, R. Br. *E. pulchellum*, Andr., and some dealers, while that of others is *E. biolor*, and that of Roxburgh is *D. purpureascens*). Fig. 1204. Glabrous or very nearly so; lvs. ovate or elliptical, acuminate at both ends, some what crenate or entire: spikes axillary, opposite, over-lapping and interrupted: bracts elliptical, acute, nervose: limb of the corolla as wide as the tube is long. India. B.M. 1358 (as *Justicia nervosa*). Gn. 51:352. G.C. II. 21:415.—A very pretty shrub for the warm house, 2–6 ft., its lfs. being of a color that is not very common in winter-blooming plants. It is an easy subject to manage, requiring a light, rich soil, full sunlight and plenty of water. Cuttings of young growth root readily in a warmhouse.

**macrophyllus**, T. Anders. St. pubescent toward top: lvs. elliptic-lanceolate, ovate-acuminate, attenuate at base, spikes linear, somewhat interrupted: bracts elliptical, rather obtuse, nervose: lfs. pale violet-blue. India. B.M. 6686.—Differs from *D. nervosus* in lacer infl., hairy lvs. which are scabrid-pubescent on the nerves beneath, and more pubescent shoots.

**Wattii**, Bedd. (D. *pewrus*, C. B. Clarke). Slender, 2 ft.: lvs. deep green with a light metallic shade, very broad-ovate: lfs. 1 in. across, blue or violet-blue, the corolla-lobes broad-obovate and narrowed abruptly to a point, the white stigma protruding from the narrow throat. India. G.M. 44:645, G.C. III. 32:311. A.P. 17:382.—A good dwarf species with lfs. in dense clusters, blooming in pots when 1 ft. high and flowering in Sept. Requires a warmhouse treatment; grows well in sandy loam; prop. by cuttings. L. H. B.†

**DAÉMONOROPES** (probably means God-like, of divine appearance). *Palmæceae*, tribe *Lepidocdrpeæ*. Slender pinnae palms grown for their graceful foliage, but little known in Amer. outside of botanic gardens. Differs from *Calamus* (with which it is by some united) only in having the outer sheaths or spathes boat-shaped, deciduous, at first inclosing the inner sheaths; its more longly stalked lfs. also separate it from *Calamus*—About 85 species, all Trop. Asiatic. Only a very few are in cult. Treatment and general cultural conditions of *Calamus*. *D. Dræco* produces some of the "dragon's blood" of commerce. See page 9508.

a. Young lvs. green.

b. Sts. erect or climbing, sometimes both in one plant.

calicárpus, Mart. (*Calamus calicárpus*, Grift.). St. erect or climbing, 1 in. diam.: lvs. 6–8 ft. long, upper small with long flagella; lfts. numerous, 12–15 in. long, ¾–½ in. wide; petiole 1 ft., the base not gibbous or puckered: fr. about ¾ in. diam., tawny. Malacca.

**melanochábætes**, Blume. St. erect: lvs. pinnate, 10–12 ft. long in nature, the pinna long and narrow, dark green and drooping, furnished with many cirri, the petioles sharp-spired at the sheathing base: fr. yellow-green. Malaya.—Very decorative. A small form is var. microcárpus. Little known in U. S.

nn. Sta. always climbing.

**Levisiánus**, Mart. (*Calamus Levisiánus*, Grift.). St. climbing, 1 in. diam.: petiole 1 ft., base much swollen, armed below with scattered, short, deflexed spines, and above with straight and hooked spines 1½ in. long; lfts. 15–15 in. long, ¾–1 in. wide; sheath armed with solitary or seriate flat-back spines: fr. pale yellowish. Penang.

**intermédiais**, Mart. St. 15–20 ft., ¾ in. diam.: lvs. long-petioled, 4–6 ft. long; lfts. opposite or scattered, 18–20 in. long, 1–1¼ in. wide, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, margins and 3–5 coarse bristles above and below;

**DAHLIA**

![Dahlia](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

rachis semi-cylindrical, sparingly armed; petiole 1 ft. long, with flattened spines. Malaya.

a. **Young lvs. brownish or straw-colored.**

**palebánìcus**, Blume. St. erect: lvs. pinnate, broadly ovate, bright cinnamon-brown when young, and lfts. many, long, narrow, 1½ ft. long, about ½ in. wide; petioles erect, with stout spines on the back, which are deflexed and not thickened at the base and are arranged singly or in series. Sumatra. F. 1873, p. 136.

**periacánthus**, Miq. Height 15 ft.: resembles *D. palebánìcus*, but the young lvs. are nearly straw-colored, and the spines are placed in irregular rings. Sumatra.—A most graceful species.

**D. plumosus**, Hort. Graceful lvs. like lvs. with pinna 4 ft. or less long; petioles with rigid black spines with white bases. India. F. 1871, p. 39.—Not in cult. in N. Amer.

**Jared G. Smith. N. Taylor.†**

**DAFFODIL**: *Narcissus*. Daffodil, Sea: *Pancratium*.

**DÁHLIA** (named after Professor Andreas Dahl, a Swedish pupil of Linnaeus, and author of "Observationes Botanicae"). Syn. *Georgina. Compositæ*. Stout perennial herbs, sometimes somewhat woody, much grown out-of-doors for the rich and profuse autumn bloom. Plate XXXIV.

Tuberous-rooted (Fig. 1205): st. mostly erect, branching, glabrous or scabrous: lvs. opposite, 1–3-pinnate; heads long-peduncled, large, with yellow disk and rays in a single series and mostly in shades of red and purple and also in white (in cult.); ray-fls. neutral or pistillate, disk-fls. perfect and fertile; involucre double. The inner series of thin scales that are slightly united at base, the exterior series smaller and somewhat leafy;
receptacle plane, bearing chaffy scales; rays spreading, entire or minutely 3–5-dentate: ft. oblong or ovate, strongly compressed on the back, rounded at the apex, obscurely 2-toothed or entirely bald.—Probably 10 or 12 species, in the higher parts of Mx., some of them now much modified by cult., and the domesticated forms often difficult of systematic study. The nomenclature of the group is confused because systematicists are not agreed on the rank to be given to forms that have received independent names. Voss (Blumen-gärtneri) combines the three species of Cavanilles, D. pinnata, D. coccinea, and D., all under the name D. pinnata. His arrangement is as follows: D. pinnata, Cav.; var. coccinea, Voss (D. coccinea, Cav. D. rosea, Cav., in part. D. fruticana, DC. D. crocea, Poir. D. bidentifolia and D. mexicana, Hort.); var. gracilis, Voss (D. gracilis, Ort.); var. Cervantesii, Voss (D. Cervantesii, Lag.); var. varabilis, Voss (D. variabilis, Desf. D. rosea, Cav., in part. D. sambucifolia, Salisb. D. superflua, Ait. D. purpurea, Poir.). It seems to be well, however, to keep D. rosea and D. coccinea distinct, and perhaps also D. pinnata; and this is the method adopted for the present treatment. Of the three Cavanillesian names, D. pinnata has priority.

A. Plant very tall, tree-like.
B. Fls. nodding, bell-shaped.

**imperialis**, Roezl. Height 6–18 ft.; sts. usually many from one base, mostly unbranched, knotty, 4–6-angled, usually dying to the ground in winter in S. Calif.: lvs. 2–3-pinnately parted; lfts. ovate, narrowed at the base, acuminate, toothed, with a few short scattered soft hairs: fls. nodding, 4–7 in. across, white, more or less tinged with blood-red, especially at the base; rays sterile or pistillate, lanceolate, sharp-pointed, not 3-toothed at the apex. Gt. 1863:407; 56, p. 22. G.C. 1870:450; II. 12:437; III. 34:178. B.M. 5813. Gn. 12:352; 38, p. 527; 61, p. 40. R.H. 1872:170; 1911, pp. 62–3. A.G. 15:313. Mn. 8, p. 61.—As few conservatories can make room for so large a plant, it is common to graft this species on dwarf varieties of D. rosea. The inflated and pointed h.-buds (3–4 in. long) are very characteristic. It is not known whether the original plant collected by Roezl was found in wild or cult. surroundings. This species and the next are mostly cult. under glass if cult. at the N., but this species thrives in the open in Cent. Calif.; the others are grown outdoors in summer, and the roots stored in winter. Hybrids are reported between this species and D. discolor.

**excelsa**, Benth. (D. arborea, Regel). Height to 20 ft. or more; sts. several from same base, usually unbranched, glaucous, marked with horizontal rings made by the stem-clasping base of the petals as the lower lvs. fall away, becoming woody for several feet in mild climates: lvs. bipinnate, as much as 2½ ft. long, 2 ft. wide; lfts. as many as 25, ovate, those of the upper lvs. often contracted at the base, acuminate, toothed, pale green beneath, with a few short scattered hairs or none: fls. 4½ in. across, dilute purple, crimson-pink. G.C. II. 19:80; III. 27:85.—This species was described from a cult. plant with 8 rays in a single row, but with considerably elongated disk-fls. It was almost an anemone-fls. type, and all the florets were sterile. D. arborescens has never been sufficiently described as a botanical species, but plants have been cult. for many years under this name. Var. anemosaffra, Hort. Disk of lilac or yellow tubular florets; rays flat.

AA. Plant medium, averaging 3 ft., commonly from 2–5 ft., rarely exceeding these extremes.

B. Lvs. once pinnate: st. not branching from the base: habit erect.

C. St. usually not glaucous: rays fertile.

D. Rays of the single fls. not recurved at the margins; of the double fls. never flat, but cupped.


**1205. Clustered roots of the garden dahlia.**

**1206. Dahlia rosea (or D. variabilis).** (×½)

D. purpurea, Poir. D. nova, Andr. D. crocea, Lag. D. coronata, Hort.). Fig. 1206. Lvs. typically once pinnate, sometimes bipinnate; lfts. ovate, toothed, broader and coarser than in the other species. B.R. 55. B.M. 1885.—The original of practically all the old-fashioned dahlias, particularly the Single, Pompon, Show and Fancy types. It is therefore the parent of the vast majority of the horticultural varieties. This is a wonderfully variable species. Some plants are densely hairy, others scarcely at all. The lvs. are sometimes bipinnate in parts of plants or throughout an entire plant. In double forms the rays usually have abortive pistils. Many garden forms have glaucous sts. Some authors have doubted whether this species is distinct from D. coccinea, but the two types are very different in the garden, although there are intermediate forms in nature.

DD. Rays of the single fls. with recurved margins; of the double fls. not cupped, but long, flat and pointed, and some at least with recurved margins.

**Juarézii**, Hort. (D. Juarézii, Hort.). **Cactus Dahlia.** Fig. 1207. Distinct in the bloom: heads brill...
XXXIV. Dahlia.—Jeanne Charmet, one of the most beautiful Decorative dahlias
DAHLIA

liant scarlet; fls. irregular in length and overlapping, the rays narrow. The Cactus dahlias all originated from one plant, which was flowered in Eu. for the first time in 1864, and first pictured in G.C. II.: 12:433 (1879:353). G. n. 18, p. 889; 19:742; 50, p. 236. G.C. II. 12:524.

cc. St. glaucous: rays not fertile.

coccinea, Cav. (D. bidensfölia, Salish. D. Cer-\vantesii, Lag. D. Crócea, Poir.) Fig. 1208, redrawn from B.M. 762 (1804). Always more slender than D. rosea, with narrower lfts., and in the wild, at least, dwarfer than that species. The color range is much smaller, and does not include white or any shade of purple or crimson. The colors vary from scarlet, through orange to yellow. There are no double-flowered forms, and it has been said that this species will not hybridize with D. rosea. The named varieties pictured in I.H. 31:515 and 533 (1881), which are emphatically declared to be varieties of D. coccinea, are probably garden forms of D. rosea. The only characters that certainly distinguish D. coccinea from D. rosea are the glaucous sts. and infertile rays of the former, but these characters break down in garden forms. B.M. 762. G. n. 19:154. G.C. II. 12:525.

bb. Lvs. twice pinnate: sts. branched from the base: habit spreading.

Mérckii, Lhmn. (D. glabra, Lindl.) Fig. 1209, redrawn from B.M. 3878 (1841). Height 2–3 ft.: roots much more slender than those of D. rosea: st. and lvs. wholly devoid of hairs; lvs. bipinnate: floral bracts linear; fls. typically lila; rays pistillate; outer involu- ceral bracts linear. B.K. 26:29 (1842). G. n. 19:154 (1881).—This is a very distinct garden dahlia, and is worth growing merely as a foliage plant. The fine-cut character of the foliage makes it more attractive than the coarse foliage of most of the varieties of D. rosea. The plants are much dwarfer and wider spreading than most florists' dahlias, and show no st. while growing. The branched flowering sts. are remarkably long, slender and wiry, often rising 2–3 ft. above the foliage. The rays are very short and often roundish, with a short sharp point instead of 3 minute teeth. There are no red, yellow or white forms in nature. The roots of this and D. coccinea, being slenderer than those of D. rosea, must be preserved with greater care in winter.

D. graciosus, Orv. Lvs. bipinnate and ternately divided, glabrous, the lfts. small, ovate and coarsely toothed; fls. brilliant orange-scarlet; outer bracts of involucre almost orbicular: 4–5 ft., making a dense bush with very slender growths, bearing heads 2½–3 in. across. Apparently not in general cult.—D. pinnales, Cav. Plant scarcely 2 ft. high, glabrous; lvs. 5-foliolate; lfts. ovate, crenate-dentate, glaucous beneath, sessile; rachis winged; fls. large, solitary; female corolla large, blue-red, exterior involucre with 6–7 bracts, ovate, narrowed toward the base, spreading and reflexed-incurved, the interior with coriaceous lobes. The plate of Cavan- illies shows semi-double fls., i.e. with several rows of rays, with the rays incurved at the margin and becoming at the base nearly tubular.—D. Zimapdnii, Roelz, is by some retained in Dahlia and by others referred to Bidens; in both cases it is described under Cosmos (C. diversifolius).

WILHELM MILLER.
L. H. B.†

Types and varieties of the dahlia.

Practically all of the named varieties of dahlias have come from one immensely variable species, usually known as D. variabilis, but more properly as D. rosea. For garden purposes, however, a second form of great importance, D. Juarezii, the parent of the Cactus forms, must be kept distinct. There are other species confused to a slight extent. It is curious that these showy plants should be closely related to a common weed, the beggar's tick, of the genus Bidens; but other species of Dahlia have leaves whose forms pass gradually into those of Bidens. Other close allies are Cosmos and Coreopsis. Cosmos flowers are some shade of purple, rarely white in wild nature, and all the species have yellow flowers; Coreopsis has yellow flowers only; Bidens, yellow or white; and none of these genera has produced double-flowered forms of the first importance. Dahlia has all these colors and more, being far richer in bright reds, and lacking only sky-blue and its closely related hues, which are seen to perfection in the China asters.

Although dahlias are popular plants, especially in old gardens, they are destined to still greater popularity from the new "Cactus," "Decorative," "Peony-flow-\ered," and "Collarette" types. There exists a prejudice against dahlias in many localities in which these new types have never been seen. This prejudice is part of a reaction against formal and artificial flowers in general. The old-time dahlias were round hard and stiff like a ball. The new-time dahlias are flatter, and tend toward loose, free, fluffly chrysanthemum-like forms. The dahlia has now become immensely variable.

Of the important and very variable florists' flowers, the dahlia was one of the latest to come into culiva-\tion. The first break of considerable importance in the wild type occurred about 1814. Up to that time there were perhaps a dozen well-marked colors in good single-flowered varieties. Dahlias had been cultivated in Europe since 1789, and it is a curious fact that they showed signs of doubling the very first year of their European residence; but it was not until twenty-five years later that a marked gain in doubling was made. The dahlia seemed to be undeveloped until 1814, when the era of doubling began. Before another twenty-five years had passed, the dahlia had sprung into the front ranks of garden plants. In 1826 there were already sixty varieties cultivated by the Royal Horticultural Society. In 1841, one English dealer had over 1,200 varieties. Today it is not uncommon for the leading tradesmen to keep 500 to 1,000 dis-\tinct varieties. In the absence of good records, it is conjectured that over 3,000 different names of varie-\ties have been published in the catalogues. Most of the varieties are the Show and Fancy types, which are as spherical and regular as possible, and differ only in color. At first the distinction between the two types

1207. The original Cactus dahlia.—D. Juarezii.
Reduced from the Gardener's Chronicle, where it was first pictured.
seems to have been the same as that between "self-colored" and "variegated" flowers in general. Lately, for purposes of exhibition in prize competitions, the following arbitrary distinction has been adopted: A Show dahlia (Fig. 1210) is often of one color; but if the edges of the rays are darker than the ground-color, the variety may be exhibited in the Show section. A Fancy dahlia (Fig. 1211) always has two or more colors, and if the rays are striped or if the edges are lighter than the ground-color, the variety must be exhibited in the Fancy section. The two types reached full perfection certainly by 1840, and after that date the improvements were mostly in matters of secondary importance. Most of the longest-lived varieties belong to the Show and Fancy type. These types held full popularity until about 1879, when the first Cactus dahlia appeared in England with a promise of new and freer forms. This form is the one which is perhaps farthest removed from nature, and it is probably so highly esteemed largely because the most work has been spent on it.

A reaction against formalism in all departments of life and thought set in about the time of the American Civil War. It was in the sixties that the Japanese chrysanthemums did much to emancipate the floral world. With dahlias the reaction came much later and has proceeded more slowly. The first Cactus dahlia was so called because of its resemblance in form, but chiefly in color, to the brilliant crimson-flowered Cereus speciosisimus, a well-known garden plant (which is known in the present work as Helio cerus speciosisimus). The name is now highly inappropriate because the color range of the pure Cactus type has been extended to include all of the important well-defined colors of which the dahlia seems capable. The original Cactus dahlia was named Dahlia Juarezii, after President Juarez, the "Washington of Mexico." It was pictured for the first time in the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1879, and this interesting picture is here reproduced in a reduced size in Fig. 1207. The type is still cultivated under the same name and in all essentials seems to be unchanged. Forms of the Cactus dahlia are shown in Figs. 1212, 1213.

The origin of the Cactus type, as of all the other types of dahlias, is uncertain, and our efforts to secure full and definite information upon some of the most interesting points may perhaps always be baffled. A Dutch dealer secured a root from Mexico that produced one plant which is the parent of all the Cactus forms. It is not known whether the seed which may have produced the original root came from a wild or a cultivated flower. It has been said that seedlings of D. Juarezii have been produced in cultivation forms approaching the Show type of D. rosea. The reverse process is also said to have taken place, but full, authoritative and convincing statements are wanting. In the garden, D. Juarezii is exceedingly distinct from the florists' forms of D. rosea. It is usually a slenderer, taller and longer-jointed plant, with much handsomer and more delicate foliage, the leaves being narrower than in the coarse and almost ugly foliage of the old forms. It has another peculiarity of growth, which is still one of the most serious defects in the true Cactus type: the plants tend to hide some of the flowers beneath their foliage. This comes about in a curious way. At a node between two young leaves there commonly appear, at about the same time three new growths; the middle one develops into a flower with a naked stalk only 2 or 3 inches long, while the side shoots quickly overtop it and repeat the same threefold arrangement. The other most serious objection to the true Cactus type is that it does not stand shipment well and does not last so long as a cut-flower as the Show dahlias.

The Decorative or Cactus Hybrid types are numerous, and their popularity is more modern. They have been largely seedlings from show flowers. Their rays are rarely, if ever, recurved at the margins. All the other types of dahlias are well defined, and a single picture of each one will represent its type with sufficient exactness. No one picture, however, can give any conception of the great variety of forms included in this more or less open horticultural section. The name Cactus Hybrid means practically "miscellaneous," and is analogous to the "Japanese" section of chrysanthemums. It is on this section and the pure Cactus type that the greatest hopes for the future of the dahlia are based.

Dahlias considered to be of true Decorative type are those possessing broad flat and nearly straight petals, arranged somewhat irregularly; but the flowers are not spherical in shape like the Show dahlia, but are inclined to be flat and massive, and are always full to the center. Dahlias of this character score a greater number of points at exhibitions.

The Colossal dahlia is the basis of much discussion, especially at exhibitions, due to one of debatable points is that these dahlias are in reality not classified; that is, the same variety is exhibited in one display as a Show dahlia, and in the next as a Decorative dahlia; but in reality there should be a Colossal class for this type of dahlia. This type, if it may be so called, has large cupped but not quilled rays or petals; the flowers are 5 inches and over in diameter, and spherical in shape; they therefore partake of both types, but are sufficiently different to spoil the harmony, when exhibited in either the Show or Decorative class. "Le Colosse" is the first of this type of dahlia, and hybridization has given a large number of seedlings, which are almost identical in form, shape, and size, the most prominent being at present American Beauty, Giant Purple or Royal Purple, J. K. Alexander, Surpasse Colosse, and Janne( Yellow) Colosse.

The Pompon type is a small form of the Show and Fancy types. It has the same colors and the same form, but the flowers are smaller and more regular. As a rule, the smaller the flowers the prettier and more individual they are. The larger they are, the more they suffer by comparison with the Show type. Perhaps their greatest point is their productiveness. When profusion is the main idea, not great size and quality, the Pompoms are the favorite type of dahlia for cut-flowers.
The Single dahlias may be freely produced, but they are not so lasting for cut-flowers. The Single type has had many ups and downs. In the reaction against formalism, it came to the front about 1881, and for several years thereafter several hundred forms were kept distinct and they were made the chief feature of the European shows. When the dahlia first came into cultivation, its rays were a relatively long, slender, acuminate, notched at the end, and with such wide spaces between the tips of the rays as to give the flower a stellate appearance. In the course of the evolution of the single type, the gardeners retained the most regular and symmetrical forms. Single dahlias, with always and only eight rays were preserved. The rays of dahlias became broader and more rounded, as in Fig. 1214, until finally in pedigree varieties the vacant spaces were closed up. The same mental ideals have produced the rose-petaled geraniums and the shouldered tulips. In a high-bred single dahlia there are no minute teeth or notches at the tips of the rays.

Most of the single dahlias of high pedigree have rays of uniform coloration with no secondary color at the base, but a few have a distinct ring of color at the base, often called an "eye or crown," which is sometimes yellow and rarely red or some other color. Usually the rays of a single dahlia are spread out horizontally, sometimes they bend back, and rarely they bend inward and form a cup-shaped flower. These various forms can doubtless be separated and fixed during those periods when the interest in the Single type warrants it. Semi-double forms are frequent (Fig. 1215).

Single dahlias are likely to lose some of their rays after a day or two in a vase. In cutting them it is well to choose the younger flowers. A vigorous shake often makes the older ones drop their rays. It is an easy matter to keep the seeds from forming, simply by removing the flowers as they mature, and by so doing save the strength of the plant for the production of flowers.

There are three other dahlia types of minor importance,—the Single Cactus, the Pompon Cactus and Tom Thumb. The Single Cactus type differs from the common Single type in having rays with recurved margins, which give a free and spirited appearance to the flowers. Instead of spreading out horizontally, the rays often curve inward, forming a cup-shaped flower. This type originated with E. J. Lowe, Chesstow, England, was developed by Dobbie & Co. about 1891, and was first disseminated in 1894. The Single Cactus dahlias are very interesting and pretty. The Tom Thumb type is a miniature race of round-rayed single dahlias, which grow from 12 to 18 inches high, and are used for bedding. The type originated in England with T. W. Girdlestone, and was developed and introduced by Cheal & Sons.

The "green" dahlia (Dahlia viridiflora, Hort.) is an interesting abnormal form in which the rays are partially or wholly suppressed, and the chief feature of interest is a profuse mass of green, not resembling petals at all, but evidently a multiplication of the outer involucral scales, which, in the dahlia, are green, leafy bracts. The "green" dahlia is not unhealthy; it is as strong and vigorous as any of the other forms, but very unstable and variable, producing flowers of solid green color, others of green with small cup-shaped crimson-scarlet petals intermingled, and others of solid crimson-scarlet color, and all on the same plant. This freak was pictured as long ago as 1845 in G.C., p. 626; and again in G.C. III. 30: 294.

Another interesting variation which hardly ranks in present importance with the eleven types contrasted below is the laciniate form, which makes a very pretty though rather formal effect. Examples are Germania Nova, Mrs. A. W. Tait and its yellow variety among large double forms, and White Aster among the Pompons. In these cases, the notches at the tips of the rays, instead of being minute and inconspicuous, are deepened so much that they give the laciniate effect. At present this form is available in a very narrow range of colors. It is not probable that it will be an important factor in producing chrysanthemum-like forms.

Another form which baffles description, but is nevertheless very distinct, is that of Grand Duke Alexis. It is nearer the Show type than any other, but is perhaps best classed with the Cactus Hybrid section, simply because it seems advisable to keep the Show type the most sharply defined of all. It is a very flat flower, and the rays are remarkably folded, leaving a round hole, the top of each one. Up to 1909 the variety of colors of the type of Grand Duke Alexis has been increased, including the varieties Deer White, Mrs. Roosevelt, Purple Duke, Pythias, W. W. Rawson, and Yellow Duke.

About midway between Grand Duke Alexis and the Show or cupped type is an interesting form, the "quilled" dahlia, a name which is perhaps necessary, though unfortunate. In A. D. Livoni the rays are rather tightly folded for about two-thirds of their length, leaving a round hole at the tip as in Grand Duke Alexis, but giving a peculiar whorled effect, which plainly shows the spiral arrangement of the successions tiers of rays. Among Pompons, Blumenfalter is an example of this rosette-like or quilled form, and many colors are procurable. However, the word "quilled" usually suggests a long tube with a flared opening, whereas in the form described above the margins of the ray are merely rolled tightly together, but not grown together into a thin seamless tube. Perhaps the most important variation that has not yet appeared in the dahlia is the wonderful elongation of the disk florets...
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106, Merveille de Lyon, Mme. Georges Bernard, Comte Nodler, Deuil de Brazza, Princesse Olga Altieri, Corbeille de Feu, and Signorina Rosa Esen grin; 1907, Comtesse Dugon, Ami Cachat, and Vol can; 1908, Jupiter, Pluton, Pan, Etoile de Moidiere, and Mme. Chamignon; 1906, M. Mery de Montigny;

1910, Abbe Hugonnard, Comte de Vezet, Mme. Pile, Souvenir de Bel-Accueil, and Vicomtesse des Mons; 1911, General de Sonis, and Deuil du Docteur Ogier; 1912, Cocarde Espagnole, Etincelant, and Stella; 1913, Geant de Lyon, Maroc, and Etoile de Mon plaisair. In 1912, J. K. Alexander, a dahlia specialist in East Bridgewater, Massachusetts, succeeded in developing the first Collarette dahlia of American origin, the variety Champion; this added the red and yellow coloring to the type. Previous to 1912, three other foreign varieties, Directeur Rene Gerard, Mme. E. Poirier, and Souv. de Chabanne, found their way to America, and were offered the following year in the leading seedsmen’s catalogues. The year 1913 gave a collection of nearly fifty distinct named varieties of the Collarette dahlia, including every known color in the dahlia world.

The Holland Peony-flowered dahlia is now the most popular dahlia, possessing an entirely original form, resembling the semi-double peonies; the flowers are broad, flat, somewhat irregular in form, and are produced with remarkable freedom on long stems. This type of dahlia has proved the most satisfactory for garden purposes, the plants being covered with flowers the entire season. The origin of the Holland Peony-flowered dahlia, like all other types, is uncertain, and all efforts to secure full and definite information are unfruitful. Originally the Holland Peony-flowered dahlia was grown for some years in Germany; in a mixture known as “Half-double Giant Dahlias.”

A Dutch grower, H. Hornsveld of Baarn, Holland, was

1211. A Fancy dahlia of the Pompon type. (×½)

1212. A Cactus dahlia. (×½)
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the first to note their possibilities, and selected from these "mixed dahlias" the best varieties, from which he propagated; then he drew the attention of the public to his new varieties, which he named and offered for sale. Other growers in Holland followed his example with great success. The Holland Peony-flowered dahlia was imported to America in 1908, and simultaneously appeared in the catalogues of the leading growers and seedmen. The number increased rapidly, and in 1910 appeared new varieties of American origin, notably the new varieties originated by the W. W. Rawson Co., of Boston, Massachusetts. The most prominent varieties are the following: Andrew Carnegie (1908), Bertha Von Suttner (1908), Caesar (1911), Cecilia (1911), Dr. K. W. van Gorkum (1906), Dr. Peary (1911), Duke Henry (1906), Geisha (1908), Germania (1906), Glory of Baarn (1906), Glory of Groenevan (1907), H. Hornsveld (1907), Hugo de Vries (1907), H. J. Lovkin (1911), Kaiserin Augustia Victoria (1907), King Edward (1909), King Leopold (1906), La Rainte (1907), Mannheim (1908), Merivelle (1907), Miss Gladys Dawson (1908), Paul Kruger (1906), P. W. Jansen (1907), Queen Alexandra (1909), Queen Emma (1906), Queen Wilhelmina (1906), Snow Queen (1907), and Sherlock Holmes (1912).

The fragrant dahlia is the pride of the true Peony-flowered dahlia, possessing a pleasing and agreeable odor, so long desired. The fragrant dahlia was first detected by J. Herbert Alexander, in the year 1912, on the trial-grounds of J. K. Alexander of East Bridgewater, Massachusetts; hybridization and propagation was begun immediately with the new variety, and in 1913 a collection of five fragrant dahlias appeared in Alexander's catalogue.

The main types of dahlias may perhaps be distinguished more clearly by the following scheme:

A. Plants very dwarf.

1. The Tom Thumb Type.
   AA. Plants not very dwarf.
   B. Fls. single.
   C. Rays flat, not recurved at the margins.

2. The Single Type. Fig. 1214.
   CC. Rays with recurved margins.

3. The Single Cactus Type. Fig. 1213.
   BB. Fls. double.
   C. Size of fls. small, 1-2 in. across.
   D. Rays cupped.

4. The Pompon Type. Fig. 1211. Also called "Bouquet" and "Lilliputian."
   DD. Rays flat.

5. The Pompon Cactus Type.
   CC. Size of fls. large, 3-5 in. across, averaging 4 in.
   D. Rays cupped.
   E. Colors single, or the edges darker than the ground-color.

6. The Show Type. Fig. 1210.
   EE. Colors 2 or more, striped, or with edges tighter than the ground-color.

7. The Fancy Type.

8. The Cactus Type. Figs. 1207, 1212.
   DDD. Rays various in form.

9. The Decorative Type.

10. The Collarette Type.

11. The Peony-flowered Type; including the fragrant dahlia. Fig. 1215.

Useful dahlias for various purposes, as they exist in North America in 1913:


Peony-flowered dahlias for cut-flower purposes.—Admiration, Bertha Von Suttner, Goddess of Flame, Geisha, Marie Studholmes, Mrs. A. Platt, Mrs. Jacques Putreille, Queen Wilhelmina, and Sunrise.

Peony-flowered dahlias for exhibition purposes.—Hampton Court, King Leopold, Priscilla, Snow Queen, Solisatrix, Duke Henry, and Hollandia.

Collarette dahlias for massing.—Exposition de Lyon, Maurice Riviere, and President Villiers.

Show dahlias for exhibition purposes.—Acquisition, Alice Emily, Acme of Perfection, Brown Bees, Dreer's White, Dr. Keynes, David Joseph, Elspeth, Emperor, Ivanhoe, Harrison Weir, Mrs. Susan Wilson, Mme. Helene Furtado, Mme. Marika Anagnostaki, Mme. Alfred Marsden, Merlin, Merlina, Nuns, Nugget, Queen of Autumn, Rosebud, Stradella, Standard, W. P. Laird, and Wm. Dodds.

Among the Show dahlias that are the best for flowering are: A: D. Lyons, Abarlone, Ansonia, Dr. J. P. Kirkland or Cuban Giant, Dorothy Peaceock, Imperial, Miss Fox, Perfection, Storm King, and White Queen.

Show dahlias for bedding purposes.—White Bedder.


Pompon dahlias for borders or hedges.—Achilles, Crusoee, Darkness, Fascination, Mabel, Pure Love, Rosalie, Red Indian, Snow Cled, Vivid, and Winifred.

Pompon dahlias for exhibition purposes.—Amber Queen, Ideal, Harry, Little Mary, Rosebud, Shahid, and Spy.

Pompon dahlias for flowering purposes.—Klein Domitea, Darkest of All, Fairy Queen, Star of the East, and Spy.

Societies and shows.

—The dahlia is one of about a dozen

1213. Single cactus dahlia. (X½)

Glory of Groenevan (1907), H. Hornsveld (1907), Hugo de Vries (1907), H. J. Lovkin (1911), Kaiserin Augustia Victoria (1907), King Edward (1909), King Leopold (1906), La Rainte (1907), Mannheim (1908), Merivelle (1907), Miss Gladys Dawson (1908), Paul Kruger (1906), P. W. Jansen (1907), Queen Alexandra (1909), Queen Emma (1906), Queen Wilhelmina (1906), Snow Queen (1907), and Sherlock Holmes (1912).

1214. A broad-rayed single dahlia. (X½)
genera of plants whose horticultural value has been attested by permanently successful special societies. There are national dahlia societies in England and America. Dahlia shows are usually held the second or third week in September. On December 21, 1906, the New England Dahlia Society was chartered; this Society led to great advancement in the dahlia, holding an annual exhibition in Boston, and issuing monthly a paper known as the "Dahlia News." Great interest was fostered, and in 1913 its membership list included nearly every state in the Union, and six foreign countries. At the present date of writing the New England Dahlia Society is considering the adoption of a new charter, whereby it can become the National Society. Other societies devoted to the welfare of the dahlia have been recently formed; principally "The Dahlia Association of Seattle," "Tacoma Dahlia Society," "Inter-town Dahlia Association" in Connecticut.

**Literature.**—As in many other cases, the magazine literature of the dahlia is the most bulky, and, in some respects, more important than the books on the subject. C. Harman Payne published a bibliograpy in G.C. III. 21:329 (1897). There had been about twenty-five books devoted to the dahlia, many of them pamphlets and cheap cultural manuals. These books were mostly put out, 1872 to 1875, when the Society spread to North America for nearly forty years after that date until 1896, when Lawrence K. Peacock's book, "The Dahlia," appeared. The first American treatise was by E. Sayers, published at Boston, 1839. Many interesting facts came out in 1889, the centennial year of the dahlia. A report of the National Dahlia Conference is reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society for 1890, but Shirley Hibberd's statements therein regarding the botany of the dahlia agree very poorly with Hemley's revision of the genus in G.C. II. 12:457, 524, 557 (1879). In 1906 W. W. Wilmore published "The Dahlia," a handsome, excellently illustrated American manual, valuable to both amateur and professional. The annual catalogues of the leading dahlia specialists furnish much valuable matter, and cultural hints, and are the most up-to-date issues in the dahlia line.

**Wilhelm Miller.**

**J. K. Alexander.**

**Cultivation of the dahlia.**

The dahlia has no very special or particular requirements, and yet many growers fail of the best success because the few demands are not well met.

**Propagation.**

There are four methods by which dahlia are propagated: by cuttings (the commercial method), by division of roots (the amateur's method), by grafting to perpetuate rare kinds, and by seeds, to produce new varieties.

**Cuttings.**—Propagation by cuttings is employed mainly by commercial growers, and though the amateur may propagate plants successfully, the attention a few cuttings would probably require is so great that it would be cheaper to buy plants. The roots are planted closely in benches in the greenhouse early in January, and cuttings are made from the young shoots as fast as they form the third or fourth set of leaves. These cuttings are carefully trimmed and placed in pure sand in the propagating-bench, using a dibble and putting the cuttings in rows about 3 inches apart and ¾-1 inch between the cuttings.

The propagating-bench is made by running a flue, hot-water or steam pipes beneath an ordinary bench, and boarding up the side to confine the heat. Although there may be a difference of opinion among propagators, yet a bottom of sand heat of 65°, with the temperature of the house from 5° to 10° less, will give the best practical results. With this temperature, the cuttings will root in about two weeks, and will be far stronger than if rooted in less time with greater heat. As soon as cuttings are rooted, they are potted off into small pots and grown in a cool greenhouse until danger of frost is over, when they are planted out in the open ground. Cuttings made too far below a joint, or too late in summer, will produce flowering plants but no tubers.

**Division of roots.**—This is the easiest and most satisfactory way for amateurs. As the eyes are not on the tubers, but on the crown to which the tubers are attached, care must be taken that each division has at least one eye, otherwise the roots will never grow. It is, therefore, best to select the eyes by placing the roots in a warm, moist place a short time before dividing. The roots are sometimes placed in a hotbed, and shoots grown to considerable size, then set out as plants; but this plan has many drawbacks, and is not advised.

**Grafting.**—A very interesting, though not profitable mode of propagation is by means of grafting. The top of the tuber is cut slantingly upward, and the cutting slantingly downward, placed together and tied with raffia or any soft, handy material. They are then planted in a pot deep enough to cover the lower part of the graft with earth, and they will soon adhere if planted under a hand-glass or in a frame. Grafting is practised only for the preservation of rare and weak-growing sorts.

**Seeds.**—The chief use of seeds is the production of new varieties. Seeds are also used by those who chiefly desire a mass of color, and are not particularly desirous of finely formed blooms. If planted early enough indoors and transplanted to the open as soon as safe, fine masses of color can be secured before frost, and the roots of the more desirable kinds can be saved, and will give even better results the next season.

**Field or garden requirements.**

Dahlia are easily destroyed by high winds unless they are given a protected position, and they need plenty of air and sunlight for best results. In shaded, close, airless quarters the growth is sappy, and the flowers are poorly colored.

The soil is not so important, except in its ability to hold moisture during severe droughts. Any rich soil that will grow corn will also grow dahlias to perfection, if all other conditions are favorable. They will grow equally well in clear sand, clay or gravel, if the proper kinds and quantities of plant-food are added and well and thoroughly worked in. It is, however, unreason- able to expect dahlias or any garden plants to succeed in a hard clay, devoid of humus, easily baked and never tilled.

**Feeding.**—It is always best to broadcast the manure and plow or spade it into the soil; thorough spading is absolutely necessary if the manure is not well decomposed. On heavy clay or gravelly soils, loose compost manure may be used, but on light or sandy soils, manure should always be fine and well rotted. Commercial fertilizers are also largely used, and are most valuable when used in connection with manure. Any good fertilizer, rich in ammonia and phosphoric acid, with a liberal amount of potash, will answer at the time of planting, but as a top-dressing later, nothing equals pure bone-meal and nitrate of soda, four parts bone-meal to one part soda.

**Kinds of stock.**—Dahlia are offered in five forms: large clumps, ordinary field-roots, pot-roots, green plants and seeds. The clumps give the best satisfaction the first year, but are entirely too large and unwieldy for anything but a local trade and exchange among amateurs. The ordinary field-roots are the most valuable, as they can be handled easily and safely, and always give satisfactory results. Pot-roots are largely used in the mailing trade, and, while they will not give as good results the first year, are valuable for shipping
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long distances where larger roots could not be profitably used, owing to heavy transportation charges. Green plants are mainly used to make up any deficiency in the field-crops, owing to unfavorable seasons, or to unusual demand for certain varieties.

Planting.—There is diversity of opinion as to the proper time to plant dahlias, but the writer has always found it best to plant early, and would advise planting large strong roots about two weeks before danger of frost is over. This would be, in the vicinity of Philadelphia, about April 15; and as it requires from two to three weeks for the plants to get up through the ground, there will be no danger, while the plants will bloom that much earlier. It is best, however, not to plant small roots or green plants until danger of frost is over—in the vicinity of Philadelphia, about May 1 to 10, according to the season. A good rule to follow everywhere would be to plant small roots and green plants as soon as danger of frost is past, and large roots about three weeks earlier.

Tillage.—The first requisite of successful garden cultivation is thoroughly to stir the soil to considerable depth and enrich it, if it is not already rich, by broad-casting and plowing or spading in a good coat of well-rotted manure. Too much stress cannot be placed upon the thorough preparation of the land, as it not only allows the roots to go down deep after the moisture more readily during dry weather, but affords good drainage during excessive rains. Having prepared the land as above, mark out rows 4 feet apart and 6 to 8 inches deep, and plant the roots from 18 inches to 3 feet apart in the row, according as solid rows or specimen plants are desired. In its early stage of development, the dahlia grows very rapidly, and should be kept thoroughly tilled. But while deep tillage is beneficial during its early stages of development, it is almost fatal to the production of flowers if practised after the plants come into bloom. Therefore, when the plants begin to bloom, cease deep tillage, and stir the soil to the depth of 1 to 3 inches only, but stir it often, and never allow the surface to become hard and baked. This will not only prevent excessive evaporation of moisture and keep the under soil cool and moist, but will also prevent the destruction of immense quantities of feeding-roots.

As long as the roots supply more nourishment than is needed to support the plant, both the plant and the flowers increase in size and beauty; but as the supply gradually becomes exhausted, the plants cease growing and the flowers become much smaller. This condition is what is generally called "blown out," but what is really "starved out," and can easily be prevented if the proper attention is given to the plants. As soon as the flowers begin to grow smaller, broadcast around each plant a small handful of pure bone-meal, and nitrate of soda, in proportion of four parts bone to one part soda, and carefully work it into the soil.

1215. A semi-double form of dahlia.

This is a debatable subject, and, although a judicious application of water during a severe dry spell is very beneficial, yet in nine cases out of every ten in which water is applied, a thorough stirring of the surface soil would give better results.

Many persons think Dahlias should be watered every evening as soon as they are up begin watering them daily unless it rains. This practice is very injurious, as it causes a rapid but soft growth, and as

the soil is seldom stirred, the roots become so enfeebled that they are unable to supply the needs of the plant; as a consequence, but few buds are formed, and they generally blast before developing into flowers. In other cases, as the enthusiastic use of watering is likely, to lead to a soil too rich, and as a probable right at the beginning of a severe drought, and the weak, pampered plants are fortunate to survive, much less bloom.

If large, strong roots are planted and the soil is kept thoroughly stirred, there will be little need of artificial watering until after the plants come into bloom. However, if it should become hot and dry after the dahlias come into bloom, it would be very beneficial to give them a thorough watering once each week or ten days during the continuance of the drought. But care should be taken to stir the soil to the depth of 1 to 2 inches the next day, carefully pulverizing it later in order to break the natural capillarity by which the moisture is evaporated.

The best rule to follow is not to allow the plants to suffer for want of moisture, not to water them except when the eyes declare it, but to water them thoroughly when necessary, and not to allow excessive evaporation for want of frequent stirring of the soil.

Training.—In planting the roots or tubers, place them on their sides with the eyes down, and plant the same as described, or in two or three pairs of leaves have formed, thus forcing it to branch below the level of the ground. As the plants develop, the soil is filled in gradually by subsequent hoeings. By this method the entire strength of the root and the soil is concentrated on the one shoot, causing it to grow vigorously; while the pinching back not only causes it to branch below the surface of the soil, and thus brace it against all storms, but also removes all of those imperfect, short-stemmed flowers that appear on small plants. If the plants are pinched too low, as described, there is no danger of the branches splitting down, as the soil around them will hold them securely in place. However, when they branch above ground and are inclined to split down, drive a short stout stake near the stem and tie the branches to it. These short stakes are not to hold the plants up, but to prevent the branches splitting down when the above directions have not been followed closely.

By this method it is possible to grow dahlia blooms on stems from 18 inches to 2 feet long. It has always been thought necessary to tie branches to prevent them from being blown down by heavy winds. The system of staking is not only unsightly during the early stage of their growth, but is attended with considerable labor and expense. Staking, however, is unnecessary, if the directions already given are followed, as the plants will branch out below the surface of the ground, and the stems will become so heavy as to resist the strongest winds. The plants are one-third dwarfer, compact and regular in form, and produce much finer flowers on long stems well supplied with buds and foliage.

Storing the roots.—As soon as the plants are killed by frost, lift the roots, and, after removing all the soil possible from them, allow them to dry in the air for a few hours, when they should be stored in the cellar or
DAHLIA

some other cool place secure from frost. If the cellar is very dry or is not frostproof, put the roots in a barrel or box and cover completely with dry sand or some other suitable and convenient material, such as sawdust or tanbark, to prevent freezing or loss of vitality by drying or shriveling. LAWRENCE K. PEACOCK

DALECHAMPIA

DAIS (Greek, pine torch; application not obvious).

Thymelaeaceae. Contains a woody plant that yields a strong fiber, and is also rarely cultivated for ornament, especially in Florida and southern California, and possibly in a few northern conservatories.

Tender deciduous shrubs: lvs. opposite, often crowded at the ends of branches: fls. in terminal heads; perianth-tube cylindrical, often curved; stamens 10, in a double series, the alternate ones shorter, upper or all exserted; style exerted. The plants are prop, with difficulty by cuttings of half-riped wood. The single cult. species has lvs. resembling the smoke tree, or Cotinus, and bears long-stalked umbel-like heads of starry pink fls., with floral parts in 5's. The genus has 2 species, 1 from S. Afr. and 1 from Madagascar.

cotinifolia, Linn. Lvs. opposite and alternating, oblong or obovate, acute at both ends: involucre a half shorter than the fls.: head about 15-ft.; fls. ±sin. across, fragrant. S. Afr. B.M. 147: G.W. 8, p. 313.—Saíd to bloom profusely at Santa Barbara but not to produce seed.

L. H. B.

DAISY (i.e., day's eye, in allusion to the sun-like form of the flower). A name applied to the flowers of many Compositae, but it properly belongs to the Bellis perennis of Europe, a low early-flowering plant, which, in its double forms (Fig. 353, Vol. I), is widely known as a garden subject (see Bellis). The American congener is B. integrifolia, Michx., an annual or biennial, very like the Old World species, ranging south-westward from Kentucky; it is not domesticated. In North America, the daisy is applied to many field composites, particularly to those of comparatively low growth and large flower-heads. Unqualified, the word is commonly understood to mean Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum (Fig. 937), an Old World plant that has become an abundant field weed in the eastern part of the country. This plant is also frequently known as the ox-eye daisy, although in parts of New England it is called whitehead, and the term ox-eye is applied to Rubecula hirta, which has a yellow-rayed head. Kin to the Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum are the Paris daises, or marguerites, of the conservatories (see Chrysanthemum). The wild asters (Fig. 1216) are called daises, especially Michelmas daisies, in many parts of the country, particularly west of New York. Spring-flowering erigerons (properly Eriogonum) are also called daises. The Swan River daisy is Brachycome iberidifolia (Figs. 621, 622, Vol. I). The African daisy of gardens is Dimorphotheca.

L. H. B.

DALBERGIA (N. Dalberg, a Swedish botanist, 1730 to 1820). Leguminosae. Nearly 100 species of trees, shrubs, or climbers, belonging to tropical regions all over the world, a few of which have been introduced to North America, one for timber.

Leaves alternate, odd-pinnate (rarely 1-foliolate) without stipules: fls. small, numerous, purple, violet or white, in forkng cymes or irregular cyme-like panicles, which are axillary or terminal, papilionaceous, with ovate or orbicular standard: fr. an indescent narrow pod, 1-seeded at middle and with few seeds toward the ends, the seeds compressed and reniform.

Sissoo—Roxbg. A good-sized tree, 80 ft. high in India: lvs. pinnate; lfts. 5, alternate, stalked, oblong, abruptly acuminate, pubescent beneath: fls. white, in short, axillary panicles.—In India considered one of the best timbers, whenever elasticity and durability are required. Intro, at Santa Barbara, where it is hardly but growth said to be very slow. The Sissoo tree has a leaf that frosts in neat bars, especially along sandy river banks. It improves sterile lands. Experiments in Egypt have shown its most remarkable property of standing severe droughts, as well as submersion for a long period. The wood is very elastic, seasons well, does not warp or split, is easily worked, and takes a fine polish. It is also a durable wood for boats. The tree is raised easily from seeds or cuttings, and is of quick growth. Other species of Dalbergia are of economic value and have been sparingly planted.

DÁLEA (Samuel Dale, 1659—1739, English botanist and author on pharmacology). Syn. Parosela. Leguminosae. More than 100 species, mostly shrubs or small trees, bearing purple, blue, white or even yellow fls. in terminal or lateral spikes or heads, odd-pinnate lvs., and usually glandular-dotted, a very few of which have been cult.; probably none is now in the American trade. Fls. papilionaceous, the standard mostly cordate or eared and clawed and attached in the bottom of the calyx, the wings and keel attached or adnate to the stamen-tube and usually exceeding the standard; stamens 10 or 9, monadelphous: fr. a small usually 1-seeded mostly indehiscent pod inclosed in the calyx. The species occur from the N. U. S. to Chile and the Galapagos Isls. They grow in the U. S., mostly on prairies and in dry soil; some of these species might make acceptable border plants. Those that have received most attention are tropical species, as D. mutabilis, Wild., of Mex., with fls. white changing to violet, (B. M. 2480) and D. Mutisii, Kunth (properly Psoralea Mutisii, HBK.), of the northern Andes, with deep blue fls. in cylindrical heads; these are to be regarded as greenhouse perennials.

L. H. B.

DALECHAMPIA (from J. Dalechamps, French savant of sixteenth century). Euphorbiaceae. Climbing or rarely erect tropical shrubs; one rarely cultivated in wood houses for its ornamental beauty.

Leaves alternate, simple; stipules large: fls. small, monoeccious, apetalous, in dense clusters, with 2 conspicuous, colored involucral bracts; calyx valvate; styles united; ovules 1 in each of the 3–4 cells.—About 60 species scattered through the tropics. Plukenetia, a related genus, is without the large involucre.

Dalechampia Rosealina was described by Hooker in 1867 as one of the noblest plants introduced for many years, comparable with the bougainvilleas and surpassing them in size of bracts and brilliancy of color. It is not so fine a florists' plant as the poinsettia, but is worth trial in the finer conservatories. It requires well-drained sandy, peaty soil, and is propagated by cuttings.


J. B. S. NORTON.
DALIBARDA (after Thomas François Dalibard, French botanist). *Rosaceae*. A low-growing native hardy herbaceous perennial, with foliage resembling violet and flowers like those of a strawberry, sometimes grown in borders and rock-gardens.

This monotypic genus has lately been referred to Rubus, but it differs in habit, in the carpels being usually well defined instead of indefinite and the achenes dry instead of drupaceous; fls. 1 or 2 on a scape-like peduncle, white, and also others that are.

**DAMMARA**: *D. repens*, Linn. (Rubus Dalibarda, Linn.). Fig. 1217. Tufted, creeping; lvs. heart-shaped, wavy-toothed; fls. white, 1 or 2 on each scape; calyx 5-6-parted, 3 of the divisions larger and toothed; petals 5; stamens many; ovaries 5-10. repens, Linn. (Rubus Dalibarda, Linn.). Fig. 1217. Tufted, creeping; lvs. heart-shaped, wavy-toothed; fls. white, 1 or 2 on each scape; calyx 5-6-parted, 3 of the divisions larger and toothed; petals 5; stamens many; ovaries 5-10; pistils 5-10. Common in woods in New Brunswick, Ont. and south and west to N. J., Pa., Ohio and Minn. —It blooms June-Aug. It is a slow-growing plant, thriving in a deep fibrous soil and sheltered position; little grown. In Fig. 1217, a shows the perfect flower; b, c, achenes of the cleistogamous fls.

**DAMASK ROSE**: *Rosa Damascena.*

**DAMASK VIOLET**: *Hesperis matronalis.*

**DAME'S ROCKET** and **DAME'S VIOLET**: *Hesperis matronalis.*

**DAMMACANTHUS** (Greek, referring to the powerful spines). *Rubia*ceae. A tender evergreen shrub, chiefly valued for its coral-red berries, which remain on the bush until the flowers of the next season are produced. Divaricately branched, strongly spiny woody plants; lvs. small, opposite, leathery; nearly sessile, broadly ovate, acuminate; fls. small, axillary, in 1's or 2's, white, fragrant; calyx-tube obovoid, limb 4-5-cut; corolla funnel-shaped. Prop. by cuttings; sometimes grown in greenhouses and perhaps adaptable for planting in the southern parts.

**Indicus**, Gaertn. Described above, being the only species as understood by some authors; but others keep *D. major*, Sieb. & Zucc. (which is sometimes nearly spineless), distinct, distinguishing it by the 2-3-times larger lvs. and the larger fls.; others combine the two as species and variety, as *D. indicus* var. *major*, Makino. Gt. 17:570. The species occurs from E. India to Japan, the var. major being Japanese. The species is a low thick bush, densely dichotomously branched; lvs. ovate-acute, shining green above, light green beneath, in var. major 1½ in. long. The shining lvs. and showy berries commend the plant to cult. L. H. B.

**DAMPF-Off.** A gardener's phrase for a disastrous rotting of plants, especially of seedlings and cuttings, and commonly at the surface of the ground. It is usually associated with excessive moisture in the soil and air, with high and close temperatures, and sometimes poor light. Such conditions weaken the plants and allow them to fall a prey to the minute parasitic fungi which live upon the decaying vegetable matter in the soil, and can remain alive for months, even if the soil is thoroughly dry or frozen. A wise precaution is that cuttings may be ruined in a night. The skilful propagator takes every possible precaution. His benches have perfect drainage, he uses fresh sharp sand, and sometimes sterilizes it with steam heat for several hours. Damping-off is one of the most trying experiences of the beginner, and nothing can prevent it but a thorough grasp of the principles of greenhouse management in general, and watering in particular. (Consult articles on these subjects.) As soon as the disease is noticed, the healthy plants should be removed to fresh soil, as the disease spreads rapidly. If the disease appears in the entire bed, the organisms causing the trouble almost certainly are distributed generally in the sand, and sterilization either with formaldehyde solution (40 per cent strength diluted one part to fifty parts water) or with steam should be employed in all future work. If only a spot here and there shows the trouble, saturate the affected area at once with formaldehyde solution, as above, or with copper-sulphate solution (one part by weight to one hundred parts of water). One of the commonest occasions of damping-off is the sudden flooding of a bed or bench after leaving it too dry for a long time.

The terms damping-off and burning are also used for ruined flowers. Burning is often caused by sunlight or by imperfections in glass, but a flower spoiled by dripping cold water, or by some unknown cause, is said to have a burned look.

**D. REDDICK.**

**DAMSON**: Plum.

**DANAÉ** (name of a daughter of King Acrisius of Argos). *Lilaceae*. ALEXANDRIAN LAUREL. An evergreen erect much-branched shrub with thick unarmed alternate cladophylla and terminal racemes of small whitish fls., often referred to *Ruscus*. It is one of the Asparagus tribe of the lily family: fls. nearly globular, the lobes short and erect, with a crown at the throat; stamens affixed in the tube beneath the crown, the filaments united, the anthers 6: fr. a pulpy indehiscent red berry. *D. racemosa*, Moench (Rhus racemosa, Linn. *D. Laurus*, Medikus), occurs from Greece to Persia, making a bush 4 ft. high, with ovate-lanceolate, nearly sessile, about 5-7-nerved leaf-like cladodes. Recently intro. in S. Calif., but is little known in this country. Ornamental for porches, vases, and similar uses.

**D. LAURUS**, Linn. (Rhus racemosa, Linn. *D. Laurus*, Medikus), occurs from Greece to Persia, making a bush 4 ft. high, with ovate-lanceolate, nearly sessile, about 5-7-nerved leaf-like cladodes. Recently intro. in S. Calif., but is little known in this country. Ornamental for porches, vases, and similar uses.

**DANÉA** (a personal name). *Marattiócæae*. A small genus of tropical American fern-like plants, with synangia sessile, arranged in rows, and covering the entire under surface of the leaf. They are apparently not in cultivation in America.

**DANDELION** (i. e., dent de lion, French for lion's tooth; referring to the tooth on the lvs.). The vegetal of *Taraxacum officinale*, Weber, a stemless perennial or biennial plant of the Compositae, a common weed, much collected in spring for "greens" and in improved forms sometimes grown for that purpose. Dandelion is native to Europe and Asia, but is naturalized in all temperate countries. On the Rocky Mountains and in the high North, they are apparently indigenous. A floret from the head of a dandelion is shown in Fig. 1218. The ovary is at e; pappus (answering to calyx) at a; ray of corolla at c; ring of anthers at b; styles at d. The constricted part


at e elongates in fruit, raising the pappus on a long stalk, as shown in Fig. 1219; and thus is the balloon of the dandelion formed. A dandelion plant, with its scattering fruits, is shown in Fig. 1220. Another species of dandelion is also naturalized in this country, but is not so common; it is the red-seeded dandelion (T. erythrospermum, Andrz.), with red fruits, not reflexed involucral scales, and shorter beak.

The dandelion is much prized for "greens." For this purpose it is cultivated in parts of Europe; also about Boston and in some other localities in this country. There are several improved large-leaved varieties, mostly of French origin. Some of these named forms have beautiful curled leaves. Seeds are sown in the spring, and the crop is gathered the same fall or the following spring,—usually in the spring in this country. Commonly the seeds are sown where the plants are to stand, although the plantlets may be transplanted. The plants should stand about 1 foot apart each way, and a good crop will cover the land completely when a year old. Sandy light loamy soil is preferred. The crop is harvested and marketed like spinach. The leaves or heads are often blanched by tying them up, covering with sand or a flower-pot. The plants are sometimes grown more closely in beds, and frames are put over them to force them. Roots are sometimes removed from the field to the hotbed or house for forcing. When treated like chicory (which see), the roots will produce a winter salad very like barbe de capucin. Roots of dandelion dug in fall and dried are sold for medicinal purposes in drug-stores under the name of Taraxacum.

L. H. B.

DANGELBerry: Gaylussacia frondosa.

DAPHNE (Greek name of Laurus nobilis). Thy-melaeæ. Ornamental woody plants, chiefly grown for their handsome foliage and sweet-scented, white, purple, lilac or rarely greenish flowers, which, with some species, in warmer climates, often appear in the winter.

Low deciduous or evergreen shrubs: Ivs. alternate, rarely opposite, entire, short-petioled: fls. in clusters, short racemes or umbils, apetalous, mostly fragrant; calyx-tube cylindric or campanulate, lobed, corolla-like, usually clothed with silky hairs outside; stamens 8, in two rows, included; stigma capitulate, sessile or nearly so: fr. a fleshy or leathery 1-seeded drupe.

—About 50 species in Eu. and Asia. For monograph of the section Daphniphyllum see Keissler in Engler Bot. Jahrb. 25: 29-124 (1898); see also Nitsche, Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Gattung Daphne (1907).

Only D. Mezerium, with very early lilac fragrant flowers and decorative scarlet fruit, and some low evergreen species, like D. Cneorum and D. Blagayana, are hardy North, while most of the evergreen species can be recommended only for warmer climates. D. Genkwa with lilac flowers appearing before the leaves, and D. pontica and D. Lauroidea, with large evergreen leaves, are hardy as far north as New York. D. odora is fairly hardy in Washington, D. C.

In California, according to Franceschi, the species most commonly grown is D. odora, the plants being mostly imported from Japan. Many plants are also sent from Japan for eastern greenhouse culture. A decoction of the bark of D. Mezerium is sold in drug-stores under the name of mezerium. It is stimulant and diuretic. It is also known as olive spurge.

Daphnes thrive best in a well-drained light soil and in a partly shaded position, but some, as D. Cneorum and D. Blagayana, which are exceedingly pretty plants for rockeries, do better in sunny situations. In the North, D. odora and its varieties are often grown in pots for their sweet-scented and handsome flowers appearing during the winter. A sandy compost of peat and loam in equal proportions will suit them; they require a good drainage and careful watering during the winter, and pots not larger than just necessary should be given; they may also be planted out in a cool greenhouse and used as a wall plant. D. Genkwa, with abundant lilac flowers before the leaves, is sometimes forced.

Propagation is by seeds, sown after maturity or stratified, but germinating very slowly; also by layers put down in spring and taken off the following year. The evergreen species may be increased by cuttings of mature wood in fall under glass, and kept in a cool greenhouse during the winter. If gentle bottom heat can be given in early spring, it will be of advantage to the development of the roots; softwood cuttings taken from forced plants may also be used. D. odora is often veneer-grafted on seedling stock of D. Lauroidea in winter, or on roots of D. Mezerium; also other species are grafted on roots of D. Mezerium. D. Cneorum and probably other species are propagated by budding. Some species are readily increased in spring by removing the earth around the plant, pegging down the branches and filling with fine compost almost to the tops of the branches. Next spring, if the compost is carefully removed, a large number of little buds, each supplied with a white root, are found along the branches; they are easily detached and planted in pans or boxes.
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DAPHNE

A. Foliage deciduous: fls. axillary along the branches of the previous year, appearing before the lbs.

b. Lvs. alternate, glabrous. (Mezereum).


bb. Lvs. opposite, silky below. (Genkwa.)


AA. Foliage evergreen, alternate (see also No. 2). (Daphnæanthes).

B. Fls. in terminal heads, rarely axillary and pinched.

c. Habit low, procumbent or trailing.


c. Habit erect, 1-4 ft. high.

d. Lvs. less than 2 in. long, usually pubescent: perianth densely pubescent outside.

b. Lobes of perianth lanceolate, acute; heads without bracts.

6. oleoides, Schreb. (D. oleifolia, Vahl). Shrub, to 3 ft.; branches pubescent; lvs. ovate-elliptic to obovate-lanceolate, usually mucronulate or acute, villous-pubescent on both sides or finally glabrous above, punctulate with whitish dots, 1-½ in. long: fls. in few-fl.d. heads without bracts, white or pale lilac, with

ovate-lanceolate, pointed lobes, ½ in. long. S. E. Eu. L.B.C. 3:299. B.M. 1917.—Very variable in shape and pubescence of lvs. Var. Fioniana, Hort., with obovate-lanceolate, obtuse lvs. and lilac fls., is said to be a hybrid between this species and D. collina.

EE. Lobes of perianth ovate, obtuse; heads with bracts at the base.


DD. Lvs. usually longer than 2 in., glabrous (or slightly pubescent beneath in No. 9.): perianth glabrous or pubescent.

E. Apex of lbs. obtuse or acutish.

F. Heads of lbs. all terminal, usually wanting in fls.; bracts persistent.


usually oval lvs., while D. sinuata has lvs. about 1½ in. long, slightly silky outside, the bracts longer than the lvs., and usually oblong-elliptic lvs.; but it is doubtful whether these characters are constant. — D. odorata, Hort., is a common misprint in catalogues for D. odorata, Lam. = D. Chevorn.

FF. Heads of lvs. axillary and terminal, few-fl.; bracts caduceus; perianth glabrous.


EE. Apex of lvs. usually emarginate.

12. rutha, Hemsl. Shrub, 2-3 ft.: branchlets pubescent at first, soon glabrous: lvs. oblong or oblong-lanceolate, oblong, obtuse and usually emarginate, narrowed at the base into a short petiole, glabrous, 1-3 in. long, ½-3½ in. wide: fls. white, tinged outside rose or violet, glabrous, fragrant, ½ in. long, in many-fl. terminal heads; the few lightly shorter than tube: bracts ovate, oblong or ovate-oblong, ciliate, deciduous, shorter than fls.: fr. red. May. W. China. B.M. 8430.—Recently intro. and apparently fairly hardy; a very desirable plant.

BB. Fls. axillary, yellowish or greenish white, glabrous outside.


ft. Specimens were first hurriedly collected by W. D. Brackenridge of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition, on the southern slopes of Mt. Shasta, when the explorers were retreating before attacking Indians. The specimens were described and named by Torrey.

Darlingtonias have been grown outdoors in the East the year round in a few special localities. Edward Gillett at Southwick, Massachusetts, grows them in a favored spot without artificial protection. F. H. Horsford can preserve them at Charlotte, Vermont, with the aid of a winter mulch.

As greenhouse plants, darlingtonias require the same treatment as their allies, sarracenias, dionaea and droseras. A well-grown collection of these plants is not only very interesting and curious, but also very beautiful. To succeed, they must occupy a shaded position, and never be allowed to become dry. Give a cool, moist, even temperature. If possible, a glass case should be provided for them, with provision made for ventilation; a constant moist atmosphere can be more easily maintained, and at the same time the greenhouse in which they are grown may be freely ven-

californica, Torr. Fig. 1222. Rootstock horizontal: lvs. 5–8 in annual rosettes, long-tubular, somewhat twisted, with median anterior flap, green below, green mottled with white over the arched hood, orifice directed with bilobed red and green appendage in front: fl.-stalk 10–30 in., bearing scattered bracts; fl. solitary, inverted; sepal 5, pale green; petals 5, yellowish to brown-red with red veins; stamens 15–12, inserted below ovary; ovary obconic with depressed apex, style 5-lobed with radial stigmas; caps. obvate, surrounded by the persistent sepals. Flowers from May to July, according to elevation. B.H. 5:113. F.S. 14:1440. F.M. 1869:357. B.M. 5920. I.H. 18:75. G.C. III. 7:81; 17:304; 24:339.—Intro. into cult. in 1861. Var. ribrä. Hort. Differ from type in being a reddish hue.

D. Courvillei=Sarracenia Courville. J. M. MacFarlane.

DARWINIA (Dr. Erasmus Darwin, an English nature-student). Myrtaeaceae. About 40 Australian evergreen shrubs, a very few of which are sometimes grown for the colored flower-like Campanulaceous involucres that hold their condition 3–5 months; not in the American trade. Low evergreen shrubs, 1 or 2 ft. tall, with few and usually hairy branches. Lvs. linear, small, in petal-like bracts at the summit of the branches; calyx-lobes 5; petals 5; stamens 10, alternating with staminodia; ovary 1-celled, the fr. 1-seeded. The Darwinia prop. from well-ripened tips of side shoots taken in early autumn or in spring. They require greenhouse or intermediate temperatures.

D. Hookeriæana, Benth. (Genetyllis fuchsioides, Hort.). Lvs. linear-oblong, ½ in. long, scattered; st. red: inner bracts of hanging involucre 1 in. long, bright red, the outer ones shorter and greenish and passing into the st.-lvs.: fls. small, greenish white, usually about 6 in each involucre. B.M. 4850 (as Genetyllis macrostegea). G.C. III. 43:243. F.S. 10; 1009. D. macrostégis, Benth. Lvs. elliptic-oblong, ½ in. or less long, scattered: inner bracts 1½ in. long, creamy white with red splashes and stripes, the outer ones shorter and more colored, the lowest ones passing into the foliage. B.M. 4855 (as Genetyllis tulipifera). I.H. 2:73. F.S. 10:1064. L. H. B.

DASHEEN. Edible crown-tubers of Colocasia, lately cult. in the U. S. to some extent. See p. 830; also Taro.

DASYLIRION (Greek, tufted lily). Lilieaceae. Stiff short-trunked desert plants, with crowded leaves and elevated panicles of small mostly white or whitish flowers. Caudex or trunk erect and woody: lvs. numerous, near the top of the trunk, long and rigid, usually prickly-margined: fls. dioecious, in dense racemes which are crowded into a narrow compound panicle; perianth campanulate, the segms. toothed, distinct and nearly equal, obtuse; stamens 6, exerted, style short; stigmas 3: fr. dry and indehiscent, 3-winged, 1-celled and 1-seeded.—About 15 species. Mex., to Texas and Ariz. Monograph in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 50, P. 1 (1911).

Dasylirions are highly ornamental plants, well adapted for rockeries, for isolated specimens on lawns, decoration of conservatories, staircases and similar uses, and eminently suitable for terraces and vases, in the formal style of gardening. The leaves are in large number, inserted in a symmetrical way, so as to form a dome or globe-shaped, regular head, more or less serrated, and in some species ending in a brush-like tuft of dried fibers. The tall panicles of numberless whitish green minute flowers are also a striking feature, standing far above the crest or crown of leaves. They are of the easiest and most possible culture, and will stand some degree of frost, particularly if kept dry. Easily propagated from seeds and from cuttings of the branches when produced, as they do not sucker as a rule. These plants are inferior to Uvoca filamentosa.
in hardness, showiness and regularity of flowering, but they have an individuality of their own. They are especially esteemed in California, where the great flower-stalks, 8 to 10 feet high, give a strong impression of the desert. The individual flowers are not highly colored, but the spikes are several feet long. These and related plants have been the subject of recent revision. Beauveria is now considered to be distinct, and the varieties are : 4.


**bb. Lvs. glaucous and dull.**

c. The lvs. not shedded at tip, narrow.


**cc. The lvs. splitting into fibers at tip, wider.**


**AA. Lvs. 4-sided, neither prickly nor usually brush-tipped.**


**D. Hookeri, Lem.—Calibanus Hookeri, Treé. (see Nolina).—D. jacquemontii, Zucc.—Nolina Hercogiana.—D. longifolium, Zucc.—Nolina longifolia.**

**WILLIAM THEELE.†**

**DATE.** A palm, Phoeiní dactyllum, Linn., native to North Africa or Arabia and extensively planted in countries inhabited by Arabs, and having arid or desert conditions. Figs. 1223–1226. It is also grown to some extent in southern Asia and southern Europe and in other tropical and subtropical countries. It is of very ancient cultivation, having been grown along the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers for more than two thousand years or more. It has long been planted casually in parts of Mexico and the southwestern parts of the United States, and is now becoming a fruit of commercial promise in some of these regions.

The date palm reaches a height of 100 feet, making a nearly straight, shaggy trunk, and it continues to bear for one or two centuries. It is delicious, the males usually equaling the females in a batch of seedlings, this constituting one of the great disadvantages of raising seedling dates. The Arabs practise artificial pollination by tying male flowers on the pistillate clusters. The flowers are produced early in the spring, from six to twenty clusters appearing on a mature tree. The female or fertile clusters of good size will produce as much as twenty to forty pounds of dates. As with apples and other fruits, there are many varieties differing in quality of seedlings, and do not reproduce this variety, so that propagation of named varieties must be accomplished by other means.

The date is the fruit, being essentially a drupe, measuring 1 to 3 inches long. The date of commerce is the cured and dried natural fruit. The sweet nutriment of the fruit constitutes one of the most important foods of the Arabs. The leaves and other parts of the plant afford materials for dwellings and many domestic uses. The wood or trunk is used for timber. The importation of dates into the United States amounts to about $500,000 worth annually. No doubt the consumption will be greatly increased when a date-grown and canned product is obtained.

Aside from the direct uses of the plants and the fruits, the date palm is valuable as a cover for other crops in the hot and dry regions. Beneath the palms, other fruits, vegetables and many crops may be grown with more safety than in the open blazing sun. It is probable, therefore, that the date palm will become a feature of the farming in all the regions of the Southwest in which it thrives.

**The general situation.**

In Florida, California, and restricted areas of a few other states, the date has been grown for decorative purposes for more than a century. At the missions founded by the Spaniards at St. Augustine, and other places in Florida, and that long line of missions extending from far into Mexico northward and westward through southern New Mexico, Arizona and California, it is likely the date was grown with great success. The conditions were favorable to its growth. Within the borders of the United States the greater number of these early plantings were in Florida or along the coast of southern California, regions where the sun total of summer heat is not sufficient to develop the date fruit perfectly. The date, as a fruit-producer, being too sensuous to a desert climate, will not thrive kindly to humid regions, even where it is not sufficiently cold to prohibit the growth of the tree. It is not only a question of maturing the tree or even of producing the fruit also of bringing the fruit to perfect ripeness. For this reason the greater number of the early plantings in this country matured little fruit, while that produced was of poor quality, although in many instances the trees grew luxuriantly and to large size. In the more arid parts of Lower California and Sonora, where there is sufficient water for irrigation, the early plantings have been continued down to the present time, and dates of fair quality have been grown for many years. Moreover, each year the area devoted to dates is increasing, and with the recent studies of the life-history of the plant by Swingle and others the adaptation of regions is now better understood and undoubtedly the future plantings will be made with much better assurance of success. Modern date culture in this country may be said to have begun with the planting of imported Egyptian and Algerian palms and seedlings principally in Salt River Valley, Arizona, in the years 1890–1900. Toumey's studies of these early plantings resulted in Bulletin No. 29 of the
Arizona Station. Studies of conditions in the Saharan region and the importation of varieties by the United States Department of Agriculture, were made in 1899 and 1900. These results were set forth in Bulletin No. 53 of the Bureau of Plant Industry, by Swingle. Stations for testing the introductions were provided by Arizona in 1899, by California in 1900, and by Texas in 1904. Subsequent large importations were made by Fairchild and Kearney, as described in Bulletins Nos. 54 and 92 of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the national Department of Agriculture.

Dates unquestionably can be grown profitably in many of the hot dry irrigated valleys in the southern parts of the United States. The Salton Basin in southern California promises particularly well for date-culture because of the high temperature, and here even the famous Deglet Noor date of the Sahara will ripen fully, even in cool seasons. Considerable attention is also being given to dates in the newly developing Imperial Valley. In northern California, the date can undoubtedly be grown for home use in many regions, even north of San Francisco; it finds good conditions for commercial culture in parts of Arizona; and there are probably adaptable regions in Texas. The date can endure more alkali than any other profitable fruit crop, and this fact will extend the range of its usefulness. When once well established, brief temperatures as low as 10° F. do not do serious harm to date palms.

While date trees have been grown in the United States and Mexico for certainly more than a century, and while much fruit has been produced incidentally there, largely as a by-product, nevertheless date-growing on a commercial scale is yet a new and experimental industry in this country. Although it promises well, the business requires experience and skill, and it must be established only in those regions which are particularly adapted to it, especially those that have an extremely hot summer climate. As yet, the returns from date-culture are almost impossible of determination. As nearly always happens with new and promising industries, doubtful claims have been made for profits of date-culture by interested parties. It must be borne in mind that practically all the varieties recommended for commercial cultivation in this country are of Old World origin. Although many seedlings are being raised, it is yet too early to designate any one of them as superior for general orchard planting. It is advisable that in the regions in California and Arizona, and elsewhere, that are adapted to dates, numbers of seedlings should be raised from the best in care being taken that they have been pollinated from the best males; in this way the chance will be increased of originating varieties that are especially adapted to the region. The business must be developed by residents and those who study the conditions closely from year to year.

According to Swingle, at present less than a dozen varieties among the 200 or more on trial at the government date-gardens in the Southwest can be said to be well enough known to warrant planting on a commercial scale. The Deglet Noor and the Taizizaaq are recommended for orchard planting in the Coachella and Imperial Valleys of California; the Halawy, the Khadrawy, the Maktoom, and the Hayany are promising for cooler regions, such as the Salt River Valley of Arizona, and may be planted in the California date regions on a scale not too large for the early markets; the Rhars is excellent for home use as a fresh date, but is of little commercial value. The theory is one of great promise, but it is as yet doubtful whether dry dates can be marketed advantageously on a large scale without an expensive publicity campaign. To plant other varieties that are new or inadequately tested, involves a considerable element of risk. The fact that they appear satisfactory in the Old World deserts is no guarantee that they will grow, bear, and ripen fruit properly in the Southwest or that their fruit will prove acceptable to American buyers. Any planting of a variety on a large scale before it has been thoroughly tested must be considered as a speculation. It would be much safer for those who expect to grow dates on a commercial scale to limit themselves at first to those varieties that have been tested by public and private agencies, and to learn all phases of the culture, curing, packing, and marketing of the fruit of one or more of the standard varieties. This is the best possible preparation for the efficient culture of new sorts when they have been sufficiently tested in the government or other adequately supervised testing-gardens to render it desirable to test them on a commercial scale in private culture. The government, through the Department of Agriculture, has taken special pains to safeguard the young industry.

Propagation.

It is always preferable to propagate dates from suckers unless one desires to originate new varieties, not only on account of the knowledge of the sex (it being hardly necessary to state that the sex of a sucker is the same as that of the plant from which it is taken), but on account of the ability to make a selection in the variety and quality of the fruit.

Dates are easily grown from seed if the ovules have been properly pollinated. Seeds may be planted in any month immediately after they are taken from the fruit, particularly in the mild climates of the Salton Basin, Lower Colorado Valley, and Salt River Valley. Unless the conditions are good, however, it is better to stratify them in a box between layers of moist sand and allow them to remain for three to six weeks in order that the seed-coats may be softened. It is important, however, that in the stratifying-box the seeds do not sprout, as they are easily damaged after sprouting takes place. The seed may be sown in nursery rows and the young seedlings transplanted after one, two or three years; or if the field is well prepared, and has good irrigation, the seed may be planted directly in the fields where the palms are permanently to remain. If they are placed directly in the field, it is well to plant them in rows 25 to 30 feet apart and to allow the young plants to stand...
3 to 5 or 6 feet apart in the row. When the dates come into bearing, the undesirable ones and the males may be removed and the probability is that a sufficient number of good varieties will remain to make the row properly continuous; and the rows will be far enough apart for the regular or permanent plantation.

Suckers or offshoots are taken from the base of the young palm (Figs. 1223, 1224). One to several suckers may be removed each year, averaging two to four for the productive period, and when they are three to six years old and have begun to develop roots of their own. All species belonging to the genus *Phoenix* are difficult to transplant with uniform success. Frequently as high as 50 per cent of transplanted dates die even when watered daily and given the best of care. In planting suckers with the best of attention, a percentage die; while without care not one in a hundred will grow. It is due not so much to the lack of experience in removing the suckers as to lack of proper care after removal, that so large a percentage fail.

Suckers may be removed at any time during the spring or early summer, or even in the winter, if proper care be given them after removal. If they are to be planted in the open ground it is advisable to remove them in spring or early summer, April probably being the best month. In winter, when the plants are at a standstill, the suckers may be removed with comparatively small loss, if the "bulbs" or bottoms be not less than 4 inches in diameter. It is necessary, when suckers are removed at this season, to set them in rather small pots, so that the earth, which should be given a daily soaking, may have a chance to get warm quickly. The pots should be kept in a dry greenhouse, or, better yet, imbedded in a hotbed of manure, covered with the customary frame and glass. In all cases the leaves should be cut back to 6 to 12 inches in length, and sometimes they are removed. Transplant only when the ground is warm. If proper attention can be given it is best to plant large suckers where they are to remain, as a second chance for loss occurs when they are transplanted from a nursery to the position that they are finally to occupy. An iron bar weighing thirty to forty pounds, and flattened to a 4-6-inch cutting end, may be used to cleave the offshoots from the tree. The leaf-stalks should be cut away, exposing the bulb of the sucker, care being taken not to injure the bulb in removing. One should cut in rather deeply at either side, not being afraid of injuring the old plant, cutting out a V-shaped portion extending from the base of the bulb downward for a few inches. Wounds may be painted with coal-tar to prevent bleeding and evaporation. It is important, when planting the suckers in the field, to set them so high that the crown-bud will not be covered with water during irrigation, in order to avoid decay and death.

A successful method of rooting the suckers is to bank up earth about the base of the parent tree and above the base of the suckers, and keep moist by watering daily to induce formation of roots. Suckers may be partially severed from the old stock before the banking is done, or after the roots have started. When the roots are well grown, the suckers may be transplanted with little loss.

The suckers will grow perfectly well, however, if no roots are left attached. The offshoots may be cut away from the parent plant, with all the leaves removed, and leaving only the bud in the center or at the apex surrounded by the leaf-stalks. Such offshoots will stand very much exposure and may be shipped long distances without being packed in moist material, care being taken that the boxes are so filled with packing that they will not be jammed or bruised in transportation. After they are planted, they should be kept constantly moist about the bottom and should not be allowed to suffer any check. The Arabs apply water every day for thirty or forty days and then continue to irrigate each week until the following winter, care being taken not to water too much. If these precautions are taken and if the offshoots are planted in warm ground, there need be very little loss. They should never be set in the open ground when the soil is cold, as in fall or winter. If the offshoots are to be taken off at that time, they must be grown in pots or in some similar way, as described above.

The growing of dates.

The date palm grows in nearly all kinds of soil, if only the climatic conditions are right. If it be sufficiently irrigated and have the requisite amount of heat, the soil seems to be a secondary consideration. In general it may be said, however, that sandy-loam soils of the desert, with a small percentage of clay and slightly charged with salts, are preferable to rich and heavy soils, suitable for growing ordinary crops. The question of water is of great importance in the culture of dates, as it is necessary that the roots of the date palm be in moist earth throughout the year. In general, the amount of water required for successful culture is considerable. If sufficient water cannot be supplied by natural methods, one must resort to irrigation. Water should be supplied at frequent intervals throughout the year. However, the most should be supplied in the spring before blooming, and in the fall prior to the ripening of
the fruit. The amount of water for each palm depends so much upon soil and local conditions that an estimate would be worthless. Care should be taken not to irrigate to excess at the time of blooming and immediately after, as it will militate against the successful setting of the fruit. They may also enjoy not only a high atmospheric temperature, but a high temperature of the water supplied in irrigation as well. In irrigating small crops by flooding, it is necessary in midsummer to irrigate late in the afternoon or at night in order to prevent scalding. Care should be taken, in the hotter part of the year, that the date palm is not subjected to hot water about the roots, rising above the soil for a considerable length of time, and later left until the soil becomes exceedingly dry and baked by the sun. Such extremes sometimes seriously injure or destroy the tree.

The date palm comes into bearing early, examples being known in California of fruits being produced two years after the seeds were planted. It usually requires six to eight years, however, for seedlings to bear any considerable quantity of dates. Under the best date-culture, seedlings are not used but the plants are propagated by means of suckers, as already explained; these suckers soon become established and will bear abundantly in five or six years afterwards. After ten or fifteen years, the palm may be considered to be in full bearing and should continue to produce indefinitely. It should yield 100 to 200 pounds of fruit annually, although there are cases of very much higher yields than this. To conserve the strength of the parent plant, the suckers should not be allowed to grow around the base in large numbers. Usually not more than three or four of these suckers or offshoots are allowed to remain at any one time. After the palm is in full bearing and has a trunk a few feet high, the offshoots cease to be produced. It is recommended, however, that one offshoot be left attached to the mother plant in order to replace the tree in case of an accident. If the date palm is allowed to grow as it will, it becomes a clump of many trunks, supplied by a junction of offshoots.

It is advised that the date palm be planted at distances of not less than 26 to 33 feet. Other crops can be grown between the trees till they come into bearing heavily, or even continuously.

Under proper cultivation, the date palm should produce from ten to fourteen leaves each year. A well-developed tree will have at one time from thirty to sixty leaves, the old ones dying away below while new ones are forming at the top. The different varieties show great variation in rapidity of growth, form and length of leaves, size of stem, and general aspect of plant. The stem of the date palm is very rigid. When the stem reaches a height of 5 or more feet it is frequently necessary to tie the growing bunches of dates securely to the lower leaf-stalks, that they be not broken and injured by the wind before maturity.

While it is possible to produce dates by depending on wind-pollination from male to female trees, this process is much too uncertain for commercial culture and requires a very large number of male trees. In commercial plantations, one male tree to 100 females is sufficient; but this requires that the pollinating shall be performed by hand. Small separate twigs or branchlets of the male inflorescence, from 4 to 6 inches long and bearing thirty to fifty flowers, are tied on the female cluster. Inasmuch as the flowers in the female cluster mature at different times, it is necessary to repeat the operation of pollination. In old plantings, persons must climb the trees in order to perform this operation, but for the first ten or fifteen years of bearing the clusters are so near the ground that little if any climbing is required. Each female flower produces three ovaries. After pollination, two of these ovaries fail and one matures into the date. In cases where there is no pollination, all three of the ovaries will develop but will be seedless and the fruit will be inferior.

As with other fruits, it is often necessary to thin the dates on trees, particularly on young trees that tend to overbear. Even on old trees, best results are to be secured if only eight or ten bunches are left.

Usually the dates in an entire bunch do not ripen at the same time. Picking off the dates as they ripen is a practicable operation when labor is cheap. In general, however, it probably will be found the better plan to cut the entire bunch at once. This may require some special operation in the handling and curing. Some varieties require practically no special handling or curing and are ready to ship as soon as they have ripened naturally. Usually, however, the bunch must be ripened much as a bunch of bananas is cured, by being cut off and hung in a moist and warm place. It has been found that in Arizona the best varieties of dates may not ripen naturally on the tree. Freeman's experiments at the Arizona Experiment Station show that conditions favorable for the rapid ripening of the Deglet Noor may be produced artificially in an oven. The degree of moisture and temperature may be carefully regulated. In this ripening process, there is not only a change in the sugar-content but the tissues of the date are softened, the tannin is precipitated and the astringency of the fruit is removed and relieved. Vinson found that dates may be ripened artificially by means of chemical agents. Artificial ripening by means of heat, moisture, and chemical stimulation makes possible the production of commercial crops at altitudes too high and cool to mature many of the early and late varieties. Losses by rain, insects, and birds are minimized, and greater cleanliness secured. Last year over half the crop from miscellaneous varieties at the Tempe Date Orchard (Arizona) would have been lost but for artificial methods of ripening. These methods are cheap and practicable. In connection with ripening operations, the fruit can be pasteurized at a temperature of 65° to 70° C. (149°-158° F.), and then packed in cloth or cheese-cloth to secure it from contamination by flies and other insects. Recent experiments by Drummond show that fumigation with carbon bisulfide kills insect eggs, and is preferable to pasteurization with varieties inclined to be sticky. In 1910, Swingle discovered the process now in use for ripening Deglet Noor dates by
DATURA (Arabic name). Syn. Brugmánsia. Solánum. Thorn-apple. Several large plants cultivated for their huge trumpet-like flowers, which have an odor that is very pleasant to some persons.

Annual or perennial herbs, shrubs, and trees: lvs. large, entire or wavy-toothed; fls. large, solitary, erect or pendulous, mostly white, with more or less violet, rarely red or yellow; calyx 5-toothed, sometimes breaking apart near the base or splitting lengthwise; corolla trumpet-shaped, with spreading 5–10-toothed limb; stamens 5, all perfect, slightly or not at all exerted, the filaments slender; style long, the stigma 2-lobed: fr. a large 2-celled caps., mostly prickly or spiny, usually dry and 4-valved at top but sometimes fleshy and bursting irregularly, with large seeds.

Some 15 species, mostly strongly-smelling, in the warmer parts of the globe, some of them weedy.

A few daturas are grown as flower-garden subjects, or the shrubby kinds under glass or as tub specimens. The most popular kind in northern gardens is commonly called D. corniculata (Fig. 1227), which is especially interesting when its flowers develop two or three well-defined trumpets, one within another. Sometimes, however, these double flowers are a confused mass of petalage. Double and triple forms are likely to occur in any of the species described below. The horn-of-plenty has been especially popular in America since about 1895, when it was found in South America by an orchid collector of the United States Nursery Company, and soon became widely distributed in "yellow, white, blue and deep carmine," all double forms. Daturas contain strong narcotics. Large doses are poisonous, small doses medicinal. Separate preparations of Stramonium seed and leaves are commonly seen in the drugstores. D. Stramonium (Fig. 1228) is the thorn-apple of Jamestown weed, the latter name being corrupted into jimson weed. Its soil, rank herbage and large spiny fruits are often seen in rubbish heaps. At the first successful settlement in America—Jamestown, Virginia, 1607—it is said that the men ate the thorn-apples with curious results. Dr. John Smith's account of their mad antics is very entertaining. It has been conjectured that this same plant was used by the priests at Delphi to produce oracular ravings. The seeds of D. sanguinea are said to have been used by Peruvian priests that were believed to have prophetic power.

Daturas are of easy culture. Some are treated as tender annuals. In the North the woody species can be grown outdoors in summer, and stored in cellars during the winter; in the South and in southern California they are almost everblooming. They are sometimes kept in cool conservatories the year round, in which case they should be planted in the border, as they rarely flower well in pots, their roots being large and spreading and requiring a constant supply of moisture. This method produces great quantities of bloom in spring. After flowering, the plants should be cut in to the main limbs.

A. Fls. red.

sanguinea, Ruiz & Pav. Tree-like shrub, 4–12 ft. high: branches fragile, leafy at the apex: lvs. clustered, 5–7 from the same point, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, almost 7 in. long, 2½–2½ in. wide, pubescent on both sides, shining green above, paler beneath, the lower lvs. wavy or angled, upper one entire; petioles 2½ in. long, channelled, pubescent; peduncles terminal; fls. pendulous, brilliant orange-red, about 8 in. long; calyx ovate, 5-angled, variegated, inflated. Peru. B.R. 1799 (as B. bicolor). F.S. 18:1888. All the other species are said to be easily raised from cuttings, but this is very slow to take root.

Aa. Fls. yellow.

chlorantha, Hook. Shrub, glabrous throughout: lvs. broadly ovate, almost triangular; margin wavy, with short, rather sharp, very distinct teeth; peduncles axillary, very short; fls. pendulous, yellow; calyx tubular, with 5 nearly uniform, short, triangular teeth. Habitat unknown. B.M. 5128. Gn. 46:429; 49, p. 379. Datura "Golden Queen" is presumably a horticultural variety of this species. While this species is horticulturally distinct by reason of its yellow fls., it is a doubtful species botanically, being founded on a very double garden form of unknown origin. In Villemain's
DATURA

Blumengärtnerei, by Voss, it is referred to D. humilis, Desf., but D. humilis, in turn, is perhaps a form of D. fastuosa.

AAA. Fls. normally white (sometimes touched with violet) or purple.

b. Plants tall, 7-15 ft. high: blossoms pendulous.
  c. Calyx tubular, with 6 obscure teeth.

sauvèolen, Humb. & Bonpl. (D. Gärneri, Hook.). Angel's Trumpet. Tree-like shrub, 10-15 ft. high; lvs. ovate-oblong, 6-12 in. long, 2½-4 in. wide, entire, glabrous, petioled, often unequal at the base; fls. 9-12 in. long; calyx inflated, angled, glabrous, with 5 obscure teeth; corolla-tube plaited, the limb with 5 short lobes; anthers crowded together. Mex. G.C. II. 1:235; III. 2:433. —The double form is much commoner in the gardens than the single. This is the plant which is usually cult. as D. arborea. It is said to be very distinct from the true D. arborea of Linn., but it can be separated with certainty by the calyx.

cc. Calyx spathlike, not toothed.

arborea, Linn. (Brugmansia arborea, Steud.). Angel's Trumpet. Small tree: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, margin entire, never wavy or angled, pubescent, in pairs, one a third shorter than the other; petioles 1 in. or more long: fls. with a musk-like odor; calyx tubular, entire, spath-like, acuminate; corolla-tube terete, the lobes of the limb very long; anthers distinct, not conglutinated. Peru and Chile. G.C. II. 11:141.—Most of the plants cult. under this name are presumably D. sauveolens. The extent to which the true D. arborea is cult. is undetermined.

nn. Plants less tall, only 2-5 ft. high.
  c. Blossoms erect; calyx not spurred.

fastuosa, Linn. (D. Hummátu, Bernh. D. and B. cornicópia, Hort.). Fig. 1227. Annual, 4-5 ft. high, herbaceous: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, acute on both sides, solitary, upper ones in pairs one of which is larger, 7-8 in. long, 2½-3½ in. wide; petioles 1½-2½ in. long: fls. 6½-7 in. long, violet outside, white within; calyx purple, angled, 2 in. long, 5-toothed, the teeth triangular lanceolate, acuminate, 5 lines long, 2-3 lines wide: caps. spiny, subglobose, 1½ in. in diam. Native of India. Naturalized in the tropics of both worlds. F.S. 14:1457. Gn. 46:224. I.H. 42:25.—The commonest garden datura. Resembles the common D. Stramonium, but fls. larger. Var. álba, Clarke (D. ábúa, Nees), has fls. white or nearly so. (D. ábúa var. africána, Fedde, is distinguished by its larger lvs., long, calyx, and corolla glabrous outside. Jolinah Somaliland.) Var. dúbia, Clarke (D. dúbía, Don. D. Nilhumátu, Dunal), has spineless frs. Var. Huber-iána, Hort., is a thick bushy cult. form with large fls. of several colors, running into yellowish, blue and red; it is said to be a hybrid with D. chiorantha.

meteloides, DC. (D. Wrightii, Hort.). Perennial (cult. as an annual N.), glaucous and puberulent: lvs. unequally ovate, entire, margin entire, acuminate, acute at both ends, upper lvs. often in pairs, the larger 2-2½ in. long, 8-9 lines wide; petioles thickened at the base, 4-5 lines wide: calyx tubular, the teeth mostly 5; corolla about 4-5 in. long, or twice as long as the calyx, 5-toothed, the teeth slender-subulate; caps. 2 in. diam. succulent, prickly. Texas to Calif. Gt. 1859:260. R.H. 1857, p. 571. F.S. 12:1266.—Fls. white, suffused with violet, fragrant. Occurs also in Northern Mex.

cc. Blossoms pendulous; calyx with a long spur.

cornígera, Hook. (D. and B. Knightii, Hort.). Height 3-4 ft.: branches downy: lvs. chiefly at the ends of branches, ovate, petioled, acuminate, margin entire, wavy or angled: fls. pendulous, white or creamy white, very fragrant at night, striated, 5-lobed, the lobe terminated by a long awl-shaped spreading or recurved point; stamina included. Mex. B.M. 4222. Brugmansia Knightii seems to be a trade name for only the double form. Gn. 45, p. 549.

Weedy annual species of Datura, intro. from the tropics or warm countries and run free in this country, are: D. Múel, Linn. Pubescent: lvs. entire or slightly toothed: calyx tubular; corolla-limb 10-lobed, 4 in. across: caps. nodding, prickly; 3-5 ft. fls. white.—D. Stramonium, Linn. Fig. 1228. The common stramonium or jimson-weed: glabrous, green-stemmed: lvs. ovate, subulate or angled or even cut-toothed: caps erect, with stout prickles: 2-4 ft. fls. white. A very similar species but with a smooth and spineless caps. is D. inermis, Jacq.—D. Títuba, Linn. Differs from C. Stramonium in having purple st., and violet-purple or lavender fls., and prickles of the caps. more nearly equal.

1228. Pods of Datura Stramonium. (X½)

Other daturas more or less cult. abroad are: D. corroebola, Ort. Annual, 2 ft.: branches horn-shaped: lvs. broad-lanceolate: fls. very large, inside white or light violet, outside bluish, opening late in afternoon till middle of forenoon; fr. hanging, smooth; Trop. Amer. B.L. 5386.—D. cocinea, Hort.—D. De Noteri.—D. coldosa áurea, Hort. Garden hybrid, parentage not reported, with bright golden yellow fls.—D. De Núé, Hort. Probably annual: 3 ft.: fls. fragrant, brilliant red, freely produced. S. Afr.—D. fervex, Linn. St. thick, glabrous, red at base but otherwise green- or white-punctate: lvs. rhombic-ovate, angled-toothed: calyx 5-angled and about 5-petalled; corolla light blue, the limb angulate; fr. unequally spiny, with 4 large spines at top. S. Eu.—D. querécus, HRK. Annual, with green st., the young growth somewhat pubescent: lvs. deeply sinuate-pinnatifid: fls. as in D. Títuba; caps. bearing large and unequal flattened prickles that are sometimes ½ in. long. Mex.

Wilhelm Miller.
L. II. B.¶

DAUCUS

(ancient Greek name). Umbelliferae. Perhaps 60 annual and biennial kinds of very wide distribution. One or 2 species are native to N. Amer.; one species of Daucus is the common garden carrot, and the wild form of the same species is an abundant old-field weed in the northeastern states. Aside from the carrot, there are no horticultural members of the genus. Daucus comprises bristly or secoé slender plants, with pinnately divided leaves, and often a finely divided lvs. very small fls. in compound involucrate umbels, and oblong mostly dorsally flattened frs. The species are mostly of the temperate regions of Eu., Afr. and Asia.

Carota, Linn. Figs. 521, 822. Bristly biennial, with twice- or thrice-pinnatifid lvs., the ultimate divisions cut and pointed; fls. crowded in umbellets, mostly white but sometimes bluish or even pale yellow, some of the marginal fls. larger; rays of umbel numerous; involucre of many elongated-subulate divisions: fr. (or "seed") small, greenish or brownish, somewhat convex on one side and plane on the opposite side.
grooved, briskly, aromatic. Eu. Under cult., the root has been greatly developed into many edible forms.

Var. Boissieri, Schweinf., from Egypt and also in Spain, has blood-red or violet-colored roots. Gt. 1904:1527.

L. H. B.

DAVALLIA (a personal name). Polypodiaceae. Ferns, some of them grown under glass, and the smaller species making good plants for hanging-baskets.

Tropical plants, usually with firm, somewhat finely divided foliage and coriaceous semi-cylindrical indusia, which are attached at both the base and sides, opening toward the margin of the leaf.—Some twenty species, in many parts of the globe, some of them epiphytes.

The diverse habits of growth of the many different species of davallias, and their good lasting qualities, peculiarly fit them under ordinary care for decorative purposes, when delicate and graceful plants are desired. Among the many species, the following are most often seen and best adapted for commercial purposes: D. bullata, D. parvula, young fronds of a dark bronzy green, and D. fjiiensis (Humata), are well adapted for hanging-baskets. D. dissecta and var. elegans, D. concinna (Loxoscaphe), D. fjiiensis and vars. plumosa and major, D. feniculacea (Loxoscaphe), D. solida, D. pallida (syn. Morenso) and D. pyzidata are adapted for large specimen plants. D. tenuifolia (Odontosoria chinensis) and vars. stricta and Veitchiana are desirable for fern-dishes, because of their dwarfish habit of growth and the ease with which they may be raised from spores.—Old plants of davallia may be cut into a number of smaller ones with a sharp knife. Planted firmly into shallow pans and placed in a temperature of 60° to 65° F., they soon develop into symmetrical plants. The rhizomes should be firmly fastened to soil by strong copper-wire staples, where they will root in a short time. To gain a large number of small plants, the rhizomes should be detached, cleaned from all soil and roots, laid on sand and thinly covered with moss. Placed in a shaded position in a temperature of 65° to 70° F., and kept moderately moist, a number of small plants will develop from the dormant eyes, which may be separately potted as soon as of sufficient size. Spores of davallia should be sown on a fine compost of soil, leaf-mold or peat and sand in equal parts, and placed in a shaded position in a temperature of 60° to 65° F. All the operations of propagation of davallias will be most successful if conducted during the spring months. All davallias delight in a rich and open compost, an abundance of light and air, and moisture at their roots, a temperature of 60° to 65° F. and a thorough syringing every bright day. (N. N. Brueckner.)

DAVALLIA
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A. Lvs. once pinnate, with few linear segms.

1. pentaphylla, Blume. Lvs. scattered, from a stout pinnifolose rootstock, 1-pinnate, with 1 terminal and 4—6 pairs of lateral pinze, 4—6 in. long, ½ in. broad, sori in marginal rows. Java and Polynesia.

AA. Lvs. tri- or quadri-pinnatifid, deltoid.

b. Length of lvs. less than 1 ft.

2. parvula, Wall. A tiny fern with scaly creeping rootstocks, the lvs. sessile or with stalks 1—2 in. long, the blades ½—2 in. long, 3—5 pinnatifid, the segms. threadlike, pointed. Singapore and Borneo.

3. bullata, Wall. Figs. 1229, 1230. Rootstock creeping, clothed with whitish or light brown hair-like scales; lvs. scattered, 6—10 in. long, 4—6 in. wide, quadripinnatifid, with deeply incised segms.; texture firm. India to Java and Japan. F.P. 11:543.—Often sold for house cult. in the United States.

4. Mariesii, Moore. Rootstock stout, with brownish scales, which are lanceolate from a broad dilated base: lvs. deltoid, 4—6 in. each way, with the pinne cut away at the lower side at base; segms. short-linear, 1-nerved; sori intramarginal. Japan. G.C. III. 13:571.

BB. Length of lvs. 1—2 ft.

c. Foliage commonly tri-pinnatifid.

5. denticulata, Mett. (D. elegans, Swartz). Rootstock clothed with woolly fibers: lvs. 9—15 in. wide, with the main rachis slightly winged toward the apex; indusia several to a segm., with the sharp teeth projecting beyond the cups. Ceylon to Australia and Polynesia.

6. decurrens, Hooker. Rootstock stout, creeping, pinnifolose: If.-blade 1—2 ft. long, 9—15 in. broad, triangular, the main rachis scarcely winged at the apex, 3-pinnate, the segms. linear-oblong, broadly toothed; sori inside the margin. Philippines. Var. Mäyi, Hort. Graceful, much divided lvs.

7. solida, Swartz (D. ornata, Wall.). Rootstock clothed with appressed scales clothed with wooly fibers: lvs. 1—2 ft. long, 12—15 in. wide, the center of the apex broad and undivided; segms. broad and slightly cut; indusia marginal. Malaya. Var. supérbâ, Hort. Lvs. flat, in young state tinted with red.

c. Foliage commonly quadri-pinnatifid.


9. pyzidata, Cav. Rootstock clothed with pale brown linear scales: If.-blades tri-quadri-pinnatifid, 6—9 in. broad, with oblong segms.; sori with a broad space outside, which is extended into a horn-like projection. Austral.

10. fijiensis, Hook. Lvs. 6—12 in. broad, with the lower pinna deltoid and the segms. cut into narrow, linear divisions ½—¾ in. long; sori on the dilate apices of the segms. with red horn and a ferrule. A.F. 6:900; 9:233. G.C. III. 23:323.—One of the finest species, with numerous varieties. Considered by some botanists to be a variety of D. solida. Var. plumosa, Bull. Distinct from the species by the gracefully drooping habit and feathery nature of the pendulous lvs. Var. majör,
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Moore. More robust: lvs. not so fine, lighter color than the species.
11. dissecta, J. Smith. Rootstock stout, with dense, rusty scales: lvs. 10–12 in. broad, on straw-colored stalks; segms. oblong, cuneate at base, with simple or bifid lobes; sori minute, often with 3 projecting horns. Java. Var. elegans, Hort. Similar to type but with more graceful habit.

BBB. Length of lvs. 2–3 ft.

12. divaricata, Blume (D. polydanta, Hook.). Rootstock with linear rusty scales: lvs. tri-pinnatifid, sometimes 2 ft. broad, with deltoid, stalked segms., cut into linear-oblong lobes; sori at some distance from the edge. India to Java and Hong Kong.


For D. concinna and D. farinulacca, see Loxoxapha. D. platyphylla, see Microleptia; D. stricta, see Stenoloma; D. Pygmaeum, see Humata.

Several other ferns are in trade under the name Davallia, which are properly referred to other genera. Of these, disposition should be made as follows: D. alpina = Humata repens; D. angustata = Humata heterophylla; D. brasiliensis = Brachyopteris mucronata; D. renata = Odontosoria renata; D. tenella = Odontosoria clausa.

D. amara and D. decorata are names of uncertain standing and application.

R. C. BENEDICT.

DAVIDIA (after Armand David, French missionary, botanized in China from 1862 to 1873). Nyssaceae. Ornamental deciduous trees, cultivated for their handsome foliage and the large and showy white flowers.

Leaves alternate, slender-petioled, dentate, without stipules: fls. polygamous, in dense subglobose heads consisting of numerous staminate fls. and 1 bisexual fl., with 2 large bracts at the base; sepals and petals wanting; stamens 1–7, with slender filaments; ovary 6–10-celled, with rudimentary perianth and a circle of short stamens on top of the ovary at the base of the short and thick style, with spreading stigmas: fr. a drupe with a 3–5-seeded stone.—One species in W. China.

This is a handsome tree of pyramidal habit, with rather large and attractive bright green foliage, and an object of striking beauty when studded with the very large creamy white floral bracts. The tree has proved hardy in favorable positions as far north as Massachusetts; it seems to be somewhat tender only while young. Apparently it grows well in any good fresh soil. Propagation is by seeds sown in spring, which soon germinate, and by cuttings in summer of half-ripened wood under glass; also by layers.

involutata, Ball. Pyramidal tree, to 60 ft., with upright or ascending branches: lvs. cordate-ovate, acuminate, coarsely serrate, strongly veined, bright green and finally glabrous above, densely silky pubescent below, 2½–5 in. long: heads terminal, peduncled; bracts 2, opposite, rarely 3, ovate to oblong-obovate, entire or serrate, creamy white, of unequal size, the larger to 7 in. long and to 4½ in. broad: drupe oblong-ovoid, brownish, pubescent, about 1½ in. long. May, June. —F.M.O. W. China. Var. villosinervia, Hemsl. (D. villosinervia, Dodde. D. Ett. var.). Lvs. glabrous and glaucous beneath, or only sparingly pubescent while young. B.M. 8432. H.I. 20:1961. G.C. III. 33:235; 39:346. J.H.S. 1903:87; 37:129, fig. 113. R.H. 1906, pp. 297–9; 1907, p. 321. R.B. 34:230. This variety is better known in cult. than the type. It was intro. in 1857 by Farges who sent seeds from which a single plant was raised by Vilmorin. Later E. H. Wilson sent seeds of the variety as well as the type, from which a large stock of plants was raised by Veitch.

—ALFRED REHDER.

DEBREGÉASIA

DEBREGÉASIA (derivation unknown; probably named after a person). Syn., Morocdrpus. Urticaceae. Upright shrubs, grown for their handsome foliage and ornamental yellow or red fruits, which are edible.

Leaves alternate, short-petioled, serrulate, 3-nerved at the base, rugose above, tomentose beneath; stipules bifiid: fls. monocious or dioecious in unisexual globose clusters arranged in small axillary cymes; staminate fls. with usually 4-parted perianth, with 4 short stamens; pistillate with urecolate or obovate perianth much contracted at the mouth, with very short usually 4-toothed limb, adnate to the ovary; stigma penicillate, on a short style or sessile; fr. subglobose consisting of numerous small 1-seeded fleshy druplets.—Five or 6 species in China, S. Asia and Abyssinia.

The two species in cultivation, neither of which is yet in trade, are spreading tender shrubs with handsome slender foliage, dark green above, whitish below, and small usually orange-red fruits resembling in shape a small mulberry and produced profusely along last year's branches. D. longifolia is a stowe-plant; D. edulis is hardier, and at the Arnold Arboretum survives the winter outdoors. It is, however, killed back nearly to the ground, but sends up numerous shoots, and although it does not flower and fruit, it is a attractive bush on account of the striking contrast of the dark green lustrous upper and the white lower surface of the leaves. Propagation is by seeds and by greenwood cuttings under glass.


—ALFRED REHDER.
DECAÎNEA (after Joseph Decaisne, French botanist, who wrote much on the botany of cultivated plants; 1809-1882). Lardizabalaceae. Woody subjects grown for the large pinnate foliage and the conspicuous fruits. Upright sparingly branched shrubs: lvs. odd-pinnate, long, with opposite entire lfts.: fls. polygamous, in axillary racemes, slender-pedicelled; sepalas 6, petaloid, long-acuminate; petals wanting; stamens 6, the filaments in the staminate fl. connate into a column; pistilas 3, growing into rather large oblong follicles with numerous seeds in two ranks imbedded in a white pulp.—Two species in E. Himalayas and in W. China.

These are distinct-looking shrubs, in habit resembling a large-leaved sumac, with long racemes of pendulous greenish flowers similar in shape to those of a yucca, but are smaller, and with conspicuous blue or yellow fruits which are edible, but insipid. The Chinese species has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum in sheltered position, while the Himalayan is tender. They prefer a sheltered situation of warm southern exposure and do not seem particular as to the soil. Propagation is by seeds.


ALFRED REHDER.

DÉCODON (Greek, ten-toothed). Lythraceae. A hardy perennial herb sometimes offered by dealers in native plants. Decodon is sometimes considered a subgenus of Neea, but is latterly kept distinct as a monotopic genus. It is distinguished from Lythrum by having 5 (rarely 4) petals instead of 6, and 10 stamens while Lythrum has mostly 6 or 12. It has opposite or whorled lvs., the upper with axillary, short-stalked clusters of fls. in cymes.

Verticillatus, Ell. (Nexia verticillata, HBK.). Swamp Loose-Straw. Water-Willow. Smooth or downy: sts. recurved, 2-8 ft. long, 4-6-sided: lvs. lanceolate, nearly sessile: petals 5, cuneate-lanceolate, rose-purple, ½ in. long; stamens 10, half of them shorter. Swampy grounds, N. E. to Fl., west to Minn. and La. Desirable for colonizing about ponds and in very wet places. It runs into 2 or 3 varieties.

DECUMÀRIA (Latin, decumus, tenth, referring to the number of the parts of the flower). Saxifragaceae. Climbing shrubs, cultivated for their handsome glossy foliage and clusters of attractive white flowers. Climbing by aerial rootlets: lvs. deciduous, opposite, petioled: lvs. in terminal peduncled corymbs, small, white, perfect; sepals and petals 7-10; stamens 20-30: fr. a 5-10-celled ribbed capsule, opening between the ribs, with numerous minute seeds.—One species in E. N. Amer. and one in China.

These are ornamental climbing shrubs with handsome glossy fragrant white flowers, forming a corymb of feathery appearance, well adapted for covering walls, rocks, trellis work and trunks of trees; tender, but the American species survives in sheltered positions as far north as Massachusetts, while the Chinese is more tender. They thrive in almost any humid soil. Propagation is by greenwood cuttings in summer under glass, rarely by seeds.

bárbara, Linn. (D. sarmentosa, Bose). Climbing to 30 ft., but usually less high: lvs. ovate, obtuse or acute, remotely denticulate or entire, glabrous and shining above, 2-4 in. long and 1-2 in. broad: corymbs 2-3 in. broad, semiglobose. May, June. Va. to Fla., west to L. B. (ed. 2) 2:236. Mn. 1:41. G.C. III. 4:42; 1942, suppl.

D. sinensis, Oliv. Very similar to the preceding; less high: lvs. generally oblong, obtuse or oblong, 1½-3 in. long and ¼-1 in. broad; pedicels appressed-pubescent. China. R.H. 10:18-1741.

ALFRED REHDER.

DEERBERRY: Vaccinium stamineum.

DEERGRASS: Rhezia.

DEERINGIA (Karl Deering, died 1749; born in Saxony, practicing physician in London and author of catalogue of plants of England). Amanaritacée. About a half-dozen species of climbing herbs or sub-shrubs, from Madagascar to Austral., one of which is offered in Calif. Lvs. alternate: fls. dioecious or perfect, numerous and small, in terminal spiciferous panicles; parts of fl. 5, spreading under the succulent indehiscent fr.; stamens 5, united into a ring. D. baccata, Moq. (D. celosioides, R. Br.), in Austral., E. Indies and elsewhere, is a smooth slender shrub: lvs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, entire: fls. in slender interrupted spikes 1 ft. or less long, greenish white: berry red, nearly globular, ½ in. or less diam. B.M. 2717. The plant offered as D. variegate, described as a slender-growing shrub that will climb if shoots are trained up, large spikes of white flowers,马克，有时在白色中带有绿色，可能是由于它在白色中也有绿色，很可能是由于它在白色中也有绿色，很可能是由于它在白色中也有绿色。A. M. 2775. D. bifida, Maxim., has creamy white or pure white fls. with yellow stamens, a different infl., and lvs. deeply bifid at apex.

L. H. B.

DEINÁNTHE (Greek extraordinary, referring to the flowers being larger for the same species). Saxifragaceae. Herbs or sub-shrubs of 2 species, 1 in Japan and 1 in China, at least the Chinese species having been offered in England. Of the Hydrangea tribe, allied to Cardiandra, but lvs. opposite rather than alternate and style 1-5-forked rather than 3 and separate. D. cerálea, Stapf, from China, is a perennial herb, 1-½ ft. high, with horizontal stout rootstock, the solitary st. from the tip of the rootstock: lvs. about 4 at the top of the st., ovate or broad-elliptic, sharply toothed: fls. sterile and fertile, the former few, the fertile much larger and nodding, the petals bright blue, stamens blue, all constituting a terminal panicle. B.M. 5873. D. bifida, Maxim., has creamy white or pure white fls. with yellow stamens, a different infl., and lvs. deeply bifid at apex.

L. H. B.

DELABÉCHEA RUPÉSTRIS: Stauralia rupestris.

DELÁRBREA (after a French naturalist). Aralidacée. Tall tender shrubs from New Caledonia, grown in hot-houses. Leaves alternate, decompound, gracefully arching, the lfts. leathery and entire or slightly cut: fls. falling very early, in large umbel-like clusters, not very showy. Distinguished from Aralia by its round, not angled frs.—Two species. Cult. same as Aralia.

spectabilis, Lind. & André (Aralia concinna, Nichols.), St. ash gray, with brown, warty spots: lvs. odd-pinnate; lfts. in 8-10 pairs, each lft. entire or 3-toothed or twice cut, sometimes so deeply cut as to make 3 entirely free segments. I.H. 25:314.—Under the name of Aralia spectabilis, two different umbel-like clusters, not very showy, is Aralia filicifolia. The two plants can be distinguished at a glance. The primary division of the fl. in A. filicifolia is long and narrow, thrice as long as in D. spectabilis, and tapering to a long point, while in D. spectabilis the primary division of the fl. is short and has 3 well-marked segments. In A. filicifolia the secondary divisions are deeply and irregularly
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larly cut; in *D. speciabilis* they are merely serrate. The two plants are also immediately distinguished by the black spots on the st. of *D. speciabilis*.

N. TAYLOR,†

DELAVALYA (after J. M. Delavay, French missionary, who explored the flora of S. W. China). Sapini-
dácæ. A tree from S. W. China, allied to Xanthoceras, but differing chiefly in its 3-foliolate lvs. and in the much smaller fls. with a cupular disk. The only species, *D. toxodrora* [J. Franch. (*D. yunnanéninesis*, Franch.), is a small tree, to 25 ft. : lfts. lanceolate, serrate, glabrous, to 7 in. long; fls. about ½ in. across, white: fr. a 2–3-lobed woody caps. with large brownish black seeds. Reported as recently intro. but probably hardy in warmer temperate regions only. ALFRED REHDER.

DELPHINUM (Greek, a dolphin, from the resemblance of the flower). Ranunculácæ. LARKSPUR. A group of beautiful hardy plants grown in borders for their handsome spikes of flowers and stately stems of foliage. They are of great value for cut-flower pur-
poses as the blooms keep well.

Annual or perennial, erect, branching herbs: lvs. palmately lobed or divided: fls. large, irregular, in a showy raceme or panicle; sepals 5, petal-like, the posterior one prolonged into a spur; petals 2 or 4, small, the posterior ones spurred, the lateral ones small, if present; the few carpels always sessile, forming many-
seeded follicles. Full double forms are very common in a number of the species (compare Figs. 1232, 1233). A. Gray, An attempt to distinguish be-
tween the American Delphiniums, Bot. Gaz. 12:49–54, 1887. E. Huth, Mono-
graphie der Gattung Delphinium, in Eng. Bot. Jahrb. 20:322–490, 1895. There are about 60 species, native of the north temperate zone, four of which are of much greater popularity than the others: the annual, *D. Ajacis*, and the perennials, *D. grandiflorum, D. hybrida* and *D. formosum*. The last three have been especially prolific in named garden varieties. See page 3568.

Some of the garden varieties of delphiniums are as follows: King of Delphiniums, semi-double, and Duke of Connaught, distinguished by a deep intense blue and conspicuous white center of the large singular flowers; Mme. Violet Geslin and Julia, cornflower-blue varieties with white eye; Amos Perry, a combination of rich rosy mauve, flushed with sky-blue; Lizzie and Rev. J. J. Stubbs, spikes of vivid azure around deep brown centers. Combinations of sky-blue, pink and lavender are striking characteristics of Diademe, Excelsior, Grille, Hallgarten, Libelle, Minerva, Niederswald and Seidenspinner, distinguished from each other by white, brown or black centers. The petals of Carmen are of deep gentian-blue and pink, sur-
rounding a brown center; those of Lamartine and Musea, lavender-blue; and Felieite, sky-blue.—Of the perpetual-flowering Belladonna class, the trade offers the following named hybrids: Capri, clear sky-blue; Moer-
heimei, pure white; Nassau, Mr. Brunton and Persi-
mon variations in sky-blue and azure; while the light graceful spikes of Semiplenum and Grandiflora show a clear intense cornflower-blue.—Perfect double-flower-
ing delphiniums, though very handsome, are shy seed-
ers and a small percentage come true to color and variety. They do not seem to share in the great popu-
ularity of the singles. Of the latter the old species *D. chinense*, *D. Davidii*, and the rather hard to handle but beautiful yellow *D. Zaiti*, are well worth cultivating. (R. Roth.)

Rocket and Candelabrum are names used to design-
ate the forms of inflorescence in the two annual spe-
cies. The "Rocket" or spike-like form is more com-
monly found in the Ajacis type, and the "Candela-
brum," with a number of short spike-like heads of different heights, is found more often in Consolida.

Delphiniums thrive in any good, well-drained soil, but are improved by a deep, rich sandy loam, exposed to the sun. Deep preparation of the soil is very important. The annuals are propagated from seed, which are very slow in germinating. In the warmer latitudes they may be sown in early fall and will then produce flowers early the next season; or they may be sown in the spring.

The perennials, may be propelled: (1) By root-division in the fall or spring. The large strong-
growing species may be divided into a number of plants after growing in the flower-beds for se-
veral years. (2) By cuttings, about which J. B. Keller says: "Take a few cuttings from each plant in early spring, when growth is about 3 or 4 inches long, and use the seed in this way which has come after the flower-stems have been removed. Cuttings root readily in a shaded frame, no bot-
tom heat being required, but an occasional sprinkling during dry weather may be necessary. When rooted they are treated like seed-
lings." (3) By seeds, started in the green-
house or hotbed in March or even earlier. The young seedlings should be given plenty of room by transplant-
ing as they grow, and may be set in the open gar-
den by June. If started thus early they flower the first autumn. The seed may be planted in late spring or sum-
mer, care being taken to water well during dry weather, and they will come the next sum-
mer. To get the best results, the perennials should be transplanted every 2 or 3 years. Two good crops of flowers may be secured in one season by cutting away the flower-stems of the first crop as soon as the flowers have faded; of course no seeds will be produced in this way.

In most climates where they are grown the roots of the perennials are left unprotected, in the open garden, during the winter. This plan can be improved by giving the bed or border a good dressing of barn-
yard manure about the time the ground begins to freeze in the fall. This will greatly enrich the soil and also protect the underground buds during winter. A much better show of flowers will be the result. Because of their ability to use much fertility, it is well to spade in the manure instead of removing it in the spring. A top-dressing of manure near the plants in midsummer is used to aid in forming the "fall" or second crop of flowers. This dressing conserves the soil-moisture, prevents weeds, and adds plant-food. Such applications of manure will make the plants more vig-
orous throughout. They will flower more profusely and, if desired, the roots can be divided much more freely.
INDEX.
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sulphureum, 6.  
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A. Annuals: petals only 3, united: foliicle 1.  
1. Ajacis, Linn. Fig. 1231. An erect annual, about 18 in. high, with a few spreading branches: lvs. of st. sessile, deeply cut into fine, linear segms.; root-lvs. similar, but short-petioled: fls. showy, blue or violet, varying to white, more numerous in D. Consolida, in a spicate raceme; petals 2, united; calyx-spur about equaling the rest of the fl.: foliicle only 1, pubescent; seeds with wrinkled, broken ridges. June-Aug. Eu. R.H. 1893, p. 228. Same figure in S.H. 2:282.—The season of flowering is governed largely by the time of sowing the seeds. If sown in the fall, as may be done in warm climates, the plants will produce fls. by May or June. But if the seeds be sown in spring no fls. should be expected. June-Aug. Colo., west and north to Alaska.


AA. Perennials, pure species: petals 4; foliicles 3-5 (Nos. 3–27).

b. Sepals red.

3. nudicaule, Torr. & Gray. St. 1–1½ ft. high, glabrous, branched, few-lvd.: lvs. rather succulent, 1–3 in. across, lobed to the middle or farther 3–7 times, the secondary lobes rounded and often mucronate; petioles 3–5 in. long, dilated at the base; fls. panicled; sepals bright orange-red, obtuse, scarcely spreading, shorter than the stout spur; petals yellow, nearly as long as sepals; foliicles 3, spreading and recurved, soon becoming glabrous; seeds thin-winged. Apr.–July. Along mountain streams, N. Calif. F.S. 19:1949. R.H. 1893, p. 259.—A good perennial in the E.


bb. Sepals clear yellow or tipped with blue.

5. Przewalskii, Hud (D. Przewalskianum, Hort.). Nearly glabrous, often branched at base, erect, varying much in height: lvs. 3–5 times deeply parted, parts divided into narrow, obtuse lobes: fls. clear yellow, or sometimes tipped with blue; spur equaling the sepals; foliicles 3, densely hairy. July, Aug. Asia.—Intro. 1892.


BB. Sepals blue or varying to white.

c. Height 1½ ft. or less.

d. Petoles dilating at the base.


Var. Wältkiri, Hook. St. very short, leafy, many-fl.: upper lvs. less lobed or almost entire, small, long-petioled: fls. very large, light blue with yellow petals. Suited to rockwork. B.M. 6830.

de. Petoles hardly dilating at the base.

91. tricorne, Michx. St. succulent, about 1 ft. high: lvs. 3–5-parted, with 3–5-cleft linear lobes; petioles smooth, hardly dilating at the base: fls. large, blue, rarely whitish; upper petals sometimes yellow, with blue
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...veins, lower ones white-bearded; sepal margins nearly equaling the spur: follicles 3-4, very long, becoming glabrous, strongly diverging; seeds smooth. May. Northern states. L.B.C. 4:306.—Very beautiful and much used. Best for rockwork. The foliage dies down in midsummer and the plant appears as if dead.

12. Ménziesii, DC. Plant sparsely pubescent: st. simple, slender, ½-1½ ft. high, few-lvd.: lvs. small, 3-5-parted, the divisions mainly cleft into linear or lanceolate lobes; petioles hardly dilating at the base: fls. in simple, conical racemes; sepal margins blue, somewhat pubescent outside, nearly equaling the spurs in length; upper petals yellowish: follicles 3, pubescent, or sometimes glabrous; seeds black, winged on the outer angles. Apr.-June. On hills, Calif. and northward to Alaska. B.R. 1192.

13. pauciflórum, Nutt. Roots roblong or fusiform, fasciculate-tuberos: sts. slender, nearly glabrous, ½-1 ft. high: lvs. small, parted into narrow, linear lobes; petioles not dilating at base: fls. and fr. similar to those of D. Menziesii, but on shorter pedicels. May, June. Colo. to Wash. and Calif. Intro. 1892.

c. Height usually more than ½ ft.

D. Folioles always 3.

14. alússimum, Wall. Plant shaggy-hairy above: st. tall and slender, branched: lvs. palmately 5-parted, the divisions 3-lobed and toothed: bracts long-lanceolate: fls. blue or purple, in long, branching racemes; spur linear or slightly incurved, equaling the sepals; petals 2-lobed: follicles 3, erect; seeds not winged or scaly. Apr., Sept. Himalayas.

15. exaltátum, Ait. St. stout, 2-4 ft. high, smoothish: lvs. flat, nearly glabrous, deeply cleft into 3-7 wedge-shaped lobes, which are often trifid; petals usually not dilated at the base: fls. blue, with yellow on the upper petals, medium in size, on long, crowded, erect, pyramidal racemes; sepals nearly equaling the spur in length: follicles 3, pubescent or smooth; seed-coats irregularly wrinkled. June-Aug. Borders of woods, Ala. to Minn.

16. elúatum, Linn. (D. alpínum, Waldst. & Kit. D. pyrankídále, Royle). Bee LARKSPUR. Glabrous, 2-6 ft. high: lvs. somewhat pubescent, 5-7-parted, part rather narrow, or very pretty; upper lvs. 3-5-parted, petioles not dilated at the base: raceme much like D. exaltátum or more spike-like: fls. blue, with dark violet petals; sepals ovate, glabrous, nearly equaling the spurs: follicles 3; seeds transversely wrinkled, not scaly. June-Aug. B.R. 1963 (as D. intermédius). F.S. 12:1287. (var. fl.-pl.) R.H. 1839, p. 529; 1893, p. 358. —A polymorphous and complex species of Eu. It is probable that all or nearly all the plants sold here under this name should be called D. exaltátum, which is a closely allied species.

17. grandífíllorum, Linn. (D. sinénsé, Fisch.). Figs. 1232, 1233. St. rather slender, 2-3 ft. high: lvs. rather small, many times parted into nearly distinct, narrow, linear lobes: fls. large, blue, varying to white, the spur and upper petals often violet, lower petals often yellow, the spurs long and taper pointed: follicles 3, pubescent; seeds triangular, coats wrinkled, not scaly. Blooms in midsummer. Siberia. Intro. 1880. B.M. 1886. Gn. 46: 484. Var. álbum, Hort. Fls. pure white. Var. álbo-pléno, Hort. Fls. double and pure white. Var. fíore-pléno, Hort. (var. hybrídum, fl.-pl., Hort.). Fls. double, blue, with very pretty. R.H. 1893, p. 250; 1895, p. 379 (same). —This group includes the most common and the most beautiful of the perennal delphiniums. Grandiflorum is also one of the most stately. Its striking foliage remains beautiful throughout the growing season. It is usually planted well back in the harder border because of its height, smaller plants being in front. They may be massed as close as 2 ft. or less but produce a fine effect when 4 ft. apart.

Var. chínense, Fisch. St. very slender, not much branched: lvs. and fls. like the type, but fls. more numerous. China. L.B.C. 1:71.—A favorite garden form. The double blue form has been known as D. Bréckti, Hort.

EE. Folioles varying from 3-5.

18. carolíniánnum, Walt. (D. azúreum, Michele. D. viréscens, Nutt.). Plant somewhat pubescent: st. 1½-2½ ft. high, not much branched: lvs. 3-5-parted, the divisions 3-5-cleft into usually linear lobes: racemes spicifórm, double, branching, often in fruit, but varying to white or white, and often with a brownish spot: follicles 3-5, oblong, erect; seeds transversely wrinkled. July. N. C. to III., west and south. P.M. 16:235. Var. álbum, Hort. (var. álbidum, Hort.). Sts. 2-3 ft. high: lvs. larger than the type and with border divisions: fls. creamy white.—The double form of this is not much used.


19. mesolebúcum, Link. St. 3 ft. high, pubescent above: lvs. 3-5-parted, the segms. wedge-shaped and deeply serrated; petals somewhat dilated at the base: fls. blue, with pale yellow or whitish petals: seeds not seen. June. Nativity not known.

DD. Seeds winged.

E. Upper petal never yellow.

20. troúllófórum, Gray. St. 2-5 ft., leafy, often reclining: lvs. thinish, large, often reniform at base, 3-7-parted; lobes wedge-shaped, unequal: racemes in larger plants 1-2 ft. long and very loose: fls. blue, with upper petals white; spur and sepals each ¾ in. long: follicles glabrous; seeds with thin wing or crown at the end. April. Moist grounds, Columbia River. Intro. 1881.

EE. Upper petals often yellow.


22. Núttalií, Gray (D. colombiánunum, Greene). St. erect, simple, nearly glabrous, leafy, 1½-2½ ft.: lvs. thinish, 3-5-parted, parts divided into many linear-oblong lobes: racemes long, many-fl.; sepals deep blue, ovate, sparingly pubescent, shorter than the spur; petals blue or upper ones yellow, lower ones white-bearded: follicles 3, pubescent, rather erect; seeds thin, dark, with yellow wings. Summer. Low, open woods, Columbia River. Intro. 1892.

23. scópolófórum, Gray. St. 2-5 ft., glabrous, at least beneath lvs. 5-7-parted, upper ones more narrowly cleft; petals dilating at the base: racemes simple, densely many-fl.; fls. blue or purple, rarely white, upper petals often yellow; spur ¾ in. long, equaling the sepals: follicles 3, pubescent; seeds large-winged. Aug. Sept. Moist ground, west of Rockies.—A polymorphous species.

Var. subalpínum, Gray (D. occínditále, Wats.). A smaller plant, pubescent above: broader divisions of lvs., shorter racemes, larger and deeper-colored fls.: follicles glabrous. Wasatch Mt.s.

24. chalcíntum, Fisch. St. erect, simple or branched, 2-3 ft.: lvs. glabrous or slightly pubescent, 5-parted, the lobes pointed, sub-trifid, and somewhat toothed: fls. dark blue, the upper petals sometimes pale yellow, the lower ones inflexed, ovate, entire; spur
DELPHINIUM


DDD. Seeds scaly.

25. formosum, Boiss. & Huet. Fig. 1234. St. strong, 2-5 ft., half below, rather glabrous above: lower lvs. 5-7-parted, long-petioled; upper ones 3-5-parted, short-petioled or sessile, all alternate: racemes many-fl.; fls. blue, with indigo margins; spur long, violet, bifid at the tip: follicles 3, pubescent; seeds scaly. June, July. Asia Minor perhaps, but the origin of it is disputed. F.S. 12:1185. R.H. 1859, p. 528. G.Z. 1:144. H.G. 8:90. —The most permanent form for naturalizing, because it is so hardy. If given rich soil and good cult., it is one of the most effective for use in the permanent fl.-border. Var. coelestem, Hort. Fls. light blue.

26. Maackianum, Regel. Erect, 3 ft. high, pubescent or glabrous, branched above: lvs. pubescent on both sides, base often truncate or reniform, 3-5-parted, the parts serratate; petals dilated at the base: peduncles yellow-hairy, with the bracts often inserted above the base; fls. in loose panicles; sepals blue, half as long as the spurs; petals dark violet: follicles often glabrous, 3/4 in. long; seeds small, distinctly scaly. July, Siberia.


There are many double and semi-double varieties of this type. This is the tallest and most robust of the popular species of Delphinium. It will respond well to fertilizer and cult. When the clumps become large and strong, they are usually set about 4 ft. apart. Young plants may be set 2 ft. apart and thinned a year or two later.


AAA. Perennial, garden hybrids.

28. cultorum, Voss (D. hybridum, Hort., not Stephe.). The general mixed and more or less undefined hybrid delphiniums, constituting some of the choicest garden and border plants of many colors, single, semi-double and double.

DENDROBIUM

D. carulescens, Freyn. A fine Asiatic species, with single and double forms. P.M. 16:258.—D. cassinum, Hemsl. A dwarf perennial: fls. pure white. B.R. 8170.—D. cardiophyllum, DC., is a pretty annual, branching very low, the outer branches very short, giving a pyramidal form when covered with blue fls. B.R. 1859, p. 528.—D. davidianum, C. A. Mey. (D. speciosum var. davidianum, Huth.). Similar to D. cassinum.—D. Davidii, Franch. From China: lvs. 3-parted almost to the base: fls. light blue. China.—D. deversum, Ledeb. Allied to D. Consolida. The staminodia are more branched, with smaller more abundant fls. Caucasus and Caspian region. R.H. 1912, p. 513.—D. davidii, Franch. From China.—D. P. Gray. Gray is also listed in the trade, and is closely allied to D. Consolida.—D. Wheleri is listed in the trade and is doubtless a variety of D. speciosum (as var. Dendrobiunm). Many other species may be expected in the lists of collectors and fanciers.

K. C. DAVIS.

DEMAZÉRIA: Desmazeria.

DEMERARA ALMOND: Terminalia.

DENDRIUM: Leiophyllum.

DENDRÓBIUM (tree and life; they are epiphytic). Orchidaceae. Epiphytic orchids of great horticultural merit, grown in hothouses and greenhouses. Pseudobulbs (sts.), tufted or arising at intervals from the creeping st., sometimes very short and thick, more commonly elongated and often thickened at or near the base, naked or leafy at time of flowering: fls. usually showy, rarely small, in terminal or lateral racemes which are long and lax or short and dense, sometimes of a few fls., or sometimes reduced to 1 or 2 fls. equal about equal, the dorsal free, laterally obliquely to the foot of the column, forming either a short sac-like or long spur-like foot or mentum; petals usually resembling the dorsal sepal, either broader or narrower; lip jointed or adnate to foot of column, 3-lobed or entire; pollinia 4.—A large genus of about 600 species, ranging from India and Ceylon to Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and the Pacific Isls., being acquired in numerous in the Malay Archipelago. There are numerous hybrids, artificially produced.

There are two well-marked sections in this genus for the guide of the cultivator, the evergreen and the deciduous. The first named should not be allowed to become dry at the roots at any period, or loss of vigor will result. Among these, also, are some that need warmhouse treatment all the time, such as D. Phalanopsis, D. bigibbum, D. Bensoniana, D. Brymerianum, D. Deariei, and others. There are, in fact, but few among the evergreen species that need a coolhouse, and of these, D. formosum, D. infundibulum, and D. Jamesianum are conspicuous. Apart from these, the evergreen dendrobiums should be kept in a warmhouse during winter where 60° F. may be maintained.—All the deciduous species (typified by D. Nobile, D. Wardianum and D. Pterandium) need a marked resting period, easily determined by the finishing up of the growth in autumn, and the swelling of the nodes for flowering in spring. When at rest, it does not hurt the plants to be subjected to a low temperature of 45°, and it may be done to retard plants for later blooming, allowing the day heat to be regulated by the sun, with plenty of ventilation on favorable days. After the pseudobulbs have flowered, they cease to be of value to the plants, and should be cut out; if there are portions that have not produced flower-buds, these may be used for propagation, cutting the pieces into lengths of several joints or nodes, and laying them on moss in a warm propagating-house or case, when they will soon produce new plants. The flowers vary considerably to the hybrids, now so numerous, that have been raised from the deciduous Indian species.—Another section that requires warmth in winter, and now very much grown for cut bloom, is represented by D. Phalanopsis and D. bigibbum. These are Australian, quite distinct in growth, and usually propagated in cultivation. The flowers are produced freely for a
XXXV. Dendrobium superbum as grown in the American tropics.
few years, are very decorative, and the plants may be increased by taking off the young plants that often appear on the stems. These often can be grown on to strong flowering specimens, Small pots or pans are best, and always the plants suspend the sun and air. The evergreen tropical species, as *D. densiflorum*, *D. thyrsiflorum*, *D. aggregation*, *D. Farmeri*, *D. moschatum*, *D. fimbriatum* and *D. Dalhousieanum*, also need warmth in winter and must not be dried severely during the resting-period or loss of vigor will ensue at the price of blooming. This section of the genus produces flowers from the old stems for many years. It frequently happens that growths made in India will bloom long after the plants have become established in gardens. It is thus unwise to cut old growths unless they become withered or dead. Enough water may be given to keep the plants plump, and the flowers will be produced freely in their season. In some species, growth begins before or at the time of bloom. This is usually a sign of extra vigor and should not be discouraged. The proper time to repot with all plants of flowering age, is when they begin to recuperate in early summer after the bloom is past; young roots will be seen pushing out at the base of the stems, and if this is anticipated by a week or two, the new material is soon taken to by the roots and no check is experienced. Good sound osmundine is the best material, always using small receptacles rather than large, and if larger than a 6-inch pot or pan, use perforated ones. The roots do not like exposure, but the material will be kept in a sweet healthy condition. Moss is best avoided in most cases; it often fails to grow, and is inimical to the welfare of the plants; when it does grow, it holds too much moisture around the roots. (E. O. Orpet.)
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SECTION II.

A. Raceme 1–2; rarely 3-ft.
B. Mentum of fls. very short; sepals and petals green, yellow-margin.d... 3. cruentum
BB. Mentum of fls. long, exiguilshaped.

c. Sepals and petals white, not keeled.
D. Fls. 1½–2 in. across; lateral lobes of lip manifext.
E. Middle lobe yellow, reflexed; lateral lobes yellowish green. 4. scabriligneus
EE. Middle lobe white, yellow-marked; fimbriate... 5. longicornu
DD. Fls. 3 in. across; lateral lobes of lip indistincti 6. infundibulum
cc. Sepals yellowish white, keeled... 7. cariniferum
aa. Raceme 3–8-ft.
b. Fls. yellow... 8. Lowii
bb. Fls. white.
c. Petals broad, oval or obvate... 9. formosum
cc. Petals oblong-lanceolate, narrow... 10. draconis

3. cruentum, Reichb. Pseudobulbs erect, 10–12 in. tall; fls. 1½–2 in. across; sepals triangular-ovate, keeled; petals linear; lip 3-lobed, the middle lobes pale green, red-margined. Malay Penins. G.C. III. 18:91.

4. scabriligneus, Lindl. Pseudobulbs erect, 8–14 in. tall; fls. about 1½ in. across; sepals and petals similar, ovate-lanceolate, white; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes yellow-green, the middle lobe reflexed, yellow with orange-yellow lines. Burma. B.M. 5515 (as D. hedysomum).

5. longicornu, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 8–14 in. tall, slender; fls. 2–3 in. across, white except a central orange or yellow band on lip; sepals and petals similar, elliptic-oblong; lip fimbriate; spur slender. Burma. B.R. 1315.


7. cariniferum, Reichb. Pseudobulbs 6–10 in. tall, nearly cylindrical; fls. about 1½ in. across; sepals yellowish white, fading white, narrower than the ovate white petals; lip 3-lobed, the triangular lateral lobes red-orange, the middle lobe hairy, red-orange at the base, the front part white or pale orange; spur long, obtuse. Burma.

8. Lowii, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 8–15 in. tall, slender; fls. 1½–2 in. across, buff-yellow; sepals narrower than the undulate petals; lip distinctly 3-lobed, the lateral lobes tipped with red, the oblong middle lobe reflexed, marked with 6 lines of red hairs. Borneo. B.M. 5303. F.S. 23:2393. C.O. 30.


10. draconis, Reichb. Pseudobulbs up to 1½ ft. tall; fls. about 1½ in. across, white except for some orange-red stripes at base of lip; sepals narrower than the petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes small, the oblong-oval middle lobe crisped and minutely toothed. Burma. B.M. 5459 (as D. eburneum).

SECTION III.

A. Raceme secundum... 11. secundum
AA. Raceme not secundum.
B. Bracts small; racemes not capitata.
C. Fls. rosy purple, about 1 in. across... 12. cumulatum
cc. Fls. white, about 2½ in. across... 13. Dearei
BB. Bracts large, colored; racemes capitata 14. Bullenianum

11. secundum, Wall. Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. tall, cylindrical; fls. narrow, less than 1 in. long, rosy purple, on one side of the raceme; lip with an apical orange blotch. Sumatra. B.R. 1291. B.M. 4352. C.O. 35. Var. niveum, Hort. Fls. white.

12. cumulatum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. long, pendulous; fls. rosy purple, in short racemes with a purple axis; sepals and petals similar, oblong; lip oblong-obovate; spur obtuse, slightly curved. Burma. B.M. 5703.

13. Dearei, Reichb. Fig. 1235. Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft. long; fls. white, 2–2½ in. across, in 5–7-fld. racemes; sepals lanceolate, acuminate, about one-third as broad as the oval petals; lip oblong, obliquely 3-lobed, a pale yellowish green band across the middle; spur funnel-shaped, elongated. Philippines. V.O. 3:37. G.W. 1:225. O. 1912:18. C.O. 36.


SECTION IV.

A. Sepals and petals not yellow.
B. Lip deeply fimbriate
BB. Lip entire or minutely fimbriate.
C. Nodes of pseudobulb much thickened.
D. Pseudobulbs thick.
E. Internodes abruptly depressed-globose, thickened at apex... 15. Devonianum
EE. Internodes gradually thicken ed toward apex.
F. Front lobe of lip ovate, reflexed, purple... 17. Linawanianum
FF. Front lobe of lip ovate, yellow... 18. Findlayanum
DD. Pseudobulbs wand-like, slender... 19. Falconeri
cc. Nodes not thickened, or but slightly so.
D. Internodes usually more than 5 times longer than broad.

1235. Dendrobium Dearei.

(X×2)
E. Lip curved like a trumpet; sepal and petals purple....20. lituiforum
EE. Lip not curved.
F. Fls. white..................21. monile.
FF. Fls. with sepals and petals white, tip colored.
G. Throat of lip yellow.
H. Middle lip violet, white-margined.............22. amœnum
HH. Middle lip yellow, tip rose...........23. crystallinum
GG. Throat of lip purple........24. transparens
FFF. Fls. with sepals and petals mauve, lip primrose....25. Pierardii
DD. Internodes usually less than 5 times longer than broad.
E. Fls. 2½ in. across or less.
F. Color violet-purple........26. Parishii
FF. Color white or lilac.
G. Lip primrose-yellow; sepal and petals lilac....27. primulinum
GG. Lip with ground color yellow, a large, light or dark yellow blotch in center.
H. Blotch not marked; base plain....28. crepidatum
HH. Blotch marked.
I. With 2 basal purple spots....29. Bensoniæ
II. With reddish orange lines.
J. Shape of lip obscure; blotch light yellow........30. cretaceum
JJ. Shape of lip acute; blotch deep yellow.
KK. Lip not fringed.
L. Front lip of lip rose, the throat yellow........34. region
LL. Front lip of lip white-margined, the throat with 2 dark spots..35. rhodopterygium
MM. Disk pale; 2 large purple fringed spots at base of lip........37. Dalhausieæ
NN. Disk not pale, nor with fringed spots.
O. The lip slipper-shaped........38. moschatum
DD. The lip not slipper-shaped.
E. Unicolored, yellow.
F. Shape of sepals and petals acute; lip minutely serrate 39. dixanthum
FF. Shape of sepals and petals obtuse; lip fimbriate....40. fimbriatum
EE. Bi-colored, yellow with purple markings.
F. Apex of lip acute; sepals and petals pale yellow.
G. Front lip nearly rhomboid, lip colored....41. Aphrodite
GG. Front lip olate, red-lined, the apex recurved....42. aureum
FF. Apex of lip rounded; sepals and petals rich yellow.
G. Fls. 2½ in. or more across; lip with a single large spot.
H. Lip serrate or shortly channelled..Var. albens
II. Lip bracts small ............40. var. oculatum
GG. Fls. about 2 in. across; lip with 2 spots........44. Gibsonii

15. Devonianum, Paxt. Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft. long, round, pendulous: fls. single or in pairs, about 2 in. across; sepal and petals white tinted amethyst at the apex, the sepals about half as broad as petals, lanceolate, the petals ovate, acute, ciliate; lip white, fringed, the apex purple, and 2 orange blotches in the throat. N. India to S. China. B.M. 4429. J.H. III. 34:197; 52:317. G.C. III. 7:680. C.O. 23. O.R. 4:177; 12:152.
16. pendulum, Roxbg. Pseudobulbs abruptly swollen at the nodes, up to 2 ft. long, somewhat pendulous: fls. solitary or 2 or 3 together, 2–2½ in. long; sepal and petals white, purple-tipped, acute, the petals broader than sepals; lip white, pubescent on upper surface, the yellow margin. Moulmein. B.M. 5706 (as D. crassinode). C.O. 19. O.R. 2:177; 8:177. Var. Barberianum, Hort. Fls. brighter, the apical spots larger and deeper.
17. Linawaiænum, Reichb. (D. montiflorum, Lindl., not Swartz). Pseudobulbs with internodes gradually thickened toward apex, up to 1½ ft. long, clavate: fls. in pairs or 3’s, about 2 in. across; sepal and petals rosy purple above, white below, the sepals half as broad as petals; lip obscurely 3-lobed, small, the front lobe purple, the lower part white with 2 purple spots on disk. China and Japan. B. M. 4153. P. M. 3:77.
19. Falconeri, Hook. Pseudobulbs slender, up to 1½ ft. long: fls. solitary, 2–3 in. across; sepals and petals white, purple-tipped, the former tinged with pale rose, the petals broader than sepals; lip obscurely 3-lobed, the throat deep purple, with an orange spot on one side and a white band in front, the acute apex purple. N. India B.M. 4944. H. 13:224. P. M. 1876:226. G. Z. 31:145. Var. firemani, Hort. Pseudobulbs larger: fls. larger and lasting longer.
20. lituiforum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. long, pendulous: fls. in pairs, rarely more, 2–2½ in. across; sepal and petals amethyst, the former paler at base, the latter the more richly colored, the sepals much narrower than the petals; lip curved like a trumpet, the opening turned up, the throat violet-purple. N. India, Burma. B. M. 5605. Var. candium, Reichb. Fls. larger, the sepals and petals white, the lip sulfur-yellow. Var. Freemani, Hort. Sepals and petals deeper in color, the lip with a sulfur-yellow zone.
21. monile, Kränzl. (D. japonicum, Lindl.). Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft. long, slender-clavate: fls. solitary or in pairs, fragrant, white except for a few purple spots on the lip; sepals narrower than petals, both acute; lip acuminate, reflexed at apex. S. Japan. B. M. 5482.
22. amœnum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 1½ ft. long, slender: fls. solitary, or sometimes in 2’s or 3’s, about 2 in. across; sepals and petals white, amethyst-tipped; lip with the front lobe ovate, and a tooth margined with white. Nepal. B. M. 6199. G. C. II. 16:625.
23. crystallinum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. long, somewhat pendulous: fls. solitary, or sometimes in 2’s or 3’s, about 2 in. across; sepals and petals white, tipped with amethyst, or this sometimes lacking in the sepals which are much narrower than the petals; lip with a yellow middle lobe margined white. Burma. B. M. 6319. Var. salton. Hort. Sepals and petals pure white; lip rich yellow tipped with white.
24. transparens, Wall. Pseudobulbs up to 20 in. long, slender: fls. in pairs or 3’s, about 1½ in. across, white, the sepals, petals and lip tipped pale mauve; sepals lanceolate; petals oblong-elliptic; lip recurved
at the obtuse apex, the disk with a large purple spot.


25. Pierárdii, Roxb. (D. cucullatum, R. Br.).
Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. long, slender, pendulous; fls.
commonly in pairs, up to 2 in. across; sepals and petals pale rose mauve, acute, the sepals lanceolate, much narrower than the elliptic-oblong petals; lip obscurely 3-lobed, pale primrose-yellow, pubescent on the upper surface, purple-streaked at base. India. B.R. 548 (as D. cucullatum); 1726. Gr. 53, p. 403. F. S. 9:955. L.B.C. 8:750. C.O. pl. 26. B.M. 2242 (as D. cucullatum); 2584. Var. latifolium, Hort. Lvs. broader.

26. Paríshii, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs up to 15 in.
long, curved, rather stout: fls. solitary, or in 2's or 3's,
amethyst-purple with 2 maroon spots on each side of
the throat of lip; sepals oblong-lanceolate, narrower
than the oval-oblong petals; lip downy, apiculate.
Moulmein. B.M. 5488.

27. primálinum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 20 in.
long, erect or nearly so, rather stout: fls. solitary or in
pairs, 2-3 in. across; sepals and petals pale mauve-
liac, oblong, obtuse; lip pale primrose-yellow, purple-
streaked at base, the middle lobe very broad. Nepal
(as D. giganteum, var. nobile. Pseudobulbs pendulous, more slender: fls. larger, the lip sometimes
veined with pale rose.

28. crepidátum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 1½ ft.
long, nearly erect, rather stout, longitudinally marked
with white lines: fls. in 2's or 3's, about 1½ in. across; sepals and petals white, tinted lilac, obtuse, the sepals
oblong, narrower than the petals; lip white tinged lilac,
sometimes downy, the front lobe obtuse or reflexed,
the middle orange-yellow. Assam. B.M. 4993, 5011. C.O.
Fls. white.

long, erect, rather slender: fls. solitary, or in 2's or 3's, 2-
2½ ft. across, white, the disk of the lip yellow with 2
maroon spots; sepals oblong, obtuse, much narrower
than the petals; lip with the front lobe orbicular,
dentilicate, downy on the upper surface. British
355. Var. mágus, Hort. Fls. larger.

30. cretáceum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 15 in.
long, rather stout, curved, pendulous: fls. solitary, about 1½
in. across, white, a large light yellow spot on the
lip streaked with orange-red; sepals and petals
lanceolate, obtuse; lip with the front lobe orbicular-

long, somewhat thickened from a slender base: fls. in
2's and 3's, 2-2½ in. across, white, the sepals, petals
and lip tipped with rose-purple; sepals oblong-lan-
ceolate, narrower than the ovate-lanceolate petals; lip
with the front lobe broadly ovate, acute, a large yellow
orange-streaked blotch in the center. Burma and

32. nóbile, Lindl. Fig. 1236. Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft.
long, erect or nearly so, tufted, nearly round: fls. in 2's
or 3's, 2½-3 in. across; sepals and petals white, the
upper portion, varying in extent, amethyst-purple, the
sepals ligulate, the petals broader, oblong-oval, wavy-
margined; lip with a broad nearly orbicular blade,
downy, a large rich maroon spot in the center, inclosed
by a green-white zone which the sepals and petals
border, the lip with a large black purple spot, the
Var. Schröeriánum, Reichb. f. Resembles var. nóbilis but
fls. smaller, the color more intense, the sepals and
petals broader, the lip with a large black purple spot,
the surrounding white zone larger. R. 58. O.R. 2:113;
with yellow, and with a deep purple spot. Var. Schröeriánum, Reichb. f. Resembles var. nóbilis but
fls. with redder segms., the sepals and petals white, sometimes tipped with ame-
thyst; lip with an almost black spot, bordered with
pale yellow, passing into white. Var. sumitíñense,
Hort. Var. Tollíñànum, Reichb. f. Pedicels twisted, the
DENDROBIUM


33. Wardiánnum, Warner. Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft. long, round, pendulous: fls. in 2's or 3's, 3-4 in. across; sepals and petals white, oblong, usually tipped with amethyst, about half as wide as the white oval petals with 2 spots; sepals purple-tipped, lips with oblong-elliptic, much narrower than the ovate petals; lip with the limb nearly orbicular, purple, the throat yellow, surrounded by a cream-white zone. India. B.M. 8003. G.C. III. 42:122.

34. régíum, Prain. Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft. long, cylindrical: fls. in 2's or 3's, nearly 3 in. across; sepals and petals purple, mottled with white; sepals oblong-lanceolate; petals oblong-oval; lip crimson-purplish, striated, white-margined, denticulate, with a central pale longitudinal band. Burma and Moulinein.


38. moschátum, Wall. Pseudobulbs up to 6 ft. tall, cylindrical: racemes 5-15-ft.; fls. 3-4 in. across, faintly fragrant of musk; sepals and petals pale yellow, tinted pale rose at apex, veined and reticulated, the sepals much narrower than petals; lip slipper-shaped, pale yellow, with a spot at the column, and a velvety encroachment with purple about the front part hairy. India. B.M. 3837. B.R. 1779 (as D. cupreum). P.M. 2:241: Var. Calceolaría, Veitch Man. Fls. smaller, orange-yellow, with deeper veins and reticulation, and deeper spots on lip. C.O. 13.

39. díxánthum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft. tall, erect, somewhat clavate: racemes 2-6-ft.; fls. yellow, with an orange mark on lip; sepals and petals acute, the former lanceolate, narrower than the oblong, serrulate petals; lip serrulate, the blade nearly orbicular. Moulinein and Tenasserim. B.M. 5564.


41. Apréodíté, Reichb. f. (D. nocátem, Lindl.). Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft. long, slender, branched: fls. solitary or in pairs, 2-5 in. across; sepals and petals cream-colored, the former lanceolate, narrower than the ovate petals; lip cream-colored, with a large saffron-yellow spot in the middle, and 2 maroon spots at base, the front lobe nearly rhomboid, white. Moulinein and Tenasserin. B.M. 5470. F.S. 15:1382.


43. clávátum, Wall. Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft. long, cylindrical, pendulous: racemes 4-6-ft.; fls. 2-3 in. across; sepals and petals orange-yellow, the former oval-oblong, about half as wide as the oblong-ovate petals; lip bright yellow, with a maroon blotch at the front, the lobe orbicular, denticulate, the upper surface pubescent. Trop. Himalayas to S. China. B.M. 6993.

44. Gisbonni, Lindl. (D. fuscéátum, Lindl.). Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft. tall, a little enlarged in the middle, slender: racemes 2-5 ft. across, golden yellow, with 2 maroon spots on the lip; sepals and petals oval-oblong, obtuse, about the same width; lip with the limb a little broader than rounded, turned at apex, fimbriate, villous on the upper surface. Trop. Himalayas to S. China and Java. P.M. 5:169. B.M. 6226.

Section V.

A. Sepals and petals white.

B. Without markings.

C. Middle lobe of lip quadrate, emarginate, undulate; spur short, sulcate.

D. Middle lobe of lip triangular, acute, ciliate; spur long, conic.

E. With purple or mauve at apex.

F. Sepals and petals purple, mauve or bluish.

G. Base of lip inclining column; sepals and petals widely spreading.

H. Lip fringed; disk yellow.

I. Lip denticulate; throat deep purple.

J. Base of lip not clad; sepals and petals ascending.

K. MacCarthi

L. Sepals and petals yellow.

M. Color petal.

N. Fls. buff-yellow; lip clawed, with 2 purple spots.

O. Fls. primrose-yellow; lip at base concolorate around column.

P. Middle lobe of lip oblong, emarginate; petals larger than sepals.

Q. Middle lobe of lip nearly orbicular, reflexed, much undulate.

R. Color bright.

S. Lip with a single large maroon blotch.

T. Lip with 2 purple spots.

U. Margin of lip denticulate.

V. Margin of lip fimbriate, the divisions long and bearded.

Hookerianum
45. *lasioglôssum*, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs up to 1 1/2 ft. long, slender, pendulous, a little enlarged at the middle: fls. in 2's or 3's, white, except the reddish lines on the side lobes of the lip; sepals ovate, a little narrower than the petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes rounded, denticulate, the middle lobe nearly quadrate, undulate, reflexed, the disk with a tuft of orange-yellow hairs. Burma. B.M. 5825.


47. Lôddigesii, Rolfe (D. *pulchellum*, Lodd., not Roxb. D. *Seidelianum*, Reichb. f.). Dwarf.: Pseudobulbs 3-4 in. long; fls. solitary, about 1 1/2 in. across; sepals and petals lilac, the sepals oblong, much narrower than the ovate petals; lip orbicular fringed, the center orange-yellow, the margin pale lilac. China. L.B.C. 20:1935. B.M. 5037.


49. *Macârhia*, Thwaites. Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. long: fls. in 2-3-fld. pendulous racemes; sepals and petals ascending, the fl. not opening wide, pale rosy mauve, acute, the former lanceolate, narrower than the oblong-ovate petals which are sometimes purplish-striped; lip pale purple, striped with deep purple and with a maroon spot surrounded by a white zone. Ceylon. B.M. 4886. G.W. 14 p. 408.

50. *âbo-sanguineum*, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 15 in. long, stout, cylindric, erect: racemes 2-7-fld.; fls. 2-3 in. across, buff-yellow, with 2 purple spots on lip; sepals oblong-lanceolate, acute, about half as broad as the oblong-ovate petals which sometimes have a few red streaks at the base; lip broadly clawed, the blade broadly ovate or nearly orbicular, undulate. Moulmein and Tenasserim. B.M. 5130. F.S. 7:721. J.F. 2:203.


1237. *Dendrobium superbiens*. (×♀)
DENDROBIUM

long, oblong-oval: racemes pendulous, 6-12-fl.; fls. becoming orange-yellow with age, the disk deeper; sepals ovate, about half as broad as the nearly orbicular petals; lip with a pubescent disk. Burma and China. B.R. 1695. B.M. 3643. G.C. III. 50:82. C.O. 33.

SECTION VII.

58. bicameratium, Lindl. (D. breviflorum, Lindl. D. callithyrrix, Ridley). Pseudobulbs tufted, fusiform, oblong to 16 in. long; racemes short, fascicled, on the old pseudobulbs; fls. yellow, the sepals and petals marked with red spots in lines; lip cuneate, 3-lobed, the lateral lobes small acute, the middle lobe retuse, the callus fleshy, papillate. Trop. Himalayas.

SECTION VIII.

59. macrophyllum, A. Rich. (D. Veitchianum, Lindl. D. macrophyllum Veitchianum, Hook. f. D. ferox, Hassk.). Pseudobulbs stout, clavate, up to 2 ft. long, furrowed, narrowed below: lvs. up to 1 ft. long: racemes many-fl., erect; fls. about 2 in. across; sepals oblong-ovate, hairy externally, pale yellowish green, larger than the yellowish spathulate petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes round, purple-streaked, the middle lobe broader than long, with radiating purple lines. New Guinea, Java, Trinco, Philippines. B.M. 5649. H.F. 2:132. Var. stenopterum, Reichb. f. Fls. smaller, the mentum much reduced, the sepals and petals ochre, cespitose dotted inside, marked outside with large brown spots.

SECTION IX.

60. Kingianum, Lindl. Dwarf: pseudobulbs 2-3 in. long, attenuated upwards from a bulbous base, 2-5-lvs.: racemes few-fl.; fls. nearly 1 in. across; sepals and petals purple, the acute ovate sepals broader than the petals; lip white, marked with purple, 3-lobed, the lateral lobes obtuse, the middle lobe reniform, apiculate; spur yellow-tipped. Queensland. B.R. 31:61. B.M. 4327. J.F. 2:143. C.O. 38.

SECTION X.

A. Sepals and petals undulate; ovary same color as fls. .... 61. superbiens

B. Sepals and petals not undulate; ovary green

BB. Fls. about 2 in. across; middle lobe of lip retuse; disk papillate ..... 62. bigibbum

BB. Fls. 2½-4 in. across; middle lobe of lip acute; disk smooth .... 63. Phalenopsis

61. superbiens, Reichb. f. (D. Goldiei, Reichb. f. D. Fitzgeraldii, F. Muell.). Fig. 1237. Pseudobulbs up to 2½ ft., cylindric, somewhat narrowed at both ends, leafy above; peduncle nearly terminal, bearing a noding terminal raceme; fls. about 2 in. across, crimson-purple, the sepals and petals often white-bordered; sepals oblong, reflexed, undulate, narrower than the ovobovate petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes round, the middle lobe oblong, wavy, reflexed. Austral. F.M. 1878:294. R. 1:39. G. 34:117. G.W. 14, p. 29. C.G. III. 49:36. C.O. 13.

62. bigibbum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs cylindric, somewhat fusiform, slender, up to 1½ ft. long, leafy; peduncle nearly terminal, slender, with a terminal many-fl. raceme; fls. 1½-2 in. across, purple-magenta, the lip darker; sepals oblong, acute, much narrower than the nearly orbicular petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes oblong, incurved, the intermediate one oblong, reflexed; crest white, papillate. Austral. B.M. 4808. F.S. 11:1143. Gt. 49:1473. Var. candidum, Reichb. f. Fls. white.

63. Phalenopsis, Fitzgerald, Fig. 1238. Pseudobulbs slender, up to 2 ft. long, leafy above; peduncle terminal or nearly so, slender, bearing a terminal raceme of 8-15 fls. which are 2½-3½ in. across; sepals lanceo-

late, acute, white, flushed pale rose, narrower than the rhomboid orbicular mauve petals with deeper veins; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes round, curved over the column, maroon-purple, the middle lobe pale purple, deeper veined. Austral. G.F. 5:440 (adapted in Fig. 1238). A.F. 16: 1442. B.M. 6817. C.O. 4. Var. bole-

dens, Hort. Fls. bright magenta-rose, white at base of segments. Var. Statteria-

SECTION XI.

A. Sepals and petals not yellow.

B. Pseudobulbs clavate, few-jointed.

c. Fls. single or in racemes of 3 or 3; sepals and petals contorted .... 64. tortile

c. Fls. in 6- to many-fl., racemes; sepals and petals not contorted.

a. Lip white with a yellow spot; racemes loosely fld. ..... 65. Palpebrae

d. Lip entirely yellow; racemes densely fld. .... 66. thrysiflorum

BB. Pseudobulbs cylindric, many-jointed.

a. Lip white, colored at base; sepals and petals white.

b. Middle lobe of lip broadly obovate, resembling the petals. .... 67. Fytchianum

c. Lip white, colored at base; sepals and petals yellow. .... 68. leucolo-

phorum

c. Lip with a large orange blotch; sepals and petals rose ..... 69. Bronckartii

AA. Sepals and petals yellow.

a. Color pale straw-color, tinted with rose.70. Farmeri

c. Color clear yellow, not tinted.

a. Raceme of 2-4 fls. .... 71. capillipes

BB. Raceme 10- to many-fl.

c. Lip deeply fimbriate, the divisions ciliate. .... 72. chrysoptorum

d. Lip minutely fimbriate.

e. Troat of lip marked with purple radiating lines. .... 73. sulcatum

e. Throat not lined.

a. Petals about as wide as sepals. .... 74. densiflorum

b. Petals nearly twice as wide as sepals .... 75. Griffithianum

64. törtile, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft. long, clavate, furrowed: fls. in 2's or 3's, sometimes solitary; sepals and petals narrowly oblong, twisted, pale lilac;


66. *Thyrifthorum*, Reiche. f. (D. densiflorum alboluteum, Hook.). Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. long, terete, leafy: racemes pendulous, many-fl., lateral, fls. 1½-2 in. across; sepals and petals white, nearly transparent, the sepals oblong-ovate, acute, narrower than the nearly orbicular petals; lip narrowly oblong, downy above, fringed near the base. Burma, Siam, China.

67. *Fytchiánum*, Batem. (D. barbodatum, Batem., not Lindl.). Pseudobulbs up to ½ ft. tall, slender, erect: racemes few-fl., acros, except the rosy tint on sides of lip; sepals lanceolate, about one-third as wide as the ovobate petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes incurred, the middle lobe broadly obovate, with basal tufts of yellowish hair. Burma. B.M. 5444. Var. roseum, Berkeley. Fls. rose.


75. *Griffithiánum*, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 1½ ft. tall, furrowed, attenuated below: racemes pendulous, many-fl.; fls. about 2 in. across; sepals and petals bright yellow, the sepals oblong-oval, narrower than the nearly orbicular petals; lip orbicular, fringed, pale lilac above. Burma. Var. Gubértii, Veitch (D. Gubértii, Carr.). Fls. larger and more intensely colored; pseudobulbs more abruptly narrowed below.

**SECTION XII.**

DENNDROCALAMUS: A few large bamboos of the East Indies and China; see Bamboo.

DENRDÓPANAX (Greek, tree Panax). Araliaceae. Unarmed trees and shrubs from Trop. Amer. and Asia, also China and Japan. Fils. hermaphrodite, rarely polygamous. Species about 20. D. japonicum, Seem. (Hédera japonica, Jungh.), may be secured from dealers in Japanese plants. The lvs. have been compared to Fatia japonica, but are smaller and mostly 3-lobed but simple. The floral parts are in 3's: inf. umbellate, terminal nearly simple and not showy: berry globose. Cult in temperate house.

N. TAYLOR.

DENDROPHYLAX: Polygoniaceae.

DENNSTÆDIA (August Wilhelm Dennstedt, early German botanist). Polygodaceae. Hardy or greenhouse ferns of wide distribution, often referred to Dicksonia but belonging to a different family from the tree ferns of the latter genus from the antarctic and southern hemisphere. Indistinct inferior cup-shaped, open at top and adherent on outer side to a reflexed toothlet: lvs. 2-3-pinnatifid, from erect or creeping rootstocks. Species about 30; of simple cultural requirements. punctilobula, Moore (Dicksonia pilosula, Willd.), Figs. 1289, 1240. Rootstock slender, creeping, underground: lvs. light green, 1-3 ft. long, 3-5 in. wide, usually tri-pinnatifid, under surface minutely

1230. Tip of leaf of Dennstædia punctilobula. (x 3/4)

1240. Fructing lobe of Dennstædia punctilobula. (x ¾)

DENDROADÉMÉON (Greek dendron, tree; mecon, poppy). Papaveraceae. An outdoor shrub in California, with bright yellow flowers; sparingly grown elsewhere. Smooth low branching plant with rigid alternate mostly entire lvs.: fls. golden yellow, 1-3 in. across, single on short pedicels; petals 4, large; sepals 2, stamens many; short; a linear curved gynoecium, caps. 2-4 in. long.—Long considered to comprise a single species, but lately redefined by Fedde into 20 species, but only one species name appears to be in the trade. The division into species is largely one of foliage characters. It is not unlikely that some of the cult. material represents one or more of these segregates.

rigida, Benth. Rigid, very leafy, 2-10 ft. high: sts. up to 2 in. thick: dark whitish: branches stiff, erect: lvs. lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, coriaceous, reticulately veined, very acute and mucronate: fls. on pedicels, 1-4 in. long: seeds black, almost globular. Dry parts of Coast ranges and in the Sierras. B.M. 5134. F.S. 14:1411. Gn. 50:292. J.H. III. 29:92. Spring-flowering. In England it is somewhat tender, requiring some protection in winter. Prop. from seeds, that take very long to germinate. Considerable variation in size of lvs. appears to be due to the conditions in which the plants are growing. Evergreen, but in hard winters in Calif., loses most of its lvs. by Feb., when, becoming scraggly, it may be cut back to ground for renewal. L. H. B."

Harshly herbaceous perennials, usually with pleasant-tasting rootstocks, 2 or 3 lvs., mostly with 3 parts, and corymbs or racemes of large white or purplish fls. in spring: sts. mostly unbranched and not leafy below: lvs. palmately 3-divided or lacinate: petals surpassing the sepals; stamens 6; style slender: fr. a very narrow flat silique dehiscent from the base. — Probably 20 species in Eu., Asia and in N. Amer. The European and E. American species are readily told from Cardamine by habit and many obvious differences, but the W. American representatives of the 2 genera converge so that some botanists have merged Dentaria into Cardamine. (See E. L. Greene, Pittonia, 3:117-124.)

Several species are cultivated in Old World rockeries. They are of easy culture in light rich soil, and moist shady positions. Usually propagated by division, as seeds are not abundant.

A. Rootstock continuous, not tuberous.

Diphylla, Michx. Pepper-Roan. Fig. 1241. Eight to 16 in.: rootstock several inches long, often branched, strongly toothed at the many nodes: st.-lvs. 2, similar to the root-lvs., close together; segms. 3, ovate or oblong-ovate, coarsely crenate, the teeth abruptly acute: petals white inside, pale purple or pinkish outside. Nova Scotia to S. C., west to Minn. and Ky. B.M. 1465.—Rootstocks 5-10 in. long, crisp, tasting like water-cress. Pretty spring fl.

AA. Rootstock tuberous or jointed.

B. Lvs. deeply 3-parted, but not into distinct lfts.

Lacinata, Michx. Eight to 16 in.: the st. pubescent above: tubers deep: st.-lvs. 3, with lateral segms. often 2-lobed, all oblong to linear, more or less sharply toothed: petals purplish to white. Que. to Minn., south to Fla. and La. Var. integra, Fern., has the lateral segms. entire or nearly so. D. anomala, Eames, is perhaps a hybrid with D. diphylla; Conn.

Macrocarpa, Nutt. (C. gemmata, Greene). St. simple, 4-15 in.: lvs. 1-3, palmately or pinnately 3-5-parted, or divided; segms. linear to oblong, entire: fls. purple or rose: tubers with joints about 1 in. long. N. Calif. to Brit. Col.

Deschampsia (for Deslongchamps, a French botanist, 1774-1849). Graminace. Tufted perennials with shining spikelets in narrow or loose panicles, sometimes grown for dry bouquets.

Spikelets mostly 2-fl., with a hairy prolongation of the rachilla; glumes about as long as the florets; lemmas toothed, bearing a dorsal awn.—Specie about 20, in the cooler regions of the northern hemisphere.

DESCHAMPSIA

south in the mountains.—In England, it is sometimes used by the farmers to make door-mats.

flexuosa, Trin. (Atra flexuosa, Linn.). Wood Hair-Grass. Culms slender, 1-2 ft.; blades numerous, capillary: panicle open, the flexuous branches spikelet-bearing near the ends. Dept. Agric., Div. Agrost. 7: 173. Open woods N. E. U.—Of some value for woodland pastures, as it will grow well in the shade. Also used for ornament. A form with yellow-striped foliage is sold under the name Atra Jolit's variegata.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.

DESIGN, FLORAL. An important feature of the work of a retail florist is the making of floral designs or "arrangements," Fig. 1242. This work is directly opposed to the informal arrangement of flowers which is so much admired at the present time. See Bouquets, Vol. I. By artistic arrangement, however, these designs are now made less formal than in the earlier history of the retailer's work. These designs lend themselves well to the working out of various inscriptions and legends in flowers; therefore, these are most frequently used as tokens of affection sent to friends or relatives at this time of the year. These designs are also much in demand by various fraternal orders and other societies, when the emblems of the order or society are worked out in flowers and sent as a tribute to the house of sorrow. They therefore have their place in the work of every flower-shop. As has been stated, the present-day tendency in the arrangement of flowers in designs is to get as far away as possible from a stiff, set formalism. A design must, of necessity, be distinct in outline, but by a careful and free use of ferns and other florists' "green," the effect may be made somewhat informal and pleasing. Various forms of the "shower" wreath illustrate this, as well as a loose arrangement of flowers, and even foliage and flowering plants about the base of a standing emblem.

The most common forms of floral designs in use at the present time are flat and standing wreaths, pillows, casket-covers, crosses, anchors, and the emblems of various fraternal orders, such as the Masonic square and compass, and the Odd Fellows' three links.

The flowers, of which these designs are made, vary in different stores. The price which is to be paid for the design usually governs the species and varieties used. Orchids, lilies, lilies-of-the-valley, roses and Farleyense ferns compose the most expensive designs; while carnations, stephanotis, Roman white hyacinths and other more common flowers, with asparagus fern, comprise the cheaper designs. Usually the florist determines the price the customer wishes to pay and selects the flowers in accordance with this. Within recent years there has come to be a demand for unusual material in designs, and by so doing, galax, leucothoe and magnolia leaves, ericas and other woody plants have been much used.

In making these designs, the arrangement must necessarily be quite formal; therefore, wire frames are used. These are made in large quantities by various wire-working firms and are sold at wholesale at a comparatively low figure. In order to emphasize the particular formal outline and to hold the flowers permanently in place, the flowers are either removed and the flowers then wired with 9- or 12-inch, No. 22 or No. 24 wire. The wire forms are first filled with sphagnum moss, which is moistened so that the flowers will retain their freshness, and the wired stems of the flowers are inserted in this moss. The wiring is an art, and the design-worker becomes proficient in this that many flowers may be wired in a short period of time. This is necessary when many designs must be made quickly, as is so frequently the case in a flower-shop at the time of the funeral of a distinguished person.

Design work usually brings the retailer a substantial remuneration. In many instances, work of a lower quality may be used in designs than are demanded by persons buying cut-flowers. They must always be fresh, however; but, when roses are used, those having short stems are just as desirable as long-stemmed flowers. In carnations, many having a split calyx may be used when they would be saleable as cut flowers. If Roman hyacinths are used, the main truss may be sold as cut-flowers, and the secondary trusses used in designs.

The green elements in the design, which are used to emphasize the beauty of the flowers, vary much in different stores. Each designer has his own ideas regarding the uses of this material, but often he is compelled to use what is available at the precise moment when it is needed. Because of its excellent "keeping qualities," the "dagger," or Christmas fern, is frequently used; but, when this is plainly visible in the finished design, it has a coarse appearance which cheapens the effect of the piece. It may, however, be used as a cover for the frame and moss, with excellent effects. The "fancy dagger," or spinuous asparagus fern, is more attractive than the common dagger fern. One of the earlier greens used was smilax, but this has inferior "keeping qualities" to other kinds and is not so popular at the present time. It does not lend itself readily to a loose, formal arrangement. Both Asparagus plumosus and A. Sprengeri make excellent.backdrops for all design work. For softening effects to be worked among the flowers, nothing adds value to the design so much as a few sprays of Adiantum Croleanum or A. Farleyense. Often the foliage of the plants from which the flowers come adds a more pleasing effect than does the green of any other species. This is especially true when roses or lilies-of-the-valley are used.

Of the many designs made by the retailer of flowers, wreaths are probably the most in demand. They exhibit good taste, and many have excellent "keeping qualities." One of the earlier forms was made of English ivy, and the effect was pleasing. The ivy was enriched specially so when the wreath was enriched with a large bunch of violets, arranged in a loose, artistic manner. Because of the difficulty of getting a sufficient quantity of these leaves, the ivy wreath has been largely replaced by that made of galax leaves. These have excellent
keeping qualities and are obtained in large quantities by wholesale dealers from the mountains of North and South Carolina. Both bronze and green galax may be secured, but the green is most satisfactory as it makes a more pleasing contrast with a larger number of colors of flowers. It is customary to make these in rather large sizes, a 16-inch frame, or even larger, being used. Usually the right-hand side of the frame is decorated with roses, lilies-of-the-valley, or other flowers. A standing galax wreath, with a base of galax leaves, cocos palms, white roses and “valley,” and the wreath itself decorated with white roses, lilies-of-the-valley, with shower sprays of “valley” and maidenhair ferns on dainty mountings, makes an effective design. If a single spray of cattleyas is placed among the roses and “valley,” the effect is enriched wonderfully. Magnolia and leucothoe leaves are also used extensively for wreaths, but this foliage is heavier and less pleasing than galax. However, the buying public is tiring of the galax, and the retailer is searching the continents for something to replace it. Boxwood also makes a rich and attractive wreath. Wreaths made principally of flowers are often in demand, and when varieties are carefully selected, the results are pleasing. Fig. 1242 (redrawn from American Florist).

For cut-flowers for any room, certain rules must be observed. In the first place, a designer must realize that, as in all other flower-arrangement, a lavish use of material is not essential to good effects. A flower has an individuality of its own, and this should be just as pronounced in a design as in a loose vase arrangement. At no time should the material be crowded. When an inscription is to be placed over the flowers, as, for example, in a pillow when carnations are to be the background, even then each carnation should show its form and the background should not be a mass of petals without definite shape. As a general thing, it is best to use the flowers in conjunction first, after having covered the massed frame with green, and then to work the foliage among the flowers where it is needed for the best effects. This method requires fewer flowers, and the effect is more artistic. In making a design, it must be remembered that there may be contrast of forms as well as colors. As regards shapes and forms, it is quite essential that larger, heavier blooms, such as lilies and roses, should be contrasted with sprays of a light and graceful character, like lilies-of-the-valley and Roman hyacinths. The larger flowers are to be placed low in the arrangement, and the finer sprays higher. Often the center of a design is made of one particular species, as, for example, pink roses with their foliage; and the borders of the design are filled with sprays of lighter flowers, like lilies-of-the-valley, with their foliage or that of the maidenhair fern. If in the arrangement of the larger flowers a few buds of the species used are added, the effectiveness of form is increased.

In selecting colors for designs, the lighter shades are the most desired, although in recent years there has come to be a freer use of darker colors. For example, a large wreath of Richmond or other red roses contrasted with lilies-of-the-valley or white Roman hyacinths, is very effective and is not considered out of place for a funeral design. The amateur should, however, avoid striking contrasts or to endeavor to harmonize unwise with the flowers. The experienced designer may bring these together skillfully, and pleasing results, but this ability comes only after years of study and experience. Large designs are more easily arranged than small ones, and in them may be used a wider range of colors. The most striking colors are, however, widely separated, and between these the flowers should be of such tints that they assist in blending.

Flowers with a strong fragrance should not be used in designs if they can be avoided. They are especially objectionable if they are to be used in a dwelling-house where the rooms are often crowded. In a church or other large room, the fragrance is less noticeable. Polyanthus narsii, tuberoses and freesias are especially objectionable. The more delicate colors of violets, lilies-of-the-valley and Roman hyacinths are less so.

The funeral designs most frequently ordered by the immediate family are pillows and casket-covers. Both of these demand careful treatment in making, the pillow being especially difficult. The smaller the pillow, the harder it is to produce a pleasant result. The flowers should be of a more character, and it shows better judgment to select a less expensive wreath as a floral tribute than to purchase a pillow made of cheap flowers. Casket-covers should also be made of expensive flowers. These covers are not lasting, for they must of necessity be light in character; and moss, which is so necessary to retain moisture and freshness in the flowers, cannot well be used. Light wire of a fine mesh, such as mosquito netting, is cut of the desired size and the flowers which are usually of one species, like Easter lilies or roses, are wired to this with sufficient foliage or other green to cover the wire. A flower of some contrasting color may be selected for a border; or a rich outline of smilax is effective.

The construction of many fraternal emblems in a pleasing, artistic way, demands all the fine points of the professional designer’s skill. Often all rules of flower-arrangement have to be disregarded. Special emblems have to be made of special colors; and when an emblem must be made which calls for definite parts to be blue, others to be yellow, red, white and green, the problem to harmonize these is a serious one. The designer has no choice in such a case, and can meet this demand only with an attempt to reduce to the minimum these clashes of color.

As has been stated, formal designs in the arrangement of cut-flowers are a necessity, and for these there will probably always be a demand. The designer should have in mind, however, that it is possible to arrange flowers in a pleasing way and still emphasize the formal lines. Artists in this line of work are just as truly “born, not made,” as in any other branch of art; and unless one has a genuine love for flowers and the artist’s skill in their arrangement, the making of formal designs should not be attempted.

E. A. White.

**DESMANTHUS** (name refers to flowers being in bundles). Syn. *Acan. Leguminosae*. About 10 herbs or shrubs in subtropical N. Amer., and 1 in the tropics of the Old World, a few of the American species reaching well north in the U. S.; probably not regularly cult., but now and then transferred to the garden for the effect of their bipinnate lvs. and small greenish white fls., in axillary peduncled heads or spikes. The genus is one of the Mimosa tribe, and the fls. are not papilionaceous: petals 5, distinct or very nearly so; calyx bell-shaped, 5-toothed; stamens 5 or 10, distinct, usually exerted: pollen flat, several-celled. *D. illinoensis*, MacM. (Mimosa illinoensis, Michx. *Acan. illinoensis*, Kuntze), occurs in prairies and river borders from Ind. west and south: 1–5 ft., nearly glabrous, perennial erect
DESMANTHUS

herb: lfts. 20–30 pairs, obtusish. D. lepíloboús, Torr. & Gray, occurs on prairies from Kans. to Texas: lfts. mostly fewer and acute, and podunéces much shorter (1 in. or less long). DESMAZÉRIA (in honor of Desmazeries, a French botanist). Gramíneae. Plants resembling Eragrostis, sometimes grown as ornamental grasses. Spikelets many-fl, strongly impressed, the lemmas keeled and coriaceous but faintly 3- or rarely 5-nerved, awnless: fls. several closely imbricated spikelets, arranged in a linear, dense, nearly simple spike-like panicle.—Species 4, 1 in Medit. region, and 3 in S. Afr.

sícula, Dum. (Brizýpyrum sículum, Link). Spíke-Grass. Fig. 1243. Annuál, 8–12 in.: spikelets ¼ in., in a nearly simple spike. Eu.—Cult. for ornamental and frequently used for edging. A. S. HITCHCOCK.

DESMÓDIOUM (Greek, a band or chain; referring to the jointed pods). By some called Metábônia. Legumínóseae. Tyck Triéfoil. Mostly herbs, upwards of 170 species, in temperate and warm regions of Ale. Afr. and Austr. Lvs. pinnate, with 3–5 (rarely 1) lfts.: fls. small and papilionaceous, in terminal or axillary racemes in summer, mostly purple; calyx with a short tube, more or less 2-lipped; standard broad; wings joined to the keel; pod flat, deeply lobed or jointed, the joints often breaking apart and adhering to clothing and to animals by means of small brown hairs. Fig. 1244. A number of species are native to N. Amer., and are sometimes grown in the hardy border, where they thrive under ordinary conditions. One hothouse species, D. gyranus, is sometimes cult. for its odd moving lfts. D. pendúltimum and D. japonícum will be found under Lespedeza. Several of the native species are worthy of cult., but are practically unknown in the trade. The following have been offered by collectors: D. canadense, DC. (Fig. 1244); D. cuspiátum, Hook.; D. Dilécti, Darl.; D. maríliánum, Boott; D. nudúltimum, DC.; D. paniculátum, DC.; D. panículum, DC.; D. sensíllátum, Torr. & Gray. The Florida beggarweed is Desmódium tortúsum, DC., of the W. Indies. It is coming into prominence in the S. as a forage plant (see Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 214).

Two Chinese shrubby species have recently been introduced to Eu., named Desmódium gyranus, growing 3–5 ft.: lvs. 3-foliáte, the lfts. elliptíc, 4–7 in. long: fls. améthysté, ¼ in. long, in a terminal panicle. D. cinérdácus, Franch., not Gray: broad bush, 3 ft. high, densely leafy; lvs. large, the lfts. lózenge-shaped: fls. rosy lilaé to violet, in many racemes, produced in June and again in Sept.

The greenhouse species, D. gyranus, is of tolerably easy culture. It requires some temperature, and, although a perennial, it is best treated as an annual. The best method of propagation is by seeds. These should be sown in February in a light, sandy soil, in 4-inch pots, and placed in a warm, close atmosphere where they will soon germinate. The seedlings should be potted singly into small pots as soon as large enough to handle and grown on as rapidly as possible, using a mixture of good, fibrous loam and leaf soil in about equal proportions. By midsummer they will be good bushy plants, and, though not showy, they are very interesting. (Edward J. Canning.)

D. gyranus, DC. TELEGRAPH PLANT. Undershrub, 2–4 ft. high, with 3 oblong or elliptíc lfts., the small lateral ones (which are almost linear) moving in various directions when the temperature is congenial, and especially in the sunshine: fls. purple or violet, in racemes and terminal racemose panicles. Ceylon to the Himalayas and the Philippines.—Grown occasionally as a curiosity, particularly in botanical collections. See Darwin’s “Power of Movement in Plants,” and various botanical treatises, for fuller accounts. L. H. B.

DESMÓNCUS (band and hook, referring to hook-like points on the lvs.). Palmédeo. About 25 palms of U. S., S. Mex. to Bolivia and Brazil, differing from Bactris in the long slender climbing caudex and technical characters. They are uncommon plants, with spines or hooks by means of which they climb or are elevated on growing trees, the sts. usually thin and flexuose and annular; lvs. scattered along the st., pinnate or pinnatisect, the parts or segments. opposite or alternate, the rachis produced into a long hook-bearing climbing organ: fls. greenish, solitary spadícies with 2 apache-lvs.: fr. small, pea-shaped, red. D. mágíor, Crueg., st. becoming very long and clining to supports by the modified reteorse opposite segms. on the produced rachis: lvs. pinnate; lfts. 20 pairs, linear-acumílate and usually clustered; rachs spiny, dark-tomentos lazy sheaths covered with brown prickles. Trinidad. Little known under glass, and reported as cult. in the open in S. Fls. and S. Calif. L. H. B.

DÉSMOS (Greek, chain, on account of the fruit resembling nodes chained together). Annonáceae.

A genus established in 1790 by Loureiró and based upon Desmos cochínicíneus (Unôna Desmos, Dunal, 1817; Unôna cochínicíneus, DC., 1824). The flowers are composed of 3 sepals and 6 petals in 2 series, the latter valvate, nearly equal, and flat; stamens numerous, tetragonal-oblong or cuneate, the connective expanded above the dorsal oblong or linear-oblong pollen-sacs into a truncate hood-like ovary, and sometimes a little constrictions, or torus, slightly raised, usually truncate or somewhat concave at the apex; carpels indefinite; ovules several, usually forming a single column, but sometimes sub-biseriate; style ovoid or oblong, recurved; ripe carpels indefinite, either elongate and chain-like from constrictions between the seeds, or baccate and spheroid. D. cochínicíneus, Lour., is a shrub with an erect or climbing st. and weak reliante branches, lanceolate lvs., fragrant yellowish green pendulous fls., and reddish green moníiform frs. D. chíníneus, Lour. (Unôna discores, Vahl), is a small tree of the E. Indies, with ovate-oblong lvs. glaucous beneath and extra-axillary sweet-scented aromatic fls., for the sake of which it is often cult. The greenish yellow corolla resembles that of Canánig-ium odorátum, but the moníiform fr. consists of several joints, each containing a pea-like seed. It is used when green by the Chinese at Hongkong, who make from it a fine purple dye. D. élegans, Safford (Unôna élegans, Thwaites), remarkable for its fr., which resembles strings of beads, and the very closely allied D. zélidánicus, Safford, Hook. f. & Thoms., are endemic in the moist forests of Ceylon. Many species of Desmos have been erroneously referred to the genus Unôna, based upon a S. American plant (Unôna discreta, Linn. f.) not congeneric with the Asiatic genus above described, but more closely allied, if not to be identified with the genus Xylopia. See Safford, W. E., Bull. Torrey Bot. Club. 39:501–8 (1912).

W. E. Safford.
DEUTZIA (named by Thunberg in honor of his friend and patron, Johann van der Deutz). Saxifragaceae. Very ornamental shrubs grown for their showy white or blush flowers appearing in spring or early summer.

Upright: lvs. deciduous, rarely persistent, opposite, petioled, saccate, usually with rough stellate pubescence: fls. in panicles, rarely in racemes or in corymb, white, sometimes purplish, epigynous; calyx teeth 5; petals 5; stamens 10, rarely more, shorter than the petals; filaments usually winged and toothed at the apex; styles 3-5, distinct: caps. 3-5-celled, with numerous minute seeds. — About 50 species in E. Asia and Himalayas and 1 in Mex. Monograph by Schneider in M.D. 1904:172-188, and a hort. monograph by Lemoine in J.H.F. 1902:298-314; see also Rehder in Sargent, Plant. Wilson. 1:114-24 for Chinese species.

The deutzias belong to our most beautiful and most popular ornamental shrubs; they are very floriferous and of easy cultivation. _D. parviflora_ and _D. grandiflora_ are the hardiest, and also _D. gracilis_, _D. Sieboldiana_ and _D. scabra_ are hardy as far north as Massachusetts; the recently introduced _D. longifolia_, _D. Schneidiana_, and _D. Wilsonii_ have proved fairly hardy with slight protection or in sheltered positions at the Arnold Arboretum. One of the most tender is _D. purpurascens_. Of the hybrids, _D. Lemoinei_ is the hardiest, while _D. rosea_ has proved about as hardy as _D. gracilis_; _D. kalmiaeflora_, _D. myriantha_ and _D. kalmiaeflora_ and some varieties of _D. scabra_ have the flowers carmine outside or pinkish. They flower most profusely if pruned as little as possible, although an occasional thinning out of the old wood soon after flowering will be of advantage.

The deutzias thrive in almost any well-drained soil, and are well adapted for borders of shrubbery. Potted plants forced with a temperature not exceeding 50° develop into beautiful specimens for the decoration of greenhouses and conservatories, especially _D. Lemoinei_, _D. gracilis_ and _D. disolor_. The same plants cannot be forced again. Propagate readily by greenwood and hardwood cuttings, also by seeds sown in pans or boxes in spring.
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A. _Petals valuate in the bud._

B. _Fls. in panicles or racemes; calyx-teeth short (except in the hybrids)._

C. _Lvs. glabrous below or nearly so._


C. _Lvs. stellate-pubescent beneath._

D. _Filaments all toothed at the apex._

E. _Calyx-lobes shorter than the tube; petals upright._

3. _scabra_, Thunb. Shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. all petioled, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, rounded at the base, crenate-dentate, with rough pubescence on both sides, dull green, 1-3 in long; panicles erect, 2-4 in long; fls. white or blushed, with erect petals;
calyx-lobes deciduous. June, July. Japan, China. S.Z.
37, p. 315. F.E. 31: 1163. H. U. 1, p. 106. Var. angusti-
folia, Voss. Branches reddish brown: lvs. ovate-lanceo-
late, rougher. Var. crenata, Voss (D. crenata, Sieb. & Zucc.
D. dentata, Hort. D. midstis, Hort.). Branches brown:
1vs. ovate or oblong-ovate, less rough. This variety is
less common in cult. than the former. Var. marmo-
rata, Rehd. (var. aureo-variegata, Schneid.). Lvs. sprinkled
Var. plena, Rehd. (D. crenata var. plena, Maxim.).
Var. double, white, tinged with rose outside. R.H. 1867:
G.F. 8: 112; here belongs also Pride of Rochester, with
very large fls., faintly tinged with rose outside. Gn.
dbl-panictea, Schneid.) D. crenata candidissima plena,
Carr. D. Willista, Hort.). Fls. double, pure white.
4. Schneideriana, Rehd. Shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. elliptic-
oid to ovate-lanceolate, sharply serrate, pubescent, with
calyx-lobes deciduous. Cent. China. Var. laxiflora,
Rehd. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, remotely
denticulate, rough-pubescent above, thinly stellate-
pubescent beneath and light green; panicles broad and
rather loose. 2½-3½ in. long; fls. about ½ in. long.
June. W. China.—Only the var. is in cult.; similar to
D. scabra, but the panicles looser and more graceful.

d. Calyx-lobes longer than the tube.
5. magnifica, Rehd. (D. scabra X D. Vilmoreni. D.
crenata magnifica, Lemoine). Lvs. ovate-oblong, acumi-
nate, appressed-serrulate, rough above, stellate-tomento-
se and grayish green below, 1½-2½ in. long; fls. in
erect panicles, white, double; sepals ovate or ovate-
oblong, about as long as calyx, acute. June. G.M.
53: 108. F.E. 31: 322. Var. latiflora, Rehd., with very
large single fls. ½ in. across. Var. superba, Rehd.,
with large single campanulate fls. Var. eburnea, with
white single campanulate fls. in loose panicles; 

not Thunb.). Low shrub, to 2 ft.: lvs. short-petioled,
the pair below the panicle nearly sessile, ovate or ovate-
eliptic to oblong-ovate, rounded or cordate at the base,
rough and rugose above, stellate-pubescent and light
green beneath, 1-2 in long; panicles erect, loose, 2-3
in. long with appressed stellate pubescence mixed
with spreading simple hairs; fls. white, rather small,
with spreading petals; the shorter filaments usually
abruptly contracted or with very short teeth; calyx-
Var. robusta, Rehd. (D. robusta, Hort.). Lvs.
broad and smaller; panicle only with appressed
pubescence; stamens all subulate.—Graceful low shrub,
but less showy than most other species.

b. Fls. in corollas or cymes.
c. Infl. many- or several-fld.
d. Calyx-teeth shorter than tube; anthers attached to the
inside of the broad filament.
7. setchuenensis, Franck. (D. corymbiflora cretica,
Hort.). Shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. ovate-lanceolate to lanceo-
late, denticulate, rough-pubescent above, grayish green
below and densely covered with stellate and simple
hairs, 2-4 in. long: corymbs few-fld.; fls. less than ½ in.
across; filaments with large broad teeth about as
long as the nearly sessile anther. Cent. China. Var.
corymbiflora, Rehd. (D. corymbiflora, Lemoine). Lvs.
 elliptic-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, sometimes
slightly cordate at the base. 2-4 in. long: corymbs
many-fld.; fls. with spreading petals, more than 
½ in. across.

1246. Deutzia purpurascens.
Veitchii, Rehd. (D. Veitchii, Veitch) with somewhat larger fls. in dense many-fld. corymb. G.C. III. 51: suppl. 19. M.D.G. 1913: 17.—One of the handsomest deutzias, but has proved hardly only under protection at the Arnold Arboretum.

ee. Anthers borne at the end of the filaments.

f. Fls. usually pinkish outside (hybrids of D. purpureascens).

10. myrianthè, Lemoine (D. Lemoinei × D. purpureascens). Lvs. oblong-ovate, acuminate, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, serrulate with spreading teeth, rough above, slightly serratulate-pubescent beneath, 1 1/2-3 in. long; fls. in broad corymbs, white, with spreading petals, partly imbricate in bud; filaments strongly toothed; anthers short-stalked; styles shorter than stamens; sepals triangular-ovate, about as long as calyx-tube. G.C. III. 52:45. F.S.R. 3, p. 193. A.F. 31:100, 101. M.D.G. 1907:376, fig. 5; 377, fig. 8. G.W. 13, p. 614. Var. Boule Rose and var. Fleur de Pommiere have the fls. pink outside.

11. kalmiaïflora, Lemoine (D. parviflora × D. purpureascens). Lvs. oblong to ovate-oblong, short-acuminate, broadly cuneate at the base, serrulate, rough above, slightly pubescent below, 1-2 1/4 in. long; fls. in rather small corymbs, pinkish, white in the center, light carmine outside, cup-shaped, 3/4 in. petal, modestly imbricate in bud; stamina half as long as petals; filaments with large teeth, nearly as long as the anthers; styles shorter than stamens. M.D.G. 1913: 25. G. 27:199. Gn. W. 17:627.—One of the handsomest hybrids.

ff. Fls. white.

g. Filaments toothed below the apex.


13. Vilminoræ, Lemoine. Shrub. to 5 ft.: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, narrowed at the base, serrulate, thinly stellate-pubescent above, densely so below and grayish white, 2-3 in. long.: corymbs loose and large,: pedicels 1/2-3/4 in. long; fls. more than 3/4 in. across; larger stamens only slightly shorter than petals; the teeth of the filaments shorter than the stalks of the anthers; styles as long as stamens. May. June. Cent. China. B.H. 1805, pp. 263, 267, F.V. 128. A very graceful shrub with its large and loose corymbs of white fls.

60. Filamenta, at least the longer ones, gradually narrowed toward the apex, without teeth.


cc. Inf. 1-3-fld.; filaments with long and slender recurved teeth.

15. grandiflora, Bunge. Shrub. to 6 ft.: lvs. ovate, acuminate, rounded at the base, unequally and closely denticulate, rough pubescent above, with thin, stellate-tomentose below and reticulate, 1-2 1/2 in. long; fls. white, nodding, with slightly spreading petals about 3/4 in. long; stamina about half as long as petals; calyx-lobes lanceolate, twice as long as tube. April. May. N. China.—A very distinct species, the earliest of all to bloom, the fls. appearing with the buds; has proved perfectly hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

AA. Petals imbricate in the bud (or partly imbricate in the hybrid); fls. white.


Var. compacta, Lemoine. Dwarf and of more compact habit. D. Boude de Neige, Lemoine, with creamy white fls. (Gns. 8:306) and D. Avalanche, Lemoine, with pure white fls., are exceedingly floriferous forms.


DEUTZIA

Var. lutea, Rehd., with white flies, var. stellata, Rehd., with narrow serrate petals, pale pink or colorless, var. densiflora, Rehd., with white flies in dense upright panicles, petals narrow; all these varieties described by Lemoine as varieties of D. discolor, Lvs. (D. stellata, Rehd.), Lvs. round at the base, crenate-serrate, long-acuminata; lvs. larger; all filaments toothed. Himalaya.—D. discolor var. D. candida, D. carnea, D. elegans, D. excellens, D. elongata, D. elegans, Rehd. (D. purpureascens & D. Sieboldiana), D. discolor var. elegans, Lemoine. Shrub, with slender branches, with numerous corymbs of large white, open flies, slightly tinted with rose inside and outside. R.B. 36, p. 387. M.D.G. 1897, fig. 9. Var. arctoida, Rehd. (D. discolor var. arcuata, Lemoine), with white flies. Var. fasciculata, Rehd. (D. discolor var. fasciculata, Lemoine). Flat white flies tinted with pink.—D. excellens var. discolor, Rehd. (D. Vilminoriana x D. rosea grandiflora). D. discolor var. excellens, Lemoine. Shrub, with slender upright branches, with large loose corymbs of pure white flies.—D. globosa, Duthie. Similar to D. Wilsonii, but smaller in every part; flies creamy white in dense corymbs; filaments abruptly contracted below the apex. Cent. China.—D. glomeruliflora, Franch. Similar to D. discolor. Shrub, to 6 ft. Lvs. smaller, grayish white and soft-pubescent below; flies white in dense and small, but very numerous corymbs along the slender branches; stamens like those of D. longifolia. W. China. Handsome and fairly hardy.—D. gracilis var. =—D. candelabrum.—D. mollis, Duthie. Allied to D. parviflora. Shrub, to 6 ft., with upright branches; lvs. elliptic-ovate to elliptic-lanceolate, soft-pubescent below, 2 4 in. long; flies small, creamy white or slightly pinkish in dense flat corymbs; filaments subulate. Cent. China.—D. rufa, Duthie. Lvs. lanceolate, 2 3 in. long; flies smaller in loose corymbs, petals with red reflexed margin; filaments with short teeth or abruptly contracted. Cent. China.—D. staminiata, R. Br. Shrub, to 3 ft.; lvs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, with whitish stellate pubescence beneath; corymbs much larger; flies white, fragrant; filaments with large teeth. Himalaya. B.R. 33:13. Var. Brunonialis, Hook. f. & Thoma. Lvs. less densely pubescent; flies larger. B.R. 26:15 (as D. corymbosa).

ALFRED REEDER.


DEWBERRY.

A blackberry-like fruit of trailing and climbing habit, now considerably grown in North America.

The botanist makes no distinction between dewberries and blackberries. But to the fruit-grower, trailing blackberries are dewberries, distinguished further, and probably better separated, by the flower- and fruit-clusters. In the true dewberries, the center flowers open first and flowers and fruits are few and scattered; in true blackberries—there are hybrids between the two in which the distinguishing characters are confused—the lower and outer flowers open first and flower- and fruit-clusters are comparatively dense. In the method of propagation there is a further distinction, or under cultivation, dewberries are usually propagated from the tips, while blackberries are naturally propagated from suckers and under cultivation from root-cuttings.

The dewberry is an American fruit but very recently domesticated—if, indeed, it can be said to be domesticated, for it is the most uncertain and the most unmanageable of the small fruits. Its history as a garden plant, according to Card’s "Bush-Fruits," page 132 at the most does not go back further than 1863, and dewberries were not generally cultivated until well toward the close of the nineteenth century. Undoubtedly, despite uncontrollable habits of growth, uncertainty in fruiting, the necessity of cultivation between varieties, capriciousness as to soils and lack of hardiness in northerly climates, the several species and the rapidly increasing number of varieties of dewberries, fill a place not occupied by the better-known and longer domesticated blackberries; for, as a rule, they ripen earlier and, when well grown, give larger, handsomer and better, or at least, differently flavored fruits than the blackberry. Moreover, from the several species of dewberries are being derived greatly improved varieties and hybrids between them and species of blackberries, of which there are now several under cultivation, as Wilson Early and Wilson Junior, which are most promising. These qualities make certain the place of the dewberry in home and commercial plantations and preface for it even greater value in the future.

Dewberry. Of the thirty or more species of Rubus which all could agree in calling blackberries and dewberries, the fruit-grower would probably distinguish five as dewberries. Between these there are hybrid forms under cultivation, as there are probably in the wild, and since

1248. Lucretia dewberry. (x 1 4)

there are also hybrids between blackberries and dewberries, the group is one of great taxonomic difficulty. The five species of dewberries are: (1) Rubus prunifolius, Muhl., found in dry open places from Maine westward and southwest. The species is characterized by woody, stoutly armed stems, membranaceous leaves, villous beneath, flowers few to several in leafy racemes, and short cylindrical fruits with few to many large druplets. Var. roribaccus, Bailey, is a well-marked sub-species from West Virginia of more vigor, with larger flowers with elongated pedicels, and larger fruits; much cultivated with the Lucretia as the best representative. (Figs. 1248, 1249). (2) Rubus niveus, Bailey, is similar but stouter, with canes less procumbent, leaves more coarsely toothed, pedicels longer, and with the sepals large and leaf-like. The species grows wild from New York to Kansas and southwest and is the parent of several cultivated dewberries of which Bartel (Fig. 1250, adapted from G.F. 4:19) is the type. (3) Rubus trivialis, Michx., the southern dewberry, is quite distinct from 1 and 2. This species is found near the coast from Virginia to Florida and westward to Texas. It is characterized by slender-trailing stems armed with recurved prickles, evergreen, smooth, leathery leaves, corymbs 1-3-flowered, and cylindrical fruits with many druplets. Of the few varieties of this species cultivated, Matanee is probably the oldest and best known. (4) Rubus rubriscutis, Rydb., found in sandy soils in Missouri and Louisiana, is similar to R. trivialis but with stems, petioles, and pedicels rough with reddish, purplish hairs; the flowers are smaller but the corymbs are 3-9-flowered. The species is locally cultivated and gives some promise for greater improvement. (5) Rubus viscidifolius, Cham. & Schlecht, is the Pacific Coast dewberry, grown by trailing, slender, pubescent canes with weak, straight or recurved prickles, leaves various, flowers staminate or pistillate on different plants,
fruit of medium size, round-oblong, sweet. Several varieties, of which possibly Auchinbronde and Skagit Chief are the best known, are cultivated in the far West. The loganberry is said to be a hybrid between this species and *R. Idaeus*, and several less well-known hybrids are recorded.

The dewberry should receive under cultivation much the same treatment given the more common blackberry. The culture of the two differs chiefly in the dewberries requiring more care in training and must usually be better protected for the winter. The plants are trained on trellises of two or three wires or tied to stakes, the former method giving better results, but the latter being more common. The object in either case is threefold,—namely, to regulate the bearing of the plants, of bearing wood, to keep the vine out of the way of the cultivator and to keep the fruit off the ground. The plants should be set 4 by 7 feet apart, these distances varying somewhat in accordance with the variety and the soil. Pruning is a simple matter, consisting of shortening back young plants to 4 or 5 feet the first season to keep them from sprawling too much, cutting out old canes at any time after fruiting, and heading-in long shoots and laterals in early summer. From four to six fruiting canes are allowed to the plant. In northern climates, the vines must be laid on the ground and protected in winter with straw or other material. The plants thrive on a somewhat lighter soil than the blackberry,—in fact some sorts require such a soil. Varieties should be intermixed to secure cross-pollination and thereby insure a good set of fruits and avoid the formation of nubbins.

Of about thirty named varieties, Lucertia, Bartel, Austin and Preme are the best. Of these four, Lucertia is far most commonly grown, being adapted to the greatest diversity of soils and is in general best suited to varying environments. For history and botany, see Bailey, "Evolution of our Native Fruits;" for culture, see Card's "Bush-Fruits," and Cornell Bulletins Nos. 34 and 117. Consult Blackberry, Loganberry and Rubus. U. P. Hedrick.

DIEBELIA (Compounded of the genera Diacrium and Lelia). Orchidaceae. *D. Vetchii*, Hort., is a hybrid between *Diacrium bicornutum* and *Lelia cinnabarina*. Pseudobulbs fleshy: fls. 9 or 10, the segms. white, suffused with lilac, also showing a bronze tint derived from the *Lelia* parent.

DIAMOND FLOWER: *Ionopodium*.

DIANDROLYRA (two-stamened Olyra). Gramineae. A single species raised at Kew some 8 years ago from seed supplied by Sander but native country unknown: differs from Olyra in its twin spikelets and other characters, the upper one being male and the lower one female, the male fls. with 2 stamens. The species is *D. bicolor*, Stapf, a perennial, densely tufted grass with erect culms bearing 1–3 lanceolate or lance-oblong lvs. that are dark green above and violet-purple beneath.

DIANELLA (diminutive of Diana, goddess of the hunt). Liliaceae. Tender perennial rhizomatous plants, related to Phormium. Leaves hard, linear, sheathing, grass-like, crowded at base of st., often 2–3 ft. long: fls. blue, in large loose panicles, on delicate pendent pedicels; perianth withering but not falling, with 6 distinct spreading segms.; stamens 6, with the rounded filaments; ovary 3-ovulated, each cell several-ovuled, the style filiform and stigma very small; plant bearing great numbers of pretty blue berries, which remain attractive for several weeks, and are the chief charm of the plant.—There are about a dozen species in Trop. Asia, Austral. and Polynesia. They perhaps succeed best in the open border of a cool greenhouse. Prop. by division, or by seeds sown in spring in mild heat. They are little known in this country. They are spring and summer bloomers.

* Lvs. radical or nearly so.

**tasmanica**, Hook. f. Height 4–5 ft.; lvs. numerous, in a rosette, broadly ensiform, 2–4 ft. long, ¾–1 in. wide, margined with small reddish brown spines that cut the hand if the lvs. are carelessly grasped: panicle very lax, surpassing the lvs. 1–2 ft., with as many as 60 fls.; fls. pale blue, nodding, ¾–¾½ in. across, segms. finally reflexed; anthers 1 line long: berries bright blue, on very slender pedicels. Tasmania and Austral. B.M. 5551. Var. *variegata*, Bull. Lvs. handsomely striped with light yellow. R.B. 29:61.

**lavis**, R. Br. Lvs. 1–1½ ft. long, 6–9 lines wide, less leathery and paler than in *D. cerulea* and at first slightly glaucous: panicle deltoid, the branches more compound than in *D. cerulea*, outer segms. of the perianth with 5 distant veins, inner ones densely 3-veined in the middle third; anthers 1½ lines long. Eastern temperate parts of Austral. B.R. 751. L.B.C. 12:1136 (both as *D. strumosa*).
DIANElla

revoluta, B. R. Height 2–3 ft.: lvs. in a rosette, 1–1 1/2 ft. long, 3–4 lines wide, dark green, purplish at the base and margin, not spiny at the margin; panicle branches short, ascending; fls. later than D. carulea; veins of the perianth-segments crowded into a central space. W. and E. Austral. in temperate parts. Tasmania. B. R. 734 (as D. longifolia); 1120.

AA. Lvs. more or less scattered on ste. that often branch at base.

carulea, Sims. Sub-shrubby, with a short ste. in age; branching: lvs. about 6, clustered at the ends of branches, 9–12 in. long, 6–9 lines wide, dark green, rough at the back and margin; outer perianth-segments with 5 distinct veins, inner ones with 3 closer veins. E. Temp. Austral. B. M. 505.

nemorosa, Lam. (C. ensifolia, Redd.) Caulescents 3–6 ft. high, the lvs. never in a rosette, numerous, hard, linear, 1–2 ft. long, 9–12 lines wide, lighter-colored on the keel and margin: fls. blue or greenish white. Trop. Asia, China, Austral., Hawaiian Isla. B. M. 1404.


Glabrous or pilose perennial herbs or sometimes somewhat woody, mostly of wet places, with opposite, mostly entire lvs.; fls. mostly purplish or whitish, irregular, usually in axillary spikes, heads or fascicles, or the clusters combined in a terminal thryse; corolla slender-tubed, 2-lipped, the upper lip erect and more or less concave or arched and entire or 2-toothed, the lower lip 3-lobed or 3-crenate and spreading, and with a palate-like structure; anther-cells separated on a broad connective, not parallel with each other; fr. an ovoid or ovoid 2-celled caps., the seeds 4 or less: floral bractlets small or minute.—Probably more than 100 species, mostly in warm and tropical countries. Lindau in Engler & Prantl unites it with Justicia as a subgenus, and the number of species is estimated as more than 70 in Trop. Amer. The dianthuses are little known in cult. D. Pokhiana is to be found in Jacobinia. The treatment given Jacobinia and Justicia applies to these plants.

americana, Linn. St. angled, 1–3 ft.: lvs. narrow-lanceolate, 3–4 in. long, nearly sessile; fls. several in a close cluster with a peduncle mostly exceeding the lvs., pale violet or whitish, the corolla mostly less than 1/2 in. long, the petals shorter than the lips. In water, Quebec to Wis., Ga. and Texas.—Sometimes transferred to garden bogs and streams.


pectoralis, Griseb. (Justicia pectoralis, Jacq.). Garden B. M. St. slender, often woody, 1–3 ft.; lvs. lanceolate-acuminate or nearly oblong, to 4 in. long: fls. rosy or pale blue, with a parti-colored throat, rather distant in elongated branched mostly 1-sided spikes. W. Indies, Mex., Brazil.

D. bulbifera, N. E. Br. St. terece, purplish: lvs. elliptic, to 4 1/4 in. long, short-stalked, coriaceous at base, bulblate or puerpered. B. M. 2033. Some of the species are of dwarf habit, not exceeding 1 ft. high. The village lily (D. bulbifera) is a beautiful plant. Benth. & Hook. (Jacobinia elilata, Seem.). St. obscuredly 4angled, 2 ft.; lvs. ovate-lanceolate, 3–4 in. long, short-stalked: fls. violet with white palate, sessile, many in a short-peduncled fascicle; calyx ciliata; corolla-tube 1/4 in. long, cylindrical; upper lip very small, 2-lipped, erect; stamens 4, equal, shorter than the tube (1 1/4 in. across), flat, with 3 large lobes. Costa Rica. Panama (7). B. M. 5888 (as Helopereone elilata, Hook. f.).—Described as an annual. Perhaps not of this genus.

DIANTHUS (Greek for Jofe's flower). Caryophyllaceae. Pink. Small herbs, many of them prized for their rich and showy flowers in the open garden; and some are the carnation. Some of them are deliciously fragrant.

Mostly perennials forming tufts and with grass-like lvs., and jointed sts. with terminal fls. and opposite lvs. From kindred genera Dianthus is distinguished by the sepul-like bracts at the base of a cylindrical calyx (Fig. 802, 803); petals without a crown; styles 2; caps. opening by 2 valves. Mostly temperate region plants, of S. Eu. and N. Afr., but occurring elsewhere, one of them (a form of D. alpinus) being native in N. Amer.; about 250 species are recognized. The fls. are usually pink or red, but in garden forms white and purple are frequent colors. Most of the cult. species are hardy in the N. and are easy of cult. The perennial species are excellent border plants. The chief care required in their cult. is to see that the grass does not run them out. Best results in flowering are secured usually from 2-year-old seedling plants. The genus abounds in attractive species, and other names than those in the cult. article may be found in florist and nursery catalogues. Numbers of species are likely to be grown by rock-garden specialists. Pinks are among the old-fashioned flowers, particularly D. plumarius, which was formerly common in edgings and in circle-beds. The sweet williams are always popular. All the species described in this article are pink, except the few annuals in the genus but apparently not in cult. Two weedy annual species, D. prolifera, Linn., and D. Armeria, Linn., are naturalized in the eastern states, and two or three others have run wild more or less. See E. T. Cook, "Carnations, Paeonies, and the Wild and Garden Pinks." Lond. 1905. See p. 368.

Dianthuses like a warm soil, and one that will not become too wet at any time, especially in winter, when the perennial kinds are grown, as they are often killed not so much from cold as from too much ice around them. Snow is the best possible protection, but ice is the reverse.—All dianthuses are readily propagated from seeds sown in rich soil (usually beginning to bloom the second year), but the double kinds are reproduced from cuttings alone to be sure to have them true, and in the fall months cuttings are easily rooted if taken with a "heel" or a part of the old stem adhering to the base of the shoot; so that to remove the shoot and leave them off rather than to make them with a knife. It will be found, also, that cuttings made from plants growing in the open ground do not root readily but seem dry up in the cutting-bench; if the plants to be increased are carefully lifted and potted, placed in a temperature of say 50° until young growth shows signs of starting, every cutting taken off at this stage will root easily. The transition from outdoors to the propagating-house should not be too abrupt. Another method of propagation is by layering, and with the garden pinks, or forms of D. plumarius, it is the easiest and surest. After hot weather is past, stir the soil round the parent plant, take the branches that have a portion of bare ground without breaking off the shoot (Fig. 800). Roots will be formed and good strong plants be the result before winter. The layering method is especially suited to such species as D. plumarius, D. Caryophyllus and double forms of others, such as sweet william.—Among the species are various pretty little alpine tufted sorts as D. neglectus, D. glacialis and D. alpinus, all of which are of dwarf close habit, not exceeding 3 inches high and having very large single flowers of brightest colors. These are suited only for rock-gardening, as on level ground they often become smothered with weeds or swamped with soil after a heavy rainstorm, and to these two causes are attributable the failures to cultivate them. (E. O. Orpet.)
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alpinus, 21.
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muetus, 23.
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orientalis, 14.
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petraeus, 13.
plumarius, 9.
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ruthenicus, 25.
scoticus, 9.
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semperflorae, 9, 25.
Sienaites, 25.
squarrosum, 12.
stellaria, 23.
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supinus, 13.
pygmaeus, 17.
veriscolor, 22.
virgatus, 17.
vicinus, 8.
viscidus, 8.

A. Fls. mostly in cymes or in heads, often densely aggregated, the cluster often subtended by involucre-like lea.

b. Petals not bearing hairs or barbs: bracts dry.

1. **cinnabarina**, Sprun. A foot high, woody at base, many-stemmed, the sts. simple and 4-angled, blooming in Aug. and Sept. ; lvs. linear, sharp-pointed and rigid, 7-nerved; fls. few in heads; petals red, red-paler beneath, glandular; stamens included. Greece. Handsome little species; useful for hardy border or rockery.

2. **Pancicii**, Velen. (D. stenophyllum var. Pancicii, Williams). Cespitose, glabrous, 2-3 ft., the sts. slender and 4-angled: lvs. linear-acuminate, soft, 3-nerved, in a dense grass-like basal tuft; fls. 5-15 in a paniculate cyme or head; calyx green; petals rose or crimson. Balkan region. Var. grandiflorus, Hort., has very stout sts., large clusters, and large purple-carmine fls.

BB. Petals with hairs or barbs on the lower part of the blade.

c. Plant glabrous but usually not glaucous.

3. **barbatus**, Linn. Sweet William. Fig. 1251. Readily grown from seed and flowering well the second year; glabrous, the sts. 4-angled, 10-20 in. high, simple or branched only above; lvs. broad and flat or conduplicate, 5-nerved: fls. several to many in a round-topped dense cyme, the petals toothed and bearded, red, rose, purple or white and also varicolored in garden forms, the bracts subtending the calyx 4 and long-pointed. For summer bedding in the middle and southern states. Russia to China and south to the Pyrenees. G. 1:372. Gn. M. 2:217; 14:55. F. E. 23:219. The sweet william is one of the oldest garden fls. It is sure to be found in the old-fashioned gardens. The cult. forms run into many colors. Sometimes forced for indoor use as an escape. There are double-fld. forms. R.H. 1894, p. 277. Some of the modern improved large-fld. forms are very showy, and produce their bloom over a long season. **D. Lauchenuus, Bolle**, is a hybrid of **D. barbatus** and **D. deltoides.** Gt. 53:1528.

4. **carthusianorum**, Linn. (D. atrorubens, Willd.). Hardly, glabrous, scarcely glaucous, 12-20 in. high, the st. angle: lvs. linear and pointed, without prominent nerves when fresh; fls. in a dense, 6-20-fld. head (sometimes the clusters very few-fld.), in shades of red, odorless, the petals sharply but not deeply toothed, the cluster subtended by very narrow or even awl-like lvs.; calyx-bracts 4, ciliate, yellowish or straw-colored. Denmark to Portugal and Egypt. B.M. 1775, 2039.—Widely variable. Little planted in American gardens.

cc. Plant glabrous and glaucous.

5. **cruentus**, Giseb. (D. atrorubens, Hort.). Cespitose, glaucescent, glaucous, st. 1-2 ft., terete, forking; lvs. linear or lance-linear, sharp acuminate, spreading, 7-nerved, the cauline linear-appressed and 5-nerved: fls. deep blood-red, small, about 20 in a subglobose dense head, odorless; petals red-haired towards the base. July. Greece and N.


ccc. Plant viscid-pubescent.

8. **viscidus**, Bory & Chaub. Cespitose, pubescent and sticky, about 12 in. simple; lvs. linear, acuminate, soft, plane, 1-3-nerved; fls. 3-6 in a fascicle, the petals purple-spotted, the blade ovate-cuneate and few-toothed. Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey.
—Runs into several marked forms.

AA. Fls. solitary, or loosely in 2's or 3's.

B. Calyx-bracts short and broad, mostly appressed.

c. Petals filaminate.

d. Teeth of calyx mucronate.

9. **plumarius**, Linn. (D. scoticus, Hort.). COMMON GRASS OR GARDEN PINK. SCOTCH PINK. PHEASANT'S-EYE PINK. LOW,isty, 1 ft. sts. simple or forked; plant blooming in spring and early summer, very fragrant; lvs. elongate-linear, keeled, spreading or recurved, thickish, 1-nerved, blue-glaucous: fls. medium size, rose-colored (varying in cult. to purple, white and variegated); the blade of the petal fringed a fourth or fifth of its depth; calyx cylindrical, with short broad-topped mucronate bracts. Austria to Siberia. Gt. 56, p. 260. F.E. 23:401.—A universal favorite. Hardy. Much used in old-fashioned gardens as edging for beds. There are double-fld. forms. A more continuous-blooming form is catalogued as var. semperfloreum.

10. **arenarius**, Linn. Cespitose, glabrous, 1 ft. or less, the sts. simple or forked, slender, 1-3-fld.: lvs. elongate-linear, keeled, obtuse, falcate, spreading: fls. white, fragrant; petals much cut beyond the middle; calyx purplish, the teeth ovate-lanceolate.
DIANTHUS

Dalmatia to Finland. G. 26: 433.—Var. gatacus, Blocki, connects this species with No. 9.

10. Caryophyllus, Linn. CARNATION. CLOVE PINK PICOLEE. GRENADINE. Figs. 801–818. Plate XXII. Cespitose, glabrous, 1–3 ft., the stems hard or almost woody below, the nodes or joints conspicuous: lvs. thick, long-linear, very glaucous, keeled, 5-nerved, stellate at the ends; fls. mostly solitary, showy, very fragrant, rose, purple or white; calyx-leaf bracts 4, very broad, abruptly pointed. B.M. 39 (Bizarre Carnation); 1622 (var. imbricatus); 2744 (Picotees).—Generally supposed to be native to the Medit. region, but Williams gives its geographical limits as "north and west Normandy" and "south and east Punjab" (northwestern Hindoostan). In Eu. it is largely grown as an outdoor pink, but in this country it is chiefly known as the greenhouse carnation. The American forcing type (which may be called var. longicaulis) is distinguished by very long stems and a continuous blooming habit; it is here the carnation of commerce. Garden varieties of D. Caryophyllum are numberless, and they often pass under Latinized names (D. punctatus, Hort., is one of these names). See Carnation. The carnation has been long in cult. The bloom is now very variable in size, form and color; originally probably pale lilac. Fragrant.

11. monspessulanus, Linn. Sts. terete, slender and square-shaped few-fl., glabrous, more or less branching, 1½–2 ft.; lvs. linear, acute, canaliculate, recurved; fls. rose; petals oblong, pinnately many-parted. Russia, Siberia.

12. squarrosus, Bib. Cespiteose: sts. terete, slender and square-shaped few-fl., glabrous, 1½–2 ft.; lvs. linear, acute, canaliculate, recurved; fls. rose; petals oblong, pinnately many-parted. Russia, Siberia.

13. petraeus, Waldst. & Kit. Cespiteose, glabrous, the sts. slender and single; 1 ft. or less; lvs. linear-lanceolate, acute, keeled, spreading, 3-nerved; fls. white; fragrant; petal-limb ovate, fringed but not bearded. Bulgaria, Austria. B.M. 1204.

14. fimbritis, Bib. Sessilifl., Bib. Cespiteose, glabrous, the sts. simple, 1 ft.; lvs. linear, acute, appressed, 3-nerved, plane or keeled; fls. variable, rose-colored, much fringed, bearded. Var. orientalis, Williams (D. orientalis, Donn.), has fls. with linear-elliptic petals, strongly imbricate ovate oblong-straw-colored bracts. B.M. 1069.

15. superbus, Linn. Fig. 1252. Glabrous, light green; sts. 10–20 in., dichotomous and branched at the top, terete and slender: lvs. lance-linear, acute, 3-nerved; petals very fragrant, in a lax forking panicle; petals lilac, dissected below the middle. Norway to Japan and Spain. Variable. B.M. 207.—A handsome species; garden forms are sometimes offered.

16. cæsius, Smith. CHEDDAR PINK. Cespiteose, glabrous, glaucous: sts. 12 in. or less, simple, or forked above, 4-angled, 1–2-fl.; lvs. lance-linear, plane, 3-nerved, with rather short, plane fls.; fragrant, the petal-limb rose-colored, ovate-cuneate and irregularly toothed. Eu. G.C. III. 44: 214. Gn. 64, p. 236.—Runs into several forms.

17. sybillis, Wulf. (D. virgineus, Hort.). Cespiteose, slender, 1 ft. high, the st. simple or somewhat branched, angular-compressed and bearing 1–3 odorless fls.: lvs. tufted, linear and sharp-pointed, scarious on the margins: fls. rather small, the petals ovate-cuneate and shallow-toothed. Spain to Greece and Austria.—Very variable. Pretty perennial border plant. Var. frigidos, Williams (D. frigidos, Kit.) is a dwarf Hungarian form.

18. attenuatus, Smith. Cespiteose, glaucous, woody at base, the sts. diffuse and tortuose, 20 in.: lvs. linear, acute, plane, 3-nerved: fls. small, solitary or twin but disposed in a lax panicle, odorless, rose-colored; petal-limb oblong. Eu.

20. deltoides, Linn. MAIDEN PINK. Figg. 1253. Densely tufted, 6–10 in., blooming in spring and early summer, creeping: sts. ascending, forking, with solitary fls. on the branchlets; st-lvs. an inch long, linear-lanceolate, sharp-pointed: fls. small (½–¾ in. across), the petals toothed, deep red with a crimson eye, the petal bearing an inverted V-shaped pocket at their base (whence the name deltoides), fragrant. Scotland to Norway and Japan. Gn. 66, p. 224. G.M. 55: 28. G.W. 14, p. 181.—One of the prettiest border kinds, making neat mats of foliage and bearing profusely of the little bright fls. There is a white-fl., variety.

21. alpinus, Linn. More or less cespiteose, very dwarf, the 1-fl. slender sts. rarely reaching more than 3–4 in. high, more or less prostrate; foliage dark shining green, the lvs. linear or lance-linear, those on the st. keeled and strict: fl. 1 in. or more across, odorless, deep rose or purplish and crimson spotted, a darker ring around the eye. Russia to Greece and Swiss Alps. B.M. 1205. Gn. 23: 184; 47, p. 292; 45, p. 53. Gt. 6: 110. G.W. 8, p. 14.—One of the choicer of alpine and rock-plant kinds. Var. repens, Regel (D. repens, Willd.), of Siberia and Alaska, has a single root and procumbent sts. branched from near base; fls. purple; calyx somewhat inflated, ½ in. long. Apparently not cult. This is kept as a distinct species by some.

22. versicolor, Fisch. Glabrous, the sts. 10–12 in., terete, paniculately branched: lvs. narrow-linear, plane, those on the st. becoming scale-like: fls. loosely paniculate, the petal-limb ovate-cuneate, red-spotted above and greenish yellow beneath; calyx-teeth lanceolate, acute. Altai Mts., Siberia.

23. callizynus, Schott & Kotsch. Smooth and glaucous, the sts. terete, 1-fl., 12–16 in.: lvs. canaliculate, 3-nerved, the radical linear-lanceolate and acute, the cauline lance-linear and acuminate: petal-
limb obovate-cuneate, purple-spotted above, and with a zone at the center, rose-colored beneath; calyx pur-
ple, the teeth lanceolate-acuminate. S. E. Eu. Gn. 64, p. 296; 66, p. 54; 70, p. 275.

**DBB. Calyx-bracts leafy and spreading.**

24. **glabrous**, Haecke. Three to 4 in. high, the 4-angled sts. tufted and 1-2-fl.d.: lvs. green, linear-lanceo-
late, pointed, those on the st. linear-acute and strict or recurved, 3-nerved: fls. small and colorless, red-
purple; the petals toothed, yellowish beneath, con-
tiguous; bracts 2-4. Mts. of S. Eu. G.C. II. 21:809.—
A pretty species, but dif-
Frøynii, Williams (D. Frøynii, Vandas). Lvs. rather soft, kleeled, the lateral nerves obscure: sts. 
usually 1-fl.d.: calyx-teeth ciliate. Var. neglectus, 
Williams (D. neglectus, Loisel). Lvs. plane: fls. rarely twin; 
bracts 4: petals separate. G.C. III. 49:415. Gn. 76, 

25. **cinemas**, Linn. (D. cinenas, Hort.). Fig. 1254. Cespi-
tose, glabrous, more or less creeping at base: st. forking, 
angled and more or less grooved, subehes-
cent: lvs. broad and nearly flat or slightly trough-
shaped, 3-5-nerved: fls. large, solitary or more 
or less clustered, pink or lilac; the petals (at least in the 
wild) barbed or hairy toward the base; calyx-
bracts 4, in some cult. vars. short. China and Japan; 
but recent authorities con-
sider a European pink to be 
but a form or a variety extending its range west to 
Portugal. B.M. 25. The 
Amoor pink (D. dentinus, Fisch.) is a form known as 
var. macrosepalus, Franch.: it is a hardy border plant. 
1 ft. high, with bright red 
fls. and a spot at base of each 
petal. Var. aşper, Koch (D. Stéguri, Auth.). has lvs. in 
panicles, and the bracts square-rooted—spreading: the 
European form of the species. **D. semperflorens**, 
Hort., is a hardy perennial form, 12-18 in., with 
silvery foliage and deep pink, red-eyed, fragrant fls. 
D. chinensis has risen to a great and variable race of 
garden pinks, var. Hdédewigii, Regel (D. \(Hdédewigii\) Hort.). In the latter are extensively grown from 
seeds, and are practically annuals, although plants 
in flower in the winter and give a feeble bloom in the 
spring in mild climates. The fls. are scarcely odorous. 
They are single and double, of many vivid colors; and 
many of the garden forms have bizarre markings. Gt. 
7:328. G. 2:537. In some forms, var. lacinilitus, 
Regel (D. lacinilitus, Hort.), the petals are slashed and 
name applied to a strain with strong habit and rather 
tall growth, mostly double. C. diadematus, Hort., is 
another garden strain. G. 2:538. **D. cincinnatus**, 
Lem., is a red form with shredded petals. I.H. 11:388. 
**D. hiéridus**, Hort., is another set. This name (D. 
hiéridus) is also applied to a dentus-like form, and 
some regard as a hybrid of D. dentus and some other 
species. A recent race of the garden pinks, with 
narrow petals and a star-like effect, is var. stelláris, 
(D. stelláris, Hort.). For portraits of garden pinks, see 
49:82.—The garden pinks are of garden cult. and 
ought to be sown in the open where the plants are to stand, but 
better results are obtained, at least in the N., if plants 
are started in the house. Plants bloom after the first 
fall frosts. They grow 10-16 in. high, and should be 
planted 6-8 in. apart. They are very valuable for 
 borders and flower-gardens. Species names now 
referred to D. chinensis are D. caucasicus, Sims, D. 
sibericus, Willd., D. ruthenicus, Roem., D. montanus, 
Bieb., D. collinus, Waldst. & Kit., representing the 
European extension of the species.

26. **latifolius**, Hort. Plant 6-12 in. high, of doubtful 
origin, but in habit intermediate between 
D. chinensis and D. barbatum. Fls. large, 
double, in close clusters or even heads, 
in good colors: lvs. oblong-lanceolate. —
A good border plant; perhaps a hybrid. 

D. arboreus, Linn. 3-4 ft., glabrous and glau-
cous, with a woody trunk, linear-acute cauline-
ate lighted lvs. and showy purplish fragrant 
fls. in a dense corymb. S. E. Eu. G.C. III. 
43:52. This species is one of the sub-arbuth- 
group of Dianthus, comprising also D. fruticosus, 
Linn. (of the Greek Archepago), D. Bue-
nanii, Tenore (of Tunis and Naples) and others, 
D. suffruticosus, Willd., probably belongs with the 
last.—D. caucasicus, Hort. Hybrid of D. 
D. diátinus, Kirk. Allied to D. barbatum: glabrous 
sto. simple, 12-15 in., 4-angled; fls. pale red, 6-
together in a head, the petals barbed. Hungary, 
Servia. Rocher.—D. frangrans, Bieb. Cespite, 
glabrous, 10-15 in. single, or branched 
above: lvs. elongated-linear, acuminate, 3-5 
nerved; fls. fragrant, the limb white suffused 
with rose, petals beardless. Caucasus, Algeria, — 
D. gracilis, Sibth. More or less woody at base, 
glabrous and glaucous, the sto. 14-18 in. and 
simple and slender; lvs. linear-acute, strict, 3 
nerved: fls. rose, paler beneath, 2-3 in a cluster. 
Balkans.—D. propticus, Jvöd. Sts. simple, scab-
ruous below and glabrous above, slender, 4-angled, 
6 in.; lvs. linear-acute, 3-nerved; fls. solitary or in 
pairs, purple. France. Rockery.—D. sibericus, 
Thuin. Glabrous perennial, with simple sts. 
20 in.; lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acute, catanulate, 
twisted at base: fls. 4-5 in a head, red, 
Manchuria.—D. micróspus, Bieb. Very dwarf, 
cespitose, glauro-rose-lilac, rose-colored 
(yarying to white). Balkans. A marked little 

L. H. B.

**DIAPENASA** (ancient name of obscure application). **Diaspensáceae.** Two alpine-
arctic species, one nearly circumpolar and 
one Himalayan, the former at least sometimes 
transferred to alpine gardens and rockeries. 

Diaspensias are very small compact tufted evergreen more or less woody perennials, with small entire 
coriaceous crowded lvs.: corolla 5-lobed, bell-shaped; 
calyx inclosing the caps.; stamens 5, aixed in the 
corolla, the filaments broad; ovary 3-celled; fls. solitary 
on peduncles that project above the dense leaf-rosettes 
or above the peduncles that form a dense rosette. 

D. lappónica, Linn., on mountain summits in 
New England and N. Y., and distributed northward to 
the arctic, forms dense cushion-like tufts, 1 or 2 in. 
high, with white fls. on peduncles that become 1 or 2 
in long; a very interesting alpine, but seldom grown. 
B.M. 1108. D. himalayáica, Hook. f., an alpine 
form: lvs. mostly tufted: lvs. somewhat acute, very short: 
fls. white or rose-red, subsessile, the corolla-tube twice the 
length of the calyx. Sikkim, 10,000-14,000 ft. 

L. H. B.
DICENTRA (to adorn, Greek, having regard to the attractive flowers). Scrophulariaceae. Low and slender herbs, mostly annual, one of which is recently grown in flower-gardens.

Leaves usually opposite: fls. mostly violet or rose-color in general effect, in racemes or fascicles at the end of the stem or branches; calyx 5-parted or -lobed; corolla-tube very short or none; limb 2-lipped; the upper lip 2-lobed and lower 3-lobed, all the lobes being broad and flat, 2 of the faces being projected into spurs; stamens 4, didynamous; style filiform: fr. a globose or elongated dehiscent many-seeded capsule.—Probably 25 or more species in S. Afr.

Barbera, Hook. f. Fig. 1255. Annual: st. erect, 1-1½ ft. square, green and glabrous: lvs. ovate, blunt, obtusely serrate, petioled or the upper ones sessile: fls. several to many in an erect terminal raceme, on slender glandular pedicels; calyx deeply 5-lobed; corolla ½ in. across, rose-pink with yellow green-dotted spot in throat, the 2 upper lobes small and nearly orbicular, the lateral twice larger, and the lower one much larger and obscurely 3-angled, the spurs cylindrical and about as long as the lower lobe; filaments glandular. B.M. 5933. Gt. 50, p. 630.—A very attractive little plant, of simple cultural requirements, blooming freely in summer. It also makes a good pot-plant for indoor use. Half-hardy annual. Pink and orange shades are advertised.

L. H. B.

DIASCIA (two stamens). Gesneriaceae. Dwarf greenhouse plants of Trop. Amer. (about 20 species), allied to Dicyrta, Achimenes and Isoloma, and requiring similar treatment; differs from the former two in having 5 distinct glandular parts to the disk rather than annular, and from Isoloma in the narrower parts of the disk, plants weak, fls. pale, white or purplish, and in the short or nearly globular anther-cells, and other features: summer-flowering. D. ochroleucum, Hook., has yellowish white fls.; corolla somewhat swollen at base: lvs. ovate, acute, hairy, coarsely serrate, on hairy purplish erect sts. 1-2 ft. high. Colombia. B.M. 4254. D. pictum is offered abroad, but its identity is in doubt; see Isoloma.

L. H. B.

DICENTRA (Greek, dis, kentron, two-spurred, but originally misprinted Dicyrta, and then supposed to be Dicyrta). Fumariaceae; by some this family is combined with Papaveraceae. Charming hardy perennial plants with much-cut foliage, and clustered attractive flowers of interesting structure.

Herbs of various habit, erect, diffuse or climbing, often stemless, with rhizome horizontal and branching or more or less bulbous: lvs. ternately compound or dissected: fls. rose-red, yellow or white in attractive racemes, very irregular, with 4 petals cohering into a heart-shaped or 2-spurred apparently gamopetalous corolla (the 2 outer petals oblong with spreading tips and spurred or saccate at base, the inner 2 narrow and clawed and crested or winged and more or less united over the stigma); sepals 2, very small, scale-like; stamens 6, in sets of 3; pistil 1-celled, with a 2-4-crested and sometimes 2-4-horned stigma, ripening into an oblong or linear 2-valved capsule, bearing crested seeds; pedicels 2-bracted.—About 15 species, in N. Amer., W. Asia, and the Himalayas. In the U.S. D. Bikutulla (or Bieuellia) and Capnorichis are older than Dicentra, but are rejected by the "nomina conservanda" list of the Vienna code.

The squirrel-corn and Dutchman's breeches are two of the daintiest native springtime flowers; and the bleeding-heart is one of the choicest memories of old-fashioned gardens: it is also the most widely cultivated of all the plants of this delightful order. Though long known to herbarists, plants of bleeding-heart were not introduced to western cultivation from Japan until the late forties of last century. Robert Fortune saw it on the Island of Chusan, where he also got Dicentra rosea and the "Chusan daisy," the parent of pompom chrysanthemums. The first live plants seen in England flowered in May, 1847. It rapidly spread into every garden in the land, and is now rich in home associations. It is an altogether lovely plant. The species of Dicentra may be classed as ecaulescent and acaulescent. The stemless kinds send up their shoots directly from the ground, as D. Cucullaria, D. canadenisis, D. formosa, D. eximia. The species with leaf-bearing stems are such as D. chrysantha and D. spectabilis. In the species here described the flowers are nodding except in D. chrysantha.

Dicentras are easily cultivated in borders and wild gardens. Two or three kinds can be readily secured from the woods in the East. Effort should be made to reproduce the natural conditions, especially the degree of shade. They like a rich light soil. Propagation is by dividing crowns or roots. The forcing of bleeding-hearts, though practically unknown in America, is said to be commoner in England than outdoor culture. The forcing must be very gentle and the plants kept as near the glass as possible. It is best to have fresh plants each year, and return the forced ones to the border. None of the species is much used with the exception of the bleeding-heart (D. spectabilis).

A. Fls. rose-purple.

B. Racemes simple.

the plant will continue to be attractive as a foliage mass till late summer.

BB. Racemes compound.

eximia, Torr. Stemless, glabrous and somewhat glaucous, 1–2 ft., from a scaly rootstock: ultimate fls. broadly obovate or ovate, the lvs. being ter- nately parted; scape about equaling the lvs.; fls. rose or pink, heart-shaped, tapering to a neck, inner petals protruded. Rocks of W. N. Y. and mountains to Ga. Var. multi- pináta, Hort., has lvs. more finely cut, making a very handsome foliage plant.

formosa, Walp. Fig. 1257. Stemless, with a freely and spreading rootstock: lvs. very long-stalked, biter- nately compound, the segments cleft or pinatifid.; scapes about 2 ft., somewhat exceeding the lvs. naked; fls. in a terminal cluster of short and bracted racemes, rose-purple, the corolla ovate-cordate, the petals all united to about the middle, the inner petals scarcely protruding. Cent. Calif. to Brit. Col. A.F. 21:459. Mn. 8:17. B.M. 1335 (as Fumaria formosa).

AA. Fls. chiefly white.

canadénis, Walp. (Didylíra canadénis, Don). SQUIRREL-CORN, from the scattered little tubers resembling grains of maize. Fig. 1258. Stemless, fragile: lvs. finely cut, glaucous, the segments linear and abruptly pointed: raceme simple, few-fl.; fls. white, tipped with rose; corolla merely heart-shaped, the spur being short and rounded; crest of the inner petals conspicuous, projecting. Nova Scotia to Mich., to N. C. and Mo. and Neb., but chiefly northward in the vegetable mold of rich woods. B.M. 3031.

Cuculliára, Bernh. (Didylíra Cuculliára, Don). DUTCHEMAN’S-BREECHES. Fig. 1259. Easily told from D. canadénis by its loose, granular cluster of tubers, forming a bulb-like body: lvs. finely cut, little or not at all glaucous; racemes simple, few-fl.; fls. white, tipped creamy yellow; corolla not heart-shaped, the spur longer and divergent; crest of the inner petals minute. Nova Scotia to Ga. and Mo., and also along the Columbia River (the western form differing in having shorter and rounded spurs). I.H. 6:215. Mn. 6:41. A.G. 13:516. B.M. 1127 (as Fumaria Cuculliára).

AAA. Fls. yellow.

chrysántha, Walp. GOLDEN EARPDRPS. Pale and glaucous, with leafy sts. 2–3 ft. high: lvs. bipinnate, 1 ft. or more long, segments narrow: infl. thyrsoid paniculate; fls. numerous, as many as 50 in a thyrse, erect, golden yellow; corolla linear-oblong; outer petals hardly larger than the inner, the tips soon recurving to below the middle, all distinct. Dry hills of the inner Coast range. Calif. B.M. 7954. F.S. 8:820 (as Capnorhías chrysántha).—Rare in cult.

Dichorisandra

Dichorisandra (compound of Greek words referring to the division of the stamens into two series). Commelínaceae. Tropical perennial herbs, with handsome foliage, often beautifully variegated, and rich blue flowers borne in thyrse-like panicles.

Stems simple or branched, erect or partially scandent, the lvs. sheathing at the nodes: lvs. entire, sessile or petiolate, mostly long: sepals 3, distinct, ovate or oblong, green or colored, not equal; petals 3, distinct, wider than the sepals; stamens 6 or 5; ovary sessile, 3-celled: fr. an ovate-3-angled 3- valved caps., few-seeded.—About 30 species in the American tropics.

The dichorisandas are usually handled as greenhouse subjects, although some of them may be planted in the open ground south of Philadelphia. D. thrysifóra is a satisfactory plant of unusual and interesting appearance, which requires little attention when once well established, and may be relied upon to flower regularly year after year. It needs careful repotting every year at first until a good-sized pot (say 6-inch) is well filled with roots. It then throws up a strong shoot each year about 5 or 6 feet high, unbranched, and with perhaps 8 or 9 leaves near the top. The handsome thyrse of blue flowers gives a color that is rare in the greenhouse. This plant may be the only representative of its interesting order in a private collection. It is willing to be crowded into the background, where its bare stem is hidden, and where the light may be poorest. The stem dies down in the winter time, when water should be gradually withdrawn. Water should be given liberally during the growing season. Of the foliage plants of this genus, D. mosaica is commonest. It is dwarfer, and does not flower so regularly. (Robert Shore.)

A. Foliage not variegated.

thrysifóra, Mikan. Simple or nearly so, stout, 3–6 ft.: distinguished by its large lvs., which are lanceo- late, narrowed into a distinct petiole, glabrous, 6–10 in. long, 2 in. wide, green on both sides: st. about 3 ft. high, scarcely branched, robust, glabrous: racemes subpanicled, pubescent; petals dark or light blue; sepals glabrous, blue or somewhat herbaceous. Brazil. B.R. 982. L.B.C. 12:1186. P.M. 3:127. G. 27:509. J.H. III. 43:292.

AA. Foliage variegated.

mosaica, Lind. (D. muséctica, Koch & Lind.). St. erect, simple, stout, spotted: distinguished by its large, broadly elliptical lvs., which are roundish at
the base, sessile, glabrous, about 6 in. long, 3–4 in. wide, with a short, sharp, rather abrupt point: st. unbranched, robust, spotted: raceme short, densely thyrsoid; sepals white or greenish. Gt. 1868:593. F.S. 10:1711. —Its chief beauty is the mosaic appearance of the foliage, due to numberless short transverse whitish lines, which do not pass by the longitudinal veins of the leaf. The under side of the lvs. is a rich purplish color. Var. gigantéa, Hort., a large form, has been offered.

Var. undáta, Miller (D. undáta, K. Koch & Lind.). Foliage without any moss appearance, the variegation being entirely longitudinal. Each parallel vein lies in the middle of a long, whitish band extending the full length of the leaf. F.S. 17:1763. G.W. 3, p. 159.

D. acústis, Cogn. Stemless: lvs. in a rosette, almost sessile, narrowly oblong, wavy, acutish, short-cuneate at the base, sparsely pilose on both sides: pinacées terminal, sessile, much shorter than the lvs. Brazil. L.H. 4:119. Handomely variegated with countless short longitudinal lines. —D. dílo-márgináta, Lind. St. 3–4 ft.; lvs. lanceolate, acuminate, attenuate to base, glabrous: raceme peduncled, 2 in. long, dense; petals dark blue, white at base; sepals white. G.W. 4, p. 307.—D. angustí/a, Lind. & Rod. St. purple, spotted green: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, sessile, glabrous, roundish at the base, acute, about 6 in. long, 2 in. wide at the middle, purple below, marked above with short transverse white lines. Ecuador. L.H. 39:153.—D. leucóphádões, Hook., differs in having radial infl., its lvs. lying flat on the ground. Lvs. elliptic, acuminate, green on both sides: lvs. blue, with a white spot; stamens 6. Brazil. B.M. 4738. J.F. 4:428.—D. osálífílo, Pers. Lvs. oval, sessile, acuminate, glabrous, the upper ones oblong-lanceolate: pinacées wide-branching. Nicaragua to Coloñin.—D. oxyzéptis, Hook. is instantly recognized by its aculeate petals, which are purplish. Lvs. green on both sides. Brazil. B.M. 2721. —D. pétía, Lodd., has narrower petals than usual, with a white spot at the base, but is told from others here described by the irregular blotches of purple on the upper side of the lvs. The purple is the same color as that on the under surface. Brazil (7). B.M. 4760. L.H.C. 17:1967. —D. regína, Hort. = Tradescantia Reginae, Lind. & Rod., intro. about 20 years ago by a firm of Continental Eu. —D. scámdersí, Hook., differs from all others here described in the extreme density of its head-like inf. Lvs. green on both sides, lanceolate: sepals white, tinged blue. Brazil. B.M. 6165.—D. Stébértí, Hort. A little-known plant with white midrib and margins; probably a form of D. ovalifólia.—D. thyésída—Paisota.

DICKSONIA

DICKSONIAC (two-colored spikes). Lagunínoxe. Stiff shrubs, with bipinnate lvs. and small leathery lfts. and very small polygamous fls. in spikes, sometimes mentioned as useful for cult. in greenhouses. The species are few, in Trop. Asia, Afr., and Austral. Lfts. in the upper part of the spike perfect, those of the lower part bearing 10 long filament staminodia; corolla not papilionaceous, ovate-shaped; petals that are more or less united at base; stamens 10 in the perfect fls., free, slightly exserted: pod narrow, compressed, mostly or nearly indehiscent. D. platycárpa, Welw., is or has been in cult.: a slender spiny tree, 10–15 ft. high: pinne 10–18 pairs, the lfts. 1–2 lines long and very narrow: spikes usually shorter than the lvs.: pod twisted, 2–4 in. long, about 1 in. broad. Guinea. D. nútans, Benth. (Caillíva Dicksoniadas, Guill. & Perr.), has been intro. in S. Calif.: spiny, much contorted shrub or small tree; lvs. glabrous or pubescent, acacia-like; pinne 5–10 pairs; lfts. 10–20 or more pairs, sessile, linear or linear-oblong, rarely as long as ½ in.: fls. in dense axillary twin or solitary spikes, the upper ones sulfur-yellow and the lower ones rosy lilac: pod twisted, ½ in. or less broad. Cent. Afr. L. H. B.


Plants with a distinctly 2-valved inferior indium, the stamens valvate, formed by the apex of the ovary.

—A small genus, mostly of the southern hemisphere. For D. pilosíscula, D. punctílobula and D. Smítkhi, see Dennesstádia. For D. Schiedei and D. regális, see Cybitium. These are only two of several confusion of species which have been called Dicksonia, but really belong in other genera. Modern fern students are now reaching the conclusion that Dicksonia is not only very distinct from the genus Cyathea and its relatives, but belongs in a distinct family.

Dicksonias are among the most important ferns, both for their beauty and because of their relative hardiness. In their native countries some of them are commonly woody, with snow-covered 3. A. antárticas which have to endure frosts. They can be grown in greenhouses, and should be tried southward outdoors in sheltered places. Their trunks are more fibrous than those of most tree ferns, and hence more retentive of moisture, so that they need less care. A good trunk produces thirty to forty fronds a year, and retains them until the next set is matured, unless the trees suffer for moisture in winter. Although they rest in winter, the fronds soon shrivel up if the trunks are allowed to get too dry. Dicksonias should have their trunks thoroughly watered twice a day during the growing season. These waterings
should be gradually decreased until winter, when the trunks should be kept merely moist all the time. Only in the hottest summer days is slight shade needed. It is a pity to grow tree ferns in pots, but if this must be done several principles should be observed. The lapse of a single day’s watering will often cause serious damage. As a rule, the pots should be of the smallest size consistent with the size of the trunk. Three or 4 inches of soil all around the trunks are enough. The above points are taken from Schneider’s “Book of Choice Ferns; see also the discussion of tree ferns, under Ferns, Vol. III.

antártica, 1 ft. tall. Lf.-stalks short, the scales dense, dark brown; lvs. 5-6 ft. long, the middle pinnae 12-18 in. long; segmas. oblong, the sterile incised. Austral. and Tasmania. G.C. III. 9:81.—Trunk sometimes 30-35 ft. high. A very useful decorative plant.

squarrosa, Swartz. Lf.-stalks short, the scales hairy, light colored: lvs. 3-4 ft. long, the pinnae 9-15 in. long; segma. lanceolate, the sterile toothed, the ribs scabrous. New Zealand and Chatham Isl.

L. M. UNDERTWOOD and WILHELM MILLER.

DICLYPTERA (named in allusion to the 2-celled winged caps.). Acanthaceae. Pubescent or hisurse annual or perennial herbs or sub-shrubs, with red, violet or blue branched flowers in terminal or axillary clusters, the calyx 2-lobed, the petals 4. All which may sometimes occur in the trade. Lvs. opposite, entire, the plant usually evergreen; corolla-tube, slender, often somewhat expanded above; limb 2-lobed, the lips narrow; stamen 2, on the throat. D. Niederleini, Lind., has been recently intro. abroad from Argentina: sub-shrub: lvs. oval, to 3 in. long, petioled, rounded at apex, densely pubescent: fls. about 1½ in. long, several crowded in a terminal paniculate cyme. D. Tweediehi, Nees, of Uruguay, is a showy perennial with orange-red fls. and oblong-obtuse lvs. There are probably 75 species of Diclyptera. Very likely the horticultural names are confused as between this genus and others.

L. H. B.

DICLYTRA: An ancient typographical error for Dieyltra. See Diecandra.


Stout plants woody at the base: lvs. alternate, odd-pinnate, the lfts. ovate, serrulate and pellucid-punctate: fls. showy, white or rose, on bracted pedicels; petals 5, the lower one declined; disk thickish, annular; stamens 10, declined; ovary deeply 5-lobed, 5-celled, hirsute, becoming a hard 5-divided cap, each division or separate part being 2-3-seeded.—One variable species, native from S. Eu. to N. China.

This genus includes an old garden favorite which has a strong smell of lemon, and which will give a flash of light on sultry still summer evenings when a lighted match is held under the flower-cluster and near the main stem. It is one of the most permanent and beautiful features of the hardy herbaceous border. Instances are known in which it has outlived father, son and grandson in the same spot. It thrives in the sun.

The gas plant makes a sturdy, bold, upright growth, and a clump 8 feet high and as much in thickness makes a brave show. When the flowers are full grown and the rather heavy soil, moderately rich, is best for these plants. They are not fastidious as to situation, succeeding as well in partial shade as when fully exposed to the sun, and drought will not affect them when once fairly established. Old strong clumps and good subjects as isolated specimens on a lawn, and a large patch, planted in the border, is not only effective while in full flower, but the dark, persistent foliage is ornamental throughout the season. It is not advisable to disturb the plants very often, as they improve with age, producing taller flower-stems and more of them as they grow older. They are excellent for cutting, especially the white variety. Propagation is accomplished with difficulty by division, but easily by seeds, which are sown in the open ground in fall as soon as ripe, and covered an inch or so. They will germinate the next spring, and, when two years old, the seedlings may be removed to their permanent positions, where they will flower the following year.

(J. B. Keller.)


WILHELM MILLER.

L. H. B.

DICTYOSPERMA (Greek, nettled seed). Palmaeae. Arecas-like palms, comprising several species of desirable pinnate house and table palms that are becoming deservedly well known.

Slender spineless palms, with a ringed trunk: lvs. equally pinnate: segmas. linear-lanceolate, acuminate or bifid, the apical ones confluent; margins thickened, recurved at the base; midrib and nerves prominent, sparsely clothed with persistent scales beneath, or naked; rachis and petiole slender, scaly, 3-sided, furrowed, sheath elongated, entire; spadix on a short glabrous or tomentose peduncle, the branches erect or spreading and flexuous, the lower ones with membranaceous bracts at the base; spathes 2, complete, dorsally compressed, papery, the lower one 2-crested; fl.-bearing areas much depressed; bracts and bractlets scaly; pistillate fls. rather large, white or yellowish: fr. scaly, small, olive-shaped or subglobose.—There are 6-8 species all from the tropics. Among them is the most striking seeming to be known in the trade. For cult., see Areca from which Dictyosperma differs only in having a 1-celled and 1-seeded fr.

ába, Wendell. & Druce (Areca alba, Bory. Psychedéspérra alba, Scheff.). Distinguished by the whitish petioles and the whitish green veins of the lvs.: caudex about 30 ft. high, 5-9 in. diam., dilated at the base; lvs. 8-12 ft. long; petiole 6-18 in. long, grooved down the face; segmas. 2½-3 ft. long, 2-3 in. wide, 7-nerved; veins and margins green or reddish; branches of the spadix 6-18 in. long, erect or slightly reflexed, zigzag when young.—By far the best of the genus and rather widely sold as Areca as is also D. rubra.

área, Wendell. & Druce (Areca aerea, Hort.). Distinguished by the yellow petioles and veins of young plants: caudex about 30 ft. high, smaller and more slender than the preceding: lvs. 4-8 ft. long; petiole 8 in. long; segmas. 1½-2 ft. long, 1 in. wide; secondary veins scarcely visible: branches of the spadix rigidly erect, 9-11 in. long.

furfuráceas, Wendell. & Druce (Areca furfuráceas, Hort.). Like D. rubra, but the petiole and fl.-sheath of the young plant is yellow.

rubra, Wendell. & Druce (Areca rubra, Hort.). Resembling D. alba, but the lvs. of the young plants
DICTYOSPERMA

dark red, the primary veins and margins dark red, the redness disappearing very much in adult plants: branches of the spadix longer and more reflexed.

—Young plants of this may be used for table decorations as the plant grows quickly and is attractive in juvenile condition.

JARED G. SMITH
N. TAYLOR

DICYPHTA (twice curved, referring to structure of fls.). Geieneriáceae. Very closely related to Achimenes with which some authors unite it, differing in the smaller fls., and diverging anther-cells. Low-growing slender villous herbs with creeping roots: lvs. opposite, membranaceous, fls. axillary, small, white or pale lilac, sometimes spotted: corolla-tube deciduate, the limb oblique with 5 nearly equal spreading lobes; stamens affixed in the base of the corolla-tube, included, the anther-cells distinct. Two species occur in Guatemala.

D. candida, Hass. & Klotzsch (Achimenes candida, Lindl. Distemia gracile, Regel). To 1½ ft.: lvs. ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, short-petioled: fl. on a bracted pedicel that much exceeds the petiole, white, tubular-campanulate, the lowest lobe projecting. Summer. The other species is D. Warscewicziana, Regel (A. misera, Lindl.), apparently not in cult.: fls. smaller.

L. H. B.

DIDISCUS: Trachymene.

DIDYMOCARPUS (twin fruit). Geieneriáceae. Attractive warmhouse herbs, with few showy flowers.

A polymorphous genus, distributed in E. India, Malaya, China, and Trop. Afr., differently named and defined by different authors. Roettlera is an older name, and has been used recently, but it is discarded by the nomina conservanda list of the Vienama code. The genus includes Chiritia and Trachygastria according to Fritsch, and it then numbers more than 100 species. Bentham & Hooker omit Chiritia, which differs in its 2-parted stigmas, always 2 stamens, and other characters; in this work it is kept distinct. Didymocarpus comprises plants that are caulescent or nearly caulescent, sometimes woody, of various habits: lvs. radical and cauline, those on the st. opposite or alternate, crenate, more or less wrinkled and hairy: fls. violet, blue, white or even yellow, on few-fl. scapes or axillary peduncles; corolla with an elongated tube which is widened at the throat or ventricose, the limb spurred but somewhat 2-lobed; stamens 2 or rarely 4, the anthers connivent or coherent and cells divergent; style long or short, the stigma dilated and entire or nearly so.—The species require the treatment given the warmhouse Gesneriaceae plants; usually difficult to grow, or are soon lost because seeds may not be produced. Several species are mentioned in horticultural literature; but the following are more recently introd. and are likely to be cult. or perhaps in the trade. They are low herbs with few lvs., resembling Streptocarpus. Many new species have recently been added to this interesting genus, and a number of them may be expected to appear in cult.

DIDYMOSPERMA

Indusium elliptical, emarginate at the base, attached along a central vein, free all around the margin.—One or 2 species. Large coarse ferns somewhat resembling the shield ferns, Dryopteris, in habit and gross appearance.

D. lunulata: is a very distinct fern. It looks like a tree maidenhair, but the stems are thick and fleshy and the leaves are flabbergher than any Adiantum. In cultivation the trunk is only a few inches high, but the fronds are 4 to 6 ft long and densely covered with long, brown, shaggy scales and has a metallic luster. This is a warm-house fern, and may be used for subtropical bedding. It has a bad trick of dropping its pinnules if allowed to get too dry at the root, but soon rallies under liberal treatment.

D. lunulata, Desv. (D. trunculata, Hort.), Fig. 1260. Lvs. clustered from an erect rigid st., bipinnate, 3-6 ft. long; pinnules almost quadrangular, ½-1 in. broad, entire or slightly sinuate, each bearing 2-6 sori. Cuba to Brazil; the same or an allied species in Madagascar and Malaya.

—D. lunulata is a very attractive fern when in a small state, but its deciduous pinnules are a drawback as a commercial species, rendering it of little value for house decoration.

L. M. UNDERWOOD and W. H. TAPLIN.

DIDYMOPLEXIS (double or twin plait). Orchidáceae. One subphylly orchid with leafless sts. D. pellens, Griff., has been cult. abroad but is probably not in the trade: root branching and tuberous, bearing a st. 4-6 in. high with 4-8 small brownish or dull yellow-white fls.; perianth 1¼ in. diam.; lip stipitate, transversely oblong, with 3 nerves and a papillose disk; pedicels becoming greatly elongated after fertilization, E. India.—The genus Didymoplexis comprises 2 or 3 species (Leucorchis is a more recent name), in India, Malaya and the Pacific Isls., characterized by simple flexuous scapes, dorsal sepals and petals connate into a 3-parted upper lip, the lateral connate into an entire or 2-parted lower lip, the regular lip inserted on the foot of the column, very short and broad, entire: caps. becoming very long-pedicelled. Apparently of little horticultural interest.

DIDYMOSPERMA

Leaves terminal, unequally pinnatisect, silvery-scyal very below; segms. opposite, alternate, solitary, or the lower ones in groups, cuneate at the base, obovate-oblong or oblanceolate, sinuate-lobed and erose, the terminal one cuneate; margins recurved at the base; midnerve distinct, nerves flattened; sheath short, fibrous; spadix with a short, thick peduncle and thick branches; spathes numerous, sheathing the spadix; fls. rather large; calyx 3-lvd., corolla with 3 stiff petals;
DIDYMOSPERMA

J.H.

or botanist, smallest sharply one, with oblongifolia that shading enjoy genus brownish Propagated Sikkim blance trunk, for which the plants may be placed together in large pots, keeping the balls near the surface in potting. D. Jenmani, D. Shuttelevorthiana, D. Leopoldii and D. eburnea are all well suited for massing together in large pots. When above a certain height, varying in different species, the plants come to have fewer leaves, and those that remain are small; they should then be topped, retaining a considerable piece of the stem, and placed in the sand-bed, where they will throw out thick roots in a week or two. The remaining part of the stems should then be cut up into pieces 2 or 3 inches long, dried for a day or so, and then put into boxes of sand, when, if kept warm and only slightly moist, every piece will send out a shoot, and from the base of this shoot roots will be produced. These can be potted up as soon as roots have formed. (G. W. Oliver.)

picta, Schott (D. brasiliensis, Veitch. D. Shuttelevworthiana, Regel). Blade oblong, or oblong-elliptical, or oblong-lanceolate, 2½-4 times longer than wide, rounded or acute at the base, gradually narrowing to the long acuminate-cuspidate apex, green, with numerous irregular oblong or linear spots between the veins; veins 15-20 on each side, ascending. L.B.C. 7:608 (as, Caladium maculatum). J.H. III. 46:165

Var. Babsei, Engler (D. Babsei, Regel). Fig. 1261. Blade nearly or completely yellowish green, with obscurely green-spotted margins and scattered white spots. I.H. 20:338.

Var. Shuttelevworthiana, Engler (D. Shuttelevworthiana, Bull). Blade pale green along the midrib.

Seguine, Schott. Lvs. green, with white, more or less confluent stripes and spots, oblong or ovate-oblong, rounded or slightly cordate or subacute at the base, narrowed toward the apex, short capsidate; primary veins 9-15, the lower spreading, the upper remote and ascending. Lowe 14, W. I. (as var. maculata). W. I. 7:608. Called "dumb plant" because those who chew it sometimes lose the power of speech for several days.


Var. nóbíla, Engler (D. nóbíle, Hort.). Fig. 1262. Blade elliptical, acute, dull green with dirty green spots. Brazil.


Var. irrorâta, Engler (D. irrorâta, Schott. D. Bau- mannii, Hort.). Lvs. large and bright green, blotched and sprinkled with white. Brazil.

The above are the recognized two type species. The following are or have been in the American trade. Probably some or all of them belong to the foregoing species:

Chêlonii, Bull. Lvs. deep, satiny green, the middle gray-feathered, and the blade also blotched yellow-green. Colombia.

eburnea, Hort. Compact: lvs. light green, freely spotted with white, the sts. reddish and white-ribbed. Brazil.
DIEFFENBACHIA

Fourniéri, Hort. Vigorous; lvs. large, leathery, with spots and blotches of white on a blackish green background. Colombia. illústris, Hort. See D. latimaculata.

imperátor, Hort. Lvs. 10-18 in. long, 5-6 in. wide, olive-green, fantastically blotched, marbled and spotted with pale yellow and white. Colombia.

splendens, Bull. St. faintly mottled with dark and light green; lvs. have a thick, ivory-white midrib, and the ground-color is of a deep, rich, velvety bottle-green, with a resplendent, lustreous surface, freely marked with whitish striate blotches. Colombia. G.Z. 25, p. 193.

tríumphans, Bull. Lvs. dark green, ovate-lanceolate and acuminate, 1 ft. long, irregularly marked with angular yellowish blotches. Colombia. JARED G. SMITH

DIERVILLA (after Diereville, a French surgeon, who took D. Lonicerà to Europe early in the eighteenth century). Caprifoliáceae. Weigela. Ornamental deciduous shrubs, grown for their showy flowers appearing profusely in spring and early summer.

DIERVILLA: Diercera.

DIÉFFENBACHIA

insignis, Hort. Lvs. dark green, with irregular, angular blotches of pale yellow-green, 6 or more in. wide, ovate and short-acuminate in form and with pale green petiole. Colombia. latimaculata, Lind. & André (D. illústris, Hort.). Lvs. glaucescent-green, profusely white-barred and white-spotted and blotched with yellow-green, the petioles also glaucous. Brazil. I.H. 23:234.

Jènmanii, Veitch. Lvs. rich, bright, glossy green, relieved by a milk-white band at every lateral nerve, and by a few white spots interspersed between the bands. Guiana. G.Z. 28, p. 218.


marmorea, Hort. See D. Paralóteri.

mealeáris, L. Lind. & Rod. Lvs. with the long petioles green, marked with ivory-white, the blades dark green above, paler beneath, marked on both sides with a few white spots. Ecuador. I.H. 39:559.

memoria-Córssi. A hybrid raised in the garden of the late Marquis Corsi.

Paralóteri, Lind. & André, var. marmorea, André (D. memória, D. mormóra and D. Córsei, Hort.). Lvs. long-oblong, acuminate, the midrib white and the blades blotched white, the green deep and lustrous. Colombia. I.H. 24:291.—Engler refers this plant to the genus Philodendron.

Regina, Bull. Lvs. oblong-elliptical, rounded at base, short-acuminate at apex, greenish white, profusely mottled and blotched with alternate light and green tints. S. Amer. G.Z. 28, p. 26.—The varicolored and margined lvs. are very attractive.

Réx, Hort. Compact: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, the two sides not equal, deep green, but the white angular blotches and midrib occupying more space than the green. S. Amer. G.Z. 28, p. 97.

Sándara, Hort. Lvs. very broad-oval, green, mottled with cream-color.
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DIERVILLA

A. Fls. yellow, slightly 2-lipped, small, about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long. (Dierilla proper).

b. Les. glabrous or nearly so.

1. Lončēra, Mill. (D. trifida, Moench. D. canadensis, Wild.). Shrub, to 3 ft.: branchlets nearly terete, glabrous: lvs. distinctly petioled, ovate-oblong, acuminate, serrate, nearly glabrous, finely ciliate, \( \frac{3}{4} - 4 \) in. long: cymes usually 3-fld.; limb nearly equal to the tube: caps. about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long. June. Newfoundland to Saska., south to Ky. and N. C. B. M. 1799.

2. sessilifolia, Buckl. Shrub, to 5 ft.: branchlets quadrangular: lvs. nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate, serrate, nearly glabrous, of firm texture, 2-6 in. long: cymes 3-7-fld., often crowded into dense, terminal panicles; limb shorter than the tube: caps. about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in.

1236. Dierilla japonica. (X3/4)


BB. Les., branchlets and inflo. pubescent.

3. rivulāris, Gattenger. Shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. short-petioled, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, truncate or cordate at the base, doubly serrate, pubescent on both sides, \( \frac{3}{4} - 3 \) in. long: cymes few- to many-fld., crowded into terminal panicles; limb of corolla about as long as tube: caps. \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long. July, Aug. N. C. to Tenn., Ga. and Ala. G. C. III. 38:339.

AA. Fls. showy, white, pink, or crimson, rarely yellowish.

b. Anthers not connected with each other. (Weigela.)

c. Calyx-lobes lanceolate, connate or nearly to the middle; stigma 2-lobed: seeds almost wingless.


Lvs. smaller, usually obovate, \( 1 \frac{1}{2} - 2 \) in. long, usually nearly glabrous: fls. in dense clusters with small lvs. at the base; corolla slender, about \( 1 \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, rather gradually narrowed toward the base, lobes oval to oval-oblong, rosy pink. Korea, N. China.—Recently intro.; very floriferous, early and hardy.

5. præcoz, Lemoine. Shrub, to 6 ft.: branchlets glabrous: lvs. short-petioled, elliptic or elliptic-ovate, acuminate, serrate; limb of corolla 2-3\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long: fls. clustered, 3-5, nodding; calyx with subulate lobes; ovary hairy; corolla abruptly narrowed below the middle, purplish pink or rose-carmine. Japan. May. Gt. 46:1441; 53, p. 522. R. H. 1900:314.—The earliest of all species to bloom; has given rise to a race of early-flowering hybrids as Avalanche, Graceieu, Vestale, Conquerant, Esperance, Seduction, which see under D. hybrida.

cc. Calyx-lobes linear, divided to the base: seeds winged: stigma capitulate.

d. Plant nearly glabrous.


dd. Plant more or less pubescent; corolla finely pubescent outside.


9. hybrida, Hort. (Fig. 1264), may be used as a collective name for the different hybrids between D. floridā, D. præcoz, D. floribūnda, D. japonica and D. corenēs, which are now more commonly cult. than the
XXXVI. A border of dianthus and digitalis.
typical species. Some of the best and most distinct are the following, arranged according to the color of the fls. The numbers in parenthesis after the name refer to the number of the species and indicate the origin or probable origin of these hybrids:

1264. Diervillia hybrida. (X 4x)


*BB. Anthers connected with each other. (Calyptrastigma).*

10. **Middendorffiana**, Carr. Shrub, to 3 ft.; lvs. short-petioled, ovate-oblong or oblong-lanceolate, ser-
DIGITALIS

growth are used.—Foxgloves are of the easiest culture.
The common species and hybrids can be grown as biennials from seed. The perennial species are propagated by seeds or by division. The common D. purpurea is best treated as a biennial, although it may sometimes persist longer. Seeds sown one spring (or fall) will give good blooming plants the following season. The large root-leaves before the flower-stems appear are decorative (Fig. 1265).

A. Middle lobe of the lower lip longer than the others.

D. Digitalis ferruginea, Linn. (D. aereum, Lindl.). Biennial or perennial, 4-6 ft. high: sts. densely leafy: lvs. glabrous or ciliate; racemes long, dense; fls. rusty red, reticulate-marked, downy outside; lower lip of corolla ovate, entire, bearded, July. S. Eu. B.M. 1529.

lanata, Ehrh. Perennial, or biennial, 2-3 ft. lvs. oblong or lanceolate, ciliate: fls. rather small, 1-1½ in. long, grayish or creamy yellow, sometimes whitish or purplish, downy, in a dense, many-fl.d. raceme, with bracts shorter than the fls. July, Aug.

This is a rare trade name, and it is doubtful whether this little known plant is really in cult.

Thapsii, Linn. Plant much like D. ambigua, with fls. like those of D. lanata: lvs. downy, ovate-lanceolate, serrate or the upper entire: fls. ventricose, villose, yellowish; calyx-segs. linear, villose. Siberia.


AA. Middle lobe of the lower lip shorter or hardly longer than the others.

D. Digitalis purpurea (X3)

D. Digitalis purpurea, Linn. (D. tomentosa, Link & Hoffmgs.). Common Foxglove. Fig. 1266. The species most commonly cult.: mostly biennial, but sometimes perennial: height 2-4 ft.: lvs. rugose, somewhat downy, the radical ones long-stalked and ovate or ovate-lanceolate, the st-lvs. short-stalked and becoming small toward the top of the st.: fls. large, 2 in. long.


DILL (Anethum graveolens, Linn.), an annual or biennial plant of the Umbelliferae, the seeds of which are used as a flavoring, as seeds of caraway and coriander. It is of the easiest cult. from seeds. It should have a warm position. The plant grows 2-3 ft. high: the lvs. are cut into thread-like divisions: the st. is very smooth: the fls. are small and yellowish, the little petals falling early. It is a hardy plant. The foliage is sometimes used in flavoring, and medicinal preparations are made from the plant. The seeds are very flat and bitter-flavored. Native of S. E. Eu.

DILLÉNIA (named by Linnaeus for J. J. Dillenius, 1684-1747, botanist and professor at Oxford, author of important botanical works.). Dilléniaceae. Tall tropical trees from Asia, Indian Archipelago, Philippines, and Australia.

Leaves large, with pronounced pinnate parallel venation: fls. showy, white or yellow, lateral, solitary or clustered; sepals and petals 5, spreading; stamens many, free or somewhat united at base, the anthers linear, opening by 2 slits, the interior ones erect and intorse and the exterior ones recurved and extrorse: carpels 5-20, many-ovuled, in fr. becoming a fleshy body inclosed in the enlarging calyx.—Probably 40 species; allied to the Magnolia family. D. indica is said to be the showiest of the whole family, being attractive in foliage, fl. and fr. Dillenias may be grown in light sandy loam. Prop. readily by seeds, but with difficulty from cuttings.

Dilléniaca, Linn. (D. speciosa, Thunb.). Trunk stout, not high: branches numerous, spreading, then ascending: lvs. confined to the ends of branches, on short, broad, channelled sheathing petioles, the blade 6-12 in. long, oblong, or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, narrowed at the base, the serrate ones thick, fleshy, enlarging and inclosing the fr.: petals obovate, white, large, making a fl. fully 9 in. across; stamens very numerous, forming a large yellow globe crowned by the white, slender, spreading rays of the stigma: fr. edible, acid, the size of an apple, many-celled and many-ovuled. Trop. Asia. Intro. in B.M. 1819-21. B.M. 5016 (B. M. 449—Hibbertia vulbifera). H.F. 1867 p. 119.

WILLIAM MILLER.

DIMORPHANTHUS: Arotria.
DIMORPHOTHECA

DIMORPHOTHECA (Greek, two-formed achenes). Composite. CAPE MARIGOLD. Annual and perennial herbs or sub-shrubs, some of which are excellent flower-garden plants.

Leaves alternate or radical, entire, toothed, or incised, often narrow; heads solitary, long-peduncled; disk-fls. yellow or brown or purple, the rays yellow, purple, or white with purple beneath. The genus is closely allied to Calendula but has straight instead of incurved frs. The fls. usually close up, like those of Gazania, unless they have sunlight; their backs have as great a variety of coloring as their faces.—About 20 species in S. Afr.

The flowers are often 3 inches across, and their long, slender rays (20 or more) give a distinct and charming effect. A dozen kinds are grown abroad, representing a wide range of colors and foliage. They are wintered in coolhouses and flowered in spring or else transplanted to the open, where they flower freely during summer. The shrubby kind, D. Ecklonis, has been grown as a summer bedding plant, flowering from July to frost, and as a cool-house plant, making a much-branched subject 3 feet high, and flowering freely all spring.

ānua, Less. (Calendula plurālis, Linn.). Erect or diffuse, simple or branched annual, rough with jointed and gland-tipped hairs (seen with a small lens): lvs. narrowly oblong or obovate-oblong, tapering to the base, with a few distinct teeth, pilose, the uppermost smaller and narrower; peduncles terminal, nodding in fr.; fls. white above, purple or discolored beneath. J.H. III. 57:501. Var. ligulāsā, Voss (Calendula Pōnei, Hort.). is a double form (the heads full of rays) with heads white on upper side and yellow or violet beneath.

sinuātā, DC. Annual, branched from the base, nearly glabrous: lvs. oblong, obtuse, sinuate, and notched: involucre-scales lanceolate, narrower than disk; achenes of ray trinogious, everywhere tubercled; of disk flat with thickened rim; rays orange.—Grows 12-15 in. high. Fls. shading to blue in center.

aurantiāca, DC. Perennial, the st. natively more or less shrubby, erect, glabrous, with rod-like branches: lvs. linear-scytollong or spatulate, thickish, obtuse, entire; fl.-heads large, rays orangish-yellow; involucre-scales linear-acuminate, exceeding the disk, with a central line of hairs and paler margins. This brief botanical description does not in all ways fit the plant now in common cult. as D. auranṭiaca, which is treated as a half-hardy annual, and which is apparently more or less modified by cult.; it is a very showy plant (Fig. 1267), 12-16 in. high, from a short-decumbent base, with notched acute lvs., and terminal heads 2½–3½ in. across, and with curving rays of a rich glossy apricot-orange and a disk of brown-black; it is one of the best flower-garden subjects of recent years, the fls. opening in the sun and making a brilliant display in summer and till frost; of simple culture from seeds. Although long described in horticultural literature, it appears not to have come really into cult. until within the past few years, having been offered in Eu. in the fall of 1908. Recent forms under the name of D. auranṭiaca hybrid (hybrids with D. annua), intro. in 1912, range in color from white and blush-white to red, yellow, orange and salmon. B.M. 408 (as Calendula Tragula). G.C. III. 38:127. G. 31:205. J.H. III. 57:37. P.E. 31:308. Winter-flowering in S. Calif.

Ecklonis, DC. Shrubby at base, robust and erect, branching at top, 2 ft. or more: lvs. crowded, linear-lanceolate or lanceolate, entire or somewhat denticulate, acute; fl.-heads terminal, the rays ½–1½ in. long, white above and purplish beneath; involucre-scales long-acuminate. B.M. 7535. Gn. 75, p. 444. G. 24: 424; 25:566.—Not hardy north of Washington. It is grown as a summer bedding plant in England.

D. Bārbere, Haw. Perennial; fls. purple above, paler beneath; disk all purple, with corollas of 2 forms. B.M. 5237. L.F. II. 5:78. Var. rosea, Hort., has rose-colored fls.—D. chrysanthemophila, DC. Lvs. cut like a chrysanthemum: fls. yellow, reverse reddish. B.M. 2218.—D. uniflora, DC. Lvs., strongly cut; fls. scarlet-orange. B.M. 1343.—D. nudicaulis var. graminifolia, Harv. & Sonc. Fls. white, with a purple ring in the disk, and orange-brown on the back, the disk purple. B.M. 5229.—D. splendens, L. Perennial; lvs. narrower than in D. Ecklonis, linear; fls. white, veined purple, the rays narrower at the base, their wings discolored purplish, the disk purplish. B.M. 1981 (as Calendula). L. H. B.†

DIOCLEA (after Diocles of Carystos, said to be second only to Hippocrates among the ancients for his knowledge of plants). Leguminosae. Tender shrubby twiners, with delicate trifoliolate leaves and blue, violet, scarlet or white flowers, sometimes nearly an inch in long, and borne in clusters which have been roughly compared to Wistaria.

Flowers papilionaceous; calyx bell-shaped, 4-cut, 2 lobes shorter and narrower; standard orbicular or ovate, reflexed, auricled or appended at base; wings obovate or oblong, free; keel incurved, beaked or obtuse; ovary nearly sessile: pod wide, the upper suture thickened or 2-winged. Perhaps 20 species in tropical regions, chiefly in the western hemisphere. What is said to be the following species is cult. in S. Calif., where it has a moderate growth, shining foliage, and clusters of 10 or more large fls. of a splendid scarlet (to be considered with reference to Camptosema).

glycinoïdes, Hort. Fls. 1 in. long, bright scarlet, in racemes, somewhat like Wistaria: will stand some cold. Prop. by seeds, cuttings, or suckers, freely produced on grown-up plants. Rio de Plata.—Imperfectly understood botanically; said to be the same as Camposema rubi-cundum, Hook. & Arn.

DIONAEA (Greek name for Venus). Droseraceae. Venus Fly-trap. A remarkable monotypic genus of succulent plants, often grown for curiosity and in botanical collections.

Leaves 1½–5 in. long, 4–8 in number, are arranged in a spreading rosette over the soil, each consisting of a flat expanded petiole, and terminal bilobed blade; midrib of the blade contractile, the margin changed into bristles that interlock when the halves close, while each half bears 3 jointed and highly irritable hairs arranged in triangular manner over its upper surface; abundant sessile glands, usually of a crimson color, cover this surface and render it attractive to insects; but when grown in shade the glands are suppressed, the lvs. are quite green: a single neat touch of a hair fails to cause closure, but when one of the hairs is touched twice, or when two adjacent hairs are touched once within a short interval apart, the halves close. Owing
to continued and repeated stimuli caused by a caught insect, or to chemical stimuli caused by its tissues, the glands exude an acid and peptonizing digestive fluid after a few hours; this starts digestive disintegration of the insect's tissues, and the dissolved products are then absorbed by the Fl.-halves: the fl.-stalk lengths in May to 8-10 in. and bears 4-10 in. long rosettes of leaves, 7 in. in June, and which must be cross-pollinated for seed-production. By the end of June the caps. burst, and expose small black shining seeds. These germinate in abundance under a bell-jar on moist sandy soil that is mixed with finely chopped sphagnum moss. Each seedling, after forming 2 lanceolate cotyledons, produces there-after tiny fly-trapping lvs. that behave like the adult ones. Plants thrive well when grown in 3-5 in. pots amid a mixture of fine silver-sand and black silt. The pots should be kept immersed for about an inch in water, should have a slight top-covering of sphagnum, and must be kept in the house in a greenhouse with southeastern exposure. Inhabits the edges of moist sandy savannah 'bottom lands, is found with cover a narrow strip of territory about 10 miles in width and 40 miles north, also to an equal distance south of Wilmington, N. C., and grows well only when the tips of its roots reach moist substrata and when active transpiration proceeds. The perennial underground part is a bulbous swelling that can readily be dug and distributed from Nov. to March.

It is seldom that this wonderful little plant is seen in a good state of cultivation any length of time after removal from its native haunts. Its cultivation in a greenhouse is usually attended with more or less difficulty, owing to unsuitable conditions, such as too much dry air, shade or unfriendly soil. It delights in full sunshine, with a very humid atmosphere. When the plants can be secured and transplanted with considerable of the soil in which they grow, they attach to that soil like rootstalks, they are quite easily dealt with, and may be kept in a healthy growing state for years. I find a round hanging earthenware receptacle most useful to grow them in; the bottom is carefully drained, first with large pieces of broken pots, then smaller pieces, and the upper layer is quite fine. Some chopped fibrous peat is placed above this, when the plants are built in with live sphagnum moss used to fill the spaces between the clumps. Arranged in this way, it is hardly possible to give them too much water, and they revel in abundant supplies. If kept in the sun the leaves take on a reddish tinge, but when grown in the shade they are always green. Flowers will develop about the middle of June, but they should be nipped off as they make their appearance, for they are apt to weaken the plant. - The dionaea has been grown successfully in a dwelling-house by a very different method. The plants were in a wide, shallow dish, without any drainage, and in loose sphagnum moss, with a glass covering. Water was given every other day by filling the space above the plants until the dish was filled, and then it was poured off. In this way the potting material never became sour. From the luxuriant condition in which these plants remained for years, I am inclined to think this was a close imitation of the conditions under which they thrive in a wild state. Some years ago, owing to Asa Gray's endeavor to have the Government purchase a strip of land on which this plant grows, there existed a widespread idea that it was gradually becoming extinct. There seems to be little likelihood of this calamity, however, as Dionaea is found abundantly in some places.

(G. W. Oliver, in Garden and Forest, 10:237 [1897]).

muscipula, Ellis. Fig. 1268. St. short, subterranean, covered by the swollen bases of lvs.: lvs. 1-5 in. long in radial rosette, divided into winged petiole and bilobed lamina: infl. umbellate; fls. ¾-1 in.; petals white; stamens usually 15; pistil of 5 united carpels, stigmas 5 pinnicellate: fr. a caps. B.M. 755. P.S. 3:280. Mn. 1, p. 60. J. M. MACFARLANE.

DIÖN (Greek, two and egg; each scale covers two ovules and the seeds are in pairs). Cycadeae. Handsome foliage plants suitable for warm or temperate "palm" houses and for planting in the open far South.

This genus is said to be the closest to the fossil forms of any living representative of the family. It has the cones and twin seeds of Zamia and Encephalartos, with the flat woolly scales of Cycas, but without the marginal seeds and loose infl. of the latter. D. edule has a flat rigid front which is kept free from scale insects than Cycas revoluta, the commonest species of the family in cult. A specimen at Kew had a trunk 3-4 ft. thick, the crown spreading 8-10 ft. containing 50 fronds, each 4-5 ft. long and 6-9 in. wide. Specimens of D. spinulosis are reported with trunks 24 ft. high. Both make cones frequently, the male cone being 9-12 in. long and the female 7-12 in. The seeds, which are about the size of Spanish chestnuts are eaten by the Mexicans. There are a few species in Mex. Prop. by seeds. Cult. same as Cycas.


spinulosis, Dyer. Plants 6-80 ft. high, crowned by a noble rosette of spreading lvs.: lvs. 4-6 ft. long, often with 100 lfts. on each side, linear-lanceolate, each margin. This is one of the tallest of all the eucads, and is excelled only by the Australian Cycas media. It is very unlike D. edule, which has a stocky trunk and straight rigid lvs. Mex. G.W. 4. p. 326; 5, p. 331. A.F. 7:461.

D. Dobsoni, Hort. Discovered in nts. of Guatemala and named for Edward L. Dobson of Los Angeles. Pacific Garden, Nov. 1912. 13.—D. punctatum, Hort. Like C. spinulosis; foliage described as "very handsome, owing to the numerous pinnae and their close and regular arrangement. The texture is also firm and leathery, with a sharp spiny point to each pinna." Gn. W. 24:5.—D. Purpuras, Rose. Trunk short, crowned with numerous stiff and ascending lvs. 3 ft. or more long; pinnae 2-4 in. long, sharp-pointed, entire on the lower margin but usually with 1, 2, or 3 spine-like teeth on the upper margin: male cones ovoid, the female cones on recurved ovate tips; female cones ovate, about 18 in. long, the bracts very woolly. S. Mex.

WILHELM MILLER.
L. H. B.]

DIOSCOREA (Dioscoreidae, Greek naturalist of the first or second century of the Christian era). Dioscoreae. Twining herbs from tuberous or thickened rootstocks, grot toly or arborescent or under glass for the foliage, and also for the edible rhizomes and aerial tubers.

Type genus of a small family (of about 9 genera) allied to Liliaceae. It contains more than 200 widely dispersed and confused species, most of them native to tropical regions. St. herbaceous and climbing or long-procumbent, usually from a large tuberous root,
and sometimes bearing tubers in the axils: lvs. broad, ribbed and netted-veined, petiolate, alternate or opposite, sometimes compound; fls. dioecious, small; calyx 6-parted; anthers 6; styles 3; ovary 3-loculed and calyx adherent to it: fr. a 3-winged caps.; seeds winged.—

The great subterranean tubers of some species are eaten in the manner of potatoes. Some of the kinds have handsome colored foliage and are good glasshouse subjects. Numbers of species are more or less cultivated in warm countries (see, for example, Paillieux & Bois, "Le Potager d’un Curieux," and for Japanese species Georgeson, A.G. 13:80); but it is not known that many of them have appeared in the U. S. The tuber-bearing species need to be worked over thoroughly from living plants. For an inquiry into the prehistoric cult. of Dioscoreas in Amer., see Gray & Trumbull, Amer. Journ. Sci. 25:250.

All the species are of very easy cultivation from seeds or tubers or cuttings. The tubers keep a long time, like potatoes.

A. Sts. strongly winged.

alata, Linn. Fig. 1269. St. 4-winged or angular: lvs. opposite, cordate-oblanceolate, or cordate-ovate, with a deep, basal sinus, glabrous, devoid of pellucid dots, 7-nerved (sometimes 9-nerved), with the outer pair united: staminates spikes compound, special ones whorled, short, flexuose; pistillate spikes simple; fls. distant, anthers subglobose, about as long as the filament: caps. leathery, elliptical. India and the South Sea Isls.—Wildly cult. in the tropics under many various names. Tubers reach a length of 6-8 ft., and sometimes weigh 100 lbs.; edible. The roots continue to grow for years. Variable.

AA. Sts. terete (cylindrical).

Batatas, Decne. (D. divaricata, Auth., not Blanco). Yam. CHINESE YAM. CHINESE POTATO. CIGAR VINE. Tall climbing (10-30 ft.), the lvs. 7-9-ribbed, cordate-ovate and shining, short-petioled, bearing small clusters of cinnamon-scented white fls. in the axils: root-tubers deep in the ground, 2-3 ft. long, usually larger at the lower end. Philippines. F.S. 10:371. R.H. 1854, pp. 247, 451, 452.—This is often grown in the tropics for its edible tubers, which, however, are difficult to dig. In this country the word yam is commonly applied to a tribe of sweet potatoes (see Sweet Potato). The yam is hardy. The root will remain in the ground over winter in New York, and send up handsome tall twining shoots in the spring. The plant bears little tubers in the If-axils, and these are usually planted to produce the cinnamon vine; but it is not until the second year that plants grown from these tubercles produce the large or full-grown yams. A form with short and potato-like tubers is D. Decaisneana, Carr. (R.H. 1855:110). A vine widely cult. since 1810 under the name "air potato" or "giant yam vine" has large potato-shaped bitter tubers. Its identity is in doubt. It is not D. divaricata, under which name it was intro. from Hawaii, nor D. bulbifera, which has angular and edible aerial tubers. In order to distin-

guish it from the latter, it has recently been called the "Hawaiian bitter yam." The yam is apparently a form of D. alata. This and other forms of this species are grown in Fla. and La., for the excellent edible tubers, which compare favorably with the potato.

bulbifera, Linn. Am. Potato. Fig. 1270. Tall-climbing: lvs. alternate, cordate-ovate and cuspidate, 7-9-nerved, the stalks longer than the blade; fls. in long, lax, drooping, axillary racemes. Trop. Asia. G.C. III. 52:313.—Somewhat cult. S. as an oddity and for the very large angular axillary tubers (which vary greatly in size and shape). These tubers sometimes weigh several pounds. They are palatable and potato-like in flavor. The root-tubers are usually small or even none.

bb. Lvs. variously marked and colored, at least beneath (greenhouse "foliage plant").

discolor, Hort. Lvs. large, cordate-ovate and cuspidate, with several shades of green, white-banded along the midrib and purplish beneath: fls. greenish and inconspicuous; root tuberous. S. Amer. Lowe 54. F.W. 1877:353.—Useful for the conservatory. Suggestive of Cissus discolor.

multicolor, Lind. & André. Probably only a form of the last; lvs. variously marked and blotched and veined with silvery white, red, green and salmon. S. Amer. L.H. 19:53.—Very decorative glasshouse plant of several well-marked forms (some of them under Latin names).

D. villivix, Linn., a native Dioscorea, is offered. Bartlett has recently worked over the species native to the U. S. (Bull. 189, Bur. Pl. Ind., U. S. Dept. of Agric., 1910) and has recognized 5 species in the material formerly passing as D. villivix; and the name villivix itself he finds to be untenable because of the confusion attending it (a similar case lies with D. aspica, Linn., a name applied to oriental species). The 5 species are as follows: D. quaterndata, small; Rhizomes stout, 7½ in. diam. or more, nodeless; no or very short lateral branches: st. 3-5 ft. long, rigid and erect at base but requiring support above: lvs. mostly 5 and 6 at a node, alternate above, cordate, repand, green on both sides, glabrous; stamineate fls. panicled, the clusters solitary in the axile; pistillate fls. few in the cluster; fr. variable, ½-1½ in. long. Woods and banks, N. C. to Fla., La., Mo. and Ark.—D. platanifolia, Michx. Rhizomes long and slender, simple or rarely forked, less than 3½ in. diam., with a few short thinner lateral branches: at 3-5 ft. long, flexible, glabrous; lvs. all alternate or nearly so, pubescent beneath; staminata ind. solitary in the upper axile; pistillata ind. densely many-fruited: fr. less than 1½ in. long. —D. glabra, Linn. glabra, Bartlett, has glabrous lvs. Mass. to Minn. south to Texas in the middle region.—D. hirticulba, Bartlett. Rhizome less than 3½ in. diam., simple or rarely forked, nearly
straight, with short thin lateral; st. 3-10 ft., weak and flexuose, pubescent; lvs. all alternate (except perhaps at lowest node), glabrous pubescent; stamine infl. solitary in upper axils, the petals one villosulous; pistillate infl. with 1-4 frs., which are nearly 1 in. long. Carolinas and Ga.—D. floridana, Bartlett. Rhisomes undescended; st. flexuose and twining; lvs. alternate, with short, pubescent, green above and paler beneath; stamine infl. paniculate, in the upper axil and also terminal; pistillate infl. solitary, 5-7-fl., fr. similar to those of D. paniculata, nearly 1 in. long, S. & C. Carolina.

Of the many names appearing in horticultural literature, the following are recent: D. oxyrrhyncha, Hort. Lvs. with silky angular patches along the main nerves. Probably one of the D. discolor-group. — D. bicolor, Hort. Greenhouse climber, with great and cordate lvs., with a thick covering of hoary, white, oblong tubers or bulbs; pistillate infl. small, white, racemose near the top of the plant; fr. triangular; winged; root 3-4 ft. long, 1-2 lb. in weight. Occasionally grown in Japan. Cult. flowers in early May. A very thick and more condensed roots, and are eaten after the manner of potatoes. Offered abroad. — D. macrocarpa, Forst. Lvs. simple, alternate, glabrous, stalked, cordate-orbicular, 1 ft. each way, undulate, with an apical cusp 1-2 in. long; male fls. solitary; fruit the size of a pea and very short. Upper Guiana (Trop. Afr.).—D. retusa, Mast. Sta. slender, much twining, finely pubescent; lvs. alternate, compound; fls. 5, stalked, obovate, sessile, in the axils of large, pubescent leaves. Fruit small, globular; male fls. few, in short-peduncled racemes; perianth-segments oblong and convolute; follicles anomalous 3 and staminodes 3. S. Afr. G.C. 1876: 1149. O.Z. 22, p. 242.

DIOSMA (Greek, divine odor). Rutaceae. Small tender heath-like shrubs from southwestern Africa. Leaves alternate or opposite, linear, acute, channelled, serrulate or sometimes ciliate, glanular-dotted: fls. white or red, terminal, subsessile or coriaceous; calyx 5-lobed, ciliate; calyx-apart; hypogynous disk 5-flowered, 5-plaited; petals 5; style short; stigma capitulate: carpels 5.—Of the more than 200 species described, barely a dozen now remain in this genus, the others being mostly referred to allied genera, especially Adenandra, Agathosma and Barosma. The plant found to gardeners (and described by Linnæus) as D. capitata is now referred to Audouinia capitata, Brongn., which belongs in a different order (Braniaceae) and even in a different subclass of the Dicotyledoneae. Names for J. M. V. Audouin, born 1797, famous entomologist. It is a heath-like shrub 2-3 ft. high, with erect branches, and somewhat whorled, mostly clustered branches; females sessile, stalkless, overlapping, linear, angled, roughish, with 2 grooves beneath: fls. crimson (according to Flora Capensis), crowded into oblong spike-like, terminal heads. Genetic characters are: calyx adhering to the ovary, 5-lobed, segms. large, overlapping; petals with a long, 2-keeled claw, and a spreading, ovate, acuminate, sem-bristled; stamens included; ovary half inferior, 3-celled, cells 2-ovuled; style 3-angled, with 3 small, papilla-like stigmas.—One species.

In America, D. ericoides is more or less well known, and is put to various uses in floral decorations, in sprays, or branchlets cut to the required length, and stuck in formal designs as a setting for other flowers in the same manner and for the same purpose as Stevia is used, to give that necessary grace and artistic effect to the whole. This species, like most of the genus, has an agreeable aromatic fragrance in the foliage. It is a strong grower, loose and heath-like in habit and foliage, as the specific name indicates; flowers white and small, one or more on the points of tiny branchlets. While diosmas undoubtedly do best in soil suitable for heaths, that is, soil composed largely of fibrous peat, they are not nearly so exacting in their requirements as the Adenandra and the Adenandra, and can be grown in good fibrous loam and leaf-mold in equal parts, with considerable success. A rather sharp soil is not objectionable. The plants should be cut back rather severely after flowering, to the base and very short; this, however, is not necessary. The propagation of diosmas by cuttings is similar to that of heaths, but much easier. The best material for cuttings is young wood. (Kenneth Finlayson.)

ericoides, Linn. Much-branched, 1-2 ft., leafy; branches and twigs quite glabrous: lvs. alternate, crowded, recurved-spreading, oblong, obtuse, keeled, pointless, glabrous: fls. terminal, 2-3 together, with very short pedicels; calyx-lobes ovate, obtuse; petals reddish, elliptic-oblong or obovate, obtuse, narrow to a short claw, twice as long as the calyx; disk free and 5-lobed. B.M. 2332 under this name is in reality D. vulgaris var. longifolia. G. 33:501.

DIOSPYROS (Dios, Jove's, pyros, grain; alluding to its edible fruit). Ebenaceae. Persimmon. Ebony. Woody plants grown partly for the handsome foliage and partly for their edible fruits; some species are valuable timber trees.

Deciduous or evergreen trees or shrubs, with alternate, rarely opposite, entire lvs., without stipules: fls. bisexual or perfect; sepals 5; petals 5; stamens 10; ovary inferior, 3-locular; styles 5; stigmas 5. The genus Diospyros includes about 100 species, occurring in the tropics and colder climates.

The few cultivated species are ornamental trees,
Diospyros

with handsome lustrous foliage, rarely attacked by insects and with decorative and edible fruit. The only species which is tolerably hardy North is D. virginiana, while D. Kaki, much cultivated in Japan for its large edible fruits, is hardy only in the southern states. Most species have valuable hard and close-grained wood.

1272. Diospyros Lotus. (X3½)

and that of some tropical species is known as ebony. They thrive in almost any soil, but require, in cooler climates, sheltered and sunny positions. Propagated by seeds to be sown after maturity or stratified and sown in spring, and by cuttings of half-ripened wood or by layers; the tropical species by cuttings of mature wood in spring, with bottom heat; the fruit-bearing varieties are usually grafted or budded on seedling stock of D. virginiana. See Persimmon.

A. Lvs. acuminate.

virginiana, Linn. Common Persimmon. Fig. 1271. Tree, to 50 ft., rarely to 100 ft., with round-topped head and spreading, often pendulous branches: lvs. ovate or elliptic, acuminate, shining above, glabrous at length or pubescent beneath, 3-6 in. long; fls. short-stalked, greenish yellow, staminate in 3’s, ½ in. long, with 16 stamens; pistillate solitary, larger, with 4 2-lobed styles, connate at the base: fr. globose or obovate, plum-like, with the enlarged calyx at the base, 1-1½ in. diam., pale orange, often with red cheek, edible, varying in size, color and flavor. June. Conn. to Fla., west to Kans. and Texas. S.S. 6:252, 253. G.F. 8:265. Mn. 4:21. Gn. 57, p. 146. A.G. 11:651. V. 4:20. G.W. 16:230.

Lotus, Linn. Fig. 1272. Round-headed tree, to 40 ft.: lvs. elliptic or oblong, acuminate, pubescent, often glabrous above at length, 3-5 in. long; fls. reddish white, staminate in 3’s, with 16 stamens, pistillate solitary: fr. yellow at first, black when fully ripe, globular, ½-¾ in. diam., edible. June. W. Asia to China. A.G. 12:460. Gn. 32, p. 68. S.I.F. 1:79.

B. Fr. ½-3 in. across, usually ribbed: branches with appressed brownish pubescence.


AA. Lvs. obtuse or emarginate.

texina, Scheele (D. mexicana, Scheele. Brăyodorâstrătă texinum, Small). Small tree, intricately branched, rarely to 40 ft.: lvs. cuneate, oblong or obovate, pubescent below, 1-2 in. long; fls. with the lvs., pubescent, on branches of the previous year; calyx and corolla 5-lobed; staminate fls. with 16 stamens, pistillate with 4 pubescent styles connate at the base: fr. black, ¾-1 in. diam. Spring. Texas, New Mex. S.S. 6:254.

tessellaria, Poir. (D. reticulata, Willd.). Tree or shrub: lvs. coriaceous, oval or oblong, rounded at both ends, lustrous above, glabrous and reticulate beneath, 3-6 in. long; fls. clustered, sessile; calyx tubular, 4-lobed at the apex; corolla 4-lobed; sta-

1273. A cultivated fruit of Diospyros Kaki. (Nearly natural size.)
DIOSPYROS

D. armata, Hemsl. Spiny tree, to 20 ft.: Ivs. persistent, oval-oblong, obtuse, 1-2 in. long; staminate fls. in short panicles, creamy white, fragrant; fr. usually solitary. 


DIPACDÌ (meaning uncertain). Including Tricharis and Uropetalum, Liliaceae. Tender bulbous scapose plants of minor importance, allied to Galtonia. Leaves radical, thickish, narrowly linear: scape simple and leafless, bearing loose racemes of odd-colored fls.; perianth with a cylindrical tube, the lobes mostly equally or exceeding the tube, the 3 exterior ones spreading or flaring and the 3 interior usually shorter and crenate; stamens 6, on the throat of the perianth, the anthers linear and attached by the back; ovary sessile, ovoid or oblong, becoming a 3-sided dehiscent cap.; bulb tunicated.—About 50 species in S. Eu., Trop. and S. Afr. and India. During the winter, their resting time, the bulbs should be kept dry. A compost of light, sandy loam and leaf-mold has been recommended. Many species have been described in recent years from Trop. and S. Afr., and some of them may be expected to appear in the trade, and in lists of novelties.

DIPHYLLÉIA (Greek, double leaf). Berberidaceae. Umbrella-Leaf. An interesting hardy perennial herb, sometimes transferred to the wild-currant genus. Plant with thick creeping jointed Knotty rootstocks, sending up a huge peltate cut-lobbled umbrella-like radical fl. on a stout stalk, and a flowering st. bearing 2 flowers (similar but smaller and more 2-cleft) alternate Ivs., which are peltate near one margin, and a terminal cyme of white fls.: sepals 6, fuggleous; petals and stamens 6; ovules 5 or 6; berries glossy, few-seeded. This is one of the genera having only 2 species, one of which is found in N. E. N. Amer., the other in E. Asia or Japan, of which there are two others in this family.
DIPHYSA

DIPHYSA (two bladders, because of the structure of the pod). Leguminosx. Shrubs or trees, usually glandular, with odd-pinnate lvs. and papilionaceous fls., of about 10 or 12 species in Mex., Cent. Amer., to Venezuela, rarely seen in cult. abroad in warmhouses; calyx with 5 unlike teeth, the 2 upper short; standard of the corolla orbicular, clawed, with 2 calyculate lobes inside; wings obovate or oblong or nearly lanceolate; keel as long as the wings or somewhat longer: fr. a stipitate more or less inflated pod: fls. yellow, in short racemes or fascicles. D. carpagenesii, Jacq., is a shrub or small unarmed tree, with 2–3-fld. axillary peduncles, and about 5 pairs of lfts., 2 in. long; D. floribundum, Peyr., has been offered in S. Calif.: much-branching shrub; lvs. alternate; lfts. 7–13, elliptic or broad-oblong, the mid-nerve ending in a nuco: fls. yellow, in short racemose; standard strongly reflexed, 3/4 in. broad. S. Mex. L. H. B.

DIPIDAX (double fountain, due to the pair of nectaries at the base of the perianth-segments). Liliaceae. Two species in S. Afr., with tunicaled corms, simple stts. and small whitish more or less tinted fls. in spikes, of little horticultural importance: perianth deciduous, polyphylous; stamens 6, included; ovary sessile, 3-celled and 3-lobed, many-ovuled; styles 3, awl-shaped: fr. a turbinate 3-valved caps. D. ciliata, Baker. St. 6–12 in.: lvs. usually 3, ciliate, the lower 4–6 in. long and lanceolate-acuminate and the upper much shorter and amplexicaul: spike 2–6 in. long, densely many-fld.; fls. whitish more or less tinged red: there are several botanical vars., differing in lvs., number and color of fls. D. tripetala, Baker. St. 12–18 in.: lvs. 3, not ciliate, the lowest at base of st. and the upper near the spike (which is 1–6 in. long): fls. with numerous brown veins and 2 purple nectar-spots. B.M. 585 (as Melanthium tripetrum). The species are treated as greenhouse perennials.

Dipladenia

DIPLOCAUS: Mimulus.

DIPLODENIA (Greek, double gland, referring to the two glands at base of ovary, which distinguish this genus from Echites). Apocynaceae. A charming genus of greenhouse twiners (sometimes erect), mostly from Br. Flowers large, showy, more or less funnel-shaped, having a remarkable range of color, rarely white or dark red, but especially rich in rosy shades and with throats often brilliantly colored with yellow; the buds, also, are charming; calyx 5-parted, the lobes lanceolate, with glands or scales in the inside; 5 scales at the throat, the 5 lobes spreading, twisted in the bud; stamens 5, affixed in the top of the tube, included, the acuminate anthers connivent around the 5-lobed stigma; disk of 2 fleshy scales, alternating with the 2 distinct ovaries: fr. of 2 terete more or less spreading follicles.—Species 30–40, in Trop. S. Amer., woody (rarely herbaceous) and mostly at first erect but becoming scandent, the lvs. mostly opposite and entire or lobed and usually with bristles or glands at the base; 2 flower buds usually in terminal or axillary racemes. The genus is fully as interesting as Allamanda, which belongs to another tribe of the same family. Other allied genera of garden interest are Echites, Odontadenia, Mandevilla and Urechites. Some species are naturally erect bushes, at least when young, and many can be trained to the bush form. The group is a most tempting one to the hybridizer. Many names appear in European catalogs, but they are confused. Very many pictures are found in the European horticultural periodicals.

Of the twining glasshouse flowering subjects, dipladenias are amongst the best and ought to be in all collections of greenhouse plants. An erroneous idea is held by many that it is necessary to have a very high temperature to grow these plants successfully. This, however, is not the case. Extremes of temperature have a check upon active growth in the early spring, they do better in an intermediate temperature. Dipladenias have been known to live, and thrive well, after having been subjected to 7° of frost. A good time of the year to secure cuttings of dipladenias is about February 1. At that time they show signs of starting into growth and the weak wood should all be pruned back to the normal thickness of the stem. The thickest part of these pruning makes good cuttings. Take a piece with two leaves attached, with about an inch of the stem under the leaves. Pot them singly in small pots, half filled with equal parts osmundine, wood-ash, sand, and charcoal. Fill the upper part of the pot with sand. Place the pots in a tight propagating bed, in a night-temperature of 70. Allow the temperature to run up to 80° or more by day, but be sure and admit air several times during the day by opening up the case the plants are in for a few minutes. The cuttings will have the small pots filled with roots in about a month, when they may be shifted into larger pots. From now on, use for potting equal parts of osmundine, the fiber of loam out of which all the fine part has been shaken, sphagnum moss, sand and charcoal. When the plants reach a 6-inch pot, a sixth part of sheep’s manure may be added and a sprinkling of chicken-bone. It is a good plan, provided one has a good sheltered border with a southern aspect, to plant small plants of dipladenia outdoors from June until the middle of September. It is astonishing how vigorously they start into growth and flower when potted after this treatment. Fifteen degrees is a good night temperature to grow dipladenias in when possible. During the summer, if grown indoors, admit all the air that can be admitted day and night. They will stand the full sun under glass, but they do slightly better under a very light shade during the hotter part of the day, which is in the summer. When the plants fill a 6-inch pot, they may be shifted to a 9-inch pot with roots, and it is desired that they should remain in that pot for the rest of the season, feed with manure-water, a handful of cow-manure to a two-and-a-half-gallon watering-pot. The same amount to an equal quantity of water if a fertilizer such as "Clay's" is used, is sufficient. Horse urine may also be used for a change, a 3-inch potful to two and one-half gallons of water. Be sure to water three times in between with clean water. Dipladenias show signs of completing their growth toward the end of November, at which time water should be gradually withheld, but never so as to allow the wood to shrivel. They may be treated in this manner until the end of January, when, as stated above, they will show signs of starting the season's growth. At this season they should have a general overhauling. Large plants should be turned out of their pots, and the loose dirt all washed out of them with a hose with a good pressure; then in the flower pots, and if possible part in the 1/2 of the size of the pot. After disturbing the roots in this manner, they are better to be placed for a few weeks in a temperature of not less than 65°. When they have gripped the new soil, they do better in 55° night temperature. Give each break a piece of thread attached from the plant to the roof to climb on until they set flower. A few breaks, near the highest part of the plant, will

1274. Dipladenia atropurpurea. (X ¼)
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start climbing ahead of the others, and after they show a flower-stem pinch the shoot immediately ahead of the flower. This will encourage the belated breaks to start and catch up to these leaders. When they have all set flower, they may be trained evenly over a globe trellis if they are desired for a specimen plant. By the above treatment ninety-five open flowers, all at one time, have been secured on a plant in a 12-inch pot. Dipladenias are subject to mealy-bug, scale, thrips, and red-spider. Fumigate with hydrocyanic gas during the cold months, and syringe regularly and thoroughly during the summer, and these pests will give no trouble. (George F. Stewart.)

boliviensis, Hook. Plant everywhere glabrous: sts. slender: lvs. petioloed, 2-3 1/2 in. long, oblong, acuminate, acute at base, bright green and glossy above, pale beneath; stipules none: racemes axillary, 3-4-fl.; peduncle much shorter than the lvs., about as long as petioles and pedicels; bracts minute at the base of the pedicelled peduncles; calyx-lobes acuminately pointed, 3 lines long; corolla almost salver-shaped, tube and throat slender and cylindrical, the former about 10 in. long, the latter twice as long and half as broad again; limb 1 1/2 in. across; lobes broadly ovate, more acuminate than in D. atropurpurea. Bolivia. B. M. 5783. Gn. 44: 140. Gn. 7: 342.

AA. Fls. dark purple.

atropurpurea, DC. (D. Marie Henrietta, Hort.). Fig. 1274. Glabrous: lvs. ovate-acute, about 2 in. long, acute at the very base: racemes axillary, 2-fl.; pedicels a little longer than the pedicels twisted, bracted; calyx-lobes lanceolate-acuminate, a little shorter than the pedicel, and a third as long as the cylindrical part of the corolla (of which the tube is about 2 in. long); corolla dark purple inside and out, tube funnel-shaped above the middle; lobes triangular, wavy, spreading, shorter than the dilated part of the tube. Brazil. B. R. 29: 27. (as Echites). Gn. 44: 488. I. H. 43: 33. Gn. 43, p. 548. Var. Clárkei., Hort. Lvs. rather small: fl. deep crimson shaded velvet-black, about 2 1/2 in. across, the tube paler. Gn. W. 8: 661.—D. atropurpurea is a handsome species, but considered to be a shy bloomer.

AAA. Fls. rose; throat deep rose or purple within, white thistle outside.

splendens, DC. (Echites splendens, Hook.). Fig. 1275. St. glabrous, the branches terete: lvs. subsessile, 4-8 in. long, elliptic-acuminate, coriaceous at the base, wavy, pubescent, especially beneath, veins elevated, numerous: racemes axillary, longer than the lvs., 4-6-fl.; calyx-lobes red-tipped, awl-shaped, as long as the cylindrical part of the corolla-tube, which is half the length of the funnel-shaped pedicel; limb flat, 4 in. across, the lobes rotund, subacute, almost as long as the tube; corolla-tube 1 1/2 in. long, white outside, lobes rosy, throat deepest, almost purple. Brazil. B. M. 3976. F. S. 1: 34 shows a yellow-throated form. Var. profusa, Rod. (D. profusa, Hort.), has larger and brighter rosy fls., lined with yellow inside, the outside of the corolla-tube merely except at the apical part as yellow. J. H. III. 57: 277. I. H. 30: 491.—Intro. by B. Ś. Williams. D. amabilis, Hort., is said to be a hybrid of D. crassinoda and D. splendens. Lvs. short-stalked, oblong, acute: fls. rosy crimson, 4-5 in. across; corolla-lobes very round and stiff. Gn. 51, p. 227. G. 12: 80; 14: 461. H. F. 17: 3936. shows a 12-fl. raceme with exceptionally bright red fls.

AA. Fls. salmon-colored; throat yellow inside and out.

urophylla, Hook. Glabrous erect bush, not a vine: branches numerous, swollen at the joints: lvs. ovate-oblong, obtuse at the base, suddenly narrowed at the apex into a narrow point 3/4 in. long; peduncles long, drooping, flexuose; racemes axillary, 4-6-fl.; calyx-lobes notched, awl-shaped; corolla dull yellow outside, deeper and brighter yellow inside; tube cylindrical in lower third, then swelling into an almost bell-shaped throat; limb of the limb salmon incline of purple, acute. Brazil. B. M. 4414. P. M. 16: 66. F. S. 5: 425.

D. amablis, Moore. Free-flowering, with good foliage: lvs. oblong-acuminately pointed; fls. pink tinted with rose; corolla-lobes rounded and not reflexed. Of garden origin (G. splendens) and grown abroad. F. 1858: 73. G. 6391: 11: 43.—D. Brasiliensis, Hort. Lvs. oblong, acute, dark green: fls. pink at first, changing to rich crimson when fully large. Gn. 51, p. 227. Probable a form of Odontadenia speciosa.—D. carissa, Hort. Fls. very large (about 6 in. diameter), delicate pink line with bright red dots. Garden, DC. C. G. Z. 19: 318. 1890. Probable a form of Odontadenia speciosa. D. carnea, Hort. Fls. with a shortstalked, st. much branched, with many nodes: lvs. lanceolate, acute or almost acuminate, acute at the base, shining and leathery on both sides: racemes axillary, about 6-fl.; calyx-lobes lanceolate-acuminate, a little shorter than the cylindrical part of the corolla-tube, 2 or 3 times shorter than the corolla-throat; corolla-tube bell-shaped above the middle; lobes obovate- orbicular. Brazil. The above is the original description by De Candolle, who adds that the lvs. are 4-5 1/2 in. long, 1-1 1/2 in. wide, petiolar, with 4 short ciliate teeth. The plant pictured in B. R. 30: 64 was named D. Lindleyi by Lebour chiefly for its pilose st. and shorter fl. The name D. amablis, K. Mart. was given to D. Martiana. F. S. 22: 2310 may be the same plant as B. R. 30: 64, but with variable lvs. and stipules. The plant was prized for its delicate colors, being white at first, then shot with soft rose like a flame tulip, and finally a deep rose. Only 1 fl. in a raceme was open at a time, and each lasted 8 or 9 days; throat orange inside.—D. extima, Hemsl. Very slender, twining, nearly glabrous, the st. rose-red: lvs. opposite, very short-stalked, 1-1 1/2 in. long, orbicular-obovate to elliptic; fls. in a cyme, 2-3 in. across, the tube nearly 2 in. long, corolla-lobes orbicular and obtusely ciliate. Probably Brazil. B. M. 7729.—D. flavas, Hook. Fls. size and color of common yellow passion-flower: calyx-lobes short-stalked, obtuse, stamens short, ovate, pubescent, ovary; limb of racemes terminal, 4-6-fl.; fls. rose, yellow throat inside, purple at the mouth; corolla-tube cylindrical to the middle, then funnel-shaped; limb 3-3 1/4 in. across, lobes rosy, orbicular-ovate, obtuse. Brazil. F. S. 3: 256. Var. gibba, Mull. Arg. B. M. 7129.—D. insignis, Hort. Stout-growing; foliage strong; fls. rosy purple. Of garden origin. R. H. 1904, p. 419. G. Z. 16: 145.—D. pasturum, Mart. var. tenellifolia, Hook. f. A very slender tuberous-rooted glabrous twin- creek with very narrow leaves. Globular in bud, and rose-colored fls. 1 1/2 in. across and bearing a golden 5-cleft ring at the throat. Brazil. B. M. 7325.—D. Sanderi, Hemsl., has flesh- colored, fls. with throat yellow inside, and outside at the base, has smaller lvs. than D. illustris, and no circle of purple at the mouth of the fl. Gn. 51: 226.

DIPLARNHENA

(Wilhelm Miller.)

DIPLARNHENA

(Greek, two anthers; the third being imperfect). Iridaceae. Tender rhizomatous plants from Australia and Tasmania, more common to lvs. 3-3 1/2 in. long, and rose-colored fls. 1 1/4 in. across and bearing a golden 5-cleft ring at the throat. Brazil. B. M. 7325.—D. Sanderi, Hemsl., has flesh-colored, fls. with throat yellow inside, and outside at the base, has smaller lvs. than D. illustris, and no circle of purple at the mouth of the fl. Gn. 51: 226.
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Morà, Labill. Sts. 1½-2 ft. long, with a single terminal cluster, and several sheathing bracts: lvs. 6-8 in a tuft, 1-1½ ft. long, ½-1½ in. wide: spathes cylindrical, 2-3-ftd., 2 in. long; fls. whitish: caps. 1 in. long. New S. Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania. This species has been offered. The only other species is D. latifolia, Benth. (D. Mora var. latifolia, Baker), from Tasmania, with longer and broader lvs. (nearly 1 in. wide), longer spathes which are 5-6-ftd., and fls. variegated with lilac and yellow. L. H. B.

DIPLOZIUM (Greek, doubled). Polypodiaceae. Rather large, coarse ferns, of greenhouse culture. Allied to Asplenium, but with the indusia often double, extending along both sides of some of the free veins. The dividing line between Diplazium and Asplenium is technical. In general appearance and cultural requirements, the two genera are practically identical.—Eighty or more species are found, mostly in the warmer portions of the world.

A. Lvs. simple.

lanceum, Presl. Lvs. 6-9 in. long, ⅓-1 in. wide, narrowed upward and downward, the margin mostly entire; sori reaching nearer to the edge than the midrib. India, China, Japan.

AA. Lvs. pinnate, with the pinnae deeply lobed: rootstock not rising to form a trunk.

arbóreum, Presl (Asplenium arbóreum, Linn.). Lvs. 12-18 in. long, 6-8 in. wide, with a distinct auricle or lobe at the base. The habit is not arborescent, as originally supposed, and the name would indicate; quite near the next, but less deeply cut. W. Indies and Venezuela.

Shépherdii, Link (Asplénum Shépherdii, Spreng.). Lvs. 12-18 in. long, 6-9 in. broad, deeply lobed, the lobes at the base sometimes reaching down to the rachis, somewhat toothed and often ½ in. broad; sori long-linear. Cuba and Mex. to Brazil.

AAA. Lvs. bipinnate: trunk somewhat arborecent.

máximum, C. Chr. (D. latifólium, Moore. Asplenium latifólium, Don.). St. erect, somewhat arborecent: lvs. 3-4 ft. long, 12-18 in. wide, with about 12 pinnae on either side. India, China and the Philippines.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

DIPLOGLÖTTIS (double-tongued, referring to the divided scale inside the petals). Sapindaceæ. Australian tree; one species: D. australis, Radlkl. (D. Cünninghamii, Hook. f.), mentioned in recent horticultural literature. Lvs. large (1-2 ft. or more), pinnate, more or less villous; lfts. 8-12, oblong-elliptic to ovate-lanceolate, sometimes more than 1 ft. long: fls. greenish, many, in a large panicle; calyx deeply 5-lobed, small; petals about twice as long as calyx (½ in.), 4, thin, orbicular, ciliate, about equalied by the 2 inner scales; stamens 8, exerted or included; ovary 3-celled, the style short and incurved, stigma entire or somewhat 3-lobed: fr. a nearly globular 3-valved caps., toothose, about ⅜ in. diam. B.M. 4470 (as Cúpania Cünninghamii).

DIPLOLÉNA (double cloak, in allusion to the double involucre). Rutaceæ. W. Australian tormentose shrubs, sometimes cult., but apparently not in American trade. Lvs. simple and entire, stalked, alternate: fls. red from the appearance of the many stamens in the terminal heads which are flower-like and short-peduncled or sessile and surrounded by an involucre of broad bracts in 3 or 4 series of which the inner ones are large and petal-like; calyx wanting; petals 5, small and narrow; disk small; stamens 10, much exerted, the filaments bearded; ovary 5-lobed, the styles united into 1: fr. 2-valved cocci, resulting from the division of the ovary.

—About 4 species. D. grandiflóra, Desf., 5-6 ft., with rigid spreading branches, the ovate or broad-oblong very obtuse lvs. tomentose or hoary on both sides. D. Dampféi, Desf., distinguished chiefly by the lvs. being green and smooth on the upper surface. B.M. 4059. B.R. 27:64. H.U. 5:42.

DIPLOPAPPUS: Aster.

DIPLOSTÈPHIUM (double crown or pappus). Compositae. This genus as now defined comprises upward of a dozen species in Venezuela, Colombia and to Peru, probably not in cult.; the D. amygdalinitum, Cass., of gardens is Äster umbellátus, Mill., under Grant's treatment, and Dallilingéria umbellátà, Nees, of some other authors. Dellingeria differs from Äster in its double pappus, the inner bristles long and capillary and the outer shorter and rigid: involucres bracts short and lacking herbaceous tips; heads corymbose or solitary; rays rather few, white or rose-tinted: lvs. veiny, not stiff. (Named for Th. Delling, botanical explorer.)

Äster umbellátus is a stout plant (2-7 ft.) of low grounds from Newfoundland to Ga. and Ark., variable, and lower forms occurring: very leafy, with numerous crowded heads: lvs. lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate (to 6 in. long), tapering to both ends: involucres short; rays white. A good plant for the wild garden.

L. H. B.

DIPLOTHÈMIUM (Greek, double sheathed). Palmacée, tribe Cocoxéne. Spineless pinnate palms, low or stemless, or often with ringed, stout, solitary or fascicled trunks.

Leaves terminal, pinnatisect; segms. crowded, lanceolate or ensiform, acuminate, glaucous or silvery beneath, margins recurved at the base, midnerves prominent; rachis 2-faced, strongly laterally compressed; petiole concave above; sheath fibrous, open: spadices erect, long or short-peduncled, strict, thickish; spathe 2, the lower coriaceous, the upper cymbiform, beaked, ventrally deshiscent; bracts short, coriaceous; fls. rather large, cream-colored or yellow, more showy than almost any other palm: fr. ovoid or obovoid, small.—Species 5. Brazil.

Diplothèmiun is a group of very handsome palms. In size the members of this genus seem to vary as much as those included in the Cocos group. D. mariti- mum, which is found along the coast of Brazil, is but 10 ft. high when fully developed: if this is without spines, the leaves being pinnate, very dark green on the upper side and usually covered with white tomentum on the under side, the pinnae being clustered along the midrib in most instances. In a very young plant of this genus the ultimate character is not at all apparent from the fact that the seedling plants have undivided or simple leaves, this characteristic frequently obtaining in the case of D. caudescens until the plant is strong enough to produce leaves 4 or 5 feet long or about one and one-quarter years from germination. Frequently the plant bears both sorts of leaves while young. A warm greenhouse, rich soil and a plentiful supply of water are among the chief requisites for the successful culture of diplothiémiuns. D. caudescens is the best known of the genus, and when space may be had for its free development it is one of the handsomest palms in cultivation. See G.C. II. 24:394 for horticultural account of the group.

D. meséns, Mart. (Céràkyon notòmus, Hort.). Wax-Palm. St. 12-20 ft. high, 10-12 in. thick, remotely ringed, often swollen at the middle: lvs. 9-12 ft., short-petioled; segms. 70-90 on each side, ensiform, densely waxy white below, the middle ones 24-28 in. long, 1½ in. wide, the upper and lower ones shorter and narrower, all obtuse at the apex. Brazil. R.H. 1876, p. 255.

D. cristáta, Mart. A small tree with finely dissected lvs. and very bright yellow fl.-clusters making it attractive during the spring months. B.M. 4881. —Hardly in cult. in America. J. ANDERSON. N. TAYLOR.
DIPSACUS (to θίρατος, from the Greek, because the bases of the connate lvs. in some species hold water). Dipsacus. Teasel. Stout tall biennial or perennial herbs of the Old World, two or three of which are weeds; and one of them is cultivated for fuller’s teases.

The plants are prickly or rough-hairy: lvs. opposite, entire, toothed or pinnatifid; fls. small and in dense heads, like those of compositous plants, but the anthers are not united (or synonomous) as they are in the Composite, blue or lilac; involvure-bracts and scales of receptacle sharp or spine-pointed. There are a dozen or more species in Eu., N. Afr. to Abyssinia, and Asia. D. sylvestris, Huds., is an intro. weed along roadsides in the northeastern states and Ohio Valley. It is biennial, the st. arising the second year and reaching a height of 5 or 6 ft. It is said to be a good bee plant. Lvs. lance-oblong, toothed and more or less prickly on the margin. The dead stalks of this teasel are conspicuous winter objects in the E. U. S., where it has run wild extensively. D. lacteinatus, Linn., has been found wild in the U. S.: lvs. pinnatifid or bipinnatifid, ciliate. The fuller’s teasel, D. fullonum, Linn. (Fig. 1276), is probably derived from the first, and differs from it chiefly in the very strong and hooked floral scales. These scales give the head its value for the teasing or raising the nap on woollen cloth, for which no machinery is so efficient. This plant is grown commercially in a limited area in Cent. N. Y.; see Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 630. L. H. B.

DIPTERÓNIA (Greek δίς, twice and πτέρων wing: the fruit consists of two winged carpels). Aceridaceae. Ornamental deciduous tree with handsome large pinnate foliage. Leaves opposite, petioled, odd-pinnate, with 9–15 serrate lsts.: fls. polygamous, small, in large terminal panicles; sepals 5, longer than the short and broad petals; staminate fls. with usually 8 stamens and a rudimentary ovary in the center; pistillate fls. with a 2-celled compressed ovary; style cylindric with 2 stigma lobes; ovary consisting of 2 1-seeded compressed nutlets connate only at the base and with the wing extending all around.—Two species in Cent. and S. W. China.

The species in cultivation is a small tree with handsome foliage, insignificant flowers, but conspicuous winged fruits in large panicles. It is apparently not hardy North. It grows well in any good soil. Propagation is by seeds.

sínensis, Oliver. Tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. 3½–1½ ft. long; lsts. 9–15, short-petioled, the upper nearly sessile, the lowest pair sometimes 3-parted, ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate, long-acuminate, coarsely serrate, glabrous or sparingly hairy, 2–4 in. long; panicles loose, 6–12 in. long; fls. small, white or minute, slender-pedicelled; each carpel (samara) of the fr. broadly obovate or nearly orbicular, light brown, about 1 in. long, with the seed near the middle. June; fr. in Sept. Cent. China. J.H. S. 26:60. H.L. 19:1898.

ALFRED REEDER.

 Dicta (Dirke, mythological name; also a spring near Thebes). Thymelaceseæ. Leatherwood. Two North American small early-blooming shrubs, sometimes planted.

1276. Fuller’s teasel—Dipsacus fullonum. (×½)

Bushes with tough fibrous bark, alternate, thin short entire petiolate deciduous lvs., apetalous perfect fls. in peduncled fascicles of the previous season’s growth, the branches developing subsequently from the same nodes: calyx corolla-like, yellowish, campanulate, undulate or obscurely 4-toothed, bearing twice as many exerted stamens as its lobes (usually 8); ovary nearly sessile, free, 1-locule, with a single hanging ovule; style exerted, filiform: fr. berry-like, oval-oblong. The direes often have the habit of miniature trees. The bark is of interlaced strong fibers, and branches are so tough and flexible that they may be bent into hoops and thongs without breaking, and were so used by the Indians and early settlers. The leatherwood is not one of the showiest of hardy shrubs, but its small yellowish fls. are abundant enough to make it attractive, and it deserves cult. especially for the earliness of its bloom in spring. It is of slow growth, and when planted singly makes a very shapely specimen; planted in masses or under shade it assumes a straggling habit. It thrives in any moist loam. Prop. by seeds, which are abundant and germinate readily; also by layers.

pálustris, Linn. LEATHERWOOD. MOOR WOOD. Wicopy. Fig. 1277. Two to 6 ft. high, with numerous branches having scars which make them appear as if jointed, at the beginning of each annual growth, and with yellow-brown glabrous twigs: lvs. oval or obovate, with obtuse apex, 2–3 in. long, green and smooth above, whitish and downy below, but becoming smooth, the base of the petiole covering buds of the next season: fls. yellowish, abundant enough to be attractive, nearly sessile, ¼ in. long, falling as the lvs. expand: fr. hidden by the abundant foliage, ovoid or nearly oblong, ½ in. long, redish, or pale green. Woods and thickets, mostly in wet soil Canada to Fla. and Mo. B.R. 222.—Common.

D. occidentalis, Gray. A similar species found on northerly slopes of canons in Calif., differs mainly in the deeper calyx-lobs, lower insertion of the stamens, sessile fls., and white involucre; blooms Nov.–Feb. Not in the trade, but worthy of cult.

A. PHELPS WYMAN.

Disa (origin of name unknown). Orchidaceæ. Terrestrial orchids, mostly South African, of which several are known to fanciers, but only one of which is in the American trade.

Sepals free, spreading, upper one galeate, produced in a hood or spur at the base; petals inconspicuous, small, adnate to the base of the column.—Sixty or more species. D. grandiflora is undoubtedly one of the most beautiful of known orchids, but as yet difficult to manage under artificial conditions.


D. crassicorne, Lindl. Spike few-fl.; lateral sepals oblong, the dorsal small, reflexed petals, and lip lan-

1277. Leatherwood—Dicta palustris. (×½)
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The reader now has before him a comprehensive survey of the subject. It is impossible, of course, to list all the plant diseases and all the insect pests in a compilation of this kind; but it is desired that the catalogues shall comprise the most important depredators of the leading horticultural plants. The reader should keep himself informed of the new knowledge and new practice by consulting current publications of the government and the experiment stations.

Diseases of plants.

Disease in plants may be defined as any derangement or disorganization of the normal structure or physiological functions of the plant, as the formation of galls, cankers or distortions, rotting of plant parts, or disturbances in the sap system resulting in wilting, or in the nutritive processes resulting in such symptoms as dwarfing, chlorosis, and the like. Forms of plant diseases are shown in Figs. 1279-1292.

It is often very difficult to distinguish clearly between diseased conditions and abnormalities of other types. Bud-sports, doubling of blossoms, fasciations and many other similar abnormalities, while often the result of reaction to some pathogen, are not always so and they are often spoken of as teratological phenomena. While the reaction of plants to insect attacks in the formation of galls, cankers, and so on, is to be regarded as symptom of disease, the injuries produced by the mere eating away of parts of leaf, stem or fruit are not usually so to be regarded. Even here, however, it is often difficult to draw a sharp line of demarkation. While disease may usually be said to result in ultimate injury, there are apparently certain marked exceptions, as in the case of the root tubercles of legumes caused by the attacks of certain nitrogen-fixing parasitic bacteria. Here increased growth and crop-yield are generally held to result.

Diseases of plants are not something new or of recent development, as the grower is often inclined to think. The crops of the husbandman, from the earliest recorded history of his art, have been afflicted with diseases. In the historical writings of the Hebrews, the Bible, and in the writings of the Greeks and Romans, frequent mention is made of such diseases as rusts, smuts and mildews of grain and canker of trees. To be sure, the extensive and intensive crop-cultivation of modern times, together with the extraordinary worldwide transport and exchange of crop-products, have greatly favored the distribution of plant pathogens (insects, fungi and bacteria), and afford them exceptional opportunities for destructive development. Nor are cultivated plants alone subject to disease. Disease epidemics among weeds and the wild flowers of the woods may be observed any season in localities in which weather conditions especially favor the causal organisms.

The study of the nature and control of plant diseases, however, is of recent development. The first man to study plant diseases from the true modern economic point of view, that is, with the object of helping the grower to understand and control parastítica diseases in his crops, was Julius Kühn. This German, the son of a German land-owner and for many years himself the manager of a large agricultural estate, was the founder of an early German agricultural college. He interested himself, among other phases of agriculture, in plant diseases and their control and his
book, "Die Krankheit der Kulturgewächse," published in 1858, is to be regarded as the first book of real economic importance on the subject of plant diseases. In this remarkable volume is given a concise statement of the thoroughly digested and personally tested knowledge of his time, on the nature and control of plant diseases. He also describes a number of new methods, especially for seed treatment of cereals against smuts, which have become the foundation for many of our present-day practices.

Since Kühn's day there have been remarkable developments in the control of plant diseases. The discovery of bordeaux mixture by the Frenchman Millardet in 1882; the discovery of the formaldehyde treatment of seed for smut by the American plant pathologist, Arthur, in 1886; and the recent development of the use of lime-sulfur solutions and mixtures as a substitute for bordeaux in the spraying of apples and peaches, are but the most noteworthy of the many discoveries and developments in the remarkable growth of this economic science within the last half century.

The economic importance of plant diseases can scarcely be overstated, as they constitute one of the chief losses in our agricultural resources. The loss from 5 to 25 per cent of many crops from diseases alone each year is so common as to be the general rule. The loss from potato diseases each season in the United States has been carefully estimated at not less than $56,000,000. Yet, it has been conclusively demonstrated by extensive experiments among potato-growers during a continuous period of ten years, that an annual average increase of over forty bushels per acre may be expected from spraying the crop with bordeaux mixture, from three to five times in the season at a total average cost of about $5 per acre. The loss from oat-smut commonly averages from 5 to 25 per cent of the crop, yet it may be absolutely prevented by seed treatment at almost insignificant cost. The loss from scab in the apple crop of New York State often totals not less than $3,000,000 and for the United States a corresponding loss of over $40,000,000. In 1900, the peach-growers of Georgia lost $5,000,000 by brown rot, while the average annual loss from the same disease in the entire United States is never less. Yet in each case here mentioned, as well as in most of the other of our common and destructive diseases, cheap and effective means of control are within the reach of every grower. The value and efficiency of these means have been established beyond doubt. Their profitable application requires only intelligence and practice on the part of the grower.

Symptoms of disease in plants are so varied in character as to make an attempt at wholly satisfactory grouping for practical purposes of doubtful value. Mention of some of the more common types, however, may be useful. The grower must learn by study and experience the more striking symptoms characteristic of those diseases peculiar to the crops that he grows. These may be exhibited in malformations of the leaf, stem, root or fruit, as for example, knots, galls, tubercles, curling, wrinkling or other distortions. There are such symptoms in crown-gall of trees, black-knot of plums and cherries, brown curving of the peach (Fig. 1279). Another type are cankers, dead sunken or roughened areas in the bark of trees or the outer rind of herbaceous stems, as for example in the New York apple-tree canker, the brown-rot canker of peaches, frost cankers of many trees, and anthracnose of beans, melons, and others. The blight type of lesion is also very common. Here are the more or less sudden death of leaves, stems, shoots or blossoms, usually turning dark and drying up. Such symptoms characteristic fire-blight of fruit trees, potato-blight (Fig. 1280, from Vt. Sta.), alternaria blight of ginseng and similar diseases, especially in their latent stages. The leaf- or fruit-spot type is also very common. Brown or black spots appear in foliage or fruit. They may be brown dead or rotted areas, or spots due to the growth of the parasite on or under the surface. Bordeaux-injury spots on apple foliage, shot-hole leaf injury of stone fruits, leaf-spot of the currant (Fig. 1281), celery or alfalfa, the tar-spot of the maple, the black-spot of the rose and the apple-scab are of this type. Another not uncommon type is that exhibited in certain bacterial and fungous diseases, where the pathogen infests the sap-tube regions of the stems or petioles, resulting in a sudden wilting of leaves and shoots. The wilt diseases of cotton, cucumber, ginseng, watermelon and cowpeas are characterized by this symptom. The yellowing of the foliage, either suffused or localized as spots, rings, and blotches and often accompanied by browning and wrinkling of the affected organs is a common symptom of certain so-called physiological diseases like the peach yellow spot (Figs. 1282, 1283), little-peach, mosaic disease of tobacco, infectious chlorosis and nitrogen-poisoning of greenhouse cucumbers (Fig. 1284) and other plants.

The causes of disease in plants.

Etiology, or the cause of disease, has been more generally and carefully investigated than any other phase of the subject, so that we now know much regarding the agents primarily responsible for most plant diseases. These agents may be grouped as follows:

1. slime molds, lowly organisms having characters of both plants and animals (see article Fungi). The club-root of cabbage, cauliflower and other crucifers, is the best known slime-mold disease.

2. Bacteria, microscopic unicellular plants which multiply very rapidly by single fission (see article Fungi). While most species are harmless scavengers of dead organic matter, and a few are known to cause diseases of men and animals, not less than 150 different diseases of plants are now known to be due to the attacks of parasitic bacteria. Some of the commonest bacterial diseases of plants are, fire-blight, crown-gall, olive-knot, soft-rot of vegetables, potato-scab, cucumber-wilt and black-leg of potatoes.

3. Fungi (see Vol. III) are perhaps responsible for far the greater number of the diseases of plants. They are the causal agents of such well-known diseases as apple-scab, brown-rot of plums and peaches (Fig. 1285), black-rot of grapes, (Fig. 1286) bitter-rot of apples, brown-rot of lemons, late blight of potatoes, peach-
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leaf-curl, heart-rot and canker of trees, mildew of many plants, rusts and smuts of cereals (Figs. 1257, 1288, Kansas Experiment Station); in fact the mere enumeration of the more common fungous diseases of plants would fill many columns in this volume.

Algae, low forms of green plants, most of them living in water or very damp places. Few are known to pro-

duce disease in plants. The red rust of tea is one of the best known algal diseases.

Parasitic angiosperms,—flowering plants, of which there is no inconsiderable number, causing more or less injury to the plants upon which they live. These parasites are usually markedly degenerate in one or more respects, as a result of their parasitism, being often without true roots, or without leaves and frequently without chlorophyl green. As examples we may mention the mistletoes, dodders and broom rapes.

Insects (see page 1034) cause such diseases as galls and similar malformations.

Nematode worms,—minute all but microscopic in size and multiplying rapidly, they constitute one of the greatest crop pests, especially in warm or tropical countries. They usually infest the roots, causing galls or swellings. Some species injure the plants by destroying the fine feeding roots as in the case of the nematode parasites of oats so destructive in certain countries of northern Europe. Over 400 different plants are known to be subject to the nematode root-gall disease. (See pp. 1041–2.)

Physiological disease is a term under which is included all those diseases the cause of which cannot be attributed to some parasitic organism. Their origin is variously attributed to abnormal enzymic activity, disturbed nutrition, and the like. The best-known of these are peach-yellows, chlorosis of the vine, tip-burn (Fig. 1291), mosaic disease of tobacco and leaf-roll disease of potatoes.

The various parasitic organisms cause disease in one of two ways, either by the secretion of toxines and enzymes which at once kill the plant tissues and change them into forms readily available as food for the invader; or the toxines and enzymes secreted merely stimulate or irritate the plant tissues in such a way as to result in abnormal tissue growth or diversion of the food substances of the host to the advantage of the parasite making its home between or in the cells of the host. Both types of disease-production have the same ultimate result, the serious injury or destruction of the infested plant, although the former is usually the more rapid and destructive. Of the first type, rots, blights and leaf-spots are the best examples, and are characterized by the rapid death and destruction of the affected tissues; of the second type, galls, leaf-curts, rusts and smuts are good examples and are characterized by a rather long period of association of the parasite with the living tissues of its host before marked injury or death of the plant results.

The causal agent is usually associated with the tissues of the host, either the dead or living, during its entire cycle of development. The apple-seab pathogen, Venturia inaequalis, will serve admirably to illustrate. It passes the summer on the surface of leaf and fruit. In the autumn when the infested leaves fall to the ground, the fungus, which as a parasite has invaded only the cuticle of the leaf or fruit, now penetrates the dead tissues and develops there during the autumn the winter form of fruit bodies, the minute globose black perithecia, in which during the warm days of early spring the ascospores are rapidly developed. These ascospores (Fig. 1292), eight in a sac, ripen and are discharged by the spring rains that come during the blossoming period. The old leaves on the ground are filled with millions of these minute perithecia with many sacs of ascospores in each peritheium. The spores are shot into the air during the rain and being exceedingly light are carried to the opening leaves and forming fruits, where they germinate, sending out mycelial threads into the cuticle of leaf or fruit forming the characteristic dense dark green or black mats or crusts, the seab-spots. The leaves become crumpled and injured, the young fruits grow one-sided, or if the stem be attacked, soon drop from the tree, thus giving no set of fruit. On the seab-spots the conidia or summer spores cut off from the tips of upright branches in great numbers, are carried by the wind to other leaves and fruits where, with the next rain, they germinate and give rise to new seab-spots and more conidia.

The life-cycle as given for the apple-seab fungus is typical of many of the fungous pathogens of our crops. It must be remembered, however, that each pathogen has habits peculiar to itself; hence the necessity for the most careful study of each that we may know its habits and peculiarities and thus be able successfully to

---

1281. Currant foliage attacked by the leaf-spot fungus. (X ½)

1282. "Tip growth" of yellows.

Left-hand specimen shows two small-leaved tips appearing in October, two or three of the normal leaves still remaining near the top. The middle specimen shows numerous tips appearing in August. Right-hand specimen is a healthy twig, for comparison.
combat it. The following illustrations will serve to explain and impress this point.

P. moriformis, the fungus causing black-knot of plums and cherries, requires two seasons to complete its life-cycle. The first season there appears on the knots only conidia, followed the second season by a crop of ascospores, produced in perithecia, which form a black crust on the surface where the conidia were earlier produced. Other pathogens like *Exoascus cerasti*, the "witches broom" pathogen of the cherry, lives from year to year as mycelium in the branch and twigs of the broom-like growths it excites, producing each season a crop of spores on the under sides of the leaves. The blister-rust fungus of the white pine, *Cronartium ribicola*, also lives from season to season as the apple-scab fungus, other pathogens like the rust organism just described or the potato-blight pathogen, *Phytophthora infestans*, require to be constantly associated with the living tissues of their hosts.

The last-mentioned fungus passes the winter as mycelium in the tissues of diseased tubers, grows from thence up through the new shoots, and last-mentioned the first crop of conidia, which, carried by the wind to nearby healthy plants, produce the primary infections of the season. The successive crops of conidia produced during the season on the blighted tops are washed into the soil by the rains, find their way to the newly formed tubers, and, infecting them, complete the seasonal cycle of the parasite.

Many fungous pathogens are now known to pass from one generation of the host plant to the next through the seed. The smut parasites of cereals afford remarkable examples of this habit. In the case of the oat-smut fungus, *Ustilago veneer*, the spores ripen on dusty black masses in the panicles of affected plants just as the healthy plants are in blossom. At this time the two hulls inclosing the grain are open. The wind-scattered spores lodge in the open flowers against the young kernel where they are soon safely housed by the closing hulls. They lie dormant along with the ripened seeds until they are planted. Then as the outgrowths of the young spores do likewise, sending forth their germ tubes which penetrate the young oat sprouts before they emerge from the hull. The mycelium grows along up through the growing oat straw, finally giving rise to the black spore masses in the unfolding panicles. In the case of stinking smut of wheat the seasonal life-cycle of the pathogen, *Tilletia tritici*, is much the same, except that the spores are disseminated at threshing time. Some very important differences in the habits of the loose smut pathogens of wheat, *Ustilago tritici* and of barley, *Ustilago nuda*, have recently been discovered (1903). The spores of these pathogens also ripened and disseminated at blossoming time, but on falling within the open blossom they germinate at once, sending their germ-tubes into the tender young kernels. The affected kernels are apparently not injured but continue to develop and ripen. The mycelium of the pathogen within remains dormant until the seeds are planted and begin to grow, at which time the mycelium also becomes active. It grows out into the young shoots and up through the lengthening culms eventually to give rise to the black spore masses of the smutted heads. The bean anthracnose fungus, *Colletotrichum lindenmuthianum*, is also carried over in the seed. Here the fungus in the black spots on the pods penetrates into the tender cotyledons of the seed within, goes into a dormant condition as the seed ripens, to become active again when the germinating seed lifts these cotyledons from the soil. A new crop of spores is produced, which, if the season be rainy, are splattered on to the stems and leaves of nearby healthy plants and the pathogen becomes established for another season.

While the wind is the most common disseminating agent of fungus spores, often carrying them for great distances, such agents as rain, flowing water, insects and even man himself, are frequently responsible. It is in the dissemination by insects that the myriads of different insects work for the dissemination of plant-pathogenic fungi that insects most generally function. The dreaded fire-blight bacteria are disseminated only by insects or man. They pass the winter in a semi-active state in the half-living tissues along the margins of cankers on limbs or twigs, multiply rapidly with the rise of sap and the heat of spring. They ooze out through the semi-living bark in sticky, milky drops. This ooze is visited by bees and flies, which with besmeared legs and mouthparts fly away to visit the opening apple or pear blossoms. Here they leave some of the bacteria in the nectar where they rapidly multiply, to be more widely distributed by each succeeding visitor. They soon pene-
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trate into the tender tissues of the blossom, causing the blossom blight. From these blighted blossoms, sucking insects like the aphids carry the bacteria to the tips of the rapidly growing shoots when in sucking sap they introduce the organisms and twig blight follows. The striped cucumber beetle is probably the chief disseminator of Bacillus tracheiphilus, which causes the cucumber-wilt.

Ecological conditions as affecting disease.

By ecology is meant the influence of such environmental factors as climate, weather, soil and fertilizers, on the disease, its severity, epidemic occurrence, and the like. These factors may influence the severity of the disease by their effect on either the pathogen or the host, or both. For example, most fungous parasites require the presence of water on the host plant in which their spores may germinate, hence severe epidemics of such diseases as potato-blight, apple-scab, brown-rot of stone fruits and black-rot of grapes usually appear in wet seasons. Moreover, the attacking pathogen is especially favored by wet weather at certain seasons or periods in its development, especially the infection period. Continued spring rains about blossom-time favor apple-scab and peach leaf-curl. Late summer rains bring with them epidemics of late blight of potatoes, brown-rot of peaches or late infections of apple-scab. Frequent or continuous rains during June and July in grape regions are usually accompanied by severe attacks of the black-rot pathogen. The relation of rainfall to the pathogen explains why, when there has been a severe epidemic the previous season, the crop may escape if the following season be dry. There is ever a critical period in the development of the pathogen, usually when it is passing from its resting or winter stage to the active vegetative period of the growing season. Moisture and temperature conditions at such periods largely determine whether the disease will be epidemic or not. Of course the necessary abundance of spores to be disseminated is an evident necessity. Favorable weather alone cannot bring on disease as the grower too often believes.

The absence of rains at certain stages in their development is for other pathogens equally essential. The loose smuts of cereals afford good examples. Their spores are powdery and wind-borne and if rains fall when they are being disseminated, they are washed to the ground and perish instead of finding their way into the open blossoms of their host. Thus, clear sunny weather during the blossoming period of wheat and oats one season usually means a more or less severe epidemic of smuts the next, while rains at this time, even though there is an abundance of the disease, may mean a clean crop the following year.

On the other hand, weather conditions may determine the severity or absence of certain diseases by its effect on the host. Long-continued cold rainy weather in the spring, especially following a warm spell, results in a slow succulent growth of the developing peach leaves, rendering them especially susceptible to the attacks of the leaf-curl pathogen. The application of certain fertilizers to the soil is known to have a direct effect, either favorable or unfavorable, on different pathogens. The application of lime or of manure to the soil tends greatly to increase

The branch is dead from the effects of the fungus. (× ¼)

Control of diseases.

By the term control is meant the profitable reduction of the losses ordinarily sustained from a given disease. The absolute prevention of many plant diseases is either impossible or unprofitable.

There are four fundamental principles upon which all methods of plant-disease control are based, viz.: (1) exclusion, (2) eradication, (3) protection and (4) immunization. Upon the first two are based those measures which are directed primarily against the pathogen, upon the last two those which are directed merely toward the protection of the host from pathogens commonly present in the environment. The order in which these principles are here presented represent the logical, though unfortunately not the historical or usual order of their development and application. We will consider briefly under each some of the more important methods now employed for the control of plant diseases.

1285. Peaches of last year's crop still hanging on the tree, attacked by monilia. The branch is dead from the effects of the fungus. (× ¼)

1284. Disease of cucumber leaf. The dying leaves, by their destruction of the tendril, are due to some interference with the food supply. (× ¼)
1. Exclusion measures are directed toward keeping disease organisms, usually insects, fungi and bacteria, out of areas, regions or countries in which they do not occur. This is commonly attempted by the passing of laws forbidding the importation of plants affected with such parasites. As means of enforcing such regulations, some sort of inspection, either at port of entry or at point of destination, is provided. Inspection in the country from which they are exported is also often required. Absolute quarantine against all importation of certain plants from those countries in which dangerous diseases are known to occur is also being practised in some countries, as, for example, prohibiting the importation of potatoes into the United States from those countries in which the black-sea is now known to occur. Exclusion measures, often undertaken when it is too late, are at best under present conditions of doubtful efficiency. Those interested in these methods of control should consult the various pest and disease acts of the different countries of the world. See Inspection, in Vol. III.

2. Eradication.—On the principle of eradication are based those measures which are directed to the elimination of pathogens already established. While absolute eradication is seldom to be effected, the pathogen may often be eliminated to such an extent as to reduce losses therefrom to a profitable minimum. In Denmark, the destruction of all barberry bushes, the alternate host of the grain-rust fungus, Puccinia graminis, has decidedly reduced the severity of this disease in recent years. The careful eradication of all diseased plants is often quite effective even in a small area, like a raspberry or blackberry plantation suffering from the red rust. Here the mycelium of the pathogen lives from year to year in the roots of diseased plants, which each spring send up diseased shoots. On the under side of the leaves of these shoots, the orange-red spores are produced in great abundance, and serve to spread the pathogen to healthy plants. As diseased plants are readily detected in early spring by the pale clustered shoots, they may be removed before spores appear and the pathogen thus eradicated. The black rot of plums and cherries is most readily and profitably controlled in a similar manner, the knot-affected limbs and twigs being cut out and burned early in the spring before spores appear. The fire-blight of pears is to be controlled only by systematic eradication, first of all cankers in autumn or early spring, then of all blossom blight as fast as it appears and later of the affected twigs when twig-blight comes on. To be effective, the trees must be inspected two or three times each week throughout the growing season and all diseased parts removed at once as soon as discovered.

Another method of eradication especially applicable to seeds, tubers or bulbs, on which spores of the pathogen pass the dormant period, is disinfection. This is accomplished by the application of chemical poisons, either in solution, as powder or as gas, at a strength and for a period of time sufficient to destroy the pathogen without injury to the host. When the pathogen lives over as mycelium in the seed or tuber, the application of heat is sometimes effective. Formaldehyde, as a gas or in solution in water, is now generally employed for the eradication of the smut of oats, the sminking smut of wheat and the potato-scab. (For details of method, see Formaldehyde, p. 1026). The spraying of peach trees with copper-sulfate solution, lime-sulfur solution or bordeaux, just before the buds start in the spring, disinfests the trees by destroying the spores of the leaf-curl fungus which pass the winter on the buds.

Pathogens which attack the underground parts of plants may sometimes be eradicated by disinfection of the soil before planting. Drenching the soil with a formaldeyde solution of a strength sufficient to distribute one gallon of the strong 40 per cent solution to each 100 square feet of surface, wetting the soil to a depth of 6 to 8 inches, has been found to be very effective against damping-off, root-rot and similar diseases in forest tree seed-beds, ginseng seed-beds and in the benches in greenhouses. It is also often effective in the eradication of nematodes in greenhouses. Steaming of the soil is also very effective, destroying insects and weed seeds as well as pathogenic fungi. It is not always conveniently applied.

3. Protection measures are to be employed in those regions in which the pathogen is very generally and very thoroughly established, or in which for one reason or another eradication is impossible or unprofitable. They aim to protect the crop against attacks of the parasite by means of some external barrier. Spraying is the most commonly employed protective measure. In spraying, the susceptible surfaces of the plant are coated with some slowly soluble poison, known as a fungicide. Fungicides are of various types. They are applied in suspension in water, in solution or dry, i.e., in the form of a fine impalpable powder. The fungicide most generally applied in liquid spraying is bordeaux, a colloidal compound formed by the union of lime-milk and copper-sulfate solution. Minute blue gelatious

1286. Grapes ruined by black-rot.

1287. Smut of oats.
membranes are formed which remain for a time suspended in the liquid. When sprayed upon the plants the water soon evaporates, leaving a coating of these dried membranes. The active fungicidal principal in these Bordeaux membranes is the copper. When leaves or fruit are wetted with rains enough of the copper in these membranes comes into solution to prevent the germination of the spores of the parasite that may have been deposited thereon. (See under Bordeaux, p. 1028.)

Bordeaux, however, is sometimes injurious to such plants as peaches, plums and apples, and has, within the last few years, been largely replaced as a summer spray, especially for apples. Lime-sulfur, unlike Bordeaux, is a solution. It is made by boiling together in water, lime and sulfur. A concentrated solution of certain poly-sulfides of calcium, chiefly pentas- and tetrasulfide, is thus obtained which, when properly diluted is applied in the same way as the Bordeaux. (For method of preparation, see Lime-sulfur, p. 1028). When this solution dries on the leaves and fruit, it is rapidly converted by the action of the atmosphere into other calcium compounds and free sulfur. The sulfur is in a very finely divided state and is the active principal of lime-sulfur. It becomes oxidized in the presence of moisture probably as sulfuric or sulfurous acid, which prevents the germination of the spores of the pathogen. Flowers of sulfur and sulfur-flour, when very finely ground and applied dry by dusting or sprayed on in suspension in water, alone or with lime-milk (the so-called self-boiled lime-sulfur) are also quite effective against certain diseases. Dusting with sulfur is employed in combating powdery mildews of grapes, hops, roses and the rust of asparagus.

Lime-sulfur may not be used on potatoes and grapes, as it dwarfs the plants and reduces the yield, while Bordeaux has just the opposite effect on these crops. Bordeaux, as already pointed out, is, however, injurious to leaves and fruit of the apple and to the foliage of peaches and certain varieties of plums. It will thus be seen that there is no universal fungicide and also that both the effect on the host and on the parasite must be considered. It is now for example that while lime-sulfur is very effective against the apple-scab fungus, it has little fungicidal effect on the spores of the bitter-rot pathogen.

To be effective, fungicides must be applied before the disease appears. As the spores of most parasitic fungi germinate during the period of rainy cloudy weather, the fungicide, to be effective, must be applied before and not after such periods. They must not only be thoroughly applied to the susceptible parts but also at the proper stage of growth or development of the plant. To illustrate: the only effective periods for spraying an apple tree for scab are: just before the blossoms open (not dormant); just after the petals fall; ten days or two weeks later; and again in late summer just before the late summer rains, to protect the rapidly developing fruit from late infection.

4. Immunization consists in establishing within the plant itself some condition which renders it immune or resistant to the attacks of the pathogens. Immune crops may be developed by selection and propagation of individuals naturally immune, whose immunity has been evidenced by their coming through an epidemic unscathed. Immune varieties may be crossed with susceptible ones having other especially desirable qualities and then by segregation and propagation strains of the crop may be developed combining the resistance or immunity of the one parent with the desirable qualities of the other. Some striking results have been obtained in this line of disease control as witness the wilt-resistant cotton, cow peas and watermelon, the nematode-free Iron cow peas, rust-resistant wheat, barley, and asparagus, and the anthracnose resistant clover. Nevertheless, this method of control, while the most ideal, is beset with many difficulties and uncertainties.

That pathogens, as well as crops, vary, giving strains capable of attacking host plants immune to other strains of the same pathogen, has generally been overlooked by breeders, and doubtless accounts for the frequent failure of supposedly resistant varieties when transferred to new localities. The production of artificial immunity by the injection of some substance into the plant or by the application of certain substances (fertilizers, etc.) to the soil is at most only in the preliminary stages of experimentation and as yet offers but little of practical value to the grower.

H. H. Whetzel.

Fungicides.

A fungicide is any material or substance that kills fungi or their spores. The word is used particularly for those substances employed in the warfare against parasitic fungi.

A satisfactory fungicide must be one that does not injure the plants and at the same time is effective against the parasite. For spraying, additional requirements are imposed: it should not dissolve readily in rain-water; it should adhere to foliage and fruit; in some cases it should be colorless in order not to make ornaments more unsightly than when diseased. The fungicide which has been used most for general purposes is Bordeaux mixture. Lately some other preparations, particularly lime-sulfur combinations, have come into use, and in many cases are supplanting Bordeaux. There are in
addition a large number of other substances which have fungicidal value and are in more limited use for specific cases. The following directions are taken, with modifications, from the author's part in Bailey's "Farm and Garden Rule-Book.

Practices.

Destroying affected parts. This is important that all affected parts should be removed and burned, if possible, or at least where the fall apple loop and fruit that have been attacked by fungi should be burned. In the fall, the area should be carefully cleaned, and diseased branches should be severed at some distance below the lowest point of attack. Fungal diseases often spread rapidly, and prompt action is usually necessary. Practice clean and tidy culture.

Rotation of crops. This is one of the most effective measures to check the progression of fungous diseases. It is especially applicable to diseases of roots or bulbs, but also to many other diseases of annual plants.

Sterilizing by steam. This is an effective fungicide for several soil-inhabiting organisms. It is used to root and stumps. This includes nematode worms. It is especially applicable in the greenhouses and other areas where seedlings are grown.

In this case the frames should be sprayed with a solution of formaldehyde, one pint in twenty gallons of water. Steam sterilization of soil may be used in intensively cultivated areas or extensive seed-beds. A portable boiler is necessary. The beds are sterilized after they have been prepared for seed, but just before the seed is sown. A galvanized pan of convenient dimensions and 6 to 8 inches deep is inverted, and the edges are pushed down into the soil 1 or 2 inches. The pan is filled with steam boiling by means of a steam hose and live steam is run into the pan from twenty to forty minutes under a pressure of eighty pounds and up. The higher the pressure the deeper the soil goes. The pan must be weighted. Paths should be disinfected by spraying with copper sulfate one pound to fifty gallons of water or with formaldehyde solution one ounce to the gallons of water. The cost of sterilization is approximately three-fourths of a cent the square foot. It is also effective in controlling fungi that are not particularly air-borne and the reduction of the cost of weeding makes this practice practicable.

Substances.

Bordeaux mixture. This is a bluish green copper compound that settles out when freshly slaked lime and a solution of copper sulfate (blue-stone) are mixed. Many formulas have been recommended and used. The 5-4-30 formula may be regarded as standard. In such a formula the first figure refers to the number of pounds of copper sulfate, the second to the stone or hydrated lime, and the third to the number of gallons of water. Bordeaux mixture is often used as weak as 2-2-20, on account of injury to some plants.

To make fifty gallons of Bordeaux mixture, proceed as follows:

(1) Pulverize five pounds of copper sulfate (blue vitriol), place in a glass, wooden, or brass vessel, and add two or three gallons of hot water. In another vessel slake five pounds of quicklime in a small amount of water. When the copper sulfate has settled, pour into a barrel and add water to make forty or fifty-five gallons. Now strain the mixture and fill it into bottles or into barrels or a piece of cloth in a support of ordinary screening. Stir thoroughly, and add water to the fifty-gallon mark. The flocculent substance which settles is the effective agent, and is not affected by vines or sprays of acid rain. The solution is then used vigorously before filling the spray basin. Never add the strong lime to the water, and never in cold weather. Always mix a large amount of water to the one and the other first. Blue vitriol used with water, and not only with an acid, has an invigorating effect on many plants, and it will be necessary to run greenhouses at a lower temperature (5° to 10°) both night and day. Bordeaux mixture also kills weed seeds. A drawback is the reduction of the cost of weeding makes the process practicable.

For nearly ripe fruit and ornamentals an excess of lime augments spotting. In such cases the least amount of lime possible should be used. Determine this by applying the cyanide test (2).

(2) Secure from the druggist 10 cents worth of potassium ferrocyanide (yellow prussiate of potash) and dissolve it in water in a right-ounce bottle. Combine this with 100 cubic inches of alcohol, so that a few drops of the liquid can be obtained. Now proceed as before. Add lime with constant stirring until a drop of the ferrocyanide ceases to give a red precipitate. Add lime to the pastes, and stir. This makes a deep blue solution. Add water to make fifty gallons.

Copper sulfate.—Used for disinfecting potato seed and other crops. The solution is added to the standard worm mixtures or the copper-sulfate solution, pouring slowly in order to prevent the mixing of the copper with the lime and the lime with the copper. A fine precipitate is formed which will settle to the bottom if allowed to stand over night. Siphon off the clear liquid. Wash the precipitate by adding clear water, stirring, and allowing to settle. Siphon off the clear water, strain the precipitate through muslin, and allow to dry. This is copper carbonate. The above amounts will make about six pounds.

Copper carbonate.—For use in the above formula, it may be secured as a green powder, or may be prepared as follows: Dissolve twelve pounds of copper sulfate in twelve gallons of water in a barrel. Dissolve fifteen pounds of lime in eight gallons of water (preferably hot). Allow the solution to cool; then add the scrapings mixture and copper-sulfate solution, pouring slowly in order to prevent the mixing of the copper with the lime and the lime with the copper. A fine precipitate is formed which will settle to the bottom if allowed to stand over night. Siphon off the clear liquid. Wash the precipitate by adding clear water, stirring, and allowing to settle. Siphon off the clear water, strain the precipitate through muslin, and allow to dry. This is copper carbonate. The above amounts will make about six pounds.

Lime-sulfur.—Sulfate of copper. This is used for disinfecting seed stumps and clean-out cankers, at the rate of one part in 1,000 parts of water. Can be secured from the druggist in tablet form. Dissolve two pounds of lime and copper sulfate in water (approximately 1:1). Allow to cool, and after that add a solution of two parts of lime and two parts of copper sulfate in water, pouring slowly in order to prevent the mixing of the copper and the lime, and the lime and the copper. A fine precipitate is formed which will settle to the bottom if allowed to stand over night. Siphon off the clear liquid. Wash the precipitate by adding clear water, stirring, and allowing to settle. Siphon off the clear water, strain the precipitate through muslin, and allow to dry. This is copper carbonate. The above amounts will make about six pounds.

Lime-sulfur.—Used for disinfecting

1291. Tip-burn of potato leaf.—A physiological difficulty or disease, due to some so-called "constitutional" disorder or obstruction (Vermon Experiment Station).
solution may be boiled at home and stored in barrels to be used as needed. For method of preparation see page 1043. Test with a Baumé hydrometer, which has a scale reading from 25° to 35° Baumé in a standard solution of sugar. If the solution tests only 28°, it is not so strong as standard, and cannot be diluted so much as a solution testing 32°. The table shows the proper dilution for solutions testing 25° to 35° Baumé:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution Temperature</th>
<th>Proper Dilution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25°</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26°</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27°</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28°</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29°</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31°</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32°</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33°</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34°</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35°</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decimals are given in all cases, but for practical purposes the nearest even gallon or half gallon can be used, unlessipples from one to 1/2 inch in diameter. It is understood in making all dilutions that water is added to one gallon of the concentrate to make the solution.  

(3) Commercial concentrated lime-sulfur.—As manufactured and used on fruit trees, there is a clear amber color, and should test from 32° to 35° Baumé. It costs about 20 cents a gallon retail, and comes ready to pour into the spray tank. For apple and pear diseases. Arsenate of lead can be used with this mixture, and increases its fungicidal value.  

(4) Stout self-boiled lime-sulfur.—This is a mechanical mixture of the two substances, and is rarely not boiled, the heat being supplied by the skaking lime. In a small barrel or keg place eight pounds of good quicklime. Add water from time to time in just sufficient amounts to prevent burning. As soon as the lime begins to slack well, add slowly (preferably through a sieve) eight pounds of sugar. Boil water as needed, and, as soon as all bubbling has ceased, check further action by adding a quantity of cold water, or pour into a barrel and tank and make up to full gallon. Very effective against mildew, rust, skin blight, and brown rot. Several other formulas have been used: 10-10-10, 5-5-5. Arsenate of lead can be used with this mixture.  

By using boiling water and allowing the hot mixture to stand for half an hour, a stronger spray mixture than the above can be secured. It cannot be used safely on peaches, but has been used successfully on grapes for surface mildew. The addition of sulfate of iron or sulfate of copper, one or two pounds to fifty gallons, has been used for apple trees.  

POTASSIUM SULFATE (LIVER OF SULFUR).—Simple solution, three ounces in ten gallons of water. For mildew in greenhouses, on rose bushes and other ornamentals.  

Resin-sal-soda stiker.—Resin, two pounds; sal-soda (crystalline), one pound; and water, one gallon. Boil until a clear brown color, i.e., from one to one and a half hours. Cook in an iron kettle in the open. Add this amount to a gallon of ordinary disinfect. Useful for fungous infections, cabbage, and other plants to which spray does not adhere well.  

Oil of copper (blue vitriol).—Dissolve one pound of pure sulfate of copper in twenty-five gallons of water. A specific for peach-leaf curl. Apply once before buds swell in the spring. Cover every bud. For use in preparing bordeaux mixtures. Costs from 5 to 7 cents a pound, in quantity.  

SULFATE OF IRON (COPERRAS).—A greenish granular crystalline substance. Saturate one hundred pounds in fifty gallons of water. For mustard in oast, wheat and the like, apply at the rate of fifty gallons an acre. Also for anthracnose of grapes as a dormant spray.  

SULFUR.—Ground mineral sulfur, sulfur flour, and other sulfur compounds. Should be 99 per cent pure. Valuable for surface mildews. Dust on dry or in the greenhouse used in fumes. Evaporate it over a sufficient heat, as the grains, until the powdered material is formed with vapor. Do not heat to the burning point, as burning sulfur destroys most plants. To prevent burning, place the sulfur and pan in a larger pan of sand and set the whole upon the stove.  

DONALD REDDICK.

Catalogue of diseases.  


Acer. Tann-Spot (Rhytisma acerinum).—Black tar-like spots on upper side of the leaves. 

Control.—Burn all old leaves in fall or winter. Sun Scald of maple, or invasion of Aphis, suffers from a drying up of the foliage, due to over-irrigation of water at times when the hot winds occur. 

Actinidia. Mildew (Uscinula neoter).—See under Ampeposis. 

Alnus. Leaf-Spot (Phyllosticta paria).—Irregular spots develop rapidly, the larger part of the leaf being involved. Leaves fall prematurely. 

Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture, beginning when the leaves are about half-grown and repeating the process every three weeks. 

Agave. Leaf-Blotch (Comityrum concentricum).—Grayish, more or less circular dead patches, ranging from 1/2 to 1 inch in diameter. 

Control.—Remove and burn diseased leaves. 

Allium.—See under Onion. 

Almond. Blight. (Ceramhyems beyerianus).—See Peach Blight. 

Yellows.—See under Peach. 

Alnus. Root-Tubercl.—Clumps of small tubercles on the roots. 

Amaranthus. White "Rust" or Mildew (Albugl).—See similar disease under Radish. 

Amelanchier. Rust (Gymnosporangium sp.).—Orange rust spots on leaves. 

Control.—Keep jumpers at a considerable distance. 

Witches' Broom (Dimerosporum collinos).—Thick twined broom-like growth of black, ropy filaments. 

Control.—Cut out the brooms. 

Amelopsis. Black-Rot.—See under Grape. 

Mildew (Uscinula neoter).—Powdery mildew growths on upper side of leaf. 

Control.—Dust with sulfur. 

Anemone. Root-Decay (Sclerotinia tuberosa).—Rhizomes decayed and large lumps form on the outside. 

Control.—Eradicate affected rhizomes and the cup-like fungous bodies near which they grow. 

Rust.—Several rusts attack species of Anemone. 

Aphantheria. Blight (Glomerella cenis).—See under Orchids. 

Apple. Blight.—The same disease as Pear Blight, which see. 

Control.—Smooth cankers in bark of trunk or limbs usually indicate blight (Bacillus amylovorus); rough ones, New York apple-tree canker (Sporangium malorum), or the navel-canker (Vumularia disret). 

Control.—As soon as noticed, cut away dead bark and wood to the living tissue and paint with lead paint or coal-tar. 

Scab (Venturia inaequalis).—Olive-green, brownish or blackish scab-like spots on leaves and fruit. 

Control.—Rake and burn old leaves very early in spring. Spray with lime-sulfur 32° Baumé, 1-40, or Bordeaux, 3-5-5; see note for black scab. 

Scarot (Venturia inaequalis).—Brown scab-like spots on leaves and stems. 

Control.—Burn diseased parts. 

Apricot. Yellows.—See under Peach. 

Black-Spot or Scab. (Bacillus delphini).—Sunken black spots on leaves and stems. 

Control.—Remove and burn diseased parts. 

Artemisia. Rust (Puccinia astri).—Same rust as on Aster, which see. 

Arthoke. Soft-Spot.—See under Carrot. 

Arun. Leaf-Spot (Pseudomonas art).—Irregular bleached patches on leaves and leaf-stalks of A. maculatum. 

Control.—Burn diseased parts. 

Asparagus. Rust (Puccinia asparagus).—A rust of the tops which is often so severe as to kill them, thus interfering with root-development. 

Control.—Dust with flowers of sulfur about every three weeks while dew is still on in the morning. Use dusting machines. 

Aspidistra. Leaf-Blotch (Ascochrya oasidit).—Large, irregular, bleached spots with black streaks running across. 

Control.—Remove diseased leaves. 

Aster. Rust (Puccinia aster).—Brown rust of leaves. 

Control.—Eradicate the affected leaves. 

Aucuba. Freezing.—Young leaves suffer from spring frosts. 

Aurica. Leaf-Blotch (Heterosporum aurica).—Three or four olive-green spots on each leaf. Spots become brown and fall out. 

Control.—Do not have excessive moisture. Spray with potassium sulpid and ventilate well. 

Avocado, or Persea. Anthracnose (Colletotrichum gloeosporioides).—See under Pomato.
DISEASES AND INSECTS

CATALOGUE OF DISEASES, continued.

**Bamboo.** Smut (Usitacao shiriana).—Inernodes and tips of young shoots attacked. Wild and cultivated bamboo attacked in Japan.

Control.—Bordeaux mixture and sprinkling soil with lime before the shoots appear.

---

**Banana.** Rot (Bacillus macer).—Leaf-blades drop, turn yellow; petioles decay, letting leaves drop, and finally whole plant rots to the ground.

Control.—Practise sanitation.

---

**Bean.** Anthracnose, or Pod-Spot (Colletotrichum lindemuthianum).—Reddish brown, scale-like spots on stems, pods, and veins of leaves, particularly on yellow-podded snap beans. Fungus enters the bean.

Control.—Use seed only from pods without spots. Spray plants, from flowers and above, every ten days.

---

**Blight** (Bacterium phlaoi).—Large papery spots on leaves and veins of spots on pods.

Control.—As for Anthracnose.

---

**Beet.** Heart-Rot (Phoma betae).—Leaves appear spotted late in July, then wither, and finally a dry healthy wisps and tops.

Control.—Destroy affected plants. Practise long rotations.

---

**Begonia.** Root-Rot (Thielasia basicola).—See under Nicotiana.

---

**Berberis.** Rust (Pucinia graminis).—Orange-colored rust spots on under side of leaf.

---

**Betula.** Leaf-Dry (Gloeospirum betulae).—Round spots with blackish margins.

---

**Blackberry.** Crown-Gall, or Root-Gall (Bacterium tumeioci).—Swelling, and finally death of roots and stem below ground.

Control.—Grow new plants from healthy stock.

---

**Carpinus.** Black Death (Mycospora nivea).—It affects new and old terminal growths.

Control.—Control, as above.

---

**Castanea.** Spaum Rot (Sporotricha castanea).—Cup-shaped pustules under bark.

Control.—Control.

---

**Heliotrophi.** Black Death (Pseudomonas heliotrophi).—Killing of foliage appearing late in season and in storage.

Control.—As above. Grow under half shade.

---

**Celtis.** Mildew (Peronospora celatidica).—Definite spots on veins, water-soaked dark green becoming gray.

Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture.

---

**Cercis.** Leaf-Spot (Ascochyta cerasi).—Spots round, yellowish with brown margin on leaves and stem.

Control.—Spray with dilute Bordeaux mixture on first appearance.

---

**Chamecyparis.** Twig Disease (Pestalozia funeris).—Bark of young branches killed, needles die.

Control.—Prune off affected parts and clean up litter and burn.

---

**Cherry.** Brown-Rot (Sclerotinia fructicoria).—The flowers decay, the leaves become covered with irregular brown spots, and the fruit rotate on the tree.

Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, or lime-sulfur, 1-40 (1) just before the blossoms open; (2) just after the blossoms fall; (3) one or more applications at intervals of two weeks.

---

**Powdery Mildew (Podospora oxyantha).**—Leaves and twigs affected, often causing defoliation.

Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture, 1-40, or dust heavily with powered sulfur.

---

**Cherry.** Black Knot (Prunus avium).—See under Plum, Same disease.

---

**Chestnut.** Canker, or Bark Disease (Endothia parasitica).—Sunken or swollen cankers on limbs or trunk. Limbs die and leaves and burs cling in winter.

Control.—Remove diseased parts and burn. Paint all wounds. Little chance of saving trees in infested locality.

---

**Chlorocyclus.** Stem-Spot (Pisporus albicans).—Yellowish-gray spots on lower portion of stem causing decay of plant. Plants destroyed.

Control.—Excise diseased plants.

---

**Chrysanthemum.** Leaf-Spot (Septoria chrysanthem).—Small dark brown spots, which increase in size until leaf is killed.

Control.—Pick and burn affected leaves. Spray with Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50.

---

**Rust (Puccinia chrysanthem).**—Reddish brown rust pustules on leaves.

Control.—As for Leaf-Spot.

---

**Cineraria.** Mildew (Bremia lactuca).—Plants stunted and of a pale color, finally wilting. Same disease on lettuce.

Control.—Remove diseased plants. Do not use same soil again.

---

**Citrus.**—See under Orange, Lemon, Grapefruit, etc. The "wither tip" disease described under Pomelo is common to species of citrus.

---

**Clemons.** Leaf-Spot (Cylindrosporum clematis var. jackmanii).—Causing loss of lower leaves at times. Not serious.

---

**Cocculus.** Bud-Rot (Bacillus cull).—Rot of soft tissues of cocomut plant and is perhaps responsible for coconut bud-rot.

Control.—Not given.

---

**Coffee.** Leaf-Disease (Hemileia vatalarz and H. woodii).—Circular discolored areas, turning pale yellow and becoming reddened with orange-yellow spots.

Control.—Burn all diseased leaves.

---

**Colchicum.** Rust (Uromyces colchic).—Black spots on leaves. Looks like a smut disease.

Control.—Diseased leaves should be burned.

---

**Colocasia.** Root-Rot (Peronospora trifoliorum).—Sap-tubes turn yellow and finally entire tuber becomes black.

Control.—Dry tubers thoroughly before storing. Do not plant in soil in which the disease has occurred.

---

**Convolvulus.** Mildew (Albugo ipomae-pandurata).—Distortions and white or yellow blister spots.

Control.—Remove diseased plants and spray with bordeaux mixture frequently.

---

**Cordyline.** Blight.—See under Orchids.

---

**Coreopsis.** Mildew (Sphaeroteca humali var. fuliginos).—Powdery mildew of the leaves.

Control.—Dust with sulfur.

---

**Corn.** Smut (Ustilago zeae).—Boils on stalks, ears or tassels, at first white, then black, and, when burst open, containing black powder, the spores.

Control.—Cut out developing smut-bolls and burn.

---

**Wilt** (Pseudomonas stewarti).—Sap-tubes turn yellow and plant wilts and dies up.

Control.—Burn affected plants. Grow varieties not affected.
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Catalogue of Diseases, continued.

Corpus. Two-Blight (Diaporthe abietinis).—Twigs die, bark turns yellow and is covered with numerous small pimplles.
Control.—See under Fire blight.
Cosmos. Stem-Blight (Phomopsis steutarii).—Brown spots rapidly enlarging on stems of mature plants. Parts above wilt and die.
Control.—Difficult and no certain methods known. Remove diseased stems and burn.
Cotoneaster. Rhus (Gymnosporangium clavariaeforme).—Orange rust pustules on leaves.
Control.—Keep a distance from junipers.
Cranberry. Blue, or Scalp (Gallipria vaccini).—Young flower and fruits blasted, older fruits appear scalded or watery.
Control.—Spray five or six times with Bordeaux mixture, 5-5-50, every ten to fourteen days after plants begin to run.
Wilt.—See under Wilt of Vaccinium.
Cucurbit. Wilt (Bacillus tracheiphilus).—Sap-tubes are clogged and destroyed, causing the plant to wilt.
Control.—Eradicate the striped annees, gather and destroy all wilted and yellowed leaves.
Cupressus. Root-Rot (Rhytchosporium).—Important in France and likely occurring here.
Control.—Sanitation, new soil frequently or soil sterilization.
Cucumber. Blight, or Mildew (Pseudoperonospora cubensis).—A blighting disease, with mature yellow pustules on leaves and stems, especially susceptible.
Control.—Grow at least 500 feet from white pine trees.
Cycas. Leaf-Spot (Myxospora talasi).—Circles on leaves and stems. Cause small, brown, circular spots on entire leaves; leaf collapses.
Control.—Remove and burn affected parts.
Cyclamen. Leaf-Spot (Gliomella rufomaculans var. cyclaminos).—Spots circular, slightly water-logged, with sharply defined outline.
Control.—Destroy affected leaves by burning.
Blight.—Similar to Liliacee Leaf-Spot, which see.
Dahlia. Wilt (Sclerotinia sclerotiorum).—White mold on stem, leaf disks and petiole, and finally stem collapses.
Control.—Remove and burn affected parts. Green stable manure favors the disease.
Daphne. Leaf-Spot (Myxospora laureola).—Similar to Straw-
leaf Leaf-Spot, which see.
Date. See under Palma.
Delphinium. Black-Spot (Bacillus delphinii).—Sunken black spots on stem and leaves.
Control.—Remove and burn diseased parts.
Dewberry. Leaf-Spot (Septoria rubii).—Small pale spots of dead leaf-tissue finally becoming dotted with black spots.
Control.—No successful method of treatment is known.
Dianthus. See under Carnation.
Digitalis. Mildew (Peronospora sordida).—Broadly effused, dingy lilac patches of mildew on under surface of leaves.
Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture.
Diospyros. Mildew (Podospora oxyzonantha).—Powdery mildew of the leaves.
Control.—Dust with sulfur.
Dracaena. Blight.—See under Orchidea.
Eggplant. Anthracnose (Glabosporum melongena).—Spots on fruit. Same as on Pipper, which see.
Control.—Powdery mildew of the leaves.
Eriophyes. Root-Tube-Blight (Uromyces thripodii).—Spreading spots on the stem.
Control.—Spray mixtures may be of avail.
Endive. Leaf-Spot (Puccinia endivei).—Rust spots on leaves.
Asphodel. Root-Rot (Melania endivei).—See under Chicory.
Eucalyptus. Tumor (Usitata vieesian).—Woody tumors at collar of tree. Production of black soot-like mass of spores between wood and bark.
Control.—Surgery methods.
Euphorbia. Blight (Glabosporum euphorbiae).—Causes death of floral parts and fruits before flowering time and the parts below are soon blighted.
Control.—Burn affected plants. Spray with Bordeaux mixture.

DISEASES AND INSECTS

Catalogue of Diseases, continued.

Fagus. Heart-Rot (Poria igniaria).—White, dry, and somewhat solid decay of heart-wood bordered by fine black lines.
Control.—See under Arbonleula, Diseases of Trees.
Ferns. Tip Blight (Phyllosticta peritidis).—Brown spots at or near tips of the fronds covered with minute black dots.
Control.—Remove and burn the blighted leaves and then spray with Bordeaux mixture.
Ficus. Leaf-Spot (Leptosporangella elaticae).—Causes spots on leaves. See also under Mangoes.
Fig. Leaf-Spot (Cercospora bolleana).—Brown spots on leaves. Leaves turn yellow and drop off.
Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture while leaves are young.
Filbert. Black-Knot (Cryptosporalena anomala).—Serious stem disease, canker girdles the stems and kills parts above.
Control.—Prune off all infected parts of young wood and burrs.
Forsythia. Leaf-Spot (Alternaria forsythia).—Forms small circular spots.
Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture.
Frazinus. Rust (Puccinia fuzinata).—Swellings of midrib of leaves and petioles with orange rust spots on them.
Control.—Spray the common grass Spartina cynosuroides away from the trees.
Freesia. Leaf-Spot and Wilt (Heterosporium gracile).—Large brown spots with dark margin, numerous; soon the leaves wilt and die.
Control.—Spray with ammonical copper sulfate.
Galanthus. Decay (Sclerotinia galanthi).—In place of the flower spike, a pustule mass is produced covered with brown mildew. Tubers decay also.
Control.—Remove all affected parts and burn. Use new soil thereafter.
Gardenia. Rust.—See under Coffea. Same disease.
Gentiana. Rust (Puccinia gentianae).—Lower leaves first attacked, become yellow and die. Disease gradually works upward.
Control.—Destroy affected plants.
Geranium. Mildew (Plasmodioperonan).—Downy mildew of leaves.
Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture.
Gladiolus. Smut (Urocytis gladiolisi).—Black smut pustules on corns.
Control.—Destroy affected corns. Use new soil.
Gleditsia. Leaf-Spot (Leptostoma hypophyllox).—Leaflets become covered with small black spots, causing some of them to turn yellow and fall.
Control.—Spray with potassium sulfured, one ounce to two gallons of water, at intervals between leaves begin to unfold.
Gooseberry. Mildew (Spharotheca morae-vari).—A powdery mildew of the fruit and young growth of English varieties.
Control.—Spray with potassium sulfured, one ounce to two gallons of water, at intervals between leaves begin to unfold.
Grape. Black-Rot (Gymnosporangium cf.).—Brown circular spots on leaves, black, elongated, sunken pits on petals, canes, etc., and on the berry a brown rot with shriveling and wrinkling.
Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, before rains.
Spray (1) when the third or fourth leaf unfolds; (2) as soon as the blossoms have formed (3) when berries are size of a pea; (4) about two weeks later. Two more applications if wet season.
Dowty Mildew, or Leaf-Blight (Plasmodioperonan).—White-fruit-like patches on under side of leaf.
Control.—Same as Black-Rot.
Grapefruit. Leaf-Spot (Pestalozza gurpin).—Large spots with dark margins. Leaves fall prematurely. On other species of Citrus also.
Control.—Destroy affected leaves.
Guava. Anthracnose (Glomerella psidii).—Circular brown, decayed areas on fruit. Like apple bitter rot.
Control.—None given.
Hedera. Leaf-Spot and Leaf Blight (Vernicularia triechella).—Rapid blackening of the etiolated portion of the leaf.
Control.—Remove and burn affected leaves and spray with Bordeaux mixture.
Helianthus. Rust (Puccinia helianthi).—Red rust pustules on leaves of most species of Helianthus.
Control.—See under Arbonleula, Diseases of Trees.
Helleborus. Leaf-Blight (Coniothyrium hellebori).—Large circular brownish blotches of scorched appearance, covered with minute black dots.
Control.—Cut off and burn affected leaves.
Hemerocallis. Leaf-Spot.—See under Freesia.
Hibiscus. Leaf-Spot (Phyllosticta idaecea).—Indistinct brown spots with whitish centers.
Control.—Burn affected leaves.
Mildew (Microspora euphorbiae).—Powdery mildew of leaves.
Control.—Dust with sulfur.
Hickory-nut. Leaf-Spot (Parasolosia juglandis).—Large leaf-spot, causing premature drying of leaves.
Control.—Spraying with Bordeaux mixture may be of value.
CATALOGUE OF DISEASES, continued.

Hollyhock. Rust (Puccinia malvacearum).—All parts of plant show reddish brown pustules. Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture. Pick off diseased leaves and burn. Spray every week with bordeaux mixture, 4-3-50.

Horse-Radish. White Mold (Cytosporus candidus).—Deforming and swelling of leaves and stems, with white powdery surface growth.
Control.—Hardly important enough on the radish to necessitate control.

Hyacinthus. Bight (Pseudomonas hyacinthi).—Serious pest in the Netherlands. Sap-tubes filled with yellow slime.

Juglans. Rust (Gymnosporangium juglandis).—Small rust spots on leaves, fruit, and twigs. Control.—Collect and burn fallen leaves. Spray with Bordeaux mixture when leaves are young.

Lespedeza. Rust (Cercospora lespedezae).—Brown-spotted flowers and leaves. Control.—Remove affected leaves and spray with Bordeaux mixture.

Ipomea. Rust (Colesporium ipomaeae).—Common rust spotting of leaves.
Control.—Destroy affected leaves.

Iris. Leaf-Blight (Botrytis iris).—First the leaves and flowers are much distorted and covered with black mold growth; later the bulb may be destroyed.
Control.—Collect and burn diseased plants and grow in new soil.

Ileris. Club-Root.—See under Cabbage.

Impatiens. Mildew (Plasmopara ocluens).—Downy mildew of the leaves.
Control.—Control infected plants and spray with bordeaux mixture.

Ipomoea. Rust (Colesporium ipomaeae).—Common rust spotting of leaves.
Control.—Destroy affected leaves.

Moringa. Rust (Cercospora morgnanae).—See under Cabbage.

CONTROL OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASES, continued.

I. ATELENEA.—See under Cabbage.

J. IRIS—See under Cabbage.

K. LACTICUM.—See under Cabbage.

L. Marseille.—See under Cabbage.

Lax. Canker (Dactylocarya wilkinsi).—Canker of trunk and branches, usually around base of twist. Control.—Eradicate diseased parts, using tree surgery methods.

Laurus. Witches' Broom (Exobasidium lauris).—Branches out growths, antler-like, 2 or 3 feet in length, springing from the leaves.
Control.—Prune off affected parts.

Leman. Brown-Rot (Phytophthora citrophthora).—White mold on surface of fruit.
Control.—Remove and destroy in orchard. Add copper sulfate to water when washing leaves to prevent infection of healthy ones.

LEAF-DISEASE.—Not well understood. Probably controllable by spraying.

Lespedeza. Mildew (Microspora disfusa).—Powdery mildew of leaves.
Control.—Dust with sulfur.

Lettuce. Drop, or Rot (Sclerotinia libertiana).—Base of stems or leaves rot off, allowing leaves to droop. Control.—Dust soil with steam before planting. Mildew.—See under Cineraria.

Ligustrum. Anthracnose (Gloeosporium cinapulatum).—Affected areas light brown either oblong on one side of the stem or completely girdling it. Control.—Destroy by burning affected plants.

Lilium. Leaf-Blight (Bryopteris sp.).—Orange-brown or buff blotches on leaves, stem and flowers of L. candidum. May be same as Tulipa leaf, which so similar. Control.—Eradicate diseased plants.

Lily-of-the-Valley. Stem-Rot.—See under Fuchsia.

Lirioidendron. Twig Blight (Myxosporium longiapulum).—Killing twigs.
Control.—Prune off diseased twigs.

Lobelia. Canker (Phoma devastatrix).—Portions of the stems covered with minute black dots.
Control.—Remove diseased plants. They never bloom.

Lonicera. Canker (Nectria cinnabarinus).—Rough canker on limbs covered with flesh-colored or red blemishes.
Control.—Prune off or cut out all affected parts and cover wounds with tar.

Lupinus.—See under Pea.

Lychitin. Scut (Usitago violosum).—Follicles filled with black dust which escapes and discolors the flower.
Control.—Destroy the affected plants and use new soil.

Lycopersicum.—See under Tomato.

Magnolia. Leaf-Spot.—See under Grapesfruit.

Malva. Rust.—See under Hollyhock. Same disease.
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CATALOGUE of DISEASES. continued.

Pandanus. BLACK CANKER (Nectria pandani).—Kills branches and entire plants. Black pustules on bark oozing black tendrils. Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture.

Parsley. LEAF-SPOTTED (Pernospora viola).—Discolored spots with pale violet growth on them. Control.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture.

Pea. PAPAYA (Papaya papaya).—Downy mildew of wild and cultivated papayas. Especially injurious to seedlings of garden species. Control.—Remove with bordeaux mixture.

Parsley. LEAF-SCRATCH (Seselisia petroselini).—Small scattered brown patches, which increase in size until whole leaf is covered. Control.—Spray early with dilute bordeaux. Pick off and burn affected leaves.

Pea. LEAF-BLOTCH.—See under Ceryle, Early Leaf-Blight.

Pea. MILDEW (Erysiphe polygalae).—A powdery mildew on pods and leaves.

Peach. DRIED-DUST MILDewed.—Dust dry sulfur over the plants.

Peach. BROWN-ROT (Alternaria alternata).—A spotting, gumming, and death of the buds and twigs, particularly in the lower parts of the tree. The fruit drops. Control.—For California conditions, two applications bordeaux mixture, 5-5-0, or lime-sulfur, 1-10, (1) in November or December, and (2) in February or March.

PEACH-CURL. (Eremococcus deformans).—Leaves curl and wrinkle. Control.—Spray with lime-sulfur, 1-11, before buds swell.

Brown-fungus (Sclerotinia fructigena).—Rot on fruit and cankers on limbs. Control.—Spray with self-boiled lime-sulfur, 1-11, or lead arsenate, 1-11, before time that bud scales are shedding from young fruit; (2) two or three weeks later; (3) once month before fruit ripens.

Scab. (Cedroglaesporium carpophorum).—Black scab-like spots on fruit.

Peach. LUCKY-LIGHT (Myosperula convexus).—Dark-colored blight spots covered with minute black dots on leaves in midsummer. Control.—None given.

Pelegrinum. DROPER. (Fruitia) Translucent spotting of leaf. Spots finally dried. Control.—Withhold water until absolutely necessary.

Persimmon. ANTHRACNOSE (Glemmerella rufomaculana).—Similar to tobacco to Plum Anthracnose, which see.

Petunia. WILT.—See under Dahlia.

Phlo. STEM-CANKER (Pyrenochaeta phloidea).—Canker just above the ground on the stem. Plant dies; first turning yellow and then falls over. Control.—Diseased stems should be removed and burned.

Physalis. WILT (Bacillus solanacearum).—F Hib of stem turns brown. Control.—Get rid of insects such as potato beetle and burn all affected plants.

Picea. LEAF-SPOTTED and LEAF-CART (Pneumonia).—Causes discoloration and dropping of needles. Black dots on affected needles. Control.—Clean up all fallen needles and burn.

Pine. ROOT-ROT (Armillaria menes).—Top turns yellow and die, swelling of trunk at surface of ground. Decay of roots with black threads abundantly present. Toadstools around base of tree. Control.—Dig up and burn and destroy all toadstools near affected trees.

Pineapple. HEART-ROT. (Browning of the axis of the fruit, due to excessive moisture at time of ripening. Control.—Keep down humidity in greenhouses.

Piper. ANTHRACNOSE (Glauacopaspira peronorum).—Spots on leaves of plants. Also apple bitter-rot fungus (Glemmerella rufomaculana) causes similar spots on the fruits. Control.—Frequent spraying with bordeaux mixture.

Platanus. ANTHRACNOSE.—See under Oak. Same disease.

Plum. BLACK-KNOT (Plonovoa morbos).—Black tumorous swellings from various traces to 2 inches in length, on limbs and twigs. Control.—Burn all affected parts in the fall. Burn whole tree if badly affected.

Brown-knot. See under Peach.

Polygonum. TAR-SPOOT (Rhiostoma biotyeria).—Black tar-like spots on leaves.

Pomegrinate. INTERNAL ROT (Strigeromatocytia cassaneae).—Central cavity of fruit occupied by a black sporingating fungus. Control.—None known.
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Rubus.—See under Raspberry.

Salis. RUST.—Numerous species of the rust fungii produce red rust on the leaves. Control.—Keep at a distance from species of conifers.

Heart-rot.—Enters through wounds. Control.—Surgery methods.

Salsify, Mildew (Albuco tragopogonis).—Distortion and white blisters of the host. Control.—Eradicate affected plants and grow on new soil apart from wild and cultivated species of the Compositae.

Sambucus, Cankers. See under Lonicera.

Sarracenia. BLIGHT. See under Orchid.

Saxifraga. RUST (Puccinia saxifragae and P. saxifragae).—Dark brown concentric circles of rust pustules on upper surface of the leaf. Control.—Burn affected leaves.

Scilla. RUST (Sclerotinia bulborum).—Yellow stripes and blotsches on leaves in early summer, with olive-brown mold on roots. The bulbs rot later. Control.—Destroy affected plants.

Sedum. LEAF-SPOUT (Sedorta sedi).—Dark circular blotsches appear on the leaves and defoliation occurs. Control.—Destroy affected parts by burning.

Sempervivum. RUST (Endocephalum sempervivet).—Brown rust pustules rupturing epidermis of leaf. Control.—Destroy affected plants as the fungus lives over from year to year on the same plant.

Senecio. RUST (Colesporium senecios).—Orange patches on under surface of leaf. Control.—Keep at a distance from a species of Finus. Burn affected plants to protect neighboring pines.

Sequioa. BLIGHT. See under Pseudotsuga.

Silene. SMIT. See under Lychnis.

Solanum. See under Potato, Eggplant, etc.

Sorbus. BLIGHT. See under Pear.

Spinach. ANTHRACNOSE (Colletotrichum spinaceae).—Spots on leaves, at first minute and watery, gradually increasing in size and becoming gray and dry. Control.—Destroy all diseased leaves.

Mildew (Puccinia efdusa).—Gray, slightly violet, patches of a velvety texture on under side of leaves. Control.—As for Anthracnose, which see.

Spiroid. RUST (Tricichium ulmariae).—reddish yellow and dark brown rust pustules on leaves. Control.—Burn affected parts.

Squash. Wilt. See under Cucurbita.

Strawberry. LEAF-SPOUT or LEAF-BLIGHT (Myosoparella fragariae).—Small purple or red spots appearing on leaves. Leaf appears blotched. Control.—Spray with bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, soon after growth begins and make three or four additional sprayings during season.

Sweet Pea. MILDEW. See under Pea.

Sweet Potato. BLACK-ROT (Ceratostomum fimbriatum).—Black shank and a black rot of tuber. Control.—Destroy affected parts. Bacterial decay sprouts from affected potatoes. Steam sterilize hotbeds.

rots.—The sweet potato is susceptible to a large number of rots, soft, hard, dry, and wet. Control.—Use soil which has not grown diseased sweet potatoes heretofore.

Syringa. MILD. (Microspora alni).—White powdery mildew on upper surface of leaves. Control.—Dust with sulfur.

T pop. and BON DISKRIA (Phyllostoma springae).—Tips of twigs killed. Control.—Prune off twigs.

Thalictrum. RED-SPOUT (Symplyrium anomale).—Red eruptions on stem, leaf and flower. Causing at times swelling and crumpling of the organ. Control.—Burn affected parts.

Thuja. ROOT-ROTS (Polyptisms scwanezwitzi).—Diseased wood yellowish, cheesy, brittle when dry. Control.—Remove all affected wood, using surgery methods.

Tilia. LEAF-SPOUT (Corcanaria microsora).—Causes spotting and defoliation. Control.—Two spayings in Massachusetts resulted in longer retention of the leaves.

TOMATO. LEAF-SPOUT (Septoria lycopersica).—At first small spots appear, which spread until the whole leaf is consumed. Fruit may be attacked. Control.—Spray with bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, making the first spraying 2 weeks before the plants are set out and repeating every two weeks throughout the season.

DowNT MILDEW. See under Potato. Late BLIGHT. Control.—Water in dry periods.

Toxony (Malura). ROOT (Phytophila fist).—Pale cinnamon-brown rootlets on under side of leaf. Control.—Destroy by burning the affected leaves.
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Tropoehol.—See under Horse-Radish.

Tsa. HEART-ROTS (Trametes prin).—Light brown decay pitted spots on small olbong cresses, which are white-lined. Control.—Surgery methods.

Tulipa. MOLD (Sclerotinia parasitica).—Olive-brown, velvety patches formed on leaves, stem, and flowers; also, later, small black lumps at the bases of leaves. Control.—Burn affected plants.

Turnip. CLUB-ROOT. See under Cabbage. Same disease.

SOFT-ROTS. See under Carrot. Same disease.

Urtica. TAR-SPOUT (Gnomosina ulmus).—Black spots on upper surface of leaves. Control.—Burn old leaves in fall or winter. Control.—Destroy diseased parts of plants.

Vaccinium. LEAF-BLISTER (Ezobasidium vacini).—Large blisters on leaves, petals and stems, of a red or purple color. White bloom beneath. Control.—Remove and burn diseased parts.

Veronica. LEAF-SPOUT (Septoria veronicae).—Well-defined spots on leaves. Control.—Pick off and burn affected leaves.

Vincia. LEAF-SPOUT (Sporosporus vincia).—Leaves disfigured by spots which occur on the stem at times as well. Control.—Destroy diseased parts of plants.

Violet. ROOT-ROTS (Thalidiotus basilica).—Plants make poor growth, roots rotted off. Control.—Start in steam-sterilized soil, and transfer to sterilized beds.

Vitis. See under Grape.

Walnut. BLIGHT (Pseudomonas juglandis).—Black spotting of fruit and black cankers on the stems. Twigs and fruit-spurs killed. Control.— None known except such as mentioned under Fruit Blight. Grow immune varieties.

ANTHRACNOSE, or LEAF-BLIGHT (Marsonia juglandis).—See under Hickory-Nut. Same disease.

Wormael. MILDEW. See under Cucumber. Wilt (Fusarium oxysporum).—Wilt of leaves and plant dries up. Control.—None recommended. Resistant varieties should be grown.

Yucca. LEAF-BLOUCH. See under Agave.

Zea. See under Corn.

Zinnia. Wilt. See under DaMo.

DONALD REDDICK.

Insect enemies of plants.

The animals which constitute the insect world play an important part in the horticultural relationships. The busy bee is an indispensable aid in the production of many fruits, but the equally busy jays of canker-worms or other insects oftentimes seriously interfere with man's plans for profitable crops. Horticulturists should become more intimately acquainted with their little friends and foes in the insect world. Not only from the economic standpoint is this knowledge necessary in the business of growing plants, but the striking peculiarities of form, coloring, structure, habits, and the wonderful transformations of insects afford one of the most interesting fields in nature. The life-stories of many insects, if told in detail, would rival in variety and interest any famous fairy tale. The science that treats of insects, or entomology, has now reached the stage at which its devotees have no longer looked upon with ridicule in most communities. At the present time more than 250 trained men are officially employed in entomological work in the United States and Canada.

What they are.—An insect is an animal which, in the adult stage, has its body divided into three distinct regions: the head, the thorax and the abdomen (Fig. 1293). The head bears one pair of antennas, and there are always three pairs of legs and usually either one or two pairs of wings attached to the thorax. By these characteristics one can usually readily distinguish an adult insect from any other animal. Among the near relatives of insects in the animal world are the cray-
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fish, sow-bugs, and crabs, but these are mostly aquatic animals, breathing by true gills; they have two pairs of antennae, and at least five pairs of legs. Centipedes, or "hundred-legged worms," and millipedes, or "thousand-legged worms," are also nearly related to insects, but they have the thorax and abdomen forming a continuous region, and with six to 200 segments, each bearing one or two pairs of legs; they have one pair of antennae. The layman usually classes such animals as the spiders, mites and daddy-long-legs among the insects, but they form a distinct class, as they have the head and thorax grown together, no antennae, and have four pairs of legs.

How they are constructed.—Insects are constructed on an entirely different plan from the higher animals. Their supporting skeleton is outside, it being simply the skin hardened more or less by a horny substance, known as chitin. This firm outer wall, or skeleton, supports and protects the muscles, blood-vessels, nerves, and other organs within. The mouth-parts, antennae and eyes of an insect are attached to its head, and all are exceedingly useful organs, as will be shown later in discussing the feeling and the other sensations of an insect. An insect's wings and legs are always borne by the thorax. The wings are primarily organs of flight, but are used as musical organs by some of the grasshoppers and crickets. Female cancer worm moths, bed-bugs, and some other insects have practically no wings, and the houseflies, mosquitoes, male bark lice, and similar insects have but one pair of wings. Insects use their legs primarily for locomotion; some have their front legs modified for catching other insects for food; others have hind legs fitted for jumping, while the honey-bee has little "pockets" on its hind legs for carrying pollen to feed its young.

The arrangement of the internal organs in insects is interesting and somewhat peculiar. The alimentary or food canal in larve is a nearly straight tube, occupying the central portion of the body; in adult insects it is usually much longer than the body and is more or less folded; from the mouth the food passes through a pharynx, esophagus, sometimes a crop and a gizzard, a stomach, and a small and large intestine. The nervous system of an insect is similar to that in the higher animals, but it extends along the ventral instead of the back. There is a little brain in the upper part of the head, and two nerve cords extend from this around the food-canal to another ganglion or nerve center in the lower part of the head; two nerve cords then extend longitudinally along the ventral and connect a series of nerve centers or ganglia, typically one for each segment of the body. From each of these ganglia or nerves arises, within some of the segmental organs and ramify throughout the body. In insects, all parts of the body cavity that are not occupied by the internal organs are filled with a rich, colorless or slightly greenish blood. There is no system of tubes like our arteries and veins, in which the blood is conducted and through which it flows. There is a so-called "heart" above the food-canal, along the middle line of the back; it is a tube consisting of several chambers communicating with each other and with the body cavity by valvular openings. The blood is forced through this heart into the head, where it escapes into the body cavity. It then flows to all parts of the body, even out into the appendages, in regular streams which have definite directions, but which are not confined in tubes. They, like the ocean currents, are definite streams with liquid shores. Insects do not breathe through the mouth, as many suppose, but through a series of holes along the sides of the body. These openings, or spiracles, lead into a system of air-tubes, called tracheae. These tracheae branch and finally ramify all through the insect. Insects have no lungs, but the tracheae sometimes connect with air-sacs or bladders in the body, which help to buoy up the insect when flying. Thus the relation between the circulation of the blood and respiration is not nearly so intimate in insects as in man. In insects the air is carried to all the tissues of the body in the tracheae and the blood simply bathes these tissues. Just how the blood is purified and how the waste matter is disposed of in insects are not yet clearly understood. Aquatic insects breathe by either carrying down bubbles of air from the surface entangled under their wings, or they may be provided with organs known as tracheal gills; these are usually plate-like expansions of the body that are abundantly supplied with tracheae, in which the air is brought practically in contact with the air in water, and may thus be purified. More than 4,000 different muscles have been found in a single caterpillar. Notwithstanding their delicate appearance, these muscles are really very strong and their rapidity of action is wonderful; in certain gnats the muscles move or vibrate the wings 15,000 times a second.

Their sensations.—Insects can see, feel, hear, taste and smell, and they may also possess other senses, as a sense of direction. Many insects have two kinds of eyes. On each side of the head the large compound eye is easily recognized (Fig. 1294); each compound eye is composed of many small eyes, from fifty in some ants to many thousands in a butterfly or dragon-fly. Between these compound eyes, from one to four simple eyes are to be found in many adult insects. Caterpillars and other larve possess only simple eyes. It is thought that each facet of the compound eye sees a part of an object; thus the whole eye would form a mosaic picture on the insect's brain. The simple eyes doubtless see as our eyes do, and seem to be best adapted for use in dark places and for near vision. Insects do not see the form of objects distinctly, but their eyes are doubtless superior to ours in distinguishing the smallest movements of an object. It is now supposed that no insects can distinctly see objects at a greater distance than 6 feet. It must be a sixth
sense, a sense of direction, which enables the bee to find its way for a mile or more back to its home. Insects are doubtless able to distinguish the color of objects, and some insects seem to prefer certain colors. Blue is said to be the favorite color of the honey-bee, and violet that of ants; ants are also apparently sensitive to the ultra-violet rays of light, which man cannot perceive. It is generally supposed that the shape and high colors of flowers attract insects; but recent experiments seem to show that insects are guided to flowers by the sense of smell rather than by sight. The hard outer skin of an insect has no nerves distributed in it, hence it is not sensitive; but it is pierced with holes, in which grow hairs that are in connection with nerves at their base. It is by means of these sensory hairs that insects feel, and are sensitive to touch on most parts of the body. Doubtless insects are not deaf, for we know that many of them make sounds, and it must naturally follow that they have ears to hear, for there is every reason to suppose that they make these sounds as love-songs to attract the opposite sex.

The smaller one at the left is the nymph recently hatched. The next is the nymph after the first moult. The imago is shown at the right. Hair lines at the right of nymphs, and small figure near image indicate the natural size.

1298. Larva of a sphinx moth.


1296. The four stages in an insect’s life—egg, larva, pupa, imago.—The codlin-moth. (Egg much enlarged; others X1½).

1299. Tent-caterpillar.

Many experiments have shown that the antennae are the principal organs of smell in insects. Blow-flies and cockroaches which have had their antennae removed are not attracted by their favorite food, and male insects find their mates with difficulty when deprived of their antennae. The familiar world which surrounds us may be a totally different place to insects. To them it may be full of music which we cannot hear, of color which we cannot see, of sensations which we cannot perceive. Do insects think or reason? Why not? Their actions are said to be the result of inherited habit or instinct. But some of them have been seen to do things which require the exercise of instinctive powers so acute and so closely akin to reason that one can hardly escape the conclusion that some insects are endowed with reasoning powers.

Their number, size and age.—Experts guess that there are from 2,000,000 to 10,000,000 different kinds of insects in the world. Only about 400,000 of these have yet been described and named by man. Between 30,000 and 40,000 are now known in North America. Four-fifths of all the kinds of animals are insects; some single families of insects are said to contain more species than one can see stars in a clear sky at night; and there are as many butterflies as birds in North America. The larger part of the land animals are insects, and it is asserted that the larger proportion of the animal matter existing on the lands of the globe is probably locked up in the forms of insects. Insects vary in size from little beetles, of which it would take 100, placed end to end, to measure an inch, up to tropical species 6 or 8 inches in length, or of equal bulk to a mouse. Insects have a very long, but, as yet, very imperfect pedigree extending through the geological ages to Silurian times. Fossil remains of many different kinds of insects have been found in the rocks (Fig. 1295); even such delicate insects as plant-llice left their impress on the rocks ages ago. In the carboniferous or coal age, the insect world was evidently quite different from that of today, for fossils of veritable insect mammoths have been found; dragon-flies with a wing-expanses of 2 to 3 feet then existed. Insect fossils found in the tertiary rocks
indicate that there were even more kinds of insects than now.

Their growth and transformations. Fig. 1296.—Insects begin life as an egg; in some cases the egg stage is passed within the body of the mother, which then gives birth to living young. The eggs of insects exhibit a wonderful variety of forms, sizes, colors and characteristic markings. A single scale insect may lay thousands of eggs, while some plant-llice produce only one. Remarkable instinct is often shown by the mother insect in placing her eggs where her young will find proper food. From their birth the young of some of the lowest or most generalized insects closely resemble their parents, and they undergo no striking change during their life; hence are said to have no metamorphosis. In the case of grasshoppers, stink-bugs, dragon-flies, and many other insects, the young at birth resemble their parents, but have no wings. As they grow, wings gradually develop and often changes in markings occur, until the adult stage is reached. The growth, however, is gradual, and no striking or complete change occurs, and these insects are said to undergo an incomplete metamorphosis. The young insects in all stages are called nymphs (Fig. 1297); thus insects with an incomplete metamorphosis pass through three different forms during their life: an egg, the young or nymph stage, and the adult. From the eggs of butterflies, moths, flies, beetles, bees and some other insects, there hatches a worm-like creature, much unlike the parent insect. It is called a larva (Fig. 1298); the larva of butterflies and moths are often called caterpillars (Fig. 1299); maggots are the larvae of flies (Fig. 1300); and the term grub is applied to the larvae of beetles and bees (Fig. 1301). When these larvae get their full growth, some of them go into the ground where they form an earthen cell, while others proceed to spin around themselves a silken home or cocoon (Figs. 1302-1304). In these retreats, the larvae change to a quiescent or lifeless-appearing creature which has little resemblance to either the larva or the parent insect. It is called a pupa (Fig. 1305). The pupae of butterflies are often called chrysalides. Flies change to pupae in the hardened skin of the maggot. Some pupae, like those of mosquitoes, are very active. Wonderful changes take place within the skin of the pupa. Nearly all the larval tissues break down and the insect is practically made over, from a crawling larva to a beautiful, flying adult insect. When the adult is fully formed, it breaks its pupal shroud and emerges to spend a comparatively brief existence as a winged creature. Such insects are said to undergo a complete metamorphosis, and pass through four strikingly different stages during their life: the egg, the worm-like larva, the quiescent pupa, and the adult insect. Such remarkable changes or transformations make the story of an insect's life one of intense interest to one who reads it from nature's book. Various kinds of adult insects, or imagoes, are shown in Figs. 1306-1311. No two kinds of insects have the same life-story to tell. Some pass their whole life on a single host; some partake of only a certain kind of food, while others thrive on many kinds of plants; some are cannibals at times, and others, like the parasites, are boarders within their hosts, while many prey openly on their brethren in the insect world. Usually the life of the adult insect is brief, but ants have been kept for thirteen years, and the periodical cicada has to spend seventeen years as a nymph underground before it is fitted to become a denizen of the air. The winter months may be passed in any of the different stages of the insect's life. Two very closely allied insects may have very different life habits.

How they grow.—Many persons think that the small house-flies grow to be the large ones. While most insects feed after they become adults, they get little or none of their growth during their adult life. Insects grow mostly while they are larvae, or nymphs. The maggots from which the little house-flies develop doubtless do not have such luxuriant or favorable feeding-grounds as those of the larger flies. In thirty days some leaf-feeding caterpillars will increase in size 10,000 times; and a certain flesh-feeding maggot will in twenty-four hours consume two hundred times its own weight, which would be paralleled in the human race if a one-day-old baby ate 1,500 pounds the first day of its existence! The skin of insects is so hard and inelastic that it cannot stretch to accommodate such rapid growth. But nature obviates this difficulty by teaching these creatures how to grow a new suit of clothes or a new skin underneath the old one, and then to shed or molt the latter. The old skin is shed in its entirety, even from all the appendages, and sometimes remains in such a natural position where the insect left it as to easily deceive one into thinking that he is looking at the insect rather than at its cast-off clothes. Some insects are so neat and economical that they devour their old suits or skins soon after molting them. Larve, or nymphs, may molt from two or three to ten or more times; the larvae do not often change strikingly in appear-
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ance, but the nymphs gradually acquire the characters and intruments of the adult.

How they eat.—To the horticulturist, the mouth-parts of an insect are its most important organs or appendages. The mouth-parts are built on two very different plans. Grasshoppers, beetles, caterpillars and grubs have two pairs of horny jaws, working from side to side, with which they bite or chew off pieces of their food, that then pass into the food-canal for digestion (Fig. 1312). The scale insects (Fig. 1313), plant-lice, true bugs (Fig. 1314), mosquitoes and others have these jaws drawn out into thread-like organs, which are worked along a groove in a stiff beak or extended under-lip. Such insects can eat only liquid food, which they suck with their beak-like mouth-parts. The insect places its beak on the surface of the plant, forces the thread-like jaws into the tissues, and then begins a sucking operation, which draws the juices of the plant up along the jaws, and the groove in the beak into the food-canal of the insect. Thus a sucking insect could not partake of particles of poison sprayed on the surface of a plant. Its mouth-parts are not built for such feeding, and as it is impracticable to poison the juice of the plant, one is forced to fight such insects with a deadly gas, or each individual insect must be actually hit with some insecticide. A knowledge of these fundamental facts about the eating habits of insects would have saved much time and money that have been wasted in trying to check the ravages of sucking insects with paris green and similar poisons. Some insects, like the fruit flies, have mouth-parts fitted for lapping up liquids.

Beneficial insects.

The horticulturist has many staunch and true friends among the insects. The honey-bee, the many wild bees, and other insects, as they visit the blossoms to get food for themselves, for their young, and honey for man, leave an insurance policy in the shape of tiny grains of pollen, which often insures a crop of fruit that otherwise might be extremely uncertain. The honey-bee is often accused of biting into ripe fruits, especially grapes. They have not yet been proved guilty, and careful, exhaustive experiments have shown that they will not do it under the most favorable circumstances. Wasps and other strong-jawed insects are responsible for most of this injury, the bees only sipping the juice from the wound. See Bees, Vol. I. Most of the pretty little beetles known to every child as "lady-bugs" eat nothing but injurious insects; many other beetles are also predacious. Man is also often deeply indebted to many of the two-winged insects or true flies whose larvae live as parasites inside the body of insect pests or feed upon them predaciously. Were it not for the cavernous larvae of the "lady-bugs", and of the syrphus flies, plant-lace of all kinds would soon get beyond control. While man must recognize these little friends as valuable aids in his warfare against the hordes of insect pests, it will rarely be safe to wait for the pests to be controlled by their enemies. Fig. 1315 shows a tomato worm bearing the cocoons of a parasite. Fig. 1310 shows one of the predacious beetles destroying a cutworm.

Injurious insects.

There are now several thousand different kinds of insects that may be classed as injurious in the United States and Canada. Over 600 kinds were exhibited at the Columbian Exposition in 1893. All of these may not be injurious every year, as most insect pests have periods of subsidence, when certain factors, possibly their enemies or perhaps climate conditions, hold them in check. The outlook for American horticulturists, so far as injurious insects are concerned, is not encouraging. Nowhere else in the world are insects being fought as intelligently, successfully and scientifically as in America, yet we have never exterminated, and it is very doubtful if we ever will, a single insect pest. This means that American horticulturists will never have any fewer kinds of insects to fight. On the contrary, there are many more insect pests now than in our grandfather's early days, and new pests are appearing every year. This alarming state of affairs is largely due to causes, for both of which man is responsible. Man is continually encroaching upon and thereby disturbing nature's primitive domain and the equilibrium which has there become established between animals and plants. In consequence, insects like the Colorado potato beetle, the apple-tree or the peach-tree borers have been attracted from their original wild food-plants to man's cultivated crops, which often offer practically unlimited feeding-grounds. Most of the new insect pests, however, are now coming to America from foreign shores. American horticulturists are continually importing plants from the ends of the earth, and oftentimes the plants are accompanied by one or more of their insect pests. Some comparatively recent introductions of this kind are the sinuate pear-borer, the pear midge, the gypsy moth, the brown-tail moth, the horn-fly and the elm leaf-beetle; such standard pests as the Hessian fly, the cabbage butterfly, the currant-worm, the codlin-moth (Fig. 1296) came in many years ago. Of the seventy-three insects which rank as first-class pests, each of them almost annually causing a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars, over
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one-half have been introduced from foreign countries, mostly from Europe. It is a significant fact that usually these imported insects become much more serious pests here than in their native home; this is doubtless largely due to the absence of their native enemies, to more favorable climatic conditions here, and to a less intense system of agriculture in this country. Most of our worst insect pests of the fruits, of the garden crops, of the granary, of the household, of the greenhouse, are of foreign origin. Man will continue to encroach on and disturb nature's primitive domain, and commercial operations will never cease, nor is there much hope of ever effectually quarantining our shores against these little foes; hence there seems to be no practicable way to stop this increase of the insect enemies of the horticulturist. The one who is the best fitted by nature, and who best fits himself with a knowledge of these pests and how to fight them, will usually be the one to survive and reap the reward of profitable crops. No part of a plant, from its roots to the fruit it produces, escapes the tiny jaws or the sucking beaks of insects.

Root-feeding insects.—Many of the small fruits and vegetables are often seriously injured by insects feeding on the roots. The grape-vine fly (the grub of a small beetle) and the grape phylloxera plant-louse live on grape roots. Strawberries often succumb to the attacks of the grubs of several small beetles known as straw-berry-root worms, and to the large white grubs of the May beetles. The roots of cabbages, radishes and onions are attacked or destroyed by horse- radish maggots. These underground root-feeding insects are difficult pests to control, like any other unseen foe. Sometimes they can be reached successfully by injecting a little carbon bisulfide into the soil around the base of the plant. The cabbage maggots can be prevented largely by the use of tarred paper pads placed around the plants, or by pouring a carbolic acid emulsion at the base of the infested plants. The strawberry root-feeders are best controlled by frequent cultivation and a short rotation of crops.

Borers.—These are the larva of several different kinds of insects, which burrow into and feed upon the inner bark, the solid wood, or the interior pith of the larger roots, trunks, branches, and stems or stalks of many horticultural plants. Nearly every kind of fruit trees is attacked by its special kind of borer, as are also many of the smaller vine and bush-fruits and garden crops. Borers are often the most destructive of insect pests. The two apple-tree borers, the round-headed (Fig. 1316) and the flat-headed species, and the peach-tree borer (Fig. 1311) doubtless cause the death of as many apple and peach trees in America as all other enemies combined. The fruit-bark beetles, or "hot-hole" borers, usually attack only unthrifty or sickly fruit trees, and a tree once infested by them is usually doomed. Two borers, one the grub of a beetle and the other the caterpillar of a moth, sometimes tunnel down the stems of currants and gooseberries. Raspberries and blackberries (Fig. 1317) also suffer from two or three kinds of borers; one working in the root, one in the stem, and a maggot bores down and kills the new shoots. A caterpillar closely allied to the peach-borer lives in squash vines, often ruining the crop. The potato-stalk weevil sometimes does much damage in potato fields. Sometimes one can prevent borers from getting into a fruit tree with a paper bandage closely wrapped around the part liable to be attacked, or by the application of some "wash." Most of the washes recommended will prove ineffectual or dangerous to use. Gas-tar has given good results, but some report injury to peach trees from its use; hence one should first experiment with it on a few trees. No way has been found to keep borers out of the small fruits or garden crops; usually if infested canes, stems or plants are cut out and burned early in the fall or whenever noticed, most of the borers will be killed. When borers once get into fruit trees, the "digging-out" process is usually the only resort, although some report that they readily kill the depredator by simply injecting a little carbon bisulfide into the entrance of his burrow and quickly closing it with putty.

Bud- and leaf-feeding insects.—The buds and leaves of horticultural crops often swarm with legions of biting and sucking insects. A mere enumeration of the different kinds of these pests would weary the reader. Some insects, like the rose chafer, work on several different kinds of plants, while many others attack only one or two kinds. In apple orchards, the opening buds are seized upon by the th hungry bud-moth and case-bearing caterpillars, by

1315. Tomato worm attacked by parasitic insects.

1316. Burrows of an apple-tree borer. The holes at a show where the imago or beetle emerged.
the newly hatched canker-worms, and by tent-caterpillars, whose tents or “sign-boards” are familiar objects in many orchards. These pests continue their destructive work on the leaves. The pear slug often needs to be checked in its work of skeletonizing the leaves of the pear and cherry. The pear psylla, one of the jumping plantlice, is a very serious menace to pear-growing in many localities; the fruit is either.twisted, and dull drops from badly infested trees, and sometimes so many little pumps sucking out its life finally cause the death of the tree.

The little blue grape-vine flea-beetle often literally nips the prospective crop of fruit in the bud, or the rose-chaffer may swarm over the vines and eat the foliage or blossoms. Current and gooseberry growers realize that eternal vigilance against the familiar green currant worms is the price of a crop of fruit. The asparagus beetles would soon appropriate every asparagus shoot that appears in many localities. It is a continual struggle against insect pests to get a paying crop of almost any vegetable. The several kinds of cabbage caterpillars would soon riddle the leaves. The hungry striped cucumber beetles can hardly wait for the melon, squash, or cucumber vines to come up. Two sucking insects, the harlequin cabbage bug and the squash stink-bug, are equally as destructive as their biting relatives. The bud- and leaf-feeding insects are usually readily controlled by spraying some poison on their food, or by hitting them with some oil or dust. The female moths of canker-worms are wingless, a wire trap or sticky bandage placed around the trunk of the tree in the late fall and early spring, to capture the moths as they crawl up the tree to lay their eggs, will greatly help to check these serious pests. The collection and burning of the conspicuous eggstrings of the tent-caterpillars at any time between August and the following April will greatly reduce the vast numbers of tents or signboards of the white bug and in apple orchards. Hand-picking or collecting is the most successful method of controlling the rose-chaffer, harlequin cabbage bug, and the squash stink-bug in many cases. Prompt action, guided by a knowledge of the insect’s habits and history, and any intelligent use of materials and apparatus, are essential in any successful effort to control these bud- and leaf-feeding pests of the horticulturist.

**Fruit-eating insects.—**“Wormy” apples, pears, quinces, plums, peaches, cherries, apricots, grapes, currants and nuts are often the rule rather than the exception. The codlin-moth or apple-worm often ruins from one-third to one-half of the crop each year in many localities; it also infests pears seriously. The apple maggot tunnelis its way through and through the flesh of a large percentage of the apples in the northern sections of the country. Most of the wormy plums, peaches, cherries and apricots are the work of the grub of that worst insect enemy of the stone fruits—the plum curculio; the plum gouger, a similar insect, whose grub works in the pit of plums, is equally destructive to this fruit in some states. “Knotty” quinces are largely the work of the adults of the quince curculio, while its grub often ruins the fruit with its disgusting wormhole. There is also a grape curculio that, with the aid of the caterpillar of a little moth, works havoc in grapes. Currents and gooseberries are often wormy from the work of two or three different kinds of maggots and caterpillars. Two kinds of fruit flies attack the cherry; infested cherries may show no external signs of the presence of the maggots reveling in the juices within. Various small beetles known as weevils, are responsible for most wormy nuts. Most of the fruit-eating insects are out of the reach of the ordinary insecticides. The codlin-moth is a noted exception, however, for the peculiar habit that the little caterpillar has of usually entering the blossom end of the fruit and feeding therein for a few days, gives the man with a poison spray a very vulnerable point of attack. It is only necessary to spray a bit of poison into the open calyx cup within a few days after the petals fall, and let nature soon close the calices and keep the poison therein until the newly-hatched caterpillar includes it in its first menu. Often 95 per cent of the apples that were otherwise to be ruined by the worms are saved by an application of Paris green at this critical time.

**Plant-lice.—**Scarce a plant escapes the little suction pump or beak of some kind of a plant-louse or aphid. More than 300 different kinds of plant-lice have been identified in the United States, and nearly every kind of fruit, flower, farm or garden crop has its special plant-louse enemy, which is often a serious factor in the production of a crop. These little creatures are so small, so variable, so hard to perceive, present so many different forms in the same species, and have such varied and interesting life-stories to tell, that what is known about them is but a mere beginning as compared to what is yet to be learned. It would take a large volume to include the interesting stories which might be told of the lives and of the relations with ants of some of the commonest of these plant-lice. No other group of insects presents so many curious, varied, interesting, and wonderful problems of life as do the aphids. In the aggregate, the damage done by plant-lice is very great.
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At times hundreds of acres of peas have been ruined by an aphid. Nursery stock often suffers severely and bearing fruit trees are often seriously injured by them. About forty different kinds of aphides live in greenhouses where a perpetual warfare has to be waged against them. In four years nearly 100 generations of a common aphid have been reared in greenhouses, and there were no indications of any egg-stage or of male forms during this time, so that they may thus breed indefinitely in houses, their young being born alive and no males appearing. The standard remedies for plant-lice are whale-oil soap, kerosene emulsion, and tobacco in various ways (as a decoction, dry as a dust, or in the form of similar extracts), and these are successfully used to kill the aphides in all situations.

Scale insects.—Since the advent of San José scale into the eastern United States, scale insects of all kinds have attracted world-wide attention. They are all small insects, and derive their name from the fact that their tender bodies are protected by hard, scale-like coverings secreted by the insects. Thus protected, they are difficult insects to kill, and as they are easily transported on nursery stock, buds or cions, and also rapidly multiply, the scale insects are justly to be considered as among the most dangerous and destructive of injurious insects. A single female San José scale may rear a brood of from 100 to 600 young, and there may be four or five generations a year; and more than 2,000 eggs have been laid by a single Lecanium scale. The scale insects, the dreaded San José species included, can be controlled successfully by judicious, intelligent and timely work with sprays of lime-sulfur, crude petroleum, or hydrocyanic acid gas, which should be used in the case of nursery stock. Since 1889 fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas has been extensively practised in the citrus orchards of California, and now Florida and South African fruit-growers are also using it in their orchards. Large gas-tight tents or boxes are placed over the trees and the gas then generated within. Much nursery stock is now treated with the gas in tight boxes or houses; this is required by law in many states, and it should be practised in other regions. Recently greenhouses, railway coaches, rooms in private houses, and whole flouring mills have been effectively fumigated with this gas.

Insects are preserved in collections by securing them in tight cases by means of a pin inserted through the thorax, or through the right wing if the subject is a beetle. Moths and butterflies are pinned in position on a spreading-board until thoroughly dried. See Figs. 1318–1322. Every horticulturist should make a collection of injurious insects.

Insect literature for horticulturists.—Horticulturists should keep in close touch with the experiment stations and state entomologists of their own and of other states, and also with the Department of Agriculture at Washington; for it is from these sources that the best and latest advice regarding injurious insects is now being disseminated free, either by personal correspondence or by means of bulletins. Among the books, one or more of which may well find a place in a horticulturist's library are the following: Weed's "Insects and Insecticides," Lodeman's "The Spraying of Plants," Saunders' "Insects Injurious to Fruits," Sanderson's "Insect Pests of Orchard, Farm and Garden," and Slingerland and Crosby's "Fruit Insects."

Mites.—Mites belong to the class of animals known as Arachnida, which are closely related to insects. Spiders and scorpions also belong in this group. Mites are small creatures, usually possessing four pairs of legs when mature, and the body is not divided into three divisions as in the case of insects. The greenhouse red-spider (Tetranychus bimaculatus) is one of the most common and injurious species. It occurs on a wide variety of plants grown under glass and also out-of-doors on the foliage of many wild and cultivated plants. It is about 0.04 in. long and varies in color from yellow through orange to brown and dark green, often with a darker spot on each side of the body. It spins a very delicate silken web-like nest over its breeding-ground. It can be killed on the foliage of plants grown in the open with soap solution, dusting with sulfur, and hydrated lime, or by using a flour-paste spray. In greenhouses, it is best controlled by repeated spraying with water, using much force and little water to avoid drenching the beds.

The clover mite (Brachia pratensis) is a minute, spider-like, oval, reddish brown mite about 0.02 in. in length with long front legs. It attacks the foliage of many fruit and forest trees as well as clover and grasses. The tiny, round, reddish eggs often occur in great numbers on the bark of trees in winter giving the branches a reddish color. It may be controlled by the same treatment as for red-spider. In addition, the eggs may be killed with a lime-sulfur solution while the trees are dormant.

The pear-leaf blister-mite (Eriophyes pyri) differs from most other mites in having only two pairs of legs and in its elongate body. The mite is only 0.01 in. in length; it burrows in the tissue of the leaf, causing blister-like galls. The eggs are laid within the gall, and some of the mites when mature leave through a small opening and migrate to new leaves. The mature mites hibernate under the bud-scales. This pest is controlled by applications of lime-sulfur or miscible oils while the trees are dormant.

Nematodes.—A species of nematode worm (Heterodera radicicola) lives parasitically in the roots of a wide variety of wild and cultivated plants producing enlarged knots or swellings. This disease is known as
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Other invertebrate animals.

1321. A spreading board for drying soft-winged insects.
root-knot and is more prevalent in light soils. It is especially troublesome in greenhouses. The adult female worm is flask-shaped, .5 to 1 mm. in length, pearly white in color, and is found within the knots on the roots. Each female lays several hundred eggs.

The young worms may continue within the same root or migrate through the soil to others. Nematode root-knot is found on nearly 500 different species of plants. It is especially destructive to okra, hollyhock, *Amaranthus tricolor*, peach, snapdragon, celery, heart-leaved basil, wax gourd, beets, rape, red pepper, balloon vine, melon papaw, catalpa, endive, watermelon, coffee, muskmelon, eucumeb, squash, pumpkin, okra, deutzia. Cage-fed species, fig, soy, bean, pecan, morning-glory, lettuce, gourd, sweet pea, flax, tomato, tobacco, peony, ginseng, passiflora, petunia, tuberose, cherry, pomegranate, eggplant, potato, salisly, clovers, violet, Old World grape. See page 1023.

This pest may be controlled in greenhouses by the use of live steam to sterilize the soil or by a weak solution of formaldehyde, one part, 36 to 40 per cent formaldehyde, to one hundred parts water, applied at the rate of one to one and one-half gallons to every square yard of soil surface of shallow beds. After the application, the soil should be thoroughly stirred and planting should not be done till at least ten days later. Under field conditions the pest cannot be controlled.

The most feasible method is a system of crop-rotation in which an immune crop is grown for at least two years between susceptible crops. One of the most resistant crops is the Iron variety of cowpeas. Clean cultivation should be practised so as to destroy all susceptible plants.

**Insecticides.**

Insecticides are substances used to kill insects, as poisons, washes and gases. Insects are subject to many natural checks, such as wind, rains, sudden changes of temperature, the attacks of parasites and predaceous enemies, and are often destroyed in great numbers by bacterial and fungous diseases. In spite of these natural checks it is, however, usually necessary to resort to a spray or some other artificial insecticide for the protection of our crops.

The essential requirements for a satisfactory insecticide are: a high degree of safety, to the food; a cheapness and ease of application. The choice of an insecticide for any particular case will depend upon a number of factors: upon the structure, habits, and life-history of the insect to be killed; and upon the susceptibility of the host plant to injury, its mode of growth and the degree of care with which it has been cultivated. Some insects, as the plant-lace, are soft-bodied and are threaded with a thin and delicate integument; others, like the beetles and wireworms, have hard, horny shells impervious to ordinary spray liquids; some insects bite off and swallow portions of the plant, while others merely suck out the sap by means of a slender tube; some are injurious in the larval stage, others as adults; some attack the roots, some the foliage and fruit, while others burrow in the trunk and branches. Plants vary greatly in their susceptibility to injury from the use of insecticides; the peach and Japan plum have especially tender foliage, while the apple is not so easily injured.

All these facts and many more must be considered in selecting an insecticide which will be adapted to the control of any injurious insect. Our methods of fighting insects are constantly changing as new facts are discovered, new methods devised and new insecticides invented. Our present methods are the results of a more or less unconscious cooperation extending over many years between the practical grower, the student of insect life and the progressive manufacturers of spraying materials and spray machinery.

Insecticides may be classed into those which are eaten with the food and kill by poisoning; those that kill by contact with the insect's body; and fumes of gases used for fumigation. The poisons are effective against the biting or chewing and lapping (fruit flies) insects; the contact insecticides are used as a rule against sucking insects; and fumes and gases are employed principally in greenhouses and for the fumigation of nursery stock, stored seeds, and citrus trees.

**Poisoning insecticides.**

The most widely used substance for the poisoning of insects is arsenic in its various compounds. For this purpose only compounds insoluble in water can be used, as soluble arsenic is very injurious to foliage.

**White arsenic.**—This is the cheapest form in which arsenic can be prepared. It is a white powder, insoluble in water, and not poisonous to foliage. A cheap and efficient insecticide may be prepared from it as follows:

For use with Bordeaux mixture only. Sal-soda, two pounds; water, one gallon; arsenic, one pound. Mix the white arsenic into a paste and then add the sal-soda and water, and boil until dissolved. Add enough water to make two gallons. Use two quarts of this stock solution in fifty gallons of Bordeaux mixture for fruit trees. Make sure that there is enough lime in the mixture to prevent the caustic action of the arsenic.

**For use without Bordeaux mixture.** Sal-soda, one pound; water, one gallon; white arsenic, one pound; quicklime, two pounds. Dissolve the white arsenic with the water and sal-soda as above, and this solution while hot. Add enough water to make two gallons. Use two quarts of this stock solution in fifty gallons of water.

There is always a danger of foliage injury from the use of these home-made arsenic compounds, and as they cannot be safely combined with the dilute lime-sulfur when used as a summer spray, they are now rarely used in connection with spraying.

**Pitch green.**—Paris green is composed of copper oxide, arsenic acid, and arsenious oxide chemically combined, copperarsenate. By the National Insecticide Law of 1910, paris green must contain at least 50 per cent arsenious oxide and contain arsenic in water-soluble form equivalent to more than 3 1/2 per cent arsenious oxide. For many years paris green has been the standard insecticide for orchard use, but has been replaced by the safer and more adhesive arsenate of lead. In spraying apples, paris green is used at the rate of one-half pound to one hundred gallons of water; or as a dust it is used two pounds to one hundred gallons of water, lime twice the bulk of the paris green should be added to lessen the danger of foliage injury. Paris green cannot safely be used with either the dilute lime-sulfur as used for summer spraying or with the self-cooled lime-sulfur.

**London purple.**—London purple arsenate of lime and is a by-product in the manufacture of aniline dyes. Its composition is variable, the arsenic content varying from 30 to 50 per cent. Owing to the presence of much soluble arsenic it is likely to cause foliage injury, and it is now little used in commercial spraying.

**Arsenate of lead.**—Arsenate of lead was first used as an insecticide in 1893, in Massachusetts, and has since been applied place paris green for orchard work throughout the country. It adheres better to the leaves, may be used at considerably greater strength without injuring the foliage and is more efficient than the dilute lime-sulfur solution or with the self-cooled lime-sulfur. Chemically, arsenate of lead may be either triplobasic arsenate or triplobasic-hydrargropic arsenate. The composition of the compound consists of a mixture of these two forms, the proportion depending upon the method of manufacture, the lead being dissolved in the form of a thick paste, but for some purposes the powdered form is preferred. Under the National Insecticide Law of 1910, arsenate of lead must contain no more than 50 per cent of lead and must contain the arsenic equivalent of at least 12 1/2 per cent arsenious oxide. The water-soluble arsenic must not exceed an equivalent of three-fourths of 1 per cent of arsenious oxide. In the best grades of arsenate of lead the chemical is in a finely divided condition, and when diluted 10 per cent remains in suspension for a considerable time. Arsenate of lead is used at various strengths, depending upon the insect to be killed and on the susceptibility of the foliage to injury. For killing small soft-bodied insects, one hundred gallons can be used on the perch if combined with the self-cooled lime-sulfur; on apple, four or five pounds in one hundred gallons is usually sufficient; on grapes for killing the root-worm and beetles and the rose-chaffer, eight to ten pounds in one hundred gallons have been found necessary. The poison is more readily eaten by these beetles if the foliage has been killed. For killing one hundred gallons, but, unfortunately, the addition of molasses greatly decreases the adhesive character. arsenic fruit flies may be controlled by the use of sweetened arsenate of lead sprayed on the foliage of the plants at the first appearance of the adults. They lap up the arsenic with their flabby tongue-like mouth-parts and succumb before ovipositing.

**Arsenic of zinc.**—Arsenate of zinc is a light fluffy powder and contains the equivalent of 70 to 75 per cent of arsenious oxide. It has been used extensively on the Pacific slope as a substitute for arsenate of lead. It kills somewhat more quickly and is fairly safe on apple foliage when used with lime when compared with arsenate of lead. When sweetened with molasses, it is injurious to foliage. One pound of zinc arsenate is equivalent to 60 to 70 pounds of arsenate of lead. In orchard experiments, as a rule, it has not shown that it is superior to the latter.
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Heliothres.—Heliothres is a light brown powder made from the roots of the white heliothres plant (Veratrum album), one of the lily family. It is applied both dry and in water. In the dry state, it is usually applied without dilution, although the addition of a little flour will render it more adhesive. In water, four ounces of the poison is mixed with two or three gallons, and an ounce of glue, or this flour paste, is sometimes added to make it adhere. The poison is made by boiling water in the same proportions. Heliothres soon loses its strength, and a fresh article should always be dissolved for each day's work. It is much too poisonous to be absorbed, and should be used in place of them upon ripening fruit. It is used for various leaf-feeding insects, particularly for the currant-worm and rose-slug.

Contact insecticides.

The most important contact insecticides are soaps, sulfur, fural compound, and oily or resinous emulsions.

Soaps.—The most common and useful solution is that prepared from fish-oil soap. The commercial brands of this soap are usually by-products and contain many impurities; further, many of them are made of trees or uncombined alkali and are thus likely to injure young and tender foliage. A good fish-oil soap may be prepared by the following formula: Caustic soda, six pounds; water, one-half gallon; fish-oil, twenty-two pounds. Dissolve the caustic soda in the water and then add the fish-oil gradually under constant and vigorous stirring. The combination occurs readily at ordinary summer temperatures, and boiling is unnecessary. Stir briskly for about twenty minutes after the last of the oil has been added. There is now on the market a good grade of insecticide soap prepared from cotton-seed oil soap stock or from an impure grade known as panoiline.

Sulfur.—Sulfur may be obtained in two forms,—flowers of sulfur and flour of sulfur. In the form of a powder or dust, sulfur is especially valuable against red-spider. In California, flowers of sulfur are used with equal parts of hydrated lime and are also used against scale. Even if the leaves are not sprayed, they are probably injured. A decocation of flowers of sulfur may be purchased in the concentrated form or may be prepared as follows: Lumps (86 per cent calcium oxide), thirty-eight pounds; lump lime (95 per cent calcium oxide), forty pounds; water, fifty gallons. Make a paste of the sulfur with about ten gallons of hot water. Add the lime. As the lime slakes, add hot water as necessary to prevent caking. When the lime has slaked, add hot water to make fifty gallons and boil one hour, stirring constantly. Water should be added from time to time to keep the liquid up to fifty gallons. Store in air-tight hardwood barrels. Test the strength of the solution with a Baumé hydrometer and dilute for use according to the following table (see also p. 1030).

DILUITIONS FOR DORMANT AND SUMMER SPRAYING WITH LIME-SULFUR MIXTURES

Reading on hydrometer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degrees Baumé</th>
<th>For San José scale</th>
<th>For blister mite</th>
<th>For summer spray of apples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amount of dilution

Number of gallons of water to one gallon of lime-sulfur solution.


Emulsions.—Emulsions are oily or resinous sprays in which these substances are suspended in water in the form of minute globules, a condition brought about by the addition of soap. They form an important class of contact insecticides, useful particularly against scale insects and plant-lice.

Kerosene emulsion.—Kerosene emulsion is the oldest of our contact insecticides. It is generally valuable for root-lice and other small, soft-bodied insects. It is prepared by the following formula: Kerosene, two gallons; soap, two gallons. Dissolve the soap in hot water; remove from the fire and, while still hot, add the kerosene. Pump the liquid back into itself for ten minutes, and then it will form a creamy mass. If properly made, the oil will not separate on cooling. For use on dormant trunks, dilute with five to seven parts of water. For freezing plant-lace on fruit trees or shrubs, and for the same purpose used for fruit-lice on currants, in addition to one-half gallon of water to three gallons of stock emulsion; for a 20 per cent emulsion, add seventeen gallons of water to three gallons of stock emulsion; for a 15 per cent emulsion, add five gallons of water to three gallons of stock emulsion.

Distillate emulsions.—Distillate emulsion is widely used in California. Distillate (25° Baumé), twenty gallons; whale-oil soap, thirty pounds; water, twelve gallons. Dissolve the whale-oil soap in water which should be heated to the boiling point, add the distillate and agitate vigorously while the solution is hot. For use, add twenty gallons of water to each gallon of the stock solution.

Carbohc acid emulsion.—This spray is used in California for mealy-bugs, plant-lice, and the soft brown scale: Whale-oil soap, four pounds; carbolic acid, five gallons; water, forty gallons. Dissolve the soap completely in hot water, add the carbolic acid, and heat to the boiling point for twenty minutes. For use, add twenty gallons of water to each gallon of the stock solution.

Miscible oils.—There are now on the market a number of concentrated oil emulsions, known as soluble or miscible oils, intended primarily for use in the gardens. Josephine emulsion is one of these. They are always to be used if the trees are wet with snow or rain. Methods have been devised for brightening these concentrated emulsions by the addition of a little poison so that there is considerable danger attending the process, it is better to buy them ready-made.

Tobacco.—Tobacco is one of our most useful insecticides. The poisonous principle in tobacco is an alkaloid nicotine, which in the pure state is a colorless fluid; slightly heavier than water, of little smell when pure, and of a slightly bitter taste even when largely diluted. It is soluble in water and entirely volatile. It is one of the most virulent poisons known; a single drop is sufficient to kill a chicken. Commercial tobacco has always been on the market for many years. The most important of these is black leaf, black leaf. 40°, and nicotine.

Black Leaf.—Black leaf was formerly the most widely used tobacco extract. It contains only 2.7 per cent nicotine and has now been replaced by the more concentrated extracts. It is used for plant-lice at the rate of one gallon to sixty-five gallons of water.

"Black leaf 40°."—"Black leaf 40°" is a concentrated tobacco extract containing 40 per cent nicotine sulfate. Its specific gravity is about 1.25. In this preparation the nicotine is in a non-volatile form, it having been treated with sulfuric acid to form the sulfate. "Black leaf 40°" is used at strength varying from one part of water to one part in 1,600 parts. It can be satisfactorily combined with other sprays, as for example, lime-sulfur solution, arsenate of lead, and various soaps. For example, five gallons of water, about four pounds of soap should be added to make the mixture spread and stick better.

Nicotineum.—Nicotineum is a tobacco extract containing 40 per cent of nicotine in the volatile form. It is intended primarily for use in greenhouses. Strips of paper soaked in this preparation are snuggled in greenhouses to destroy aphids.

Tobacco is also used in the form of dust for the same purpose. It is especially valuable against root-lice on waters and other plants. Tobacco extracts can be made at home by steeping tobacco stems in water, but as they vary greatly in nicotine content and are sometimes likely to injure tender foliage, it is better to buy the standardized extracts.

Pyrithrum.—A very fine, light brown powder, made from the flower-heads of species of pyrithrum, is scarcely injurious to man. Three brands are on the market:

Persian insect-poison, made from the heads of Pyrithrum rosaeum, a species also cultivated as an ornamental plant. The plant is native to the Caucasian region.

Dalmatian insect-poison, made from Pyrithrum cinerariafolium.

Buhach, made in California from cultivated plants of Pyrithrum cinerariafolium.

When fresh and pure, all these brands appear to be equally valuable, but the home-grown product is usually considered most reliable. Pyrithrum soon loses its value when exposed to the air. It is used in various ways:

(1) In solution in water, one ounce to three gallons. Should be mixed up twenty-four hours before using.

(2) Dry, without dilution. In this form it is excellent for thrips and lice on roses and other bushes. Apply when the bush is wet.

(3) Useful for aphids on house plants.

(4) Dry, diluted with any many light and fine powder. The poison may be used in the proportion of one part to four to six of the dry powder.
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1323. Device for discharging the cyanide into the acid.

**Bait, vegetable bait.**—Spray a patch of clover or some other plant that the insects will eat, with paris green or some other arsenical; now close to the ground, and while fresh place it in small piles round the infested plants. To avoid wilting of the bait, cover the heaps with a slingle or piece of board.

**Bran-arsenic mash.**—White arsenic, one-half pound, or paris green, one pound; bran, fifty pounds. Mix thoroughly and then add enough water to make a wet mash. Sugar or molasses may be added, but is unnecessary. Poisoned baits are used against cutworms and grasshoppers.

**Kansas grasshopper bait.**—This bait is the most efficient means of controlling grasshoppers yet devised. It is prepared as follows: Bran, twenty pounds; paris green, the pound; syrup, two quarts; oranges or lemons, three fruits; water, three and one-half gallons. Mix the bran and paris green thoroughly in a wash-tub while dry. Squeeze the juice of the oranges or lemons into the water; chop the pulp and peel fine and add them also. Dissolve the syrup in the water and wet the bran and poison with the mixture, stirring at the same time so as to dampen the mash thoroughly. Sow the bait broadcast in the infested area early in the morning.

**Ortilde mixture.**—Mix one pound of paris green with one-half barrel of horse droppings, and add one pound of salt if the material is not fresh. For use against grasshoppers.

**Gas tor.**—Gas tor is used extensively for painting wounds to keep out the moisture and prevent the entrance of insects. It is also sometimes used on peach trees to keep out the borers. In this case it should be applied in the spring only, as there is danger of injuring the trees in the fall.

**Asphalt.**—Certain grades of asphalt have been used successfully on peaches in California to keep out the Pacific peach tree-borer. Experiments in the eastern states indicate that it may be used to advantage against the common peach tree-borer.

**Hot-water.**—Submerge affected plants or branches in water at a temperature of about 125°. For aphids, it will also kill rose bugs at a temperature of 125° to 135°.

**Gasolene torch.**—The gasolene torch has been successfully used for the control of scale insects on date palms in Arizona. The trees are first pruned closely, dressed with gasolene and fired. They are then scorched with a gasolene blast torch.

**Flower paste.**—Mix a cheap grade of wheat flour with cold water, making a thin batter, without lumps; wash the flour through a wire screen with a stream of cold water. Dilute until there is one pound of flour in each gallon of mixture. Cook until a paste is formed, stirring constantly to prevent caking or burning. Add sufficient water to make up to one and one-half gallons. For use, one cubic foot of this stock solution to one hundred gallons of water. Used for red spider in California.

**General practices.**

Cleaning.—Much can be done to check the ravages of insects by destroying their breeding-places and hiding-places. Weeds, rubbish, and refuse should be eliminated.

**Pruning.**—Often still the best means of destroying insects, despite all the perfection of machinery and of materials. This is, particularly true about the home grounds and in the garden. The cultivator should not scorn this method.

**Spraying.**—This practice is one that tends to promote vigor will be helpful in enabling plants to withstand the attacks of plant-lice and other insects.

1324. Shed for the fumigation of nursery stock.

**Burning.**—Larva which live or feed in webs, like the tent-caterpillar and fall web-worm may be burned with a torch. The lamp or torch used in campaign parades finds its most efficient use here.

**Bandaging.**—To prevent the ascent of canker-worm moths and gypsy-moth caterpillars, various forms of sticky bands are in use. For this purpose there is no better substance than "tree tanglefoot." It may be applied directly to the tree-trunk, but when so used leaves an unsightly mark and requires more material than when the following method is used: First place a strip of cotton batting 3 inches wide around the trunk; cover this with a strip of tarred paper 5 inches wide; draw the paper tight and fasten at the lap only with three or four tacks. Spread the tanglefoot on the upper two-thirds of the paper, and comb it from time to time to keep the surface sticky. Burlap bands are made by tying or tacking a strip of burlap around the trunk and letting the edges hang down. The larvae will hide under the loose edge, where they may be killed. Banding is now little used for codlin-moth, since spraying with poison has been found so much more effective.

**Fumigation.**—Poisonous gases are widely used in killing insects under certain conditions. Hydrocyanic acid gas is employed in the fumigation of greenhouses and citrus trees. It is a most deadly and effective material. In Europe, fumigation with this gas is known as cyaniding and cyanization. Nicotine preparations are used extensively in greenhouse fumigation. Carbon bisulfide is employed almost exclusively for the treatment of stored grains and seeds.

**Hydrocyanic acid gas.**—This gas is generated by adding potassium or sodium cyanide to dilute sulfuric acid. The gas is a deadly poison, and great care should be taken not to inhale it. One breath is fatal!

Potassium cyanide is a white amorphous salt that readily absorbs moisture when exposed to the air. Pure potassium cyanide contains 40 per cent of cyanogen (CN) by weight. When potassium cyanide (KCN) is placed in dilute sulfuric acid the cyanogen (CN) unites with the hydrogen (H) of the acid (H₂SO₄) to form hydrocyanic acid gas (HCN). In the preparation of this gas for fumigation purposes use a potassium cyanide which is at least 98 per cent pure. The chemicals should always be combined in the following proportions: Potassium cyanide, one ounce; sulfuric acid, one fluid ounce; water, three fluid ounces.

Always use an earthen dish, pour in the water first, and add the sulfuric acid. When all is ready, drop in the proper quantity of potassium cyanide and retire.
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immediately, before the gas arises. Fig. 1323 shows a device used abroad (from the “Gardening World”) for dumping the cyanide (at 4) into the acid by means of a cord that extends outside the house.

White-fly.—The quantity of chemicals used for a given space will depend on the nature of the insects to be killed and the susceptibility of the plants to injury. This quantity is usually indicated by amount of potassium cyanide required for each 100 cubic feet of space. For treating white-fly on tomatoes in greenhouses, use one ounce to 3,000 cubic feet, letting the fumigation continue all night. The same treatment applies for cucumbers. Fumigate on dry, dark nights when there is no wind. The house should be as dry as possible and the temperature not above 60°F.

Greenhouses. No one formula can be given for fumigating with hydrocyanic acid gas the different kinds of plants grown in greenhouses, as the species and varieties differ greatly in their ability to withstand the effects of the gas. For the general run of greenhouse subjects, the practice is to use one ounce of potassium cyanide, one ounce of sulfuric acid, two ounces water, to each 2,000 cubic feet of space. The cyanide should be 98 per cent pure. Fumigate at night when there is no wind and when the plants are dry and the house cool; leave the house closed till morning, and open it up and let in air before entering it. This applies to chrysanthemums, cinerarias, azaleas, bulbs, carnations and other common plants.

Ferns and roses are very susceptible to injury, and fumigation, if attempted at all, should be performed with great care. In cases of doubt, or when there is reason to suspect that the plants are particularly susceptible, and when one does not have definite instructions, it is well to fumigate with the weakest strength in use, and increase it in subsequent fumigations if the insects are not killed and if the plants are not injured.

Violets are very susceptible to injury from tobacco fumigation, and commercial growers therefore regularly use hydrocyanic acid gas for the control of greenfly and “black-fly,” two species of plant-llice. The latter is much more difficult to kill. For over-night fumigation from one-fourth to one-half ounce potassium cyanide to each 1,000 cubic feet is generally used. Sometimes one ounce potassium cyanide to each 1,000 cubic feet is used, the fumigation continuing only from twenty-five to thirty-five minutes.

This treatment is more likely to injure the plants. Violets may be injured severely by the gas without the leaves being burned. This injury consists in a weakening of the plants which defers blooming for several weeks.

Dormant nursery stock may be fumigated with hydrocyanic acid gas in a tight box or fumigating-house made especially for the purpose. Fumigating-houses are built of two thicknesses of matched boards with building-paper between, and are provided with a tight-fitting door and ventilators. The stock should be reasonably dry to avoid injury, and should be piled loosely in the house to permit a free circulation of the gas. Use one ounce of potassium cyanide for each 100 cubic feet of space, and let the fumigation continue forty minutes to one hour.

A fumigating-house is shown in Fig. 1324 (from a bulletin on “The San José Scale,” by A. E. Stone, of the Rhode Island State Board of Agriculture and College of Agriculture). It is a house or box as nearly air-tight as possible. The floor should have a movable slat grating on which the plants may be laid, some distance from the ground, to allow of circulation of the gas. The house shown in the cut is 8 feet high in front and 6 feet in rear, and the larger room contains 980 cubic feet, requiring approximately ten ounces of cyanide. The other rooms allow of smaller quantities to be fumigated. The doors opening from the outside provide quick discharge of the air when fumigation is completed.

Fumigation of citrus trees.—In this case, the tree to be fumigated with the hydrocyanic acid gas is covered with an octagonal sheet tent (Fig. 1325) made of six and one-half ounce special drill or eight-ounce special army duck, and the gas is generated in the ordinary way beneath it. The tent is so marked that when in position it is an easy matter to determine the distance over the tent and the circumference at the ground. When these figures are known, the proper dosage may be obtained from the following chart, which has been prepared for a strength of one ounce of cyanide for each 100 cubic feet of space:

### DISTANCE AROUND, IN FEET.

| 15 | 18 | 20 | 22 | 24 | 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 | 54 | 56 | 58 | 60 | 62 | 64 | 66 | 68 |
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 1.5 | 2 | 2.5 | 3 | 3.5 | 4 | 4.5 | 5 | 5.5 | 6 | 6.5 | 7 | 7.5 | 8 | 8.5 | 9 | 9.5 | 10 | 10.5 | 11 | 11.5 | 12 | 12.5 | 13 | 13.5 | 14 |
| 20 | 22 | 24 | 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 | 54 | 56 | 58 | 60 | 62 | 64 | 66 | 68 |
| 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 |

### DISTANCE OVER, IN FEET.

| 15 | 18 | 20 | 22 | 24 | 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 | 54 | 56 | 58 | 60 | 62 | 64 | 66 | 68 |
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 1.5 | 2 | 2.5 | 3 | 3.5 | 4 | 4.5 | 5 | 5.5 | 6 | 6.5 | 7 | 7.5 | 8 | 8.5 | 9 | 9.5 | 10 | 10.5 | 11 | 11.5 | 12 | 12.5 | 13 | 13.5 | 14 |
| 20 | 22 | 24 | 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 | 54 | 56 | 58 | 60 | 62 | 64 | 66 | 68 |
| 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 |

Dosage chart for fumigating citrus trees with high-grade sodium cyanide (Bureau of Entomology, United States Department of Agriculture).

The top line of numbers, beginning at 16 and continuing to 68, represents the distance in feet around the bottom of the tent. The outer vertical columns of larger numbers running from 10 to 49 represent the distance in feet over the top of the tent. The number of ounces of cyanide to use for a tree of known dimensions is found in that square where the vertical column...
headed by the distance around the tree intersects the horizontal line of figures corresponding to the distance over. For certain insects it is not advisable to use the full dosage schedule.

Sodium cyanide (NaCN) is coming into use as a substitute for potassium cyanide. When pure, this compound contains 53 per cent of cyanogen; that is, about 33 per cent more of cyanogen than is present in potassium cyanide. It is customary to indicate the strength of sodium cyanide in terms of potassium cyanide; that is, pure sodium cyanide is said to be 133 per cent pure. This means that 100 pounds of sodium cyanide will yield as much cyanogen as 133 pounds of potassium cyanide. For fumigation purposes, sodium cyanide should be at least 124 per cent pure and should not contain more than 1 per cent of common salt.

Because of the greater content of cyanogen of sodium cyanide, a smaller quantity is required. The chemicals should be combined in the following proportions: Sodium cyanide, one ounce; sulfuric acid, one and one-half fluid ounces; water, two ounces.

The following dosage schedule corresponds to the one given above for potassium cyanide:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose of Sodium Cyanide (pounds)</th>
<th>Dose of Potassium Cyanide (pounds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For fumigation purposes, sodium cyanide should be at least 124 per cent pure and should not contain more than 1 per cent of common salt.

Because of the greater content of cyanogen of sodium cyanide, a smaller quantity is required. The chemicals should be combined in the following proportions: Sodium cyanide, one ounce; sulfuric acid, one and one-half fluid ounces; water, two ounces.

The following dosage schedule corresponds to the one given above for potassium cyanide:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sodium Cyanide (pounds)</th>
<th>Potassium Cyanide (pounds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Often. It is always well to smoke through two consecutive days, for the insects which persist through the first treatment, being weak, will be killed by the second. If the plants are wet, the smoke is more likely to search them. The smoke often injures flowers, as those of roses and chrysanthemums. In order to avoid this injury, the flowers should be covered with paper bags. Violet plants are very liable to injury.

Tobacco fumes can be more conveniently generated by burning strips of prepared nicotine paper, or by vaporizing a concentrated aqueous solution of nicotine over alcohol or special kerosene lamps.

Bisulfid of carbon is a thin liquid that volatilizes at a very low temperature, the vapor being very destructive to animal life. It is exceedingly inflammable, and should never be used near a lamp or fire. It is sometimes used for the control of certain root insects. It is poured into holes made around the infested plants, and these are then immediately closed up causing the fumes to permeate the soil in all directions.

Against weevils infesting stored grain and seeds, carbon bisulfid is effective at the rate of five to eight pounds for each 1,000 cubic feet, provided the application is made while the temperature is not below 65°F. Make the bins as tight as possible. If bins are only single sealed with common flooring use twenty to twenty-five pounds carbon bisulfid. Let the fumigation continue for at least twenty-four hours. Care should be taken not to apply carbon bisulfid when there is indication of heating in the grain.

C. R. CROSBY.

ROBERT MATHESON.
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Catalogue of insects.

Abutilon. Abutilon Motu (Cosmopila erosa).—A pale pea-green caterpillar striped with lemon-yellow often defoliates the plants on which it is found.

Treatment.—The young caterpillar may be killed by spraying with "Black Leaf 40" tobacco extract, one part in 60 parts of water, adding soap to make the liquid spread and stick better.


Acro. Box-Elder Bug (Leptocoris trivittatus) is about ⅛ inch in length, dark gray in color marked with red. They congregate about the base of the tree in great numbers on the sap of which they feed. The young nymphs may be killed by spraying with benzene or oil extract of croton.

Cotton Maple Scale (Polyvirus victorious) is a brown, soft-bodied, scale insect, ½ inch in length. The eggs are laid beneath a conspicuous wax mass which protrudes from under the scale. The eggs hatch during June and July, and the fertilized females hibernate on the smaller branches. There is one generation annually.

Treatment.—A stiff stream of water will dislodge many of the scales in June or July. The young scales may be killed with tobacco extract. The most effective treatment on maples is 15 per cent kerosene emulsion applied during the dormant season to kill the hibernating females.

Green-striped Maple Worm (Amiata rubricans) is a large, pale yellowish green caterpillar, striped with dark green, that occasionally defoliates the maples.

Treatment.—The young caterpillars may be controlled by spraying with a arsenate of lead, four to eight pounds to one hundred gallons of water.

Pigion Tremex (Tremex californicus) is a large four-winged fly having one pair of very long, yellowish-brown, furry legs which protrude from under the scale. The Moths in the autumn make their appearance, causing the leaves to drop early. The larvae in the spring hatch and begin causing injury by feeding on the leaves. The winter eggs are laid on the under side of the leaves. The leaf petioles are puckered under the leaf, and yellowish-white masses of eggs are found. In the spring, the soft caterpillars are found, feeding on the leaves, and causing the leaves to defoliate. Treatment.—A full spray of arsenicals in the spring appears to be effective.

Plant-Lice.—Several species are occasionally injurious.

Treatment.—"Black Leaf 40" tobacco extract, three-fourths of a pint in one hundred gallons of water, adding six pounds of soap, is an efficient remedy.

Syrph-Master Borer (Pseudogaster speciosa) is very destructive to hard maples. The parent beetle is about an inch long, black, brilliantly marked and banded with yellow. The larva is a large four-winged fly from 2 to 3 inches in length, the upper surface black. They burrow mostly in the sapwood, several often feeding and killing a tree. It is a difficult matter to prevent this injury.

Treatment.—Digging out the boles is the only remedy known.

Wooly Maple-Leaf Scale (Phycoscur anceria) is a soft-bodied woolly-covered insect about ¼ inch long, found on the under side of the leaves. There are two or three generations a year, and hibernate as young on the bark of the trunk and branches.

Treatment.—Winter applications of whale-oil soap, one pound to ten gallons of water, have given the best results.

Euculis. Tussock-Moth.—See Apple.


Alder. Alder Moth (Aphna Aphra (Pemphigus squamellus) occurs in colonies on the branches and appears as conspicuous white, woolly masses.

Treatment.—They may be dislodged by a stiff stream of water or may be killed by spraying with kerosene emulsion.

Saw-Fly Leaf Miner (Kallionyphus dorhini) feeds between the upper and lower layers of the leaves, causing large blotch mines.

No remedy known.


Aloe. Oleander Scale.—See Hedera.

Anaryllis. Wasp Fly.—See Narcissus.

Anacorus. Myophrus spinus (Ampelophagus spinus).—Large, green or brown, smooth caterpillars occasionally defoliate the vines.

Treatment.—Hand-picking.

Annona. Ficus.—See Citrus.

Anthurium. Florida Wax Scale.—See Citrus.


Treatment.—These small, soft-bodied insects may be controlled by spraying with a solution of one part of arsenic in 200 parts of water, three-fourths of a pint, in one-hundred gallons of water, adding four pounds of soap. Make the application before the leaves are well expanded.

Apple-Cuculcld (Anthonomus quadrigulatus).—A soft, white insect, skittering about, living on the leaves.

Treatment.—Clean cultivation. Rake the small apples that drop early out into the sun where they will dry up.

APPLE FRESH-BEEF (Graptoleida foliacea).—Brassy green, ⅛ inch or less long, living on the leaves. Treatment.—Arsenicals. Lime-sulfur or bordeaux mixture as a spray.

Apple Leaf-Hopper (Empoasca mali).—A slender pale yellowish green bug; the nymphs are pale greenish and usually found on the under side of the leaves. The winter eggs are laid in blisters under the bark of the smaller branches; summer eggs appear in the leaf veins and petioles. Four generations annually. The insect feeds by extracting the juice from the leaves, causing them to turn pale and curl. It is most injurious during the late summer and early autumn.

Treatment.—The young nymphs may be killed by spraying with "Black Leaf 40" tobacco extract, three-fourths of a pint in one hundred gallons of water, adding three to four pounds of soap. Nurserymen sometimes use nicotine by the use of sticky shields.

Apple Leaf-Borer (Anchises anguina).—A green caterpillar with a black head, 1 inch or less in length, which attacks the opening buds rolling and webbing the leaf edge. The bulb is pulled up and the young caterpillar is found under a mass of webbing. Treatment.—To kill eggs spray with miscible oil, one gallon in fifteen gallons of water, making the applications as late as possible before the buds open. If the eggs have been neglected, recourse must be had to an arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons water. Apply before the blossoms open.

Apple Maggot (Rhagoletis promonella).—A white maggot that tunnels apples through and the larva eats the inner part of the fruit. The parent flies appear the latter part of June and early July and insert the eggs under the skin of the fruit. The hibernation takes place in the soil. Treatment.—When flies appear with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. The addition of three gallons of molasses is supposed to render the poison more attractive to the flies.

Brown-Fall Moth (Euproctis chrysorrhoea).—This highly destructive Eurpotoidea is found infesting the opening leaves and flowers and web them together.

Treatment.—Spray with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. The addition of molasses (2 or 3 inches long, at the tips of the branches. The black-bodied caterpillars, clothed with rather long, brownish, stinging hairs, complete their growth the next spring, feeding ravenously on the tender foliage and causing great damage in orchards, parks, and forests. They do not hatch till the following spring.

Treatment.—To kill eggs spray with miscible oil, one gallon in fifteen gallons of water, making the applications as late as possible before the buds open. If the eggs have been neglected, recourse must be had to an arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons water. Apply before the blossoms open.

Canker-Worm, Brown (Abaloplia pomeraria).—Wingless female moths usually emerge from the ground in late autumn, and lay up the trees and deposit their eggs on the smaller branches. The eggs hatch in April or May, and the blackish yellow-striped, looping caterpillars defoliate the trees.

Treatment.—Band tree trunks in the fall with tanglefoot or cotton batting to prevent ascent of moths. The young canker-worms may be killed by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds to one hundred gallons of water.

Canker-Worm, Spring (Palescera serrata).—Habits similar to the fall canker-worm, but the moths emerge in March and April. Caterpillars are distinguished by having only two pairs of prolegs.

Treatment.—Same as for fall canker-worm except the bands can be applied in early spring.

Cape-Beetle. The pistol-case-beater (Coleophora multivella) and the cigar-case-beater (C. Hatcheri).—The small caterpillars live in the pistol of the cicada, and when the petals fall, the cicada is open, it is the time to spray. The cicada soon closes, and keeps the poison inside ready for the young caterpillars' first meal. After the cicada has closed, the petals are of no service.

Treatment.—The caterpillars become full-grown in July and August, leave the cicada, crawl down on the trunk, and there most of them spin cocoons underground. In most parts of the country there are two broods annually.
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Treatment.—As the last of the petals are falling, spray with four pounds arsenate of lead in one hundred gallons of water, using a hand sprayer, or use Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Spray with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.

GYPSY MOTH (Portharia dispar).—The full-grown caterpillar is 3 to 4 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven pairs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs blue, the last six dark red. They become full-grown about the first of June, lay their eggs in the tree, and in seven to nine days the young caterpillars emerge.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water. When the caterpillars are half-grown, use thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate. Full-grown caterpillars are killed by spraying with Lepidosaphes (Xylella sp.).—Yellowish or apple-green caterpillars, striped with cream-color, 1 to 1 ½ inches in length when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and eat whole clusters of the trunk. The parent moths emerge from hibernation in early spring and lay their eggs on the smaller branches. One brood annually.

Treatment.—Cover eggs by spraying with arsenate of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill many of the young caterpillars. Make the application when blossoms cluster appear.
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**Apricot.** Bark Beetle.—See Peach.

**Black Scale.—See Citrus.**

**Canker-Worm.—See Plum.**

**Clover Mite.—See Peach.**

**Cottony Cushion Scale.—See Citrus.**

**European Frit.—See Plum.**

**Frosted Scale (Eucalyptus pruniformis).**—A large soft-bodied scale, ½ inch in length, hemispherical in shape with a frost-like covering of wax.

**Treatment.**—Keroseine or distillate emulsion while the trees are dormant.

**Peach Tree-Borers.**—See Peach.

**Pear Thrips.**—See Pear.

**Plum-Cement.**—See Plum.

**Aquilegia. Columbine Borer (Popapema purpurascens).**—The full-grown caterpillar measures ¾ inches in length, salmon-colored with narrow yellowish-white stripes visible from above, the two lateral ones broadly interrupted in the middle. It bores in the stems near the base.

**Artichoke. Stem Maggot (Strassaria longipennis).**—A small yellowish maggot boring in the pith of the stems. The adult are brown, with banded wings.

**Asparagus. Common Asparagus-Beetle (Criocerus asparagus).**—Beetle, less than ½ inch in length, yellow, red, and shining black, with conspicuous ornamentation, feeding upon the tender shoots. Larvae feed upon the leaf and tepals.

**Treatment.**—Freshly slaked lime dusted on before the dew has disappeared in the morning. Poultice. Cut down all plants in early spring to force the beetles to deposit their eggs upon the new shoots, which are then cut every few days before the eggs hatch. The plant is then laid aside as a lure for the beetles where they may be killed with arsenical brands.

**Twelve-spotted Asparagus-Beetle (Criocerus 12-punctata).**—Similar to the above with twelfth spots on the wing-covers.

**Treatment.**—Similar to that used above, except that the grubs cannot be destroyed by lime, since they live within the leaf.

**Asparagus Miner (Agronymu simplex).**—A maggot mining under the skin near the base of the plant.

**Aster.** Blissle Beetles.—Large, black, grayish or striped beetles that feed on the flowers. The larvae in general feed on grasshopper eggs.

**Treatment.**—Hand-picking. Transiently infected, a few volunteer plants as a trap in which the fly will deposit her eggs. Pull and burn these plants in late June and early July. The flies may be killed before ovipositing with lead arsenate of wing-covers.

**Aspidistra. Florida Red Scale.—See Citrus.**

**Avocado.** Lady-Bird (Amorbia sprostrica).—A yellowish green caterpillar striped with pinkish brown, about 1 inch long when mature, rolls the leaves and eats small holes in the fruit, rendering it unfit for sale.

**Treatment.**—Spray with arsenate of lead, or kerosene emulsion.

**Bamboo. Bamboo Scale (Antonina crassata).**—Small purplish brown, ⅛ to ¼ inch in length, covered with a dense cottony coating; often ½ inch in diameter. They collect in large numbers in the crotches and leaf-axils.

**Treatment.**—Repeated applications of kerosene emulsion.

**Plant Louse (Myzusculus arundicolus).**—Small yellowish lice which collect in large numbers on the under surface of the leaves.

**Treatment.**—Contact sprays.

**Banana. Banana Weevil (Sphenophorus soridulus).**—A small grub boring in the stem.

**Bombyx.**—See Citrus.

**Mealy-Bug (Dactylopius nipe).**—A small unarmored scale with waxy mealy covering.

**Treatment.**—Keroseine emulsion, one part to ten parts water.

**Bamboo. Cottony Bamboo Scale (Antonina crassata).**—Small purplish brown, ⅛ to ¼ inch in length, covered with a dense cottony coating; often ½ inch in diameter. They collect in large numbers in the crotches and leaf-axils.

**Treatment.**—Repeated applications of kerosene emulsion.

**Plant Louse (Myzusculus arundicolus).**—Small yellowish lice which collect in large numbers on the under surface of the leaves.

**Treatment.**—Contact sprays.

**Beans.** Bean Lady-Bird (Epilachna corrupa).—A light yellowish brown lady-bird beetle with four black spots on each wing-cover, attacking the American Sycamore, the mealy beetle, and infesting a species of red raspberry. The larva, which is yellow and covered with stout branched spines, also feeds on the bean.

**Treatment.**—Get out of lead or kerosene emulsion.
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**Bean Leaf-Borers.** (Ceratoma trifurcata).—A pale yellow beetle ⅜ inch in length, with black markings on the wing-covers, often eats round holes back through the leaves. The larvae feed on the roots and main stems of the plants.

**Treatment.**—Ascanne of lead as soon as the beetles appear.

**Bean Weevil (Bruchus hemipterus).**—The hard, pale, light-brown weevil larvae feed on the beans, and also in the green pod, where they cause a serious amount of damage. They also eat the green pods of broad beans; in this country they are also injurious to the green lacewings. They are also injurious to the green lacewings. They are also injurious to

**Treatment.**—Rotation of crops.

**Bean Leaf-Hopper (Klettia tenella).**—A small, pale yellowish green-leaf hopper punctures the leaves, causing the disease, curly top. Present in the western states.

**Treatment.**—No satisfactory treatment known.

**Blister Beetles.**—See Aster.

**Cutworms.**—See Corn.

**False Chun Ching Bug (Nymphus angustatus var. minutus).**—Small grayish brown bugs, ¼ inch in length. Destructive to sugar beets grown for seed.

**Control.**—Contact insecticides; deliver cultivation.

**Grasshoppers.**—See Corn.

**Larva-Miner.**—See Spinosac.

**Larger Bean Leaf-Borer (Mazoria punctiulata).**—A dull brown beetle with striped wing-covers. Both larvae and adults feed on the sugar beet, especially in the row or column, and in the number of the beetles, and the plants in certain regions.

**Treatment.**—Spray with arsenate of lead.

**Begonia.** Greenhouse Thrips.—See Citrus.

**Greenhouse White Fly.—See Tomato.**

**Mealy-Bugs.**—See Corn.

**White-Fly.**—See Citrus.

**Berberis.** Barberry Plant-louse (Rhopalosiphium berberidis).—Small, greenish yellow lice attacking the leaves and young growth.

**Treatment.**—Toxic extract or kerosene emulsion.

**Betula.** Birch Aphids (Callipterus betulaceus).—A small, yellowish plant-louse occasionally abundant on the under side of birch foliage (cut leaf-variety). The leaves are sometimes yellowish white, and the sap is sometimes thick and yellowish.

**Treatment.**—Black Leaf 40° tobacco extract three-fourths of a pint to one hundred gallons of water.

**Birch Leaf Bacculatrix (Bacculatrix betulaceus).**—Small, whitish larvae skeletonizing the leaves.

**Treatment.**—Ascanne of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons water.

**Bronze Birch Borer (Agrilus anxius).**—Slender, flattened yellowish white grubs, ¾ inch long when fully-grown, burrow under the bark in all parts of the tree. The top branch usually dies first and is the first indication that the tree is infested.

**Treatment.**—Cut down and burn all infested trees immediately to prevent spread to other trees.

**Treatment.**—Keroseine emulsion.

**Bombyx.**—See Citrus.

**Pineapple Scale.**—See Pineapple.

**Blackberry.**—See Bramble Fruits.

**Branche Fruits.** Blackberry Leaf-Miner (Metellus rubi).—A greenish white larva with brown markings, ½ inch in length when full-grown, burrowing into the leaves, blighting the leaves in the leaves.

**Treatment.**—No satisfactory treatment known.

**Cane-Borer (Oberea bicuspilata).**—Beetle, black, small, and slim; making two girdles about an inch apart near the tip of the cane; in June, and laying an egg just above the lower girdle; the larvae, attaining the length of nearly an inch, bores down the cane. Also in Weberry.

**Remedy.**—As soon as the tip of the cane walls, cut it off below the lower girdle and burn it.

**Raspberry Beeter (Blechsyer correlata).**—A light brown beetle one-seventh inch long feeds on the opening leaves and blossoms. The small white grub feeds between the berry and the fruit; in California, the brown beetles are not so injurious.

**Raspberry Cane Maggot (Phorbia rubivora).**—Small, white maggot which burrows in the new cane and girdles the shoot. The eggs are laid by a fly in April or May.
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Cabbage-Butterfly (Papilio canadensis).—A small white maggot, the larva of a small fly, eating into the crown and roots of young cabbage, cauliflower, radish, and turnip plants.

Treatment.—If plants are not heading, spray with kerosene emulsion or with paris green to which the sticker has been added. If the plants are already bollebery, use cutworms.—See Corn.

Diamond-Back Moth (Plutella xylostella).—A pale green caterpillar with white stripes, about 1½ inch in length, when mature, found on the undersides of the leaves. Pupates in open-work silken cocoons on the leaves. Destructive to late cauliflower. This species is known as cabbage looper.

Flax-Beetle.—See Potato.

Harlequin Cabbage-Bug (Margaria histrionica).—A bug about 6 inches long, colored with orange dots and stripes over a blue-black ground, feeding upon cabbage; two to six broods.

Treatment.—Hand-picking. Place blocks around the patches, and the bugs will collect under them. In the fall make small piles of the rubbish in the patch, and burn them at the approach of winter. Practise clean culture. Destroy all cabbage stalks and other cruciferous plants in fall. Early in the spring, plant a trap crop of mustard, radish, rape, or kale. When the overwintering bugs congregate on these plants, destroy them with pure kerosene or by hand.

Mealy-Beetles.—See Citrus.

Cactus. Mealy-Beetles.—See Citrus.

Cactus. Chelidocereus alismoides.—A yellowish bug resembling the common squash bug (Dysmicoccus), feeding on the joints of opuntia, causing small circular discolored areas and destruction of the plant. Treatment.—Destroy young with gasoline torch. In winter, burn trash in which adults are hibernating.

CeratocystisLiebrechtia (Dysmicoccus septosus).—A scale insect covered with large flocculent masses of pure white wax. Control.—Usually kept in check by its predacious enemies. Morels.—When large, cut off in the ground, and bury injured joints with gasoline torch.

Minoritas fasciaticollis.—Yellowish caterpillars burrowing in the young shoot tips, thus destroying new growth. Their presence is indicated by exuding sap.

Treatment.—Powdered arsenate of lead dusted on the young shoots appears to check the infestation.

Nausia pallidicollis.—Brownish yellow bugs about ¼ inch in length injuring the fruit.
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Control.—Destroy the gregarious bugs with the gasoline torch.

Opiopogon longipes (Monolema spinosum).—Shining, black, wingless beetles ½ to 1 inch in length. The larve burrow in the main stems and older joints of the prickly pear.

Treatment.—Destroy roots and old stems of the plant, and all larve found on the surface of the soil or on the plant itself. See Scales.

Carnation. Carnation Mites (Peteculocus graminum).—A minute mite found in the buds and instrumental in transmitting the bud-rot disease.

Treatment.—Gather and burn all infested buds.

Green Plant-Louse (Macrosiphum).—Small greenish plant-lice infesting the terminal branches.

Treatment.—Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas or tobacco.

Carrot. Carrot Beetle (Lepusius gibbosus).—A reddish brown beetle ½ inch or more long, which attacks the young plants. The larvae live in the ground, where it feeds on humus. Preventive.—Crop-rotation and other remedies for white grub. See under Corn.

Carrot Root-Flies.—See Celery.

Parasit Leaf-Miner.—See Parsnip.

Parsnip Plant-Louse.—See Parsnip.

Parsnip, White—See Parsnip.

Carya.—See Hickory.

Castanea.—See Chestnut.

Calypso. Calypso-Midge (Cedcyliony cypselata).—Small yellowish-maggots, scarcely ¼ inch in length when mature, attacking the seeds, terminal buds, ends of branches and leaves, deforming them. Treatment.—Plow in early fall or late spring to destroy pupae in the dirt. Calypso, Sphinx (Sphirella cypselata).—A sulfur-yellow caterpillar with black head and a white tail, about 2½ inches in length when mature, defoliates the trees. Several broods in season. Treatment.—Aspenate of lead when the caterpillars are small. Hand-picking later.

Cauliflower.—See Cabbage.


Chrysanth. Mealy-Beetle.—See Citrus.

Cucurbit. Otter-Shell Scale.—See Apple.

Celery. Cabbage-Root-Fly (Psilia rosae).—Minute whitish yellow maggots infesting the roots and stunting the plants. Preventive.—Late sowimg and rotation of crops. Celery or carrots should not be followed by cabbage. Treatment.—Spray as soon as observed. Celery Leaf-Ther (Pylotyx ferrugalis).—A greenish caterpillar, feeding on the under side of the leaves. Treatment.—Hand-picking as soon as observed.

Celery, Loopers (Astrographa foliigena).—A greenish looping caterpillar with white stripes, about 1½ inches long when mature; feeds on the top edges of the leaves. Treatment.—No satisfactory treatment known.

Little Negro Bug (Coricollum pulicaria).—Glossy black bugs, ½ inch long, which collect in clusters in the axils of the leaflets and cause the plants to wilt. Treatment.—Kerosene emulsion or tobacco extract. Parsnip Plant-Louse.—See Parsnip.

Chard.—See Beet.

Cherry. Aphis (Myzus cerasi).—Blackish plant-lice infesting the leaves and tips of new growth.

Cherry Fruit Lice (Rhopoeis cinculata and R. fausta).—Small maggots infesting ripening fruit. Adults are flies with banded wings and insert their eggs; two broods. Treatment.—Spray with arsenate of lead, five pounds in one hundred gallons sweetened with three gallons molasses to kill flies before eggs are laid. Can be done when flies first appear, last of June in New York.

Cherry Scale (Aspidopis floribundus).—Resembles the San Jose scale.

Treatment.—Same as for San Jose Scale. See Apple.

Plum-Curculio.—See Plum.

Rosse-Chapar.—See Grape.

Slugs (Biscomapsim limacina).—Larva, ½ inch long, blackish and slimy, feeding upon the leaves; two broods. Treatment.—Arsenicals, hellebore, tobacco extract.

Cherry Tree Torts (Aschips cerasovaria).—Tips of branches are frequently webbed in colonies by colonies of lemon-yellow caterpillars. Treatment.—Wipe out nests and destroy the caterpillars.

Pear Tree Borer.—See Peach.

Peach Tree Bark Beetle.—See Peach.

Chesnet. Chesney Weevil (Balanius prosidecens and B. rectus).—Brownish beetle with snouts with which they bore holes into the nuts for deposition of eggs. The grubs feed on the kernel, producing wormy nuts. Treatment.—No satisfactory control measures known.
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Two-lined Chestnut Borer (Agrilus bilineatus).—Slender, flattened bugs, 1/4 inch long when mature, burrowing under the bark and girdling the trees.

Treatment.—Cut and burn infested trees to prevent spread.

European Cankerworm (Lepidoptera Lasiocampa).—Caterpillar in large groups, 2 to 3 inches long, orange with black heads. Spin the silken webs in the trees. See. ORANGE.

Treatment.—Spray with one of the emulsions. Constant监督.

Cytisus. Black Aphis (Macrophomum sanborni).—Small, black bug attacking the terminal shoots. See. CONIFER.

Treatment.—Spray with sulphur dust at 6 inch intervals. Fumigation. Fumigant parasites.

CYNAMMUM LEAF-MINER (Necmis sp.)—Works in the leaves. See. GLOVER'S BLACK APHIS.

Treatment.—Hand-picking.

Cineraria. Leaf-Tyr. See. Celery.

Citrillus. Black Scale (Coccus cirtipodiferus).—A large, dark brown scale covered with a waxy secretion 1/2 inch in length. Surface of scale sculptured like a miniature barrel. Conspicuously waxy or kerosene emulsion before the waxy covering is secreted.

Black Citrus Louise (Tsopanota aurantiav).—Small, dull black bug, curling the leaves and killing the new growth.

Control.—Contact sprays before the leaves curl.

Black Scale (Saissetia olea).—A black, oval scale 1/8 inch in diameter with an "H"-shaped mark on the back of the female. The young are light yellow to brown, unmarked. The scales secrete honeydew, in which a fungus grows smutting the fruit.

Treatment.—Fumigation. On citrus, use a half to three-fourths of regular dosage between September and January. On deciduous trees, three to four applications during the dormant season.

Citrus Red Spider (Tetranuchus urticae).—Bright red, minute mite, frequently abundant on fruit and foliage.

Treatment.—Dust with sulphur or commercial lime-sulphur solution diluted 1-3 or 50 water.

Citrus Thrips (Eulophus citri).—Slender, minute, orange-yellow insects, less than 1/16 inch in length, scarifying the fruit and injuring the foliage.

Treatment.—Lime-sulphur solution one part in eighty parts water (like to foliage) or "Black Leaf" 40" tobacco extract, one part in 1,500 parts water. Make four applications: (1) As the last of petals are falling; (2) ten to fifteen days later; (3) three to four weeks after the first; (4) during the months of August or September (for California). In greenhouses, dust with hydroxycyc acid.

Cottony Cocaly Scale (Icerya purchasi).—Red or yellowish scale insects with large, white, fluted, cottony masses which cover the eggs from 3/16 to 1/2 inch in length.

Control.—Natural enemies, principally by the common Veda.

Florida Red Scale (Chromysphaera aonidius).—Circular flat, brown scales, 1/2 to 3/4 inch in diameter.

Treatment.—Fumigation with full dosage schedule.

Florida White Scale (Ceroplastes hirsutus).—Oval convex or white or pinkish, waxy scales with the upper surface evenly lobed, 1-1/2 to 1 inch in diameter. The waxy wash or kerosene emulsion applied to the young scales before the waxy covering is formed.

Folkes' Rose Beetle. See. Strawberry.

Glowe's Scale. See. Scale.

Green Citrus Mite (Tarsonemus festivus).—Black, minute, yellowish brown insect destroying the blossoms and ruining the fruit.

Treatment.—Same as for Citrus Thrips, which see.

Hemispherical Scale (Saissetia hemispharica).—A smooth, oval, convex soft scale without markings. Common in greenhouses.

Treatment.—Same as for Black Scale, which see.

Malay—Bugs. Several species of scale insects, 1/2 to 3/4 inch long, covered with a white waxy secretion.

Control.—A thorough application of carbolic acid emulsion; spray weekly until cured.

Melon Aphis. See. Muskmelon.

Mediterranean Fruit Fly (Ceratitis capitata).—Small white maggots very great variety of soft, juicy fruits. The parent fly is about the size of the house fly, yellowish marked with black, and with faintly banded wings. Widely distributed in the tropical and subtropical regions of the world and a most serious horticultural pest wherever it occurs. Rigid quarantine regulations have prevented its introduction into the United States.

Treatment.—Sweetened arsenate of lead to kill the flies before they lay eggs.

Orange Chionaspis (Chionaspis cirtis).—Elongate, blackish brown insects and dark yellow exuviae.

Treatment.—Fumigation; kerosene emulsion, one part in five parts of water: three applications at three-week intervals.

Orange Sulphur (Panteles nasoni).—Yellowish white maggots, about 1/2 inch in length when mature, burrowing in the pulp. From four to twenty maggots may occur in a single orange. The adults are black, with brownish markings and bands on the wings. A serious pest to oranges in Mexico.

Control.—Pick up and destroy all infested fruit.
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Orange Tortrix (Tortrix citrina).—Greenish white to dark, irregularly striped caterpillars, 1/2 inch long when mature, that burrow into the rind and into the pith.

Treatment.—Destroy all infested fruit.

Purple Scale (Lepidoptera Lepytethia).*—Reddish brown to rich purple oyster-shell-shaped scales 1/4 to 1/2 inch in length.

Control.—Fumigate with full dosage schedule.

Red Scale (Chromysphaera redstone).—Circular, flat, reddish scales, 1/4 to 3/8 inch in diameter.

Control.—Fumigation with full dosage schedule. On deciduous trees lime-sulphur solution applied in two parts in nine parts of water; or distillate emulsion.

Silver Mite (Eriophyes oleae).—A minute, elongate four-legged yellow mite causing russetting of the leaves and silvering of the lemon.

Treatment.—Same as for Citrus Red Spider, which see.

Soft Brown Scale (Coccus hesperidum).—Oval, yellowish brown, flat, soft scale, sometimes with darker markings, 1/3 inch in length.

Control.—Same as for Black Scale, which see.

White-fly (Aleurodes tulpi and A. nudifera).—The immature stages are found on the under side of the leaves and are scale-like in form. The adults are minute white-winged flies.

Treatment.—Fumigation. Fumigant parasites.

Yellow Scale (Chromysphaera citri).—Similar to the red scale but yellowish in color.

Control.—Same as for Red Scale, which see.


Coconut. Cocony Scale (Aulacocyclus destructor).—Whitish to creamy transparent scales often abundant on under surface of leaves and fruit.

Treatment.—When occurring on young trees spray with whale-oil soap; on older trees it is advisable to remove and burn badly infested leaves.

Coconut Beetle (Strategus anachorata).—Large black beetles attacking young trees near the "collar." One beetle will destroy a tree if not removed in time.

Treatment.—Dig out and destroy the beetle.

Coconut White-fly (Aleurodes cocoi).—Similar to the citrus white fly.

Control.—Contact insecticides.

Florida Red Scale. See. Citrus.

Pet Wervil. (Rhipheus palmarum).—Shining black snout beetles, the larvae of which live in young palm trees reducing the interior tissues to a mass of pulp.

Treatment.—Dress all leaves and stems or similar preparations. Avoid all unnecessary pruning. Destroy all felled trees and stumps not used as fuel. The beetle may be attracted by the use of injured palm cabbages and trapped under rubbish.

Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes rhinocerotis).—A large beetle about 1 1/2 inches long, attacking and burrowing through the crown and stem.

Treatment.—Destroy all breeding-places, such as old coconut trees, stump, and coco palms.

Cocos. See. Coconut.


Purple Scale. See. Citrus.


Coco Leaf-Maggot (Chemitolus coffeae).—A small caterpillar about 1/4 inch long, burrows in the tree producing small brownish areas. Badly infested leaves drop.

Control.—No satisfactory treatment known.

Hemispherical Scale. See. Citrus.


Orthias insignis.—Ochreous to dark green scale insect covered with a white waxy secretion extending posteriorly into a broad plate.

Treatment.—Contact insecticides.

White-fly. See. Tomato.

Cora. Army-Worm (Leucania unipuncta).—A cut-worm-like caterpillar, which normally feeds on grass. When this food-supply is exhausted, they migrate in numbers to other fields and attack corn, wheat, and similar plants. See. CORN.

Preventor.—To stop the advance of the "army," plow deep furrows so the dirt is thrown toward the colony; in the bottom of the furrows dig post-holes into which the caterpillars will fall and where they may be killed with kerosene.

Chloro-Butco (Blastis coccinelle).—A small white and black sucking bug, three-twentieths of an inch long. Attacks wheat and corn in great numbers.

Preventor.—Clean farming to destroy suitable hibernating shelter. Stop the migration of the bugs from the wheat-fields into corn by maintaining along the field a dust strip 10 feet wide in which a narrow post-hole barrier has been constructed. This may be supplemented by a coal-tar barrier.

Arachnous Grass Moth. Most of the small caterpillar living in the grainless. The adult is a small grayish brown moth. Most destructive in storage.

Treatment.—Fumigate with carbon bisulphid, five pounds to 1,000 cubic feet. Make bins perfectly tight and sprinkle over grain, covering with gas-proof tarpaulin. Fumigate at least twenty-four hours and done when temperature is not below 60° F. In steam-heated mills, the most practicable method of destroying grain-feeding insects is by holding temperature from 115° to 122° for several hours.
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**CORN EAR-WORM (Heliothis armigera).**—A green or brownish striped caterpillar feeding on the corn beneath the husk. Three to six generations yearly.

Preventives.—Plant as early as possible, and still avoid a "set-and-forget-it" philosophy.

**CORN-ROOT APHIS (Aphis maidisradica).**—A bluish green aphid infesting the roots.

Preventives.—An abbreviated growth period in corn, especially in dry years. Deep and thorough and repeated spraying of old corn ground in fall and spring as a preparation for corn-planting. Maintains the moisture of the soil.

**CUTWORMS (Agrotis, Hadena, etc.).**—Soft-bodied caterpillars eating and cutting off the young plants.

Preventives.—A variety of fall plowing of grass lands intended for corn; pasturing by pigs of grass or clover land intended for corn; dislodging bran by means of a seed-drill. To prevent the caterpillars entering from a neighboring grass field, destroy them with a line of poisoned vegetable salt.

**GRASSHOPPERS.**—Poison them with the following mixture: B Brand, twenty pounds; paris green, one pound; syrup, three and one-half gallons. Mix the bran and paris green thoroughly in a wash-bowl, while dry. Squeeze the juice of oranges or lemons into the wash-bowl, add pulp and peel cut into small pieces. Dissolve the syrup in the water and moisten the bran mixture with it, mixing thoroughly. Sow broadcast in infested areas early in the morning.

**NORTHERN CORN ROOT-WORM (Diabrotica longicornis).**—A whitish grub, plastic on the roots, about ½ inch long.

Preventives.—Crop rotation; corn should not follow corn.

**SNOW-WORMS (Chromis ep.).**—Gray or brownish caterpillars about two inches in length, living in silken or woolly burrows in the soil at base of plant. They thrive in grass land.

Preventives.—Early fall plowing of grass land intended for corn, or as late as possible just before the next spring.

**WHITE GRUBS (Lachnosterna sp.).**—The large white curved larva of the common June beetle.

Preventives.—Rotation of crops; do not let corn follow sod, but let a crop of clover or clover and oats intervene. To help clear soil land of grubs, pasture to hogs any time from April and October. To prevent laying of eggs in corn-field, keep the ground free from weeds during May and June. See _Curculionidae._

**WIRE-WORMS (Blatella).**—Hard, yellowish, or reddish, cylindrical larvae feeding on the roots.

Preventives.—Rotation; let clover intervene between corn and sod, planting the corn late the second or third year. Early fall plowing.

**CORN-OTTER-SHELL SCALE.—See Apple.**

**San Jose Scale.—See Apple.**

**Corylus.** **HAZELNUT HERVIL (Corynus avellana).**—Small whitish grubs living in the kernels. The adult is a yellowish brown beetle, about ½ inch long. Airy, sandy soil is bad for it.

Control.—No efficient treatment known.

**Cosmos.** **ROOT APHIS (Aphis middletoni).**—Small bluish lice on the root tips.

Treatments.—Tobacco dust mixed in the soil.

**Cotoneaster.** **PEAR LEAF-BLISTER MIT.**—See Pear.

**Cranberry.** **CRANBERRY-FULGORID (Phyllococcus atratus).**—Small, blackish-brown, jumping flies, about 3/16 inch long, causing the leaves to turn brown and the fruit to shrivel.

**Preventives.**—Black Lead 40% tobacco extract, one pint to one hundred gallons of water, adding four to five pounds soap to kill young nymphs.

**Cranberry-Girlden (Crabomis hortellus).**—Small, caterpillars, feeding on the stems just beneath the surface of the sand.

**Preventives.**—Reflow just after picking, for a week or ten days, or reflow for a day or two about June 10.

**FALSE ARMY-WORM (Calloloma superbe).**—Green to blackish caterpillars devouring the leaves and buds.

**Preventives.**—Reflow for from twenty-four to thirty-six hours soon after the middle of May. It may be necessary to reflow a second time. Destroy all caterpillars washed ashore while the water is on. In dry beds, spray early in May with arsenate of lead.

**FIRE-WORM, CRANBERRY WORM, OR BLACK-HEADED CRANBERRY WORM (Brachytarsus variabilis).**—An inch long, green, black-headed, feeding upon the shoots and young leaves, drawing them together by silken threads; two broods.

**Preventives.**—To prevent two or three days when the worms come down to pupate. Arsenicals.

**FIRE-WORM (Minolea succini).**—Small, caterpillar working in the fruits, eating out the insides.

**Preventives.**—For bugs with abundant water, reflow for ten days immediately after picking. Let the foliage ripen, and then turn on water for winter. Draw off water and set the water up in the most effective manner. Every third or fourth year hold it on until the middle of May. For dry beds spray three times with arsenate of lead during July. Bury all screenings.

**YELLOW-HEADED CRANBERRY-WORM (Aderia minuta).**—Stout, yellowish green caterpillar, with a yellow head, webbing up the leaves as it works.

**Preventives.**—Hold the water late on the bog in spring to prevent egg-laying. Arsenicals from the middle of May till July 1.

**Cucurbit.—See Squash.**

**San Jose Scale.—See Apple.**

**CYCLO.** **HEMISPHERICAL SCALE.—See Citrus.**

**Olivenier Scale.—See Hedera.**

**Red Scale.—See Citrus.**

**BROWN SCALE.—See Citrus.**

**White Peach Scale.—See Peach.**

**Dahila.** **GREENHOUSE THrips.—See Citrus.**

**TARNISHED PLANT-BUG.—See Lathyrus.**

**DATE PALM SCALE (Parlatoria blanchardi).**—Small elongate gray or black scales with white edges. Male scales are white.

**Preventives.**—Crops close, burn over trunks, after saturating with gasoline and use black lac.

**MARBLET SCALE (Phorcoecus marlattii).**—A soft-bodied, oval, wine-red insect, one twofifth inch in length, partially covered with white wax, found in large colonies at base of leaves.

**Preventives.**—Carbonic acid emulsion poured in large quantities at base of leaves.

**Olivenier Scale.—See Hedera.**

**Red Scale.—See Citrus.**

**RHINOCEROS BEETLE.—See Coconut.**

**Dewberry.—See Bramble Fruit.**

**DIOSPYROS.** **WHITE FLy.—See Citrus.**

**MUSCATEL Scale.—See Peach.**

**DRACON.** **LONG-TAILED MEALY-BUG (Pseudococcus longispinus).**—Similar to the common mealybug, but has two long white antennae.

**Preventives.**—Same as for meal-y-bug.
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**DISEASES**

Echinocactus. — See Cactus.
Echinocereus. — See Cactus.
Echinopsis. — See Cactus.
Eggplant. — See article on Eggplant.
Eucalyptus. Black Scale. — See Cirus.
Oleander. — See Heder.
Red Scale. — See Cirus.
Eupatorium. Barnacle Scale. — See Cirus.
Eryonymus. Evonymus Scale (Chionaspis evonymi). — Dark brown, about one-twelfth inch in diameter with yellow exuvium. Male scales pure white parallel sides and strongly triradiated.

**TREATMENT.** Spray with kerosene emulsion every two weeks during the hatching periods until the scale has disappeared.

Red Scale. — See Cirus.

Hemispherical Scale. — See Cirus.
Mealy-Bugs. — See Cirus.
Oleander Scale. — See Heder.

SOUTHERN FERN-CUTWORM (Cathopistria ferdasiana). — Velvety black or apple-green caterpillars, 1½ inches in length when mature, feeding on the fronds.

**TREATMENT.** Try pointed hairs.

Ficus. Cottony Cuscuta Scale; Greenhouse Thrips; Mealy-Bug; Purple Scale; Red Scale; Soft Brown Scale. — See Cirus.

Mealy-Bugs. — See Cirus.
Red-Spider. — See Peach.
White Fly. — See Tomato.

Japanese Wax Scale (Ceroplastes ceriferus). — White to creamy waxy mass, ⅛ to ¼ inch in diameter.

Control. — Young scales may be killed with kerosene emulsion before the wax covering is formed.

Grape. Cuscuta Scale. — See Cirus.

Genista. Genista Caterpillar (Megyena reversa). — Pale yellowish brown caterpillars marked with numerous black spots and setae, to which the foliage is attached.

**TREATMENT.** Arsenicals.

Red-Spider. — See Tomato.
White Fly. — See Tomato.

Gooseberry. Currant-Borer; Currant Measuring- or Span-Worm; Four-Striped Plant-Bug; Gooseberry- or Currant-Worm. — See Currant.
Gooseberry Fruit-Worm (Dobrusma concinutella). — Larva about ¾ inch long, greenish or yellowish, feeding in the berry, causing it to ripen prematurely.

**TREATMENT.** Destroy affected berries. Clean cultivation. Poultice.

Grape. Grape-Curculio (Craposniina inaquella). — Larva small, white, with a brownish head. Infests the grape in June and July, cutting a small bark hole in the skin and a dissolulation of the berry immediately around it. The adult is a grayish brown snout-beetle, about one-tenth inch long.

**TREATMENT.** Destroy fruits and shoots and apply arsenical to the sap from the buds.

Grape-Slug or Saw-Fly (Selandria silis). — Larva, about ¾ inch long, yellowish green with black points, feeding on the leaves, either on a vine or on a tree.

**TREATMENT.** Cultivate thoroughly in June, especially close around the vines to kill the pupae in the soil. At the first appearance of the beetles, spray the plants with arsenate of lead at the rate of eight or ten pounds in one hundred gallons of water, or for heavy infestations one hundred and twenty pounds in one thousand gallons of water.

**TREATMENT.** Spray with arsenate of lead before blossoms open.

Repeat after blooming and again in early July. Destroy wormy berries in August.

Grape-Striped (Phylloxera vitana). — Larva, about ¾ inch long, feeding on the berry, often securing three or four together by a web; two broods.

**REMEDIES.** Arsenicals; hellebore.

Grape-Turnip (Phylloxera vitana). — Larva, about ¾ inch long, feeding on the berry, often securing three or four together by a web; two broods.

**REMEDIES.** Arsenicals; hellebore.

Grape-Vine Flea-Beetle (Grapoidea calychas). — Beetle, of a blue metallic color, about ⅛ inch long, feeding on the buds and tender shoots in early spring.

**TREATMENT.** Arsenicals to kill the grubs on leaves during May and June. The beetle can be caught by jarring on bright days.

Grape-Vine Root-Borer (Membrinus politiformis). — Larva ⅛ inch long, or larger, living in the roots.

Prevention. — Thorough cultivation during June and July.

TREATMENT. — Dig up the roots.

Grape-Vine Spinn (Ampelophagus myren). — A large larva, 2 inches long when mature, green with yellow spots and stripes, bearing a tuft or hairs at the posterior extremity, feeding upon the leaves, and nipping off the young clusters of grapes; two broods.

CATELOGUE OF INSECTS, continued.

**TREATMENT.** Hand-picking. Arsenicals early in the season.

There are other large sphinx caterpillars which feed upon the foliage of the vine and which are readily kept in check by hand-picking and spraying.

Leaf-Hoppers (Typhlocyba corni). — These small yellowish leaf-hoppers, erroneously called "thrips," suck the sap from the underside of the leaves, causing them to turn brown and dry up.

**TREATMENT.** Spray the underside of the leaves very thoroughly with one gallon "Black Leaf 40" in 1,000 gallons of water about July 1, when the young leaf-hoppers. When using tobacco extract, add about two pounds of soap to each fifty gallons of water, and stir better. Repeat the application in a week or ten days.

In houses, tobacco smoke, pyrethrum poured upon coals held under the vines, spraying with tobacco-water or soap solution.

Phylloxera (Phylloxera vastatrix). — A minute insect preying upon the roots, and in one form causing galls upon the leaves.

In spring, and preventively. — As a rule, this insect is not destructive to American species of vines. Grafting upon resistant stocks is the most reliable method of dealing with the insect yet known. This precaution is taken to a large extent in European countries, and in California, as the European vine is particularly subject to attack.

Remedies. — There is no reliable and widely practicable remedy known.

Rose-Crasher (Macrosyctus subaparatus). — The unaginly, long-legged grayish beetles occur in sandy regions, and often swarm into vineyards and destroy the blossoms and foliage.

**TREATMENT.** At the first appearance of the beetles, spray with arsenate of lead at the rate of eight or ten pounds in one hundred gallons of water, to which should be added one gallon of molasses.

Tree Cricket. — See Bramble Fruit.

Grapefruit. — See Cirus.


Guava Mealy-Bug (Pseudococcus nipta). — Closely resembles the ordinary mealy-bug.

**TREATMENT.** Carbolic acid emulsion.

Hemispherical Scale. — See Cirus.

Mediterranean Fruit Fly. — See Cirus.

Hedera. Black Scale; Florida; Red Scale; Hemispherical Scale; Mealy-Bugs. — See Cirus.

Oleander Aphid (Aphis nerii). — Deep yellowish plant-lice, marked with black, cluster on the young shoots and buds.

**TREATMENT.** Contact insecticides.

Oleander Scale (Apedulius hedera). — Flat, circular, gray scales, ⅛ inch in diameter.

**TREATMENT.** Same as for San Jose Scale (apple), which see.

Soft Brown Scale. — See Cirus.

Helianthus. Stem Maggot. — See Artichoke.

Heliotropium. Red-Spider. — See Peach.

Hibiscus. Melon Aphids. — See Muskelion.

Hickory. Gall Aphids (Phylloxera sp.). — Yellowish green plant-lice causing hollow galls on the leaves, petioles and small twigs.

**TREATMENT.** Spray with contact insecticides just as the buds are opening.

Hickory Bark Beetle (Ecoptotoger quadripunctatus). — Small brown beetle burrowing into twigs, buds and green nuts in June and July. Early in August the females penetrate the bark of living trees forming longitudinal burrows along the sides of which eggs are deposited. The grubs burrow transversely in the sap-wood, soon killing the trees.

**TREATMENT.** Cut and burn all infested trees before May of each year.


Hollyhock. Hollyhock Bug (Orthotylus delicatus). — A small green bug attacking the hollyhock with much damage.

**TREATMENT.** Kercosine emulsion; tobacco extracts.

Melon Aphids. — See Muskelion.


Fllea Beetles. — See Potato.

Habrequin Cabbage-Bug. — See Cabbage.


Iris. White-Fly. — See Cirus.


Soft Brown Scale. — See Cirus.

Juglans. — See Hickory.

Juniper. Bagworm (Theridopsophy ephemeraformis). — Small caterpillars in bag-like shelters defoliating the trees in early summer.

**TREATMENT.** Arsenate of lead, two pounds to one hundred gallons of water.

Juglans Scale ( Diaspidis oralli). — Snow-white, circular scales with yellow central exuvia.

**TREATMENT.** Nothing known.

Juniper Weas-Worm (Platynota lanata). — Small flesh-colored caterpillar that webs the leaves together.

**TREATMENT.** Arsenicals.

Kale. — See Cabbage.

Kohrabi. — See Cabbage.

Kumquat. — See Cirus.
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**Lettuce.** Aphis, Greenfly ( Macrosiphum lactucae).—A plant-louse on lettuce.

Treatment.—Discard infested heads.

**Leaves.** Black Scale (Cyldus pisi).—See Citrus.

**Lemons.** Smoky Crane-fly (Tipula inexacta).—Dirty yellowish maggot, ½ inch long, feeding on the roots, often in great abundance.

Treatment.—Short crop-rotation.

**Letterbox.** Apris, Green-Fly ( Macrosiphum lactucae).—A plant-louse on lettuce.

Treatment.—Discard infested heads.

**Preservatives.**— Tobacco dust applied on the soil and plants as soon as the aphis makes its appearance, or even before.

**Cabbage.** Looper (Autographa brassicae).—Larva somewhat over an inch long, whitish, with stripes of lighter color, feeding on leaves of many plants, as cabbage, celery, and endive.

Remedies.—Pyrethrum diluted with not more than three times its quantity of kerosene emulsion; hot water.

**Greenhouse White-Fly.**—See Tomato.

**Roots.** Loosse ( Rhizobius lactucae).—Small dull-white milk, about one-centimetre long, feeding on the roots.

**Treatment.**—Crop-rotation and tobacco dust placed in the soil about the plants.

**Liriopendria.** Tubercle Tetr Scale ( Tenuetella eriodendri).—Large, nearly hemispherical scales clustered in masses on the under side of plants.

**Remedies.**—Sprays of infested branches. Spray with kerosene emulsion or soap solution.

**Lupine.** L. aphids ( Macrosiphum albirostra).—Large, green milk, which with fine white powder, infesting the plants.

**Treatment.**—Contact insecticides.

**Lycopercis.**—See Tomato.

**Mallows.** Black Scale; Citrus White Fly; Grovers’ Scale. — See Citrus.

**Mammalia.** Scale ( Neolocomet cornum).—Large, convex scales, pinkish in color, and covered with fine powdery wax.

**Agromyza.**—Kerosene emulsion or tobacco extract to kill the young scales.

**Maize.** Treated under Toreyol.

**Maggots.** Citrus Mite-Bug.—See Citrus.

**Fly.** ( Anastrepha acidiana ).—Small yellow maggots infesting the ripening fruit.

**Treatment.**—Try some arsenic arsenate of lead to kill the flies.

**Greenhouse White-Fly.**—See Citrus.

**Mango.** Weevil ( Cryptorrhynchus mangiferus ).—Brown weevils about the size of the fops livin, in the seeds.

**Treatment.**—Gather and destroy all fallen fruit.

**Minulus.** Corripoth gueera.—Closely resembles the common meal-ybug.

**Treatment.**—As for mealy-bugs.

**Monsters.** Scale ( Hemichanisias apsidicarpa ).—Brownish, cobby-shaped scales, attacking the foliage.

**Treatment.**—Wash the leaves with soapsuds and tobacco extract.

**Mushrooms.** Maggots ( Sciara ep. ).—Small whitish or yellowish white maggots infesting the bulb.

**Treatment.**—Exclude flies from house or cellar with fine screens. Sterilize manure by heating to 150° F. Fumigant with tobacco.

**Mushroom Mite.** ( Tylophrybus liinheri ).—A minute mite preventing growth of spores by eating the mycelium.

**Control.**—In infested houses remove all compost and disinfest by drenching cellar with boiling water. Use sterilized manure.

**Springtails.** ( Acherotes ep. ).—Small, black or brown jumping insects which sometimes swarm in on the beds.

**Treatment.**—Mix one quart of corn-meal with sufficient brown sugar to swtern, then pour over the plants.

**Passion-flower.** Melon Aphids ( Aphis passerinii ).—Small, dark green, sluggish life found abundantly on melon vines, causing curling of the leaves and death of the plant.

**Peaches.** Green ASSP. ( Pisum sativum ).—See Corn.

**Per.** Oat-Weevils ( Pela-Bugs ( Brachus pisi )).—A small brown-black beetle, living in peas over winter. The beetle escapes in fall and spring, and lays its eggs in young pea-pods, and the grubs live in the growing peas.
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Catalogue of Insects, continued.

Peach. Black APHIS (Aphis pereis-niger).—A small black or brown plant-louse, which attacks the tops and roots of peach trees. When they are numerous it is advisable to destroy the tree and perhaps killing it. Thrives in sandy lands. Treatment. Kerosene emulsion; tobacco dust and extract.

CLOVER MITE (Bryobia pratensis).—Small red mites attacking the leaves, causing them to turn yellow. Treatment. Lime-sulfur while trees are dormant. In summer, use self-boiled lime-sulfur, as a dust, or sulfur paste.

FRUIT TREE BLACK BEETLE (Scolytus rufipennis).—A small beetle similar to the peach tree bark-beetle, which see.

KATYDID.—This insect is often troublesome to the peach in the southern states in the early spring, eating the leaves and girdling young stems.

Remedy.—Poisoned baits placed about the tree.

GRANULAR MITE (Tetranychus magnus percretes).—A small insect feeding upon the young leaves, causing them to curl and die. Treatment. Lime-sulfur, kerosene emulsion, or tobacco extract. After the buds open, either of the last two.

PEACH TREE BARK-BEEETLE (Philaeus spinosus).—A dark brown beetle found in large numbers burrowing under the bark.

Treatment.—Burn all brush and worthless trees as soon as the infestation is observed. Keep the trees in healthy condition by thorough cultivation and the use of fertilizers. Apply a nicotine or kerosene dust to the trunk and branches three times a season: (1) the last week of March, (2) second week in July, (3) first week in October.

PEACH-TREE TRUNKER (Sononoides excites).—A whitish larva, about ½ inch long when mature, boring into the crown and upper roots of the peach, causing gum to exude.

Remedy.—Treat the trunk and branches around the tree. At the same time apply gas-tar or coal-tar to the trunk from the roots up to a foot or more above the surface of the ground.

PEACH TWO-MOTH (Anaria lineatella).—The larva of a moth, about ¼ inch long, boring in the ends of the shoots, and later in the season attacking the fruit. Several broods.

Remedy.—Spray with lime-sulfur just after the buds swell. Spray the same again, before the twigs get leafy, and later of the season to attack the fruits. Follow this with a mixture of lime-sulfur and Bordeaux mixture, if necessary.

PLOW-CURCULIO (Conotrachelus nenuphar).—This insect may be successfully destroyed, if on peach by spraying with arsenical lead, four pounds to one hundred gallons of self-boiled lime-sulfur. Spray, first, when the "husks" drop from the fruit; second, when they are five-sixteenths inch long. It is recommended that opening buds be sprayed more than twice with arsenate of lead.

RED-SPIDER, OR MITE (Tetranychus bimaculatus).—A small insect infesting both peach and plum trees and also in out-of-doors. It flourishes in dry atmospheres, occurring on the undersides of the leaves. In some forms it is reddish, but usually light-colored and two-spotted. Common.

Remedies.—Persistent syringing with water will generally destroy them, if the spray is applied to the under surface. Use lots of force and little water to avoid drenching the leaves. Sulfur and water. Dry sulfur. On orchard trees, five pounds, round-headed Apple Tree Borer. See Apple.

WHITE PEACH SCALE (Diaspis pentagona).—Circular gray scales with the exuviae, at one side of the center.

Remedy.—See for Sore Joints. See Apple.

PEAR. APPLE TREE BOREH; BUD-MOTH; CORBIN-MOTH; FLAT-HAIRED BORER.—See Apple.

MONARCH (Danaus plexippus).—A minute mosquito-like fly; lays eggs in flower-buds when they begin to show white. These hatch into minute grubs which distort and discolor the fruit. New York State, or the Lawrence breeding form, introduced in 1877 from France.

Remedy.—Delete the infected trees. Cultivate and plow in late summer and fall to destroy the pupae then in the ground.

PEAR-LEAF BLOTTER-MITE (Eriophyes pyri).—A minute mite which causes black blisters to appear upon the leaves. The mites collect in winter.

Remedy.—Lime-sulfur or miscible oil as a dormant spray.

PEAR PUJLLA (Pujiella pyri).—A pest in some orchards, causing buds to become barren. It is often found working in the axils of the leaves and fruit early in the season. They develop into minute, elongated yellow-brown worms, which secrete a large quantity of honey-dew, in which a peculiar black fungus grows, giving the bark a characteristic scotty appearance. There may be large broods annually, and the trees are often seriously injured.
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Peach, Black APHIS (Aphis pereis-niger).—A small black or brown plant-louse, which attacks the tops and roots of peach trees. When they are numerous it is advisable to destroy the tree and perhaps killing it. Thrives in sandy lands. Treatment. Kerosene emulsion; tobacco dust and extract.

CLOVER MITE (Bryobia pratensis).—Small red mites attacking the leaves, causing them to turn yellow. Treatment. Lime-sulfur while trees are dormant. In summer, use self-boiled lime-sulfur, as a dust, or sulfur paste.

FRUIT TREE BLACK BEETLE (Scolytus rufipennis).—A small beetle similar to the peach tree bark-beetle, which see.

KATYDID.—This insect is often troublesome to the peach in the southern states in the early spring, eating the leaves and girdling young stems.

Remedy.—Poisoned baits placed about the tree.

GRANULAR MITE (Tetranychus magnus percretes).—A small insect feeding upon the young leaves, causing them to curl and die. Treatment. Lime-sulfur, kerosene emulsion, or tobacco extract. After the buds open, either of the last two.

PEACH TREE BARK-BEEETLE (Philaeus spinosus).—A dark brown beetle found in large numbers burrowing under the bark.

Treatment.—Burn all brush and worthless trees as soon as the infestation is observed. Keep the trees in healthy condition by thorough cultivation and the use of fertilizers. Apply a nicotine or kerosene dust to the trunk and branches three times a season: (1) the last week of March, (2) second week in July, (3) first week in October.

PEACH-TREE TRUNKER (Sononoides excites).—A whitish larva, about ½ inch long when mature, boring into the crown and upper roots of the peach, causing gum to exude.

Remedy.—Treat the trunk and branches around the tree. At the same time apply gas-tar or coal-tar to the trunk from the roots up to a foot or more above the surface of the ground.

PEACH TWO-MOTH (Anaria lineatella).—The larva of a moth, about ¼ inch long, boring in the ends of the shoots, and later in the season attacking the fruit. Several broods.

Remedy.—Spray with lime-sulfur just after the buds swell. Spray the same again, before the twigs get leafy, and later of the season to attack the fruits. Follow this with a mixture of lime-sulfur and Bordeaux mixture, if necessary.

PLOW-CURCULIO (Conotrachelus nenuphar).—This insect may be successfully destroyed, if on peach by spraying with arsenical lead, four pounds to one hundred gallons of self-boiled lime-sulfur. Spray, first, when the "husks" drop from the fruit; second, when they are five-sixteenths inch long. It is recommended that opening buds be sprayed more than twice with arsenate of lead.

RED-SPIDER, OR MITE (Tetranychus bimaculatus).—A small insect infesting both peach and plum trees and also in out-of-doors. It flourishes in dry atmospheres, occurring on the undersides of the leaves. In some forms it is reddish, but usually light-colored and two-spotted. Common.

Remedies.—Persistent syringing with water will generally destroy them, if the spray is applied to the under surface. Use lots of force and little water to avoid drenching the leaves. Sulfur and water. Dry sulfur. On orchard trees, five pounds, round-headed Apple Tree Borer. See Apple.

WHITE PEACH SCALE (Diaspis pentagona).—Circular gray scales with the exuviae, at one side of the center.

Remedy.—See for Sore Joints. See Apple.

PEAR. APPLE TREE BOREH; BUD-MOTH; CORBIN-MOTH; FLAT-HAIRED BORER.—See Apple.

MONARCH (Danaus plexippus).—A minute mosquito-like fly; lays eggs in flower-buds when they begin to show white. These hatch into minute grubs which distort and discolor the fruit. New York State, or the Lawrence breeding form, introduced in 1877 from France.

Remedy.—Delete the infected trees. Cultivate and plow in late summer and fall to destroy the pupae then in the ground.

PEAR-LEAF BLOTTER-MITE (Eriophyes pyri).—A minute mite which causes black blisters to appear upon the leaves. The mites collect in winter.

Remedy.—Lime-sulfur or miscible oil as a dormant spray.

PEAR PUJLLA (Pujiella pyri).—A pest in some orchards, causing buds to become barren. It is often found working in the axils of the leaves and fruit early in the season. They develop into minute, elongated yellow-brown worms, which secrete a large quantity of honey-dew, in which a peculiar black fungus grows, giving the bark a characteristic scotty appearance. There may be large broods annually, and the trees are often seriously injured.
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**Plum. Canker-Worm.**—See Apple.

**Curculio (Conotrachelus nesophagus).**—Larva, a whitish grub, feeding in the fruit.

Remedy.—Adequate, of six pounds to one hundred gallons of water; apply as soon as the calyx falls, and repeat two or three times at intervals of about ten days. Jarring the beetles on sheets very early in the morning, beginning when trees are in flower, and continuing from four to six weeks, is probably the most certain procedure. There are various styles of sheets or receptacles for catching the insects as they fall from the tree. Clean culture, Fruit-brightener. — See Apple.

**Pear-Twig Beetle.**—See Pear.

**Flue-Canker (Ceratocystis prunicola).**—A small larva, feeding under the kernel of the plum. The beetle bores a round hole in the plum instead of making a crescent mark like the curculio.

Remedy.—Catch the beetles in a curculio-catcher.

**San Jose Scale.**—See Apple.

**European Fruit Scale** (Lecanium cerasi).—A large circular scale occasionally very destructive.

Remedy.—Thorough spraying with kerosene emulsion, one part to five part of water, in the winter. More dilute emulsion or tobacco extracts in midsummer, when the young insects are on the leaves and young shoots. Miscible oils when trees are dormant.

**Sulc.**—See Cherry.

**Tent Caterpillars.**—See Apple.

**Tu-Frunkie.**—See Apple.

**Poinsettia.** _Mealy-Bug._—See Citrus.

**Pomegranate.** _Black Scale; Citrus Thrips; Florida Wax Scale._—See Citrus.

**Olmendron.**—See Helopa.

**White Fly.**—See Citrus.

**Pomelo.**—See Citrus.

**Potato.** _Borer._—See Citrus.

**Potato Beetle.** _Cottonwood Leaf-Beetle (Lema scripta)._—A striped beetle feeding on the leaves and shoots of poplars and willows.

Remedy.—Arsenicals.

**Oyster-Shell Scale.**—See Apple.

**Pupa Borer (Corythucha lapathi).**—A whitish grub boring in the wood.

Treatmen—In nurseries, spray thoroughly about the middle of July with arsenate of lead to kill the parent beetles.

**Potato.** _Colorado Potato-Beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata)._—Beetle and larva feed upon the leaves.

Remedy.—Arsenicals, either dry or in spray, about a third strength for control, half-strength for fruit.

**Flue-Beetle (Hallicinus).**—Small, dark-colored jumping beetles feeding on the leaves with holes.

Present.—Bordeaux mixture as applied for potato blight acts as a repellent.

**Potato Tuber-Worm (Phthorimaea operculella)._—A small caterpillar boring in the stems and tubers both in the field and in storage.

Present.—Clean cultivation, sheave and hogs to destroy the small potatoes left in the field after digging. Crop-rotation over an considerable area. On digging, remove the potatoes at once to an uninfested storeroom. Do not leave them on the floor over night.

**Stalk Worm (Trichoderma tirnata)._—A grub boring in the stalk of the potato near or just below the ground. Serious in the West and in some places eastward.

Remedy.—Burn all infested vines as soon as they wilt, and spread them in the sun where the insects will be killed. Burn the dead vines; so as the crop is harvested. Destroy all solanaceous weeds.

**Wire-Worms.**—See Corn.

**Prunus.** _White Fly._—See Citrus.

**Privet or Privet.** _European Web-Worm (Disphania quadriatiglata)._—Small larva feeding in webs on the young shoots of the privet, appearing early in the season; two to four broods.

Remedy.—Trim the hedges as soon as the worms appear, and burn the trimmings. Probably the arsenicals will prove effective.

**Prunes.**—See Plum.

**Prunus.**—See Plum.

**Pseudotsuga, Seed Chalcis (Megastigmus spermatophilus)._—Small whitish grub devours the kernel of the seed, often destroying the whole crop.

No known remedy.

**Pyrus.**—See Apple.

**Quince.** _Green Aphid._—See Apple.

**Quince Curculio** (Conotrachelus eragi).—This curculio is somewhat larger than that infesting the plum, and differs in its life-history. The larvae feed on the trunks in the fall, and in the ground, where they hibernate and transform to adults the next May, June or July, depending on the season.

Remedy.—Pick and burn all infested fruits a month before harvest.

**Round-headed Bohorny.**—See Apple.

**Sloe.**—See Cherry.

**Radish.** _Maggot (Pegomya brassicae)._—Treated the same as the Cabbage Maggot, which see.

**DISEASES AND INSECTS, continued.**

**Raspberry.**—See Bramble Fruits.

**Rhododendron.** _Borer (Sestra rhododendri)._—Whitish caterpillars burrowing in the trunk and larger branches which are often killed.

Treatment.—Dig out borers or cut out infested branches and burn.

**Lace Bug (Lepidoptera expansa)._—Small, lace-winged bugs on the under side of the leaves, causing them to turn brown and die.

Treatment.—Spray with soap solution.

**Rubarb.** _Rhubarb-Curculio (Liza comosum)._—A grub 3/4 inch long, boring into the crown and roots. It also attacks wild docks.

Remedy.—Burn all infested plants and keep down the docks. Handle with care.

**Rhus.** _Apple Tree-Borer._—See Apple.

**Jumping Sumac-Beetle** (Bupharia rhodas).—Larva, 1/2 inch long, dull greenish yellow, feeding on leaves; two broods.

**Remedy.**—Arsenicals.

**Ribes.**—See Current.

**Robinia.** _Leaf-Miner (Odontota dorsalis)._—A black and yellowish white grub about 3/4 inch in length, mining the leaves, causing blister-like spots.

Treatment.—Arsenate of lead the last of July to first of August.

**Locust-Borer (Cucullia robiniae)._—Large, brownish yellow grub burrowing in the trunk, causing large ugly scars. The beetle is black and prettily marked with yellow stripes and bands.

Remedy.—None known.

**Rose.** _Mealy-Bug._—Toembed extracts; syringing the plants in the morning, and two hours later syringing again with clean water.

**Rose Aphid** ( Macrosiphum roseum and M. rosorum)._—Greenish plant-llice, attacking leaves and buds.

Treatment.—Tobacco extracts and soap solutions.

**Rose-Chaffer, Rose-Beetle, or "Rose-Bug."**—See Grape.

**Rus.** _Lea-Hopper (Tylla miniata)._—Small, black, small hoppers, white, often mistaken for thrips, living on the leaves of roses.

Remedy.—Whale-oil soap; kerosene; kerosene emulsion; dry pyrethrum blown on bushes when leaves are wet; tobacco extracts.

**Rose Midge** (Neurobora rhodapha)._—Small maggots, distorting leaves and flower-buds, and eating the young leaves and flowers.

Treatment.—No satisfactory treatment known.

**Rose Scale** (Aulocaspis rosea)._—Small, yellow circular scale.

Treatment.—Soap solutions or tobacco extracts when young are hatching.

**White Fly.**—Beetle. _Tomato._

**Rubus.**—See Bramble Fruits.

**Salix.** _Cottonwood Leaf-Beetle._—See Populus.

**Oyster-Shell Scale.**—See Apple.

**Poplar-Borer._—See Populus.

**Willow-Worm (Euvanesca antiqua)._—Larva nearly 2 inches long, black, feeding upon leaves of willow, elm, and poplar—two broods.

Remedy.—Arsenicals.

**Salvia.** _Ostheira._—See Coleus.

**White Fly._—See Tomato.

**Scilla.** _Narcissus B cle F ly._—See Narcissus.

**Smilax.** _Citrus White Fly._—See Citrus.

**Solanum.**—See Potato.

**Sorbus.** _San Jose Scale; Scaberry Scale._—See Apple.

**Spinach.** _Flax-Beetle._—See Apple.

**Lilac-Miner (Pegomya vicina)._—Small maggots mining the leaves.

Treatment.—Clean cultivation to destroy its wild food plant (lambs quarters). Destroy all infested larvae. By raising spinach as an early or late crop, much of the damage can be avoided.

**Spruce Aphids (Myia perrica)._—Same as green peach aphids.

Treatment.—Spray at first appearance of lie with "Black Leaf 40" tobacco extract, three-fourths pint to one hundred gallons of water, adding four pounds of soap.

**Squash.** _Cucumber Beetle._—See Cucumber.

**Melon Aphid,**—See _Melolontha._

**Squash Aphids (Nectarocoris cucurbitae)._—Large, light green plant-louse attacking the leaves.

Treatment.—Same as for melon aphids.

**Squash Lady-Bug.**—See _Cucumber._

**Squash Stink-Bug** (Anasa tristis)._—Large, dark brown bug hibernates as adult under rubbish. Female lays large brown eggs in patches on the leaves. The young are greenish, feed in colonies on under side of leaves, causing them to wilt and die.

Treatment.—Trap adults in spring by setting boards laid on the ground. Destroy eggs by bands. Young can be killed with "Black Leaf 40" tobacco extract, one pint in one hundred gallons of water, adding ten pounds of kerosene or five pounds of soap.

**Stem-Borer** (Malhitia sativiniformis)._—Soft, white, grub-like larva which bores inside the stem and causes rot to develop, killing the vine.

Present.—Plant early squashes as traps. As soon as the early crop is gathered, burn the vines to destroy eggs and larve of the borers. Fall harrowing of infested fields will help to expose the pupae to the elements. Cut out borers whenever found. After the vines have begun to turn yellow, cover some of the joints with earth, so that a new root-system will develop to sustain the plant in case the main root is injured.
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Strawberry. CROWN-BORER (Tyloidsmara frugiaria).—White grub, ½ inch long, boring into the crown of the plant in midsummer. The grubs feed in a cupule or tube in the roots. 

Treatment.—Rotation of crops. Isolation of new beds from infested beds. Plant uninfested beds.

PETE'S LEAF-ROLLER (Aringsi petessi).—White grub, ½ inch long, feeding in the crown. The adult is a grayish brown snout-beetle with a whitish bar on each wing-cover. Spray with nicotine. Plant uninfested land.

LEAF-ROLLER (Anagia compta).—Larva less than ½ inch long, feeding on the leaves, and rolling them up in threads of silk; attacks the entire plant. Poisoned plant beds.

Treatment.—Turn under in the fall all old beds that have become infested with leaf-roller. Spray with arsenic, four pounds to one hundred gallons of water, after the eggs are laid but before the leaves are folded.—The first half of May in the latitude of New York. 

ROOT-BORER (Anasus sp.).—Larva about ⅔ inch long, whitish, boring into the crown of the plant late in the season, and remaining in it over winter.

Remedy.—Burn the plant.

ROOT-BORER (Tytophorus canarese).—A whitish grub ⅔ inch in length feeding on the roots. The parent beetle is brownish, and appears in great numbers in May.

Treatment.—Arsenicals to kill the beetles. Plant new beds at a distance from old ones.

ROOT-Louse (Aphis forbesi).—From July to the close of the season the plant appears in great numbers on the crowns and on the roots of the plants.

Remedies.—Rotation in planting. Disinfest plants coming from infested patches by dipping the crowns and roots in kerosene emulsion, or tobacco extract. Fumigation. 

SAV-FLY (Funnlonia clypeata).—A fly ⅔ inch long, greenish, feeding on the leaves; two broods.

Remedies.—Hellebore; arsenicals for second brood. 

SAW-FLY (Phomoneurius angustatus).—Beele ⅔ inch long, reddish black, feeding on flower-buds, particularly those of the pellioniferous variety. Small 

Remedies.—Plant principally profusely flowering varieties. Clean culture. Destroy all wild blackberry and raspberry vines in the neighborhood. 

WHITE GRUBS.—See Corn.

Sweet Potato. TARNISHED PLANT-Bug.—See Aster. (They puncture and kill the flower-stems.)

Sweet Potato. CURWORTH (Dysaccus homatus).—Poisonous bait; late planting; keep the land free from weeds the previous fall.

FLAX-BEETLE (Chrysoeres uncinus).—Small, dark-colored bugs, which attack the plants soon after they are set. 

Treatment.—Dip the plants in a strong solution of arsenate of lead before setting out. Spray once or twice with the same. Rotation of crops. Destroy all windweed and wild morning-glory plants.

TORTOISE BEETLES (Cassidina).—Beetles of brilliant colors and their slug-like larvae which eat holes in the leaves of newly planted plants.

Treatment.—Same as for next.

Tamarix. CLOWN-BORER (S athletics homatus).—Whitish grub, ⅔ inch in length, burrowing in the twigs.

Treatment.—Cut and burn all infested branches.

THEOBROMA. CACAO BEETLE (Stenastus depression).—Large grub, 1½ inches long, burrowing under the bark.

Control.—Dig out or kill with a wire.

CAtO FRUIT FLY (Ceratitis punctata).—A small maggot attacking the pods.

Treatment.—Spray when flies appear with sweetened arsenate of lead; four pounds to one hundred gallons of water.

CACAO THrips (Heliothrips rubrocinctu).—Small active insects attacking leaves and pots. In the young the abdomen is banded with red.

Treatment.—Careful cultivation to produce vigorous growth.

THUYA. BADWORM.—See Juniper.

Tomato. BADWORM.—Dip the young plants in a strong solution of arsenate of lead. Bordeaux mixture acts as a repellent.

FRUIT-WORM (Heliothis obsoletu).—Larva 1 inch in length, pale green or dark brown, faintly striped, feeding upon the fruit. 

Peach and Corn.

Treatment.—Hand-picking. Avoid plashing close to corn or peach, though the picker may either of these crops or a few weeks after. 

Practise fall or winter plowing.

TOMATO-WORM (Phlegothorinae eco and P. quinqueuncinulcata).—A fly lays her eggs upon the feeding upon the stems and leaves of the tomato and husk tomato. Seldom abundant enough to be serious in check by hand.

Remedies.—Hand-picking; rotation of crops; clean culture; turkey or chicken manure.

WHITE FLY (Aleyrodas coreporaria).—Tomatoes grown under glass are often badly infested with white flies, the young of which are scale-like and occur on the underside of the leaves.

Treatment.—Fumigation with gas; arsenic dust; soap solution.

TOXOSON. BADWORM.—See Juniper.

San José Scale.—See on the.
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Tropobium.—See Nasturtium.

TSGA. BADWORM.—See Juniper.

Turnip.—See Cabbage.

ULMUS. CANKER-WORM.—See Apple.

ERY. LEAF-BEETLE (Galerolaria futa).—A small beetle, imported from Europe, which causes great devastation in some of the eastern states by eating the green matter from elm leaves, causing the tree to appear as if scorched. 

Remedy.—Arsenate of lead, six pounds to one hundred gallons, just as the eggs are hatching.

ELL Saw-FLY LEAF-MINE (Kolobriongina ulmi).—A greenish white larva feeding between the two layers of the leaf, causing large blisters when abundant, the leaf dies and falls. They sometimes kill the trees in two or three years.

Treatment.—While the blotsches are small, spray with "Black Lead, 40," tobacco extract, one gallon in 800 gallons of water, adding four pounds of white-oil soap to each hundred gallons.

LEOPARD MOTHA (Zoeus pyra).—White to pinkish caterpillars boring at first in the smaller twigs and branches. Later the nearly mature caterpillars attack the larger branches and trunk, doing very serious injury. The white moth, beautifully marked with black and blue, have a wing expanse of about 2½ inches.

Treatment.—Cut off and destroy all infested branches. The spread of the pest is very slow if the branches of the trees do not intermingle.

WILLOW-WORM.—See Salix.

Violet. APhis.—Fumigation when grown under glass.

GALL-FLY (Contarinia viidoolca).—The adult is a minute mosquito-like pest, which makes the leaves appear quite wrinkled. 

Treatment.—Collect and burn all infested shoots.

LONG-HORNED BEETLE (Laphychis obsoletu).—A white grub ⅔ inches in length when mature, boring in the trunk and doing great damage. The adult is a large reddish brown beetle and feeds on the foliage.

Treatment.—When beetles are most abundant prune plants to the ground and burn. Spray with arsenicals to destroy beetle.

SPHINX CATERPILLARS (Dilophopantoello).—Large caterpillar feeding on the foliage. The parent moth is a large hawk-moth rather showily colored; when mature.

Treatment.—Arsenate of lead, six pounds to one hundred gallons of water.

Zea.—See Corn.

C. R. CROSBY.

ROBERT MATHESON.

Spraying.

Spraying is the art of protecting cultivated plants from insect enemies and vegetable parasites by covering them with a material which shall have a toxic or physically injurious effect upon the animal or vegetable organism.

Historical sketch.

The history of spraying is interesting. The story of its progress in America differs in details from the history of its development in Europe, but the main features in both cases are very similar. In both places, insect enemies made the first draft on the ingenuity of man in devising methods by which to hold them in check. Vegetable parasites were studied afterward. It is a curious fact that, in the case of both insects and fungi, in America, some of the most injurious forms have been those that were the means of attracting attention to wholesome methods of destroying them. Some of these enemies, comparatively harmless in their native home, like the currant-worm and codlin-moth, have done more to forward spraying methods in the United States than anything else.

The first insecticides used in America, as well as in Europe, were not of a poisonous nature. They were
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substances that had an injurious effect on the body of the insect. These were of two kinds, mainly: infusions which were astringent, and caustic substances which burned the tissues. Tobacco water and alkaline washes have been used for many years. One of the first poisons to be used was white hellebore. The employment of arsenical poisons may be said to belong to America, and even at the present time has small place in the economy of fruit-growing in Europe. The widespread use of arsenical poisons is largely due to the influence of the incursion of the potato-bug. There are no reliable records which give us the exact date of the first use of paris green. It probably occurred about 1865 or 1866. However, towards 1870 paris green was used very generally throughout the western region in which the potato-bug first appeared. At this time it was applied almost exclusively in the dry form diluted with gypsum or flour. From potato to cotton, tobacco and finally to fruit trees, is the development of this poison for destroying leaf-eating insects. So far as records are available, it appears that fruit trees were first sprayed with paris green between 1873 and 1875. Among pioneer sprayers, should be mentioned the names of C. V. Riley, United States Entomologist; LeBarron, State Entomologist of Illinois; William Saunders, London, Ontario, Can.; J. S. Woodward, Lockport, N. Y.; T. G. Yomans & Sons, Walworth, N. Y.; A. J. Cook, Agricultural College, Mich.

Following paris green came london purple, then white arsenic, and later arsenate of lead. Since that time many different forms of arsenical poisons have been compounded, offered to the public and frequently used. A few years ago paris green was used extensively, but its popularity now is decreasing, probably because it contains a large percentage of soluble arsenic, which increases the danger of foliage injury. London purple has been largely dropped by fruit-growers, owing to its variable quality. White arsenic, in combination with soda and with lime, forms a reliable insecticide and is used by some growers, especially those who make a practice of preparing the home-made solutions. Arsenate of lead is the insecticide used most widely by the growers at the present time. It possesses several advantages, the more important of which are a small percentage of soluble arsenic and better sticking qualities.

The sucking insects presented a more difficult problem of control than the biting insects, and a longer time elapsed before effective methods had been devised for treatment. One of the first efficient sprays for these insects was kerosene in the form of a soap-and-water emulsion, which was recommended by Riley and Hubbard. Among the earlier sprays for these insects was also tobacco and whale-oil soaps, both of which are used rather widely at the present time. Later the miscible oils were introduced. These proved to be very effective and are still used. The most important step in the control of the sucking insects is marked by the introduction of the lime-sulfur wash. This mixture, which was originally developed as a dip for the control of scab on sheep, was first used as an insecticide on fruit trees in 1886 by F. Dusey, of Fresno, California. The wash proved very efficient and with modifications came quickly into favor. Now lime-sulfur is the leading insecticide for the control of certain scale insects and also, in a more dilute form, the leading fungicide for the more troublesome diseases of the apple.

The treatment of fungous diseases of plants by liquid applications began with the discovery of bordeaux mixture. Early in the 1880's, diseases of grape-vines threatened the extinction of French vineyards. The situation engaged the attention of French investigators. Notable among them were A. Millardet and his co-workers of the Academy of Science, Bordeaux, France. He, with others, discovered partly by accident and partly by experiment that solutions of copper prevented the development of downy mildew. After much experimentation, "bouillie Bordelaisé" was found to be effective in preventing the growth of downy mildew and other plant parasites infesting the grape in that region. The announcement was definitely made in 1885. The following year the European formula for bordeaux mixture was published in several places in the United States, and immediately there began an unparalleled period of activity in economic vegetable pathology. This mixture, though somewhat modified and developed, continues to be a leading fungicide. The value of lime-sulfur as a fungicide applied to the peach during the dormant season to control the leaf-curl has been recognized. About 1907, Cordley discovered that lime-sulfur in more dilute form may be applied to the apple and some other tree fruits in foliage without danger of foliage injury, and that in addition to being as effective as bordeaux it produces no spray injury on the fruit. Since then lime-sulfur as a fungicide has practically replaced bordeaux in the case of those fruits for which it can be used on the foliage with safety. The self-boiled lime-sulfur was developed about 1907 as a fungicide for the control of the brown rot of the peach.
DISEASES AND INSECTS

The rapidity of the spread of spraying knowledge among fruit-growers is remarkable. Only a few years ago it was an unknown art by the rank and file. Today agricultural clubs and granges purchase their spraying materials by the carload direct from the manufacturer. The American farmer leads his fellow-workers in all parts of the world in the practice of spraying.

The principles of spraying.

A spray may be effective (1) by hitting the enemy, (2) by placing poison before the deprevator, and (3) by protecting the plant with a covering unfavorable to the growth of the pest. The cautious farmer insures his crop against injury by insect or vegetable parasites by spraying. The fruit-grower asks, “Do I need to spray this year? My trees are not blossoming.” “Certainly,” we answer, “spray to protect the foliage from possible injury by insect or fungous disease.” Healthy foliage is essential to the protection of health and vigor and fruit-buds. Spray this year for next year’s crop.

Insecticides kill by contact or by means of a poisonous principle; their efficiency depends largely on the time and thoroughness of the application. If applied too soon they may be dissipated before the insects appear; if applied late the injury is only partly prevented, because insects feed less voraciously and are harder to kill as they approach maturity in the larval stage. With the vegetable parasite, the case is not essentially different. The tree is covered with a thin coating which destroys spores of fungi resting there and prevents other spores from germinating. Fig. 1326 shows the stage of development of fruit-bud calling for Bordeaux mixture and paris green. The keynote to success is thoroughness. Hasty sprinklings are worse than useless; they discourage and disappoint the beginner. Full protection is not afforded, until every leaf, twig and branch has been covered. Time is the next most important factor bearing on success. The early spray is most effective. This applies particularly to the treatment of fungous diseases. Spray before the buds open. Get ahead of the enemy.

Spraying machinery.

Bordeaux mixture was first applied with a broom (Fig. 1327). Poison distributors were first made in America for the protection of cotton, potato and tobacco. There are five general types of pumps: (1) The hand portable pump, often attached to a pail or other small reservoir, suitable for limited garden areas. (2) The knapsack pump carried on a man’s back and operated by the carrier. The tank is made of copper, holds five gallons and is fitted with a neat pump which may be operated with one hand while the nozzle is directed with the other. This pump has been modified recently so that all the pumping is done when the sprayer is filled and before it is placed on the shoulders.

Excellent for spraying small vineyards and vegetable-gardens. (3) A barrel pump; a strong force-pump fitted to a kerosene barrel or larger tank suitable for spraying young trees; may be mounted on a cart, wagon, or stone-boat, depending on the character of the ground and size of trees. (4) A gear-sprayer; being a tank provided with a pump and mounted on wheels. The pump is operated by power borrowed from the wheels as they revolve, and transferred by means of chain and sprockets. Suitable for vineyards and field crops, which may be satisfactorily covered by the spray as the machine moves along. For this reason it is not adapted to orchard work. (5) The power sprayer; power being furnished generally by gasoline, sometimes by compressed air. When the trees are large and the orchard over 5 acres in extent, a power sprayer will usually pay. Some of these various types of machinery are shown in Figs. 1328-1335. In recent years the spraying of field crops and shade trees has developed rapidly. The spray pumps have been adapted to this work by the use of special attachments. For the field crops, nozzles are distributed along a horizontal arm, which makes it possible to cover a wide strip. The sprayers for shade trees are equipped with a more powerful pump, which is usually multiple-cylinder. The pump must be capable of delivering a large quantity of material each minute under a pressure of 200 to 300 pounds. The nozzles for this work are of the solid stream type and are usually fitted with interchangeable tips varying from $\frac{3}{8}$- to $\frac{1}{4}$-inch aperture. In order that the tops of high trees may be reached by the spray mixture, it is necessary to use a long extension rod, as well as very high pressure.
DISPORUM

The essentials of a good pump are (1) durability: secured by having working parts made of material least susceptible to the action of the various spray solutions, friction considered; (2) strength: obtained by a good-sized cylinder, substantial valves, wall and piston; (3) easily operated: found in a pump with a long handle, large air-chamber and smoothly finished working parts. A pump should be strong enough to feed two leads of hose and throw a good spray from four nozzles. Nearly all spray mixtures require constant stirrings to prevent settling and insure uniformity, and an agitator is a necessary part of the equipment.

Nozzles.—Much of the efficiency of a spraying machine depends upon the nozzle. It should be chosen for the particular work to be done, rather than for any special design. The development of nozzle construction has been rapid, new features being embodied as necessity demanded, until today there are four main types, each of which is intended for specific work: (1) The Bordeaux nozzle is the oldest of the modern types. It came into general use about 1890 and was at first universally adopted for all spray work. It throws a stream which may be regulated from a solid jet to a coarse fan-shaped spray, both of which are too coarse for general use. The Bordeaux has, however, one place in the list of modern spray nozzles and that is for the codlin-moth spray. For this application it is desirable to force the material into the calyx cups of the developing fruit and no nozzle does this quite so efficiently as the Bordeaux. (2) The Vermorel was the next step in development after the Bordeaux. It was very much superior to the latter, breaking the material up into finer particles, and was generally used until about 1906. This nozzle, however, does not possess any desirable features not found in the disc types and therefore has no special use in modern spraying. (3) The disc nozzles are standard for general spraying work. They are represented by a large number of sorts, each made by different manufacturers, but all working on the same principle. The material is whirled inside of the nozzle before it reaches the final outlet, thus breaking it up into finely divided parts and producing the desired mist. The material is lastly passed through a disc, which may have either a large or small opening. For orchard and small crop spraying, the small opening is used, in which case the nozzle should be 3 to 7 feet from the object to be sprayed. For taller orchard trees and for small ornamental trees, the large opening is used. This produces a solid jet which breaks into finer particles at a distance from the nozzles, depending upon the pressure used.

(4) Shade tree nozzles, to be used only for spraying very tall ornamental trees, and in connection with at least 300 pounds pressure. They throw a solid stream 30 or more feet in the air, at which point the material is broken into a coarse mist. This type came into use at the time of the introduction of the brown-tail and gypsy moths in the New England states, and has since been widely used for parks, estates and forest spraying.

C. S. WILSON.

DISÉMMA: Passiflora.

DISOCÁCTUS (two-shaped Cactus). Cactaceae.

Bushy cactus, 2-3 ft. high, sometimes seen as a pot-plant in collections.

Stems terete, usually erect: branches flattened as in Epiphyllum: fls. regular, with very short tube; petals few, elongated, spreading; ovary nearly naked, small.

biiformis, Lindl. (Phyllocactus biiformis, Lab.).

Soon pendulous, the branches cylindrical: short branches fl.-like, the lower egg-shaped, the upper more lengthened: fls. small, purple-red, less than 2 in. expanse; ovary without angles and with minute scales. Honduras. B.M. 0156. V. 2:159.

J. N. Rose.

DISPORUM (Greek, double one-seeded). Syn. Prostítes. Liláceae. FAIRY BELLS. Small perennial rhizomatous herbs, sometimes planted in the wild garden. Allied to Smilacina and Streptopus, being leafy-stemmed and, but fls. in umbels (or solitary): perianth 6-parted, with narrow deciduous segms.; stamens 6, the filaments filiform or slightly flattened and longer than the extrorse anthers; ovary 3-celled, the ovules 2 or more in each cell, the stigma 3-cleft or entire: fr. a red or reddish few-seeded berry.—About 20 species, in N. Amer. and in the Himalayan region, Java to China and Japan. Little known to horticulturists; probably require no particular skill in cult.

A. Lvs. rarely cordate at base.

b. Style 3-cleft.

Ménziesii, Nichols. (Prostítes Ménziesii, Don). More or less soft-pubescent: st. 2-3 ft. long, forking, arching above: lvs. ovate to ovate-lanceolate, narrowly acuminate or the lowest acute, sessile, 2-3 in. long, often resin-dotted: fls. 1-3, greenish, cup-shaped, from the topmost axils, nodding, 9-12 lines long; pedicels puberulous; perianth-segms. nearly erect, acute, 6-11 lines long; stamens a third shorter; anthers included, 1½-2 times shorter than the filaments: fr. oblong-

1334. A traction power sprayer, for street and park trees.
obovate, narrowed to a short beak, salmon-colored. Calif. to Brit. Col.

lanuginosum, Nichols. Woolly-pubescent: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, narrowly acuminate; perianth-segms. greenish, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, spreading, 6–9 lines long, stamens a third shorter; style and narrow ovary glabrous: caps. oblong-ovate, obtusish or with a very short, stout beak, glabrous; cells 1–2-seeded. Ont. to Ga. and Tenn. B.M. 1490. (as Streptopus).

BB. Style entire.

trachycarpum, Benth. & Hook. (Prosartes trachycarpus, Wats.). More or less pubescent: st. 1–2 ft. high, forked, with foliage on the upper half: lvs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate, rarely acuminate, 2–4 in. long; pedicels pilose; perianth-segms. whitish, slightly spreading, more narrowly oblanceolate than in D. Menziesii, acute, 6–7 lines long, about as long as the stamens: fr. obtuse, rather deeply lobed, papillose. Neb. to Manitoba and Ore. and Wash.

AA. Lvs. mostly cordate-clasping.

oregánum, Benth. & Hook. (Prosartes oregánum, Wats.). More or less woolly-pubescent; lvs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate; perianth-segments. spreading, acute, narrowed below, very distinctly net-veined, 5–7 lines long as or shorter than the stamens: fr. ovate, acutish, somewhat pubescent. Ore. and Idaho to Brit. Col.


WILHELM MILLER.
L. H. B.†

DISSÓTIS (of two kinds, referring to the unlike anthers). Melastomáceae. Some 60 or more species of brightly-hairy or villous shrubs, sub-shrubs or herbs of Trop. and S. Afr., some of which may occur sparingly in choice collections of coolhouse and greenhouse plants: lvs. opposite, short-stalked, linear, ovate or orbicular, usually entire, 3–5-nerved, more or less strigose above: lfs. bracted, about 1 in. or more across, purple or violet, solitary or in pairs near the ends of the branches; calyx 4–5-lobed; petals 4 or 5, ovate, stamens 8 or 10, very unequal, the anthers linear-subulate, usually beaked, with 1 pore, the larger set being joined to the filament by a long connective and the other set with much shorter or nearly obsolete connective: fr. an included coriaceous capsule: 4- or 5-angled; seeds in the apex. Apparently none is in the American trade.


DISTÍCHIS (Greek, two-ranked). Graminæ. Salt-Grass. Marsh Spike-Grass. Rigid erect perennials, with extensively creeping wiry rootstocks: spikelets several-flld., compressed, diocious; lemmas conicorous, rigid, faintly many-nerved.—Species about 6, in salt marshes on the coastal regions of Amer. and in alkaline soil of the interior. One species, D. spicáta, Greene, with stiff, distichous involute blades and small narrow panicules is found in alkaline soil in the U. S. (Dept. Agric., Div. Agrost. 20:143). It is a good grass for binding soils subject to wash. Probably not in cult. A. S. HITCHCOCK.

DÍSTICTIS (Greek dis, twice and stílos, doted; meaning obscure). Bignoniáceae. Five or 6 species in Cent. and S. Amer., very similar in fl. to Pithecoctenium, but caps. smooth, oblong, curved, and branchlets of the flower-stalks angular: lvs. 2- or 3-foliate, with simple or 3-fld. tendrils: fls. large in decumbent terminal panicules; corolla tubular-campanulate, truncate, often splitting; corolla funnel-form—campanulate, leathery, curved; stamens inclosed; ovary with the seeds in many rows. Adapted for cult. in subtropical regions only; treatment and prop. like Bigínuma, which see. The following species is cult. in S. Calif. D. cinérea, Greenm. (Pithecoctenium cinéreum, DC.). Tall climber, grayish tomentose throughout: tendrils 3-fld.: lfts. 2–3, ovate or oval, obtuse and mucronulate or acutish, entire, 1–2 in. long; corolla purple, tomentose outside, 2–2½ in. long and 1½–2½ in. across at the mouth. Mex.—The plant may under this name have a few white lfs. and may not be the plant described above.

ALFRED REINDER.

DISTYLIUM (Greek, dis, twice, stylos, style; in reference to the two slender styles). Hamamelidáceae. Ornamental woody plants grown for their handsome evergreen foliage.

Evergreen trees or shrubs: lvs. alternate, short-petioled, entire, or dentate, pinnervied; stipules deciduous; fls. polygamous or dioecious, apetalous, in axillary racemes, subtended by small bracts; sepals 1–5, or wanting; stamens 2–8 with short filaments; pistillate fls. with a superior stellate-tomentose ovary, with 2 slender styles, with several stamens or without stamens: fr. a woody dehiscent capsule, 2-celled, with 1 seed in each cell.—Six species in Japan, China, Himalayas and Java. Hardy only in warmer temperate regions. Prop. is by seeds and layers.


ALFRED REINDER.

DITTANY is an old English word which in England often means Dictamus albus, a plant of the rue family. The name is supposed to be derived from Mt. Dite, in Crete, where the ancient dittany grew. The Cretan dittany is supposed to be Origanum Dictamus, a plant of the mint family, and of the same genus with the wild marjoram. The plant commonly called dittany in the eastern United States is Cumíla origanóides, Brit. (C. Mariana, Linn.), another mint, native in dry lands. See Cumíla. It has been used as a substitute for tea, and is a gentle aromatic stimulant. All these plants yield an oil used as a mild tonic.

DIURIS (Greek, double-tailed, alluding to the sepals). Orchidáceae. Twenty or more glabrous terrestrial orchids of Austral., rarely seen in collections in cool or warm glasshouses. The lvs. are at or near the base of the bracted st. (which is usually 1–2 ft. high), few, narrow: lfs. 1 to several in a terminal raceme, conspicu-
uous from the elongated tail-like lateral green sepals; remainder of perianth yellow, purple or white, sometimes purple-blotched or -spotted; dorsal sepal remaining close to and over the column; lip 3-parted. The species are attractive or even handsome. *D. longifolia*, R. Br., has fls. several, yellow and purple, moderately large; dorsal sepal broadly ovate, the lateral long and narrow; lip as long as dorsal sepal, lobed from the base: lvs. linear, one of them often very long. *D. maculata*, Smith, is rather slender, usually under 1 ft. tall, with long-pedicelled yellow much-spotted fls.; dorsal sepal erect and rounded, enclosing the column at the base but open at the top; lip shorter than dorsal sepal, lobed from base: lvs. narrow. B.M. 3156. *D. punctata*, Smith. St. 1-2 ft. or more: lvs. usually 2, and 3-6 in. long: fls. 2 or 3, blue or purplish, often dotted but not blotched; dorsal sepal typically broadly ovate-oblong; lip about as long as dorsal sepal, divided to base.

L. H. B.

**DIZYGOTHÈCA** (Greek, in allusion to the anthers having double the usual number of cells). *Araliaceae*. Graceful hothouse plants, grown practically exclusively for foliage; usually known as Aralias. Usually shrubs, sometimes small trees, entirely unarmed, and differing in this from some hardy aralias; lvs. always digitate, of 5-9 fls., varying much in adult and juvenile characters, sometimes slender and threadlike, again broad and leathery, usually 3-toothed: early in the corolla 5-parted; stamens 5, with thick anthers; ovary 10-celled; styles 10. All these fl.-characters are drawn from wild plants, as the cult. specimens are not known to flower.—Only 3 or 4 species are known in the wild state, all from the tropical isls. of the Pacific. The many names in the horticultural literature are probably referable, ultimately, to some of these species, but their true position will be settled only when they flower. Here must be sought all the digitate-lvd. tender aralias of the first edition of this cyclopedia, the pinnate-lvd. species going to *Polyscias*. R.H. 1912, p. 491.

Dizygotheciæ require light rich soil, made up of equal parts of sand and loam. They require plenty of water and a moist warm atmosphere. Scale pests are numerous and must be kept down by frequent sprinkling with weak solutions of whale-oil soap, fr-tree oil or other insecticide.

The names here used are retained in the absence of specific information as to what wild species of Dizygotheria they are to be associated with. Only complete flowering material can settle this much- vexed question. All of the following are distinct horticulturally.


DOCYNIA (derivation unknown). Rosaceae, subfamily Pòmex. Ornamental woody plants grown for their handsome foliage and white flowers appearing in spring. Evergreen or half-evergreen trees: lvs. alternate, entire, or serrate, sometimes slightly lobed; fls. short-stalked, in umbels before or with the lvs.; calyx densely tomentose, with lanceolate lobes; petals 5; stamens 30–50; styles 5, connate at the base and woolly; stigma 1-celled. The autumnal fruits are 3-5 ovoid in each cell: fr. a subglobose, ovoid or pyriform pome with persistent calyx.—Four species in China, Himalayas and Annam. Closely related to Malus, chiefly distinguished by the 3-5-ovuled cells and the 2-lobed stigma.

The species are very little known in cultivation and none of them seems to be in the trade. D. Delavayi has been introduced only very recently; D. Doumeri has been recommended as a stock for apples in tropical and subtropical countries and tried in Annam (R.H. 1904, p. 246); D. indica, though known for about 100 years, does not seem to be present in cultivation either in Europe or in this country. They are adapted only for warmer temperate or subtropical regions. The fruits are more or less acid and are used for cooking; possibly they could be improved by selection and hybridization and might be developed into valuable fruit trees for warmer climates. Propagation is by seeds and possibly by grafting on apple stock.


ALFRED REHDER.

DODÁRTIA (Denis Dodart, physician and botanist, born in Paris in 1834). *Sarophyllum*. One erect perennial herb related to Mimulus. D. orientalis, Linn., grows in S. Russia and W. Asia, and may be found in choice collections of outdoor herbs: lvs. purplish, in terminal racemes; plant with rush-like few-lvd. branches; lvs. opposite below, alternate above, linear and entire or broader and somewhat dentate: corolla with a cylindrical or nearly round tube, 2-lipped; stamens 4, didynamous, included, the anther-cells distinct: caps. subglobose, dehiscent, the many seeds somewhat immersed in the more or less fleshy placenta. July, Aug. B.M. 2109.—Apparently of minor horticultural value.

DODDER: Cuscuta.

DODECÁTHEON (Greek, twelve gods, old name of no application here). Primulaceae. SHOOTING-STAR. AMERICAN COWSLIP. Small perennial herbs with cyclamen-shaped flowers on scapes, sometimes grown in wild or hardy gardens.

Glabrous, with a tuft of ovate or oblone entire or dentate lvs. at the base, and a slender single naked scape: fls. few or many in an umbel, nodding, white, rose or purple; corolla-lobes (5) and calyx reflexed; stamens 5, attached in the throat of the short corollula-tube, the short filaments more or less conjoined at base and the long slender anthers connivent into a cone: fr. an oblone or somewhat cylindrical 5- or 6-valved caps.

—Dodecatheon is a puzzling genus to systematic botanists. It is found from Maine to Texas and from the Atlantic to the Pacific; and along the Pacific slope, from the islands of Lower Calif. to those of Bering Straits. In this vast region, it varies immensely. It is also found in Asia, especially northeastern. This wonderful distribution and variability is all the more remarkable abroad, as Gray once thought, it is all one species, because monotypic genera are considered, as a rule, to be comparatively inflexible or invariable. Pax & Kneuth, on the other hand (Engler's *Pflanzenreich*, hft. 22, 40, 1906), recognize nine species. There is singular lack of agreement in the characterization of accepted species. Dodecatheon belongs to the same family with Primula and Cyclamen, but in a different tribe from the former, while its reflexed corolla-lobes distinguish it from most genera of its family. Many species and varieties may be expected to appear in the lists of dealers in native plants.

Shooting-star is an appropriate name. The flowers have been compared to a diminutive cyclamen, for they are pendulous and seem to be full of motion (see Fig. 1338). This species in *M. Meadia* and all eastern species come to a sharp point and seem to be shooting ahead, while the petals fall behind like the tail of a comet. The flowers represent every shade from pure white, through lilac and rose, to purple, and they all have a yellow circle in the middle, i.e., at the mouth of the corolla. After the flowers are gone the pedicels become erect. Some forms have all their parts in fours. There are a number of good horticultural forms in *M. Meadia*.

They require an open well-drained soil, not too dry, and moderately rich, and a shady or partially shady position. They are propagated by division or by seeds, the latter method being rather slow.

*Méadia*, Linn. (D. ellipticum, Nutt. *Média Dodecatha*, Crantz. M. Dodecathéon, Mill. *M. caroliniana*, Kuntze). Fig. 1338. Erect and strong, to 2 ft.; lvs. ovate-oblong or nearly oblone, obtuse, dentate-crenate or nearly entire, 1–2 in. wide, tapering into a more or less margined petiole: scape smooth, usually purple-spotted; fls. 10–20; calyx deeply parted, the parts lanceolate; corolla-lobes linear-oblong, somewhat obtuse, rose-colored and whitish at base; anthers red and yellow, the connective body purple and broadly ovate: caps. scarcely longer than calyx, with persistent style. May, June. Woods and prairies, Pa., W. and S. B.M. 12.—This species runs
into many forms, some of which may be specifically distinct. Var. splendidum, Hort., is an improved form, crimson with a yellow circle. Var. giganteum, Hort., is larger in all its parts: lvs. paler: fls. somewhat earlier, in some forms white. Var. elegans, Hort. Lvs. wider and shorter than the type: scape shorter; fls. more numerous, dark-colored. (The generic name Meadia commemorates Dr. Richard Mead, 1673–1754). 

Jeffreyi, Van Houtte (Meadia Jeffreyi, Kuntze). Plant somewhat glandular-viscid: rhizome vertical and short, strong: lvs. oblanceolate, erect, entire, somewhat acute, mucronulate; scape 12–24 in. or more, bearing a many-flld. umbel; calyx-lobes lanceolate; corolla deep red-purple; connective-body of anthers very narrow or subulate at apex, colored same as stamens. Mt., Calif. and Ore. F.S. 16:1622.

tetrandrum, Suksdorf, has the general aspect of D. Jeffreyi, but the lvs. are ampliss and relatively broader: roots, as in D. Jeffreyi, are abundant, fleshy, fibrous, persistent: roots, lvs. and scapes form a short, vertical crown: whole plant glabrous: corolla purplish, with a yellow ring near the base; segms. and stamens usually only 4: caps. circumscissile very near the apex. Mts., Wash. and Ore.

frigidum, Cham. & Schlecht. Plant 1 ft. or less: lvs. obovate to ovate or oblong, acutish, entire or somewhat dentate: scape much exceeding the lvs., 2–3-flld.; calyx-lobes longer than the tube; corolla-lobes oblong-linear, violet: caps. oblong, twice longer than calyx. Bering Strait to Rockies and Sierras. B.M. 5871.

latifolium, Elmer (D. dentatum, Hook. D. Mbaia var. latifolium, Gray). Larger than the last; lvs. with blade 1–4 in. long, oval or ovate to oblong, repand or sparingly dentate, abruptly contracted into long-winged petioles, obtuse: fls. 2–4; calyx-lobes deltoid; corolla-lobes oblong, yellowish white: caps. but little longer than calyx, opening from the apex by valves. Wash., Ore., Idaho.

Hendersonii, Gray. About a foot high, glabrous, deep green: lvs. small, obovate or elliptic, 1 in. or more long, narrowed to a short petiole: fls. rather few; calyx-lobes triangular, acuminate, twice exceeding the tube; corolla-lobes dark purple with a yellow base, the staminal tube dark purple; anthers oblong, obtuse, short-attenuate; connective-body deep purple: caps. ovv., much exceeding the calyx, dehiscent by a circumscissile apex and splitting into 10 valves. Calif. to Wash. G. 33:391.

Clavelandii, Greene. One to 1½ ft. tall, glabrous: lvs. pale green, thickish, spatulate-ovate, petiolate: fls. 2–10; calyx-lobes ovate-lanceolate, acute, glandular; corolla-lobes purple with yellow base and a few purple spots in throat; anthers purple, the connective-body yellow: caps. oblong, circumscissile at apex. Feb.–May. S. Calif.—Fls. said to vary to pure white. Fragrant.

radicatum, Greene. Glabrous: root short and corn-like with fibrous rootlets: lvs. 3–5, thin, light green, oblong-spatulate, entire or nearly entire, blade attenuate into petiole of about equal length; fls. 3–5 or more on a stout scape 8–16 in. tall; calyx-lobes lanceolate, about as long as the tube; corolla pinkish or bluish violet, the lobes oblong-linear and erect-spreadwing; staminal tube short; anthers purple, acute: caps. narrow-ovate, only slightly surpassing calyx-lobes. April. Wyo. to New Mex.—Recommended for alpine and rock-gardens.

L. H. B.†

DODONAEA (Rembert Dodoens, or Dodonea, about 1518–1585, royal physician and author). Sapindaceae. Trees and shrubs, somewhat planted in S. Fla. and S. Calif. for ornament. Leaves alternate, without stipules, simple or pinnate: fls. small, polygamous, unisexual, often dicoeious, terminal or axillary, solitary or in racemes or panicles; sepals 5 or fewer; petals wanting; stamens mostly 8 (5–10) with very short filaments; ovary 3-6-celled, each cell 2-ovulat: caps. winged on the back of each valve.—About 50 species, mostly in Austral., a few in Afr. and in Hawaii and N. Amer. Lvs. sometimes glandular and exuding resin-like or varnish-like substance.

viscosa, Linn. Shrub, to 15 ft., viscid: lvs. mostly oblong, cuneate at base, entire, with resinous dots on both surfaces: fls. greenish, in short terminal or axillary racemes; sepals ovate: caps. about 3 in. long and somewhat broader, broadly 3-winged, notched at apex, more or less cordate at base. B.R. 13:1051 (as D. oblomgfolia).—A poorly defined plant, widely distributed in warm countries, occurring in Austral., S. Afr., in Mex., and forms of it in Fla. and Ariz. Lvs. varying from broadly spatulate to oblong to nearly or quite linear.

Thunbergiana, Eckl. & Zeyh. Shrubs, 6–10 ft., glabrous, much branched: lvs. lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, narrowed at base, somewhat denticulate and somewhat viscid: fls. green, polygamous, racemose: caps. ½ in. long, resinous and shining, 2–3-winged, as long as the stalk or longer. S. Afr.

trigueira, Andr. Erect shrub, the young branches flattened or very angular: lvs. oval-elliptic to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, to 4 in. long, entire or very nearly so: fls. in short oblong compact panicles or racemes; sepals minute: caps. of D. viscosa, middle-sized. Austral.

cuneata, Rudge. Much-branched bush, usually viscid: lvs. small (usually under 1 in. long) obovate or cuneate, at the end rounded or truncate or toothed, on the sides entire or rarely crenate or serrate: stamens 15; filaments: fls. in short terminal scarcely branched racemes, or sometimes few in axillary clusters; sepals ovate-oblong: caps. of D. viscosa, the wings usually not very broad. Austral.

L. H. B.

DOGABANE: Apocynum.

DOG'S-TAIL GRASS: Eleusina indica.

DOGTOOTH VIOLET: Erythronium.

DOGWOOD: Cornus.

DOLICHANDRA: Macfadyena.

1339. Leaves of Dolichos. A. D. Lablab; B. D. lignosus.
DOLICHODEIRA

DOLICHOS (old Greek name). Leguminosae. Tropical twiners (a bush variety of D. Lablab is now being offered by seedsmen), of which a few forms are in cultivation, some for ornament and some for forage.

Keel of the corolla narrow and bent inward at right angles, but not distinctly coiled; style bearded under the stigma, which is terminal; stigmas small. For botanical distinctions between Dolichos, Phaseolus and Vigna see Vigna. The styles are points of difference (Fig. 1340). D. japonicus, a most worthy ornamental vine, will be found under Pueraria. For D. sesquipedalis, see Vigna—Perhaps 50-60 species, widely distributed.

Three species of Dolichos are now grown in Amer.

A. Style bearded only on a ring surrounding and just below the stigma.

bifórus, Linn. This species is now being intro. from India, where it is frequently used as a forage plant. It differs from D. Lablab in having the upper lip of the corolla 2-toothed and from D. Lablab and D. lignonius in having only a ring or brush of hairs just beneath the stigma, whereas the styles of the other species are bearded on a line extending down the inner face. The seeds are small (average weight 0.035 gm) and rather strongly flattened. Their approximate dimensions are length ½-⅔ in., width 1-1½ in., thickness ½in. (2-2½ mm.).

AA. Style bearded along the inner side.

b. Seeds small, ½-⅔ in. long by ½-⅔ in. broad, average weight .03 grams.

lignonius, Linn. AUSTRALIAN PEA. Fig. 1339. Evergreen: fls. white or rosy purple: lvs. much smaller than in D. Lablab. A perennial rapidly growing vine, suitable for covering fences and outbuildings in warm countries; highly recommended in S. Calif. and Ariz. B.M. 380.—A form with white fls. is offered by seedsmen as D. alba.

BB. Seeds large, ⅚-3 in. long by ⅜-⅔ in. broad, average weight .10-30 grams.

Lablab, Linn. (D. cultratus, Thunb. D. purpureus, Lindl. Lablab cultratus, DC.). HYACINTH BEAN. Figs. 1339, 1340, 1341. Tall-twiners (often 10-20 ft.): lfts. broad-ovate, rounded below and cupulate-pointed at the apex, often crinkly: fls. purple or white, rather large, 2-4 at the nodes, in a long erect raceme: pods small (2-3 in. long) and flat, usually smooth, conspicuously tipped with the persistent style; seed black, mahogany or gray, in the white-flowered varieties, white, small (average weight about .¾ gm). Varieties. B.M. 596. B.R. 830. A.G. 14:84.—Cult. in this country as an ornamental climbing bean, in the tropics the pods and seeds are eaten. Annual. It is easily grown in any good garden soil. Like common beans it will not endure frost. It is very variable. White-flowered and dwarf bush forms are now offered by seedsmen. A form with white fls. and very large growth is known among horticulturists as D. giganteus (Fig. 1342).

D. pseudopachyrhizus, Harms, recently intro. into some of the European gardens from Trop. Afr., is a perennial form with a large tuberous rootstock; sts. long, round or angular; lvs. long-stalked, 3-foliolate; lfts. very variable in shape, the lateral often ovate or elliptic and the terminal broadly rhomboid, 3½-5 in. long, 2½-7 in. broad: fls. small, chiefly violet-blue, in racemes ½-1½ ft. long.

GEO. F. FREEMAN.

DOMBEYA (after Joseph Dombey (1742-1793) French botanist and companion of Ruiz and Pavon in Peru and Chile). Syn. Assönia, Astrapéka. Sterculiaceae. Shrubs or small trees of continental Afr., Madagascar and Seychelles, sometimes planted in Fla. and Calif.: fls. rosy or white, numerous, in loose axillary or terminal cymes, in umbels, or crowded into dense heads, often very showy; calyx 5-parted, persistent; petals 5; stamens 15-20, 5 sterile, the remainder shorter, united into a tube or cup; ovary 2-5-celled; stigmas 5: fr. a loculicidal capsule.—Probably 100 species, many new kinds having been made known recently with the opening of Trop. Afr. The dombeyas are yet little known in this country, although some of them promise well for lawn and park planting far south.

natalensis, Sond. Distinguished by its cordate, acute lvs. and the narrowly awl-shaped lfts. of the involucr. lvs. long, petiolated, somewhat angular, toothed, with minute stellate pubescence, 5-7-ribbed: umbels 4-8-fld. Natal.—Cult. in S. Fla. and North under glass. Very rapid-growing, foliage poplar-like: fls. pure white, large, sweet-scented; a very good winter-blooming plant in S. Calif.

specfplabilis, Bojer. Small tree: lvs. cordate, orbicular or oblong, acute, undulate, 5-9-nerved, rough above and rusty or whitish pubescent beneath, the petioles downy: fls. ⅔in. across, white, in many-flld. much-branched axillary and terminal cymes; sepals lanceolate, shorter than corolla; petals roundish; stamens united only at base. E. Trop. Afr.—A plant under this name is catalogued in this country as "a tall shrub with straw-colored and pink fls."

acutangula, Cav. (Astrapéka tilia-foitia, Sweet). Low tree or shrub, with lvs. crowded at ends of branches: lvs. thin, round-cordate, nearly glabrous, palpantly 5-6-lobed: fls. in 2-parted cymes; bracteoles large, ovate, falling; sepals ⅖in. or less long, reflexing; petals white or reddish, ⅖in. long, oblique-ovobvate; stamens 18, being exceeded in length by the staminodia; ovary densely tomentose, and styles free at top only. Mauriussia and Bourbon. B.M. 2905 (form with entire lvs.).

punctata, Cav. Tree, the young parts hairy: lvs. smooth and firm, orbicular and deeply cordate, acute, 3-4 in. long, obscurely crenate: fls. 10-20 in a simple umbel that has a peduncle 2-3 times the length of the petiole; sepals linear-lanceolate, reflexed; petals rather longer than sepals, obdeltoid; ovary tomentose. Mauriussia and Bourbon. Intro. in S. Calif.

nairobensis, Engl. Shrub or tree with terete branches that become glabrous or nearly so: lvs. ovate-cordate, acuminate, somewhat 3-lobed, irregularly crenate, 7-nerved, hairy, and tomentose beneath: fls. on long hispid pedicels in an umbel; bracteoles linear-lanceolate; sepals lanceolate, becoming reflexed, tomentose outside; petals oblique and obtuse, scarcely
exceeding petals; staminodia narrowly spatulate; ovary tomentose. Nairobi.

Dilibich, Benth. & Hook. (Astraphea Dilibichii, Lindl. Tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. large, velvety, cordate, angularly lobed, with leafy stipules; fls. scarlet (pink?), in drooping umbels, the peduncles long and hairy. Madagascar.—A very showy plant when in bloom.


L. H. B.‡

DONDIA: Haequatia.


All dooddias, except D. blechnoides, are of dwarf habit, and are useful for fern-cases and for edgings of window boxes. Cool and intermediate temperatures are best. They are excellent for forming an undergrowth in coolhouses, as they seldom are infested with insects, and endure fumigation. Schneider recommends that they be planted in a sandy soil and loam. Loam does not help, but a little chopped sphagnum does. They are very sensitive to stagnant water, and do not like full exposure to sunlight. Always propagate by spores, but division is possible.

A. Lvs. pinнатifid.

Aspera, R. Br. Lvs. 6–18 in. long, 2–4 in. wide, pinnatifid, narrowed gradually below: sori in 1 or 2 rows. Temp. Austral.—Crested varieties occur in cult.

AA. Lvs. pinnate in the lower half.

medía, R. Br. Lvs. 12–18 in. long, with pinnae 1–2 in. long, the lower one gradually smaller. Austral. and New Zealand.—D. Kunthiana, Gaud., from the Hawaiian Islands, has close median pinnae. D. superba, Hort., is a larger garden form.

caudata, R. Br. Lvs. 6–12 in. long, with pinnae about an inch long, the spore-bearing ones shorter; apex often terminating in a long point. Austral. and New Zealand.

blechnoides, Cunn. Lvs. 18 in. long; lf.-blades 15 in. long, 6 in. broad, broadest at the middle, the lowest pinna considerably narrowed; margins serrate: sori in an irregular row near midrib. New S. Wales.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

R. C. BENEDICT.†

DORÉMA (dorema, a gift, an allusion to the gift of gum ammonium). Umbelliferae. About 4 odd large perennial herbs of S. W. Asia, yielding gum-resins, likely to be met with in collections of economic plants. Usually glaucous, with pinnately decompound lvs., and small white or yellow fls. in close woolly umbels: calyx-teeth wanting or nearly so; petals ovate; fls. plano-convex, D. austriacum, 3–5 in. long, 2 in. broad, an erect fleshy-stemmed herb to 7 ft., with a few lvs. near the base and bracts above, yields gum-ammoniac, a medicinal product. This resin exudes on the stig of insects, occurring in yellowish brown "tears" or drops; it has a balsamic odor and bitter unpleasant taste. The plant is native in Persia and Afghanistan. Other species yield similar exudation.

DORONICUM (Latinized Arabic name). Compositae. LEOPARD'S BANE. Hardy herbaceous plants, 1–2 feet high, with yellow many-flowered heads. Stems little branched or not at all: lvs. alternate, radical ones long-stalked, st. lvs. distant, often clasping the st.: heads mostly one on a st. and 2–3 in. across, borne high above the basal crown of foliage, from April to June.—From 20–30 species, natives of Eu. and Temp. Asia. The genus is allied to Arnica and distinguished by the alternate lvs. and by the style. The plants are of easy culture, a rich loam except D. cordifolium, which is an alpine species. The flowers are numerous and good for cutting. Doroniques have been strongly recommended for forcing.

A. Root-lvs. not notched at the base, ovate.


Clusii, Tausch. (Árnia Clusii, All.) Lvs. ovate or oblong; st.-lvs. half clasping, with distinct teeth or many small ones. One subvariety has long, silky hairs on its lvs., while another has none. Swiss and Austrian Alps: "Soft, downy foliage," J. W. Manning. "Grows 2 ft. high." Woolson. "Larger and later fls. than D. caucasicum," Ellwanger and Barry.

AA. Root-lvs. not notched at the base, heart-shaped.

b. Root tuberos.

Pardalíanches, Linn. Hairly: lvs. toothed; lower st.-lvs. cared at the base of the stalk, subovate, upper ones spatulate-cordate, highest ones cordate-clasping, aceto. Woods of lower mountains of Eu. G. 22: 499.—While all species are typically 1-fl.-ed, any of them may have now and then more than 1 fl. on a st., and this species particularly may have 1–5 fls.

bb. Root not tuberos.

caucasicum, Bieb. Glabrous except as noted above: lvs. crenate-dentate, lower st.-lvs. eared at the base of the stalk, the blade subordinate, highest ones cordate to half-clasping; lvs. near the ind. linear-lanceolate. Shady woods of Caucasus, Sicily, etc. B.M. 3143. Gn. 28 p. 512., which shows stis. with 1 fl. and 1 lf.—Fls. 2 in. across.

cordifolium, Sternb. (D. Coldinum, Tenore). Glabrous, the st. very fibrous toward the base, scarcely 5 in. tall: radical lvs. cordate-kihnney-shaped, the upper lvs. st.-clasping: heads solitary on the sts., the small lvs. near it. ovate-lanceolate. An alpine species from S. E. Eu. and adjacent Asia.

austricamicum, Jacq. A thistle hairy: lvs. minutely toothed, lower st.-lvs. spatulate-ovate, abruptly narrowed at the base, half-clasping, highest ones cordate-clasping, lanceolate. Subalpine woods, Eu.

D. drumotense, Hort., is a list name, not referable to any known species. It seems to mean a "perennial or botanical literature.—D. magnificum, Hort., described as a "very attractive perennial with large yellow fls. somewhat like a single sunflower," is also doubted. May refer to plantagineum var. fimbriatum.

WILHELM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.†

DORSTÉNIA (Theodor Dorsten, professor of medicine at Marburg, died 1539). *Maócarce*. About 50 tropical herbs or small shrubs, remarkable for the dilated receptacle in which the unisexual fls. are borne, being imbedded in the surface. Both staminate and pistillate fls. are without perianth; stamens 1–4; ovary 1-loculed; stigma 2-lobed. Dorstenias are easily grown in warm shady places. The plants are not in the American trade, but they are often grown in botanical establishments to illustrate morphology. The fig is a hollow receptacle formed of the axis of the fl.-cluster; the dorstenia bears a flattened or cup-like receptacle, and is an intermediate stage between the fig and other plants. One of the common species is *D. Contraíjera*, Linn. (Fig. 1343), which is native to Trop. Amer.: fls. on a scape: Ivvs. round-cordate, palely lobed or parted, the segms. ovate or oblong and more or less toothed: receptacle irregularly rectangular, pedately: rhizome cylindrical, nodulee. Mex., W. Indies, Venezuela, Colombia. L. H. B.

DORYALIS: Aberia.

DORYANTHES (Greek, spear-flower; the flowering stem 8 to 25 feet high, crowned by a spike of flowers 3 feet high). *Amaryllidaceae*. Great desert plants from Australia, with 100 or more leaves 6 feet long when full grown, being impressive for large conservatories, or for open ground in the South, where they will stand slight frost. The representative in Austral. of the American Furcraea and Agave: Ivvs. in a dense basal rosette, those on the st. much reduced: fls. large, bright red (often replaced by bulblets), in a large thyrse-like or panicked inf.; perianth with little or no tube, the segms. long and falcate; stamens 6, attached at base of perianth, the filaments filiform; fr. a turbinate caps., 3-valved. —Three or 4 species. Little known under glass, as they require too much room. A plant of *D. Palmeri* remained at Kew 16 years before flowering. Plants of doryanthes are prop. by suckers, which are produced only after flowering. The process is very slow. The young plants must be repotted for several years until they have attained a large size. They are said to do best in a compost of loam and leaf-mold in equal parts.


Palmieri, W. Hill. Even more gigantic than *D. excléa*: lvs. longer and broader, slightly ribbed and a longer brown point; fls. in a thyrsoid panicle, bright scarlet outside, whitish within. B.M. 6605. F.S. 25:1907. R.H. 1891:548. G.C. II. 17:409. G.W. 12, p. 222. New shoots are said to be produced at the base, which bloom in one or more years.

*Douglasia* (after David Douglas, the Scotch botanist, who explored California, Oregon and British Columbia in 1823 and 1829). Incl. Aréttia. Primulaceae. Low tufted perennial herbs, one of which is used in alpine gardening. The genus is closely allied to Androsace and Primula, but in those two genera the Ivvs. come from the root, while Douglasia has branches, though very short ones, which are densely clothed with Ivvs. Douglasia has a corolla-tube equaling or exceeding the calyx, somewhat inflated toward the top, with 5 scales or crests beneath the sinuses; calyx 3-lobed, persistent; stamens 5, included; ovary 5-ovuled: fr. a turbinate 1- or 2-seeded caps.—Seven or 8 species in mountains of Eu., and W. N. Amer., considered to be 6 by Pax & Knuth in Engler's *Pflanzenreich*, hft. 22 (1915). The fls. are yellow in *D. Vitaliana*, which is the cult. species, but other rose-purple. The plants require the treatment accorded to other alpines; see Alpine Plants, Vol. I.

Vitaliana, Hook. f. (Primula Vitaliana, Linn. Androsace Vitaliana, Reichb. Aréttia Vitaliana, Lodd. Gregoria Vitaliana, Duby). Height 2 in.: sts. numerous, prostrate, somewhat woody; branches denuded of Ivvs. at the base, but at the tips clothed with overlapping linear entire pilose Ivvs.: fls. nearly stalkless, solitary or 2 or 3, yellow, rather large; corolla-tube 2 or 3 times longer than the calyx, the lobes ovate-lanceolate, obtuse. Alps, Pyrenees. L.B.C. 2:106.

Some of the American douglasias, all with rose or purple fls., are sometimes listed by foreign specialists in alpines.—*D. arcticas*, Hook. Glabrous: Ivvs. ciliate with short and simple hairs, apex obtuse; fl. 1 on a scape; corolla-tube short, rounded, slightly lobed, loosely ciliate. High arctic Amer.—*D. dentála*, Wats. Like *D. nivalis* and by some considered to be a form of it, but coarser and

DOUGLASIA 1067

DOUGLASIA (Greek, lance-fern). *Polyquadricae*. Small pot ferns with oddly pretty leaves.

Leaves with continuous marginal sori and copiously anastomosing veins.—About 20 species in warm countries. Sometimes joined to Pteris, which see for culture. Not to be confused with Dryopteris.

palmata, J. Smith. Lvs. 4–9 in. each way, with 5 or more triangular lobes or the fertile still more divided; ribs black. W. Indies to Brazil.—Sometimes considered to be a variety of *D. pedata*, Fée.

nobilis, J. Smith. Larger: Ivvs. sometimes 1 ft. long, pedately bipinnatifid; ribs chestnut. S. Brazil.

D. doestiens, with Ivvs. resembling a geranium fl., 3–6 in. each way, is sometimes cult., as in *D. doestiens*, with more divided Ivvs. Both are natives of the Hawaiian Isls.

DOSSINIA (E. P. Dossin, Belgian botanist, 1777–1832). *Orchidaceae*. One species of terrestrial orchids, allied to *Anoectochilus*, but lacking the bearded fringe on the lower part of the labellum. This species may possibly be cult. by a few amateurs who are skilled in the cult. of dwarf greenhouse foliage plants.

*D. maromotis*, C. Morr. (Anoectochilus Lowei, Hort.). Lvs. golden-veined, 4–5 in. long, elliptic; scape 8 in. long, subpusecent, 10 in. high; spike 5 in. long, with many white, subpusecent fls. Jaya. F.S. 4:370.—There is a stronger-growing var., with foliage better colored.
with broader often spatulate lvs. which are entire and sparingly dentilicate. Cascade Mts., Wash.—D. tridentata, Gray. Mature lvs. coriaceous, the margin smooth merely minute ciliolate; blade oblong or oblong-lanceolate and obtuse; fls. 2-5; corolla-tube almost twice as long as calyx. Ore., Wash.—D. montana, Gray; Mts., lvs. prominently ciliate on the margins, destitute of forked hairs, the blade very small and linear or lanceolate; fls. single, the corolla-tube less than the calyx or just equaling it. Mts., Wyo., Mont. Runs into several forms, 2 of which have been described as species (D. biflora, Nelson and D. or Androsaces uniflora).—D. nivula, Lindl. Mts. Mature lvs. covered with minute 2-3-fld. pairs, margins not ciliate, blade linear and usually entire; fls. 3-7, the corolla-tube hardly exceeding the calyx. Columbia River.

L. H. B.†

DOUGLAS SPRUCE: *Pseudotsuga Douglasii.*

DOWNINGIA (after Andrew Jackson Downing, famous American pomologist and landscape gardener). *Campanulaceae; or Lobeliaceae when this family is kept distinct. Low herbs, much branched, sometimes grown as garden annuals; flowers blue with white or yellow markings or blotches.

Leaves alternate, entire, passing above into bracts: fls. in the axils of the lvs. or upper sessile bracts; corolla 2-lipped, the upper lobes much narrower than the 3 lower ones; tube of stamens free from the corolla: seeds numerous, small, oblong to spindle-shaped, in a very long linear cap, that bears at its apex the leafy calyx-lames and is deficient lengthwise by 1-3 valves or fissures.—Six to 8 species, mostly in Calif. (1 in Chile), usually in moist places and margins of spring pools, sometimes in salty marshes or in mountains. Rafinesque’s name Bolelia (anagram of Lobelia) is older, but is discarded by the list of “nomina conservanda” of the the Vienna code. The plants are little known in American gardens. They are easily grown annuals, and are made to make interesting pot-plants. The species are often not well distinguished, and some of them may be color forms. The plants grow about 6 in. high, and have been recommended for edgings.

*pulchella,* Torr. (Clinopodium pulchella, Lindl.). Erect or ascending, 2-10 in., usually similar: lvs. oblanceolate to linear, ½ in. long, obtuse: fls. deep blue, the center of lower lip yellow with a white border, and marked with violet and yellow in throat; lower lip with 3 roundish apical lobes; upper lip deeply 2-crested with spreading oblong-lanceolate segms. May, June, in Calif. B.R. 1909. R.H. 1861:171. G.W. 15, p. 213. R.H. 1895, p. 19, shows its straggling habit as a pot-plant. Many of the branches fall below the top of the pot.

*elegans,* Torr. (C. elegans, Douglas). St. usually simple, 4-7 in.: lvs. ovate to lanceolate; the broad lip moderately 3-lobed; the 2 divisions of the smaller lip lanceolate, parallel; lower lip sky-blue with darker veins and the 3 main primary with 2 green or yellowish spots; the throat often purple-speckled and yellow-lined. May. Calif. B.R. 1241.

L. H. B.†

DOXÁNTHA CAPREOLÁTÀ, Miers: *Bignonia capreolata.*

DRABA (Greek name for a cress). *Cruciferas.* Whittlow-Grass. One of the important groups of spring-flowering plants for the alpine garden.

A large and widely scattered genus of tufted hardy annual or perennial herbs, with stellate hairs: leaves often in a rosette, mostly uncut; scapes or sta. leafy or not; racemes short or long; fls. without bracts, small, white, yellow, rosé or purple; stamens 6: fr. an oval, orbicular or linear flat pod with several to many marginless seeds in 2 rows in each cell; cotyledons accumbent.—Some 150 species in temperate and arctic regions of the world, many of them in mountains. Many species occur in the lists of alpine gardeners. They are more or less.aluminium-like.

Drabas are very pretty dwarf compact alpine plants, with small but numerous flowers admirably adapted for edging at the front part of a sunny border. They require a sunny position and an open soil. It is important that they be well matured by the autumn sun. The

plant forms a dense little rosette of lvs., and has a neat appearance at all times. In spring, drabas are thickly covered with their little flowers and when planted in masses are decidedly effective. Propagation is chiefly by division; also by seed, which may be sown in the fall if desired. (J. B. Keller.)
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A. Fls. rose or purple.

1. pyrenacea, Linn. Rock Beauty. Height 2-3 in.: lvs. wedge-shaped, 3-lobed at apex: fls. white at first, changing to rose pink. May. Mts., S. Eu. B.M. 713. — Said to be easily prop. by cuttings. This is *Petrocallis pyrenacea,* R. Br., under which name it will be found again.

2. violacea, DC. St. woody at base, branched: 6-12 in.: lvs. ovate-oblong, obtuse, equally woolly

1344. Draba Dedéana.

on both sides: scapes leafy; petals ovate, dark purple. Andes of Ecuador at elevations of 13,000-15,000 ft. B.M. 5650.

AA. Fls. white (sometimes yellowish in No. 6).

b. Plants biennial or annual.


BB. Plants perennial.

c. Lvs. rigid.


5. gigas, Star (properly *Arabis Carduchorum,* Boiss.). Lvs. rosetulate and rigid, linear and obtusish, ciliate: scape 1 in. or less, the fruiting raceme short and contracted; fls. white: fr. glabrous, elliptic-linear, the style very short, the valves 1-nerved and keeled. Armenia.

cc. Lvs. not rigid.

XXXVII. Dracaena Goldieana, a "foliage plant" from tropical Africa.
7. aizoideas, Linn. Cespitose, 2-3 in.; lvs. linear and acutish; scape glabrous, the raceme elongating in fr.; petals yellow, twice exceeding the calyx; antlers equaling the petals: fr. lanceolate and somewhat turdigid, setulose. Asia Minor.—Aspect of D. aizoideas, but paler yellow.

10. cuspidata, Bieb. Cespitose: lvs. linear-acute: scape villous or woolly, the fruiting raceem short; petals yellow, twice exceeding the calyx; antlers equaling the petals: fr. lanceolate and somewhat turdigid, setulose. Asia Minor.—Aspect of D. aizoideas, but paler yellow.


12. rigida, Wildl. (D. bryoides, DC.). Powedered: lvs. minute, and very short, oblong-linear and keeled, obtusish, the margin more or less ciliate: scape glabrous, bearing a rather long raceme; petals deep golden yellow, much exceeding calyx: fr. elliptic or nearly linear. Caucasus, Armenia.


15. alpina, Linn. Densely cespitose, with a much-branched caulix: lvs. lanceolate or oblong, obtuse or acute, pubescent: flat; scape more or less hairy; pods oblong to ovate; style very short. April. Greenland, N. Eu., Asia.

16. aurea, Vahl. Doubtfully perennial or biennial, pubescent throughout with stellate hairs, the caudex simple or little branched: lvs. ob lanceolate to lanceolate, to 2 in., entire or remotely serrate: petals bright yellow to almost white: pods lanceolate to linear, acute and often twisted. New Mex., and Ariz. in mountains and north. B. M. 1934.


DRACENA (female dragon; the dried juice supposed to resemble dragon’s blood). Liliáceae. DRACENA. Ornamental hothouse or stowe plants, frequently with variegated leaves.

Often arborescent, with sword-shaped or broad lvs., mostly crowded at the summit of the plant; fls. clustered in panicles or heads, greenish-white or yellowish; perianth salver-forn, or campanulate; lobes 6, spreading; stamens 6: fr. a 3-celled berry. Differs from Cordyline in having larger fls., and solitary instead of many ovels in each cell of the ovary.—About 40 tropical woody plants, a few being in cult. See Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc., vol. 14, for a monograph of the genus.

Dracena Draco, of the Canaries, is the dragon tree. It reaches a height of 30 to 60 feet, branching when of great age. The dragon tree of Tenerife, famous for centuries, was 70 feet high, and one of the oldest of known trees. See Cordyline. The other names not found in this article; also for culture.

The following key to the cultivated species of both Dracena and Cordyline is based upon the lvs.

**INDEX.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIES</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. lvs. long and sword-shaped, sessile.</td>
<td>The lvs. glaucescent beneath, 3-5 in. wide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. The lvs. with both faces similar, narrow.</td>
<td>The lvs. not rigid or keeled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Of mature plants narrow (6-15 lines broad).</td>
<td>Of mature plants broader (1-2 in.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Color of lvs. green, cotulate, undulate below, 9-32 ft. by 15-31 lines.</td>
<td>Color of lvs. green, cotula oblong, by 15-31 lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Urticaeformis.</td>
<td>Color of lvs. green, cotula oblong, by 3-18 lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Godseffiana.</td>
<td>Australis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Hookeriana.</td>
<td>D. Draco.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY TO THE SPECIES.**

A. lvs. long and sword-shaped, sessile. B. The lvs. glaucescent beneath, 3-5 in. wide. C. indivisa

BB. The lvs. with both faces similar, narrow.

1. Of mature plants narrow (6-15 lines broad).
2. Of mature plants broader (1-2 in.).
3. Marginis green.
5. Color of lvs. green, cotulate, undulate below, 9-32 ft. by 15-31 lines.
6. Urticaeformis.
7. Godseffiana.
8. Hookeriana.

AA. Lvs. ob lanceolate, broadly petiolated or sessile.

9. Size of lvs. 5-4 in. by 15-2 in. opposite or whorled. D. Godseffiana
10. Size of lvs. 12-15 in. by 18-31 lines. alternare. C. rubra
11. Size of lvs. 15-3 ft. by 2-4 in. alternate.
12. Pedicels: 1-1½ in long; perianth 5-7 in long. D. fragrans
13. Pedicels 1½-2 in long; perianth 7-5 in long. D. deremensis

AAA. Lvs. ovate, lanceolate, or elliptical; petals narrow.

14. The lvs. 4-5 ft. by 2-3½ in, oblomeolate, falcate, green. C. Hageana
15. The lvs. 7-8 in. by 4-5 in, oblong, white-spotted. D. Goldieana
16. The lvs. 7-10 in, lanceolate, white-margined. D. Sandersonii
17. The lvs. 10-18 in by 1-3½ in, elliptical. C. terminalis

1. Draco, Linn. Dragon-Tree. Arborescent (60 ft. high), branched: lvs. very numerous, crowded, sword-shaped, erect or the outer recurved (1½-2 ft. x 1½-3½ in.), scarcely narrowed below, long-attenuate at the apex, glaucous-green: pedicels 6-8 lines long; bracts minute, lanceolate: perianth 4 lines long, green-

2. umbrascúlifera, Jacq. Arborescent (3-10 ft. high), simple: lvs. very numerous, crowded, sword-shaped (2-3½ ft. x ½-2 in.), outer recurved, all green and shining, attenuate at the apex, scarcely narrowed toward the conspicuously undulate base, costa distinct on both faces: pedicels 4-6 lines long; bracts minute, deltoid: perianth large, 2 in. long, white, tinged with red; filaments filiform. Mauritius. L.B.C. 3:289.


Some trade names, the botanical status of which is in doubt, are the following: alba-marginita, albaniensis, Alexandriana, angustifolia, angustata, arpetos-striata, Desmetiana, érémocôns, éliottii, rostrata, flaviscava, uniflorâna, Lycocôns. Mayâ, Madonna, Ofti, perryares, recurvâna, Salomea, Shaparâna, spectabilis. D. neocycladica pro var. cycladica neo-cycladica, Lindl., with bronze lvs.

K. M. WIEGAND

DRACOCÉPHALUM (Greek, dragon's head, from the shape of the corolla). Labiátce. Hardy herbaceous annual and perennial plants of easy culture and of much importance.

Allied to Nepeta, differing in having the calyx mostly straight rather than curved and unequally toothed: mostly erect herbs, with opposite entire, toothed or deeply cut lvs., the upper ones passing into bracts: fls. in many-fl. verticils which are axillary or terminal, blue or purple, with calyx 5-7½ in. long, about 15-nerved; corolla, upper lip somewhat notched and arched, the lower one 3-crested and the middle part notched or 2-crested; stamens 4, didynamous, the 2
DRACOCEPHALUM

anther-cells divaricate.—Forty species in Eu. and Asia and very sparingly in N. Amer.

Sandy loam, moderately rich, and a rather moist, partially shaded situation will suit these plants best. In a sunny dry border they are never very showy; the flowers are of short duration, and are seldom at their best except in very moist seasons. Propagation is by division or seeds. The species described below are erect-growing.

A. Les. entire, not cut in any way.

Ruyschiâna, Linn. (Ruyschiâne sspicata, Mill.). Perennial, 2 ft. sts. slightly pubescent; lvs. linear-lanceolate, glabrous; bracts ovate-lanceolate, entire; whorls in somewhat interrupted spikes; fls. 1 in. long, purplish blue or purple; anthers villous. Siberia. Var. japonicum, Hort., has white fls. shaded with blue, and is a distinct improvement. G.C. II. 12:167.—According to Vilmorin, this species has been sold as D. altiâneae (see D. grandiflorum).

AA. Les. deeply 3-5-cleft.

austriacum, Linn., has the habit of the above, and belongs to the same subgenus Ruyschiâna, but the lvs. are divided and more distinctly revolute at the margin. About 1–1 1/2 ft. high; fls. blue, 1 1/2 in. long and more: perennial. July, Aug. Eu., Caucasus.

AAA. Les. cut only at the margin; mostly crenate.

b. Whorls crowded together into spikes or heads.

grandiflórum, Linn. (D. altiâneae, Laxm.). Perennial, about 1 ft. high; root-lvs. long-stalked, oblong, notches at base; st-lvs. few, short-stalked, ovate, not notched at base, the uppermost still more rounded: whorls in spikes 2–3 in. long, the lowest whorl usually at some distance: fls. 2 in. long, blue. June, July. Siberia. B.M. 1099. P.M. 13:51.


bb. Whorls distant, in long racemes.

Molâdávica, Linn. (Molâdávica puncâta, Moench). Lvs. lanceolate, inciso-crenate, the floral ones narrower and pecinate: fls. in few-flowered loose clusters; corolla 2 or 3 times as long as calyx, blue or white. European annual, 1–2 ft., sparingly run wild in N. Amer. Eu., N. Asia. 

Rûprechí, Regel. Perennial: dwarf or compact, 1–1 1/2 ft.: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, incised and toothed: fls. rosy purple or lilac, about 1 in. long, in axillary clusters. Turkestan. Gt. 1918.


B.R. 841. Var. alpína, Hort., is advertised.

D. camorâtense—Cedronella triphylla.—D. cotânea, Linn. = Lâllemântia.—D. virgíniânum, Linn. = Physostegia.

Wilhelm Miller.

L. H. B.†

DRACONium (derived from the Greek word for dragon). Arâceæ. Greenhouse or hothouse plants, grown more for curiosity than for beauty.

Herbs with long-petioled lvs.: petioles verrucose; blades deeply 3-parted, these again parted: spathes oblong, convolute below; spadix short-stalked, short, cylindric, free, densely many-flled.; fls. perfect, with a perianth: fr. a 2–3-celled berry, each cell 1-seeded.—About a half-dozen species in Trop. Amer. Cult. as for Amorphophallus.

Ésperoâ, Koch (Amorphophallus viridus, Lém.). Petioles up to 9 ft. long and over 1 in. thick, toughened toward base with small warts conjoined in series, marked with large livid green and brown spots; blades up to 3 ft. broad, 3-parted, the divisions bipinnate, the ultimate segms. oblong to lanceolate: peduncle 4 in. or more long; spathe up to 10 in. long; spadix 11/2–2 in. long. Brazil. 1. H. 13, p. 14; 12:424.

George V. Nash.

DRACÚNCULUS (Latin, a little dragon). Aráceæ. Odd tuberous plants sometimes grown under glass. This plant has interesting dragon-fingered lvs. and a terrifying odor when in flower. Its tubers are sold by bulb dealers under the name of Arum Dracunculus. The monographer of this order (Engler, in DC. Mon. Phan., vol. 2, 1879) puts this plant into the genus Dracunculus because the ovules are attached to the base of the ovary, while in Arum they are attached to the side. The lvs. of the true arums are always arrow-shaped, while in Dracunculus they are sometimes cut into finger-like lobes. There are only 2 species. The common one is an entertaining, not to say exciting, plant. It is well worth growing for the experience, though its stench is not quite so bad as that of a helicodiceros, sold as Arum eritatum, which makes any house unbearable in which it flowers. Nearly all arums are ill-smelling. For cult., see Arum.

vulgarís, Schott. Fig. 1346. Sheath of lvs. livid, spotted; stalks green; blades with 10 fingers projecting from a bow-shaped base: tube of spathe streaked with purple except at the bottom; spathe purple all over and much darker along the waxy border. Mediterr. regions. G.C. III. 47:198.

Wilhelm Miller.

DRAGON PLANTS. The dragon arum, dragon root or green dragon, is the native Arisema Dracontium. The dragon plant of Europe is Dracunculus vulgaris. The dragon's head is not an aroid, but a Dracocephalum, a genus of mints. False dragon's head is Physostegia. The dragon's blood of commerce is a dark red, astringent, resinous secretion of the fruits of a palm,
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Doxon orp. Drago. Other kinds of dragon’s blood are produced by Dracaena Draco and Eacstophyllum montanaria (now referred to Dalbergia). “Sticks,” “reeds,” “tears” and “lumps” of dragon’s blood are known to commerce. The resin is used in coloring varnishes, dyeing horn in imitation of tortoise shell, and in the composition of tooth-powders and various tinctures. The dragon tree is Dracaena Draco.

DRAINAGE. Underground or sub-drains serve to relieve the land of free water, which is harmful to most plants if left to stagnate in the surface soil or subsoil. They serve not only to dry the land in early spring, but indirectly to warm it, for if the water is removed the sun’s heat warms the soil instead of cooling it by evaporating the surplus water. Tenacious lands devoted to gardening and small-fruits are made more productive, warmer and earlier by sub-drainage. Drains promote nitrification, assist in liberating mineral plant-food and cheapen tillage. They serve not only to remove deleterious stagnant water, but they promote aeration as well, and this hastens beneficial chemical changes in the soil. Drainage promotes the vigor, healthfulness and fruitfulness of plants. Tenacious soils are made more friable by drains, thereby giving easier access to plant roots, while the percolation through the soil of rainwater, which carries some plant-food, is hastened. Rain-water in the spring is warmer than the soil; in midsummer it is cooler than the soil: therefore, percolation of rain-water warms the soil in the spring and cools it in extremely hot weather. Drains serve not only to relieve land of free water, but they impart to it power to hold additional available moisture, which materially benefits plants during droughts.

Drainage is of two kinds, surface and sub-drainage. On land on which large outlays of money are to be expended, as in horticultural plantations, it is of the utmost importance that the soil be freed to considerable depths from stagnant water. Trees, many shrubs, and even some garden crops send their roots deeper into the subsoil than most of the cereals, hence they require a greater depth of drained feeding-ground. In horticulture the planting may often precede the harvest by five to ten years, while with many farm crops the harvest follows the planting in a few months. If the grain-raiser loses one crop, an annual, by planting on wet land, the loss is not great, but if the orchardist loses fifteen to twenty years of labor by planting on undrained lands, before the mistake is discovered, the losses are serious. Some lands require little more than to be relieved from surplus surface water in early spring. This may be accomplished by forming ridges and open furrows as far asunder as the rows of trees are to be placed. But it is only rarely that surface drainage fully prevents serious damage from surplus moisture. Surface drainage may be considered a cheap way of temporarily alleviating undesirable conditions. It does not always eradicate them. Fig. 1347 illustrates how sub-drainage lowers the water-table (or the area of standing water), and thereby ameliorates the soil.

Sub-drainage consists in placing conduits of tile or other material in the ground at depths varying from 2½ to 4 feet, and at such distances apart as will serve to relieve the subsoil of deleterious stagnant water. When suitable stones are at hand, they are sometimes used instead of tile for forming drainage conduits. If such use is made of them, the drains should be somewhat deeper than tile drains, since the stones which form the drain occupy nearly a foot of the depth of the ditch and are more likely to become obstructed, especially if placed near the surface, than are tile drains. The throats or openings of stone drains are irregular in size, while those of tile drains are smooth and uniform in size, and are, therefore, most desirable. Years ago, various flat-bottomed tiles (Fig. 1348) were employed, but the style in general use at present is the cylindrical unglazed tile shown in Fig. 1349. They should be hard-burned. Because of the low cost of cement, tiles made of sand and hydraulic cement have recently come into use; they require no burning, are stronger than tiles made of clay and are just as efficient, except in alkali and where frost penetrates very deep.

In semi-arid districts in which irrigation is practised, if there is a hardpan, nearly or quite impervious to water, located within 3½ to 4½ feet of the surface, the land will in time become sour or charged with injurious alkaline salts, and in many cases ruinously unproductive. Lands of this description are, for the most part, situated west of the 100th meridian. A striking illustration of raising the water-table by too liberal irrigation may be found in a tract of several thousand acres in Tulare County, California, which formerly produced grapes and peaches abundantly but now yields nothing except a little hardy forage. The water table in this region was once 30 to 40 feet below the surface, but as a result of constant irrigation has risen to within 2 or 3 feet and, in low places, even to the surface, forming a sort of tule swamp. Since the water-table could not be lowered enough to restore the land by under drainage, for lack of an outlet within reasonable distance, it is probable that the only way to reclaim it.

1347. Diagrams to explain the effect of lowering the water-table by means of under-draining. On the undrained soil, the roots do not penetrate deep; and when droughts come, the plants suffer.

1348. Old-fashioned drain-tile.

1349. Common cylindrical drain-tile; and a scoop for preparing the bed for the tile.
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would be to sink a well and pump the surplus water into a surface ditch. Irrigation with pure water would then sweeten the soil and render it again productive; and the whole process of restoration need not be excessively expensive.

If the hardpan is less than 2 feet in thickness, the land may be improved greatly for orchard and vineyard purposes by the use of dynamite. Blasting should be deep enough to allow the surplus water to escape into the porous earth or gravelly soil beneath the hardpan. On the Pacific coast this method of draining orchard and vineyard land has been quite successful. In any case, unless the soil has good natural sub-drainage, it is both wise and economical to blast out holes for trees and vines; for the cost of digging holes, if they are as large and deep as they should be, is lessened by an amount almost equal to the cost of blasting.

Recently, powerful tractors have solved, to some extent, the problem of drainage in many cases by making deep plowing possible before planting and during the first few years of subsequent tillage of the orchard or vineyard. This machine with the tillage implement turns easily at the ends of the field within the space allowed for turning a span of horses and a plow; it can pass under limbs where a 14-hand horse (60-inch) can pass, and as close to the plants as a span of horses can. It furnishes also power and locomotion for spraying and for opening trenches to a considerable depth (18 to 44 inches) for the reception of drain-tile.

In some regions, drains are placed 200 to 300 feet apart, and serve their purpose well. In others they should not be placed farther apart than 20 to 30 feet. Wherever the subsoil is composed of tenacious fine clay, through which the water moves upward or downward with difficulty, the narrower intervals are necessary. In some instances the surplus water in the subsoil is under pressure by reason of water which finds its way into it from higher levels, and if this is not removed, the water has a constant tendency to rise to the surface. In many such cases drains placed at wide intervals may serve to relieve the pressure and drain the land. Since sub-drains are designed to be permanent, are expensive to construct and difficult to repair, the principles of drainage should be well understood, and the work should be undertaken only after a most careful inspection of the land and after the fundamental principles of the subject have been mastered.

Mains and sub-mains should be avoided so far as possible, since they greatly increase cost, tend to become obstructed, and are often unnecessary. The three long mains in Fig. 1350 are not drains, strictly speaking, since the land may be as fully drained without them, as shown in Fig. 1351; therefore, they serve only to conduct the water of the drains proper. Tiles of 3 to 4 and 5 inches diameter should be used when the drains are infrequent and the flow of water considerable. Smaller ones, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, will suffice when the intervals between the drains are narrow.

DRAINS should have as uniform a fall as possible, and no abrupt lateral curves or sharp angles should occur as are seen in many places in Fig. 1350. If the drain has a rapid fall in its upper reaches, as is often the case, and but slight fall in the lower, a silt basin should be constructed at the point at which the rapid changes into the slight fall, if obstructing silt is present. All drains which may be necessary should be placed before the planting occurs. Orchard lands may be drained in the spring, fallowed in the summer, and planted in the fall or the following spring. Drains placed at frequent intervals because of the tenacity of the soil should be comparatively shallow, for if placed deep or at wide intervals, the water will be too long reaching them. If drains are placed at wide intervals they should be at least 3½ feet deep to be most efficient. If the parallel system is adopted (Fig. 1351), there may be more outlets to construct and maintain than is desirable; if so, the system might be modified by constructing a submain, one side of which will serve also as a drain, and but one outlet will be required (Fig. 1352). Drains through which water runs for the greater part of the year are likely to become obstructed by roots, if water-loving trees, such as the willow, soft maple, and elm, are allowed to grow near them. If floating silt is present, the joints of the tiles should be protected for two-thirds of their upper circumferences by a narrow strip of tarred building paper (Fig. 1353), or collars should be used. Stone drains should receive a liberal covering of straw or some similar material before they are filled.

I. P. ROBERTS.
Drainage for landscape work.

The value of a thorough knowledge of the possibilities of drainage in landscape work has been overlooked until recent years as a definite field entirely apart from general drainage for agricultural purposes.

Drainage under the headings of this article is installed with the following objects in view:
1. Maintaining well-drained areas for firm lawn surfaces.
2. Maintaining well-drained and firm surface conditions for recreation areas.
3. Draining of surface water and ground water from roads.
4. Draining foundations for walks.
5. Preserving the normal soil conditions for newly planted trees.
6. Draining swamp and marsh areas to prevent breeding of mosquitoes.

1. Drainage for lawns.

The secret of a perfect lawn is attributed to drainage conditions which provide a well-drained subsoil and a firm surface that may be readily freed from any excess water during heavy rains. The installation of drainage for this purpose is required only in the more compact soils that do not drain naturally. Sandy soils seldom require artificial drainage unless immediately underlain with a stratum of impervious clay. On any lawn the topography of which does not permit the ready surface run-off and the subsoil of which is compact clay, the necessity of installing sub-surface drainage is strongest.

A drainage system for providing ideal soil conditions for perfect lawns must be installed carefully. Four-inch tile, is often used in the lateral systems while either 6-inch vitrified pipe, or the No. 2 quality of 6-inch round tile, is used for the main lines. All drains should be laid on an even grade of not less than 1/4 of an inch fall to each linear foot of drain, and preferably not less than 1/4 of an inch fall for each foot of drain. If perfect drainage is desired, the distance apart of these drains should not exceed 20 feet. In accordance with the general law of drainage, tile should be laid at a more shallow depth in the heavy soils than in the lighter soils, and should be spaced at closer intervals than 20 feet, this space varying largely with the desire to free the lawn immediately of any excess surface water.

In all tile drainage whether for lawns or other purposes, a space of approximately 1/4 inch should be allowed between the ends of the pipes. The covering of tar paper and cinders should be placed over each joint as shown in Fig. 1353. The tile should be placed on a firm bottom of clay or other natural soil, and surrounded on all sides, and covered to a depth of not less than 6 inches with cinders, crushed stone, or washed gravel (Fig. 1354). In very heavy clay, the trench excavated for the tile should be filled with cinders, crushed stone or gravel to a line separating the looser top soil from the clay subsoil (Fig. 1355). In heavy soil and for perfect lawn drainage, the lines of tile ought not to be laid deeper than 2 1/2 feet and the cinder fill should not be less than 15 inches in depth. In the lighter sandy loam soils, the tile may be laid to a depth of 3 to 3 1/2 feet.

It is often found necessary when lawns are constructed on sandy soil to prevent excessive drainage, rather than to encourage drainage conditions. In these extreme sandy soils, the surface water seeps away so readily that the lawns become exceedingly dry during the warm and dry months. To prevent this condition a layer of clay 4 inches deep should be distributed over the sandy sub-grade prepared for the lawn, at a depth varying between 10 and 18 inches below the proposed finished surface of the lawn. This clay is thoroughly compacted and serves as a partial barrier against abnormal seepage which would otherwise occur, and thereby retains the moisture necessary for the capillary attraction to feed the roots of the lawn grasses.

2. Recreation areas.

Areas naturally falling under this heading are tennis-courts (clay and turf), bowling-greens, croquet-lawns, and lawn-golf areas, and croquet-lawns. All of these require a more careful study of drainage conditions than is given to the average lawn. It is essential that such areas be so completely drained that the surface condition is always firm, even after the average continuous heavy rains.

Tennis-courts.—These areas require the most careful study of drainage conditions. The average tennis-court requires two types of drainage—surface and sub-surface. Surface drainage is cared for in two ways, (1) either by giving the court a gradual slope to one end, or (2) as shown in Fig. 1356, where the surface of the court is sloped from either end toward the middle line. This method, shown in Fig. 1357, gives probably the most satisfactory results, because, in this way, if surface conditions at the middle of the court are correct, the surface water is cared for most readily and with the shortest possible run-off. This drain across the middle of the court may be either an open concrete drain with a plank laid over the top and flush with the surface of the court, or a blind drain filled with a
coarser crushed stone and fine crushed stone, over which is spread a thin layer of washed sand. The bottom of the drain ought to be approximately 6 inches lower, at the point where the outlet to the sub-drain is located, than the elevation at the extreme high points of the drain. The method of establishing these grades varies largely with the requirements of this particular problem. The water, as it reaches the low point in the drain, is conducted at once into the main 6-inch drain, which also takes ground-water from the underground system of drains. When the court is so constructed that one end is lower than the other, in order to assist surface-drainage conditions the courts should be level from side to side. Fig. 1357 shows the general distribution of the system of tile to care for the sub-surface water in tennis-court construction. This would apply equally well to the construction of other recreation areas, including clock-golf-greens, bowling-greens, and croquet-lawns. In the construction of all tennis-courts, the trenches excavated for the tile should be filled with cinders or an equally porous material to a height not less than 6 inches below the proposed finished grade of the court.

Clock-golf-greens, bowling-greens, and croquet-lawns. — A thorough distribution of tile drains installed as outlined below, should meet all the requirements commonly imposed from the drainage standpoint upon the construction of these recreation areas. Lines of 4-inch tile should be placed, at intervals of not more than 10 feet. For the most thorough and ideal drainage of these areas, provided the cost is not prohibitive, the construction would be as follows: A neat sub-grade should be made at a depth not exceeding 15 to 18 inches below the proposed finished surface of the recreation area. The necessary lines of tile should be laid in trenches at a depth varying between 2 and 2 1/2 feet below the finished grade, these trenches to be filled with cinders, crushed stone or gravel (Fig. 1355). On this sub-grade, thus completed, the entire recreation area should be filled to a point approximately 6 inches below the proposed finished grade, with cinders, or some equally porous material. On this finished surface, the remaining 6 inches should be filled with a layer of loam free from clay, but composed of a small percentage of sand. In this way, a firm surface will be obtained which will readily care for any surface and subsoil water.

3. Roads.

The secret of a perfect road surface lies (1) in the proper crown of the road, and (2) in the adequate drainage of the subsoil or foundation. The first provision cares for the surface water, and the second provision eliminates any surplus ground-water.

On all private estates on which roads are constructed on heavy clay soils and not on grades greater than 4 per cent, the secret of success depends upon drainage installed in either of the two ways shown in Fig. 1358 or Fig. 1359. Installing a line of drains under the middle of the road is used in soils in which the ground-water level is abnormally high. Such drains should range in depth from 2 to 3 1/2 feet below the finished surface of the road, and the trenches should be filled with a porous material and not with the natural soil. The method of installing drainage under the sides of the road, as shown in Fig. 1356 is used in heavy clay soils, and serves to keep the foundation of the road on well-drained soil. These drains are installed at a depth varying from 2 to 3 feet in trenches filled with cinders or equally porous material.

Turf pleasure roads, so frequently constructed on private estates, should be thoroughly drained with a line of tile placed under the middle of the road, unless the road is constructed on a heavy foundation of fieldstone or gravel which forms a natural drain path for surface-water and soil-water.

In providing drainage along the sides of roads constructed on clay soils through virgin woods, it is sometimes necessary to carry these drainage lines a considerable distance through the woods to suitable outlet points. The joints of all such lines of drainage should be cemented, otherwise the artificial conditions produced by the increased drainage will work serious injury to many large trees growing on either side. In general it is very unsafe to install drainage lines through virgin woods, without this precaution. Roads constructed through such woods would better be drained by laying a line of tile under the middle of the road as shown in Fig. 1359.

1357. Draining a tennis-court.

1358. Draining a roadway.

4. Walks.

A most frequent method of providing drainage for walks is that shown in Fig. 1359. A line of 4-inch tile is laid at a depth varying between 18 inches and 30 inches below the finished grade of the walk and following the middle line of the walk. The trench for the tile is filled with a porous material to a height even with the bottom of the cinders used for the foundation of the walk, or laid as shown in Fig. 1359.

5. Newly planted trees.

All trees planted in clay soil require drainage. If the pockets in which such trees are planted are not
thoroughly drained, the area excavated and re-filled with soil when the trees are planted becomes a pocket for ground-water. This pocket or reservoir collects the water, which, if not carried off by means of drains, will very likely cause the death of the trees. All large trees, especially those which do not grow best with their roots in the water, must be provided with drainage. The common method of drainage is to install a line of 4-inch tile leading from the bottom of the excavated hole to a main line of tile which may have been installed for other drainage purposes, or to the nearest outlet if no such line exists.

6. Drainage to prevent mosquito-breeding.

It is a frequent practice, especially on large estates, to install open ditches from 50 to 100 feet apart in swamps and in salt marshes, in order to provide a means for draining such areas, and thus preventing the presence of stagnant water, which is conducive to the breeding of mosquitoes. These trenches are excavated at depths varying from 2 to 3½ feet. The more frequent the trenches, the shallower they may be made and still provide adequate drainage.

The foregoing article pertains only to the particular phases of drainage especially to be considered in connection with landscape work. For additional information on the general details concerned with drainage, refer to the main article upon drainage, p. 1072.

A. D. TAYLOR.

Drainage and watering for newly transplanted trees.

Drainage is an essential in all retentive soils and is a safeguard even on sandy gravelly subsoils against overwatering. Drainage is likely to be vetoed on the score of expense or on the excuse that the subsoil is gravelly; whereas, there are only gravel stones in hardpan which holds water. A drain made by filling a pit with stones is frequently inadequate as it fills with water, which backs up into the hole, saturates the soil around the roots and rots them. Rotting of only a part of the roots may injure the tree more than the cutting off of that amount of roots.

The soil in which to plant should be open, porous and aerated. Soil which has been piled up as in grading operations is likely to be sour from the decay of the soil and from the packing by teams and scrapers. Muck from ponds which has been piled and mixed with lime for a year may still be sour. Clay soil packed by the water and packing-sticks may remain too compact and not aerated enough, may be too much saturated with water and, therefore, rot the roots. Manure should not be mixed in the soil around the roots on account of the danger of souring and rotting the roots. This rotting is determined by digging down to the roots and finding them of blue-black color with a sour smell. Sometimes this decay has not reached through the bark of the roots and other times it has penetrated the bark and turned the cambium blue-black. Sour soil is likely to be of bluish or greenish color rather than chocolate-brown, and have a sour smell like that under a manure heap. The smell is most readily detected by breaking open a lump of soil. In digging into sour soil and soil that is over-saturated, the spade makes a peculiar sucking noise as in digging in a bog. If at the time of examination the soil is already become sour, it is best to take out this sour soil and put in fresh soil covering the roots only 4 inches. The ball of earth in the center will not be so liable to get sour because it has not been disturbed. As brought out by Stringfellow in the "New Horticulture," soil that is dug over will take in water and become saturated; whereas, soil that has not been disturbed will retain air in the soil-spaces even if submerged. The ball of earth is also prevented from becoming saturated by the undisturbed feeding-roots which absorb the moisture.

Watering cannot be by rule, but must depend on examination of both ball of earth in the center and the outer roots. The difficulty will be to keep the ball of earth sufficiently damp on account of the rapid withdrawing of moisture by the roots. The danger will be that the soil outside of the ball of earth will take up the water too rapidly, remain unsaturated several days and rot the roots. Examination is best done by shovel and fork, digging down 1½ feet both in the ball and outside. An easier way is to bore into the soil with an auger. It will usually be found that the central ball of earth is dry and dusty in the summer even if the surface and outer soil is damp. The growth of weeds and grass will indicate the same. A good way to water is to make a basin around the width of the ball of earth, fill it with water 6 inches deep, make crowbar holes into the ball for it to soak in. Many mistakes are made in overwatering—letting the hose run all night or watering every day, thereby rotting the roots.

Mulching is frequently neglected, the tree starving for lack of humus. A close-cut lawn around a newly planted tree may be the ideal of neatness, but it means starvation and thirst for the tree and is the principal cause of slow growth over several years, making new, bare and ugly landscapes. The mulch should extend as wide as the roots and be from 3 to 6 inches deep, of strawy manure, leaves, grass, salt hay or similar organic matter. Too much manure may sour the soil and rot the roots, if it lies heavy and compact and keeps out the air. Light strawy manure is better. If the mulch blows about and is untidy, it may be kept in position by wire netting, earth, or the planting of small shrubs.

HENRY HICKS.
DROSOPHYLLUM

(name refers to the acridity of the roots.)

*Lilacée.* Bulbous S. African and Trop. African plants of the Scilla tribe, with gamophostyous perianth and a campanulate tube, the segms. linear-oblong and reflexing: stamens 6, shorter than the segms., and inserted at the throat of the perianth-tube; ovary sessile, ovoid, 3-celled, becoming a loculecidally 3-valved membranous capsule: lvs. either broad and rather fleshy or narrow and rigid, often appearing at a different season from the bloom: fls. on a naked peduncle or scape, in a simple raceme.—About 30 species, none of which appears to be regularly in cult. *D. oligospermum,* C. H. Wright. Probably from S. Afr., and very recently described. fl-clusters over 6 ft. high, much branched, the beautiful white fls. with 3 green nerves on the oblanceolate spreading petals opening late in the afternoon: bulb elliptic, 6 in. long: lvs. 12–14, rosulate, 1½ ft. long, linear-acuminate, glabrous. Likely to come into commercial cult.

DRIMYS (from a Greek word, used in allusion to the sharp or acrid taste of the bark.) *Magnoliacée.* About 10 evergreen trees or shrubs, allied to *Dillcium,* distributed from Mex. to the Straits of Magellan, and in Austral., New Zealand, and islands. Glabrous and aromatic plants with pellucid-punctate lvs., and polygonous disciform or perfect fls. on 1- or few-fl.-umbels. Glabrous, white, yellowish or rose-colored and showy; sepalas 2–4; petals 6–9 in 2 or more series; stamens 6, on thickened filaments; ovary usually 2–3, with sessile stigmas and many seeds. *D. Winteri,* Forst. (*Winteria aromatica,* Murr.), is a S. American small tree (to 50 ft.), with milk-white fls. 1 in. or more across, jasmine-scented; petals 8–12, pale cream-yellow: lvs. alternate, evergreen, elliptical or lanceolate, coriaceous, somewhat acuminate, entire, glabrous, very aromatic: branches with reddish bark: umbels (3–9-fl.) often nearly equaling the lvs.: scarcely known either as a greenhouse subject or for outdoor cult. in warm countries. B.M. 4800.

L. H. B.

DROSERA (Greek *drosos,* dewy, from the dew-like excretions on the tips of the leaf-hairs). *Droséaceae.* A group of carnivorous plants popularly known as the *Sundews or Dew-plants.*

The st. usually short, slender or compressed, rarely elongate and upright in such species as *D. petala:* lvs. varying from linear through lanceolate to circular, often arranged in a rosette, and beset over the undersides with fine often irritable hairs, that excrete a clear neutral viscid fluid which entangles and catches insect prey; the hairs then bend inward toward the lf.-center, the fluid becomes acid and also excretes a proteinaceous ferment by which the animal tissues are digested, the dissolved products being then absorbed for the plant’s nutrition: fl.-scapes slender, ending in curved scorpioid cymes of blooms, ½–1½ in. across, and varying from white through pink to scarlet or crimson; sepalas, petals and stamens 5 each, while the carpels vary from 3–5, are syncarpous with parietal placentation, and bear as many style-arms or lobes: fl.-caps.—About 90 species scattered over the world, though most abundantly in Austral. Monograph by Diels in Engler’s *Pflanzenreich,* hft. 26. The species usually grow in moist muddy soil, at times almost floating in water, as in the common N. J. species, *D. intermedia.* Some Australian kinds form tubers, and can then survive through dry periods. The lvs. in our native species either in autumn, and a small winter bud-roselet is formed, which unfoils its lvs. in the succeeding spring.

The native and exotic species all grow well if treated as greenhouse plants, and grown in fine muddy loam topped by a little sphagnum. They should also be kept constantly moist in their root extremities, and exposed to bright light. The following native and exotic species are most often grown in South America and Europe. They can be propagated by seeds, by division of the shoots, or by cutting the slender rhizomes into short lengths of ½–1 in. The last, when placed in moist soil, root and form buds in two to three weeks.


intermédia, Hayne. Rhizome slender, 1–4 in. long: lvs. 1½–2½ in. long, long-petioled, spathulate, red with glandular hairs: scape 6–12-fl.; petals white; fls. April (Fla.) to August (New Bruns.). E. N. Amer., Cuba, and Fl.—Forms wild hybrids at times with other species.

petala, Smith. St. 6–10 in., bulbous below, slender elongate above ground, with scattered petal-glandular lvs., and terminating in delicate 6–10-fl. stalks: petals white to pink. From India through China, Japan, and the Philippines to Austral. G.C.II.19:436.—A pretty, delicate and striking species now not uncommon in cult.

rotundifólia, Linn. Fig. 1362. St. short, slender: lvs. 3½–2 in., with elongate non-glandular petiole and circular red-glandular blade: scape slender, 5–12-fl.; petals white, expanding in bright sunshine; fls. May (Carolina) to Sept. (Newfoundland).—A classic plant, owing to Darwin’s studies in “Insectivorous Plants.”

Trácyi, Macfarlane. Habit of *D. filifórmis.* Lvs. 12–16 in., pale green with light green glandular hairs: scape 15–24 in.; fls. purple, 3 in. across. Abundant over the coastal area of the Gulf states from mid-Fla. to La. Fl. April, May.—One of the largest species of the genus.

J. M. MACFARLANE.

DROSOPHYLLUM (dew-leaved). One of the 6 genera of the *Droséaceae,* comprising a single species in S. Spain, Portugal and Morocco, sometimes seen in collections of insectivorous plants, and for the interesting morphology, the lvs. being revolute rather than involute as in the *droseras* and other plants. *D. lasiánicum,* Link, is a sub-shrubby little plant, the simple st. 2–6 in. high bearing at the top long-linear glandular insect-holding lvs.: fls. 1½ in. across, on an elevated stalk (1 ft. high), bright yellow, with 10–20 stamens, alternating in length, bearing short yellow anthers; petals
5. obovate, thin, twisted after anthesis; styles 5, filiform: fr. a narrow caps., 3/4 in. long, 5-valved. B.M. 5796.—The glands of this interesting plant are people, some stalked and some sessile, viseid, not motile. See Diels, in Engler's Pflanzenreich, hft. 26 (1906) for monographic treatment, where the Droseraceae is reduced to 4 genera, Byblis and Roridula being removed from the family; and Darwin studied it and described it in Chap. XV of "Insectivorous Plants."

L. H. B.

DROYS (Greek, wood-nymph). Rosaceae. Dwarf hardy tufted evergreen somewhat shrubby plants, sometimes transferred to gardens. Leaves alternate, petiolate, simple, entire or crenate, tomentose: ffs. large, white or yellow, borne singly on slender scapes; sepalas 8-10, persistent; petals 8-10, obovate or oval; stamens many, with subulate filaments; pistils many, sessile, with a terminal style that persists and elongates on the achene. High northern or mountain plants, of N. Amer., Eu. and Asia, of which 4 species are recognized by Rydberg (N. Amer. Flora, xxli, part 5, 1913); allied to Geum. The best known cult. species, D. octopetala, requires a well-drained porous soil, a sunny but not dry position. It is well to shade the foliage from bright sun during the winter months with evergreen branches to prevent drying from a sear caused by the low temperature. A capital plant for the rockery. Propagated by cuttings, division, or by seed. (J. B. Keller.)

octopetala, Linn. Densely cespitose with a woody caudex or st.: ffs. rugose, elliptical, oval or oblong, deeply and regularly crenate, white-tomentose beneath: scapes 2-8 in. long; ffs. white, the petals elliptical or obovate-lanceolate. Que. to Ore. and N. B.M. 2972.—A good rockery plant; 4 in., more or less.

D. integrifolia, Vahl. Ffs. white; sepalas linear or linear-lanceolate: lvs. lanceolate or lance-elliptic, the margins mostly revolute. B. subtrog. to Ore. D. tomentosum, Farr. Ffs. yellow, obovate or ovate-lanceolate: lvs. obovate or elliptical, coarsely crenate, tomentose on both surfaces. Canadian Rockies. L. H. B.

DROMGOLÖSSUM (Greek, wood and tongue, of no direct significance). Polygodiaeae. Small ferns, 5 to 10 species, occurring wild in both tropics, with wide creeping rootstocks, and small, entire ffs.: sori resembling those of Polypodium. None is advertised in Amer. Three or 4 kinds are mentioned in horticultural literature abroad, but are not cult. here. L. M. UNDERWOOD.

DROMIÓN (from Greek for an oak wood: growing on trees). Geraniaceae. Prostrate or climbing woody plants, sometimes grown under glass, but apparently not offered in this country. Ffs. white or yellowish, mostly large, on short axillary usually solitary pedicles; calyx large, oblique, 5-parted; corolla-tube prominently ventricose, declinate, gibbous or saccate at base, the 5 lobes broad and spreading and only slightly sinuous, sessile, the stamens affixed in the base of the corolla, 4 perfect; disk-glands large at rear, small or wanting in front; style elongated: fr. fleshy, ovate, becoming 2-valved: lvs. opposite, thickish.—Some 15 species in Cent. and S. Amer., closely allied to Episcia. Warmhouse plants, requiring some shade from midday sun. *D. mooreana*, Hort. small, brown, from Tobago; *D. thickii*, from Ceylon: tall shrub: lvs. broadly ovate, blistered, metallic-colored: ffs. large, white, pendulous, the lower lobe toothed, calyx red. D. punctata, Lindl.—Episcia punctata. L. H. B.

DROYPHERIS (Greek, oak-fern). Polypodiaceae. Wood-Fern. A widely distributed genus of handsome ferns with dissected foliage, the native species sometimes grown in the hardy border and the tropical kinds under glass.

Plants bearing round sori either naked or covered with heart-shaped or reniform induxa, which are fixed at the center or along the sinus: veins either wholly free or the lowest united.—Several hundred species have been referred to this genus. A considerable number of our common woods ferns belong to this genus. The species have been variously known under the names Lycosia, Aspidium, and Dryopteris. Other species sometimes referred to under this genus may be found under Polyathicum and under Lastrea. For D. acrostichoides, see Polyathicum; for D. decurrens, see
DRYOPTERIS

Tectaria. In N. Amer., known to many as Aspidium. For cult. see Ferns. Not the same as D. virginiana.

INDEX.


A. Veins entirely free.

1. hirtipes, Kunz. (Nephroidium hirtipes, Hook.). Lvs. rather rigid, 2-3 ft. long, 8-16 in. broad, on stalks clothed with dense black scales; pinnae with broad, blunt lobes, the lower ones not reduced in size; sori medial on the lobes. India.

BB. Pinnae clef nearby to midrib, or lvs. bipinnate or tripinnatifid.

C. Texture thin, membranous; veins simple or once forked.

D. Lower pinnae gradually reduced to mere lobes.


3. Fischeri, Kunz. (Lastris opaca, Mett.). Lvs. 6-8 in. long, 2-3 in. wide, bipinnatifid, cut into close, entire lobes, the lowest much reduced; surfaces smooth. Brazil.

DD. Lower pinnae scarcely smaller than those above.

E. Veins forked.

4. Thelypteris, Gray (Aspidium Thelypteris, Swartz). Marsh Fern. Rootstock creeping: lvs. scattered, clear green, 1-2 ft. long; margins of the spore-bearing pinna often strongly convolute: sori 10-12 to each segm. Canada to Fla. and Texas.—A form with pinnae variously forked at tip is known as Puffera.

EE. Veins simple.

5. similata, Dav. Rootstock creeping: lvs. yellowish green, scattered, 8-20 in. long, 2-7 in. wide, with 12-20 pairs of lanceolate pinnae; sori rather large, some-

CC. Texture firm or subcoriaceous; veins 2-4 times forked.

D. Lvs. bipinnatifid or nearly bipinnate; indusia large, mostly flat.

7. cristata, Gray (Aspidium cristatum, Swartz). Lvs. 1-2 ft. long, with short, triangular pinnae 2-3 in. long, are much wider at base. Var. Clintoniana, Underw. (probably a distinct species), is larger, with pinnae 4-6 in. long, and with the sori rather near the midvene. Canada to Ark.; also in N. Eu. —Hybrids are described with D. marginalis and other species.


8. Goldieana, Gray (Aspidium Goldiæænæ, Swartz). Lvs. growing in large crowns, 2-4 ft. long, 12-18 in. wide, the pinnae broadest at the middle, indusia very large. Canada to Ky.—One of our largest and most stately native species.

DD. Lvs. mostly bipinnate; indusia convex, rather firm.

9. Filix-mas, Schott (Aspidium Filix-mas, Swartz). Male Fern. Lvs. growing in crowns, 1-3 ft. long; sori near the midvene. Used as a vermiufuge, as is also the next species. Eu., Canada and Colo.

10. marginalis, Gray (Aspidium marginale, Swartz). Fig. 1933. Lvs. 6 in. to 2 ft. long, growing in crowns, mostly in rocky places; sori close to the margin. Canada and southward.—One of our commonest ferns, and gathered with D. spinulosa intermedia for use with cut-fls.

DDD. Lvs. mostly tripinnatifid; segms. spinulose-toothed; indusia shriveling at maturity.

E. Lf.-stalks naked, polished.

11. viridescens, Kunz. Lvs. 18-24 in. long, on stalks two-thirds as long; lower pinnae largest; sori near the midrib. Japan.

EE. Lf.-stalks scaly.

12. spinulosa, Kunz. (Aspidium spinulosum, Swartz). Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, with a few pale, deciduous scales at the base; indusia smooth, without marginal glands. Var. intermedi, Underwood. Lvs. evergreen, the scales more persistent, with brown centers, and the margins of the indusia with stalked glands. One of our commonest wood ferns in the northern states. Extensively gathered for use with cut-fls. Probably a distinct species. Var. dilatata, Underwood, has similar scales to the last and tripinnate lvs. In woods at altitudes of 1,500 ft. upward, from Canada to Ore.; also in Eu. Probably a distinct species.


DDDD. Lvs. ample, 4-5-pinnatifid.

14. effusa, Urban. Lvs. 3-4 ft. long, 2 ft. or more wide, with polished stalks and from short, creeping rootstocks; sori abundant, scattered, often without indusia. Cuba to Brazil.

1364. Dryopteris parasitica. (×¼)

what distant, 4-10 to each segm. Native in N. Y. and New England, where it may be confused with D. Thelypteris. G. F. 9:485.

6. patens, Kunz. Lvs. clustered at the end of a thick rootstock, 2-3 ft. long, 4-10 in. wide, soft-hairy beneath; pinnae cut three-fourths to the midrib, the basal segms. usually longer. Fla. to Texas and Calif. and Trop. Amer. A. G. 20:25.
15. *Dissécta*, Kunze (Lastrêa membranifolia, Hort.). Lvs. 1-5 ft. long, 1-3 ft. wide, membranous, decompound; segms. broad and blunt; surfaces nearly naked: sori near the margin, abundant. India and Madagascar to Austral.

AA. Veins not entirely free, the lower veinlets of adjoining segms. united.

16. *Otâria*, Kunze (Lastrêa aristâta, Hort.). Lvs. 1 ft. long, with a long terminal pinna an inch or more wide, with lanceolate lobes, and 6-12 similar lateral pinnae; texture thin; surfaces naked; veins united halfway from the midrib to the edge. Ceylon to the Philippines. Good for table ferneries, but slow of growth.

17. *Parasítica*, Kunze (Nephrôdium molle, R. Br. D. mélius, Underwood, in preceding edition). Fig. 1364. Lvs. 1-2 ft. long, 8-12 in. wide, bipinnatifid, the pinnae cut into blunt lobes; lower pinnae distant from the others and somewhat shorter; surfaces finely villose. Tropical regions of both hemispheres. —Often grows as a weed in greenhouses.


19. *Crenâta*, Presl. Lvs. 1-2 ft. long, on stalks nearly as long, with a terminal pinna 6-8 in. long, often 2 in. wide, and 4-8 similar lateral pinnae; margins bluntly lobed: sori near the main veins. Cuba and Mex. to Brazil.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.
R. C. BENEDICT.†

**DRYPÈTES** (probably from Greek for _drúpe_, from the character of the fruit). GUIANA PLUM. WHITEWOOD. _Euphorbiâceae_. Tropical evergreen greenhouse shrubs. Glabrous: lvs. leathery, alternate, simple, mostly entire: fls. dioecious, in axillary clusters or pistillate single, apetalous, staminate fls. with calyx incrustate and a rudimentary pistil; stigma broad, nearly sessile; pistil 1-celled, 2-ovuled. —About 10 species in Trop. Amer., 2 native in S. Fla. They do well in light loam. Prop. from cuttings in sand with heat. _D. laterifîbra_, Urban (D. crocêa, J. & C. Christ. _Sceàerìa laterifîbra_, Swartz), of W. India region, 6 ft. high, lvs. elliptical, pointed, has been in cult.

J. B. S. NORTON.

**DUCHÉSNEA** (A. N. Duchesme, monographer of Fragaria in 1766). _Rosâceæ_. Fragaria-like perennial trailing herbs, differing in the calyx being 5-parted and the lobes alternating with larger leafy 3-5-toothed bracts, the petals yellow, and the receptacle dry and spongy rather than becoming fleshy or pulpy as in the strawberry: lvs. ternate, with short-stalked lfts.: fls. solitary, on the runners; stamens 20-25, short. —Two species in S. Asia, one of which has run wild in this country, and is useful as a basket-plant and as a low ground-cover.

**Indica**, Foëcke (Fragâria ïndica, Andr.). YELLOW STRAWBERRY. A neat plant trailing close on the ground, with leafy runners, pubescent: lfts. rhombic-ovate, more or less petioled, coarsely crenate, obtuse: fls. about 3⁄4 in. across, on peduncles equaling or exceeding the lvs.: fr. usually less than 1⁄2 in. diam., red, insipid. In waste grounds, N. Y., west and south.

L. H. B.

**DUCREW**: _Lemna._

**DUCKWHEAT**: _Fagopyrum._

**DUDAI MELON**: _Cucumis._

**DUDLEYA** (named for the late Wm. R. Dudley, professor of botany in Stanford University). _Crassulâceæ_. Shortly caulescent or acaulescent perennials, with flat, linear to ovate, acute basal lvs.: fls. in short or elongated panicles, orange-yellow or red, rarely white: lvs. on flowering branches much shorter and relatively broader than the basal ones, sessile or clasping: corolla nearly cylindrical or slightly angled, the segms. united below the middle; stamens twice as many as the calyx-lobes: carpels erect, many-sided. —Some 60 species have been described, all from the west coast of N. Amer. None of them has proved very satisfactory as a bedding plant, and as a rule the species do not compare with the echeverias in horticultural value. The following species are described in this work under Cotyledon (p. 866).

_D. Cotyledon_, Brit. & Rose, as _C. californîca._
_D. pulvèrulènta_, Brit. & Rose, as _C. pulvèrulènta._
_D. Purpûsîti_, Brit. & Rose, as _C. Purpûsîti._
_D. lanceolâta_, Brit. & Rose, as _C. lanceolâta._

J. N. Rose.

**DUGUÈTIA** (named in honor of J. J. Duguet, who in 1731 wrote a work on plants). _Aberemôra_, R. E. Fries, not Aubl. _Annonâceæ_. A genus of Trop. American shrubs and trees, about two dozen species, differing from Annona in technical characters, particularly in infribicing petals and distinct angular rigid carpels becoming detached from the alveolate receptacle when mature, and usually with stellate-pubescent or sessile indument. _D. lanceolâta_, St. îll., the type of the genus, is a Brazilian tree. _D. quitârenâs_, Benth., Fig. 1365, with very similar fr. which turns red when ripe, has recently been collected on the Isthmus of Panama by Henri Pittier; and _D. furfurâceâ_, Benth. & Hook. f., a low plant with edible orange-colored fr. as large as an apple, in the province of Minas, Brazil, by Shamel, Popenoe, and Dorsett, of the Bureau of Plant Industry. From this genus must be separated _Fussèa longifôlia_, Safford (_Annonâ longifôlia_, Aubl.), the fr. of which is a solid globose sarcarpium, and the outer circles of stamens sterile and petal-like, while the indument is composed of solid silky hairs. See _Fussèa._

W. E. SAFFORD.
**DULICHUM**

(_old Latin name_.) _Cyperaceae_. One perennial species, _D. arundinacea_, Brit. (_D. spathaceum_, Pers.), in E. N. Amer., which has been offered by collectors as a bog-plant. It is grass-like, with terete leafy culms which are hollow and unbranched, 2-3 ft. tall; it has linear flattened spikelets sessile on 2 ranks on peduncles; tholl-leafed from the leaf-sheath. The plant is distributed in swamps about ponds from Newfound-land across the continent and to Fla. and Texas; of no special value.

**DURÁNTA** (after Castor-Durantes, physician in Rome and botanist, died about 1590). _Verbenáceae_. Tropical American woody plants, some of which are cultivated outdoors in Florida and California, and in a few northern greenhouses.

Shrubs or trees, glabrous or woolly, often armed with axillary spines: lvs. opposite or in whorls, entire or toothed: racemes long and terminal or short and axillary; fls. small, short-pedicelled in the axis of a small bract; corolla-limb of 5 spreading oblique or equal lobes, the tube usually curved: stamens 4, didynamous; calyx enlarging and inclosing the fr.; stigma 4-lobed; fr. an 8-seeded juicy drupe.—Eight or 10 species, Mex., W. Indies, S. Amer., one reaching Key West.


**GOLDEN DEWDROP.** A variable shrub or small tree, minutely pubescent or becoming glabrous: branches 4-angled: lvs. obovate, oblong, ovate or elliptic, mostly entire, contracted into short petiole: fls. in panicle

loose racemes; calyx-teeth subulate; corolla lilac, the limb less than ½ in. across, the lobes ciliolate; calyx yellowish, closed into a beak and covering the yellow drupe (which may reach about ½ in. diam.). Key West, W. Indies, Mex., to Brazil. B.M. 1759. B.R. 24–B. B. In either armed or unarmed. Attractive forms with white fls. and with variegated lvs. are reported in cult.

_L. H. B._

**DURÍO** (from a Malayan vernacular). _Bombáceae_. Trees of the Indian archipelago and Malaysia, one of which yields the durian (_D. zibethinus_, Linn.), a much-prized fruit of the East. Fig. 1366. There are probably a dozen other species of Durio, mostly Born-ean and recently described.

The durian is a tall tree (to 80 ft.), with oblong acuminate entire lvs., colored and sealy beneath, pinnately veined, coriaceous: lvs. large, whitish, in lateral cymes or fascicles; calyx bell-shaped, 5-lobed, subhedged by an involucre; petals 5; staminal column divided above into 2 equal segments in 4-6 groups, the anthers twisted; ovary 5-celled, each cell many-ovuled, bearing a long style with a capitulate stigma: fr. ovoid or globular, often 10 in. long, very spiny, somewhat woody, mostly indehiscent, the large seeds and carpels surrounded by a firm cream-colored edible pulp. The fr. has a strong offensive odor.

The durian is discussed as follows by O. W. Barrett in the Philippine Agricultural Review:

"The durian has an odor that can be compared only to a mixture of old cheese and onions, flavored with turpentine; but those who eat it love it so dearly that the smell does not bother them. . . . The fruit weighs about five pounds, nearly one-third of which is edible pulp and about one-sixth of which is edible seeds; the sugar-content is over 12 per cent, and it contains the same amount of starch besides. The tree is

magnificent and stately, and grows usually in open country, in the edges of forests, around native villages, and in clearings.—It can hardly be called a cultivated tree; at least, it is hardly ever grown in orchards, although on the other hand it could hardly hold its own in the real wild. Throughout Malaysia it is considered the most delicious fruit. Europeans, of course, generally revolt at the unpleasant odor; a fair proportion, however, of the foreign residents soon grow to relish the durian. Although it would not be wise, perhaps, for one unacclimated to the fruit to eat a large quantity of the pulp at one sitting, there is apparently no substance in it that would cause indigestion or any other result than a rather unpleasant breath for a few hours after eating. The chemical body which is responsible for the very pronounced odor is probably one of the sulfur compounds with some base perhaps similar to that of butyric acid.—Harvesting the durian is not unattended with danger, for soon after it becomes mature the heavy fruit falls, and occasionally kills or severely injures the unlucky individual underneath."

The seeds are eaten roasted, and the unripe fruit boiled as a vegetable. The tree has been successfully introduced into Jamaica, but is not in general culture in that island.

The specific name, _zibethinus_, is said to be derived from the practice of using the decomposed fruit as a bait for the civet-cat or zibet. Fig. 1366 is reduced from Vol. 7 of the Trans. of the Linn. Soc., 1804, illustrating König's historic account of the fruit.

_L. H. B._

**DUSK MILLER:** _Lychins Coronaria_; also species of _Centaurae_ and _Seneceio._

**DUTCHMAN'S BREECHES:** _Dicentra Cucullaria._

**DUTCHMAN'S PIPE:** _Aristolochia._

**DUVÁLIA** (for Duval, an early botanist). _Asclepía-dáceae_. About 20 succulent very dwarf leafless herbs, mostly of S. A., rarely seen in cult.; sts. decumbent or erect, sometimes subterranean and with the tips appearing above the surface, 4-6-angled and with spreading teeth, each of which bears a minute rudimentary if.: fls. solitary or in small clusters or cymes, usually borne near the middle of the young st.; corolla rotate, deeply 5-lobed, with a cushion-like ring around the outer corona and supporting it; corolla-lobes linear
DUVALIA

Justicia. natural fort, trade.

DUVERNOY (J. G. Duvernoy, pupil of Tournefort, or G. L. Duvernoy, of Strassburg, writer on natural history). Acanthaceae. By some authors united with Adhatoda, which genus is by some included in Justicia. The genus comprises 15 or more herbs or shrubs: fls. single or in short spikes; calyx short, 4-toothed, the back lobe toothed or parted; corolla-tube short; limb labiate, the upper lip helmet-shaped and 2-toothed, the lower lip flat. The species seem not to be in the trade, although D. Decurrevi, DeWild, has been cult. in Belgium: it is a tufted herb, about 2 ft. high: lvs. oblong, petiolate: fls. paniculate; upper lip of corolla white with red stripes and the lower greenish white; corolla about 1 cm. long. Congo.

DWARFING. Dwarf plants are those that never attain the height or size of the usual or representative individuals of the species. Some dwarfs are "natural," being represented by varieties of prevalently small size; and these varieties usually reproduce more true from seed or cuttings. Thus there are dwarf petunias, lobelias, asters, canna, peas, beans. Such dwarfing comes within the field of breeding.

The "artificial" dwarfs are produced by more or less arbitrary manipulation, as by grafting on stocks of small growth, heading-in the top or the root or both, by confining the roots, by withholding food and water, and by various forms of contortion and constriction.

Plants are dwarfed to keep them within bounds in small areas, to increase flower-bearing and fruit-bearing in proportion to the size of the subject, to bring all parts within reach and control, to express the skill and satisfy the conceit of the gardener, and to extend the range of interesting plant forms; and plants may be adapted to adverse soils or conditions by grafting on hardy or more reliable roots that may chance to have a dwarfing tendency. Dwarf plants are very useful in flower-gardens and in landscape work. The picturesque dwarfs of the Japanese type are amongst the most curious plants of form.

The Japanese practice of dwarfing. Figs. 1367, 1368.

The art of dwarfing trees has been long practised among the Japanese gardeners. Some trees are more adapted for this purpose than others. The following have been considered to be most suitable:

Chamaecyparis obtusa.
Pinus pentaphylla.
Pinus parviflora.
Pinus Thumbergii.
Pinus densiflora.
Larix Utilissima.
Juniperus rigida.
Juniperus chinensis var. pro-cumbena.
Podocarpus chinensis.
Podocarpus Nagei.
Tszuga Sieboldii.
Tszuga diversifolia.
Cryptomeria japonica.
Acer palmatum.
Various species of Japanese flowering cherries, ivies, bamboos, fruit trees, etc.

Before entering into a discussion of dwarfed trees, one should have a clear understanding between the "bonsai" or artistic plant and the "hachiuye" or ordinary potted plant.

Acer trifidum.
Styrax japonica.
Lagerstroemia indica.
Pinus Granatatum.
Trachycarpus exelsa.
Rhipsalis f沿途iformis.
Rhaya humila.
Zelkowa acuminata.
Millestia japonica.
Wistaria floribunda.
Wistoria brachybotrys.
Prunus Mume.
Evolvynus alata.
Cycas revoluta.

There are two styles in which the "bonsai" is presented, one is the planting of one or more tiny trees of picturesque form in an artistic shallow pot; and the other is the representing of a part of a miniature garden or forest embracing trees, shrubs, grasses, mosses, rocks, and ponds. The former is simply an improved or more reliable potted plant, whereas the latter exhibits an imaginary scene, so that one might feel by glancing upon the pot in a little Japanese chamber as if he were at that moment strolling in such a garden or wandering within forest. A little piece of stone gives an idea of Mt. Fuji, and a drop of water the surface of the Japan Sea. We often suspect the tree, covered with mossed bark, of not more than 3/4 foot in height, would reach the cloud; or it might suggest a wintry landscape brought in amidst searching summer days to release a man from heat.

The success in raising a valuable "bonsai" depends entirely on the skill of dwarfing the trees, and it requires a long experience. Remember always what the home of the plant was, and treat it according to its habitat. In other words, climate, soil, environment, nourishment, and all other circumstances of its original state should accompany the tree; and the degree of humidity, both in the air and ground, is of prime importance in the dwarfing process. Some have the erroneous notion that the dwarfing is accomplished merely by bending the tree unnaturally. The roots are confined to check growth, without making other alteration. The shape and size of the branches or leaves are affected by the firmness of the earth, the way of watering, the kinds of fertilizer, and the degree of sunshine. Between the leaves there should be ample air and frequent sunshine. Some plants need only slight moisture, and others much. Too wet is worse than too dry. Many are thoughtless in giving water, not considering the condition of the soil. Judicious watering is one of the first requisites to success. For example, after being placed on balconies or terraces in the daytime, the potted plants should be exposed outdoors during the night, if not stormy. Japanese gardeners use many different fertilizers in accordance with the time of growth, kind of plant, and purpose (i.e., whether for branches or leaves, for flowers or fruits), some of them being: oil-cake, bone-meal, tankage, clam-shells, barnmanures, night-soil, wine lees, tea dregs, cow's milk, rice-bran, fish refuse, iron-rust, and others.

Plants both of "bonsai" and "hachiuye" dwarfs should be repotted every two or three years, in order to destroy the old fibrous roots, and to give a chance for new ones. Otherwise, trees are deprived from taking any nourishment, and will soon die. This practice is to be done in February or March, when the aim of dwarfing is completed; whereas the pruning is to be between April and June, to secure more or even larger flowers.

Pine.—This is one of the most difficult plants to be treated as a dwarf tree, although it will hardly result in failure, if taken direct from the mountain or seashore while young; new young needles are steadily growing. Pines that have suffered through various difficult
weather are preferred. About half a year previous to removal, a ditch should be made around the plant. In removing, the main root should be carefully cut off by scissors, leaving its end downward to avoid the resin from accumulating, which otherwise might destroy the tree. For different shapes, the branches are to be twisted to and fro, as shown in the cut (Fig. 1368); bind the plant with flax rope, and pull it moderately toward the trunk with a cord. The special nature of this tree is to dislike the humid earth. Having no pleasing flower or fruit, the pine must exhibit merit in the arrangement of needles or the color of the bark. The best time to transplant is in autumn. Forforking one may use oil-cake, or a bone-meal.

*Mume* (*Prunus Mume*).—This is different from the Japanese flowering cherry; the beauty of the flower should accompany the picturesque form of the tree itself. The age of the tree is highly regarded. Slender branches as well as grotesque trunks with mossy bark are usually chosen. Hence, all dwarf Mume plants are raised by grafting. The potting of Mume may take place as soon as the flowers have fallen. The pot is to be kept in shade at least one month, the earth having been thoroughly pressed. To have more flowers, the old roots are destroyed, and the branches cut, leaving a few branchlets. Potted Mume is fertilized with thin liquid manure, and occasionally cow’s milk, between December and February.

*Pomegranate.*—In this plant, the portion of the roots which is close to the main trunk may be exposed to the air. As a dwarf tree, pomegranate is enjoyed both for fruits and flowers. All new sprouts are to be pinched off, other than those that will produce flowers. Until the fruits have grown larger, one should wait for manuring. For flowers, oil-cake, tankage, or bone-meal are used; for fruits a light fertilizer is used.

*Bamboos*.—Choose one of the most proper kinds and keep it in a pot for two or three years. Then wait upon several shoots coming up. One year after this, these new bamboos are transferred into other pots. The practice needs much patience and great skill, and it would hardly pay, knowing that the prime age of bamboo is only for four or five years. Issa Tanimura.

Dwarf fruit trees.

Generally speaking, dwarf trees are those which by various means are made to remain smaller than normal trees of the same species or variety. Three means are in common use in dwarfing trees: by growing on dwarfing stocks, restricting the root run, and by pruning to check the growth of the top. Horticulturally speaking, and particularly as the term is applied to fruit trees, dwarf trees are those which are grown on dwarfing stocks. A discussion of dwarf fruit trees is, then, most largely concerned with dwarfing stocks.

Dwarfing stocks are not modern innovations. For at least three centuries, various stocks have been used to dwarf apples, pears, plums, cherries and quinces. In fact, dwarf fruit trees were quite as common, or even more so, in Europe a century ago than they are at present. They have been grown in America, at least dwarf apples and pears, for nearly a century, during which time, in recurring periods they have received much attention from fruit-growers. There is in horticultural literature much data, which, while fragmentary, is still substantial, to guide us in the use of dwarfing stocks and to indicate the value of dwarf fruit trees.

The action of dwarfing stocks as here explained affects a small part of what stocks are. A dwarfing stock is always a smaller, a weaker, or a slower-growing variety or species than the tree to be propagated on it. The top conforms to the roots chiefly because of the inability of the latter to furnish sufficient nutrition. The tree is dwarfed through starvation. Other than in size the trees are little or not at all affected, although minor changes in the fruit and in the bearing habit are supposed to be brought about by dwarfing.

Dwarf fruit trees are propagated by the same methods employed in growing standard trees with preference given to budding dwarfing stocks, whereas standard trees are still largely propagated by grafting. Propagation should that a be better done by budding than by grafting, and since it is always difficult to secure a good union between plants as widely divergent as stock and cion in a dwarf tree must of necessity be, budding should have the preference of the two methods. In fact the chief problem in growing dwarf fruit trees is to find a stock that will produce upon the larger growing cion can easily be worked and with expectation of expected success and permanent union. This brings us to the matter of stocks for the several fruits.

Dwarf apples are commonly grown on two stocks—the Paradise and the Doucin. Both of these, it must be understood, are class names, there being in the literature a dozen or more varieties of Paradise and about as many of the Doucin. Carefully compared, the many kinds in use can be reduced to the French Paradise (Pommier du Paradis), English Paradise, and the Dutch Paradise for the first class, while the Doucin stocks may be grouped under the Doucin, the English Broad and the French Doucin. There is much confusion in the names of dwarf apple stock in nurseries and the grower will be fortunate if he gets what he calls for. Of these two classes, the Paradise stocks make the dwarfer plants and should be used for trees to be kept as true dwarfs and for all that are to be trained in fancy forms. The Doucin stocks are the better for free-growing trees.

Pears are dwarfed by growing on quince roots. Any quince may be used, but the Angers, upon which quinces are commonly propagated, is the best dwarfing stock for the pear. Comparatively few pears can be successfully worked on quince roots because stock and cion do not make a good union. This antipathy is obviated by budding the quince with a pear which unites readily; the next year the untractable variety is budded on the more amenable variety, the resulting tree being thus pear on quince, followed by pear on pear—the “double-worked” system.

There is no question but that the Mahaleb is a dwarfing stock for the cherry, and in Europe, where it has long been used, it is always regarded as such. In America, where the Mahaleb in the last quarter century has been superseded by the Mazzard, a free-growing stock, it is not so thoroughly known but there is no difference in the size of trees on the two stocks. It must not be understood that the Mahaleb stock gives a true dwarf cherry, but it has a very decided dwarfing effect on either sweet or sour cherries.

Stocks for plums have not been well tested—a statement that holds for all stone fruits. It is very certain, however, that varieties of *Prunus insititia*, as the Damsons or the St. Julien, the latter one of the best of all plums for a stock, have a dwarfing effect on the varieties of the larger-growing ones of *P. domestica*, as do also several of our free-growing native species, among which *P. americana* may be recommended for cold climates. For true dwarf trees, however, the only stocks that give promise are the dwarf natives, of which *P. pumila* and *P. Besseyi* have been found to unite readily with several varieties each of either the Domestica or Triflora plums, and to make very good dwarfing stocks for them.

Peaches, apricots and nectarines are dwarfed by budding on *P. persica*, *P. insititia* and *P. americana*. It is probable that all of these fruits, and the cherry as well, can be grown on *P. pumila* and *P. Besseyi* as true dwarfs, several experiments having demonstrated that good unions form between the peach, at least, and these dwarf sand cherries. As to whether the union
would be sufficiently permanent to make the trees so obtained worth while, remains to be seen.

The great advantage of a dwarf tree is its small size, which permits the planting of more varieties of a fruit in a small space. Dwarf fruits, then, deserve, in particular, the consideration of amateur fruit-growers and of those who want small-growing fillers for permanent orchards. Trees of small size are easier to prune, spray, and to care for in every way. Because of the low stature and compact head of the dwarfs, wind causes less injury to trees and crops.

DWARFING

**Dyschoriste**

DYSCHORISTE

Another very material advantage of the dwarfs is that they come into bearing earlier than the standards. The desirability of early bearing from several standpoints is obvious. Advocates of dwarf fruits very generally assert that the fruit from the dwarf trees is of higher quality, higher color and better flavor. As a generalization, this is not true, though it probably is true for a few varieties of each of the several fruits under consideration. Tests of many varieties of apples on dwarf and standard stocks on the grounds of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station show that more often the fruit from standard trees is the better. Pear-growers have found that comparatively few varieties of this fruit are improved in the qualities named by growing as dwarfs. Size, color and quality of fruit are as likely to be affected deleteriously as beneficially by dwarfing.

Dwarf stocks are much used to adapt varieties to soils. This is the chief value of most of the propagating plants named for the stone-fruits. The true purpose of such stocks must be clearly kept in mind—the dwarfing in this case is a disadvantage attendant upon the use of the stock for another purpose.

The disadvantages of dwarfing stocks, in America at least, are rather more pronounced than their advantages. They may be summed up as follows: Nearly all dwarf trees are shorter-lived than standards—the exceptions are very few. All dwarf trees, whether trained in fancy forms or free-growing, need more care than standard trees. The chief items needing extra care are pruning, tilling and fertilizing. It is more difficult to propagate dwarf trees and the cost of the plants is therefore greater, making the cost an acre, with the increased number of trees, much greater. Lastly, it is most difficult to secure trees, especially of apples, on dwarfing stocks that are known to be true to name.

In conclusion, it may be said that we have just passed through one of the recurring periods of interest in dwarf trees in America and that commercial fruit-growers are more than ever convinced that for the present, at least, dwarf trees are of little value to them. The place of these trees is in gardens of amateurs and on the estates of those who can afford to grow and train them for their beauty as well as for their fruit. There is, however, a possible future for dwarf fruits in commerical plantations, when the refinements of horticulture have been carried far enough to show the special adaptations of varieties of the several fruits to different stocks and when the care of dwarf trees is better understood.

U. P. HEDRICK.

**Dyckia** (after Prince Salm-Dyck, German botanist, and author of a great work on succulent plants). Bromeliaceae. Succulents, grown under glass and in the open far South. Dyckias somewhat resemble century plants, but with smaller spines, as a rule, and flowering regularly. They are usually stemless, and the lvs. form dense rosettes. About 60 species in S. Amer. For cult., see Agave. They are rarely cult. in Fls. and Calif., and in a few northern collections. Following have showy yellow lfs.

A. Infl. amply branched or panicled.

*algissima*, Lindl. (*D. princeps*, Lem.). Lvs. spiny at the margin; floral bracts small, all manifestly shorter than the fls. Brazil.

B. Filaments forming a tube: fls. with scarcely any pedicel.

*rariflora*, Schult. Fig. 1360. Lvs. with small spines on the margin, shorter than in *D. algissima*; sepals not emarginate at the apex: upper sheaths of the scape shorter than internodes. Brazil. B.M. 3449. B.R. 1752.

1. Filaments not forming a tube all the way: fls. with a short but conspicuous pedicel.

*sulphurea*, C. Koch, not Baker. Lvs. with small spines at the margin; sheaths of the scape longer than the internodes, the higher ones entire; bracts lanceolate, the lowest conspicuously longer than the pedicelled fls.: blades of petals wide and longer than stamens. Brazil.

WILHELM MILLER.

**Dyopsis** (obscure name). Palmaceae, tribe Areceae. Madagascar palms that have been poorly described, are little known and of scarcely any horticultural significance. They are all small, unarmed palms, with reedlike lvs.: lvs. terminal, entire, bifid at the apex or pinnatisect; segms. split at the apex or irregularly toothed, the apical one confluent; sheath short; spadices long, loosely fl.; fr. small, oblone or ovoid, straight or curved, oblique at base.—Perhaps half a dozen species. No species of Dyopsis are common in cultivation, as they possess but little beauty. They are among the easiest and quickest to germinate. All of them require a stove temperature. *D. madagascariensis*, Nichols. is also known as *Areca madagascariensis*, Mart., and is so treated here. *D. pinnatifrons*, Mart. (A. gracilis, Thouars), is one of several plants that have been known as *Areca gracilis*. It is a pretty palm, now grown in large quantities by some dealers. G.C. II. 24:304. The genus is closely related to Chamaedorea.

N. TAYLOR.*

**Dyschoriste** (name refers to the scarcely divided or lobed stigma). Incel. Calophanee. Acanthaceae. Fifty or more annuals or perennials of the tropics of Amer., Afr., and Asia, allied to Ruellia and Strobilanthus. None of them is apparently in regular cult. They are plants with opposite mostly entire small lvs. and blue or pale fls. in short-stalked cyms. *D. nobilior*, C. B. Clarke (*D. Hildebrandtii*, Lind.), is a free-flowering shrub, with a penetrating odor, and hairy branches; lvs. elliptic, nearly 2 in. long, slightly crenulate: fls. purple-blue in many distant and dense axillary cyms; corolla less than ½ in. long. Brit. Cent. Afr.; recently cult. at Kew.
EARTH-NUT, EARTH-PEA. Little-used names for the peanut, goober or pinder, *Arachis hypogaea*. The words earth-nut and ground-nut are used for many subterranean tubers, without much discrimination, and therefore they have small value as vernaculars. They may be applied to the underground tubers of *Apios tuberosa, Panax trifolium*, *Erigenia bulbosa*, *Cyperus esculentus*, and others. Earth-apple, earth-gall and similar variants are in use for various plants.

EATONIA: *Sphenopholis*.

ÉBENUS (Greek name for the ebony, *Leguminosae*). *Eccremocarpus*. A genus of plants allied to *Onobrychis*, sometimes planted in borders but apparently not offered in this country. *E. cordifolium*, *Elaterium*, is described in the following article.

ÉBONY: *Diospyros Ebenum*.

ECBALIUM (Greek, to throw out). *Cucurbitaceae*. *Squirting Cucumber*. A perennial trailing vine, easily grown as an annual in any garden, cultivated for its explosive fruits.

When ripe, the oblong prickly fr. squirts its seeds at the slightest touch, or sometimes at the mere vibration of the ground made by a person walking by. Some of the old herbalists called this plant *Cucumis asinus*. Another curious fact about the plant is that a powerful cathartic is made from the juice of the fr., which has been known for many centuries.

A preparation of it is still sold in the drugstores as *Trituratio Elaterini*. The drug “elaterium” is derived from the juice of the fr. *Ecballium* has only 1 species, and is closely related to the important genera *Cucumis* and *Citrus*us. With them it differs from *Momordica* in lacking the 2 or 3 scales which close the bottom of the calyx. Other generic characters are: prostrate herb, fleshy, rough hairy: lvs. heart-shaped, more or less 3-lobed: tendrils wanting: fls. yellow, the staminate in racemes, pistillate usually from the same axis with the staminate fls.: calyx 5-cleft. It is a native of the middle and eastern Medit. regions, especially in rich moist forests.


WILHELM MILLER.

ECREMOCÁRPS (Greek, pendent fruit). *Bignoniaceae*. An attractive half-hardy tendril-climber. Shrubs, but grown as annuals in the N., tall climbing:

lvs. opposite, 2-parted or -pinnate: fls. yellow, scarlet or orange, mostly racemose; calyx campanulate, 5-parted; corolla-tube elongated; limb more or less 2-lipped or in *E. seaber* small and nearly entire; stamens 4, didynamous, included; disk annular: fr. an ovate or elliptic loculicidal 1-celled caps.—Three or 4 species of tall somewhat woody plants from Peru and Chile, climbing by branched tendrils at the end of the twice-pinnate lvs., and having very distinct fls. of somewhat tubular shape, which are colored yellow, orange or scarlet.

Ecremocarpus has two sections, in one of which the corollas are cylindrical, but in the section *Calampelis*, to which *E. seaber* belongs, the corolla has a joint at a short distance beyond the calyx, then swells out on the underside, and suddenly constricts into a neck before it reaches the small circular mouth, surrounded by five very short rounded lobes.


L. H. B.†

ECHEVÉRIA (named for Atanasio Echeverria, an excellent Mexican botanical draughtsman). *Crassulaceae*. Stemless or somewhat caulescent succulents.

Leaves fleshy, but usually broad and flat, commonly making dense rosettes: fls. borne in loose spikes or racemes or sometimes paniculate, but never in a flat cyme; calyx deeply 5-parted; sepals usually elongated and narrow, unequal, commonly spreading but sometimes erect; corolla 5-angled, usually strongly so, very broad at base; stigmas united below, very thick and nerveless, erect but often spreading at tip; stamens 10, 5 attached near the middle of the petals, the other 5 either free or attached lower down on the corolla: carpels 5, erect; ovules and seeds many.—More than 60 species of this genus have been described. Most of them have been in cult. in Washington and at the New York Botanical Garden, although but few are in the trade. It is confined almost entirely to Mex., one species extending into the mountains of W. Texas, and one or two species extending into Cent. Amer. Many of the species are valuable for flat bedding, or as ornamental in their compact rosettes and highly colored foliage. For cultural notes, see *Cotyledon* (with which it has been united by many authors).
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A. Sepals orbicular, very small, obtuse.
B. Corolla twice as long as thick; sepals appressed.
1. a'mónna, De Smet. Nearly stemless, with numerous offshoots: lvs. in small but dense rosettes; flowering branches slender, 4-8 in. long; fls. 1-8, in slender racemes; corolla red, 4-5 lines long. Native of Mex. —This species was intro. into cult. nearly 40 years ago.

1. a'mónna, De Smet. Nearly stemless, with numerous offshoots: lvs. in small but dense rosettes; flowering branches slender, 4-8 in. long; fls. 1-8, in slender racemes; corolla red, 4-5 lines long. Native of Mex. —This species was intro. into cult. nearly 40 years ago.

BB. Corolla little longer than thick; sepals not appressed.
2. mícrocálx, Brit. & Ross. (E. Purpúrusii, Brit.). Shortly caulescent, sometimes 1 ft. high; corolla yellow-pink, 4 lines long. Native of Mex.

AA. Sepals linear to ovate.
B. Fls. axillary, arranged in loose spikes or racemes.
C. The fls. in spikes.
D. Plant not caulescent, glabrous throughout.
3. mícrocálx, Schlecht. Caulescent, glabrous throughout: basal lvs. in a dense rosette 4-8 in. long; fls. sessile; corolla 1 in. or more long, reddish tinged with yellow. E. Mex.

DD. Plant caulescent, pubescent throughout.

5. pulvéncéna, Schlecht. (Cotyledón pulvéncéna, Baker). A similar species is sometimes cult., with obovate-spátulate lvs.

CC. The fls. in racemes.
D. Species caulescent.
E. Inf. compound below; corolla pale.
6. línquiefólia, Lem. Sts. 1 ft. or more high, very leafy; lvs. thick, fleshy, green, nearly terete at base; flowering branches long and drooping, each consisting of a simple raceme: fls. cream-colored. Mex.—This species has long been in cult., and has not been collected wild in recent years. It is so very different from the other echeverias of Mex. that we are led to suspect that it may be of hybrid origin.

EE. Inf. simple throughout; corolla bright-colored.
F. Plant pubescent throughout.
7. pulvéncéna, Rose (Cotyledón pulvéncéna, Hook.). Sts. 4-6 in. high, somewhat branching, becoming naked below: young branches, lvs. and sepals covered with a velvety pubescence: lvs. clustered in rosettes at the top branches, about 1 in. long, very thick: fls. in a leafy raceme; corolla scarlet, sharply 5-angled. Mex.—This is a very distinct echeveria, with a remarkable pubescence.

8. Príngeli, Rose (Cotyledón Príngeli, Wats.). This is perhaps nearest E. pulvéncéna, although not so pubescent nor so attractive a plant.

FF. Plant glabrous throughout.
9. atropurpurea, Baker (Cotyledón atropurpurea, Baker. E. sanguínea, Morr.). Sts. 4-8 in. high, glabrous throughout: lvs. aggregated at the top of the st. in a dense rosette, usually dark purple above, somewhat glaucous: flowering branches elongated; sepals somewhat unequal; corolla bright red, strongly angled. Probably native of Mex., but known only from cult. specimens. Page 870.

DD. Species not caulescent.
10. lúrida, Haw. (Cotyledón lúrida, Baker). Plants stemless, glabrous and glaucous throughout: lvs. forming a flat, rather open rosette, narrowly oblong, 2-4 in. long, acute, tinged with purple, especially when old; flowering branches 12-32-fl.; sepals thick, spreading or even reflexed; corolla bright red. Known only from garden material, but undoubtedly from Mex. B. R. 27:1.

11. racemósa, Schlecht. & Cham. This is similar to E. lúrida, and was considered by Baker to be a synonym; but they are here kept distinct. The material of E. racemósa now in cult. was secured at the type locality of the species, Jalapa, Mex.

12. carnícer, Morr. (Cotyledón carnícer, Baker). Another somewhat similar species, but with only 6-8 fls. It is known only from garden specimens.

13. maculáta, Rose. This belongs also to this alliance, but grows at higher localities in Mex., and has brighter green lvs. It ought to live throughout the year in our southern gardens.

BB Fls. terminal, arranged in second spikes or racemes, either simple or compound.
C. Inf. a simple raceme.
D. Plant hairy throughout.
14. seídá, Rose & Purpúrus. Plants stemless, giving out offsets from the base; lvs. often 100 or more, forming a dense, almost globular, rosette, thickish but flattened, about 2 in. long, covered on both sides with setiform hairs; infl. usually a simple second raceme with 8-10 fls.; petals red at base, yellow at tip, setose without. Contr. Nat. Herb. 13: pl. 10.—A very peculiar species, recently collected by C. A. Purpúrus in Puebla, Mex.

DD. Plant glabrous throughout.
E. The fls. sessile.
15. Peacockii, Croucher (Cotyledón Peacockii, Baker). Stemless; lvs. about 50 in a close rosette, obovate, spatulate, white-glaucous, slightly red toward the tip, faintly keeled on the back: flowering branches forming a scorpionoid spike; corolla bright red, 6 lines long. It is doubtless of Mexican origin, although often reported as from New Mex. or Calif. Page 870.

EE. The fls. pedicelled.
F. Lower pedicels short.
16. subésasílis, Rose. This is very similar to L. Peacockii, but has shortly pedicelled fls. It is a very beautiful species, well suited for flat bedding. Native of Cent. Mex.

FF. Lower pedicels elongated.
G. Lvs. very turgid.
17. elegáns, Rose. Stemless; lvs. numerous, sometimes 80-100 in cult. specimens, forming very compact rosettes, very glaucous, pale bluish green, very turgid, with translucent margins, these sometimes reddish: flowering branches pinkish, with 8-12 lvs.; fls. in a succulent raceme; corolla 5 lines long, its segments, distinct nearly to the base, pinkish with yellow spreading tips.—Known only from material collected near Pachuca, Mex., by J. N. Rose. This is one of the most beautiful species of the genus, and is well suited for rockeries or for use in flat bedding. This is not to be confused with Cotyledon elegans, N. E. Br., which is Oliveranthus elegans.

18. simuláns, Rose. A similar species with somewhat different habit and lvs., and with slightly different corolla; sepals appressed rather than spreading.
GG. Lvs. not turgid.
H. The lvs. glaucous green.
19. glaucá, Baker (Cotyledón glaucá, Baker). Stemless; lvs. in small but dense rosettes, nearly orbicular,
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broadened just above the apex, almost truncate, but with a decidedly purple mucro, very pale, slightly glaucous; fls. 15-20 in a small second raceme. Cent. Mex.—Often confused with E. secunda, but apparently specifically distinct. Page 870.

20. secunda, Booth, (Cotyledon secunda, Baker) Fig. 1083. Stemless, glabrous; lvs. numerous, inclined to be erect, forming a dense rosette, bluish green, ovate-cuneate, broad at margin and more or less red: fls. 12–15 in a second raceme. Mex. Page 870.

cc. infl. of a compound raceme.

d. Plants caulescent.

21. rubromarginata, Rose. Stemless or sometimes with a short st.: lvs. comparatively few, stiff, ascending, glabrous, glaucous, with a somewhat crenulate, red margin; flowering stts. sometimes a foot high, more or less papillose. Mex.

EE. Sepals erect and closely appressed to the corolla.

22. subrigida, Rose (Cotyledon subrigida, Rob. & Seaton). Stemless, glaucous throughout: lvs. in a dense rosette, flat, acute, very glaucous, bluish green, tinged with purple, the margins of young ones bright scarlet. Mex.—This is one of the most beautiful of all the echinocereus. It is especially suitable for growing in clusters.

dd. Plants caulescent.

F. Lvs. tapering into a long narrow stalk.

23. Scheeri, Lindl. (Cotyledon Scheeri, Baker). Stts. sometimes 2 ft. tall, or more often branched, glabrous, and somewhat glaucous: infl. a few-branched panicle; petals red or tinged with yellow, thick, erect or spreading at tip. Undoubtedly Mex, but known only from cult. material. B.R. 31:27. Page 870.

FF. Lvs. somewhat narrowed downward, but with a broad base.


EE. Shape of lvs. obtuse.

F. Lvs. rounded on the face.

25. campanulata, Kunze. Short, caulescent, the branches crowned by rosettes of large lvs.: lvs. spatulate, tapering into thick petioles, very glaucous, obtuse at apex: petals thick, reddish without, yellowish within, somewhat spreading at tip. Mex. B.R. 1247 (as E. gibbiflora).—It is said to be near E. gibbiflora, but it certainly has very different foliage.

FF. Lvs. concave or flat on the face.

26. gibbiflora, DC. Stts. often tall, 2 ft. or more high, glabrous throughout: lvs. 12–20 in a close rosette, obovate-spathulate, often highly colored: infl. a lax panicle. Mex. Var. metallica. A very common and popular greenhouse plant. It is very similar to the type, but has more highly colored lvs. Page 570.

E. argentea, Lem., L.H. 10: Mise. 76, 1863;—Dudleya pulverulenta.—E. Bernhardtiana, Foerst., is a garden species or from an unknown source.—E. bracteata, Lindl. & Pax.—Pachycereus. E. Galapagos—E. gibbiflora, etc.—E. Chanteusi, Johnson’s Gardener’s Dict., p. 204, 1894, as a hybrid—E. coccinea, Deleuil, is a hybrid of Pachycereus bracteatus and E. Chanteusi.—E. Donvallii, L. De Smat—E. Peacockii.—E. eritaca, Deleuil, is said to be a hybrid of E. coccinea and E. atropurpurea.—E. ferrea, Deleuil, said to be a hybrid of E. Scheeri and E. Scheeri var. metallica, Hort. ex. E. Morr. in B.H. 24:161. (1874). Caucausian or nearly so: lvs. numerous, forming a dense rosette, spatulate, pale and somewhat glaucous, about 3 in. long, broadest near the top and there 5–4 in. broad, mucronate at tip, rather flat: flowering branches weak and spreading, bearing a few linear, yellow, reddish racemes: sepals linear, very unequal, somewhat ascending: corollas both before and after flowering strongly 3-angled, reddish below, yellowish above and with a red base; stigma opposite the petals borne on the lower third of the corresponding petals; the 5 alternate stamens free nearly to the base, inserted free, creed. This description is drawn from material in the Washington Botanical Garden of unknown origin. It resembles somewhat E. secunda but is distinguished as being nearer to E. coccinea by the shape of the corolla. Page 1085.

HH. The lvs. with reddish margins.

ECHINACEA (Aster-like, alluding to the serpentine-like sts.). Asclepiadaceae. A few winter hardy succulents of Trop. Afr. and Arabia, not sufficiently distinguished from Calaruma; allied to Stapelia, which see for cult. None of the species seems to be in the trade. The sts. are many-angled and tesselate, bearing small mostly fascicled fls. in the grooves: corolla rotate or approaching campululate, 5-lobed, fleshy, often grey or purple-tawny, with a central column and arising from the base of the corolla, and bearing the corona. The following species have recently been mentioned in garden literature: E. ceresformis, Hook. f. is 6 in. high, with elongated cylindrical serpentine or pendulous sts. and bright yellow fls. in fascicled. B.M. 2930. E. Demanauntna, Spreng. not Schwein., is similar but has dark brown-purple fls. Nile Land. E. Bertnii, N. E. Br., has 7–8-stipped fls. 3½ in. or less diam. and vinous-purple fls. in pairs toward the tips of the branches. S. Arabia. B.M. 7760. E. somalandesis, N. E. Br., has columnar cereus-like shrubby cylindrical 5-surfaced branches and nearly sessile dark purple yellow-spotted fls. solitary or in 2’s or 3’s. Somaliland. B.M. 7929.

ECHINOPHOROPSIS (efer-like, alluding to the serpent-like sts.). Asclepiadaceae. A few winter hardy succulents of Trop. Afr. and Arabia, not sufficiently distinguished from Calaruma; allied to Stapelia, which see for cult. None of the species seems to be in the trade. The sts. are many-angled and tesselate, bearing small mostly fascicled fls. in the grooves: corolla rotate or approaching campululate, 5-lobed, fleshy, often grey or purple-tawny, with a central column and arising from the base of the corolla, and bearing the corona. The following species have recently been mentioned in garden literature: E. ceresformis, Hook. f. is 6 in. high, with elongated cylindrical serpentine or pendulous sts. and bright yellow fls. in fascicled. B.M. 2930. E. Demanauntna, Spreng. not Schwein., is similar but has dark brown-purple fls. Nile Land. E. Bertnii, N. E. Br., has 7–8-stipped fls. 3½ in. or less diam. and vinous-purple fls. in pairs toward the tips of the branches. S. Arabia. B.M. 7760. E. somalandesis, N. E. Br., has columnar cereus-like shrubby cylindrical 5-surfaced branches and nearly sessile dark purple yellow-spotted fls. solitary or in 2’s or 3’s. Somaliland. B.M. 7929.
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With the growing appreciation of hardy borders and of native plants, it should be possible to procure four or five distinct colors in the flower, associated with low, medium and tall-growing habits. They do well in sandy soils, and may be used to help cover unusually dry and exposed spots. They respond well to rich soil, especially sandy loam, and prefer warm and sunny sites. They are predecessors of easy culture. Propagated by division, though not too frequently; sometimes by seeds. The roots of E. angustifolia are black, pungent-tasted, and are included in the United States pharmacopoea as the source of an oleo-resin.

purpurea, Moench. (Braunia purpurea, Brit.). Commonly not hairy, typically taller than E. angustifolia, 2 ft. or more high: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, or the lower ones broadly ovate, often 5-nerved, commonly denticulate or sharply serrate, most of them abruptly contracted into a margined petiole; upper lvs. lanceolate and 3-nerved: rays at first an inch long and broadish, later often 2 in. long or more, with the same color-range as E. angustifolia, but rarely almost white. Rich or deep soil. Vs. and Ohio to Ill. and La. G.L. 19:28. G.M. 22: suppl. Nov. 11; 31:574. Gng. 5:41. Vs. sec. B. (Rudbeckia lutescens, Nutt. R. serótina, Sweet). The varietal name means late-flowering, but the chief point is the hairy or bristly character of the plant. L.B.C. 16:1593. P.M. 15:79 (as E. intermedia).—Perhaps the best form for garden purposes, the rays said to be much brighter colored, broader and not rolling at the edges.

angustifolia, DC. (B. angustifolia, Brit.). Brittle, either sparsely or densely: lvs. narrower than in E. purpurea, from broadly lanceolate to nearly linear, entire, 3-nerved, all narrowly rounded to the base, the lower into slender petioles: fl.-heads nearly as large as in E. purpurea, but sometimes much smaller. Prairies and barrens, Sask. and Neb. to Texas, east to Ill., Tenn. and Ala. B.M. 5281. G.W. 4:164. —This species has several forms, which approach and run into E. purpurea.

A dealer advertises (1912) a "red sunflower" obtained by crossing a species of Echinacea with Helianthus multiflorus. It is described as 6-6 ft. high, with fls. 4-7 in. diam., red. See Helianthus.

N. TAYLOR.†

ECHINOCATUS (Greek, spine and cactus). Cactacae. A very large group of globular, strongly ribbed, and usually spiny cacti, growing from the United States to South America, particularly abundant in Mexico. Sometimes these cacti become very short-cylindrical; occasionally the ribs are broken up into tubercles which resemble those of Mannillaria; and rarely spines are entirely wanting: the fls. usually appear just above the young spine-bearing areas, but sometimes they are farther removed, and occasionally they are in the axil of a tubercle; the ovaly bears scales which are naked or woolly in the axils, and the fr. is either succulent or dry. —The genus is well developed within the U. S., about 40 species having been recognized. The souther limit is the southern borders of Colo., Utah, and Nev., apparently having spread from the great arid plateau regions of Mex. proper and Low. Calif. The genus extends throughout Mex. but is not found in Cent. Amer. It is well represented, however, in the drier regions of S. Amer. Echinocactus and Mannillaria are distinguished chiefly by the way in which the fls. are borne,—terminal on the tubercles in the former, and axillary to tubercles in the latter. In external appearance they are very similar. The genus Astrophytum is here included, although it seems to be very different from the typical forms of Echinocactus and should doubtless be kept distinct. It is important to note that with certainty all of the specific names found in trade catalogues, but the following synopsis contains the greater part of them. In all cases the original descriptions have been consulted, and in some cases it is certain that a name originally applied to one form has been shifted to another. The following synopsis may not be complete; but by checking up the proper application of names, it may thus leave some of the common species of the trade unaccounted for. No attempt is made to group the species according to relationships, but a more easily handled artificial arrangement, chiefly based upon spine characters, is here adopted. They must be kept in mind that they are exceedingly variable, especially under cult., and large allowance must be made for the characters given in the key and in the specific descriptions.

Unlike most globular forms of cacti, echinocactus do not readily produce offsets; consequently they must be propagated by seeds if one wishes to increase these plants in quantity. Seeds of echinocactus, and, in fact, most cacti, will germinate as freely as seeds of other plants, provided they have been allowed to ripen properly before gathering and carefully dried afterward. The months of May and June have been found to be by far the most favorable for germinating Echinocactus in the United States. But for a few days, while during the winter months it takes almost as many weeks. Opuntias will germinate in even less than six days; they germinate most readily of all the Cactaceae, and grow the fastest afterward, while mammillarias are the slowest to germinate and grow the slowest afterward. The seeds should be sown in 2-inch pots in a finely sifted mixture of one part leaf-mold, one part loam and one part charcoal dust, or some mixture of equal parts. The surface should be made very smooth, and the seeds pressed tightly into the soil with the bottom of a flower-pot and then covered with about 45th of an inch of fine silver sand. This allows the seedlings to push through readily and prevents the soil from erusting on the surface of the pots, as they usually have to stay in their seedling pots at least one year. The pots should be placed in a greenhouse where they will receive plenty of light but not the direct sunlight, for, although cacti are natives of desert regions, the seedlings will rot if exposed to full sunlight under glass. For the first winter, at least, the seedlings should be kept in a temperature of not less than 60° and carefully looked over every day to ascertain the condition of the soil, for, although they should be kept on the dry side, they must not be allowed to pass the seedling stage. When about a year old they may be transplanted to shallow pans not more than 6 inches in diameter, and prepared with the same mixture as for seedling pots. These pans will be found better than small pots, because the soil may be kept more evenly moist and the seedlings do better in consequently better growth. When grown from 2 to 3 inches in diameter, seedling echinocacti may be transferred to pots, using only sizes just large enough to accommodate them, as they make but few roots. Pot them in a mixture of two parts fibrous loam, one part leaf-mold and one part pounded brick and silver sand. During the spring and summer months water more than ever, but during the fall and winter months water must be supplied as much as possible. Some of the species may begin to blossom in May and others at intervals during the summer. The flowers vary considerably in size, and embrace a good range of color, from white to deep yellow, and from white to carrot-colored. Those that do not readily produce seed (in New England, at least) unless artificially pollinated. —Like most of the cactus family, the more cylindrical species...
will readily unite when grafted upon other kinds, not only in the same genus, but in other genera of Cactaceae, and for weak-growing species it may often be an advantage to graft upon some stronger-growing species. *Echinocactus Buxtorfii* (or *C. colubrinus*) makes an excellent stock to graft upon, choosing stock plants of reasonable size and height. The system known as "wedge-grafting" is perhaps best for the purpose, and the early spring months, or just as the growing season is about to begin, is the best time for grafting.—If plants of *echinocactus* can be kept in a healthy condition, they are not much troubled with insect pests; mealy-bug is their worst enemy and should be removed at once with a clean mucilage brush.—The following varieties have been found to be among the most easily grown: *E. capricornis*, *E. cophonomus*, *E. cornigerus*, *E. Grueniti*, *E. horizontalantherus*, *E. longbatus*, *E. myriostigma*, *E. setispinus*, *E. texensis*, and *E. Wistlizii.*

(E. J. Canning.)
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**A. Spines, or some of them, hooked (Nos. I-10).**

**B. Central spine solitary.**

1. Wrightiti, Coulter (E. uncinatus var. Wrightiti, Engelm.). Oval, 3-6 in. high, 2-3 1/2 in. diam.: radial spines 8, arranged as in E. uncinatus; central spine solitary, angled, flexuous and hooked, elongated (2-6 in.), erect, straw-color, with dark tip: ffs. 1-1 1/2 in. long, dark purple. Texas and N. Mex.

**B.B. Central spines 4.**

**C. Some or all of the spines annulate.**

2. cylindraceus, Engelm. Globose to ovate or ovate-cylindrical, simple or branching at base, becoming as much as 3 ft. high and 1 ft. diam.: ribs 13 in younger specimens, 20-27 in older ones, obtuse and tuberculate: spines stout, compressed, more or less curved, reddish; radials about 12, with 3-5 additional slender ones at upper edge of areole, 1-2 in. long, the lowest stouter and shorter and much hooked; centrals 4, very stout and 4-angled, about 2 in. long and 3/4-1/2 in. broad, the uppermost broadest and almost straight and erect, the lowest decurved: ffs. yellow. S. W. U. S. and Low. Calif.

**3. longihamatus, Gal.** Subglobose or at length ovate, becoming 1-2 ft. high: ribs 15-17, often oblique, broad, obtuse, tuberculate-interrupted: spines robust, purplish or variegated when young, at length ashy; radials 8-11, spreading, straight or curved or flexuous, the upper and lower ones 1-3 in. long, the laterals 2-4 in.; centrals 4, angled, the upper ones turned upward, straight or curved or twisted, the lower one stouter, elongated (2-3 in.), flexuous or more or less hooked: ffs. yellow, tinged with red, 2 1/2-3 1/2 in. long. Texas and Mex.

4. Wistlizii, Engelm. At first globose, then ovate to cylindrical, 1 1/2-4 ft. high: ribs 21-25 (13 in small specimens), acute and oblique, more or less tuberculate: radial spines 3/4-2 in. long, the 3 upper and 3-5 lower ones stiff, straight or curved, red and old specimens the 3 stout upper radials curve toward the center and become surrounded by the upper bristly ones), the 12-20 laterals (sometimes additional shorter ones above) bristly, elongated, flexuous, horizontally spreading, yellowish white; centrals 4, stout, angled, and red, 1 1/2-3/4 in. long, the 3 upper, the lower one longest (sometimes as much as 4-5 in.), very robust (flat and channeled above), hooked downward: ffs. yellow or sometimes red, 2-2 1/2 in. long. From S. Utah to N. Mex. and Low. Calif.

**cc. None of the spines annulate.**

5. brevispina, Engelm. Globose-ovate, very dark green: ribs 13, deeply tuberculately-interrupted, the tubercles with a woolly groove extending to the base: radial spines mostly 12, terete, straight, white or yellowish, with dusky tips, 3/4-1 in. long, the upper longer; central spines 4 (rarely 2 or 2 additional ones), flattened, white with black tips, the 2 lateral ones divergent upward, straight or a little recurved, 1-2 in. long, the uppermost one weaker, the lower stoutest and darkest, porrect or deflexed, hooked downward, 3/4-1 in. long: ffs. funnelform, rose-color, 1-1 1/2 in. long. S. W. Texas and New Mex.

6. sinuatus, Dietr. (E. Tenuicoccus, Labour.). Globose, 4-8 in. diam., bright green: ribs 13, oblique, acute, tuberculately-interrupted, the tubercles short-grooved: radial spines 8-12, setiform and flexible, the 3 upper and 3 lower purplish brown and straightish (the lower ones sometimes more or less hooked), 4-4 1/2 in. long, the 2-6 laterals more slender, longer (1-1 1/2 in.), often flattened, puberulent and whitish, sometimes flexuous or hooked; central spines 4, puberulent, yellowish (or purplish variegated), the 3 upper ones slender, flattened or subangled, erect and generally straight (rarely hooked), 1 1/2-2 in. long, the lowest one much stouter, flattened or even channeled, straw-color, flexuous, more or less hooked (sometimes straight), 2-4 in. long: ffs. yellow, 2-3 in. long. Texas, Ariz. and N. Mex.

7. uncinatus, Gal. Glaucescent, globose to oblong: ribs 13, obtuse, tuberculate-interrupted: radial spines 7 or 8, 1-2 in. long, the upper 4 or 5 straw-color, straight, flattened, the lower 3 purplish, terete and hooked; centrals 4, the upper 3 rather stout and straight, about 1 in. long, the lowest one very long, flattened, hooked at apex: ffs. brown or purplish.

8. Whipplei, Engelm. Fig. 1371. Globose-ovate, 3-5 in. high, 2-4 in. diam.: ribs 13-15 (often oblique), compressed and tuberculately-interrupted: radial...
spines usually 7, compressed, straight or slightly recurved, \( \frac{3}{2} \) to 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, longer ones shorter than the others, all white excepting the two darker lowest laterals; sometimes 4, widely divergent, the uppermost one flattened, straight and white, 1-1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, turned upward in the plane of the radials (completing the circle of radials), the others a little shorter, quadrangular-compressed, dark brown or black, becoming reddish and finally ashy, the 2 laterals straight, the lowest one stouter and sharply hooked downward; ft. greenish red. N. Ariz. Fig. 1371 is adapted from the Pacific Railroad Report.

BBB. Central spines 5 to 8.

9. corneoglossa, DC. Globose or depressed-globose, 10-16 in. diam.: ribs about 21, very acute and wavy (not tuberculately interrupted): radial spines 6-10, white and comparatively slender, or wanting; central red and very robust, angular-compressed, with long, sharp, horny tips, the upper 3 erect-spreading, 1-1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, the lower 2 weaker and declined, the central one longer, more rigid and keeled, very broad (1\( \frac{1}{2} \) to 1 in.) and hooked downward: ft. purple, 1-1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long. Mex.

10. polianthocactus, Engelm. & Bigel. Ovate or at length subcylindric, becoming 4-10 in. high and 3-4 in. diam.: ribs 13-17, obtuse, tuberculately interrupted: radial spines 20 or more, compressed and white, the uppermost wanting, the 4 upper ones broader and longer (1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in.), the lateral spines shorter, the lowest one very short (1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in.), the lowest very short (1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in.) and subcylindric, elongated (3-5 in.), white with dusky tip, curved upward, the other 5-10 erect or suberect, straight and white; upper ones long (2-4 in.) and mostly straight, the others gradually shortening (to about 1 in.) downward and sharply hooked: ft. yellow, 2-2\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long and wide. Nev. and S. E. Calif.

AA. Spines not hooked (Nos. 11-48).

b. Central spines none or indistinct.

11. Monvillii, Lem. Stout, globose and bright green: ribs 13-17, tuberculately broadest toward the base, undulate; tubercles somewhat hexagonal, strongly dilated below: radial spines 9-12, the lower ones somewhat longer, very stout, spreading, yellowish translucence, reddish at base; central wanting. fls. varying from white to yellow and red. Paraquay.

12. Pfeifferi, Zucc. Oblong-globose, becoming 1-2 ft. high and 1 ft. diam.: ribs 11-13, compressed and somewhat acute: spines 6, about equal, rigid, straight, divergent or erect, pale transparent yellow with a brownish base; very rarely a solitary central spine. Mex.

13. cotonoglossus, Lem. var. major, Salm-Dyck. Depressed, from a large indurated naked naphoriform base, 2-4 in. across the top: ribs 10-15, acute from a broad base, more or less transversely interrupted and sinusous: spines 3, annulate, very stout and erect from deeply sunken areoles, reddish when young, becoming ashy gray; upper spine stoutest, erect or straight, and slightly curved upward, flattened and keeled, and occasionally twisted, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) to 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long; the 2 laterals erect-divergent, straight or slightly curved, terete above and somewhat quadrangular below, 1-1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long; all from an abruptly enlarged base: fls. said to be small and white, with purplish median lines. Mex.

14. multistatus, Hildmann. Depressed-globose: ribs very numerous, 90-120, compressed into thin plates with which the plant is covered in or are two divergent: spines exceedingly variable, in some cases wanting entirely, in others 3 or 4, short, rigid, and translucent yellow; in others more numerous, larger, and often flatter; in still other cases very long and flat, interlacing all over the plant; no centrals: fls. white, with a broad purple stripe. Mex.

15. capricornis, A. Dietr. Globose: ribs about 11, broad, spotted all over with white dots: clusters of spiral distant, usually seen only near the apex; spines 5-10, long and flexuous; centrals not distinct: fls. large, yellow. Mex.

16. rincodensis, Poselg. Cylindrical, covered with ivory-white spines which are tipped with crimson: spines 3, with no centrals: fls. large, purple-crimson, darker at base. N. Mex.

17. phyllacanthus, Mart. From globose to cylindric, with depressed vertex, simple or proliferous, 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) to 3\( \frac{1}{2} \) ft. broad; ribs 40-55, very much crowded and compressed, thin, acute, very wavy, continuous or somewhat interrupted: radial spines 5 (sometimes 6 or 7), straight and spreading, the 2 lowest ones white, rigid, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) to 2 in. long, half as long as the 2 darker, angled, larger laterals, the uppermost spine thin and broad, channeled above, faintly annulate, flexible, grayish pink, 3\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long; central spines none: fls. small, dirty white. Mex.

BB. Central spine solitary (sometimes 2-4 in. crispatus, E. helophorus, and E. setispinus, or wanting in E. lophothete).

c. Sts. with less than 13 ribs.

18. leucacanthus, Zucc. Somewhat claveate-cylindric, pale: ribs 8-10, thick, obtuse, strongly tuberculately, the areoles with strong wool: radial spines 7 or 8, similar, straight, finely pubescent, at first yellowish, at length white; central spine solitary, more or less erect, rarely wanting; fls. light yellow. Mex.

19. ornatus, DC. (E. Mirbelii, Lem.). Subglobose: ribs 8, broad, compressed, vertical, thickly covered with close-set white woolly spots, making the whole plant almost white: radial spines 7, straight, stout, yellowish or becoming gray; central spine solitary. Mex.

20. ingens, Zucc. (E. Visnaga, Hook.). Very large (sometimes as much as 10 ft. high and as much in circumference), globose or oblong, purplish toward the top: ribs 8, obtuse, tuberculately: areoles large, distant, with very copious yellowish wool; radial spines 8 or more; central spine solitary; all the spines shaded yellow and red or brownish, straight, rigid, and interwoven: fls. bright yellow, about 3 in. broad. Mex.

21. horizontalis, Lem. Glaucescent, depressed-globose or at length ovate or even cylindrical with age, 2-8 in. high, 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) to 4 in. diam.: ribs 8-10 (fewer in very young specimens), often spirally arranged, the tubercles scarcely distinct by inconspicuous transverse grooves: spines 6-9, stout, compressed, reddish (at length ashy), recurved or sometimes almost straight, nearly equal, \( \frac{4}{3} \) to 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long (sometimes long and slender and almost terete, sometimes shorter, stout and broad); radials 5-8, upper ones weaker, lowest wanting; a single stouter decurved central (sometimes wanting): fls. pale rose-purple, 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long or more. New Mex. and N. Mex.


22. electracanthus, Lem. Globose or thick cylindric, becoming 2 ft. high and 1 ft. diam.: ribs about 15: radial spines about 8, equal, rigid, spreading, yellowish, about 1 in. long; the central one solitary, red at base: fls. clear yellow. Mex.

23. Echidne, DC. (E. Vanderheyd., Lem.). Depressed-globose, 5-7 in. diam., 3-4 in. high: ribs 13, acute: radial spines 7, broad, rigid, spreading, yellowish, 1 in. or more long; central spine solitary and scarcely longer than the others: fls. bright yellow, 1 in. or more long. Mex.

24. texensis, Hopf. Mostly depressed (sometimes globose), 8-12 in. diam., 4-6 in. high, simple: ribs
ECHINOCACTUS mostly 21 (sometimes 27, and in smaller specimens 13 or 14) and undulate: spines stout and fasciculate, reddish, mostly eversheathed; the exterior 6 or 7 radiate, straightish or curved, unequal, 1/2–3 in. long in some cases, 1/2–2 in. in others, much shorter than the solitary and stout recurved central, which is sometimes 1/2–1 1/2 in. broad: fls. about 1 1/2 in. long, parti-colored (scarlet and orange below to white above). Texas and N. E. Mex.

25. rectispinus, Brit. & Rose. Fig. 1372. Globose, at length eversheathed: ribs 13-21, obtuse and strongly tuberculate: radial spines 7–9, very unequal, the 3 upper ones 4–5 in. long, the lower 1 1/2–3 in. long and paler; the central very long (12–13 in.), straight or slightly decurved: fls. about 1 1/2 in. long, pinkish; ovary bearing a few ovulate, scarious, naked scales. Low. Calif.


27. recurvus, Link & Otto. Subglobose and very stout: ribs about 15, covered with broad, dark red spines, the radials spreading, the central one recurved and very stout. Mex.

28. setispinus, Engelm. Subglobose, 2–3 1/2 in. diam., ribs 13, more or less oblique, often undulate or somewhat interrupted: radial spines 14–16, setiform and flexible, 1/2–3 in. long, the uppermost (the longest) and lowest ones yellowish brown, the laterals white; central spines 1–3, setiform and flexuous, dark, 1–1 1/2 in. long; fls. funneliform, 1 1/2–3 in. long, yellow, scarlet within. Texas and N. Mex.

29. helophorus, Lem. Depressed globose, light green with purple-red veins: ribs about 20, compressed, obtuse: radial spines 9–12, very stout and porrect; central spines 1–4, stronger and annulate; all the spines pearl-gray. Mex.

cc. Sths. with 30 or more ribs.

30. obvallatus, DC. Obvolute-globose, depressed: ribs very numerous, vertical: spines most abundant towards the apex, unequal, spreading, stout, whitish; the 3 upper radials and solitary central strong, the others (especially the lowest) small: fls. purple, with whitish margin. Mex.—The name was suggested by the appearance of the terminal cluster of fls. surrounded by a fortification of strong spines.

31. crispatus, DC. (E. dirigens, Link) Globose, 5 in. or more high: ribs 50–60, compressed and sharp, more or less undulate-crisped: spines 7–11, widely spreading, more or less flattened, the upper larger and brown at tip, the lower shorter and white, or all of them brown: fls. purple, or white with purple stripes. Mex.

32. hexadrophorus, Lem. More or less globular, dark gray: ribs deeply tuberculate, giving the appearance of a mammillaria, with hexagonal tubercles: radial spines 6–7, radiating like a fan, the central one solitary or present: fls. white, tinted with rose. Mex.

33. lophothè, Salm-Dyck. Globose, strongly tuberculate, after the manner of Mammillaria: tubercles quadrangular, bearing clusters of 5–10, more or less porrect, long, rigid, and equal spines; central solitary or wanting: fls. white or yellowish. Mex.

BBB. Central spines 4 (2 or 3 in E. Sileri and sometimes 3 in E. Scop.)

34. robustus, c. Clavate and stout: ribs about 8, compressed, vertical: radial spines about 14, the upper ones slender, the lowest 3 stronger; central spines 4, 4-angled at base, transversely striate, the lowest one largest; all the spines purple-red, 1 1/2–3 in. long: fls. golden yellow. Mex.

35. Ottónis, Link & Otto. Depressed-globose or ovate, 3–4 in. high: ribs 10–12, obtuse: radial spines 1–4, slender, yellowish or white, more or less spreading, about 1/2 in. long; central spines 4, dusky red, stronger, the uppermost very short, the 2 laterals horizontal, the lowest longest (1 in.) and deflexed: fls. lemon-yellow, becoming 2–3 in. diam. Mex.

36. bicolor, Gal. Globose-ovate, stout, 1 1/2–4 in. diam., sometimes becoming 8 in. high: ribs 8, oblique and obtuse, compressed, tuberculate-interrupted: lower radial and central vallate red and white, radii 9–17, spreading and recurved, slender and rather rigid, the lowest one 1/2–1 in. long, the laterals 1–2 in. long and about equaling the 2–4 flat flexuous ashy upper ones; centrals 4, flat and flexuous, 1 1/2–3 in. long, the uppermost thin and not longer than the erect and rigid laterals, the lowest very stout, porrect and very long: fls. funneliform, bright purple, 2–3 in. long. N. Mex.

37. orthacanthus, Link & Otto (E. Fanovreus, Scheidw.). Globose, yellowish green: ribs 12 or 13, vertical, acute: radial spines 14, unequal, straight and spreading: central spines 4, stronger, the lowest the largest; all the spines rigid, annulate, and grayish white. Mex.

38. intertétus, Engelm. Ovate-globose, 1–4 in. high: ribs 13, acute, somewhat oblique, tuberculate-interrupted, the tubercles with a woolly groove: spines short and rigid, reddish from a whitish base and with dusky tips; radial 16–25, closely appressed and interwoven, the upper 5–9 setaceous and white, straight 1/2–3 in. long, the laterals more rigid and a little longer, the lowest stout and short, a little recurved; centrals 4, the 3 upper ones turned upward and exceeding the radials and interwoven with them, the lower one very short, stout and porrect: fls. about 1 in. long and wide, purplish. Texas and N. Mex.

39. Ôrcuttii, Engelm. Cylindrical, 2–3 1/2 ft. high, 1 ft. diam., single or in clusters up to 18 or more, not rarely decumbent: ribs 15–22, often oblique: spines extremely variable, angled to flat, 1/2–3 in. long; radials 11–13, unequal, lowest and several laterals thinnest; centrals 4: fls. about 2 in. long, deep crimson in center, bordered by light greenish yellow. Low. Calif.

40. Jôhnsonii, Parry. Oval. 4–6 in. high: ribs 17–21, low, rounded, tuberculate, interlaced both and often oblique, very rarely covered with stoutish reddish gray spines: radial spines 10–14, 3/4–1 1/2 in. long, the upper longest; centrals 4, stouter, recurved, about 1 1/2 in. long: fls. 2–2 1/2 in. long and wide, from deep red to pink. Utah, Nev., Calif.
41. **polycéphalus**, Engelm. & Bigel. Globose (6–10 in. diam.) to ovate (10–16 in. high, 5–10 in. diam.) and cylindrical (reaching 24–28 in. high and about 10 in. diam.), profusely branched at base; ribs 13–21 (occasionally 10); spines 8–15, very stout and compressed, more or less recurved and reddish; radials 4–11, comparatively slender (the uppermost the most slender), 1–2 in. long; the 4 centrals much stouter and longer (1½–2½ in.), very unequal, the uppermost one usually broadest and curved upward, the lowest one usually the longest and decurved: fls. yellow. Utah to Calif.

42. **viridácens**, Nutt. Globose or depressed, simple or branching at base, 4–12 in. high, 6–10 in. diam.: ribs 13–21 (fewer when young), compressed and scarcely tuberculate: spines more or less curved and sometimes twisted, reddish below, shading into greenish or yellowish above; radials 9–20, ½–5 in. long, the lowest shortest, robust, and decurved; centrals 4, cruciate, much stouter, compressed and 4-angled, ¾–1½ in. long, the lowest broadest, longest and straightest: fls. yellowish green, about 1½ in. long. S. Calif.—**E. limitus**, Engelm., is closely related to this species and is thought by some to be identical with it.

43. **Pecóntei**, Engelm. Reminisces **E. Wislizenii**, but often somewhat taller (sometimes becoming 8 ft. high and 2 ft. diam.), usually more slender, and a little elevated from a slender base: ribs somewhat more interrupted and more obtuse: lower central spine more flattened and broader, curved (rather than hooked) or twisted, usually not at all hooked, sometimes as much as 4 in. long: fls. rather smaller. From the Great Basin to Mexico, Low Calif.

44. **Sileri**, Engelm. Globose: ribs 13, prominent, densely crowded, with short rhombic-angled tubercles: radial spines 11–13, white; centrals 3, black, with pale base, ½ in. long, the upper one slightly longer: fls. scarcely 1 in. long, straw-colored. Utah.

45. **Grisónii**, Hildmann. Globose, completely covered by a mass of almost transparent golden spines, which give the plant the appearance of a ball of gold: centrals 4, curved: fls. red and yellow. Mountains of Mex.—From Illustrations it is evident that the radial spines are somewhat numerous and widely spreading, and that the centrals are prominent and more or less deflexed.

46. **Pàlmeri**, Rose (E. satelliténus, Poseg.). Fig. 1373. Very stout, globose: ribs 15–19, compressed, dark green: spines very prominent, 5–7 in a cluster, stout and porrect, sometimes becoming 5 in. long; centrals 4. Mex.—Schumann makes this a variety of **E. ingens**.

47. **Scópa**, Link & Otto. More or less cylindrical, 1 ft. or more high, 2–4 in. diam., at length branching above: ribs 30–30, nearly vertical, tuberculate: radial spines 30–40, setaceous, white; central spines 3 or 4, purple, erect; sometimes all the spines are white: fls. yellow. Brazil.—The species is exceedingly plastic in form, branching variously or passing into the crassulate condition.

48. **plóbus**, Gal. Globose, 6–18 in. high: ribs 13–18, compressed, little if at all interrupted: radial spines represented by 3 slender ones at the lowest part of the pulvillus or wanting; centrals 6, very stout, at first purplish, becoming pale yellow, the 3 upper ones erect, the 3 lower recurved-spreading: fls. unknown. N. Mex.

49. **turbiníóta**, Pfeiff. Depressed-globose, grayish green, with 12–14 spirally ascending ribs, cut into regular rhomboidal tubercles: tubercles flat, with a depressed pulvillus, entirely naked excepting a few small setaceous spines upon the younger ones: fls. white, with a purplish base. Mex.—The depressed and spineless body, with its surface regularly cut in spiral series of low, flat tubercles, gives the plant a very characteristic appearance.

50. **myriostíga**, Salm-Dyck (Astrophytum myrio- stigma, Lem.). Fig. 1374. Depressed-globose, 5 in. diam.: ribs 5 or 6, very broad, covered with numerous somewhat pilose white spots, and with deep obtuse sinuses: spines none: fls. large, pale yellow. Mex.
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**ECHINOCERUS** (spiny Cereus). Cactaceae. Condensed globular, cylindrical or prostrate caecis of the United States and Mexico. Stems single or cespitose, sometimes forming large clusters of 200–300 sts., distinctively ribbed, usually low in stature, or, if elongated, sprawling or creeping, generally very spiny: fls. yellow, purplish or scarlet, with rather a short funnel-
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shaped tube; fl.-tube and ovary covered with clusters of spines; stigma-lobs always green. This genus has commonly been merged into Cereus, although it seems to be quite distinct.

Most of the species of Echinocereus are unsuited for greenhouse culture, for when brought under glass they survive only for a few years. The very large flowers of some species make them very attractive while in bloom.

INDEX

* acifera, 9.
* acutus, 18.
* Beilandierii, 4.
* Blankii, 5.
* cespitosa, 17.
* chloranthus, 12.
* chrysocebus, 22.
* cotinoides, 19.
* conglobatus, 18.
* conoideus, 18.
* dasycanthus, 14.

A. Sts. covered with long weak bristles or hairs, and resembling a small plant of Cephalocereus senilis.

1. De Létti, Fürke. Low and cespitose, 6–10 in. high: ribs 17–20: radial spines numerous; central spines 4 or 5, intermixed with long, hair-like bristles entirely hiding the plant: fls. small, rose-colored. Mex.—This species has been secured in great quantities by European dealers. It closely simulates a small Cephalocereus senilis, but has very different fls. and fr.

B. The sts. weak and trailing, at least becoming prostrate.

1. Procambium, Lem. (Cereus procambium, Engelm.). Branching from the lower part of the st. and so forming clusters: branches procumbent or ascending, angled, at the base tapering into cylindrical, 1½–5 in. long by ½–¾ in. diam.: ribs mostly 5, rarely 4, straight or spiral, on the upper portion of the branch almost divided into tubercles: areoles ½–¾ in. apart, round, yellowish white; radial spines 7–9, spreading, needle-like, the under pair the longest, about ½–¾ in. long, white with yellowish bases; centrals 3, the lower longest, about ¾ in., red with brown bases; later all the spines become gray: fls. red, from the upper part of the st., about 5 in. long; ovary and tube bracteate and furnished with abundance of wool and spines. Mex.

C. Ribs divided into tubercles.

D. Central spines, when present, short; flowering areoles bearing cobwebby wool.

3. Procambium, Lem. (Cereus procambium, Engelm.). Branching from the lower part of the st. and so forming clusters: branches procumbent or ascending, angled, at the base tapering into cylindrical, 1½–5 in. long by ½–¾ in. diam.: ribs mostly 5, rarely 4, straight or spiral, on the upper portion of the branch almost divided into tubercles: areoles ½–¾ in. apart, round, sparsely white curly-wolly, soon naked: radial spines 4–6, subulate, stiff, straight, sharp, in young growth brownish, then white, at the base often yellowish and the tip brownish, horizontally spreading, the upper the longest, reaching ¾ in. length; central solitary or absent on the lower areoles, somewhat stronger, ½–¾ in. long, darker: fls. lateral, from just below the crown, 3–4 in long, carmine-red to violet, with white or yellowish throat: fr. ellipsoid, green, ½ in. long. Mex.

D. Central spines slender; flowering areoles with short wool.

E. Length of central spine ¾ in.


ters, the branches upright or ascending, 2–3 in long or longer, by ½–¾ in. diam., light or dark green, and in young growth often purplish: ribs 5–6, broken up into as many straight or spiral rows of tubercles; tubercles conical, pointed: areoles ½–¾ in. apart, round, white-wolly, soon naked: radial spines 0–6, stiff bristle-form, thin, horizontally spreading, white, about ¾ in. long, the upper one sometimes light brown and somewhat stronger; central solitary, yellowish brown, sometimes reaching ¾ in. length: fls. from the upper lateral areoles, 2–3 in. long, red to light pink: fr. ovoid, green, bristly. S. Texas and N. Mex.

E. Length of central spine 1 in. or more.

5. Blánkii, Palmer (Cereus Blánkii, Poesig.). Branching freely from the base and thus forming clusters: sts. columnar, tapering above, about 6 in. long by 1 diam., dark green: ribs 5–6 (rarely 7), straight, almost divided into tubercles: areoles about ½ in. apart, round, white curly-wolly, later naked: radial spines mostly 8, horizontally spreading, the under pair the longest, reaching about ¾ in. length, all stiff, straight, then white or the upper ones carmine-red when young, later reddish brown; central solitary, correct, later deflexed, 1–1½ in. long, white or brownish, black when young: fls. from near the crown, 2½–3 in. long, purplish to violet. Mex. R.H. 1865:90.

BB. The sts. usually short and stout, usually erect.

C. Fls. rather small, scarlet.

D. Ribs 5–7.

E. Spines terec.

6. Paucispinus, Rümpl. (Cereus paucispinus, Engelm.). Clustered in irregular bunches: sts. cylindrical to ovoid, 4–7 in. high by 1½–3 in. diam.: ribs 5–7, undulate: areoles ½–¾ in. apart, round, white-wolly, later naked: radial spines 6, spreading, subulate, straight or curved, round, bulbous at the base, the lowest one longest, reaching ¾ in., light-colored, the upper ones reaching to about ½ in., reddish or brownish; central solitary or none, reaching about ½ in. length, somewhat angled, brown-black, porrect or upright; later all the spines blackish: fls. 2 in. or more long, dark scarlet to yellowish. Texas and Colo.

Var. gonacanthus, K. Sch. (E. gonacanthus, Lem. Cereus gonacanthus, Engelm. & Bigel.). Radial spines 8, very large, angled and sometimes twisted, the upper strongest, reaching nearly 3 in. length, light or dark yellow with brown tips; central always present, deeply grooved, often flattened, 3 in. or more long. Colo.

EE. Spines angled.

7. Triglochidiatus, K. Sch. (E. triglochidiatus, Engelm. Cereus triglochidiatus, Engelm.). Radial spines usually 3, sometimes as many as 6, strong, angled, base bulbous, straight or curved, about 1 in. long, soon ash-gray. Texas and New Mex.

DD. Ribs 9–11.

E. Axils of fl.-bracts filled with long cobwebby hairs.

8. Polycanthus, Engelm. (Cereus polycanthus, Engelm.). Sts. clustered, forming thick masses, cylindrical to ellipsoidal: ribs 9–13: radial spines 8–12, robust, subulate, stiff and sharp, under one the longest, nearly 1 in., upper ones scarcely ½ in., white to redish gray with dark tips; centrals 3–4, bulbous base, stronger, about the length of the radial, the lowest sometimes reaching the barbed; later all the spines become gray: fls. lateral, about 1½–2½ in. long, dark scarlet to blood-red: fr. spherical, about 1 in. long, greenish red, spiny. Texas to N. Mex.

EE. Axils of fl.-bracts bearing short wool.

F. Central spines always solitary: sts. 6–8 in. high. Mex.

gray and corky with age: ribs 9-11, usually 10: radial spines usually 9, spreading, under pair longest, about 3/4 in., in young growth white, later horn-colored to gray, the upper ones brownish; central solitary, straight, prostrate, at first ruby-red, later brown, 1 in. long: fls. lateral, 2 in. and more long, clear scarlet-red, with a yellow throat and sometimes a carmine border. N. Mex.

FF. Central spines 1-4: sts. 2-4 in. high. New Mex. and Colo.

10. coecinus, Engl. (E. phanecus, Lem. Cereus phanecus, Engl.) Stts. irregularly clustered, elliptical to short-cylindrical, 2-4 in. high by 1/2-3/4 in. diam.: ribs 8-11, straight: spines bristle-form, straight, round; radials 8-12, white, 3/4-1 1/4 in. long, upper ones shortest; centrals 1-4, stouter, white to yellow or brown, with bulbous base: fls. from upper lateral areoles scarlet-red, with the corolla-throat yellow. Colo. to Ariz.


CC. Fls. never scarlet, usually crimson or purplish, sometimes yellow.

D. Spines more or less pectinate: ribs 12 or more.

E. Areoles short, nearly orbicular.

F. Color of spines white.

11. longistatus, Lem. (Cereus longistatus, Engl.) Stts. clustered, cylindrical, covered with long, dirty white spines, about 8 in. high by 2 in. diam., light green: ribs 11-14, straight, undulate: radial spines 18-20, straight, compressed, base thickened, subulate, flexuose, usually horizontally spreading, interlocking with adjacent clusters, the lower laterals the longest, reaching 3 in. long, the upper more bristle-like and the shortest, all white; centrals 5-7, longer, reaching 2 1/2 in., stronger, the upper ones scarcely longer than the longest radials; all are bulbous at the base; the 3 lower ones the longest and deflexed, spreading and sometimes curved: fls. red. Mex.

FF. Color of spines white and brown.

12. chloranthus, Rümpl. (Cereus chloranthus, Engl.) Fig. 1375. Stts. in small clusters, cylindrical, slightly tapering above, 4-9 in. high by 2-2 1/2 in. diam.: ribs 13-18, straight or rarely spiral: radial spines 12-20, horizontally spreading and appressed, sharp, the shortest one about 3/4 in. long and white, the lower laterals a little longer and have purple tips; centrals 3-5, or in young plants absent, bulbous at the base, the upper ones shortest, about the length of the radials, and darker colored, with purplish tips, the base stouter, about 1 in. long, deflexed, white; frequently all the spines are white: fls. lateral, little more than 1 in. long; ovary and tube white slightly and petals green: fr. ellipsoidal, about 3/4 in. long, spiny. Texas and New Mex.

13. viridiflorus, Engl. (Cereus viridiflorus, Engl.) Stts. solitary or only in age forming small, loose clusters, cylindrical or elongated, ellipsoidal, 3-7 in. high by 1-2 in. diam: ribs 13: radial spines 12-18, horizontally radiate, pectinate, straight or somewhat curved, subulate, the longest, about 3 in., translucent ruby-red, the others white; centrals usually absent, rarely 1, strong, about 3/4 in. long, curved upward, red with brown point: fls. lateral, from just below the crown, broad funnel-form, little more than 1 in. long; ovary and tube spiny; corolla green, with a broad darker olive-green to pink stripe down the middle of each petal: fr. ellipsoidal, about 3/4 in. long, greenish. Wyo. and Kans. to Texas and New Mex.

GG. Fls. yellow.

H. Fls. 15-21: central spines unequal.

14. dasycanthus, Engl. (Cereus dasycanthus, Engl.) Stts. solitary or sometimes forming open clusters, ellipsoidal to short-cylindrical ribs 15-21, straight or sometimes slightly spiral, obtuse: radial spines 20-30, straight or sometimes curved, subulate, stiff, sharp, pectinate, white with red or brown tips, later gray, the laterals longest, 3/4-1 in., the upper ones shortest, about 3/4 in., those of one cluster interlocking with those of the adjacent clusters; centrals 3-8, the lower one longest, white with colored tips, mostly with bulbous bases: fls. from near the crown of the st. large, 2 1/2-3 in. long; ovary and short tube covered with white, reddish tipped stiff bristles; corolla yellow: fr. 1-1 1/2 in. long, ellipsoidal, spiny, green to reddish. Texas.

HH. Fls. 15 or 16: central spines very short, equal.

15. ctenoides, Lem. (Cereus ctenoides, Engl.) Stts. solitary or rarely branching, cylindrical to elongated ovoid, reaching a height of 6 in. and a diam. of 2 1/2 in.: ribs 15-16, usually straight: radial spines 13-22, horizontally radiate, pectinate, subulate, bases bulbous and laterally compressed, stiff, straight or often slightly curved, the laterals longest and about 3/4 in., the upper ones very short, white or sometimes with brownish tips: centrals 2-3 or rarely 4, superposed, coarser, bulbous at the base, short and conical to 3/4 in. long, reddish; later all the spines are gray: fls. lateral, from near the crown, 2 1/2-3 in. long; ovary and short tube white or yellow; corolla white; fr. green. Texas and N. Mex.—This species is very rare in cult.

FF. Color of fls. purple.

G. The spines irregularly pectinate.

16. Röttleri, Rümpl. (Cereus Röttleri, Engl.) Loosely open clustered: sts. upright, 4-6 in. high, 2-3 in. diam., cylindrical or ovoid: ribs 10-13, straight: radial spines 8-15, subulate, thickened at the base, stiff, sharp, straight or slightly curved, the laterals longest, about 3/4 in., the upper ones shortest, reddish with darker tips; centrals 2-5, stouter, bulbous at base, 3/4-3 in. long, the lower ones the longest; later all the spines are gray: fls. lateral, from near the crown, 2 1/2-3 in. long, purple-red to violet: fr. short ellipsoidal, spiny, green, 3/4 in. long. Texas to Ariz. and N. Mex.

GG. The spines regularly pectinate.

H. Tube of fl. and spines of ovary slender and weak, the surrounding hairs long and coarsely.

17. caspitius, K. Sch. (Cereus caspitius, Engel.) Radials 20-30, curved, clear white or with rose-red tips; centrals absent, or 1-2 very short ones. Okla., Texas and Mex.
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III. Tube of fl. and spines of every short and stout, the surrounding hairs short.

I. Central spines several.

18. pectinatus, Engelm. (Cereus pectinatus, Engelm.). Clustered sts. cylindrical or ovoid, reaching a height of 10 in. by 3 in. diam.; ribs 15-23, straight: radial spines 16-30, pectinate, horizontally spreading and appressed, straight or curved, the laterals longest, round, hardly 3 in. long; central usually absent, or as many as 5, which are short, conical and superposed, white, with tips and bases variously colored with pink, yellow or brown; later all become gray: fls. lateral, from near the crown, 2½-4 in. long; ovary tuberculate and spiny, light to dark rose-red or nearly white: fr. globose, spiny, green to reddish green. Mex.

Var. adustus, K. Sch. (Cereus adustus, Engelm.). Like the type, but with black-brown to chestnut-brown spines. Mex.

Var. rufispinus, K. Sch. Of more robust growth: radial spines curved, red. Mex.

II. Central spines none.

19. rigidissimus, Engelm. (Cereus cândicans, Hort. C. rigidissimus, Hort.). RAINBOW CACTUS. Fig. 1376. Sts. comparatively shorter and thicker: radial spines 16-20, coarser and stiffer, straight or very little curved; base thickened, white, yellow or red to brown, these, or some, usually or alternately arranged around the plant, the spines of adjacent clusters interlocking; centrals absent. Ariz. and N. Mex.

DD. Spines not pectinate.

E. Ribs 10 or fewer.

F. Fls. crimson.

20. mojavensis, Rümpl. (Cereus mojavensis, Engelm. & Bigel.). Sts. clustered, ovoid, reaching 3 in. height by 2 in. diam.: ribs 8-12, conspicuously undulate: radial spines 5-8, the lowest pair the longest, reaching about 2½ in. long; all are white with brown tips, subulate, straight or curved, strongly bulbous at the base; central solitary, or sometimes absent, stronger and somewhat longer and darker colored; later all the spines become gray: fls. 2-3 in. long, deep carmine: fr. elliptoidal, about 1 in. long. Deserts of Ariz., Nev. and Calif.

FF. Fls. purple-violet.

G. The spines dark, often of several colors.

H. Central spine 1.

21. Fendleri, Rümpl. (Cereus Fendleri, Engelm.). Irregularly clustered: st. cylindrical or rarely ovoid or even globose, sparingly branching, 3-7 in. high by 1½-2 in. diam.: ribs 9-12, straight or slightly spiral, undulate: radial spines 7-10, subulate, straight or curved, the lowest or the 2 lower laterals the longest, about 1 in., stronger, quadrangular, white: the 2 next highest brownish; the upper ones round, white and much shorter; all are bulbous at the base; central solitary (or in old plants 3-4), very strongly thickened at the base, round, black, sometimes with a lighter colored tip, curved upward, reaching a length of 1½ in.: fls. lateral, from near the crown, 2½-3 in. long, dark carmine-red to purple and violet: fr. elliptoidal, spiny, green to purple-red, about 1 in. long. Colo., Utah and south to N. Mex. B.M. 6533.

HH. Central spines several.

22. Engelmannii, Lem. (Cereus Engelmannii, Parry). Sts. clustered, cylindrical to ovoid, 4-10 in. high, 1½-2½ in. diam., light green: ribs 11-13, undulate: radial spines 11-13, somewhat angled, stiff, sharp, straight or somewhat curved, horizontally spreading, the lowest or lower laterals the longest, about ½ in., the upper ones the shortest, whitish with brown tips; centrals 4, stiff, straight, angled, stout, the lowest one deflexed, white to dark-colored, reaching a length of 2½ in., the upper ones about half as long, spreading, brown: fls. lateral, from just below the crown, 1¾-2½ in. long, purplered: fr. ovoid, green to purple-red, spiny, later naked, ind., 1 in. diam.; pulp purple-red. Calif. to Utah and south into Mex.

Var. chrysocentrus, Engelm. & Bigel. The 3 upper centrals golden yellow, the lowest white. Mojave Desert, Calif.

Var. variegatus, Engelm. & Bigel. The 3 upper centrals curved, horn-colored and mottled with black. Utah, Nev. and Calif.

GG. The spines usually white or straw-colored.

H. Central spines somewhat curved.

23. dubyus, Rümpl. (Cereus dubius, Engelm.). Tolerably thickly clustered: st. branching at the base, cylindrical or elongated ellipsoidal, 4½-7 in. high by 1½-2¼ in. diam.: ribs 7-9, undulate: areoles ½-5/8 in. apart, round, covered with short curly white wool, later naked: radial 5-8, subulate, horizontally spreading, stiff, round or faintly angled, the lower ones usually the longest, about 1 in. long, the upper ones about half as long, or sometimes absent, transparent white; centrals 1-4, stronger and longer, bulbous at the base, straight or curved, reaches 2½ in. length, the lowest one longest, straight, porrect or deflexed, the upper ones spreading: fls. lateral, 2 in. long, rose-red to violet: fr. spherical, greenish to purple-red, covered with bundles of deciduous spines. Texas and N. Mex.

III. Central spines straight.

I. Sts. erect, with the spines pale at base.

24. enneacanthus, Engelm. (Cereus enneacanthus, Engelm.). Freely branching at the base of the st. and thus forming thick, irregular clusters: branches ascending usually 2-5 in. long by 1½-2 in. diam., green or sometimes reddish: ribs 8-10, straight, often divided by transverse grooves into more or less conspicuous tubercles: areoles ½-¾ in. apart, round, white-curlly-woolly, soon naked: radial spines 7-12 (mostly 8), horizontally spreading, needle-form, straight, stiff, translucent white, base bulbous, the under one longest, reaching about ½ in., the upper one very short; central solitary, or seldom with 2 additional upper ones, straight, porrect or deflexed, round or angled, whitish to straw-yellow or darker, ¾-1½ in. long; later all the spines are gray: fls. lateral, from the crown or lower, 1½-2½ in. long, red to purplish: fr. spherical, green to red, spiny, ¾-1 in. long. Texas and N. Mex.

II. Sts. spreading and flabby, with the spines red at base.

25. Mérkeri, Hildm. Sts. at first upright, columnar, later reclining and by branching at the base forming clusters, in new growth bright green, later gray to gray-brown and corky: ribs 5-9, undulate to more or less tuberculate: areoles ¾ in. and more apart, round, white velvety, later naked: radial spines 6-9, the upper ones the longest, reaching 1½ in. length, somewhat confluent with the centrals, subulate, spreading; centrals 1-2, stronger, reaching a length of 2 in.; all the spines are white, nearly transparent, with red-tinted bulbous base. N. Mex.
Echinocereus

F. Plants in small clusters; central spines sometimes solitary.

26. conglomeratus, Forst. Sts. clustered, columnar, somewhat tapering above, reaching a height of 1 ft. and in diam. 1/2-2 in.; thorns greenish-white, closely appressed, somewhat depressed, 5-lobed, short, nearly equal, sharply pointed, in the average 5-10 in. and more, somewhat stronger than the rest. N. Mex.

FF. Plants often 200 in a single mound: centrals never single.

27. stramineus, Rümpl. (Cereus stramineus, Engelm). Clustered in thick, irregular bunches: sts. ovoid to cylindrical, 4-8 in. long, 1 1/2-2 1/2 in. in diam.: ribs 11-13: radial spines 7-10, glossy, spreading, the lower pair the longest, base yellow; centrals 1-4, the lowest straight, porrect, reaching a length of 1 1/2 in. and more, somewhat stronger than the rest. N. Mex.

Echinopahz


ECHINÓCHLOA (Greek, echinos, a hedgehog, chloa, grass). Gramineae. Annual grasses with narrow inflorescence of several thick spikes. Sometimes grown for grain and forage, but scarcely horticultural subjects.

Spikelets as in Panicum; glumes hispid-spiny, mucronate, the sterile lemma more or less awned.

Species about 12, in the warm regions of both hemispheres. Regarded by many botanists as a section of Panicum. E. Curaadali, Beauv., barnyard grass, is a common weed in cult. soil. The spikelets are usually long-awned, the panicule 4-10 in. long, green or purple. Dept. Agric., Div. Agrist. 7:82.

frumentacea, Link (Panicum frumentaceum, Roxbg.). JAPANESE BARNYARD MILLET. Closely allied to E. Curaadali, but differing in the compact, somewhat incurved, appressed spikes of nearly awnless spikelets: culms 1 1/4 ft. erect.—Cult. in S. E. Asia for the seed which is used for food. Occasionally cul. in U. S. for forage. Sometimes known as "billion-dollar grass." A. S. HITCHCOCK.

ECHINÓCYSTIS (Greek, hedgehog and bladder; from the prickly fruit). Syn. Micræmpelis. Curcubitaceae. Wild Cucumber. Wild Balsam-Apple. A profuse native annual vine which is a favorite for home arbors; the other species not generally cultivated, except perhaps the perennial-rooted megarrhizas.

Most of the species are annual herbs, with branched tendrils and palmately lobed or angled lvs.: lvs. small, white or greenish, denticular, the campanulate calyx 5-6-lobed and the corolla deeply 5-6-parted; stamens in staminate lvs. 3; ovary 2-celled, with 2 ovules in each; fr. fleshy or dry, more or less inflated and papery, opening at the summit; seeds flattened, more or less rough.—The species are about 25, in the warmer parts of the western hemisphere, about 10 of them in the W. U. S., and 1 in the eastern states. The eastern species (E. ovata) is generally cultivated, and is therefore useful in hiding unsightly objects while the slower-growing shrubbery is getting a start. Cogniaux, in DC. Mon. Phan. vol. 3, 1881, makes three sections of this genus, and this plant the sole representative of the second section, or true Echinocystis, because its juicy fr. bursts irregularly at the top, and contains 2 cells, each with 2 flattened seeds. The Megarrhiza group (kept distinct by some) is distinguished by its thick perennial root, large turgid seeds and hypogeous germination.


fabacea, Naudin (Megarrhiza californica, Torr.), is sometimes grown in fine collections and botanical gardens. It is a tendril-climber, reaching 20-30 ft. in its native haunts: lvs. deeply 5-7-lobed: lvs. monocious, greenish-white, the corolla rotate: fr. densely spinose, globose or ovoid, 2 in. long; seed obovoid, nearly or about 1 in. long and half or more as broad, margined by a narrow groove or dark line. S. Calif.—Odd in germination (see Gray, Amer. Journ. Sci. 1877, and Structural Botany, p. 21).

L. H. B.†

ECHINÓPANAX (Greek, hedgehog and panaz, referring to the prickly nature of the plant). Araliaceae. Ornamental shrub, but rarely grown; very handsome on account of its spinescence. This is a thistle-like plant, reaching 20-30 ft. in its native haunts:

Deciduous, prickly throughout: lvs. alternate, long-petioled, palmately 5-7-lobed, with serrate lobes, without stipules: lvs. greenish white, in umbels forming terminal panicles; calyx-teeth indistinct; petals 5, valvate; stamens 5, with filiform filaments; styles 2, connate at the base: fr. a compressed drupe.—One species, Pacific N. Amer., Alaska to Calif., and Japan.

This is a strikingly handsome shrub with its large bright green palmately lobed leaves and scarlet fruits late in summer. Little known in cultivation; it will succeed best in moist and cool places and in partial shade. Propagation is by seeds and by suckers and probably also by root-cuttings.


ALFRED REHDER.

ECHINÓPS (Greek, like a hedgehog; alluding to the spiny involucral scales). Compositae. GYC. 1:907.

Coarse thistle-like plants, with blue or whitish flowers in globose masses, sometimes used in the wild garden. More or less white-woolly herbs: lvs. alternate, sometimes entire, usually pinnate-dentate or twice or thrice pinnatifid, the lobes and teeth prickly: frs. in globes; the structure of one of the globes is very odd; each fr. in the globe has a little involucre of its own, and the whole globe has one all-embracing involucr; frs. perfect and fertile (or sterile by abortion), corolla regular and no ray-fls.; pappus of many short scales forming a crown: achene elongate, 4angled or nearly terete, usually villous.—About 60 species, from Spain and Portugal to India and Japan.

Globe thistles are coarse-growing plants of the easiest culture, and are suitable for naturalizing in wild gardens and shrubberies. An English gardener with an eye for the picturesque (W. Goldring) recommends massing them against a background of Bocconia coruscans for this effect. Contrasting with a mass of yellow or white flowered plants as Helianthus rigidus or Helianthus multiflorus. The best species is E. ruthenica (form of E. Rétro). A few scattered individuals of each species are not so effective as a condensed group of one kind.
ECHINOPSIS in. somely ulatus) dry the ffilius, ing free. volucral spined: ft.). They more narrow cut, more or less spine-tipped. G. 45:174.—Perennals of S. Eu., growing 2-3 ft. high. They bloom all summer. Lvs. sometimes loosely Webbly above.

Tournefortii, Ledeb. (E. Tournefortii, Hort.). Three to 4 ft., the stns. branched and velvety: lvs. rough above, white-hairy below, much divided into 5 linear segms., spiny: heads "silver-gray" (bluish), the involucral bracts free, bristly. E. B.R. 556 (as E. paniculatus).

hübiliis, Bieb. Three to 4 ft.: lvs. very hairy on both surfaces, webby above, those of the st. essentially entire, the radical lvs. sinuate-lyrate, almost unarmed; st.-lvs. with spiny tips: heads large, blue, the involucral bracts all distinct and free. Sept. Asia.

bannaticus, Rochel. Lvs. hairy-pubescent above, tomentose beneath (as also the stns.), the lower ones deeply pinnately parted, the upper pinnatifid, spiny: lvs. blue. Hungary. R.H. 1808, p. 519.

BB. Plant biennial.

exaltatus, Schrad. Tall, the st. nearly simple and glandulose-pilose, the lvs. pinnatifid, scarcely spiny: lvs. blue. Russia. B.M. 2437 (as E. strictus, Fisch.).—Distinguished by its simple, erect st. The garden E. commutatus may be the same as this.

E. niobis, Hort., is a trade name that is unknown in botanical literature.

N. TAYLOR.

ECHINÓPSIS (Greek, hedgehog-like). Cactoideae. SEA-URCHIN CACTUS. South American small condensed cacti.

Stems spherical to ellipsoidal or rarely columnar; ribs prominent and usually sharp-angled: lvs. usually long trumpet-shaped; ovary and tube covered with linear-lanceolate, cuspidate bracts which become longer toward the outer end of the tube, where they pass gradually into the outer petals, in their axis bearing long, silky, wavy hairs and usually a few rather rigid bristles.—This is a well-marked genus of about 18 species, some of which are combined with Cereus. Cult. as for Echinocactus; see also Succulents.

Only a few species of Echinopsis are grown in this country, although they are more easily grown and propagated than most of the United States species of cacti. The genus is well adapted for use as window plants.

A. Ribs of st. divided into more or less evident tubercles.

Pentlandii, Salm.-Dyck (Echinocactus Pentlandii, Hook.). St. simple, later branching, spherical or ellipsoidal, reaching 6 in. diam. ribs 12-15, divided between the areoles into oblique compressed tubercles; radial spines 9-12, spreading, straight or slightly curved, yellowish brown, the upper the longest and strongest, reaching ½-1¾ in.; central solitary, or seldom in pairs, porrect, curved, 1-1½ in., rarely 3 in. long: fls. lateral, 2-2½ in. long; yellow, orange, pink to scabred: fr. spherical, gran or th. stalk of the common garden cockscomb: spines reduced to fine, stiff bristles. This is merely a monstrousity of the species.

oxýgôna, Zucc. Sts. at first nearly spherical, or rarely ellipsoid, abundantly branching, 6-12 in. diam. and the same in height, or rarely taller, light green to yellowish: fls. 12-14, straight, scarcely undulate: radial spines about 10, subulate, straight, yellow to yellowish brown, with darker tips, reaching ¾ in. length, very unequal, horizontally spreading; centrals mostly 4, of these the lowest is the longest, reaching ¾ in., somewhat porrect at first, later curved and deflexed, darker colored than the others: fls. rare, lateral, 11-15 in., rose-red. S. Brazil. B.M. 3789. Var. cristáta, Hort. Sts. flat and spreading in growth, like an open fan or the fl.-stalk of the common garden cockscomb: spines reduced to fine, stiff bristles. This is merely a monstrosity of the species.

triúmphans, Jacobi. This is a hybrid between E. Eryriesii and E. oxygôna, with pink double fls.

BB. Fls. white.

Eyriësii, Zucc. St. simple, commonly branching later, at first somewhat depressed, later short to rather tall columnar, reaching a height of 2 ft. and a diam. of 4-6 in., dark green: ribs 11-18, straight, undulate, with sharp-angled margins: radial spines about 10, scarcely more than ¾ in. long, rigid, straight, slender conical, pointed, dark brown to black; centrals 4-8, but very little different from the radials: fls. lateral, 10-15 in. long, white: fr. small, ellipsoid, about 1 in. long. S. Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina. B.M. 3411. B.R. 1707 (as Echinocactus).

gemmâta, K. Sch. (E. turbinâta, Zucc.). Fig. 1377. St. simple or sometimes branching, at first low spherical or short columnar, later more top-shaped, reaching 1 ft. height by 4-6 in. diam., dark green: ribs 12-14, rarely more, straight or sometimes slightly spiral with sharp or obtuse margins, which are but little or not at all undulate; central spines appear first, about 3-6 in number, very short, stiff, black; later the radials appear,
about 10-14, longer, horizontally spreading, at first yellowish brown, later horn-colored; fls. lateral or from the upper areoles, 9-10 in. long, clear white, with a pale greenish midline in the petals. S. Brazil. *Echinopsis* tubiflora, Zucc. (E. Duvalii, Hort. E. Zuccarini, Pfeiff.). Sts. spherical to ellipsoidial, at first simple but later more or less branching, reaching 10 in. height by 8 in. diam., dark green; ribs 11-12, straight, with margins inconspicuously undulate: radial spines numerous, sometimes as many as 20, unequal, horizontally or obliquely spreading, yellowish white with brown tips, sometimes darker; centrals 3-4, the lowest the longest, reaching 5 in., lower deflexed: fls. lateral, about 14 in. long, white with pale green midline in the petals. S. Brazil and Uruguay. B.M. 3627.

C. H. Thompson.

J. N. Rose.

**ECHINOPSIS** (Greek, ′spiny head′). *Bromeliaceae*. About a half-dozen species allied to *Echeveria* (with which some writers unite it), from S. America. Outer fls. parts bristly; petals broadly clawed, with 2 fringed scales or glands; ovary thick and fleshy, 3-seeded; spike cylindrical, thin, club-shaped: lvs. small, becoming darker after flowering. The species require hothouse conditions, as for *Echeveria* and related things. Three names have appeared in the American trade: *E. Hoya*, Wittm., for which see *E. Hoya* (Pineliana, W. E. Pinel, Baker). Two to 3 ft.: peduncle and bracts brilliant red: lvs. 12-18 in. long in a rosette, strap-shaped, deltoid at summit, spine-edged: spike dense, 2-3 in. long, spiny; petals golden yellow and becoming black-brown, the tips fringed and incurved. Brazil. B.M. 5521. *E. Van Houtteana Van Houtte*, (E. = Van Houtteana, Mez. Quaest. Van Houtteana, Morr.). Lvs. many, strongly spined, sometimes white-banded beneath: fls. white, blue-tipped, in a crowded spike, the bracts reddish at the summit and white-downy at the base: 1-2 ft. Brazil.

L. H. B.

**ECHINOSTACHYS** (Greek, ′spiny head′). *Bromeliaceae*. About a half-dozen species allied to *Echeveria* (with which some writers unite it), from S. America. Outer fls. parts bristly; petals broadly clawed, with 2 fringed scales or glands; ovary thick and fleshy, 3-seeded; spike cylindrical, thin, club-shaped: lvs. small, becoming darker after flowering. The species require hothouse conditions, as for *Echeveria* and related things. Three names have appeared in the American trade: *E. Hoya*, Wittm., for which see *E. Hoya* (Pineliana, W. E. Pinel, Baker). Two to 3 ft.: peduncle and bracts brilliant red: lvs. 12-18 in. long in a rosette, strap-shaped, deltoid at summit, spine-edged: spike dense, 2-3 in. long, spiny; petals golden yellow and becoming black-brown, the tips fringed and incurved. Brazil. B.M. 5521. *E. Van Houtteana Van Houtte*, (E. = Van Houtteana, Mez. Quaest. Van Houtteana, Morr.). Lvs. many, strongly spined, sometimes white-banded beneath: fls. white, blue-tipped, in a crowded spike, the bracts reddish at the summit and white-downy at the base: 1-2 ft. Brazil.

L. H. B.

**ECHITES** (Greek, ′spiny head′; possibly from its poisonous milky juice or from its twining habit). *Apocynaceae*. Tropical American twining shrubs related to Dipladenia, and of similar culture. The genus differs technically from Dipladenia in the 5-lobed disk and the glandalur or 5-seeled calyx. Lvs. simple, opposite, peninnerved: fls. usually showy, purple, red, yellow or white, in sub-cymose clusters; calyx small, 5-lobed, with many glands at the base including the sepals; petals opposite the stamens; stamens tubular, filaments inserted below the middle of the tube, unequal and exserted; ovary deeply 4-lobed; style filiform, 2-parted at top: fr. 4 nuts.—*Some 30-40 species, from the Canaries and Madeira (where they are specially important) to W. Asia. One species, E. vulgare, Linn., is a showy intro. biennial weed in fields and along roadsides, with blue or rose-tinted fls.; it is known as blue-weed and blue-devil. The shrubby species of Madeira and the Canaries are much confused, some of the names having been established on cult. material. This is particularly true of the forms passing as *E. candicans* and *E. fastuosum*, which are very unsatisfactorily determined (See Hooker, B.M. 6868). In those islands, the plants produce much forage and they persist from the goats in inaccessible places. (The portraits quoted below are cited under the names they bear.)

In rich soil echiums grow coarse and scarcely flower, and if the flowers are never as richly colored as when the plants are more or less starved; animals feed freely, and the seed is sown as soon as gathered. *E. fastuosum* is said to be the handsomest of the shrubby kinds, grows 2 to 4 feet high, has long, pale green leaves covered with soft white hairs, and flowers of a peculiarly brilliant deep blue. Echiums are eminently suited for dry places, and need good drainage. *E. candicans*, Linn. f. (E. fastuosum, Jacq. f., not Ait. E. truncatum, Hort.). Forms a bush several feet high, but flowers at 3 ft., the lvs. and sts. white-hairy: branches thick, leafy toward the tips: lvs. lanceolate, the upper ones smaller, crowded and narrower: panicles much looser than the spikes of *E. fastuosum*; fls. sessile, pale blue, the buds reddish purple, the pink stamens protruding. Madeira, Canaries, on mountains. B.M. 6868. B.R. 44. G.C. III. 51:368. G.M. 55:376.—The fls. are said sometimes to be streaked with white or all white.

*fastuosum*, Ait., not Jacq. This has darker blue fls. in a dense spike and perhaps less hoary foliage than *E. candicans*, to corollas pink, corolla tubular, throat usually contracted, the limb 5-lobed; stamens included, the filaments very short; stigma with an appendage in the form of a reversed cup or of 5 lobes.—Some 40 species, S. Fla. to Chile. Andrewsii, Chapm. (E. suberecta Andr.). Lvs. 1½-2 in. long, close together, oval or oblong, mucronate, acute or rounded at the base, margins revolute; peduncles axillary, 3-5-fld., shorter than the lvs.; fls. yellow, 2 in. long; corolla-tube much dilated above the insertion of the stamens, bell-shaped, scarcely longer than the lobes; anthers tapering into a long bristle-like awn. Sandy shores, S. Fla., W. Indies. B.M. 1604. P.M. 7:101.

*paludos*, Vahl. Lvs. oblong, oval-oblong, or lanceolate-oblong, rounded toward the mucronate tips. Calyx-segments glandular, devoid of an interior scale, oblong, mucronate-blunt, spreading; corolla-tube funnel-shaped above a cylindrical base; anthers oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, rounded-cordate at the base, hisurate on the back above. Mangrove swamps, S. Fla.

*umbellata*, Jacq. Lvs. ovate or ovate-roundish, margins entire, pointed, with a midrib devoid of an interior scale; corolla-tube cylindrical, enlarged below the middle, tapering again above; anthers rigid, tapering from a hastate base, glabrous. S. Fla., W. Indies. Wilhelm Miller.
EDGARWOOD: (after M. P. Edgeworth, English botanist in East Indies, and his sister Maria.) *Thymelaeaceae.* Woody shrubs or trees; some of the latter are large. The plants are hardy only in warmer temperate regions, but do not stand hot and dry summers; they thrive in any good well-drained garden soil; if grown in pots, a sandy compost of peat and loam, with sufficient drainage given, will suit them. Propagation is by greenwood cuttings in spring under glass; also by seeds.


**Gärderi**, Meisn. Large shrub, with slenderer branchlets: lvs. persistent, of firmer texture: lfs. with a more shaggy pubescence, drying black; ovary hairy throughout: otherwise very similar to the preceding species which is, by some botanists, considered not specifically distinct. April. Himalayas. B.M. 7180.

**Alfred Rehder.**

**EDRAIANTHUS**: Wahlenbergia. By some kept distinct, to include about a dozen species. Spelled also Hydrenthas.

**EDUCATION, HORTICULTURAL.** In the United States and Canada, instruction in horticulture is part of the publicly maintained colleges of agriculture. In Canada, these colleges are provincial rather than national or established by the Dominion. The Canadian colleges of agriculture are: Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, Truro, N. S.; Quebec, Sainte Anne de Bellevue (only in part provincial); Ontario, Guelph; Manitoba, Winnipeg; Saskatchewan, Saskatoon; British Columbia, in a plan at the university being established at Victoria.

In the United States, general horticultural education is mostly a part of a national system of professional and applied education of collegiate grade or name. There is a college of agriculture in every state in the Union, being part of a national system with cooperation and aid from the State. (For list, see *Experiment Stations*, p. 1195.)

There is little development, as yet, in North America of the training-school idea on either a private or a public basis, and relatively few institutions or establishments in which persons are trained for ‘gardening,’ as they are trained in the Old World. There is no recognized apprentice system for gardeners. The whole subject, therefore, needs to be considered quite by itself and not in comparison with systems or methods of education in horticulture in other and older countries; and it is necessary to understand something of the subject of publicly endowed institutions of which instruction in horticulture is a part. The general nature of these institutions in both Canada and the United States may be understood from a brief discussion of the land-grant institutions in the latter country.

The public industrial education of the United States, of college grade, is founded on the Land-Grant Act of 1862. By the terms of this great instrument, every state received from the federal government 30,000 acres of land for every representative that it had in Congress, the proceeds of which are to be used for ‘the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college where the leading object shall be, without excluding other sciences and liberal arts, instruction in agriculture and mechanical arts; and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the legislature of the states may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial class in the several pursuits and professions in life. This endowment has been supplemented by subsequent direct federal appropriations, to further the objects for which the original grant was made. On this foundation, all the forty-eight states comprising the Union have established colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts, about half of them separate institutions and about half of them connected with or part of state universities or other general institutions. The states themselves have supplemented and extended the proceeds of the land-grant. These and the Canadian colleges represent many types of organization and method. Their purpose is increasingly to train young men and women both for agricultural and country-life subjects. They are now exerting great influence in re-directing rural civilization. They are rapidly putting agricultural and rural subjects into educational form, and are demonstrating that such subjects may have training and even cultural value equal to that of historical subjects.

The agricultural colleges contain many departments, and horticulture is usually one of these departments, and horticulturists, rather than men trained in the fundamental arts and sciences, are as: agricultural chemistry, agronomy, entomology, plant physiology, plant pathology, bacteriology, plant-breeding, soils, farm crops, farm management (the principles of business as applied to farming), horticulture, pomology, floriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, poultry husbandry, veterinary, dairy industry or dairy husbandry, home economics, forest engineering, industrial arts, agricultural economics, landscape gardening or landscape art, drawing, rural education, meteorology, and extension teaching. It will be seen, therefore, that horticulture is only one contributing part in an educational establishment for the teaching of agriculture in a rounded way.

Aside from these publicly endowed or maintained institutions, there are a few other regular colleges that teach horticulture with other work, but they have not made great headway, although the subject may assert itself strongly in some of them in the future. There are two or three training-schools, one for women.

The students in agriculture in the colleges of agriculture number many thousands, in some cases 1,000 and more in one institution. They come from all walks and conditions of life, and from city and country alike. Some of them, of course, have strong inclinations for horticulture, and soon specialize in that subject. The full course of instruction is four years, following college entrance requirements, and the student at graduation receives a diploma carrying Bachelor of Science or a similar degree. In many of these institutions, post-graduate work in a variety of subjects is provided, leading to a master's degree or even to a doctor's degree.

The first institutions to develop horticulture as a separate subject appear to have been those in Michigan, under W. W. Tracy, Chas. W. Garfield and successors, Mr. Tracy having been instructor in horticulture as early as 1897; New York (1874) and in Ohio under
Evolution of horticultural plants.—History, botanical classification, and geographical distribution of cultivated plants; modification under culture; theoretical considerations influence variation, particularly food-supply, climate and cross-fertilization.

Commercial floriculture.—Studies in the propagation and culture of the leading florist crops. As facilities permit, students are assigned space in the greenhouses for practical experience in the growing of roses, clematis, herminium, lilies, sweet peas, and other plants. Discussions are held on propagation and the packing, handling, and marketing of cut-flowers and plants for retail and wholesale markets. Classes participate in a regular excursion.

Garden flowers.—Designed to acquaint the student with garden plants and to give practical knowledge of the propagation and culture of the annuals, herbaceous perennials, herbaceous and woody ornamentals, and shrubs for cut-flowers or in ornamental planting.

Greenhouse construction.—The development of the modern greenhouse; types of houses, materials, and methods of construction, installation of heating systems, etc. Laboratory practice in erecting greenhouses, expressing iron frame houses, and in planning and estimating the cost of commercial ranges for flower- and vegetable-production. The class participates in a required excursion.

Greenhouse management.—Studies of the principles and practice of propagation, soils, potting, shifting, watering, ventilation, and fertilization of plants cultured in: Greenhouses; Conservatories; the glasshouse and the conservatory; the cold frame and the hotbed; informal plantations and gardens. Laboratories include instruction in greenhouse management, propagation, composting soils, potting, watering, etc.

Investigation in floriculture.—The investigation of problems in the growing of cut-flowers, exotics, and garden flowers; hybridizing, study of species. Designed primarily for upper classmen and graduate students.

Elements of landscape gardening.—Reconnaissance surveys and mapping, with special reference to the natural history and its influence on planting; the development of the plan to suit the site and the situation; use of the plant in design. Laboratory work includes the preparation of working drawings, the making of plant book sketches, and the making of a large scale plan of a small town. The latter is submitted for criticism and recommendations in class. Investigation of problems in the use of plants for tree planting, and the planting of woodland walks, shrubbery, flower beds, walks and other planting, is a part of the work. Laboratory work includes the use of plants for plantings between buildings.

Landscape design.—Interpretation of topographic maps and their relation to landscape design; calculation of cut and fill; quantity material; preparation of grading plans, and the examination and criticism of the work of others.

Exotics.—Temporary decorative plants used in landscape gardening.

Planter materials.—This course aims to make the student familiar with the character of the trees, shrubs and herbaceous perennials used in ornamental work, and their methods of propagation.

Decorative and bedding plants.—Tropical and subtropical plants used in decorative work in the conservatory; tender plants used in outdoor bedding.

Home vegetable-gardening.—A study of vegetables and their production for home use. The planning and management of the garden, special crop requirements, factors influencing quality, and control of pests, will be considered. The laboratory work consists of actual practice in the garden. The student is permitted to plant in his own garden, either in boxes or in frames, intended for home consumption and succession-cropping to secure largest yields from small areas, are studied. Each student assumes full charge of his own plants and carries them through the end of the term.

Commercial vegetable-gardening.—The principles of vegetable-gardening as applied in commercial practice, with reference to the industry and its opportunities; choice of location; equipment; management. The vegetable crops are considered singly, as to the transportation, culture, requirements, varied uses in local markets, and market requirements. The laboratory work includes exercises in growing plants under glass and in the open ground in outdoor vegetables. Each student assumes full charge of his own planting.

Students specializing or desiring a fuller knowledge of vegetable-gardening, another course is given, throughout the year. Advantage is taken of the opportunity for practice in harvesting, packing, and marketing fall crops. A two days excursion to two or three important vegetable-growing centers some time during May constitutes the opening of the year, and forms part of his time to a special problem, to be agreed on. Report on this problem is presented in typewritten form.

Vegetable-forcing.—Vegetable-growing under glass. Important
forcing crops. Laboratory consists of practical work in crop-production. Each student is assigned a plot in the greenhouse on which he is expected, in full charge, and with free access in heating and ventilation. This is supplemented by descriptive studies.

**Dynamic vegetable crops.**—Lectures and descriptive studies dealing with vegetable crops, their origin and botany. Special attention is given to varieties, and their adaptation to different cultural and climatic conditions. The important commodities of the different vegetables are grown in the garden each year, and there is an abundance of first-hand material for the course.

**Elementary pomology.**—A study of the methods of propagation and growth of the fruits, including the growing of seedlings, cuttings, and layers; the principles of budding, grafting, pruning, and planting; the soils, varieties, and planting plans for the orchard.

**Practical pomology.**—A study of the soils and varieties for the orchard; cultivation, care, fertilization, spraying, pruning, and thinning as practiced in orchard management; the picking, grading, packing, storing, and marketing of fruit. This course considers the apple, pear, quince, cherry, plum, apricot, and peach.

**Systematic pomology.**—A study of the varieties of the different fruits and of their classification, with critical descriptions; special reference being given to relationships and classification.

**Subtropical pomology.**—A study of citrus and other tropical fruits, with special reference to American conditions. Laboratory work designed for the growing of the tropical fruits.

**Plant-propagation.**—Grasses; buds; layers; cuttings; seeds.

**Systematic pomology.**—A course designed primarily for graduates and students who are preparing to do experimental work. A study of the characters and botanical relationships of the fruits of the United States. Each student is required to collect and mount a number of varieties and species.

**Research in pomology.**—Original investigation of problems in pomology. A typewritten thesis is required.

The equipment for the horticultural work usually consists of greenhouses, laboratories with tables and sometimes equipped for microscopic work, and herbaria; workrooms in which practice may be had in the mixing of soils, the compounding of spraying materials, the testing of machines, the study of vegetables and fruits, and the like; range of glasshouses, and number of acres of land for gardens and orchards. Sometimes the orchard area amounts to fifty and more acres. In some colleges the plant-breeding is included with the horticulture; and in some of those that are least differentiated the plant pathology and economic entomology are also included, as also forestry. In the courses detailed above, all these subjects are excluded as horticulture, since they are likely to be handled in regular departments by themselves in numbers of different courses.

The subject of landscape architecture, or landscape gardening, has developed in the institutions in the United States. When it is a department of colleges or departments of architecture, or when strongly dominated by architectural ideas, it is likely to be known as landscape architecture. In the agricultural colleges, however, the subject has developed mostly from the horticultural or gardening side, and has usually been called landscape gardening. As a part of the horticultural work, it is given either as a separate course in some institutions, or as a part of the larger course in horticulture. In some of the larger institutions, the subject is a part of garden design, and is given in connection with the study of the different kinds of gardens, or to the larger land-grant institutions.
that grows to proper size is edible, and there is no special demand for particular flavors. Eggplants are forced under glass to a limited extent for home use. They require the temperature of a tomato house, and great care must be taken to keep off red-skipper and mites. In order to insure large fruits, practice artificial pollination. Non-pollinated fruits will grow for a time, but always remain small (Fig. 1379).

Soil.—Eggplant will grow on almost any land in the South, but it develops to perfection on a rich, deep, loamy soil free from debris. In the clay districts this is not easily secured, but there are often small fields that are sufficiently dry and yet contain enough sand to make eggplant-growing profitable. No matter whether clay land, loam or sandy land be employed for raising the crop, it will be necessary to plow deeply and thoroughly. The land should be drier than that required by cabbage or beets. In fact it will stand a greater drought than the ordinary vegetables. On the other hand, one should not attempt to grow a crop on land that is composed of large particles, such lands as are ordinarily called “thirsty” in the vegetable-growing sections of Florida.

Fertilizer.—On the coastal plains of the South Atlantic and Gulf States, barn manure is of doubtful value for fertilizing eggplant. When it is advisable to use this material, it is preferable to compost it and use it in the form of well-rotted stable manure. A cheaper and at the same time preferable way of securing the humus necessary in the loamy sands is to grow leguminous plants that are not subject to root-knot. Such plants will give much more humus and at a cheaper price than can be obtained by the use of stable manure.

On the loamy sands, the fertilizer should not be applied until after the plants have been set out and have started. A small quantity is then applied by hand or by drill. On very poor land, as much as 200 to 500 pounds of a good home-mixed fertilizer should be used. In the course of two to four seasons, the eggplants will have shown the effect of the fertilizer and by this time will be making a considerable growth. A second application may then be made of as much more, or twice as much as was used the first time. Later in the season, when the plants are beginning to make bloom buds or setting the fruit well, an after-dressing of nitrate of soda could be applied if the plants show need of further fertilizing, using it at the rate of 100 to 300 pounds to the acre. This can be applied very readily by hand or by the use of a fertilizer drill. The hand method is more economical of fertilizer but more costly in applying. On the heavy clay lands less potash will be needed and in those places in which a stiff clay is employed for gardening purposes, the potash may be reduced to 4 or 5 per cent, or even eliminated. Ammonia and phosphoric acid are needed on nearly all the soils.

Propagating the seedlings.—The time required to bring plants into bearing from seeds varies with the condition of the soil and the weather. During cool weather the plants grow very slowly, but during hot weather they grow rapidly and mature fruit in much less time. Those who wish to have early fruit and are able to use hotbeds or propagating-houses should sow the seed 120 to 150 days before the fruit is wanted. Pre-

pare the hotbeds as for other seedlings, and sow in rows a few inches apart. When these are beginning to show their leaves or when the seedlings are beginning to look spindly, they should be pricked out and transferred to another bed. In this each plant should be given about a 2-inch square; then they may be forced until the plants crowd one another in the bed, when they should be transplanted again.

When the plants have attained the size of 6 inches, and the atmosphere will permit, they may be set out in the field. A somewhat more laborious, but at the same time more successful plan, is to plant the seedlings in 2-inch flower-pots and then shift to larger ones as often as the plants become pot-bound or crowd one another in the bed. Fig. 1380 represents a plant three-tenths natural size, just taken from a flower-pot and ready to be shifted to a larger one. By shifting until 6-inch pots are reached, the eggplant may be forced along without injury to blooming size or even to a size when fruit is beginning to set, and then set out in the field without injury to the plants or crop. Eggplant-growers should bear in mind constantly that from the time of sprouting the seeds to the harvesting of the crop, the plants cannot stand a severe shock in their growth without detriment to the crop. When the plant is once started, it should then be forced right along and never allowed to become stunted during its growth. The amount of damage done by neglecting plants before they are set in the field varies with the severity of the shock and the length of time during which the plant undergoes the disadvantageous conditions. If it becomes necessary to harden the plants off before setting them in the field, this should be done gradually.

Culture in the field.—After the field has been thoroughly prepared in the way of plowing and fertilizing, which should have been done at least two weeks before the plants were set out, the rows should be laid off 3 to 4 feet apart. The plants may be set 2 to 4 feet apart in the row, varying with the varieties to be used and the soil. Tillage should be continued and varied according to the conditions of the weather. In a wet season it is well to cultivate the land as deeply as possible, while in dry weather cultivation should be shallow, simply sufficient to keep the weeds from growing, to keep the soil well aired, and to keep mulching of dry soil on the land. Under ordinary circumstances it does not pay to prune out the buds, but when the season is short this may be resorted to with some advantage. If it is desirable to have the fruit set in a certain size before frost, one may begin to pinch out the blossoms and new growth about three weeks before its usual occurrence. This same process will be of advantage when the fruit is to be brought into market at a certain time. A great many attempts have been made to hold eggplants over the summer, that is to have a spring cropping and then another. Plants to remain in the field, cultivate them up and make a fall crop from the old stalks. Sometimes this process is successful but generally speaking it is a wasteful and expensive method. The old plants that have borne a crop should be discarded and a fresh seed-bed started to bring the plants in at the
time desired. If about 150 days are allowed from the time of sowing the seed, the grower will have a good field of fresh plants to start in with, which will produce a higher quality and larger quantity of fruit.

Marketing.—It is better to cut the fruit from the plant than to attempt to break it, especially if the work is being done by careless laborers. After cutting the fruit, it may be placed in large baskets and hauled to the packing-house for crating. Each fruit should be wrapped separately in heavy paper, either manila or brown, and care must be exercised not to wrap it while moist. Formerly the large crate was generally employed, but in the last ten years there has been a decided tendency toward reducing the size of the crate. The eggplant crate is now about double the size of the bean crate, and usually ships at the 80-pound rate. The eggplant is regarded as a staple vegetable, consequently fancy wrapping-paper or fancy methods of packing do not pay for the trouble. It stands shipment well to distant markets, so that freight shipments are usually employed. At times in the winter and spring, the price of eggplant becomes very high and then the shipments go forward by express.

Varieties.—There are only a few varieties offered in the market. The New York Improved Spineless matures a little earlier than the Black Pekin. The New York Purple (Fig. 1381), Black Pekin and the New York Spineless are excellent for shipping purposes. The above varieties are the black-fruited, and the most popular in the United States, while the white-fruited sorts are said to be the most popular in Europe. For home use, the white-fruited varieties are preferable, but as these make poor sellers in the United States, one must raise the purple sorts for market. For home gardens, the early and small Early Dwarf Purple (Fig. 1382) is useful. It is particularly recommended for northern climates. There are three main types of eggplants, as follows: The commoner garden varieties, Solanum melongena var. esculentum, Bailey (Figs. 1381, 1383); the long-fruited or "serpent" varieties, S. melongena var. serpentinum, Bailey; the Early Dwarf Purple type var. depressum, Bailey (Fig. 1382). See Solanum. The so-called Chinese eggplant is a different species, for which consult Solanum.

Seed-growing.—This is by no means a difficult operation and may be done profitably in certain sections of the South. For this purpose all defective or dwarfed plants in the field should be cut out. By a little attention one will be able to know when the seeds have matured sufficiently for gathering. At this time the eggs usually turn a lighter color or even somewhat yellow. The fruit should be gathered and carried to the packing-house, where it may be left in a pile for two or three days, as there is very little danger from rotting. When a sufficient number have been collected, the laborers may be set to paring off the extra amount of meat on the outside of the seed. The remaining core may then be cut longitudinally into quarters or eighths, using a dull knife to avoid cutting the seed. After a quantity of these have been pared, they may be placed in a barrel and covered with water. The barrel should not be made more than two-thirds full. In a day or two fermentation will set in and the meaty portion will macerate from the seed. The seed may then be separated from the meat by means of sieves, using first wide-meshed ones to remove the meat and then finer-meshed ones to screen out the seed from the finer pulp. The seed should not be allowed to stand more than two or three days in the macerating barrel, as the heat evolved by fermentation and the heat of the summer is liable to cause them to germinate. After separating the seed from the pulp, it should be dried in the shade and wrapped in secure packages. By covering with tin-foil or oil-paper, the atmospheric moisture will be kept out and molding prevented.

Diseases.—The most destructive of diseases in the lower South is a blight fungus which attacks the plant just beneath the surface of the ground, causing the softer tissues at this point to rot off and the plant to die. The fungus is not able to penetrate the harder portion of the stem, consequently the plant lingers along for weeks after being attacked. A number of attempts have been made to cause this blight fungus to produce fruiting organs so it could be classified, but up to the present this has proved futile. In such cases as this there is no remedy. After the plant is attacked, it is usually doomed. Much, however, can be done in the way of preventing the spread of this fungus. If all plants are destroyed as soon as found to be affected, the fungus cannot perfect its sclerotia, or rusting state, and thus its propagating is prevented. The normal home of this fungus is in decaying vegetable matter. If, therefore, a field is kept free from this sort of material one will do much to prevent this fungus from being present. Some soluble form of fungicide, as Eau Celeste or potassium sulfide, may be sprayed about the roots of the plants to good advantage. Practise rotation of crops. A second form of blight is caused by Bacillus solanacearum. This disease has its origin of infection in the leaves, and is introduced by means of insects.
which have fed upon diseased plants and carried the infection to the well ones. The disease works rapidly down the tissues and causes the death of the leaf and finally of the whole plant. The only remedy for this is to destroy all plants that are affected with the disease as soon as detected, and kill off all insects. When this disease is known to be present in a section, it is best to set the plants as far apart as practicable. In this way the danger of infection from insects is somewhat reduced. When the disease is known to be present in a field it should not be planted to this crop. Anthracnose (Gloeosporium melongena) does not cause great damage to this crop, but is one of the agents that reduce the profits. "It may be recognized by its producing decided pits in the fruit, upon which soon appear minute cottonseed meal, sweetened with syrup or sugar. Another insect that does more or less damage is the cotton bollworm (Heliotis armiger). This insect does its damage by boring a hole into the stems or the fruit. In the latter case it eats it to rot before it is picked, or possibly in transit. As the fruit becomes larger there is less danger of attack from this insect, so that the main trouble occurs in the earlier stages of its growth. The eggplant aphid (Siphonophora cucurbitae) is one of the most annoying pests to this crop. It usually makes its appearance about the time the crop is fit to ship, and appears in such numbers that the plants are ruined in the course of a week or two. The insect attacks the lower surface of the leaves, making it difficult to reach the pests with insecticides, but persistent efforts and a good tobacco decoction, applied with a fine nozzle, will give considerable relief. Sulfur spray or other mild contact insecticide will be found more uniformly effective than tobacco decoction. Whale-oil soap is an excellent insecticide to use. Kerosene emulsion and insecticides made from the miscible oils, largely employed in proprietary insecticides, should be avoided. While they may be used effectively, there is considerable danger from scaling in handling by indifferent laborers.

P. H. Rolfs.

**EGLANTINE**: Rosa rubiginosa; also applied to Rubus Eglanteria, Rosa Eglanteria, and perhaps Lowicora Periclymenum.

**EGYPTIAN LOTUS**: Nymphaea lotus; also Nelumbium.

**EHRETTIA** (G. D. Ehret, botanical painter, born in Germany, 1708 or 1710, died in England 1770). Borago inaequale. Tender trees and shrubs, found in the warmer regions of the world.

Plants with or without rough, short hairs: lvs. alternate, entire or dentate; fls. small, often white, in cymes, corymbs, terminal panicles, or rarely all borne in the upper axes; calyx 5-parted or -cleft; corolla short-funnel form to rotate, with 5 obtuse spreading lobes; stamens 5, affixed in the tube, exerted or rarely included, the filaments very slender; style 2-lobed or -parted: fr. a small drupe, usually containing two 2-celled 2-seeded nutlets.—Species 40-50, the larger number in the Old World tropics, but widely dispersed about the globe. A few species are planted in S. Calif. and perhaps elsewhere along the southern parts.

A. Lvs. toothed.
B. Foliage hairy.

**macrophylla**, Wall. Tree: lvs. 6-8 in. long, broadly elliptic, acuminate, bristly above and soft-hairy beneath, serrate: panicule terminal, pubescent; calyx ciliate: fr. globose, obscurely 4-grooved. Himalayas, China.


**elliptica**, DC. Tree, 15-50 ft. high: lvs. oval or oblong, sometimes subulate, nearly smooth, or with minute hairs and very rough above: lvs. small, white, fragrant, in cymes or panicles; calyx-lobes broad-lanceolate and acute, as long as the corolla-tube: fr. a yellow globose drupe, the size of a small pea, with edible thin pulp. Texas, Mex.

Wilhelm Miller.

**EICHKHORNA** (after J. A. F. Elchhorn, a Prussian Minister, born 1779). Pontederieae. Tropical aquatic plants, grown for show plants and interesting habit.

Perennial, floating, rooting at the nodes; immersed lvs. on young stts. linear; emerged lvs. obovate or...
ECHICHONIA

rounded (or rarely lanceolate), the petioles in some species much inflated and acting as buoys: fls. in a spike or panicle, the scape 1-odd; perianth funnel-shape with a long or short tube; stamens 6, attached unequally in the tube, part of them exerted; ovary sessile, 3-celled; style filiform: fr. a caps. contained in the withering perianth, ovoid to linear.—About a half-dozen species in S. Amer., one reaching Afr.

This genus includes the water hyacinth (see Fig. 1384), the famous "million-dollar weed" that obstructs navigation in the St. John's River, Florida, and is a source of wonder and delight in every collection of tender aquatics in the North. The curious bladders made by the inflation of the petioles heft the plant to float freely. About flowering time the plant sends down anchoring roots which, if the water be only 3 or 4 inches deep, penetrate the soil. The true hyacinths belong in an allied family (Lilaceae); the pickerel weed, in the allied genus Pontederia, the ovary of which by abortion is one-celled, and each cell one-ovuled, while Echichonia is three-celled and many-ovuled. The plants of this family have been greatly confused botanically, partly because the fugalous, membranous flowers are not well preserved in dried specimens, and partly because of variation in form of leaves, depending upon whether the plants grow in deep or shallow water, or in mud. The common water hyacinth sends out two kinds of roots, the horizontal ones often thick and fleshy, and apparently for reproductive purposes, the vertical ones long, slender, and clothed with innumerable small, horizontal fibers.

The flowers are most beautiful, and the plant is worthy of special cultivation. It is often called a water-orchid, being of such delicate coloring and texture. The plants must be more or less stationary although it is a floating plant, for they will not flower when drifted about by any light breeze or where the water is 2 or more feet deep as is often the case where nymphas are grown. A depth of 9 to 12 inches of water is sufficient with a guard to keep the plants in bounds. Good soil underneath is necessary so that the plants will derive some nourishment. They will grow rapidly and flower profusely all through the season, and it may be necessary to thin out the plants, for when too crowded the petioles will become elongated and the plants unstable. They can also be grown in a tub or tank observing the same method of culture. Propagated by division. (Wm. Tricker.)

a. Lf.-stalks inflated: inner perianth-segms. not serrated.

crassipes, Solms (E. speciosa, Kunth. Pontederia crassipes, Mart.). Fig. 1384. Lvs. in tufts, all constricted at the middle, bladder-like below, sheathed, many-nerved: scape 1 ft. long, with wavy-marginated sheaths at and above the middle; fls. about 8 in a loose spike, pale violet, 6-lobed, the upper lobe larger and having a large patch of blue, with an oblong or pear-shaped spot of bright yellow on the middle; stamens 6, 6-lobed, and 3 short, all curved upward toward the tip. Brazil. B.M. 2932 (as Pontederia azurea). I.H. 34:14. A.F. 5:511. Var. major, Hort., has rosy lilac fls. Var. aurea, Hort., has yellowish fls.

aa. Lf.-stalks not inflated: inner perianth-segms. beautifully serrate.

azurèa, Kunth. Lvs. on long or short not-inflated petioles, very variable in size and shape; scape often as stout as the Lf.-stalk, gradually diluted into a hooded spathe; fls. scattered or crowded in pairs along a stout, hairy, sessile rachis; perianth bright pale blue, hairy outside, inner segms. beautifully toothed, the upper a trible larger, with a heart-shaped spot of yellow, which is margined with brown. Brazil. B.M. 0487. G.C. II. 25:17. I.H. 34:20. R.H. 1890:540.—One plant will become 5 or 6 ft. across in a season.

E. paniculata, Sprung. Fls. in a compound spike or panicle, 2-lipped, purple and blue and with large white spot: lvs. long-petioled, cordate-acuminate, without petiole bladders: st. 12-18 in., often several. B.M. 5020 (as E. trieolus).

WILHELM MILLER.

ELÉAGNUS (ancient Greek name, meaning a kind of willow; from elais, olive). Eléagnaceæ. Shrubs and small trees, grown chiefly for their handsome foliage and for their ornamental fruits, edible in a few species. Deciduous or evergreen, sometimes spiny; lvs. alternate, short-petioled, entire, clothed more or less with silvery or brownish scales: lfs. axillary, solitary or in clusters, apetalous, perfect; perianth campanulate or tubular, 4-lobed; stamens 4, included, on very short filaments: fr. a 1-seeded drupe.—About 40 species in S. Eu., Asia and N. Amer. Monograph by Servetza in Bot. Centralblatt, Beihfte 25, pt. 2:1-128 (1908).

These are highly ornamental shrubs with handsome foliage and mostly decorative fruits; the flowers are inconsiderable, but mostly fragrant. Some of the deciduous species, as E. argentea, E. multiflora and E. umbellata, are hardy North, while the evergreen ones are hardy only South. A distinct feature of some species, as E. argentea, E. angustifolia and E. parvifolia, is the conspicuous silvery hue of their foliage, while E. multiflora and E. umbellata are the most ornamental in fruit.

They grow in almost any well-drained soil, including limestone, and prefer sunny position. Propagation is by seeds which do not germinate until the second year and ought to be stratified and sown the second spring, and by cuttings of mature and half-ripened wood; also sometimes increased by layers and by root-cuttings; varieties and rarer kinds can be grafted on seedlings of vigorous-growing species.

INDEX.

angustifolia, 1. hortensis, 1.
argentea, 5. japonica, 2.
aurea, 7. longipes, 4.
auro-maculata, 7. macrophylla, 6.
auro-variagata, 7. maculata, 7.
crispa, 4. multiflora, 4.
crutulata, 4. orientalis, 1.
Frederici variagata, 7. ovata, 4.
parvifolia, 2.
pungens, 7.
reflexa, 7.
rotundifolia, 4.
simoni, 7.
apina, 1.
tricolor, 7.
umbellata, 2, 3.
variagata, 7.

A. Lvs. deciduous.

b. Winter-buds and lvs. beneath and usually the branch-lets silvery white, without any brown scales.

1. angustifolia, Linn. (E. hortensis, Bieb.). OLEASTER. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft., sometimes spiny:

2. parvifolia, Royle (E. japonica, Hort. E. umbellata var. parvifolia, Servettaz.) Shrub or small tree to 20 ft., with erect sts. and spiny, spreading branches: lvs. elliptic-ovate or oblong-lanceolate, crisped at the margin, usually with stellate hairs above, glabrous at length, silvery beneath, 1½–3 in. long; fls. axillary, usually crowded on short lateral branches, short-pedicelled; perianth narrow, tube longer than limb, whitish within, fragrant: fr. globose or nearly so, densely silvery when young, pink when ripe, ½ in.

1385. Elaeagnus multiflora. (X½)

long. June; fr. in Aug. Himalayas, China. Japan. B.R. 29:51. Mn. 5:145.—Not quite hardy N. Sometimes cult. under the name of E. reflexa, which species, however, is evergreen. Var. japonica macrophylla is advertised but probably does not belong to this species.

BB. Winter-buds and branchlets with reddish or yellowish brown scales and sometimes silvery beneath: lvs. silvery white beneath, often with few brown scales.

c. Fr. juicy, scarlet-red or brownish red.


cc. Fr. rather dry, silvery white.

5. argentata, Pursh. Silverberry. Erect shrub, to 12 ft., silvery, stoloniferous, with reddish brown branchlets: lvs. ovate or oblong-lanceolate, silvery on both sides, often with scattered brown scales beneath, 1–3 in. long; fls. 1–3, axillary, yellow within, fragrant: fr. oval or roundish oval, densely clothed with silvery scales, short-pedicelled, ½–1½ in. long. Native to South to Que, Minn., Utah. B.B. (ed. 2) 2:576. B.M. 8309.

AA. Lvs. evergreen: usually flowering in fall.

6. macrophylla, Thunbg. Spreading shrub, to 6 ft., with yellowish brown broad-ovate or broad-elliptic, on stout and rather long pedicels, scaly above, usually glabrous at length, silvery white beneath: fls. axillary, with silvery and brownish scales outside; tube campanulate, abruptly narrowed at the base, as long as limb. Japan. B.M. 7638. G.C. III. 25:90.


ALFRED REHDOR.

ELÉAEGNUS. (Greek, olive.) Palmaceae, tribe Cocconex. Tropical spineless palms with pinnate foliage, of which the best known is the oil palm of western Africa, whose red fruits, borne in large clusters, yield the palm oil of commerce, which is used in making candles and soap. Leaves terminal, numerous, large and pinnately divided, the segments sword-shaped, and the margins in some species spiny; spadix short and thick. Young plants are grown for ornament in S. Calif., and in the N., but it is not hardy outdoors in S. U.S., according to Frantsch. The other 6 species are from Trop. S. Amer. The genus is separated from Coccos by the 1–8-seeded frs., with 5 pores above the middle.
ELAPHOGLOSSUM

drupe reticulatum, rather stones reaching 5, Monocera high resemblance white, 65 ripened well. Seeds same coarsely foliage. in shrubs G. B.R. (rarely grandiflorus, Leaves guineensis, EUEODENDRON EUOC6CCA: greenhouse 34:389. ripened and 657. known in the same or juvenile stages, some young collections. of this plant, it is a tree 30-40 ft. high, producing useful close-grained wood: lvs. mostly opposite, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, nearly or quite obtuse, entire or crenate, coriaceous, very reticulate beneath: lvs. with parts in 4's: drupe about 3½ in. long, red, ovoid or globular.

JARED G. SMITH.

N. TAYLOR†

ELÉOCÁRUS (Greek, olive-fruit). Eléocarpácson; formerly included in Tiliáceæ. Tropical trees, with showy flowers, in their juvenile stages also sometimes cultivated under glass.

Leaves simple, usually alternate; to 50 and 60 ft. high or some of them practically shrubs in cult.: lvs. perfect or polygamous, in axillary racemes; sepals distinct, or 5 petals 4 or 5, cut or fringed (rarely entire), attached about a thickened torus; stamens many (rarely 8–12), with long-awned anthers opening by a slit at the apex; ovary 2–5-celled: fr. a drupe, with a large and bony stone sometimes 1-celled by abortion.

—Perhaps 100 species, in the Old World tropics. They are little known in cult. but are sometimes readily obtainable in greenhouse lists. The pulp of the fr. in some species is said to be edible; and the interesting sculptured stones of some kinds (as of the bead-tree of India, E. Ganitrus, Roxbg.) are used for beads, heads of ornamented pins, and other decorations. They propagate by ripened shoots with the lvs. left on, and also by seeds when obtainable.

grandifórus, J. Smith. A much-branched shrub, about 7 ft. high under glass: lvs. considerably clustered at the ends of branches, 3–6 in. long, broadly lanceolate; petiole ¼–1 in. long, with a few distant saw-teeth, or more or less round-toothed or wavy-marginated: sepals 5, red outside, white inside; petals 5, white or pale yellow, silky outside, fringed. Jav. B.M. 4680 (as Monocera grandifóra). F.S. S. 817. J.F. 4:339. Lvs. rather leathery, dark green above, paler beneath. Warmhouse. Prop. by cuttings of nearly ripened wood.


L. H. B†

ELÉOCÓCIA: Alexúriés cordáta.

ELÉODÉNDRON (Greek for olive tree, from the resemblance of the fruit). Celastrácæ. Tropical shrubs or small trees, some kinds of which are grown in the juvenile state under glass for the interesting foliage.

Leaves simple, entire or crenate, opposite or alternate, thickish, frequently evergreen: fls. inconspicuous, greenish or white, in axillary or lateral clusters; calyx usually 4–5-parted; petals 4–5, and exceeding the calyx; stamens 4–5, inserted under the edge of the calyx disk; ovary single, mostly 3-celled; style very short: fr. a small fleshy or nearly dry drupe.—Species probably upward of 40, in Afr., India to Austral., and somewhat in S. Amer. Very closely allied to Cassine, a South African genus.

orientále, Jacq. A graceful and handsome plant: the mature lvs. are very different from the juvenile lvs., being obovate, obtuse, crenate, cuneate at base, and 2–3 in. long, and the slender graceful young lvs. pass into them by gradual transition: fls. less than ½ in. across in close axillary cymes which are shorter than the lvs.; pedicels equaling or surpassing the corolla; calyx deeply lobed; petals yellow-green: drupe size of olive, oblong. Madagascar, Mauritius.—The plant holds its lower foliage well, or throws out new foliage to take the place of that which drops. It thrives in either an intermediate or a warmhouse. Prop. by single eye cuttings in small pots, kept rather warm. It has been said that Eléodicaria orientále belongs to this species (although of a different family), but this is apparently an error. See Polysia for a discussion of this plant.

austrále, Vent. Intro. into S. Calif. from Austral., and prized for its holly-like foliage. In its native habitat it is a tree 30–40 ft. high, producing useful close-grained wood: lvs. mostly opposite, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, nearly or quite obtuse, entire or crenate, coriaceous, very reticulate beneath: fls. with parts in 4's: drupe about 3½ in. long, red, ovoid or globular.

L. H. B.

ELAPHOGLÓSÓMNIUS (Greek, serpent tongue). Poly-pódócaé. A large group of tropical ferns, with creeping rootstocks and simple leaves.

The sporangia cover the entire under surface of the fertile leaves which are usually much smaller than the sterile ones. Nearly all the species are free-veined but a few have netted venation.—There are 50–100 species in the tropics of both hemispheres. They were formerly included under Acrostichum. All require warmhouse treatment, an abundance of water at the roots, and an open porous compost.

INDEX.


A. Veins all free.

b. Surface of lvs. densely scaly throughout.

c. Texture thin, frilaceó.

1. villosum, J. Smith. Fig. 1386. Sterile blades 6–9 in. long; fertile lvs. nearly more than half as large, both with abundant slender, dark brown scales. Mex. and W. Indies. Dwarf, variable.

cc. Texture thick, leathery.

2. hírtum, C. Chr. (Acrostichum squamósum, Swartz). Sterile blades 6–12 in. long, the fertile narrower, on longer sts., both surfaces matted with bright reddish brown linear or lanceolate scales. Tropics of both hemispheres.

3. múscum, Moore. Sterile blades 6–12 in. long, fertile much shorter; upper surface slightly scaly, the lower densely matted with ovate, rusty scales. Tropics of both hemispheres. S. 1:511 (as Acrostichum).—Very distinct in habit, and an interesting greenhouse species.

BB. Surface of lvs. slightly scaly.

4. petiolátum, Urban (Acrostichum viscosum, Swartz). Sterile blades 6–12 in. long, narrowed gradually at the base; the fertile shorter, on longer stalks; texture
leathery, the surfaces somewhat viscid. Tropics of both hemispheres.

5. pilosum, Moore. Blades flexuous, 6–8 in. long, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. wide, with tufts of star-like scales beneath; texture herbaceous. Mex. to Colombia.—Chiefly of botanical interest.

bbb. Surface of lvs. not scaly; texture leathery.

c. Margins of lvs. thick, cartilaginous.

6. simplex, Schott. Sterile blades 4–12 in. long, with a very acute point, the lower portion gradually narrowed into a short, somewhat marginated stalk. W. Indies to Brazil.

7. conforme, Schott. Sterile blades 2–9 in. long, with a bluntish point and wedge-shaped or spatulate base; fertile lvs. narrower. Tropics of both hemispheres.

cc. Margins of lvs. not thickened.

8. flaccidum, Moore. Sterile blades 6–12 in. long, with very acute point, the lower portion gradually narrowed to the short stalk; sterile lvs. on stalks 3–4 in. long. S. Amer.—Of botanical interest only.

AA. Veins uniting to form a network.

b. Surface of lvs. densely clothed with narrow scales. (Hymenodium.)

9. crinitum, Christ. ELEPHANT-EAR FERN. Fig. 1387.

Blades 10–18 in. long, 4–8 in. wide, on densely scaly stalks; fertile lvs. smaller, on shorter stalks. W. Indies. F.S. 9:936 (as H. crinitum).—Omit sand in potting, and avoid over-watering.

1387. Elaphoglossum crinitum.

BB. Surface of lvs. mostly smooth, 6–15 in. long.

10. reticulatum, Gaud. Blades on distinct stalks, with wedge-shaped bases, 1½ in. wide; veins forming copious meshes. (Chrysothrix.) Hawaiian Isls.—Of botanical interest only.

11. gorgoneum, Brack. Blades tapering gradually downward to the short stalks, 2–3 in. wide; veins forming meshes only near the margin. (Acomiiotopsis.) Hawaiian Isls.—Of little decorative value.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.
R. C. BENEDICT.†

ELATINE (Greek name of doubtful application). Elatínaceae. Small mostly glabrous creeping herbs, probably annuals, of temperate and warm regions (perhaps 10 species), sometimes used in bog- and water-gardening. They root at the nodes, spreading along the margins of streams and ponds. Lvs. opposite or verticillate, mostly broad, entire; fls. minute and inconspicuous, mostly solitary in the axis; sepals and petals 2–4, and stamens as many or sometimes twice as many; styles or stigmas 2–4; pod 2–4-valved. The plants are grown for their foliage cover. Four species are native in the U. S. and Canada, but they appear not to be in the trade. Abroad, E. macrópoda, Guss., of the Medit. region, is offered. Lvs. oblong, short-petioled: fls. axillary and terminal, 4-merous, stalked: caps. half shorter than the sepals.

The family Elatínaceae is allied to the Hypericaceae. It comprises perhaps 25 species in many parts of the world. The only other genus is Bergia, which differs from Elatine in being terrestrial and in having 5-merous fls. B. leucoma, Seub., occurs in swamps and on wet banks from S. Ill. to Texas and Calif. The berrys are apparently not in cult.

L. H. B.

ELECAMPE: Inula Helenium.

ELECTRO-HORTICULTURE is a term used by Siemens to designate the application of the electric light to the growing of plants. The term is an unfortunate one, since the use of electric light is not an application of electricity to plant-growing, but is a way of securing illumination. Any strong artificial light hastens assimilation and thereby causes plants to grow more rapidly. The practical questions to be considered are, therefore, the expense of using the light, and whether there are injurious elements in the spectrum of the given light.

The spectrum of the electric arc light is the spectrum of carbon plus that of certain gases incident upon combustion. The spectrum of the arc light is rich in rays which light beyond the luminous part, and these rays are very injurious to most plants. These rays of the ultra-violet part of the spectrum are eliminated by a plain glass, so that when the electric light is surrounded by a globe, or when the light is hung above the roof of the greenhouse, the injuries are reduced to a minimum. Experiments at Cornell University showed that each kind of plant behaves in its own way in the presence of electric light. It is not possible to prophesy what the results may be in a given species, without experiment. A few plants, as tomatoes, cucumbers, melons and carrots, seem to be very little affected either injuriously or beneficially. Nearly all flowers are hastened into bloom by the influence of the light; and their colors are often brighter than under normal conditions; but in very many cases they do not last so long. The best results are secured if the light is applied to the plants when they have reached nearly or quite their full stature. If applied very early in its growth, the plant tends to make flowers before it has attained sufficient size. In floriculture, therefore, the practical value of the electric arc light seems to be its influence in hastening the flowering of certain plants in dark climates, or when plants must be had for a definite season. For example, if the light is applied to Easter lilies for a month before their normal blooming time, the period of bloom may be hastened four to ten days.

Lettuce has shown greater beneficial results from the application of the electric light than any other plant with which careful experiments have been made. Lettuce which receives light from the arc lamp for half of each night may be expected to reach marketable size from one to two weeks before that which is grown in normal conditions.

As a rule, better results are secured when the light runs only half the night. A common two-thousand candle-power light has marked effect on the growth of many plants at a distance of sixty to even one hundred feet. The incandescent light has a similar influence, but not so marked. It has no injurious effect, however.

As now understood, the application of the electric light to the growing of plants is a special acceleration to be used when the climate is abnormally cloudy or
ELECTRO-HORTICULTURE

When it is desired to hasten the maturity of crops for a particular date. Only in the case of lettuce is it yet thought to be of any general commercial importance; and even with lettuce, it is doubtful whether it will pay for its cost in climates that are abundantly sunny. For the literature of the subject, consult the publications of the experiment stations of Cornell University and of West Virginia. See the article Light, Vol. IV.

Elecroculture is a term employed to designate any culture of plants under the influence or stimulus of electric currents. The electric stimulation may arise from the electrification of the atmosphere in the immediate vicinity of the plants, or from the application of electric currents to the plants themselves. In either case, electricity exerts an appreciable and often a very marked influence, resulting in accelerated germination and growth (see the discussion, pp. 30-35, Vol. II, Cyclo. Amer. Agric.).

In recent years much more attention has been given to the stimulation of plants by electricity directly through the atmosphere than through the soil. According to experiments made at the Massachusetts Experiment Station, this method appears to be successful and offers a most promising field for future research. Of the various methods used to stimulate plants by electricity, direct currents applied through the soil prove less valuable than alternating currents or static charges. In a series of experiments made with radish plants in closed glass cases, an average increase of 50 per cent was secured, and in another case 45 per cent increase when the case was charged from a static machine with an average potential of 150 volts for a few minutes each day. There are some obstacles in the way of electrically treating plants by the use of high tension wires or static machines owing to the possibility of grounding through steam-pipes and iron posts, and nothing very definite has been obtained as yet from this method. High tension wires (100,000 volts, more or less) have been used in the field with fairly good results, but winds affect a charged atmosphere to a certain extent. The use of high poles provided with points to collect atmospheric electricity has proved successful in laboratory experiments for the stimulation of plants and the fixation of nitrogen, and in the future probably some such method will become of practical use. At present the various methods cannot be considered as of great economic importance.

(G. E. Stone.)

ELEÖCHARIS (Greek-made word, meaning delightful in marshes). Sometimes written Helocharis. Rush-like native plants, mostly of low wiry growth, and commonest in marshes and on muddy shores, mostly perennial. The culms are simple, terete or angular, bearing a spherical or oblong head of inconspicuous fls.: lvs. usually reduced to mere sheaths. They are interesting for the borders of ponds, and are very easy to naturalize. Numbers of species are likely to be offered by dealers in native plants; three have been listed: E. interstincta R. & S. (E. equisetoides, Torr.). A shore plant, with terete knotted culms 2-3 ft. high, and cylindrical heads about the thickness of the culm; resembles horse-tail (Equisetum). E. aculeata, & S. Hair-tufted, 3-6 ft. high, making dense mats. E. ovata, R. & S. Culms nearly terete, 12-15 in. high: head globose or ovate. Eleocharis has about 100 species, widely distributed, of which nearly half occur in Canada and the U.S.

L. H. B.

ELEPHANT’S EAR is a name for begonias. The elephant ear Caladium is a Colocasia.

ELEPHANT’S FOOT: Testudinaria.


Differ from Amomum in technical characters, as in the slender tube of the perianth, the presence of internal lobes in the perianth, and the filaments not prolonged beyond the anther. Probably only 1 species, although more have been described. E. Cardamomum, Maton (Cardamomum officinale, Salisb. Amomum Cardamomum, Linn.), affords the small or true cardamons of commerce, which are the dried capsules and which are used in medicine. Species of Amomum yield other kinds of cardamom. The elettaria is native to India, but is cult. in Jamaica, and it will no doubt thrive in parts of S. Fla., where plants have been offered. The cardamom plant grows 5-10 ft. high, bearing a curving jointed, closely sheathed st. and oblong-lanceolate acuminate entire nearly sessile lvs. often 2 ft. long; rootsstock horizontal: fls. purple-striped: caps oblong or nearly globular, with many thin vertical ribs, indehiscent; seeds small, angled. Gt. 62, p. 93. It is said to prefer shade and a moist soil. In three or four years plants give full crops, but they become more or less exhausted after bearing three or four crops. Prop. by dividing the roots and by seeds. Under glass, handled the same as Alpinia.

L. H. B.

ELEUSINE (Greek, Eleusin, the town where Ceres, the goddess of harvests, was worshipped). Graminaceae. Crab-Grass. Yard-Grass. Coarse tufted annual grasses, more or less grown as ornamentals; also for the grain in Africa.

The stout unilaterial spikes digitate at the apex of the culm; spikelets several-flid., awnless, arranged in 2 rows along one side of a continuous rachis; raechilla articulate above the empty glumes; fls. perfect or the upper one staminate: grain loosely inclosed by the lemma and palea.—Species about 6 in tropical regions of the Old World. Some are valued as cereals in Afr., India, and some other eastern countries. For E. zygapic or cardamomum, see Dactylocentrum.

1388. Eleusine indica. (X4)

1389. Eleusine coracana. (X4)

Indica, Gaertn. Wire-Grass. Goose-Grass. Fig. 1388. Erect, or in open ground prostrate, 2-4 ft. high: culms flattened: spikes 5-7, about 2-4 in. long, digitate, often with one or two lower down; spikelets 3-6-flid. Blooms from June to Oct.—A very common grass in cult. fields and dooryards in the S., often troublesome as a weed on lawns throughout the S. and in Calif.
ELEUSINE

Coracina, Gaertn. **African Millet.** Fig. 1389. Erect, 2-4 ft. high, closely related to and much resembling *E. indica*. Can be distinguished from it by its stouter habit, shorter, broader and larger spikes.—Cult. in S. E. Asia for the grain. Beer is brewed from the grain in Abyssinia. In cult. in Amer. as an ornamental grass. Coracina means “pertaining to crows.”

**tristachya**, Kunth (E. barcinonénisis, Costa). Culms tufted, 6 in. to 1 ft. high; lf-blades short, about \(\frac{1}{2}\) in. wide, obtuse at the apex; spikes broad, mostly 3, digitate, 1-1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. long, \(\frac{2}{3}\) in. thick; spikes closely imbricate, 5-fld. India.—Intro. into Amer. on ballast, and in cult. as an ornamental plant.

P. B. Kennedy.

A. S. Hitchcock.†

**ELEUTHERINE** (Greek free, referring to the stamens). *Iridaceae*. Two or three species in the W. Indies and S. Amer., perhaps forms of one; bulbous plants of greenhouse cult., allied to Cipura and *Ixia*: fls. white, several on a naked scape, the perianth-tube none and the segms. obvolute and spreading; stamens attached to base of perianth-segms., the filaments short and free; ovary oblong, 3-celled; style very short, 3-branched: lvs. long, radical. *E. pilóca*. Herb. (Galátaé *plóca*, Salisb.), has a large ovoid bulb: root-

**ELEUTHEROCÓCUS**: *Acanthopanax*.

**ELÍSMA** (suggested from Alisma). *Alismáceae*. One species in W. Eu., sometimes grown in water-gardens. It is known also as Alisma (p. 246, Vol. I) but has been separated from that genus because of its floating rather than erect habit, sub-solitary fls., and character of the ovules. *E. nátans*, Buch., is a slender perennial, with the stts. and developed ovate or oblong lvs. floating: radical lvs. of the original tuft represented by a lf.-stalk which is only slightly or not at all widened at the top, every succeeding node producing the floating lvs. and roots: lvs. 1-3 or 5, large, white, with 3 broad obtuse petals: carpels forming a globular head, each with many slender ribs: summer. Of easy cult.

L. H. B.

**ELLÍOTTTIA** (after Stephen Elliott, South Carolina’s early and excellent botanist. For a fine portrait and sketch of him, see G. F. P. 7:204-6). *Iridáceae*. Deciduous shrub cultivated for its handsome racemes of delicate white flowers.

Leaves alternate, entire, without stipules: fls. in terminal racemes; calyx small, 4-parted; petals 4, oblong, ovate; ovary 4-celled; cells 1-ovuled; style slender, exserted: fr. unknown.—One species in S. C. and Ga., very rare and local. The Japanese species formerly referred to this genus are well distinguished by the 3-merous fls. and by the many-ovuled cells of the ovary; they form the genus *Tripetalea*. Like Cladothamnus, Ledum and Leiophyllum, the genus differs from most other *Iridáceae* in having distinct petals, but is easily distinguished from the genera mentioned by its racemose infl. and other characters.

Elliottia is very rare in cultivation owing to its difficult propagation; it is not hardy North and seems to grow best in a humid sandy or peaty soil. Propagation by suckers, which appear only occasionally.

**racemosa**, Muhl. Fig. 1390. Shrub, 4-10 ft. high: branches slender: lvs. alternate, oblong, acute at both ends, glandular-mucronate, entire, thin, membranous; 3-4 in. long, 1-1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. wide; petalsioles slender, grooved, hairy, about 1 in. long: racemes 6-10 in. long, often branched at the base; calyx-lobes short, rounded; petals spathulate-oblong, \(\frac{3}{5}\) in. long. Wet, sandy woods of S. C. and Ga. G. F. 7:205 (adapted in Fig. 1390). B.M. 8414. G.C. III. 51:11. *G. F.* 75, p. 471.

Alfred Reeder.

**ELMÁ**: *Ulmus*.

**ELÓDÉA** (Greek, marshy). *Hydrocharitáceae*. Aquatic herbs, one of which is grown in aquaria.

The genus is known in horticulture as including the ditch-moss, an interesting hardy perennial plant found in slow streams and ponds nearly throughout N. Amer., except the extreme north and particularly desirable for home and school culture. It is a slender, wholly submerged plant, with branching sts. 4 in. to 3 ft. long, according to the depth of the water. The pistillate fls. are raised to the surface by their long calyx-tubes, and float there. The minute staminate fls., which are rarely seen, commonly break off below, rise to the surface, float about, open, and shed their pollen. The fr. ripens low on the surface. It reached England in 1841 and choked up many canals and waterways, notably the Cam. It was very abundant in 1852 and 1853, but declined in the next few years. Ducks, geese and swans are fond of it, and render great service in getting rid of it. It can be used for manure where it grows in sufficient quantities. Like many other water plants, it makes heavy buds in the fall (Fig. 1391), which drop to the bottom and grow in the spring. This genus contains perhaps 10 species.


**WATER-WEED. DITCH-Moss. WAT**er-Thyme. Lvs. in whorls of 3 or 4, or the lower ones opposite, linear, minutely toothed or not, 2-7 lines long, \(\frac{3}{2}-\frac{2}{2}\) lines wide: fls. white; calyx-tube of the pistillate fls. 2-12 in. long; spathes 5-7 lines long.

1391. Winter-bud of *Elódea*. (*Nat. size*)
EMBOTHRIUM

Var. gigantea, Hort. Giant Water-Weed. A much stronger grower than the species and a desirable plant for the aquarium, and a good oxygenator. Now generally used in preference to the type.

WM. TRICKER and WILHELM MILLER.

1392. Elsholtzia cristata.


ELODEA

Var. gigantêa, Hort. Giant Water-Weed. A much stronger grower than the species and a desirable plant for the aquarium, and a good oxygenator. Now generally used in preference to the type.

WM. TRICKER and WILHELM MILLER.

1392. Elsholtzia cristata.


ELÖDES: Hypericum.


ELSHÖLTZIA (John Sigismund Elsholtz, author of unpublished Flora Marchica, the MS. of which is in the Royal Library, Berlin). Labiatae. Herbs or undershrubs grown chiefly for their blue or lilac flowers appearing in dense spikes late in summer.

Usually aromatic: lvs. opposite, short-petiolated, serrate; fls. in usually 1-sided, terminal spikes; calyx tubular or campanulate, 5-toothed; corolla 2-lipped or slightly so; lower lip 3-lobed, the upper divided, emarginate, concave; stamens 4, exerted; anther-cells diverging; fr. consisting of 4 ovoid or ovoid-oblong nutlets.—Twenty species in E. and Cent. Asia, south to Java, 1 in Eu. and 1 in Abyssinia. Of the cult. species E. cristata and E. Stauntonii are hardy N., while E. polystachyta is tender. They are chiefly valued for their late-appearing lvs., profusely produced in dense upright spikes; they do not seem particular as to the soil, but demand a sunny position to bloom well. Prop. is by seeds, sown in spring; also with the suffrutescence species by greenwood cuttings in summer.

cristata, Willd. Fig. 1392. Twelve to 18 in. high, with opposite, petioled, ovate-oblong toothed lvs. and small, light blue fls. in crowded, more or less 1-sided spikes: calyx enlarging in fr. Asia. B.M. 2560.—Hardy annual, with very aromatic foliage and attractive, upright habit. Said to be a good bee plant.


E. polystachyta, Benth. Undershrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. elliptic-oblong to lanceolate, serrate, pubescent on the veins beneath and glandular, 3-5 in. long; lvs. white, in very slender spikes 2-6 in. long. Himalayas, W. China.

ALFRED REHDER.

ÉLYMUS (Greek name for a kind of millet). Græ-mineæ. LYTE-MOSS. WILD-RYE. Erect perennial grasses with terminal usually bristly spikes somewhat resembling rye, sometimes grown as ornamentals and having other uses.

Leaves flat or convolute: spikes 2-6-fld., often long-awned, the uppermost imperfect, sessile, in pairs (rarely in 3's or 4's), at each joint of the continuous or articulate rachis, forming terminal spikes; glumes acute or awned, often placed at the front of the spikelet.—Species about 25, in the temperate regions of both hemispheres. For E. Hystriz, see Hystriz. See p. 3568.

arenarius, Linn. Sea Lime-Grass. Stout, coarse perennial, 2-8 ft. high, with strong, creeping rootstocks: lvs. long, rigid, sheaths: spikes dense, terminal, 6-12 in. long; spikelets about 1 in. long and 3-4-fld., awnless. G. 15:701. Dept. Agric., Div. Agrost., 7: 319.—Sometimes used for binding the drifting sands of our Atlantic and Pacific coasts, especially when combined with beach grass, Ammophila arenaria. The seed is also used by the Digger Indians for food.

canadensis, Linn. CANADA LIME-GRASS. Terre Noir Gras, Fig. 1393. Rather stout, smooth perennial, 2-5 ft. high, with broad, flat lvs. 6-12 in. long; spikes 4-9 in. long, exserted, nodding; spikelets very rigid, 3-5-fld.; lmmas long-awned. Common in low thickets and along streams in rich, open woods throughout the country.—Cult. as an ornamental plant. Var. glaucifolius, Gray (E. glaucifolius, Hort.), is pale and glaucous throughout, with usually more slender awns. Cult. as an ornamental grass.

condensatus, Presl: GIANT RYE-GRASS. The largest of the native rye-grasses, growing to the height of 5-10 ft.: culms in dense tufts, stouts: spikes 6-12 in. long, very variable, compact or interrupted, bearing branching clusters of spikelets at each joint; glumes subulate; lmmas awned or mucronate. Rocky Mt. regions and the Pacific slope.—Cult. as an ornamental. A Pacific Coast form has large branched heads.

E. glaucus, Regel. A glaucous-leaved, dense, compact, hardy perennial grass 5-6 ft. high, with very short, smooth lvs. and erect, elongated spikes: spikelets in 2's, erect, usually 5-fld., densely villous-pubescent, short-awned. Turkistan.

—Rarely in cult. as an ornamental grass.

P. B. KENNEDY.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.†

EMBOTHRIUM

(name refers to the structure of the anthers). Proteaceae. A few trees and shrubs of S. Amer., one of which is offered abroad as a greenhouse subject, grown from seeds, and apparently prized for the fls. Foliage sparse, coriaceous, entire: fls. in dense racemes, showy, perfect; perianth with a cylindrical split tube, the limb ovoid or globose in bud but becoming oblique or recurved; stamens 4, the anthers attached in lobes of the perianth; filaments short, long-celled, many-seeded. E. coccinum, Forst., is a shrub bearing bright scarlet fls. about 2 in. long in many-fld. terminal sessile racemes; perianth tubular, upwardly curved, the 4 reflexing twisting lobes representing a third of its length; anthers imbedded in the concave apices of the perianth-lobes; pistil with an elongated cylindrical ovary and long-exserted red style: lvs.

1393. Élymus canadensis. (X 1/2)
EMÍLIA (perhaps a personal name). Compóstae. Flower-garden herbs, perennial or annual, with orange or scarlet bloom.

Related to Senecio (to which some authors refer it), but always without rays; heads rather small, the involucre very simple and cup-shaped, with no small outer scales; styles short or long; or: schemes with 5 acute ciliate angles: flowers all perfect.—A dozen or more species have been described from warm parts of Afr., Asia to China, Polynesia and Amer. One species in common cult.

flámmea, Cass. (E. sagittátá, DC. E. sonchífólia, Hort., not DC. E. sonchífólia, Linn., var. sagittátá, Clarke. Cacáliía cocínea, Sims, B.M. 564. C. sonchí-

defone, Hort., not Linn. C. sagit-táta, Vahl. Senecío sagit-táta, Hoffm.). Tassel-Flower. Flora's PAIN- 

Bruss. A neat annual, erect, 1–2 ft. glabrous or sparsely hairy, the long sts. terminated by clusters of small scarlet (golden yellow in the form called Cacáliía lutea, Hort.) heads: lvs. lance-oblong or ovate-lanceo-

late, clasping the flower; involucre-scales much shorter than the florets. Probably tropics of New World. H.F. 7:50.—This much-

named annual is one of the commonest garden fls. It is of the easiest cult. in any good soil. Blooms from July until frost, if sown as soon as weather is settled. The flowers are not very unique or rentable in this group.—E. sagittátá, DC. with involucre shorter than the fls., and E. sonchífólia, DC. involucre as long as the fls.

E. purpúrea, Cass. (E. sonchífólia, DC., not Hort. Cacáliía son-

cínea, Linn. Cacáliía sonchífólia, Moench). Radial lvs. often more or less lyrate, st-lvs. broader and clasping, the heads fewer in the cluster and the involucre-scales nearly as long as the florets. Apparently not in cult. in this country.

L. H. B.

EMMÉNANTHE (Greek, enduring flower; the per-

sistent corollas retain their shape when dry). Hydró-

philáceae. A half-dozen low annual herbs from western North America, of which the most interesting species was introduced to cultivation in 1892, under the name of California yellow- or golden-bells.

Diffuse, depressed or erect: lvs. mostly alternate: fls. yellow or cream-color, the corolla campanulate and persistent; corolla-lobes 5; stamens 5; style 2-cut. This species named the st-lvs. belongs to a section of the genus, with calyx-lobes broader downward, and only pitted seeds. All the others have the calyx-lobes broader upward and the seeds more or less wrinkled transversely.

pendulíflora, Benth. CALIFORNIA YELLOW- or GOLDEN-BELLS. Somewhat sticky, with long or short soft hairs: lvs. pinnatifid, lobes numerous, short, some-

what toothed or simply or coarsely dentate: lvs. about 16; seeds 1 line long. Calif. G.C. III. 11:339.—It grows 9–12 in. high, forming bushy plants, each branch loaded with broadly bell-shaped, pendulous, unwithering fls., about 1/2 in. long, of cream yellow. The general effect of a branch suggests the lily-of-the-valley, but the foliage is pinnatifid.

WILHELM MILLER.

EMMÉNÓPTERYS (Greek, persistent, and wing; 

referring to the wing-like calyx-lobes, persistent on the fruit). RUBÉACEAE. Ornamental tree grown for its large leaves and the handsome flowers.

Deciduous; lvs. opposite, petioled, with caduceus stipules, entire: fls. in many-fl. terminal panicles; calyx small, 5-parted, deciduous, in some fls. 1 lobe leafy and changed into a petaled, oblong, obtuse whitish l. persistent on the fr.; corolla campanula-

te, oblong, involucre outside, with a narrow tube and 5 ovate lobes pubescent inside; stamens 5, included; ovary inferior, 2-celled; style filiform, not exceeding

the stamens: fr. a spindle-shaped 2-celled caps., with numerous irregularly winged seeds.—One species in Cent. China. A tall tree, with large elliptic lvs. and showy yellow fls. in many-fl. dense terminal panicles. It will succeed in warmer temperate regions only and is yet little known in cult., as it has been only recently introd. Prop. is by seeds and possibly by softwood cuttings under glass.

HÉNRY, Oliver. Tree, to 40 ft., quite glabrous: lvs. chartaceous, elliptic, acute, cuneate at the base, entire, 4–6 in. long; petiole 1–2 in. long: fls. in many-fl. panicles, yellow, about 1 in. long: caps. spindle-shaped, about 1/2 in. long; often at the apex with a persistent enlarged wing-like calyx-lobe 1 1/2–2 in. long on a petiole of equal length. Cent. China. H.F. 1931:1022.

ALFRED REID.

ÉMÉPTRUM (Greek, en, in, petros, rock; growing

often on rocks). Emépetraceæ. ChwARRIER. Ornamental low shrubs sometimes grown for the evergreen foliage and attractive fruits.

Leaves linear-oblong, obtuse, thick: fls. dioecious or monocious, axillary, 1–3, nearly sessile; sepals and petals 5; stamens 3, exerted; ovary superior, 6–9-celled with as many stigmas on a short and thick style: fr. a 6–9-seeded drupe.—Five species through the northern hemisphere in mountainous and arctic regions, also in Chile, antarctic Amer. and Tristan da Cunha.

The crowberries are Hardy, evergreen, densely branched, prostrate or creeping, heath-like shrubs, with small, crowded leaves, inoperculous purpleish flowers, and globose, red or black, edible berries. They grow best in moist, sandy or peaty soil, and are especially handsome for rockeries. Propagated usually by cuttings of nearly ripened wood in late summer under glass.

A. Branchlets and margin of expanding bas. glandular, the latter not tomentose.


A. Branchlets and margins of expanding bas. white-

tomentose.

atropúrpéreum, Fern. & Wieged (E. nigrum var. 
adnandum, Fern., not E. adnánum, Philippi. E. nigrum var. purpíreum, Auth., not DC.). Trailing: lvs. linear-

oblong, soon loosely divergent, rarely becoming re-

flexed, those of the leading shoots 3/4–1 in. long: fr. red to purplish black, opaque, 3/4–1 1/2 in. across. Gulf St. Lawrence to Maine and N. H.

ÉMÉSSÉI, Fern. & Wieged (E. nigrum var. purpíre-

reum, Auth., not DC. E. ríbrum, La Pylaie, not Vahl). Lvs. linear-oblong, crowded, ascending, becoming slightly divergent, those of the leading shoots 3/4 in. or less long; fr. pink or light red, becoming translucent, 3/4 in. or less across. S. Labrador, Newfoundland, E. Que.—Very handsome in fruit.


ALFRED REID.

ÉNCELIA (Christopher Eneid in 1577 wrote a book on oak galls). Compóstae. Herbs or sub-shrubs, one or 
two of which have been sparingly introduced for planting in the southern parts of the United States.

Rather showy shrubs, yellow-rayed naked-stalked heads (rays now and then absent), and yellow or brownish disk: lvs. alternate or opposite, entire, toothed or lobed, often white-tomentose: rays neutral, disk-fls. perfect; pappus none or an awn or scale for each margin or angle of the achenes.—About 30 species, Utah and Calif. to Chile.
ENCEPHALÁRTOS (Greek combination, alluding to the bread-like interior of the trunk). *Cycadaceae.* Excellent cycads from tropical and southern Africa, grown chiefly for their evergreen foliage. The species are probably 20 or more, allied to Dioon and Macrozamia; with Stangeria, they constitute the peculiarly African representatives of the family. They are trees with stout cylindrical often fleshy trunks, and a terminal crown of stiff mostly spiny pinnate long lvs. or fronds: fts. decious, in cones; staminate cone oblong, ovate or cylindrical, the scales in many series, imbricate, thick and often rough, broadly or elongate-cuneate, with anthers on the under surface; pistillate cone ellipsoid or oblong, thick, the scales numerous in many series and imbricated, peltate, with the ovule beneath. For differences between this and related genera, see Vol. I, p. 120. From Dioon it is distinguished by its pinnate rather than pinnatifid lvs., and from Cycas by straight rather than circinate segments. in vernation, as well as by technical features of cones. These plants are specially suited for large conservatories, the fronds being not easily injured. They should succeed outdoors S. The trunks of some kinds grow only a few inches in many years. Most kinds prefer a sunny, tropical house, but *E. brachyphyllus* and perhaps others may be grown in a cool greenhouse if kept a little dry in winter. The cones are always interesting and often very decorative. Those of *E. wilsonii* are twice as large as a pineapple, orange-yellow, half revealing the scarlet frs. They are prop. by seeds; also by offsets or suckers. Some other cycads frequently produce seed in conservatories, but Encephalartos seldom does, and plants are, therefore, usually imported. Dry trunks, weighing frequently 50-75 lbs. have been received from S. Afr. They often remain dormant for a year or more, and do not make ornamental specimens for two or more years. They are slow-growing, except in very warm houses. They like a strong, loamy soil. While making new growth they need plenty of water. See *Cycas.*

The woolliness of the stem and leaf-segments varies with the age of the plants and of the leaves. The pith and central portion of the cones of some species form an article of food among the Kafrs, hence the common name of Kafr bread. The most widely known species in cultivation are *E. wilsonii,* *E. Allensteini* and *E. pungens.* Though very handsome cyads, they are by no means popular. They require much room for best results.

In the following descriptions “rachis” refers to the midrib of the leaf on which the leaflets or segments are borne, and “petiole” means the part of the leaf below where the leaflets begin.

**a.** *Lfts. not toothed.*

**b.** *Lfts. toothed.*

**horrídus,** Lehm. Trunk short and stout, woolly or not: lvs. to 6 ft., reflexed at top; lfts. opposite or alternate, lanceolate, mostly entire, sometimes toothed, with a sharp spine at the apex. Var. *glaúca,* is presumably more glaucous than the type. B.M. 5371. There is a var. *trispínosus.*

**BB.** *Petiole sub-cylindrical; foliage not glaucous.*

**Altensteini,** Lehm. Trunk stout, not woolly: lvs. 2-6 ft.; lfts. about 6 in. long and 1 in. broad, oblong-acute, paler beneath, edges and apex spiny; petals evolve at base; lfts. mostly opposite, lanceolate. B.M. 7162-3. G.C. II. 6:392, 393, 397; III. 2:281; 12:489-493; 40:206 (showing a specimen in Cape Colony over 100 years old, with a high trunk and an offshoot over half way up). G. 7:516.


---

1934. Encephalartos cycadifolius.

**AA.** *Lfts. not toothed (except in young lvs. of the last one).*

**b.** *Foliage glaucous.*

**Lehmannii,** Lehm. (*Cycas Lehmannii,* Hort.). Trunk not woolly: rachis and petiole obtusely 4-angled; lfts. nearly opposite, narrowly or broadly lanceolate, to 7 in. long, rarely 1-toothed, with brown spine at apex. Gt. 1865:477.

**BB.** *Foliage not glaucous.*

**c.** *Apex of lfts. mostly obtuse, pointless.*

**longífolius,** Lehm. Trunk not woolly, at length tall: rachis and petiole 4-cornered but flattish above; lowest lfts. often 1-3-toothed, margin somewhat revolute: wool soon vanishing from the rachis and lfts. S. Afr. G.W. 5, p. 404. Var. *revólítus,* Miq., has the margins more distinctly revolute. Var. *angustífolius* has narrower, flat lfts. Var. *Hookeri,* DC., has narrowly lanceolate lfts., not glaucous but intense green, and rachis not woolly. B.M. 4903, erroneously named *E. caffer,* is referred to this place, though the lfts. are distinctly pointed in the picture.

**cc.** *Apex of lfts. always strong-pointed.*

**d.** *Form of lfts. linear.*

**cycadífolius,** Lehm. (*E. Friderici-Guiléthmi,* Lehm. *E. cycadífolius* var. *Friderici-Guiléthmi,* Rod.). Fig. 1394. Trunk nearly globular, several inches in diam., woolly at first: rachis and petiole ashy-pubescent;
ENCEPHALARTOS

lfts. opposite and alternate, linear, margin revolute. I.H. 20:459. G.F. 4:209 (adapted in Fig. 1394). G.W. 10, p. 377 (as E. cycadifolius var. Friderici-Guilielmi).

pangens, Lehnn. (Zamiá pangens, At.). Rachis and petiole glabrous; lfts. long-linear, dark green, rigid, flat, striated beneath, margin not revolute. Var. gladcia is also sold.

DD. Form of lfts. lanceolate.

ENCHORION: Fréiss.

ENCHYLLÉA (name alludes to the soft or juicy character of the berry-like fructification). Cheno-podiáceae. One procumbent or widely-branched very small-leaved shrub from Austral. recently intro. by U.S. Dept. Agric., and thriving well at the University of California. E. loménta, R. Br., grows 3 ft. or more high and makes a mass many feet across: branches mostly woolly or silvery: lvs. alternate, linear, usually under ½ in. long: lfs. solitary in the axils, bracted, very small, perfect; perianth urn-shaped to globular, with 5 short teeth that close over the fr.; stamens 5, somewhat exerted: fr. inclosed in the perianth, which becomes red or yellow, fleshy and berry-like and the size of a small pea. The Australian aborigines are said to eat the berries in great quantities. The plant endures drought, and it is eaten by sheep when other herbage becomes scarce. The bright red and yellow coloring of the berries suggests its use in landscape work in dry mild climates.

ENDÈVE: Piper.


Until recently endive has been almost unknown in American home gardens, but it is gradually receiving favor with salad-lovers. Although more frequently a product of the amateur, during August and September, and possibly later, it is now freely offered in the larger markets. It is especially the people of foreign descent who grow, buy and use endive. In the hot weather of summer and fall, when lettuce plants are more likely to produce seed stalks than good solid heads, endive, although of somewhat bitter flavor when unblanched, makes a good and acceptable substitute for lettuce as a salad plant. In the unbleached state it may even be used for “greens.”

The requirements as to culture are simple, as the plant succeeds well on any ordinary well-enriched garden soil. Seed may be sown in the open ground as early as June, and as late as August, the rows to be a foot apart and the plants to be thinned early to a foot apart in the row; or seed may be started in flats and the young seedlings transplanted to open ground. The latter is the better way when the ground is very dry. In extreme cases, it may be advisable for the home gardener to grow his seedling plants and pot them off in thumb-pots to become well rooted. This gives a chance to grow good plants, while waiting for a rain to moisten the open ground. To be tender, the plants should be forced into strong and succulent growth by high feeding and the free use of the hoe. It is a waste of effort to plant endive on poor land that is deficient in humus, or naturally dry and exposed.

The originally bitter flavor becomes pleasant and acceptable when the leaves or hearts are well blanched. The blanching is accomplished by tying the outer leaves over the heart with bast (Fig. 1395), or by placing a browning pot over each plant, or by setting boards, say 10 inches wide, on edge along each side of the row, in inverted V shape, and in somewhat the same fashion as for blanching celery, except that no opening is left on top. The light should be excluded from the hearts as much as possible. In any of these ways endive may be well blanched in about three weeks, and will come out with inner leaves showing a delicate whitish or creamy color, and being crisp, tender and of pleasant flavor.

If to be kept for winter use, sow the seed of Green Curled endive in August, or set the plants early in September; then take up the full-grown but as yet unblanched plants with a ball of earth adhering to the root, and store them in a root-cellar as is done with celery. If kept in the dark, they will soon bleach and be ready for use.

Green Curled has long been the favorite variety in our markets and gardens. Its narrow curled leaves make the well-blanched plant far more attractive to the eye than the wider and plain leaves of Broad-Leaf. The latter, however, is gaining on the other in both growers’ and consumers’ favor. This is the only practical difference between the two varieties. The catalogues of European seedsmen list and describe several additional varieties, such as the Moss Curled and Rouen, none of which is often met with in American gardens. The young and the spinach insects sometimes attack the plant.

T. GREINER.
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Makino

(B. Meisteria, Maxim. Andrômena cornua, Miq.). Shrub, to 15 ft.: lvs. short-petioled, obovate

or

rhombic-obovate, acute or obtuse, with
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E. chinensis, Franch. (E. himalaicus var. chinensis, Diels). Allied to E. campanulatus. Lvs. quite glabrous, more

crenately

serrate; racemes glabrous; corolla yellow and red, with darker red


campanulatus. Lvs. elliptic-ovate to elliptic-lanceolate, acute, slightly serrate, margin and petioles red while young; racemes many-fl.;

corolla yellow, striped dark red, with darker lobes. Himalayas. W. China. R.M. 1649.—E. himalaicus, Hook. f. & Thoms.—E.

deflexus and E. chinensis.—E. nikobanens, Makino.—E. subesculsia.—E. quinqueflorus, Lour. (E. reticulatus, Lindl.). Lvs. elliptic,

long-petioled, entire, persistent; fls. about 5, in umbels, subtended by colored bracts, drooping; corolla campanulate, scarlet.


Wilson (E. serrulatus, Schneid.). Lvs. deciduous, membranous, finely serrate; fls. smaller. Cent. and S. W. China.—E.

reticulatus, Lindl.—E. quinqueflorus.—E. serrulatus, Schneid.—E. quinqueflorus var. serrulatus.—E. subesculsia, Makino (E.

amazonicus, Makino). Lvs. short-petioled, elliptic or obovate; fls. in pendulous racemes, small, white, ½ in. long. June. Japan. S.T.S. 1:25. S.I.F. 2:62.—This is the least

showy of all the species, and the flower is attractive, but the structural parts of the flower are as beautiful as in the other species.

ALFRED REEDER.

ENNEÁLOPHUS (name refers to the 9 crests on the style). Iridéaceae. A very recently described genus of one species, E. amazonicus, N. E. Br., differing from Tigridia in the 3 style-branches being 3-crested rather than bifid or subulate. The perianth-segments are free, unequal andawl-shaped. The flowers are much the larger, the blades of all of them more or less reflexed; stamens 3, the filaments connate into a tube. The bulb of the single known species is about 1 in. long, ovoid; lvs. linear-lanceolate, about 4, the upper one about 2 in. long and the others 6-12 in.: fls. about 1½ in. across, blue-violet with pale brown claws and a white spot at the base of the blade of the inner segments. Brazil; apparently not in the trade.


Leaves bipinnate, often creniferous: fls. not papilionaceous, white or yellow, in slender spike-like racemes which are solitary or panicked; calyx campanulate, shortly 5-toothed; petals 5, free or somewhat coherent; stamens 10, free, short-exserted; pod straight or arcuate, flat-compressed, jointed, the joints separating leaving a continuous border.—Perhaps 20 species of high climbers in Afr. and Amer. The genus is remark-

71
able for the jointed pods, which sometimes reach several feet in length. Two of the American species are mentioned as planted in S. Fla. Some of the species yield “sea beans” (G. F. 7:563).

polyestricha, DC. At length tendril-bearing; pinnae in 4-6 pairs; leaflets in 6-8 pairs, oblong-rounded at apex, glabrous beneath or pubescent; racemes in terminal panicles; pod oblong, straight, reaching 1 ft. in length. W. Indies to Venezuela and Guiana.—Makes a rapid growth.

scandens, Benth. Climbing to a great height, tendril-bearing, the sts. terete: pinnae 1 or 2 pairs; leaflets 2-5 pairs, coriaceous, oblong or elliptic, usually unequal-sided, glabrous beneath; racemes axillary, narrow; pod twisted, sometimes 8 ft. long. W. Indies, Afg., Asia, Pacific Isls. G.C. II. 15:430.—Seeds 2 in. across, dark brown or purple, handsome, used in making of trinkets and small receptacles. Lvs. long-stalked, the rachis commonly ending in a tendril.

ENTADÉ (Greek, complete; the stamens all fertile, a distinguishing feature). Tiléáceae. A shrub or small tree from New Zeal., intro. in S. Calif. Lvs. large, alternate, 5-7-nerved, coriaceous at base, toothed or crenate, stellate-pubescent: fls. white, 1 in. across, in terminal cymes; sepals 4-5; petals 4-5; stamens numerous, ovary ovary 4-6-celled; style many-ovuled; style simple: fr. a globose brightly loculicidal caps.

aboríscens, R. Br. Attaining 20 ft.: the heart-shaped outline of the fr. broken on each side, about two-thirds of the way toward the tip, by a projection or lobe ½ in. long or nearly as long as the tip of the fr.; blade 6-9 in. long, 4 in. wide, doubly serrate. New Zeal. B.M. 2403.—Eaten by horses and cattle in New Zeal. Allied to Sparrmannia, Aristotelia and Elaeocarpus.

ENTEROLÓBIUM (name refers to the intestine-form pods). Leguminóseae. Tropical trees.

Unarmed: lvs. bipinnate, the pinnae and leaflets many: fls. not papilionaceous, greenish, in large heads or clusters; calyx campanulate, shortly 5-toothed; corollas 5-toothed, somewhat trumpet-shaped, the petals conuate part way; stamens many, connate at base into a tube, exerted, purple or white: legume broad, circular, attached at or near the middle, restricted between the large seeds, leathery, pulp. —About a half-dozen species in the American tropics, 2 of which have been intro. in S. Calif.

Pod bent back in a complete circle.

cyclocarpum, Griseb. Tall tree, glabrous: pinnae in 4-9 pairs; leaflets in 20-30 pairs, unequal-sided, oblong-pointed; the petiole with glands between bottom and top pinnae: stamens white. Cuba, Jamaica, Venezuela.

Pod forming half or two-thirds of a circle.

Timbóvá, Mat. Said to be a fine tree: pubescent or glabrous, pubescent: pinna 2-5-pairs: leaflets 10-20 pairs, falcate-oblong, mostly acute: pod coriaceous and indefinite, reniform, fleshy within; seed elliptic.

ENTEROLÓBIUM (name refers to the intestine-form pods). Leguminóseae. Tropical trees.

Unarmed: lvs. bipinnate, the pinnae and leaflets many: fls. not papilionaceous, greenish, in large heads or clusters; calyx campanulate, shortly 5-toothed; corollas 5-toothed, somewhat trumpet-shaped, the petals conuate part way; stamens many, connate at base into a tube, exerted, purple or white: legume broad, circular, attached at or near the middle, restricted between the large seeds, leathery, pulp. —About a half-dozen species in the American tropics, 2 of which have been intro. in S. Calif.

AA. Pod forming half or two-thirds of a circle.

EOMÉCON (Greek, eastern poppy). Papaveraccéae. Herbaceous perennial, with white flowers on a slender-branching scape.

Rhizomatous, with radical lvs., glabrous: “monotypous, intermediate between Stylophorum and Sanuginaria, differing from both in the scapose habit, racemose fls. and sepals confluent in a membranous, boat-shaped spathe, and further from Stylophorum in the form of the lvs. and color of the fls., and from Sanuginaria in the 4 petals and elongate style” (Hooker).

chimántha, Hance. Rootstock creeping, ascending, fleshy: lvs. oval, all from the root: stalked, petiole as long as the blades; blades 3-6 in. long, heart-shaped, concave, broadly sinuate, rounded at the apex, bright pale green above, almost glaucous beneath; scape 1 ft. or more high, reddish; fls. 2 in. across, white; petals 4. Spring; hardy near New York City. E. China. B.M. 6571.

WILHELM MILLER.

EPACRIS (Greek-made name, upon the summit; referring to their habitat). Epacridaceae. Heath-like shrubs of Australia and New Zealand, of which half a dozen or less are grown as cool greenhouse pot-plants.

Leaves small and entire, usually sharp-pointed, sessile or short-stalked, scented or sub-opposite: fls. small and axillary, short-stalked, the flowering sts. being elongated leafy spikes, regular and perfect; calyx bracteate; corolla tubular, 5-toothed, white or shades of purple and red; stamens 5; ovary 5-loculed, ripening into either a fleshy or capsular fr. Distinguished from Erica by the bracteate or scaly calyx, and the anthers opening by slits rather than pores.—About 40 species. In the Old World, epacrids are prized by those who grow heaths, and many good varieties are known. They bloom in early spring or late winter. The varieties of E. impressa may be flowered for Christmas; perhaps others may be so treated. A carnation house, 50-55, suits them well. There are double-flb. forms.

A. Corolla-tube decidedly longer than the calyx.


AA. Corolla-tube shorter than the calyx or only as long as it.

b. Lvs. acute or acuminate.

acumináta, Benth. Lvs. ovate, acuminate, clasping, ascending: fls. small, red nearly sessile in the upper axis; corolla-tube not exceeding the calyx; sepals broad, ciliate.—Little known in U. S. outside of botanic gardens, but of considerable worth.

brevíflora, Stapf. (E. heteronema, Hook.). A graceful shrub, 1 ft., with many wavy branches, naked below, with many lvs. above: lvs. divaricate on upper part of st., reflexed below, elliptic-ovate, 3-6 lines long, sharp-pointed: fls. spicate at the ends of the branches, white; bracts and sepals white. New Zeal. Flowers in May in England. B.M. 3237.

purpuráscens, R. Br. Lvs. ovate-acuminate, trough-shaped, tipped with a long curved point or spine: fls. short, the calyx nearly equaling the corolla, white or pinkish. There is a double-flb. form. L.B.C. 3:237. G.C. II. 5:340.—Probably identical with E. pulchella, Cav.

BB. Lvs. very obtuse.

obustifolía, Smith. An erect, much-branched shrub 1-3 ft. tall, the branches usually hairy: lvs. small, elliptic or linear, thick and obtuse: fls. small, white, in axillary racemes which are more or less one-sided. L.B.C. 3:292.

Other trade names are: E. ardentissima. Fls. crimson.—E. hypericiflora var. candidiflora, white, early, and var. fülgens, pink.—E. hybrida superba is merely a catalogue name for mixed kinds of Epacris—E. rubida. Fls. bright red.

N. TAYLOR.
EPIDENDRUM

EPIDENDRUM (ancient Greek name, used by Pliny for the horse-tail). *Gnetaceae*. Woody subjects, rarely cultivated; usually found only in botanical collections, although the scarlet fruits of some species are very ornamental.

Usually low much-branched shrubs, often procumbent and sometimes climbing, the green branches resembling much those of Equisetum, bearing minute, scale-like, sheathing lvs. in distant pairs or whorls: fls. diclinous, in small aments, forming usually pedunculate clusters: stamens 3's, with a 2-lobed perianth and with the 2-8 stamens united into a column; pistillate fl. with an urceolate perianth, including a naked ovule, developing into a nodule; in some species the bracts of the ament become fleshy, and form a berry-likesyncarp.—About 30 species from S. Eu., N. Afr., Asia, and in Trop. Amer. Vastest number in S. Eu. O. Stapf, in Denkschr. Akad. Wissensch. Wien., vol. 56 (1889), (in German and Latin). Curious-looking, usually low shrubs, with pale green apparently leafless branches, much resembling some of the horse-tail and with inconspicuous fls., but fr. in some species decorative, berry-like and scarlet. They are but rarely grown and are most easily obtained: *E. hardy* N. are *E. distachya*, *E. foliata*, *E. nevadensis*, *E. trifurca*. They can be used for covering dry, sandy banks or rocky slopes. Prop. is by seeds or by suckers and layers.

*E. allistoma*, Desf. Climbing shrub, to 20 ft., green: lvs. to 1 in. long; aments paniculato or solitary; fls. with 2-5 stamens; pistillate fls. 1-2 fr., berry-like, ovoid, 1 in. long, scarlet. N. Afr. B. M. 7070. *C. Linn.* 7-792.—*E. cristofylo*, Link. Low shr. procumbent, 1-3 ft., pale or bluish green; lvs. one-twelfth in. long; aments usually clustered, stamineate oblong; fls. with about 8 stamens, pistillate 2-fl.; fr. berry-like. W. As.:—*E. kokanica*, Regel.—*E. sibirica*, Walter. Erect, with rigid, pale green branches: lvs. 1 in. long; aments solitary or few; stamineate globular; pistillate 2-fl.; fr. berry-like. Medit. regio to Himalayas:—*E. nemoralis*, Wall. Erect, 2-3 ft., with pale or bluish green branches: lvs. 1 in. long; aments usually solitary; stamineate ovate, o-8-fl.; pistillate 2-fl.; fr. dry, with ovate bracts. Calif., New Mex.:—*E. trifurca*, Torr. Erect, with rigid, yellowish or pale green branches; lvs. in 3's, condate, about 1 in. long; aments solitary; pistillate 1-fl.; fr. dry, the roundish bracts with transparent margins. Ariz. to Colo.:—*E. vulgaris*, Linn.—*E. distachya*.

ALFRED REHDER.

EPICATTLEA (compound of *Epiderdnum* and *Cattleya*), *Orchidaceae*. A genus established to contain hybrids between Epidendrum and Cattleya.

The following are some of these: *E. balarucensis* (C. labiata × E. eburnum).—*E. coidida* (C. Skinneri × E. nocturnum).—*E. depectinea* (C. gigas × E. cliare).—*E. x arenaria* (C. arenaria × C. pedunculata).—*E. x burgosiana*.—*E. x nobo* (C. chiasiana × E. O'Brienianum).—*E. nemorale-gigas* (C. Warsecwiczi × E. nemoral).—*E. o'brienii* (C. Bowringiana × E. O'Brienianum).—*E. x orpetti* (C. amethystoglossa × E. O'Brienianum).—*E. x saumonticolor* (C. Mendeli × E. aurantiacum).—*E. x seidenii* (C. Bowringiana × E. radiatum).—*E. x wilderiana* (C. Schrurder × E. aurantiacum).

GEORGE V. NASH.

EPIDÉDRUM (upon trees, alluding to their epiphytal habit), *Orchidaceae*. Epiphytic orchids, some requiring hothouse and some hothouse conditions; although a large genus, of minor importance horticulturally.

In a large number of species, or more or less adnate to the foliage column, the blade spreading and usually deeply lobed; pollinia 4, in 2 each anther-cell, separated.

Nearly 500 species discovered and described from the New World tropics, chiefly from Cent. Amer.

Cultivation of epidendrums.

Epidendrums are noted as the rankest weeds among the orchid tribes. The remarkable success in the raising of hybrids, be it in the genus itself or with the related Cattleya and Lesia, has opened a wide field for the breeder. Epidendrum seedlings grow freely; the time required to bring them to the flowering stage is little compared with other orchids, and it is but a question of a short time till the blood of the epidendrums will be infused into the weaker but more gorgeous flowers of genera more difficult to grow. It is also the long stem and the grace of the racemes of the epidendrum, as well as the odor of some of their species, which the hybridist will try to blend with the largeness of short-stemmed flowers, of cattleyas for example. Therefore a list of the species but rarely found under cultivation is given below, the value of which, however, will call for and justify large importations of their kind before long. It is scarcely possible to apply any one rule for the cultivation of this widely divergent and large genus, which includes many hundreds of variable individuals geographically distributed all over tropical America. For convenience they are treated under their several separate sections.

Section I. BARKERIA embraces several deciduous small-growing species which generally deteriorate sooner or later under cultivation. They succeed best in small baskets, suspended from the roof, in rough loose material, such as coarse peat fiber, with a small quantity of live chopped sphagnum moss added to retain moisture, this compost being dispersed with pieces of charcoal or broken crocks or potsherds. They are all subjects for the greenhouse, require a free moist atmosphere, shade from the sun while growing, and must be syringed frequently overhead in bright weather. After the plants have matured growth, they should be removed to a rather sunny location and be syringed overhead often enough to keep them in sound condition until they start new action. While resting during winter the temperature may range from 50° to 55° F. at night, and a few degrees higher during the day. They are increased by division. This should take place as the plants start growth action in early spring, allowing at least three pseudobulbs to each piece.

Section II. EYECTYUM, of which *E. atropurpureum*, *E. nemoral* and *E. prismalocarpum* are good examples, may be grown either in pots or baskets in equal parts clean peat fiber and live chopped sphagnum, with a liberal amount of drainage, and excepting *E. vitellinum*, which must be grown cool, they require a moist sunny location with a winter temperature of 58° to 65° F. by night and several degrees advance during the day. In February and March, many species will start root or growth action; such as need it should then be repotted or top-dressed, as occasion requires. The temperature should be increased several degrees, and a greater amount of water be allowed with frequent overhead syringing on bright days. Ventilation should be given whenever the weather will permit, to keep the young growths from damping-off and the atmosphere active; at this time the plants will need light shading to pre-
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vent sun-burning. The stock is increased by cutting nearly through the rhizome three or four bulbs behind the lead, when starting action; this will generally cause the latent eyes to grow, but the pieces should not be removed until the new growth is well advanced.

Section III. Aulizeum includes such species as E. ciliare, E. cochleatum, and the like, the several requirements being identical with the preceding.

Section IV. Eucrassifolium. These are mostly tall-growing species, some reed-like as in E. erectum, and others rambling in an irregular way, producing aerial roots along the stems as they grow; a good example of this is seen in E. radicans. All are best grown in pots and placed near a partition or end of a greenhouse where support may be given as the growth advances. There is, in fact, no better example of an epiphyte than E. radicans, the roots often attaining several feet in length, and appearing from nearly every node. A structure in which 50° F. is maintained in winter will be ample, and full exposure to sun should be permitted at all times. This prevents immature growth, and flowers are produced very freely. After flowering time, young shoots appear, often from the old stems, and when a few roots are formed and before they become too long to go into a small pot without injury, remove them and put with care, place the young plants in a shady place for a few weeks; in this way propagation is easily accomplished. This section of epipendrums produce seeds the largest known among orchids. They are green in color, and under favorable conditions germinate very readily. It is, in fact, much easier to get the seeds to grow than to get the species to produce good seeds, for when flowering plants are produced from seed, there is an infinite variation that has not yet been understood.

Section V. Psilanthemum contains but one species E. Stammfandinum, which requires the same general treatment as those in Section II. ROBERT M. GREY.

E. O. ORPET.

INDEX.


A. Inf. radical. (Psilanthemum.)


AA. Inf. terminal.

B. Sts. without bulbs: lvs. distichous, alternate: only top of column free from lip. (Eucrassifolium.)

C. Fls. red, orange or vermilion.


4. radicans, Pav. (E. rhizophorum, Batem.). Fig. 1396. Fls. densely-candent, up to 5 ft. long; long white roots from opposite the lvs.: fls. up to 2 in. diam., numerous; most brilliant of the red-flowering species. Guatemala, amongst heavy grass. Gn. 24: 390. O.R. 5: 273.


6. ellipticum, Graham (E. erasifolium, Hook.). Fls. on long scapes, clustered, rose or purple, ± in. diam. Brazil. B.M. 5543.


8. erectum, Hook. Sts. 3–5 ft.: peduncles nodding, 2 ft.; fls. rich purple, lip deeply fringed. Colombia. B.M. 5902.—Easily cultivated and on account of its free-flowering habit deserves a place in the warm greenhouse.

cc. Fls., at least sepals and petals, rose or purple.

9. leucochilum, Klotzsch (E. imperator, Hort.). Sts. 2 ft.: lvs. 5–9, on long pedicels, greenish yellow; lip pure white. Colombia, 6,000–9,000 ft.

10. eburneum, Reichb. f. Sts. terete, 2–3 ft.: fls. 3–4 in. diam., yellowish green; lip ivory-white, with yellow calli; raceme terminal, 4–6 ft. Panama, in swamps. B.M. 5643.


BB. Sts. thickened into pseudobulbs.

12. Skinneri, Batem. (Barkervia Skinneri, Paxt.). Fls. ovate-oblong, sheathing the slender st.; peduncle terminal, bearing rose-lilac fls. about 1 in. across; petals and sepals nearly equal, petals so twisted at the base as to present dorsal surface to the observer; labellum ovate, with 3 raised lines. Guatemala. B.R. 1881. P.M. 15: 1 (var. major).

EE. Fls. 2–4 in. across.


14. spectabile, Reichb. f. (Barkervia spectabilis, Batem.). Fl. de Isabel. Sts. tufted, cylindrical, 4–5 in. high; lvs. 2; raceme about 6–8 ft.; fls. 3–4 in. across, bright lilac; sepals linear-lanceolate; petals ovate-lanceolate; labellum white at base, red-spotted. Guatemala.
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Pseudobulbs 1–2, rarely 3-lobed: labellum adnate at base, or not up to the middle; column not winged. (Encyclium.)

Fls. cinna-bar.


Var. majus, Veitch. Pseudobulbs shorter: racemes denser; fls. larger and more brilliant. G.C. III. 12:159.—Very superior to the species; type no longer imported.

Fls. rose.


Fls. other than above.

17. dichroum, Lindl. Fls. white, lip rose-colored, yellow and downy at base. Brazil.

EE. Sepals and petals green.

18. osmânthum, Rodr. (E. Godseffianum, Rolfe. E. Capartianum, Lindl.). Fls. 1½ in. across, in large panicles, light green, suffused with brown; lip white, lined with rose-purple, fragrant. Brazil. B.M. 7792.—One of the handsomest species.


EE. Sepals and petals purple or brown.


Var. Rândiânum, Lind. & Rod. Sepals and petals margined with light yellowish green, the white middle lobe of lip with a red-purple-rayed blotch.


CC. Pseudobulbs 1–2, rarely 3-lobed: lip adnate up to apex of column. (Alectium.)

D. Lip fringed.

22. ciliâre, Linn. Fig. 1398. Pseudobulbs clavate, 4–6 in. long, springing from sheathing bract: peduncles 5–7-ft.; fls. yellowish green; lip white. Trop. Amer., between 5th and 20th parallel of north latitude. B.R. 784.—Plant resembles a cattleya. Intro. to cult. in 1790.

DD. Lip not fringed.

EE. Fls. vermilion.

23. aurantiacum, Batem. Once classed in the separate group of Epidendrum, now often accepted as a species of Cattleya, where it was first referred by Don. The plant grows with, and much resembles Cattleya Sieberi. Fls. 1½ in. across, orange-red, appearing in Feb. and March and lasting several weeks. Guatemala.

Gt. 5:130.

Other species mentioned in horticultural literature are: E. campylochiton, Lindl. Flowers 3 ft.; fls. deep purple, mottled green; lip rich violet, stained crimson. Handsome. Cuba.—F. virgatum, Lindl. Scapes up to 7 ft. high; fls. small, up to 20, greenish, stained brown. Mex.-Aulidise: E. variegatum, Hook. Racemes many-fl.; fls. fragrant; sepals and petals pale yellow, the lip rose or white-and-rose-spotted. S. Amer. B.R. 3104.
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XXXVIII. The California poppy.—Eschscholtzia californica.
rosettes having reached a diameter of about 7 to 10 inches.

The flower-buds are formed from midsummer to autumn. If the plants are kept in a warm greenhouse during the winter the flower-buds seldom open. To make them open properly the plants must be subjected to a prolonged period of chilling. Actual freezing is not necessary. The best chilling temperature for the greenhouse is a little above freezing, about 35°. Alternate freezing and thawing, with strong sunlight, is likely to injure the foliage. Strong sunlight without freezing heightens the color of the flowers. In order to prevent the effects of chilling the plants may be forced, if early flowers are desired, by alternating the same low night temperature with a day temperature of 45° to 60°. Plants kept in a cool humid atmosphere often remain in flower three to four weeks, redolent with their well-known delightful fragrance. The male flowers, with their yellow centers, are much larger and prevalingly much pinker than the green-centered female flowers. In cultivated plants the corollas sometimes have a spread of \( \frac{3}{4} \) of an inch. The most robust plants have been secured by plunging the pot in moist sphagnum in a pot of 2 inches greater diameter. The roots then grow through the hole in the bottom of the inner pot and develop profusely in the moist, well aerated sphagnum of the outer pot. Old plants which have become ragged at the center may be revivified by cutting the stems back almost to the main root immediately after flowering. They then throw out a new circle of branches with new and bright foliage and flower profusely the following spring.

FREDERICK V. COVILLE.

EPIGÉA


GEORGE V. NASH.

EPILOBIUM (Greek, upon the pod, referring to the structure of the flower). Including CHAMISALON, Omorgrææ. Border plants, with willow-like foliage, and large showy spikes of deep pink, rose crimson or white or even yellow flowers borne from June to August. Herbs or sub-shrubs, sometimes annual, erect, sprawling or creeping: lvs. alternate or opposite, toothed or entire: fls. axillary or terminal, solitary or in spikes or racemes, rosy purple or flesh-colored, very rarely yellow; calyx-tube little if at all, produced beyond the ovary; petals 4, obovate or obcordate, erect or spreading; stamens 8; ovary 4-celled; seeds comose; stigma often 4-lobed: caps. long and narrow, 4-sided and 4-valved.—Species about 200 or more, in many parts of the world, mostly in temperate regions.

The taller species, like E. angustifolium and E. his- satum, make very rangy growth in moist places, and are therefore adapted for the wild garden or for naturalizing along the water's edge and in low meadows. The underground runners reach far, and the plants spread fast when not kept in bounds. Propagation is by division or seeds.

angustifolium, Linn. (E. spicatum, Lam. Cham- nérion angustifolium, Soop.). GREAT WILLOW-Herb. Fire-Weed. In cult. most varieties can be raised and 5-6 ft. high; in the wild simple or branched, 2-8 ft. high: lvs. alternate, very short-petioled, lanceolate, entire or minutely toothed, 2-6 in. long, 4-12 lines wide, pale beneath, acute, narrowed at base: fls. spreading, in long, terminal spike-like racemes, petals rounded at tip; stigma 4-lobed: caps. 2-3 in. long. Eu., Asia, N. Amer. B.B. 2:481. Var. alba, Hort., has pure white flowers, suitable for cutting. This variety was perfected in England. It forms a compact bush.

hirsutum, Linn. Stout, 2-4 ft. high, with short but conspicuous soft straight hairs: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, usually opposite, sessile and often clasping, with many small, sharp teeth, 1-3 in. long, pubescent on both sides: fls. erect, axillary, about 1 in. across; petals noted "weed from Eu., showy, and sometimes found in old gardens.

Dodonáë, Vill. (B. rosmarinifolium, Haenke). Perennial, 1-3 ft., blooming in midsummer, mostly erect: lvs. linear, tapering somewhat toward either end, entire, smooth or somewhat soft-hairy: red, the inf. terminal on the branches.

obcordatum, Gray. Glabrous perennial: deciduous, 3.5-5 ft. high; lvs. numerous, opposite, ovate, sessile, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. or less long: fls. bright rose-color, the petals \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long and obcordate; stamens yellow, shorter than declining style: caps. short and thick. Calif. in the high Sierras, and in Nev.—Offered as an alpine. A small and handsome species.

ßteum, Pursh. Nearly simple, 1-2 ft., nearly glabrous: lvs. ovate or almost cordate and broad-lanceolate, toothed, slightly fleshy, 1-3 in. long, sessile or with a short-winged petiole: fls. bright yellow, the petals \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; style often exserted: caps. long-stalked, somewhat puberulent. Ore. to Alaska.

E. angustifolium album is offered abroad, as "pure white, pretty," the name does not appear to have botanical standing.—E. latifolium, Linn. (Chamaenerion latifolium, Sweet). Erect, canescent, about 3 ft.: lvs. lanceolate; spike terminal, 2-6 in. long; teeth, thick: fls. purple, showy, sometimes 2 in. across. Newfoundland to Ore. and north.

L. H. B.

EPIMÉDIUM (Greek, like Medon, a plant said to grow in Media; a name from Dioscorides, retained by Linnaeus). Berberidácææ. Herbs suitable for rock-gardens and shady places.

This genus contains some of the daintiest and most interesting plants that can be grown in the hardy border, and E. macranthum, particularly, is as distinct, complicated and fascinating as many of the rare, tender and costly orchids. The whole family to which it belongs is exceptionally interesting, and is one of the most striking of those rare cases in which the cultural, botanical and artistic points of view have much in common. Of the 8 or 9 genera of this family only Berberis and Nandina are shrubs, all the others being herbs, with creeping, underground stts., and all small, choice, curious, and cult. to a slight extent, except Bongardia and Leonotis. Podophyllum contains our mandrake; Caulophyllum the quaint blue cohosh; and the others are Acanthmus, Achlys, Diphyleia, Jeffersonia and Vancouveria. A collection of all these plants should make a charming study. What appear to be petals in E. macranthum are really the inner row of sepalis, colored like petals, and performing their functions, while the long spurs or nectararies are supposed to be highly specialized petals. Epimedium has 8 sepals and 4 petals, which are mostly small and in the form of nectararies: stamens 4: caps. opening by a valve on the back: lvs. pinately twice or thrice dissected. They grow a foot or two high. For E. multiflorum, which is distinguished by its flat, not nectar-like petals, and its lvs. with a pair of lfts. on each of the 2 forks of the petiole.—There are 11 species, all natives of the northern hemisphere, but some are found as far south as N. Afr. There is none native in Amer. The Garden, 48, p. 486, shows what a charming picture can be made of the foliage alone when cut and placed in a bowl. The plants retain their foliage all winter, especially in sheltered spots under trees.
Epimediums thrive best in partial shade, and are particularly well suited for rockeries and the margins of shrubberies. Almost any soil will answer for them. The peculiar bronzy tints of the young foliage converse well with the variously colored flowers. Propagation by division. (J. B. Keller.)

a. Spur conspicuous, often 1 in. long, sometimes twice as long as the showy inner sepal.

Macranthum, Morr. & Decne. Fig. 1400. Lvs. thrice ternate; lfts. cordate-ovate, unequal at the base, sharply toothed; petioles with short, spreading, conspicuously hairy; outer sepal sometimes colored bright red, remaining after the larger and showier parts of the fl. have fallen; inner sepal ovate-lanceolate, violet; spurred white. Japan. B. R. 1906. P. M. 9:151. Not Gn: 46:336, which is E. pinnatum. Var. niveum, Voss (E. niveum, Hort.), has pure white fls. G. W. 3, p. 591. Var. rosea, Voss (E. roseum, Hort. E. roseum var. roseum, Hort.), has fls. white, tinged with pink or pale rosy red. Var. violaceum, Voss (E. violaceum, Morr. & Decne.), has violet spurs, shorter than in E. macranthum, but much longer than in the other species. B. M. 3751. B. R. 35:43. H. F. 4:168,—A very interesting species. The E. ilicaca advertised in some American catalogues seems to belong here. E. ilicaca is a name unknown in botanical literature.

AA. Spurs medium-sized, nearly as long as the inner sepal.

b. Inner sepal bright red.

Alpinum, Linn., var. rubrum, Hook. (E. rubrum, Morr.). Fig. 1400. Lvs. biternate (but Hooker's picture shows tendency to thrice ternate condition), minutely toothed: spurs white, marked with red, as in Fig. 1400, which shows the very distinct appearance of the fls. Japan. B. M. 5671. R. B. 3, p. 33.—Hooker says this differs in no way from E. alpinum, except in the larger and red fls., while the type which grows wild in England (though probably not native) has dull reddish yellow fls. and, though advertised, is probably not in cult.

BB. Inner sepal whitish or pale yellow.

Musschamn, Morr. & Decne. Lvs. only once ternate, sharply toothed, as in E. macranthum; all floral parts whitish or pale yellow. Japan. B. M. 3745.—The least showy kind, but worth growing in a collection, its spurs having an individuality difficult to describe. Var. rubrum, Hort., is presumably an error, as a red-fl. form would be very unexpected.

AAA. Spurs much shorter than the inner sepal (and red, in fact, merely small nectar-glands).

b. Lvs. once or twice ternate.

Pinnatum, Fisch. Fig. 1400. Lvs. usually biternate, with 5 lfts., 3 above and 1 on each side; lfts. with a deeper and narrower base than in E. macranthum, the whole plant densely hairy: scape about as long as the fully developed lvs.; fls. typically bright yellow; nectaries red, a third or a fourth as long as the inner sepal. Shady mountain woods of Persia and Caucasus. B. M. 4456. Gn. 46:336, erroneously as E. macranthum; 48, p. 489. G. 18:706.—Best suited to the alpine garden.

Var. elegans, Hort., presumably has larger, brighter and more numerous fls. E. sulphureum of European catalogues is regarded by J. W. Manning and J. B. Keller as a pale yellow-fl. form of E. pinnatum, but by Voss as a variety of E. macranthum. A yellow form of the violet-fl. E. macranthum would be very surprising.

B. v. olivicicum, Hort. (E. olivicicum, Hort.), has brilliant golden yellow fls. and nectaries 1-1½ lines long.

BB. Lvs. always once ternate.

Perraderiannum, Coss. This is the African representative of E. pinnatum, from which it differs in the key characters and also in the much more strongly eliata-toothed lfts.; when young the lfts. have rich bronze markings, making a handsome showing. Its fls. are a "paler yellow than the typical E. pinnatum. It is far from improbable that specimens connecting them will be found in S. Eu., if not in Afr."

Algeria. B. M. 6509.—Lvs. remain all winter. Less desirable than E. pinnatum.

E. Alpiflum, Lodg. See Aceranthus diphyllus. E. niveum is catalogued by Van Tubergen as a synonym of E. musschamn, but the chances are that all the plants advertised as E. niveum are E. macranthum var. niveum. The spurs are so obviously longer in E. macranthum that there is no reason for confusion.

WILHELM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.

EPIPERONITIS (Greek, epiperon; it 'coagulates milk'). Orchidacea. Hardy terrestrial orchids of minor value. Leafy orchids with creeping rootstocks and unbranched sts.; lvs. ovate or lanceolate, with plumate veins; fls. purplish brown, nearly white or tinged red; lower bracts often longer than the fls.; sepals free, spreading, nearly as large as the petals; lip free, deeply concave at base, without callus, narrowly constricted and somewhat jointed in the middle, the upper portion dilated, pentaloid.—Ten or a dozen species in the north temperate zone. The first mentioned may be secured through dealers in native western and Japanese plants; the second is listed in the American edition of a Dutch catalogue. For other definitions of the name Epipactis, see Goodyera.


Atrorubens, Schult. (E. rubiginosa, Crantz). Lvs. often reddish; fls. and ovary dark purple; lip oval, acute, or slightly notched; bracts equaling the fls. or rarely longer. July-Sept. Eu., W. Asia. L. H. B.
EPYPHRONITIS

Veitchii, Hort. ( Epidendrum radicans x Sophronitis grandiflora). Fls. like those of Epidendrum radicans, which it much resembles in habit, but the parts all broader. C.O. 1. George V. Nash.

EPYPHYLL. A plant that grows on a leaf. It is a kind of epiphyte. The epiphylls are alge, lichens, liverworts, and mosses. The name is applied to those species or kinds that find their physical support on foliage leaves rather than to those that are parasitic on them as are the fungi. Epiphyllous plants are likely to be most abundant in the tropics.

EPYPHYLLANTHUS (flower upon the leaf). Cactaceae. Epiphytic; sts. much branched, jointed, ribbed; areoles bearing sets instead of spines; fls. resembling those of Zygocactus; ovary angled.—One species known. Native of Brazil. For cult., see Succulents.

obtusangulus, Berger (Cereus obtusangulus, Schumann). Joint somewhat flattened, about 10-ribbed; stamens of two kinds.—Although usually considered a Cereus, it is more closely related to Zygocactus, but from both it seems generically distinct. Indeed Berger says it resembles certain Opuntias and seems to have a relationship with Rhipsalis. It is not grown in this country, and is still rare in Eu.

J. N. Rose.

EPYPHYLLUM (on a leaf; refers to the leaf-like branches on which the flower grows). Cactaceae. Spineless upright branched flat-stemmed cacti with very large and showy flowers, some of them popular as house-plants.

Branches flat, 2-edged, crenate or serrate on the margins, spineless: fls. usually large, mostly nocturnal; petals white, red, or yellow; stamens elongated, numerous: fr. oblong in outline, bearing a few bracts, red, juicy; seeds numerous, black. In the Cyclopedia of American Horticulture, the name Phyllacactus was used for this genus, but this is a much later name and hence it is given up. The epiphyllums of the first Cyclopedia will be found under Zygocactus. For cult., see Succulents.

Several hundred hybrids are in the trade, the most common ones being with E. crenatum, E. Ackermannii and E. phylanthoides. Fig. 1401. Crosses are often made with the various Cereus allies, such as Hellocereus speciosus, and with some species of Echinopsis.

A. Tube of fl. always elongated, usually much longer than the limb; petals white or yellowish: mostly night-bloomers.

B. Style white.

c. Branches thin, usually spreading in some plane: petals pure white.

oxypetalum, Haw. (Phyllocactus grandis, Lem.). Very large, sometimes 20 ft. long, with numerous short side branches, and these in the same plane with the main st., thin and If.-like: fl. large (nearly a foot long), white, night-blooming (sometimes described as day-blooming). Originally from Mex., but said to be found in Honduras and Guatemala; also reported from Cuba, but surely not native there. G.W. 10:560 (as Phyllocactus latifrons).—One of the commonest and best species in cult.

cc. Branches thick, not spreading in the same plane: petals cream-colored or yellow.

d. Fls. large: st. with shallow crenations.

crenatum, Don (Phyllocactus crenatus, Lem.). Fls. about 3 ft. long, erect, thick, strongly crenate, somewhat glaucous: midrib very thick: fl. large, 6–10 in. long, said to be a day-bloomer; petals white or cream-colored in life, drying yellow; tube 4–5 in. long; style said to be white; very fragrant. Guatemala and S. Mex., and said to come from Honduras.

DD. Fls. small for the genus: st. with deeply cut margins.

anguliger, Don (Phyllocactus anguliger, Lem.). About 3 ft. high, much branched below: branches narrow, thick, with deeply cut margins: fls. 5–8 in. long, with a slender tube; petals yellow.

BB. Style red.

c. Sts. stiff, erect.

strictum, Brit. & Rose (Phyllocactus strictum, Lem.). Erect, branching, reaching a height of 10 ft., with long cylindrical branches and shorter, fl.-like secondary branches: crenatures or teeth rather deep, unequal on the opposite sides: bristles wanting: tube of the fl. very long and slender, outer sepals brownish, inner pure white; the fl. opens late in the evening and closes before dawn; in full bloom the sepals are very strongly recurved. Said to come from Cuba.—Often found in collections under the name of Phyllocactus latifrons.

cc. Sts. rather weak, spreading.

d. Petals very narrow: areoles bearing black bristles.

latifrons, Zucc. (Phyllocactus latifrons, Link. P. stenopetalus, Salm-Dyck?). Branches very long and large, crenate or somewhat serrate, acute or acuminate: midrib and usually side ribs evident: areoles with rather large scales and dark bristles: fl. 8–10 in. long, spreading and in full bloom bent backward; petals narrow. Supposed to be from Mex., but not known from wild material.—Much advertised as the queen cactus.

DD. Petals broader: areoles without bristles.

Hoekeri, Haw. (Phyllocactus Hoekeri, Salm-Dyck). Sts. 6–10 ft. high: branches rather thin, light green, strongly crenate: fl. night-blooming, 8–9 in. long; fl.-tube narrow, tinged with yellow; sepals narrow, lemon-yellow; petals pure white, narrow, 2 in. long; stamens in a single series; style red. Brazil and Guiana. B.M.

2692 (as Cactus phyllanthus).—Although long in cult., the species is not now well known, there being 2 or more closely related species in cult. under this name.

AA. Tube of fls. short, always shorter than the limb: day-bloomers.

B. Style reddish: fls. 4¾ in. broad.

Ackermannii, Haw. (Phyllocactus Ackermannii, Salm-Dyck). Fig. 1402. Sts. numerous, sometimes reaching 3 ft., somewhat recurved: branches usually less than a foot long, with evident middle and side ribs: areoles on the lower and younger shoots bearing short bristles: fls. scarlet-red outside, carmine-red within,
the throat greenish yellow, tube very short, the limb wide-spreading, 4-6 in. diam. B.R. 1331.—Not known in the wild state.

3d. Style white; fls. smaller than the last.

phylanthoides, Sweet (Phyllocactus phylanthoides, Link). Branches at length hanging, cylindrical at base, lanceolate above; serratures obtuse; middle and side ribs evident; bristles few: fl.-tube 2 in. long or less, with spreading scales, the limb somewhat longer, often striate. S. Mex.

J. N. Rose.

EPHYTES. Literally “air plants!” those plants that do not grow in earth or water, but are supported in air on trees or other objects and usually drawing no organic nourishment from such object or support.

True epiphytes are widely distributed in all climates, but it is in the moist tropics that they become so numerous and conspicuous as to arouse the special interest and enthusiasm of the serious student as well as of the traveler or casual observer. One thinks of epiphytes as growing upon trees, and trees are usually the supporting plants. The term merely signifies that ecological type that has the habit of growing upon other plants, although in this account it is not the purpose to discuss such seaweeds or other algae as grow upon larger plants in the water. The word epiphyte also involves a contrast with parasite, the latter denoting that nourishment and water are derived from the living tissues of the supporting plant or host. The epiphytic habit implies no particular method of nutrition, and the epiphytes are entirely independent of the nutrition of the supporting plant. This habit is not restricted to a single class, or to a few families of plants, although in some families many representatives of the type have been developed, while in related families there may be none. The seed plants are represented by many species of tropical orchids, arums, bromeliads, and numerous others; lycopods, ferns, mosses and liverworts all contribute many examples; and in the lower groups of plants the lichens are in some regions dominantly epiphytic.

The luxuriant tropical rain-forest is regarded as the climax in development of vegetation. In describing this type, Humboldt declared that “forest is piled upon forest.” Under such conditions the trunks and branches are clothed with large groups of epiphytes, and the trunks of some species accommodate algae and lichens. It is in the South American tropical forests that the better known of our greenhouse epiphytes are native. Orchids, bromeliads, and arums are among the most abundant. In the Javanese forests, the wealth of species is great, but mosses, ferns and lycopods are particularly numerous, and these are accompanied by some interesting species of Ficus, epiphytic for a time, and by the striking Rhododendron javanicum, among others. In the mountain forests of tropical regions there are, as epiphytes, representatives of several families of ferns, likewise many mosses and lichens. The dicotyledons and certain coniferous families of Europe and America represent a few mosses and liverworts and numerous species of lichens. A conspicuous epiphyte of the southern states, as well as of tropical America is the long or Florida moss, Tillandsia vaneoides, the extremest epiphyte among the Bromeliaceae. Accompanying this, the common polypody fern is also found on trees. Going northward, the total number of epiphytic lichens may decrease, but several of the larger forms seem to become more abundant and some of the moss-like usneas extend to the northernmost latitude of tree growth.

The habit of growing upon trees renders epiphytes subject to an inconstant water-supply. On this account the larger and more delicate epiphytes are restricted to regions constantly moist. Even in the moist forest, the species less resistant to drying out are found on the lower branches, and those more resistant maintain themselves higher up, so that there is a distribution in strata, analogous to the lateral distribution of species about the edge of a pond. In general, however, there is exposure to drying out, and, as might be anticipated, these plants exhibit the structural characteristics of xerophytes (dry-land plants). Many of them are modified so that transpiration is reduced, and they are able to withstand considerable desiccation. Among greenhouse forms this is notably true of many orchids and lichens. Moreover, many species of orchids possess special tissues to which water is transported and there accumulated as a “reserve” supply. Leaf-tissues may function in this way, but usually more important are the bulb-like enlargements of the stems.

Of special interest are the organs of absorption of certain epiphytes. Aerial roots are characteristic of tropical arums and orchids. The typical air-root is provided with an outer cylinder of tissue, the velamen, derived from the epidermis, consisting at maturity of dead cells capable of taking up liquid water and substances in solution like a sponge. From these roots as capillary reservoirs, the supply is gradu-
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ally absorbed by the living tissues. Rain, dew, or moist substrata may furnish the water, but the view that these roots absorb water vapor is erroneous. The Bromeliaceae are peculiar in the possession of certain absorbing leaf-scales or hairs. The Florida moss possesses such hairs over the entire surfaces of the thread-like stems and leaves, and the plant is rootless. There are all gradations between this and the soil-rooted pineapple-like forms. The arrangement of the leaves in many of the bromeliads possessing larger leaves is such as to establish after a rain a temporary reservoir about the leaf-bases. The absorbing scales of the bromeliads exhibit features worthy of note in three particulars: (1) When dry certain dead cells absorb water greedily; (2) with absorption they assume a position making possible the entry of water to a considerable surface of living cells, and (3) with collapse, due to loss of water, the spaces admitting water are closed and loss is minimized.

Aside from such saprophytic fungi as might be considered epiphytic, the epiphytes are amply provided with chlorophyll-bearing tissue; therefore, organic food is manufactured as in other plants. Some of the epiphytes growing upon such humus-developing substrata as the decaying bark of trees, or such as passively accumulate humus and other materials in the vicinity of their absorbing surfaces, might absorb some organic compounds as well as salts in this way; but this supply of organic matter is certainly inconsequential in most cases. Water and salts are secured either through the air-roots, as described, or partially through normal roots, when such occur. Many species, epiphytic and terrestrial, send roots into the soil and then secure water and salts largely through the terrestrial habit.

In the forest, certain of the seed-bearing epiphytes are specialized with respect to supporting plants, often due to the special nature of the protection offered, or to the physical advantages of the substratum in regard to fixation of the plant. Most species are markedly unspecialized and may be grown in the greenhouse most successfully.

B. M. DUGGAR.

EPIPRÉMNUM (upon the trunk of trees). Aráceas. Resembling the genus Raphidophora but has fewer ovules, 2 or more 1-seeded berries not confluent, and albuminous kidney-shaped instead of almost terete seeds. About 8 species from Malay and Polynesia. E. gigantéum, Schott. A robust climber over 100 ft. high, the sts. emitting long rope-like roots from every growth: lvs. cordate-oblong, 6-8 ft. long, including the petiole which is as long as the blade and winged through its length: spathe about 1 ft. long, ending in a curved beak-spadix as long as spathe. Malay Penins. B.M. 7932.

EPÍSCIA (Greek, shady; they grow wild in shady places). Gesneriáceas. Choice and interesting warm-house plants, E. cupreata being much prized for baskets.

Herbs, with long, short or no hairs: st. from a creeping root, branched or not: lvs. opposite, equal or not in size: fls. pedicelled, axillary, solitary or clustered; corollas mostly scarlet, rarely whitish or purplish; tube straight or curving, not or less curved at the base; limb oblique or nearly equal; lobes 5, spreading, rounded.—Perhaps 30 species, all Trop. American. 

Epíscia cupreata is one of the standard basket plants, especially for the warmest greenhouses. It can also be used in pyramids and mounds, as told under Fittonia. As it does not require so close an atmosphere as the fittonias, it can be grown in some living-rooms and perhaps outdoors in summer in a shady place. Its chief charms are the slender, trailing habit, the soft hairiness of the leaves, the coppery hue, which is often laid on like paint in two broad bands skirt the midrib, and the rarer and perhaps finer metallic bluish luster of which one occasionally gets a glimpse in a finely grown specimen. Give very rich, fibrous loam, mixed with peat, leaf-mold and sand; in summer partial shade. (Robert Shore.)

A. Fls. pale lavender to white.

chontalénisis, Hook. (Cystodérea chontalénisis, Seeem.). St. stout, more or less ascending, dark reddish purple, 6-10 in. long: lvs. opposite and irregularly whorled, 3-4 in. long, oblong-ovate to elliptic-ovate, crenate, obtuse, rounded at the base, decidedly convex on both sides of the midrib and between the much-sunken veins; margins recurved, green, marked with regular purple patches, which advance from the margins between the veins toward the midrib and are more or less oblong: fls. solitary or in small clusters; corolla-tube with a sac at the base. The limb oblique, 1½-2 in. across, with small and regular but conspicuous teeth. Chontales region of Nicaragua. B.M. 5925. R.B. 22:241. F.S. 18:1924.

AA. Fls. scarlet.

B. Lvs. usually not green, or only partially so.

cupréata, Hanst. (Achímenes cupréata, Hook.). Fig. 1403. Sts. slender, creeping, branched, rooting at the joints, with a main branch rising erect a few inches, which bears the fls. and the largest lvs.: lvs. copper-colored above: fls. solitary, 9 lines wide, scarlet, with a small sac and denticulate limb. Nicaragua. B.M. 4312. Var. viridifólia, Hook., has green foliage and larger fls., 1 in. across. B.M. 5195.

coccínea, Benth. & Hook. (Cystodoréa coccínea, Hort., B.S. Williams). Lvs. dark metallic green, 3-4 in. long, 2½-3 in. wide.—Free flowering. Some of the plants sold as E. metallica, a name otherwise unknown in botanical literature, probably belong here.

BB. Lvs. a rich dark green.

fulgida, Hook. A beautiful, creeping, much-branched hothouse plant, covered throughout with soft vilous pubescence: lvs. ovate to elliptic, wavy and serratate margined, ciliate: fls. axillary, solitary, the calyx prominently 1-sided, the sepalas with recurved tips; corolla bright red, the limb deeper colored than the tube which is about 1½ in. long; corolla-lobes rounded and hairy toward the throat. N. S. Amer. B.M. 6136. G.W. 3, p. 161.

WILLHELM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.

EQUISÉTUM (from the Latin equus, horse, and seta, bristle). Equisetáceas. Contains the weeds known as horse-tails, or scouring-rushes which are suitable for naturalizing in waste.
and wetland places and help to hold sandy banks. The following have been advertised by dealers in native plants: *E. arvense*, *E. hemicale* (Fig. 1404), *E. tessigänum*, *E. limočum*, *E. pratíne*, *E. scirpoide*, *E. syváticum*, *E. variegänum.* For descriptions, consult the manuals of native plants. They grow usually in moist or swale-like places. They are flowerless plants, allied to ferns and club-mosses.

Of the species named above, *E. arvense* has been found to have a poisonous effect on grazing stock when it occurs in any quantity in hay or pasturage.

R. C. BENEDICT

**ERAGRÖŚTIS** (Greek, er, spring, and agrostis, a grass). Gramineæ. **LOVE-GRASS.** Annual or perennial grasses with more or less diffuse panicles of small several-flowered compressed spikelets. Some species grown in the open for ornament.

From 6 in. to several feet tall; culms simple or often branched; lemmas keeled, 3-nerved, the palea ciliate on the keels.—Species about 100 in warm and temperate regions of both hemispheres.

Some annual species are common weeds, such as *E. megastichys*, Link (E. major, Host), **STINK-OR SNAKE-GRASS,** with rather large, ill-smelling spikelets in a compact panicle. Dept. Agric, Div. Agrost. 17:215. *E. pectinacea*, Nees, a native of U. S., is a handsome perennial, with large open panicles of purplish spikelets. Well adapted to cult. in sandy soils. Ibid 17:261. *E. obtusa*, Munro (Brezia geniculata, Thurb.), an annual with showy spikelets, is cult. in Eu., but little known in U. S. V. 3:247.

**abyssinica,** Link (Poa abyssinica, Jacq.). TEFF. A branching and spreading leafy annual, 1-3 ft.: panicle large and open, 1 ft. long, the branches capillary; spikelets numerous, loosely 5-9-fl., 3-4 lines long; lemmas acuminate, scaberulose on the tip and nerves. Afr.—This and the following are cult. for ornament, the spreading panicles being used for bouquets. The abundant seed used for making bread in N. E. Afr.

**suaveolens,** Becker (E. collina, Trin.). Fig. 1405. A spreading leafy annual, 1-2 ft., differing from the preceding in the less diffuse panicles, the more compact spikelets and the less acuminate lemmas. W. Asia.

**interrupta,** Doell (E. élogana, Nees). An erect annual, 1-2 ft.: panicle feathery, 1 ft. long, rather narrow, the branches ascending, closely fld. with numerous small spikelets. Brazil.

**amálbis,** Wight & Arn. (Poa amáblis, Linn.). Erect or spreading annual, 1-2 ft.: panicles small, 4-6 in., rather compact; spikelets purple, many-fl., 3 lines long, 1 line wide. India.

**martíma**, Baker. An erect, robust annual, 2-3 ft.: blades lanceolate, cordate at base; panicle erect, lax, 6-9 in. long and broad, the pedicels capillary; spikelets oblong, 3^−4^−5^−6^ in. long. Madagasacar.

A. S. HITCHCOCK

**ERÁNTHÉMUM** (Greek, lovely flower). **Acantháceae.** Tropical shrubs and sub-shrubs, some of which are cultivated chiefly for their foliage and others for their flowers.

Leaves entire or rarely coarsely toothed: fls. white, lilac, rose or red, borne in various ways; bracts and bractelets narrow, small; corolla-tube long, slender, cylindrical throughout or rarely with a short throat; limb 5-parted; stamens 2; ovules 2 in each cell; seeds 4 or fewer.—Perhaps 30 species. The genus Dedalacanthus, although in a different tribe, is separated only by a combination of technical characters, but the garden forms of both genera described in this work are all distinguishable at a glance. For cult., see *Justicia.* Consult *Dedalacanthus* for related species.

**a. Fls. purple.**

**laríforum,** Gray. Height 2-4 ft.: lvs. on the same plant varying greatly in size and shape, those near the fls. 2-3^1^−2 in. long, 8-15 lines wide; pedicels 2-6 lines long, widest below, at or above the middle, more or less ovate-oblong, obtuse, narrowed at the base: fls. in cymes; stamens 2, perfect, sharp-pointed. Fiji. B.M. 6336.

**aa. Fls. pure white.**

**tuberculátum**, Hook. Easily told while growing by the many small roundish and rough elevations on the branches: lvs. small, 3^−4^−5^−6^ in. wide, rarely if ever 1 in. long, broadly elliptical, obtuse or notched, almost sessile; fls. numerous, borne singly in the axils, in summer; corolla-tube very long and slender, 1^1^−2 in. long; limb 1 in. across; stamens scarcely exerted. Habitat unknown. B.M. 5405.

**aaa. Fls. white, speckled with red-purple.**

**b. Foliate netted with yellow.**

**reticulátum**, Hort. (E. Schómbergi, Lind.). Height 4 ft.: upper lvs. 2-7 in. long, ovate-lanceolate, characteristically netted with yellow; lower lvs. 6-10 in. long, not netted, but the veins prominent and yellow: fls. racemose; corolla speckled with blood-red at the mouth; anthers reddish brown, exerted. Possibly Austral. B.M. 7480. I.H. 26:349.

**bb. Foliate not netted with yellow.**


The following trade names belong to plants grown chiefly for their foliage. Probably many of them belong in other genera.

*E. austrino-marygündämérstum* (Greek, with white and irregularly suffused gray.—E. austrino-marygündämérstum, Hort. Intro. by W. Bull, 1873. Lvs. large, dark, wine-purple, or blackish crimson, ovate entire, opposite, stalked. Said to endure the hottest sunshine.—E. suváticium:* "Lvs. shining, thick, deep veined."—E. Duréméreácheusantum, Hort., is supposed to be a garden hybrid. Intro. from France in 1907.—E. Ełdonóčo. Lvs. greenish, yellow, veins deeper yellow.—E. ígeæum, G.W. 3, p. 159. See Cham-eranthemum. Hort. is supposed to be a garden hybrid. Intro. from France in 1907. Rarely known in U. S.—E. nérivus răhnum, presumably a mutant for nervum-răhnum, has lvs. "irregularly shaped, shaded with light and dark green, and blotched in clusters on the back."
ERANTHIS (Greek, er, spring, and anthos, a flower; from the early opening of the flowers). Ranunculaceae. Wintery Aconite. Low perennial herbs, grown in open flower-beds because of the very early show of bright flowers; very desirable.

Rootstock tuberous: basal lvs. palmitately dissected, 1 st.-if. sessile or amplexicaul just beneath the large yellow fl.: sepals 5–8, petal-like; petals small, 2-lipped nectaries; stamens numerous; carpels few, stalked, many-ovuled, becoming folicles. About 7 species, natives of Eu. and Asia. The earliest generic name is Cammarum which was given in Hill’s British Herbal, p. 47, pl. 7 (1756), but it is not accepted by the “nomina conservanda” of the Vienna code.

Winter aconites are very hardy, and at home in half-shadey places, among shrubs or in the border.

Propagated by division of roots. The place in which the tubers are planted should be marked during the summer, when the foliage is dead.


Var. ciliéa, Huth. (E. ciliéa, Schott & Kotschy). Much like the above: involucres of deeper and more numerous lobes; anthers ovate instead of oblong; sepals broader, being about 1⁄2 in. across: follicles always straight. Season a few weeks later. G.C. III. 13:296. G.M. 49:180.—The seeds in gardens, said to be red-brown. Roots of this were first sent to England from its native home near Smyrna in 1892. Rare in Amer.

sibírica, DC. Much dwarfer, seldom over 3–4 in. high: fls. bright yellow, a little smaller than those of E. hyemalis, 5-sepaled. Siberia.

K. C. DaviS.

ERCIILLA (Peruvian name). Phylloclácceae. One twining shrub from Peru and Chile, apparently not in the trade but sometimes cult. in this country for its dense spikes of pale purple fls. and dark purple berries. By some it is united with Physicitrus from which it differs in habit, the coriaceous evergreen lvs., larger bracteoles and technical characters of the fl. E. volúbilis, Juss. (E. spicátá, Moq. Bridgèdia spicátá, Hook & Arn. Phylloclácca volúbilis, Heiml.), has alternate, petioled, ovate-cordate or oblong or orbicular lvs. 1–2 in. long; fls, perfect, in spikes 1–1 1⁄4 in. long, the petals 3-parted, sepal and obtusely 4-5-lobed; stamens 8–10, with silifom fleshy filaments, the alternate ones being shorter: carpels 4–8, somewhat impressed in the torus, becoming as many ovoid berries. G.C. II. 9:663. Said to be excellent for covering walls, and climbs by aerial rootlets. It is easily prop. by seeds and cuttings.

L. H. B.
Asia. Erect herbs, with the lvs. mostly radical, large, toothed or cut-pinnatifid; st.-lvs. small, passing into floral bracts: lvs. often ochroleucous in many-fl. whorls in terminal and axillary spikes; corolla-tube included within the calyx; upper lip of corolla erect and hooded, bearded inside; lvs. in 3-lobed and the middle lobe largest; stamens 4, with connivent anthers. 

E. laciniata, Bunge, is catalogued abroad. Nearly simple, 12–20 in.: lvs. pinnatisect, the lobes again pinnatifid: lfs. yellow or ochroleucous, in midsummer. Asia Minor.— Said to be an attractive perennial. *E. suprarent*, Royle, reported from Eu., has a strict st., unbranched, 2 ft., root-lvs. pinnatisect, with segms. lobed, forming a rosette: lfs. deep primrose-yellow in woolly heads to 6 in. long and 4 in. broad, showy. W. Himalaya.

L. H. B.

EREMURUS (Greek name, probably referring to their tall and striking aspect in solitary and desert places). Liliaceae. These hardy desert plants, when in flower with their great flower-stalks taller than a man and crowned with a spike of flowers from 1 to 4 feet long, are amongst the most striking objects in the choicer gardens of the North and East.

Root clusters of fleshy fibers: lvs. all from the root, in dense rosettes, long and linear: lfs. white, yellow or rosy; perianth bell-shaped or more widely spreading, withering and persisting or finally dropping away; segms. 6, distinct or very slightly united at the base; stamens 6; ovary 3-celled; seeds 1–4 in each cell, 3-angled.—About 20 species, from the mountains of W. and Cent. Asia.

Probably *E. robustus* and *E. himalalicus* are the hardiest of all the tall desert-inhabiting plants of the lily family—a family including the poker plant, the aloe, the yuccas, and many others that are not so tall and striking in appearance or else too tender to grow outdoors in the North. Large specimens of *E. robustus* will annually produce a flower-stalk 8 feet or more high, with racemes 4 feet long, remaining in bloom for a month. After flowering the leaves disappear entirely, but early in spring they reappear, and should then be covered with a box or barrel, to protect the forming flower-stalk from late frosts. A mound of ashes over the crown in winter is advisable, or a box with water-tight top filled with dry leaves. Both species like a rich soil, moist but well drained, and plenty of water in the flowering period, but none afterwards. Propagation is by division, or slowly by seeds. Large plants are expensive, but they can sometimes be secured large enough to flower within a year or so of purchase. It tries one’s patience to wait for seedlings to reach flowering size. The flowers look like small stars. (W. C. Egan.)

A. Lvs. dry.

B. Lvs. living-linear-ligulate.


ERIA

BB. Lvs. ovate-ligulate.

Étesi, Mich. (E. Elwesiánus, Hort.). Lvs. light green, ovate-ligulate, obtuse, flat, not at all rough at the margin, shorter than in *E. robustus*, nearly triangular, even more glaucous, and beginning to decay at the time of flowering; perianth-segments with a band of deeper color midway along the edge. *Habitat*: R.H. 1897:250. Gn. 54, p. 90. G.C. III. 24:137; 33:381. G.M. 44:321.—Intro. by Leichtlin as *D. robustus* var. Étesi.

AA. Lvs. white.


Olga, Regel. Lvs. narrow, glabrous, but with rough margins, about 8–12 in. long and 7–8 lines broad: lfs. in a dense raceme, spreading; the white petals with a single brownish nerve down the center. Turkestan. Var. albus, Hort., a white-fld. form is known.

AAA. Lvs. some shade of yellow.

BB. Color light yellow.

spectabilis, Bieb. Root-fibers thick and fleshy: lvs. 6–15, lorate, slightly glaucous, 12–18 in. long, 6–12 lines wide above the middle, noticeably narrowed at the base: raceme 1–1½ ft. long, 2 in. wide; stamens orange, finally twice as long as the perianth. Asia Minor, Persia. B.M. 4870.

BB. Color pure yellow or orange.


During recent years many beautiful hybrid plants have been intro. into cult., often under some specific name which gives no indication of the parentage of these the type or details of the colors and the parents are indicated when possible.—*E. isabellina*, Vilm. A hybrid between *E. Bungei* and *E. Og. F. apricot-cum-E. Michelinoa*, Hort., is supposed to be a hybrid between *E. Warei* and *E. Bungei*. G.C. III. 40:83, desg.—*E. Tubergensis*, Hort. A hybrid, crossed in Holland between *E. himalalicus* and *E. Bungei*.—*E. vedrariensis*, Hort.—*E. robustus* × *E. spectabilis*? R.H. 1907, p. 229.—*E. Warei*, Hort., is supposed to be a natural Eastern Asiatic hybrid between *E. Bungei* and *E. Og. It is described as growing in ordinary seasons about 8 ft. high. The lfs. are less bright than in *E. Bungei*, and in rosettes it resembles the later-flowering *E. Og.* Gn. 22: suppl. May 27.

WILLIAM MILLER.

N. TAYLOR.

ÉRIA (from Greek for wood, as the leaves of some species are downy or woolly). Orchidaceae. About 100 species of tropical Asian orchids allied to Dendrobium but with eight rather than four petals on their spur, of most diverse habit, and very little in cultivation outside the
collections of botanic gardens and fanciers, being mostly curious and botanical rather than beautiful. They require greenhouse treatment, after the manner of stonepeas.

**ERIANTHUS** (Greek, erion, wool, and anthos, a flower). *Gramineae*. PLUME-GRASS. Tall reed-like ornamental perennials with large woolly plume-like inflorescence.

Spikelets in pairs, one sessile, the other pedicellate, and the flowers arranged in spikes, and these in a large terminal panicle, clothed with long hairs, especially around the base, the fertile lemma awned.—Species about 18, warmer regions of both hemispheres.

**RAVENNA**, Beauv. PLUME-GRASS. RAVENNA-GRASS. HARDY PAMPAS-GRASS. Fig. 1410. Three to 12 ft.; blades ½in. wide, narrowed into a firm rough point; panicle or plume as much as 2 ft. long. *S. Eu. Gn.* 54, p. 406. R.H. 1590, p. 546. V. 3, 247.—This is one of the best of the stout and tall perennial grasses. It thrives in light and open places in well-drained soils, and makes great clumps, when well established sometimes producing as many as 40 or 50 heads. Hardy in latitude of New York City.

A. S. HITCHCOCK.

**ERICA** (practically meaningless; probably not from erika, to break, commonly stated). *Ericaeeae*. HEATH. This is the genus that the gardener usually means by "heath." The heath or heather of English literature and history belongs to the closely allied genus Calluna. The next most important group of cultivated "heaths" is Epacris, which, however, belongs to a different family.

Erics are perennial woody plants from 6 in. to 12 ft. or more, usually much branched in the middle. They are very rarely flat, usually 3-sided and with revolute margins that are sometimes connate with the under side: inf. usually terminal or sometimes axillary, very seldom actually, though often apparently, racemose; calyx free, parted; corolla hypogynous, white, rosy or sometimes yellow, usually early deciduous, variously shapped, the commonest forms (in cult.) being bell-shaped, tubular and venterose, usually 4-lobed; sta pets; ovary sessile or rarely stalked, 4-celled, rarely 8-celled, with 2–8 ovules in each cell: fr. a 4-valved caps., with minute seeds.—About 500 species, mostly from S. Afr. and the Medit. region, nine-tenths from the former. There are many hybrids and horticultural forms. So far as the S. African species are concerned, the latest monograph is that of Guthrie and Bolus, which has served as the basis for the treatment below.

Only a few of the European heaths are hardy in America, and there are no native heaths at all in this hemisphere. Of about fourteen kinds of Erica grown outdoors in Europe to produce large showy masses, only three are hardly here, and it is safest to cover these with evergreen boughs in winter. Two others (*E. mediterranea* and *E. buslitariana*) are grown under glass somewhat but they are probably hardy, with protection, from New York southward. The tree heath of southern Europe (*E. arborea*) will probably never be a feature of our southern landscapes. The heath that is naturalized in places from Rhode Island to Newfoundland is *Calluna vulgaris* (which see); and this is sometimes advertised as *Erica vulgaris*.

The healey days of the heaths were from about 1806 (when the English took the Cape of Good Hope) until the middle of the century. Andrews' colored engravings of heaths (1809) started the heath craze, and "heaths" formed the chief feature of the English indoor horticulture. They complain that the present generation is not willing to give them the care they deserve. This is especially true of America. In America, heaths are of minor importance, even at Easter, and the kind grown most extensively for Christmas seems to be *E. melanthera*.

The great trouble with heaths is the immense amount of care they need. Few, if any, classes of plants require more attention. Hence the growing of heaths for the market is extremely specialized, and there the American retail catalogues only rarely offer more than one species. Nevertheless, all the kinds described below are grown commercially and are of the first importance in the genus. The stock is largely imported from England. Germany has a very different set of varieties, and France still another, and there are few cases among cultivated plants showing so great a difference in the three countries. The risks of importation are considerable, and the tendencies toward American independence in this line seem to be gaining. Another difficulty in heath-culture is the poor quality of peat obtainable in America. In England the peat is more fibrous, and has been formed in past ages largely by the decay of the native heather.

The soft-wooded kinds are the ones most grown. The hard-wooded sorts require a longer period of growth and more thorough ripening of corms. Apparently only one yellow-flowered heath is cultivated in America, *E. Cavendishiana* which is a hybrid species about which little is known. See supplementary list (p. 1132).

In general, the erics do not grow well in this climate on account of the extreme heat of the summer months, but some varieties grow and flower even better here than in Europe. The choice of the soil is very important. A light peat, mixed with sharp coarse sand is about the best you can get here. After flowering, the plants should always be cut down to keep them bushy at the base and well shaped. They will then receive a good repotting, always using very clean pots and plenty of drainage. Cuttings are made from December to April, preferably from young plants, the tender shoots about 1 inch in length being best. They are planted firmly in a pan filled with clean fine sand, and covered with a bell-glass, or in a box covered tightly with a pane of glass. Bottom heat is not necessary. When rooted, the cuttings should be potted up and when well started should be given as much air as possible. It is well to bring the erics out of the greenhouse as early in the spring as possible. The pots should be plunged in a good location, where plenty of air and
sunlight can be had. They should be wintered in a greenhouse extremely well ventilated, and a temperature not higher than 40° to 45° F. When in bud the plants should not be allowed to dry out too much. One drying might be enough to cause the loss of all the buds. Very often the heaths are attacked by a disease similar to mildew, brought on by an excess of humidity in the air. As this disease is very contagious, it is well, as soon as noticed, to use sulfur in powder or sulfate of copper in solution until the plants are rid of it (Louis Dupuy).
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Heaths hardy, European, or hardy with protection from New York southward.

B. Lvs. and calyx-segments; ciliate; stamens included.

C. Fls. in spike-like clusters ......... 1. ciliaris

CC. Fls. in umbel-like clusters ......... 2. Tetrax

BB. Lvs. and calyx-segments, glabrous.

C. Anthers usually exerted well beyond the corolla-tube.

D. Fls. usually solitary and lateral, rose-colored ............ 3. mediterranea

DD. Fls. clustered, pink, usually all lateral ............ 4. carneae

DDD. Fls. all clustered at the ends of the branches ......... 5. vagans

CC. Anthers included in the corolla-tube.

D. Fls. rose-violet or purplish.

E. The lvs. verticillate in 3’s...... 6. cinerea

EE. The lvs. verticillate in 4’s ... 7. stricta

DD. Fls. pale rose, in broad panicles ......... 8. lusitanica

AA. Heaths slender, S. African, always grown under glass in America.

B. Fls. mostly showy, petal-like, carnosely greenish or sepalt-like.

C. Corolla tubular, the limb not spreading.

D. Length of lfs. usually more than 9 limes, in club, spadix umbellate ......... 9. verticillata

DD. Length of lfs. usually 10-12 limes, 2’s or 3’s ......... 10. hyemalis

CC. Corolla various, not tubular, the limb often spreading.

D. The corolla-segments, spreading, the tube mostly elongate.

E. Length of corolla 6-8 limes; segments ovate, acute ............. 11. ventricosa

EE. Length of corolla 3-4 limes; segments ovate, acute or oblongular ......... 12. praestans

DD. The corolla-segments, usually not spreading, the tube rarely over 4 limes long

E. Les. channelled.

F. The lvs. in 3’s....... 13. sicigera

FF. The lvs. in 4’s....... 14. propadens

EE. Les. not channelled, more or less open-backed and spreading.

F. Inf., variable, often terminal and axillary on the same plant ...... 15. flaccæa

FF. Inf. always terminal.

4. carneæ, Linn. (E. herbacea var. occidentalis, Ehrh.). Fig. 1411. This is considered by Bentham a western form of E. carneae (No. 4), with a little smaller fls., corolla a trifle wider at the apex, and anthers shortly exerted instead of included. E. mediterranea of the trade is hardy in England, and perhaps second only to E. carneæ in popularity there. In Amer. it seems to be cult. only under glass but should be hardy from N. Y. southward with protection.

1141. Erica mediterranea.

5. vagans, Linn. CORNISH HEATH. Fig. 1412. Lvs. in 4’s or 5’s; sepals small, ovate, obtuse; corolla ovate-bell-shaped; anthers ovate-oblong; 2-parted, exerted; ovary not hairy. W. Fls. and Med. Fls. pale purplish red. Grows 3-4 ft. in England; 1 ft. with J. W. Manning, Reading, Mass. Var. alba has white fls. Var. capitata, grows 1-2 ft. high with Mechan at Germanton, Pa., and has "small whitish fls. with a purplish tip." F.E. 22: 886.

6. cinerea, Linn. A twisted and much-branched shrub, 8-15 in. high; lvs. verticilcate, in 3’s, more, glabrous, and usually not over 3 lines long; fls. showy, rose-violet, in usually verticillate clusters; corolla much contracted at the apex, the lobes reflexed. June–Sept. Eu. Var. alba, Hort., a white-fl.d. form, and var. coccinea, Hort., a scarlet form, are both in the trade. Gm. 61, p.
433.—Hardly in U. S., with a little protection, from N. Y. southward.

7. strictea, Don. CORSICAN HEATH. Lvs. in 4’s, a little more erect than in No. 2; sepals lanceolate, obtuse; corolla ovoid-oblong, narrowed at the throat; anthers awl-shaped or awned, included; fls. rosy purple, ovary densely covered with long, rough hairs. Corsica.—Summer. Attains 4 ft. in Eng., but grows 1–2 ft. high with Meehan, at Germantown, Pa. Branches strict, rigid.


9. verticillata, Berg. An erect shrub, 4–6 ft., with lvs. 4–6 in a whorl: lvs. densely imbricate, erect or spreading; fls. mostly in 4’s in wild specimens, but, according to Andrews, umbellately 3–10-flowered; corolla tubular, hairy, usually straight, bright rosy-scarlet, and very showy; caps. unique in splitting into 8 valves. Andr. Heathery, 58.


12. próstas, Andr. (E. Parmentieri, Lodii.). Lvs. in 4’s, somewhat incurved; bracts crowded: fls. nearly sessile, white, faintly flushed pink at base, in terminal groups of 4 or more; sepals ovate, rough-margined; anthers scarcely acute. Sept. Varieties are pictured under various names in L.B.C., plates 154, 197, 1695, and 1804.


15. fícca, E. Mey. (E. citiáris, Thunb., not of Hort.). An erect shrub, usually branched, but not diffused, the branches pubescent or glandular hairy: lvs. in 3’s, rarely in 4’s on the same plant, spreading, usually “linear, as if subterranean.” The margins revolute, 1½–2½ lines long; fls. in 3’s, the corolla bell-shaped to tubular, the segms. about a third as long as the tube; ovary sometimes hairy on the top.


18. persolúta, Linn. Fig. 1414. Essentially a white-flowered, and very variable species, particularly as regards hairiness: lvs. erect or spreading, hirsute or glabrous: corolla small, originally 1½ lines long; lobes ovate, 2–3 times shorter than the tube, the sinuses acute, narrow. S. Afr. The numerous varieties Bentham found impossible to separate either in the wild or in cult. Var. hispidula, Bentham. Slightly hirsute: lvs. 2½–3 lines long, rough: anthers sub-ovate. Var. lavis, Bentham. Lvs. shorter, blunter, often appressed, glabrous: anthers subglobose. Var. sbécárea, Bentham., has the corolla-lobes more evident. To this last variety Bentham seems to refer most of the horticultural varieties cultivated under the name of E. persolúta. E. assúrgens, Link, he refers to the first variety; E. caífra of Linnaeus to the first, but of L.B.C. 2: 196 (and the trade?) to the second. E. regnénsis of Linnaeus is a distinct species (figured in L.B.C. 17: 1614 as E. Smithiana); of the trade—E. persolúta var. hispidula; of L.B.C. 18: 1728 = E. persolúta var. subcárnea. Flowers in Feb and March, when other related species mostly flower in March and April.
19. formosă, Thunb. (E. grandiflora, Hort.). Erect shrub, 1-2 ft., the branches hairy, covered with lvs. in whorls of 3: lvs. glossy, channeled, the younger ciliate, about 1 3/4 lines long: fls. in 3’s, the corolla white, with 8 longitudinal channels, sticky. Andr. Heathery 265.


21. frágans, Andr., not Sub. Lvs. opposite, appressed, acutish, always glabrous; bracts loose, sepal-like; fls. in 2’s; sepals ovate, keeled, green; ovary glabrous or slightly bristly at the tip. B.M. 2181. L.B.C. 3: 289.

The following are mostly kinds that have been grown successfully in small quantities in this country but appear not to be advertised in American trade catalogues. — hard-wooded; the rest are soft-wooded. S. Afr., unless stated. Aside from these, E. prostrata, Linn., of S. Eu., is sometimes listed: 2-3 ft., glabrous; lvs. in 3’s, the sepals, in 3’s, calyx-tubes and sepals of the length of the subglobose corolla. E. papuana appears also, but it is apparently only a catalogue name.

E. Curt. Lvs. elliptica mucronate: bracts colored; fls. mostly in 4’s; corolla ventricose, very sticky, typically white, lined with red; limb spreading, white. Var. viridis is the only form cult. L.B.C. 5: 565. L.B.C. 5: 334; 15: 1950. var. alpina, W. 1. Beau. An alpine variety, grown only at Kew. It is a stiff erect bush with tiny white fls. in plume-like clusters. Gm. 75, p. 364.— E. aristata, Andr. Readily distinguished by the long bristle which ends the lvs.; fls. recurved; fls. in 4’s; sepals keeled with red; corolla sticky, 1 in. long, ventricose, but with not so long and narrow a neck as in E. amplexicaule. B.M. 1249. L.B.C. 1: 73. — E. barbata, Andr. Britishly and glandular-panseet: lvs. in 4’s; corolla urn-shaped, villous; ovary villous. L.B.C. 2: 124.— E. Biowiana, Dodd. Lvs. in 4’s to 6’s: infl. axillary; corolla tubular, slightly inflated; limb erect or nearly so. Open. L.B.C. 10: 749.

E. Burtii, Hort. Hybrid. F.E. 8: 384.— E. Cassindiana, Hort. (E. Cavendishii, Hort.). Hybrid of E. depressa E. Patersoni. Lvs. in 4’s to 6’s, sepals, in 3’s, corolla tubular, white. L.B.C. 5: 113; 15: 1950; 43.— Fls. very showy and unusually long. The oldest E. ciliata. That of Wendland is a yellow-fld. species unknown to cult.— E. Demián, Hort. Hybrid. F.S. rich purple. Andr.— E. consanguina var. splendens. — E. Ibíba, Andr. Allied to E. amplexicaule, but with a common narrower at the base and tapering with perfect regularity to just below middle, where it has a prominent red bug. It is also distinctly lined with red, and the sepals are green, although the bracts are more or less reddish. L.B.C. 9: 172. — E. nigricans is presumably E. melanthera (H. D. Darling).— E. pedíla. A confused name. The oldest plant of this name is Salix’s, which has an umbel of 12, showing 3’s, the umbra being 1 1/3 in. long. E. persiciflora is given here.— E. Syndra is given by Louis Dupuy.— E. transilicena, Andr. Perhaps the first of all the garden hybrids between E. tuberosa and E. versicolor. Lvs. rigid, with or without long, soft, red hairs; fls. in umbel-like heads; bracts remote; corolla rosy, 9-13 lines long, tube narrowly ventricose, pellucid limb short, spreading; ovary, 250. Benth. Considers this a synonym of E. spuria, Andr. Heathery, 60. Schulteis says "it is the finest erica grown; a poor propagator but good grower. Takes 3 months to root."— E. tricolor is perhaps the most confused name in the genus, and apparently one of the important kinds about where it has many synonyms and synonyms. In the trade it seems to stand for a handsome heath, with lvs. in 4’s. distinctly ciliate and terminated by a bristle; fls. in umbels of 8-10, 1 in long, a kind too initated at the base for the typical tubular form, rosy at the base, then white, then green, and then suddenly constricted into a short neck; pedicels red and exceptionally long. This description is from L.B.C. 12: 1105 (as E. eximia), one of the earliest pictures of these charming hybrids which Bentham refers to the hybrid E. arietis, Forbes.— E. vitellina, Knowles & Weste. (E. Wilmoreana and Vilmorinsana, Hort.). Hybrid; corolla tubular, bulged below the lobes, slightly velvety-hairy: fls. in 1’s to 3’s, rose, in scattered white. R.H. 1862, p. 202. A.F. 4: 251. G.C. III. 19: 201. A.G. 21: 869. Var. glauca, Carr., has nearly glaucous foliages. Var. calyptrata, Carr., has a larger calyx. R.H. 1892, 203.

ERIGENIA (Greek, spring-borne). Umbelliferae. HABBINERG-OF-SPRING. A monotypic genus of E. N. Amer. E. bulbosa, Nutt., is low (4-10 in.), nearly stemless, hardly, from a deep-lying tuber, with ternately decomposed lvs. and small umbels of minute white fls. A few plants may have been sold by collectors and dealers in native plants, but it is not a cult. plant. It grows in rich deciduous woods and clearings.

ERIGERON (Greek, old man in spring; some of the early kinds are somewhat hoary). Compositae. Fleabane. Hardy border plants, suggesting native asters, but blooming much earlier, growing in tufts like the English daisy, though usually from 9 inches to 2 feet high. Stem-lvs. entire or toothed: fls. solitary, or in corymbs or panicles; rays in 2 or more series, mostly rose, violet or purple, rarely cream-colored or white, and one kind has splendid orange fls.; involucr bell-shaped or hemispheric, the bracts narrow, nearly equal, in 1 or 2 series, differing from Aster in which the bracts are in many series.—About 150 species scattered over the world, particularly in temperate and mountainous regions. The garden fleabanes are practically all perennial, producing harmless and pretty weeds. Some species have roots that are biennial, but they increase by offsets, and make larger clumps from year to year. They are of easy culture. They do best when grown to get what is shaded from the midday sun. They are easily propagated by seeds or division, and doubtless by cuttings, if there were sufficient demand. Small, divided plants set out in early spring produce good-sized flowering plants the first year. A good show of bloom may be had from seeds sown outdoors as early as possible in spring. Some fine masses of these plants in the hardy border or wild garden are much more desirable than an isolated specimen or two of each kind. The most popular species is E. speciosus. At present it is the best kind that has the rich soft colors, from rose to violet and purple. E. aurantiacus has dazzling orange flowers, and is unique in the genus.

INDEX

alpinus, 8
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Coulteri, 5
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philadelphicus, 12
ERIGERON


AA. Fls. creamy or white.
B. Lvs. linear.
C. Height about 2 ft.; sts. mostly 1-flled.

2. ochroleucus, Nutt. Height 9-18 in.; sts. mostly not branched; lvs. rather rigid; rays 40-60, white or purplish, never yellow. Gravely hills and plains N. Wyo. and Mont. to Utah.—This and the next are rare kinds in cult., sometimes sold by collectors and dealers in native plants.

BB. Les. broader, lanceolate to ovate, or obovate.


4. mucronatus, DC. (Vittadinia triloba, Hort., not DC.) Lvs. lanceolate, narrowed at base, ciliate, mostly entire, often with a long, callous mucro. Mex. This plant, grown in Calif., is a much-branched perennial with variable sometimes lobed lvs., and the white rays purple on the back. G.C. III. 48:203.


AAA. Fls. rosy violet or purple.
B. Rays 100 or more, mostly narrow; lvs. entire.
C. Fl.-heads large.
D. Involucral hairs.
E. Height about 2 ft.; sts. several-flled.


EE. Height 9-15 in. or less; sts. usually 1-flled.


DD. Involucral hairs.


ERINACEAE

cc. Fl.-heads (or disk) small.
10. glabellus, Nutt. (E. desper, Nutt.). Height 6-20 in., the st. simple or a little branched above; root-lvs. spatulate; st.-lvs. lanceolate, gradually narrowing into bracts; involucre bristly, or at least pubescent; rays violet-purple or white, very narrow. Minn. to Rockies. Gn. 52, p. 485. B.M. 2923. B.B. 3:385. L.B.C. 17:1631.—Much cult. abroad. Var. arizonicus, Hort. A variety from Ariz.

BB. Rays 70 or less, wider: lvs. entire or toothed.

cc. Les. almost or quite entire.
D. Sts. with several fls. in a corylm.

11. Villarsi, Bell. Root biennial; height 1 ft.; lvs. with 3 or 5 nerves, roughish; fls. corymbose. Eu. B.R. 583. L.B.C. 14:1390.—Not cult., but in I.H. 45, p. 301, said to be a parent with E. auranticus of E. hybridus roseus, Hort., Haage & Schmidt. This is said to resemble E. Villarsi in habit, and E. auranticus in form of fls. but not in color. Said to bloom freely from May to autumn.

12. philadelphicus, Linn. Perennial by offsets: a roughish, much-branched herb with spatulate or obovate, often st.-clasping lvs.; heads several, corymbose, the numerous purplish white rays being attractive in June. N. Amer.—Almost a weedy and easily grown in any ordinary garden.

DD. Sts. mostly 1-flled.

13. saluginosus, Gray. Height 12-20 in.; upper st.-lvs. with a characteristic mucro; rays broad, giving an aster-like effect, purple or violet; the slightly viscid character of the involucre is particularly desinitive. Wet ground, on higher mountains, Alaska to Calif. and New Mex. C.L.A. 21. No. 11:40.

cc. Les. coarsely toothed above the middle.


Form of E. macranthus (E. tridatus, Benth.) Fl.-heads white or pale lilac, daisy-like. Rocky Mts. E. uniflorus, Linn. Involucre hirsute, lanate, occasionally becoming naked; rays purple or sometimes white. Arctic regions.

WILHELM MILLER.

N. Toronto.^

ERINACEA (Latin, Erinaceus, hedgehog, alluding to the spiny nature of the plant). Leguminose. A low almost leafless shrub forming dense spiny tufts covered in spring with small yellow flowers. Deciduous, very spiny: lvs. simple or ternate, pubescent, only present at the end of young branchlets: fls. 1-3, axillary toward the end of the branchlets; calyx tubular, with 5 short teeth, inflated after flowering; petals narrow, long-clawed, claws of the wings and keel united to the staminal tube; standard ovate, slightly auriculate at the base; stamina connate; pod oblong, glandular-hairy, 2-valved, 4-6-seeded.—One species in S. W. Eu. Not hardy N.; Likes limestone soil and a sunny position, best adapted to be planted in rockeries. Prop. by seeds.

pângens, Doles. (Anthyllis Erinacea, Linn.), Shrub, to 1 ft.: lfts. 1-3, oblong-obovate or spatulate, ¾-1¾ in.
long, pubescent; fls. 1-3, nearly 1 in. long, violet-blue, the petals exceeding the large inflated calyx only about one-third; the short pedicles, bractlets and calyx pubescent; pod about ½ in. long, May, June. Mountains of S. France, Spain and Corsica. L.B.C. 4:318. B.M. 676. G.C. III. 41:310. Gn. 62, p. 127; 64, p. 399.

ALFRED REHDER.

ERINACEA (a name used by Dioscorides). Scrophulariaceae. A hardly tufted plant 3 or 4 inches high, suited for steep sides of alpine gardens, where it produces in spring its racemes of small purple, rosy or white flowers.

One species, in the mountains of W. and Cent. Eu.: root-lvs. crowded, opposite; st.-lvs. alternate, oblanceolate, with a few coarse, rounded teeth; corolla-lobes 5, obvate, the 2 upper ones slightly smaller; stamens 4, in 2 groups, included; style very short, 2-lobed at apex: caps. ovate, obtuse, dehiscent. - Several species described in this genus belong in Zaluzianskya. Not to be confounded with Lobelia Erinus.

1416. Loquat. (×34)

Erinus should be planted in steep parts of the rockery where water cannot lodge on rainy days or in the winter and spring months. It needs slight shade from midday sun. Divided plants are chiefly sold in America, but the amateur can soon produce a good carpet by the use of seeds. When well established, the seeds are self-sown and the offspring grow in hardiness. It may be safest to keep a pot or two in a coldframe over winter, until the plant can take care of itself. In England, seeds may be sown in earthy holes of brick walls, and grown as informal masses on old stone steps. (J. B. Keller.)


WILHELM MILLER.

ERIOBÔRTYA (Greek, woolly cluster). Rosaceae, subfamily Pomoce. Small tree, grown for its handsome large foliage and also for its edible acid fruits.

Evergreen trees or shrubs: lvs. alternate, short-petioled or nearly sessile, dentate, with strong veins running straight to the teeth: fls. in terminal, broad panicles; calyx-lobes 5, acute; petals 5, oval or suborbicular, clawed; stamens 20; styles 2-5, connate below; ovary inferior, 2-5-celled; cells 2-ovuled; fr. a pome with persistent incurved calyx-teeth, thin endocarp and few large seeds and in the lvs. having straight veins ending in the teeth. The only species known in cult. is E. japonica, an evergreen tree with large ornamental foliage, comparatively inconspicuous white fragrant fls. in terminal rustyy-woolly clusters, followed by large pear-shaped yellow frs. It can be cult. only in warmer temperate regions, and if protected during the winter, may be grown as far north as Philadelphia; does not seem to be exacting as to the soil. Prop. by seeds.

japonica, Lindl. (Photinia japonica, Gray). LOQUAT. Fig. 1416. Small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs. thick, evergreen, nearly sessile, oval-oblong or obovate, remotely toothed, bright green and lustrous above, rusty-tomentose below, 6-10 in. long; panicles 4-7 ft. long; white, ½ in. across, nearly hidden in the rusty-woolly pubescence: fr. pear-shaped, yellow, about 1½ in. long, with few large seeds, of agreeable acid flavor. Sept., Oct.; fr. April–June. Japan, China. B.R. 365. G.C. III. 26:660 (suppl.); 52:318. H.U. 3, p. 97. A.G. 1891, pp. 18, 370. G.W. 5, p. 439; 8, p. 314. The loquat is native to China and Japan, but is much planted in the Gulf states and westward. It blooms from Aug. until the approach of winter, and ripens its clustered fr. in very early spring. The fr. is often seen in northern markets. It is a prosefus bearer in congenial climates. See Loquat. Loquat is an excellent decorative plant, either as an evergreen lawn tree south of Chicheston, or as a pot-plant in the N. It is most a satisfactory conservatory subject, resistant uncongenial conditions. Var. variegata, Hort. Lvs. variegated with irregular markings of pale green, dark green and white.

ALFRED REHDER.

ERIOCÉPHALUS (from erion wool, and kephale, head, in allusion to the woolliness of mature heads). Compositae. A scarce little-known group of greenhouse shrubs, grown for their violet-white flowers and pleasantly scented leaves.

Leaves usually entire, sometimes 3-lobed, often in bunches: fls. in umbellate clusters in the only cult. species, in some others racemose; heads with white ray-fls. and purplish disk-fls.; involucre in 2 series, the outer series of 4–5 bracts.—Twenty species. all S. African, but only one seems to be grown and this is confined to fanciers' collections in Amer.

It is best grown in the temperate house in a mixture of sand and peat. Propagated by cuttings, in sand, under a bell-jar.

africanus, Linn. Lvs. opposite or tufted, silky-pubescent, about ½ in. long, thickish, channelled; heads umbellate at the ends of the branches, the white-rayed, purple-centered heads making attractive clusters. S. Afr. B.M. 833.

E. pectinis/fitus, Linn. An attractive yellow-fl. sort with smooth green lvs. is perhaps referable to Hippia frutescens. B.M. 1855. It is known only in botanic gardens in Amer.

N. TAYLOR.

ERIOCÈREUS (woolly and Cereus; referring to the wool in the axils of the bracts on the ovary). Cactaceae. Usually slender plants at first erect, but usually afterward clambering and creeping, forming great clumps and thickets: fls. usually large; ovary covered with more or less enlarged bracts bearing hairs and spines in their axils: fr. red, spiny; flesh white; seeds numerous, black. For cult., see Succulent.

Jusértti, Riccob. Ribs 6, usually low, with broad intervals; spines very short; fls. funnel-formed; petals with stigma-lobes linear, green; bracts on ovary and fl.-tube filled with long hairs. It is now believed that this species is a hybrid between an Echinopsis and some Cereus.

See Cereus for descriptions of the following species: Bonplandii, Riccob; Coeneolophus, Riccob. These are described under Cereus, but properly do not belong to either genus; Martinii, Riccob; platygloous, Riccob; tephracanthus, Riccob; tortueus, Riccob.

J. N. ROSE.
ERIOCHILUS (woolly lip). orchidaceous. A half-dozen species of terrestrial orchids from Austral., with small tubers and a solitary fl. at the base of the st. or higher up: fI. pink or white, 1 or more and sessile on a scape or peduncle; labellum much shorter than lateral sepals, the margins often with small and erect lateral lobes. Some of the species have been mentioned as greenhouse subjects, but they are horticulturally little known.

ERIONEMA: Bertolonia.

ERIODENDRON: Ceiba.

ERIODICTYON (woolly net, referring to the under surface of the Ivs.). Hydrophiláceae. Four species and many varieties (see Brand in Englert's Pflanzenreich, hft. 59, 1913) of shrubs of Calif. and the Great Basin, with alternate coriaceous entire Ivs., and white, purple or blue fIs. in scirpioid cymes. Apparently not cult. E. Parryi, Greene = Nama.

ERÍGONUM (Greek, woolly joints). Polygonáceae. About 140 species, W. N. American (with extension into Mex.), herbs tufted sub-shrubs or slender annuals, mostly densely woolly: Ivs. crowded at the base of the st., alternate, simple, entire or fl. small, entire or in an involucre head, fascicle or umbel, mostly recurved or reflexed with age, mostly white, rose or yellow; perianth 6-parted; stamens 9; styles 3: fr. an achen, mostly 3-angled. Now and then some of the species are listed by dealers in native plants, but they can hardly be regarded as cult. subjects. E. compósitum, Douglas, perhaps the best known, has very many minute neutral-colored fIIs., dull white to rosy, borne in compound umbels 5–6 in. deep and broad. B.R. 1774. The following have been advertized, but are practically unknown in our gardens: E. campanulátum, E. compósitum, E. flávum, E. heráceolóides, E. inóchiun, E. microthárum var. effusum, E. nivum, E. niúdum, E. oválifólium, E. récensum, E. spárcoéphalum, E. thy nóides, E. umbellátum. E. giánétum makes a mound or mat many feet across. G.C. III. 28: 337. Descriptions of eriogonums may be readily found in the floras of the western part of the U.S.

ERIOGÓNIA: Luatkea.

ERÍLÓBUS: Pyrus.

ERÍPHORUM (wool-bearing, from the Greek; alluding to the heads of fr.). Cyperáceae. Perennial rush-like plants, growing in swales: fIs. in dense heads, the perianth-bristles very numerous and often becoming greatly elongated in fr. and giving the head a wool-like appearance. None of them is known in cult., but the following names have been offered by collectors for bog gardens: E. alpína, Linn.; E. cypréum, Linn.; E. línátum, Benth. & Hook.; E. polystáchion, Linn.; E. váginitum, Linn.; E. virginícum, Linn. All these are wild in the northern states, and descriptions may be found in the regular manuals. Eriophorum comprises upward of a dozen species in the northern hemisphere.

ERÍPHYLLUM (Greek, woolly-leaved). Compréssitcha. Herbs, mostly wooly, and commonly with yellow-rayed heads; one kind cult. in a few hardy borders is a low, tufted, herbaceous perennial, with much-divided Ivs., covered with wool beneath (each st. bearing about 5), and 8-rayed yellow heads 2 in. across, borne in a loosely forking fashion on peduncles 3–7 in. long. The genus was included in Bahia by Bentham & Hooker, but is now kept distinct largely because of the permanently erect involucral bracts: seeds mostly 4-angled, and pappus of nerveless and mostly pointless, colorless pappus scales. Alepniolépis is included in this genus by some authors. There are about a dozen species, in N. W. Amer. E. cespítósum, Douglas (Actínélia landáta, Pursh, not Nutt. Báltia landáta, DC.), described above, has been advertised. Either moist or dry ground, Mont. to Brit. Col. and S. Calif.; very variable.

ERÍÓPSIS (Greek, like Eria, an orchid of the Epidendrum tribe, which it resembles when not in flower). orchidaceous. Five or six South American orchids of the Vanda tribe allied to Acacallis and Warreia, requiring coolhouse treatment as given to Cattleya; epiphytes. Leaves 2 or 3, long, plicate: racemes 2 or 3, basal; fIs. open, small, but showy, maxillaria-like; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes broad and erect and inelosing the column, the middle lobe small and spreading and sometimes 2-lobed. — About half a dozen species in S. Amer.


ERÍSTODUBIÓN, Hook. Stoutler in habit than the above: pseudobulbs wrinkled, dark-colored; racemes drooping; sepals and petals orange-yellow, with deeper colored margins; labellum white, with purple spots. Antiokia, in exposed positions on the sts. of palms. Peru. B.M. 4437.

HÉIÆNE, Kránzl. Said to be the finest in the genus. It differs greatly in habit from the other members; the pseudobulbs (standing 16 in. high) somewhat resemble thos. of Epidendrum Brassavole, but are much stronger, and bear 3 long, coriaceous dark green, lanceolate Ivs. The fIs. are twice as large as those of E. bióbá, and are borne on tall, arching Scapes. The sepals and petals are orange-colored, margined with purple, the lip similar, but with a yellow blotch, spotted with purple at the base. Peru.

OAKES AMES.

ERÍSTOEMON (Greek, woolly stamens). Rutáceae. Coolhouse evergreen shrubs from Australia, with stary, five-petaled flowers an inch wide, of white or blush-pink. Very little known in America, but abroad considered amongst the finest of hard-wooded winter or spring-blooming Australian plants.

Leaves alternate, entire, glandular-dotted: inf. axillary or terminal, solitary or in clusters; calyx and corolla 5-parted, rarely 4-parted; stamens 8–10, free, shorter than the petals; ovary 9-locular, up to 1-seeded. Much care is needed to produce well-trained specimens.

Eriostemon is among the most beautiful of Australian hard-wooded plants. They are propagated from cuttings made of the points of half-ripened wood. Choose pieces about 3 inches long, and insert in a pot filled with one part finely sifted peat, and two parts sharp sand. Water them and set in a case in a temperature of 55° to 60°, shading them from the sun. After they have rooted, pinch out the heart of the shoots, and when they show signs of breaking, transfer them singly into small pots in equal parts of peat and sand. When well rooted in these pots, give them a shift about two sizes larger, using good fibrous peat, in rather a lumpy state, and about a fifth part of good sharp sand, adding a little of finely broken charcoal. This compost may be used for all future plantings. If large plants are wanted quickly, it is possible to grow them indoors all the year round, but they will not set flowers so well. Eriostemon flowers in the smallest sized pot in spring, if they are grown outdoors all summer. The outdoor treatment ripens the wood thoroughly and the result will be seen when flowering time arrives. These plants are able to run into strong shoots to the detriment of the weaker ones. When this is observed, cut them well back, and this will preserve the symmetry of the plant. During their growing period they should be syringed freely. This helps to soften the wood and secure
plenty of breaks, and also keep red-spider in check. A favorite method of propagation in the British Isles is by grafting on small plants of Correa alba. This insures a quicker means of raising the plants and is practised largely by nurserymen. A winter temperature of 40° by night should be maintained. However, if plants are wanted to flower earlier, they may be subjected to 50° or 55°. Eriostemons are sometimes attacked by brown and white scale. Fumigation with hydrocyanic gas is the best remedy. (George F. Stewart.)

Eriostemon

A. Foliage linear or narrowly lanceolate.

B. Lvs. linear.


BB. Lvs. narrowly lanceolate.

linifolius, Seghers. Lvs. broadest at middle, tapering both ways. R. B. 20:97.—Probably an old garden form of some well-known species.

affinis, Sprague. Shrub, 1–2 ft., the branches glabrous and shining: lvs. sessile, linear-lanceolate, 1–2 in. long, glabrous: fls. in axillary slender clusters, quite like the next, but smaller.

AA. Foliage conspicuously wider.

B. Lvs. 10–12 times as long as broad.

c. Apex abruptly pointed.

myoporoides, DC. Lvs. widest at the middle, tapering evenly both ways, 1–3, rarely 4 in. long: fls. umbel-like; petals white or sometimes pink, glaucular on the back. B. M. 3180.

cap. Apex blunt.

salicifolius, Smith. This willow-leaved species has perhaps the handsomest foliage. Lvs. widest above the middle, tapering more gradually to the base than to the apex: petals bright, soft pink. B. M. 2854.

BB. Lvs. 3–4 times as long as broad.

intermedius, Hook. Lvs. 9–18 lines long, elliptical, abruptly pointed; petals lanceolate, white, but tipped with brown outside in the bud like the rest; ovary placed on a flat disk and not ringed at the base. Probably of garden origin. Intermediate between E. myoporoides and E. buxifolius. B. M. 4439.

buxifolius, Smith. Lvs. as in E. intermedius, though perhaps smaller: petals ovate, white, tipped pink; ovary sunk into a double disk of 2 rings. B. M. 4101. G. 26:19.—*E. densiflorus*, Seghers, R. B. 20:97, looks like a prolific horticultural variety of this species.

Wilhelm Miller.

N. Taylor.

ERITRICHUM: For E. barbarum, see Krynthsia. For E. nathaliaeum, see Philogobiros.

ERŁANGEA (bears the name of the University of Erlangen). *Compositae*. One species of this genus, blooming in midwinter and spring, is offered in England.

The genus was long considered to be monotypic, but Moore has recently (Jour. Bot. 46. 1908) incorporated Bothriocline with it, and the new species have expanded the genus to 32 species, all Trop. African excepting 1 in New Guinea; it differs from Vernonia "only in the curious reduced achenes and the pappus of few, short, very caducous setae." *E. tomentosa*, Moore (Bothriocline Schimperi var. tomentosa, Oliv. & Hiern). Shrub, to 5 ft.; st. and under sides of lvs. tomentose; erect herb: lvs. opposite or at top of st. rarely alternate, oblong to ovate-lanceolate, 2–5 in. long, nearly or quite obtuse, rounded at base, serrate, villous: fls. all tubular, about 40 in the head, the heads about 2½ in. diam., short-peduncled and collected in corymbose panicles; involucre-scales ovate, acute, scarious-marginated. Trop. Afr. B. M. 8269. Foliage scabrous: fls. mauve or lilac, lasting 2 or 3 months in winter; habit of a eupatorium, and requires the treatment given the greenhouse members of that genus.

L. H. B.

ERÖDIUM (Greek, a heron; alluding to the beaked fruit). *Geraniaceae*. *HERON'S-BILL* or STORK'S-BILL. Annual and perennial, soft. The perennials grown in flower-gardens and with alpines for their finely cut foliage and mostly purplish or white flowers.

The plants suggest the wild and hardy geraniums, from which they differ in having only 5 instead of 10 anther-bearing stamens, the other 5 being reduced to scales; also the tails of the carpels hairy inside and twisting spirally. Herbs, rarely somewhat woody or tufted: lvs. opposite or alternate, one often smaller than its mate, stipuled, toothed, lobed, or dissected: fls. regular or nearly so, mostly in umbels, of various shades, from crimson-pink to purple, with darker blotches on the 2 upper petals and the venation outlined in darker shades; sepals 5, imbricate; ovary 5-lobed, when ripe splitting into separate cap.-lobes, each lobe 1-seeded: plants usually heavy-scented.—The latest monograph (Knut, in Engler’s Pflanzenreich, Hft. 53, 1912) describes 60 species, widely dispersed in temperate and warm regions. The self-planting of the seeds or carpels of some species is very interesting.

These plants are chiefly for the front row of the hardy borders and the rock-garden, where they thrive in a gritty loam. They like dry, sunny spots, and may be trusted with a conspicuous position, being chiefly valued for their steady succession of bloom from June to August. Divided plants are chiefly sold here, but the species are easily propagated by seeds. Some erodiums can be grown in chinks of walls. Some of the annual kinds are widely spread in California and other parts of the West, and *E. cicutarium* and two or three others are grown for forage. The garden species have not attained much prominence in this country.

INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Synonym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ablistioides, 14</td>
<td>glandulosum, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botrys, 3</td>
<td>grossedens, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chlorocephaloides, 8</td>
<td>Guignardia, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chrysanthemum, 4</td>
<td>guttatum, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ciclidioides</td>
<td>Reichardtii, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cicutarium</td>
<td>Sibthorpiannum, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cymatium</td>
<td>Macradenium, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daucoides, 11</td>
<td>Masaevar, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moschatum, 2</td>
<td>supracanus, 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Plant annual (or biennial).


3. Bôrys, Bertol. Branching from the base and usually prostrate, white-pubescent: fl.-blades 1–2 in. long on petioles of similar or twice the length, oblong-ovate, pinnatifid, the lobes acute and serrate: sepals with 1 or 2 short bristles; fls. deep violet; filaments
widened upward and toothed. Medit. region, now widely spread in Calif. and also grown for forage.

AA. Plant perennial.

b. Fls. yellow.

4. chrysanthum, L'Her. Woody, 1-5 in. tall, silvery, the rhizome vertical: lvs. densely eroded at base, petiole and blade of equal length, broadly ovate, obtuse or nearly so, pinnate, the pinnae cut; st.-lvs. few or none, subcuneate; peduncles sometimes basally; fls. yellow, the petals exceeding sepals, broadly cuneate and retuse. Greece. Gt. 1, p. 200.

BB. Fls. white, sometimes veined or spotted.

5. guttatum, Willd. Woody, 3-6 in., the caudex vertical: lvs. many at base of st., long-petioled, ovate-cordate or long-cordate, obscurely lobed, crenulate; peduncle 2-5 in. high; fls. clear white with a dark spot at base of upper petals; sepals lance-spatulate or obovate-spatulate; petals broadly obovate, rounded. S. W. Medit. region; a good little rock plant. Gt. 3, p. 244.

6. pelargoniflorum, Boiss. & Heldr. Woody, to 1 ft. or more, the caudex vertical: basal lvs. rather numerous, long-petioled, hairy above, ovate-cordate, somewhat lobed, obusely crenate-dentate; peduncles 1-5 in. high; fls. white, the 2 upper petals spotted with pink at base; sepals ovate, petal-like, roundish, or retuse. Asia Minor. B.M. 5206. Gt. 1:194. Gt. 59, p. 448; 63, p. 107.

7. supracanum, L'Her. Stemless, 1-4 in. tall, the rhizome vertical: lvs. numerous, to about 2 in. long, densely silky-canescent above, green beneath, ovate or oblong, bipinnatisect, the pinnae entire or dentate or incised: fls. white, spotted, red-veined, the petals obovate and rounded, and sepals broadly obovate and 5-nerved. Pyrenees.

8. chamedryoides, L'Her. (E. Réchardi, DC.). Stemless, 2-3 in. tall: lvs. numerous, long-stalked, sparingly hairy, round-ovate, slightly cordate, crenate, apex rounded: peduncles about 1 ft., about 2 in. tall; fls. white, rose-veined; sepals obovate-spatulate or lance-spatulate, minutely mucronate; petals obovate, retuse. Balearic Isls.,Corsica.—An attractive alpine.

BBB. Fls. rose, red or purple (sometimes white in No. 14).

c. Lvs. undivided or obscurely lobed.

9. córacium, Lem. St. 2-6 in. high, the root vertical or oblique: basal lvs. many, long-petioled, grayish tomentose or becoming glabrous, ovate or broader, more or less obscurely lobed, coarsely crenate-dentate: peduncle 1-2 in. high, about 2 ft.; fls. 6in. across, in shades of rosy pink veined deeper color; sepals oblong-spatulate or ovate, not mucronate; petals broadly obovate or cuneate. Corsica and Sardinia. G.C. III. 48:210.

cc. Lvs. all pinnatisect.

d. St. wanting.


BBB. Fls. not spotted. Boiss. Plant 2-4 in., the rhizome vertical: lvs. many, tomentose, petiole exceeding blade, lanceolate or triangular in outline, the pinna pinnatisect and the lobes linear-lanceolate; peduncles standing above the foliage, about 4 ft.; fls. rose-color; sepals more or less ovate, 5-nerved; petals obovate, somewhat rounded. Spain.

12. Manescâvi, Coss. Height 10-18 in., the rhizome vertical or oblique: lvs. attaining 6 and more in. long, 2½ in. wide, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate; segments alternate ovate, short-stalked, dentate, with sometimes a deeper cut: fls. at best 2 in. across, strong rosy purple, the spots of the upper petals only a shade or two darker. Pyrenees. Gt. 59: 202.—Colors stronger and more uniform than No. 10.

DD. St. evident.

13. Guicciardii, Heldr. Woody, to 8 in. tall, from a more or less vertical rhizome: basal lvs. many, densely clustered, petiole equaling the blade (upper st.-lvs. sessile), silvery, broadly ovate or oblong-ovate, pinnate; pinnae cut into linear-oblong-linear-lanceolate; peduncle 1-3 in. tall, 4-7-ft.; fls. rose-colored; sepals ovate, obtuse and mucronate; petals obovate, rounded. N. Greece.

14. absinthioides, Willd. (E. petræum, Sibth. & Smith. E. olympicum, Clem. E. Sibthorpiánnum, Kotschey). Two to 8 in. tall: rhizome vertical: lvs. many, crowded at base of st., the petioles very short (st.-lvs. few and sessile), soft-hairy, oblong or triangular-ovate, obtuse or acute, bipinnatisect; lobes linear-lanceolate, entire or dentate; peduncle 1-4 in., 2-8-ft.; fls. violet or rose (rarely white), the sepals ovate, obtuse and mucronate, the petals cut-ovate-cuneate. Asia Minor.

E. gramineum, L'Her. Annual or biennial, 1½ ft. to 4 ft., the st. 1 or 2, few, white-hairy: lvs. cordate-ovate, undivided or obscurely lobed, dentate: fls. violet-blue, large, the petals broadly obovate and rounded, rounded at apex. Sicily to Persia, N. Afr.—E. Stephanianum, Willd. Annual or biennial, villous, branched: fls. nearly glabrous, bipinnatifid, the lobes linear: peduncles 2-3 in. high, 2-ft.; fls. dark purple; petals scarcely surpassing sepals, broad-ovate. Temp. Asia.

L. H. B.

ERPETION: Viola.

ERÚCA (origin of name in doubt; probably from the Latin to burn, in allusion to the hot seeds). Crucifera. Perhaps ten or a dozen herbs of Eu. and W. Asia, annual or biennial. Allied to Brassicas: differs in the shorter, more turged silhouette, with waved edges; style elongated; seeds in 2 rows in each cell. The lvs. are pinnately lobed or dentate, and the fls. rather large, yellow to purplish. E. sativa, Mill., ROQUETTE, TIRA or ROCKET-SALAD, is the only species cult. in this country. It is a weedy annual, resembling a mustard, 1-2 ft. high, with lyrate-pinnatifid lvs. and creamy yellow or whitish fls. in a raceme (which elongates in fr.). It is sparingly run wild in Canada, U. S., and Mex. See Roquette.

L. H. B.

ERYNGIUM (a Greek name for some sort of thistle). Umbelliferae. ERYNGO, SEA-HOLLY. Annual and perennial herbs, chiefly valued for the steel-blue or purplish cast of their rigid stems, prickly foliage and teasel-like heads.

Rarely shrubby: lvs. stiff or coriaceous, undivided, lobed or pinnatisect, the margin nearly always spiny: fls. small, white, greenish or blue, sessile or subsessile, bracteolate, in involucre heads or spikes; calyx-teeth prominent, mostly rigid, sometimes ending in a spine-point; petals erect; disk expanded; styles slender: fr. ovoid or obovoid or more or less globose, scaly or tuberculate, without ribs, the carpels nearly tereete and with usually 5 oil-tubes.—Wolff estimates (in Engler's Pflanzenreich, hft. 61, 1913) 220 species, widely dispersed in warm and temperate regions with the greatest extension in the Medit. region.

There are two very distinct groups of erynes, one with much-cut foliage, as shown in Fig. 1417, the other the pandanus group (of the New World), with long undivided leaves. The species are little grown in this country, but they are more used abroad. They produce striking semi-formal and often somewhat bizarre effects. They are used in subtropical bedding, particularly the large pandanus-leaved kinds. They are excellent for borders and rock-gardens, being prized particularly for their colored stems and often brilliant in-
ERYNGIUM

The stiff leaves of the pandanus group are little damaged by weather. The dried stems retain their color, and are sometimes hung in living-rooms. The plants mostly grow from 2 to 3 feet high and head out in July to September. A light rich soil and sunny situation are advised. Poor drainage is to be avoided. E. amethystinum is probably the most popular species in this country. E. planum is said to be much visited by bees. They are slow to recover from the shock of division. This makes it difficult to work up a stock at home sufficient to make an effective group.

The only safe way to increase them is by seed. They will germinate in the spring, and should be ready to plant out the following year. Some of the species self-sow. The species described below are perennial.

INDEX.

agavifolium, 1.
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anethyrium, 21.
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excrucex, 15.
dichotomyum, 14.
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Leavenworthii, 16.

1. agavifolium, Griseb. Becoming 6 ft. high in its native country; st. simple below and somewhat branched above, 3-forked at top; basal lvs. rostrate, ensiform, to 5 ft. long, coarsely spinose-serrate; head cyindrical, about 2 in. long and half as thick; the involucral bracts 10–16, ovate at base and gradually narrowed, entire or sparsely spinulose; sepal round-ovate or nearly orbicular; petals obovate or elliptic-oblong. Argentina, blooming Jan.–March. G.W. 15, p. 477.

2. bromeliiformum, Delar. Becoming 9 or 10 ft. tall, the st. about 4-forked at top; basal lvs. numerous, 1½ ft. and more long, narrow and very acute, the margins subulate-dentate, spine-pointed; head ovoid or ovoid-cylindrical, about 1 in. long; involucral bracts many, rigid, unequal, linear-subulate, pungent-pointed; sepal ovate-lanceolate, short-acuminate and mucronate. Highlands, Mex.; Dec.

3. proteiformum, Delar. Plant very stout, 3 ft. and more, the st. fusiform and sulcate; st.-lvs. very stiff, the upper ones 8 in. or more long, linear-lanceolate, long-acuminate and pungent-pointed, the margin subulate-spinose: head ovoid-cylindrical, 2½ in. long; bracts of involucre very many and very rigid, in several rows, lanceolate and sharp-pointed; fls. very many; sepal broad-ovate, obtuse, short-mucronate; petals white, obovate-spatulate. Mex. Sept. G.C. III. 41:248, 249. Gn. 75, p. 380.

aa. The cut-leaved group. (or lvs., at least on st.; broader, more or less toothed, and not pandanus-like).

b. Lvs. fleshy.

8. maritimum, Linn. Glaucous-blue, stiff, much-branched, about 1 ft. high: lvs. very stiff, broad, sinuate, more or less 3-lobed, handsonely veined, with coarse prickles on both, those on the st. clasping, the radical ones petiolar; heads nearly globular, pale blue; involucral bracts 5–8, much smaller and narrower than the st.-lvs.; sepal ovate-lanceolate; petals oblong. Seacoasts of Eu. Gn. W. 15:459.

bb. Lvs. not fleshy.

c. Basal lvs. usually not lobed (or not prominently so).


10. Oliveriimum, Delar. (E. alpinum var. Oliveriimum, Spreng.): Hybrid, perhaps of E. planum and E. giganteum, or perhaps with E. alpinum. Plant strong,
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3 ft.: lower lvs. long-petioled, broadly cordate-ovate, indistinctly 3-lobed at the apex, unequally spinulose-serrate; younger and the lower cuneal lvs. 3-lobed or -parted and the lobes again more or less lobed or angiled and the margins spinose-serrate: head blue, cylindro-ovoid, or ovate, many-fl.; involucral bracts 10–15, subulate or linear, somewhat spinulose. Gn. 45, p. 223; 60, p. 425. Gn. W. 20:791. G.W. 15, p. 497.

11. tripartitum, Desf. Probably a hybrid: radical lvs. unequally spinulose-serrate with a large obtuse middle lobe; st.-lvs. deeply 2-parted, the lobes lanceo- lalate and rigid, spinipy-thoothed: head globular, small; involucral bracts 6–9, narrow-lanceolate, spinpy margined.

12. giganteum, Bieb. (E. asperifolium, Delar. E. glaucum, Hoffm. ). Stout, 6 ft., the root thick and tur- nip-shaped, the st. simple below and 1–5-forked above: lvs. coriaceous, the basal ones broadly cordate or cor- date-triangular, toothed; st.-lvs. more or less 3-lobed, spinulose-dentate or ovate-cylindric, 3–4 in. long, in an ample inf., blue or pale green; involucral bracts lanceolate to obvate, very rigid, much cut; fls. very many; sepals ovate or ovate-lanceolate; petals obvate-lanceolate. Caucaus, Asia Minor. Gn. 46, p. 323; 70, p. 111. G. 34:95. R.H. 190, p. 479. Cw. W. 15, p. 479.

13. planum, Linn. (E. planifolium, Pall. E. lati- folium, Gillib. E. intermedium, Weim.). Root thick turnip-shaped, very long: st. 3 ft., mostly single, 3–5- forked at top: basal lvs. cordate, oblong or oval or broadly obvate, obtuse, spinulose, usually palmately 7–9-nerved; lower st.-lvs. short-petioled, shaped like the basal lvs. or 3-lobed, the lobes deeply serrate or cut at the base: st. 3–5-parted: heads blue or ovate or nearly globular, about ½ in. long; involucral bracts mostly linear, rigid, somewhat spinulose-serrate; sepals lanceolate; petals obvate-oblong. Eu. Asia. G.L. 18:136.—A var. roseum is offered.

14. dichótomum, Desf. (E. tricuspidátum, Tenore). Two ft. or less, glaucous-blue, the st. strong, few-lvd., branchy, 3–5-forked at top: lower lvs. long-petioled, cordate-oblong or ovate, very obtuse or oblong or crenate, reticulated; upper lvs. rigid, 5-parted: head nearly globose or ovoid-globose, about ½ in. long; involucral bracts 6–7, rigid, narrow-linear or subulate, somewhat spinulose, pungent-pointed; sepals ovate or ovate-lanceolate, spin-pinched; petals obvate-oblong. Medit. region.

15. cerátilum, Bieb. About 3 ft. blue, the root thick and long turnip-shaped, the st. usually solitary, 4–5-forked above, the branches long: basal lvs. all long- petioled, cordate, cordate-obvate or cordate-oblung, crenate-serrate, outer ones undivided, inner ones 3- lobed: heads small; involucral bracts 4–6, rigid and wide-spreading, linear-lanceolate, spinulose; sepals narrow-lanceolate; petals oblong. Caucaus and E.

16. levívenworthii, Torr. & Gray. Purple-violet above, 3 ft., the st. strict and full-lvd., at the top 3-forked; basal lvs. oblanceolate and mostly obtuse, spinulose-dentate, the others deeply palmate-parted, the divisions cut-pinnatifid and the segms. spreading and pungent-pointed: heads ovoid-cylindric, 2 in. or less long; involucral bracts 7–9, linear-lanceolate, spinulose-pinnatifid; sepals pinnatifid. Dry soil, Kans. to Texas.

cc. Basal lvs. on the flowering plant all lobed or divided.

17. sérbicum, Panc. Height 1–1½ ft., blue above: root elongated, thick, somewhat woody: st. slender, sparingly short-branched and 3–4-forked above: basal lvs. long-petioled, fresh green, divided into 5–7 grass-like segms.; st.-lvs. more or less clasping or short-petioled, the segms. very narrow and remotely spinulose-cut; heads small, globose-ovoid; involucral bracts 5–7, rigid, narrow-linear, sharp-pointed; sepals broad-obovate, obtuse; petals broadly oblong-ovate. Servia.

18. Spinálba, Vill. Plant rigid, whitish green, more or less blue above: st. rigid, the lower cuneal lvs. 3- lobed or -parted, the lobes again more or less lobed or angiled and the margins spinulose-serrate: head blue, cylindro-ovoid; involucral bracts 10 and very rigid, deeply pinnatifid, spine-pointed; sepals lanceolate or more or less ovate; petals oblong-linear. E. the Alps.


20. Zabalí, Hort. (E. alpinum × E. bourgatii). Plant rather robust, 1½ ft. basal lvs. suborbicular, 3-parted; the segms. cuneate at base and deeply 3-lobed and again 3-lobed, margins strongly spinulose-serrate: head globose-cylindrical, 1 in. or more long; involucral bracts, 12–14, rigid, lanceolate-lanceul- dentate, blue or amethystine. G.W. 15, p. 496.

21. amethýstimum, Linn. (E. pallescénte, Mill.). Fig. 1417. Stout, 1½ ft. and more, blue or amethystine above or sometimes whitish: root thick, long-cylindri- cal: st. remotely leafy, branched, 4–5-forked at top: lvs. rigid, obovate or oblong-obovate, bipinnatifid, spinulose-dentate; heads blue or green, or more or less blue, the peduncle thick and sulcate; involucral bracts 6–9, unequal, linear-lanceolate or lanceolate, sharp-pointed; sepals obvate-lanceolate; petals obvate-oblong or nearly rectangular. Eu. Gn. 46, p. 522; 55, p. 454. G.L. 23:190. Variable. Var. multipli- d, Wolff (E. multidiplum, Smith) has much-cut lvs.

Any number of eryngiums may be expected to appear in the list, as they are likely to strike the attention of collectors. They appear to hybridize rather freely. *E. hybridum* is a trade name for garden forms, but it has no botanical standing. —E. Röthchenbergii is a garden hybrid of *E. alpinum* and *E. giganteum. —E. azurium, *E. coetanisimum* are garden forms with blue flowers, the latter is said to be E. amethystimum. —E. Ebeneum = E. ebur- neum (?). —E. Wrightii is said to be a free form of *E. plenum*, blooming for a long period.

L. H. B.

ERYNSIMUM (probably means blister-drawing). *Cruciferae.* Of this genus two brilliant yellow and orange, spring- and summer-blooming hardy annuals, are cultivated, scarcely, if at all, inferior to the true wallflowers (*Cheiranthus*) for general purposes, and a few rock-garden and wild-plant gardens.

Biennial, annual and perennial herbs, with long soft appressed 2-parted hairs: lvs. narrow, linear or oblong, entire or variously toothed: fls. orange or yel- low, rarely purple, often fragrant; petals 4, usually large, clawed; stenomes 6, free and without appendages; style persistent: pod broad-linear, strongly compressed or sometimes 4-angled; seeds many, various.—Species 90–90 in the north temperate zone, being most numerous in Eu. and Cent. Asia. Some of the species are said to hybridize with *Cheiranthus.* Numbers of species are likely to be mentioned as good subjects for alpine-gardening.

Although some of the popular kinds are biennials, the gardeners think of them as annuals. Their seeds can be sown in the fall and produce bloom earlier than the species in spring. The rock-garden kinds are grown in the front row of the border and on dry banks. They like full exposure to sunlight, and in the spring months are completely covered with bright flowers. Divided plants, as well as seeds, are offered by American dealers.
In general, no special difficulty is experienced with erysimums. In Gn. 24, p. 462, it is said that E. ochroleucum on level ground is likely to lose its lower lvs. and to perish on heavy soils in hard winters. It thrives best when frequently divided, and may be propagated by cuttings. E. Barbarea, with forms having double fls. and variegated lvs., is Barbarea vulgaris.

asperum, DC. Fig. 1418. Bienn. or perennial, height 1-3 ft. in the wild, 12-18 in. in gardens, the sts. erect: lvs. lanceolate to linear, either entire or thin and green, dentate or entire, upper ones mostly entire, the lowest sometimes pinnatifid: fls. \\frac{3}{4} in. or more across, orange or yellow, seldom purple: pods rough, 1\frac{1}{2}-5 in. long, 4-sided, nearly erect. Que. to Texas and Calif. Var. arkanasamnum, Gray (E. arkanasamnum, Nutt.). Lvs. thin, repand-dentate, lanceolate.

capitatum, Greene (E. grandiflorum, Nutt. Cheiranthus capitatus, Douglas). COAST WALLFLOWER. Biennial or perennial, probably usually perennial, erect and leafy and finely pubescent, 1 ft. or less to 2 ft. high, nearly simple or said often to make a much-branched woody plant, with lvs. oblong, obovate or linear and either entire or repand-dentate; fls. light yellow or cream-colored, the petals about 1 in. long with a rounded blade: caps. to 4 in. Seacoast, Calif. to Ore.

Peröfskianum, Fisch. & Mey. Fig. 1419. Excellent hardy annual, 1-2 ft. erect: lvs. oblong, acute or nearly so, strongly toothed: fls. large, bright orange or reddish orange: pods standing out nearly at right angles, constricted between the narrower rachises. Caspian, Afghanistan. B.M. 3757. P.M. 6:245.—There are compact and dwarf strains suitable for edgings (E. Peröfskianum nanum. E. nanum compactum aureum, Gt. 46, p. 194. E. compactum aureum, Hort.). Seeds may be sown at different times for succession.

pulchellum, Boiss. (E. lactinatum, Boiss.). Perennial, green, often e scantio, the st. ascending 2-6 in. or more (even to 2 ft.): lower lvs. oblong-lanceolate, dentate or lyrate; upper lvs. sessile, oblong or lanceolate, dentate; lvs. on the suckers lanceolate and often entire: fls. medium, deep orange: caps. erect-spreadng, slender. Greece, Asia Minor.—Used as garden-plant. There are dwarf forms in the wild.

ochroleucum, DC. (E. rhétiqueum, DC. E. helvétiqueum, DC.). Perennial, 4-12 in.: stys. yellowish, creeping; lvs. oblong-lanceolate, dentate, usually more or less hairy: fls. fragrant, pale yellow, the petals obovate. Eu. Gt. 2, p. 102.—Variable. Forms a turf on rocks and mountains.


Wilhelm Miller
L. H. B.†

ERYTHEA (one of the Hesperides, Daughter of Evening). Pálmatceae, tribe Coröphœae. Palms with solitary, often robust, spineless caudices, ringed at the base, clothed above with dead leaf-sheaths.

Leaves terminal, the younger ones tomentose in some species, glabrous in others, orbicular, flabellately many-parted, the lobes lanceolate, at the apex, intermingled with fibers, infolded; rachis short; ligule long; petiole stout, slender and arching in some species, smooth or spiny along the margins: spadices usually paniculate, long, white tomentose; branches stout; spathes many, sheathing the peduncle, thick-coriaceous, densely tomentose; bracts and bractlets distinct; fls. pale: fr. globe or ovate. Species 3, MEX.

This small group of American palms includes E. armata, which is known locally as the "blue palm," and E. edulis, the latter commonly known as the "Guadaloupe palm," from the fact that it has been found in a wild state only on the island of Guadaloupe, off the coast of Lower California. Erythæa bear much resemblance to Brahea, the segments of the leaves bearing whitish filaments. In the gardens of Santa Barbara, the erythæas in a few years form very handsome trees, but in less-favored latitudes they may be cultivated in the same manner as ketnias or latanias, flourishing in a night temperature of 50° to 55° when grown in a rich and open soil and abundantly supplied with water.

A. Fr. more or less globose.
B. Lvs. distinctly glaucous.

armata, Wats. (Bræhææ armata, Wats. B. glæææ, Hort. B. Botælii, Lind.). BLUE PALM. Tall and slender, 40 ft. high: lvs. very glaucous; petiole narrow, deeply channeled, margined with numerous stout, more or less hooked, slightly spreading spines; segms. 30-40, sublaceraete at the apex, slightly fimbriate: spadix 18 ft. long or somewhat less, sparingly branched: frs. reddish brown at maturity. Low. Calif. G.C. III. 20:425.

BB. Lvs. green, not gloaceous.


Bröndegeei, Purpus. In nature 125 ft. high and having slender trunk: petioles slender, armed with curved spines; lvs. bright shining green, composed of 10-12 furred, flabellate lfts.: spadix slightly branched: frs. as in E. armata, but somewhat streaked. Low. Calif. Gt. 32, p. 12.—Intro. by Franceschi in 1912, who says, "Appears to grow much faster than other kinds and is not less hardy."

AA. Fr. shaped like inverted pear.

elegans, Franceschi. Dwarfier and slower-growing than any other kind: trunk very short: petioles slender, glaucous, edged

Erythæa Peröfskianum. (x\frac{3}{4})
with small spines; lvs. somewhat glaucous on both sides; fl.-spadix 3-4 ft., branched: frs. about ½ in. diam., yellowish, at first green. — According to Francesco it was first intro. and distributed by the late John Rock of San José, about 1880, and never found again in the wild state, while only one of the plants raised is known to have ripened.

N. TAYLOR.

ERYTHRÉA (Greek, red; alluding to the lvs. of some species). Gentianaceae. Two outdoor species are in cultivation, with bright deep rose flowers, one of which is a rockery plant from the Azores, the other a California perennial. Centaurnum is name now used.

The small or large, annuals, biennials and perennials with simple and entire sessile opposite lvs., and small or medium-sized 5- or 4-merous, mostly red or pink fls.: calyx-lobes narrow and keeled; corolla salver-shaped; filaments 4 or 5, slender, the anthers becoming twisted; style filiform: caps. oblong or elongated.—About 30 species in the Old and New Worlds; interesting, but little known in cult. Three or 4 small species have been naturalized from Eu.

A light sandy loam, in a protected nook of the rockery, with partial shade, is required for E. Massonii (or E. diffusa), which is a charming little alpine plant. It must be planted in a well-sheltered position. and... protected from sun and severe winter, but the little plant is well worth all the extra care one may have to expend on it in winter. Propagated by cuttings, seeds or division. (J. B. Keller.)


VENÉSTA, Gray. Height 6-10 in.: stts. erect, 4-angled, cymose branched: lvs. ½-1 in. long, oblong or ovate-oblong, very blunt: corolla-lobes oval or ovate or oblong, ½ in. or less long, deep pink; corolla-tube yellowish, about the length of the calyx. Dry hills. Calif. B.M. 6396.

L. H. B.†

ERYTHRINA (from Greek for red). Leguminosae. Coral-Tree. Herbs, shrubs or trees, with large and showy papilionaceous flowers, for planting out and for greenhouse bloom; and open-grown subjects in Florida and California.

Erect, or the herbs more or less reclining, usually spiny; lvs. alternate, pinnately 3-foliate, with small glanduliform stipules: fls. mostly red and in dense racemes; calyx 2-lipped or oblique; standard free or very nearly so, erect or spreading; tenth stamen free, or united only half its length: fr. a slender, more or less twisted pod; seeds mostly ovoid.—Known species about 50, in tropical and warm temperate regions around the world.

Erythrinæ are much prized garden plants. Some of them, particularly the herbaceous kinds, are frequently planted out in the summer. In the house they demand an intermediate temperature. Give rich soil and frequent waterings. In the woody species, aim to have well-ripened wood for flowering, for the bloom is produced on wood of the preceding year. The herbaceous species are propagated by division of the rootstock; also by cuttings from lvs. propagating from the old roots. Woody species are propagated by cuttings of growing wood. All species are propagated by seeds, whenever these are obtainable. Many species have been more or less grown or tried within the limits of the United States; some of them fail to bloom in southern California, probably because of insufficient summer heat. The forms most in cultivation are likely to be imperfectly or doubtfully determined botanically. Some of the erythrinæ are used as shade for coffee and cacao plantations.

ERYTHRINA (continued).

A. Herbaceous species (or treated as such). These die down at the end of the season, and the roots may be stored after the manner of dahlias. It is best to start the new ones before planting them out, particularly in the N. In their native countries, these species are more or less woody.

Crista-galli, Linn. (E. laurifölia, Jacq.). Common Coral-Tree. Bushy and woody, sometimes developing a very short trunk, but the flowering branches dying back after blooming, the stronger branches coming annually or periodically from near the root: st. and petals somewhat spiny; fls. large, brilliant crimson, the keel nearly as long as the down-folding standard, the wings rudimentary. Brazil. B.M. 2161. B.R. 313. L.B.C. 3:296. G. 4:451. G.W. 3, p. 437; 6, p. 251. F.E. 16:607 (var. compacta). — Runs into many forms, varying in the size of red, some of them with variegated lvs. South of Washington, it stands out-of-doors if protected. In the N. the fleshy roots are taken up and stored. Valuable for summer bloom. Fls. in large, terminal racemes. Madame Belanger is a popular garden form. E. compacta, Bull, of very compact habit and fls. rich crimson is probably a form of this species.

speciosa, Andr. Bush-like, reaching 8-12 ft., but usually cut back as E. Crista-galli is: stts. and lvs. prickly: lfts. broad and more or less 3-lobed, pointed, venous: fls. in pubescent racemes, rich crimson. W. Indies. B.R. 750.—St. green, very prickly.

herbacea, Linn. Perennial: stts. several and herbeaceous, from a very thick root, 2-4 ft. high, the flowering ones nearly leafless: lfts. 3, ovate; petals long, more or less prickly: fls. 2 in. long and very slender, deep scarlet, in loose racemes 1-2 ft. long; seeds scarlet. N. C. to Texas and W. Indies. Common on Gulf coast of Ala. and Miss. B.M. 577. E. Bidwillii, Lindl., is a very beautiful hybrid of this species and E. Crista-galli (the latter the pollen parent), with herbaceous shoots and an ascending vixillum. B.R. 33:9. H.F. 2:48.

AA. Woody or tree-like species. Greenhouse plants, or planted in the open in S. Calif. and S. Fla.

Humedá, Spreng. (E. olivifera, Ker-Gawl, not Thunb.). Often tree-like and 30 ft. or more, the st. and petals very spiny: petals long; lfts. rhomboid-ovate, acuminate: peduncles axillary and strictly erect, longer than the lvs., white-warty; fls. verticillate-spired on the ends of the peduncles, long and slender, deflexed, brilliant scarlet fading to purple. S. Af. B.M. 2431. B.R. 736.

Coralloïdéntron, Linn. Coral-Tree. Tree, prickly: petals not armed; lfts. ovate-rhomboid: calyx campanulate, the teeth obsolete; standard erect, linear-oblong, scarlet; seeds scarlet, usually with a black spot. W. Indies. L.D. 3:170.—The handsome deep scarlet large lfts. are borne in long racemes after the lvs. fall.

velutina, Willd. Prickly tree: lfts. scurily-tomentose beneath, broadly ovate, obtuse, the terminal deltoid-ovate: calyx split nearly to base, the 5 teeth minute; standard orbicular, reflexed (1-1½ in. long), the wings nearly as long as calyx, the keel-petals distinct and small; pod velvety, few-seeded. Jamaica to Brazil. B.M. 3227.

indica, Lam. (E. cœræa, Blanco). Tall tree with very small usually black prickles and thin gray bark: lfts. rhomb-ovate, membranous and glabrous: fls. showy scarlet, in dense short racemes; calyx split nearly to base; standard ovate-oblong and blunt or nearly so, slightly recurved, 2-2½ in. long, and about half as broad, much exceeding the wings and keel; and keel nearly equal: nos. more than half so long as the calyx: pod 6-12 in. long, torose. Indo-China, Borneo, W. Indies. Variable. Var. picta, Hort (E. picta, Linn.), has variegated lvs. Var. Parcelli, Hort (E. Parcellii, Bull), has lfts. with variable yellow varie-
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fusca, Lour. Tree-like, 8 ft., the bark fuscous (brownish), bearing short prickles, the branch: diffuse; lvs. unarmured; lfts. lanceoolate, entire, gland-ovate; fls. brown-red, in terminal racemes; calyx somewhat bilabiate, the lips entire and erect; standard very long, obtuse, convolute in a tube; stamens long, connate at base; pod long, terete, articulate, pilose; seeds oblong. Cochin-China.

Poeppigiana, Cook (Micropteryx Poeppigiana, Walp. E. Micropteryx, Poepp.,) Bucarea. Used for shading coffee and cacao in the W. Indies: tree 40-60 ft., the prickles short: lvs. large, apparently not prickly; lfts. broad, entire, with nectaries at base of the lower petiolules; fls. einnabar-red; calyx truncate; standard plane, elliptical or narrow-oval, to 1½ in. long; wings small, about twice exceeding the calyx, obovate or oval-elliptic; keel scarcely shorter than standard, arcurate. Probably Peruvian.—Offered in S. Fla. The E. umbrosa of the W. Indies is probably this species.

flabelliformis, Kearney. Shrub or small tree, to 10 ft.: stis. velvety white when young, bearing stout curved prickles below the fl.:—axis: lvs. canescens when young, usually prickly; lfts. firm, fan-shaped or deltoid, ovate-oblong-ovate, usually broader than long, rounded at apex: fls. bright scarlet, crowded in short terminal racemes, numerous, pedicels velvety-canescens; calyx campanulate, truncate, usually somewhat oblique, white-tomentose; standard exceeding the calyx, about 1½ in. long, linear-oblong, narrowed at both ends; wings and keel short: pod linear, tosree; seeds oval, bright scarlet with whitish hilum. S. E. Ariz.—Offered in S. Calif.

E. arboreum, Small (E. herbaceus var. arboreum, Chapm.). Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft., armed: lvs. with wire-like petiole and rachis; lfts. deltoid or hastately 3-lobed; fls. scarlet in racemes 4-5 in. long; pod. red, large, the seeds Fla. Likely to be planted.—E. bohopalensis appears in a European trade list of greenhouse plants.—E. constantiana, Mich. Tree, soft, the trunk thick and spiny; lfs. large, scarlet, in racemes. Eu.—E. insignis, Tod. Tree, sparingly prickly: lfts. ovate, tomentose when young: fls. scarlet, in short and dense racemes. Origin unknown. Gt. 28:988.

—E. espeletioides, Benth. Shrub. for a warm greenhouse: glabrous, branches prickly: lvs. not prickly: lfts. broad-spatulate at base, 3 or 4 in. broad, usually 3-lobed, and the middle lobe of various shape and sometimes absent: fls. showy (red?) and many in racemes; standard ovate, recurved at top, nearly 1½ in. long; wings small, oblong: pod long, torulose; seeds few, large and red. Austral. G.Z. 30, p. 1.

—E. staminum, Tod. Tree, prickly: lfts. rhombic-ovate, tomentose when young, terminal one long-stalked: fls. scarlet, in many-fl. short racemes, the standard obovate. Origin unknown.

L. H. B.

ERYTHROCHÊTE, or ERYTHROCHENÔN: Liliaria japonica.

ERYTHRÔNIUM (from the Greek word for red, applied to the purple-rose European species). Liliaceae. Dove's-Tooru Votrol (although in no sense a violet). ADDER'S-TONGUE. Small spring-flowering hardy scapose bulbous plants.

Erythroniums have bulbs standing erect and from oblong to linear in form, 2 radical lvs., which in most species are handsomely mottled: scape slender and leafless, producing from 1 to many nodding very attractive fls.; perianth of 6 similar divisions, usually recurved; stamens 6 and a single 3-lobed style: fr. an oblong or obvoid more or less 3-angled loculicidal caps.—Handsome plants of the north temperate zone. One belongs to the Old World, 4 to E. N. Amer., 2 are found in the Rocky Mts., while in the cool woods and high mountains from N. Calif. to the British possessions the genus is represented by about 9 species and a number of well-marked varieties. The species are confused or variable. The first and perhaps second year from seed, the plants bear a single fl. and do not bloom. Some of the species spread in large patches, by means of underground stolons. The bulb is scaly outside but with a solid interior, being really a corn.

The erythroniums are most interesting spring flowers. They succeed in any light soil, particularly in partial shade. In common with all herbaceous perennials, especially those that produce bulbs or corms, they profit by a winter mulch of leaves or litter.—The western erythroniums are all plants of the cool woodlands, except a few that grow at such altitudes as to reach like conditions. They thrive best in shade, a thoroughly drained soil, moist and rich in mold, a surface covering of half fibrous leaves tending to equalize conditions. Any good flower material, as fibrous peat, coconut fiber or spent tanbark, or even well-rotted sod, will answer the purpose to lighten the soil and give that abundance of mold they delight in. Pockets in shaded rockwork give ideal situations. They will thrive naturalized on cool wooded slopes; and where the drainage is good they will thrive on any ground that before the grass is cut and the effect is very good. Simply planted in boxes in a loose soil, rich in mold, and left year after year in a shaded spot, they sometimes give splendid bloom. E. Hartwegii flowers very early, and stands more heat and dryness than any other variety. E. purpurascens and E. montanum, from high altitudes, tend to throw up their growth very late, and are on that account rather difficult to cult. All of the western species are very satisfactory garden plants.—The propagation of E. Dens-Camus and varieties, the eastern American species and E. Hartwegii, is by offsets. All of the other western species can be increased only by seeds. The eastern species cannot be grown at least 5 inches deep. When planting erythronium bulbs, cover with 2 inches of earth; as the bulbs themselves may be 2 inches long, this means that the holes should be 4 inches deep.
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1420. Erythronium americanum. (X32)
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A. OLD-WORLD ERYTHRONIUMS. Fls. always solitary, and without a crest near base of inner petals: lvs. handsomely mottled; offsets few.

1. Déns-Cánis, Linn. St. 4-6 in. high: lvs. oval-accuminate, rounded at the base, blotted or patched with reddish brown: lvs. drooping, rose-colored, rose-purple or lilac: segms. strongly reflexed, narrow, long-pointed. Cent. Eu., Japan, in several forms. Gn. 76, p. 649.—Variations are white, rose-colored or flesh-colored. var. liebi, Hort., varieties in its narrower lvs. and larger fls.; var. mágus, Hort., is apparently a form of this. Var. sibíricum, Hort., from the Altai Mts., is taller. The species thrives in a moist open garden soil, and exposed to the sun. Often used in rock-gardens. Little known in American gardens.

AA. EAST-AMERICAN ERYTHRONIUMS.—Fl. solitary, without a crest on inner petals: mostly producing offsets.

2. americánnum, Ker. Common Adder’s-Tongue. Fig. 1420. Scape 6-10 in. from an ovoid bulb that produces offshoots: lvs. elliptic- or oblong-lanceolate, mottled with purple-brown and whitish: fls. yellow, the segms. recurved, the 3 inner ones auricled at base; stigmas united. E. Canada, to Fla. and Ark., in rich low grounds, particularly in or near woods. Runs into many forms. The following names belong with it: E. lanceolátum, Pursh; E. angústátum, Rdt.; E. brácetátum, Boott.

3. álibidum, Nutt. White Adder’s-Tongue. Producing offshoots: lvs. not mottled; narrow: fls. pinkish white, yellow at base; segms. recurved, not auricled; stigmas spreading. Ont. and N. Y. to Minn. and Texas.

4. mesachórëum, Knerr. Without basal offshoots: lvs. not mottled, narrowly oblong to linear-lanceolate: fls. lavender, the segms. not recurved; stigmas spreading; earlier than the last. Iowa to Kans. and Mo.

5. propúllans, Gray. Bulb ovoid: offshoots arising from near middle of the st.: lvs. small, green or slightly mottled: fls. rose-colored, with yellow base; style slender and stigmas united. S. Ont. and Minn.

AAA. WEST-AMERICAN ERYTHRONIUMS.—Fls. 2-4, sometimes more (rarely only 1-fl.).—The lvs. are richly mottled, except in E. grandiiflorum. The coms. do not produce offsets, except in E. Hártewegi. Inner petals with auricles, except in E. Howellii. All except E. purpurascens have large and showy fls.

b. Style 3-clft.

6. grandiifórnum, Pursh (E. giganétum, Lindl.). Scape 1-2 ft. high: lvs. broadly lanceolate, to 6 in. long, acute and short-cuspidate, unmottled: scape slender, 3-5-fl.; fls. very bright yellow; petals recurved; anthers yellow. E. Ore. to Brit. Col. Var. álibum, Hort. (E. montánnum, Hort.). Like the type, except the fls. are white, yellowish at center, and with a slight greenish cast. Var. mínus, Morr., is smaller.—E. grandiifórum grows from very high mountains to (at one point) little above the sea-level. In cult. the high mountain form starts very late and is difficult to grow, while the sea-level form (var. robustum, Purdy) is an easy subject. In some localities the anthers are red, as in var. Nuttalíínum, Purdy (E. Nuttalíínum, Schult.), in others both red and yellow, but as a rule yellow. The so-called var. minor is small merely from less favorable situation. By some, the E. giganteum, Lindl., is kept distinct. G.C. III. 43:212. J.H. III. 35:397. G.M. 53:359.

7. parvífórnum, Goodd. The Cent. Rocky Mt. form of: E. grandiifolium: scape 4-12: lvs. oblong, tapering both ways: fls. usually solitary, bright yellow, greenish in the bottom; segms. lanceolate-acuminate, about 1 in. long, strongly recurved; anthers pale yellow.—A subalpine species.

8. califórmicum, Purdy. Lvs. richly mottled: fls. few to as many as 16; petals revolute and broader, creamy to light yellow, deeper at the base, and often marked maroon at base. In the Coast Ranges of Calif., San Francisco Bay to Humboldt Co.—In cult. the most satisfactory East. The description of E. revólúnum var. Watsonii in Cyclo. Amer. Hort., also covers E. califórmicum. G. 32:424.

9. Hártewegi, Wats. Bulb-bearing offsets freely on stiff form stolons from the base: lvs. mottled: fls. 1-6, mostly in a sessile umbel; large, light yellow-orange at center and white or cream-color above. Footholes of the Sierra Nevada Mts. in Calif. G.C. III. 20:361; 43:215.—The plant appears to have several scapes because the umbel is sessile but each fl. is on a pedicel.


11. montánnum, Wats. Scape slender, to 18 in., 1-3-fl.; lvs. not mottled, broad-lanceolate to nearly ovate, contracted into a winged petiole; perianth pure white, orange at base. On high mountains of Ore. and Wash.—Very difficult to cult. as the bulbs start very late; one of the most beautiful.

nn. Style not divided.


13. Héndersoni, Wats. Fig. 1421. Slender, to 12 in., 1-3-fl.; lvs. mottled in dark brown, lanceolate to oblong, obtuse and short-apatulate, narrowed to a short petiole: petals strongly recurved, pale purple, with a very dark purple, almost black, center. S. Ore. G.F.
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14. purpurascens, Wats. Lvs. undulate, not mottled but shaded in dark metallic tints: fls. small, spreading, crowded in a raceme, light yellow (almost white), center orange, becoming purplish. Sierras.—A very small-fl.d. erythronium, with 1–8 fls. crowded together. This species grows at 5,000–7,000 ft. altitude in the Sierras. While under some conditions it is low-growing, under other conditions it equals in size and height the most robust species. At the lower altitudes of its habitat snow covers the ground until early May and this plant flowers shortly afterward; it remains very dry in summer and fall.

15. Howellii, Wats. Rather slender, to 18 in., 1–3-fl.d.: lvs. mottled, lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, usually acute and short-serrate at the base, in clusters below the few flowers, with orange base, becoming pinkish. S. Ore.—Of the Pacific coast erythroniums, this alone is destitute of the ear-shaped appendages at inner base of petal.

CARL PURDY and L. H. B.

ERYTHRÓXYLON (Greek, red wood; true of some species). Written also Erythroxylon. Erythroxylaceae. Coca. A genus famous for the coca plant, the leaves of which are of vast importance in medicine, for making cocaine, grown slightly in the extreme south of Florida in California, and rarely cultivated under glass in the North for its economic interest.

Erythroxylon comprises about 90 species of shrubs or small trees widely distributed in tropical and subtropical countries, but most abundant in Tropical America. Lvs. alternate, entire, often coriaceous: fls. small, white, in clusters, very few at base: fr. a 1-seeded drupe.

Coca, Lam. Shrub, 5–8 ft. high, with rusty brown, slender branches, on the extreme tips of which the lvs. are borne: below the lvs., on the wood of the tree in the winter, which is reddish, clusters of 3–5 yellow 5-lobed fls. 1/4 in. across spring from the protection of the small scales that line the branchlets, and which are colored like the bark: lvs. oval, ovate or elliptical, differing in different cult., stramineous or varieties, about 1 1/4–2 1/2 in. long and marked on the under side with 2 lines, ending on either side of the midrib from base to apex. Native country uncertain; the earliest described form, which happens to be Peruvian, was named by Lam. arck Erythroxylon Coca, and figured in B.M. 7334. The lvs. of this form are about 2 1/2 in. long, oblong-obovate, tapering to a short stalk, rounded at the apex, the midrib extending beyond into a short, sharp point. Coca is grown commercially on a large scale throughout S. Amer., and also in Java and Ceylon. There are 2 leading commercial varieties, according to Kramer, the Bolivian or Huasco, and the Peruvian or Truxillo. The lvs. are picked when fully grown, and quickly dried in the sun. The shrub is said to require for its best development a very humid atmosphere and comparatively high elevation. Coca should not be confused with cocoa and cacao, which are discussed under Theobroma.

L. H. B.†

ESCALLÓNIA (named for Escallon, a Spanish traveler in South America). Saxifragaceae. Mainly evergreen shrubs or small trees, widely dispersed in South America, especially in the mountains.

Leaves alternate, glandular-serrate (rarely entire): fls. strongly odoriferous, white or a pink or red color, in terminal racemes or panicles, or axillary: calyx-lobes 5; petals 5; stamens 5; style simple, the stigma obscurely 4–5-lobed and peltate, or 2-lobed and reniform or peltate. Noteworthy in the genus are the glands, stalked or not, which may occur almost anywhere on the plant. Lvs. often with resinous dots on one or both surfaces.—About 45 or 50 species, a number of which have been intro. in the S., and in Calif. They are of easy culture; rapid growers; and often artificially trained as vines. Several will probably prove half-hardy as far north as N. Y.

A. Lvs. large, hairy, especially below, or in one variety glabrous but very shiny.

Pulverulenta, Pers. Shrub: lvs. very thick, oval or elliptic, obtuse, serrate, rough-hairy below, with scattered hairs above: lvs. white, in long densely fl.d. terminal racemes; stigma distinctly 2-lobed, reniform: fr. a glandular-warty caps.: branches hairy. Var. glabra, Engler. Differs from the species in being almost or quite glabrous. Handsomer than the type. Not in cult. in this country.

AA. Lvs. glabrous or nearly so.

b. Fls. red or pink.

Rubra, Pers. var. glabriscula, Hook. & Arn. (E. rubra of many authors). Dainty fl.d. shrub, with numerous stalked glands: lvs. ovate, often deloid-ovate, acute, finely and irregularly doubly-serrate, glabrous, with brown resinous dots below, rather small: lvs. red, tubular, borne in 2’s or 3’s (or rarely singly) on lateral pedicels, grouped near the ends of the branches; calyx densely glandular; petals long-clawed; stigma obscurely 5-lobed; fr. a top-shaped caps. B.M. 2890.


bb. Fls. white, or, in E. lageniense, rose-tinted.

c. Width of lvs. more than 1/2 in.

Chlorophylla, Cham. & Schlecht. (E. candida, Lem.). Shrub, to 3 ft.: lvs. oblong-ovate or obovate, obtuse, apiculate, or more rarely acute, with a few blunt teeth on upper part, or wholly entire: fls. white, in a terminal, many-fl.d. panicle. J.F. 403.

Montevidensis, DC. (E. floribunda, Reichb. E. floribunda, HBK. var. montevidensis, Cham. & Schlecht.). Shrub, to 9 ft.: lvs. thick, elliptic, obtuse, finely serrate, glabrous, shiny above: fls. white, in a terminal, many-fl.d. panicle; petals clavate; stigma obscurely 4–5-lobed: fr. a top-shaped caps., crowned by the obviously longer style. G.S. 357, 376; 27:405.

Floribunda, HBK. Shrub: lvs. oblong-ovate, obtuse, very minutely crenulate-serrate or entire, glabrous or nearly so: fls. white, in many-fl.d., compound, axillary or terminal panicles; petals clavate; stigma peltate, 2-lobed: fr. a caps., crowned by the equal or barely longer style. G.C. III. 47:53.

Low, pale or glaucous herbs, annual or perennial, with ternately dissected alternate lvs., and large, showy yellow or whitish long-peduncled fls.: sepals 2; petals 4; stamens numerous; stigmas 4–6: caps. long and slender like a sileque, 1-loculed, elastically dehiscent at the instant it separates from the receptacle. The calyx forms a hood which is pushed off over the bud as the petals expand (see detail at the left in Fig. 1423). The torus or receptacle (from which the caps. arises) is prominently bollowed and surrounds the base of the pistil. Few genera have been more diversely interpreted as to the limits of species. Gray accepted about a dozen species, and something like this view of the genus is commonly held. Greene, however, in Pittonia, V (1905) recognized 112 species and separated one of the described species under the new genus Petromecon. Footle in Engler’s Pflanzenreich, Hft. 40 (1900), separated 123 species, many species segregated largely from the multiform genus to which the name Eschscholtzia has been applied. On this treatment Jepson writes: “This species is highly variable, especially so in trivial details of leaf-segmentation and of shape of calyptra and in habit. It is also variable in the size and color of petals and sepals, runs into an extensive conecuse of forms, many of which seem obviously seasonal or due to soil or moisture conditions. Some of these highly marked plants in the Sacramento Valley have two seasonally dimorphic forms, an erect vernal flowering form with very large golden corolla and large torus rim, and an autumnal flowering form with small straw-yellow corolla and reduced or no torus rim. It has been found impossible thus far, after several trials, to reproduce this sequence in cultivation on the coast. The flower is not like either the vernal or autumnal form but approximates the coast form. A large number of the wild forms have been collected but probably only a small proportion of those in existence. Yet the number of specimens distributed to herbaria has been sufficient to form the basis for nearly 100 new species. It does not seem hopeful that the solving of the problem of Eschscholtzia californica in just this way will lead either to permanent results or afford a satisfactory basis for the kind of work most needed, namely the prosecution of combined field and cultural studies.” Studies of growing plants under conditions of observation and control, both of wild and horticultural material, are awaited. Where the abundant garden material fails, in the segregations, is yet unknown. The cult. forms are derived from the old E. californica, and E. tenuifolia appears also to be in the trade. Eschscholtzia is a genus of W. N. Amer., ranging both north and the coast in the interior valleys, and in the Sierras. It occurs from Low. Calif. to the valley of the Columbia River, in New Mex., Ariz., Nev., Utah. It has run wild in parts of Cent. Eu.

californica, Cham. California Poppy. Fig. 1423. Perennial, but cult. as an annual, 10–24 in. high, forming mats: lvs. long-petioled and divided into linear parts, those on the sts. smaller and shorter-petioled: fl. saucer-shaped, opening in sunshine, 2–3 in. across, yellow or orange or cream-colored: pod 3–4 in. long, strong-ribbed: torus large and funnel-shaped. Calif. and Ore., mostly along the coast.—One of the most popular garden fls. It is treated as a hardy annual, the seeds being sown where the plants are to stand, and they should be sown very early. It stands considerable cold, and blooms after the first frosts. If well protected, plants of one season’s growth will pass the winter and give some bloom the following spring. It sometimes self-sows. Very attractive as an edging, because of its interesting bluish foliage. There are double-fl. forms. Very variable, and cult. under a variety of names, as C. martima, Hort. (nct Greene), C. viria, Hort. (trade name for mixed varieties), C. aurantiaca, Hort., C. Áclea, Hort., C. Thörburnii, Hort. In color forms are offered yellow, golden yellow, white, rose-white, carnage, rose. Var. crocea, Hort. (E. crocea, Benth.). Fls. deep orange: torus very widely expanded: calyx-bud long-attenuate. B.R. 1677. B.M. 3495. Var. physaloides, Benth. (E. physaloides, Benth.). Fls. lime green: torus and calyx large, but not the size of the rest of the plant. B.M. 4812.

1423. Eschscholtzia californica. (x3/4)
ESCONTRIA (named for Señor Don Blas Escontria, of Mexico). Cactaceae. Large, much-branched cacti. Ribs few; areoles narrow, bearing pectinate clusters of spines: fls. small, yellow, diurnal: fr. and ovary covered with chartaceous, translucent, persistent scales, without hairs or spines; fr. fleshy, edible; seeds black. For cult., see succulent.

chiotilla, Rose (Cereus chiotilla, Web.). Sixteen ft. or more high: ribs mostly 7: radial spines 10-15; central 4; the upper one 3 in long, curved downward: fr. 1 in. diam. Mex.—Rare in cult. J. N. Rose.

ESPALIER, a trellis or open support on which a tree or woody plant is trained in formal shape and to a given height, usually horizontal, or nearly so; and also the plant so trained. Apple trees and others are often trained as espaliers in Europe; the tree may be transplanted and subsequently attached against a wall or building, or it may be kept permanently on the trellis or open support. Sometimes espalier-training is employed only when the tree or bush is young, for the purpose of bringing it into shape and to prepare it for a wall or other support. Trees are trained on espaliers also to give them full exposure to the sun on all sides, to regulate the fruit-bearing and to provide easy means of controlling insects and diseases. Espalier-training is most frequent in cool and cloudy regions, in those in which frost must be utilized to the utmost, and where hand-skill is obtainable or is relatively cheap.

There are many forms of training. The plant may be trained to a single shoot, or to two shoots lying in opposite directions, mostly horizontal, in which case it is called a cordon; or the top may be spread fan-shaped on the trellis, or in other forms, and it may then be called an espalier. The training is begun when the plant is very young—perhaps only a year or two from the graft or bud—and before it has produced a stiff trunk and unmanageable head. Usually the branching is started within a foot or so of the ground by heading back the main stem; and as many shoots as may be desired on the trellis are allowed to grow. These shoots are tied to the trellis or posts as they grow, and the side shoots are pinched out except such as are desired for further arms in the framework or for fruit-spurs. The trellises themselves may be of wire strung on posts, or the tree may be tied from posts to the trellis by the stem close together. Espaliers are little used in this country, and then only in small gardens, and mostly when a trained gardener is employed.

L. H. B.

ESULA: Euphorbia. The E. cristata of the trade is probably the crista form of Euphorbia latae or similar species.

ETERIZATION OF PLANTS. Etherization, as applied to plants, means strictly the forcing of a dormant plant into growth by subjecting the plant to ether vapors at certain concentrations in a closed chamber for a definite period of time, usually twenty-four to seventy-two hours. The plant after such treatment is placed under environmental conditions favorable for growth. Since in practice the use of chloroform is similar in its application and effects, it will be discussed here. The general nature of etherization was first noted by Johannsen in 1890, and following his investigation a wide stimulus was given to the commercial forcing of flowering shrubs, and for other methods of forcing a dormant plant, see Rest-period.

Before discussing the method of etherization, its effects and application, it is necessary first to have some idea of what is meant by the term rest-period or the condition of dormancy.

Rest-period.

Perennial plants, especially those in the temperate regions, in general have a season of growth and active metabolism followed by a period of quiescence as regards any outward manifestations of metabolism. During this period, not all of the vital processes are at a standstill and changes in the reserve food may be in progress, but the plant appears to be at rest and is dormant. The rest-period begins with the advent of the unfavorable growth conditions of the autumn, and normally continues until the favorable conditions of the spring.

One might reasonably assume that growing perennial plants removed from out-of-doors at the approach of autumn conditions to a greenhouse, would continue growth and not pass into the rest condition. One might assume, also, that if a plant in a dormant condition be brought into favorable conditions it would resume growth immediately. But experience and investigations show that many plants will not immediately continue growth, and, provided they do continue growth, it is at a slower rate. Dormant plants, that is those in the rest-period, may require considerable time before resuming growth. There are some plants that during dormancy respond quickly when brought into the greenhouse; there are others that remain dormant despite the most favorable environmental conditions. The rest-period in various species of Acer (maple), of Quercus (oak), of Prunus (ash), and of Fagus sylvatica, as well as other plants, is so well fixed as to make it almost impossible to force the dormant plants into growth by warmth and moisture alone. Special treatment is necessary, such as etherization. There are other plants in which the rest-period is not well established. These quickly respond to favorable growth conditions normally prevailing in a greenhouse. In many plants this rest-period has attained an almost habitual character. The following table with data taken from results secured by Howard with branches brought into the greenhouse at Halle, Germany, is instructive:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Collected</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oct. 20—Nov. 4,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 8—10,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>No. of days for</td>
<td>No. of days for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>beginning of growth</td>
<td>beginning of growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acer negundo var. versicolor</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Acer pseudoplatanus</td>
<td>6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asaon molea</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Aesculus hippocastanum</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betula nigra</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Cerasus sempervirens</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berberis vulgaris</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Celastrus scandens</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceris canadensis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cercis canadensis</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytisus japonicas</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Deutzia gracilis</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fagus sylvatica</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foliacea tatarica</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Magnolia acuminata</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnolia acuminata</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Populus canadensis</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercus macrocarpa</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Spirea sorbifolia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No = No growth.

In the investigation made by Howard, 234 species were collected from October 20 to November 4, and of these only 125 grew; and of the 125, only 18 per cent began growth within a period of nine days. Between January 8 to 10, another collection was made including practically all the species of the first lot and others in addition, so that the number totaled 283 species. Of this number 244 grew, of which 50 per cent began growth within the first nine days. The species that did not grow when brought into the greenhouse January 8 to 10 made growth when brought into the greenhouse on February 26. From these and the results of other experiments the conclusion is drawn that plants in general tend to pass out of the rest condition as the
season advances toward the spring. Dormancy is less stable in January than in November. This condition holds true not only for woody plants but also for bulbs and other herbaceous plants.

Method of breaking the rest-period.

The one method which has been largely employed for forcing dormant plants into growth is the etherization method. An air-tight chamber is provided, the size depending on the quantity or size of the material to be treated. The plants being placed in the chamber, it is tightly sealed except for a small opening through which ether may be introduced. Usually just below this opening is placed a sponge on which the ether is poured and then the opening is again sealed. If one desires to etherize a few bulbs, a wide-mouth bottle of two quarts capacity may be employed and the ether added in a small vial and the bottle then tightly stoppered. Special etherizing chambers are described for commercial work. The main desideratum is to have a chamber that will not permit of leakage of the ether vapor. The stopper must be securely fastened or weighted down.

Quantity of ether.—The quantity of ether best employed in forcing plants may vary with the nature of the plant, the season of the year, and the temperature of the etherization chamber. In general, the quantity to be added varies from 5 to 15 cubic centimeters per cubic foot of space (10 cubic centimeters equal about one-third fluid ounce). Early in the rest-period at 60°F., one should use about 15 cubic centimeters per cubic foot of space. In the middle of the rest-period, one should employ less and the amount should be further decreased toward the end of the rest-period. If the relative humidity of the chamber is high, a slight increase in the quantity of ether may be made. If chloroform is used, the quantity should be one-fourth to one-third of the quantity of ether recommended. The following figures are from Stuart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of treatment</th>
<th>Substance employed</th>
<th>Dosage cc. per cubic foot</th>
<th>Expos. hours</th>
<th>Full bloom in days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 18-22</td>
<td>Ether</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 18-22</td>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 17-21</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 17-21</td>
<td>Ether</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the foregoing table it is noted that treatment in the middle of December resulted in no beneficial effect. The plants at this time in the middle rest-period, when growth-response requires no strong stimulation outside of normal growth conditions.

In general it may be stated that lilacs if etherized before December 1 will respond markedly to the influence of etherization. General results show that etherized lilacs bloom in seventeen to twenty-five days. The saving in time may be eight to twenty days.

Favorable results have been secured with flowering shrubs. Positive results have been reported frequently for Azalea mollis, for Viburnum and Astilbe. Negative or slight results have been reported for Deutzia gracilis, Prunus triloba, roses, and Spiraea prunifolia. Similar results have been reported for lily-of-the-valley.

The method of action of the ether is not understood and any discussion of the subject is yet hypothetical.

Etherization of bulbs.

On the forcing of bulbs the evidence is unsatisfactory. At the Cornell Station, positive results were reported (see Bailey, "Cyclopedia of Agriculture," Vol. II: 29), but more recently Stuart has reinvestigated the forcing of bulbs and finds conflicting results. He states that the etherization of bulbs is not commercially practicable. Some unpublished data on the etherization of bulbs at the Cornell Station sustain this conclusion. Theoretically, those results are to be expected because the bulbs in practice are gathered in the late spring or early summer and then stored for months. After planting, the bulb is allowed to remain in a cold-frame for several months so that when brought into forcing conditions it is well over the rest-period and, indeed, has probably passed through its period by the time it is first planted.

Effect on rhubarb.—Some positive results have been secured at the Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station with etherization of rhubarb. Different lots of rhubarb were etherized on December 9, January 9 and February 24. The first gave an increase over the control of 34.4 per cent, the second 89.7 per cent and the third 5.7 per cent.

General conclusions.—Certain general rules may be applied to the practice of etherization:

1. Etherization should be started before the rest-period.
2. The more resistant a dormant plant is in growth-response to favorable environmental conditions, the greater will be the advantage of etherization.
3. Etherization becomes of less value as the end of the rest-period is approached.
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4. It is wasted effort to etherize a plant that readily responds in growth to the normally favorable growth condition.


LEWIS KNUDSON.

ETROG. This name is applied by the Jews to a citron (Citrus Medica, Linn.), which is imported and used by them for religious ceremonies connected with the Feast of the Tabernacles. The etrog and the lulab (palm leaf with myrtle and willow branches) are carried and waved during the services, especially those of thanksgiving. Since the time of the anti-Jewish demonstrations in Corfu in 1891, the etrog is imported more largely from Palestine than from that island. In addition to the use of the etrog by orthodox Jews for religious ceremonials, the natives of Palestine make salads of the fruit. See Citron.

WALTER T. SWINGLE.

EUCALYPTUS (Greek, eu, well; kalypso, to cover as with a lid: the petals and usually also the calyx-limb fused and covering the flower before anthesis, then falling off, forming a sort of a lid or cap, which separates from the calyx-tube by a circumcissile dehiscence; lid sometimes, without any trace of a cap, wholly encircling the fruit; kind of Eucalyptus, Gun-Tree. Plate XXXIX. Mostly trees, frequently of immense size, a few of the alpine and sub-alpine species shrubby, much grown in California and the Southwest for their ornamental value, as windbreaks and avenue trees, for fuel, and especially for their timber.

Leaves simple, entire; in the seedlings and on young shoots of many species horizontal, opposite, sessile, and cordate; in the adult mostly vertical, alternate, petiolate (rarely opposite and sessile), and varying from roundish to lanceolate-acuminate and falcate; always rigid, pennivined, glabrous except rarely on the young shoots, sometimes covered with a glaucous wax: fls. white, rarely yellowish or some shade of red, in umbels of 3 to many, rarely solitary, the umbels solitary and axillary or paniculate or corymbose; calyx-tube obconical, campanulate, ovoid, or oblong, adnate to the ovary at the base; petals and calyx-lobes connivent, forming a lid, or cap, which separates from the calyx-tube by a circumcissile dehiscence; lid sometimes, without any trace of a cap, wholly encircling the fruit, opening at the top by 3–6 valves; seeds numerous, small, style undivided: fr. a caps. partially or wholly inclosed in the adherent calyx-tube, opening at the top by 3–6 valves; seeds numerous, small, mostly angular.—About 300 species, all native of Austral. and the Malay region. Related to Angophora and to Syncarpia, but distinguished by the absence of distinct petals.

The genus Eucalyptus was monographed in part by Bentham and Hooker in his Eucalyptographia (cited here as F. A. M., 1864). Many species are illustrated (1879–84). The genus is now receiving exhaustive treatment by J. H. Maiden in his "Critical Revision of the Genus Eucalyptus," appearing in parts, with numerous plates. This author also furnishes the best information regarding the uses and timber of the various species. In his "Native Useful Plants of Australasia," Bentham described 135 species in his "Flora Australiensia," vol. 3 (1866). The Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science published a very useful key by J. G. Luehrmann in 1889. The most exhaustive American work on the genus is United States Forest Service, the California Station, and the California Board of Forestry Bulletin No. 35, "Eucalyptus Cultivated in the United States," by A. J. McClure.

University of California Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 196, by Norman D. Ingham, is a practical guide for planters, with descriptions of the more important species. The United States Forest Service, the California Station, and the California Board of Forestry have published many bulletins on this subject. Inflated claims have been made for eucalyptus culture, and authentic publications should be secured if one contemplates planting them extensively.

Eucalyptus is a group adapted to semi-tropical and very warm climates. But few are really hardy. E. globulus has been very widely distributed over the globe through the persevering efforts of the late Baron von Mueller; it is frequently planted in the malarial regions of warm climates, as at the Campagna at Rome, with very beneficial effect. (Sanitarians will be interested in "Eucalyptus in Algeria and Tunisia, from an Hygienic and Climatological Point of View," by E. Pepper, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 35: 39–50.) In England, the same species is grown extensively for sub-tropical gardening, on account of its distinctive glaucous hue and symmetrical growth, but in that climate it needs the protection of glass in winter.

This is by far the most important genus of timber trees introduced into California. The ordinary blue-gum, E. globulus, has been grown in large numbers and is still the favorite for general planting. Its hard and durable wood is replacing oak and hickory to some extent for insulator pins, wheel-wrights' handles, and furniture. Although pale in color, it takes a good polish, possesses a beautiful, firm grain, and is readily stained. Furniture made from blue-gum wood and properly stained has every appearance of mahogany. The chief drawback to the use of eucalyptus for lumber is the tendency of its logs to end-check while curing, thus involving considerable waste. As a windbreak and fuel tree it is unsurpassed, since it is of rapid, erect growth and the timber is easily split. Its foliage has been distilled in large quantities for the oil it contains, practically all of the eucalyptus oil now sold in the United States coming from home-grown trees.

In addition to the blue-gum, E. rostrata and especially E. tereticornis are grown for railroad ties, piling, interior finish and furniture. E. resinifera is a hardly eucalypt yielding a good timber not so liable to check as that of some others; it has been but little grown in America thus far. E. corynocalyx is a good drought-resistant species with attractive spires, and its wood is of the best. E. crebra will grow in a greater range of conditions than perhaps any other and is especially suited to the hot and dry interior valleys. Other drought-resistant eucalyptus are E. microtinea and E. polyanthemos, while the most resistant to frost are E. crebra, E. rostrata, E. tereticornis, E. globulus, E. viminalis, E. rudis, E. robusta, and E. resinifera. The species most cultivated as ornamentals are E. ficifolia, E. leucocorylon, E. sideroxylon var. rosea, E. Risdonii, E. erythronema and E. polyanthemos. Persistently repeated accounts of heights ranging from 325 to 500 feet for certain eucalyptus are erroneous, as indicated under E. australiana var. 100 species.

Although the eucalyptus are not exclusively, and some species not even prominently horticultural, yet because of the great general interest attached to them and because of their varied uses, it is thought best to discuss them rather fully in this Cyclopedia.

Culture of eucalyptus in California.

The following directions for the propagation of Eucalyptus are adapted very largely from Bulletin No. 196 of the California Experiment Station, entitled "Eucalyptus in California," by Norman D. Ingham (1910).

The necessary conveniences for the propagation of
XXXIX. Eucalyptus viminalis in California.
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the seedlings are: seed-boxes or flats, a good soil, seed true to name, plenty of convenient water, and in most localities shade for the young plants. The seeds of most species may be gathered at all times of the year, although the greater amount mature during the summer and fall. The seed-cases should be gathered from the trees when the valves begin to open and placed on sheets of canvas in the direct rays of the sun, which will open the valves, allowing the seed and chaff to fall out.

The number of fertile seed to the pound is very high; the average number of transplanted plants raised to the pound is 12,000. Eucalyptus seed will germinate and grow in nearly any soil but the best results are secured when the seeds are sown in a light loam, while a medium loam mixed with about one-quarter well-rotted horse-manure should be used in the transplanting flats.

The time to sow the seed varies somewhat with the locality, but as a general rule the seed should be sown in May or June and the seedlings from these sowings will be large enough to be set out in the field the following spring, if they receive proper care while young. The seed is usually sown broadcast in the seed-flats and the young plants transplanted once before being set in the field. Some persons take the trouble to sow one seed in a place and space them in the flats; by this method transplanting is unnecessary. Others sow the seeds in hills and practise thinning, instead of transplanting before setting out in the field. This last method is used in the warmer districts with good success, because of the great trouble experienced in transplanting during the hot summer months. Whichever method is used, fill the flats to a depth of 3 or 4 inches with the prepared soil, pressing it down firmly in the boxes, then sow the seeds and cover them to a depth of about ½ inch with the same soil, sand, or sawdust, pressing this covering firmly over them. The seed-flats should be kept damp through the heat of the day, until the young plants break the ground, then care must be taken not to use too much water and that there is a good circulation of air over the flats, or damping-off is liable to occur. This disease can be prevented by using practically no water on cloudy days and only in the mornings on clear days. If the seeds are sown broadcast in the flats, when the young plants have reached a height of 2 to 3 inches, they can be transplanted to other flats of prepared soil and spaced from 1 ½ to 2 inches apart. The best results in transplanting are secured if the plants are hardened-off for a few days beforehand by checking the water supply, allowing them to become quite dry. The soil into which the young plants are transplanted should be kept damp, and the plants should be protected from the direct rays of the sun for a few days. The lath-houses or the screens are necessary to supply shade for the young plants and will also protect the seeds in flats from the ravages of birds and the young plants from the frosts during winter months, before the time for setting in the field.

The time to set the plants in the field varies with the climatic conditions or localities and whether the plants are to receive irrigation or not. In ordinary cases where frosts are common through the winter months, it is advisable to set the trees out as early in the spring as possible without endangering them to a late frost and still have them receive the benefit of the late rains, so that they will have a full season's growth to withstand the frosts of the following winter. If the trees which are to be irrigated, they may be set out later in the season without danger of loss from want of moisture. To insure a good stand, the plants should not be under 6 or over 20 inches in height when set in the field; to a certain extent, the smaller the plants when set out, the better the results afterward, although the size varies somewhat with the species and the locality. In many species the roots are as long if not longer than the plant's own height above ground. This is a family of plants that will not stand a large amount of mutilation to the root-system; consequently better results are secured from setting out small plants.

If the soil is heavy rich loam, the trees may be planted as close as 6 by 6 feet apart unless irrigation is to be practised. In the latter case, 4 by 8 feet would be the right distance, thus leaving an 8-foot space for plowing out the irrigating-ditches each year. If it is a lighter soil on which the planting is to be made, 8 by 8 feet is the proper distance, or 6 by 10 feet, if irrigation is to be practised. The close planting has a tendency to sacrifice the diameter growth in favor of the height, also making more erect trees and forming a perfect canopy with their crowns that will shade the soil, nearly preventing erect trees and forming a perfect canopy with their crowns that will shade the soil, nearly preventing evaporation, as well as any vegetable growth on the forest floor. Close planting has a greater number of perfect trees, and is especially recommended when straight poles are desired. The plants should be blocked out in the flats before being brought into the field, by drawing a sharp knife between the rows. If care is taken to set out the young plants with this small amount of soil around the rootlets, the shock caused in transplanting is reduced to a minimum. Each planter should carry a trowel, to make the holes that are to receive the young plants at the intersection of the marked lines. These holes should be of such a depth that the plants can be set from ½ to 1 inch below the soil to which they originally grew in the flats. Each plant should have the soil pressed firmly about it and receive a small amount of water, unless the soil is moist from recent rains.

In order to provide a mulch, thus checking evaporation and also to kill the weeds, cultivation should be conducted in the new plantings as long as possible without danger of injuring the young trees by driving a horse between them. The plantings generally may be cultivated for the first season and part of the second before the limbs of the trees spread out and interlap so that it is impossible to drive between the rows. It is an acknowledged fact that the only way to secure a good stand, and give the trees a start, is to cultivate and take care of the plantings from the time of setting out. However, a number of groves have been set out on land that is too hilly or rocky to cultivate and the trees have made fair growths.

Thinning of the young trees is an important practice as it is not good management to set out just the number of trees that one expects to mature. A planting upon any good soil may with advantage be set out 6 by 6 feet apart (1,210 trees to the acre), and at the end of the first year a rigid thinning should be started, removing with a grub hoe all weak, inferior, or injured trees. This thinning should be conducted only until the strong and healthy trees, or a certain number,
remain to the acre. By this method some trees will stand at the original distance that they were planted, while others will stand at doubled or tripled distance. The extra cost of close planting will never be noticed when the largest possible stand of healthy trees is guaranteed, which is practically the case under this method. If thinning is carried out by a set plan, removing every other one or two trees, many strong and healthy trees will be sacrificed. All limbs that have a tendency to develop from the trees should be removed each year. After the third or fourth year, the trees will have grown to such a height that to remove the limbs may prove impractical in most cases. At this period (the fourth or fifth year) there enters a new problem: the removal of the poorer trees for wood and stakes to allow the remainder a larger area of soil to draw upon and a greater space above ground to extend their branches. At this time the trees on an acre can be reduced to a certain number, leaving these to grow for telephone poles, ties, and lumber, and the entire grove may be cut for stakes and wood.

Second-growth eucalyptus. — In three to six weeks after the trees have been felled, the sprouts will start out from the stumps. These sprouts are produced in abundance and if properly thinned will soon replace the cut forest, thus providing a second growth of fuel or timber in much less time than was required with the original grove. The species commonly apply to all species of eucalyptus, certainly to all sorts experimented with in California up to the present time.

Taxonomy of the cultivated eucalypti.

All of the keys used for the identification of species are more or less artificial. No satisfactory natural classification has yet been devised. While the following key is designed to aid in the making of determinations rather than to express relationships, species known to be closely related are placed near each other in the text so far as this can be conveniently done. For the ready determination of species in this critical genus, it is necessary to have adult leaves, buds, flowers, and mature fruit; immature fruits are often very misleading. Allowance should always be made for extreme forms, since only normal specimens are here described. This applies particularly to size of leaves. Unless otherwise stated, the key description is drawn from foliage on mature stems. The juvenile foliage, i.e., on young seedlings and on suckers, is usually very different, the leaves often broader, blunt, sessile, and of a different color.
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eucalyptus, 3.
phon, 25.
siderophila, 9.
sideroxylon, 25.
sieberiana, 31.
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**KEY TO THE SPECIES.**

A. Fls. mostly in panicles or corbys, or simple umbels (occasionally the infl. appears to be paniculate in section <i>ser.<</i> also, owing to dropping of i.<i>s.</i> so that it is well to look for <i>i.</i>scars in doubtful cases)
B. Fr. 1½-2 in. long; valves inclosed: <i>fls.</i> large.
C. Seeds black, not winged: <i>fls.</i> white or pink, etc.

D. Caps. slightly ribbed: <i>fls.</i> nearly or quite sessile in the clusters.
E. Fls. inclosed: <i>fls.</i> dull grayish green.
F. Fls. nearly sessile: <i>fls.</i> lustrous and dark green.
G. Fls. distinctly stalked.
H. Fr. ¼ in. or less long (nearly ¼ in. in var. of No. 10); valves various: <i>fls.</i> small.
I. Shape of i.s. orbicular to ovate, often nearly as broad as long.
J. Petioles slender; i.s. alternate.
K. E. Fls. stalked: <i>fls.</i> dull grayish green.
L. D. Fls. nearly sessile: <i>fls.</i> lustrous and dark green.
M. D. Petioles none; i.s. opposite.
N. E. Shape of i.s. lanceolate or obovate, elongated.
O. D. Distinctly paler beneath than above.
P. E. Fls. inclosed included in the calyx-tube.
Q. E. Fls. inclosed: <i>fruits</i> very dark.
R. Fr. ¼ in. or more long; <i>fls.</i> larger;
S. Fr. shorter, not beak-like;
T. Fr. valves much exerted, spreading.
U. Fr. valves about reaching the <i>i.</i>
V. Fr. valves wholly included in the calyx-tube: <i>i.</i>s. very oblique.
W. Fr. valves solitary in the <i>i.</i>-azile, or in strictly sessile umbels, large.
X. Fr. all opposite, coriaceate at base: <i>fruits</i> 17. macropora.
Y. Fr. all alternate, not coriaceous.
Z. Peduncles ascending, or i.s. entirely sessile; <i>i.</i>s. warty.
R. Plant a tree: <i>i.s.</i> acute.
S. Plant a shrub: <i>i.s.</i> oblong-ovate.
T. Plant uncommon.
U. Fls. on stalked umbels.
V. Fls. both pedicel or peduncle flattened.
W. Fr. valves with teeth projecting well beyond calyx-rim.
X. Teeth convoluted into a cone: <i>i.s.</i> 1½ in. long.
Y. Pr. not embedded in receptacle. 24. cornuta.
Z. Fr. partly embedded in receptacle. 25. lehmannii.
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DD. Teeth distinct: lid ½–⅓ in. or less long.
E. Fr. ⅓–⅓½ in. long: lid about ⅓ in. long.
V. The fls. sessile in the umbels: lvs. obtuse..................26. platypus
FF. The fls. pedicellate: lvs. acutish..27. occidentalis
EE. Fr. smaller: lid shorter.
F. The fls. more than 3 in each umbel.
G. Lid much longer than calyx-tube.............43. resinifera
GG. Lid about as long as calyx-tube: E. punctata
Lvs. 42. saligna
GGG. Lid much shorter than calyx-tube; fls. sessile...33. Cambagei
FF. The fls. usually 3 in each umbel..................52. viminalis
CC. Fr.-valves included or scarcely exserted beyond the calyx-rim (exserted but closely incurred in E. megacarpa and E. gomphocephala).
D. Breadth of fr. less than ½ in.
E. Lid less than half as long as calyx-tube, depressed-hemispheric, blunt.
F. Lvs. mostly 2–4 in. long; lid very short.
G. Fr. 3–6 lines diam.: lvs. granular ..........28. coccifera
FF. Fr. about 8 lines diam...40. microcorys
EE. Fr. mostly 4–8 in. long.
G. Veins very oblique; lvs. mostly under 1 in. wide.
H. Calyx not angular; outer stamens sterile.30. haemastoma
31. Sieberiana
HH. Calyx very angular in bud; stamens all perfect..................32. goniocalyx
GG. Veins at nearly a right-angle to midrib; lvs. thick, more than 1 in. wide.............34. botryoides
EE. Lid at least half as long as calyx-tube, mostly conic and acute.
F. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate. 1½–3 in. wide; lateral veins widely spreading........35. robusta
FF. Lvs. lanceolate, ½–1½ in. wide; lateral veins oblique.
G. The fls. short-stalked.
H. Arrangement of lvs. opposite: umbels bent downward........70. dorotaxyon
HH. Arrangement of lvs. alternate.
I. The lid narrowly conic, twice as long as fr. 36. reducta
II. The lid broader, not so long...............37. pliliaris
38. Muelleriana
39. acmeniodens
41. punctata
GG. The fls. sessile in the umbel: lvs. paler beneath...42. saligna
DD. Breadth of fr. over ½ in.
E. Lid not or scarcely broader than calyx-tube.
F. Lvs. roundish, obtuse. .............26. platypus
FF. Lvs. lanceolate, acute.
G. Calyx-tube and lid very warty.............18. globulus
GG. Calyx-tube and lid ridged or nearly smooth.
H. Caps. sunk in the calyx-tube..46. incrassata
47. Planchoniana
21. cosmophylla
HH. Caps. protruding from calyx-tube........48. megacarpa
EE. Lid much broader than calyx-tube..................49. gomphocephala
BB. Fr.-stalks cylindric or angular but not flattened.
C. Caps. sessile or nearly so in the umbels.
D. Fr.-valves with conspicuous projecting teeth.
E. Lid 1–1½ in. long, cylindric...24. cornea
EE. Lid mostly ½–¾ in., conic.
F. The fr.-valves merely acute...50. rudis
FF. The fr.-valves ending in needle-like points......51. decipiens
EE. Lid short, rarely ⅓ in. long.
F. Buds ovate, smooth.
G. Fr. mostly 4-celled: fls. usually 3...........52. viminalis
GG. Fr. mostly 3-celled: fls. usually more than 3...53. Sturtiana
54. Macarthurii
FF. Buds club-shaped, slender, often rough...........55. amygdalina
DD. Fr.-valves included, or barely exceeding the rim.
E. The fls. 4 or more.
F. Lvs. of equal color on both sides.
G. Venation of lvs. feathered.
H. Fr. ¾–1 in. wide: shrub. 61. brepistemium
HH. Fr. ¾–1½ in. wide: trees.
I. E. flatus-shaoted (i.e. widest above the middle), obtuse...........55. amygdalina
56. Risdonii
57. obliqua
II. Buds ovate, acute: fr. contracted at orifice...44. piperita
45. Eugenioides
GG. Venation of lvs. longitudinal and almost parallel.............58. stellulata
59. coriacea
FF. Lvs. paler beneath.
G. Lid broader than calyx: fr. streaked lengthwise...60. corynocalyx
GO. Lid not broader than calyx: fr. not streaked...62. diversicolor
EE. The fls. 1–3 in each umbel.
F. Lvs. opposite, heart-shaped at base.
G. Calyx obtuse at base: lvs. crenate.............22. cordata
GG. Calyx tapering at base: lvs. entire...........23. pulverulenta
FF. Lvs. scattered, narrowed at base.
G. Fr. scarcely contracted at orifice...........21. cosmophylla
GG. Fr. much contracted at orifice.............61. brepistemium
CC. Caps. plainly stalked in the umbels.
D. Umbels with more than 3 fls.
E. Fr.-valves plainly exerted.
F. Fr. flat-topped; valvesawl-shaped............63. salmonophla
FF. Fr. rounded to the valves; valves triangular, acute.
G. Diam. of fr. 3–3 lines...64. rostrata
65. tereticornis
GG. Diam. of fr. 4–6 lines.
H. Anthers reniform...........66. macrorhyncha
HH. Anthers oblong..........50. rudis
EE. Fr.-valves included.
F. Fr. scarcely or not at all contracted at orifice.
GG. Lvs. thin: fr. slightly smaller.............68. melliodora
69. odorata
FF. Fr. contracted at orifice.
G. Lvs. opposite............70. dorotaxyon
GG. Lvs. mostly alternate.
H. Breadth of fr. about ⅓ in.
EUCALYPTUS

1. calophylla, R. Br. Medium-sized umbrageous tree, with dense foliage: bark dark, corky, deeply furrowed; Ivs. ovate-lanceolate, firm and thick; veins nearly parallel and very spreading: fs. large, white or cream-color, rarely pink, in large clusters; lid thin, nearly flat: fr. 1-1½ in. wide, ovate-urn-shaped, very thick and woody; seeds large, black, the edges acute but scarcely winged. Breadth of fr. 1152 of (2.1.9.)

2. scribbia, R. Br. Bark smooth, light-colored. 74. leucoxylon

3. sideroxylon

4. eximia, Schau. MOUNTAIN BLOODWOOD. Large tree: bark scaly, brownish or yellowish, smooth only on the younger branches; Ivs. falcate-lanceolate, thick; lateral veins parallel and widely spreading but scarcely visible; fls. sessile, in small sub-umbels; the peduncles angular or flattened; lid nearly hemispherical, pointed; stamens 3-4 lines long; fr. urn-shaped, with thin rim, about ½ in. wide through the middle. Oct.–June. F.v.M. Eucal. 9.2.—A stately species with abundant showy bloom. Wood soft; useful only for fuel.

5. maculata, Hook. Spotted Gum. Handsome tree, to 150 ft., the foliage mostly near the summit: bark smooth, whitish or reddish gray, dehiscent in patches, thus exposing lighter areas and giving the trunk a spotted appearance: Ivs. lanceolate; veins parallel, rather oblique to the midrib: lid hemispheric, double; fls. short-stalked; stamens 4-5 lines long: fr. globular-urn-shaped, thin-rimmed, scarcely ½ in. thick. May–July. F.v.M. Eucal. 10.2. Or.— For. Fl. N.S.W. 7:27.—Timber valuable for shipbuilders and used especially in coach factories and for handles; wood hard, light-colored, close-grained; growth fairly rapid.

Var. citriodora, Bailey (E. citriodora, Hook.). LEMON-SCENTED GUM. Like the species but foliage strongly lemon-scented—A favorite ornamental tree in the warmer parts of California; heads of a panicle, the peduncles angular or flattened; lid nearly hemispherical, pointed; stamens 3-4 lines long; fr. globular-urn-shaped, thin-rimmed, scarcely ½ in. thick. May–July. F.v.M. Eucal. 10.2. Or.— For. Fl. N.S.W. 7:27.—Timber valuable for shipbuilders and used especially in coach factories and for handles; wood hard, light-colored, close-grained; growth fairly rapid.

6. polyanthemos, Schau. RED BOX. AUSTRALIAN BEECH. Well-branched often irregular and picturesque tree, 40-150 ft.; bark brown or gray, persistent, rough on old trees: Ivs. orbicular to ovate, mostly 2-4 in. long by 1½-3 in. wide, rarely oval-lanceolate and scarcely 1 in. wide, dull and grayish green on both sides: fs. small, white, stalked, in close panicles; stamens 1 or 2 lines long, the outer ones sterile: fr. glabrous, not contracted at orifice, 2-3 lines across, the valves not exserted. Jan.–April. F.v.M. Eucal. 11.9.

7. populinifolia, Hook. POPLAR BOX. Compact straight-growing tree: bark rough to the branchlets: Ivs. ovate or roundish, rarely lanceolate, 4 in. or less long, very lustrous and intensively green on both sides: fs. small, white, on very short stalks, the umbels paniculate; stamens 1-2 lines long, all fertile: fr. very small, semi-ovate, the valves inclosed. Hook. Icon. 870. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 58 (figs. 11–18).—Probably as useful and adapted to as wide a variety of conditions as the closely related E. polyanthemos.

8. melanophaea, F. v. M. SILVER-LEAVED IRONBARK. Small tree: bark persistent, dark, furrowed: Ivs. sessile, orbicular to ovate-lanceolate, glaucous or white-mealy: fs. small, in terminal umbels; Ivs. narrow at the base; fr. truncate-globular, 2-3 lines across; rim thin; valves included or slightly exserted.

9. siderolphilia, Bent. BROAD-LEAVED IRONBARK. Tall tree: bark wholly persistent on old trunks, rough and deeply furrowed; furrows yellowish or dark brown;
ridges broader than in other ironbarks: lvs. 4-7 in. long; lid beak-like, very acute, ¼-½in. long; stamens about 3 lines long; anthers minute, globular, opening by oblong slits; fr. obovate, truncate, about ¼in. across, the valves slightly protruding. Oct., Nov. F.v.M. Eucl. 4:8. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 47 (figs. 19-33).—Wood heavy, strong, and durable, useful for wagon work, tool-handles, building, posts, poles, and the like. Frs. provide honey for bees. Tree of rapid growth and resistant to extremes of temperature: grown in the San Joaquin Valley.

10. paniculata, Smith. White Ironbark. Red Ironbark. Tall or medium-sized tree: bark hard, persistent, deeply furrowed, of a grayish brown color: lvs. lanceolate, acuminate, 3-5 in. long; lvs. in panicles or sometimes in axillary umbels; lid variable; stamens 2-4 lines long, the outer ones sterile; stigma dilated: fr. truncate-ovate, pedicelled, 2-4 lines wide, with thin rim. Summer. F.v.M. Eucl. 5:8. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 57 (figs. 8-21).—Wood usually very pale, but variable; the hardest of ironbarks; "cuts almost like horn." Frs. are suitable for railroad-ties, fencing, and building purposes. Does not endure heat and drought: much prized in Australia, but trees in Calif. are not promising.

11. Raveretiana, F. v. M. Tall tree with thin angular branchlets: bark deciduous, leaving the branch smooth and gray, but often persistent on the trunk: lvs. lanceolate, opaque, 3-5 in. long; lvs. exceedingly small, white, short-stalked; lid slenderly conic, under 2 lines long; stamens not 2 lines long; anthers reniform, opening by longitudinal slits: fr. little over 1 line wide, low-cup-shaped, the protruding valves forming a hemispheric summit. F.v.M. Eucl. 1:8. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 50 (figs. 1-3).

12. microtheca, F. v. M. Tree, becoming 80 ft. high: bark rough, gray, persistent, or the outer layers deciduous, leaving the trunk smooth: lvs. narrowly lanceolate, 4-6 in. long; lid broad-conic; stamens very short; anthers minute, roundish, opening by longitudinal slits: fr. scarcely ¼in. wide; valves fully half-protruding. F.v.M. Eucl. 10:6. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 52 (figs. 16-22).—Not yet fully tested in America; oaks, chestnuts, and beeches are recommended as forest cover for the hot dry region of the S. W.: the roots yield water to natives and travelers on the Australian deserts. Wood beautifully colored but perhaps too hard for cabinet work.

13. crebra, F. v. M. Narrow-leafed Ironbark. Small to large tree, with slender drooping branchlets: bark hard, dark, rigid, and deeply furrowed: lvs. pale, narrow, linear-lanceolate; lateral veins fine, nearly parallel, widely diverging from the midrib: lid conical or nearly hemispheric, not over 2 lines long; stamens 1 or 2 lines long, inflexed in bud; anthers globular, opening by longitudinal slits: fr. obovate-truncate, not over 2 lines wide, the tips of the valves not or scarcely exerted. F.v.M. Eucl. 5:3. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 53 (figs. 4-9).—A rapidly growing frost-resistant tree of picturesque habit: endures minimum temperatures of 18-20° and maximum temperatures of 110-118° (McClatchie), not very resistant to alkali (Loughridge). Grown in Calif. for its hard durable wood, of a reddish color. Bark sometimes described as grayish and deciduous.

14. leptophleba, F. v. M. Characters as in E. crebra, but lvs. somewhat larger and fr. 3 or 4 lines wide: lvs. of a silvery sheen.—This has been classed as a var. of E. drepanophylla, F.v.M., but the two are now known to be identical and E. leptophleba is the older name.

15. bicolor, A. Cunn. (E. largiflora, F. v. M.) Black Box. Shrub or small tree, with drooping branches: bark persistent, rough and hard: lvs. lanceolate, 5 in. or less long; lateral veins at an acute angle to midrib; lid double, the inner one hemispheric; stamens 1 or 2 lines long; anthers opening by lateral pores: fr. truncate-ovate, about 2 lines wide, the valves inclosed but not distant from the thin rim. F.v.M. Eucl. 5:7. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 49 (figs. 5-13), 51 (figs. 9-10).—Timber hard, tough, and durable, rather easily worked: suitable for ties, piles, shafts, poles, cogs, and the like.

16. hemiphilia, F. v. M. Australian Gray Box. Tree, 90 ft. or less high: bark of trunk persistent, solid, grayish and somewhat wrinkled; of branches deciduous in flaxes or long strips: lvs. lanceolate-falcate to ovate-lanceolate, 3-5 in. long, thick and rigid, often ashy gray; lateral veins distant, diverging at a very acute angle; lid conical; stamens pale, about 2 lines long; anthers globular, opening by lateral pores: fr. ovoid-oblong, truncate and slightly contracted at orifice, about 3 lines wide. F.v.M. Eucl. 5:5. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 50 (figs. 1-6).—Useful as a shade tree because of its dense foliage; also for fuel and as pastureage for bees. Wood hard, tough, and durable.


18. globulus, Labill. Black Gum. Figs. 1425-1427. Tree, 300 ft. or less high: bark deciduous in long thin strips or sheets, leaving the trunk smooth and grayish or bluish white except at base: lvs. lanceolate, thick, often ½-1 ft. long; those on young shoots and seedlings opposite, sessile, broad, and white-mealy: fls. solitary or 2 or 3 together, closely sessile or on a short peduncle; calyx-tube and lid warty, covered with bluish white wax; stamens above ¼in. long; fr. angular, 3½ in. across, the flat valves not pro-
truding. Dec.—May. F.v.M. Eucal. 6:2. G.C. II. 12:7; III 6:777, 784; 10:737. Gn. 71, p. 18; 75, p. 606. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 79 (figs. 1–12). —The best species for general planting: extensively used in Calif. Its combination of rapidity of growth, straightness of trunk, great strength of wood, and its known ability to flourish under a wide range of conditions in Calif., give it a great advantage over other species (Ingham). Wood stronger than that of E. rostrata and E. tereticornis, yellowish white, easily stained, not durable in the soil in Calif.: used there for insulator pins, spokes, felloes, whistle-trees, handles, flooring and interior finish; a good species for fuel: logs check badly in curing, this much less in the so-called “San José blue gum” or “tapered gum,” which, however, is thought by some to be only a selection of the best trees of ordinary blue-gum. Lvs. distilled for oil: fls. yield much honey to bees, but because of its pronounced flavor there is little or no demand for it in retail trade (Richer). Endures minimum temperatures of 25° and high temperatures of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys but not of the desert districts: resists considerable drought when once established but best development is attained only on good and fairly deep soil. Niles, Calif., shows the stamens and the structure of the bud. Nos. 1–4 are half natural size; 5 is on a larger scale. No. 4 is a section of a bud.

Var. compacta, Hort. Dwarf Blue Gum. Densely branched from the ground, forming a symmetrical rounded compact tree: young growth of E. globulus but smaller with the longer narrower lvs. only near the top.—Said to have originated near Niles, Calif., from seed of the ordinary blue-gum (Calif. Nursery Co.).

The specific name globulus is sometimes written with a capital G, because it is a noun rather than an adjective; but the initial letter is here written in lower case in accordance with a recommendation of the International Botanical Congress.

19. alpina, Lindl. Shrub. 12 ft. high: lvs. inequilateral semi-ovate, blunt, acute on young shoots, 2–4 in. long, thick and leathery; fls. sessile in the lf.-axils, solitary or few; fl. hemispherical, 3/4–1 in. wide, not angular; rim broad; valves protruding. Sept.—Nov. F.v.M. Eucal. 2:1.

20. teetrapeta, Turcz. Shrub or small tree: branches often sharply angled: lvs. very thick, oblong-lanceolate: fls. solitary, on flat recurved peduncles; lid 4-angled, much shorter than calyx; stamens not over 3/4 in. long; fr. prominently 4-angled, 2–3 in. long, 3/4–1 in. wide, the valves well inclosed. F.v.M. Eucal. 2:10.

—Highly ornamental; once grown at Santa Monica, according to Kinney who says that the calyx-tube and stalk just before the lid falls become a brilliant crimson and are by far the most striking part of the fl.

21. cosmophylla, F.v.M. Tall shrub or small tree: bark smooth, ash-colored: lvs. broad-lanceolate, 3–5 in. long, very thick and rigid: peduncles almost 0; lid hard, low-hemispheric, blunt or short-pointed; stamens 4–6 lines long; anthers ovate, opening by distinctive spiral slits; fr. globose-truncate, not contracted at orifice, smooth, 7–8 lines across; rim thick. F.v.M. Eucal. 7:2.

22. cordata, Labill. Small tree, to 50 ft.: lvs. opposite, sessile, orbicular to ovate, somewhat crenate, rarely over 3 in. long, usually white-mealy, as also the infl.: calyx broadly campanulate, obtuse at base, smooth; lid low-hemispheric, obtuse or with sharp short, shorter than tube; stamens 3–4 lines long; anthers opening by parallel slits; fr. globular-truncate, 4–6 lines thick; valves rarely protruding. F.v.M. Eucal. 8:1. B.M. 7835. G.C. III 3:503; 30:456; 47:168. —Useful mainly as an ornamental.


24. cornuta, Labill. Yate Tree. Moderate-sized or large tree, usually low-branched and spreading; bark either deciduous in irregular sheets or persistent and rough: lvs. oblong or broad-lanceolate, often obtuse, 2–5 in. long; fls. greenish yellow, numerous, in dense heads; fl. cylindrical, horn-like, 1 1/2 in. long; stamens 1½–2 in. long; fr. short-cylindrical, 4–5 lines wide; valves much exerted and convoluted into a beak-like projection. June–Oct. F.v.M. Eucal. 9:1. B.M. 6140 (lid too highly colored). —Used successfully as a roadside tree in S. Calif.: especially good as a shade tree: adapted to the lemon belt, and tolerating valley and saline soils (Franceschi). Timber hard, heavy, tough, and elastic.


26. platyphus, Hook. (E. obcordata, Turcz.). Tall shrub or small tree: bark smooth, yellowish: lvs. petioloed, oval to obcordate, very obtuse, 1–2 3/4 in. long, leathery and shining: peduncles winged, recurved; fls. dull red or yellowish white, not conspicuous; lid conic-cylindrical, much narrower than the prominently angled calyx-tube; stamens 1/2–1/4 in. long; fr. truncate-ovate, very angular, 4–7 lines thick. F.v.M. Eucal. 7:6. Hook. Icon. 849.

27. occidentalis, Endl. Flat-topped Yate. Spreading shrub or medium-sized tree: bark deciduous, smooth, or somewhat persistent and rough; lvs. lanceolate, acuminate, 1 1/2–3 in. long; lid cylindric-conic, 1/2–1 in. long; stamens yellowish or orange, 1/2–1 in. long; fr. bell-shaped, with spreading rim, 5 lines wide; valves exerted, sharp. Oct.—May. F.v.M. Eucal. 6:5. Suiited to the coast districts; subject to frost.


29. virgata, Sieb. Shrub or small tree with stringy bark: lvs. lanceolate, thick and shining: calyx not angled; lid conical, granular-roughened, as also the tube; stamens scarcely 2 lines long; anthers reniform, opening by pores which extend into oblong slits: fr. truncate-truncate, 4–6 lines across. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 43 (figs. 1, 2). Var. stricta, Maiden (E. stricta, Sieb.). Lvs. linear or linear-lanceolate: lid often somewhat pointed. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 43 (figs. 12–17). F.v.M. Eucal. 10:9 B.M. 7074.
EUCALYPTUS


30. hemastoma, Smith. Large tree; bark smooth, mottled, with a few ribbony flakes near the butt; lvs. lanceolate, usually oblique at base, falcate, coriaceous: fls. pedicelled, clavate in bud; lid very short; stamens 2–3 lines long; anthers of the perfect ones reniform, opening by short divergent slits: fr. ovoid-truncate, with reddish rim, 3–4 lines across; valves sometimes short and Impermanent, ovoid; meat crushed in the warm hand. F.V.M. Eucal. 2:9. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 45 (figs. 10–15).—Bark yields a very soluble kino.

32. goniocalyx, F. v. M. MOUNTAIN GUM. BASTARD Box Tree. Tall tree; bark rough, tardily deciduous: lvs. lanceolate, usually falcate, of pale color; pedicels very short and angular, or fls. usually sessile; lid conical or subglobose; stamens about 3 Impermanent, ovoid, very short in bud; anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr. ovoid-truncate, 3–4 lines across; valves about on a level with the rim. July, Aug. F.V.M. Eucal. 1:3. Maiden, For. Fl. N.S.W. 19.—Timber especially esteemed for wheelwrights’ work: also used for household purposes. Useful for windbreaks and as a shore tree. Grows well in the coast districts of S. Calif. A promising species for the mountains of the S. W., at moderate altitudes.

33. Cambäe, Deane & Maiden. BUNDY. Small or medium-sized tree: bark fibrous and matted throughout: lvs. lanceolate, elongated; fls. sessile; calyx-tube with 2–4 prominent angles; lid shortly pointed or hemispherical; stamens about 3 Impermanent, ovoid; meat inserted in bud; anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr. ovoid-truncate, 3–4 lines across; valves about on a level with the rim. July, Aug. F.V.M. Eucal. 1:3. Maiden, For. Fl. N.S.W. 19.—Timber especially esteemed for wheelwrights’ work: also used for household purposes. Useful for windbreaks and as a shore tree. Grows well in the coast districts only. Timber hard, tough, and durable; used in Austrail. especially for fences.

35. robusta, Smith. SWAMP MAHOGANY. Handsome symmetrically branched tree of moderate height: bark of trunk persistent, rough, dark brown; on the branches reddish: lvs. oval-lanceolate, long-pointed, 3–7 in. long, 1½–3 in. wide, dark green, coriaceous; veins spreading almost at right angles to midrib; lid acute, about as long as calyx-tube; stamens 4–6 lines long; anthers with parallel cells: fr. goblet-shaped, becoming nearly ½ in. across, the rim thin and caps. much sunk. Oct.—March. F.V.M. Eucal. 7:8.—Formerly much planted in Calif. as a street tree, but the tops break down in strong winds, due to the heavy foliage and the brittle discarded purpose: a profuse bloomer, especially valuable for bees: wood brittle but durable. Best adapted to moist coast districts but also flourishes in the interior valleys when given sufficient water: suggested for the coast of the Gulf of Mexico in districts free from heavy frosts.

36. reduna, Schau. Shrub or small tree, to 120 ft.: bark smooth, white: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, rather obtuse, 3 in. or less long, often patial paler beneath; lid conical, acuminate, about twice as long as calyx-tube; stamens 3–4 lines long; anthers opening by parallel slits: fr. obovoid, about 3 lines thick. F.V.M. Eucal. 10:7.—Grows on cold flats of comparatively poor soil in Aust. Timber tough, heavy, and durable; prized for wheelwrights’ work.

37. pilularis, Smith. BLACKBUTT. Slender tree, averaging 100–150 ft.: bark more fibrous or stringy, the inner bark yellow and imparting a yellow stain to the wood: juvenile lvs. often with tufts of hairs; adult lvs. glossy above: lid blunt or slightly pointed: fr. typically 6 lines thick. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 2:8. In poor soil: grows to with scarcely flattened peduncles approach E. eugeniiodes.


40. microcorys, F. v. M. TALLOW-WOOD Gum. Tall tree: bark persistent, wrinkled: lvs. broadly lanceolate, acuminate, thin, copiously dotted with oil-glands, much paler and0 opaque beneath; lid conical; pedicels, the buds club-shaped; lid depressed-hemispherical; stamens about 3 lines long, outer ones sterile; anthers minute, almost heart-shaped, opening by divergent slits: fr. scarcely 2 lines across. F.V.M. Eucal. 2:6. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 41 (figs. 6–9).—Timber yellowish; one of the most valuable as an ironwood: strong and durable, under or above ground; used by wheelwrights and for flooring, especially for ballrooms; suitable for this latter purpose because of its greasy nature.

41. punctata, DC. LEATHER-JACKET. HICKORY Gum. Beautiful spreading tree, 100 ft. or more high: bark smooth and dark, thick, the outer deciduous in flakes: lvs. thin, narrow beneath: lid conical, acuminate above, slightly paler and marked with oil-dots beneath; lateral veins moderately spreading; peduncles broad, much compressed; pedicels evident, angular, thick; lid ovate-conical; stamens about 3 lines long; anthers opening by parallel slits: fr. 3 or 4 lines wide, not contracted and not exserted. Aug.—Oct. F.V.M. Eucal. 6:7.—Timber remarkable for its extreme hardness and durability. Grown in S. Calif.; too tender for the San Joaquin Valley.

42. saligna, Smith. Tall tree: bark gray and smooth: lvs. lanceolate, with close parallel transverse veins,
much paler beneath; pedicels very short or fls. usually sessile; lid hemispherical, short, pointed; stamens 2-3 lines long, all fertile; anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr. subglobose-truncate, not contracted at orifice; rim narrow; valves more or less protruding, separated from the rim by a narrow groove. F.V.M. Eucal. 2:8. Maiden, Flor. Fl. N.S.W. 13.—Timber of the best, usually pale red, straight-grained, comparatively easy to work. Prefers rich alluvial soil: probably will not endure severe conditions.

Var. angulosa, Bentli. (E. angulosa, Schau.). Calyx-tube and lid prominently angled or ribbed, but varying much in this respect as well as in size of fls. and frs. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 14.

47. Planchniâna, F. V. M. Tree, to 100 ft., with angular branches: lv's. lanceolate, acuminate, elongated; lid conical, about 3/4 in. long, usually transversely streaked; outer stamens flexible in bud but usually the inner ones incurved; anthers broadly ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr. ovoid-cylindric, truncate, about 3/4 in. across, the caps. sunk and valves well inclosed. F.V.M. Eucal. 4:6.—A profuse bloomer. Timber heavy, hard, and durable; well adapted for sawing but not easily split.

48. megacarpa, F. V. M. Tree, 100 ft. or less high; bark deciduous, smooth, grayish white: lv's. lanceolate, falcate, mostly 4-6 in. long: fls. only 1-3 and sessile in the umbels; lid shortly conical; stamens about 3/4 in. long; anthers ovate-oblong, opening by parallel slits: fr. depressed-globose, thick and hard, 3/4-1 in. across; rim convex, continuous with the thick obtuse incurved valves. F.V.M. Eucal. 6:3. Maiden Crit. Rev. Eucal. 78 (figs. 4-8).

49. gompophéphala, DC. Tooart Tree. Tree, 120 ft. or less high; bark persistent, rough but not stringy, becoming dark: lv's. thick, narrowly acuminate, pale green: fls. usually 3-5, sessile; lid globose, very hard and thick; stamens 3-4 lines long; anthers opening by parallel slits: fr. turbinate; rim broad and convex, rounded to the incurved valves. F.V.M. Eucal. 7:4.—Easily distinguishable by the broad lid. Wood of a pale yellowish color: remarkable for hardness and strength, heavy, the grain close and twisted: shrinks but little and does not check while seasoning: suitable for large scantlings and for use wherever exposed to great heat, as in engine-rooms: one of the strongest woods known. Grows both along the coast and in the dry interior valleys: one of the most alkali-resistant species.

50. ridis, Endl. Desert Gum. Tree, 100 ft. or less: bark gray, persistent, rough, but not deeply furrowed: lv's. broadly to narrowly lanceolate, mostly 3/4-2 3/4 in. wide: peduncles 3/4-1 in. long: pedicels short; lid conical, not beaked, about as long as calyx-tube; stamens 3-4 lines long; anthers opening by parallel slits: fr. broadly turbinate, 4-5 lines across; rim only slightly ascending. F.V.M. Eucal. 10:8.—Stands drought and extremes of temperature better than most other species; endures minimum temperatures of 15-18°; suitable for most situations in the S. W.: successfully used as an avenue tree and for windbreaks at Fresno, Calif. Timber probably of value only for posts and for fuel.

51. decpiens, Endl. Straggly shrub, or tree to 70 ft.: bark rough, persistent, fragile; lv's. ovate to lanceolate, 2 1/2-4 1/2 in. long, seldom over 3/4 in. wide: peduncles 3/4-3 in. long: pedicels 0; lid conical, often twice as long as calyx-tube; anthers very small, globular, opening by pores which become longitudinal slits: fr. broadly turbinate or globose, 3-4 lines across; valves awl-shaped. F.V.M. Eucal. 10:3. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 63 (figs. 1-12).

52. viminâlis, Labill. Manna Gum. Plate XXXIX. Graceful tree, to 300 ft., the branches pendulous: bark either persistent, roughish, and dark-colored (never fibrous), or dark-brownish white: seedling lv's. lanceolate; mature lv's. lanceolate, acuminate, somewhat falcate: fls. usually 3, rarely 0-8, sessile or on very short pedicels; lid semi-ovate, mostly short-pointed; stamens about 3 lines

1428. Eucalyptus corynocalyx. (X1/2) No. 60.

44. piperita, Smith. Peppermint Stringybark. Tall tree: bark of the trunk persistent, gray, rough and fibrous; of the branches smooth: lv's. oblique, 2-6 in. long, thin; veins very oblique but obscure; oil-dots copious, transparent: lid broad-conical, acute, about as long as calyx-tube; stamens about 2 lines long; anthers kidney-shaped, opening by divergent slits: fr. globular, ovoid, or urceolate, contracted at orifice, 3/4 in. across; rid. F.V.M. Eucal. 3:8. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 45 (figs. 1-9).—The young foliage emits a strong odor of peppermint when bruised.


46. incrasísta, Labill. Shrub or small tree, to 25 ft.: lv's. lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, rather obtuse, mostly 2-4 in. long; veins inconspicuous: calyx-tube ribbed in the common forms; lid thick, hemispheric or short-conic, often abruptly beaked; stamens all inclined in the bud; anthers ovate-oblong, opening by parallel slits: fr. ovoid-cylindric, about 3/4 in. across; valves often slightly exserted. F.V.M. Eucal. 5:15. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 13, 15.—Australian deserts: one of the "mallees."
EUCALYPTUS

long; anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr. subglobose-truncate, 3–5 lines across; rim flat or rounded; valves triangular, acute. May–Aug. F.v.M. Eucal. 10:10. G.C. III. 4:597.—A hardy species, grown as far north as Chico, Calif.; ranks next to E. globulus in rapidity of growth. Timber not so strong as that of E. globulus; is very valuable for fuel, and can be grown under conditions in which more valuable species would not survive or would make only an inferior growth. A good bee tree.

53. **Stuartiana**, F. v. M. APPLE-SCENTED GUM. Tall branching tree, with dense drooping foliage: closely related to E. **viminalis**, and distinguishable from the latter, when this has more than 3 fls. in an umbel, by the flowers having 2 umbilical seedlings. fls. rather smaller; frs. pedicellate almost 0; buds angular; lid almost hemispherical, or shortly and bluntly conical. Feb.–May. F.v.M. Eucal. 4:9.

54. **Macarthuria**, Deane & Maiden. Bark rough, "very wooly;" seedling lvs. linear-lanceolate, slightly cordate, strictly opposite; mature lvs. narrow, lanceolate; fls. 4-8, rarely more pedicelled; buds ovoid, smooth, very small; fr. semi-ovate, scarcely 3 lines across.—Related to E. **viminalis** and to E. **Stuartiana**: distinguished from the latter by the smooth slender-pedicelled buds and from both by the smaller fls. and frs.

55. **amygdaLina**, Labill. PEPPERMINT GUM. Tree, the tallest of the genus (var. **regnans**): bark persistent on trunk and lower branches, fibrous; lvs. lanceolate, not noticeably oblique at base, 2–4 in. long; veins oblique; oil-dots large, not very numerous: fls. many and crowded in the umbels; buds drooping, often rough; lid hemispherical, very obtuse, shorter than the calyx-tube; stamens under 2 lines long; anthers kidney-shape; fr. hemispherical for about 1/3 in. across; rim flat or slightly concave; valves flat or slightly protruding. F.v.M. Eucal. 5:1. B.M. 3260. B.R. 947 (as E. longifolia). G.C. III. 6:16. R.H. 1902, p. 83.—Timber of inferior durability and strength. Foliage with odor of peppermint; far richer in oil than any other eucalypt.


56. **Risdonii**, Hook. f. A beautiful glaucescent-foliaged tree 20–50 ft. high, the branches somewhat pendulous; bark flaking off, smooth, not fibrous: early lvs. cordate, connate in pairs; later lvs. other opposite or ovate or alternately lanceolate, not very oblique at base: veins oblique: buds, fls., and fr. as in E. **amygdalina**. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 32 (fig. 1).—A valuable ornamental: all the lvs. commonly opposite and connate.


59. **coriacea**, A. Cunn. (E. **paucaflora**, Sieb.). Tree, often tall, with spreading branches and slender somewhat pendulous twigs; outer bark deciduous; inner bark smooth, pale gray: lvs. ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, 4–8 in. long, thick, smooth; lateral veins almost parallel to the midrib: fls. 5–10; buds club-shaped; umbels distinctly pedunculated; lid hemispherical, obtuse or with a short point, twice or thrice shorter than the tube; stamens 2–3 lines long; anthers reniform, opening by divergent slits: fr. pear-shaped, truncate, 3–4 lines thick. Nov.–Feb. F.v.M. Eucal. 3:6 (as E. **paucaflora**). Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 26, 27, 28 (figs. 1, 2).—A high-mountain tree and one of the hardest species. Cattle browse on the foliage in seasons of drought: timber used for fuel and fences; warps badly. Trees sometimes badly affected with scale.


62. **dissercolor**, F. v. M. (E. **collasea**, F. v. M. E. **disserecolor** var. **collasea**, Hort.). KARRI. Fig. 1429. Very tall symmetrical tree: bark smooth, white: lvs. dark green and shining above; veins very diverging; lid obtusely conical, not wider than calyx-tube; stamens 4 lines long; anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr. ovoid-truncate, about 1/3 in. long by 4–5 lines thick;
rim rather thick; caps. deeply sunk. Feb.—May, and again in Nov. F. v. M. Eucal. 5:4.—Thrives near the coast but does not endure well the dry heat of the interior: too tender for the San Joaquin Valley. A rapid grower, profuse bloomer, and considered a good tree for bees. Timber very hard, durable, of a light red color, and takes a fine polish: suitable for furniture, wagon work, ties, and general construction.


64. *rostrata*, Schlecht. Red Gum, Fig. 1430. Tree, to 200 ft.; bark of mature trunks dark gray, either smooth and deciduous or somewhat persistent near the base and then checking into thick scales or even furrowed; bark of seedlings and twigs reddish: lvs. narrowly lanceolate, acuminate, 4–6 in. or more long: calyx-tube hemispheric; lid usually hemispheric and provided with a narrowed point or beak, sometimes merely conical and not beaked, rarely over 3 lines long; stamens 2–4 lines long; anthers oblong, opening by parallel slits: fr. nearly globar, rarely above 3 lines thick; rim broad, prominent; valves entirely protruding, even before they open. April—July. F. v. M. Eucal. 4:7.—One of the most valuable species; next to the sugar gum and forest gray-gum perhaps the most drought-resistant; withstands frosts better than blue-gum; endures the intense heat of Imperial Valley, on the Colorado Desert; grows where the ground is inundated for a considerable time; makes a good growth in alkali soils, yet best results are secured only on good soil, especially if moist and with a clayey subsoil. A slow-growing species in regard to height, but one of the first in regard to diam.-growth (Ingham). Timber turbinate; lid slenderly conical, acuminate, rarely abruptly beaked, 3–6 lines long, always much longer than the tube; stamens 3–6 lines long; fr. obovate or nearly globular, 3–4 lines long; valves prominent; valves protruding. April—July. F. v. M. Eucal. 9:8.—Closely related to *E. rostrata*; usually coarser, the lvs. broader, peduncles and pedicels stouter, and fr. larger; yet variable in all these characters. According to Ingham, this species has an erect habit of growth, while *E. rostrata* grows very crookedly. Withstands fully as wide a range in temperature, moisture, and soil conditions as does *E. rostrata*: timber similar but usually paler in color; more valuable because of its more regular growth. *E. amplifolia*, Naudin, known in Calif. as the “Cooper” or “round-leaf tereticornis,” is a form with large roundish lvs. when young.


—A very hardy species; cattle readily browse on the foliage, as it lacks the peculiarly pungent eucalyptus odor. Fls. only 3 in the typical form, but this apparently not cult. in Amer.


Var. *montana*, Auct. A mountain form of *E. Gunnii*. The only species which withstands the climate of the east of England.

68. *melliodora*, Cunn. Honey-scented Gum. Yellow Box. Spreading tree with somewhat drooping habit, to 150 ft. high: bark somewhat persistent below, roughish, brownish gray without, yellowish within, flaking off above, leaving the branches smooth: lvs. narrow, acuminate, 3–5 in. long: fls. small, the calyx about 2 lines across; lid conic-hemispherical; stamens 2–3 lines long; outer ones sterile; anthers minute, truncate, opening by terminal pores or short slits: fr. distinctly stalked, truncate-globose, under 3 lines thick. Feb.—Aug. F. v. M. Eucal. 2:5. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 61 (figs. 1—14).—Will grow on poor hillside soil but best growth is made in the valley. Broad and in Austral. by wheelwrights and shipbuilders: makes excellent fuel: fls. particularly rich in nectar and much sought by bees.

69. *odorata*, Behr. (E. caujiputea, Miq.). Differs from *E. melliodora* chiefly in the more erect habit and fr. which is often nearly sessile, obconic, not or scarcely contracted at orifice. F. v. M. Eucal. 2:7. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 51 (figs. 9—19).—Grown at Fresno, Calif.: may be of value for its oil.

70. *doratéxylon*, F. v. M. Spear-Wood. Beautiful shrub or small tree: bark smooth, greenish white: lvs. all opposite or nearly so, narrowly lanceolate, acumi-
nate, mostly under 3 in. long; fls. 4-7 on each recurved nearly terete peduncle; lid terminating in a rather long beak; stamens 2-3 lines long; anthers ovate-oblong, opening by parallel slits; fr. ovoid, about 3 lines long, scarcely as wide. F.v.M. Eucl. 4:4. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 70 (figs. 3-5).—Of ornamental value because of its slender, graceful habit.

71. marginata, Smith (E. floribunda, R. et H.); J. A. M. Tall tree under favorable conditions, often low; bark persistent and somewhat fibrous or flaking off in strips; lvs. lanceolate, 3-6 in. long; veins widely spreading; pendentes sometimes a little flattened; lid oblone-conical, longer than calyx-tube; stamens 3-4 lines long, all fertile, the outer not indexed in bud; anthers ciliate-retain, opening by divergent slits; fr. solitary, reddish brown, separated from the stalk, ½ to 1½ in. thick, hard, and smooth. April, May. F.v.M. Eucl. 7:5.—Valuable hardwood tree requiring a warm climate: not yet a success in Amer. Timber easily worked, is a fine polish, not attacked by teredo, almost incombustible: used in England for street-paving and in Austral. for piles, underground work, telegraph-poles, ties, flooring, shingles, and general construction.


73. erythronema, Turcz. (E. conodea, Benth.). Small tree: bark rough, reddish; lvs. lanceolate, 1-3 in. long, thick and shining; veins very oblique, obscure: fls. 2-3, red, distinctly stalked in the usually recurved umbel; lid hemispheric, acute; stamens about ½ in. long, racemose, the corolla of the calyx by the thick disk of the anthers oblong, opening by longitudinal slits; fr. top-shaped, truncate, 4-6 lines across; rim raised above the calyx-border, showing externally as a smooth ring. Spring. F.v.M. Eucl. 8:2.—A highly ornamental species of recent intro.

74. leucoxylon, F. v. M. (E. gracilipes, Naudin). Witte Ironbark. Fig. 1481. Tall tree, usually branching below: bark mostly decidual in irregular strips, smooth, pale: juvenile lvs. ovate-lanceolate, sessile: adult lvs. narrow-lanceolate, grayish or dull green: fls. 2-5, mostly 3, long-stalked, white or rarely pink; lid semi-ovate, pointed, about as long as calyx-tube; stamens very unequal, outer ones often ½ in. long and usually sterile; fr. solitary, mostly by stipules; stigma much dilated: fr. ovoided, truncate, scarcely contracted at orifice, 4-5 lines across; rim thick. Nov.-April. F.v.M. Eucl. 1:4. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 66 (figs. 1-12). R.H. 1901, p. 500.—Grows best near the coast and where there is plenty of rain but will endure considerable drought and poor soil: withstands minimum temperatures of 15-20°. Valuable bee tree, yielding an excellent honey. Timber superior to that of almost any other eucalypt for certain purposes: hard and durable, pale or brown: used in carpentry and wheelwrights' work: also for ax-handles, railroad-ties, and underground work. For form with pink fls., is highly ornamental. Vari. purpurea, Hort., has bright purple fls.

75. sideroxylon, Cunn. (E. leucoryzon var. sideroxylon, Auct.). Red Ironbark. Characters mostly as in E. leucoryzon; usually not branched below: bark persistent, rough, dark red or black: juvenile lvs. linear-lanceolate, green; white or yellow, excised in the vars. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 55 (figs. 5-13).—Wood dark brown or reddish, otherwise similar to that of E. leucoryzon and climatic requirements the same.

Vari. rosea, Hort. (E. leucoryzon var. rosea, Hort.). Lvs. green: fls. rose-colored. Dec.-June.—A handsome form and profuse bloomer, distinguished from the pink form of E. leucoryzon by the rough dark-colored bark.

Vari. pallens, Auct. (E. leucoryzon var. pallens, Benth. E. leucoryzon var. pallida, Hort.). Lvs. silvery gray, not very coriaceous; fls. red.—A profuse bloomer.

76. longifolia, Link & Otto. Wollumb. Medium-sized or tall tree: bark of old trunks persistent, gray, rough or wrinkled, somewhat fibrous; lvs. elongated-lanceolate: fls. long-stalked, lid broadly conical, acute, pale; stamens fully ½ in. long, inflected in the bud, all perfect; anthers ovate-oblong, opening by parallel slits; stigma not dilated: fr. bell-shaped or tubular, truncate, angular, about ½ in. thick; rim prominent, ascending. F.v.M. Eucl. 2:4.—Flowering almost continuously: valuable for bees.

E. annulata, Benth. Shrub or small tree with characters of E. cordata except as follows: in narrow-lanceolate leaves: lid 6-8 lines long, usually incurved: fr. depressed-globose, 4-5 lines thick, the convex rim protruding as a thick ring. —E. Bosistona, F. v. M. Next to E. pluiliaris in the key but perhaps related to E. melliodora. Lvs. narrow-lanceolate, corymbose, dotted, of equal color on both sides; veins very divergent: fls. few and pedicelled in the umbels; peduncles somewhat compressed; lid fully as long as tube, narrow-hemispheric: fr. small, with narrow rim; valves included. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 49 (figs. 1-4).—E. californica, offered by Abbot Kinney in his book entitled "Eucalyptus," has not been recognized by botanists: also listed as E. occidentalis var. californica, Kinney.—E. cinstans, F. v. M. Related to E. viminalis. Bark persistent, fibrous: lvs. opposite, sessile, coriaceous, more or less white-nearly: fls. 2-7, pedicellate: fr. 3 lines thick, with protruding valves: E. dehosta, A. Cunn. Small tree, near E. viminalis: lvs. glaucous, often broad and obtuse: fls. 3-6, small: fr.-rim flat: var. Grows commonly even before they open. Cult. in Calif.—E. Dneyi, Maiden. Very close to E. saligna; distinguished chiefly by its broad sucker lvs.—E. Faldi Bay (?), Naudin, is a horticultural form of either E. rostrata or of E. tetrodonta: branched pendulous.—E. jupitrus, Naudin, is a cult. form not yet identified. —E. Maideni, F.v.M. Appearance and bark of E. geniculata but much smaller in size, and light in color: buds and caps of E. globulus: lanceolate-quadangular.—E. McCadichae, Kinney, is a horticultural name for a large Rd. of type of var. acerula. var. venusta, A. Cunn. Placed after E. ficoifolia in the key: fls. sessile in simple umbels, brilliant orange-color: fr. trunctate-ovate, nearly 2 in. long. F.v.M. Eucl. 8:4.—E. Mortonian, Kinney, is a horticultural species probably referable to E. Maideni, Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 79 (figs. 13-14), 80 (figs. 1-12).—E. pitiens, Benth. Next to E. pluiliaris in the key and similar only by the flattened, bearing 3-7 fls.; lid hemispherical, short-pointed, about half as long as tube: fr. trunctate-ovate, 5 lines wide; rim narrow; capsules larger. F.v.M. Eucl. 50 (fig. 6).—E. pilularis, in Calif. Exp. Sta. Bull. No. 217, p. 1011, is probably a misprint for E. fieldii. E. pinifolia, a garden name. J. H. Maiden suggests that Californian specimens under this name may be E. coccifera (Crit. Rev. Eucl., p. 143).—E. rubida, Deane & Maiden. Characters of E. viminalis, but tree always much and white, often with reddish patches, and the sucker lvs. broad.—E. uncinata, Turcz. Near E. decipiens in the key and, like it, a shrub: bark deciduous, smooth: lvs. of bright green, narrow, copiously dark-dotted; veins fine, widely divergent: filaments kinked; anthers opening by terminal pores: fr. 2-3 lines across; valves little if at all exserted. F.v.M. Eucl. 4:10. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 62. —E. urophylla, Hook. f. Shapely tree with drooping branches and pubescent glaucous foliage: bark smooth, pale brown; lvs. 2-4 in. long, obtuse: fls. mostly 3 in each umbel; peduncles often recurved; fr. nearly globose but somewhat urn-shaped, 4-5 lines wide; caps much sunk and valves inclosed. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucl. 60 (figs. 13-15).

Other names offered in foreign catalogues are: E. capitellata, E. considenaeana, E. delegatensis, E. diva, E. goniophora-cornuta, E. lazophlebas, E. paludosus, E. Smithii.

Harvey Monroe Hall.
EUCHARIDium (from the Greek for charming) O. græce. Pretty small annuals, one of which (E. con- 
cinnum) is well known in gardens.

Three Californian herbs allied to Clarkia (and often referred to it), but differing in the calyx-tube being much prolonged beyond the ovary, and the stamens 4 and opposite the sepals and not appended at the base; petals lobed. Cult. simple, as for Clarkia.

concinnum, Fisch. & Mey. (Clarkia concinna, Greene), is a graceful garden annual, growing 1-2 ft. high, simple or very nearly so, pubescent or glabrous: lvs. small, oblong, petiolate; fls. regular, rose-colored, nearly or quite an inch across; calyx-tube filiform l persecuted one inch or more long; filaments filiform; petals 3-lobed; the middle lobe not much exceeding the others. B.R. 1962. B.M. 3589.—Of easy cult. in any garden soil; a useful annual.

grandiflorum, Fisch. & Mey. (Clarkia grandiflora, Greene). Differ. from above in being diffusely branched from the base, corolla larger, irregular, 5 upper petals approximate and the other separate and declined, all the middle lobes long-clawed. There is a var. alba advertised.

Bréveri, Gray (Clarkia Bréveri, Greene. C. Saz- énae, Greene). 1-2 ft. high: lvs. 1 in. or more long, lanceolate, entire, short-petioled; corolla irregular; petals broadly obcordate with the middle lobe narrow-spatulate and much exceeding the other lobes; filaments club-shaped: has a honeysuckle fragrance. L. H. B.

EUCHARIS (very graceful, from the Greek). Ama- rylidæææ. AMAZON LILY. Hothouse bulbous plants of great beauty and delightful fragrance, blooming in late winter and spring and at other times if the requisite treat- ment is given. Bulb tuni- cated, 1-2 in. diam.: lvs. broad-ovate, narrowed into distinct petioles, prominently parallel-ribbed, radial: fls. white, in long pedicels, very showy, standing on long stout scapes; perianth-tube straight or curved, the throat dilated; segms. broad and spreading; perianth-segments either entire or toothed between the filaments: ovules 2 to many in each of the 3 locules.—Six or 8 handsome species from Colombia. The species are confused. E. grandiflora (known to gar- deners as E. amazonica), E. candida and E. subdentata are the well-marked types. The fls. in Fig. 1432, adapted from authentic plates, will describe the types. Hybrids with Urecolina (see Ureocalcaria). The Amazon lilies, as eucharis are popularly called, are among the most desirable of greenhouse bulbous plants, being not only very beautiful but also very free in the production of flowers. When grown in pots, they require a coarse fibrous soil, composed chiefly of rotted sod and enriched with abundance of bone-meal and a sprinkling of bone-dust. The pots should be well drained, for much water is needed during the growing season, but frequent potting should be avoided as the roots are impatient of disturbance. Shading from full sunshine is required, except during the winter and early spring, and a night temperature of 65° to 70° is best for these plants. By drying off the eucharis to some extent for a few weeks, a crop of flowers may be had at almost any season, providing the bulbs are strong and healthy, but they should never be dried to such a degree that all the foliage is lost, else the bulbs will be much weakened. Good results are also had from planting out the eucharis on a bench in a warmhouse, the soil and treatment being much the same as for pot- grown specimens. The only insects liable to give much trouble in connection with these plants are mealy-bugs and thrips, and these may be controlled by thorough spraying. (W. H. Taplin.)

grandiflora, Planch. (E. amazonica, Lind.) AMAZON LILY. STAR OF BETHLEHEM (a name also applied to Ornithogalum). Fig. 1452. Bulb globular, 2 in. diam.: lvs. 2-4 to each stem, the petiole about 12 in. long; fl.-blade 1 ft. or more long and 5-6 in. broad, oblong: scape 1-2½ ft. bearing an umbel of 3-6 large (4 in. across) very fragrant star-like fls. mostly or quite 1 in. long; segms. spreading, oblong and obtuse; tube of perianth-cylindrical and curved, 2 in. long; cup forming a distinct projecting tube. B.M. 4971. F.S. 9:397; 12:1216-17. G. 48, p. 217; 39, p. 23; 61, p. 125; 63, pp. 71, 131; 66, p. 412; 76, p. 67; 77, p. 418. G.C. III. 7:193; 16:665; 28:115; 35:117; 41:71; 51: 141. R.H. 1912, p. 115. G. 3:407; 9:301 (E. amazonica var. grandiflora); 10:5. G.L. 21:476. G.M. 46:83. G.W. 2, p. 87. G.Z. 2:1. A.F. 5:363; 8:445. F.E. 8:1000. F.R. 1:111; 2:364. Var. Mooroi, Baker, has smaller, rounder and thicker lvs., and smaller Fls., with the cup lined with yellow.—Of all warm greenhouse bulbous flowering plants, E. grandiflora (E. amazonica of the gardener) stands without a rival in the purity and beauty of its bloom.—Prop. by offsets, but one must always bear in mind that these plants do not like to be disturbed much at the roots, and it will be some time before they recover from the operation of division. The spring is the best time for dividing the bulbs. Turn the plant out of its pot, and take a hose with a gentle pressure on it and wash all the loam carefully away from the roots, care being taken to break as few as possible.—It thrives well in a good juicy loam. Add about a third of dried cow-manure, with as much sand and charcoal to keep the whole porous. The pots should be well drained with crocks, as these plants will never do well if the soil gets into a "sour" condition. Three bulbs to a 6-inch pot are enough, but if large specimens are desired for exhibitions, increase the number and the size of pot, having in view what is desired. Do not give much water after plants are divided, until growth has begun. When they are growing vigorously, a copious supply of water is required. A temperature of 65° by night should be maintained, and during the day it may run to 80° or 85°. The air should never be allowed to become "stagnant." This applies, of course, to all kinds of plants grown in glass structures. It must be remembered that in their native place the plants grow outdoors, and in heating green- houses allowance should be made for the free admiss. of fresh air at all times. Eucharis like a light shade over them during the brightest part of the day, but from about the end of Sept. until March they will stand all the direct sun. E. grandiflora should be watered 2 or 3 times during the year.—When the lvs. are fully matured, cease watering until signs of flagging of the
foliage is noticed, then water again to freshen them up. Keep this treatment up for a month, that is alternately drying and watering. The temperature may be lowered 5° during this resting-period. Start the plants by giving them a thorough soaking of water, and raise the temperature again to not less than 65° by night. The ft.-sts. will soon appear, and they may be watered and manured as for the several joints producing 1-seeded frs. trapezoidal in shape, the surface smooth and hard. The aspect is that of Indian corn (Zea) from which it differs in having free slender-jointed pistillate spikes that are not united into a cob.—Only one species is generally recognized, but there are probably others in C. of American.


A. S. Hr Churchill.

**EUNIDE** (Greek-made word, referring to the sharp nettle-like hairs). *Loasaceae*. Several N. American annual or biennial herbs, by some authors referred to Mentzelia. Plants with stinging hairs: lvs. alternate on lower sides opposite stamens or ovate; more or less lobed: fls. yellow or white; calyx-tube oblong, the limb persistent, 5-lobed; petals 5, united at the base and inserted on the throat of the calyx; stamens numerous, the filaments filiform; ovary 1-loculed, bearing a 5-cleft style. *E. bartonoides*, Zucc. (Mentzelia bartonoides, Benth. and Hook.), is sometimes cult. It is a pretty summer-flowering annual, thriving in warm garden soil. Sts. about 1 ft., somewhat succulent, more or less decumbent, hispid-hairy: lvs. alternate, petioled, broad-ovate and toothed-lobed: fls. large, on long pedicels, opening in sunshine, the petals ovate-pointed, the numerous yellow hair-like stamens projecting and brush-like. Mex., New Mex., and Texas. B.M. 4491 (as Microserperma bartonoides). Gt. 5:320. L. H. B.


**EUROMIS** (Greek, beautiful hair or tophalic). *Liliacea*. Cape bulbs, half-hardy, producing radical rosettes of long leaves and a strong peduncle or scape bearing a raceme of greenish or white flowers more or less tinged with color, the cluster crowned or topped with a coma of leafy bracts (it is from this coma or crest that the generic name is taken).

Bulb tubedicated: peduncle simple: lvs. lorate or oblong, often tinged or spotted with purple: fls. regular, 6-parted, rotate; stamens 6; ovary broad and short; style cylindrical and stigma capitate: caps. 3-valved.—Species about 12, African, nearly all from S. Afr. Prop. by offsets. The bulbs may remain in the open if in a warm place and well protected; some of them stand considerable frost, and blossom in spring. Of easy cult. Let the bulbs remain where planted. In the N. treated as glasshouse plants.

a. *Scapes club-shaped.*

**regia**, Ait. Bulb globose, 2-3 in. diam.: lvs. 6-8, obtuse, not undulate toward the edge, to 1 1/2 ft. long and 3-4 in. broad: scape 3-6 in. long, bearing a dense
oblong raceme 3-6 in. long; fls. green, 1/2 in. long, the segms. oblong, and stamens half as long as perianth; crown of 12-20 oblong, acute, crisped lvs. S. Afr.

nana, Ait. Bulb 2 in. diam.: lvs. about 8, obtuse, firm, purplish on back toward the base, to 2 ft. long, 3/4 in. broad and ovate; the middle: sepal about as thick at top as it is purplish; raceme with more or less purple, 3-4 in. long, dense, the fls. nearly sessile: perianth green, 1/2 in. long, the segms. oblong or oblancocele: crown of 12-30 crisped lvs. S. Afr. B.M. 1893. G.W. 15, p. 305.

Jácquinii, C. H. Wright. Differs from the above, with which it has been confused, in broader and shorter lvs. less tapering at base, and no purple in the fls. S. Afr.

AA. Scapo cylindrical.

b. Pedicels short.

undulata, Ait. Bulb globose, 2-3 in. diam.: lvs. 6-9, strap-shaped, to 1/2 ft. long, 2-3 in. broad, thin, not spotted on back, spreading or recurving, undulate: scape 1 ft. or less, bearing a dense raceme 3-6 in. long; perianth green, 1/2 in. long, the segms. oblong or oblancocele: crown of 12-30 crisped lvs. S. Afr. B.M. 1893. G.W. 15, p. 305.

bb. Pedicels long, erect-spreading.


bicolor, Baker. Bulb large and globose: lvs. 5-6, strap-shaped, thin, not spotted, undulate, to 2 ft. long by 3-4 in. broad: scape 1-1 1/2 ft. long; raceme to 1 ft. long, dense at top; stamens and margins of perianth-segms. bright purple, otherwise close to E. punctata: crown of 12-20 oblong acute lvs. usually margined with red-purple. S. Afr. B.M. 6816. G.W. 14, p. 468.

L. H. B.

EUCÓMMIA (Greek, eu, well, and kommi, gum; alluding to the fact that the plant contains rubber). Eucómmiaceae. Deciduous tree grown for its handsome foliage and also for its possibility as a hardy rubber-producing tree.

Branches with laminate pith: winter-buds conspicuous, with imbricate scales: lvs. alternate, petioled, serrate, without stipules: fls. dioecious, without perianth, solitary in the axils of bracts at the base of the young shoots and precocious; staminate fls. pedicelled; stamens 6-10 with very short filaments and elongated linear anthers; pistillate fls. short-pedicelled with a 1-celled, 2-ovuled stipitate ovary, bifid at the apex, the lobes stigmatic on the inside: fr. a compressed winged nutlet.—One species in S. China, not closely related to any other genus; it was first placed with the Trochodendraceae or Magnoliaceae and afterward with the Hamamelidaceae, but is now generally considered as representing a distinct family allied to the last named.

Eucómmia is an upright-growing vigorous tree with rather large elliptic dark green foliage, inconspicuous precocious flowers and winged fruits; in habit and foliage it resembles somewhat an elm tree. In China the bark is a most valued medicine. The tree contains rubber in all its parts, particularly in the young growth and in the bark. Though the rubber has proved to be of good quality, it is apparently difficult of extraction and insufficient in sufficient quantity to make the commercial exploitation of the tree pay; therefore the hopes which have been set in this "hardy rubber tree" will probably never realize. The tree has proved perfectly hardy as far north as Massachusetts and grows well in a loamy humid soil. Propagation is by seeds and by greenwood cuttings under glass.


ALFRED REHDER.


Plants of E. pillatifolia give much satisfaction in the open in England although not much known, the pure white fls. 3 in. diam., and borne more or less in pairs, being produced in great profusion in late summer; it grows 8-10 ft. high.

EUGÉNIA (named in honor of Prince Eugen of Savoy). Myrtaceæ. A large group of trees and shrubs, grown chiefly for their ornamental foliage and berries. Many tropical species yield edible fruits which are both eaten out of hand and made into jellies or confectations. A number of these have been recently introduced into the warmer parts of the United States, where they give promise of attaining much importance. The clove of commerce belongs to this genus.

Evergreen trees and shrubs: lvs. opposite, mostly entire and finely pennivenied; fls. white or creamy or the numerous stamens yellowish: fr. a drupe-like berry, usually globular or pear-shaped, 1-5-seeded. Habitat and infl. of Myrtus, which see for cult. and prop.

INDEX.

A. Fls. solitary on axillary peduncles; petals not united.

(Eugenia proper.)

1. brasiliensis, Lam. (E. Dombeya, Sklærs). Grumix- AMEIRA of Brazil. Tree, to 50 ft., glabrous or the infl. obscurely pubescent: lvs. oval or obovate-oblong, tapering at base, obtuse, 2 1/2-5 in. long, 1-2 1/2 in. broad: peduncles 1-2 in. long, much exceeding the scales which subtend the miniature edible, scarlet, black at maturity, the size of a cherry. Brazil. B.M. 4526. R.H. 1845:425.—Cult. in S. Calif. The frs. are candied and eaten in the tropics.

2. uniflora, Linn., not Berg. (E. Michélii, Lam.). PTANGA. SürINAM Cherry. Shrub, 5-20 ft., glabrous: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, obtuse at base, glossy, 1-2 in. long, exceeding the peduncles: berry 1/2-1 in. diam., ribbed, resembling a miniature tomato, edible, with a spicy acid flavor. Trop. Brazil. R.H. 1889, p. 532.—Hardy in S. Fl. and in S. Calif. Much esteemed for
jellies. Useful also as a pot-plant, producing an abundance of showy red frs.

3. Pitanga, Klaersk. Pitanga. Low shrub, young foliage and branchlets reddish pubescent; lvs. elliptic-oblong, acute at base, 1½–3 in. long; berry red, subglobose, obscurely 8-nerved, about ½ in. diam. S. Brazil and adjacent Argentina.—Intro. into S. Calif. by Franceschi.

4. microphylla, A. Rich., not Bedd. nor Rich. ex Berger (E asperifolia, Berg.). Branchlets and inf. pilose; lvs. small, oval, acute, glabrous longer than the peduncles: fr. unknown. Cuba.—Species other than the true E. microphylla apparently have been intro. under this name.

AA. Fls. in cymes or panicles; petals spreading, not united. (Jambosa. Caryophyllus.)

5. myrtifolia, Sims (E. australis, Wendl. Jambosa myrtifolia, Ndz.). Australian Brush Cherry. Tree, attaining 80 ft., glabrous; lvs. oval or oblong-lanceo-


8. aromatica, Baill., not Berg (Caryophyllus aromaticus, Linn. E. caryophyllita, Thunb. Jambosa Cary-ophyllus, Ndz.). Clove Tree. Lvs. ovate-oblong, acute, strongly toothed, the young fr. obovate, 2–5 in. long, coriaceous, dotted; lateral veins numerous, parallel, the cross-veinlets obscure: fr. in terminal trichotomous cymes, pale purple, only ¾ in. across. Moluccas.—Widely cult. in the tropics. Apparently not suited to even the warmer parts of U. S. The fls. are the cloves of commerce. See Cloves.

AAA. Fls. in cymes or panicles; petals united into a calyptra. (Syzygium.)

9. jambolana, Lam. (Syzygium jambolana, DC.). Jambolan, or Jambolan Plum. Tall shrub or tree; lvs. broadly oblong, very broad at summit but often shortly apiculate, 2½–5 in. long, 1½–4 in. wide, thick and shining; berry edible, varying from the size of a cherry to that of a pigeon’s egg. E. Indies.—Grown at Santa Barbara, Calif., where, according to Franceschi, the trees become large and flower profusely but never ripen fr.


EULÁLIA: Miscanthus.

EULÔPHA (Greek, handsome crest). Orchidaceae. Terrestrial orchids, requiring warmhouse conditions.

Rather small plants with membraneous lvs. and conspicuous pseudobulbs: scape basal, several-fl.; sepals and petals spreading, similar, ascending; label-llum 3-lobed; pollinia 2.—About 50–60 species, in the tropics of both hemispheres. The cult. of Calanthe will apply to this genus.

maculata, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate, compressed; lvs. ovate, spotted. Glabrous, small, upper sepal hood-shaped, lateral ones acuminate, reddish brown; petals broader, white or pale rose; labelum cordate, with 2 crimson spots, triangular in outline, near the base, otherwise white. Brazil. B.R. 618 (as An称呼cum).
scripta, Lindl. Lvs. linear, subdistichous; fls. purple and yellow; sepals and petals linear-oblong; labelium 3-lobed, lateral lobes rotund at the apex. Madagascar.


GEORGE V. NASH.

EUROPHIÉLLA (a diminutive of Eulophia). Orchidaceae. Orchids in habit resembling a small cytropodium. Flowers in many-fl. racemes; sepals and petals similar, concave; lip 3-lobed, spursless; column with a curved foot; pollinia 2. Species 2. They require the conditions and treatment given Cytropodium.


E. Hölzelinii, Rolfe. Resembling E. Peetersiana in habit but lvs. narrower and fls. smaller. Madagascar.

GEORGE V. NASH.

EUONYMUS: Eumyrtus.

EUPATÓRIUM (named for an ancient king of Pontus said by Pliny to have employed one of this group of plants in medicine). Composite. Joe-Pye Weed. Thorowgood. Boneset. Hemp Agrimony. Mist-Flower. Chiefly perennial herbs, a few species annual, many of the tropical ones shrubby or even arborescent; some of them hardy border plants, others grown in coolhouses as florists' plants, and others in warmhouses for the attractive foliage.

Heads rayless, mostly in dense flat-topped or rounded clusters, less frequently in open panicles, the flotes (rarity 1–4) mostly 5 or more in each head. The 2 style-branches long, threadlike or club-shaped, protruding far out of the tube of the flote; involucere cylindrical to hemispherical, its scales in 2 to many overlapping ranks; achenes 5-angled, crowned with a well-developed pappus of hair-like mostly white bristles; lvs. mostly opposite; fls. purple, rose-colored or white, rarely lilac or bluish violet, never yellow.

—At least 600 species, chiefly of Mex., the W. Indies, and Trop. S. Amer. Certain species, now botanically placed in Eupatorium, still appear in trade catalogues and seed-lists under the names Hebeclinium and Cono- clinium. Others have been confused with Ageratum.

Of this large and varied genus relatively few species have been brought into cultivation. Of these, there are two classes, namely certain warm-country species adapted only to glasshouse culture, and on the other hand a few native North American species (as well as the hemp agrimony of Europe), more or less tractable in cultivation, especially as components in making up mixed hardy borders. The glasshouse species are seen only in the larger or amateur collections, as a rule, although a few have been long in European cultivation. Of the hardy species, some, reputed medicinal, are found in old gardens. The glasshouse species demand the general treatment of Piqueria (Stevia or florists)—a cool or intermediate temperature and pot culture. They are easy to grow, and propagate readily by cuttings. They are useful for winter bloom, the heads, though individually small, being aggregated in showy masses.

INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Common Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adenanthum</td>
<td>Gracillaria, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glandulorum</td>
<td>Madagascan, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glechonophyllum</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glandulosum</td>
<td>Grandifolium, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glandulosum</td>
<td>Grandis, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haageanum</td>
<td>Hebeclinium, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hecatemum</td>
<td>Intermedia, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ianthis</td>
<td>Intermedia, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiresows</td>
<td>Lassaeana, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latifolium</td>
<td>Madagascan, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linarinum</td>
<td>Malacoton, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>megaphyllum</td>
<td>Malacoton, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melacoton</td>
<td>Monticulm, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miorah 9</td>
<td>Morisia, 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Glasshouse or warm-country species.

B. Flores pink, purple, lilac, or violet.

C. Involucral scales not ending in hairy tails.

D. Shape of lvs. ovate; fls.-stalks long.

E. Lvs. heart-shaped.

F. Style-crown with dense red disk veil. 

1. acrubens

FF. Style green.

G. Panicle dense, terminal.

H. Lvs. mucronated; flowers white.

2. megaphyllum

GG. Infl. lax; partly axillary.

H. Lvs. crenate-toothed 3. Persipus

EE. Lvs. pointed or blunt at base 4. Ianthinum

DD. Shape of lvs. lanceolate or oblong; fls.-stalks short.

5. Lasseauxii

CC. Involucral scales ending in hairy colored tails.

6. serrulatum

BB. Flores white or nearly so (the pappus sometimes colored).

C. Lvs. leathery, lance-oblong, glabrous, entire.

7. aralisofolium

CC. Lvs. not leathery, usually somewhat toothed and hairy.

D. Lf.-blade elliptic-lanceolate, deciduous and crisped on short stalk. 9. micranthus

DD. Lf.-blade round-obovate, toothed even to the deciduous base. 10. conscipum

DDD. Lf.-blade not deciduous on petiole.

E. Plant glandular-sticky.

F. Heads about 1 in. high. 9. glandulosum

FF. Heads about 1½ in. high. 12. probum

EE. Plant not glandular-sticky.

F. Lvs. velvety beneath; infl. broad rounded cornify. 13. vernale

FF. Lvs. finely hairy or soon glabrate.

G. Shape of lvs. round- or triangular-ovate; margina toothed. 14. aralisofolium

HH. Lf.-blade larger than 1½ in. long. 15. pascuarens

GG. Shape of lvs. elliptic-ovate; margina nearly or quite entire 16. glabratum

GGG. Shape of lvs. narrowly lanceolate. 17. riparium

AA. Hardy or border plants.

B. Flores flesh-colored, reddish or bluish-purple.

C. Lvs. lance-oblong, merely toothed, mostly whorled 18. purpureum

CC. Lvs. deeply 3-parted, opposite. 19. cannabimun

CCCC. Oppo. broadly ovate, distichous toothed. 20. coelestium

BB. Flores white or nearly so.

C. Lvs. perfoliate (united around the fl.). 21. perfoliatum

CC. Lvs. not perfoliate.

D. Lf.-blade lanceolate, the base narrowed and scarcely stalked.
EUPATORIUM

26.  

24.  

rapid-growing, stalked, the bluntly shaped foliage, the monly sticky-hairy, & showy bluish shaped, Attractive Conodinium base, rather foot lum, in Lvs., or veins at Lcm.)

18:265. 1.

6.  

570; 75); Said to be quite hardy, manured with richly figured leaf, needs rich leaf-mold, moist air, and high tempera-  

ture. Prop. by cuttings. Flowers in March.

1. atrórubens, Nichols. (Hebedinium atrórubens, Lem.). Lvs. large, ovate, short-stalked, heart-shaped at base, opposite, toothed, on the edge and v with long reddish-or claret-colored hair: heads red or purple, in a very large red-rayed truss. S. Mex. I.H. 9:310.—A stately species with fine foliage and richly colored fls., but said to be difficult to grow. Rare in cult. Closely related, if not identical, is E. grandiflorum, André, though figured with smaller heads of redder color. R.H. 1882:384.

2. megalophyllum, Klatt (Hebedinium macrophyllum, Lem., not DC. H. megaphylum, Lem., H.). Shrub, robust: lvs. opposite, round, more or less heart-shaped, very large, the lower sometimes more than a foot in diam., veiny: heads in large clusters (1-1½ ft. broad); florets rose, the long hairlike styles conspicuous, bluish. S. Mex. R.H. 1896, p. 351. Gt. 16:548.—Fine showy species with rich foliage, but apparently rare and not recently in trade. Needs richly manured soil, much light, and frequent replanting.


4. íanthinum, Hemsl. (Conoclinium íanthinum, Morr. Hebedinium íanthinum, Hook.). Somewhat shrubby, the thickest round-stems, at first covered with a rusty purplish pubescence: lvs. large-oval, long-stalked, opposite, pointed or blunt (but not heart-shaped) at base, somewhat hairy on both surfaces, serraté: fls. light violet, in a large compound terminal corymb. S. Mex. B.M. 4574.—A luxuriant species with heavy foliage, of easy pot culture, in a greenhouse.


6. serrulatum, Hort. Shrub with lance-shaped, pointed, sharply and unevenly toothed, short-stalked lvs., very unequal involucral scales, and showy reddish lilac heads in large dense flat-topped clusters; florets 5 in each flower, as stated to come from S. Brazil. R.H. 1894:304. Gt. 44, p. 570. G.C. III. 18:265.—Three to 6 ft. tall. Choice, but certainly not the true E. verrucatum, DC., which has much narrower finely and evenly serrulate lvs. and 11-12-fl. heads.

7. hecánthum, Baker (Hebedinium Udépeis, DC.). Robust annual, like a large ageratum: lvs. opposite, stalked, rounded-shaped, with small showy, bluish appendages. Promising species, worthy of trial as a bear- ing plant.

8. aralíafólíum, Less. (E. omphalífolium, Kunth & Bouché). Soft-wooded shrub with thick and shining oblong-lanceolate lvs. 3-8 in. long; heads loosely pani- cled; involucral scales conspicuously unequal, the outer short and calyx-like, the inner 3-4 times as long; florets white. S. Mex. and Guatemala. Gt. 2, p. 4, t. 39.—From low and moist tropical habitat and presumably very tender. Rare in cult. and not noticed recently in trade. Needs rich leaf-mold, moist air, and high temp- erature. Prop. by cuttings. Flowers in March.

9. micránthum, Less. (E. ligústrinum, DC. E. Morísti, Hort. E. Weinmannínutum, Regel & Koern. Many other hort. names, for which see Gt. 22, p. 36). Lvs. opposite, elliptic-lanceolate, pinnately veined, the blade somewhat toothed and slightly decurrent in narrow crisped wings upon the short fl-stalk: heads small and few-fl. but very numerous in large round- topped terminal corymb; florets white, but pappus pink-tinged to deep rose. Mex. Gt. 16, p. 260, t. 555, figs. 1-3. Gn. 47, p. 444. G.C. II, 5, p. 53.—Upright shrub rather widely cult. since about 1830 under a great variety of names, but chiefly as E. Weinmanní- nutum.

10. conspicúum, Kunth & Bouché (E. grandífolium, Regel). Shrubby: lvs. opposite, large, thin, triangular-ovate, finely and sharply toothed to the very base, which is somewhat decurrent upon the long fl-stalk: fls. white, in ample lax panicles, almond-scented. Guate- mela. Gt. 1, p. 102, t. 12.—Planted out in summer forms a luxuriant shrub, attractive on account of its excellent foliage. Best prop. by cuttings placed in warm bed about the end of August. Winter-bloomer in glasshouse.

E. americànum, Hort.). Fig. 1434. Diffuse and often decumbent herb, the slender round branches, petioles, and pedicels finely glandular-puberulent: lvs. triangular-ovate or rhombic-ovate, thin, slender-stalked, taper-pointed, coarsely and sometimes unevenly crenate-dentate, sparingly puberulent beneath: heads pure white, ageratum-like, in close clusters. Mex. B.R. 1723.—Easy in pot cult. and not very tender, flowering in late autumn or early winter. Cuttings strike root readily. Var. fôliis variegatis, Hort. Lvs. variegated.

12. próbum, N. E. Br. Very viscid like the preceding, probably more tender: lvs. similar: heads decidedly larger, \( \frac{2}{3} \) in. diam. Peru. G.C. III. 7:321.—Recommended as promising and cult. in a few English conservatories. Apparently not yet in the trade.

13. vernàle, Vatke & Kurtz. (E. triste, Hort., not DC. E. tristê, Hort.). Fig. 1434. Strong herb (slightly woody in the wild), with hairy sts.: lvs. oblong-ovate, long-stalked, taper-pointed, serrate, finely hairy above, paler and grayish velvety beneath, veiny, 3–5 in. long: lfs. bright white, the heads in an ample terminal corymb: involucral scales long, narrow, green. Mex. Gt. 22:750.—Easy in pot cult. becoming popular for cut-fls.

14. glechnophyllûm, Less. (Agératum concëpicum, Hort.). Low, branching half-shrub, very leafy: lvs. small, \( \frac{1}{2} \)–1 (rarely 2) in. long, triangular-ovate, sharp-pointed, bluntly few-toothed, thin and nearly glabrous, on slender stalks: heads borne on threadlike pedicels in small or medium-sized flattish clusters. Chile.—Tender greenhouse perennial, but flowering in the open the first year if seeds are sown early. Closely related, if not actually identical was the E. Haageanum, Regel & Koern. intro. into European hort. in the middle of the 19th century (see Gt. 16, p. 260, t. 555, figs. 4–6).

15. paczcurâns, HBK. Puberulent but not glandular: lvs. opposite, stalked, round-ovate, light green, 2–4 in. long, taper-pointed, sharply or bluntly toothed: heads very numerous in a wide (3–10 in.) flattish corymb. Uplands of Mex.—Essentially herbaceous, 1–3 ft. high. Recently intro. in cult. in S. Calif. Promising for cut-fls. and as a window plant.

16. glâbrátum, HBK. (E. élephants, Hort. E. latifólium, Hort.). Fig. 1434. Shrubby, erect, with slender hard glabrous brown stems: lvs. of firm texture though a bit more leathery, small, lance-oblung or oblong, tapering into a strong rather short petiole, blunt or pointed, wavy-margined or small-toothed: fls. (sometimes blush) in ascending cymose clusters, together forming a long terminal leafy panicle. Uplands of Mex.

17. ripârium, Regel. Fig. 1434. Diffuse, becoming woody at base; 2 ft., the sts. slender, puberulent and white, redish; lvs. in a loose, few-toothed, taper-pointed and at base narrowed to a long petiole, prominently 3-ribbed, toothed: heads in rather compact long-stalked clusters. Mex. Gt. 15:525. Gn. 40, p. 134.—Good winter bloomer. Best for florists. Readily cult. in coldhouse.

18. purpêreum, Linn. Joe-Pye Weed. Lvs. whorled, commonly in 5’s and 6’s, oblong or lanceolate, taper-pointed, coarsely serrate: heads in large compound clusters, pale purple or flesh-colored, rarely almost white. N. Amer.—Common and variable. Tall, rank plant of low grounds (reaching 8–9 ft.), good for bold effects in border or against shrubbery. Var. maculátum, Darl. Of lower growth: lvs. commonly in 4’s, ovate-oblong, roughish-pubescent, in smaller clusters, more deeply colored. Var. foliòsum, Fern. Similar but with the infl. surpassed by the long upper lvs. Var. amànum, Gray. Still lower (2 ft. high), smoothish: lvs. sometimes merely opposite.


21. perfôliâtum, Linn. Boneset. Thoroughwort. Fig. 1435. Hairless: lvs. lance-oblung, the pairs united at base about the st., wrinkled, remotely toothed or entire, taper-pointed: heads in dense terminal compound cymes. N. Amer., common in low rich soil.—Stout, slightly rank-smelling plant, 2–3 ft. high, long used in native medicine and found in old gardens. Excellent for striking effects, especially in low grounds. Fls. grayish white or in a comparatively rare variety (forma purpuréum, Brit.) bluish purple. In var. truncátum, Gray, the lvs. (at least the upper ones) are rounded or truncate at the sessile base, not united about the st. A peculiar form apt to be encountered occasionally in horticultural gärtnerei.

22. alíssimum, Linn. Grayish green, downy, much branched: lvs. opposite, narrowly lance-shaped, tapering to both ends, short-stalked, remotely toothed or entire: heads only 5-fl. Pa. to Minn., Neb., and southward.—Tall, vigorous herb, 4–8 ft. high, in open places and dry soil. Not very ornamental. See page 3566.
23. album, Linn. Rough-hairy: lvs. opposite, lance-oblong, coarsely serrate, essentially sessile, veiny: involucral scales scarious, fleshy white. L. L., southward near the coast.—Somewhat attractive for border planting and specially suited to poorly sandy soil.

24. sessilifolium, Linn. UPLAND BONESET. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, gradually tapering almost from the rounded sessile or nearly sessile base to the apex: heads 1-fld., white. Mo. and southward.—A trim, smooth highly attractive hardy species. Thrives best in limy alluvial soil.

25. urticifolium, Reichard (E. ageratoides, Linn. f.). White SNAKE-ROOT. Fig. 1436. Lvs. opposite, thin, long-stalked, ovate with broad base, acuminate, coarsely and sharply serrate, green on both sides: heads small in loose but ample clusters; florets bright white. E. N. Amer. Mixed woods, common.—Neat, smoothish, branching herb, 2-4 ft. high. One of the best of the perfectly hardy summer-blooming species.

26. aromáticum, Linn. Much like the preceding but usually hairy: lvs. thickish and blunt or scarcely pointed, blunt-toothed: later-flowering, not aromatic. Mass. and southward near the coast.—Suitcd to very sandy soil. Var. melissoides, Gray (E. Fræseri and E. cordifolium, Hort.). Slender, roughish, strict: heads 5-12-fld.: lvs. subobcordate, ovate or oblong obtuse, the petioles often very short. S. E. U. S.—Also suited to poor and sandy soil, but more tender than the typical form.

The following species are said to have been recently intro. Into European horticulture and to promise well: E. tabulárum, Jacq. A soft-wooded half-shrub with opposite triangular-hastate crenately toothed lvs. 3-5 in. long and somewhat pale and slightly velvety beneath, the basal lobes widely spreading, the leaflets long: heads of rose purple fls. in thyrsoid panicles; involucral scales linear, very sharp, scarious. S. Mex. A showy species with striking foliage.—E. herbáceum, Greene (E. arizóni-cum, Hort.). An erect smooth or merely pulverulent perennial 1-3 ft. high, with opposite triangular-hastate pale green lvs. 1-3 in. long with rounded basal lobes, toothed sides, and rather short but slender stalks: florets white; heads in broad rounded terminal clusters. S. W. U. S. Half-hardy and suited to well-drained Thumbn. Erect perennial resembling E. canadánum, with dull purplish to greenish white fls. in flat clusters: lower lvs. deeply 3-parted, the upper simple: not very attractive. B. L. ROBINSON.

EUPHORBIA (classical name; said by Pliny to be in honor of King Juba's physician; possibly from the Greek for fat). Euphorbiáceæ. MILKWEED (improperly) WOLFS-MILK. SPURGE. The last name, most often applied to the genus as a whole, belongs more properly to the common herbaceous species and especially to E. Lathyris. Of very diverse habit, from succulent caetulike trees to low or prostrate herbaceous weeds; planted mostly in the open, but some kinds grown under glass as oddities and some as florist's plants.

The genus is characterized by the single pedicellate, pistillate fl, without floral envelopes, or with only a rudimentary calyx, surrounded by numerous stamine fls., each consisting of a single stamen separated from its pedicel only by a joint; the whole fl., surrounded by a more or less cup-shaped involucre with 5 lobes and 1-5 glands is called a cyathium. The involucre is regular or nearly so; the glands free from one another: the fr. an explosive caps., with 3 carunculate seeds; the staminate fls. are usually subtended by minute bracts.—One of the largest plant genera, of not less than 700 and probably over 1,000 species, occurring in most temperate and tropical regions. Many are desert plants and the flower number grow in dry and sterile places. Euphorbia is distinguished from the nearest related genera, Pedilanthus and Synadenium, by its regular or nearly regular involucre, which in Pedilanthus is protuberant on one side of the base and contains the glands, and by the free involucral glands which in Synadenium are united into a ring. Some of the fleshy species are very similar to succulent caeti and Asclepiadaceae. One long grown under the name of E. pendula, Boiss., is a Sarcocestma according to N. E. Brown. For E. tithymaloïdes, see Pedilanthus; for E. Granthi, Hort., and E. arborea, Hort., see Synadenium.

Monographed by Botanier in De Candolle's Prodromus, 15, pt. 2 (1802). See local floras and Norton, Rept. Mo. Bot. Gard. 11, for native species. See also Fobe, in Monatschrift für Kakteenkunde, 8:42 (1898) and Berger, Sukkulenten Euphorbien, a manual of the caetus-like species in cultivation. The recent work of N. E. Brown of Kew in Flora of Tropical Africa and Flora Capensis describes and gives keys to practically all the African species, which include nearly all the succulent ones, both wild and cultivated. Although the vegetative form varies remarkably, so that the various sections of the genus are considered of generic rank by many authors, the floral characters are very similar and so inconspicuous as to be of little importance generally in a horticultural work.

Most of the species have abundant milky juice, and the caetiform kinds have been thus distinguished from caeti, but many caeti also have milky juice. The juice of many species is acid-poisonous, especially if it comes in contact with mucous membranes or open sores. The juice from some of the species is used in medicine as a purgative.

Many of the fleshy species are cultivated by lovers of succulents for their curious shapes; and a few are valuable for their ornamental foliage. The flowers are usually too minute to be noticeable. Some, like E. corollata (Fig. 1437), E. maculata, E. Cyparissias and E. margi-nata, are woods in America, but not troublesome. The great majority of the species are insignificant herbs. The species are remarkably free from injurious insects, and are rarely attacked by a few fungi.
leaves fall. The shrubby species, like *E. atropurpurea* and *E. dendroides*, do well with the treatment of the more fleshy kinds. See D. A. W. and F. S. Curtis, in Sharon Cactus Guide, March and May, 1897.

The few hardy species of ornamental value make good border plants or are suitable for the rockery. *E. epithymoides* usually known in gardens as *E. polychroma*, is one of the best herbaceous perennials, forming a hemispherical clump with beautiful yellow foliage of different shades when in bloom, *E. palustris* and related species are similar but erect and not compact.

The succulent species can nearly all be propagated by cuttings. These are taken best in early summer, allowed to dry somewhat and then planted in sand, charcoal or a mixture of these. Coal-ashes are used effectively by some. When seeds are procured, they may be used in propagation. Grafting, as is sometimes practised with cacti, is possible. Potting soil need not be rich. A coarse sandy loam, or, some say, any kind of soil will do.

*E. pulcherrima* and *E. fulgens* are good winter-flowering greenhouse plants, and require special treatment. *E. fulgens* succeeds well in the warmest parts of the house, in pots, or best planted out like roses and trained upon the wall or strings. It is propagated from cuttings taken in June, when the old plants have started to grow, kept in a warm frame until rooted, and then kept growing with heat, any transfers being made with as little root disturbance as possible. If stocky show plants are wanted, several cuttings may be planted in one pot and checked two or three times during summer by repotting, and kept pinched back freely to secure branches. They are best kept cooler when in flower, but are very sensitive to cold or sudden changes in temperature. After flowering they are kept dry for a few months. For the cut sprays they are best grown from cuttings each year. They last very well when cut.

The culture of the poinsettia is very similar. To secure plants with large heads, the general plan is to grow from cuttings annually, but the old plants may be continued. Old plants that have been resting may be introduced to heat and moisture in late spring, and will soon give a liberal supply of cuttings, which are usually taken from the young wood. Successive sets of cuttings may be made at later periods if different-sized plants are wanted. When well started, the potted plants are plunged outdoors till September, with plenty of water, light and sunshine and good drainage. They do well in rich heavy loam in 5-7-inch pots. They are liable to drop their leaves if exposed to cold or other unfavorable conditions. In autumn they are transferred to the greenhouse, with moderate temperature. When the bracts begin to appear, give more heat and some manure water to expand them. When in flower, reduce the temperature to preserve them longer. After flowering the pots may be stowed away in a dry warm place till spring,—under the benches will do. When the buds are cut the great objection is that they wilt easily. This may be obviated by keeping them in water for a few days before using. See Grieve, G.C. III. 9:106, and Hatfield in Garden and Forest 9:496. See article Poinsettia for further treatment.

*Euphorbia splendens* is another winter bloomer, and may be treated as the succulents, with more heat and water. It will do well in living-rooms, and bears some flowers all the year. It bears rough treatment well, and is propagated by cuttings from the young growth, which root with the greatest ease.

In tropical and sub tropical regions many of the tree-like or succulent euphorbias make fine outdoor ornamentals. The poinsettia is a magnificent landscape ornament in California, West Indies and so on. In Southern California the poinsettia is propagated by staking canes 3 feet long in the ground from April on, these growing and blooming, often profusely, the first season. In the West Indies and Florida, some of the thorny tree-like forms, especially *E. lactea*, are grown as hedges, their thick, erect thorny branches making an almost impenetrable barrier. This and other species are grown also as specimen plants. See Succulents.
A. Glands of the involucre with petal-like appendages (almost none in 4); slender-branched herbs or rarely shrubs not spiny: les. entire. Section Adenopetalum. The Section Anisophyllum, genus Chamæcyclus of some, differs in having small opposite lvs., unequal at base, stipules present, fls. small, glands 4. It contains most of the low herbaceous wild euphorbias of U. S., such as E. maculata, Linn., E. Preškii, Guss., E. serpens, and E. capitata; names from this group occur in American catalogues, but the species to which they properly belong are inconspicuous weeds. E. loryfolia, Hillebr., of Hawaii, has recently been investigated as a possible source of rubber. (Descriptions of these species will be found in the floras.)

B. Stipules present.

1. marginatæ, Pursh (E. variegatæ, Sims). Snow-on-the-Mountain. Ghost-Weed. Fig. 1438. Annual, about 2 ft. high, pubescent, dichotomously many-branched: lvs. numerous, light green, ovate-subcordate to oblong-lanceolate, 1–3 in. long, the upper white-margined, often entirely white: involucral glands with large white appendages. July–Oct. Plains from Dak. to Texas and extending eastward. B.M. 1747. Gt. 30:218. V. 2, p. 281; 5, p. 64. G.W. 13, p. 305.—Hardy annual, used for its white foliage in bedding and mixed borders in sunny situations.

2. sanguinea, Hort. (E. hæmatopædes, Bois.?). A tall shrub: lvs. ovate, obtusely pointed, in whorls of 3, red when young to deep bronze or purplish red later.—This handsome plant of unknown nativity is cult. in S. U.S. while it is not possible to classify it exactly without fls. and fr., the foliage characters indicate its relationship to E. cotinifolia, Linn.

3. corollata, Linn. (Tithymalosæ corollæta, Klotzsch & Garcke). Flowering Sourbe. Fig. 1437. Plant 1½–3 ft. high, usually glabrous, slender and diffusely branched above: lvs. ovate-oblong to lanceolate, 1–2 in. long, those of the infl. much smaller and opposite: involucral glands 5, with conspicuous appendages. July–Oct. On rather dry soil E. U. S. B.M. 2962. L.H.C. 4,490. F.R. 1,999.—A hardy herbaceous perennial used like glyphophils for cutting, and as a bedder in light soil. There are many variations in size, shape, color and pubescence of plant, lvs. and infl.

4. Ipecacuánha, Linn. (Tithymalosæ Ipecacuánha, Small). IPECAC SPURGE. Only the forking infl. (3–6 in.) above ground, with its red or green glabrous, opposite lvs. varying from oval to linear on different plants, the alternate lvs. of the short st. usually subterranean and scale-like: cyathia long peduncled; appendages of glands rudimentary. April. Sandy soil E. U.S. L.B.C. 12: 1145. B.M. 1494. —E. gentilis, Ort., is sometimes cult. under this name. It is a plant of Trop. Amer., related to E. heterophylla, but with broader lvs. the upper whitish at base.

cc. Plant a shrub.


6. misera, Benth. Lvs. small, obovate, pubescent, clustered at the end of crooked branches: lvs. inconspicuous. S. Calif. and Mex.—Recently catalogued in the Calif. trade.

7. antisyphilitica, Zucc. (Trichostigma antisyphilitica, Klotzsch & Garcke,). Candelillo. Slender, erect, rod-like branches 1–3 ft. high, almost leafless. Mex.—The plants yield a useful wax and are sometimes grown in collections of succulents.

AA. Glands of involucre without petal-like appendages. (Nos. 8–66)

B. St. herbaceous or shrubby, not fleshy: lvs. well developed, the upper colored: stipules minute: infl. cymose. Section Poinsettia.
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1876:200. Var. álbá, Hort., has the upper lvs. white. R.H. 1913:228.—It is not so vigorous, blooms later and requires more heat.

9. heterophylla, Linn. (E. pandurísta, Hort.? E. havanénsis, Wild. E. cyathophóra, Mtr.). MEXICAN FIRE PLANT. HYPOCRITE PLANT. PAINTED LEAF. FIRE-ON-THE-MOUNTAIN. ANNUAL POINSETTIA. Fig. 1441. Annual, nearly glabrous, 1-3 ft. high: lvs. ovate and sinuate-toothed, or panduriform, or some of them lanceolate or linear and entire, dark green, the upper bright red at least at the base: involucres small with 1 or 2 glands. July-Sept. E. and Cent. U. S. to Perú. Mn. 2, p. 53. Gt. 39, p. 105.—Easily grown from seeds in sunny gardens and also in pots indoors. White and yellow variegated forms are in cult.

BB. Sts. more or less fleshy, often caudiciform-like and spiny: lvs. small, none or soon deciduous; infl. few-branched or cyathia single; stipules minute or none (except in E. Fournieri). Section EUPHORBIA. Nos. 10-51.

C. Joints or branches cylindrical or angled, not thorny: lf.-bases not thickened and elevated as podaria: lvs. alternate or crowded on the angles.

d. Joints or branches cylindrical or flat. Subsection TIRUCALLI.

10. Tirucalli, Linn. MILK-BUSH. INDIAN TREE SPURGE. A small tree, with a dense crown of slender, cylindrical whorled branches, curving outward then erect: joints about 4 in. long, twigs ¼-½ in. thick: lvs. narrow, about 1 in. long, soon falling. S. Asia.—A striking plant for the succulent collection. Easy of cult., often grown outdoors in warm regions.

11. rhipsaloides, Lem., is a closely related African species probably not now in cult., but the name is in use in the trade.

12. xylophyloides, Bronn. Shrub or tree: trunk cylindrical, much branched; branches flat or 2-angled, ½ in. wide, slightly toothed along the edges: lvs. minute, soon deciduous. Madagascar.

dd. Joints or branches 4-5-angled from the decurrent lf.-bases or comb-like rows of stipules. Subsection GONOSTEMA (No. 13) and Subsection PTERONEUERE (No. 14).


14. pteronebra, Berger. A low shrub with erect, jointed branches, ½ in. thick, the 5-6 angles formed by sharp low ridges decurrent from the lf.-bases: lvs. reduced, soon deciduous. Mex. (?).—Erroneously grown under the name of E. colettioides, Benth.

cc. Branches succulent with thickened elevated lf.-bases (podaria).

d. Spines 1-2 on each side the lf.-base. Subsection DIACANTHUS. Nos. 15-38.

e. Podaria (lf.-bases) not united into ribs; branches nearly cylindric: lvs. well developed.

f. Bracts bright red. Class SPLENDENTES.

15. splendens, Bojer. CROWN OF THORNS. Fig. 1442. Sts. 3-4 ft. long, ½-1 in. thick, somewhat climbing, covered with stout spines about an inch long; lvs. few, on the young growth, obovate to oblong-spatulate, thin, bright green, 1-2 in. long; cyathia in long-peduncled dichotomous cyymes, near the ends of the branches, each closely subtended by 2 broadly ovate bright red bracts. Madagascar. Flowering all the year but mostly in winter. B.M. 2902. L.B.C. 18:1713. V.

1443. Euphorbia nerifolia.

16. nerifolia, Linn. Fig. 1443. Arborosecent or shrubby: st. obtusely 5-angled; the small mammiform podaria in rows, with short, dark-colored, divergent spines: branches somewhat whorled, bearing obovate-oblong, obtuse, thick lvs., 3-5 in. long, at the summit: small sessile cyemes of greenish cyathia in the upper axis. June, July, E. Indies. Gn.M. 6:196.—The large lvs. persistent from autumn to spring. Crisate forms are in cult. Fig. 1443 shows a hedge in W. Indies.


18. mammillibusa, Lem. Low, cespitose: branches less than an inch diam.: podaria elongated, conical, in 5 spiral rows: lvs. and spines small, soon deciduous. Nativity unknown.—Rare in cult. and not well known. Probably the plants grown under this name are something else.

EE. Podaria united into ribs: branches 3-13-angled: lvs. usually very small or rudimentary.

F. Angles of the branches, 2 (rarely 3), the branches flattened. Class COMPRÉSSE.


FF. Angles of the branches 3 (sometimes 4), but the main st. often 5-angled. Class TRIGONE.

a. Sides of branches solid green-colored.

H. Spine-shields separated by green tissue of ribs.

20. antíquorum, Linn. Shrub, 8-10 ft. high: branches erect, jointed, 1-2 in. thick, the angles repand-dentate; spine pairs about 1 in. apart; spines 1-3 lines long: lvs. very small, roundish. India. See E. lacera, No. 23.

21. grandidens, Haw. Tree, to 30 ft. high, with trunk as much as 2 ft. diam.: branches slender, ½-¾
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in. wide, numerous, whorled, erect-spreading, making a dense rounded head in older plants; sides of branches almost plane; angles deeply sinuate dentate; spine pairs ½-3/4 in. apart, spines 3-5 lines long, slender, light brown to gray: lvs. very small, triangular. S. Afr.

ii. Spine-shields united, forming a continuous horny edge to the ribs.

22. grandicorns, Goebel. Fig. 1444. Shrub or small tree: branches 3-5 in. wide, deeply jointed, the angles broadly winged, lobed and sinuate, the edge zigzag or wavy; spines large, 1-2 in. long, light colored: lvs. very small, triangular ovate. S. Afr. (?)—A fine plant, with the longest spines and widest wings of all. A rapid grower, the bright pale green contrasting beautifully with the rich light brown of the spines and horny margins on young plants.

gg. Sides of branches marbled with white or yellow.

23. lactea, Haw. (E. havanensis, Hort., at least in part). Fig. 1445. Similar to E. antiquorum, but with a white-marbled area running through the middle of each face of the branches. E. Indies.—One of the most common succulent euphorbias in cult., of fine candelabra form, and making rapid growth. The euphorbias grown for hedges in Fla., W. Indies, etc., are chiefly this species, though some may be E. antiquorum. It is often confused with E. Hermentiana. Crisata forms are in the trade as E. lactea monstrosa and E. havanensis cristata, though these should perhaps be referred to E. antiquorum.

24. Hermentiana, Lem. Shrub, with closely erect, scarcely jointed branches, about 2 in. thick; sides strongly concave, striped or marbled with white, especially when young, angles closely dentate; spines slender, brown, 2-3 lines long: lvs. lanceolate, 1/2-2 1/4 in. long. W. Afr. G.Z. 19:101.—One of the best. The true E. candelabrum, Trem., but probably not the one common in cult. under that name, is distinguished from E. Hermentiana by its rudimentary scale-like lvs.

FFF. Angles of the branches 4-8 (rarely 3 on some branches). Class POLYGONE.

g. Spine-shields united, forming a continuous horny edge to the ribs.

ii. Sides of mature branches plane or slightly convex, angles not winged, branches about 2 in. diam.

25. Pseudocactus, Berger. St. 4-5 angled: branches 2-5 angled, joints tapering upward from a broad base, 4-6 in. long, 2 in. or less thick, the surface with yellow U-shaped marks from center to angles; spines stout, 1/2 in. long, brown to gray. Nativity (?). J.H.III. 60:99 (as E. lactea).—Frequent in cult., often under the name of E. lactea; also as E. marmorata and E. tessellata.

26. corrúcscens, Haw. (E. virids, and var. corrúscens of Berger). Low, shrubby: st. 4-5 angled: branches 3 angled at base, 4-5 angled above, 2 in. thick; joints 2 in. or less long, the sides bluish glaucous; spines stout, 1/2 in. long: lvs. triangular, scale-like. S. Afr. G.Z. 19:102.—A handsomely colored compactly branched succulent. According to N. E. Brown, E. virida, Wild., is quite a different plant. It is probably not in cult. in Amer.

27. Echinus, Hook. & Coss. Branching shrub, with 6 angled st., branches ascending, about 2 in. thick, 5- or more angled: spine pairs less than 1/2 in. apart; spines 3/4 in. long, red to gray. Morocco. G.Z. 1904:122.

iii. Sides of mature branches concave, angles more or less winged, branches often 3-4 in. thick.

28. triangularius, Desf. Tree-like: st. at first 6 angled, later cylindrical: branches whorled, divergent, then ascending, 3-5 angled, 2-4 in. thick; joints 2-12 in. long; spine pairs 3-9 lines apart; spines less than 5 lines long; spine-shields united only on stronger shoots: lvs. small, roundish. S. Afr. (?).

29. Coeperti, N. E. Br. Tree-like: whorled ascending branches, 3-5 in. thick, the joints broad at base and tapering upward, 6 angled, spines 5 lines long, black to gray. Natal.—A fine species.

gg. Spine-shields separate. See also No. 28.

ii. Sides of mature branches plane or slightly convex, angles not winged, branches less than 2 in. thick.

30. resinus, Berg (E. San Salvador, Hort.). A much-branched shrub: branches 4-angled, spine-shields triangular-angled, 3-5 lines apart. S. W. Morocco. G.Z. 19:102.—This species yields the euphorbium gum of the ancients.

31. canariensis, Linn. Shrub or tree, 12-20 ft. high, with many 4-6 angled, suberect, not conspicuously jointed branches, as much as 3 in. thick; angles sub-entire; spines 2 lines long, black: lvs. almost none. Canary Isls. G.Z. 53:46. This is one of the most common succulent euphorbias. It is easy to grow and propagate, readily from cuttings, as well as from seeds which are frequently produced in cult. Several other species are in cult. under this name.

1444. Euphorbia grandicorns. (X½)

1445. Euphorbia lactea. No. 23.
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III. Sides of branches concave to deeply grooved between the ribs, which are more or less winged; branches 2–6 in. thick. (The species of this group and several others, e.g. *E. tenella*, N. E. Br., *E. acruelens*, N. E. Br., *E. grandis*, Lem. (*E. neura*, Berger), *E. controversa*, N. E. Br., *E. Erythraea* N. E. Br., are in cult., probably some in Amer., as *E. abyssinica* or some as *E. candebalbium*. The true *E. abyssinica*, Gmel., is not in cult.)

32. *neglecta*, N. E. Br. (*E. abyssinica*, Berger, not Gmel.). Tree: branches 5–8-angled, joints 4–12 in. long, 4–5 in. thick, the conspicuous wings marked by swollen veins; spine pairs 1 in. apart, sunken; spines stout, brown, 1–2 lines long; lvs. narrow, 1 in. or more long; flowering eye above the spine-shield. N. Afr. G.C. III. 20:407. Go. 52, p. 106.

33. *similis*, Berger (*E. neglecta*, Hort., not Bernh.). Differs from *E. neglecta* in branches 5-angled: spine pairs on apex of a recurved tooth: lvs. shorter; spines darker; veins in wings not prominent. Natal (?)

34. *ascleps*, N. E. Br. (*E. candebalbium*, Berger, not Trem., see No. 24). Tree, with 4–5-angled at. and branches, slightly jointed: spine pairs 8–10 lines apart; spines 3–5 lines long, stout, brown to gray: flowering eye included in the spine-shield. Abyssinia.

**FFFF. Angles of branches 9–13.**

g. Spine-shields almost always united into a horny margin; grooves between ribs rather shallow: branches about 2 in. thick.


gg. Spine-shields often isolated; grooves between ribs very deep.


38. *Pfersdorfi*, Hort. Trunk round, 1½–2½ in. thick, 9-angled, much branched when old: spines large, 4–9 lines long.—A species not very well known.

dd. Spines, if any, not in stipular position.

Subsection *TREISIA*.

E. *Podaria* in spirals checkerking the axis.

**F. Joints or branches globose to short-cylindrical: glands of the involucre with lobed or comb-like edges.** See also No. 51. Class *DACTYLANTHES*.

45. *globosa*, Sims (*E. glomerata*, Hort.). Low, the spherical or short cylindrical to club-shaped joints crowded, forming a clump near the ground: joints

---

thorns numerous, 4–7 lines long. Cape region.—Cuttings from the branches have a different form from seedlings.

41. *polygonea*, Haw. St. up to 5 ft. high, 5 in. thick, 10–13-ribbed, the ribs high and narrow, often somewhat spiral: thorns 4–5 lines long: lvs. minute. Cape region.

gg. Rib with the podaria separated by cross furrows.

42. *mammillaris*, Linn. Low: branches 7–12-ribbed, about 1 in. thick; ribs flat; podaria not prominent; zones of spines up to 1 in. long, alternate with areas free from them. Cape region. Var. spinosior, Berger, is more vigorous and spiny, with more prominent podaria.

43. *submammillaris*, Berger. St. irregularly branched, 1 in. thick: branches with about 5–8 straight ribs, 2 lines high; podaria forming pointed tuberules: lvs. linear; thorns numerous on strong branches, few on others. Cape region? —Grown as *E. mexicana*, *E. imbricata*, and *E. ceroformis*.

**FF. Body spherical, not thorny.**

44. *meloforius*, Ait. *Melon Spurge*. Fig. 1446. Globose or pyriform, 3–5 in. thick, deeply 8–10-ribbed; ribs obscurely tuberculate on the almost acute angles; sides transversely dark and light green-striped, or wrinkled when old: lvs. few and small: flat at the depressed apex; the old forked branches of the infl. sub-persistent but not spinose. A few small branches similar to the main st. present. S. Afr. L.B.C. 5:436. A.G. 11:463.—A curious and rare plant, often mistaken for a cactus and showing extreme reduction in xero-phytic euphorbias as Mammillaria does for the cacti.

EE. *Podaria* in spirals checkerking the axis.

**F. Joints or branches globose to short-cylindrical: glands of the involucre with lobed or comb-like edges.** See also No. 51. Class *DACTYLANTHES*.

45. *globosa*, Sims (*E. glomerata*, Hort.). Low, the spherical or short cylindrical to club-shaped joints crowded, forming a clump near the ground: joints

---

1½–2 in. long; podaria very flat, pentagonal: lvs. very small, triangular; peduncle 2–4 in. long; glands of involucre with 3–4 lobes which are green with white pits; flowering all summer. Cape region. B.M. 2624.

46. *ornithopus*, Jacq. Much-branched half-shrub: joints 1 in. or less thick, short-cylindrical; podaria

---
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elongated into conical projections: lvs. small ovate; peduncles short; fls. much as in *E. globosa*, involucral glands erect, the 3–4 teeth pitted and white-marked. Cape region. B.M. 2230. L.B.C. 3:2290 (as *E. anacantha*).

47. *anacantha*, Ait. Cespitose sub-shrub, with some joints 4–5 in. long, ½ in. thick; podaria oblong, somewhat projecting: lvs. small, ovate-oblong; cyathia almost sessile at apex of branches; glands divergent, the 3-lobes white with greenish pits. Cape region.

**FF. Joints of the branches obscure or none; branches cylindrical, many times as long as thick.**


50. *loricata*, Lam. (*E. Hymen, Jacq., fide N. E. Br. A shrub, 2–3 ft. high: branches divergent from the base, ½ in. thick; lvs. linear–2 in. long; peduncles persistent as numerous brownish red thorns. Cape region.—Some species of the subsection *Anacantha* are in cult. under the name of *E. Hymen*. The names *E. clova*, Jacq., and *E. coronata*, Thumb., are used in the trade and belong to closely related if not identical species of *S. Afr.*, probably not in cult. The sts. are smaller and the infl. less spinozë than in *E. loricata*.

51. *bupleurifolia*, Jacq. St. ovate-spherical, elongated in age, 3 in. thick, 4–5 in. high; podaria scale-like, umbrellate, quadrangular: lvs. at st. apex, 4–8 in long; lanceolate: fls. long-stalked; peduncle not persistent. Cape region. B.M. 3476.—Seldom cult., and, as it does not branch, cannot be prop. by cuttings. *E. cladoëtina*, Jacq, differing in the club-shaped st., 1½–2 in. thick, with oblong podaria divergent above, small lvs. and nearly sessile cyathia is listed, probably erroneously, in the trade.

**BBB. Sts. herbaceous or woody, rarely somewhat fleshy, not spiny: infl. umbellate: stipules none. Section TITHYMALUS.**


**cc. Lvs. usually clustered at ends of branches: shrubs. (Euphorbio-dendron, Millsp.**) 53. *atropurpurea*, Brouss. Branching shrub, 3–6 ft. high: lvs. pale, glaucous green, spreading or drooping, 2–3 in. long; umbel 5–10-rayed; cyathia surrounded by large, dark purple, broadly ovate, obtuse, connate bracts; glands ovate. March. Teneriffe. B.M. 3231.—Some other red-leaved species used for bedding in Amer. have been cult. under this name, i.e., a purplish variety of *E. pulcherrima*, and possibly *E. hame- todes*, Boiss.

54. *Régis-Jubæ*, Webb. Like the last but lvs. narrowly linear and bracts almost yellow: involucral glands with 2 short horns. Teneriffe.—Some plants under this name are *E. piscatoria*, Ait. See Suppl. list.


**ccc. Lvs. below the umbel alternate: leafy perennial herbs.**

57. *epithymoides*, Jacq. (*E. polyphrymo*, Kern.). Fig. 1448. Many sts. 1 ft. or more long, forming a hemispherical clump; rays of umbel 5: lvs. oblong, dark green, those of the infl. var. shades of yellow at the flowering time. May. Eu. B.M. 2258. G.C. 69, p. 295.—A beautiful plant for the formal or informal border.

58. *piïsia*, Linn. Sts. about 18 in. high from a thick rootstock, pilose: lvs. oblong, nearly entire: umbel 5–6-rayed, with similar branches below: caps. 2 lines broad, nearly smooth or hairy, with or without minute warts. Eu. and N. Asia. Var. major is a better form for gardens with beautiful golden yellow foliage.

59. *palústris*, Linn. Differs from *E. piïsia* chiefly in being glabrous or nearly so, more rays in the umbel, and caps. with small but distinct warts on the back. Eu. G.C. 76, p. 499.—The floral lvs. are a bright yellow.

**dd. Glands of involucr truncate, retuse, 2-horned or crescent-shaped.**


EUPHORIA


EE. Seeds rugose or pitted.

63. piasa, Linn. St. glabrous: st.-lvs. linear; those of the inf. 5-angled to 7-angled. Eu. 16.

64. robusta, Small, and Pámeri, Engelm., are many-stemmed desert plants from W. U. S., about 1 ft. high with small ovate lvs., irregularly crescent-shaped glands and roughened seeds. Rept. Mo. Bot. Garden. 11:pls. 40, 49. They have been offered for sale, but have little cultural value.

65. myrsinites, Linn. The many declined sts. covered with large, feathery, glaucous, obovate-oblong, conclave, pointed lvs. in close spirals: umbel 12-rayed; glands and fls. yellow: seeds rugose. Eu.-A plant of old gardens; good for walls and rockeries.

The following have been reported in cult. in Eu. but are not in the American trade.


J. B. S. NOTON.

EUPHORIA (name refers to the fact that the plant carries with it its edible frs.). Sapindaceae. A half-dozen trees in Trop. and Subtrop. Asia, allied to Litchi but differing in having petals and a deeply 5-parted imbricate calyx; both genera are sometimes combined in Nephelium. Lvs. pinnate: fls. regular; petals spatulate or lanceolate, hairy inside; stamens usually 8: fr. globular or ellipsoidal, more or less tuberculate or warty, the size of a cherry or plum. The following species is widely cult. in the eastern tropics. E. Longifolia, Linn. (Nephele Longifolia, Camb.) Tree, 30-40 ft., with gray bark: lvs. scattered; fls. opposite or alternate, elliptic to ovate to lanceolate, 2-5 pairs, rather obuse at both ends, to 12 in. long, entire: fls. small (3-jin or
EUPHRASIA (Greek for hilarity or delight). Scorpiophyllaceae. Eizennzour. More than 100 low herbs, of no special horticultural value although some of them are mentioned in connection with alpine-gardening.

They are more or less parasitic on roots of other plants: lvs. opposite, dentate or incised; fls. small, largely whitish or purplish, in terminal leafy spires; calyx mostly 4-cleft; corolla 2-lipped; stamens 4, didynamous, ascending under the upper lip: caps. oblong, many-seeded, dehiscent. The species range in temperate and cold parts of the globe, several of them being N. American.

EUPITLÉA (Greek eu, well, handsome, and pōdeia, eln). Trachodeudréceae. Ornamental woody subdued grown for their handsome foliage; also the red anthers of the precocious flowers are conspicuous in early spring.

Deciduous shrubs or small trees: winter-buds conspicuous, with imbricate dark brown scales; lvs. alternate, slender-petioled, dentate: fls. before the lvs., in axillary clusters along last year’s branches, perfect, without perianth; stamens many, with large oblong linear, red anthers: carpels many, stipitate, oblique, with a decurrent stigma, developing after the stamens have dropped, growing into a small, slender-stalked obliquely winged 1-4-seeded nutlet.—Three species in Japan, C. and W. China, and E. Himalayas.

They are graceful bushes in April, resembling in the lilac the habit and foliage; the bright green leaves are very slender-stalked, and the tree is conspicuous in early spring from the bright red anthers of its flowers. E. polyandra has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum and possibly E. Francheti is of the same hardiness. They seem to grow well in a loamy well-drained soil and prefer somewhat moist situations. Propagation is by seeds or by grafting on their own roots.

polyandra, Sieb. & Zucc. Figs. 1450, 1451. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs. long-petioled, usually roundish ovate, cuspidate, coarsely and irregularly dentate, below pale green and slightly pubescent on the veins, 2-4 in. long; carpels usually 1-seeded, ±5 in. long. April. Jap. 28:2787.


ALFRED REHDER.

EURYA (Greek for large, but of no application). Ternsträmáceae (or Thècées). Shrubs of S. Asia and Malaya (30 or more species), with small ditoceleous fls., berry-like frs., and simple, glabrous evergreen or deciduous shrubs: fls. in axillary clusters, or rarely solitary; petals and sepals 5; stamens 15 or less (rarely only 5), joined to the base of the corolla; ovary usually 3-loculed. Clevera is by some included in this genus. The euryas are allied to camellias, and require much the same treatment. They are grown for foliage rather than for fls. They require an intermediate temperature and a peaty soil. Prop. by cuttings taken from the tips of growing shoots. E japonica, Thub. (E. Siebdià, Hort.), is the common species, and is very variable. The variegated form of it (known in the trade as E. laifótiá variegátió) is one of the best glasshouse decorative pot shrubs: lvs. variable in shape, usually ovate-acuminate and irregularly toothed or notched, short-petioled, variously blotched with white: fls. greenish white, in small, axillary clusters. Japan. V. 23:5.

L. H. B.

EURYALE (mythological name). Nymphádóceae. One species, the Indo-Chinese representative of Victoria regia, from which it differs in having all the stamens fertile (in Victoria the inner ones are sterile) and in the very small fl. and in other technical characters. E. férox, Salis., is the species. The lvs. are 1-4 ft. across, circular, purple and spiny-ribbed, numerous: fr. a small many-seeded, globose berry, bearing the remains of the calyx on its top; seeds edible. B.M. 1447.—Long cult. in China. Treated as an annual. Has attracted little attention since the introduction of Victoria regia. Prop. by seeds only, which are best stored in fresh cold water. Plant in rich earth as for nymphees, at 70–75° F. As far north as Philadelphia and St. Louis it is hardy, and it flowers itself every season. It is ferociously spiny.

E. amaranthóceae, Poep., still advertised in catalogues, is Victoria regia.

H. S. CONARD.

WM. THICKER.

EURYGNIUM: Forula.


L. H. B.

EURÝOPS (large eyes, because of the prominent fls.). Compósitáceae. Small shrubs of 25-30 species of Afr. (mostly S. Afr.), Arabia and Socotra, very little known in horticulture. The fls. are yellow, the heads with female rays and tubular 4-toothed perfect disk-fls.; receptacle convex or conical; involute of 1 series of scales; achene wingless and beakless, the pappus of several rows of caducous bristles. These little bushes or undershrubs grow from ½'3 ft., or sometimes 5 ft.,...
EURYOPS

EÜSCAPHIS (Greek, eu, handsome, and scaphis, vessel; alluding to the shape and the handsome color of the dehiscent capsule). *Staphyleaceae*. Ornamental woody plant grown for its handsome foliage and the attractive fruits.

Deciduous upright shrub or small tree, glabrous: lvs. opposite, odd-pinnae, stipulate; frs. in terminal upright paniels, perfect; sepals, petals and stamens 5, all of nearly equal length; ovary 2-3-celled, surrounded at the base by an annular disk; styles 2-3, often connate: fr. consisting of 1-3 spreading, leathery dehiscet pods, each with 1-3 black seeds.—One species in Japan and Central China. A handsome plant with large pinnate lvs., small whitish frs. in upright paniels followed by attractive brownish red frs. disclosing shining black seeds when opening. It grows in any good garden soil, but is only half-hardy N. Prop. by seeds and greenwood cuttings under glass.


ALFRED REHDER.

EÜSTOMA (good mouth, alluding to the corolla). *Gentianaceae*. Two or 3 N. American large-fl. glaucous opposite-lvd. small herm.: frs. more or less paniculate, single on the peduncle, 5-merous or rarely 6-merous; calyx with narrow keeled lobes; corolla nearly campanulate, white, blue or purple, the lobes oblong or obovate, usually erose; stamens attached on the corolla-throat; ovary 1-celled; stigmas 2: caps. oval or oblong, many-seeded. E. janthinum, Salis. (E. caulatum, Griseb.). Annual, but in S. Calif. said to be perennial, 9-15 in. erect: lvs. oblong, glaucous-green: frs. light blue or purple, the corolla-lobes about or nearly 1 in. long, twice exceeding the tube. Fls. to Calif. Offered in Calif.

EÜSTREPUS (Greek, referring to the climbing habit). *Liliaceae*. One or two Australian plants, botanically related to Lapageria, but much less showy; in habit suggestive of sliphax (Asparagus mucedoloides). Plants more or less woody at base, slender, branching, tall-climbing: lvs. alternate, sessile or short-petioled: fr. in axillary fascicles; perianth-segments distinct and spreading; stamens 6. E. latifolius, R. Br., is a tall and much-branched half-twining herb, more or less woody at the base, bearing alternate, stiff, linear-lanceolate, short-stalked lvs. and small, axillary, drooping light blue fls. with spreading, ciliate perianth-segments: fr. a dry berry: lvs. 2-4 in. long, sharp-pointed: frs. less than 1 in. across. B.M. 1245. Of easy cult., either in the glasshouse border or in pots. Very useful for table decoration and for design work.

L. H. B.

EUTÁCTA: Aracárua.

EÜTÁXIA (from Greek words referring to the attractive appearance). *Leguminosae*. Shrubs of Australia, with golden or yellow papilionaceous frs., one of which is offered for greenhouse cult.: lvs. small, opposite, simple and entire: frs. solitary or a few together, or sometimes crowded at ends of branches; standard orbicular, entire or nearly so, exceeding the other petals; stamens free: pod ovate, 2-valved. Said to require general treatment of Chorizema. E. myrtifolium, R. Br. Olabrás, 2-3 ft.: lvs. obovate-oblong to linear, mostly 3½ in. or less long: frs. yellow with dark orange keel, solitary or 2-4 together. B.M. 1274 (as Dilwynia). R.B. 26:13. Var. floribunda is listed.

EÜTÉRPE (mythological name). *Palmaceae*, tribe Arecèae. Slender erect spineless palms, with solitary or fasciculate ringed caudices, and grown chiefly for their graceful habit and feathery pinnate foliage.

Leaves terminal, pinnatifid; segms. narrowly linear-lanceolate, long, and gradually neuminate or ensiform, membranaceous, plicate, the thickened margins recurved at the base; racis and petiole 3-sided toward the base, convex on the back, concave above; petiole elongated; sheath very long, cylindrical, entire; segms. pinnately branched; racis elongated: branches slender, gradually shortening above, usually scaly, thick at the base, erect-splaying in fl.: spathes 2, coriaceous or membranaceous, lanceolate, the lower one shorter, split at the apex, dorsally 2-keeled, the upper one symmetrical, split down the ventral side; bracts bordering the furrows; bractlets ovate-acute: frs. small, white, sessile in the furrows of the spadix: fr. like a pea, purple.—Species about 8. Trop. Amer. and W. Indies. G.C. II. 24:586.

Three species of Euterpe are commonly found in cultivation, namely: E. edulis, E. montana and E. olareus. These are found under varying conditions in Central and South America and the West Indies, and all three species are valuable as food-producers to the natives of those countries. E. edulis grows in great quantities in the lowlands of Brazil, where it is known as the assai palm, owing to the fact that its seeds are macerated in water, and by this means is produced a beverage known as assai. E. olareus has a well-known cabbage palm of the West Indies, growing in the lowlands near the coast, while E. montana is the mountain cabbage palm, and is frequently found at considerable altitudes in the same islands, and consequently does not attain the great dimensions of E. olareus.—The euterpes do not present any special cultural difficulties, being free-rooting and rapid-growing palms; a night temperature of 65° F., and abundant moisture are among their chief requirements. A good turfy loam, with the addition of about one-fifth of stable manure while in the compost heap, provides a suitable soil. From their habit of forming a tall slender stem without suckering from the base, the euteres are liable to become rather leggy specimens. When under cultivation, and for trade purposes, it is advisable to group three or four of the young plants together, thus producing a more bushy specimen. White scale is one of the worst pests to which these palms are subject, and prevents the foliage from assuming the natural colour. E. edulis is susceptible to epidermis and is best planted in a warm greenhouse, and the young plants make better progress when moderately shaded. (W. H. Taplin.)

Edulis, Mart. Para Palm. Assai Palm. St. 60-90 ft. high, 8 in. thick, flexuous: lvs. 10-15, spreading; the lfts. often pendulous; sheaths 3-4½ ft.; petiole 1½ ft.; blade 6-9 ft.; segms. linear, spreading, deflexed. 60-80 on each side, densely crowded, 25-30 in. long. ¾-1 in. wide: spadix about 2-3 ft. long, bearing numerous rather inospecious frs. Brazil.

Olareus, Mart. Cabbage Palm. St. 60-100 ft., scarcely 1 ft. diam. at base, attenuate above, flexuous: lvs. aruncate-spreading, 4-6 ft. long, the apex more or less deflexed; segms. pendent, linear-lanceolate, the upper 2 ft. long, 1 in. wide, many-nerved. Brazil. See Olivera.

Montana, R. Graham. St. 10 ft. high, swollen at the base, ringed: lvs. 9 ft. long, elliptical-oblanceolate; segms. lanceolate, entire, glabrous, alternate; petiole 2 ft. long, scaly beneath, unarmed; racis plano-convex below, subtriangular toward the apex: spadices several on the trunk at one time, axillary, much-branched; frs. numerous, white. Grenada. B.M. 3874.—Intro. into Botanic Garden at Edinburgh in 1815.

JARED G. SMITH.

N. TAYLOR.
EVAPORATING FRUIT. The domestic operation of drying fruit has been practised ever since men looked beyond their immediate wants and stored food for time of greater need. Dried fruit has long been an article of commerce, yet until a few years ago only the most primitive methods were used in drying, and the industry, commercially, was confined to a few favored regions in Europe. The modern evaporator is but a half-century old. Its almost inconceivable growth in America in this brief time is one of the industrial phenomena of the times. Spurred into activity by the encouragement of American products in their markets, the European producers, by the adoption of better methods and the use of improved evaporators, have increased greatly their output of dried fruit. Thus, from an adjunct to fruit-growing for home use, drying fruit has become, within recent years, one of the major branches of horticulture.

An idea of the dried-fruit industry in the United States and of its great growth in recent years may be obtained from the following figures, from the census of 1910 for the crop of 1909:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Pounds</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raisins</td>
<td>111,774,767</td>
<td>$4,837,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prunes</td>
<td>138,498,490</td>
<td>$5,130,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaches</td>
<td>353,132,895</td>
<td>$4,223,083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples</td>
<td>44,568,244</td>
<td>$3,098,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apricots</td>
<td>20,395,799</td>
<td>$2,277,177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates</td>
<td>20,458,300</td>
<td>$2,672,595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adding the valuations given, results in a grand total of $19,840,395 for dried fruits in California. Comparing this sum with the census of 1900, one finds that the crop in 1899 was valued at $4,757,005 and that the industry, judged by the figures, has increased more than fourfold in ten years.

Fruit may be cured in the sun, or it may be cured in drying chambers, so-called evaporators. That cured in the sun is called by the producer "dried fruit." That in evaporators, "evaporated fruit." By far the larger part of the world's product is cured in the sun. Thus, at least three-fourths of the fruit dried in America is sun-dried in California.

Sun-drying. In countries having a sufficiently warm and dry climate, as Greece and Turkey, and parts of France, Spain, and western America, fruit is dried almost wholly in the sun. The fact that in these favored localities the drying capacity is limited only by the intensity of sunshine, makes it certain that the proportion of sun-dried fruit is vastly greater than that of evaporated fruit. Drying fruit in the sun is a simple process, but one hedged in by many little arts and methods that facilitate the work and improve the product. In general, the process is as follows: The fruit is graded, bleached by sulfur, if a light-colored product is desired, in the case of prunes dipped or pricked, and is then spread on trays to be exposed to the sun. When the drying process is completed, the fruit is again graded, in most cases put through a sweat, and then finished in various ways, as by dipping or glossing.

Evaporating fruit. There are many styles of evaporators, but all possess in common a chamber for the reception of the fruit, through which a current of warm air is forced, or the fruit is forced through the air, or both, the object being to remove the aqueous matter from the fruit as quickly as possible, and the principle being that warm air will absorb more moisture than cool air. The saturated air must not remain in contact with the fruit. Since different fruits exact different conditions, it is necessary to change the temperature and velocity of the air-current in the drying-chamber at will. To make the product homogeneous, current and temperature must be equal in all parts of the fruit. It is obvious that simplicity in the machine and economy in heat and in room are cardinal virtues in a good evaporator. It is the rule to start the evaporation of large fruits at a low temperature and finish at a high one, but with berries the reverse is true.

Recently two or three patented processes for curing fruit by dehydration have been introduced with much promise of betterment in the industry. While the machinery, the method, is quite different in evaporating and dehydrating, the principle in the two operations is practically the same. In both processes the water is removed from the fruit by moving currents of warm air. In evaporation the air is warmed only. In dehydration the air is dried by cooling until the moisture is condensed out and is then sucked off and passed over the fruit or vegetable to be cured. By this new process much time is saved and a greater variety of fruits and vegetables can be used.

The following are definitions of the somewhat technical terms used in the industry: Bleaching is the process of changing the dark color of fruit to a lighter hue, or of preventing the discoloration; it is generally accomplished by sulfuring. Bloaters are prunes which in drying swell up to an abnormal size; they are usually produced by fermentation in over-ripe fruit. Chops are dried apples cured without paring or coring to be used in making cider or vinegar. Dipping is the process of cutting the skin of fresh prunes to facilitate curing. The operation is performed by submerging the fruit in boiling lye. Cured fruit is sometimes dipped in one of various solutions as a "finishing" process. Drip is the syrupy liquid which oozes from prunes in the process of evaporation; it generally characterizes a poor prune or a poor evaporator, for they are cured prunes having an abnormal shape, a condition caused by curing unripe fruit. Pricking is the process of puncturing the cuticle of fresh prunes. It is done by means of a machine, the essential part of which is a board covered with projecting needles, over which the prunes must pass. In a sense, the same end as lye-dipping. Sizes is a term used to indicate the number of cured prunes it takes to make a pound. The "four sizes" known in the markets are 60's-70's, 70's-80's, 80's-90's, 90's-100's. Sugaring is the formation of globules of sugar on the cuticle of cured prunes or raisins. Sulfuring is a process to which fruit is subjected to give it a lighter color. The fruit is exposed to fumes of burning sulfur before being exposed to the sun or put in evaporators. Sweating is a process to which cured fruit is subjected before packing; it is put in a room at high temperature and allowed to become moist. Widow is a dried product with little or no flavor from skins and cores of apples and pears and used for vinegar.

Apples and pears are peeled, cored, cut into rings and bleached by being exposed to the fumes of sulfur for about a half hour in preparation for drying or evaporating. Fruits so prepared are placed upon trays for sun-drying and must be cured in the sun for three to five days. In evaporating in the western states, the prepared fruits are placed on trays and passed in from six to twelve hours through the evaporator chamber, but in the East, where the product is chiefly made, the prepared fruit is piled from 4 to 6 inches deep on the floor of a kiln. Here it is left for fourteen to sixteen hours, being turned every two or three hours, until the fruit is no longer sticky, an indication that it has reached the proper stage of dryness. In New York, the law requires that evaporated apples contain not more than 27 per cent of moisture. One hundred pounds of apples will yield from twenty to fifteen pounds of evaporated apples.

Apricots, peaches and nectarines must be fully ripe before drying and without bruises. They are pitted, and may or may not be peeled. If peeled, the operation is done with a machine. The bottom of the latter is considered bad practice. The fruit is placed on the trays cup side up. About three days are required for drying in the sun and about eight hours for evaporating.
for evaporating. The cured product should be of a translucent amber color.

Berries are seldom sun-dried for the markets. For evaporating they are placed on trays in quantities of sixteen to thirty quarts, given a temperature of about 175° at the start, and are finished in four to five hours, at a temperature of about 100°. After being taken from the evaporator, they are piled for sweating in a warm, ventilated room.

Figs for drying must be gathered when fully ripe. Some growers prefer drying in shade rather than in sun. Evaporators are seldom used. The fruit is not allowed to dry hard, and before packing must be well sweated. Usually, for “finishing,” they are dipped in salt water or syrup. The drying process requires from five to eight days.

Prunes are allowed to ripen until they fall to the ground. Before being spread on the trays they are dipped or pricked in order to thin or crack the skin, that the moisture may easily escape, and then drying is prevented. Sun-drying requires from one to three weeks, while from twelve to thirty hours are required for evaporation. A thorough sweat prevents the sugaring so common to this fruit. Before packing they are graded in sizes. Dipping as a “finishing” process is practised by many producers. A good prune is soft, smooth and meaty, with loose pit, and of an amber, dark red or golden hue, depending upon the variety.

Grapes for raisins are sun-dried. They must be picked when fully ripe, the bunches, and the berries on the bunches, being sorted as the picking progresses. The operation of drying must be watched with care. The process requires from eight to fourteen days, during which time the bunches must be turned at least once. A sweat is given before packing. Raisins are graded into half a dozen or more brands for the market.

U. P. Hedrick.

EVERGREENS. In horticulture, evergreens are plants that retain green foliage the year around; they do not shed all their foliage at any one time; in some cases, the individual leaves may be shed and green for some years, as in many of the Conifers, but in all evergreens the old leaves shed after a time when they become so overshadowed or crowded as to be no longer functional. The leaves of pines and spruces may persist three to fifteen years.

In mind, “evergreen” and “conifer” are synonymous; but some conifers—as the taxodiums and larches—are deciduous. Moreover, in the tropics very many trees aside from conifers are evergreen, as notably the palms.

Evergreens may be classified as coniferous and broad-leaved types, the latter including such plants as rhododendron, kalmia, mahonia, box and many others. The number of plants that are evergreen in the latitude of New York is considerable. Few persons recognize the wealth of good winter greenery that may be secured by exercising careful choice of material and providing proper conditions and protection for its growth. There are many very low evergreen plants that may contribute much to the winter interest of a yard or garden, in the way of edgings, masses, rosettes, and ground cover. The following lists indicate the materials that are now at the command of the planter.

Beyond the latitude of Lake Erie, the hardiest and most dependable evergreens are mostly conifers. At the Central Experimental Farm at Ottawa, those deciduous plants that hold their foliage fairly late in the autumn are most tender for use. A few good plants, however, are, Oregon grape (Mahonia), bearberry (Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi), Pachysandra terminalis, shrub yellow-root (Xanthorrhiza Apollo), and Quercus imbricaria. The Oregon grape is perhaps the most useful evergreen there for ground-covering. The hardier species of Liagustrum are also fairly satisfactory, but most of the species of this genus leave so much dead wood after winter that in very large masses they are liable to be unsightly. Many attractive conifers are reliable at Ottawa, in the genera Abies, Chamaecyparis, Ginkgo, Juniperus, Picea, Pinus, Pseudotsuga, Taxus, Thuja, Tsuga.

The uses of evergreens are discussed in other places in the Cyclopaedia, as under Arboriculture, Herbarious, Landscape-Gardening, Lawn-Planting, Perennials, Rock-Gardening, Screens, Shrubs, Topiary Work, Wild-Garden, Windbreaks, Winter-Gardening. For lists of evergreens for California, see pp. 370–381 (Vol. I).

L. H. B.

Moving large evergreens. Figs. 1452–1457.

Large evergreens are moved with a ball of earth because they have no dormant period, but carry their foliage and need moisture at all times of the year. It is essential that the ball of earth contains a sufficient amount of small fibrous feeding roots to support the tree and that the tree be kept well watered for two or more seasons until the tree has spread its roots over sufficient area to gather enough rainfall to sustain the normal growth. The extent of fibers in the ball is increased by transplanting and root-pruning. Root-pruning is less essential with trees having an abundance of fibrous roots than with trees having only a few large coarse roots in the central portion. Some trees, as white pine, will survive with a comparatively small number of roots, their drought-resistant qualities enabling them to persist with a small supply of moisture. Other evergreens, as Nordmann’s fir, have a long carrot-like taproot, and the tree is likely to die if this is cut and the tree given an inadequate quantity of water. Frequent nursery transplanting is, therefore, necessary with this species.

Trees are dug by starting a trench at a radius from the tree about 3 feet wider than the ball of earth to be taken. The roots are cut off on the outside of the trench. The soil is dissected out from between the roots back to the size of the ball. These roots are bent around against the ball of earth if they are
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flexible enough to bend. If not sufficiently flexible and tractable, they are cut off.

A canvas is made 15 to 24 inches deep, and is made smaller at the bottom by folding over a V and sewing it. This makes it fit a conical ball and, when it is pulled up 3 inches by the cross-lashing at the top, makes it tighter. The canvas has cross-ropes sewed on it with rings at the top and bottom, and on the deeper balls two rows of rings in the middle. The bottom rope is tightened by a wooden lever 20 inches long with four holes, the rope being looped through the holes and the lever thrown over to pull the rope tight. The top rope is then tied and tightened by cross-lashing.

To get the ball free from the subsoil, dig under all around and tip the tree slightly. Level off the bottom with a fork. If there are tap-roots, tunnel under and cut them with a saw. Put a platform as far under as possible and tip the tree back. To get the ball in the center of the platform, put a hammock around the ball and pull. Hold the platform in position by crowbars driven in front of it. Lash the ball to the platform, make an incline, drag the platform out of the hole onto a truck or sled. Skids with small wheels set in them about 1 foot apart enable a team to load a ball quickly. With balls 10 to 15 feet in diameter and 20 inches deep, jacks and pipe rollers are needed.

Trees over 10 feet need to be tipped over to go under wires. If the canvas is put on tight and at the proper taper, and the ball is laid flat to fit close to the platform and lashed tight to the platform, the tipping can be done without the ball shaking loose. Sometimes a canvas or burlap bottom can be put between the platform and the ball. In unloading, the tree is stood up, team hooked to the platform and the tree dragged off to the ground. The tree may drop 2 feet without injury. The platforms are dragged to the hole and balls less than 4 feet rolled into the hole. Larger balls have the platform dragged into the hole and the platform pulled out holding the tree in position by a hammock. To straighten the tree, tramp the earth solid under it until it stands erect. Take off the canvas, spread out the side roots, pack the earth and anchor as with deciduous trees. Keep the ball moist; examine it once a month or more often by digging or boring into the ball during the first two years. Evergreens moved with a too small ball or with not enough fibers in the ball or with the watering neglected, may grow 3 inches a year for the first two or three years. If properly moved, they will grow 6 inches or more a year—half their normal growth.

Deciduous trees may be moved with balls of earth by the above method, and it has proved an aid with difficult species, as beech, oak, liquidambar, tulip. Especially when previously transplanted or root-pruned, the above trees 3½ inches in diameter moved with a ball of earth 4 feet in diameter are very successful, while without a ball many are lost or the growth is much slower. Investigation should be made to see whether this is because of less disturbance of the roots or because there is carried with the roots and soil a mycelium of a fungus which aids the roots to take up plant-food and moisture.

The time of year for moving trees is of minor importance. It is over-emphasized by purchaser, landscape architects, and nurserymen, and results in heavy financial loss to nurserymen in congesting sales and their own planting in the short spring season. It greatly lessens the total amount of planting needed for forest, shelter-belt, landscape, fruit, and other economic purposes. A nurseryman may plant all the year. Evergreens can be taken up with a ball of earth even in May and June. The new growth may curve down. After June 20, the spruces, and after July 10, the pines, are firm enough not to wilt. August-September sales with a ball of earth are just as successful as April. The ground is warm and the roots grow rapidly; the ground can be made moist. Weather in September is less dry than in May and June.

Small evergreens up to 2 feet high may be planted in August and September from one part of the nursery to another without balls of earth, if the roots are very carefully dissected out without breaking. There will be more failures if the week following planting is hot and dry.

Planting with balls of earth may continue all winter, especially if the ground is mulched to keep out the frost and permit economical digging of the tree and the hole. The frozen ball of earth is an old method, frequently referred to, but is not an aid. If the ball is frozen solid and remains so for one or two months with dry winds, the top may dry out and die as has occurred with red cedar. If the ball is not frozen, sap can come up to take the place of that lost by transpiration.

A ball of earth 3 feet in diameter is needed for an evergreen 8 to 10 feet high; 4½ feet in diameter for an evergreen 15 feet high, except red cedar which can have a ball 3 feet; a ball of earth 12 feet in diameter is needed for a pine 35 feet high. Root-pruning pines, spruce and hemlock, permits moving the following year with a smaller ball than otherwise. In root-pruning, the trench...
can go three-quarters of the way around or three or four of the larger roots can be left across the trench to keep the tree from blowing over. Root-pruning of red cedars is of less advantage and is rarely practised. In New England and northern New York, the pine, spruce and hemlock, have only a few coarse roots just under the surface and no roots extending 2 feet deep. When moved to better-dained soils on the coastal plain, they develop deeper roots and have ten times as many fibers in a ball 4 feet in diameter. The above evergreens with their shallow root-systems can be taken up with a disc of roots, peat and grass 8 inches deep and 3 to 4 feet wide. This can be set on a wagon and trees 10 to 15 feet high easily moved. Less roots

1460. The beauty of young evergreens lies in their symmetry and the preservation of the lower limbs.

will be broken or bare if the ball is tied in burlap. The usual cause of failure in this operation is neglect of watering. Hemlocks and probably other trees will be aided by shading for the first two months.

HENRY HICKS.


Broad-leaved evergreens.

Bare-rooted at Arnold Arboretum, Boston.

Tender above New York City.

Abelia chinensis.

Abelia grandiflora.

Abelia uniflora.

Abies amabilis.

Abies apoliniana.

Abies balearica.

Abies cephalonica.

Abies ciliata.

Abies concolor.

Abies Fraseri.

Abies grandis.

Abies homolepis=A. brachyphylla.

Abies magnifica.

Abies nobilis.

Abies Nordmanniana.

Abies peetiana=A. Picea.

Abies Picea.

Abies Pinsapo.

Abies shastensis.

Abies sitchensis.

Abies Veitchii.

Azara microphylla.

Azara ovatifolia.

Akebia lobata.

Akebia quinata.

Alysum saxatile.

Andromeda floribunda=Pieris floribunda.

Andromeda glaucophylla.

Andromeda japonica=Pieris japonica.

Andromeda nitida=Lynia nitida.

Andromeda polifolia.

Andromeda speciosa=Zenobia speciosa.

Arbutus Menziesii.

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi.

Arundinaria chinensis.

Arundinaria Fortunei var. variegata.

Arundinaria Hindsii.

Arundinaria japonica.

Aubrietia deltoidea.

Aucuba japonica.

Azonea amena=Rhododendron amenum.

Azara microphylla.

Baecharis halimifolia.

Baecharis patagonica.

Baecharis salicifolia.

Baccharis nana.

Berberis aristata. See Mahonia for evergreen barberries with compound leaves.

Berberis buxifolia.

Berberis Capparidifolia conifera.

Berberis ilicifolia, Hort.=Neubertii.

Berberis Neuberti=R. vulgaris X Morus. Foliage intermediate drying and turning brown in winter and both single and trifoliate leaves on same plant.

Berberis Sargentiana (one of the best).

Berberis stenophylla.

Berberis verruculosa.

Berberis Wilsoneae (Leaves brown).

Bignonia capreolata.

Boa orientalis=Thuya orientalis.

Brachyandra spicifera (light-leaf-mulch).

Bryanthus empetrifolius.

Bryanthus erectus.

Bryanthus taxifolius=Phyllodoce cerasules.

Buddleia japonica.

Buddleia Davidii (variable) var. magnifica.

Buddleia Davidii var. superb.'a.

Buddleia Davidii var. Wilsonii.

Bumelia lanuginosa.

Buxus japonica.

Buxus sempervirens.

Calluna vulgaris, vars. alba, elata, rubra, tomentosa (light-leaf-mulch).

Carriera calytrina.

Casotaxus=Torreyana.

Casote hypnoides.

Casote tetragona.

Catalpa bignonioides.

Ceanothus Fendleri.

Cedrus atlantica.

Cedrus Deodara.

Cedrus Libani.

Ch搭载a chlorophylloides.

Ch搭载a japonica.

Cephalotaxus Fortunei.

Cercocarpus pulverulentus.

Chamaecyparis millifoliae.

Chamaecyparis Laxoniophylla.

Chamaecyparis nitisanaka (C. nootkatensis).

Chamaecyparis obtusa, especially var. nana.

Chamaecyparis pisifera.

Chamaecyparis pisiformis.

Chamaecyparis pisiformis.

Chamaedaphne calyculata (leaves brown).

Chimaephila maculata.

Chimaephila umbellata.

Chiorema hypnoides.

Cladosiphon laxifolius.

Clematis paniculata.

Clematis Armandii.

Coseculus Thunbergii.

Corema Conradii.

 Cotoneaster adpressus.

 Cotoneaster buxifolia.

 Cotoneaster Dammeri.

 Cotoneaster horizontalis.

 Cotoneaster microphylla.

 Cotoneaster salicifolia.

 Cryptomeria japonica.

 Cupressus Macrocarpa.

Cyatus capitus.

Cyatus nigricans.

Cyatus purga.

Daboecia polifolia (light-leaf-mulch).

Daphne Hidagayana.

Daphne Cneorum.

Daphne Houtteana.

Daphne Laurae.

Daphne pontica.

Disapenia lapponicus.

Distylus racemosus.

Drosera octoptera (better with winter shade).

Elaeagnus umbellata.

Empricum nigrum.

Ephedra distachya.

Ephedra germandiana.

Epipogis repens.

Erica carnea.

Erica stricta (light-leaf-mulch).

Erica Tetralix.

Erica vagans.

Evonymus americana.

Evonymus Bungeana var. semipersistens.
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**Evergreens**

- Evonymus japonica
- Evonymus nana (leaves bronze)
- Evonymus nana var. Koopmannii (leaves bronze)
- Evonymus patens
- Evonymus radicans, in variety, especially vegeta and Carreris
- Garrya elliptica
- Garrya Fremontii
- Garrya Veitchii var. flavescens
- Gaultheria procumbens
- Gaylussacia fraserebryza
- Genista clara
- Genista germanica
- Genista pilosa
- Genista procumbens
- Genista tinctoria
- Hedera helix (tender in exposed places; safer with winter shade)
- Heianthoeum vulgare
- Hippophae rhamnoides
- Hyssopus officinalis
- Hypericum
- Iberis sempervirens
- Iberis tenereana
- Ilex crenata microphylla
- Ilex glabra
- Ilex opaca
- Ilex rugosa
- Ilex vomitoria
- Jasmium humile=J. revolutum, Hort.
- Juniperus chinensis in variety, especially procumbens
- Juniperus communis in variety, especially fastigiata, hibernica and nana
- Juniperus sabina in variety, especially humilis, prostrata and tamariscifolia
- Juniperus virginiana in variety, especially globose, procumbens and tripilatica
- Kalmia angustifolia
- Kalmia glauca
- Kalmia latifolia
- Ledum groenlandicum
- Ledum palustre
- Leucothoe axillaris
- Leucothoe Catesbiana
- Leucothoe racemosa
- Libocedrus decurrens
- Ligustrum ibota var. myrtifolium
- Ligustrum stronglyphyllum
- Ligustrum ovalifolium
- Ligustrum Pratii
- Ligustrum vulgare
- Linnea borealis
- Loiseleria procumbens
- Lonicea fragrans
- Lonicea Henry
- Lonicea japonica (L. Halleana) in variety
- Lonicea sinilis var. Delavayi
- Longeae Stendhali
- Lonicea Stendhali var. lancifolia
- Lonicea xylotreme
- Lycium chinsense
- Lycium fulvum
- Lycium hirinum
- Lycium scopulorum
- Lycopodium complanatum
- Lycopodium lucidulum
- Lycopodium obscurum
- Lyonia nitida=Andromeda nitida
- Magnolia glauca
- Mahonia japonica
- Mahonia nepalensis
- Mahonia nervosa
- Mahonia repens (most hardy)
- Mitchellia repens
- Osmanthus Aquifolium
- Pachysandra terminalis
- Pachystoma Canbyi
- Pachystoma Myrhuinata
- Perrnetiyya angustifolia
- Perrnetiyya mucronata
- Phillyrea decora
- Phyllodocen aurina=Byrnanthus taxifolius
- Phyllotocentha flexuosa
- Phyllostachys Maricaea
- Phyllotocentha violascens
- Picea Abies=P. excelsa
- Picea sitchensis
- Picea Abies=P. excelsa
- Picea excenters var. pumila
- Picea excenters var. pygmaea
- Picea excelsa var. pyramidalis
- Picea Mariana=P. nigra
- Picea Menziesii=P. pungens
- Picea nigra and var. Doumetii
- Picea omorika
- Picea orientalis
- Picea polita=P. Torano
- Picea pungens
- Picea rubra
- Picea sitchensis
- Picea sitchensis
- Picea Jeffreyi
- Picea montana
- Picea monticola
- Picea palustris
- Picea parviflora
- Picea pondersosa
- Picea resinosa
- Picea rigida
- Picea Strobos
- Picea sylvestris
- Picea stewarti
- Picea Thunbergii
- Picea virginiana
- Polysalta chamaebuxus
- Potentilla tridentata (leaves brown-purple)
- Prunus Laurncerovsza var. schipkowka
- Pyracantha cocinea var. Lalandii
- Pyracantha cocinea var. pauciflora
- Pyxidanthra barbula
- Quercus imbricaria
- Quercus macrodonta
- Quercus Libani
- Quercus Turneri
- Retinospora decussata=Thuja orientalis var. decussata
- Retinospora dubia=R. ericoides, Hort.
- Retinospora Edwangenianum
- Retinospora ericoides, Zucc.=Chamaesyris phaloidedea var. ericoidees
- Retinospora ericoides, Hort.=Thuja occidentalis ericoides
- Retinospora filicoides
- Retinospora Siberia
- Retinospora juniperoides=R. deccusata
- Retinospora leptocladia, Hort.=Chamaesyris phaloidedea var. animalis
- Retinospora lycopodioides
- Retinospora meldenst
- Retinospora obtusa
- Retinospora plaferra
- Retinospora rigida=R. deccusata
- Retinospora Sieboldii=R. deccusata
- Retinospora squarrosa, Sieb & Zucc.=Chamaesyris phaloidedea var. squarrosa
- Retinospora squarrosa, Hort.=R. deccusata
- Rhamnus Alaternus
- Rhamnus hybrida
- Rhododendron arbutifolium
- Rhododendron brachyceps
- Rhododendron californicum
- Rhododendron carolinianum=R. punctatum, in part.
- Rhododendron catawbienae
- Rhododendron cuneiforme
- Rhododendron ferrugineum
- Rhododendron hirsutum
- Rhododendron maximum
- Rhododendron Metternich
- Rhododendron minus=R. punctatum, in part.
- Rhododendron myrtifolium
- Rhododendron ponticum
- Rhododendron procors var. "Early Gem" (flowers often caught by early frost)
- Rhododendron Wilsonii, Hort.=R. arbutifolium (true Rhododendron Wilsonii is tender and not cultivated in the United States)
- Rhodochlamys chamecistus=Rhododendron chamecistus
- Rosa wichurana
- Rubus laevis (leaves bronze)
- Rubus spectabilis var. pinnat=R. fruticosus
- Ruta graevolens
- Salvia officinalis
- Sciadoptera verticillata
- Sequoia sempervirens
- Sequoia Washingtoniana
- Snailia larifolia
- Spirea cantoniensis
- Taxus baccata in variety, especially repandens, which is the most hardy English yew
- Taxus canadensis
- Taxus cuspidate (best and hardest of all yews)
The following list of broad-leaved evergreens hardly at Arnold Arboretum may also be expected to thrive at Washington.

Abelia grandiflora.
Arotecaphylos Ewa-ursi.
Azara microphylla.
Buddlelia japonica.
Bumelia lanuginosa.
Bumelia lyoniodes.
Buxus japonica.
Buxus sempervirens.
Citrus auricola.
Cotoneaster buxifolia.
Cotoneaster microphylla.
Daphne Bignayana.
Daphne Cneorum.
Daphne pinnata.
Ilex erinata.
Ilex glabra.
Ilex opaca.
Ilex vomitoria.
Kalmia angustifolia.
Kalmia latifolia.
Leucothoè axillaris.

Leucothoè Catesburi.
Mahonia japonica.
Pachistima Canbyi.
Pachistima Myranites.
Perennýa angustifolia.
Perennýa mucronata.
Philopsis decorae.
Piersia floribunda.
Piersia japonica.
Prunus Laurocerasus.
Prunus coccinea var. pauli-
flora.
Rhododendron amnenum.
Rhododendron indicum.
Yucca filamentosu and varieties.
Yucca floridiana.
Zenobia speciosa and varieties.

Ralph W. Curtis.

Broad-leaved evergreens for Washington and the South.

Broad-leaved evergreens hardly at Washington, D.C. The evergreens and half evergreens of foregoing list are also good.

Abelia floribunda.
Aucuba hulimalaica.
Aucuba japonica.
Aucuba japonica var. concolor.
Buxus aubrévialis.
Buxus sempervirens var. arborecens.
Buxus sempervirens var. Handsworthii.
Buxus sempervirens var. sfu-
fruticosa.
Cotoneaster Simonsii (nearly deciduous at Washington).
Cotoneaster thornchil (nearly deciduous at Washington).
Daphne Lauroica.
Elaegnus pungens var. reflexa.
Eriobotrya japonica.
Evonymus japonica var. macrophylla.
Garrya elliptica.
Ilex aquifolium.
Ligustrum Japonicum.
Ligustrum lucidum.
Ligustrum lucidum var. aureo-
marginatum.
Ligustrum Quoqui (half ever-
green).
Ligustrum sinense (half ever-
green).
Magnolia grandiflora. (green).
Nandina domestica.
Osmanthus Aquifoliun.
Phillyrea angustifolia.
Photinia serrulata.
Prunus Laurocerasus var.
Bertini.
Prunus Laurocerasus var.
colchica.
Prunus Laurocerasus var.
archipaeas.
Prunus Laurocerasus var.
rotundifolia.
Pyracantha coccinea.
Rhododendron amnenum.
Rhododendron arbutifolium.
Rhododendron carolinianum.
Rhododendron fortunei.
Rhododendron minus.

1601. Picea pungens. The two small tufts at the right are P. excelsa var. Maxwelli.

A list of broad-leaved evergreens in addition to those recommended for Norfolk, Virginia, for the South Atlantic and Gulf Coast regions and as far inland as Augusta and Montgomery. Those marked “S” thrive only in the warmest sections.

Arbutus Unedo.
Ardisia crenulata.
Berberis fascicularia.
Bumelia angustifolia.
Bumelia tenax.
Camelia japonica (S).
Cinnamomum Camphora (S).
Clematis japonica.
Cystisus canariensis.
Cyrtisus filipes.
Cyrtisus monopetala.
Gardania florida.
Gardania Fortunei.
Gardenia radicans.
Heliandrum ocyxoides.
Ilex laurifolia.
Leucothoè axillaris.
Pruus lusitanica.

Pruus versaillesiana.
Ligustrum nepalense.
Metrosideros floribunda (S).
Myrtus communis.
Nerium odorum.
Nerium Oleander.
Nerium splendens.
Olea fragrans.
Othera japonica=Ilex integra.
Pittosporum Tobira.
Quercus suber.
Rhusus scleatus.
Tha Bohe.
Trachycarpus Fortunei (S).
Viburnum odoratissimum.
Viburnum suspensum.
Viburnum Tinus.
Viburnum sandankwa.

F. L. Mulford.

Plants that are evergreen on the middle Great Plains.

It must be remembered that on the Great Plains the conditions vary enormously, and that few plants naturally range over the whole area, or are capable of being successfully grown in artificial plantations throughout the whole area. Two special localities are frequently mentioned in the list. Arbor Lodge is the arboretum established by the late J. Sterling Morton at Nebraska City, within a few miles of the Missouri
River. The University Arboretum is at Lincoln, Nebraska, on the high prairies 60 miles west of the Missouri River.

**Trees.**

Abies balsamea (not common).
Abies cephalonica (Arbor Lodge; University Arboretum).
Abies cilicica (Arbor Lodge).
Abies concolor (common).
Abies nobilis (Arbor Lodge).
Abies Nordmanniana (Arbor Lodge).
Abies Picea (Arbor Lodge; A. pectinata).
Abies Pinsapo (Arbor Lodge).
Abies Veitchii (Arbor Lodge; University Arboretum).
Chamaecyparis pisifera (common).
Juniperus peploides var. hummockii (Arbor Lodge).
Juniperus virginiana (native in eastern portion).
Juniperus virginiana var. aurea variegata (University Arboretum).
Juniperus virginiana var. elegans (University Arboretum).
Juniperus virginiana var. glauca (University Arboretum).
Picea Alpina (Arbor Lodge; University Arboretum).
Picea canadensis (common) = P. abies.
Picea Engelmanni (rare).
Picea excelsa (common) = P. Abies.
Picea excelsa var. inverna (University Arboretum).
Picea excelsa var. pumila (University Arboretum).
Picea excelsa var. pumila compacta (University Arboretum).
Picea mariana (Arbor Lodge) = P. nigra.
Picea orientalis (Arbor Lodge).
Picea nigrum (University Arboretum) = P. mariana.
Picea nigra (Dovouner, University Arboretum).
Picea Parysana (common) = P. pungens.
Picea polita (Arbor Lodge; University Arboretum) = P. Torano.
Pinus austrina (very common) (University Arboretum).
Pinus austrina var. ecbennensis (monspetiensis) (University Arboretum).
Pinus cembra (Arbor Lodge).
Pinus divaricata (common) = P. Banksiana.
Pinus latifolia (Arbor Lodge).
Pinus massoniana (Arbor Lodge).
Pinus montana (Arbor Lodge; University Arboretum).
Pinus resinosa (not common).
Pinus rigida (Arbor Lodge).
Pinus scopulorum (native in western portion).
Pinus Strobus (common).
Pinus sylvestris (very common).
Pseudotsuga taxifolia (common) = P. Douglasii.
Taxodium distichum (not common).
Taxus canadensis (Arbor Lodge).
Thuja occidentalis (common).
Thuja orientalis (Arbor Lodge; University Arboretum).
Tsuga canadensis (Arbor Lodge).

**Shrubs.**

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi (native in western portion).
Berberis lingulata (University Arboretum).
Buxus (not common; tender at University Arboretum).
Evonymus japonica (University Arboretum).
Evonymus nana (University Arboretum).
Evonymus radicans (University Arboretum).
Hedera helix (rarely hardy; tender).
Ilex opaca (rarely planted; tender).
Juniperus chinensis (University Arboretum).
Juniperus communis var. aurea (University Arboretum; tender).
Juniperus communis (native in western portion; University Arboretum).
Juniperus communis var. hibernica (University Arboretum; tender).
Juniperus communis var. pfitzeriana (University Arboretum).
Juniperus stricta (University Arboretum).
Ligustrum Ito (half evergreen; University Arboretum).
Ligustrum ovalifolium (evergreen; half hardy; University Arboretum).
Ligustrum ovalifolium var. aures (half evergreen; hardy; University Arboretum).
Ligustrum vulgare (half evergreen; University Arboretum).
Ligustrum vulgare var. buxifolium (evergreen; hardy; University Arboretum).
Ligustrum vulgare var. fruteculba (half evergreen; University Arboretum).
Lonicer japonica var. Halliana.
Mahonia Aquifolium (native in western portion).
Rhododendron maximum (rarely planted; tender).
Smilax hispida (half evergreen; native).
Yucca filamentosa (common).
Yucca glauca (native in western portion).

**Herbs.**

Equisetum hiemale (native throughout).
Equisetum hyemale (common).
Equisetum arvense (native throughout).
Equisetum atrum (common).
Iris germanica.
Iris pumila.
Manihot esculenta (native in southern portion).
Opuntia anquetillensis (native in southern portion).
Opuntia humifusa (native throughout).
Opuntia polyacantha (native throughout).
Opuntia ficus-indica (native in southern portion).
Picea abies (native throughout).
Salvia officinalis (common).
Selaginella rupestris (native throughout).
Veronica minor (common).

**Rosettes.**

Many herbaceous plants have rosettes of green leaves throughout the winter, the following being the more conspicuous on the Great Plains.

Capellera Burser-pastoria (throughout the region; common eruciferous weed, introduced long ago and known as “shepherd’s purse”).
Dianthus = Plantago (several species).
Rumex = Fragaria virginiana (throughout the region).
Geum canadense (throughout the region).
Hieracium longipilium (eastern portion).
Gnaphicusa biana (throughout the region).
Penstemon grandiflorus (throughout the region).
Pyrola chlorantha (in the western portion).
Pyrola elliptica (in the western portion).
Pyrola secunda (in the western portion).
Taraxacum officinale (throughout the region); not green in University Arboretum, Lincoln, except where covered by snow.

**EVERLASTINGS.** A term applied to flowers or plants that retain their shape and other characteristics after being dried; equivalent to the French word “immortelle.” With everlasting are also included various artificial or manufactured articles that imitate flowers or plants.

The most important commercially of the flowers that retain their form and color in a dried state have been the French immortelles, Helichrysum arenarium. These flowers are used very extensively in France in their natural yellow color, for the manufacture of memorial wreaths and crosses, which, being constructed very compactly, are exceedingly durable, even in the severest weather, and are exported in large numbers to all parts of the world. The flowers bleached white, or bleached and then dyed in various colors, are also shipped in enormous quantities, either direct to this country or by some of the large exporting houses of Germany. In the United States, however, the use of these immortelles has fallen off on account of the high duty.

Approaching the French immortelles in aggregate value have been the so-called “cape flowers,” Helichrysum grandiflorum, which formerly reached an enormous sale in this country, and they largely supplied the immortelles on account of their silvery texture and greater beauty every way. They are naturally white, but require bleaching in the sun to give them the desired luster. They came from the Cape of Good Hope, and reached this country mainly from Hamburg. Of recent years, these products have been less important in the American trade because of the uncertainty of the crop, poor quality, and the competitive artificial materials. There is now being made in Germany an artificial “cape flower,” this flower is made from paper and waxed, and is an excellent imitation African cape. Large quantities of these goods are being imported into this country, and they have given great satisfaction to all florists that have used them. Probably in time the German product will

1643. A nature field tree of Pinus ponderosa.
everlastings entirely superseded the natural African cape, more particularly as each flower has a wire stem which the florists attach to the toothpicks or sticks, and this saves considerable labor.

The common everlasting of American and English country gardens, Helichrysum bracteatum, is the only one of these flowers grown to any extent in North America, and some or most of the more extensive cultivation of it, commercially, has been practised in this country but a large percentage is still imported. These plants come in white, straw and brown colors naturally, and take readily to a variety of artificial tints; together with Aminoabium alatum and the well-known globe amaranth, Gonolena globosa, they are grown and used to a considerable extent in the construction of the many forms of wreaths, stars, and other Christmas forms, which they sell in the city markets in large quantities, but their sale by wholesalers and jobbers for general consumption is very limited. Statice erecta var., cultivated or wild from the swamps of southern Europe, and Gypsophila in several species are used to a considerable extent; and the sale of statice especially, which is popular in combination with cape flowers in memorial designs, is quite an item with the dealers in florists’ supplies.

Of the dried grasses, the pampas plumes of California, Cortaderia selloana, native of South America, are the only American production attaining any great commercial importance. Their beautiful silky plumes, unapproached by any other horticultural product, are used in enormous quantities for decorative purposes, and are an important item of American export. They are used mainly in a sun-baked state, but more or less dying, often parti-colored, is also done. Broomus briziformis is the most extensively used of the smaller grasses. It is mostly imported from Europe. It can be imported, however, including duty, for about 25 per cent less than is possible to grow it in this country. It is handled in the natural state. Briza maxima, another popular grass, is grown in Italy. Briza media, a medium-sized grass, and Briza minima, the flowers of which are as fine as sawdust, are also handled in the same way as Briza maxima, very little of the B. minima being used dyed, however. Phleum pratense, Stipa pennata, and various kinds of oats have more or less commercial value, being of considerable use in the manufacture of imitation flowers and straw goods, but from a florist’s standpoint they are not important. The most important commercially of the imported grasses is the Italian wheat, the quantities used in this country for the manufacture of sheaves for funeral purposes being enormous, and increasing yearly. It comes in many grades of fineness and length. In this respect all attempts to cultivate it in competition with the European product have failed. Of late years, a decorative natural grass called “Minerva” and treated artificially is being imported in large quantities, and is used by florists in combinations, making a very effective setting-off to flowers in basket decoration.

Much use is now made in this country of the dried twigs and foliage of ruscus. This is grown in Italy, and is shipped to Germany where it is prepared and dyed in many attractive colors. It holds its form well. It is made up into wreaths and other articles, and provides a good foliage effect.

Enormous use is now made of magnolia leaves prepared and colored in brown, red and green. In former years these goods were secured from Germany and Italy, but they are no longer imported for the reason that they are prepared in this country as good, if not better, than they are on the other side, and much cheaper. They are gathered and prepared in Florida and shipped to all parts of the United States, put in cartons containing about 1,000 leaves. They are used very extensively by all classes of florists on account of their lasting qualities and fine appearance. They have almost entirely superseded the galax leaf, which has been in use for so many years in the making up of mortuary emblems. A number of our native composites—of the genera Gaphaion, Antennaria and Anaphalis—are called everlasting, and are often used in home decorations, particularly in the country; but they have no commercial rating.

There is always an increasing demand for artificial decorative articles, to be used alone and in conjunction with fresh cut-flowers; they are now being used by the best florists and plantsmen. The demand for decorative artificial flowers, plants and like materials, has grown to such an extent that there are now a large number of businesses producing silk in the construction of the very small manufacture of them. This is well illustrated in the product called “Japanese wood frieze,” in appearance resembling very much the well-known worsted and silk chiffon. It is made from wood-tube colored in shades to represent the colors of immortelles. This frieze or wood chiffon, when worked up in various designs, so closely resembles immortelles that the difference between them can hardly be detected.

One of the interesting artificial greens is the “sea moss.” It is an alga-like hydroid (one of the animal kingdom), known as Sertularia argentea, which is commonly distributed along our Atlantic coast northward from New Jersey to the Arctic. The branches are straight strands are dried bright green, and the “plant” is used in making table decorations and jardiniere pieces. It is sometimes called “air plant.” The apparent lateral minute buds clothing all the branches are, of course, the shelter for the zooids of the colony during life. There is another one (Aglaophenia struthionides) found on the Pacific coast, which is even more beautiful, and which is put to the same decorative uses, and is known there as the ostrich plume, the branches having a beautiful pinnate arrangement along the two sides of a single axis. These sea-mosses are dried, the dirt picked out, and then dried and fixed in a preparation to make them permanent. They are likely to have an unpleasant odor.

H. BAYERSDORFER.

W. N. REED.

Everlastings for home use.

After much experience with the growing of everlastings for home winter decorations, the three following species have been found the best for plantings: Helichrysum monstrosum, the double form of H. bracteatum, known as “golden ball,” Acroclinium (Helipterum) roseum flore-pleno, and the Chinese lantern plant, Physalis. From all these easily grown, free bloomers and give better and brighter color in their dried state than other forms. They have a certain warmth in color that is appreciated in zero weather.

The helichrysum and acroclinium are started in the greenhouse or hothouse during the latter part of March, planting them out in full sun as soon as all danger of frost is past. Any good garden soil suits them.

It is most important that the flowers of the acroclinium be picked just as soon as the buds show color, even if they look almost too small, because if too far advanced the ray petals open up flat, exposing the center, which will soon turn brown when dried and spoil the effect. Those cut early will open up part way, presenting only their full color. In full blooming season they should be picked daily. With the helichrysum one can wait until the bud is of fairly good size but all the smaller ones will open up also when dried. Those fully open or showing the center at all will turn brown. When they are picked off all foliage, place in bundles and hang them, heads down, in some dry place. They should be examined at times, as in the drying the stems shrink and the flower may fall down. They should remain in this dry shelter until the house is heated in the
fall, reducing the moisture in the air, otherwise the dry flower-stems would absorb the moisture and become limy.

A certain number of "droopers" is wanted when arranging a bouquet, in order to avoid stiffness. These are easily secured. Take a long sheet of a pliable cardboard about 8 inches wide, tack one edge lengthwise on the top of a shelf, at the front bringing it out and down so as to form a half circle, and fasten it there. Then lay the freshly picked flower-stems on the shelf, heads hanging down. It is sometimes necessary to place a book or some weight on the stems to keep them in place. They will dry in this curled form. Brown split bamboo baskets make good vases, as they harmonize well with the dry flower and the golden ball and the pink of the acroclinium. A wire mesh in these baskets enables the flowers to be arranged more easily. As there is no green foliage used, it is well to use some short-stemmed flower in the center, midway between the basket and the tallest flowers. These "flacks" of color relieve the bareness of the stems.

The Chinese lantern plant (Physalis Franchetti) is an easily grown perennial, spreading at the roots. The seed-pods are very ornamental, retaining their brilliancy of color when dried, the colors ranging from a pale green to orange and red. They hang like inverted balls, and lose their graceful appearance unless the main stem that carries them can be curved outward when dry. They have to be treated differently from the others. Boards on a partition in a wood-shed may be used, driving tacks, one each side, close up to the side of the bottom of the main stem, the heads of the tacks overlapping the stick. Run the stem up straight for about 6 inches, then curve to right or left and fasten in same manner. Then, when dried, the lanterns will hang clear of the stem. The seed-pods of the balloon vine, Cardioagnus Halicoaavoidum, work in well among the lanterns. Cut away part of the side of the lantern, and see the brilliant wink inside.

EVDIA (Greek, pleasant odor). Rutaceae. Ornamental woody plants grown chiefly for their handsome foliage.

Deciduous or evergreen trees or shrubs: trunk with smooth bark; winter-buds naked: lvs. opposite, petioled, simple or pinnate with entire punctate lfts.: fls. in terminal or axillary panicled or corymbs, usually 4-merous, less often 5-merous; sepals imbricate; petals valvate or slightly imbricate; stamens 4-5, at the base of a cupular disk: carpels 4-5, each with 2 ovules, nearly free or connate, with a cylindric style, at maturity dehiscent, 2-valved, 1-2-seeded.—About 50 species in E. Asia, from Korea and N. China to S. Asia, Austral, and Polynesia. Allied to Zanthoxylum which is easily distinguished by its alternate lvs.; very similar in habit and foliage to Phellodendron which besides in the berry-like fls. differs in the winter buds being inclosed in the base of the petiole, while in Evidia they are borne free in the axes.

The cultivated hardy species are strong-growing deciduous trees with rather large pinnate leaves of aromatic odor when bruised, and with whitish flowers in terminal broad panicles followed by small capsules exposing glossy black seeds when opening. Evodia Danielli has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboreten. E. Purpurascens is somewhat tenderer. There are also a few tropical species from New Guinea, rarely cultivated as greenhouse evergreens; they are little known and their correct names have not yet been determined. Propagation is by seeds and of the warmhouse species by cuttings of half-ripened wood; probably also by root-cuttings.

A. Fls. obtuse or only mucronulate at the apex.
glaea, Miq. (E. Färgei, Dode). Tree, to 50 ft.: lfts. 5-11, usually 7, on slender slightly hairy stalks, ½-3½ in. long, elliptic-ovate to oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate, broadly cuneate or rounded at the base, minutely crenulate, green below and glabrous except hairs along the midrib near the base, 2½-4 in. long; infl. corymbose, 6-8 in. broad, nearly glabrous; pistil of the staminate fls. glabrous: fr. about ¼ in. long, finely pubescent. June; fr. Sept. Cent. China.

Henyri, Dode. Tree, to 35 ft.: lfts. 5-9, short-stalked, ovate-oblong to ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate, rounded or narrowed at the base, finely crenulate, glaucescent or pale green below and glabrous, 2½-3 in. long; infl. pubescent, 2½-3 in. across; fr. reddish brown, sparingly hairy, ¼ in. long, with slender beaks about half as long. June; fr. Sept. Cent. China. See page 5568.

Danielli, Hems. (Zanthoxylum Danielli, Bennett). Small tree: lfts. 7-11, ovate to oblong-ovate, acuminate with an obtuse point, rounded at the base, sometimes subcordate or broadly cuneate, pale green below and glabrous except hairs along the midrib and sometimes on the veins, 2-3½ in. long; infl. corymbose, 4-6 in. across: fr. nearly ¼ in. long, slightly hairy or nearly glabrous, with a rather short, usually hooked beak. June; fr. Sept. N. Korea.


ALFRED REHDER.

EVÖLVULUS (to unravel, because not twining as in Convolvulaceae). Convolvulaceae. Prostrate or erect annual or perennial herbs or sub-shrubs, rarely planted or grown in greenhouses. The genus differs from Convolvulus in having in 2 styles 2-cleft, stigmas always narrow, corolla often open or rotate, and not twining: lvs. entire, small: fls. small, in summer and autumn; sepals 5, the calyx not at base notched and the golden color "flecks" on the sepals. These are usually about 80; in warm regions, several in the U. S. E. purpurano-rutaceus, Hook., of Jamaica, appears to be the only species prominently mentioned horticulturally, and this is seldom planted: 1-2 ft., woody at base: lvs. small, lanceolate-acute; fls. purple, the corolla rotate, white-centered and purple-rayed. B.M. 4202.

EVÖNYMUS (ancient Greek name). Oftentimes spelled Evonymus, Celastraceae. Spinule-Tree. Woody plants, erect or climbing, grown chiefly for their handsome foliage and the attractive fruits.

Deciduous or evergreen shrubs or small trees with usually more or less 4-angled branches, mostly erect, rarely creeping or climbing by rootlets: winter-buds usually conspicuous with imbricate scales, petioled, usually serratate, and mostly glabrous: fls. small, in axillary cymes, 4-5-merous, generally perfect; style and stamens short, the latter inserted on a disk: fr. a 3-5-lobed, somewhat fleshy caps, each dehiscent valve containing 1 or 2 seeds inclosed in a generally orange-colored aril. One species is opposite, the other opposite.-About 120 species in the northern hemisphere, most of them in Cent. and E. Asia, extending to S. Asia and Austral.

The spinule-trees are of upright or sometimes pro-\begin{quote}cumbent or creeping habit, with rather inconspicuous greenish, whitish or purplish flowers in axillary cymes; very attractive in fall, with their handsome scarlet,
pink or whitish, capsular fruits, showing the bright orange seeds when opening, and with the splendid fall coloring that most of the species assume, especially *E. alata*, *E. Maackii*, *E. sanguinea*, *E. verrucosa*, *E. europaea* and *E. atropurpurea*. The wood is tough, close-grained and light-colored, often almost white, and used, especially in Europe, for the manufacture of small articles. The bark of *E. atropurpurea* has medical properties.—Most of the cultivated deciduous species, except those from Himalayas, are hardy North, while of the evergreen ones only *E. radicans* is fairly hardy and, on account of its greater hardness, is often used North as a substitute of the ivy for covering walls, rocks and trunks of trees, climbing if planted in good soil, to a height of 15 and sometimes 20 feet. *E. europaea* and South, the evergreen *E. japonica* are sometimes used for hedges.

The spindle-trees are not particular as to the soil and are well adapted for shrubberies. Propagation is by seeds which are usually stratified and sown in spring, or by cuttings of ripened wood in fall. The evergreen species grow readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass in fall or during the winter in the greenhouse. Varieties are sometimes grafted or budded on stock of their typical species.

### INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acuta, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alata, 5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>albo-marginata, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>americana, 1, 2, 9.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angustifolia, 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aperta, 3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argenteo-marginata, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argenteo-variegata, 15, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atropurpurea, 6, 9.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atrorubens, 6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aurea, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auroco-marginata, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auroco-variegata, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brevipedunculata, 8.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bungeana, 13.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calocarpa, 12.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrieri, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>campioneira, 8.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>columnaris, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>europaea, 6, 11.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haywoodii, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gracilis, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamiltoniana, 10, 13.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and suppl. list.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hiana, 11.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>japonica, 15, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keueenii, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kruelzeniensis, 14.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koehneana, 12.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koopmannii, 5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latifolia, 7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucucarpa, 6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maackii, 10.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macrophylla, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medio-picta, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microphylla, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minima, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nana, 3, 6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obovata, 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pallenii, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pata, 14.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picta, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulchella, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyramidalis, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radicans, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repens, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reticulata, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>robusta, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roseo-marginata, 16.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EVONYMUS.

#### INDEX, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sanguinea, 8.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sempervirens, 13.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieboldiana, 12, 13.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variegata, 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and suppl. list.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>striata, 3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtriflora, 3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunbergiana, 3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viridi-variegata, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vulpica, 6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yedoensis, 15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**2. obovata**, Nutt. (*E. americana* var. obovata, Torr. & Gray). Fig. 1464. Procumbent shrub, with rooting st. and erect branches, to 1 ft.: lvs. obovate or elliptic-obovate, crenately serrate, light green, 1–2 in. long: lfs. purplish: caps. usually 3-celled. May; fr. Aug. Sept. From Canada to Ind. and Ky. G.F. 9: 385 (adapted in Fig. 1464).—It may be used for covering the ground under large trees, or for borders of shrubberies. Var. variegata, Hort., has the lvs. marked pale yellow.

**bn. Caps. smooth:** lfs. generally 4-merous.

**c. Fr. divided to the base into 4 or less nearly separate pods.**

**3. alata**, Maxim. (*E. Thunbergiana, Blume. E. striata*, Loes.). Spreading shrub, to 8 ft. branches stiff, with 2–4 broad, corky wings: lvs. elliptic or obvate, acute at both ends, sharply serrate, 1–2 in. long: lfs. 1–3, short-peduncled, yellowish: caps. purplish, small; seeds brown with orange aril. May; June; fr. Sept., Oct. China, Japan. S.I.F. 1: 63. F.E. 32: 54. Var. subtriflora, Franch. & Sav. Branches not winged: lfs. 1–5. Var. aperta, Loes. Aril open at the apex, disclosing the black seed. Cent. China.—This species is one of the handsomest; the lvs. turn bright crimson in autumn, the small, but numerous frs. are brightly colored and in winter the shrub is conspicuous by its broadly winged branches.

**cc. Fr. more or less 3–5-lobed.**

**d. Branches densely warty.**


**1465. Evonymus europaea. (X½)**


**DD. Branches smooth.**

**E. Anthera yellow.**

**F. The caps. with obtuse lobes.**

**5. nana**, Bieb. Low shrub, to 2 ft., with slender, often arching or sometimes procumbent and rooting
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FF. Fls. yellowish or whitish.

G. Petioles one-fifth to one-sixth as long as the fl.; lvs. acute or gradually acuminate: fr. pink.

H. Lvs. oblong to ovate-oblong, broadest about or below the middle.

10. Maackii, Rupr. (E. Hamiltoniana, Dipp., not Wall.). Large shrub or small tree, glabrous; lvs. elliptic-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, gradually narrowed toward the base, serrulate, 2½-5 in. long and 3/4-3½ in. broad; cymes small, about 3/4 in. across; fr. pink, 4-lobed, about 3/4 in. across; aril orange-red, usually closed, rarely, slightly opened at the apex. June; fr. Sept. N. E. Asia.

11. hiens, Koehne. Large shrub; lvs. ovate-oblong, short-acuminate, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, serrulate, 2½-4½ in. long and 1½-2½ in. broad; cymes rather long-stalked, small; stamens with very short filaments; fr. pink, turbinate, deeply 4-lobed, 3/8 in. across; aril blood-red, open at the apex and disclosing the blood-red seed. June; fr. Sept. Japan. S.F. 2:39 (as E. europaea).


OG. Petioles usually a third to a fourth as long as the fl.; lvs. abruptly long-acuminate: fr. pale yellowish or pinkish white.


AA. Foliage evergreen or half-evergreen (see also the preceding var.)

b. Lvs. rather thin, half-evergreen.


Hardy as far north as N. Y., in sheltered positions to Mass. One of the best shrubs for winter-effect on account of its abundant late-ripening frs. and the handsome foliage remaining on the branches until spring except when destroyed by severe frost.

BB. Lvs. thickish, evergreen.

15. japonica, Linn. Upright shrub, to 8 ft., with smooth and slightly quadrangular or striped branches; lvs. obovate to narrow-elliptic, cuneate at the base, acute or obtuse, often ovate, sparingly shining above, 1 1/4-2 1/2 in. long: fls. greenish white, 4-merous, in slender-peduncled, 5- to many-flld. cymes: caps. depressed, globose, smooth, pink. June, July.; fr. Oct. S. Japan. S.I.F. 2:39. B. R. 30:6.—A very variable species. Var. macrophylla, Sieb. (var. robusta, Hort.). Lvs. oval, large, 2-3/4-3 in. long, V. obtuse to acuminate, Revol. pulchella, Hort. (Eurya macrophylla, Hort.). Lvs. small, narrow-oblong or oblong-lanceolate. Var. columnaris, Carr. (var. pyramidalis, Hort.). Of upright, columnar habit: lvs. broadly oval. There are many varieties with variegated lvs.; some of the best are the following: Var. argenteo-variegata, Regel. Lvs. edged and marked white. Var. arbo-reo-variegata, Regel. Lvs. blotched yellow. Lowe. 49. Var. albo-marginata, Hort. Lvs. with white, rather narrow margins. Var. medio-picta, Hort. Lvs. with a yellow blotch in the middle. Var. pallens, Carr. (var. javaeensis, Hort.). Lvs. pale yellow when young; similar is var. aurea, Hort., but the yellow is brighter and changes more quickly to green. Var. viridi-variegata, Hort. (var. Due d'Anjou, Hort.). Lvs. large, bright green, variegated with yellow and green in the middle. Var. aureo-marginata, Hort. Lvs. edged yellow. F.E. 16:436; 29:815.


Var. végète, Rehd. Low spreading shrub, to 5 ft., usually with a few prostate rooting branches at the base, and climbing high, if planted against a wall: lvs. broadly oval or almost suborbicular, acutish or obtusish, crenately serrate, 1-1 1/2 in. long, those of the rooting branches smaller and thinner and generally ovate. Japan, S.T.S. 1:85. M.D. 1906, p. 229.—A hardy shrub; the frs. appear in great profusion on the branches a long time. Var. acuta, Rehd. (E. japónica var. acuta, Rehd.). Rooting and climbing: lvs. elliptic or ovate-elliptic, acute or short-acuminate, serrulate, with the veins below slightly elevated. Cent. China.


ALFRED REHDER.

ÉXACUM (classical name, of no significance to these plants). Gentianaceae. Herbs treated either as annuals or biennials or perennials, with flowers of white, lilac, blue or dark purplish blue, cultivated in a very few greenhouse-grown.

Very rarely suffruticose: dwarf or tall and paniculate-branched: lvs. sessile, clasping or short-stalked, ovate or lanceolate, mostly 3-5-nerved: fls. small or attaining 2 in. across, rotate, pedicelled or not, in forking cymes;
EXHIBITIONS across, WILHELM corymbs; and G.C. purple). obtuse. elliptic-oblong, Socotra. of or to R.H. blooming G.C. Subtrop. warmhouse shaded ffs. 3-nerved; to above: filaments, filaments, 4-5-parted, the base: finally 2-valved cape.—Species about 30, in Trop. and Subtrop. Asia, Malaysia, Trop. Afr., Socotra.

Plants of E. affine flower in summer. If specimens in 5-inch pots are desired, sow in March of the same year; for larger specimens, sow in August of the preceding year. The plants must be kept in a cool but not draughty greenhouse or frame in summer, and shaded from fierce sunlight. They usually are given greenhouse conditions.

A. Lvs. with stalks only ¥½ in. long.

AA. Lvs. nearly or quite stalkless.
b. Corolla-lobes rounded.


BB. Corolla-lobes usually tapering to a point.

macranthum, Arn. (E. zeylanicum var. macranthum). Fig. 1468. St. cylindrical, slightly branched: lvs. as in E. zeylanicum, though perhaps more variable from base to summit: ffs. purplish blue, 2 in. across. In both species there is a narrow ring of yellow at the mouth, to which the conspicuous clusters of stamens are attached. Ceylon. B.M. 4771 (deep purplish blue). G.C. III. 15:331. R.H. 1911, p. 31. J.H. III. 42:182; 51:250.—The best of the genus. The rich, dark blue is worth striving for.


L. H. B.†

EXCECÁRIA (from Latin excæcaris, referring to its effect on the eyes). Euphorbiaceae. Tropical trees or shrubs with poisonous milky juice rarely cultivated for ornament.

Glabrous: lvs. alternate or opposite, usually entire (or crenate to serrate): infl. usually in axillary spikes; ffs. lacecap or monochasium; calyx imbricate; tepals 2-3, free or connate at base; petals none; stamens 2-3, erect in bud; filaments free; ovary 3-celled, 3-ovuled: seed not canaliculate.—About 25 species in the Old World tropics. Related to Stillingga and Sapium.

bicolor, Hassk. (Cróton bicolor, Hort.), with the opposite lvs. red beneath is sometimes cult. for ornament in European greenhouses or outdoors in the tropics. E. Agallocha, Linn.; Agallocha, BLINDING TREE, River Poison, etc., with alternate lvs., is a well-known poisonous tree of the coasts of S. Asia. J. B. S. NORTON.

EXHIBITIONS of horticultural products have been both a concomitant and a stimulant of progress in American horticulture. Such great international exhibitions ushered in by the Centennial Celebration of 1876 at Philadelphia, through the opportunities afforded for the comparison of products, have been the means of unusual education in the indentification of varieties. No amount of descriptive literature can compare with this method of acquiring accuracy in naming and describing fruits, flowers, and vegetables.

The interest in these great exhibitions by the growers of soil products indicates a peculiarity of this class of producers. They are the ones to reap the smallest direct result, and yet they have always been willing to give freely of their productions to swell the volume of these great fairs and emphasize the possibilities of the localities in which they lived. They would even pay their own expenses to attend these fairs and explain to the world how they succeeded in growing such attractive things. No producers of the useful things of life will compare with the horticulturist in willingness to impart to his fellow the secrets of his success. National, state, district and township exhibitions have thus become great methods of disseminating information of value to the horticulturist—educators of the people.

For many years the most prominent feature of fruit shows was the nomenclature of the exhibit. In vegetables it was the size of the specimen, in flowers the number of sorts and their tasteful arrangement. People flocked together to identify varieties, to see the big things and to satisfy esthetic longing. Later the art in exhibiting products was given more attention, and wonderful creations have resulted from combinations and artistic arrangement. Exhibitions have been the favorite opportunities of bringing out new and valuable sorts and often the usefulness of a variety dates from particular fair at which it was prominently displayed. Notable instances of this were the grapefruit, which was shown in quantity for the first time at the great New Orleans exhibition; the Kieffer pear, which was a distinguishing
feature of a meeting of the American Pomological Society in Philadelphia; the Niagara grape, which was featured at a winter meeting of New York fruit-growers. Striking examples of this are found in the annals of floral exhibits. The dissemination of the most delightful strains of carnations and chrysanthemums dates from the particular fair or "show." In recent years, the experiment stations of the country have added greatly to their usefulness in preparing technical exhibits for winter exhibitions of horticultural societies, helping their progressive work, through graphic illustrations of the results which they have obtained in growing products under varying conditions, and having in mind the demonstration of problems of value to growers.

One of the most recent developments has been the opportunity given students of agricultural colleges of putting into practice the knowledge of varieties which they have acquired in the naming of various collections as a competitive drill.

The products of glass farming have been brought into prominence through national, state, and local horticultural societies in their annual exhibitions, and the great seedhouses of the country have used these exhibitions as avenues for the dissemination of new and valued varieties. Nurseries have successfully utilized exhibitions in publishing to the world not only their new creations but their methods of propagation.

During recent years the initiative of the American Pomological Society has been followed by many other organizations in perfecting a scale of points for judging exhibits of horticultural products. By this means, more accurate methods have come into use at our great fairs, and, in the hands of experts, the judgments rendered have been far more satisfactory and useful. A most important result of exhibitions has been the acquisition of the knowledge that varieties vary a great deal as the result of changes in light and differences in soil, and it is found as an outcome of these comparisons that certain localities are especially adapted to certain varieties in which they reach their highest perfection. This is illustrated in the Rocky Ford cantaloupe, the Albemarle Pippin, certain strains of carnations, and head lettuce. The facts brought out through these comparative exhibits are leading to scientific investigations concerning the conditions which produce these variations which will be of great use to the producers, as well as deep interest to the scientist.

Commercial problems are finding their solution through exhibitions which illustrate styles of packing and kinds of packages and general attractiveness in representing the products to the consumer. Already these exhibitions have brought to the attention of law-makers the importance of uniform legal requisitions concerning methods of marketing throughout the land.

The most recent development of values resulting from horticultural exhibits of great utility has been the carrying of the methods of comparison instituted there to the growing of products on the farm and in the garden, orchard and vineyard, thus awakening a deeper interest in the factors which affect the production of horticultural creations and a recognition of the uses of these creations in landscape art. Thus an abiding interest has been awakened in the development of the science as well as the art of horticulture through the adoption of new and improved methods of production and widening the usefulness of the products.

CHARLES W. GARFIELD.

Exhibitions of plants and flowers.

Floral exhibitions undoubtedly had their origin, in part, in the desire to display publicly the products of one's skill and to attain renown and a position of pre-
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ful grouping of plants of congenial character will always inspire enthusiastic admiration among cultured and discriminating visitors, and if the flower pots are handily set by moss or other natural material, the pleasing effect will usually be further enhanced, particularly in the case of plants which might naturally grow together.

It is well known among flower-growers that the time of day, the condition of development, and other factors have a great influence on the keeping qualities of their product. A sojourn in a cool, dark room over night with stems deeply immersed in fresh water is really an essential with many flowers if they are to remain for any time in good condition in the atmosphere of an exhibition hall. Nothing is more disfiguring in a flower show than a lot of wilted blooms. Much depends upon the style of vases used. Vases spreading at the top and narrowing to a point at the bottom, while perhaps the most graceful in form, are very destructive to flowers, the small quantity of water available at the base of the stems soon becoming heated and impure. Constant changing of water, and keeping down the temperature of the hall during the day, will preserve the exhibits. Table baskets and dinner-table exhibits generally, as often arranged, scarcely last until the first visitors are admitted. Only those in which the flower-receptacles are such as contain water can give any satisfaction in a flower show.

The background against which flowers are shown, as the walls of the walls, covering of tables, and so on, has much to do with the general impression, favorable or otherwise, on the visitor. Green—the natural foliage green—is unquestionably the “middle of the road” background hue for flowers. Back of and beyond green, the neutral grays and browns, and sometimes pure white, are pleasing and satisfactory. It is worth noting that, while terra-cotta or flower-pot tones are usually beyond reproach as a background for living green, yet a brick wall is a disheartening condition for this purpose, showing that it is not alone color which decides the appropriateness of exhibition hall walls or drapery.

The number of specimens usually shown in cut-flower classes depends upon the kind of flowers, the ingenuity of the schedule-makers, and the demands of the occasion. The more extensive and pretentious the exhibition, the larger should be the classes. Roses and carnations from eight to twelve and more, and chrysanthemums, dahlias, gladioli, and sweet peas, all of which afford wide scope for demonstration of taste in exquisite blending, contrasting and gradation of color-tones, qualities which should count for much in the final decisions of the judges. The question of the height of tables or platforms on which flowers are shown is one which should be carefully considered in planning an exhibition. There are flowers which should be looked down upon if their full beauty is to be seen. Others must arch overhead to display their graces, and there are many intermediate steps. As a rule, exhibition tables are set too high.

One main reason for the flower show being its educational value, the proper and legible labeling of species and varieties is essential. In no other respect are our exhibitions so deficient. A neat label, attached so it can be read without handling, and legible at a fair distance, is something rarely seen at a flower show, while obtrusive advertising cards or award cards frequently spoil the beauty of an otherwise creditable stand.

Competitive exhibitions properly conducted and entered into with the right spirit are, as before said, calculated to accomplish much good for the art of horticulture. Emulation in a friendly contest for honors is a strong factor in the success of a show, but the kind of rivalry which stimulates jealousies, envenoms disputes, and incites to angry protests over judges’ decisions, is one of the most mischievous elements that can intrude upon the scene. In order to discourage the protesting habit and minimize the demoralizing influence of questionable decisions, great care should be exercised always in the selection of competent, disinterested and impartial persons to be permanent judges. The announcement of a sufficient time in advance so that every intending exhibitor may know who is to pass upon his exhibits.

It is now a generally established custom to inclose the name of an exhibitor in an envelope bearing only the class number, the identity of the exhibitor not to be disclosed until after the judging has been completed. Some very excellent systems of cards, record books, envelopes, and so on for this purpose have been devised and are in general use.

W. M. J. STEWART.

Exhibition of fruits. Fig. 1469.

The educational value of carefully planned exhibitions of fruits can scarcely be overestimated. That this fact is appreciated in increasing measure each year is demonstrated by the growing number of such exhibitions that are being held throughout the country. Commercial fruit regions do much of their advertising by means of these annual affairs, and there are few towns or hamlets, however unpromising, without their yearly fruit show promoted by the grange, the school, the church, or some other organization whose aim is progress in country affairs.

Farsighted, with careful attention to details, is essential if the possibilities of an exhibition are to be developed to the utmost. The larger number of such events are held in the fall, since fall is Nature’s harvest season for fruits. This means that preparation must begin in midsummer to insure the greatest measure of success. There are many things that the grower can do at this time to secure high-class fruit for exhibition purposes, and no other should be considered.

The best fruit is often found near the top of the tree, if thorough spraying has been done. It is the best because conditions there are most nearly ideal for its development. A little weight upon the branches becomes greater, the side branches settle more closely together, while the topmost branches and those most nearly upright in habit of growth, always advantageously situated, have an increased opportunity to receive the abundance of air and sunlight so essential to normal and perfect fruit. Fruit on such branches invariably possesses the highest color of any on the tree, and color is of vital importance for the matter in hand. The color may be heightened and the size increased if the fruit is thinned until the specimens hang 6 inches or more apart. A branch may be thinned back, and occasionally one may be removed entirely to the benefit of those remaining, if good judgment is used. This matter of thinning is of considerable importance in the securing of high-class exhibition fruit, whether the fruit be apple, orange, or grape.

The production of exhibition specimens by abnormal processes—as by ringing or girdling—is not allowable, unless for the express purpose of showing what can be accomplished by such practices: fruits produced by such means should not be shown in comparison or competition with specimens produced under recognized and standard methods.

The specimens should be allowed to remain attached to the parent plant as long as possible. The longer they remain thus, the more intense will be their color and the greater will be their size. Pears especially
increase very rapidly in size just before maturity. The picking should be done by hand and with the greatest care. Many an excellent specimen has been ruined by careless handling. The stems should remain intact. The picker should remove, not a sufficient number of specimens to meet the requirements under which the exhibit is held, but many times that number. A bushel, or even a barrel, of seemingly high-class fruit will often yield after the most rigid inspection but a single plate of perfect specimens.

The actual selection of the specimens to be exhibited is the most difficult and perplexing problem connected with this work. Fundamental to a successful solution of this problem is a thorough knowledge of the variety, an intimate acquaintance with the characters of a normal specimen, and a fine discrimination in the balancing of these characters and in the attaching of the proper values to each.

The external factors that must be considered are size, form, color, uniformity, and freedom from blemishes. The criteria to be used in the inspection of the first three factors are the attributes of a typical normal specimen of the variety when grown under conditions favorable to its development. The largest apple is not necessarily the best; in fact, great size is usually obtained at the expense of some equally desirable factor. The extra-large specimen is always an abnormal specimen and, as such, is not to be sought. It is in regard to this factor, however, that many exhibitors make their first mistake. A safe rule to follow is to choose the specimen combining large size with the highest color. This rule will almost invariably eliminate the abnormally large specimen.

The form of the specimen should be true to the prevailing type of the section in which it grows. Occasionally different sections produce different types, as, for example, the New York and the Oregon-grown Esopus. One is as true to type as the other, but the two types should never be mixed on the same plate or in the same package.

Of all external factors, none exceeds in importance the quality of color. High color always sets up in the mind the presumption of excellence; the higher the color, the more pronounced seems to be the presumption, though it is not always justified. Color is also an indication of fitness, of approaching maturity, but a specimen maturing far in advance of its companions should be regarded with suspicion lest it harbor a worm that may emerge at a most inopportune moment if it escapes detection. Polishing a specimen to enhance its color should not be practiced. The operation removes the bloom, which is more beautiful than the high polish because it is natural.

The factor of uniformity implies that one specimen should resemble every other specimen as nearly as it is possible for the human eye and hand to make it. It is a literal application of the expression "as nearly alike as two peas." A single specimen of highest order should not be retained for a moment if its companions are on a more nearly equal though somewhat lower plane of excellence.

Freedom from blemishes implies that the specimen is perfectly sound. A blemish may be anything from a bruise, a broken stem, or a stem puncture to a scale-mark or scab-spot. In an age when knowledge of preventive measures is so widespread and so accessible, evidence of injury from insect or disease should completely exclude a specimen from consideration. Needless to say, the condition of the specimen should be as sound as the season permits, showing neither flabbiness nor physiological disintegration of the tissues.

The factor of quality is also worthy of consideration, though it is of more importance in case of collections in which one variety is exhibited against another than in case of different specimens of the same variety. Granted that size, form, and color are normal, the factor of quality will usually take care of itself.

There is need of a standardization of requirements under which fruit exhibits are held. These requirements should be based on trueness to type and all that the term implies, and the values attached to the different characters concerned should be fixed in proportion to their relative importance for the purpose in hand. Such a statement appears in the following score-card for apples, which is in somewhat common use in the eastern United States:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformity</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom from blemishes</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This score-card may be no more nearly correct than many others, but it represents a concerted effort to fix a satisfactory standard. There should be more of this work for every fruit.

Score-cards for other fruits have been adopted by particular exhibitions and institutions as the following for grapes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form of bunch</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of bunch</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of berry</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavor</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firmness</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is need also of a general agreement as to the number of specimens to be exhibited on a single plate. The rules now governing all large exhibitions in the East require that plates of apples, peaches, pears, and quinces shall contain five specimens; of the smaller fruits a sufficient number to fill a 6-inch plate; and of grapes three clusters.

Fruit to be sent away for exhibition should be carefully packed. A bushel box is a satisfactory package for this purpose, being better than a larger package in which the pressure on the fruit is greater. Each specimen should be wrapped, and the box should be well lined with excelsior or other material. Extra specimens should be included to replace those that are injured in any way.

In selecting the room in which the exhibition is to be held and in setting up the fruit, one prime factor should always be kept in mind—there should be nothing in the room to detract in any way attention from the fruit. To this end, the walls should be plain or
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even bare. The decorations should be few, simple, and in harmony with the colors of the fruit, that is, substantial and perfectly plain. Red and white make a very effective combination for ceiling decorations, if decorations seem desirable. Plain white is best for draping the tables. If electric lights are present, the shades may be covered with red crepe paper. This will give a quiet and subdued effect to the room when the lights are on and will be in keeping with the other decorations. The tables should be covered with a material that will throw the fruit into sharp relief without attracting attention to the covering itself. Oatmeal colored paper, gray-green in color, answers these specifications very well. Six- or eight-inch papyrus plates are better than smooth-pressed paper plates or the wooden plates and need no covering.

The fruit should be set up in such a way that a mass effect is produced, which impresses the observer with the fruit and with nothing else. This means that all the fruit must be on the same level. Shelves or tiers one above the other are not desirable. In other words, every detail should be subordinated to bringing out as sharply as possible the fruit that is on exhibition. It is therefore highly undesirable to place labels on the table; a title is often enough. The observer notes first of all a vast and meaningless sea of tags and after that perhaps the fruit. The label may be pinned into the plate in such a way that it is unnoticeable except on close inspection, when it can be plainly seen. A satisfactory label is a plain white card with three lines on it, the first for the variety name, the second for the name of the exhibitor when permissible, and the third for the section from which the fruit comes. If the exhibit is to attain its highest educational value, the varieties must be correctly named and the names correctly spelled.

In fact, it will be better to group varieties together in order that comparisons may be made between the different plates. By so doing an opportunity is afforded for a study of variations of fruits grown under different methods of management and in different sections in which climatic conditions are unlike. Occasionally grouping by sections may be desirable, especially if there are general and marked contrasts between the same varieties as grown in different sections.

The plates should not be crowded on the tables lest the eye become confused and the fruit appear to be a jumble of specimens lacking orderly arrangement. The background of paper covering the table should be visible by a glance. The rays of the sun should be seen, but because it will serve to set off each plate as a separate unit meriting for the moment undivided attention.

Finally, the specimens should be arranged in the same order on every plate and the plates should be in perfect alignment in every direction. Not only this, but when the angles formed by the specimens on a plate are right angles, as in case of apples with four specimens on the bottom and one on top at the center, the angles should assume the same direction as those of the table top. The above rules hold for the selection of fruit for barrels, boxes, or other packages as for single plates. The arrangement should be such as to bring out the fruit and subdivide the package, exemplified in the bank of boxed fruit.

C. S. WILSON.

Exhibition of vegetables.

The exhibition of vegetables is usually an important feature at county, district and state fairs, and often at farmers' institutes, horticultural society meetings and conventions of vegetable-growers. Vegetables are also liked to occur in prominent places at county or state exhibits at state, national or international shows or expositions. The exhibits may be

competitive or non-competitive. In the former case they are usually made by the individual producers; in the latter case, they are more often made by a company, development bureau, or an institution, primarily for advertising or educational purposes. In either case, they have some educational value, even the individual exhibitor learning by comparison of his exhibit with others.

Competitive exhibits are of two kinds: (1) those in which the exhibit consists of a specified quantity of a given kind of vegetable, e.g., one dozen table carrots, and (2) those which consist of a collection or display of vegetables selected, or combined with other products of the soil. Vegetables in exhibits that are designed primarily for advertising or educational purposes usually form only a part of some general exhibit.

In making exhibits in competition with the products of other exhibitors, the successful competitors are usually those who give most careful attention to the selection, preparation and installation of their exhibits.

In making single exhibits, care should be taken to show the exact quantity or number of specimens mentioned in the entry list. At county fairs, especially, exhibitors are prone to make their "pecks" or "half-pecks" exceed. It is exceedingly small if exhibition material is scanty or time limited. The present tendency to specify in premium lists the number of specimens, whenever this is feasible, rather than a given bulk, and to disqualified exhibits which do not conform to the requirement in this respect.

In selecting specimens which are to form a single exhibit, very few inexperienced persons appreciate the importance of uniformity in size and type. Sometimes an exhibit will be very creditable with the exception of one or two specimens. These odd specimens may be very good as individuals, but differ much in size or type from the other specimens and detract noticeably from the value of the exhibit.

Vegetables on exhibition should be clean. Root crops should usually be washed. Onions are best prepared by careful brushing. Cauliflower and cabbage should be carefully trimmed; tomatoes, eggplant and melons wiped with a moist cloth. Celery, lettuce and endive should be gathered with the roots on, carefully washed, and displayed with the roots immersed in water so that the plants will not wilt.

The arrangement of the specimens in a single exhibit is also important. When the judging is by comparison, only, those exhibits with a perfect immediate attention of the judge he will be likely to receive careful consideration if the number of entries is at all large. Under such conditions it often happens that the arrangement of the specimens is fully as effective in securing careful examination of the exhibit as is the perfection of the specimens themselves. In the case of many kinds of vegetables, if the number of specimens is not over one dozen, the exhibit can often be displayed very advantageously on plates or trays. If one peck or one-half bushel is prescribed, splint baskets are desirable receptacles. In any case, the appearance of the exhibition room will be greatly enhanced if the receptacles used for all the single exhibits are as uniform as the nature of the products will permit. With this end in view, it is desirable that the management furnish the receptacles.

In the exhibitions held by thoroughly established organizations which give special attention to vegetables, there is likely to be a recognized appropriate method of disposing the specimens of each kind of vegetable in or upon a given type of receptacle. At county fairs, each exhibitor usually exercises his own ingenuity both as to type of receptacle and method of arrangement; and the result is at times lacking. The exhibits to show at its best, every exhibit should be characterized by neatness and simplicity in arrangement.

The principles involved in making a general display
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1470. 

Exochorda (from exo, external, and chordé, a cord, referring to the chord belonging to the external part of the entocarpus, theแทกันฝ่ำง of the carpels). Rosaceous. Pearl-Bush. Ornamental shrubs, mostly for the showy racemes of pure white flowers. Deciduous; winter-buds conspicuous, with imbricate scales: lvs. alternate, petioled, entire or serrate: fls. in terminal racemes, polygamo-dioecious; calyx-tube broadly turbinate; calyx-lobes and petals 5; stamens 15–25, at the margin of a large disk; short; carpels 5, connate; styles distinct: fr. a 5-angled, deeply furrowed caps., separating into 5 bony, 1–2-seeded carpels; seeds winged.—Three species in China and Turkestan.

The pearl-bushes are slender-branched shrubs with rather thin bright green foliage and very showy white flowers. E. Korolkowii is hardy North. E. racemosa and E. Gírdalí are at least hardy as far north as Massachusetts. They grow best in a well-drained loamy soil and in a sunny position. Propagation is by seeds, or by softwood cuttings taken from forced plants; taken in summer from the open they root slowly and with difficulty; also by layering.


**Korolkówii, Lev. (E. Álbertí, Regel. E. grandiflóra var. Álbertíi, Aschers. & Graehm.).** Upright, slender-branched shrub, to 12 ft., glabrous: lvs. oblong, to oblong-ob lanceolate or acute, gradually narrowed toward the base, entire, but the lvs. of the stronger shoots often serrate above the middle and at the base with 1 or few small narrow lobes, 1½–2½ in. long; racemes 5–8-fl.; fls. ½ in. across; petals narrowly obovate; stamens 25: caps. ¼ in. long, ovoid, pubescent. May, Turkestan. G.W. 16, p. 451. G. 31:505.—This is one of the earliest shrubs to burst into leaf in spring; it is of more upright habit and with
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darker and denser foliage than the preceding, but not so floriferous.

Sacrantha, Lemoine (E. racemosa x E. Korolkowii). Similar to E. racemosa, but of more upright habit and more vigorous: lvs. generally obovate or oblanceolate, bright green, entire on vigorous shoots cre- netate, 2-3 in. long: racemes 8-10-ftd.; fls. 13/4-2 in. broad; petals obovate, narrowed into the claw; stamens about 20. April, May. Of garden origin. R.H. 1905, pp. 18, 64. M.D.G. 1902:484. G.W. 16:449.

ALFRED REHDER.

EXOGONIUM: Ipozma.

EXORRHIZA (exo, out, outside, rhiza, root; alluding to the large aecial roots above the ground). Paluma, tribe Cocoaceae. High-growing pinnate-leaved palm.

Stem or trunk straight, smooth, supported at the base by large aecial, spiny roots: lvs. large, pinnate. Allied to Kentia, but distinguished by the imbricate sepals of the staminate fls., the elongated subulate filaments of the stamens, by the roundish ovoid sepals of the pistillate fls. and by the paretial ovule. In Kentia the ovule is basal and erect. Cult. as in Kentia. The following species flowered at Kew in 1901.

Wendeliana, Becc. (Kentia Exorrhiza, Wendl.). Often more than 60 ft. high but in cult. reaching only 24 ft.; lvs. 10-12 ft. long; pinnae alternately arranged, 1-1½ ft. long, becoming 4 ft. long and 2 in. broad, 8-10-nerved: spadix appearing below the lvs. enveloped in thick, coriaceous boat-shaped spathes; spadices 2, much longer than the spathes. Fiji Isls. B.M. 7797.

N. TAYLOR.†

EXOSTEMMA (name alludes to the exerted stam- men). Rubibaceae. Evergreen trees and shrubs of W. Indies and other parts of Trop. Amer., by some united with Rustia. There are upwards of 290 species. They are little known as warmhouse subjects, and the name does not appear in the trade. It is probable that the general treatment given Cinchona and similar things will apply to them. Lvs. opposite: fls. white, various in size and arrangement; corolla salver-form, the lobes 5 and spreading and narrow; stamens 5, inserted in the bottom of the corolla-tube, long-exserted; disk annular: fr. an oblong, cylindrical or club-shaped 2-valved caps. The fls. are commonly axillary or in terminal corymbs.

EXPERIMENT STATIONS. Every state of the Union, every island dependency of the United States, and every province of the Dominion of Canada has one or more stations for agriculture supported by public funds. A very few of the states have two stations, one being the regular federal agency in the state and the other being usually an institution established and maintained directly by the state and representing the movement that began before the passage of the federal experiment station act.

By the middle of the last century, the discussion for institutions or agencies to make experiments in agriculture was well under way. It was not till 1875, how- ever, that any legislative body made an appropriation for the establishing of such an institution. This was in Connecticut. Other stations followed in several states, some of them under direct legislative enact- ment and others being organizations within colleges or college departments of agriculture. These move- ments were marked in North Carolina, New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Massachusetts, and other states. The movement in the United States for a national system of experiment stations took form in a bill for the purpose introduced into Congress in 1882 by Hon. C. C. Carpenter of Iowa. The bill finally to become a law was introduced in the House of Representatives by Hon. William H. Hatch of Missouri; this became law March 2, 1887, by the signature of President Cleveland. It appropriates $15,000 to each state for the purpose of establishing an agricultural experiment station, to be located at the land-grant college unless the state shall otherwise provide.

A second act, supplementing the Hatch Act, was approved March 16, 1906, by President Roosevelt, it having been introduced and carried to passage by Hon. Henry C. Adams, of Wisconsin. This act appropriates $15,000 to each state "for the more complete endowment and maintenance of the stations, with the under- standing and requirement that it shall support funda- mental researches. About $1,500,000 is therefore expended annually by the federal government for the maintenance of experiment stations in the forty-eight states, aside from similar grants for stations in Porto Rico and Hawaii, expenditures in the Philippines through the War Department, and in Alaska and Guam directly through the United States Department of Agriculture; and there is also a large and important expenditure in the Department of Agriculture itself, both for supervision and for investigation. The states also contribute heavily to the experiment station work. The total revenue in the United States for the year ended June 30, 1912 was $4,068,240.09.

By law, reports are to be issued at least quarterly by the different experiment stations. These institu- tions are now issuing numerous bulletins, circulars and reports on an astonishing range of subjects and of the greatest importance to the people. The stations of the United States Department of Agriculture are very extensive and of the highest technical and general value.

In Canada, the experiment station movement was practically parallel with that in the United States. The Act for a dominion system of stations was passed in 1886. One central station, or "central experimental farm," was established at Ottawa, and the stations in the prov- inces are branches of it and under the administration of its director. The grant of Parliament for the year 1913-1914 for the maintenance of the system of experimental farms was $6,000,000.

In both the United States and Canada, horticulture is one of the important subjects of experiment and research. Usually this work is in charge of a separate officer, commonly known as a "horticulturist," and the number of associates of helpers may be several or many. The extent of horticultural research is now large and it is rapidly increasing. Persons desiring to be in touch with this work should apply to the experiment station in the state or province or to the national department; and a list of these institutions is given below. For further history and discussion of Experiment Stations in these two countries, see pp. 422-440, Vol. IV, Cyclo. Amer. Agric.

In the United States the address of the experiment station and of the college of agriculture is usually the same post-office. In New York, there is a state station at Geneva as well as the federal station and college at Ithaca; in Ohio, the experiment station is at Wooster, and the college is part of the State University at Columbus; in Georgia, the station is at Experiment and the college at Athens, in the University; in Con- necticut, the federal station is at New Haven, and the college at Storrs; in other states the post-offices of the two are the same.

Canada.

The Dominion or headquarters institution is the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario.

Alberta.

Experimental Station, Lacombe.

Experimental Station, Lethbridge.

British Columbia.

Experimental Farm, Agassiz.

Experimental Stations, at Invermere, and at Sidney on Vancouver Island.
EXPERIMENT STATIONS

Manitoba.
Experimental Farm, Brandon.

New Brunswick.
Experimental Station, Fredericton.

Nova Scotia.
Experimental Farms, Nappan, Kentville.

Ontario.
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

Prince Edward Island.
Experimental Station, Charlottetown.

Quebec.
Experimental Stations, Cap Rouge, Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Lennoxville.

Saskatchewan.
Experimental Farm, Indian Head.

United States.

United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Alabama.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn.
Canebrake Agricultural Experiment Station, Uniontown.
Tuskegee Agricultural Experiment Station, Tuskegee Institute.

Alaska.
Alaska Agricultural Experiment Stations, Sitka, Kodiak, Rampart, and Fairbanks.

Arizona.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Arizona, Tucson.

Arkansas.
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Fayetteville.

California.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of California, Berkeley.

Colorado.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Fort Collins.

Connecticut.
The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, New Haven.
Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station, Storrs.

Delaware.
The Delaware College Agricultural Experiment Station, Newark.

Florida.
Agricultural Experiment Station of Florida, Gainesville.

Georgia.
Georgia Experiment Station, Experiment.

Guam.
Guam Agricultural Experiment Station, Island of Guam (address Island of Guam, via San Francisco).

Hawaii.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Honolulu.
Hawaii Sugar Planters' Experiment Station, Honolulu.

Idaho.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Idaho, Moscow.

Illinois.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, Urbana.

Indiana.
Agricultural Experiment Station of Indiana, La Fayette.

Iowa.
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames.

Kansas.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Manhattan.

Kentucky.
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Lexington.

Louisiana.
State Experiment Station, Baton Rouge.
North Louisiana Experiment Station, Calhoun.
Rice Experiment Station, Crowley.
Sugar Experiment Station, Audubon Park, New Orleans.

Maine.
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono.

Maryland.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, College Park.

Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, Amherst.

Michigan.
Experiment Station of Michigan Agricultural College, East Lansing.

Minnesota.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Minnesota, University Farm, St. Paul.

Mississippi.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural College.
McNeill Branch Experiment Station, McNeill.
Delta Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville.
Holly Springs Branch Experiment Station, Holly Springs.

Missouri.
Missouri Agricultural College Experiment Station, Columbia.
Missouri State Fruit Experiment Station, Mountain Grove.

Montana.
Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, Bozeman.

Nebraska.
Agricultural Experiment Station of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Nevada.
Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station, Reno.

New Hampshire.
New Hampshire College Agricultural Experiment Station, Durham.

New Jersey.
New Jersey Agricultural College Experiment Station, New Brunswick.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, New Brunswick.

New Mexico.
Agricultural Experiment Station of New Mexico, State College.

New York.
New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, Ithaca.

North Carolina.
North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, West Raleigh.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the North Carolina State Department of Agriculture, Raleigh.

North Dakota.
North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural College.
Ohio.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Wooster.

Oklahoma.
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Stillwater.

Oregon.
Oregon Experiment Station, Corvallis.

Pennsylvania.
The Pennsylvania State College Agricultural Experiment Station, State College.

Philippine Islands.
Lamao Experiment Station, Lamao, Bataan.

Porto Rico.
Porto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station, Mayaguez.
Porto Rico Sugar Producers' Experiment Station, Rio Piedras.

Rhode Island.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the Rhode Island State College, Kingston.

South Carolina.
South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Clemson College.

South Dakota.
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Brookings.

Tennessee.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Knoxville.

Texas.
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, College Station.

Utah.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Logan.

Vermont.
Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Burlington.

Virginia.
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Blacksburg.
Virginia Truck Experiment Station, Norfolk.

Washington.
Washington Agricultural Experiment Station, Pullman.

West Virginia.
West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Morgantown.

Wisconsin.
Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Wyoming.
Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station, Laramie.

Research in horticulture. (U. P. Hedrick.)

For the purposes of this discussion we need not concern ourselves with formal definitions of horticulture nor discuss its several divisions. (For definitions, see Horticulture.) It is more to the point to indicate the nature of the research problems to be solved in the several loosely correlated industries of which horticulture is composed. Experimenters in horticulture may investigate the phenomena of science, the mechanical methods of an art, and latterly they have come to have much to do with business affairs. What should be the relative status of science, art and business in research work in this branch of agriculture?

Horticulture is a "no man's land" in science. Botanists, chemists, entomologists, bacteriologists and geneticists, join in solving its problems. First one science and then another lets in its light and illuminates an obscure nook. Thus, systematic botany, in the classification of orchard and garden plants, began the construction of rational horticulture; then came chemistry to furnish knowledge of soils and fertilizers; botany and entomology brought aid in combating innumerable pests. When, however, a discovery is made in any science men are drawn to it as moths to a light, and biology and entomology, which have recently been most prominent, are now giving way in horticulture to genetics and the sciences having to do with the soil, discovery and activity being greatest in these fields. Thus, there is no science of horticulture, but there is science in horticulture. The science field, also, is as open to horticulturists as to experimented in the sciences that form the foundation of horticulture.

The application of science is art. The botanist and entomologist discover the life-history of insects and fungi; the control of the pests, by means of spraying or otherwise, is an art. The discovery of the laws that govern soil-moisture and soil-heat is a field for the scientist; the art of tillage is or should be founded on the science of soil physics. A widely different phase of physics comes into action when the mechanical engineer is asked to help solve the problems of cooling, storing and transporting horticultural products. The manipulation of plants in propagating, grafting and training is an art based on plant physiology. Thus, research work in horticulture partakes of the "practical"; indeed, applicability usually must be a paramount consideration in investigations in this field. Much that is called "pure science" is helpful in horticulture, but the horticulturist is chiefly concerned with applied science.

So, also, there are inter-relations between business, science and art in horticulture. A prevalent phase of experimentation is the determination of the cost of the unit—the barrel of apples, for example—of agricultural products; other business experiments seek to determine the outgo and the income of the orchard and garden; still others consider the relative profits of two crops in certain soils or other environmental conditions. These problems are largely studies of business methods and are not true research subjects, but one can conceive of scientific investigations in the business affairs of horticulture and certainly science and business come into close touch in this industry.

The distinctions that have been made are not clearly defined in the activities of horticulturists. Too often men supposed to be engaged in research work in horticultural science are busy with the art—very often not in discovery or invention in art but simply with the details of well-established art. Much that is put out as the result of research work is a description or a discussion of the technique of horticulture. A study of business methods, pure and simple, is frequently offered as the results of research. These isolated observations on the art and business of horticulture, having no relation to either pure or applied science, ephemeral and of but limited application, bear but poorly the brand of investigation. Data in the art and business of horticulture, to be worth the while of the true research worker, must be based on co-ordinated and classified knowledge of horticulture, must be of more or less universal application, and must deal more or less directly with scientific principles. Investigating is not teaching, nor demonstrating, nor observing, nor describing, nor proving, unless primarily beyond any of these is the science

On the other hand, much that passes as scientific investigation turns out to be theory made attractive by the rouge of speculation; or it is controversy for controversy's sake; not infrequently the offering of science is an old garment made over in a new style; or it is a small truth so much added to it that the scientific offering is nothing but heralds a discovery which never appears. Pseudo-research is by no means confined to the practical phases of horticulture.
The writer does not overlook the body of good work being turned out by the American experimenters in horticultural lines, but this is not the subject of the present discussion.

The training of research workers.

The diverse character of experimentation in horticulture as herewith indicates somewhat the training that investigators in this field should have. It follows from the importance attached to science in horticulture, that thorough training in the sciences is imperative, but the distinctions here made indicate just as clearly that a person trained in the sciences and not in the art of horticulture is sadly handicapped. We must put down as the first essential in the mental equipment of the research worker, a broad and severe scientific training. The second essential is, perfect familiarity with garden, orchard and greenhouse plants and methods of handling their products. It is not sufficient that the horticultural experimenter know but the industry in which he may specialize. Knowledge of what is done in the greenhouse, for example, is indispensable to the experimenter with fruits, offering him suggestions at every turn. Whatever knowledge a man may possess of the needs and care of plants in any field of agriculture will be helpful in a specialized field. Perhaps the ability to correlate science and art should be put down as a third essential.

But at present chief emphasis must be laid on the scientific training. The art of horticulture is sufficiently well taught in agricultural colleges, and the money-making value of an education is in most institutions over-emphasized. The atmosphere of practicalness and money-making which prevails in most of our colleges is not one in which investigators are born and bred. Instead, for the proper training of a horticulturist there should be an atmosphere of investigation for investigation's sake, of sound learning, and appreciation of science not only in its applications but as pure science and for its disciplinary value. It is desirable, almost imperative, that one training to become a horticulturist should take a post-graduate course in which special attention may be devoted to the sciences and the problems of horticulture.

Equipment for research.

Less need be said about the material equipment for horticultural research than the mental make-up of the worker. The nation and the states have been free in the expenditure of money for experimental work. Not a few horticultural departments in the experiment stations set for them by the states are over-equipped with land, buildings and laboratories—the things that money can buy. Certain it is that the output from the institutions conducting research is not in proportion to the money spent or to the number of men on the staff. The fact that equipment and materials do not create, nor employment even when it is available, experimental work. The custom of obtaining money to build up a department without specific work to be done is a vicious one from which there must in time be a reaction. Opportunity, equipment and problem should go together, and all these are valueless without a man with initiative, ideas, and training to use them. There are probably more over-equipped departments in horticulture than under-equipped ones. Large experimenting is sometimes small experimenting and small experimenting large experimenting.

In one particular, however, the horticultural departments of the country are sadly under-equipped. There are not enough laboratories in the experiment stations of the United States. The amelioration of plants is the chief work in horticulture and it would seem that the establishment of economic gardens is imperative, since material to be used advantageously must be near at hand. At least one station in every distinct agricultural region in the country should have an economic garden where may be found the food plants of the world suitable for the region. This should be an agricultural garden, not a plant museum to show the curious and the ornamental; in it agriculture must be dominant, not recessive.

Organization for research.

Horticulture is composed of so many industries and involves so many sciences that its problems are too diverse and too complex to permit of many definite statements in regard to organization for research. But several generalities may be set down as essentials to a good organization: (1) There must be a man in command, a chief, who is both a horticulturist and a man. (2) The position of the experimenter should be permanent, subject only to efficiency. (3) The time and thought of the investigator must not be taken up with other activities, as administration, teaching, extension work and the like. (4) The organization must be permanent, to give continuity, coherence and exhaustiveness to the work. (5) The organization should usually correspond with the subdivisions of horticulture rather than the sciences upon which it is founded. That is, there should be pomologists, gardeners and florists, rather than botanists, chemists and entomologists. (6) Money and effort should be directed to the problems that are most urgent, and the new problems that may arise. (7) Money and effort should be directed to the problems that can be exhaustively carried to sound conclusions. Too many experiments are but fragments of a larger problem; discovered to be such, they are often discarded after waste of time and money.

The third of the essentials just given needs amplification. The greatest deterrent to good work in experimentation is the association of research with teaching either in the classroom or from the institute platform. So much of the time and energy of men having these dual-purpose positions is taken by the present, and therefore more pressing, work of teaching that they are often investigators only in name. In every institution where teaching and investigating are combined, the demand is naturally strongest from students, and investigation suffers. There are, it is true, advantages in the combined position of teacher and investigator, but few indeed are the cases in which the disadvantages do not outweigh them and always the research work suffers.

There should be cooperation between the horticultural experimenters in the several states and the United States Department of Agriculture. A most pathetic spectacle in our agricultural institutions is that of isolated men attacking one and the same problem, duplicating each other's work, and wasting the public's money. So far as possible there should not be overlapping of experimental work, unless duplication is desirable to make more certain the results. In the latter case the work should be jointly planned and from time to time compared and adjusted to secure economy and accuracy. The Society for Horticultural Science is an excellent clearing-house in which the official horticultural experimenters in North America may interchange ideas and adjust their work.

Theories in horticulture are so general, facts so numerous, evidence of one kind or another so easily adduced, that the temptation is strong to state a theory, supply facts from the many already known, adorn the work with a dash of personally collected evidence and call the result an experiment. Such work lacks coherence and is incomplete. Few, indeed, are the horticultural investigators who make their work invariable by exhaustiveness. Again, the urgent call for results has led to the conclusion of hurried conclusions rather than those that are fundamental, and for this reason much work is unfinished and inconclusive. The superb exhaustiveness of Darwin's work, much of it horticultural experimentation, should furnish inspiration and method to investigators in this
field of agriculture in particular. All call to mind that the "Origin of Species" is but a short statement of the theory of evolution which is then shown to be an irrefragable in any and with its evidence that which Darwin labored for twenty years, biding time until his views reached full maturity. There is every temptation to publish prematurely, but permanent work is that which is completely worked out. Besides, given time, investigation is easier, material coming of itself which, under speed, would have required travail of mind to bring forth.

The immediate field.

In conclusion it may be well to state, as a record of the times, and for possible suggestive value, some of the present problems of horticulture.

Experimentation is needed in the oldest of horticultural operations—pruning. It must be approached through physiological botany. We know next to nothing about the feeding of plants and the influences of the food elements on plant-products—current methods of fertilizing are largely arbitrary. Many questions having to do with sex are before us. There is need of more precise knowledge about bud-formation and the setting and dropping of fruits. There is yet much to be done in the classification and description of horticultural plants. More than elsewhere in agriculture, horticultural plants are inter-planted as in catch-crops, cover-crops, and the inter-relationships of plants and the effects of crop residues, therefore, must be studied. Greater knowledge of the associations of plants would throw new light on the relations of climates and soils to plant-growing—plant ecology. We have not yet reached the limit of improvement in any root and shoot of plant-breeding must be given attention. The relationships of parasites and hosts involving the whole matter of predisposition, resistance and immunity offer a series of problems. The good and bad effects of sprays, quite aside from their insecticidal or fungicidal functions, are worthy of study. Much has been written but very little is really known about the reciprocal influences of stock and graft. The whole matter of stocks needs experimental attention, fruit-growers in particular having little to guide them in the choice of stocks for the several fruits. We know that cultivated plants vary greatly: and that actions heritable or do not disappear with the individual? A study of the last problem would bring one to a much-needed investigation of mutations. Acclimatization deserves consideration. There yet remain many native plants worthy of domestication. Forcing of plants brings up many problems; as, the influence of heated soils and atmospheres, soil sterilization, artificial lights in place of sunlight, the use of electricity in forcing growth and the physiological disturbances of the plant brought about by the changed environment. Lastly, those who ship and store horticultural products are calling for experimental aid to solve their many problems.

EXTENSION STATIONS

Extension work is the effort made by an institution of higher learning to carry outside its own walls and directly to the people, any form of helpful educational influence. A state university, or institution that derives financial support from the state, may legitimately be called upon to give instruction to the people who cannot attend its courses, if means are provided for the performance of this office. Such an institution no longer fulfils its complete function when it confines itself to teaching students who come to it and to the investigation for a vast array of its laboratories. A state college of arts and science, necessarily the center of the great university of today, may extend its educational ideals and its higher educational functions to the people of the state as well as to the students who reside within it. The professional schools of law, medicine, education, engineering, journalism, agriculture and others (articulated with the college of arts and science, to make up the university) are each investigating the problems of better extension methods, gathering information that may be carried to the people of the state, through organized extension work. More and more the people are coming to depend upon this information as a basis for better enactment, better municipal functions, better sanitation, better regulations as to health of public health of the foods and the phylactic, and health of the people.

Extension work in horticulture is that phase of organized extension activity that has to do with better production, better handling and better marketing of horticultural products and the higher efforts of living to which this work contributes.

Horticultural extension is conducted by means of private letters, lectures, publications, correspondence courses, demonstration schools, demonstration experiments, and the like.

Private correspondence.—Every fruit-grower, gardener, florist or other horticultural worker may encounter special problems upon which he needs individual advice. The horticultural department in any of our leading colleges of agriculture is called upon to answer thousands of letters of inquiry every year. Each of these represents a problem, and of the number of the horticultural staff best qualified to handle it. Many of these inquiries entail special letters. Some of them may be more fully answered by sending circulars or bulletins.

Publications.—Departments of horticulture disseminate much information through bulletins, the publication of information and press notices. These bulletins are the published results of the investigation of special problems by the members of the horticultural staff. Circulars of information are more popular treatises of horticultural subjects of interest in the state, and pertaining to which the department has gathered information of interest. Press notices are usually timelier topics or seasonal advice furnished the press of the state to publish at the opportune time for their readers. If an insect or disease appears suddenly and promises to become widespread, due to unusual conditions, it often may be checked by any one of several methods, and no isolation and improvement of all conditions may sometimes call for unusual methods of management of plants or of crops.

The publication may take the form of an organized reading-course effort without assuming to construct and conduct correspondence courses.

Extension lectures.—Hundreds of lectures on horticultural topics are given by members of the horticultural staff, at schools, teachers' meetings, civic improvement societies, commercial club meetings, nurserymen's conventions, canners' associations, fruit-growers' organizations, florists' clubs, and other gatherings. In this way something of the work of the Department may be carried to every organized body in the state which is interested in a phase of horticulture.

Surveys.—That the department of horticulture may be of special service to a horticultural center, or special horticultural industry, a careful survey of the horticultural conditions as they exist may be desirable. Such a survey may determine what varieties are proving most profitable, which of the prevailing methods of management are yielding the most satisfactory results, what are the difficult problems that need investigation and what are the reasons for successes or failures.

The average result may throw much light upon what is already proving best in the neighborhood. A question that is vexing the average grower may have been answered by the work of the best growers, whose results show the answer to the question. As an example of the plan and possibilities of such surveys may
be mentioned the orchard survey of some of the leading apple-growing counties of New York. A measure of the commercial value of spraying is secured by statistical results from sprayed and unsprayed orchards. The commercial value of orchard tillage as compared with orchards growing in sod is shown by the returns from some orchards. The future of methods of greenhouse construction and management for particular crops may be determined and explained in the same way.

Extension schools.—In many states, extension schools of horticulture are held for the purpose of carrying special horticultural instruction to a neighborhood. Such schools may consist of lectures and demonstrations in a subject of immediate interest. For example, just previous to harvesting a fruit crop a school in fruit-packing may be held. The methods and advantages of proper packing are presented by means of lectures. This is followed by practical laboratory periods in which those in attendance learn to do the work of proper packing. In a similar way, pruning, spraying and other phases of fruit-production are being taught in brief periods of one or two days or a week, the time varying with the needs of the community and the character of the subject taught; or situations in which vegetable-growers and florists may be met.

Correspondence.—Certain schools teach in horticulture by correspondence. Certain subjects are capable of being taught in this way. Outlines for the lessons are mailed to the student. Prescribed reading is required and directions for observations and original work and study of plants are formulated. Examinations usually consist of written reports made by the student, embodying a statement of the results secured by him. These reports usually show whether or not the student has grasped the subject and wherein he may need further suggestions and study.

Boys' and girls' clubs.—A movement that is destined to have a very profound influence is the organization of boys' and girls' clubs for the study of subjects relating to horticulture. Often this club work takes the form of contests in gardening or in the production of some special garden crop, such as tomatoes. Organization is best effected through cooperation with the schools or somebody that can direct the work of each local club. Printed sheets are mailed the club members, from time to time, giving instruction in the details of the work and the conditions governing the contest. Prizes are usually awarded at the local contests and sometimes the prize-winners compete in a state contest.

Cooperative demonstration and experiment stations.—A very evident means of promoting the productive growth of any horticultural interest is by means of cooperative demonstrations conducted on the grounds of some energetic grower, whose conditions fairly represent the neighborhood. The ground may be leased by the institution or offered by the local grower. Experiments are carefully outlined to test some problem of interest, such as spraying, comparison of methods of pruning or of cultivation or planting, the use of fertilizers, determination of the merits of particular flowers or vegetables, or other question which the community needs to have worked out. A representative of the horticultural staff visits the grounds as often as necessary to oversee proper conduct of the work and to record the results of the experiment. Whenever results are secured that are of benefit to the growers, a meeting is held for the purpose of explaining and observing these results and demonstrating the methods for their use. Usually those who benefit by these demonstrations have a hand in it and feel that it is their own; they grow into an understanding of it as the work grows; it gives a new pride and a new power in working for superior methods. While this is perhaps the most productive form of extension work, its scope is, of course, necessarily limited by the fact that working force and funds are not available for handling more than a limited number of projects.

General considerations.—Incidentally there are other ways by which extension work may be accomplished.

Enough already has been accomplished to show that organized extension work has a large and increasing influence upon the horticulture of a state.

The move for a higher standard of work in behalf of human progress, the measure of success of extension work in horticulture depends largely upon its own organization. It offers a multitude of opportunities for work that the world needs to have done. As indicated above, the work is approached in numerous ways. Unless properly organized there is danger of scattered effort, duplication, and failure to follow up results so as to give stability and permanence. It should be a factor in the organized extension work of the entire institution of which it is a part. The question then arises as to whether the work should be undertaken by a separate corps of workers, especially trained for the purpose, and acting under the direct auspices of the institution? Or should the work be done by the head, or whether, since it relates to a special professional field, it should be carried by the officers of the department of horticulture in the college and experiment station. To the writer, the latter seems to be the more rational arrangement. It is no doubt true that if a corps of men do extension work exclusively, with the help of those organized relations to college teaching and experiment station investigation, there will be a tendency to lose touch with higher educational ideals and failure to take to the people the stimulus of productive investigation and the last word in scientific advancement. Undoubtedly the work of the investigator, especially on the part of younger men who have the faculty of appealing to the popular audience, to become satisfied with the plaudits of the multitude, and to strive only to enthrone and amuse, unless they are closely connected with college and station work. While one function of extension work may be to inspire and exhort, the day has passed when that alone is sufficient. The commercial horticulturist has reached a plane of development when he needs definite helpful instruction. Attractive lectures and lectures are no longer sufficient. He needs, in addition, so far as it is possible to supply him, definite methods to do his work according to the most approved methods. The men most closely in touch with strong college teaching and station investigation should be the best fitted to supply this need.

Furthermore, the college teacher or investigator equally needs intimate contact with the commercial grower and his problems. His problems are the problems of the teacher and the investigator. The above conclusions do not dispute the fact that an individual may have especial talent and taste for extension work and lack the plodding patience to make a strong investigator. He may largely devote his time to extension if only the organization keeps him closely linked with college and station men. On the other hand, a productive investigator may not believe that he is best fitted to do his work according to the most approved methods. He may be a popular lecturer and may give most of his time to investigation. His help may be indispensable in solving some of the difficult problems that arise in the field of extension. Undoubtedly there is work to be done that will enable the director of extension to call the department of horticulture to his aid. The organization within the department should be best able to supply this need by calling upon the individual best fitted to meet the specific demand.

J. C. WHITTEN.
The following pages contain advertisements of books by the same author or on kindred subjects.
This is unquestionably the most important agricultural cyclopedic work published in this country. The leading experts in the United States and Canada, both investigators and practical farmers, contribute to its chapters, which are arranged not alphabetically, but topically, each subject being treated in its various aspects by men especially familiar with it. It contains advice for the city man who is seeking a home in the country, as well as for the professional farmer. The book is strictly new and up to date in its methods and advice, thoroughly readable, and a standard work of reference. It is profusely illustrated, about one-third of the total space being assigned to illustrations—all original.

"Indispensable to public and reference libraries . . . readily comprehensible to any person of average education."—The Nation.

"The completest existing thesaurus of up-to-date facts and opinions on modern agricultural methods. It is safe to say that many years must pass before it can be surpassed in comprehensiveness, accuracy, practical value, and mechanical excellence. It ought to be in every library in the the country."—Record-Herald, Chicago.

"To the man who wishes to study farming in its various aspects or to practice agriculture, this work will appeal strongly."—Literary Digest.

RURAL SCIENCE SERIES
Edited by L. H. BAILEY
Each volume illustrated Cloth, 12mo.

A series of practical books for farmers and gardeners, sold as a set or separately. Each one is the work of a competent specialist, and is suitable for consultation alike by the amateur or professional tiller of the soil, the scientist or the student. Illustrations of marked beauty are freely used, and the books are clearly printed and well bound.
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Edward B. Voorhees' Forage Crops................ 1.50
J. A. Widtsoe's Dry Farming...................... 1.50
L. H. Bailey's Principles of Agriculture........ 1.25
S. M. Tracy's Forage Crops for the South........ 1.50

ON PLANT DISEASES, ETC.
E. C. Lodeman's The Spraying of Plants........ 1.25

ON GARDEN-MAKING
L. H. Bailey's Garden-Making..................... 1.50
L. H. Bailey's Principles of Vegetable-Gardening........ 1.50
L. H. Bailey's Forcing Book...................... 1.25
L. H. Bailey's Plant Breeding.................... 2.00

ON FRUIT-GROWING, ETC.
L. H. Bailey's Nursery Book..................... 1.50
L. H. Bailey's Fruit-Growing.................... 1.75
L. H. Bailey's The Pruning Book................ 1.50
F. W. Card's Bush Fruits................................. 1.50
W. Paddock & O. B. Whipple's Fruit Growing in Arid Regions........ 1.50
J. E. Coit's Citrus Fruits.......................... 2.00
S. W. Fletcher's The Strawberry in North America........ 1.75

ON THE CARE OF LIVE-STOCK
Nelson S. Mayo's The Diseases of Animals........ 1.50
W. H. Jordan's The Feeding of Animals............ 1.50
I. P. Roberts' The Horse................................. 1.25
M. W. Harper's Breaking and Training of Horses..... 1.75
George C. Watson's Farm Poultry. New edition........ 1.50
John A. Craig's Sheep Farming.................... 1.50
E. F. Phillips' Beekeeping.............................. 1.50

ON DAIRY WORK, FARM CHEMISTRY, ETC.
Henry H. Wing's Milk and Its Products. New edition........ 1.50
J. G. Lipman's Bacteria and Country Life........ 1.50

ON ECONOMICS AND ORGANIZATION
William A. McKeever's Farm Boys and Girls........ 1.50
I. P. Roberts' The Farmer's Business Handbook........ 1.25
George T. Fairchild's Rural Wealth and Welfare........ 1.25
H. N. Ogden's Rural Hygiene............................. 1.50
J. Green's Law for the American Farmer............ 1.50
G. H. Powell's Co-operation in Agriculture........ 1.50
J. B. Morman's Principles of Rural Credits........ 1.25
C. W. Herrick's Insects Injurious to the Household.... 1.75

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
64-66 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK
THE RURAL OUTLOOK SET
By L. H. BAILEY

Four Volumes. Each, cloth, 12mo. Uniform binding, attractively boxed. $5.00 net per set; carriage extra. Each volume also sold separately.

In this set are included three of Professor Bailey’s most popular books as well as a hitherto unpublished one,—“The Country-Life Movement.” The long and persistent demand for a uniform edition of these little classics is answered with the publication of this attractive series.

The Country-Life Movement
Cloth, 12mo, 220 pages, $1.25

This hitherto unpublished volume deals with the present movement for the redirection of rural civilization, discussing the real country-life problem as distinguished from the city problem, known as the back-to-the-land movement.

The Outlook to Nature (New and Revised Edition)
Cloth, 12mo, 195 pages, $1.25

In this alive and bracing book, full of suggestions and encouragement, Professor Bailey argues the importance of contact with nature, a sympathetic attitude toward which “means greater efficiency, hopefulness, and repose.”

The State and the Farmer (New Edition)
Cloth, 12mo, $1.25

It is the relation of the farmer to the government that Professor Bailey here discusses in its varying aspects. He deals specifically with the change in agricultural methods, in the shifting of the geographical centers of farming in the United States, and in the growth of agricultural institutions.

The Nature Study Idea (New Edition)
Cloth, 12mo, $1.25

“It would be well,” the critic of The Tribune Farmer once wrote, “if ‘The Nature Study Idea’ were in the hands of every person who favors nature study in the public schools, of every one who is opposed to it, and, most important, of every one who teaches it or thinks he does.” It has been Professor Bailey’s purpose to interpret the new school movement to put the young into relation and sympathy with nature,—a purpose which he has admirably accomplished.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
PUBLISHERS 64-66 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK
Manual of Farm Animals
A Practical Guide to the Choosing, Breeding and Keep of Horses, Cattle, Sheep and Swine.

By MERRITT W. HARPER
Assistant Professor of Animal Husbandry in the New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University

Illustrated, decorated cloth, 12mo, 545 pages, index, $2.00; by mail, $2.18
“The work is invaluable as a practical guide in raising farm animals.”—Morning Telegram.
“A book deserving of close study as well as being handy for reference, and should be in the possession of every farmer interested in stock.”—Rural World.

Manual of Gardening

By L. H. BAILEY

Illustrated, cloth, 12mo, 544 pages, $2.00; by mail, $2.17
This new work is a combination and revision of the main parts of two other books by the same author, “Garden-Making” and “Practical Garden Book,” together with much new material and the result of the experience of ten added years. Among the persons who collaborated in the preparation of the other two books, and whose contributions have been freely used in this one, are C. E. Hunn, a gardener of long experience; Professor Ernest Walker, reared as a commercial florist; Professor L. R. Taft, and Professor F. A. Waugh, well known for their studies and writings on horticultural subjects.

A STANDARD WORK REVISED AND ENLARGED

The Farm and Garden Rule Book
By L. H. BAILEY

Illustrated, cloth, 12mo, $2.00
When Professor Bailey’s “Horticulturist’s Rule Book” was published nearly twenty-five years ago, the volume became a standard agricultural work running through sixteen editions. Taking this book as a basis, the author has now made a wholly new book, extending it to cover the field of general farming, stock-raising, dairying, poultry-rearing, horticulture, gardening, forestry, and the like. It is essentially a small cyclopedia of ready rules and references, packed full from cover to cover of condensed, meaty information and precepts on almost every leading subject connected with country life.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
PUBLISHERS 64-66 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK
RURAL TEXT-BOOK SERIES
Edited by L. H. BAILEY

Each volume Illustrated Cloth, 12mo.

While the RURAL SCIENCE SERIES is designed primarily for popular reading and for general use, this related new series is designed for classroom work and for special use in consultation and reference. The RURAL TEXT-BOOK SERIES is planned to cover eventually the entire range of public school and college texts. For fuller information on each book, see index for separate titles.

Physiology of Plant Production. By B. M. Duggar $1.60
Southern Field Crops. By John Frederick Duggar 1.75
Principles and Practice of Judging Livestock. By Carl Warren Gay 1.50
Animal Husbandry for Schools. By M. W. Harper 1.40
Text-Book of Grasses. By A. S. Hitchcock 1.50
Field Crop Production. By George Livingston 1.40
Principles of Soil Management. By T. L. Lyon and E. O. Fippin 1.75
Beginnings in Agriculture. By A. R. Mann .75
Corn Crops. By E. G. Montgomery 1.60
Forage Plants and Their Culture. By Charles V. Piper 1.75
Farm Management. By G. F. Warren 1.75
Elements of Agriculture. By G. F. Warren 1.10
Manures and Fertilizers. By H. J. Wheeler 1.60
Principles of Irrigation Practice. By John A. Widtsoe 1.75

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
PUBLISHERS 64-66 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK